
Preface:  
 
Sustainable development and its extensive domain affect every aspect of specialized activities 

including Civil Engineering with its vast and extensive scope. In this respect, protection of 

investments on concrete constructions  on the one hand , and production and utilization of concrete 

materials in construction industry and its related issues like Analysis and Design, Durability, 

Strengthening, Maintenance, Quality Control, Environmental Considerations, Modern Constructional 

Technologies, Nano-Concrete, Concrete Constitutive Laws, on the other, have attracted the attention 

of researchers, planners and management authorities in various societies in considering concrete as an 

effective factor in the creation of sustainable development. Such characteristics have shaped a 

renowned, comprehensive and indispensable material from concrete, which plays an important role in 

various aspects of human life such as production, employment, environment and development in a 

rather significant manner. Behavioral complexities of this material, e.g. varying mechanical and 

physical properties exposed to diverse conditions, its behavior under different loading circumstances 

and development of properties like creep, shrinkage, dual action, bond between concrete and steel, 

slip, durability, corrosion etc, have all created a wide scope of research based on this material.  

An in-depth knowledge and awareness of various scientific and technological developments on 

concrete and its related issues is conceivable only through an exchange of scientific and technical 

information by researchers and engineers across the globe. The Building & Housing Research Center, 

affiliated to the Ministry of Housing & Urban Development is honored to hold the 3rd International 

Conference on Concrete & Development, based on its functions and objectives. The Conference 

Secretariat at first stage received 195 Abstracts out of which 160 were accepted for preparation of full 

papers.  At the second stage 143 Papers submitted by researchers from within the country and 

overseas, of which 101 (including 87 in English and 14 in Persian languages) were accepted by the 

Scientific Committee to be presented at Conference. The Conference CD-Proceeding totally includes 

123 papers, out of which 17 Papers in Persian and 106 in English. 

It is hoped that the proceedings will provide a fruitful background for up grading the Civil 

Engineering branch, with an emphasis on concrete materials and structures through an appropriate 

exchange of information between all researchers, scientists and industrial scholars.  

We would like to take this opportunity to thank our esteemed keynote speakers and distinguished 

authors, as well as members of the Reviewing Committee for their invaluable contribution to the 

proceedings. A special note of acknowledgement is also due to the staff and personnel of the BHRC 

who worked tirelessly in laying the groundwork and carrying out the numerous tasks involved in the 

organization of the Conference.  
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ABSTRACT 
A new methodology for design of low-rise RC building structures is proposed.  
This methodology uses base shear strength as the sole variable in the estimation of 
the maximum displacement demand. The formulation is applicable to ‘asymmetric’ 
ground motions exhibiting a large difference between the peak accelerations in 
opposite directions of motion, which result in larger inelastic displacement than 
symmetric ground motions.  Conventional methods such as The Capacity Spectrum 
Method do not yield adequate results for such ‘asymmetric’ ground motions.  The 
proposed method is effective if the period at the yield strength is smaller than 0.5 s, 
the base shear coefficient of the building is smaller than 0.4, and the ground motion 
is strong (PGA > 0.5g and PGV > 0.5 m/s). 
 
Keywords: base shear strength, displacement demand, asymmetric ground motions 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The damage potential of ground motion is, arguably, estimated best in terms of the 
magnitude of the deformations induced on structures. In this article, we show 
results from analyses confirming that the correlation between an intensity measures 
commonly used to rank ground motion records, namely PGV, and displacement 
demand is poor.  As a result, we concentrate on direct estimation of displacement 
demand, which is not only a good measure of damage potential but also the key 
parameter in the design and evaluation of building structures.  Because there is 
much uncertainty in the problem, especially regarding the intensity of future 
ground motion, a simple method for estimation of displacement demand is 
preferable over a complex method. But simplicity ought not to compromise the 
quality of the answer. Several studies have proposed simplified procedures to 
estimate the maximum deformation of nonlinear single and multi-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF and MDOF) systems. One of the most popular methods to 
estimate deformation demand of nonlinear structures was conceived by Freeman in 
1975 [1].  It is known as The Capacity Spectrum Method and is used in design and 
evaluation provisions in the US (ATC-40, 1996 [2]) and Japan (Kuramoto, 2006 
[3]). Although analytical studies have indicated the contrary, the available 
experience has not shown the results of the method to be inadequate. Its positive 
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record and its simplicity are the main reasons for its popularity among both 
academicians and practitioners.  In this paper we take another look at the results 
obtained with the Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM).  We do so motivated by the 
recent abundance of available ground motion records.  Our computations show that 
the method is not sensitive to an attribute of strong ground motion that we have 
coined “asymmetry” for lack of a better term. By asymmetry we refer to the 
difference between the “positive” and “negative” peaks of a ground acceleration or 
velocity record.  We quantify it using the absolute value of the ratio of the positive 
to the negative peaks.  Our computations indicate that the response of nonlinear 
SDOF systems with short periods of vibration (T<0.6s) is in fact sensitive to 
asymmetry in the acceleration record. 
In this article we propose a new design spectrum.  The spectrum can be used to 
capture the effect of record asymmetry on structural response.  It differs from the 
spectrum used in the CSM in that the one we propose refers to nonlinear response, 
rather than linear response.  And it differs from other spectra for nonlinear response 
(Blume et al., 1961 [4]; Chopra 2006 [5]; Priestley 2007 [6]) in that we use base-
shear strength, not initial period or frequency, as the independent variable (as the 
horizontal axis).  We do not mean to suggest that response is not sensitive to initial 
period.  What we are suggesting is simply that, for short-period structures, response 
is more sensitive to strength than to initial period.  
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
We study the potential effects of ground motion on structures by using SDOF 
systems (Figure 1a).  Three hysteresis rules are considered as depicted in Figures. 
1b, 1c and 1d. Figure 1b shows the force-displacement response for an elasto-
plastic system, where Qu is the yield force and K is the stiffness.  The stiffness K is 
calculated using Eq. 1, 
 
 2T m Kπ=  (1) 
 
where m is the mass and T is the fundamental period.  The force-displacement 
response of a rigid-plastic system is shown in Figure 1c.  A rigid plastic system is 
simply a particular case within the elasto-plastic systems in which K is assumed to 
be infinite.  We consider this case because the solution of the differential equation 
of motion for a system with infinite stiffness is simpler than the solution for a 
system with finite stiffness.  Figure 1d shows the force-displacement response 
assumed for an oscillator with decreasing stiffness.  Stiffness variations are 
computed using the formulation proposed by Takeda (1970) [7].  Fundamental 
period (T in Eq. 1) is computed the secant stiffness K shown in Figure 1d. The 
initial viscous damping factor is assumed 2% for the initial stiffness of each model. 
The damping coefficient is assumed to reduce in proportion to the tangential 
stiffness. 
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Figure 1. SDOF systems with various load-displacement responses 
 
3. ASYMMETRY 
The positive and negative peaks in ground acceleration and velocity records are 
different (Figure 2a, Erzincan 1992 record).  The signs are a matter of convention.  
They are necessary but otherwise unimportant.  We adopt the convention that 
accelerations and velocities are positive in the direction of the absolute acceleration 
or velocity maxima.  The difference between the positive and negative peaks is 
usually ignored.  To gain insight on the magnitude and the possible relevance of 
this difference, which we refer to as “asymmetry,” we studied 2715 horizontal 
ground motion records published by PEER (2000) [8]. Figure 2b shows the ratio of 
the peak ground acceleration a1 to the maximum acceleration in the opposite 
direction a2 plotted against a1. Ten percent of the records with a1 exceeding 6 m/s2 
have a ratio a1 / a2 larger than 2.  
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Figure 2. Erzincan 1992 record 

 
To understand the effects of the asymmetry in records on system response we start by 
considering the simplified periodic motions shown in Figure 4.  We consider three 
idealized acceleration records with equal (absolute) peak ground acceleration a1: A1, 
A1.5, A2.5. The numbers following the letter A, which stands for “acceleration,” are 
ratios of peak accelerations a1/ a2.  Figure 2b indicates that ratios between 1 and 1.5 are 
common and a ratio of 2.5 is close to the upper bound for the records we have.  Figures 
4b and 4c show ground velocities and displacements computed by integrating the 
idealized signals A1, A1.5, and A2.5.  Note that peak ground velocity and 
displacement decrease as we increase of the ratio a1/ a2.  
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Figure 5 shows linear response spectra computed for the idealized periodic motions 
shown in Figure 3 for a damping ratio of 10%. The spectra indicate that relative 
displacement and absolute acceleration tend to decrease with increases in the ratio 
of peak accelerations. In other words, the spectra would lead us to think that the 
“asymmetry” in the records we are considering is not detrimental, and in fact, one 
could argue that the spectra show it is beneficial. 
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Figure 3.  a1/a2 vs PGA (a1) 
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Figure 4. Idealized records with asymmetric ground acceleration. 
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4. COMPUTED RESPONSE TO IDEALIZED MOTIONS 
Figure 6a shows absolute peak relative displacements computed for synthetic 
motions A1, A1.5 and A2.5 and for elasto-plastic oscillators with T = 0.2 s with 
base shear coefficients Cb ranging from 0 to 0.4. The computed relative 
displacement maxima are larger for the asymmetric records A1.5 and A2.5 than for 
record A1 for base shear coefficients exceeding approximately 0.1.  Record A1, the 
symmetric record, has the same PGA, and larger PGV and response spectra (Figure 
3b and 5a) than records A1.5 and A2.5. The peak ground velocity of record A2.5 is 
approximately half of the peak ground velocity of record A1, but the relative 
displacement computed for A2.5 is 1.5 times the displacement computed for A1 at 
Cb = 0.1. This observation indicates that there is no proportionality between peak 
ground velocity and displacement response for short-period structures.  Elastic 
response spectra also fail to capture the effects of the asymmetry of the records 
considered (Figure 5).  Estimates of displacement demand based on elastic spectra 
would, therefore, not include the effects of asymmetry.   
Figure 6b shows the relationship between the base shear coefficient Cb and the 
absolute maximum relative displacements computed for elasto-plastic oscillators 
with T = 0.6 s. The asymmetry of the record seems not to impact negatively the 
computed relative displacements.  We conclude that response is sensitive to 
asymmetry in the acceleration record for T < 0.6 s.   
On the other hand, response is not as sensitive to asymmetry in the velocity record 
as it is to asymmetry in the acceleration record.  
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Figure 6. Peak relative displacements computed for idealized records 

 
5. COMPUTED RESPONSE TO RECORDED MOTIONS 
In section 4 we considered the response of oscillators to idealized ground motion 
records.  We now consider response to actual records.  For illustration purposes we 
consider, initially, two records: 1992 Erzincan, Turkey, NS component, and 1992 
Landers, Lucerne Station, component 275. Table 1 lists intensity measures for each 
record.  Notice that the record for the Landers Earthquake has larger PGA, PGV 
and PGD.  But, at the same time, the record for the Landers Earthquake has small 
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asymmetry while the record from Erzincan has large asymmetry as indicated by the 
ratios of PGA to maximum ground acceleration in the direction opposite to that of 
PGA.  Figure 7 shows computed displacement peaks for elasto-plastic oscillators 
with T = 0.2 and 0.6 s. and base shear coefficients ranging from 0 to 0.4.  In all 
cases, the relative displacements computed for the record from Erzincan are larger 
than those for Landers.  This trend is opposite to what would have been expected 
on the basis of the differences in PGA, PGV, PGD, and linear response spectra.  
This observation indicates that asymmetry is an important attribute in an 
acceleration record. 
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Figure 7. Peak relative displacements computed for the Erzincan and Landers records 
 
6. HOW ASYMMETRY IN THE ACCELERATION RECORD AFFECTS 
DISPLACEMENT RESPONSE 
We think of the response of a sliding block (Figure 8a: a physical representation of 
a rigid-plastic system) to a simple idealized ground acceleration record (Figure 8c).  
The record is asymmetric and periodic, and features acceleration “pulses” in two 
directions (a1 = 3 and a2 = −1, positive values represents movement to the left).  We 
assume that the block will move relative to the ground if the frictional resistance in 
terms of acceleration reaches its strength (μg = 2 in Figure 8b).  When the ground 
starts to move, with an acceleration of a2 = −1, the block will simply move with the 
ground, and the frictional resistance is a2 = −1 (Figure 8d).  When the ground 
experiences the first “positive” acceleration pulse a1 = 3 (point 1 in Figure 8c), the 
block will try to follow the ground.  But its “strength” is limited (μg = 2 in Figure 
8d).  So there will be sliding.  We can compute the relative acceleration simply by 
subtracting the acceleration of the block from the acceleration of the ground: 
a1−μg=3−2=+1 (Figure 8b, the positive sign indicates relative motion to the right).  
When the ground returns to an acceleration of a2 =−1 (point 2), the relative 
acceleration becomes a2 −μg = (−1) − 2 = −3.  The relative acceleration reverses.  If 
we integrate relative acceleration we obtain relative velocity (Figure 8f).  And we 
observe that the relative velocity will increase during the first positive acceleration 
pulse (that is, between points 1 and 2) and will start to decrease when the ground 
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acceleration of the ground returns to a2 = −1 and the relative acceleration changes 
in sign (point 2).  Eventually the relative velocity returns to zero (point 3).  At this 
point, the relative motion between block and ground ceases, and, therefore, the 
relative acceleration returns to zero.  The acceleration of the block becomes equal 
to the acceleration of the ground (a2 = −1) once again.  The result of this process is 
a spike in the relative velocity record, which is zero elsewhere.  This spike results 
in a permanent offset of the block with respect to its initial position (Δ1 in Figure 
8g).  The magnitude of this offset is equal to the area under the spike in the relative 
velocity record.  If a second positive acceleration pulse takes place (points 4 and 5 
in Figure 8c), it will result in a second spike in the relative velocity and an 
additional offset (Figure 8g).  The ground may go back to its original position (as 
in Figure 3c), but the block does not.  The relative displacement (Δ1 in Figure 8g) is 
maximum if the resistance is equal to  a2 ( 2g aμ = ), as we observed in Figure 6a, 

unless the asymmetry is small ( 1 2/ 1a a ≈ ).  If the ground acceleration pulses did 
not have a preferred direction, the block would slide back and forth without 
accumulation of successive offsets.  This analogy shows why asymmetry in the 
acceleration record may cause large relative displacements in inelastic systems. 
 
7. THE STRENGTH SPECTRUM 
We have shown that linear response spectra do not capture the effects of what we 
have called “asymmetry” in acceleration records.  And we have shown that the 
effect of asymmetry can be significant for short-period structures (T < 0.6 s).  To 
solve this conundrum we propose the direct use of nonlinear spectra.  And to ease 
the transition from linear spectra to nonlinear spectra we propose a simplification.  
Figure 9 shows computed displacement maxima for rigid plastic and elasto-plastic 
oscillators with periods ranging from 0 to 0.6 s and base shear coefficients from 0 
to 0.6.  The values shown were computed for the Erzincan and Landers records.  
From these four Figures it is apparent that, for T < 0.6 s, response is more sensitive 
to base shear strength than to initial period of vibration.  We therefore suggest that, 
for design or evaluation purposes, it would be sufficient to work with spectra 
computed for oscillators with a fixed average period (say T = 0.2 s) and varying 
base shear strength.  We call such spectra (graphs showing maximum 
displacements of systems with T = 0.2 s vs. base-shear coefficient) ”Strength 
Spectra.” 
In the following discussion, we refer to results obtained for the decreasing-stiffness 
system defined in Figure 1d with a base shear coefficient of 0.2. Those results were 
obtained for the 59 ground motion records with PGA > 0.5g and PGV > 0.5 m/s. 
Figure 10a compares the maximum displacements for systems with T = 0.2 s 
with maximum displacements for systems with T = 0.1 s and 0.5 s. The correlation 
coefficient is 0.97, indicating that the systems with T = 0.2 s provide a good 
estimate of the maximum displacement of systems with different periods (not 
exceeding 0.5 s). As we increased the base shear coefficient up to 0.4, the 
correlation coefficient decreased but was larger than 0.8. In contrast, Figures 12b 
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and c show how intensity indicators, PGA and PGV, correlate with the computed 
displacement demand.  It is clear that PGA is not a good measure of displacement 
demand. PGV is not very good, either.  Note that the records in Table 2 include 
various ground motions with various dominant periods. We therefore conclude that 
the Strength Spectrum with T = 0.2 s can be used as an indicator of potential for 
seismic damage in low-rise buildings (T < 0.5 s) regardless of the characteristics of 
the ground motion if the ground motion is strong (PGA > 0.5g and PGV > 0.5 m/s) 
and the base shear coefficient of the building is smaller than 0.4.  The same 
observation is also true for elasto-plastic systems. 
 

 
Figure 8. Response of a rigid-plastic oscillator to an idealized asymmetric record 
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Figure 9. Computed displacement maxima for rigid-plastic and elasto-plastic 
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Figure 11. Strength spectra for decreasing-stiffness SDOF systems with T<0.5s 
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Figure 13 shows maximum displacements of decreasing-stiffness oscillators with 
T=0.2 s and various base-shear strengths. The 59 records satisfying PGA > 0.5g 
and PGV > 0.5 m/s were used again to generate this plot.  The thick continuous 
line shows the tenth largest value of displacement response at each base shear 
coefficient considered.  We consider that the data above this line are exceptionally 
large and should not govern the design.  The thick broken line was obtained using 
the formulation proposed by Ozturk (2003) [9] for T = 0.2 s and PGV = 1.1 m/s, 
which is the mean plus one standard deviation for the peak ground velocities of the 
considered records.  It is interesting that the line we computed matches reasonably 
well the one obtained using Ozturk’s formulation although Ozturk calibrated his 
formulation using records from Turkey exclusively while we have used records 
from a number of locations.   
We suggest that the spectra in Figure 13, which have been computed for T = 0.2 s, 
can be used to estimate the displacement demand for building structures with 
different initial periods not exceeding 0.5 s.  For 0.05 < Cb < 0.4 and T < 0.5 s, we 
propose this envelope to be: 
 
 Sd = 0.6 – Cb (2) 
 
Where Sd is displacement demand for strong motion in meters and Cb is base shear 
coefficient.  This demand may be reduced according to the soil condition and the 
seismicity of the region; matters outside the scope of this manuscript. 
 
8. CONCLUSION 
(1) Asymmetry in ground acceleration -as defined here- can cause large inelastic 

displacements in low-rise RC buildings. 
(2) Elastic spectra do not capture the effects of asymmetry. 
(3) A Strength Spectrum (a graph showing maximum displacements of nonlinear 

SDOF systems with T at yield = 0.2 s and various base shear coefficients) can 
be used as an indicator of potential for seismic damage in low-rise buildings 
(T at yield < 0.5 s) if the base shear coefficient of the building is smaller than 
0.4 and the ground motion is strong (PGA > 0.5g and PGV > 0.5 m/s). The 
Strength Spectrum captures the effects of asymmetry in the ground motion. 

(4) Strength Spectra can, therefore, be used as a new paradigm for design and 
evaluation of low-rise RC buildings (T at yield < 0.5 s). 
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ABSTRACT 
The German electron synchrotron DESY (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron) in           
Hamburg is a centre for research into the structure of matter. DESY uses the 
accelerator PETRA (Positron-Elektron-Tandem-Ring-Anlage) as an intense 
synchrotron radiation sources for a broad spectrum of tests with electromagnetic 
radiation. The tests must take place on an extremely stiff and smooth concrete 
plate. The plate had to be 280 m long, 24 m wide and 1 metre thick. The plate 
should not get any joints and has to remain free of cracks because of the resistance 
demanded. The plate has to be produced monolithically, that is on behalf of the 
huge dimensions and properties world record. The positioning of the plate on a 
sliding bitumen layer and the use of steel fibre concrete have been the prerequisites 
for a successful performance under such challenging requirements. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The German electron synchrotron DESY in the Helmholtz-Community in 
Hamburg, Germany, is one of the leading accelerator centres in the world. The 
accelerator PETRA is being improved to be the most brilliant worldwide storage 
ring-based X-ray radiation sources worldwide. This new light source of the 
superlative offers excellent conditions for top research with particularly intensive 
and sharp joint X-ray radiation. The decisive advantage is the capillary X-ray 
radiation of an especially high brilliance: Also, tiny tested materials can be 
examined and their pictures highly resolved in the order of their atoms.  
Almost 300 m of the 2.3 km long Petra ring must be completely modified and a 
new experimentation hall had to be constructed. The basis of the hall is a 1 m thick 
concrete slab which carries the accelerator and the experiments. The slab is 24 m 
wide and 280 m long. It follows the circular shape of the accelerator ring. The 
concrete slab protects the highly precise measurement equipment from mechanical 
vibrations. The slab is decoupled from the building. It had to be built without joints 
and cracks. Therefore the slab had to be concreted without interruption. The 
evenness of the final floor slab was better than 4 mm/10 m. At a concentrated load 
of 1kN the floor slab may deform vertically only by 1 µm.   
The unusually high requirements called for correct planning, faultless production, 
highly sophisticated quality assurance, and an experienced contractor. 
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Figure 1. Aerial photo DESY with Petra ring. In the foreground the planned new 

experimentation hall (Photo: DESY) 
 
2. PHILOSOPHY OF THE ENGINEERING DESIGN 
The dimensioning of the floor slab was planned with the following considerations: 
A minimal deformation hindrance has been gained by applying a bituminous 
sliding layer despite not knowing initially the necessary minimum thickness. The 
slab starts shortening by cooling off after its maximum temperature gained by 
hydration heat. As a consequence it has to suffer a maximum tensile stress in its 
central cross section through each of the approximately 150 m long ends. If these 
tensile stresses remain below the tensile strength of the concrete, an additional mild 
reinforcement could be saved. The shortening of the slab has been expected to start 
three days after the beginning of concreting. For this circumstance a concrete mix 
had to be designed which produced a hydration temperature as low as possible 
while reaching a tensile strength of at least 2 N/mm2 as early as possible. The 
mixture had to be proven in internal performance tests by the construction firm.  
Because not all conditions and may be impacts could be foreseen for this special 
construction task nevertheless no crack has been allowed leading to a gaping joint 
in the concrete slab. Concerning these requirements the planned tensile strength of 
the young concrete had to be achieved for certain. The achievable tensile strength 
can only be guaranteed when steel fibres are mixed into the concrete. Steel fibres 
do not increase the tensile strength of the concrete, however, they guarantee it. This 
guarantee is reached only by a fibre content of approximately one volume per cent. 
For this reason we suggested 75 kg of steel fibres per cubic metre of concrete.  
Micro cracks arise during the hydration process in the very young concrete. Late 
cracks arise by shrinkage at a higher age, by restraint and internal tensions. Micro 
cracks caused by autogenous shrinkage or by tensile stresses through hydration 
heat act later as crack starters when the plate is subjected to stresses by external 
loads. These fine micro cracks do not further enlarge if they are held small and 
locked by well bonding scraped fibres. To cope with the shrinkage crack formation 
in the very early age we chose scraped fibres with the best bonding performance in 
young concrete.  The amount was 40 kg scraped fibres per cubic metre of concrete. 
For cracks arising later we chose crack bridging fibres with double bended ends, a 
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length of 50 mm, diameter 0.8 mm, and 35 kg per cubic metre of concrete. 
Cracks have to be avoided primarily in the surface. Near the surface of a concrete the 
influences are more various and more intense than inside the structure. Therefore 
steel fibre concrete has been planned for the top 50 centimetres, for the upper half of 
the slab. The lower area got conventionally reinforced with a single reinforcing layer 
calculated for preventing crack widths bigger than 0.3mm. (Figure 2.) 
 

 
Figure 2. Layers of the floor slab 

 
The centre of the 300 m long concrete slab was designed as a fixed symmetry 
centre. A 1 m deep trench was executed monolithically in the central section of the 
slab.  Concreting had to be started from here in the two directions simultaneously. 
 

 
Figure 3. Test setup at the TU Berlin to check the sliding resistance of the bituminous 

sliding layer 
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Figure 4. Calculated values for one half of the slab (zero on the horizontal axis is the 

centre of the slab) 
 
3. SOLUTION METHOD 
Long building structures traditionally get subdivided into sections by expansion 
joints. Because of the high requirements for the bending stiffness of the slab it had 
to be executed without joints. For a floor slab of such a huge length deformations 
are adding up in the decimetre range by loss of hydration heat and shrinkage. The 
foundation basement of the slab leads to a resistance against shortenings. Forces by 
friction or adhesion are caused in the plate. The not avoidable cracks normally get 
limited in width by a crack distributing reinforcement. As the requirements for this 
floor slab were extremely high this would have required an exceptionally high 
amount of steel reinforcement with a time consuming forming and placing.  
A special cracking risk is gained by the hydration heat of the cement. Maximum 
temperatures of more than 50°C were expected. During cooling the concrete 
contracts and will crack if its deformation is hindered. To not hinder the 
deformation, we proposed to place the slab on a 3 mm thick sliding bituminous 
layer. Laboratory tests with a 1.5 mm thick bituminous layer proved the sliding 
performance to be not sufficient. 
A temperature difference of only 10 K between surface and centre of the concrete 
slab theoretically leads to a temperature related crack in the surface. Water loss by 
drying of unprotected concrete yields to a shortening by shrinkage of about 
0.4mm/m. Therefore the concrete slab had to be covered against drying after 
smoothing with a foil and had to be protected against cooling with a mat of foam 
with a chosen thickness of 10mm.  
To optimize the slab construction not only technically but also economically we 
proposed to construct the slab in two fresh concrete layers. 
The 49 cm thick upper layer has been made with steel fibre reinforced concrete 
with 1 Vol% fibre content with the concrete strength class C 30/37 (F1,6  
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XC1XM1 Dmax=16) according to EN 206-1 „Concrete – Part 1: Specification, 
performance, production and conformity”. The 50 cm thick bottom layer was made 
with reinforced concrete strength class C 30/37 (XC1  Dmax=32) according to EN 
206-1 with a weak reinforcement for crack width smaller than 0.3 mm at the 
bottom according to DIN 1045-1 „Concrete, reinforced and prestressed concrete 
structures – Part 1: Design and construction“. Each concrete layer had to be cast in 
place while proceeding into both directions without interruption and without joints 
in one sequence. The top layer with steel fibre concrete was cast in place nearly 25 
metres behind the front of the bottom layer. 
In the steel fibre concrete an electromagnetic compatibility shielding (EMC 
Shielding) had to be installed with steel mats in a depth of 15 cm under the top 
edge of the floor slab. A 1 cm thick layer for wear made of epoxy resin produced 
the finish of the slab. 
 
4. PRELIMINARY TESTS 
4.1. Tests with Sliding Bitumen Layer 
The bitumen sliding layer had to be executed as thick as necessary but as thin as 
possible so that no surplus bitumen would flow out at the sides of the floor slab. For 
the regulation of the different sliding resistance of differently thick bitumen layers 
corresponding tests were carried out at different temperatures at the TU Berlin.  
The result of the experiments was a friction coefficient µR of 0.1 at 20°C  with a 3 
mm thick sliding layer made of bitumen 50/70 to EN 12591 "Bitumen and 
bituminous binders – Specification for paving grade bitumen". For a 1 mm thick 
layer a sliding resistance of µR > 0.4 was found. 
On the construction site a bitumen sliding layer with an amount of 3 litres of 
bitumen per square meter got mechanically sprayed on the sub-concrete. This 
volume produced a nearly 3 mm thick layer. The extraordinary smoothness of the 
layer is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. The smoothness of the bitumen layer on top of the sub-concrete 
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For the bitumen sliding layer a friction coefficient µR=0.35 was set for the further 
static calculations. 
 
4.2. Mix Design 
In addition to constructive measures concrete technological parameters had to be 
assumed in order to reduce the crack width provoked by heat of hydration or by 
long term shrinkage. The high steel fibre content of 1 V-% in the upper part of the 
floor slab was an indispensable component of the quality concept. The slab should 
remain crack free in its early age and for its lifetime. 
The concrete slab should be able to suffer shortening deformations three days after 
production. Consequently cement had to be chosen which builds up its tensile 
strength fast. In addition, the steel fibres had to be intensively connected to the 
hardened cement paste. Therefore minimum binder content is required. This 
demand stands contrary to the reduction of hydration heat. However, a rapid 
strength development is more important than a slightly elevated hydration 
temperature. A mix of CEM III A and fly ash was recommended. 
For the assessment of the longitudinal deformations of the slab, the time dependent 
temperature development of the concrete was examined in polystyrene cubes under 
adiabatic conditions. The target consistency was 50cm spread on a flow table 
according to EN 12350-5 “Testing fresh concrete–Part 5: Flow table test”. 
Preliminary tests were performed by the contractor Züblin for different concrete 
mixtures. The results of the selected mixture are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows 
the main characteristic values of the selected mix.  
The measurements of the temperature development led us to expect a temperature 
rise of about 40 K in the centre of the floor slab. 
 

Table 1: Mixture 
 C 30/37 

CEM III/A 42.5 N 340 kg/m 3 
Fly ash 112 kg/m 3 

Maximum grain size 16 mm 
 w/(c +0,4 f) = 0.43 
  

Fibre mix 35 kg/m 3 DE 50/0,8 
(Harex) 

 40 kg/m 3 SF 01-32 
(Harex) 

 
To make the concrete pumpable, the content of ultra fines had to be sufficiently 
high. The components below 0.25 mm, (cement, fly ash, fine sand) should 
therefore be at least 400 kg/m3. In preliminary tests the pumpability was proven 
also for the relatively high steel fibre content. The pumping of such a concrete is 
representing a special challenge. 
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Table 2: Test results (main characteristic values). 

 
Compressive 

strength fc, cube  in 
N/mm² 

Young's 
modulus 
in N/mm2 

Fibre concrete 
class 

1 d 7.5   
2 d 14.0   
3 d   1,0/0,6 
7 d 33.0 28 000  

    
28 d 52.0 33 900 1,6/1,0 

 
5. EXECUTION 
5.1. Quality Assurance 
Before the beginning of the challenging concreting task the companies involved 
trained their employees for the special site requirements. 
The concreting concept and the quality system of the building contractor regulated 
the quality control during the execution. The quality was monitored additionally 
beyond this at particularly relevant stages upon request of the owner-builder. 
Controls of the preparations and equipment in the mixing plants before the 
beginning of the work as well as spot tests during the addition of the steel fibres 
were included. 
Each mixing truck was checked on the construction site once again. Rejection 
criteria for concrete trucks were fresh concrete temperatures falling below 10°C 
and a spread on a flow table of more than 55 cm. Special emphasis was put on the 
compaction of the concrete embedding the EMC mats and on curing measures. 
 
5.2. Concrete Production 
The concrete supplier Holcim had to guarantee delivery of 160 m3 per hour for the 
four concrete pumps. Holcim used four ready-mix concrete factories and one 
alternative factory with a corresponding stockpiling of the base materials. Twenty 
eight ready-mix trucks of 8m3 each were used. An interruption of the concreting 
process was not foreseen and was not allowed under any circumstances.  
The concrete factories put special emphasis on a high regularity of concrete 
production. Coping with the moisture content of the sand and the medium-sized 
aggregates was important. The target value of the spread at delivery was 52.5cm in 
order to not fall below the demanded consistency of 50 cm on the site.  
 

 
 
The steel fibres were weighed and pre-packaged beforehand. The scraped fibres SF 
01-32 were added to the empty transport vehicle by an elevator. After this the 
concrete was loaded. The steel fibres DE 50/08 were blown with an air stream 
device into the loaded ready-mix vehicle (Figure 6). A prolonged mixing time for 
the steel fibre concrete had to be taken into account in the delivery concept.  
Vehicles with steel fibre concrete were indicated by a green arrow in the 
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windshield to avoid false placement. The site foreman checked every vehicle again 
at the pump for its consistency by visual inspection. 
 

 
Figure 6. Blow in of the steel fibres into the mixing vehicle 

 
5.3. Placing the Concrete 
The walls and the roof of the hall were completed except for the end walls before 
placing the concrete. Four concrete pumps and one reserve pump were used. Two 
pumps concreted the lower layer with normal reinforced concrete; the other two 
pumps concreted the steel fibre concrete for the top layer of the slab 20 m behind 
the leading edge of the lower layer. The concrete was pumped at the same time at 
both sides starting in the middle of the slab. The 7000 m3 of concrete were placed 
within approx. 60 hours.  
The compaction of the concrete was carried by immersion vibrators. The surface 
was levelled with a special levelling plank. After reaching the required degree of 
hardness the concrete surface was smoothed with a double slab machine. 
As soon as the concrete was sufficiently set, it was covered with foil and a 10 mm 
thick insulating mat. The curing time was 31 days. The concrete was left in the side 
formwork for the complete curing time. 
 
6. RESULTS 
Immediately after the completion of work the monitoring of the strength and 
deformation behaviour of the slab began.  
The floor slab behaved as calculated. The ends were shortened with a speed of 30 - 
40 nm/s after three days. Each end shortened by about 40mm. 
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Figure 7. Surface finishing 

 

 
Figure 8. One sided shortening of the floor slab by 38mm 

 
The temperature from hydration heat and heat conduction was recorded 
continuously starting at the beginning of concreting in different places in the 
following four heights: 
 
Sliding layer ±   0 cm (bottom contact zone) 
Sliding layer + 10 cm   
Sliding layer + 50 cm (slab centre) 
Sliding layer + 90 cm (10 cm below slab surface) 
 
Compared with the values determined in the laboratory the temperature rise inside 
the concrete slab increased at most 32 K. The reason was the low fresh concrete 
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temperature and the cool weather during the execution. Figure 9 shows the typical 
temperature developments at different measuring points in one cross-section. 
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Figure 9. Temperature development in the concrete slab 

 
After the length deformation stopped the floor slab was measured in a grid of 
2.0m×2.0m. Such a high level of evenness was achieved that a planned additional 
levelling screed could most likely be foregone. Nevertheless the epoxy-layer has 
been performed.  
 

 
Figure 10. The glass like surface of the finished concrete slab 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a summary of the work from an extensive research program 
underway at the University of Toronto on strengthening deficient and repairing 
damaged concrete columns with fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) jackets. The 
specimens consisted of either a 305 mm square or 356 mm diameter and 1.47 m 
long column connected to a 508 × 762 × 813 mm stub. Each specimen was tested 
under lateral cyclic displacement excursions and simultaneous constant axial load 
to simulate seismic forces. Results indicate that added confinement with FRP at 
plastic hinge locations significantly enhanced ductility, energy dissipation capacity 
and strength of columns. Efficiency of FRP confinement was much superior in 
circular columns than in square columns. A procedure is presented for the design of 
confining FRP reinforcement in columns required to achieve a certain ductility 
performance given the applied axial load and the properties of the FRP.  
 
Keywords: columns, confinement, ductility, earthquake, energy dissipation, 
retrofitting.       
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Large inelastic deformation capacities of individual members allow entire 
structures to resist severe ground motion while dissipating significant levels of 
seismic energy. To ensure overall structural integrity, plastic hinge formation 
associated with lateral displacement excursions is preferred in beams and girders 
rather than in columns [1, 2]. However, plastic hinge development can occur in 
columns, particularly at the bases of multi-storey frames and bridges. Ductile 
behavior is essential at these crucial sites to prevent complete structural collapse 
under sustained loading. Many of the existing reinforced concrete structures do not 
have adequate amount of confinement reinforcement in potential plastic hinge 
regions of the columns and may result in brittle structural response during 
earthquakes. Destruction from the 1994 Northridge, 1995 Kobe and 2005 Kashmir 
earthquakes [3, 4, 5] has highlighted the worldwide vulnerability of reinforced 
concrete columns exposed to inelastic conditions.  To provide additional 
confinement to these deficient columns, retrofitting with a fiber-reinforced polymer 
(FRP) jackets provides a very attractive solution due to their lightweight, high 
strength, and excellent corrosion resisting capabilities. The current design code 
provisions [1, 2] require large amounts of steel reinforcement placed at small 
spacing in critical regions of columns, which, quite often, makes construction very 
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cumbersome and at times impractical. Use of external FRP shells with fibers 
aligned in the circumferential direction of the column can provide confinement and 
a stay-in-place formwork for new structures [6]. 
Many experimental studies [7– 14] have demonstrated that the confinement 
provided by the FRP wraps can significantly increase the energy absorption 
capacity and ductility of the columns under combined axial, flexural and shear 
loads, thereby increasing their seismic resistance. This paper presents selected 
results from an extensive experimental program in which similar large size square 
and circular columns were tested under simulated seismic load in exactly the same 
manner to provide comparable results to investigate different variables and design 
parameters. A design procedure is also presented which can be used to calculate the 
amount of confining FRP required for a certain ductility performance given the 
axial load on the column and the properties of the FRP.  Initial focus of this 
research program was on square columns due to the fact that it presented a more 
challenging scenario due to inferior confinement efficiency in these columns 
compared with circular columns. A large number of well-instrumented square 
columns were tested in a similar manner under simulated earthquake loads and 
extensive data was used to develop analytical models and design procedures. 
Experimental work on circular columns has recently been completed on similar 
lines and analytical work is in progress. Results indicate that the amount of FRP 
reinforcement required in circular columns is about half of what is required in 
square columns for similar improvement in ductility.  
 
2. EXPERIMENAL RESULTS AND DUCTILITY PARAMETERS 
To develop a procedure for the design of confining FRP for concrete columns, an 
extensive review of the available test results was conducted. This review indicated 
that the results available were seriously limited. Although there exists a consensus 
that confining FRP can significantly enhance the seismic performance and ductility 
of circular, square or rectangular concrete columns, the test setups, loading 
histories, instrumentations, specimen details and ductility parameters used in the 
available experimental investigations were different from one program to another, 
making it difficult to evaluate these results on a common platform.  
A test program was thus undertaken in which all the column specimens were 
similar and tested in exactly the same manner. Each specimen was comprised of a 
305×305×1473 mm or 356 mm circular column connected to a 508×762×813 mm 
stub. The column part of the specimens was 1.47 m long. The corners of all square 
columns were rounded using concave wood sections, with a 16 mm radius, placed 
inside the forms during casting to facilitate FRP wrapping. The columns were 
characteristic of field members located in multi-storey building frames or in 
bridges between the points of maximum moment and contraflexure. All square 
specimens contained eight 20M longitudinal bars (ρl = 2.58 %) uniformly 
distributed around the column core creating a core area that was 77 % of the gross 
column area. Perimeter hoops laterally supported the four corner bars and internal 
hoops enclosed the four middle bars. The circular columns contained six 25M 
longitudinal bars (ρl = 3.01 %) and the ratio between the core area and the gross 
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column area was 74 %. 
Each specimen was tested horizontally in the loading frame shown in Figure 1 
under a constant axial load and applied lateral cyclic displacement excursions 
simulating earthquake forces. The specimens were subjected to transverse 
displacement excursions (Figure 2) using a displacement-control mode of loading 
until the specimen was unable to sustain the applied axial load. The retrofitted 
specimens were externally confined by different amounts of continuous CFRP or 
GFRP wraps. Table 1 lists the details of the square specimens considered in this 
study, while the test data of circular specimens is presented in Table 2. Throughout 
this experimental program the same types of CFRP and GFRP materials were used. 
The FRP properties varied only slightly from one batch to the other. The ultimate 
tensile strength and rupture strain of the CFRP fabric ranged from 912 to 962 
N/mm width per layer and 0.0123 to 0.0142, respectively, while these values for 
the GFRP fabric were 518 to 647 N/mm width per layer and 0.0197 to 0.0228, 
respectively.  
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic test setup 

 

  
Figure 2. Lateral displacement excursions Figure 3. Ductility parameters 
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2.1. Ductility Parameters   
The design approach was developed on the pattern of the procedure for the design 
of steel confining reinforcement [15]. The parameters used for evaluating the 
ductile performance of a column included section and member ductility, energy 
dissipation capacity and the number of standard displacement excursions a column 
could sustain before failure. In evaluating the seismic performance of the columns 
and studying the effects of different variables, ductility and toughness parameters 
defined in Figure 3 were used [15]. These included curvature ductility factor μΦ, 
cumulative ductility ratio NΦ, and energy-damage indicator E. Subscripts t and 80 
indicate, respectively, the value of the parameter until the end of the test (total 
value) and the value until the end of the cycle in which the moment has dropped to 
80 percent of the maximum value. The energy parameter ei represents the area 
enclosed in cycle i by the M-Φ loop. Terms Lf and h represent the length of the 
most damaged region measured from the test and the depth of the column section, 
respectively. All other terms are defined in Figure 3. Table 1 and Table 2 list these 
ductility and toughness parameters for the columns considered in this analysis. 
Sheikh and Khoury [15] observed that different ductility and toughness parameters 
were interrelated (Figure 4). In columns internally confined with steel, for μΦ80 of 
16, the values for NΦ80 and E80 were found to be 64 and 575, respectively. A 
column with this level of deformability was defined as highly ductile. The section 
with a μΦ80 value of 8 to 16 was defined as moderately ductile and the low ductility 
column had μΦ80 < 8. Figure 4 also shows the relationships between different 
ductility parameters of FRP-confined columns. Data from nine steel-confined 
columns reported by Sheikh and Khoury [16] and ten FRP-confined columns as 
listed in Table 1 are used to construct the figure. 
 

 
Figure 4. Relationships between ductility parameters 

 
It is clear from Figure 4, that up to μΦ80 of approximately 8, the relationships 
between various parameters for steel-confined and FRP-confined columns are very 
similar. For values of μΦ80 larger than 8, the parameters NΦ80 and E80 of the FRP-
confined columns are significantly higher than those of the steel-confined columns 
with similar μΦ80 values. For dissipating equal amount of energy, the FRP-confined 
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columns require smaller curvature ductility factors than comparable steel-confined 
columns. This can be attributed to the different curvature distributions in the plastic 
hinge region and different plastic hinge lengths in these two types of columns. The 
FRP-confined columns require a curvature ductility factor of only 13.2 to dissipate 
the amount of energy as the steel-confined columns dissipate at μΦ80 of 16. Similar 
trend is observed for cumulative curvature ductility ratio. The behavior of a FRP-
confined column with μΦ80 = 13 can thus be considered as highly ductile. The 
section with a μΦ80 value of 8 to 13 is defined as moderately ductile and the low 
ductility column has μΦ80 < 8. 
 
2.2. Effects of Different Variables on Column Performance 
Based on the experimental results listed in Table 1 and Table 2, the most important 
variables identified to affect a column’s ductility are the amount of FRP confining 
reinforcement, type of FRP and the level of axial load. The effect of these variables 
on column behavior is discussed in the following. 
 
Amount of confining FRP – The effect of the amount of confining CFRP can be 
evaluated by comparing the moment vs. curvature behavior of two sets of columns, 
as presented in Figure 5. The first set (Figure 5a) includes square columns AS-
1NS, ASC-2NS and ASC-6NS that were tested under an axial load of 0.33 Po. All 
the columns in the second set (Figure 5b), AS-1NSS, ASC-4NS, ASC-3NS, and 
ASC-5NS, were tested under an axial load of 0.56Po. The ductility parameters in 
Table 1 and the responses shown in Figure 5 clearly demonstrate the enhanced 
cyclic performance of the FRP-retrofitted columns. The behavior of columns 
improved progressively as the amount of confining CFRP increased. While 
Specimen AS-1NS tested under axial load of 0.33Po failed following the 7th cycle, 
Specimen ASC-2NS and ASC-6NS confined by one and two layers of CFRP, 
respectively endured 15 and 20 load cycles, respectively. The columns tested under 
higher axial load, ASC-4NS, ASC-3NS, and ASC-5NS, were able to sustain 8, 11, 
and 15 load cycles, respectively while the control specimen AS-1NSS failed in the 
fourth cycle. The enhancements in curvature ductility of the columns were 
approximately proportional to the amount of confining FRP provided. Comparisons 
of the behavior of the GFRP-confined square columns and the control specimens as 
shown in Figure 6 and Table 1 also lead to the same conclusion. Figure 7, 8 and 9 
show the behavior of eleven circular columns tested under an axial load of 0.27Po, 
0.40Po or 0.56Po. Seven columns were confined by CFRP or GFRP and others only 
had steel as lateral reinforcement. The test data of circular columns also 
demonstrated the enhancement of ductility by FRP confinement.  
More over, addition of FRP confinement provided improvements in the 
performance of circular columns that were significantly better than those observed 
in square columns. It should be noted that minimal lateral steel reinforcement was 
used in all the FRP-confined columns with spacing approximately equal to the size 
of the column core. The confinement effectiveness of such reinforcement is known 
to be insignificant and is obvious from the behavior of control specimens AS-1NS, 
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AS-8NS, AS-1NSS, P40-NF-5 and P56-NF-10.   
 
Axial load level – Another important variable that determines the behavior of a 
column particularly with respect to ductility is the level of axial load applied. The 
effect of this parameter can be evaluated by comparing the behavior of several 
pairs of circular or square columns. As an example, Specimens ASC-2NS and 
ASC-4NS, which were almost identical in every aspect except for the different 
levels of axial load applied. An increase in axial load from 0.33Po in ASC-2NS to 
0.56Po in ASC-4NS resulted in significantly less ductile behavior. The column 
resisting a high axial load experienced a decline in ductility ratio of approximately 
60% and dissipated energy of about 75%. Its excursion limit was also reduced to 8 
cycles from 15 for the specimen under lower axial load. Comparison of specimens 
ASG-2NSS, ASG-4NSS and ASG-3NSS shows that the effects of the higher axial 
load can be countered by an increase in the lateral FRP confinement. Specimen 
ASG-3NSS was strengthened with 4 layers of GFRP and tested at high axial load 
of 0.56 Po. Moment curvature responses of ASG-2NSS and ASG-3NSS are very 
similar, with ASG-2NSS displaying a little more ductile behavior. Similar 
observations can also be found by comparison among CFRP confined circular 
columns P27-1CF-3, P40-1CF-8 and P56-2CF-13. The former two columns were 
confined by one layer of CFRP, while the last column was confined by two layers 
of CFRP. As the axial load increased from 0.27Po in P27-1CF-3 to 0.40Po in P40-
1CF-8, the curvature ductility factor decreased from 25.6 to 9.6. On the other hand, 
P56-2CF-13, tested under a high axial load of 0.56Po but confined by two layers of 
CFRP, showed a ductile behavior similar to P40-1CF-8. 
 

Table 1: Ductility parameters of FRP-confined square columns 
Lateral steel Ductility ratio 

Researchers Specimen fc’ 
(MPa)

Size@ 
Spacing 

(mm) 

ρs 

(%) 

Layers 
& type 
of FRP

Axial 
load 
level 
P/Po 

 
μΦ80 NΦ80 NΦ t 

AS-1NS a 31.4 US#3@300 0.61 0 0.33 5.3 8 24 
ASC-2NS 36.5 US#3@300 0.61 1CFRP 0.33 11.6 61 73 

ASC-3NS 36.9 US#3@300 0.61 2CFRP 0.56 10.9 b 56 b 56 

ASC-4NS 36.9 US#3@300 0.61 1CFRP 0.56 7.4 b 24 b 24 

ASC-5NS 37.0 US#3@300 0.61 3CFRP 0.56 15.6 b 109 b 109 

ASC-6NS 37.0 US#3@300 0.61 2CFRP 0.33 16.7 b 161 b 161 

Iacobucci et al. 
[4] 

 

AS-8NS a 42.3 US#3@300 0.61 0 0.56 2.6 b 5.4 b 5.4 

AS-1NSS a 42.4 US#3@300 0.61 0 0.56 2.6 b 5.4 b 5.4 
ASG-2NSS 42.5 US#3@300 0.61 2GFRP 0.33 11.5 59 79 
ASG-3NSS 42.7 US#3@300 0.61 4GFRP 0.56 10.6 b 55 b 55 
ASG-4NSS 43.3 US#3@300 0.61 2GFRP 0.56 7.1 b 24 b 24 
ASG-5NSS 43.7 US#3@300 0.61 1GFRP 0.33 10.1 40 47 

Memon 
and Sheikh [5] 

 

ASG-6NSS 44.2 US#3@300 0.61 6GFRP 0.56 14.7 b 135 b 135 
a Control steel-confined specimens. 
b Reduction in capacity less than 20% for completed cycles. 
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Table 2: Ductility parameters of FRP-confined circular columns 
Lateral steel Ductility ratio 

Researchers Specimen fc’ 
(MPa)

Size@ 
Spacing 

(mm) 

ρs 
(%) 

Layers
& type
of FRP

Axial
load 
level 
P/Po 

 
μΦ80 NΦ80 NΦ t 

S-3NTa 39.2 US#3@300 0.30 0 0.54 2.6 4b 4 

S-4NTa 39.2 US#3@300 0.30 0 0.27 3.6 7b 7 

ST-2NT 40.4 US#3@300 0.30 2GFRP 0.54 8.9 b 38b 38 

ST-3NT 40.4 US#3@300 0.30 1CFRP 0.54 7.7 b 38b 38 

ST-4NT 44.8 US#3@300 0.30 1CFRP 0.27 15.2b 83b 83 

ST-5NT 40.8 US#3@300 0.30 1GFRP 0.27 12.9 b 89b 89 

Sheikh and Yau. 
[9] 

 

ST-6NT 41.6 US#3@300 0.30 1CFRP 0.27 5.5 b 21b 21 

P27-1CF-3 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 1CFRP 0.27 25.6 130 145 

P27-2GF-4 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 2GFRP 0.27 28.3 114b 114 

P40-NF-5a 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 0 0.40 2.2 5 b 5 

P40-1CF-8 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 1CFRP 0.40 9.6 34b 34 

P40-1GF-9 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 1GFRP 0.40 19.4 61b 61 

P56-NF-10a 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 0 0.56 1.4 4b 4 

P56-2CF-13 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 2CFRP 0.56 10.9 49b 49 

P56-3GF-14 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 3GFRP 0.56 18.1 107b 107 

Sheikh and Liu 

(19) 

P56-4GF-15 40.0 US#3@300 0.30 4GFRP 0.56 15.2 163b 163 
a Control steel-confined specimens. 
b Reduction in capacity less than 20% for completed cycles. 
 

    

 
(a) Specimens tested under an axial load of 0.33 P0 
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(b) Specimens tested under an axial load of 0.56 P0 

Figure 5. Behavior of CFRP-confined square specimens 
 

   
(a) Specimens tested under an axial load of 0.33 P0 

 

 
(b) Specimens tested under an axial load of 0.56 P0 

Figure 6. Behavior of GFRP-confined square specimens 
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Figure 7. Behavior of circular columns under 0.27Po 

 

   

 
Figure 8. Behavior of circular columns under 0.40Po 
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Figure 9. Behavior of circular columns under 0.56Po 

 
Type of confining FRP- The relative effectiveness of CFRP and GFRP in 
strengthening deficient columns can be evaluated by comparing the behaviour of 
four sets of square specimens: ASC-2NS and ASG-2NSS, ASC-3NS and ASG-
3NSS, ASC-4NS and ASG-4NSS, and ASC-5NS and ASG-6NSS. The two 
columns in each set of specimens are similar in every aspect except that one 
column was confined by CFRP whereas the other one was confined by GFRP. The 
layers of the GFRP were twice as many as those of the CFRP. Comparisons of the 
ductility parameters given in Table 1 and the moment-curvature relationships in 
Figures 5 and 6 show that both columns in each set behaved in a similar manner 
and had comparable ductility parameters, indicating that the confinement 
effectiveness of two layers of GFRP is similar to that of one layer of CFRP. This 
behaviour was also observed in tests of circular columns. The specimens in each of 
the two pair of columns: ST-2NT and ST-3NT, and P27-1CF-3 and P27-2GF-4, are 
identical in all aspects except that one was confined by one layer of CFRP and 
another was confined by two layers of GFRP. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 7, 
the two columns in each set displayed very similar behaviour and had similar 
ductility levels and energy dissipation capacities. It is worth noting that in these 
tests, the ultimate tensile strength of the CFRP fabric was approximately 70% 
higher than that of the GFRP fabric. The stiffness of CFRP measured in terms of 
N/mm width per layer was about three times larger than that of GFRP. From these 
test results, it appears that the effectiveness of FRP in enhancing column ductility 
closely relates to its ultimate tensile strength. 
 
3. DESIGN OF FRP CONFINEMENT 
From the results discussed above, it can be concluded that the column ductility and 
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energy dissipating capacity increase as the amount of FRP confining reinforcement 
increases, whereas an increase in axial load level reduces column ductility. These 
effects are similar to those in steel-confined columns reported by Sheikh and 
Khoury [15]. While there are similarities between steel-confined and FRP-confined 
columns, major differences exist between these two types of columns that must be 
taken into account while designing confinement reinforcement. While the core 
concrete in steel-reinforced column is confined, the cover concrete outside the 
lateral steel is not. As the thickness of the cover concrete increases, the area of the 
confined concrete decreases and larger amount of confinement reinforcement is 
required to achieve a certain ductility performance. In FRP-confined columns, 
however, the entire cross section of the column is confined with the FRP wraps that 
are used externally. The thickness of the cover concrete thus has no effect on 
column behavior and is not a design parameter. Another important difference is the 
nature of the lateral confining pressure exerted by steel and FRP. In steel-confined 
columns subjected to large deformations, the confining pressure remains practically 
constant while the steel yields under hoop tension. In columns confined by FRP, on 
the other hand, the lateral confining pressure keeps increasing up to the rupture of 
fibers due to the linear elastic stress-strain characteristic of the FRP.  
For square columns confined by FRP, Sheikh and Li [17] developed a procedure 
for the design of FRP confining reinforcement on the lines of a procedure Khoury 
and Sheikh [15] proposed for steel confined columns. In this procedure, the amount 
of required confinement is related to the level of axial load, lateral reinforcement 
configuration and ductility demand in terms of curvature ductility factor. The 
equation to calculate the number of layers of FRP wraps is given below (Eq.1).  
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where μ φ 80,in is the increase in curvature ductility factor due to FRP confinement 
and 
  μ φ 80,in = μ φ 80 - μ φ 80,con (2) 
where 
n = number of layers of FRP 
 f FRP = tensile stress in FRP 
h = cross sectional dimension of column 
fu = the ultimate tensile strength of the FRP obtained from tensile coupon tests 
β = confinement efficiency parameter; equal to 0.25 for square columns 
μ φ 80 = curvature ductility factor of the FRP-confined specimen; and 
μ φ 80,con = curvature ductility factor of the control reinforced specimen. 
 
The simplified version of the above equation was given as 
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The experimental curvature ductility factors and analytical values obtained from 
Eq.1 and Eq.3 are compared in Figure 10(a). The average of the analytical 
curvature ductility factors using Eq.1is roughly equal to the average of the 
experimental values and the standard deviation from the mean is about 6%, 
whereas Eq.3 is more conservative and slightly underestimates the curvature 
ductility of the columns in most cases. 
 

 
Figure 10. Comparison of experimental and analytical curvature ductility factors for 

square and circular columns 
 
Equations 1 and 3 are applicable to square normal strength concrete columns 
confined by continuous FRP wraps with continuous longitudinal rebar in plastic 
hinge regions. For circular columns, following design equations were derived 
based on similar procedure and existing test data [18]. 
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The simplified version of Eq.4 was given as 
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where, d = diameter of circular column, and all the other parameters are the same 
as defined for Eqs.1 and.2.  The validity of the design equation for circular column 
has also been shown by the comparison of analytical and experimental curvature 
ductility factors in Figure 10(b). 
  
4. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED DESIGN APPROACH 
The proposed method is applied to a 450 mm square column and a 500 mm 
diameter circular column, respectively.  Both columns, with similar area of cross 
section, are reinforced with eight longitudinal bars of 25 mm diameter. The 
concrete compressive strength, steel yield strength and FRP rupture strength are 
assumed to be 35 MPa, 400 MPa and 900 N/mm width per layer, respectively. 
Figure 11 shows the number of layers needed as function of the column axial load 
for two values of ductility enhancement. Assuming that the original columns are 
capable of displaying a ductility factor of 4, enhancements of μΦ80 by 4 and 9 
would make the columns moderately and highly ductile, respectively. Addition of 
one layer of FRP would make the square column moderately ductile if the axial 
load is 0.5 P/Po or lower. For this range of axial load, between 2 and 3 layers of 
FRP are needed to make the square column highly ductile.  
 

 
Figure 11. Application of the design procedure 

 
As stated earlier, the results shown in Figure 11 demonstrate clearly that about half 
the number of FRP layers would be required for circular columns for similar 
ductility enhancements compare to equivalent square columns. It should be noted 
from Figure 11 that the simplified equation is significantly more conservative 
compared to the original equation particularly for high axial load levels.  
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Selected results from an extensive experimental and analytical research program on 
seismic upgrade of concrete columns with FRP underway at the University of 
Toronto are presented. Columns tested under simulated earthquakes were either 
305 mm square or 356 mm diameter circular in cross section and 1.47 m long. The 
experimental results show that variables that affect the ductility parameters of a 
column include confinement configuration, the level of axial load and the type and 
amount of confining reinforcement. Circular confinement is more efficient than 
square confinement. An increase in the level of axial load significantly reduces 
ductility and energy dissipation capacity of a column. The column performance in 
terms of ductility improves almost proportionally with an increase in the amount of 
FRP confinement while strength improvement is less than proportional. A 
performance-based approach is also briefly presented for the design of confining 
FRP reinforcement externally applied to square and circular concrete columns. The 
required amount of confining FRP increases with an increase in ductility demand, 
an increase in the level of axial load applied and reduced FRP strength.  
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ABSTRACT 
Several reinforced concrete (RC) infrastructures are now crumbling from corrosion 
of steel bars in concrete. The paper presents the recent advancements in analytical 
simulation of corrosion aftereffects on behavior of RC members. The model 
juxtaposes the experimental findings with analytical relationships. The 
implementation of the model into a nonlinear finite element formulation as well as 
the experimental and analytical backgrounds are discussed. The abilities of the 
resulted program have been studied by modeling some experimental specimens 
showing a reasonable agreement between the analytical and experimental findings.  
   
Keywords: reinforced concrete, corrosion, bond-slip, nonlinear finite element 
method, tension stiffening  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The integrity of many RC buildings and infrastructures are compromised due to 
some dangerous effects of the aggression of the corrosive agents. To evaluate the 
effects of these types of the damages on the total behavior of reinforced concrete 
structures, the nonlinear finite element models for reinforced concrete need an 
improvement to take the effects of corrosion of the steel bars into account. A 
survey on the literature reveals that there is a knowledge gap in this area of 
researches; relatively few studies addressed explicitly analytical modeling of 
corroded reinforcements in RC members. The amalgamation of the available 
analytical models is presented by Table 1. All of the reviewed models have their 
own advantages and disadvantages. Some of them sound to be more valuable from 
engineering point of view while the others seem to be more complicated and 
suitable at elemental level. The common point of these models is application of 
especial elements between concrete and reinforcement to represent the bond-slip 
behavior and associated damages as results of the corrosion of reinforcements.  
Corrosion of steel reinforcements in the RC structures diminishes the total load 
bearing capacity of RC structures. This happens not only by means of depletion of 
rebar cross-sectional area, but also by bond deterioration as reported by some of the 
researchers, e.g. [6]. Tension-stiffening phenomenon in reinforced concrete is 
developed as a result of steel and concrete bond that occurs between the tensile 
cracks. Therefore, degrading effects of corrosion to the bond between steel and 
concrete could be taken into consideration more effectively by a proper tension 
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stiffening model. This would be a more practical method to solve the problem than 
utilization of link elements between steel bar and concrete. For this purpose at first 
step, a comprehensive experimental program including 58 cylindrical reinforced 
concrete specimens under various levels of corrosion is conducted. Some of the 
specimens (44) are located in large tub containing water and salt (5% salt solution). 
An electrical supplier has been utilized for the accelerated corrosion program. 
Afterwards, the tensile behavior of the specimens was studied by means of the 
direct tension tests. For each specimen, the tension-stiffening curve is studied at 
various load levels. Average crack spacing, loss of cross-section area due to 
corrosion, the concrete contribution to the tensile response for different strain 
levels, and maximum bond stress developed at each corrosion level are studied, and 
their appropriate relationships are proposed. Afterwards based on the experimental 
program and some analytical relationships, a new bond-slip-tension-stiffening 
model considering the effects of corrosion of reinforcement was developed. It is 
implemented into nonlinear finite element relationships as a part of a hypoelastic 
model of reinforced concrete. Finally, the performance of the program in handling 
nonlinear analysis of corroded reinforced concrete members is validated. 
 

Table 1: Amalgamation of current literature 

Researchers Subject of 
simulation 

Framework for 
constitutive relations 

Corrosion and bond-
slip representation 

Coronelli and 
Gambarova [1] RC beam 

Incremental stress–strain 
relation for concrete, 
with smeared rotating 

cracks 

Link element 

Dekoster et al. [2] RC beam Elasto-plastic and 
damage Mechanics 

Special link element 
called "rust" 

Lundgren [3] Direct tension test 
specimens Theory of plasticity 

Special layer of 
elements between 
steel and concrete 

Lee et al. [4] RC beam Incremental stress–strain 
relation for concrete Bond element 

Amleh and Ghosh 
[5] 

Direct tension test 
specimens Elastic and plastic Model Pressure–overclosure 

relationship 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
A total of 58 specimens have been prepared for the experimental program. 
Specimens were divided into 7 types according to their sizes (see Table 2). From 
each type, 2 specimens (totally 14) were used as control and were not placed in the 
corrosive conditions. The rest of the specimens (totally 44) have been kept in the 
corrosive environment until the expected level of corrosion achieved. 
Subsequently, all of the specimens including non-corroded samples were tested by 
direct tension test on the embedded rod. Medium strength concrete (26 MPa) was 
used. The mean value of physical and mechanical properties of each type of rebars 
and concrete were measured (see [7] for details). Concrete cylinder specimens had 
a constant 500 mm length and variable diameter (60, 100, 150 mm). One deformed 
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steel reinforcement has been embedded in the middle of the concrete cylinder. This 
steel bar was extended adequately outside the two ends of the specimen. The 
specimen diameter and reinforcement diameter have been chosen in a manner to 
facilitate the feasible study of the effects of some important parameters such as 
clear concrete cover, ratio of clear concrete cover to rebar diameter, and ratio of 
rebar diameter to reinforcement ratio. For the construction of the specimens, 500 
mm long rubber molds have been used. The molds have been set on a special 
chassis vertically. Steel reinforcement has been placed in the middle of the 
specimens to pass through the existing socket on an especial chassis at the end 
area. This set has been placed on a vibration table and the ready mixed concrete has 
been cast in mold layer by layer. After 24 hours, the molds have been opened and 
the specimens were cured in the ambient temperature for 28 days. The exposed 
parts of the reinforcement and the end areas of the RC specimens at the top and 
bottom surface were coated by epoxy. The extended steel bar outside the concrete 
was covered by two layers of tape, electrical tape followed by duct tape. The 
specimens have been immersed into a fiberglass tub containing a solution of water 
and salt (5%).  An electric supplier has been utilized to subject the specimens to 
voltage of 24 V and current density of 8 A. The direction of the electric current was 
set so that the reinforcement served as the anode while the bare metal wire which 
was spread over the specimens served as cathode (see Figure 1). The duration of 
the accelerated corrosion procedure was estimated by Faraday's law to reach the 
required corrosion levels; with periods ranging from one day to one month. The 
actual values of degree of corrosion were calculated by breaking the specimens to 
retrieve the reinforcing bar after completion of the tests. The reinforcement bar for 
each specimen was cleaned and carefully scrubbed with a wire brush to assure that 
the bar was free from any adhering corrosion products. Special attention had been 
paid not to alter the base metal. The reinforcing bar was then carefully weighed to 
determine the actual corrosion degree. 
Two special metal plates were fabricated, and each one was affixed to the top and 
the bottom of the specimens by three screws for measurement of specimen axial 
deformation. The LVDT (Linear Voltage Differential Transducer) system was 
employed to measure axial deformations. One gage was attached to the top plate 
and another one to the bottom plate for this purpose; the values of axial 
deformation of the specimen in each stage of loading were recorded by connecting 
them to the data logger apparatus. To measure reinforcing steel elongation, a 
displacement gage was affixed to the reinforcing bar at the top and another one at 
the bottom, connected to another LVDT system. The axial tensile forces were 
applied by a hydraulic jack and measured by a load cell connected to the top 
bracket. The axial load values were measured continuously by a data logger 
equipment (see Figure 2). The axial forces were increased to reach yielding 
capacity of the steel reinforcement; the tests were ceased by the onset of plastic 
deformations, and the number of transversal cracks and minimum and maximum 
crack spacing were recorded for each specimen. Eventually, actual degrees of the 
corrosion were measured for the corroded RC specimens as described earlier. 
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Figure 1. Accelerated corrosion program [7] 
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Figure 2. Details of the direct tension tests [7] 
 

Table 2. The specimens overview [7]  
Type Specimen c (mm) ρ  dc  

1 S12-60 24 0.04 2.0 
2 S12-100 44 0.0144 3.67 
3 S18-60 21 0.09 1.167 
4 S18-100 41 0.0324 2.278 
5 S18-150 66 0.0144 3.67 
6 S25-100 37.5 0.0625 1.5 
7 S25-150 62.5 0.0278 2.5 
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The Corrosion levels, ultimate crack spacing, concrete stress contribution, bond 
strength, specimens' total applied tensile load versus average reinforcement strain 
and effect of corrosion on the cross-section area of the reinforcement are studied 
for specimens. The results of the experimental investigation reported elsewhere [7]. 
Some of the empirically obtained formulas are summarized by Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Review of some proposed relationships [7]  
Parameter Formula 
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3. MODELING STRATEGIES 
In tension, the model adopts a macroscopic approach that is directly integrated into 
the concrete law. It simulates implicitly the reinforcing bar-concrete interaction 
using tension-stiffening factors adjustable according to the nature of specimen that 
vary as a function of the member strain, clear concrete cover, bond-slip behavior, 
degree of steel bar corrosion and amount of steel reinforcements. The tension-
stiffening curve consists of two distinct states, namely “multiple cracking state” 
and “final cracking state.” Therefore, the uniaxial tensile stress-strain curve of a 
RC element could be divided into three states (see Figure 3-a): (a) “uncracked 
state” (path OA), (b) “multiple cracking state” (path AB) and (c) “final cracking 
state” (path BC). The numerical strategy of the proposed model is to discretize the 
tensile stress-strain curve by a set of discrete points called “principal points.” 
Those are connected by straight line to form a polygon similar to Figure 3-b. The 
number of “principal points”, N , is a constant value for a specific RC element 
during each analysis. This value probably differs from a RC element to another, 
depending on its characteristics; the minimum value of N  is 4; because at least for 
describing the reinforced concrete tensile stress-strain curve, three lines are 
necessary. The computed stress and strain values corresponding to “principal 
points” are stored in two separate vectors, namely: }{esm  and }{scm ; the 
dimensions of these two vectors are equal to the number of “principal points,” N . 
The value of tensile stress corresponding to the specific tensile strain could be 
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calculated by a linear interpolation. This concept and a sample for interpolation 
between the “principal points” are represented in Figure 3-b. For 1=i , the values 

)1( =iesm and )1( =iscm are equal to zero. When 2=i , the values )2( =iesm and 
)2( =iscm  are equal to crε ′ and tf ′ ; when i exceeds 2 the “multiple cracking state” 

is started and this state lasts until the value of a becomes less than mS5.0 . The 
values of stress and strain corresponding to the “principal points” in “multiple 
cracking state” is calculated by the following formulas: 
 

  
(a) Schematic representation of tension 

stiffening curve 

(b) Idealization of RC tensile behavior and 
a sample for linear interpolation between 

principal points 
Figure 3. Tension-stiffening [8] 
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The derivation processes of above equations are presented in [8]. Parameter a  is 
the half of the spacing between the two faces of two adjacent cracks in a tensile 
member. The value of a2  for the first “principal point” of “multiple cracking 
state” ( 3=i ) is equal to element length perpendicular to crack direction, L. For the 
second point of “multiple cracking state”, 4=i , the value of parameter a2  is 
bisected and it gets the value of 2L . For the next points this procedure will be 
continued until a becomes less than half of the average final crack spacing ( mS ); 
at this point ( 1−= Ni ) which is called “final cracking point,” the “multiple 
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cracking” curve is completed.  At “final cracking state,” the curve corresponding to 
this part is idealized by a line which is defined by two points, namely, “final 
cracking point” ( 1−= Ni ) and “ultimate tensile point” ( Ni = ). At this stage, 

}{esm and }{scm  vectors are computed by these two formulas:  
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For simplicity and due to the lack of information about corrosion effect on “final 
cracking state,” the “final cracking state” is neglected for corroded RC elements, 
therefore, Eqs. (3) and (4) change to: 
 
 0)1(,)1( =−==−= NiscmNiesm yε  (5) 
 
and the “final tensile point” is calculated by: 
 
 0)(,)( ==== NiscmNiesm yε  (6) 
     
A comparison between Eqs. (5) and (6) shows that the elements 1−= Ni and N  
has the same values for the corroded RC elements, leading to removal of the “final 
cracking state.” 
 
4. APPLICATION 
The proposed tension-stiffening model is implemented into a nonlinear finite 
element analysis program which is called HODA. In this section, the abilities of the 
developed program on the analysis of field corroded RC beam specimens are 
verified. 
The history, capabilities, element library, constitutive models and limitations of 
HODA nonlinear finite element analysis program used in this study are discussed 
elsewhere [9]. This program can depict, through the entire monotonically 
increasing load range, the static and reversed cyclic response of any plain, 
reinforced or prestressed concrete structures that is composed of thin plate 
members. This includes beams, slabs (plates), shells, folded plates, box girder, 
shear walls, or any combination of these structural elements. Time-dependent 
effects such as creep and shrinkage can be also studied. The element library 
includes membrane, plate bending, facet shell, one-dimensional bar, and boundary 
elements. The facet element has been used for modeling the RC beams. The 
program employs a layered finite element approach. The structure is idealized as an 
assemblage of thin constant thickness plate elements with each element subdivided 
into a number of imaginary layers. Each layer is assumed to be in plane stress 
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condition, and can be in any state - uncracked, partially cracked, fully cracked, 
non-yielded, yielded, and crushed- depending on the stress or strain conditions. 
Analysis is performed using an incremental-iterative tangent stiffness approach, 
and the stiffness of the element is obtained by adding the stiffness contributions of 
all layers at each Gauss quadrature point. Appropriate convergence/divergence 
criteria are utilized to stop the iterations in each load step as soon as a required 
degree of accuracy has been attained. Concrete are assumed to be as a stress-
induced orthotropic material. The hypoelasticity constitutive relationship 
developed by Shayanfar has been used for modeling of the uncracked concrete. 
Smeared crack approach has been adopted for modeling of the cracked concrete. 
Thorenfeldt, et al. relationship which is able to accurately represent the family of 
stress-strain curves for different strength concretes including the high strength 
concrete is employed. In this research, the program has been modified to include 
tension-stiffening effect considering bond-slip and corrosion effects in reinforced 
concrete structures. The steel reinforcement is treated in HODA program as an 
elasto-plastic-strain-hardening material. A slightly modified form of the biaxial 
strength envelope curve developed by Kupfer, et al. is used in the program built up 
in the present study [9 and 10].  
Three reinforced rectangular beams with cf ′ equal to 70.1 MPa –that are almost 
high strength type concrete- were tested by Lee, et al [4]. Three beam specimens of 
their tests, namely BCD1, BCD2 and BCD3 are investigated in this study. The 
beams were 250x200 mm2 in cross-section and they were supported over a clear 
span of 2000 mm (see Figure 4). It was subjected to two concentrated loads. The 
details of the reinforcement layout and the geometry of the beams are shown in 
Figure 4. The material properties of the concrete and the steel reinforcement are 
given in Table 4. The rate of reinforcement corrosion of each specimen is available 
on Table 5. Because of symmetry of load and geometry of the beams, only one-half 
of the beams are modeled in the finite element idealization. The beam specimen is 
discretized into 120 facet shell elements as illustrated in Figure 4. Plane stress 
conditions are assumed, therefore only one layer of concrete is sufficient. The 
longitudinal reinforcements are modeled using discrete bar elements without any 
flexural stiffness and are lumped in single bars at the reference surfaces. A 4x4 
Gauss quadrature is used for estimating the integrations involved. The vertical 
loads are applied in 30 load steps with smaller increments of loads being applied 
just before the beam reaches its ultimate load stage. It would improve the rate of 
convergence of the solution and the accuracy in predicting the failure load. The 
smeared fixed crack model is used for crack modeling. All of the elements 
classified into two groups according to their tensile behavior; first group consists of 
reinforced elements with “tension-stiffening” behavior according to the proposed 
model;  second group, consists of elements without reinforcement and their tensile 
stress-strain curves are described by linear “tension-softening” behavior. The first 
group ultimate tensile strain is equal to reinforcement yielding strain, while for the 
second group, it was chosen near to the strain calculated by a simple formula 
proposed by Shayanfar et al. [11]; this formula defines the RC element ultimate 
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tensile strain as function of element size in a very simple manner. This is used to 
remedy mesh size dependency in a nonlinear finite element formulation for 
reinforced concrete structures.  
The analytical and experimental load-deflection curves for the beams BCD1 to 
BCD3 are plotted in Figure 5. The analytical results are a little bit stiffer than the 
experimental results and in good agreement with experimental findings. The stiffer 
response of model can be related to non-uniform corrosion, pitting, and 
longitudinal cracking due to rebar corrosion and the other items that arise from 
haphazard nature of corrosion and cracking phenomenon in RC members.  
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Figure 4. BCD1, BCD2 and BCD3 experimental details and finite element idealization 
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Figure 5. Experimental and analytical comparison 
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Table 4: Material properties of RC beams 
Properties Beams 

)( 2mmAs  256.46 

)(MPafc  70.1 

)(0 MPaE  38500 

cε  0.002 

cuε  .004 (Assumed value) 

)(MPaft′  3.67 

)(MPaf y  359.4 

)(MPaEs  197000 

)(* MPaEs  1300 (Assumed value) 

suε  0.15 

)/( mmMPaEb  450 (Assumed value) 

 
Table 5. Rate of corrosion in RC beams 

Beams (%)wC  

BCD1 3.8 
BCD2 7.9 
BCD3 25.3 

 
5. CONCLUSION AND SUMMARIES 
The conclusions drawn from experimental investigation, which is presented with 
more details in [7], could be summarized as follows:  The tensile behavior of 
reinforced concrete considering corrosion effects was studied experimentally. The 
specimen properties were chosen in a manner to reflect the effects of the governing 
parameters in the tensile behavior of the reinforced concrete specimens. The 
following conclusions are drawn: 
1. (a) The ultimate crack spacing for non-corroded specimens mainly is related to 

the clear concrete cover of specimens. (b) This length will be increased for 
corroded specimens by increasing the degree of corrosion and appearance of 
longitudinal cracks. (c) This is merely related to the decline of the bond 
between concrete and steel reinforcement demanding for greater length to 
transfer tensile forces from the steel to the concrete. 

2. The study of the specimens concrete stress contribution versus steel 
reinforcement average strain reveals that the tension stiffening of reinforced 
concrete is very sensitive to the degree of reinforcement corrosion. Severe 
corrosion results in bond breakdown between concrete and steel 
reinforcement; nearby no contribution of the concrete in the tensile response 
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beyond cracking (tension cut-off) could be expected for specimens in such 
condition. The lower levels of the reinforcement corrosion have considerable 
impacts on the stiffness and the ultimate strain of the tension-stiffening curve. 
The ultimate tensile strain of these curves for non-corroded specimens is close 
to the reinforcement yielding strain, but it will be reduced nearby to the strain 
corresponding to the tensile strength of concrete by increasing the levels of 
corrosion. The study on total applied tensile forces versus the average 
reinforcement strain curves also shows that the corrosion will decrease 
concrete stress contribution in cracking states. 

3. The study of ultimate average bond strength deterioration of specimens and 
loss of cross-section area of reinforcement as result of corrosion reveals that 
the ratio of clear concrete cover to the size of the reinforcement has an 
important role in controlling these two important effects of corrosion.  

4. Some empirical formulas for prediction of some of the studied parameters (e.g. 
ultimate crack spacing) were proposed and compared with the experimental 
findings of a similar program. Acceptable correlations were observed between 
the results of these two research programs.  

Moreover, a new semi-analytical model describing the tension-stiffening 
phenomena considering bond-slip behavior and corrosion is represented; see also 
[8]. The model splits the tension-stiffening curve into two states, namely: “multiple 
cracking state” and “final cracking state.” The proposed procedure predicts the 
“final cracking point” by an experimental criterion by setting a lower bound for the 
average final crack spacing parameter. Another novel aspect of the tension-
stiffening model is the discretization of the tension-stiffening curve by a set of 
points called “principal points” and using linear interpolation technique for 
computing tensile stress corresponding to a specific tensile strain. This model has 
been implemented into the HODA program. This program utilizes the hypoelastic 
model and the smeared crack approach. The model has been tested by means of 
analyzing three field RC beams; the RC beams have the same geometry and 
material property but different rates of tensile rebar corrosion. The analytical 
responses using HODA program reveals good agreements with the experimental 
findings. The principal features of this paper in a quick view are: 
1. Without using any special element between concrete and steel by only 

modifying the tension-stiffening curve depending on the rate of steel bar 
corrosion, the corroded RC elements can be modeled with a reasonable 
accuracy. This method is applicable for a vast variety of steel reinforcement 
corrosion rates. 

2. A new bond-slip-tension-stiffening algorithm has been introduced. 
3. Ductility and the failure points of the corroded reinforcements RC members 

have been predicted reasonably by the means of a simple nonlinear finite 
element model. 
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1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 
CIB-the International Council for Research and Information in Building and 
Construction –is the world’s foremost network of organizations and persons in this 
area. Its objective is to stimulate the worldwide exchange information and 
cooperation in international projects, on all aspects of building and construction, 

- with activities in the areas: technology, design and process for buildings and 
the built environment 

- with members from research, academia, industry and other built 
environment stakeholders 

- operating through experts commission, priority themes, student chapters and 
special interest clubs 

 
Two groupings of worldwide / international trends and developments: 

- of a more general nature and related to developing governmental policies 
- related to priority themes for building and construction R&D. 

 
2. TRENDS IN B&C R&D OF A MORE GENERAL NATURE 
1 In many developed countries, with a built environment that is more or less 

“ready”:  Lessening of political interest in B&C R&D and withdrawing of 
government as subsidizer of collective research, resulting in: 
- growing impact of industry stakeholders  
- growing focus in R&D on industry requirements / applicability of 
R&D / innovation  
- increasing commercial pressures on B&C R&D institutes / 
slimming or even disappearing B&C R&D institutes. 
In CIB we see this reflected in the form of a growth since a few years 
especially of industry members and through a former emphasize in CIB 
Meetings on academic discussions being replaced by ones on practice 
oriented projects. 

 
2  In Europe: R&D programs directed and financed from Brussels, resulting 

in: 
- EU cooperation ànd competition in programs, but now also between 
institutes beyond programs; resulting for example in regional cooperation / 
mergers or specialized (expensive) international R&D laboratories, with 
Brussels’subsidies. 
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In CIB we are realizing that we are in fact competing with such funded EU 
R&D programs and we notice that no longer our growth in membership is 
originating from Europe but from the other regions in the world. 

 
3. WORLDWIDE B&C R&D PRIORITY THEMES=CIB PRIORITY 
THEMES 
1 SBC-Sustainable Building and Construction CIB started with SBC as a 

Priority Theme in 1995, but after more then 10 years it is still that 
important worldwide as a “driver” of R&D. Dominant developments in the 
SBC area over these years include”  

 -changing focus: from an emphasize on “simple” topics like energy, waste 
pollution and recycling, via a more holistic but also complex approach 
looking for balance between social, economic and environmental 
sustainability, now “back to a “relative simple” approach again with an 
emphasize on topics like energy (again, but far more ambitious) and 
climate change (both mitigation and adaptation). 

 -SBC becomes a strategic priority in other parts of the world, for example 
in China-SBC/Green Building becoming a necessity in main stream 
construction practice, resulting for example in the need for 
assessment/labeling/certification systems. 

 CIB Priority Theme since 1995: SB Agenda, SB Conference series, various 
Commissions, partnership with the UN. 

2 RC-Revaluing Construction There is an acknowledged need in many 
countries to develop towards a substantially different and high performing 
industry that is integrated and transparent in organization, that is pro-
active, innovative and client and user oriented in attitude, that is perceived 
to be of high value to society and that attracts high quality and well 
educated employees. 

 - examples of national reform programs include: Rethinking Construction 
in the UK, PSIBouw in The Netherlands, CRC for Construction Innovation 
in Australia en various such programs in Scandinavian countries 
- R&D themes in such national reform programs include: procurement and 
process (with assumed decisive roles for large public clients), with 
attention for example for LCC based procurement and performance 
procurement, and industrial production processes. 

 CIB Priority Theme since 2001: RC Agenda, various Commissions, RC 
Conference series 

3 IDS-Integrated Design Solution in Construction After two decades of 
developments in international research now – since 1 or 2 years – a sudden 
exploding attention all over the world for the use of BIM - Building 
Information Models = all partners in a project (for example in one joint 
server) really sharing all information in one model throughout all phases of 
the project, based on IFC information standards. The technology for this 
seems to be more or less ready for application (or not yet?). 
-the application of BIM will result in a substantially different process for 
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the planning, design, construction and management of buildings and 
infrastructural works; one that requires not only different information 
management, but also different liabilities, communication, procurement, 
culture etc.  
-BIM will offer new possibilities for integrated CAD/CAM processes and 
create a new context for Automation and Robotics in Construction. 
-the application of BIM is being made mandatory in the public 
procurement of buildings in some North European countries, but also by 
organizations like GSA in the USA. 

 IDS is a CIB Priority Theme since 2006 and is still in stage of program 
elaboration: first CIB IDS conference in Helsinki, Finland in June 2009 

 
Summary trends in worldwide B&C R&D: 

- in developed countries: growing role for the industry / growing emphasize 
on applicability of R&D outcomes, but also growing commercial pressures 
in some case resulting in slimming down or even disappearing B&C R&D 
institutes 

- in Europe: development towards an international R&D market, with 
funding for collective R&D from Brussels = unique in the world 

- surprisingly many similarities in defining Priority Themes, with today’s 
B&C R&D in many countries being driven by priorities i) still for 
Sustainable Building and Construction but now with amongst other a strong 
focus on issues related to climate change and the built environment, ii) 
Revaluing Construction with its often very ambitious industry reform 
programs and with a lot of attention for applying new organizational models 
and iii) the aim for Integrated IT based Design Technologies with in this 
context the ‘sudden” worldwide and often mandatory application of BIM. 

 
Closing Remarks 
Not one country has the resources to be leading all developments. For all countries 
the principle applies that 80 – 90% of needed new knowledge and technologies is 
being developed abroad.  
State-of-the art knowledge and information on all such themes B&C R&D is 
being brought together in CIB and is being made accessible for all its 
members.  
We live in fast changing world: one in which R&D has a great potential to be of 
value to all built environment stakeholders and one in which modern technologies 
can very substantially increase the performances of our industry.  
It is important for the Iranian B&C R&D community to become engaged in CIB as 
actively as possible. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the development of the construction industry, with a 
particular focus on developing countries.  The paper brings together some of the 
lessons learned from the national programmes around the world, and explores the 
opportunities for enhancing the role of research infrastructure and national 
laboratories in supporting such change. 
The paper notes that in those countries that have adopted national initiatives to 
develop the construction industry, opportunities exist for the research infrastructure 
(the universities and research laboratories) to make a meaningful contribution to 
the development of the industry.  In fact, it is likely that any national activity 
cannot succeed without the active support and participation of the research 
infrastructure.  Specifically, research organisations underpin the development of 
the construction industry in any country. 
 
Keywords: construction industry development, research 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Ladies and gentlemen. 
My address deals with construction industry development, with a particular focus 
on developing countries.  My aim is to: 
• bring together some of the lessons learned from the national programmes 

around the world;  and 
• explore some of the opportunities for enhancing the role of research 

infrastructure and national laboratories in supporting such change. 
 
WHAT IS CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT? 
• Construction industry development is the deliberate and managed process to 

optimise the contribution of the construction industry in: 
meeting national construction demand; 
• promoting national social and economic development objectives; 
• promoting industry performance and competitiveness; and 
• providing improved value to clients.   
This definition was crafted by, amongst others, Prof George Ofori, Jill Wells and 
Spencer Hodgson at the 1st Conference on Construction in Developing Countries 
in Arusha, Tanzania, September 1998, organised by TG29 of the CIB. 
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PARTICIPANTS IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT 
This definition of construction industry development addresses the role and the 
contribution of all participants who add value to the delivery process; 
• from project inception to project handover and maintenance; and includes 
• the public and private sector clients, build environment professionals, 

constructors, materials manufacturers and suppliers, training delivery 
institutions, regulatory bodies and research institutions. 

 
Furthermore, this definition does not differentiate between the local industry and 
the foreign industry – but in developing countries a component must clearly 
include a focus on the development of the local (or indigenous) industry. 
 
AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
Internationally, several countries have established formal or informal national 
programmes to support the objectives of construction industry development.  The 
‘drivers’ that have led to the creation of theses national initiatives show both 
common elements and local dimensions. 
Common elements include (after Roger Courtney, 2002): 
• a recognition that construction accounts for a significant proportion of national 

economic activity and that the effectiveness of the sector has implications for 
other industries and for public services; 

• a perception that construction, in contrast to other industry sectors, has not 
improved its use of labour and its overall productivity as much as other sectors 
in recent decades and that as a consequence its outputs are becoming relatively 
more expensive; 

• a view that a key factor in the allegedly poor performance of construction is 
the number of different parties who have responsibilities within the 
construction process and therefore a desire to bring about a more integrated 
process; and 

• overall, a view that construction should, by integrating its internal processes 
and adopting new information and production technologies, seek to become 
more similar to manufacturing sectors. 

 
Before looking at these factors in more depth, it is useful to look at construction 
industry development from a developing country perspective. 
 
A DEVELOPING COUNTRY PERSPECTIVE 
Although many of the challenges facing the construction industry in developing 
countries are similar to those in developed countries (and hence much can be learnt 
from the initiatives in developed countries), there are also significant differences 
between the developed and developing countries.  In particular, Ofori (1999, 2001) 
notes that: 
• although construction may account for a significant proportion of national 

economic activity in developing countries, in many cases the indigenous 
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industry is weak and under-developed, and much of the construction activity is 
undertaken by multinationals; 

• the construction industry in many developing countries is facing reduced 
levels of demand as a result of adjustment programmes which invariably 
involve cuts in governments’ capital investment; and 

• with public funds under severe strain and chronically short, ways must be 
found to structure funding strategies which are suitable for the developing 
countries.  

 
DRIVERS FOR CHANGE; LOCAL ELEMENTS 
Other factors, or local elements, have been prominent in many countries which 
have created the need for a national or industry focus on the development of the 
industry, including: 

• in the UK, major clients (notably utility companies that had been 
previously public sector organisations) wished to achieve better value from 
their investments in construction and sought new relationships and 
procedures to obtain this; 

• in the UK also, the poor image of construction, as perceived by prospective 
employees and the Stock Market, caused firms to consider how new forms 
of operation could both provide more attractive employment conditions 
and higher levels of profitability; 

• in Singapore, there was a realisation that the industry was heavily 
dependent upon relatively unskilled operatives, many from outside 
Singapore, and a principal focus of the review was therefore skills 
requirements and means of making more effective use of labour; 

• in South Africa, the need to create an enabling environment for the 
transformation of the industry to create economic opportunities for all 
participants; 

• in Hong Kong, some prominent defects in new construction works, such as  
inadequate foundations, had revealed shortcomings in quality practices, 
and – in the extreme – corrupt practices.  Institutional arrangements for 
both procurement and in the carrying out of the works (e.g. the use of 
multi-layer sub-contracting) became a principal focus of the review; 

• a desire to increase the international competitiveness of the construction 
sector, so that it could secure a higher proportion of business from other 
countries, was a factor in Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia. 

It is seen from these examples that the focus of the development of the industry is 
very context specific, and depends on the needs of the country at a specific point in 
time. 
 
NATIONAL PROGRAMMES 
Internationally, the national programmes to support construction industry 
development broadly fall into three categories, namely: 
• those that have established national initiatives to develop the construction 
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sector, involving a wide range of actions (e.g. UK, Australia, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, South Africa, India, Denmark); 

• those that have recognised many of the needs of construction industry 
development in research programmes and other activities, but have not 
brought these together in a national initiative (e.g. Finland, the USA, Sweden); 
and 

• those that have no national programme, but have some activities that address 
construction industry development (e.g. France, Malaysia, the Netherlands, 
Chile, Japan). 

These categories do not have sharp boundaries, and some countries (e.g. Denmark) 
might be placed in a different category. 
My presentation to follow will only focus on national initiatives. 
 
THE SOUTH AFRICAN EXPERIENCE 
While the need for, and focus of, the development of the industry differs from 
country to country, it may be useful to reflect on some aspects from the South 
African experience in developing the construction industry. 
The impetus to the start of the reform process in South Africa began before the 
democratic elections in 1994, in which political power was transferred from a 
minority to the majority. 
But the passage of transfer of economic opportunities to the majority was not going 
to be easy.  Prior to 1994, the black population was excluded from most economic 
and many social opportunities (including meaningful education and skills 
development).  Amongst others, a clear need therefore existed to promote the 
development of black contractors and participants – most of which had been 
excluded from meaningful participation in the construction industry. 
 
A DECLINING CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
While the need for transformation was clear–prior to 1994 (like many other 
countries), the demand for construction in South Africa was in decline, resulting in 
increased competition, shedding of labour and skills, limited recapitalisation of 
equipment, and so on. 
Simply transferring economic opportunities from one sector to another was not a 
viable option, and the development of the industry depended on: 
• growth in infrastructure investment - providing increased opportunities; 
• growing the capacity of the industry to meet the increased demand – and 

particularly amongst the previously disadvantaged sector; and 
• improving the performance of all participants to deliver value for money to 

clients and to meet socio-economic objectives. 
 
THE SA GREEN AND WHITE PAPERS 
The process for setting up the framework the development of the construction 
industry in South Africa included the development of a government Green Paper in 
1997, a White Paper in 1999, and legislation for the establishment of the 
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Construction Industry Development Board (cidb) in 2000. 
The South African Green and White Papers parallel in many ways the frameworks 
developed in other countries, such as: 
• the Latham and Egan Reviews in the UK; 
• the Australian Construction Industry Development Agency (CIDA) and the 

National Building and Construction Committee (NatBACC) Action Agenda – 
Building for Growth; and, more recently 

• Vision 2020 in Singapore. 
 
THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT BOARD (SA) 
The cidb was established in South Africa in 2000, reporting to the Minister of 
Public Works, and currently has  a staff complement of about 120 people, grouped 
around: 
• corporate functions; 
• registration of contractors and projects; 
• procurement and delivery management; 
• growth and contractor development; and 
• performance improvement. 
 
Again, the cidb parallels in many ways the institutional structures developed in 
several countries, including: 
 
• the Rethinking Construction, Constructing Excellence, Better Public Buildings 

and other initiatives in the UK; 
• the performance improvement programmes of the Building and Construction 

Authority (BCA) of Singapore; 
• the initiatives of the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) of 

Malaysia; 
• the Australian Construction Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) Construct 

NSW and other initiatives of the government of New South Wales. 
 
DRIVING CHANGE 
Turning again to international experience, the ability and approach adopted to 
influence stakeholders under a national initiative varies significantly from country 
to country.  However, there are many commonalities. 
Firstly, internationally, many governments have assumed the lead responsibility for 
driving reform initiatives in the context of national socio-economic objectives. 
Governments are more able to organise public sector clients around reform 
initiatives (albeit usually under the instructions of a higher authority), driving 
change within their own business functions (such as procurement reform), and 
driving change amongst their suppliers (largely through the procurement regime).  
On the other hand, there are only a few successful examples of private sector 
clients collectively driving change and reform initiatives amongst themselves or 
amongst their suppliers – other than amongst a small number of forward looking 
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committed private sector clients. 
Similarly, there are few successful examples of construction industry suppliers 
collectively driving change amongst themselves – with the most notable examples 
being the benchmarking initiatives in the USA.  
 
AFFECTING CHANGE 
International experience has shown that effecting change at a national or sector 
level is complicated, resource intensive, and can only be achieved over a relatively 
long period of time (in some cases up to 10 years or even longer).  Notwithstanding 
the huge challenges, numerous reform initiatives have been initiated around the 
world to support the necessary development of the construction industry – and 
many of these have shown progress towards their objectives for reform.  An 
assessment of these reform initiatives (some of which themselves have been in 
existence for 10 years or longer) highlights key criteria for the success of such 
reform initiatives, and collectively these point towards a structured framework that 
can be adapted to national performance initiatives. 
 
The international reform initiatives reviewed by the authors include, amongst 
others: 
• the Rethinking Construction, Constructing Excellence, Better Public Buildings 

and other initiatives in the UK; 
• the performance improvement programmes of the Building and Construction 

Authority (BCA) of Singapore; 
• the Australian Construction Industry Development Agency (CIDA) and the 

National Building and Construction Committee (NatBACC) Action Agenda – 
Building for Growth; 

• the Australian Construction Policy Steering Committee (CPSC) Construct 
NSW and other initiatives of the government of New South Wales; 

• the initiatives of the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) of 
Malaysia; 

• the recently initiated Process and System Innovation in Building and 
Construction (PSIB) programme in the Netherlands; together with 

• a range of government and client driven initiatives aimed at furthering 
sustainable development, and in particular environmentally sustainable 
development. 

 
Some key elements of these initiatives are described in the following sections. 
 
LEADERSHIP 
Without exception, the role of leadership by individuals and/or organisations has 
been fundamental to the success of every one of the more successful international 
reform initiatives.  Common forms of leadership that are observed in the 
international reform initiatives include: 
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• Leadership by government (either individuals of government departments) – 
demonstrating commitment and willingness to the reform initiatives. Examples 
of such leadership by government include the procurement reform initiatives 
being carried out in the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) in the UK, 
the Better Public Buildings initiative in the UK, and the Construction Client 
Charter and Demonstration Projects initiatives in the UK. 

• Leadership by influential forward thinking and progressive private sector 
organisations, and in particular private sector clients, is relatively common 
internationally.  Examples include those initial private sector clients 
participating on the UK Construction Client Charter, and members of 
influential organisations such as the World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development. 

 
OBJECTIVES CREATE THE FOCUS 
Performance improvement programmes are generally driven by high level goals 
and objectives.  For example, the Singapore programme to promote buildability 
derives from the national objective to limit the need for imported labour by 
improving productivity.  Clarity on priority reform objectives is of the utmost 
importance to ensure focus, and is usually informed by policy, legislation and 
industry reviews.  The objectives usually have to be cascaded out from higher level 
objectives to more manageable lower level objectives, which can them be 
prioritised. For example, the Construct NSW agenda set out an integrated 
framework of 20 strategies and 85 supporting actions to enable the government to 
achieve best value for money from its construction procurement, to support its 
economic and social goals through construction procurement and to assist the 
industry to achieve it potential.  These strategies were then grouped under 8 
headings-analogous to objectives – including: 
• strategic information for decision making;  
• business ethics and practices; 
• security of payment; 
• management and workforce development; 
• continuous improvement; 
• towards an ecological sustainable industry; and 
• encouragement and recognition. 
 
AWARENESS 
Awareness creation and promotion is fundamental to furthering the objectives of 
reform initiatives, so as to continually reinforce the reform message, and to 
broaden the awareness and understanding of the reform initiatives.  There are 
numerous examples of successful (and unsuccessful) awareness creation and 
promotion activities internationally, including: 
• targeted awareness creation in the popular and technical press; 
• award systems, such as the Considerate Contractor Scheme and the Prime 

Minister's Better Public Building Award in the UK; 
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• forums, benchmarking clubs, and demonstration projects, and 
• periodic reporting, on the state of the industry or industry reform. 
 
INFORMATION AND TOOLS 
The development and dissemination of appropriate information and tools to 
support the attainment of reform objectives is a further key success factor, and as 
illustrated below can take various forms.  Note, however, that many of the systems 
outlined below are in fact enforced through various instruments in many of the 
reform initiatives around the world, but the systems themselves provide a tool 
together with information to equip various stakeholders for change: 
• codes, standards and guidelines, both voluntary and enforced through 

legislation; 
• best practices,  applicable to almost every reform initiative around the world; 
• management systems, together with supporting implementation tools, 

specifying processes to be adopted and reported on, varying from full ISO 
9000 and 14000 accreditation (which is currently required on selected projects 
in Singapore), to the management systems developed to target specific issues – 
such as the NSW Australia OHS&R Management Systems and Environmental 
Management Systems; 

• accreditation and rating systems together with supporting implementation 
tools, such as the LEED environmental design accreditation of design 
professionals in the USA, the NSW Contractor Best Practice Accreditation 
System, and accreditation systems for buildings – predominantly 
environmental and quality systems; 

• triple-bottom line reporting schemes and methods, which are becoming 
increasingly common around the world. 

 
CAPACITY BUILDING 
Capacity building is key to several of the international reform initiatives, including: 
• formal training programmes for public sector officials that support reform 

initiatives; 
• the establishment of public sector Centres of Excellence (such as the OGC 

Programme and Project Management Centres of Excellence in the UK), whose 
aim is to achieve significant improvement to central government capability to 
deliver successful programmes and projects; 

• the sponsorship of formal and informal training programmes for private sector 
participants impacted on by reform initiatives. 

 
In addition, many of these capacity building programmes in the public sector are 
supported by the development and implementation of performance management 
systems for public sector officials that are aligned to the reform initiatives. 
 
ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE 
All reform initiatives around the world are dependent to a greater or lesser degree 
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on enforcement and compliance mechanisms.  These mechanisms vary 
significantly, and include: 
• legislation to seek compliance with minimum acceptable standards (such as 

safety and health, and certain environmental considerations). In NWS, 
legislation has also been introduced to effect the prompt payment of 
subcontractors; 

• procurement instruments, which are one of the most powerful instruments 
used in all reform initiatives for effecting change amongst suppliers, i.e. 
clients (typically government clients) specifying their requirements (aligned 
with the reform objectives) for other parties wishing to do business with them 
–often requiring compliance with codes of conduct, standards, and guidelines, 
or the mandatory use of management systems; 

• registration and accreditation of contractors, designers, etc. according to 
specified criteria for different types of activities – including “construction 
registers”, which is typically implemented through legislative or procurement 
means; and 

• commitment to voluntary compliance together with review mechanisms, to 
charters, codes of practice and/or conduct, management systems, reporting, 
including: 

• the UK Construction Client Charter Improvement Programme, in which 
clients commit to continually improving their performance in 4 themes; 

• the numerous environmental and social responsibility charters – such as the 
Equator Principles developed by leading international financiers; and the 
FIDIC Integrity Management System, adopted by the World Bank and others. 

 
MONITORING, EVALUATION AND REVIEW 
Regular monitoring, evaluation and review is an essential requirement for the 
successful implementation of any strategy, and is a key element of all international 
reform initiatives – and takes place at both the “macro-level” and the “micro-
level”.  For example: 
• at the “macro-level” the UK has instituted the Construction Industry 

Indicators and the Quality of Life Indicators – setting high-level performance 
targets for the industry together with ongoing monitoring against these 
targets; and 

• at the “micro-level”, the UK has initiated the OGC “Gateway” review process for 
acquisition programmes and procurement projects, and the CABE “Design 
Review” for buildings that will have a significant impact on their environment, 
while Singapore and Australia require closeout reviews of projects against certain 
criteria (which will also shortly be introduced in South Africa). 

 
RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURE 
Turning now to the role of the research infrastructure in supporting national 
initiatives. 
It stands to reason that research infrastructure, including national laboratories and 
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academic institutions, can play a strong role in supporting the development of the 
construction industry and any national programmes.  However, the relationship 
between the research infrastructure and national initiatives has not always been 
clear–often due to conflicting priorities and conflicting departmental reporting 
lines. 
 
FUNDING STREAMS 
The past 20 years or so has seen significant changes in the landscape impacting on 
national laboratories due to changing funding streams, impacting in particular on 
national laboratories in Europe, the UK, Australia and South Africa. 
For example, in the built environment, the Building Research Establishment (BRE) 
was privatised in the middle of the change programme in the UK, notwithstanding 
a very strong link between the UK reform initiative being driven from the then 
Department of the Environment, Tourism and the regions (DETR) and the DETR 
being a principle funding agency of the BRE. 
Similarly, although not linked to any national change initiative (but certainly linked 
with supporting governmental departmental needs and priorities), changes in funding 
streams from the Department of Transport in South Africa had a major negative 
impact on transportation and road engineering at the CSIR.  Similarly, changes in 
funding priorities from the Department of Science and Technology resulted in the 
closure of the structural, materials engineering and other laboratories at the building 
research facilities at the CSIR in South Africa – and in all probability these facilities 
have been lost to South Africa (and in fact Africa) for good. 
Clearly, if the national research infrastructure is to support national change 
initiatives supporting the development of the construction industry, then it has to be 
funded appropriately. 
 
CONFLICTING PRIORITIES 
However, changes in funding streams have also been associated with changes in 
research priorities initiated by the research institutions themselves or by 
government departments. 
For example, in South Africa, which probably mirrors some countries in the rest of 
the world, we have seen changes in which the national laboratories were originally 
set up in the 1950s as "agencies" of government departments to support the 
developmental objectives of the government departments.  With the withdrawal of 
government funding for research in the 1980s and 1990s, these laboratories 
followed a more market orientated and commercial approach – resulting in 
research directions being dictated by commercial opportunities.  More recently, in 
the 2000s, the national laboratories have adopted an increasing blend of "science 
for science sake" in order to rebuild a deteriorated research base in these 
laboratories. 
All these changes in South Africa, and in many parts of the world, have largely 
been driven by a disjuncture between: 
• research funding streams often determined by departments of science and 

technology; and 
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• developmental objectives determined by government service delivery 
departments and/or industry. 

 
LINKING RESEARCH TO DEVELOPMENT NEEDS 
I have always held the view there has to be a close link between research 
institutions and national or industry policies and priorities – but these have to be 
appropriately funded through the same mechanism. 
In South Africa, the cidb (like some other countries in the world) have adopted an 
approach to consciously build capacity at selected departments within the research 
infrastructure in South Africa that is aligned with the objectives of construction 
industry development.  It is our aim to build selected Centres of Excellence that 
can support the cidb – but in reality this vision will only be realised when the cidb 
is able to fund these Centres of Excellence on a sustainable basis.  The cidb is in 
the process of developing such funding models and funding streams. 
 
SUMMARY 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is not for me to pass comment on whether there is a need 
or an opportunity for a focused initiative on the development of the construction 
industry in any country – that needs a deep understanding of context specific issues 
in that country.   
But, in those countries that have adopted national initiatives to develop the 
construction industry, opportunities exist for the research infrastructure (the 
universities and research laboratories) to make a meaningful contribution to the 
development of the industry.  In fact, it is likely that any national activity cannot 
succeed without the active support and participation of the research infrastructure. 
And where it is not necessary to have a national focus on the development of the 
industry, or where such national focuses have not been initiated, opportunities still 
exist for the research infrastructure to make a meaningful contribution to the 
development of the industry – albeit that it may be more difficult to do so. 
Research organisations, such as those represented here today, underpin the 
development of the construction industry in any country. 
 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
In conclusion, I am proud to have been a President of the International Council for 
Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB).  The membership of 
the CIB currently numbers over 400 members originating in some 70 countries.  
CIB members include most of the major national laboratories and leading 
universities around the world in building and construction. 
The CIB facilitates international cooperation and information exchange in building 
and construction research and innovation.  Individually, and collectively, the 
members of CIB play an important role in many countries in supporting the 
development of the construction industry. 
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ABSTRACT 
Steel bracing systems can be used effectively for seismic retrofitting of existing RC 
buildings as well as for seismic design of new buildings. Although adaptation of 
bracing to upgrade the lateral load capacity of existing RC frames has been the 
subject of a number of successful studies, guidelines for its use in newly 
constructed RC frames need to be further developed. This paper reports on some 
recent experimental and numerical work conducted by the author and his 
colleagues on internal bracing of RC frames using direct connections between the 
bracing system and the frame. The effects of X-bracing and knee bracing on 
enhancing the seismic capacity of the frames are investigated experimentally 
through pushover tests as well as cyclic tests. A compression release device has 
also been introduced and tested to enhance the seismic performance of the bracing 
system by avoiding the buckling of the compression member. An important 
consideration in the design of steel-braced RC frames is the level of interaction 
between the strength capacities of the RC frame and the bracing system. In this 
paper, results of experimental and numerical investigations aimed at evaluating the 
level of capacity interaction between the two systems are also discussed. It is found 
that the capacity interaction is due primarily to connections overstrength. Based on 
the numerical results the connection overstrength has been quantified and 
guidelines for the seismic design of the internally braced RC frames with direct 
connections are provided. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Steel bracing is generally used to increase the lateral load resistance of steel 
structures. In recent years, the concept of steel bracing has also been applied to the 
retrofitting of reinforced concrete frames. Increased architectural flexibility, 
reduced weight of the structure, ease and speed of construction and the ability to 
choose more ductile systems can be considered as the main advantages of steel 
bracing in comparison with RC shear walls. Two bracing systems are generally 
used, external bracing and internal bracing. In external bracing, steel trusses or 
frames are attached either as a global external support to the building exterior or, 
more locally, to the face of individual building frames. A number of investigators 
have reported on the efficiency of external bracing in seismic retrofitting of 
existing RC buildings [1-4]. Architectural concerns and difficulties in providing 
appropriate connections between the bracing system and RC frames are two of the 
shortcomings of this method. 
In internal bracing, steel bracing members are inserted in the empty space enclosed 
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by columns and beams of RC frames. As a result, each unit frame is individually 
braced from within. The bracing may be attached to the RC frame either indirectly 
or directly. In the indirect internal bracing, a braced steel frame is positioned inside 
the RC frame. As a result, the transfer of load between the steel bracing and the 
concrete frame is carried out indirectly through the steel frame. Successful retrofits 
of existing buildings by indirect internal bracing using different forms of X, V and 
K concentric and eccentric braces have been reported in the literature [5-8]. In 
some repair and retrofitting cases, provision of the steel frame may be necessary to 
reduce the strength demand on an already damaged and weakened RC frame; 
however, in other instances the steel frame acts only as a costly connecting 
mechanism with inhibiting technical difficulties in fixing the steel frame to the RC 
frame. 
To overcome the shortcomings of the indirect internal bracing, Maheri and Sahebi 
[9] first recommended using direct connections between the brace elements and RC 
frame without the need for an intermediary steel frame. In an experimental work, 
they showed the ability of this bracing system to enhance the strength capacity of 
RC frames.Later experimental work on directly braced model frames by Tasnimi 
and Masoomi [10] also showed the applicability of this method. Recent analytical 
work carried out by Abou-Elfath and Ghobarah [11, 12] on both concentric and 
eccentric direct internal bracing in non-ductile RC buildings also showed an 
improvement in the seismic performance, particularly when using eccentric 
bracing. In continuation of their previous work, Maheri et-al [13] conducted 
experimental investigations on pushover response of scaled RC frames; braced 
with both diagonal bracing and knee bracing systems. In this study the 
effectiveness of the two bracing systems in increasing some seismic performance 
parameters was shown. Also, in a theoretical study, Maheri and Akbari presented 
the behaviour factor, R, for this class of dual systems [14].  
Appropriate design of direct connections between the bracing members and the RC 
frame is important to achieve the required lateral load capacity. Maheri and 
Hadjipour [15] proposed a connection that minimizes the eccentricity of the brace 
member force. This allows transferring the brace force to the corner of the RC 
frame without producing local damage in concrete members. Using the results of 
an experimental program conducted on a number of full-scale connections, they 
also presented design guidelines for the brace-frame connections in new 
construction. Recent experimental works by Youssef et-al [16] and Ghaffarzadeh 
and Maheri [17-19] have shown further that different directly-connected internal 
bracing systems can be used effectively in retrofitting of existing concrete frames 
as well as shear resisting elements for construction of new RC structures.  
 
2. SEISMIC RESPONSE PARAMETERS OF X-BRACED FRAMES 
2.1. Pushover Tests 
In an experimental study, details of which are presented in reference [13], pushover 
tests were conducted on scaled models of ductile unit frames, directly braced by X 
steel braces. The objective of the study was to compare some seismic response and 
design parameters, including; load capacity, stiffness, toughness, ductility and 
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performance factor of different unbraced and X-braced RC frames in order that 
suitability of the X bracing of RC frames could be investigated. Model unit frames 
constructed for experimental investigations were 1:3 scaled models of a typical 
3mx3m unit ductile frame. For the purpose of comparison, RC beams and columns 
in all the model frames (braced or unbraced) had identical dimensions and 
reinforcement detail. The corresponding horizontal loads estimated for the ultimate 
capacity of the model frame and the bracing systems were, 33 kN for the unbraced 
frame and 79 kN for the X-bracing system alone. In total four model frames were 
constructed so that the repeatability of the tests could be verified. Two model 
frames (F1-P and F2-P) were identical unbraced frames and two models (FB1 and 
FB2) were identical X-braced frames. A detailed account of test set-up and 
observations are given in [13]. 
 

   
Figure 1. The pushover test of frame F1-P 

 
Load Capacity, Stiffness and Toughness 
Over 3.5 fold increase in the lateral load capacity was achieved for the X-braced 
model frames tested in that study. Test results show that the load capacity of an 
existing ductile frame can be increased to the desired level by directly adding a 
bracing system to the frame, without the need for prior strengthening of the 
existing frame. This point is further substantiated when it is noted that the load 
corresponding to the appearance of the first plastic hinge in the ductile RC beam 
(10kN for the unbraced frame) increased by 90 kN when X-bracing was employed. 
Cross-bracing also appears to increase the initial stiffness of the RC frame. The 
increased stiffness due to bracing remains true at higher loads up to failure. The 
increased stiffness, together with the increased capacity, substantially increase the 
toughness of the braced frame compared to the unbraced frame. Toughness of the 
test frames, determined as the area under the pushover force-displacement curves 
shows a five-fold increase for the X-braced frame. This indicates the ability of the 
X-braced frame to absorb large energies. 
 
Ductility, Overstrength and Performance Factor 
Ductility, overstrength and performance factor parameters were determined for the 
four test model frames and are given in Table 1. The parameters given in this Table 
are presented in Figure 2, in which Vs, Vy and Ve are forces corresponding to the 
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first yield, structural yield and the elastic response, respectively and Rµ = Ve/Vy, 
Rs= Vy/Vs  and R = RµRs. It should be noted that the performance factor parameters 
listed in this Table are specific to the model frames tested and do not represent 
those of the full size frames. The Table indicates that when a ductile frame is 
braced, in return for the increase in strength, stiffness and toughness, ductility, 
overstrength and the performance factors are reduced.  
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Figure 2. Pushover curve parameters 

 
Table 1: Seismic response parameters of the test frames 

R Rs Rμ 
Ve 

(kN) 
Vy 

(kN) 
Vs 

(kN) µ Δmax 
(mm) 

Δy 
(mm) Frame 

8.3 2.31 3.60 79.1 22.0 9.5 3.0 10.0 2.78 F1-P 
7.9 2.10 3.77 79.5 21.0 10.0 3.8 10.0 2.65 F2-P 
1.9 1.23 1.56 115.4 74.0 60.0 1.6 10.0 6.41 FB1 
1.9 1.26 1.55 116.2 75.0 59.5 1.5 10.0 6.45 FB2 

 
The test results lead us to conclude that X-bracing is more suitable for a strength-
based design. However, the relatively small post-yield capacity and the somewhat 
brittle failure mode of the X-braced frame make this system unfavourable for a 
ductile design.  
 
2.2. Cyclic Tests 
In another experimental study, cyclic tests were carried out on half-scale RC unit 
frames braced with X-bracing. Details of the test set-up and results are reported 
elsewhere [18]. Unit frames where selected from the third floor of a three-bayed, 
four-storey frame of a residential building. Two lateral load resisting systems, 
namely; an RC moment frame and an X-braced RC frame, were considered for the 
study. The gravity and earthquake forces acting on these unit frames were 
determined in accordance with the Iranian seismic code [20] using the seismic 
force reduction factor for moment frames with moderate ductility. The size of the 
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test specimens was determined based on the available laboratory space and the 
equipment limits. A 2/5 scaled model, measuring 1.76 m by 1.36 m, was found to 
be satisfactory. The forces acting on the panels were also scaled down resulting in 
a lateral load of 22kN and two vertical loads of 35kN for the moment frame and the 
same lateral load of 22kN and two vertical laods of 38.5kN for the braced frames.  
One moment resisting RC frame model, namely F1 and two braced RC frame 
models, namely FX1 and FX2, were designed using the above gravity and lateral 
loads. The moment frame was designed according to ACI 318-02 [21] and its 
detailing was done in accordance with the ACI special provisions for seismic 
design. Reinforcement details for this frame are shown, on the left hand side, in 
Figure 3. AISC-LRFD [22] was used to design the brace members and their welded 
connections to the guest plates. Reinforcement details for the braced frames are 
also shown on the right hand side of Figure 2. A double-angle brace cross-section, 
consisting of two 25×25×3.2mm angles, giving a cross-sectional area of 300 mm2, 
was chosen for the frame FX1 and a C 30×3.5 mm channel with a cross-sectional 
area of around 500mm2 was selected for the frame FX2 (Figure 3). The difference 
in the brace member cross-section, therefore, made the FX2 frame somewhat 
stronger than the FX1 frame. 
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Figure 3. Detailing of the moment RC frame (F1) and the braced RC frames  

(FX1 & FX2) 
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The model frames were subjected to gravity loads using two hydraulic jacks. For 
the cyclic test, the actuator was first pulled to a displacement, d1, of 5 mm then 
pushed to the same displacement. The value of d1 was increased in the following 
cycles by an increment of 5 mm. The behaviour of the test models was monitored 
by using electrical and mechanical instrumentations including: Load cells attached 
to the hydraulic jacks and the actuator to measure applied loads, Linear Voltage 
Differential Transformers (LVDTs) to measure the lateral deformations and 
electronic strain gauges to monitor local strains in the reinforcement bars as well as 
steel bracing elements.  
 

    
Figure 4. Test set-up and pattern of cracking in the moment frame (F1) 

 
Hysteretic Response and Load Capacity  
Figure 4 shows details of crack patterns in frame F1. The hysteretic lateral load-
drift curves for the three frames F1, FX1 and FX2 are also shown in Figure 5. For 
the moment frame F1, at a load of 37.5kN, yielding of the lower bars of the lower 
beam initiated the plastic response. Failure occurred by plastic hinging at the ends 
of the upper and lower beams at a load of 55kN. At a drift of 1.9%, corresponding 
to a lateral load of 105kN, yielding of the double-angle bracing member of the 
braced frame FX1 initiated the plastic response. A significant drop in the lateral 
load capacity was observed at a load of 140kN (drift of 4.0%). This was noted to be 
due to the buckling of brace members. Following this, the lateral load capacity was 
mainly provided by the RC frame, which failed when plastic hinges were formed at 
the ends of the lower and upper beams. In the frame FX2, the yielding occurred at a 
load of about 140kN. The lateral capacity of this frame was not however affected 
because the bracing members were still acting in the elastic range. Testing was 
continued to a load of 200kN, which was the loading capacity of the actuator and 
subsequently the test was terminated. A summary of the yield loads and the 
maximum sustainable loads and their corresponding displacement ratios for the 
three tested frames are presented in Table 2. 
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Figure 5. Lateral load-drift hysteresis of frames (a) F1, (b) FX1 and (c) FX2 
 

Table 2: The yield and ultimate strength capacities and their corresponding 
displacements 

Frame 
Yield 

strength 
(kN) 

yield 
displacement 

(%) 

Ultimate 
strength 

(kN) 

displacement at 
ultimate strength 

(%) 
F1 37.5 1.5 55 4.6 

FX1 105 1.9 140 4.0 
FX2 140 2.8 200 3.9 

 
Stiffness Degradation 
The lateral stiffness was calculated as the slope of the line joining the peak of 
positive and negative loads at a given cycle. The lateral stiffness is an index of the 
response of the frame from one cycle to the following cycle. Figure 6 illustrates a 
plot of the lateral stiffness for the three tested frames. Before buckling of the 
compressive brace, the diagram shows that the lateral stiffness of the frame FX1 
was more than double that of the frame F1 and that the rate of stiffness degradation 
for both systems was almost equal. However, after buckling of the compressive 
brace, the lateral stiffness of the frame FX1 dropped and became comparable to 
that of the moment frame (Figure 6). Also, the FX2 frame, having more robust 
bracing members compared to the frame FX1, shows higher hysteretic stiffness 
compared to the later. However, both frames show a similar rate of stiffness 
degradation.  
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Energy Dissipation Capacity (Toughness) 
The energy dissipated by the three tested frames during the cyclic load testing was 
calculated as the area enclosed by each hysteretic loop. Figure 7 shows a plot of the 
energy dissipated during a load cycle versus the lateral drift. Also the energy 
dissipated by each test frame after a number of selected cycles is presented in Table 
3. It is observed that at low drift levels, the energy dissipated by the frames FX1 
and FX2 was comparable with that of the frame F1. At higher levels of drift, it is 
clear that the energy dissipated by the braced frames is much higher than that by 
the moment frame. This proves that the overall seismic performance of the braced 
frames regarding capacity, stiffness and toughness is expected to be superior to that 
of the moment frame. This was also deduced from the results of the pushover tests 
presented earlier. 
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Figure 6. Degradation of the lateral 

stiffness of test frames 
Figure 7. Variation of energy dissipation    

with the applied displacement 
 

Table 3: Energy dissipation capacity of the test frames 
Cumulative energy dissipated (kN.mm) 

Frame 
Cycle 5 Cycle 10 Cycle 15 Cycle 20 Cycle 25 

F1 600 2229 5619 13256 25474 
FX1 451 4367 13163 27276 32875 
FX2 570 3807 11540 26714 - 

 
Ductility 
In these tests, ductility is measured both as the ratio of the displacement pertaining 
to the maximum force ∆max, to the displacement at yield ∆y and as the ratio of the 
maximum displacement ∆available to the displacement at yield point ∆y of the model 
frames. These are calculated and shown in Table 4. As it was expected, the 
addition of X-bracing system somewhat reduces the ductility of a ductile frame, but 
the reduction in ductility does not affect the energy dissipation capacity of the 
frames. 
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Table 4: The ductility of the test frames 

 
Frame 

Yield 
displacement 

(∆y) (mm) 

displacement 
at ultimate 

strength 
(∆max) (mm) 

Maximum 
available 

displacement 
(∆available) (mm) 

Ductility 
corresponding 

to ∆max 

Ductility 
corresponding 

to ∆available 

F1 18.0 55.4 68.0 3.1 3.8 
FX1 22.5 47.5 62.5 2.1 2.8 
FX2 33.0 45.6 - 1.4 - 

 
2.3. Seismic Behaviour Factor  
In forced-based seismic design procedures, behaviour factor, R is a force reduction 
factor used to reduce the linear elastic response spectra to the inelastic response spectra. 
The behaviour factor, R, therefore accounts for the inherent ductility and overstrength 
of a structure and the difference in the level of stresses considered in its design. In 
another study carried out by Maheri and Akbari [14], the seismic behaviour factor (R) 
was evaluated for steel X-braced RC buildings. The R factor components including 
ductility reduction factor and overstrength factor were extracted from inelastic 
pushover analyses of brace-frame systems of different heights and conFigureurations. 
In that study 4-storey, 8-storey and 12-storey frames were considered. These are typical 
numbers of storeys used by some other investigators to cover low-rise to medium-rise 
framed buildings. All frames were three-bay wide with the central bay braced in the 
braced dual systems. DRAIN-2DX program was utilised to carry out nonlinear 
pushover analysis of each system. Inelastic pushover analysis of the multi-storey 
systems under investigation was carried out at horizontal load steps equal to 2% of the 
design capacity. A constant gravity load equal to total dead load plus 20% live load 
was also applied to each frame.  
The effects of some parameters influencing the value of R factor, including the 
height of the frame, share of bracing system from the applied load and the type of 
bracing system were investigated. Of the three variable parameters investigated, the 
number of storeys appears to be the predominant variable. The other variables, 
including the type of bracing system and the share of bracing from the applied 
load, have more localised influences and therefore do not warrant a similar 
generalisation. The significant effect of the number of storeys on R factor of steel-
braced RC frames, stems from the fact that shorter braced frames exhibit larger 
ductility than taller frames, therefore they possess higher ductility ‘capacity’. It was 
therefore found to be prudent to calculate the R factors for the frames under 
consideration using specific ductility ‘demands’ of μ = 2, μ = 3, μ = 4 and μ = 5. 
Based on the results obtained, tentative R values for steel-braced intermediate 
ductility, moment resisting RC frame dual systems were presented as shown in 
Table 5. The proposed R factors are given for different ductility demands that 
constitute the generally accepted range of ‘intermediate ductility’ response. 
  

Table 5: Tentative values of R factor for steel-braced, RC frame dual systems 
Ductility Demand μ = 2 μ = 3 μ = 4 μ = 5 

R 5.0 7.0 9.0 12.0 
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3. CONNECTION OVERSTRENGTH 
An important consideration in the design of internally-braced RC frames with 
direct brace-frame connections is the level of interaction between the strength 
capacities of the RC frame and the bracing system. In this paper, results of 
experimental and numerical investigations aimed at investigating the causes and 
evaluating the level of this interaction are also discussed. Results of the three half-
scale RC frames representing a moment frame (F1) with moderate ductility, and 
two braced frames (FX1 and FX2) already tested under cyclic loading are used for 
this purpose.  These results are also used as basis for developing and calibrating 
numerical models of full-scale frames. Using the numerical models, a parametric 
investigation is carried out to determine the role of the main variable parameters 
affecting the level of capacity interaction between the RC frame and the bracing 
system. 
 
3.1. Experimental Brace-Frame Capacity Interaction 
To investigate the level of interaction in the tested model frames, the corresponding 
forces in the bracing systems alone were evaluated by considering the relevant test 
displacements on the diagonals. A simple bilinear model for steel, which accounts 
for cyclic effects, was assumed and used to represent the force-deflection envelop 
curve of bracing system alone. The envelop curve of the calculated force-drift 
relationship for the FX1 bracing system alone (marked as No. 2 in the Figure) is 
plotted in Figure 8. Also plotted in this Figure, for comparison, are the 
experimental envelop of the force-drift relationship of the moment frame alone, F1, 
(marked as No. 1 in the Figure) and the experimental envelop of the force-drift 
curves of the FX1 braced frame. To be able to gain an insight into the level of 
capacity interaction between different elements, the envelop curves of the bracing 
system alone (2) and the moment RC frame (1) are added together to obtain the 
sum strength capacity of the two elements as also are presented in Figure 4 ((1) + 
(2)). By comparing the sum strength capacity of the two constituent elements with 
the actual strength capacity of the braced frame, it is evident that the actual braced 
frame exhibits a larger capacity than the sum of the capacities of the two elements. 
This means that by adding a bracing system to an RC frame, the capacity of the RC 
frame is increased beyond the capacity of the bracing system. The capacity 
interaction for the frame FX1 is measured, as the minimum of all the evaluated 
values, as 8.5 percent. It should be noted that the dimensions and reinforcement 
details and therefore the flexural capacities of the RC frames in F1 and FX1 models 
are the same. This enables us to make a viable capacity interaction comparison as 
discussed above. Considering the experimental results, it is evident that the 
capacity interaction is an overstrength which can be attributed mainly to the effects 
of brace-frame connections in reducing the effective lengths of the RC beams and 
columns, hence increasing the stiffness and strength of the frame. 
 
3.2. Numerical Evaluation Of Overstrength 
To investigate the level of connection overstrength in full-scale X-braced RC 
frames, nonlinear pushover numerical analyses of the moment frame, braced 
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frames and the bracing systems were carried out. The OpenSEES (Open System for 
Earthquake Engineering Simulation) program was utilised to numerically model 
the frames. Details of the numerical models and the numerical analyses are given 
elsewhere [19]. The numerical models were calibrated and their accuracy 
ascertained by comparing the results of the nonlinear cyclic analysis of the moment 
frame F1 and the braced frame FX1 with the results obtained from their respective 
cyclic tests.  

 
Figure 8. Capacity interaction caused by connection overstrength 

 
After calibrating the numerical models, a series of nonlinear pushover analyses were 
conducted on full scale 2-D frames of different heights and widths with different 
bracing conFigureurations. These included frames, 4, 8 and 12 storeys high and 3, 6 
and 9 bays wide. The number of braced bays in each frame was also made a function 
of the number of bays such that the three, six and nine-bay frames had, respectively, 
one, two and three bays braced. All frames consisted of 3m high and 5m wide unit 
frames. Another variable parameter in this investigation is the apportioned share of 
bracing system from the applied loading. Load shares of 30%, 50%, 80% and 100% 
for bracing system are considered. As it was mentioned earlier, the main factor 
contributing to the interaction is the effect of connections on reducing the effective 
lengths of beams and columns. Therefore, considering the nature of this interaction, a 
representing parameter can be introduced as the ratio of the effective stiffness of the 
RC frame with brace-frame connections (Kr) to the stiffness of the RC frame without 
the brace-frame connections (Ki) and designated as ρ. Considering that the 
connections reduce the effective lengths of RC beams and columns, the effective 
stiffness of the frame with brace-frame connections corresponds to the stiffness of a 
reduced frame as shown in Figure 9. For simplicity and conservatively, the reduced 
frame is assumed to have beams and columns of lengths equal to the distances 
between the centroids of the four gusset plates as seen in Figure 9. Also, for practical 
purposes, the parameter ρ is calculated as the ratio of the linear stiffness of the 
reduced RC frame of a central floor (Kr) and the linear stiffness of the initial RC 
frame of the same floor (Ki), also shown in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9. Reduced frame for calculation of connection overstrength 

 
The stiffness ratio, ρ, as described above was calculated for all the frames analysed. 
The overstrength factors, R, previously determined for these frames with different 
problem variables were plotted against the stiffness ratio for different frame 
geometries considered. To condense the results of the 9 relations thus obtained, the 
linear relation for the 4-storey, 3-bay frame is considered as the base overstrength, 
Rb, and the effects of the two main variable parameters including the number of 
braced bays (number of bays in the frame) and the number of storeys are 
considered respectively as correction factors α and β. Therefore; 
 
 R = αβRb (%) (1) 
 
where,  Rb = 32ρ – 27 
 
In order that quantitative relations can be drawn between the factors α and β and 
the stiffness ratio ρ, the former parameters are plotted against the latter in Figure 
10.a and Figure 10.b, respectively. Noting the near linear variation of α against ρ 
the following relations can be presented for this correction factor; 
 
 α = 0.16m + 0.84, for   0.0 < ρ ≤ 1.0 
 
 α = 0.09m + 0.91,  for  1. 0 < ρ ≤ 1.25 (2) 
  
 α = 0.06m + 0.94,  for  1.25 < ρ ≤ 1.40 
 
Also, as the variation of β with ρ is small, this correction factor can be presented 
independent of the stiffness ratio in the following form; 
 
 β = 0.0425n + 0.84 (3) 
 
In equations (2) and (3), m and n are the number of braced bays and the number of 
storeys, respectively. 
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Figure 10. Variation of parameters α and β with respect to stiffness ratio ρ 

 
4. FORCE-RELEASE DEVICES 
4.1. Knee Bracing 
Knee bracing is used in steel construction to increase the ductility and to increase the 
seismic performance of the frames. Parallel to the work carried out on the pushover 
tests of model frames F1-P, F2-P, FB1 and FB2 described in section 2.1, two 
identical RC frames braced with knee-bracing system were also constructed. The RC 
frames of these models were identical to the unbraced and X-braced frames and the 
brace dimensions were also identical to the bracing system of the X-braced frames; 
the only difference being the four knee elements used at the ends of the diagonal 
bracing. Details of the bracing system and test set-up and the test results are given 
elsewhere [13]. The object of the tests was to investigate the role of knee bracing in 
increasing the ductility of the dual system while maintaining the strength and 
stiffness requirements. Tests similar to that described in 2.1 were conducted on these 
frames (Figure 11). The ultimate capacities of the knee-braced frames were found to 
be 2.5 times that of the unbraced frame. In Figure 12 a comparison is made between 
the three unbraced, X-braced and knee-braced frames regarding their stiffness and 
toughness. It is evident that the knee bracing has enabled the frame to possess 
considerable capacity and stiffness with good capacity to absorb energy. By 
extracting the ductility ratio from the pushover curves of knee-braced frames as 
around µ = 2.2, it becomes evident that knee-bracing has also substantially increased 
the frames ductility compared to the ductility of the X-braced frames (µ = 1.5). 
 

  
Figure 11. Test set-up for the 

knee Braced RC frame 
Figure 12. Comparative pushover curves 

for the knee-braced frame 
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4.2. Compression Release Tool 
In this section another force release tool is presented and its performance is 
evaluated. This novel tool, named a 'compression release tool' (CRT) when 
installed in a brace member, releases its compressive force. The proposed CRT is 
shown in Figure 13. It is composed of two steel plates separated by a gap. The two 
plates are to be attached together with a maximum of four bars. A cylindrical steel 
pipe (cylinder) is attached to one of the plates. A steel rod (piston) is attached to 
the second plate. The cylinder is padded with rubber material. A typical brace 
member can be divided into two pieces; each is to be welded to one of the CRT 
steel plates. When this member is subjected to a compressive displacement, the 
piston will slide inside the cylinder and thus the member will not have any 
compressive stresses. When it is subjected to a tensile displacement, the bars will 
transfer the tensile force between the two brace pieces. The bars should be chosen 
such that the sum of their yield resistances is less than the yield resistance of the 
brace member. Following a strong earthquake, the brace member is expected to be 
easily retrofitted by replacing the bars. 
 

   
Figure 13. Schematic detail of the CRT   

 
Parallel to the experimental work carried out on the X-braced model frames, 
constructed for cyclic loading as described above, an experimental study was also 
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the CRT. Two, similar half scale RC 
frames were constructed and the CRT installed. The CRT can be installed 
anywhere along the brace member. For the tested specimens, it was decided to 
install the CRT at the location shown in Figure 13. The size of the steel plates in 
the CRT was chosen to be 120×120×10mm. The expected axial deformation in the 
brace members were calculated and based on that it was decided that a 135 mm gap 
between the steel plates of the CRT is required. To create this gap, the length of the 
cylinder and the piston were chosen to be 135mm. The inner diameter and wall 
thickness of the cylinder were chosen to be 40 mm and 5 mm, respectively. The 
piston was chosen to be 35mm steel rod. The bars connecting the steel plates were 
different in specimen FXS1 than those in specimen FXS2. They were two-12.7mm 
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and two-16mm steel bars in specimens FXS1 and FXS2, respectively. Tensile load 
tests on the steel rods revealed that their yield stress is 350 MPa. A photo of an 
installed CRT is shown in Figure 13. Details of the test specimens and test set-up 
and results are given by Ghaffarzadeh and Maheri [17]. 
The frames with CRT (FXS1 and FXS2) were tested under cyclic loading the same 
way as the moment frames (F1 and F2) and the X-braced frames (FX1 and FX2). 
The seismic parameters evaluated from the test results include; stiffness 
degradation, energy dissipation capacity (toughness) and ductility. A discussion of 
the test results is given as follows: 
The lateral load-deformation response for specimen FXS1 indicates the formation 
of first plastic hinge at a drift level of 1.2%. This was due to the yielding of the 
two-12.7mm steel bars joining the steel plates of the CRT. This happened at the 
lateral load of 75kN. The frame failed at the drift of 4.8% corresponding to lateral 
load of 182kN due to tensile failure of the two-12.7 mm bars. The behaviour of 
specimen FXS2 was similar to that of specimen FXS1. Yielding of two-16 mm 
steel bars in the CRT occurred at a drift of 2.5% (lateral load of 140kN). By 
increasing drift, cracks became visible. Strains in the top reinforcement of the top 
beam indicate that steel yielded at a drift of 3.4%. The test was terminated because 
of localized concrete failure in the vicinity of the supports. 
 
Stiffness Degradation 
The initial stiffness of specimens FX1 and FX2 was higher than that of the 
specimens FXS1 and FXS2. This is a direct result from the lower elastic stiffness 
of bracing members equipped with CRT. The steeper degradation in the lateral 
stiffness observed in specimens FX1 and FX2 however indicates that using the 
CRT minimized the cracking in the RC frame and kept the lateral stiffness of the 
frame almost constant. 
 
Energy Dissipation Capacity (Toughness) 
The cumulative energy dissipated by the frames after 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 cycles 
were also calculated. It was noted that, at lower displacements, the energy 
dissipated by the braced frames with the CRT (specimens FXS1 and FXS2) is 
somewhat less than that of braced frames without the CRT (specimens FX1 and 
FX2). With increasing displacements and as the bars in CRT yield, the energy 
dissipated by the frames with CRT is increased to levels higher than those of the 
frames without the CRT.  This indicates that the installation of the CRT did not, by 
and large, affect the energy dissipation capacity of the braced frames. 
 
Ductility 
The available ductility of the four specimens is given in Table 7. It can be observed 
in this Table that the overall behaviour of the specimen with CRT (specimen 
FXS1) is more ductile in comparison with specimen FX1 without CRT. The 
sudden drop in load-drift response curve of specimen FX1 after buckling of 
compression brace indicates a brittle behaviour. However, in specimen FXS1, in 
which buckling is inhibited and failure happens by yielding of steel bars of CRT, 
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the behaviour is evidently more ductile (almost two folds). This shows the 
effectiveness of the CRT in increasing the ductility of the braced frame. By 
comparing the results of the stronger braced frames without CRT (specimen FX2) 
and with CRT (specimen FXS2), the favourable effect of the CRT on the ductility 
of the frame can also be noted. 
  

Table 7: Ductility and performance factor parameters of the CRT test specimens 
Test 

Specimen 
Δy

 

(mm) 
Δmax

 

(mm) μ sV  
(kN) 

yV  
(kN) 

eV  
(kN) 

μR  sR  R  

FX1 22.5 47.5 2.11 105 112 284 2.53 1.06 2.68 
FX2 33.0 --- --- 150 168 352 2.09 1.12 2.34 

FXS1 17.5 71.5 4.08 75 118 296 2.51 1.57 3.94 
FXS2 35.0 --- --- 134 160 324 2.03 1.19 2.42 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the experimental and numerical investigations presented in this paper 
lead us to the following conclusions; 
1. Internal bracing of RC frames with direct brace-frame connections is not only 

suitable for seismic retrofitting of existing building but it can also be used as a 
viable alternative to shear walls as shear resisting elements for the newly 
constructed buildings. 

2. X-bracing is more suitable for a strength-based design. However, the relatively 
small post-yield capacity and the somewhat brittle failure mode of the X-
braced frame make this system less favourable for a ductile design. 

3. The proposed CRT can be effectively used in steel bracing systems to 
eliminate buckling failure. Its use will also result in an adequate energy 
dissipation capacity for the brace-frame system. 

4. The inclusion of CRT can also greatly enhance the ductility of the braced 
frame. The desired level of ductility can be achieved by appropriate design of 
the CRT bars. 

5. To increase the ductility and maintain the strength and stiffness capacities of 
the braced frames, Knee bracing of the frame or using CRT on the brace 
members is recommended. Such systems can be successfully utilised to design 
for both the damage-level and collapse-level earthquakes for which the 
damage level may be considered as the yield capacity of the knee elements. 

6. The overstrength in a braced RC frame is due to the stiffening effects of 
connections. This overstrength is termed the capacity interaction or connection 
overstrength. It is significant and needs to be considered in design. 

7. Presentation of the connection overstrength in the form of a frame stiffness 
ratio, ρ, enable us to use the results and formulations presented here for other 
types of concentric and eccentric bracing systems.  
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ABSTRACT 
Cement is the key ingredient in making concrete. Concrete is the second consumed 
materials after water in the world. When a material becomes as integral to the 
structure as concrete, it is important to analyze its environmental impacts to 
conclude if the material is as sustainable as it is prevalent. 
In this paper the role of cement and concrete in sustainable development is 
discussed. The use of bio-fuels and alternative raw materials can reduce the CO2 
emission in cement production. Supplementary cementing materials are new 
widely used for making durable concretes and reducing the CO2 emission. 
Exploiting the thermal mass of concrete to create energy-optimized solutions for 
heating and cooling residential and office buildings is discussed. Finally the 
production of recycled aggregate concrete from old concrete structures can have a 
major environmental impact in the future programs for sustainable development. 
 
Keywords: sustainable development, concrete, cement, durability, CO2 emission 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is impossible to walk through cities without seeing concrete in some form. 
Whether it is in the latest high rise being constructed, new side walks being cured, 
in roads connecting the city, in dams, bridges, marine structures, industrial plants, 
etc. concrete is inescapable. When a material becomes as integral to the structure as 
concrete, it is important to analyze its environmental impacts to conclude if the 
material is as sustainable as it is prevalent. If the material does not satisfy the 
credential of sustainability it should be further developed, especially in present 
society when environmentally detrimental processes are currently subject to 
scrutiny.  
It is often debated whether concrete can or should be considered to be a sustainable 
option due to its particular properties and characteristics. Concrete is made of 
several different elements. In its simplest form this includes cement, water, and 
aggregate. Cement requires substantial amounts of energy to produce and releases 
large amounts of carbon dioxide. However, it can also be replaced in part by 
supplementary cementing materials. 
Concrete has a long service life; buildings made of concrete can usually be 
expected to last hundreds of years with proper maintenance. Sine the structural 
lifetime is so long, potential waste if another type of building material was used is 
reduced. As well, once a building requires demolition, its material can be used for 
subsequent buildings. Truly, when a structure reaches the end of its useful life, its 
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concrete component can be completely recycled into the aggregates to be used in 
other concrete mixtures. In spite of the amount of initial energy required to produce 
concrete, the material has the potential to be efficient over its estimated life 
expectancy. A list of credentials that should addressed when examining the 
sustainability of a material is provided: 

• Energy required to produce the material 
• CO2 emissions resulting from the material’s manufacture 
• Toxicity of the material 
• Transportation of the material during its manufacturing and delivery 
• Degree of pollution resulting from the material at the end of its useful life 
• Maintenance required and the materials required for maintenance 
• Lifetime of the material and its potential for reuse if the building is 

demolished 
It is important to address all of these factors in deciding if a material can be viewed 
wholly as a sustainable material. These factors can be separated into two main 
components, embodied energy is low, but the operational energy is high then a 
material cannot be deemed sustainable. An ideal solution would be a material with 
a low embodied energy which results in high operational energy savings. If these 
two factors can be satisfied then a material, when used with sustainability in mind, 
is well on its way to reducing its environmental impact. 
 
2. EMBODIEND ENERGY 
Embodied energy is the amount of energy required to produce a material. This 
includes the energy required for the raw material extraction; the energy required to 
process and manufacture the material; and transportation for all stages of 
production. It is impossible to assign a value to the embodied energy of concrete on 
a whole because mix designs vary widely which subsequently changing the 
embodied energy. Table 1 provides a summary of different elements found in 
concrete and the approximated values of the relative embodied energy. 
 

Table 1: Embodied energy for cement and concrete 

Source Material Embodied Energy 
(GJ/tonne) 

The New Ecological Home Poured on site concrete 
Cement 

1.0–1.6 
7–8 

Ecohouse 2: A Design Guide Cement Natural 
aggregates 4.3–7.8 

Cement Association of 
Canada Clinker 3.0–6.0 

 
Although there is variation in the values a general idea about the embodied energy 
of cement can be established. From the table it can be estimated that 7 GJ of energy 
is required to produce one tonne of cement. The mix used to produce concrete can 
evidently have a large effect on the amount of embodied energy required. In 
general, however, the magnitude of this parameter can be understood as well as the 
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importance of attempting to minimize it. The process required to manufacture 
cement is fairly consistent regardless of the plant type. Conversely, the 
transportation component and the individual plant part efficiencies can differ and 
thus have room for improvement. Therefore, the embodied energy can be assumed 
to be a realistic estimation of the actual embodied energy. 
Accordingly, the result of a large embodied energy quantity is a significant 
production of carbon dioxide. Both of these components of concrete are of concern 
because they are unsustainable. It must be concluded then that the manufacturing 
process of cement must be developed further to increase the sustainability of 
cement and thereby increase the sustainability of the concrete itself. There are two 
obvious ways in which to reduce the impact that concrete has on the environment. 
The first is to increase the efficiency during production, and the second is to reduce 
the amount of cement in the concrete mix. In combination, these two ideas could 
become a powerful means to creating a versatile material that is practical, 
beneficial and sustainable in our society. 
 
3. CONCRETE PRODUCTION 
To thoroughly assess sustainability and the implications of embodied energy, it is 
important to have a sufficient comprehension of the processes involved. Possessing 
this understanding gives depth to the concept of embodied energy, which aids in 
finding opportunities for improvement, as well as a concept of the environmental 
impacts. Cement has been marked as a possible threat to the sustainability of 
concrete. By delving into the nature of cement, this threat can be realized and 
addressed. The missions resulting from the calcination process cannot be reduced, 
and thus the CO2 emissions must be reduced by other means. Improvements to kiln 
efficiencies; alternate fuel methods; and reduction in the cement quality 
requirement though intelligent mix design, can all work to aid the reduction of 
embodied energy and CO2 emissions. 
 
4. REDUCING ENERGY & EMISSIONS 
To reduce the energy-intensity and pollution levels, change must occur on all levels 
of the concrete process. In Germany, effort was made to decrease the negative 
environmental effects of the industry by improving the manufacturing process. 
This was achieved by installing new plants for the purpose of ensuring that the kiln 
production operation was smoother and energy requirements were decreased. 
Besides, the existing kilns were optimized in a way that required minimum fan 
power. A waste heat recovery process was devised to utilize remaining energy 
losses of the new cement kilns. Finally direct electrical power requirements were 
decreased by improving the efficiency of the grinding system. Once the 
manufacturing process was optimized a greater amount of waste fuels was 
substituted for fossil fuels and alternatives to the cement composition via inclusion 
of blended cements were derived. Finally, it was admitted that greater research and 
development was required in the field of “process technologies, use of secondary 
materials, properties and application of blended cements”. 
Table 2 shows the estimated global cement consumption and CO2 emission in the 
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year 2020. 
 

Table 2: Estimates of global cement consumption and CO2 emission attributable to 
clinker production in the year 2020, million tonnes. 

Options 
No.1 

Business as 
usual 

No.2 
Challenging 

option 

No.3 
Formidable 

option 
Cement Consumption/ production 3,500 2,800 2,100 
Complementary Cementing Materials 700 840 1,050 
Portland Clinker Requirement 2,800 1,960 1,050 
CO2 Emissions (0.9 T/T clinker) 2,520 1,760 945 
%CO2 increased from the 1990 level 270 190 0 

• Cement consumption goes up by about 50% of the 2005 level and the use of CCM 
increased to 20% of the total cementing material. 

• Cement consumption goes down by 20% of the BAU level, and CCM increased to 30% of 
the total cementing material. 

• Cement consumption goes down by 40% of the B.A.U. level, and the use of CCM is 
increased to 50% of the total cementing material (see Table 3). 

 
Table 3: Projects for CO2 emission in cement industry 

Joint Projects Individual Companies 

The cement sustainability initiative 
intends to create joint projects to: 

As part of commitment to good practice 
and innovation in sustainable 
development, companies agree to: 

Climate Protection 
Develop a Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 
protocol for the cement industry. 
(project already delivered) 
Work with WBCSD/World resources 
Institute (WRI) and other organization 
to investigate public policy and 
market mechanisms for reducing CO2 
emissions. 

Use the tools set out in the CO2 protocol 
to define and make public their baseline 
emissions. 
Develop a climate change mitigation 
strategy, and publish targets and progress 
by 2006. 
Report annually on CO2 emissions in line 
with the protocol. 

Fuels and Raw Materials 
Develop a set of guidelines for the 
responsible use of conventional and 
alternative fuels and raw materials in 
cement kilns.  

Apply the guidelines developed for fuel 
and raw material use. 

Emissions Reduction 
Develop an industry protocol for 
measurement, monitoring and 
reporting of emissions, and find 
solutions to more readily assess 
emissions of substance such as 
dioxins and volatile organic 
compounds. 

Apply the protocol for measurement, 
monitoring and reporting of emissions. 
Make emissions data publicly available 
and accessible to stakeholders by 2006. 
Set emissions targets on relevant 
materials and report publicly on progress. 
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Figure 1. Word AF use (all types) in cement plants 
  
5. SUPPLEMENTARY CEMENTING MATERIALS & SUSTAINABILITY 
When concrete is the material of choice one can look forward to having endless 
options and opportunities in its composition. There are many types of cement, 
admixtures, aggregate, and supplementary cementing materials that can be 
incorporated in different quantities. By incorporating a higher quantity of 
supplementary cementing materials the amount of cement can be reduced, lowering 
the emissions and energy with a mix. 
Supplementary cementing materials have proven to be economical environmental 
alternatives to typical concrete mixes. Fly ash and silica fume in particular have 
allowed for significant reductions in CO2 emissions in cement production. This was 
possible because of the decreased amount of clinker used to produce the cement 
and concretes as well as decreasing the requirement of fuel for clinker burning. 
CO2 emissions could also be decreased with the increase in the efficiency of 
clinker in concrete strength development. This can be done by including mineral 
admixtures to allow for a decrease in the water requirement with fly ash use and 
strength development by using silica fume. By incorporating 7.5 percent of silica 
fume to cement during the grinding process, an increase in efficiency of 25% 
resulted in the clinker. 
Another factor that can be manipulated using mix design is the durability. 
Increased durability decreases maintenance as well as increases lifetime. Longevity 
can be increased with a reduction in the heat of hydration; reduced porosity. Most 
widely perhaps, fly ash has been accepted as a great supplement to 100 percent 
cement use. It improves the most critical cement characteristics such as 
workability, impermeability and durability. However, regardless of fly ash’s 
positive affect on cement production there have been barriers associated with its 
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use. However, new technologies have been developed as well as newer cement 
formulations which overcome these previous barriers. Other alternatives have been 
used such as superplasticizers for water reduction, and silica fume or rice husk ash 
for porosity minimization and lengthening. 
Rice husk ash (RHA) is a byproduct of burning rice husks. In 1982 about 406.6 
million tonnes of paddy was produced on a global basis, which represents about 81 
million tonnes of husk or 16 million tonnes of ash if an ash content of 20% is 
assumed. The available ash for cement is approx 4.5 million tonnes. The husk are 
incinerated and an ash that is predominantly silica is residual. RHA is highly 
pozzolanic due to its extremely high surface area (50,000 to 100,000 m2/kg). when 
5% to 15% RHA is incorporated by mass higher compressive strengths, decreased 
permeability, resistance to sulfate and acid attack, and resistance to chloride 
penetration can be expected. By adding in RHA the durability and recycled content 
on the mix can be increased. 
Natural pozzolans are also viewed as effective substitutes for cement. However, it 
has been observed that the substitution rate, a less workable mortar was produced. 
Thus, a decrease in compressive strength was witnessed. Yet, as the level of 
fineness is increased, the comparable strength increases as well. This is most 
apparent when natural pozzolan substitutions are high. Therefore, using natural 
pozzolans proves to be an optimal substitute for cement as it provides equivalent 
strength and reduces the per unit emissions of greenhouse gases. 
 
6. DURABILITY 
The durability of a product can have one of the most significant influences on the 
environment. The less durable a product, the shorter the service life is. This results 
in new purchases or repairs which is a wasteful practice especially when the 
industry is as energy intense as cement production. Therefore the longer the service 
life is the better earth’s natural resources are conserved. The challenge then is to 
produce concrete that is highly durable, and a high-performance building material 
for future structure. 
The major causes of reinforced concrete deterioration in structures are “corrosion 
of the reinforcing steel, exposure to cycles of freezing and thawing, alkali-silica 
reaction and sulfate attack”. The mechanism of concrete expansion and cracking is 
highly dependent on a high degree of water saturation. Therefore it is evident that 
water-tightness of concrete is a crucial step to ensure minimal damage. Thus this 
suggests that the soundness of concrete is closely related to its durability. 
Early cracking in concrete is usually a function of either thermal contraction and/or 
drying shrinkage. The construction industry is driven by economics and thus the 
mentality of the faster it is done the more profit earned encourages cements with 
high-early strength, or rather, concrete with high levels of Portland cement to be 
used. These concretes have low cracking resistances as a result of an increase in 
“the shrinkage, and elastic modulus on one hand, and a reduction in the creep 
coefficient on the other hand”. As such, this explains the high level of vulnerability 
to cracking of high-early-strength concretes to that of moderate or low-strength 
concrete mixtures. 
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Early cracking is commonly minimized by incorporation excessive steel 
reinforcement. However this solution simply replaces a small number of wide 
cracks with a numerous number of invisible and often unmeasurable micro-cracks. 
This does not in any sense constitute as a sufficient solution for durability. 
If concrete is properly consolidated and cured it will remain watertight unless the 
pores and cracks within it form interconnected pathways to the surface 
surrendering the concrete to further deterioration. Evidently, however, the drive of 
economics does not allow for this. As such, when thermal cracking and durability 
are of primary concern, it has been shown that supplementary cementing materials 
(SCM) should be incorporated into the mix design as it will prove to be most cost-
effective. The reasoning for this is the property of concrete mixes that contain SCM 
to have stronger transition zones and are thus less prone to microcracking. 
Ultimately, by incorporating byproducts such as fly ash or slag into mix design, the 
durability of concrete is augmented through prolonged watertightness. 
The most readily available mineral additive for cement is limestone. In Europe, 
more limestone is used in Portland-based cements than all other mineral additions 
combined, notably in the European CEM II L class (24.6% of all European cement 
manufactured in 2003) and to a lesser extent in the M class, and as minor addition 
of up to 5% in almost all other Portland cements. It has been shown that much of 
the alumina from calcium carbo-aluminate hydrates, which can result in a 
significant decrease in porosity [16]. Both the European cement standard, EN 197-
1, and ASTM C150 allow up to 5% limestone [18]. Limestone added in excess of 
this amount, although constituting essentially a "filler", can also act as an 
accelerator for alite hydration, so that, with suitable grinding techniques, Cement 
strength up to 28 days are often not much reduced even at limestone contents as 
high as 20%. In addition to this, Limestone additions can improve concrete 
consistency by reducing cement water demand, and provided that a low w/c 
concrete mix design is used, high limestone replacement as some pure Portland 
cements [19]. 
 
7. RECYCLED AGGREGATE 
When concrete structures reach the end of their useful lives, disposal is not the only 
available next step. Concrete can be crushed and used as recycled aggregate. Much 
research has gone into determining whether the properties of used aggregates are 
sufficient for reuse in concrete. It has been found that due to the suctioning 
behavior of recycled aggregates, water addition is a problem of major concern. The 
difficulty arises in determining the appropriate proportions of water to aggregate as 
it is required in higher quantities when using recycled aggregate to that of dense 
aggregate. Although the elastic modulus continued to increase for the first few 
days, it stabilized at approximately 7 days. In conclusion, processed building 
rubble is an adequate source for recycled aggregate that can produce concrete of 
sufficient strength and durability. The recycled material can be available at good 
quality without an unacceptable level of harmful impurities. Specifically, the 
quality should be assessed based on porosity which directly affects the 
performance of concrete. 
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In consideration of the environmental performance of materials, one needs to 
consider effects taking place during the entire life cycle of the material. 
It has been found that cement-based materials can permanently absorb CO2 from 
the atmosphere. This process is termed carbonation and occurs during the normal 
service life of a concrete structure and also after demolition. On a geological time 
frame, the cement in hardened concrete will bind approximately the same amount 
of CO2 as was originally liberated by the calcination of its raw materials (mainly 
limestone) in the cement kiln. 
However, the impact that concrete carbonation has in the assessment of overall 
CO2 emissions from cement manufacture is generally overlooked, due to the 
difficulty in estimating its rate. Depending on the concrete composition, the type of 
concrete structure, and the environment to which the concrete is exposed, total 
carbonation will take place over years therefore it is necessary to analyze the 
factors affecting the rate of carbonation. This is difficult to do in a precise manner, 
and the environmental benefit of this effect is still open to debate. However, a 
recent Nordic study point to that concrete recycling, in which the concrete is 
crushed, unexpectedly may lead to significant CO2 uptake. The significance of 
these results is still controversial and is under discussion. 
The Nordic study points to an opportunity to improve the environmental 
performance of concrete over its life cycle by enhancing carbonation when this has 
no negative durability effects. Most effectively, promoting concrete recycling and 
adapting recycling practices for optimal CO2 uptake would have a positive 
environmental benefit. 
 
8. OPERATIONAL ENERGY 
As important as it is to reduce the embodied energy and emissions, it is just as 
important that when implementing a material that the energy requirements during 
its useful life are not increased as a byproduct of material selection. Concrete offers 
solutions to reduce the operational energy of structures such as buildings, dams, 
and roads. 
 
BUILDINGS 
Concrete can aid in lowering the operational costs of a building because it posses 
thermal mass. Thermal mass is material property that stores and slowly releases 
energy. Materials that have significant thermal mass possess the following 
qualities: 

• High specific heat 
• High density 
• Low (but not extremely low) thermal conductivity 

Concrete is an example of material with high thermal mass. Thermal masses absorb 
and store energy when their temperatures are below air temperature. The stores 
energy is later slowly released when the air temperature drops below the 
temperature of the mass. The main advantages of thermal masses are: 
1. There are fewer spikes in the heating and cooling requirements, since mass 

slows the response time and moderates indoor temperature fluctuations. 
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2. A massive building uses less energy than a similar low mass building due to 
the reduced heat transfer through the massive elements. 

3. Thermal mass can shift energy demand to off-peak time periods when utility 
rates are lower. Since power plants are designed to provide power at peak 
loads, shifting the peak load can reduce the number of power plants required. 

Thermal masses can also be used to passively heat a building. This works 
especially well because solar gain increases during the winter, due to the low angle 
of inclination of the sun vertical walls are exposed to more solar energy. “Buildings 
with exterior concrete walls, also called mass walls, utilize less energy to heat and 
cool than similarly insulated buildings with wood or steel frame walls”. During the 
day, while the temperature is warmer and the sun is shining, the walls store solar 
energy. When the temperature drops the thermal energy radiates to warm the house 
and reduce heating loads. Concern may arise that this effect will occur as well in 
the summer and heat the house when heat is unwanted. Walls can be sheltered from 
solar radiation during the summer using overhangs. If the wall temperature can be 
kept below the interior temperature, the thermal mass will absorb energy from the 
air, cooling the space. Reducing the amount of addition energy required to 
heat/cool a building. 
Concrete’s thermal mass also makes it possible to involve developments such as 
radiant heating. This development is a method of heating through radiant heat as 
opposed to convection heating. Where convective heating warms air and circulates 
the warm air through the building radiant heat warms materials, and the materials 
radiate the heat into the space. This method works well when using materials with 
significant thermal mass because they comfortably release the thermal energy into 
a room, as well as stores any excess. Radiant heating still uses energy to warm the 
water, but this energy is significantly less than the energy required, and wasted 
through convective heating. When heating a building through a typical HVAC the 
system, the warm air always rises to ceiling of the room, where it is lost, or wasted 
most people do not benefit from heat that is half a meter above their head. Radiant 
heating heats habitable space first and foremost, reducing the heating load. 
Other developments that can aid in reducing the operational energy include 
implementing insulating concrete forms (ICFs). This product combines the form 
work and the insulation for a wall assembly into one, creating less waste and a 
more consistent air barrier with fewer thermal breaks. By creating a concrete wall 
sandwiched between insulation a thermally efficient wall is created. The resistance 
of insulation in addition to the thermal mass of concrete creates a wall where 
temperature changes are gradual due to the thermal mass, and they are small 
because of the insulation and building envelope continuity. By eliminating wood or 
metal studs thermal breaks are reduced, these points where thermal energy is 
generally lost are eliminated. The elimination of these materials reduces the strain 
on non-renewable source, like timber, and high energy materials such as steel. This 
further reduces the environmental impact of a new construction. 
 
DAMS 
Pozzolans are known scientifically to be both an environmental beneficial 
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substitute in cement production as well as an economically feasible solution. Since 
the 1980’s, roller-compacted concrete dams (RCC) have been known to be one of 
the most rapid and economical method for construction of medium-height dams. 
By 1992, ninety-six RCC dams were built in over seventeen countries. 85% of 
these dams included pozzolans in the mix design. In fact, high paste content RCC 
most commonly uses 250 kg/m3 of concrete with 70-80% pozzolan addition. Of the 
85% of dams which incorporated pozzolans in the mix design, fly ash was 
incorporated in 90%. This quantity hints at the capability pozzolans have in 
cement/concrete production and the effect it can have on the environment when 
waste products become commodities. 
 
ROADS 
The use of recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) in highway infrastructure has the 
potential to reduce wastes and costs while producing the type of durable new roads 
required. Recycled concrete aggregate is produced from “Portland cement concrete 
pavements, bridge structures and decks, sidewalks, curbs, and gutters that have 
been removed from serviced, had their steel removed and have been crushed to a 
desired gradation”. Various tests have proven that with the right conditions RCA 
has the potential to produce materials of significant strength and durability with a 
higher load carrying capacity. 
There are numerous resource conservation benefits that result with the 
implementation of RCA. Firstly, waste disposal quantities are reduced. In most 
cities where a lack of landfill space is a real problem, waste reduction is a large 
benefit. Similarly, the use of these waste materials diminishes the cost of energy 
typically required for hauling virgin aggregate from quarries. Similarly to fly ash, 
RCA has bared the stigma associated with waste materials being substandard 
material. It has been realized that for RCA use to become more extensively used 
the process control needs to be improved to prevent mix workability issues. This 
includes watering stockpiles and testing the moisture content of the aggregates 
regularly. RCA has been used as coarse aggregate in hot-mix asphalt and as dense-
graded aggregate. 
 
9. CONCLUSION 
Concrete is taking leaps and bounds when it comes to sustainable development. 
The management of CO2 emissions along with voiced concern regarding the 
negative environmental impact of cement production proves that the minds of the 
industry are in right place. Research involving supplementary cementing materials 
has continuously proven the benefits of incorporating what is often a waste product 
from industries into concrete mix design. This can be noted through the increase of 
durability and strength resulting particularly in greater sustainable practices but 
also economical ones. Developments in the cement production process suggest that 
the interest to make improvements is being realized. New innovative methods are 
also being created to reduce the quantity of cement in a mix which is proof of a 
new perspective on the role the concrete industry can play in sustainability. 
In addition to the developments occurring directly with the production of cement 
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and concrete the application of these materials is also being redefined. Many 
limitations once binding concrete from becoming sustainable are fading as its use is 
incorporated into newer areas. Buildings can be built to use concrete’s thermal 
mass to help reducing energy requirements. The construction of dams is being 
optimized to use concrete to save energy during construction, and the lifetime of 
concrete is expanding with its reuse in aggregate form in roads. In combination, 
concrete has become multipurpose. As a result, although the initial energy 
production level is high, concrete can become more efficient. 
The environmental and economic benefits of development in the direction of 
sustainability are inescapable. The continual search for opportunities to make this 
material, which has become such and integral part of our cities all over the world, a 
more sustainable option, proves that the minds of the masses are in the right place. 
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ABSTRACT 
For considering the design considerations and development of retrofitting of 
structures, exact identification of materials' behavior and their interaction, is an 
important subject. In concrete structures that include a high percentage of existent 
and under construction structures, for calculation of anchorage length of bars and 
investigation of sufficiency of anchorage length of bars, the state of stress 
distribution in bar and joint surface with concrete and their effective parameters are 
important. One of the important parameters in modeling the joint surface between 
bar and concrete is equivalent spring constant between two materials. Most 
researchers suggest experimental test to obtain actual value of stiffness between 
two materials. In this study, for obtaining the exact values of stiffness, formulation 
on the base of equilibrium of elements and investigation of governing differential 
equations and experimental method were used. In experimental tests, slips and 
strains, pertinent to applying load were measured by strain gauges and 
displacement transducers that were installed between 4 stations over concrete and 
bar surface with an acceptable accuracy.   
 
Keywords: concrete, bar, axial tension, friction, experimental model, displacement 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Interaction of bar and concrete is one of the important parts of reinforcement 
design, because limited length of bar has a main effect on the behavior of 
reinforcement. So, each code according to formulation and experience, presented 
some value. For better design of reinforcement element and controlling of codes 
value, interaction of bar and concrete should be attended. For determination of 
distribution of stress between bar and concrete, there are two methods: theory 
method and experimental method.  
 
2. DEVELOPMENT OF THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL METHOD  
Axial stiffness between concrete and bar )( Ak  is obtained from the following 
formulation and by using experimental results. Figure (1) shows internal force 
between concrete and bar.  Equilibrium principle on element (1) shows the 
following result: 
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 110 FFF Δ=−  (1) 
 
That F1 and ΔF1 are axial forces in the bar section between element 1 and 2 and 
friction force of element (1), respectively. In other words, we have:  
 
 i1ii FFF Δ=− +  (2)  
 
Also from the Equilibrium principle, we have: 
 

 
Figure 1. Internal force between concrete and bar 

 

 3210 FFFF Δ+Δ+Δ=  (3) 
 
The force of element (i) is always bigger than element (i+1), then: 1+> ii FF  
Relation between friction force and friction stress is shown in the following form: 
 

 111 .L.PF τ=Δ  (4) 
 
That P and L1 are perimeter of bar and length of one small element of bar, 
respectively.  It should be mentioned that variation of friction force between 
element (1) and (2) is supposed to be equal. Shear stress in element (1) is: 
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For element i we can write: 
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 i1ii FFF −=Δ −  (6) 
 

 i1i .L.PF τ=Δ  (7) 
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On the other hand F1 can be defined in the following form: 
 
 P1PP11 A..EA.F ε=σ=  (9) 
 
Where σ1, Ap and 1ε are normal stress of bar, cross section of bar and normal strain 
of bar, respectively. If strain is equal along the length of the element (1), we can 
define it according to displacements of two points. 
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Where u1 and u2 are measured displacements of points in the laboratory. Then F1 is 
equal to: 
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Friction force of different elements can be stated as follows: 
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Due to earthquake, force is dynamic and since behavior of this case is different 
from that of the static case, dynamic case should be taken into consideration. 
Dynamic stiffness between concrete and bar, damping and part of concrete mass 
are dynamic parameters that are obtained by dynamic equilibriums and 
experimental results. In time domain, we have:  
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 [ ]{ } { })()()( tftxtKd =  (13) 
 
In one degree freedom and in frequency form, dynamic stiffness is obtained from 
the following form: 
 
 ( ) ciKMK 2

d ω++ω−=ω  (14) 
 

If M is included mass of bar (MP) and added mass of concrete ( addM ), we have: 
 

 ( ) ( ) CiKMMK AaddP
2

d ω+++ω−=ω  (15) 
 
In the right section of Eq.(15), Madd and in the left section, dynamic stiffness in 
frequency form are unknown. Dynamic stiffness in frequency form is defined 
according to the following form: 
 

 ( ) ( )
( )ω
ω

=ω
x
Fkd  (16) 

 
It should be mentioned here that excitation of both the system and displacement 
function are harmonic (sinuous form), but the displacement function has a different 
phase. Excitation of system function is given in the following form: 
 

 ( ) tsinFtf 0 ω=  (17) 
 
If force (f(t)) is supposed in dynamic equation of one degree freedom , we have: 
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As a result: 
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After some time the displacement function of points will become constant and it 
has been shown in the form given below: 
 

 ( ) ( )φ−ω= tsinutu 0  (20) 
 
That has a different phase φ than the excitation force wave. 
In the laboratory, F0can be measured. Maximum amplitude of displacement in axial 
direction can be recorded by sensors. System excitation frequency and 
displacement vibration frequency are equal, but have a different phase that is due to 
system damping. 

In order to obtain dynamic stiffness in frequency form, we should calculate ( )ωF  

and ( )ωx , that are Fourier conversion of dynamic force and dynamic displacement 
function, respectively.  
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Value of Kd(ω) is equal to: 
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As a result: 
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3. DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 
The actual form of the bond stress-slip model can be assessed by evaluating the 
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results of pullout test specimens. mm800450250 ××  . The pullout specimen was 
therefore cast to investigate the validity of the mechanics-based relationships 
derived in the previous section. Fig (1) shows the schematic form of spacemen. 
Section A-A in Figure 1 shows the built-up reinforcing steel bar used in the pullout 
specimen. 
 

 
Figure 1. The test set up for pullout specimen 

 
The concrete had a target concrete compressive strength of 25 Mpa to represent the 
range of strengths commonly encountered in structures. Type 2 Portland cement 
was used, without admixtures, to obtain a water-cement ratio (w/c) of 0.64. The 
maximum aggregate size was 9.5 mm. The pullout specimen would be tested when 
the concrete was 44 days old and had a strength of 24 Mpa.  
The static yield strength (fys) of bars was 350 Mpa and the ultimate strength fu was 
400 Mpa. The same reinforcing bar was used for both bars.  
For loading, the Hydraulic pump has been used. Since the front surface of concrete 
should be unloaded, force entered into two plates and put spacers at the edges of 
plates. Because the pump is in the center of the plates, the loads of bars are the 
same (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Loading of pullout specimen 

 
Specimens were cast with the reinforcing bar secured horizontally by the left and 
right forms. Blocks on the top form bore against the outside of the side forms to 
ensure proper bar alignment.  
Lateral view of the experimental model is shown in Figure (3). Figure (4) shows 
top view of spacemen. 
 

 
Figure 3. Lateral view of pullout specimen Figure 4. Top view of pullout specimen 
 
There are four transducers for measuring of bar displacement at four points of each 
of the bars. For stability of transducers, two plates are put on the surface of 
concrete and the transducers' magnet is activated. Figure(5) shows one transducer 
on the spacemen. 
Transducer number 1 was installed closest to the loaded end of the bar whereas 
strain gauge number 4 was closest to the unloaded end. A digital data logger and a 
personal computer where used to record the 8 slip values and the relative tension 
load (P). The loading rate for loads less than Pmax ranged from approximately 0.66 
to 0.70 Kn /second (150 to 160 lb/second) and, after Pmax occurred, from –1.90 to –
8.69 Kn/second (–430 to –1950 lb/second). The slip rate during the loading stage 
was calculated by examining the very small end slips that occur at the maximum 
load level. After those models of various cases are prepared, results are presented 
in a feature paper. 
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Figure 5. View of one transducer 

 
4. CONCLUSION  
Interaction between bar and concrete is a main point of focus in the concrete 
design. We can use theory relation for specifying stiffness between bar and 
concrete. This stiffness has static and dynamic share. Properties of dynamic 
stiffness can be obtained by using the formulation and experimental results. Also 
these relations can be compared by the experimental results.  For this purpose, the 
experimental model should be realistic. 
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ABSTRACT 
The application of pulp fiber in cement paste has been under consideration to 
improve the bearing capacities of the cement composites. Cement composites made 
by various types of fibers have distinct properties regarding the stability and 
resistance in dissimilar environmental conditions and applied loads. This behavior 
depends on four main factors: a) fiber type, b) mixture percentage c) fabrication 
manner, and d) additives. In this work, to distinguish the flexural behavior of 
fabricated composites with wood-pulp cellules fibers, the experimental samples 
designed and tested. The samples made with these fibers were compared with the 
no-fibrous control samples for their flexural strength and modulus of  elasticity. 
Moreover, to characterize the microstructure properties SEM micrographs were 
analyzed. The results showed that the application of fibers had suitable effects on 
the improvement of the flexural strength related to the amount of used fibers.  

  
Keywords: cement board, Pulp fiber, flexural strength, Modulus of elasticity, SEM 
micrograph 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All over the world, the production of the cement boards, are based on eckhatch 
procedure. The history for this method, back to about 100 years ago, in which was 
derived from paper production technology. Following this procedure, water, fibers 
and cement should be mixed at first and then, using a special process, this matrix 
converted to cement composite boards (CCB). To fabricate CCB, the cement 
matrix positioned on the driving belt, water-drained, and after placing the layers on 
each others, CCB will be formed. In original procedure, asbestos fibers were used 
which had good consistency with cement paste, physical and chemical properties, 
durability and mass-productivity specifications. The growth in production of CCB 
leads to increase in use and application of Asbestos material, in which, in 1985 the 
outmost production rate was recorded. Unfortunately clinical researches show 
harmful effects of this material on the humanity health [1]. Consequently, 
application and fabrication of the asbestos-based products were inhibited in the 
majority parts of construction industries. Despite this, the need for CCB motivates 
the researchers to find an effective solution. This solution should cover the 
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industrial demands production of CCB with an alternative material. The efforts 
were initiated in 1980's [10-2]. The solution was the mixed application of various 
types of cellulose, polymer, and suitable additives. The world master producers of 
CCB were the leaders of these research efforts. Also, several countries were 
looking for an appropriate and suitable materials and production techniques for 
their local applications. By the way, cellules and polymer based fibers (in particular 
Poly Vinyl Alcohol (PVA) fibers and other new products) were globally accepted 
as an effective material to be used. It is obvious that what is the researchers are 
seeking for is the economically optimized mixing proportion for production of the 
standard CCB. In this regard, the local fibers and domestic material and methods 
are recommended. For that reason, some factories in Thailand, Turkey, and 
Belgium succeeded to produce CCB with in access and localized materials, 
however, some other countries are preferred to import materials for this means. In 
Iran, there are many economical problems in technology transfer and on the other 
hand because of the dependency of the Iranian factories to PVA, these factories 
continue to use the asbestos in their products, despite the restricting regulations. In 
the recent years, with some growths in demands, 40 million tons of CCB and about 
4500 km sewage and water pipes were produced with asbestos materials. Beside, 
the lack of intense restricting rules and regulations encouraged the continuation of 
the asbestos products in Iran. The first regulation concerned this issue was back to 
2001 when the superior council for protecting of the living environment, puts some 
restrictions on the application of the asbestos materials. This states that after July 
2001, the newly established factories are forbidden to use the asbestos in their 
products and the factories that were previously using the asbestos as a raw material 
have been ordered to modify their production procedure to replace the asbestos 
with other allowable material to completely eliminate the applications in the next 7 
years.  
The current study was started in early 2007 after this rules encouraged the 
researches seeking appropriate fibers to be replaced with asbestos materials. These 
fibers should be met all of the advantageous of asbestos and on the other hand 
these fibers should not affect the human heath. The pulp fiber produced in paper 
production factories were considered here with some surface treatments. These 
fibers were used in reinforcing the cement composite boards. After surface 
treatment process, their mechanical and physical properties regarding the flexural 
strength and young modulus were investigated. Samples were made with various 
fiber contents and then using SEM micrographs the micro-structural properties 
were studied.  
 
2. TESTS AND METHODS 
Cement: Type 2 cement supplied by Tehran Cement Factory was used in this 
study. Standard laboratorial tests (based on Iranian National Standard No. 398) 
were executed to determine the properties of this cement, which passed the 
requirements.  
Fibers: The major part of the fibers of this study was prepared from the 
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agricultural wastes. These fibers are usually used for paper production in which 
this paper it was named as wood-pulp. The used dimensions were wide-spread of 
length and thickness where would be discussed later. 
Water: Tap water was used ke samplesto ma.  
 
3. MIX DESIGN AND SAMPLE PREPARATION 
The amount of wood-pulp was the major parameter of this study. These fibers were 
in used in the range of 0 to 14% of cement weight.    
 

Table 1: Mix designs and naming codes 
Sample Cement (g) Water (gr) Fiber (gr) Comments 
Control 150 450 -- Non-fiber sample 

P2 150 450 3.0 2% Cellulous-fiber 
P4 150 450 6 4% Cellulous-fiber 
P6 150 450 9.0 6% Cellulous-fiber 
P8 150 450 12.0 8% Cellulous-fiber 
P10 150 450 15.0 10% Cellulous-fiber 
P12 150 450  18.0 12% Cellulous-fiber 
P14 150 450 21.0 14% Cellulous-fiber 

 
Composite cements were designed and made with a w/c ratio=3. At first fibers 
were mixed in rotary mixer with 15 mm horizontal blades for 5 min to be 
separated. This initial preparation was for untwisting the fibers to be well-dispersed 
in the cement mortar. Cement, water and fibers were mixed for another 5 minutes. 
After preparing the materials and mixing process, the prepared mixtures were 
poured into 8×18×15 cm molds. Excess water was drained with a 0.9 bar suction 
pump (Figure 1) while applying a 10 kg weight on the samples. Then the samples 
were dried for 1 hour and cured in a steam cabinet with 100% RH for 14 days. 
After curing, the samples de-molded and dried for 6 hours in 75˚C to prepare for 
mechanical tests.  
 

 
Figure 1. Set up  for preparing the samples 
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4. TESTS 
4.1. Tests for fibers 
4.1.1. Freeness test 
One of the important characteristics of the fiber in cement matrix is the Canadian 
Standard Freeness (CSF) that was designed for measuring the drainage properties 
of the wood-paste. The results of CSF test depend on many variables such as: the 
amount of fine particles and small pieces of available wood, fibrillation degree, 
flexibility of fibers, and the finesse modulus. The procedure for this test is as 
follows: 
1- Specific volume of wood-paste poured into the cylinders to be drained. 
Accompanying liquid was brought in the conical case with two orifices one in the 
bottom and the other located on the side surface of the case.   
2- Drained volume of liquid was measured and reported as degree of freeness after 
some modifications on the values of temperature coefficient and paste density.  
3- In this research, the cured fibers were examined for freeness test according CSF. 
4- Average measured value for CSF was 500 which were very close to results of 
other researches.   
 
4.1.2. Morphological tests for fibers 
Prepared fibers were poured into the test tubes and de-fibered. After fully 
separation, length and diameter of fibers as well the diameters of cellulose pores 
were measured with projectina optical microscope with 30 tries.  
 

Table 2: Morphological characteristics of fibers 
Average Morphological characteristics 

mm Length 
30.853 micron Demeter 
4.102 micron Inside cellulose wall 
22.648 micron Pore cellules wall 

 
5. EXPERIMENTAL CURVES 
In this research, the strength of samples was tested in flexural loads. The flexural 
samples were flat rectangular and tested with a 3-point load system according to 
the EN12467:2004.  
Figure 2 shows the load-deflection curve for CCB with and without fibers. As it 
can be seen in Figure 2, the application of fibers in CCB increased the flexural 
bearing capacity (FBC). The maximum observed value in control sample of FBC 
was 54.42 N, while this enhancement for 4, 6, 8% fiber added samples were 
109.75, 238.35, and 289.62, respectively. These values showed that the addition of 
fibers in cement paste notably increased the FBC.  The effect of thickness was not 
evaluated in this curve, therefore, could not properly reflect the capabilities. 
Because the more fibers added, the more thickness of CCB appeared and so, the 
increase of thickness cold be affect the ultimate FBC. To eliminate this deficiency, 
the following relations were utilized in evaluation of the FBC of CCB: 
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Figure 2. Load-deflection curve of CCB reinforced with cellulous fibers in comparison 

to the control samples 
 

Where σ is available stress (MPa), M is flexural moment, W is the flexural capacity 
of the section.  
 4/PLM =  (Eq. 2) 
 
P is applied concentrated load (N) and L is the length of sample.  
 
 6/2BHW =  (Eq. 3) 

 
Where B is width (mm) and H is height (mm) of sample.  
 
 εσ /=E  (Eq. 4) 
 
Where E is modulus of elasticity (MPa) and ε is strain. 
By replacing the values of M and W in Eq. (1), the stress will be attained as 
follows: 
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Deflection can be calculated by assuming the linear region as: 
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By increasing the load P, the value of δ could be measured in real time. If the linear 
region was assumed, it would be computed as: 
 

 
Figure 3. Stress-strain curve of cement composites reinforced by pulp or plant fibers 

in comparison to the reference sample 
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Using the Eq. 7, the value of ε can be gained: 
  (Eq. 9) 
 
Based on these relations, flexural strength of CCB samples were evaluated as 
shown in Figure 3. 
For more analysis, the stress-strain curves are plotted in Figure 3. As it can be 
seen, application of fiber upgrades the maximum yielding stress. Moreover, by 
increasing the fibers, the area under the stress-strain curve has been increased that 
is related to the energy absorption properties of boards. 
 
6. FLEXURAL STRENGTH 
Figure 4 demonstrates the results of flexural strength of samples. The results 
proved that the addition of fibers resulted in improvement of flexural strength of 
CCB. Obviously, the rate of enhancement depends on the type and amount of 
added fibers and various percentages of fiber replacements affect the mechanism of 
failure in CCB. Assessment of stress-strain curves of CCB guided us to classify the 
CCB based on the type and amount of fiber replacements into three groups: 
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Group 1: Samples with 0-6% fiber replacement 
Group 2: Samples with 8-10% fiber replacement 
Group 3: Samples with 12-14% fiber replacement 
In group 1, as depicted in Figure 4, the flexural strength enhanced slightly with and 
increase in the fiber amount, whereas the minor enhancement, the failure 
mechanism of the samples was totally different which varied from brittle to ductile.  

  
 
 

Figure 4. The maximum flexural capacity of fiber-reinforced cement composite 
boards in comparison to the non-fibrous reference samples 

 
The samples where placed in group 2, have the most flexural capacities in contrast 
to the reference samples. In some samples in this group, the enhancement reached 
up to two folds. Moreover, the flexible failure mode was observed for all of 
samples in this class. In this situation, well-dispersion of fibers with good bond 
formation between cement paste led to good development of flexural strength of 
these samples.   
In group 3, with increasing the fibers, the more decrease in flexural strength was 
observed that it is expected to continues up to 14% fiber addition. Assessment of 
failure mechanism showed that the ductility of samples in this group is higher than 
other groups. It should be noted that the higher amount of fiber in this group lead to 
for an unfavorable appearance due to high concentration of fibers at the outer 
surface of CCB.  Moreover, after breaking the samples under load, the balled-shape 
fibers are visible in some parts of matrix that leads to missed-dispersion of fibers 
inside the matrix eventually leads to decreasing the flexural strength of this group.  
To verify the behaviour and effects of paper-pulp fibers, SEM photographs were 
analyzed and showed in Figures. 5 and 6. The microstructure of paper-pulp fibers 
represents the rough surface with good fibrillation. Well fibrilization  of fibers 
forms the numerous fibrils around the outer surface that could help the friction 
bond strength with cement matrix.  On the other hand, the high aspect ratio (10.23) 
and smaller diameter (30.85 µm) assist in friction strength. The matter will be more 
important at the interfacial zone of fiber-cement paste and increasing the effective 
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bond between them. In these pictures very tiny particles associated with the fibers 
are gibleinegl. Therefore at the sites of cement paste that these materials existance  
can be interpreted as defects that decrease the strength. Consequently, the existence 
of these particles in lower amounts could restrict the weak regions inside the 
cement paste. But other important factor influencing the cement composite with 
fibers is the fibers orientation in the cement paste. Figure 6 shows the distribution 
and performance of fiber in cement paste. It is considerable that the fibers are 
dispersed uniformly throughout the samples. Moreover, the existence of cement 
particles around the fibers demonstrates the establishment of well interaction 
between fibers and cement paste. This shows a good bond development between 
fiber and cement paste.  
 

 
Figure 5. SEM Micrograph of cement paste with Kraft fiber 

 

 
Figure 6. SEM Micrograph of Kraft fiber 
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7. MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
The modulus of elasticity (ME) is computed for ascending branch of stress-strain 
curves and the values are depicted in Figure 7. As it can be seen, the modulus of 
elasticity in all of the samples is lower than reference sample and with increasing 
the amount of fiber, it will be reduced. Many factors are involved in this property. 
If the cement composite is considered as a two-phase material (fiber and cement) 
then ME of the fibers can be effective in overall modulus of elasticity of cement 
composite so that the more or lesser ME of fibers the more or lesser ME of cement 
composites will be gained.  
It should be noted that the amount of fiber in reinforcing the cement composite is 
very determinative. To verify this phenomena, the following relation that proposed 
by Allen [11]  which was used to compare with the results of experimental modulus 
of elasticity of cement composites. 
 
 Ec = Em(1-Vf) + EfVf (Eq. 10) 

 

 
 
 

Figure 7. Modulus of elasticity of cement composite boards with and without fibers 
   

Where Ec, Em, Ef, are the composite, cement matrix and fibers modulus of elasticity 
respectively and Vf is the volumetric percentage of fiber in the composite.   
Experimental results of modulus of elasticity are:  
Cement modulus of elasticity = 8.788 GPa 
Average modulus of elasticity of pulp= 85.36 GPa 
Using the composite component's ME yields great values for in calculated ME for 
composite material while the experimental observation do not agree with these 
findings. So it is supposed that the Allen formula is proper when the composite is 
considered in an ideal condition. Researchers showed [11,5-6] that with application 
of fiber in cement paste resulted in increase of voids in cement matrix and 
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consequently the micro defects extended. Then generally the modulus of elasticity 
of cement composite with fiber would we more less that the samples without fibers. 
Allen [11] proposed a formula regarding this concern as follows: 
 
 Em = Emo(1-p) (Eq. 11) 
 
Where Emo is cement matrix ME without fiber, p is the amount of voids in the 
composite in percent. Moreover, Allen [11] showed that p is as a part of fiber in 
percent and could be calculated as follows: 
 
 p = 0.0522 + 3.7407 Vf   (Eq. 12) 
 
It seems that the Eqs.11 and 12 is very reliable and could reflect the experimental 
observations.  
On the other hand, in the mixing procedure of cellules fiber and cement paste with 
water, some bubbles and spumes would appear on the surface of mortar which 
could be lead to increase the thickness of the samples with fibers. Thus the results 
obtained from laboratorial study could be comparable and reliable. The reason for 
producing the bubbles or spumes is the application of alkaline stuffs in chemical 
process for production of the pulp. When these chemicals components are 
contacted with oil used to lubrication of the molds, these bubbles or spumes are 
formed. As a result, though ME of fiber is greater than the cement paste, but 
because of these process (bubbles or spumes formation) resulted in increment of 
porosity of composite leads to decrease in reduction of composite ME.  Increase in 
fiber amount would cause to extending the porosity and finally expansion of 
samples based on Eq.12 then, in all samples with fiber ME would be reduced by 
increase in fiber amount.  
 
8. CONCLUSION  
From the results obtained in the effect of wood-pulp fibers in mechanical properties 
of cement composites, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1- Cellulose-fibers extracted from the brief-preparation of pulp has good 
consistency with cement paste and could be dispersed inside the cement matrix and 
finally have well bonding with cement paste.  
2- By increasing the fiber amount up to 8% of cement, the flexural strength of 
cement boards would be increase and in the range of 8 to 10% this is constant or 
has very low decreases. With addition of fiber more than 12%, the flexural strength 
development would have descendent slop.  
3- The main reason for decrease of strength of cement composites, are: a) 
thickening of the samples because of porosity and b) miss dispersion or non-
uniform distribution of fiber in cement paste in which fibers want to be like clew 
and twisting or miss dispersion inside the matrix. 
4- Existence of fibrils could aid in binding and uniformity of fibers with cement 
paste and eventually leads to enhancing the flexural strength. 
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5- Modulus of elasticity of composites got more affection from the bonding and 
continuity of the fibers with cement paste than its components like cement or 
fibers; does the more bonding strength the more modulus of elasticity would be 
exist.  
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ABSTRACT 
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are increasingly becoming a topic of research in the 
area of ‘smart materials’. SMAs are a novel functional material, which can exhibit 
large strains under loading–unloading process without residual deformation. They 
have the ability to remember a predetermined shape even after severe deformation. 
This article first presents an overview of the characteristics of SMAs associated 
with the temperature-induced and stress-induced reversible hysteretic phase 
transformation between austenite and martensite. The recent experimental studies 
and numerical simulations, which have been led to demonstrate the powerful role 
played by SMAs, are also presented in this article. Currently, research efforts have 
been extended to using SMA as sensors, actuators, passive energy dissipaters and 
dampers for shape control and vibration control of civil structures. This article then 
presents a review of applications of the SMA materials for passive and active 
controls of concrete structures.  
 
Keywords: shape memory alloys, shape memory effect, superelastic effect, 
structural control, smart material 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Smart systems for civil structures are described as systems that can automatically 
adjust structural characteristics in response to external disturbances and/or 
unexpected severe loading toward structural safety, extension of the structure’s 
lifetime, and serviceability [1]. 
In 1965, shape memory alloys (Nitinol) as a smart material derived from Nickel 
and Titanium were first patented by Buehler and Wiley [2] in Naval Ordnance 
Laboratory. Since then, tremendous effort has been infused to the utilization and 
study of this smart material. 
In recent years, the two major properties of SMAs have attracted the attention of 
many researches for application to smart structural systems. One is the 
Superelasticity or pseudoelastic effect (PE), which is the ability of a shape memory 
alloy to accommodate large strains due to stress-induced phase change at a 
constant, sufficiently high temperature and to recover its initial shape upon 
unloading. The other is the superthermal effect or shape memory effect (SME), 
which is the ability to deform an initially austenitic SMA by cooling under constant 
stress and then to recover the austenitic shape by heating. The magnitude of the 
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temperature-induced strains depends on the applied stress. 
Although SMAs have been known for decades, they have not been used in the 
concrete structures until rather recently. SMAs can be passive or active 
components in civil structures to reduce damage caused by environmental impacts 
or earthquakes. 
This paper is divided into three main parts. The first part focuses on the basic 
characteristics of SMA (Section 2). The second part contains recent research on the 
damping properties of SMAs (Section 3). The third part presents the Application of 
SMAs for passive and active concrete structure control (Section 4). 
 
2. BASICS ABOUT SHAPE MEMORY ALLOYS 
SMAs are found in two main phases: the high temperature phase, which is called 
austenite, and the low temperature phase, which is called martensite. SMAs could be 
transformed from austenite to martensite either by reducing the temperature or by 
applying a mechanical stress. On the other hand, martensite transforms into austenite 
by either increasing the alloy’s temperature or removing the applied stress.  
SMAs have four transformation temperatures: (a) the austenite start temperature 
(TAs), where the austenite starts to develop in the alloy; (b) the austenite finish 
temperature (TAf), where the development of austenite in the alloy is 100% 
complete; (c) the martensite start temperature (TMs), where the development of 
martensite starts; and (d) the martensite finish temperature (TMf), where the 
development of martensite is 100% complete. 
There are three groups of shape memory effects [3]. All of them have one common 
speciality, namely at least one shape (macroscopic state) of the material is recoverable.  
In the case of one-way effect the material gets a permanent deformation by 
applying mechanical load in a relative cool temperature (T < TAf). However, this 
deformation can disappear by heating above TAf and it remains unchanged during 
the cooling to the start temperature (Figure 1.a). 
When the start temperature is above TAf, mechanical load can cause deformation, 
but it disappears during unload. It seems like an elastic behavior, but the 
deformation can be unusually great. This effect is the PE, which does not concern 
only shape memory properties (Figure 1.b). 
The third effect is the two-way effect that requires only thermal load to change 
between two stable shapes. One of the shapes is stable above TAf and the other one 
is stable below a different temperature TMf < TAf. It has to be mentioned that this 
effect can be produced only after a special treatment (Figure 1.c). 
 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1. Shape memory phenomena: one-way effect (a), pseudoelasticity (PE) (b), 
and two-way effect (c) [4] 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. Shape memory phenomena in stress-strain-temperature space: one-way 
effect (a), pseudoelasticity (PE) (b), and two-way effect (c) [4] 

 
Behind these effects, there is a crystallographic transformation, namely the 
martensitic phase transition. As it can be seen from the phenomena, the phase 
transitions can be induced by mechanical and thermal load. Figure 2 shows the 
effects in a stress-strain-temperature space. The forward (austenite to martensite, 
A→M) and backward (martensite to austenite, M→A) transitions and their 
temperatures are also illustrated.  
 
3. RESEARCH ON THE DAMPING PROPERTIES OF SMAS 
The high damping capacity is known as one of the important functional properties 
of shape memory alloys. Damping, in a technical context, stands for the conversion 
of mechanical energy to thermal energy and therefore for the ability to reduce 
movements or vibrations of a structure. 
Using SMAs for passive structure control relies on the SMA’s damping capacity, 
which represents its ability to dissipate vibration energy of structures subject to 
dynamic loading. As reviewed in the last section, the damping capacity comes from 
two mechanisms: martensite variations reorientation which exhibit the SME, and 
stress-induced martensitic transformation of the austenite phase which exhibit the PE. 
The energy dissipation of the widely-used Nitinol superelastic SMA wires was 
investigated [5-8]. Dolce and Cardone [9] investigated the superelastic Nitinol wires 
subjected to tension loading. They observed the dependence of the damping capacity 
on temperature, loading frequency and the number of loading cycles. It is found that 
the mechanical behavior of the wires is stable within a useful range for seismic 
application. In addition, they suggested that the austenite wires should be 
pretensioned for larger effectiveness of energy dissipation.  
A superelastic SMA wire demonstrates the damping capacity not only under tension 
loading, but also under cyclic bending. In 2000, Ip presented his effort to predict the 
energy dissipation in SMA wire under pure bending loading. His numerical results 
showed that the energy dissipated by the superelastic SMA wire is highly sensitive to 
its diameter; in detail, the thicker the SMA wire, the more energy was dissipated. 
Recently, as large cross-section-area SMAs become available, studies on the 
properties of SMA bars or rods have attracted more attentions. As discovered by Liu 
et al [10], the damping capacity of a martensite Nitinol bar under tension–
compression cycles increases with increasing strain amplitude, but decreases with 
loading cycles and then reaches a stable minimum value.  
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Dolce and Cardone [9] compared the martensite damping and austenite damping of 
Nitinol bars subjected to torsion. They found that the damping capacity of the 
martensite Nitinol bar is quite a bit larger than that of the austenite Nitinol bar, 
although the prior cannot remain at its highest value as the residual strain 
accumulates. They also noticed that the martensite bar’s mechanical behavior is 
independent of loading frequency and that of the austenite bar slightly depends on 
the frequency. This implies that both martensite and austenite Nitinol bars can work 
in a wide frequency range and have a good potential for seismic protection.  
 
4. APPLICATION OF SMAS IN CONCRETE STRUCTURE CONTROL 
The vibration suppression of concrete structures to external dynamic loading can be 
pursued by using active control and passive control. In the active control mode, an 
external power source controls actuators to apply forces to the object structures. For a 
passive control system, no external power source is required and the impact forces 
are developed in response to the motion of the structures. 
 
4.1. Smas for Passive Structural Control 
The passive structural control using SMAs takes advantage of the SMA’s damping 
property to reduce the response and consequent plastic deformation of the structures 
subjected to severe loadings. Indeed, martensite or austenite SMA elements as 
energy dissipation devices absorb vibration energy based on the hysteretic stress–
strain relationship.   
 
4.1.1. Sma Braces for Frame Structures  
The SMA wire braces are installed diagonally in the frame structures. As the frame 
structures deform under excitation, SMA braces dissipate energy through stress-
induced martensite transformation (in the superelastic SMA case) or martensite 
reorientation (in the martensite SMA case). 
Several different scale prototypes of the devices were designed, implemented and 
tested. They showed that the proposed devices have characteristics of great 
versatility, simplicity of functioning mechanism, self-centering capability, high 
stiffness for small displacements and good energy dissipation capability. The 
combined steel–SMA type braces were also adopted by Tamai and Kitagawa [11] in 
their seismic resistance devices as shown in Figure 3. Cardone et al [12] proposed a 
design for bracings of multi-storey reinforced concrete (RC) frames with a 
martensitic Ni-Ti adapter as the damping element. 
 
4.1.2. Sma Restrainers for Bridges 
Bridge restrainers are elements that are commonly used to connect two adjacent 
bridge spans or frames and prevent them from experiencing large relative 
displacements during earthquakes. Superelastic SMAs can be used as damper 
elements or potential seismic restrainers for bridges.  
As shown in Figure 4, DesRoches and Delemont [13] reported their full-scale tests of 
25.4 mm diameter superelastic SMA restrainer bars used for seismic retrofit of 
simply support bridges and their simulation analysis on a multi-span simply 
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supported bridge. The results have shown that the SMA restrainer more effectively 
reduced relative hinge displacement at the abutment and it provided a large elastic 
deformation range in comparison with conventional steel restrainer cables. In 
addition, the SMA restrainer extremely limits the response of bridge decks to near-
field ground motion. The increased stiffness of the SMA restrainers at large strains 
provides additional restraint to limit the relative openings in a bridge. 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic of the SMA braces for a frame structure 

 

 
Figure 4. Schematic of the setup of SMA restrainer for a simple-supported bridge 

 
Moreover, Rita Johnson et al [14] conducted a large scale testing program to 
determine the effects of SMA restrainer cables on the seismic performance of in-
span hinges of a representative multiple-frame concrete box girder bridge subjected 
to earthquake excitations. The SMA cable restrainer which was used in this study is 
shown in Figure 5. The results of the experimental testing have revealed that the 
SMA restrainers not only served as effective bridge retrofits, but also result in 
superior performance relative to equivalent traditional steel restrainer systems. 
Additionally, results of utilizing the analytical model revealed that using SMA 
restrainer cables reduced the peak hinge openings by nearly 50% for some cases. 
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4.1.3. Sma Connectors 
Connectors or connections in various structures are prone to damage during an 
earthquake event. SMA connectors have been designed to provide damping and 
tolerate relatively large deformations. Tamai and Kitagawa [11] proposed an 
exposed type column base with SMA anchorage for seismic resistance. The SMA 
anchorages are made of the Nitinol SMA rods in 20–30 mm diameter and steel 
bars, as shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 5. SMA cable restrainer with the effective length of 1.16 m used as a 

retrofitting device 
 

 
Figure 6. Schematic of SMA bar anchorage for a column 

 
The results obtained from the pulsating tension loading tests and numerical 
simulation of the SMA rods, have shown that the SMA wires were very effective in 
dissipating energy and reducing the building’s vibration under severe seismic 
ground motion. Furthermore, the SMA anchorages can recover their original shape 
after cyclic loadings and therefore their resisting performance remains the same to 
prevent plastic deformation and damage in the structural columns. Additionally, it 
is possible to design a column base with SMA anchorage that does not require 
repair after a severe earthquake, when the maximum rotation responses of the base 
plate are less than 0.025 rad [15]. 
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4.1.4. Shape Restoration Using Superelastic Smas 
In the literature, there is a specific type of application of superelastic SMA wires 
for structural control purpose different from the aforementioned examples. This 
application uses the shape restoration property of superelastic SMA wires. For 
example, Song and Otero [16] developed a more efficient way to use superelastic 
SMA wires to achieve a larger restoration force in the form of a stranded cable. 
Figure 7 shows a concrete beam (24 in. × 4 in. × 6 in.) reinforced with fourteen 1/8 
in.-diameter superelastic stranded cables via the method of post-tensioning to 
achieve a 2% pre-strain. Each cable has seven strands and each strand has seven 
superelastic wires. Special clamps were made to hold the superelastic 
strands/cables without slippage. After a load of 11,000 lbs and the appearance of a 
large crack (Figure 7.a), the crack on this beam was closed (Figure 7.b) under the 
elastic restoration force of the superelastic SMA cables upon removing the load. 
Two quarter-scale RC column with SMA longitudinal reinforcement in the plastic 
hinge area were tested on the  shaketable by  Saiidi and  Wang [17]. The 
exploratory study showed that the residual displacements in the SMA-reinforced 
columns were very small. Furthermore, Khaloo and Eshghi [18] studied 
numerically the response of RC columns using smart rebars under static lateral 
loading. It is found that by using SMA rebars in RC columns, these materials tend 
to return to the previous state (zero strain), so they reduce the permanent 
deformations and also in turn create forces known as recovery forces in the 
structure which lead into closing of concrete cracks in tensile zone and reduction of 
the eccentricity created in the concrete columns which is the result of permanent 
deformations. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. A large crack during a loading test (a), and the crack closes after the loading test (b) 
 
4.2. Smas for Active Structural Control 
The SMA has the capability of recovering a previously formed shape via heat 
energy, which is referred to as an active property tuning when incorporated into a 
structural system.  
 
4.2.1. Sma Wires in Concrete 
The behavior of a simple concrete beam driven by heated SMA wires using 
electrical currents was investigated by Li et al [19]. Figure 8 shows the loading 
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apparatus. Prior to the test, a certain pre-tension was imposed on the SMA wires, 
which were fixed firmly at the two ends of the specimen by the special clamps. 
Specimens were first loaded at the midspan to a certain deformation until the 
concrete was cracked. Subsequently, the SMA wires were heated using a constant 
electrical current of 14 A in order to drive the concrete beam. The test results 
indicate that recovery forces of the SMA wires can reduce mid-span deformations 
and compressive strains of the specimens effectively. Furthermore, the heated 
SMA wires can make cracks close and perform the task of emergency damage 
repair in civil structures. The load capacity after actuating of the SMA wires 
increases although the concrete is already cracked. Moreover, the specimen 
embedded with more SMA wires proves much better than the specimen does with 
fewer SMA wires. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Set-up of the loading apparatus (a), and Instrumentation sketch (b) for 
concrete beam with embedded SMA wires 

 

 
Figure 9. Active Confinement of a concrete column with a prestressed shape memory 

alloy wrapping for retrofitting purposes [20] 
 
4.2.2. Active Confinement of Concrete Members with Sma 
Another application of using SMAs in concrete structures is in the confinement of 
reinforced concrete members. The increase in load bearing capacity and also ductility 
by wrapping columns with bands or sheets of steel or FRP is well known. In addition, 
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it is well known that the strength of confined concrete is a function of the load. 
Utilizing the shape memory effect for tensioning the wrapping can enhance the effect 
of confinement. Krstulovic-Opara et al [21] carried out tests on SMA confined 
concrete members. They performed compression tests of the model scale with confined 
concrete cylinders. The specimens were jacketed with thin continuous Ni-Ti wires. 
Stressing of the jacket was done by putting the whole specimen in an oven. The 
comparison between several variants of stressed and unstressed jacketing showed that 
the use of SMA spirals alone effectively introduced high levels of active confinement.  
Concrete columns could be easily helically wrapped by continuous SMA bands. The 
pitch of the helix can be fitted to the aimed confinement. Figure 9 shows the setup 
for the tensioning by resistance heating. Obviously, this technology is suitable in 
particular for retrofitting, in cases where there is only limited space for mounting, 
e.g. in cellars of buildings or in case of double columns. The strength values under 
confinement can theoretical enable very high loads at very high strains. However, 
only compression strains of several percent are acceptable in columns in order to 
prevent damage to the concrete or disadvantages to the whole structural system of a 
building. The load bearing capacity for small strains was hence of interest for the 
performed calculation. The calculations showed a lower axial strain for the active 
SMA confined column compared to the steel or CFRP confined column at the same 
load. On the other hand, a higher axial load can be applied at a given ultimate strain.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents a review of the basic properties of Nitinol SMA and their 
applications in passive and active control of concrete structures. The SME enables 
martensite Nitinol materials to be used as actuators and also enables their 
applications in active controls of concrete structures. Structural self-rehabilitation 
using reinforced martensite SMAs is an example of active structural control. Both 
martensite and superelastic SMAs show strong hysteretic effects in their stress–
strain curves for loading–unloading cycles and dissipate energy during these 
cycles. This provides the basis for developing passive structural damping devices 
using both martensite and superelastic SMAs. We have seen a trend to combine the 
advantages of martensite and austenite SMAs to achieve optimal performance in 
structural control. 
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ABSTRACT  
Recently, silica fume became a vital ingredient for producing concrete in 
aggressive hot climate of Iran. In mass structures heat generation due to hydration 
of cement and strength properties are two important parameters which affect 
service life of structures. In the early age the temperature in the body of mass 
concrete is high and tensile strength is low. This special condition may lead to 
occurrence of thermal cracks. In the present study, concrete specimens with water 
cement ratio 0.3, were made and 0, 10 and 15 percent Portland cement replaced 
with silica fume. Temperature rise of the specimens was monitored just after 
casting in a semi adiabatic box. Temperature rise was recorded for 7 days. 
Furthermore,   compressive strength of the cubic specimens from 1 day after 
casting to 91 days was measured. The results declared that hydration heat regime is 
affected by silica fume percent.  The mixes with both 10 and 15% silica fume, had 
peak temperature about 6ºC lower than the specimens without silica fume.  
Furthermore, peak temperature of the specimens without silica fume occurred 23 
hours after casting, while it became about 31 hours for silica fume specimens.  The 
slope of cooling zone of hydration regime in the specimens with 10% silica fume is 
very mild compare with the others.  On the other hand, 10% silica fume enhanced 
compressive strength more effectively. These results demonstrated that hydration 
heat and strength development of mass concrete are affected by silica fume content 
and higher replacement of this pozzolan material may adversely affect service life 
of structures.  
 
Keywords: silica fume, hydration heat, high strength concrete, strength 
development 
 
1. INTRODUCTIONS   
Strength development of high strength concrete in the body of large mass concrete 
structures is effectively influenced by temperature rising due to hydration heat.  
Normally, cement content of high strength concrete is high , therefore temperature 
in the body of mass structures increase more rapidly and may adversely affect 
properties of concrete at early or later ages [1]. In addition, the characteristics of 
heat development such as peak temperature, the time at which peak occur , slope 
gradient in heating or cooling zone and the remaining time at peak  can be 
responsible for concrete properties in body of large mass concrete[2]. However, 
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nowadays the consulting have no especial considering to a fact that reality of 
concrete properties in the center of structure is completely different with that 
named as standard specimens [3]. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND TESTING PROGRAM  
Crushed stone, with 19 mm maximum nominal size, in two ranges of 5-10 and 10-
19 with relative density at saturated surface dry of 2.61 were used. Fineness 
modulus of sand and relative density were 3.24 and of 2.56 respectively. 
Absorption value is 3.09 and 2 for fine and coarse aggregate.  The cement used was 
Portland cement Type 2, with a specific gravity of 3.11 and 3750 cm2/gr surface 
area. A commercial carboxylic type placticizer, (Gelenium 110M), was used to 
maintain workability of fresh concrete.  Silica fume, made by Semnan Ferro Alley 
factory, was used at 0%, 5% and 10% (by weight) as partial replacement of 
cement. The characteristics of silica fume are given in Table 1.  Mix proportions of 
the concrete are given in Table 2. Water-cementitious material (w/cm) ratio is 0.3.  
A pan mixer was used and the mixing procedures are as follows. First, sand and 
cement were placed and 50% mixing water and half admixture were added and 
mixed for 1 minute. The remaining water and admixture and coarse aggregate were 
together added and mixed 2 minutes.  
   

Table 1. Chemical composition of silica fume 
Composition  Percent              

Al2O3 0.5-1.7 
SiO2 85-95 
Fe2O3 0.4-2 

C 0.6-1.5 
CaO 2-2.3 
MgO 0.1-0.9 

 
Table 2. Mix proportions of the Concrete 

  Mixture  
Material SF0.D SF10.D SF15.D 
Cement 500 450 425 
Water 150 150 150 

Fine agg. 845 845 845 
Coarse agg.* (5-10 mm) 387 387 387 
Coarse agg. (10-19mm) 528 528 528 

Micro silica 0 50 75 
Super plasticizer 7.5 7.5 7.5 

Water/Cementitious material 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Slump 150 150 150 

*Aggregate in saturated surface dry condition 
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3.  EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
3.1. Compressive Strength  
Strength development of the concrete mixtures versus age is shown in Figure 1.  As 
it is shown from the early to later ages, compressive strength of the specimens with 
10% silica fume is highest compare with two other specimens. However, as silica 
fume content increased to 15% rate of strength development in the early age was 
slow but, in the later ages of 28 and 90 days compressive strength of SF15 became 
higher than SF0. This may be attributed to the fact that in the early age,  production 
of cement hydration,  Ca(OH)2,   is not enough for activation of 15% silica fume. 
However, 10% silica fume may be an optimum value for cement replacement in the 
predetermined water cement ratio.   
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Figure 1. Strength development of the concrete mixtures            

 
3.2. Hydration Heat Development  
Temperature rising of the specimens after casting was monitored and is 
demonstrated in Figure 2. It is shown that regime of hydration heat in silica fume 
specimens is different compare with the specimens without silica fume. 
Temperature rising curve during early age hydration can be divided in 4 following 
pattern: 
1: slope of heating zone 
2: peak temperature value 
3: time of peak temperature 
4: cooling zone slope  
For the silica fume specimens SF10 and SF15, slope of heat zone decreased 
compare with SF0. Furthermore peak temperature diminished about 8 to 10°C for 
15% and 10% cement replacement. Occurrence of peak temperature postponed for 
silica fume specimens. An interesting result is that a mild slope is seen in cooling 
zone   for silica fume specimens (Tables 3 and 4). This mild slope is desirable for 
lower thermal gradient.  
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Figure 2. Temperature rising during hydration process  

 
Table 3. Peak temperature, heating and cooling slope of the hydration heat curves       

Mixture 
Peak 

temperature. 
(°C)  

95% peak 
temperature. 

(°C) 

angle of 
tangent in 

temperature 
increasing 
(degree) 

angle of 
tangent in 

temperature 
decreasing 

(degree) 

slope of 
tangent 

(G1) 

slope of 
tangent 

(G2) 

SF0.D 49.3 46.80 68 38 2.48 0.78 

SF10.D 40.0 38.00 58 23 1.60 0.42 

SF15.D 40.5 38.50 48 29 1.11 0.55 

 
Table 4: Net peak temperature and time of peak temperature for the mixtures 

Initial Temperature Occurrence of Peak Temperature 

Mixture   Concrete 
Temp. 
(°C) 

Ambient 
Temp. 
(°C) 

Concrete 
Temp. 
(°C) 

Ambient 
Temp. 
(°C) 

Time 
after 

casting 
(min) 

Time 
after 

casting 
(hr) 

Maximum 
net 

temperature 
rise. (°C) 

 SF0.D  24.2 21.1 49.3 20.5 1374 23 25.1 

 SF10.D  20.7 19.6 40.0 20.7 1873 31 19.3 

 SF15.D  19.8 21.0 40.5 19.5 1930 32 20.7 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS  
From the present study the following conclusions can be drawn: 
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- 10% silica fume enhanced compressive strength of the concrete with 0.3 water 
cement ratio from early to later ages.  

- Increasing silica fume content in the specimens did not lead to higher strength. 
- Curve of temperature rising versus age was changed as cement was replaced 

with silica fume as follows:     
- Peak temperature decreased about 5°C,  
- peak temperature postponed ,   
- Slope of heating and cooling zone became mild; this may lead to a desirable 

low thermal gradient in mass concrete.  
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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, many buildings and infrastructures are made of concrete and therefore, 
strength of concrete structural members ensures longer useful life and 
serviceability of the structure. Beams are one of the most important structural 
members that must have sufficient load bearing and ductility. Since brittle behavior 
and low ductility are two noticeable drawbacks of concrete members, they should 
be reinforced by materials with higher ductility and tensile strength such as steel 
fibers which can significantly improve these two characteristics of bending 
members. With this respect, use of industrial steel fiber deposits, percentage of 
fibers and optimized amount of fibers are critical factors which affect the flexural 
strength of beams and cost-effectiveness of the projects. 
In this paper, experimental results of 3-point bending tests carried out on 
fiber reinforced concrete beams with different percentage of fibers are 
presented and compared and also its cost-effectiveness has been considered. 
 
Keywords: concrete, steel fiber deposits, beam, ductility, flexural strength 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Applications of fiber reinforced concrete have been explained in different literature 
among which Keivani has mentioned the following items: 
Floors cover: 
It has been proved that using fibers can reduce the thickness of slabs and covers up 
to 1.2 times. With this respect, McCarran airport in Las Vegas in 1976 for airplane 
parking lot surface as wide as 52700m2 was covered by steel fiber reinforced 
concrete of 15 cm thickness, while the required thickness was estimated as 37.5cm. 
Rehabilitation of dams and hydraulic facilities: 
In this application, the concrete resistance against impact and abrasion and 
cavitation is considered. According to ICOLD report, in order to prevent erosion 
and deterioration of stilling basins of Mayfield and Alder dams and also spillway 
of Little Goosc dam, fiber reinforced concrete as 38 to 45cm thick was used for 
cavitation prevention. 
Instable slopes and trenches covering with sprayed concrete: 
A kind of this application was used in a refinery in Sweden in an area of 4500m2. 
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Explosion and impact resistant structures: 
In such cases, the foundations of heavy machinery are of interest to be made of 
fiber reinforced concrete. With this regard, impact and crack resistance properties 
of concrete are outstanding. 
Concerning flexural strength, studies have shown that fiber reinforced concrete 
behavior is significantly affected by shape, length to thickness ratio and material of 
fibers. The fibers can also be prepared from factories or from two resources such as 
industrial deposits each of which has significances and drawbacks. The common 
result is that in both cases, the flexural strength of concrete would be improved 
effectively. In this study, since the economic aspect of the projects was to be taken 
in to account as an important factor, effect of steel fibers from industrial deposits 
was investigated in concrete.    
  
2. FLEXURAL TEST (PRISMATIC BEAM WITH THREE-POINT LOADING) 
Since based on the studies done before, the most significant effect of steel fibers in 
concrete has been turned out to be ductility and energy absorption improvement 
especially in flexural behavior, this part of the research was of great importance. 
Because the previous studies were based on different standards (Keivani, based on 
Japan standard and most of other literature based on ASTM), referring to the 
standards was inevitable. 
In this study, in order to maintain the best comparability and recurrence of the tests, 
direct reference to ASTM was necessary. The results of the tests performed will be 
presented in the following. All of the tests carried out were corresponding to 
ASTM C 1018 94b. 
 
2.1. Specimens Preparation 
The moulds used were of dimensions 10×10×50cm. at the first step, the moulds 
were cleaned and greased. The concrete ingredients was prepared according to 
determined mix design and mixed in the mixer and in order to make specimens 
with different percent of fibers, in each step, specified percentage of fibers was 
added to the mixture. after placing the concrete in the mould, vibration was applied 
to the moulds for a while so that enough compaction of concrete is reached. As a 
result of presence of fibers in the concrete, fiber reinforced specimens need more 
vibration time compared to plain concrete specimen to cause the air come out of 
the concrete. On the other hand, more vibration time causes segregation and 
bleeding. So, desirable duration of vibration was gradually obtained by some 
vibration trials. 
The moulds were opened after 48 hours and specimens were kept in water basin 
(Figure 1) for 28 days in the laboratory conditions so that full curing was 
maintained. During this period, the temperature of about 20°C and curing 
conditions were tried to be kept constant. 
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Figure 1. specimens in water basin in laboratory temperature. 

 
2.2. Test Apparatus 
The conditions of test apparatus should be prepared according to ASTM C 1018. 
The apparatus used is illustrated in Figure 2. it is a kind of STRASSEN TEST, 
model 205. its final load capacity is 100kN. 
 

 
Figure 2. Loading apparatus and measurement gauges 

 
In order that the apparatus thoroughly meet the ASTM C 1018 provisions, some tools 
were installed. As shown in Figure 3, adjustable supports for load applicator of 30cm 
distance from the bottom were adjusted. 
The load was applied by upper jaw in the middle of the span. The specimens were 
placed on the supports in order that 10cm of two ends of each specimen locate out of 
the supports edges. (Standard suggests span of at least 350mm but, loading span 
should be three times as the cross section dimensions i.e. 300mm). 
Displacements were measured and recorded at three points (two support points and at 
the middle of span).the displacement was calculated by subtracting the average 
displacement measured at two supports from displacement in the middle of the span. 
After some tests, it was observed that the displacements in the supports after the 
first contact were nearly negligible and could be taken equal to zero. Loading was 
applied at the minimum rate (about 0.04 mm/min). 
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Figure 3. Test apparatus with installed tools for three-point loading 

 
2.3. Tests 
After preparation of the specimens for test implementation as mentioned above, 
three-point loading was applied by the apparatus with instrumentations shown in 
Figure 3. The measurements were repeated at appropriate time increments and for 
displacement of 0.02mm. During the test, regular reading of displacement and 
force gauges and also minimum rate of loading were maintained. 
In most of the specimens, large displacements and failure occurred rapidly after 
formation of the first crack (Figure 4). It would make the measurement a little 
difficult especially at the time near to the critical point. 
Before implementation of the tests, the weights of the specimens were determined 
and dimensions were carefully measured. The average of parallel dimensions was 
selected as the dimension of prismatic beam base. The lengths of the specimens 
were also measured. After start of loading, measurements were recorded at each 
0.02mm displacement. Failure was finally completed by splitting of the specimen 
(Figure 4). 
At the failure time of the specimens containing 0 to 3% of fibers, it was observed 
that two parts of the specimen were completely separated. But concerning the 
specimens containing 5% of fibers, the connection and bonding between two parts 
of the specimen was still maintained. Visual inspection of specimens after failure 
(Figure 5) showed that regarding the fibers, most of them did not fail due to lack of 
tensile strength but as a result of low bonding between concrete and fibers, they 
were pulled out of the concrete.  
From one hand according to ASTM, the ratio of fiber length to the smallest 
dimension of the mould is limited and On the other hand, the ratio of length to 
thickness of fibers is of great importance. With this respect, the more the length of 
fibers, the better bonding and involvement between fibers and concrete, and tensile 
failure of fibers is more probable. But long fibers can not be mixed easily in the 
concrete and especially their distribution in the mould would not be uniform. It can 
affect the results of flexural tests.  
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Figure 4. Failure mode of prismatic specimens 

 

 
Figure 5. prismatic specimens with 1% of fibers 

 

 
Figure 6. prismatic specimens after failure 

 
According to this limitation, length of 2.5-3 cm was chosen for fibers. Considering 
the cross section dimensions of the mould (10*10), this length could cause a little 
nonuniformity especially in low percentage of fibers. But in higher percentages, 
visual inspection of cross section revealed uniform distribution of fibers in the 
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specimen cross section (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 7. specimens with 5% of fibers after failure 

 
Figure 7 shows the specimens with 5% of fibers after failure. It is illustrative that 
despite of full failure for the three specimens, the bonding between two parts of the 
specimens has yet been maintained via the fibers. If distribution of fibers in the 
failure location is considered, it will seem desirably uniform. Figures.8 and 9 show 
illustrative views of fibers distribution in failure surface of the specimens. In short, 
these observations show that the fibers have been pulled out of concrete and did not 
split due to excessive tensile stress. Also appropriate distribution of fibers can 
obviously be seen in the Figures. At the end corner of specimen (where bonding is 
yet present), it can be considered that the connection and bonding is conserved via 
just a few number of fibers and in spite of complete failure of concrete, the strength 
and bonding of the remained fibers is sufficient to carry the weight of specimen 
(Figure 7). These observations may be actually efficient in selection of length, 
thickness and particularly shape of fibers. 
 

 
Figure 8. horizontal view of the failed specimen with 5% of fibers 
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2.4. Results and Discussion 
After implementation of each test, the displacements in the middle of the span 
(mm) with respect to the corresponding force (kN) prepared in a table. Table.1 is 
an example of such tables. In the first column of the table, the values recorded at 
the time of test are presented. Displacement values for each 0.02mm are presented 
for which the corresponding forces are also presented in the next column. Such 
tables were prepared for all of the tests.  
 

Table 1: values of force-deflection for specimen with 5% of fibers 
primary values  final values for curve plotting 

Deflection (mm) Force (kN)  Deflection (mm) Force (kN) 
0 0  0 0 

0.02 0.2  0.13 3.4 
0.04 0.4  0.15 3.8 
0.06 0.8  0.17 4.2 
0.08 1  0.19 4.7 
0.1 1.2  0.21 5.1 

0.12 1.2  0.23 5.7 
0.14 1.4  0.25 6 
0.16 1.6  0.27 6.6 
0.18 1.8  0.29 7.2 
0.2 2  0.31 7.6 

0.22 2.2  0.33 8.2 
0.24 2.4  0.35 8.4 
0.26 2.8  0.37 9 
0.28 3.1  0.39 9.4 
0.3 3.4  0.41 10 

0.32 3.8  0.43 10.5 
0.34 4.2  0.45 10.9 
0.36 4.7  0.47 11.6 
0.38 5.1  0.49 12.2 
0.4 5.7  0.51 12.6 

0.42 6  0.53 13.1 
0.44 6.6  0.55 13.5 
0.46 7.2  0.57 14 
0.48 7.6  0.59 5 
0.5 8.2  0.61 5 

0.52 8.4  0.63 5 
0.54 9  0.65 5 
0.56 9.4    
0.58 10.5    
0.6 10.9    

0.62 11.6    
0.64 12.2    
0.66 12.6    
0.68 13.1    
0.7 13.5    

0.72 14    
0.74 5    
0.76 5    
0.78 5    
0.8 5    

0.82 5    
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Figure 9. Vertical view of the failed specimen with 5% of fibers 

 
In all of the tests, displacements increased and recorded as nearly small amounts 
and approximately proportional to the forces before the maximum strength point. it 
should be noticed that each reading step included three displacement readings and 
one force reading. Displacements were measured at the supports and at the middle 
of the span and absolute amount of displacements at the middle of the span were 
calculated relative to the supports displacement. In practice, it was observed that 
displacement values at the supports were stopped after start of the tests. Also the 
displacement values need to be corrected at the beginning of the test as follows. 
At the beginning of the test, loading jaw can not thoroughly be attached on the 
specimen surface. This is due to the fact that if it is attached, some bending may be 
created in the specimen before the displacement gauge is adjusted to zero. 
However, it should be noticed that specimens without smooth surfaces produce 
even more errors in measurements which can be removed by ignoring the earlier 
part of the displacements (strains). 
 

 
Figure 10. load-deflection curves of three specimens with 1% of fibers 
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In order to remove the errors, the values in the first two columns were used to plot 
the force versus preliminary deflections and after determination of the earlier linear 
part of the test results curve and its extension to displacement axis, the amount of 
primary displacement of loading determined and removed from the results. 
Values of applied load and the corrected displacements were prepared in the next 
two columns of the Table. 
The tables prepared in such a way after plotting the preliminary curve and 
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correcting the primary readings, were used to plot the final load-deflection curve.  
Load-deflection curve of three specimens with equal percentage of fibers were 
plotted together for comparison. For example Figure 10 shows load-deflection 
curves of three specimens with 1% of fibers. 
From the tables and curves prepared and corrected, all of the critical information 
has been obtained and presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 presents all of the specimens characteristics in different tests. Specimens 
number and fibers percentage are presented in the first and second columns, 
respectively. Cross section area and weight of the specimens are given in next three 
columns. It can be concluded from the table that the more the fibers in the concrete, 
the lower the slump would be. 
 
3. CONCLUSION  
Considering the curves obtained from various tests, the following results can be 
concluded: 
- The results of tests implemented on specimens with equal percent of fibers are 

in good agreement so as the average of three tests can be taken as the 
representative of that fiber percentage. 

- Although the first correction may cause a little difference in the tests results 
but, first contact error and support corrections are much more effective than 
the remained error. 

- Deformation is very slow until near point to the failure but after appearance of 
the first crack, it increases and with a sudden large deformation, specimen 
fails and the force decreases. 

- Final flexural strength of steel fiber reinforced concrete in the beam test with 
three-point loading increases significantly. For example in 3% of fibers, the 
strength increase up to 70% 

- Amount of maximum deflection increases by increase of fibers percent and in 
3% of fibers, it approaches 95%. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cementitious materials are brittle in nature. Due to this behavior, short, randomly 
and distributed fibers are mostly being used to reinforce cementitious materials. 
Added fibers enhance tensile strength and flexural toughness and reduce crack 
creation and propagation in cement matrix. The major effect of fibers is to act as 
bridging at crack tips to resist crack propagation. Fiber bonding to cement paste is 
an important factor that affects performance of the fiber reinforced cementitious 
composite (FRCC). Bonding energy (adhesion) between these materials is 
composed of interfacial interactions (chemical bonding) and mechanical 
interactions (interlocking). The adhesion of fiber to cementitious materials can be 
evaluated by pull-out test. This test is the newest method and one of the most 
commonly used practical methods to evaluate performance of fibers in FRCCs.   
This article presents the bonding strength results of commercial polymeric fibers to 
cement matrix. To investigate adhesion of polypropylene (PP), nylon66 (N66) and 
acrylic (PAN) fibers to cement matrix a single fiber pull-out test setup is designed 
and fabricated. The specimens were prepared at the water-cement ratio of 0.4 and 
they were tested at 7, 14 and 28 days of curing. Fiber's surface after pull-out test 
was also studied by microscopic analysis. Some interesting results were obtained 
from the pull-out test of different fibers. On the basis of results, it was found that 
fiber should be selected for FRCC reinforcement due to their mechanical 
interactions and physical/chemical/mechanical behavior in cement matrix instead 
of their chemical interactions.  
 
Keywords: adhesion, pull-out test, interfacial interactions, polymeric fibers  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The application of fibers to reinforce cementitious materials is an ancient subject. 
At first, asbestos fibers were used in industrial process to produce fiber reinforced 
cement sheets. Because of their great fiber strength and durability, high physical 
and chemical resistance, none-combustibility and resistance to weathering attack 
and cost effectiveness, they were used as building material during the last century 
with various forms and styles to suit different needs. Despite of these properties, 
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they can cause a major health hazard to human's safety [1]. Hereafter, various types 
of synthetic fibers were produced and used as asbestos substitutes. 
The performance of FRCC depends on many factors, such as fiber material 
properties (fiber strength, stiffness, and Poisson’s ratio), fiber geometry (fiber 
surface and cross section), fiber volume content, matrix properties (matrix strength, 
stiffness, Poisson’s ratio), and interface properties (adhesion, frictional and 
mechanical bond) [2].  
Bonding depends on the structure of the fiber-matrix interface. Fiber bonding to the 
cementitious matrix is an important and effective parameter on fiber reinforced 
cement composites. Also, the performance of fiber reinforced composites is 
strongly related to the debonding/pull-out behavior of the fibers. For this purpose, 
the relationship between the pull-out load and the displacement of a fiber, when it 
is pulled out from the cement matrix, serves as an important parameter in the 
design of cement composite materials.  
Many researchers have been done on the evaluation of bonding between fibers and 
cement matrix [3-5, and 6]. Some methods and equipments were adapted for pull-
out test to evaluate fiber/cement bond strength in the present work.  
Fiber pull-out behavior contributes to the energy absorption ability of fibers in 
FRCCs. Fiber to cement bonding allows stress transfer between them. Regarding to 
the importance of this behavior in composite materials, fiber/cement interface has 
been studied in this research. 
The aim of the present work is to characterize the bonding mechanisms of 
polymeric fibers to cement matrices. To determine the bond strengths of polymeric 
fibers to cement matrix, pull-out test was employed. The test setup was basically 
similar to the numerous techniques that have been developed by previous 
researchers. Besides the testing setup, it is also important to understand the way 
that pull-out specimens are prepared. A new technique for preparing specimens for 
pull-out test was suggested in this work. Fiber pull-out specimens were prepared 
with single filaments of PP, N66 and PAN fibers. The surface of the used fibers 
after pull-out test was evaluated by optical microscope (OM). The effect of fiber 
types on the pull-out results of fiber/cement matrix at different ages of curing was 
also studied. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS  
Cement used in this study was ordinary Portland cement type II. The type of used 
synthetic fibers and their properties are given in Table 1. Figures. 1-3 show the 
optical microscopic images of the longitudinal and cross-sectional surface of the 
fibers. 
 

Table 1: Properties of fibers 

Fiber type Diameter 
(µm) 

Density 
(gram/cm3) 

Tensile strength 
(MPa) 

PP 25 0.91 326 
N66 26 1.14 1122 
PAN 40 1.19 344 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Microscopic images of N66 fibers: a) Cross-sectional, b) Longitudinal view 
of fiber surface 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Microscopic images of PAN fibers:a) Cross-sectional, b) Longitudinal view 
of fiber surface 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Microscopic images of PP fibers: a) Cross-sectional, b) Longitudinal view of 
fiber surface 

 
2.1. Specimen Preparation 
Specimens for pull-out test were prepared by the equipment that has been designed 
and made for this research, as shown in Figure 4. The specimens were prepared 
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with a matrix made by 0.5 of water to cement ratio. After demolding, specimens 
were subjected to cure in the condition of 23 ± 2°C and 100 ± 5% of relative 
humidity. Pull-out tests were carried out on specimens after 7, 14 and 28 days of 
curing. The embedded length for all series was 10mm long. Figure 5 shows the 
pull-out specimen before test. 
 

 
Figure 4. The equipment of pull-out 

sample preparation. 
Figure 5. pull-out specimen after cutting 

 
2.2. Pull-Out Test 
To investigate the bonding characteristics, single fiber pull-out test was performed. 
The pull-out tests were carried out by an Instron testing machine (Tinius olsen) at 
the crosshead rate of 0.02 mm/s as shown if Figure 6. The schematic representation 
of the test set-up can be seen in Figure 7. The free length of single fiber was 10mm. 
Load–displacement data of pull-out process were obtained and plotted by 
computer. 
 

 
Figure 6. single fiber pull-out test setup system 

Single fiber 

Cement   
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Figure 7. Schematic setup of single fiber pull-out test. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Pull-Out Test Results  
The pull-out behaviors of all series are illustrated by the load-extension curves in 
Figures. 8-10. In all series, it was observed that pull-out force is increased by 
increasing in fiber displacement to a maximum force. Thereafter, it decreases to 
zero level because of fiber slippage, pulling out or failure. 
The analysis of N66 fibers load-displacement curves shows that there is no 
significant difference between pull-out load at 7 and 14 days. It can be said that the 
cement microstructure is not significantly changed during curing period from 7 to 
14 days. The bonding strength in 28 days is remarkably higher than 7 and 14 days. 
After complete debonding of specimens, N66 fiber begins to slip-out, so pull-out 
force is decreased. 
Increasing the cement curing age of specimens containing PP fiber from 7 to 28 has 
a positive effect on pull-out load, as shown in Figure 9. Pull-out curves for PP 
specimens demonstrate that there is no significant difference between 7 and 14 
days specimens. Pull-out curve at 28 days indicates that mechanical bonding 
between PP fiber and cement matrix is maximum. The pull-out curves show that 
the fiber/matrix bond strength gets close to fiber tensile strength.  
In case of PAN fibers, increasing in curing period from 7 to 14 days has no 
significant effect on pull-out load. At 28 days of curing time, fiber failure happens 
during pull-out process because of higher bonding strength to cement matrix, as 
shown in Figure 10.  
In all series, increasing curing ages from 7 to 28 days, improves bonding strength. 
In general, improvement in cement hydration results in decreasing of the porosity 
of hardened paste. The cement maturity has direct effects on the fiber/matrix bond 
properties.  
In the transition zone more nucleation sites and open space are available in the 
around of the fiber surface. Based on this microstructure, CH layer in contact with 

Mounting Fixture 

Constant Fixture 

L=10mm 

L0=10mm 
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the fibers grows much faster than the cement bulk. As reported by Chan [7], the 
transition zone is considerably weaker than the cement bulk due to large CH 
crystals and higher porosity. In other word, longer cement age and consequently 
the increase of hydration degree results in a decrease in the porosity and finally 
stronger fiber/cement interface. 
 

 
Figure 8. Pull-out behavior of N66 fiber at different cement ages 

 

 
Figure 9. Pull-out behavior of PP fiber at different cement ages 
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Figure 10. Pull-out behavior of PAN fiber at different cement ages 

 

 
Figure 11. Pull-out curves of tested fiber at 28 days cement curing 

 
Figure 11 shows pull-out curves of different fibers at 28 days of curing. It can be 
seen that PAN fibers showed higher pull-out strength in comparison to PP and N66 
fibers. Figure 12 shows longitudinal image of pulled-out PAN fiber. It is evident 
that some cement particles are present on fiber surface. Due to the none-round 
shape of these fibers, during pull-out process, mechanical bonding can be 
performed because of interlocking effect to cement matrix. The special shape of 
cross-section indicates higher specific surface than round shape fibers. In other 
word, PAN fibers have much contacting surface to cement matrix which leads to 
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increasing frictional resistance during pull-out. In the case of other fibers (PP and 
N66), the smooth surface and round shape of fibers causes less friction. However, 
in specimens containing PP, due to hydrophobic properties of PP and bleeding of 
cement paste, water is collected on the surface of the fiber. Therefore, calcium 
hydroxide (CH) coarse crystals are produced at the PP/cement interface. These 
crystals are enough big and coarse to deform PP surface. So, during pull-out, PP 
fibers interlock to these crystals.  

 
3.2. Microscopic Analysis 
The surfaces of pulled-out fibers were analyzed using optical microscopy. Figure 
12 shows the chemical adhesion between cement bulk and PAN fibers. Due to the 
affinity between PAN fiber and cement paste which are both hydrophilic, chemical 
adhesion can be produced. These observations and the image of pulled-out PAN 
fibers indicate that PAN fibers have both chemical and mechanical bonding to 
cement paste. 
 

Figure 12. PAN fibers after pull-out 
process Figure 13. PP fibers after pull-out process 

 
Figure 14. N66 fibers after pull-out process 

 
Study on the pulled-out PP fibers from the cement matrix with optical microscope 
(OM) reveals the mechanical bonding of PP fiber to cement paste due to fiber 
deformation and elongation (Figure 13). Deformed points at fiber surface resist to 

Cement 
Crystals 
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fiber pull-out and thus, pull-out load are increased. Generally, the force and energy 
of fiber pull-out are increased with the presence of interlocking points between 
fibers and cement matrix, but this increase is limited by fiber tensile strength. In 
general, the friction bonding is changed with fiber deformation at fiber embedded 
length.  
As shown in Figure14, the evaluation of N66 pulled-out fibers shows that cement 
particles attach to fiber surface. Based on this observation, it's found that N66 
fibers have chemical bonding to cement matrix. Microscopic analysis also 
demonstrates that surface of N66 fibers have not been deformed.  
 
4. DISCUSSION  
Regarding to the pull-out behavior of fibers, it is resulted that N66 fiber has lower 
bonding strength to cement matrix compared to PP fibers. Microscopic analysis 
demonstrates that PP fiber has no chemical bonding to cement matrix while the 
presence of cement hydrates particles on the surface of N66 fibers is observed. 
Based on the observation, it is found that mechanical bonding is more effective 
than chemical bonding in fiber/cement matrixes.  
PAN fibers have both mechanical and chemical bonding to cement matrix, due to 
their hydrophilic nature and cross section shape. Thus, the bonding strength for this 
fiber is higher than other studied fibers (Figure 11).  
It should be noted that mechanical bonding in fiber/cement interface has an 
important role to enhance the mechanical performance of cement composite 
materials.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
- The new pull-out sample preparation method was introduced in this research 

on the basis of single filament pull-out test.  
- Increasing cement curing period from 7 to 28 improved bonding strength for 

all fibers. In general, the increase in the degree of hydration resulted in the 
decrease of hardened cement paste porosity. 

- The imaging of all fibers surface showed that N66 and PAN fibers had 
chemical adhesion to cement matrix. The observation of propylene fiber 
surface confirmed its deformations. 

- PAN fibers showed to have better bonding behavior to cement matrix because 
of mechanical and chemical adhesion. N66 fibers had weaker bonding action 
with cement paste in comparison to PAN and PP fibers.   

- In spite of the lake of chemical adhesion between cement paste and PP fibers, 
high pull-out force was registered due to the mechanical interlocking.  
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ABSTRACT 
Alkali-silica reaction (ASR) is a major world-wide durability problem and 
concretes exposed to external alkalis are particularly endangered. In Germany, 
concrete pavements have a long tradition but the experiences over the last years 
showed, that the currently standardized test methods are not able to consider 
externally supplied alkalis from deicers sufficiently. Especially alkali acetate and 
formate based deicers as used for airfields turned out to be extremely deleterious. 
For this reason, an ASR performance-test that was developed at the Finger-Institute 
(FIB) is used for some years now to assess specific concrete job mixtures regarding 
their ASR potential under consideration of externally supplied alkalis. The lab-field 
correlation of this performance-test was assessed by testing two reproduced 
pavement concretes that showed ASR-distress in the field after 8-12 years in 
service. It has been shown that the performance-test was able to assess the tested 
concretes correctly. Contrary, the mortar-bar test could not predict the field 
performance of the aggregates correctly in all cases. 
 
Keywords: alkali-silica reaction, performance-test, deicer, pavement concrete 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
According to the European standard EN 206-1, sufficient concrete and unit 
durability is guaranteed when the recommended requirements are met. For the most 
durability problems ample long-term experience exists and appropriate 
recommendations are provided. However, ASR occurred with increasing frequency 
to pavement concretes for highways and airfields in Germany [1, 2, 3] but also in 
the USA [4, 5] in the past few years despite of following standards and additional 
recommendations. This shows that the currently standardized ways and test 
procedures to characterize the reactivity of aggregates and to evaluate the 
durability of concrete were insufficient to avoid ASR-damage. Especially the 
deleterious influence of alkali-containing deicers is not well integrated in present 
ASR-test procedures. 
Pavement concretes are one of the most stressed concrete types known. Placing 
must be done under the given weather conditions, curing is difficult and in central 
Europe, pavements are exposed to changing temperature and moisture conditions, 
freeze-thaw cycles as well as deicers. Moreover, permanent dynamic traffic loads 
create stresses and pre-damages (e.g. micro cracks) that support the progress of 
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deterioration processes by the ingress of water and deicer. Especially the heavy 
vehicle traffic plays an important role and increases year by year. All these factors 
support a possible ASR more or less, depending on how well the concrete mixture 
is optimized from the very beginning regarding ASR. 
A typical ASR-distress on a pavement concrete containing slow/late reacting 
aggregates occurs after 10-12 years in service. Repair often means complete 
replacement of the damaged concrete, long before the designed service life of 
about 30 years is reached. The current situation with increasing numbers of ASR-
damages on pavements shows clearly the necessity of an ASR performance-test for 
pavement concretes that will be exposed to external alkalis. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1. Materials 
Two damaged German highway pavement concretes were examined by thin section 
analysis and it was found, that ASR was the main reason for the distress (Figure 1, 
Figure 2). In concrete 1, the gravel and rhyolite aggregates were affected by ASR. 
The concrete contained 360 kg/m³ of ordinary portland cement with an Na2Oeq of 
about 0.95 wt.-% and a w/c of 0.44. The concrete was air-entrained with 4.5-5.0 % 
air. The damage occurred after 12 years in service. In concrete 2, the used 
granodiorite aggregates were clearly affected by ASR and first damage occurred 
after 8 years in service. 
 

 
Figure 1. Highway pavement concrete 1, 14 years old, cracks running through aggregate 

grains, partially filled with ASR gel (Image: Ernst Freyburg, Doreen Erfurt) 
 
The objective was to examine, if the FIB cyclic climate storage as ASR 
performance-test assesses the ASR potential correctly for these specific concrete 
mixtures compared to the field experience. Therefore, concrete 1 was reproduced 
in the laboratory exactly as possible, by using all the coarse and fine aggregates 
from the original deposits and a comparable portland cement with a Na2Oeq of 0.90 
wt.-%. For concrete 2, the granodiorite aggregates from the original deposit were 
used in a typical mixture that meets all the current requirements for pavement 

Rhyolite 

Strained 
quartz 
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concretes in Germany [6, 7]. 
It must be noted of course, that the geological situation in the deposits may have 
changed more or less over the time, so that the reactivity of the new batches might 
deviate from the material used 15 years ago. To evaluate this influence, the coarse 
rhyolite aggregates from the cores of concrete 1 were extracted for a mortar-bar 
test by means of shock-wave crushing [8]. For concrete 2, the available material 
was not enough to perform the mortar-bar test. 
 

 
Figure 2. Highway pavement concrete 2, 9 years old, pore with ASR gel next to a 

granodiorite grain (Image: Ernst Freyburg, Doreen Erfurt) 
 
2.2. Mortar-Bar Test 
Prior to the performance-test, new batches from the deposits as well as the 
extracted coarse rhyolite aggregates from the core of concrete 1 were tested with a 
mortar-bar test according to the German alkali-guideline [Error! Bookmark not 
defined.]. The aggregate is crushed and sieved to obtain 450 g of the grain size 
fraction 0.5-1 mm and 1-2 mm respectively. Both grain size fractions are mixed 
and 450 g of innocuous quartz sand (0.1-0.5 mm) is added. The mortar bars 
(4×4×16 cm) are prepared according to DIN EN 196-1 using a high-alkali portland 
cement (Na2Oeq = 1.3±0.1 wt.-%) and a w/c ratio of 0.50. NaOH is added to the 
mixing water to gain a total Na2Oeq of 2.5 wt.-% in order to boost alkalis and pH. 
After 1 day curing at 20°C and > 95 % RH, the mortar bars were demolded and 
initial length and mass were measured. Afterwards, the bars were stored at 70°C 
above water until the 28th day. The expansion limit for this mortar-bar test is 1.5 
mm/m after 28 days. 
According to the German alkali-guideline, the tested aggregates are considered as 
suitable for pavement concretes without any further testing, if they pass the mortar-
bar test. If the aggregates fail the test, further testing (e.g. concrete prism test) can 
be done. 
 
2.3. ASR Performance-Test 
Since 2001, an alternating climate test method (cyclic climate storage) is used at 

Granodiorite 
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the FIB for accelerated simulation of Central European climatic conditions, in 
order to assess the durability of specific concretes for outdoor structures [9-12]. 
Both concrete mixtures were prepared without added alkalis (unboosted) and were 
air-entrained with 4.5-5.0 % air. Concrete prisms (100×100×400 mm) were cast 
from each mixture with embedded stainless steel studs for the expansion 
measurements. After 24 hours, the prisms were demolded, wrapped airtight in 
polyethylene foil and stored for 5 days at 20°C. Subsequently, a flexible foamed 
rubber tape was glued around the upper edges of the prisms to form a railing that 
will keep the NaCl solution. At the 7th day after casting, the cyclic climate storage 
was started. Three prisms of every mixture were applied with the NaCl solution 
(0.6 mol/l) and three more prisms with distilled water for control (Figure 3). In a 
special walk-in climate simulation chamber (Feutron, Type 3705/04, Figure 3) the 
concrete prisms were stored under defined cyclic alternating temperature and 
moisture conditions. One cycle lasts 21 days and consists of 4 days drying at 60°C 
(< 10 % RH), 14 days fog at 45°C (100 % RH) and 3 days of freeze-thaw-cycling 
between +20 and –20°C (Figure 4). 
 

   
Figure 3. Climate simulation chamber and concrete prisms  

with NaCl solution (0.6 mol/l) 
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Figure 4. Scheme for one cycle of the cyclic climate storage 
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At the end of the first drying phase, initial length and weight are measured and 400 
g of test solution (deicer or water respectively) is applied on every prism for the 
first time and remains on the prisms until the end of the cycle. After the cycle is 
completed, the test solution is removed to measure length change and weight of the 
prisms and is placed back again when the readings were taken. All measurements 
are done at 20°C. During the second drying phase, the test solution evaporates 
completely, leaving behind minor solid residues from the deicer as well as leached 
substances from the concrete, e.g. alkalis. At the end of the second drying phase 
new test solution is applied. In this way the cyclic climate storage continued until 9 
cycles (7 month) were completed. For pavement concretes exposed to deicers it 
was found that 8 cycles (6 month) are usually sufficient to assess the potential 
regarding a deleterious ASR for a typical service life of 20-30 years. The expansion 
limits after 8 cycles were defined with 0.5 mm/m for application of deicer solutions 
(higher moisture impact) and with 0.4 mm/m for application of water only. 
 
3. RESULTS 
The mortar-bar test results show that the new batches of the rhyolite as well as the 
extracted rhyolite from the core are clearly reactive. The new batches (8-16 mm, 
16-22 mm) show a slightly higher expansion than the original material from the 
cores. Gravel 2-8 mm and sand 0-2 mm are from the same deposit and are clearly 
reactive. All the granodiorite aggregates (2-8 mm, 8-16 mm, 16-22 mm) stayed 
below the limit and are non-reactive (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Mortar-bar test results of the used aggregates 

 
For the reproduced concrete 1 with the gravel and the rhyolite, the cyclic climate 
storage shows that the expansion exceeds the limit of 0.5 mm/m after 7 cycles if 
exposed to NaCl solution but not if exposed to water only (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Cyclic climate storage for the reproduced pavement concrete 1 

 
Concrete 2, the typical pavement mixture with the granodiorite aggregates, shows 
deleterious expansion after 8 cycles if exposed to NaCl solution, but no critical 
expansion occurred if exposed to water (Figure 7). A subsequent thin section 
analysis provided clear evidence for an ASR (cracks, ASR-gel), triggered by the 
granodiorite (Figure 8, Figure 9). 
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Figure 7. Cyclic climate storage for the pavement concrete 2 

 
If non-reactive aggregates are being used, no deleterious expansion occurs, no 
matter if alkali-containing deicer solutions or water is applied. As an example, 
Figure 10 shows the expansion of a pavement concrete with a non-reactive andesite 
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exposed to different deicer solutions. 
 

 
Figure 8. Concrete 2 after the cyclic climate storage, granodiorite grain (G) with 

micro cracks (Image: Ernst Freyburg, Doreen Erfurt) 
 

 
Figure 9. Concrete 2 after the cyclic climate storage, pore with ASR gel next to a 

granodiorite (G) grain (Image: Ernst Freyburg, Doreen Erfurt) 
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Figure 10. Cyclic climate storage for a pavement concrete with a non-reactive andesite 
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4. DISCUSSION 
Since 2004, more than 130 concretes, mostly job mixtures, with different cements 
and aggregates were tested with the cyclic climate storage. The objective in this 
study was to verify, if the ASR potential of two concrete job mixtures can be 
assessed correctly with the cyclic climate storage compared to field performance, 
where both concretes showed ASR-distress after 8-12 years in service. 
For concrete 1, already the mortar-bar test results showed that the gravel and the 
rhyolite aggregates are reactive and that the new batches and the material in the 
cores are comparable. The cyclic climate storage showed correspondingly that after 
7 cycles and exposed to NaCl deicer solution a deleterious ASR occurred. This 
result corresponds well to the field performance, where ASR-distress with that 
specific concrete mixture occurred after 12 years in service. 
For concrete 2, the granodiorite is non-reactive according to the mortar-bar test and 
a portland cement with Na2Oeq ≤ 0.80 wt.-% was used. Finally, concrete 2 meets all 
the requirements of the current regulations for pavement concretes [Error! 
Bookmark not defined., Error! Bookmark not defined.], but deleterious 
expansion occurred in the cyclic climate storage after 8 cycles exposed to the NaCl 
deicer solution. Concrete 2 was assessed correctly with the cyclic climate storage 
compared to field performance, because in the field ASR-distress occurred after 8 
years in service. For the original highway concrete with the granodiorite, a portland 
cement with Na2Oeq of 0.9-1.0 wt.-% was used according to the former regulations 
(Na2Oeq ≤ 1.0 wt.-%). But also by following the new regulations for pavement 
concretes (passed mortar-bar test and Na2Oeq ≤ 0.80wt.-%), ASR-distress must be 
expected when using that specific granodiorite. Hence, the mortar-bar test was not 
able to assess the granodiorite correctly. The mortar-bar test has been available in 
Germany since 2005 and was introduced in the German alkali-guideline in 2007. 
Since the mortar-bar test is used for assessing the aggregates for pavements, the 
risk of ASR should have become lower for pavements build after 2005. But the risk 
is not eliminated completely, because the mortar-bar test does not asses every 
aggregate correctly. 
It must be noted generally, that the mortar-bar test provides in many cases an 
acceptable correlation with the performance-test for highway pavement concretes, 
i.e. under exposure of NaCl deicer solution. But the presented results demonstrate 
that there are exceptions, as also reported in other studies [13]. The situation is 
much more serious for airfield pavement concretes, where deicers based on alkali 
acetates and formates are used instead of NaCl. Concrete 2 (Figure 7) and a 
concrete with non-reactive andesite aggregates (Figure 10) were also tested with 
such airfield deicer solutions. Compared to NaCl, this resulted in a much faster and 
higher expansion for concrete 2 with the supposed non-reactive granodiorite 
according to the mortar-bar test. Meanwhile, a modified ASTM C 1260 mortar-bar 
test is recommended from the FAA [Error! Bookmark not defined., 14], which 
might provide better predictions for airfield concretes as was also found for the 
tested granodiorite and andesite (Figure 11), but further research is needed with 
this test. 
It was found in a recent study that the solubility of portlandite increases in presence 
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of alkali acetates and formates due to the formation of strong calcium acetate and 
calcium formate complexes respectively (Figure 12). Thus, more and more OH– 
ions will be released gradually which results in an increase of the pH and 
consequently in an accelerated attack of reactive aggregates [15]. This also means 
that the mortar-bar test alone is not sufficient to assess the suitability of aggregates 
for use in airfield concrete pavements, because the mechanism of ASR in presence 
of alkali acetates and formates is considerably different from the mechanism in 
presence of NaOH or NaCl. The risk of an underestimation of the aggregate 
reactivity based on a mortar-bar test is much higher in this case, why a 
performance-test is highly recommended. Even low-alkali cements are not a 
reliable countermeasure in this specific case to prevent a deleterious ASR 
permanently (Figure 13). 
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Figure 11. Modified FAA-test, mortar-bars submerged in K-formate deicer  
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Figure 13. Cyclic climate storage for three tested airfield pavement concretes with a 

reactive greywacke and different cement Na2Oeq exposed to K-acetate deicer solution 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In concrete with reactive aggregates ASR is initiated and accelerated highly, if 
exposed to alkali-containing deicers. The FIB cyclic climate storage is used as 
performance-test, considering the influence of external alkalis on ASR. In this 
study, the cyclic climate storage was compared to field performance. It has been 
shown that two reproduced highway pavement concretes were assessed correctly 
regarding their ASR potential. Both concretes and aggregates respectively showed 
ASR-distress in the field after 8-12 years in service. After 7-8 cycles (5-6 month), 
the concretes failed the cyclic climate storage if exposed to NaCl deicer solution, in 
one case despite of following all the current requirements for pavement concretes. 
Mortar-bar tests are suitable for a first short-term assessment of the reactivity of 
aggregates, but some aggregates may be classified incorrectly, especially for the 
use in concrete pavements. Airfield concrete pavements, exposed to alkali acetate 
and formate based deicers are particularly endangered. Because of the different 
mechanism, mortar-bar tests will not be reliable enough in that specific case. Even 
low-alkali cements are not a reliable method to avoid deleterious ASR if reactive 
aggregates are used and the concrete will be exposed to alkali-containing deicers, 
especially based on acetates and formates. 
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ABSTRACT  
Global warming due to emission of green house gasses is one of the main 
challenges in the twenty first century. The industrial activities have a major impact 
on global warming due to emission of a large quantity of green house gasses by 
industries particularly cement manufactures. Production of one ton of Portland 
cement produce approximately one ton of carbon dioxide. In addition a large 
quantity of good quality natural limestone is used in production of cement which 
leads to significant reduction in natural resources. A novel cementitious material 
(Coventry Binder) was developed at Department of Civil Engineering, Coventry 
University using 100% industrial wastes (i.e. Basic Oxygen Slag, Plasterboard 
gypsum waste and cement by pass dust). This paper presents the result of 
investigation on performance of the novel binder as cement replacement. Paste, 
mortar and concrete samples were prepared with various proportions of Coventry 
binder, Portland cement and run of station ash. The compressive strength and 
density of samples were measure at 3, 7, 28 and 90 days. It was found that paste 
mixes containing 5 % and 10 % of Coventry Binder in binary system Coventry 
Binder-OPC gained higher strength at 28 days than OPC samples. Increasing 
Coventry Binder content in paste mixes results in a considerable decrease of 
compressive strength.  
 
Keywords: pozzolanic materials, plasterboard gypsum waste; sustainability, basic 
oxygen slag, Coventry binder, run of station ash, compressive strength  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
In the 21st century one of the most significant and important problems is Global 
Warming. It can be observed that rapid changes in weather is happening around the 
world i.e. hurricanes, typhoons, floods, and droughts which cause several damage 
such as forests fire and agricultural problems. These weather phenomena are the 
effect of increases in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, referred to as “Greenhouse 
gasses”. In the Earth’s atmosphere there are many chemical components, some of 
which have a natural origin e.g. water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous 
dioxide. Some of these components are artificial i.e., man-made gases used in 
aerosols [1]. The air pollution started with the Industrial Revolution in the late 18th

 

century. Then the whole world started developing. The manual labour began to be 
replaced by machinery and all these machines were working using steam power 
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which was getting by coal combustion. This was the main source of CO2 emission 
which was released into the atmosphere [2]. Nowadays this problem still exists and 
even arises as a result of the human convenient and comfortable lifestyle and also 
because the developing countries i.e. India, China, Eastern Europe are contributing. 
The Economic policy of each country is close related to Greenhouse gas emissions. 
Especially developing countries and big countries like the USA have a huge 
demand for production energy by industry, transportation and in construction 
industrial processes, such as the production of cement [3]. These economic fields 
cause the major pollution. It is a major problem to deal with because the impacts of 
pollutants emitted in one country have a direct impact on citizens from other 
countries. Industrial processes have a major influence on carbon dioxide emissions 
and global warming. It is therefore imperative in construction industries to find 
alternative materials with low environmental impact to help in reducing this 
negative and dangerous phenomenon [4]. By producing 1 ton of cement, one ton of 
CO2 and other gasses are emitted. Concrete is the most popular construction 
material in the world [5]; however, concrete only exists with cement so novel and 
modern cementitious materials must be developed to replace the ordinary Portland 
cement. Most importantly, these new materials must be environmental friendly and 
also help to utilise various industrial wastes in order to minimise the consumption 
of the natural sources such as limestone [5]. Development of such a material will 
also help to reduce the landfills. The majority of waste materials from construction 
and demolition are currently landfilled [6]. Recycling and reusing waste materials 
can be an effective solution for escalating problem of landfills [4]. The Civil 
Engineering Department at Coventry University has been developing a novel 
binder which is entirely made from waste materials [7]. The developed novel 
binder was successfully used for construction of road-base, sub-bases and soil 
stabilisation. The aim of this research is to evaluate the performance of the novel 
binder which is referred to as ‘Coventry Binder’ as cement replacement. 
Comparison will also be made for strength of mixes containing the novel binder 
with mixes made with other pozzolanic materials including BOS and run of station 
ash (ROSA).W  
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME  
2.1. Materials  
Plasterboard Gypsum (PG) used for this project was collected from demolition and 
reconstruction activities. Gypsum is major component of modern buildings so 
waste from construction contains up to 30% of gypsum drywall scraps by weight 
[7]. Plasterboard waste was crushed by grinders and sieved through a 600 micron 
sieve. The powder was then stored in a sealed bucket [8]. Basic Oxygen Slag 
(BOS) is a non-metallic by-product of steel produtcion. The slag was grounded by 
using a laboratory ball mill and after that sieved through a 600 micron sieve. By 
Pass Dust (BPD) is obtained from kiln bypass in cement industry. By pass dust is 
the waste highly alkaline materials of Portland cement manufacture. It is generated 
during the calcining process in the kiln [9]. Run of station ash (ROSA) is an 
unclassified ash collected from chimney stack of power stations. This is pozzolanic 
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in nature and reacts with calcium hydroxide and alkalis to form calcium 
silicate/aluminate hydrates which are cementitious compounds. Coventry Binder is 
a blended mixture of 15 percent Plasterboard Gypsum (PG), 80 percent Basic 
Oxygen Slag (BOS) and 5 percent By Pass Dust (BPD). Coarse and fine aggregates 
used in mortar and concrete mixes were of natural source and complied with BS 
812.  
 
2.2. Mix Proportions 
A large number of paste samples were made during this investigation. The word 
“paste” which will be using in this paper means a mixture of resembling 
cementitious powder and water without aggregate. The proportions of pastes used 
in investigation were design in order to optimize the mixture ingredients to achieve 
the highest compressive strength. The pastes mixes were prepared in five groups. 
The mix proportions of mixes are shown in Tables 1 to 4. 
 

Table 1: Mix proportions for Coventry Binder-OPC paste mixtures (Group 1) 
Coventry Binder [%] OPC [%] W/B 

5  95  0.3  
10  90  0.3  
20  80  0.3  
40  60  0.3  
60  40  0.3  
80  20  0.3  

 
Table 2: Mix proportions for PG-BOS-OPC paste mixtures (Group 2)  

PG[%] BOS [%] OPC [%] W/B 
10  85  5  0.3  
15  80  5  0.3  
20  75  5  0.3  
30  65  5  0.3  
50  45  5  0.3  

 
Table 3: Mix proportions for Coventry Binder-ROSA-OPC paste mixtures (Group 3)  

Coventry Binder [%] ROSA [%]  OPC [%]  W/B  
80  10  10  0.3  
70  20  10  0.3  
60  30  10  0.3  
50  40  10  0.3  
40  50  10  0.3  
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Table 4: Mix proportions for BOS-OPC paste mixtures (Group 4)  
BOS [%]  OPC [%]  W/B  

90  10  0.3  
80  20  0.3  
60  40  0.3  
40  60  0.3  
20  80  0.3  

 
The mix in group 5 was made with 100 percent ordinary Portland cement (OPC) 
and 30 percent of water. This group was used as control mix to be compares with 
strength samples in groups 1 to 4. Mortar and concrete mixes were also made to 
investigate the performance and binding properties of Coventry binder with 
aggregates (Tables 5 and 6).  
 

Table 5: Mix Proportions for mortar mixture  
Coventry Binder 

[kg/m3] 
OPC 

[kg/m3] 
Coarse agg. 

[kg/m3] 
Fine agg. 
[kg/m3] 

Water 
[kg/m3] 

266  114  0  1905  171  
 

Table 6: Mix proportion for concrete mixture 
Coventry Binder 

[kg/m3] 
OPC 

[kg/m3] 
Coarse agg. 

[kg/m3] 
Fine agg. 
[kg/m3] 

Water 
[kg/m3] 

210  90  1200  800  135  
 
2.3. Experimental Method  
The mixing for pastes and mortar was carried out in a mechanical mixer having a 2 
litre capacity. Mixing and casting procedure was as follows:  

 Dry mixing of PG, BOS, BPD, ROSA and OPC (depending on which 
ingredients are applicable for each mix) for 1 minute.  

 Half of the mixing water was added during next one minute of mixing.  
 Mixing was continued for next minute at medium speed.  
 The mixer was stopped and mixture was scraped off the sides of the bowl.  
 The rest of the mixing water was added and mixing was carried out for a 

further one minute at medium speed.  
 The mixture was poured in two layers in 50mm cube moulds.  
 Each layer was fully compacted using a vibrating table. 

Mortar and concrete mixes were also prepared using the similar procedure with 
only difference that aggregates were mixed with one third of required water prior 
to adding the dry mixed binder. 50 mm and 100 mm moulds were used for casting 
mortar and concrete samples respectively. All samples were demoulded after 24 
hours and stored in containers in constant temperature 20±2 °C and 98 % RH 
humidity. The compressive strength of paste samples was measured at 3, 7, 28 and 
90 days and compressive strength of mortar and concrete samples was measured at 
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3, 7 and 28 days. The Lloyd computerised crushing machine was used for 
compressive strength test of paste and mortar samples. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
3.1. OPC-Coventry Binder Paste Mixes (Group 1) 
The results of compressive strength (Figure 1) showed that an increase in 
substitution of OPC with Coventry Binder had no significant beneficial effect on 
early and long term compressive strength. However, the mix incorporating 5 
percent and 10 percent Coventry Binder achieved a higher compressive strength 
than paste mix made with 100 percent OPC at 28 days. This therefore indicates that 
the mix with 5% Coventry Binder and 95% Ordinary Portland cement is the 
optimum mixture in this combination. Pozzolanic reaction of part of slag present in 
Coventry Binder with calcium hydroxide of cement may be a reason for higher 
strength of the mix containing 5% Coventry Binder. In other mixes Coventry 
Binders appeared to act as filler and therefore the strength decreased due to less 
cement used in the mix. 
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Figure 1. Compressive strength development of Coventry Binder-OPC paste mixes 
(W/B ratio 0.3) 

 
3.2. PG-BOS-OPC Paste Mixes (Group 2) 
Figure 2 shows the compressive strength development of paste mixes made with 
5% OPC and various BOS/PG contents. It was observed that in the ternary system 
increasing the Plasterboard Gypsum content in the mix resulted in decrease in long 
term compressive strength of pastes in this group. However, substitutions of PG 
with BOS led to higher strength gain. It can be also observed that all mixes 
achieved 90-day compressive strength of about 5.0 MPa. It was found that the 
compressive strength of PG-BOS-OPC mixes were the lowest compared to other 
mixes studied.  
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Figure 2. Compressive strength development for PG – BOS mixes (5% OPC content) 

 
3.3. Coventry Binder-Rosa-OPC Paste Mixes (Group 3) 
The strength development of paste mixes using various proportions of Coventry 
Binder and ROSA with constant 10% OPC and water to binder ratio 0.3 are shown 
in Figure 3. Results indicate that the mix containing 40% Coventry Binder and 
50% ROSA achieved the highest strength at 7 and 28 days. Paste mixes containing 
40, 50 and 60% Coventry Binder with subsequent amount of ROSA showed 
similar compressive strength 34.5 MPa at 90 days. This indicates that up to 60% of 
the binder can be replaced with novel Coventry Binder without significant effect on 
long term compressive strength of the mix. 
 

 
Figure 3. Compressive strength development for Coventry Binder-ROSA mixes  

(10% OPC content) 
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Further investigation is needed to evaluate the strength of ternary mixes containing 
the lesser percentage of Coventry Binder with greater amount of ROSA. 
 
3.4. BOS-OPC Paste Mixes (Group 4) 
It was found that replacing of Ordinary Portland Cement with Basic Oxygen Slag 
does not has beneficial effect on early and long term compressive strength (Figure 
4). However, the mix incorporating 40 percent BOS achieved the highest 
compressive strength at 3 days and mix containing 20 percent BOS achieved the 
highest long term strength at 28 and 90 days. 
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Figure 4. Compressive strength development for BOS-OPC mixes with  

constant W/B ratio 
 
Therefore it can be observed that the paste mix with 20% BOS and 80% OPC is the 
optimum mixture in this combination.  
 

 
Figure 5. Compressive strength development of concrete made with Coventry Binder 
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3.5. Coventry Binder-OPC Concrete Mix 
Figure 5 shows the strength development of concrete mix containing 210 kg/m3     

Coventry Binder and 90 kg/m3 OPC. It also contains coarse and fine aggregate. It 
was found that the long term strength at 28 days is equal 8.9 MPa. The result 
showed that it the strength was lower that the lowest class of concrete C12/15 with 
20 MPa cube strenght (Figure 5) [10]. This indicates that although the paste mixes 
containing Coventry binder achieved comparable strength with OPC samples, the 
weak binding of the novel binder with aggregates resulted in low compressive 
strength ion concrete samples. 
 
3.6. Coventry Binder-OPC Mortar Mix 
Mortar mix samples contained 266 kg/m3 Coventry Binder and 114 kg/m3 ordinary 
Portland cement. It was observed that after 3 and 7 days compressive strength was 
low, however after 28 days age compressive strength was 3.8 MPa (Figure 6). This 
showed that the long term strength for mortar containing Coventry Binder was 
comparable to standard class mortar M2.5 and M5 [11]. 
  

 
Figure 6. The compressive strength development of mortar mixture contains Coventry 

Binder 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS  
Base on results of this research the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 Replacing ordinary Portland cement with Coventry Binder does not have a 
beneficial effect on early and long term compressive strengths.  

 Paste mixes containing 5% and 10% of Coventry Binder in binary system 
Coventry Binder-OPC gained higher strength at 28 days than ordinary 
Portland cement paste mixes. Paste mixes containing 20% of Coventry 
Binder achieved nearly similar compressive strength at 28 days compared 
to mixes made with 100% OPC.  

 In the ternary system PG-BOS-OPC, increasing the amount of Plasterboard 
Gypsum content in the paste mixes results in a reduction in long term 
compressive strength. 60% of Coventry Binder can be used as a cement 
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replacement in ternary system Coventry Binder-ROSA-OPC.  
 Replacing ordinary Portland cement with Basic Oxygen Slag does not have 

a beneficial effect on early and long term compressive strengths. The paste 
mixes in binary system BOS-OPC containing 20% BOS gained slightly 
lower compressive strength at 28 days than the OPC samples.  

 Paste mixes containing 20% Coventry Binder have a higher compressive 
strength at 3 days compared to paste mixes containing 20% of Basic 
Oxygen Slag. Paste mixes containing 40% Coventry Binder showed lower 
compressive strength than mixes made with 40% BOS at 3 and 7 days; 
however, the 28-day strength was similar.  

 Replacement of high level cement with Coventry Binder resulted in 
considerably lower strength than ordinary concrete mixes. This is due to 
relatively weaker binding of the novel binder to coarse aggregates particularly 
at early ages. However, the long term strength of mortar mixes containing 
Coventry Binder was comparable to standard mortar class M2.5 and M5.  
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ABSTRACT 
Today large number of researches are carried out on concrete properties due to it's 
widely use as an important construction material. The most part of concrete is 
cement which its cost decrease leads to producing of economical concrete. Using 
the industrial sweepings such as copper blast furnace slag which have pozzolan 
properties can make the cement economical. By using these materials not only 
production costs of cement will be reduced but also saving costs of sweepings will 
be eliminated and natural environment will be protected. In this research copper 
blast furnace slag milled to mesh325 which in this mesh maximum diameter of 
grains are 45 micron. 455 cubic specimens with size of 15×15×15 and cylindrical 
specimens with size of 30×15 have been made. Compressive and tensile 
experiments carried out and the results showed the positive effect of Taftan 
pozzolan and copper slag on concrete properties. 
 
Keywords: copper blast furnace slag, compressive and tensile strength of concrete    
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is a construction material composed of cement as well as sand and aggregate. 
Today the usage of pozzolans either natural or artificial has been increased. One of 
these artificial pozzolans is the slag of metal melt furnace such as iron, copper, etc. 
several researches on iron slag have been carried out in and out of Iran.     
Although acceptable studies have been conducted by Prof. Barzin Mobasher at 
Arizona State University in America; there are no earlier ones in Iran. Slag is a 
byproduct of metal smelting which float to the top during the smelting process 
because of its low density. It includes the compounds presenting in ores as well as 
the materials adding for lowering down the melting point of gangue. Copper ores 
usually include acid gangue which mainly have silica. These are the industrial 
waste materials which are removed from melting tank. Up to 300 thousand tons 
slags are produced each year during the production of copper. Slag was prepared 
from two kinds of copper furnace: Reverb -from Sarcheshmeh copper Complex- 
and flash furnace. There is about 1% copper in the slag of converter furnace which 
transferred to reverb one to obtain. Then it is exposed to the weather and cooled 
down after exiting the furnace. But in the Flash furnace at the copper factory of 
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Khatun abad in Rafsanjan, the slag is cooled down by water after exiting. given 
such a high cooling rate  makes the slag not to be crystallized  and results in 
amorphous solid. 
Therefore the substituting this kind of slag in the constituent of cement instead of 
reverb copper slag or pozzolan works very well. In the experiment conducted by 
Shargh Kan Micronize in Birjand both the slags were distinguished to be 
completely amorphous and enduring against the mill. Because the subject was 
comparing the effect of using copper slag and Taftan pozzolan on concrete 
properties so the grains diameter  had to be similar to pozzolan in size. Therefore 
the slag was milled and the grains diameter decreased less than 45 micron. Because 
of being amorphous and high hardness (6 to 7 Mohs) this was a slow process. 
Unexpectedly, reverb kind was milled easier. 
 
2. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF REVERB SLAG 
As the slag will be a constituent of cement, its elements and components should be 
examined. Therefore chemical analysis was performed by Khash Cement Factory. 
The following table 1 demonstrates the chemical analysis of reverb slag: 
 

Na2O K2O Cl MgO SO3 Fe2O3 Al2O3  CaO SiO2 

0.7 1.44 0.09 0.3 0.72 46.84 8.1 6 35.8 
Activate module can be calculated by the following formula. 
 

1
SiO

OAlMgOCaO

2

32 ≥
++                        (0.3+6+8.1)/35.8=0.4≤ 1 

Based on this formula the activation module is less than one and it is expected that 
it does not have appropriate properties. On the other hand according to ASTMC 
618-92A the summation of this three oxides (Fe2O3, CaO, SiO2) exceeds the 
percentile requirement of pozzolanic activity. This number compares various 
pozzolans for their degree of reactivity as compared to class F flyash. In this 
research for the study of compressive and tensile strength samples with different 
gravity percentages (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) and ages (7, 28 days, 3 months, 6 
months, and 1 year) were made and studied within 3 months. Study on 6months 
and 1 year samples continues. 
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3. INITIAL AND FINAL SETTING TIMES OF THE CEMENT PASTE 
In the present study, the cement of Qaen (type two), the slag of Khatoon abad and 
Sarcheshmeh Copper Complex and the pozzolan of Taftan were used. The time of 
the cement paste experiment only carried out on 20% of the pozzolan and the 
copper slag replacement of cement. 
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In this experiment the following results using ASTM C150-200 were obtained: 
(here the Vicat method has been used) (a cubic specimen 5×5×5 in dimension for 
compressive strength and a cylindrical specimen 30×15 in dimension for tensile 
strength). Based on this table, the flash copper slag and the pozzolan behave the 
same way and have the same final and initial paste, in comparison with the other 
samples, the reverb copper slag has a more initial set but its final set is closer to the 
cement one. In higher temperature of Sistan and Baluchestan using of this cement 
compound is advised because it reduces the volume variety to a minimum and will 
prevent the likely crack due to the volume changes.  
 
4. STUDY OF THE SAMPLES’ COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH WITH THE 
CONTROL SPECIMEN 
Analysis and study of the samples have a considerable importance and should be 
investigated. Samples with different gravity percentages (5 to 30%) used as cement 
replacement were made. Study on 6 months and 1 year ones continue. Control 
Specimen got 68% and 86% of the three months strength after 7 and 28 days 
respectively. At the end of three month rate of development became 16.32.  
 
Analysis of the Flash Samples: 
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The 5% flash sample considered to be the most samples because its three months 
strength is 58% superior to the three months sample. And 28 days sample is 
approximately equal to the control specimen. 
The 28 days strength of the 10% flash sample is about 37% superior to the control 
specimen and the three months sample exceeds in early strength (400) by as much 
as 428 which is the appropriate percentage. 
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The strength of the 15% flash sample is about 431 which corresponds to the three 
months control specimen and it is superior to the specific strength.  The 28days 
sample has the 99% of the control specimen strength. And the rate of compressive 
strength development during 3 months has increased in comparison to the 28 days 
sample. Therefore this sample has an appropriate compressive strength. The 3 
months sample of the 20% flash has the 96% of the control specimen and 
compressive strength is superior to the specific one. Note that 28% of the control 
specimen strength took place during the 28 days period. The 20% flash sample is 
also appropriate one. 
The compressive strength of the 25% flash sample is not appropriate because it has 
the 73% and the 76% of the control specimen strength during 28 day and 3 month 
period respectively. This sample has 83% of the specific strength during 3 months 
which is a very small amount. 
The 30% flash sample has a better function than the 55% because it has 88% and 
86% of the control specimen strength during 28 day and 3month period 
respectively. Note that 69% of the control specimen strength took place during the 
7 day period. The rate of development for 3month sample is about 14%.  
 
4.1. Analysis of Reverb Sample’s Compressive Strength 
In this study two dosages of 5% and 15% samples considered to be ideal. At the 
28th and 90th day, 5% sample exceeds in strength by as much as 4% and 7% 
respectively over the control specimen. The strength of 15% sample during the 28 
day and 3 month period is respectively 2% and 1% superior to the control sample. 
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 Chart 7. Compressive Strength Rate of 
Growth Reverb Copper Slag Concrete 

Chart 8. Compressive Strength Rate of 
Growth for The Witness And Reverb 

Copper Slag  Concrete  
 
Rate of development in 3 month period for 5% sample is about 19.36, reflecting a 
high rate of development in comparison to the other samples during the 3month 
period. The strength of the 3 months sample is superior to the control sample as 
much as 16%. The 20% reverb sample has 83% and 81% of the control specimen 
strength in 28 day and 3 month period respectively which is not an appropriate 
sample. But at the 3rd month, 25% reverb sample exceeds in strength by as much as 
10% over the control sample and it has 94% of the control sample strength.  
At the end of the 3rd month, rate of development for the 15% and 20% samples is 
14% but this number for the 25% dosage is about 20%. 
Because the 30% sample has 75% and 78% of the control sample strength at 28 
day and 3 month period respectively, it is not considered to be an ideal sample. Its 
rate rate of development is 21%. 
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Chart 10. Compressive Strength  of the 
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4.2. Analysis of Pozzolan’s Compressive Strength 
The best sample for pozzolans was 5% one but it had 92% of strength during the 3 
month period. Rate of development for this sample was 14 to 33% while the 15% 
sample had a high rate of development. 
The reverb and flash copper slags behave well than the pozzolans. The 5% flash 
samples at ages of 7, 28, and 30 days were superior to the 5% pozzolan sample as 
much as 3-10%. In comparison to the pozzolan sample the compressive strength of 
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the 10% flash sample was superior as much as 11-19%. 
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Chart 15. Tensile Strength of The Reverb slag Concrete Speciems 

 
The 15% flash sample exceeds in strength as much as 4.5-26% over the 15% 
pozzolan sample. 
The strength of the 20% flash sample is superior to the pozzolan sample as much as 
20%. 
The 25% flash sample at age of 7 days was superior to the pozzolan one at age of 7 
days over 5% but at the ages of 28, 30 days it was lower than the similar pozzolan 
sample as much as 3-5%. 
The 5-25% reverb samples at the ages of 7,28,and 30 days were superior to the 5-
25% pozzolan samples as much as 4-34%. 
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4.3. The study of tensile VS. Bending Strength 
For calculating tensile and flexural strength, cylindrical specimens (15×30 in 
dimension) were made and the Brazilian method was adopted for calculating the 
tensile strength but the coefficient made in this method was different from the 
experimental coefficient.  
In experimental method, strength can be calculated from the following formula: 
(N/mm2) 
(cf= compressive strength of cylindrical specimen) 
Experiment on the cylindrical specimens for calculating tensile strength showed 
this results: 
The coefficient for samples at ages of 7, 28 and 90 days became 1057, 1.5 and 
1.375 respectively (Kg/Cm2). 
For calculating flexural strength the following experimental formula is used: 
Which in comparison to the tensile strength formula is 18% superior. According to 
the calculated coefficient, the flexural strength is higher than the tensile one. 
The tensile strength showed increase with the addition of copper slag. The positive 
rate of development for three dosages of 5,10 and 20% of reverb samples stand in 
contrast with the 15, 25 and 30% samples i.e. the increase in ages of samples will 
decrease the tensile strength. 
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For the 10-25% flash samples, the tensile strength is positive as compared to the 5 
and 30% samples reflecting negative one. 
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The increase in percentage and ages of pozzolan translates into an increase in the 
rate of development. Forexample three dosages of 10,15,and 15% pozzolan 
samples have a rate of development between 4-22% but 5 and 15% sample have a 
negative rate of development. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
The studies carried out on the copper slag resulted in an improvement in the 
concrete properties such as tensile strength as well as compressive one.  
The flash samples had a high tensile and compressive strength than the reverb ones. 
However the reverb samples were better than pozzolan ones. Therefore the flash 
samples (for 5%slag) considered to be optimum and ideal. 
The 10 -20% flash copper slag had a compressive strength as much as the specific 
one; so the following benefits can be derived from the usage of them in concrete: 
1. Using the potential of the artificial pozzolans in development projects 
2. Lowering the cost of the concrete production 
3. Optimizing the concrete’s quality 
4. Increasing the concrete efficiency and the quality of concrete productions 
5. Increasing the age of concrete constructions against erosion factors 
6. Eliminating the materials added in the concrete compound resulted in lowering 

the cost of the concrete 
7. Making a change in development 
8. Eliminating slag in copper smelting operation 
9. Lowering the use of energy in the concrete production 
10. Protecting the environment from the copper wastes 
11. Using in the concrete constructions such as damming, silos, water reservoirs, etc. 
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   در سنين باالRCC تأثير پوزوالن خاش بر افزايش مقاومت بتنبررسي آزمايشگاهي 
  

 3، عباس منصوري2حميدرضا وثوقي فر، 1د خليلي خرّموحي
  دانشگاه آزاد واحد تهران جنوب  هيدروليكي،هاي دانشجوي كارشناسي ارشد سازه. 1

  واحد تهران جنوب ميدانشگاه آزاد اسال دانشكده مهندسي عمران،يار استاد. 2
  جنوب واحد تهران  ميدانشگاه آزاد اسال دانشكده مهندسي عمران،يار  استاد.3

  
  دهيچك

بعنوان يك مصالح جديد يا بـه عبـارت بهتـر روش    ) Roller Compacted Concrete(در دهه اخير، بتن غلتكي 
اجراي جديد، در كارهاي مختلف بخصوص در صنعت سد سازي پيشرفت فراواني داشـته و در حـال حاضـر مـورد                      

  .باشد مين صنعت و موسسات تحقيقاتي و دانشگاهي اي توجه دست اندركاران
امروزه استفاده از مواد پوزوالني به عنوان مصالحي داراي خاصيت سيماني و جايگزين شونده در قسمتي از سيمان                  

ن امر بهبود اكثر خواص بـتن و قيمـت كمتـر بـويژه در              اي  علت. باشد مي بتني مورد توجه زيادي      هاي  پرتلند مخلوط 
  .باشد مي سدسازي هاي پروزه

زيـردان و كارخانـه   سـد   منبع به محل اجراي پروژه ترين اينكه پوزوالن طبيعي تفتان نزديكبا توجه بهن مقاله اي  در
در سـنين بـاال مـورد بررسـي قـرار           ) RCC(در افزايش مقاومت بتن متراكم غلتكي        تاثيرآن باشد  ميسيمان خاش   
  .گرفته است

  روز بـوده و ايـن      180 يـا    90وز به    ر 28بر عملكرد پوزوالن خاش در افزايش مقاومت از         ن تحقيق تاكيدي    اي  نتايج
 و بـه    سـيمان كاسـته   كاركرد دارد كه بخواهيم با ثابت نگاهداشتن سنين مقاومت مشخصه، از مقدار             زماني موضوع
  . بنشينيم پوزوالن دراز مدتمقاومتانتظار 

  
  پوزوالن، بتن غلتكي، پوزوالن خاش، سد بتني غلتكي: ها كليدواژه

  
  مقدمه -1

پـوزوالن بـر اسـاس      . دهـد  مـي ست كه در مجاورت با آب آهك خواص سيماني از خـود نـشان                ا اي  پوزوالن ماده 
 است سيليـسي يـا سيليـسي آلومينـاتي كـه بـه       اي پوزوالن ماده«:شود مي چنين تعريف    ASTM-C618استاندارد  

لي بـا   خودي خود ارزش چسبندگي ندارد، اما به شكل ذرات بسيار ريز در مجاورت رطوبت با درجات حرارت معمـو                  
آورد كـه خاصـيت سـيماني و چـسبندگي      مـي هيدروكسيد كلسيم واكنش شيميايي داشته و تركيباتي را بـه وجـود    

الزم اسـت كـه مـاده       . باشـد  مـي  ظبيعي يا مصنوعي است كه حاوي سيليس فعـال           اي  پوزوالن ماده . [7]»آورد مي
ـ   مين صورت سيليس    اي  پوزوالن به شكل پودر شده باشد، زيرا فقط در         كـه بـر اثـر      (د در حـضور آب بـا آهـك          توان

سيليكاتهاي كلسيم پايدار را كه داراي خواص چـسبندگي انـد، تـشكيل             ) گردد ميجاد  اي  هيدراتاسيون سيمان پرتلند  
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جاد واكنش سيليس متبلور بـسيار كـم        اي  همچنين سيليس مواد پوزوالني بايد غير كريستاله باشد، زيرا قابليت         . دهد
  .[8]است

اغلـب مـواد   . شـود  مـي زوالني سيماني است كه از مخلوط سـيمان و پـوزوالن در كارخانـه تهيـه          سيمان پرتلند پو  
ولي امتيـاز آنهـا در هيدراتاسـيون كنـد و در            . شوند ارزانترند  ميپوزوالني از سيمان پرتلندي است كه جايگزين آن         

ن نـوع   ايـ   د و به همين دليل در     ن امر اهميت زيادي دار    اي  در بتن حجيم  . نتيجه روند افزايش حرارت كم نهفته است      
. شـود   مـي  غالبا سيمان پرتلند پوزوالني با جايگزيني بخشي از سـيمان پرتلنـد بـا مـواد پـوزوالني مـصرف                      ها  بتن

سيمانهاي پرتلند پوزوالني در برابر حملـه سـولفاتها و بعـضي از عوامـل مخـرب مقاومـت خـوبي از خـود نـشان                          
گذارد تا به خارج راه يابد و نيز         ميني است كه مقدار كمتري آهك به جاي         ن امر به دليل واكنش پوزوال     اي  .دهند مي

ليكن مقاومت در برابر يخ زدن وآب شدن تا سنين باالتر كه واكـنش عمـده   . [6]دهد مينفوذپذيري بتن را كاهش  
  .[9]جاد شوداي دتوان ميپوزوالن تخلخل خمير سيمان را كاهش داده است،ن

 كه نتيجـه قهـري آن افـزايش         –ي از انبساط مضر قليايي، منفك از واكنش زايي آن            پوزوالن در جلوگير   عملكرد
ش داده و نيز باعـث       را افزاي  ها  پوزوالن با تشكيل ژلهايي كه ظرفيت نگهداري قليايي       .  نخواهد بود  -مقاومت است   

در واقع واكنشِ به نسبت     . گردد مي مضر قليايي    اط، مانع انبس  شود  ميساختاري متراكم تر در مخلوط بتن        ايجاد ريز 
هـاي سـيمان بـاقي     هـاي فعـال بـا قليـايي     زود هنگام سيمان و پوزوالن است كه مجالي براي واكـنش سـنگدانه           

  .[4]شود مياين فعل و انفعاالت، همانهايي است كه باعث افزايش مقاومت بتن توسط پوزوالن . گذارد نمي
ن مـواد   ايـ   ولـي اسـتفاده از    .  مالحظات اقتصادي و دوام اسـت      از علل اصلي استفاده از مواد پوزوالني در سد سازي         

 بادي بـا كلـسيم كـم و پوزوالنهـاي طبيعـي باعـث كـاهش                 هاي  اغلب خاكستر . موجب تغيير خواص بتن ميگردد    
 هـاي   در مقايـسه بـا بـتن بـدون پـوزوالن، بـتن            .  روز و افزايش مقاومت نهايي خواهند شد       28 سنين   هاي  مقاومت
 كمتري را در سـنين يـك و سـه روزه نـشان              هاي   خاكستر بادي با كلسيم كم، معموال مقاومت        يا داراي  اي  سرباره

پوزوالنهـاي فعـال ماننـد      . داده، ولي در عوض كسب مقاومت پس از هفت روز عمل آوري قابل توجه خواهد بـود                
ن وضـعيت بـه     ايـ   .نـد جاد كن اي   پر مقاومتي در سنين كم و زياد       هاي  خاكستر پوسته برنج و ميكروسيليس قادرند بتن      

  . [8]يابد ميخصوص با كاربرد مواد افزودني كاهنده آب به منظور كاهش آب مصرفي شدت 
 تحقيقـاتي و آزمايـشگاهي   هاي  مورد بررسي ير اگرچه پوزوالن خاش به عنوان يك پوزوالن طبيعي در سالهاي اخ          
سد جگين و سد زيردان تقريباً اولـين        . فته است قرار گرفته، اما تا كنون در پروژه اي مورد استفاده گسترده قرار نگر            

 كـه اولـين سـدهاي    –از آنجا كه طراحان سدهاي جگـين و زيـردان       . مصرف كنندگان عمده اين پوزوالن هستند     
 كاربرد پوزوالن خاش را در بتن ريزيها پيش بيني كرده اند، قطعاً بر عملكـرد              – هستند   RCC عمخزني ايران از نو   

زيردان پوزوالن خاش در حال استفاده است        در پروژه سد    حاضر  درحال نكهاي  باتوجه به . ده اند اين پوزوالن واقف بو   
ن مقاله سعي شـده اسـت كـه بـه      اي   در .و تا كنون چند هزار متر مكعب بتن ريزي با استفاده از آن انجام شده است               

  . در دراز مدت اشاره شودRCCنقش افزايش مقاومت دراز مدت بتنهاي 
  
  قيق  روش تح-2
   سد زيردان-

 پيرسـهراب،  هـاي  به منظور تامين آب شرب شهرهاي چابهار و كنارك و آب موردنياز براي توسعه كشاورزي دشت            
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 سه گانه فوق هاي  زيرزميني دشتهاي  سطحي و همچنين بهره برداري از آب     هاي  كهير و الش از طريق مهار آب      
 قرارداد مطالعاتي بـا گـروه همكـاري         62در مهرماه سال    آب منطقه اي سيستان و بلوچستان        ميالذكر، شركت سها  

پس از مطالعات اوليـه طـرح زيـردان بـه عنـوان يكـي از                .  كاراب منعقد گرديد   - آبفن –مهندسين مشاور پژوهاب    
 1380متعاقبـاً در اواخـر سـال        .  به صورت دو منظوره تامين آب شرب و كشاورزي در اولويت قرار گرفت             هاي  طرح

  . است به پيمانكار واگذار گرديدRCCزيردان كه از نوع بتني وزني اجراي سد مخزني 
   

  مانيس -
از نوع سيمان پرتلند پوزوالني نـوع    وابسته،هاي  مورد استفاده در بتن غلتكي و ساير اجزاي بدنه سد و سازه          سيمان

IP مشخصات اين سيمان مطابق استاندارد سيمانهاي آميخته . باشد مي)ASTM C595 ( نوعIP  و ميزان پوزوالن
  .باشد مي درصد وزني محصول 35 و حداكثر 25حداقل 

قادر خواهيم بود با برازش منحني لگـاريتمي، معادلـه          ،  IP روزه سيمان    28 و   7،  3 توجه به روند افزايش مقاومت       با
 180 و   90،  28،  7بر اساس اين معادله، مقاومـت       ). 1شكل  ( زمان را براي اين نوع سيمان بدست آوريم          -مقاومت  

  ).2 و 1جداول ( مقاومت قابل محاسبه است رشدروزه و به دنبال آن ضرايب 
  

ASTM C595, IP: Portland Pozzolan Cement

f(t) = 53.057Ln(t) + 84.503
R2 = 0.946
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  IP روزه سيمان 28 و 7، 3بر نتايج  مي برازش منحني لگاريت-1 شكل

  
  IP روزه سيمان 28 و 7، 3بر نتايج  مي مقاومتهاي محاسبه شده با برازش منحني لگاريت:1جدول 

 180 90 28 7 )روز(سن 
 188 261 323 360 (kg/cm2)شاري مقاومت ف

  
 IP روزه سيمان 28 و 7، 3بر نتايج  مي ضرايب رشد محاسبه شده با برازش منحني لگاريت:2جدول 

 180/90 90/28 180/7 90/7 28/7  روز/روز
 1.11 1.24 1.92 1.72 1.39 كسب شده
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  پوزوالن -
 ،تـوان بـه دياتميـت ممقـان آذرشـهر      مي حال حاضر شوند؛ ولي در ميسنگهاي پوزوالني در اكثر نقاط ايران يافت  

توف آتشفشاني بـستان آبـاد و تفتـان و پـاميس            ،   زئوليت ميانه  ، آتشفشاني تراس جاجرود   هاي   توف ،پاميس سبالن 
 منبع به محل اجراي پروژه زيردان و كارخانـه          ترينبا توجه به اينكه پوزوالن طبيعي تفتان نزديك       . تفتان اشاره كرد  

  .به تفصيل بيشتري آورده شده است 3در جدول  در ادامه، مشخصات اين پوزوالن باشد يمسيمان خاش 
  

  ASTM C618 مشخصات پوزوالن تفتان با الزامات استاندارد :3جدول 
  ASTM C618  پوزوالن تفتان  تركيبات شيميايي

SiO2 59-56   
Al2O3 19-17    
Fe2O3  5    
CaO  7-5    
MgO 2-2/1    
Na2O 5/3    
K2O 2-3/1    
L.O.I 5-2   درصد10حداكثر   
SO3 3-1,7   درصد4حداكثر   

SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3 83-78   درصد70حداقل   
  
   تستهاي آزمايشگاهي-

 انجام شده در اين آزمايشها، در واقع بخش اول آزمايشهاي شناسايي مصالح و بتن غلتكي سـد مخزنـي                    فعاليتهاي
 تيـپ   مانين آزمايشها همان مصالح محلي زيردان بوده و نيز از سي          زيردان بوده لذا مصالح سنگي استفاده شده در ا        

  .دو پوزوالني ويژه و پوزوالن پودر شده تفتان، محصوالت كارخانه سيمان خاش استفاده شده است
 تهيه شده است كه پـس       15*30 نمونه استوانه اي     6 اين مطالعات براي هر طرح بتن غلتكي سد زيردان، تعداد            در

 روز نگهداري در شرايط استاندارد آزمايشگاهي به منظور تعيين مقاومت فشاري زيـر جـك                90 و   28,  7از گذشت   
  .ميانگين مقاومت هر دو نمونه بعنوان نتيجه مورد بررسي قرار گرفت. بتن شكن قرار گرفتند

والني خاش  در اين طرحها از سيمان پوز     . دهد مي مواد متشكله طرحهاي اختالط و نتايج آزمايش را نشان           4 جدول
  .با افزودن مقداري گَرد پوزوالن استفاده شده است) پوزوالن% 15حاوي (

  
  مقاومت فشاري مالت سيمان -

 آگاهي از ميزان تأثير پوزوالن خاش بر افزايش مقاومت، يك سري آزمايش مقاومـت فـشاري مـالت بـراي                     براي
 ساخته هاي  تعدادي از نمونه.م گرفت انجاASTM C349 درصد پوزوالن مطابق 50 و 40، 30، 20سيمان حاوي 

   ارائــه 3همچنــين نتــايج اخــذ شــده درشــكل .  ارائــه شــده اســت2شــكل شــده و همچنــين روش آزمــايش در 
  .شده است
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   مواد متشكله و نتايج آزمايشهاي طرح اختالط بتن غلتكي :4دول ج
شماره   )kg/cm2 (مقاومت فشاري  )kg/m3(مواد متشكله 

طرح 
  آب  پوزوالن  سيمان  سنگدانه  اختالط

زمان 
ويبي 

 28   روزه7  )ثانيه(
   روزه90  روزه

وزن 
مخصوص 

)Kg/m3(  
1  2060  136  54  120  30  35,3  33,0  35,3  2350  
2  2040  136  54  140  20  52,6  44,4  118,2  2310  
3  2040  153  62  140  25  39,7  77,1  153,0  2430  
5  1980  204  36  150  20  95,3  147,7  266,6  2370  
6  2060  162  28  120  23  73,0  124,5  155,2  2310  
7  2060  136  54  120 28  51,1  71,2  127,3  2340  

  
   ضرايب رشد طرحهاي اختالط بتن غلتكي :5جدول 

  شماره
  طرح

نسبت پوزوالن به 
 مصالح سيماني

ضريب 
 28 رشد 

ضريب 
 90 رشد 

كسب 
 28/7  شده

 كسب شده 
90/7 

 كسب شده 
90/28 

1 39.2 0.17 0.19 0.93 1.00 1.07 
2 39.2 0.23 0.62 0.84 2.25 2.66 
3 39.5 0.36 0.71 1.94 3.85 1.98 
5 27.8 0.62 1.11 1.55 2.80 1.81 
6 27.5 0.66 0.82 1.71 2.13 1.25 
7 39.2 0.37 0.67 1.39  2.49 1.79 

 1.76 2.42 1.39 0.69 0.40  ميانگين

  

       
   مقاومت فشاري مالت سيمان منشوري براي تعيينهاي  نمونه-2شكل 
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   مالت سيمان حاوي مقادير مختلف پوزوالنهاي  نتايج مقاومت فشاري نمونه-3شكل 
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 درصد پـوزوالن بـا      50 و   40،  30،  20براي مقاومت فشاري مالتهاي حاوي       مي رشد لگاريت  هاي   منحني 4  شكل در
  .زمان رسم شده است

  
Compressive Strength vs. Time; Mortar Test

f(20%P) = 73.10Ln(t) + 152.76

f(30%P) = 79.01Ln(t) + 116.40

f(40%P) = 69.73Ln(t) + 104.93

f(50%P) = 59.94Ln(t) + 103.63
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   روزه90 و 42، 7 بر نتايج مي برازش منحنيهاي لگاريت-4شكل 

  
توان مقاومت فشاري مالت سيمان را بازاي مقادير مختلـف پـوزوالن در              مي،  4 اساس معادالت حاصله از شكل       بر

  ).5جدول ( روزه بدست آورد 180 و 90، 28، 7سنين 
  

   روزه90 و 42، 7بر نتايج  مي مقاومتهاي محاسبه شده با برازش منحنيهاي لگاريت:5جدول 
 180 90 28 7 )روز(زمان

f(20%P) 295 396 482 532 
f(30%P) 270 380  472 527 
f(40%P) 241 337 419 467 
f(50%P) 220 303 373 415 

  
ميانگين خطي ضـرايب رشـد در       . شود  ميده   بدست آور  6 ضرايب رشد مقاومت به شرح جدول        5 توجه به جدول     با

  . محاسبه شده است6سطر پاييني جدول 
  

   روزه90 و 42، 7بر نتايج  مي محاسبه شده با برازش منحنيهاي لگاريت ضرايب رشد:6جدول 
 180/90 90/28 180/7 90/7 28/7 (%)ميزان پوزوالن 

20 1.344 1.633 1.805 1.215 1.105 
30 1.405 1.747 1.950 1.243 1.116 
40 1.402 1.740 1.941 1.241 1.115 
50 1.377 1.695 1.884 1.231 1.111 

 1.11 1.23 1.89 1.70 1.38 ميانگين

  
 پيـاده   1 درجه سه با ضريب رگرسـيون        هاي  ، شامل منحني  5 اين ضرايب رشد را بر روي نموداري مانند شكل           اگر

؛ يعنـي بـا     شـود   مـي  درصد پوزوالن حاصل     33,8  كه بيشترين ضريب رشد در نسبت وزني       شود  ميمشاهده  ،  شوند
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 بيشترين افزايش مقاومت    ن درصد پوزوال  33,8 ن، مخلوط حاوي   روزه يكسا  7فرضِ داشتن مخلوطهاي با مقاومت      
 7 بـه    180 و   7 به   90،  7 به   28بازاي مقدار پوزوالن بهينه، ضرايب رشد ماكزيمم        . را در سنين باالتر خواهد داشت     

  1,96  و1,75، 1,41 روزه به ترتيب عبارت خواهند بود از
  

Strength Gain for Different Pozzolan Content; Mortar Test

y = 7.477E-06x3 - 1.001E-03x2 + 4.205E-02x + 8.432E-01

y = 1.377E-05x3 - 1.844E-03x2 + 7.746E-02x + 7.112E-01

y = 1.751E-05x3 - 2.345E-03x2 + 9.848E-02x + 6.328E-01
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   بر ضرايب رشد3نيهاي درجه  تعيين درصد پوزوالن بهينه با برازش منح-5 شكل

  
  اختالط بتن غلتكيمقدماتي طرحهاي  آزمايشهاي -
 روزه نيز ساخته شد تـا بـر اسـاس    90 هاي   روزه، نمونه  28 و   7 هاي   مرحله براي هر مخلوط عالوه بر نمونه       ناي    در

 بـه تفكيـك     -وزه   ر 28 روزه در مقابل مقاومتهـاي       90 مقاومتهاي   6در شكل   . آنها روند رشد مقاومت دانسته شود     
 رشـد   هـاي   بينيد منحني  ميهمانگونه كه   .  رسم شده اند   - درصد پوزوالن    35 و   رصد د 25براي مخلوطهاي حاوي    

  .مقاومت از همبستگي خوبي برخوردارند
  

f(90) = 1.29 f(28) + 10.12
R2 = 0.96

f(90) = 1.15 f(28) + 6.77
R2 = 0.94
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   روزه آنها28 روزه مخلوطهاي بتن غلتكي با مقاومت فشاري 90 رابطه بين مقاومت -6 شكل

  
 به معناي آنست كـه بـراي        6 درصد در شكل     25 درصد نسبت به پوزوالن      35والن   بودن خط مربوط به پوز     باالتر

 روزه نـسبت    90 درصد باعث افزايش مقاومت بيشتري در سن         35 روزه يكسان، پوزوالن     28دو مخلوط با مقاومت     
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ـ 6شـكل  . باشـد  مـي  درصـد  25 درصد خواهد شد؛ يعني مقدار پوزوالن فعال، عددي بيش از   25به پوزوالن    د ، رون
  .دهد مي روزه نشان 28 روزه را بصورت تابعي از مقاومت 90 تا 28كسب مقاومت 

  
   طرحهاي اختالط بتن غلتكي آزمايشات تكميلي-
در   روزه همـه طرحهـا     180 و   90،  28،  7نتايج  .  طرح اختالط بتن غلتكي كار شده است       16 مجموعاً   ن مرحله اي  در

 25، ميانگين ضرايب رشد طرحهاي حـاوي        7ه در سطر آخر جدول      مقادير محاسبه شد   . ارائه گرديده است   7جدول  
 درصـد   30 تـا    25 روزه بـراي طرحهـاي حـاوي         28 بـه    90مقدار متوسط ضريب رشد     .  درصد پوزوالن است   30و  

  . است1,10 روزه برابر 90 به 180 و 1,19پوزوالن برابر
 30 و 25وزه، بـراي طرحهـاي حـاوي       ر 180 و   90،  28،  7 منحنيهاي آب به سيمان و مقاومت فشاري         7 شكل   در

 در سنين باالتر، ضرايب رگرسيون منحنيها بيـشتر شـده   شود ميهمانطور كه ديده   . درصد پوزوالن رسم شده است    
  .ساختار بتن غلتكي دارد  در ريزموجودكه اين نشان از عملكرد پوزوالن در دراز مدت و جبرانِ ضعفهاي احتمالي 

  
  لتكي و ضرايب رشد مربوطه نتايج طرحهاي بتن غ:7 جدول

نسبت آب 
به مصالح 
 سيماني

زمان 
 ويبي

 نام طرح مقاومت كسب شده (kg/cm2) مقاومت فشاري

 180/90 90/28 180/7 90/7 28/7 180 90 28 7  ثانيه وزني
R170-20-02 0.70 14 116.8 154.5 173.7 193.2  1.32 1.49 1.65 1.12 1.11 
R170-20-03 0.69 30 111.8 156.5 176.0 197.1 1.40 1.57 1.76 1.12 1.12 
R190-20-01 0.60 30 128.1 173.9 208.0 230.5 1.36 1.62 1.80 1.20 1.11 
R190-20-02 0.63 25 146.0 186.3 212.9 224.5 1.28 1.46 1.54 1.14 1.05 
R150-20-01 0.84 20 90.7 124.5 143.7 155.7 1.37 1.59 1.72 1.15 1.08 
R150-20-02 0.76 28 93.1 125.1 145.9 158.5 1.34 1.57 1.70 1.17 1.09 
R150-20-03 0.76 26 99.1 140.1 152.1 174.2 1.41 1.53 1.76 1.09 1.15 
R208-47-01 0.67  10 91.4 125.7 150.4 189.9 1.38 1.64 2.08 1.20 1.26 
R210-38-01 0.61 12 126.0 171.0 178.6 202.9 1.36 1.42 1.61 1.04 1.14 
R150-20-04 0.83 16 105.3 115.2 150.2 161.2 1.09 1.43 1.53 1.30 1.07 
R195-47-01 0.61 15 114.1 115.8 163.9 167.5 1.02 1.44 1.47 1.41 1.02 
R195-43-01 0.67 15 84.3 105.7 168.6 175.3 1.25 2.00 2.08 1.60 1.04 
R170-20-04 0.74 25 109.6 118.4 162.6 186.9 1.08 1.48 1.71 1.37 1.15 
R200-30-01 0.56 ∞ 174.7 208.3 259.6 275.8 1.19 1.49 1.58 1.25 1.06 

  1.10 1.19 1.67 1.52 1.29       ميانگين
  
   بحث-4

 روز بوده و    180 يا   90 روز به    28 صحه گذاردن بر عملكرد پوزوالن خاش در افزايش مقاومت از            تحقيق جهت اين  
 و سـيمان كاسـته  نين مقاومت مشخصه، از مقدار  زماني كاركرد دارد كه بخواهيم با ثابت نگاهداشتن س          موضوع اين

يك مقايسه انجام گرفته در خصوص مقاومت فشاري و هزينه توليد           .  بنشينيم  پوزوالن  دراز مدت  مقاومتبه انتظار   
ن موضوع دارد كه افزودن پوزوالنها به سيمان منجـر بـه اقتـصادي شـدن طـرح و اثـرات زيـست                 اي  بتن داللت بر  

  .[18]هاي توليد سيمان داردمحيطي در ارتباط با روش
 چرا كه در صورت افزايش سنين    دهيمافزايش  را  سنين مقاومت مشخصه    بخواهيم  اين بحث متفاوت از آنست كه        

 و در اين ميان ديگر جـايي بـراي   پيدا كنيمبه مقاومت مورد نظر دست بايد مقاومت مشخصه در سنين تعيين شده   
  .حدس و گمان باقي نخواهد ماند
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Relation of W/(C+P) Ratio and Comp. Strength of RCC Mixtures (25% P)

f7 = 71.45(w/c+p)-1.37

R2 = 0.83

f28 = 90.02(w/c+p)-1.41

R2 = 0.87

f90 = 107.69(w/c+p)-1.40

R2 = 0.93

f180 = 120.48(w/c+p)-1.34

R2 = 0.95
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   روزه طرحهاي بتن غلتكي180 و 90، 28، 7 روابط آب به سيمان و مقاومت فشاري -7 شكل

  
 را   متـر مكعـب    مـصرفي در هـر     قادر خواهيم بود مقدار سـيمان        RCC با تغيير مقاومت مشخصه بتنهاي       همچنين

ون پوزوالن،   در مقايسه با بتن بد     . و از پتانسيل افزايش مقاومت پوزوالن در دراز مدت بهره مند شويم            كاهش داده 
 كمتري را در سنين يـك و سـه روزه   هاي  يا داراي خاكستر بادي با كلسيم كم، معموال مقاومت   اي   سرباره هاي  بتن

 بتن  هاي  مخلوط[15].نشان داده، ولي در عوض كسب مقاومت پس از هفت روز عمل آوري قابل توجه خواهد بود                
 3ه رشد مقاومتي مناسبي در سنين مختلف جز در سنين           غلتكي ساخته شده همراه با خاكستر بادي نيز نشان دهند         

  .ن موضوع درتحقيق به عمل آمده به وضوح قابل مشاهده بوداي كه. [17] روزه از خود نشان داده اند7و 
 الزم اسـت، امـا       سد زيردان   استفاده از پوزوالن براي كنترل واكنشهاي مضر قلياييِ مصالح منطقه          نكهاي  با توجه به  

 ئلسيمان و براي كاستن از حرارت هيدراسيون و كنتـرل مـسا           ) Replacement(الن بعنوان جايگزين    كاربرد پوزو 
   تكيه كنيم آن كه به اثر افزايشي پوزوالن بر مقاومت دراز مدتشود ميحرارتي است و اين در صورتي محقق 

  : مطالب را به صورت زير خالصه نمودتوان ميبا توجه به مطالب فوق 
  . موجود در بتن پوزوالني افزايش مقاومت دراز مدت آنها استهاي ن خاصيتيكي ازمهمتري )1
د احتمال پيدايش تركهاي حرارتي در بـتن ريـزي قطعـات حجـيم را       توان  ميكاهش حرارت هيدراسيون     )2

 .كاهش دهد
 تا حـدود    توان  ميبا كاربرد پوزوالنها    . ستها   عمده در سدها، واكنش قليايي سنگدانه      هاي  يكي از خرابي   )3

 .يادي واكنش مذكور را تحت كنترل درآوردز
 .مزيت اقتصادي استفاده از پوزوالن، در اكثر موارد قيمت كمتر آن در مقايسه با سيمان است )4
البته با توجه بـه  . درصد بهينه پوزوالنها بايستي با توجه به امكانات كارگاه و مالحظات فني تعيين گردد           )5

و رواداريهاي زياد كارگاهي، استفاده از پوزوالن با عيار بـاال           ران  اي  شرايط گرم آب وهوايي مناطق جنوب     
 .شود ميتوصيه 

استفاده از پوزوالنها در بتن هم اقتصادي و هم منجر به اصالح خصوصيات بـتن تـازه و سـخت شـده                        )6
 كه در آزمايـشات انجـام گرفتـه نيـز بهبـود و رشـد خـصوصيات بـتن غلتكـي از جملـه                         [16]شود    مي
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 .ت فشاري، مقاومت سايشي و مسايل حرارتي و جمع شدگي مشاهده شددركارپذيري، مقاوم
  

  تشكر وقدرداني
كـه  ) پيمانكار سد زيردان  (بدينوسيله ازمهندس محسن جعفربيگلو و تكنسينهاي آزمايشگاه بتن شركت جهان كوثر            

شـته انـد    در كليه مراحل ساخت مخلوطهـاي بـتن و انجـام آزمايـشها، صـميمانه همكـاري فراوانـي را مبـذول دا                      
  .شود ميسپاسگزاري و قدرداني 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the nonlinear seismic behavior of three ordinary moment-resisting 
concrete space frames with unsymmetrical plan in three, four and five stories are 
evaluated using pushover analysis. The three buildings were originally designed 
according to existing Iranian codes. Seismic loads are calculated and distributed 
over the height of the frame using both rectangular and triangular forms. It has 
been found that the obtained capacity curves have been affected greatly by the 
forms of loading. Results have been also produced in form of story drifts to 
establish the performance level of these buildings. The results show that all of the 
frames in both directions are within the life safety performance level.  
 
Keywords: pushover, concrete frame, Seismic assessment, irregularity, design 
codes 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Experience shows that buildings with irregularities are prone to earthquake 
damage, as observed in many earthquakes in the past. Despite structural regularity 
is quite easy to obtain through a careful design; it is very common that, in the 
reality, different irregularities can occur, changing the seismic performance of the 
building. However, current codes fail to provide acceptable definition of an 
irregular structure. Moreover, most of the seismic codes fall short of providing 
sufficient specifications for designing irregular buildings. As an example, the 
ASCE/SEI 7-05 standard [1] defines five types of horizontal structural 
irregularities. One type of irregularity is reentrant corner irregularity, and this 
irregularity is considered to exist where both plan projections of the structure 
beyond a reentrant corner are greater than 15% of the plan dimension of the 
structure in the given direction. In the ASCE/SEI 7-05 standard [1], additional 
provisions are given to increase the design forces for connections of diaphragms to 
vertical elements and to collectors and for connections of collectors to the vertical 
elements. Although such provisions are not adequate to take care of all the stresses 
concentrated at different points of the buildings, the Iranian Code of Practice [2] 
has not provided similar provisions. Furthermore, the Iranian Code of Practice for 
Seismic Resistant [2] has given more relaxed regulations for such irregularity by 
specification projections of more than 25% of the plan dimension in the given 
direction. Accordingly, there is an apparent need to develop a more accurate 
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analysis procedure to provide information on the seismic response of irregular 
structures. In this paper, an introductory investigation on the effect of such 
irregularities on the total behavior of the buildings is carried out.  
In this paper; and as shown in Figure 1, reinforced concrete frames having plan 
projections between 33 to 50% are examined. These buildings have been designed 
according to the current Iranian codes of practice [2, 3]. However, and to examine 
the validity of these practices and evaluate the real strength of these structures, a 
performance based design need to be carried out. To meet this requirement, static 
pushover analysis is used to investigate the effect of such irregularities on the total 
behavior of the buildings.  
The recent advents of performance based design show that an inelastic procedure 
commonly referred to as the pushover analysis is a viable method to assess damage 
vulnerability of buildings [4, 5]. This procedure is a static, nonlinear one in which the 
magnitude of the structural loading is incrementally increased in accordance with 
certain predefined patterns. With the increase in the magnitude of the loading, weak 
links and failure modes of the structure are found. The loading is monotonic with the 
effects of the cyclic behavior and load reversals being estimated by using a modified 
monotonic force-deformation criteria and with damping approximations. The present 
pushover analysis has been carried out using the "SAP2000" software [6]. The 
method used by this software is based on procedure C given in ATC-40 [7]. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Plan view of the building structure (a) a 3-story building (b) 4 and 5- story 
buildings 

 
In most studies, the method was applied to symmetrical structures. Assuming the 
floors act as rigid diaphragms, the state of damage of the building can be inferred 
from applying a two dimensional pushover analysis on the building. The 
advantages and the limitations of this analysis for damage assessment are described 
by Lawson et al. [8]. Usually, the presence of an asymmetry in a given structure 
makes the pushover analysis rather complicated, since floor displacements of the 
building will consist of both translational and rotational components. The lateral 
load resisting elements located at different positions in plan will experience 
different deformations. Torsional effect can be particularly damaging to elements 
located at or near the flexible edge of the building where the translational and 
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rotational components of the floor displacement are additive. 
In the last few years several proposals have been put forward to extend traditional 
pushover analysis to the assessment of three-dimensional models. Among the early 
ones is that of Moghadam and Tso [9, 10]. It has been based on the study of the 
non-linear static behavior of the critical frames only, identified by means of LDP 
analyses performed on three-dimensional models. Other attempts to extend and 
verify 3D pushover algorithms can be found in references [11-13]. Furthermore, 
Fajfar et al. [14-16] extended the N2 method to three-dimensional structures. On 
the other hand, Chopra and Goel [17] have presented an extension of the MPA 
(Modal Pushover Analysis) procedure for asymmetric-plan structures.  
 
2. SAMPLE STRUCTURES 
In this paper, the nonlinear seismic behavior of three ordinary moment-resisting 
concrete space frames with unsymmetrical plan in three, four and five stories are 
evaluated. The plan configurations of these space frames contain reentrant corners. 
To compare the nonlinear response of structures differently involved in the 
inelastic range of behavior, each building was designed according to the rules 
proposed by the Iranian Code of Practice [2], for low ductility structures. However 
in all these cases, the masses of the floors are less than 5% from the corresponding 
centers of rigidity of the floors in both perpendicular directions.  
Using the Iranian Code of Practice for Seismic Resistant [2], the design was 
performed with reference to the importance category II, assuming peak ground 
acceleration equal to 0.25 g and parameters shaping a soil profile II spectrum. 
According to the code provisions the strength level of the structures was defined by 
assuming an R-factor equal to 5.00 for the low ductility (LD) buildings, and 
consistently with the supposed importance category, an importance factor equal to 
1.0 was assumed.  
The floors were considered to be subjected to dead loads equal to 620 kg/m2 (due 
to self weight, finishes and permanent partitions) and to live loads equal to 200 
kg/m2. Moreover, claddings weighting 500 kg/m were considered to be present 
along the external perimeter of buildings and parapets weighting 200 kg/m were 
considered to be present along the external perimeter of the roof. Design lateral 
forces are given in Table-1.  
 

Table 1: Design lateral forces  
Buildings Loads (ton) 

3-story 52.1 
4-story 51.7 
5-story 65.1 

 
The three gravity (vertical) loads used in this paper are as follows: 
 
 GR1 = 1.1 (QD + QL) (1) 
 
 GR2 = 0.9 QD (2) 
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 GR3 = QD + 0.2 QL (3) 
 
In Equations (1-3), QD is the total dead loads and QL is the total live loads.  
For lateral seismic loads, the analysis was performed by assuming two types of 
lateral loads distributions. First by assuming a triangular distributions similar to 
that obtained by the equivalent static analysis method, and second by assuming 
rectangular distributions proportional to the weight of the floor. Combining these 
loads with the three vertical loads defined in Equations 1 to 3, buildings were 
tested under the effect of twenty four different combinations. These are as follows: 

(a) PX1 and –PX1 triangular distributions of lateral forces + GR1 
(b) PX2 and –PX2 triangular distributions of lateral forces + GR2 
(c) PX3 and –PX3 triangular distributions of lateral forces + GR3 
(d) PY1 and –PY1 triangular distributions of lateral forces + GR1 
(e) PY2 and –PY2 triangular distributions of lateral forces + GR2 
(f) PY3 and –PY3 triangular distributions of lateral forces + GR3 
(g) FX1 and –FX1 rectangular distributions of lateral forces + GR1 
(h) FX2 and –FX2 rectangular distributions of lateral forces + GR2 
(i) FX3 and –FX3 rectangular distributions of lateral forces + GR3 
(j) FY1 and –FY1 rectangular distributions of lateral forces + GR1 
(k) FY2 and –FY2 rectangular distributions of lateral forces + GR2 
(l) FY3 and –FY3 rectangular distributions of lateral forces + GR3 

Each of the Frames considered has uniform storey height of 3m. The strength of 
the beams and columns in the frame are allocated following the "strong column-
weak beam" capacity design procedure. All members of the frame have been 
designed according to the Iranian Concrete Code of Practice [3]. All columns have 
square cross-section of 300*300 mm. at the upper two stories and 350*350 mm. at 
the third storey and 400*400 mm for the first and second stories. The required 
different strength levels in columns were also obtained by varying the amount of 
reinforcement. All the beams have rectangular cross-section 0f 200*300 mm. Table 
2 contains detail of column and beam cross-sections and reinforcements. All 
members were detailed considering a normal weight concrete with compressive 
strength of 250 kg/cm2 and steel having yield strength equal to 4000 kg/cm2. 
 

Table 2: Columns and beams cross-sections 
Buildings 3-storey 4-storey 5-storey 

First Floor B= 35 
8 Φ20 

B= 40 
12 Φ 20 

B= 40 
16 Φ 20 

Second 
Floor 

B= 30 
8 Φ 20 

B= 35 
8 Φ 20 

B= 40 
12 Φ 20 

Third Floor B= 30 
8 Φ 20 

B= 30 
8 Φ 20 

B= 35 
8 Φ 20 

Fourth Floor - B= 30 
8 Φ 20 

B= 30 
8 Φ 20 

Columns (dimensions in 
cm.) 

Fifth Floor - - B= 30 
8 Φ 20 

Beams (dimensions in cm.) All b= 20       
h=30 

b=20       
h=30 

b=20        
h=30 
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3. RESULTS 
3.1. Global Yield Criteria 
Since the yield point is not clear in the plot of base shear versus top displacement, 
an idealized elasto-plastic system was assumed to find the approximated yield 
point in the global response of the structure. Yield displacement is based on the 
idealized elasto-plastic system with reduced stiffness which is evaluated as the 
secant stiffness at 75% of the ultimate strength. 
A sample of the displacements corresponding to the yield points for different 
vertical and lateral loads for the 5-story is given in Table 3. Same calculations are 
repeated for pushover curves in the negative direction and the results are similar to 
those given in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Displacements (cm.) corresponding to the yield points for different loads 
Loads Fx Px Fy Py 

GR1 17 17 18 18 
GR2 17 17 18 18 
GR3 17 17 18 18 

 
3.2. Performance Curves 
To obtain the capacity curve, seismic loads are calculated and distributed over the 
height of the frame using both rectangular and triangular forms. Some examples of 
the resulting capacity curves for the three buildings are shown in Figure (2). All 
curves show similar features. They are linear initially but start to deviate from 
linearity when inelastic actions start to take place. With the increase of 
displacements, the capacity curves become linear, but with much smaller slopes that 
sometimes approaching flat shapes. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the curves 
obtained for all the three gravity loads are approximately similar to each other while 
they are more sensitive to the type of lateral loads, as shown in Figure (3). 
 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2. The performance curves for (a) 3-story building (b) 4-story building (c) 5-
story building  

 

 
Figure 3. The performance curves for 5-story building for GR3 
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3.3. The Performance Point 
The performance point for a given set of values is defined by the intersection of the 
capacity curve and the single demand spectrum curve. Results for the 5-Story 
buildings are given in Tables 4 and 5.  
 

Table 4: Performance points for the 5-story buildings for a fixed gravity load and 
different lateral loads in the (x) and (-x) directions 

Lateral 
Loads 

Displacements 
at the 

Performance  
Point (cm) 

Forces at the 
Performance 
Point (ton) 

Lateral 
Loads 

Displacements 
at the 

Performance  
Point (cm) 

Forces at the 
Performance 
Point (ton) 

PX1 19.73 69.29 -PX1 -19.87 -69.27 
PX2 19.34 68.23 -PX2 -19.46 -68.26 
PX3 19.53 68.84 -PX3 -19.67 -68.80 
FX1 17.73 84.57 -FX1 -17.87 -84.54 
FX2 17.32 83.78 -FX2 -17.44 -83.83 
FX3 17.33 83.50 -FX3 -17.67 -84.20 

 
Table 5: Performance points for the 5-story buildings for a fixed gravity load and 

different lateral loads in the (y) and (-y) directions 

Lateral 
Loads 

Displacements 
at the 

Performance  
Point (cm) 

Forces at the 
Performance 
Point (ton) 

Lateral 
Loads 

Displacements 
at the 

Performance  
Point (cm) 

Forces at the 
Performance 
Point (ton) 

PY1 20.97 66.98 -PY1 -21.03 -66.98 
PY2 20.58 66.89 -PY2 -20.62 -66.13 
PY3 20.77 67.00 -PY3 -20.83 -66.97 
FY1 18.77 81.23 -FY1 -18.83 -81.24 
FY2 18.37 81.27 -FY2 -18.37 -81.27 
FY3 18.57 81.25 -FY3 -18.63 -81.25 

 
3.4. Maximum Displacement  
Considering the maximum roof displacement of the buildings, the results obtained 
denote that all of the frames in both directions are within the life safety 
performance level.  
 
3.5. Inter-Story Drift 
On the structure level, the inter-story drift ratio (ID) is one of the simplest and most 
commonly used damage indicators. Similar comparisons are carried out on the 
prediction of the maximum inter-storey drift ratios. Samples of the results are 
presented in Figure (4). In this figure, inter-storey drift ratios are compared to the 
limit values subscribed by FEMA 356 [18] for the life safety and immediate 
occupancy performance levels.  
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(a) 

  
(b) 

Figure 4. Performance of 5-story RC frame based on maximum inter-storey drifts 
ratios X-direction (b) Y-direction  

 
3.5. Plastic Hinge Formation 
The damage state of the structure at the peak base shear for the 3-story building is 
given in Figure 5. For more details on the formation of plastic hinges at different 
performance level is given in Reference [19]. 
 

 
Figure 5. Plastic hinges in the 3-story building under PX1 
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M  

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Since current codes fall short of providing simplified analytical tools for irregular 
structures, it is necessary to use an analytical procedure that can describe the 
seismic response of such buildings. The present paper utilizes the pushover 
analysis; a procedure based on "the capacity curve" concept, to investigate irregular 
buildings. The results obtained show that:  

(a) Performance curves obtained for all the three gravity loads, for a given 
lateral load, are approximately the same while they show more sensitivity to 
the type of lateral loads. 

(b) Irregularities similar to that investigated in the present paper have little 
influence on the total behavior of the building.  

(c) The results obtained denote that all of the frames in both directions are 
within the life safety performance level. It can be concluded that using 
Iranian codes to design irregular reinforced concrete frames of three to five 
stories is acceptable for providing life safety performance level.  

(d) Comparing the formation of plastic hinges in the three buildings, the 5-story 
building has shown better performance than the other two.  

However, given the preliminary nature of this study, additional work considering 
different 3D buildings need to be carried out before any definitive conclusions and 
recommendations might be made. 
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ABSTRACT 
Masonry infilled reinforced concrete frames are among the most widely used types 
of buildings in Iran. In the past, masonry infill walls have often been treated as 
nonstructural elements in buildings, and their effects are not included in the 
analysis and design procedure. Furthermore, the interaction between infill and 
frame is usually ignored in the design procedure. Past experience has shown that 
infill walls have significant positive or negative effects on the global behavior of 
buildings and, therefore, should be addressed appropriately. This paper reviews and 
compares analysis and design provisions of this system in various seismic design 
codes and identifies the most important issues that are related to it. Stiffness, 
strength, natural period, response reduction factor, irregularities, and effect of 
openings are among the items discussed in this paper.  
 
Keywords: infill, concrete frame, seismic design, design codes, masonry 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Unreinforced masonry (URM) infill panels are widely used throughout the world, 
including seismically active regions. They are usually used as interior partitions 
and external walls in concrete frames, but they are treated as nonstructural 
elements and not included in the analysis and design procedure. Such a simplified 
design approach does not predict the level at which the damage in the infill panel 
occurs, on the other hand it does not consider the global and local effects of having 
these stiff and brittle elements coupled with the primary lateral load-resisting 
system [1]. However, and contrary to common practice, field experience and 
experimental investigations [1-4] show that infill walls, if effectively confined by 
the frame, are remarkable in increasing the initial stiffness, strength and energy 
dissipation of RC (reinforced concrete) frames, especially if the structural system 
itself has little engineered earthquake resistance.  
Typically, MI (masonry infill) walls are made of brittle materials that lose capacity 
in a rapid manner. Accordingly, the combined effect of brittleness and high 
stiffness has a negative implication on the seismic performance of the bounding 
frames. In particular, loss of integrity of the infills in the ground storey may 
produce a soft storey and trigger global collapse [5]. Furthermore, if infills are non-
uniformly distributed in planes or in elevation, inelastic deformation demands will 
concentrate in the part of the building which has more sparse infills (i.e., to the 
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“flexible” side of a building asymmetrically infilled in plan, or to the “weak” or 
“soft” storey of the infilled frame) [5]. Generally, improper arrangement of infill 
walls causes a significant increase in the demand forces on the diaphragm and 
collector elements (adjacent beams and columns) that results in brittle shear 
failures, short column phenomena, and torsional response to the translational 
horizontal components of the seismic action.  In such cases, both the frame and the 
floor system should be adequately designed for such increase in the demand forces. 
From the structural point of view, the structural response of infilled frames depends 
on numerous parameters. Overall geometry of infills, dimensions of concrete 
members, the variability of mechanical properties of infill and concrete members, 
reinforcement conFigure urations, the relative frame to infill stiffness, location and 
dimension of openings, distribution of MI walls throughout the story and 
construction details are some of these important parameters. Although, a large 
amount of research related to infilled frame structures has been conducted, some 
uncertainties still remain. One important source of uncertainty is the type of 
interaction between the infill and the frame. The interaction between the frame and 
the infill panel sometimes changes the structural response significantly.   
This paper reviews and compares analysis and design provisions related to infilled 
RC frames in seismic design codes. In designing RC frames, in general, infills can 
be grouped into two categories: isolated infills and shear infills. However, few 
seismic codes specify recommendations on isolated infills. When ductile RC 
frames are designed to withstand large displacements without collapse, masonry 
infills should be isolated from the confining frame by sufficient gaps at the top and 
on both sides. The isolation (gaps) between the infill and the frame must be greater 
than any possible deformation expected by the frame, thus prohibiting any 
infill/frame interaction. These infills are not considered as structural elements. In 
this manner, MI walls do not affect the frame performance and frame 
displacements are not restrained. Another advantage of the isolated MI is that the 
walls remain undamaged, thereby reducing post-earthquake repair costs. In the 
following sections, some of the important issues discussed in the seismic codes are 
reviewed. 
 
2. INATURAL PERIOD 
Natural periods of vibration of buildings depend upon their mass and lateral 
stiffness. Presence of non-isolated MI walls in buildings increases both the mass 
and stiffness of buildings. Consequently, the natural period of an MI-RC frame is 
normally lower than that of the corresponding bare frame.  
All seismic codes rely heavily on empirical formulae for the natural period for 
estimating design seismic force. However, few codes specify formulae for MI-RC 
frames. The comparison of these formulae for different structural systems is given 
in Table 1. Beside empirical formulae, most seismic standards recommend the use 
of Rayleigh formula for natural period [6, 10], or other general dynamic methods.  
According to Crowley and Pinho [11], the use of uncracked section in the 
computation of elastic natural periods of RC structures is inadequate because it 
would lead to an underestimation of the displacement demands. Cracking of critical 
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elements such as beams generally occurs under gravity loading alone, and even in 
those cases where cracking is not found to have occurred before the design seismic 
level of excitation, it will occur early on in the response to excitation and thereafter 
the stiffness will reduce rapidly. As a result, many seismic codes like IS 2800 
provides provisions for calculations of natural periods based on effective 
stiffnesses [6]. Others like NEHRP 2003 [9] and EC8 [10] have based their 
equations on the measured periods of buildings during earthquakes where at least a 
limited amount of cracking of the MI-RC frame occurred. On the other hand, the 
optional use of T = 0.1N, given by NEHRP 2003 [9] and many other codes, has 
been found inadequate for MI-RC frames [12]. More details about this subject can 
be found in Reference [13].  
 

Table 1: Natural period in different codes 

EC8 [10] 
ASCE-06 [8] 
& NEHRP 

2003 [9]  
UBC 97[7] IS 2800 [6] Structural 

 type 

0.085(H)0.75 0.0724(hn)0.8 0.0853(hn)0.75 0.08(H)0.75 

Steel 
moment-
resisting 
frames 

 

0.075(H)0.75 0.0466(hn)0.9 0.0731(hn)0.75 0.07(H)0.75 

RC 
moment-
resisting 
frames 

0.075(H)0.75/
cA (see note  no.2 ) - 

0.0743(hn)0.75/
cA  

(see note no.1) 

Steel moment 
frames: 

0.8*.08(H)0.75
 

Concrete 
moment frames: 
0.8*0.7(H)0.75

 

For structures 
with MI walls 

1- [ ]∑ += 2
neec )h/D(2.0AA  

Ac is the combined effective area, in m2, of the MI shear walls in the first story of 
the structure.  
Ae is the minimum cross-sectional area in any horizontal plane in the first story of 
the building, in m2. De is the length, in m, of the wall e in the first story in the 
direction parallel to the applied forces. hn is the cross-sectional depth in m above 
the base to Level n. De/hn should not exceed 0.9. 
2- [ ]∑ += 2

wiic ))h/l(2.0(AA  
Ac is the total effective area, in m2, of the MI shear walls in the first story of the 
structure. 
Ai is the effective cross-sectional area of the wall i in the first story of the building, 
in m2. Lwi is the length, in m, of the wall i in the first story in the considered 
direction, and h is the cross-sectional depth in m. lwi/h should not exceed 0.9. 
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3. RESPONSE REDUCTION FACTOR 
The response reduced factor (R) is an empirical factor intended to account for 
damping, overstrength, and the ductility inherent in the structural system at 
displacements great enough to surpass initial yield and approach the ultimate load 
displacement of the structural system [9]. The (R) values, contained in most 
seismic codes are largely based on engineering judgment of the performance of the 
various materials and systems in past earthquakes [9]. Furthermore, it is difficult to 
compare (R) values given in different codes since they use different design 
philosophies and safety and load factors. Therefore, (R) values need to be 
compared for different building systems within a particular code only. (R) value for 
MI-RC frames is generally less than that for bare frames, thus most codes require 
MI-RC frames to be designed for higher force levels than the corresponding bare 
frames (about 1.15 to 3.0 times). Comparison of the response reduction factors for 
different structural systems is given in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Response reduction factor in different codes 
Ultimate Strength Allowable Stress 

EC8 [10] New American 
Codes [8,9 & 15] 

UBC97 
[7] 

UBC 94 
[14] 

IS 2800 
[6] 

Lateral 
Resisting 
System 

4.5αu/α1 8 8.5 12 10 CSMF1 

3αu/α1 5 5.5 8 7 CIMF2 
- 3 3.5 5 4 COMF3 

SMW4 5.5 
28 

IMW5 4 
5.5 8 10 CSMF1 +  

MI Walls 

IMW5 3.5 

28 

OMW6 3 
4.2 7 77 CIMF2 +  

MI Walls 

- - 4.2 6 - COMF3 +  
MI Walls 

1. CSMF = Concrete Special Moment Resisting Frame 
2. CIMF = Concrete Intermediate Moment Resisting Frame 
3. COMF = Concrete Ordinary Moment Resisting Frame 
4. SMW = Special Masonry Shear Wall 
5. IMW = Intermediate Masonry Shear Wall 
6. OMW = Ordinary Masonry Shear Wall 
7. This reduction factor is for buildings without infill. For infilled frames, natural 
period is calculated according to table 1 
8. This is for RC frames with MI in contact with the frame 
 
4. LATERAL LOAD SHARING BETWEEN INFILL AND FRAME 
The RC frame and MI walls must resist the prescribed lateral seismic force in 
accordance with their relative rigidities considering fully the interaction of the 
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walls and the RC frames as a single system. This analysis must be made in 
accordance with the principles of structural mechanics considering the relative 
rigidities of the elements and torsion in the system. Deformations imposed upon 
members of the RC frame by their interaction with the MI walls must be 
considered in this analysis [9]. According to most codes, the frame alone is 
required to be designed to independently resist full vertical loads and at least 25% 
of the design seismic forces [6, 9, and 13]. MI walls, which are normally very stiff 
initially, attract most of the lateral forces, but may fail prematurely because of the 
brittle behavior. In such cases, RC frames must have sufficient backup strength to 
avoid the collapse of the structure. Accordingly, EC8 [10] puts more strict 
regulations by requiring that RC frames need to resist at least 50-65% of the total 
lateral loads in addition to the full vertical loads.   
 
5. PLAN IRREGULARITIES 
A building may have a symmetrical geometric shape without re-entrant corners or 
wings but still be classified as irregular in plan because of distribution of mass (i.e., 
asymmetric placement of MI walls) or vertical, seismic-force-resisting elements 
[9]. According to EC8 [10], slight plan irregularities may be taken into account by 
doubling the accidental eccentricity. In case of severe plan irregularities, due to 
excessive unsymmetrical placement of MI walls, three-dimensional analysis is 
required considering stiffness distribution related to the uncertain position of MI 
walls. 
 
6. VERTICAL IRREGULARITIES 
Vertical irregularities are introduced into MI-RC frames due to reduction or 
absence of MI walls in a particular story compared to adjacent stories, e.g., 
buildings with parking space in the first story and MI walls on upper stories. In 
general, this gives rise to mass, stiffness, and strength irregularities along the 
height of buildings. Vertical irregularities in the bottom stories make the beams and 
columns of those stories more susceptible to damage or failure [9]. Open ground 
story buildings have consistently shown poor performance during past earthquakes 
across the world. 
According to IS: 1893 [16], all the columns of the soft/weak storey should be 
designed for 2.5 times the seismic demand. On the other hand, EC8 [10] 
recommends an increase in the resistance of columns of soft stories by a factor η  
that is given by:  

 q
V

V1
ED

RW ≤
Δ

+=η
∑

 (Units: RWVΔ , ∑ EDV in N) (1) 

 
where q is the response reduction factor given in Table-2, RWVΔ  is the total 
reduction in lateral resistance of MI walls in a story compared to the story above, 
and ∑ EDV  is the sum of seismic shear forces acting on all structural vertical 
elements of the story concerned. The design forces are not required to be increased 
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if the factor η  is less than 1.1. 
 
7. STRENGTH OF MASONRY INFILL 
In designing infill panels, simple analytical tools that encompass the wide variety 
of possible failure mechanisms of infilled frames should be developed to assist in 
the design and performance evaluation of these structures. Although strength of MI 
walls does not have any direct implications on the ultimate strength of ductile RC 
frames; in some cases, failure modes of MI walls control the failure modes of non 
ductile RC frames. Many formulae had been developed in the past [17-19], 
however, these have only been reflected recently in seismic design codes. In cases 
where the infill component controls the stiffness, FEMA 306 [20] and NZSEE [21] 
specify four inplane modes of failures, namely, sliding shear failure, compression 
failure, diagonal tension failure of panel and general shear failure of panel. On the 
other hand, panel strength in FEMA 356 [22] is given by the shear sliding (bed-
joint) strength only with no enhancement for axial stress.  
 
8. STIFFNESS OF MASONRY INFILL 
The stiffness of any structure generally affects both forces and displacements. For 
calculation of design seismic force, the use of a lower estimate of the stiffness 
leads to unconservative results. On the other hand, controlling the drift 
requirements under seismic loads, it is unconservative to make a higher estimate of 
stiffness. Hence, some standards have suggested the use of two different analytical 
models for buildings: 
a. the model to be used for calculation of design seismic force should include all 

stiffness contributions, including those of nonstructural members. 
b. the model to be used for drift calculation should include all possible 

contributions to flexibility and should not include stiffness contributions of 
members that cannot be relied upon to provide stiffness at large displacements, 
such as MI walls. 

For example, to calculate forces in the structure, NEHRP 2003 [9] has suggested 
the use of the natural periods given in Table-1. However, to prevent the use of a 
flexible frame, an upper bound on the value of natural period that can be used to 
calculate the design force has been specified. On the other hand, most seismic 
codes including NEHRP 2003 [9] put lower bound on the overall seismic design 
force. For determining the story drift limits, NEHRP 2003 has permitted the use of 
computed natural periods without using the upper limit [9]. 
MI walls are laterally much stiffer than RC frames, and therefore, the initial 
stiffness of the MI-RC frames largely depends upon the stiffness of MI walls. 
Accordingly, it is quite important to have a reliable method to estimate the stiffness 
of the infill. For global building analysis purposes, the compression struts 
representing infill stiffness of solid infill panels may be placed concentrically 
across the diagonals of the frame, effectively forming a concentrically braced 
frame system. This model has been adopted by many seismic codes [10, 20-22] and 
is based on the work of Mainstone [23]. In this model, however, the forces imposed 
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on columns and beams of the frame by the infill are not represented. To account for 
these effects, compression struts may be placed eccentrically within the frames [21-
22]. If the analytical models incorporate eccentrically located compression struts as 
shown in Figure (1), the results should yield infill effects on columns directly. 
Diagonally concentric equivalent struts may also be used to incorporate infill panel 
stiffnesses into analytical models for perforated infill panels (e.g., infills with 
window openings). Analysis of local effects, however, must consider various 
possible stress fields that can potentially develop within the infill. As an alternative 
to the approach described above, FEMA 356 [22] suggests the use of multiple 
compression struts, as have been proposed by Hamburger [24].  
 

 
Figure 1. Modeling the adverse effect of an infill panel on the performance of the 

perimeter frame showing (a) the placement of the strut, and (b) the moment pattern 
on the columns 

 
9. EFFECT OF OPENINGS IN MASONRY INFILL ON STRENGTH 
Presence of openings in MI walls changes the actual behavior of RC frames because 
of reduction in lateral strength and stiffness. Such infills pose the hazard of out-of-
plane collapse. Hence, it is best to avoid situations that lead to infill panels of large 
width or height [16]. Unfortunately, there is little information on the effects of 
openings on the strength and stiffness of MI-RC frames in seismic codes [13]. 
The effect of opening in the infill wall is to reduce the lateral stiffness and strength 
of the frame. This can be represented by a diagonal strut of reduced width. The 
reduction factor is defined as ratio of reduced strut width to strut-width 
corresponding to fully infilled frame. Using IS: 1893 [16], equation for the 
reduction factor ρw is given as: 
 ρw = 1− 2.5Ar, ρw ≥0 (2) 
 
where, Ar is the opening area ratio, which is the ratio of face area of opening to the 
face area of infill. On the other hand, NZSEE [21] specifies different reduction 
factor openingλ  based on the width of opening measured across a horizontal plane 
Lopening and given by Equation (3): 
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5.1
1

L
Lopening

opening −=λ , 0≥openingλ  (3) 

According to EC 8 [10], large openings are required to be framed with RC 
elements across the full length and thickness of walls. Vertical RC elements of at 
least 150 mm dimension are required at both sides of any opening larger than 1.5 
m2 area .Longitudinal steel in the element shall not be less than 300 mm2 or 1% of 
the cross-sectional area of the element. Shear reinforcement in the form of stirrups 
of at least 5 mm diameter is required with a minimum spacing of 150 mm [10].  
 
10. OUT-OF-PLANE STRENGTH OF MASONRY INFILLS 
During earthquakes, MI walls are subjected to high in-plane shear forces because 
of their high initial stiffness. Tension cracks are formed along the loaded diagonal 
in MI walls, which causes reduction in their lateral strength. In addition, 
connection between the RC frame and MI wall is generally weak and MI wall may 
get separated from RC frames during the in-plane or out-of-plane ground motion, 
and thus become susceptible for collapse in the out-of-plane direction. However, 
such an out-of-plane collapse is not common for walls of low slenderness value 
and for well-confined masonry infill walls. From the above statements, it is clear 
that isolated infill walls are more susceptible to collapse than shear infill walls in 
the out-of-plane direction.  
Different seismic codes require that nonbearing wall panels that are attached to or 
enclose the structure be designed to resist the inertial forces and to accommodate 
movements of the structure resulting from lateral forces [6, 9] or temperature 
change [9]. This is particularly important for systems composed of brittle materials 
or materials with low flexural strength [9]. Once masonry walls crack, continued 
shaking can easily cause collapse in the heavy infill blocks and pose a serious life 
safety threat to building inhabitants. Furthermore, panel support systems often lack 
redundancy and failure of a single connection can have catastrophic consequences. 
In recognition of this, different codes require fasteners to be designed for 
approximately 4 times the required panel force and that the connecting member be 
ductile [6, 9]. This is intended to ensure that the energy absorption takes place in 
the connecting member and not at the connection itself and that the more brittle 
fasteners remain essentially elastic under seismic loading [9]. 
The out of plane strength of MI walls has been given by many seismic codes [20-
22]. On the other hand, EC8 [10] suggests several preventive measures to avoid 
brittle failure, premature disintegration, and out-of-plane failure of masonry infill 
walls during earthquakes, especially for slender walls (ratio of the smaller in length 
or height to thickness greater than 15). The measures includes providing light wire 
meshes adequately anchored on masonry infill walls and on RC frames, wall ties 
fixed to columns and cast into bedding planes of masonry, and concrete posts and 
belts across the panels and through the full thickness of the masonry infill. On the 
other hand, FEMA 356 [22] suggests that MI panels not in tight contact with 
perimeter frame members should be restrained for out-of-plane forces. This may be 
accomplished by installing steel angles or plates on each side of the infills, and 
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welding or bolting the angles or plates to the perimeter frame members. 
 
11. LOCAL EFFECTS DUE TO MASONRY INFILLS 
Presence of infills modifies and magnifies the shear demands on the frame members 
by shortening the distance between in-span plastic hinges (Figure 1). The shear 
demand will be a maximum when flexural plastic hinges form at each end of this so-
called "short column". EC8 [10] requirements for local effects are as follows: 
1) Because of the particular vulnerability of the infill walls of ground floors, a 

seismically induced irregularity is to be expected there and appropriate 
measures should be taken. If a more precise method is not used, the entire 
length of the columns of the ground floor should be considered as the critical 
length and confined accordingly. 

2) If the height of the infills is smaller than the clear length of the adjacent 
columns, as shown in Figure (2), the following measures should be taken: 
a) The entire length of the columns (Lceffi) is considered as critical region and 

should be reinforced with the amount and pattern of stirrups required for 
critical regions; 

b) The consequences of the decrease of the shear span ratio of those columns 
should be appropriately covered. In this calculation the clear length of the 
column Lcl should be taken equal to the length of the column not in contact 
with the infills. 

c) The transverse reinforcement to resist this shear force should be placed 
along the length of the column not in contact with the infills and extend 
along a length hc (dimension of the column cross-section in the plane of the 
infill) into the column part in contact with the infills. 

d) If Lceffi, the length of the column not in contact with the infills is less than 
1.5 hc, the shear force should be resisted by diagonal reinforcement. 

3) Where the infills extend to the entire clear length of the adjacent columns, and 
there are masonry walls on only one side of the column (e.g. corner columns), 
the entire length of the column should be considered as a critical region and be 
reinforced with the amount and pattern of stirrups required for critical regions. 

 

 
Figure 2. The effect of partial infills on frame performance 
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4) The length, of columns Lcl over which the diagonal strut force of the infill is 

applied, should be verified in shear for the smaller of the following two shear 
forces: 
a) The horizontal component of the strut force of the infill, assumed to be 

equal to the horizontal shear strength of the panel, as estimated on the basis 
of the shear strength of bed joints; or  

b) The shear force computed in accordance with Equation (4), depending on 
the ductility class. 

 
  V = γRd ((MRd,c1 + MRd,c2)/ Lcl) (4) 
 
where Lc1 is the contact length (Lceff or Lceff1), and γRd is an overstrength factor. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, design provisions for MI-RC in different seismic codes are 
reviewed. Taking the current practices into consideration, these provisions provide 
a good base for design and construct masonry infill panels. However, major issues 
in various seismic codes need further attention. These issues can be summarized as 
follows: 
Natural Period: Empirical estimation of natural period addresses very simple and 
regular MI-RC frames. Because of practical reasons, most RC buildings become 
irregular when masonry infill walls are added in RC frames. Therefore, most of the 
empirical equations may not estimate the natural periods of such buildings with 
sufficient accuracy. 
Weak and Soft Stories: Design of weak/soft-story frame members is done in 
different seismic codes based on empirical or semi-empirical relations. Very 
limited literature is available in support of these relations. Hence there is an urgent 
need for more research in this area. 
Strength and stiffness of MI-RC frame: In calculating the strength and the 
stiffness of MI-RC frames, many simplified assumptions are used. Neglecting the 
effect of nonstructural components and the presence of openings in masonry infill 
walls are some examples of such simplifications. The current ‘state-of-the-art’ 
method used to account for infill panels is to model an equivalent strut to represent 
the stiffness of the panels. It has been reported that this model give good results 
within the linear range. However, using these models beyond the mortar cracking 
or failure of the infill walls needs further studies. Furthermore, results from 
experimental and finite element investigations suggest a strong interaction between 
in-plane and out-of-plane capacities of the infill walls. Neglecting this interaction 
may lead to unconservative seismic risk evaluation. Accordingly, reflecting these 
issues in the new editions of seismic codes is of high priority.  
Response Reduction Factor: There is no consensus in various seismic codes on 
values of response reduction factor, which reflects that more research is needed on 
reliable estimation of strength and ductility of such buildings. 
Irregularities: Sesmic codes address the problems associated with plan and 
vertical irregularities in MI-RC frames in different ways. However, in case of 
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severe irregularities in plan due to the unsymmetrical arrangement of the infills, 
spatial models need to be specified for the analysis of the structure, including, if 
necessary, a sensitivity analysis regarding the position and the stiffness of the 
infills.  
Local effect: Local effects that occurred due to the frame-infill-interaction need to 
be taken into account. Efficient strengthening methods of nonductile columns need 
to be specified in seismic codes in order to avoid irreparable damage and 
catastrophic failure of the structure.  
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ABSTRACT 
Predicting the behavior of RC shear walls under bending moment without 
existence of interaction of any other kind of loadings like shear or axial load is 
simple and can be conducted with good accuracy. But what is a great concern, is 
predicting their behavior under the interaction of shear, axial and flexural loadings. 
In this research, there is an effort to investigate the behavior of RC shear walls 
under this condition of loading with a novel approach. A general but simple macro 
model is proposed that can include flexural and shear behavior of the wall by 
considering the effects of pull put and slippage of reinforcing bars as well as 
concrete tension softening, stiffening and confinement. This simple model is 
applicable to different wall shapes with different reinforcement ratios and its 
prediction has good agreement with experimental results. The predicted behavior 
of the walls is compared with some available experimental results to show the 
accuracy of the proposed method.         
 
Keywords: RC shear wall, behavior, nonlinear analysis, P-M-V interaction, 
modeling 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Reinforced concrete walls are very effective in resistance of lateral loads imposed 
by earthquakes. They provide high strength and stiffness and if truly designed, can 
also provide good ductility for structures.  
So many analytical and experimental researches have been carried out to study the 
seismic behavior of RC walls and RC frame-wall systems. The response of these 
elements is complex and their overall behavior is influenced by a combination of 
flexural, shear, and axial deformations. Prediction of the exact inelastic response of 
RC walls requires accurate analytical material models that consider the important 
characteristics and behavioral response features such as concrete tension-stiffening, 
nonlinear shear behavior and effects of loading condition, confinement, transverse 
reinforcement, and reinforcing bars slippage on strength, stiffness and deformation 
capacity.  
Analytical modeling of the inelastic behavior of RC wall systems can be 
accomplished either by using microscopic finite element models or macroscopic 
models. Various analytical models have been proposed for predicting the inelastic 
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behavior response of RC walls through a microscopic or macroscopic approach. 
Although microscopic finite element models can provide a refined and detailed 
definition of the local response, their efficiency, practicality, and reliability are 
questionable due to complexities involved in developing the model and interpreting 
the results. Macroscopic models, on the other hand, are practical and efficient, 
although their application is restricted, based on the simplifying assumptions upon 
which the model is based[1].  
A common macro modeling approach is using a beam-column element model. This 
model consists of an elastic flexural element with a nonlinear rotational spring at 
each end to account for the inelastic behavior of critical regions (Error! Reference 
source not found.). To model the RC walls more realistically, improvements, such 
as multiple spring representation [2], varying inelastic zones [3], and specific 
inelastic shear behavior [4] have been introduced into simple beam column models. 
However, inelastic response of structural walls subjected to horizontal loads is 
dominated by large tensile strains and fixed end rotation due to bond slip effects, 
associated with shifting of the neutral axis. This feature cannot directly be modeled 
by a beam-column model, which assumes that rotations occur around points on the 
centroidal axis of the wall and this method disregards the important features of the 
experimentally observed behavior, including the variation of the neutral axis of the 
wall cross section, rocking and reinforcing bars slippage [1].  
 

 
Figure 1. Beam-column element model[1] 

  
Kabeyasawa et al. [5] proposed a new macroscopic three-vertical-line element 
model (TVLEM) to account for the features that beam-column model cannot 
capture. In this model, the wall was idealized as three vertical line elements with 
rigid beams at the top and bottom levels (Figure 1). In this model, shear stiffness 
degradation was incorporated, but was assumed to be independent of the axial load 
and bending moment.  
This method is improved by different authors such as Vulcano et el. [6], [7], 
Kabeyasawa [8] and Colotti [9].  
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Figure 1. Three-vertical-line element model (TVLEM)[1] 

 
In this paper a novel macro model is proposed that can include flexural and shear 
behavior of the wall by considering the effects of reinforcing bars pull put and 
slippage, concrete tension softening and stiffening and confinement. This simple 
model is applicable to different wall shapes and reinforcement ratios and shows 
good agreement with experimental results. 
 
2. ANALYTICAL MODEL 
The adopted method for nonlinear analysis of RC walls in this paper can take into 
account the effects of flexural and shear behavior. Flexural behavior is computed 
by considering a macro fiber model for the wall with including the effects of 
confinement and reinforcing bars pull-out. Shear behavior is predicted according to 
a nonlinear analysis of RC elements under in-plane stresses through a fixed 
smeared crack analysis approach.  
In this method, as is shown in Figure 3, the force-displacement curve of the 
flexural behavior, reinforcement pull out and shear behavior of the wall is 
computed separately and will be combined to obtain the total nonlinear behavior of 
the wall. The total behavior of the wall is computed by adding the displacements 
caused by each of the three behavioral modes that have been mentioned above for 
any shear value (Figure ). If one of the behavioral modes has lower strength than 
the others, it will be the controlling behavior (e.g. Shear behavior in Figure ). 
 

 
Figure 2. Adopted method for computing the behavior of RC walls 
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3. FLEXURAL MODELING 
3.1. Moment Curvature Analysis 
Adopted method here for flexural analysis of RC wall resembles a macro fiber 
model. In this model, the wall is divided into a series of uniaxial elements (Error! 
Reference source not found.) and then by considering the appropriate material 
uniaxial nonlinear models, the moment-curvature analysis of the wall will be done 
with considering the effects of confinement and reinforcing bars pull out from the 
foundation. Each fiber in the model can have different material properties and steel 
ratio. Maekawa's [10] material models are used for modeling the uniaxial behavior 
of the concrete and reinforcing bars.  

 

 
Figure 4. RC wall geometry and fibers definition 

 
Knowing the applied axial force on the wall, the moment curvature analysis is done 
by assuming a linear strain distribution across the section and calculating the 
stresses in each fiber (Error! Reference source not found.) and controlling if 
Eq.(1) is satisfied. If this equation is satisfied, the moment and curvature in the 
section can be computed according to Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) in that step, and if it is not, 
then the assumed strain distribution should be corrected in an iterative procedure. 
This procedure is repeated in several steps until the failure of the steels or crushing 
of the concrete occurs.  

  
Figure 5. Assumed strain distribution in the section 
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where, iσ  is the stress in each fiber, iA is the area of each fiber, N is the constant 

axial force applied to the wall, iy is the fiber distance to the neutral axis of the 

section, κ is the curvature of the section, tε is the first layer strain, cε is the last 
layer strain and l is the length of the section. 
 

 
Figure 6. Moment-curvature behavior of a RC wall 

 
3.2. Shear Displacement Curve Due to Flexural Behavior 
By using the Eq. (4) the shear corresponding to the moment of the wall can be 
computed in each step and the curvature is convertible to the wall base rotation,θ , 
by using the Eq. (5). The top displacement of the wall can also be calculated by 
using Eq. (6). 

 
h
MV =  (4)

 

 
∫
κ

=θ
h

0

dx
h
x.

 
(5) 

 
h
l

θ=δ  (6) 

where h is the wall height. So by computing the shear and the corresponding 
displacement in each step, the shear displacement curve of the wall due to flexural 
behavior is attained.  
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Figure 7. Determination of the wall rotation Figure 

 
4. REINFORCMENT PULL OUT 
In reinforced concrete members, local discontinuities, such as pulling out of 
reinforcing bars from the thicker element and sinking the thinner element to the 
thicker one, tend to take place as a result of abrupt changes in the section stiffness 
at the joint planes connecting two components of different thickness [11]. This 
phenomenon has an important effect on the displacements of the wall that should 
be considered in the analytical methods to obtain good results in comparison to 
experimental results. Here, the Maekawa's pull out model [11] is used to consider 
this important effect. This model describes a relation between steel strain and 
loaded end slip or relative displacement of steel bar to concrete and is applicable to 
both elastic and plastic stress states. This model is capable of giving a unique 
strain-slip relation for a bar that has a long embedded length and that has slip at the 
free-end prevented (Eq. (7)). 
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where sε  is the bar strain, ys is the normalized slip when bar strain is equal to 

yield strain, uf  is the tensile strength of steel bar, yf  is yield strength of the bar 
and s is normalized slip that is related to bar diameter and concrete compressive 
strength as follows:  
 

 
67.0)

200
'( cf

D
Slips =

 (8) 
 
where D is the bar diameter, cf ' is the concrete compressive strength and s is 
normalized slip as defined in Eq. (8). Using this model, the moment rotation curve 
of the wall due to slipping can be computed (Error! Reference source not 
found.).  
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Figure 8. Slip calculation flowchart  

 
5. SHEAR MODELING 
Nonlinear analysis of the wall in shear is done through a fixed smeared crack 
approach by considering the wall as a RC element.  
 

 
Figure 9. Shear modeling of RC walls 
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In the smeared crack approaches the cracks and reinforcing bars are idealized as 
being smeared over the element. The cracks, once generated, are not modeled 
directly but their effects will be considered by changing the material constitutive 
models. Generally, the smeared crack approach is conducted by two methods. 
Rotating crack approach and fixed crack approach. The rotating crack approach 
assumes that the crack direction coincides with the principal direction of average 
strain. Accordingly, it can be changed or rotated following the stress condition 
(Error! Reference source not found.), and because the shear stress vanishes on 
the continually updated principle planes, no shear model is needed in this method. 
In the step-by-step computation, one crack is considered and the previous ones are 
erased. So the rotating crack approach does not explicitly account for shear slip and 
shear stress transfer due to aggregate interlock. In the fixed crack approach the 
crack direction once generated will not change during the analysis until the 
direction changes more than a specific value. So there will be shear stress in the 
assumed crack direction and the shear transfer due to aggregate interlock will be 
considered. In this paper the fixed smeared crack approach is used to model the 
shear behavior of RC wall in an iterative procedure as shown in.  
 

 
Figure 10. Rotating smeared crack approach 

 

 
Figure 11. Fixed smeared crack approach 
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Figure 12. Fixed smeared crack approach flow chart for analysis of RC element 

 
6. VERIFICATION 
To control the accuracy of the adopted method, the analysis results are compared 
with the experimental behavior of some RC walls. The experimental data for the 
first example are taken from (Lanker and Mang[12]). The wall shape and 
reinforcement arrangement are shown in. This wall is analyzed with the adopted 
method and the results are compared in Figure 13.  
The second RC wall is taken from Oesterle et al. [13]. This wall is also analyzed 
with the adopted method and the results are compared in Figure 15. 
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Figure 13. Experimental and analytical behavior of the first wall 

 

 
Figure 14. Geometry and reinforcement arrangement of the second wall[14] 
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Figure 15. Experimental and analytical results of the second wall 

 
7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a general macro modeling method is proposed that can include 
flexural and shear behavior of the wall by considering the effects of reinforcing 
bars pull put and slippage, concrete tension softening, stiffening and confinement. 
This method can be used to predict the nonlinear response of RC walls by 
considering all important characteristics and behavioral response features, and is 
applicable to different wall shapes and the amount of reinforcement. To study the 
accuracy of the proposed method, the results are compared with some experimental 
results and their good agreement is shown. 
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ABSTRACT 
Seismic evaluation of the behavior of irregular structures is one of the most 
important steps in the retrofitting process of such structures. Irregularity can be in 
the elevation or in the plan of a structure. Irregularity in plan shape which is due to 
the difference between the position of the center of stiffness and the mass center of 
a structure caused by architectural requirements is usually inevitable. In this study 
the analytical and experimental models of project CM-4 Structural Retrofit 
Strategies, part of the Mid-America Earthquake Center Core Research Program 
under the Thrust Area Consequence Minimization. tested at full scale at the 
European Laboratory for Structural Assessment (ELSA) of the Joint Research 
Center (JRC), Ispra, Italy are modeled in the general purpose ABAQUS. The 
analytical results of the models generated in ABAQUS compare favorably with the 
experimental and analytical results of the project.    
Having verified the reliability the accuracy of the adopted analysis methods the 
seismic behavior of an irregular reinforced concrete building designed according to 
the Iranian Code of Practice for Seismic Resistant Design of Buildings, Standard 
No. 2800 has been investigated using the model. The investigated parameters 
include the capacity of the building, the maximum displacement, the relative 
displacement of the stories and the dynamic characteristics of the building. 
 
Keywords: seismic evaluation; irregular structures; maximum displacement; 
relative displacement    
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important factors in design of each structure against lateral loads 
or in retrofitting an existing buildings is the better understanding of the behavior 
and response of it against such loads. In fact, having enough information about the 
behavior of an structure can result in more accurate, safer, and more economical 
design of it. Seismic evaluation of an structure is greatly influenced by its 
geometry, regularity, and irregularity. Different aspects of response and behavior 
of regular structures can be predicted to some extent, but in case of irregular ones it 
is otherwise. Thus according to different building codes much attention should be 
paid to the design of such structures for which the results of nonlinear and dynamic 
analyses are used to determine the validity of a design. Given the observations 
noted above, seismic evaluation of irregular structures is essential.In this study 
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having verified the capability of an analytical model to simulate the nonlinear 
behavior of an irregular structure investigated experimentally, the provisions of the 
Iranian seismic code concerning design of irregular structures are also checked 
through the nonlinear static and dynamic analyses of an irregular RC building 
designed according to the mentioned provisions. 
 
2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST BUILDING 
2.1. Geometry of the Test Model 
The structure is a simplification of an actual three-story building which is a 
representative of older construction in Southern Europe without earthquake design 
provisions. It is also similar to pre-seismic code construction in many other parts of 
the world. The test building has been designed for gravity loads alone, using the 
concrete design code applied in Greece between 1954 and 1995. Total dead loads 
and 30% of live loads are used for the gravity loads in the analysis. An overview of 
the test building and the plan of a typical repetitive floor are presented in Figure1. 
Infill walls and stairs are omitted in the model. Dimensions of the building are 
represented in Figure 2 and details of member dimensions and reinforcement are 
represented in Figure 3. Slabs are omitted in the analytical model and their 
contribution to beam stiffness and strength is reflected by effective width of the T-
section. For the modeling of beams, a reinforced concrete T-section is utilized and 
the effective flange width is assumed to be the beam width plus 7% of the clear 
span of the beam on either side of the web (Fardis, 1994). 
 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the Test Model and Plan 

 

 
Figure 2. Geometry of the Test Model 
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Figure 3. Member Dimensions and Reinforcement 

 
The plan of the test structure in Figure 1(b) shows that beams adjacent to C6 are 
not in alignment, thus gaps between center lines of beams (B5 and B6) and the 
column (C6) should be considered in the modeling of the beam column connection 
at C6. As shown in Figure 4, rigid elements are utilized to connect center lines of 
beams and columns in order to model the force transfer between members and 
torsion due to gaps between center lines of members. 
 

 
Figure 4. Rigid Arms for Modeling of C6 (Plan) 

 
2.2. Assumed Material Properties And Modeling Assumptions 
Assumed material properties and assumptions for the analytical modeling of the 
test structure are summarized in Table 1. 
 
2.3. Static Pushover Analysis 
Nonlinear static pushover analyses are performed in order to estimate overall 
capacity and basic characteristics of the test structure such as peak base shears and 
weak directions. The 1st mode shape is utilized in calculating the base shear and 
distribution of the lateral forces on the structure. It should be noted that according 
to FEMA356 in case of irregular structures lateral load should be applied in both 
directions with 100% load in one direction and 30% in the orthogonal direction. 
Distributions of equivalent lateral load on the plan and pushover curves of the test 
structure are represented in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. 
Using the assumptions summarized in Table 1 nonlinear static pushover analysis of 
the test structure is performed in ABAQUS and the curve obtained is compared 
with the one of  ELSA model in Figure 7.  
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Figure 5.  Distribution of Equivalent 

Lateral Load on the Plan Figure 6.  Static Pushover Curves 

 

 
Figure 7. Base Shear-Top Displacement Response of the Test Structure         

 
Dynamic time history analysis using ground motion accelerations, as recommended 
mostly by building codes, has been used to investigate the seismic behavior of the 
test structure. Failure prevention was considered as an important criterion for 
selection of a record to obtain more controllable results and a stream of good 
response data in the real test. After observation and comparison of analysis results 
Montenegro 1979 (Herceg Novi) was selected. Two orthogonal components of the 
selected semi-artificial record, Montenegro 1979 (Herceg Novi) with peak ground 
acceleration (PGA) intensity of 1g are presented in Figure 8. 
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Table 1: Assumed Material Properties and Assumptions for the Analytical Modeling 
Both of ELSA Model & Main Model 

Assumptions Items in analytical 
modeling 

Analytical Modeling in ABAQUS Analytical Modeling  in ZeusNL  

Yield strength 
fy=400 MPa 

Post-yield stiffness to pre-yield 
stiffness ratio 
E2/E1=0.0056 

Young's modulus 
E1=206000 MPa 

(FeB32K from Italian market) 
Yield strength 

fy=459 MPa (Φ 12) 
fy=377 MPa (Φ20) 

Post-yield stiffness to pre-yield 
stiffness ratio 

E2/E1=0.0032 (Φ12) 
E2/E1=0.0056 (Φ20) 

Young's modulus 
E1=206000 MPa 

 
 
 
 

Reinforcement 
steel 

 

Compressive strength 
f'c=25 MPa 

Confinement factor 
K=1.1, from Mander et al. (1988) 

Compressive strength 
f'c=25 MPa 

Confinement factor 
K=1.01, from Mander et al. (1988) 

 
 

Concrete 

Reinforcement steel 
Bilinear Elasto-plastic model 

Concrete 
Model of Martinez-Rueda and 

Elnashai (1997) 
based on Mander et al. (1988) 

Reinforcement steel 
Bilinear Elasto-plastic model 

Concrete 
Model of Martinez-Rueda and 

Elnashai (1997) 
based on Mander et al. (1988) 

 
 

Stress-strain 
relationship 

 

M
at

er
ia

l 

25000 kg/m3 25000 kg/m3 Self weight of 
RC member 

DL+0.2LL DL+0.3LL Gravity loads 

DL+0.2LL DL+0.3LL 
Seismic dead 
load for mass 
calculation 

Distributed at beam column 
connections 

Distributed at beam column 
connections 

Mass 
distribution 

Considered Considered P-delta effect 

Rayleigh damping has been used No (Only hysteretic damping was 
considered. 

Viscous 
damping 

  

ABAQUS 6.3 ZeusNL (V.1.5) Analysis 
program 

Distributed plasticity model Distributed plasticity model Element model 

Yes Yes Centerline 
dimensions 

No Yes (both at beam ends and column 
ends) 

Rigid offset at 
beam column 

connection 

- Yes M-M-N 
interaction 

- 
 

Web width plus 7% of the clear span 
of 

the beam on either side of the web 

Effective flange 
width of T-

beams 

St
ru

ct
ur

al
 M

od
el

in
g 
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2.3. NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

 
Figure 8. Acceleration Response History of Montenegro 1979 - Herceg Novi 

 
After scaling down their PGA to 0.12g, 0.14g and 0.16g, they were applied to the 
building in eight different sets of directions as shown in Figure 9. Each 
combination of directions is defined as D1-D8, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 9.  Combinations of Directions to Apply Ground Motions 

 
Montenegro 1979 (Herceg Novi) record at 0.15g PGA in the direction D1 had been 
selected as an appropriate earthquake scenario for the test. Using the same record at 
0.15g PGA in the direction D1 nonlinear dynamic analysis of the test structure is 
performed in ABAQUS and the curve obtained is compared with the one of ELSA 
model in Figure 10 and Figure 11. Which verifies the accuracy of the adopted 
analysis methods. 
Having verified the reliability of the analytical model generated and analyzed in 
ABAQUS, the seismic behavior of an irregular reinforced concrete building 
designed according to the Iranian Code of Practice for Seismic Resistant Design of 
Buildings, Standard No. 2800, has been investigated using the model, so that the 
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possible deficiencies of the mentioned code becomes evident. (The designed model 
is called the main model at the rest of the paper) 
 

 
Figure 10. Comparison of the Top Displacement Histories of ELSA Investigation and 

the Model Generated in ABAQUS (X direction) 
 

 
Figure 11. Comparison of the Top Displacement Histories of ELSA Investigation and 

the Model Generated in ABAQUS (Y direction) 
 
3. DESIGN OF AN IRREGULAR RC BUILDING 
The type of irregularity of the building should be selected in such a way that covers 
most of the existing or under construction buildings. As observed in most of the 
structures, due to architectural and urban planning provisions, irregularity is 
usually in plan shapes. Thus a building with irregular plan shape and simple 
enough to be simulated in ABAQUS has been selected (Figure 12). The structure 
of the model has been designed according to the Iranian Code of Practice for 
Seismic Resistant Design of Buildings, Standard No. 2800, and ACI 318-99 in 
ETABS.V.8.2.7. 
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a) 3D View of the Model b) Plan of the Model 

Figure 12. Overview of the Model and Plan 
 
3.1. Simulation of the Main Model in Abaqus 
Assumed material properties and assumptions for the analytical modeling of the 
main model are summarized in Table 2. A model proposed by Mander et al. (1988) 
is adopted for stress-strain relationships of confined concrete and evaluating the 
confining effect K (Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 13. Stress-Strain Relationship of Confined Concrete 

 
3.2. Modal Analysis 
In order to understand the overall response of the structure, periods and mode 
shapes are obtained using 3D modeling in ABAQUS. Three main mode shapes and 
corresponding frequencies are presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Three Main Mode Shapes 

 
3.3. Nonlinear Static Analysis 
As mentioned in previous sections nonlinear static pushover analyses are 
performed in order to estimate overall capacity and basic characteristics of a 
structure such as peak base shears and weak directions, and according to 
FEMA356 in case of irregular structures lateral load should be applied in both 
directions with 100% load in one direction and 30% in the orthogonal direction. 
Thus in this phase of the study the model has been subjected to lateral load first in 
one direction(X) and then in both directions (100% load in one direction and 30% 
in the orthogonal direction) (Figure 15), and the results are presented in Figure 16. 
 

  
Figure 15. Distribution of Equivalent 

Lateral Load on the Plan 
Figure 16. Base Shear Versus top 

Displacement of the Model 
 
3.4. Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis 
Time-history dynamic analysis using ground motion accelerograms has been 
recommended mostly by building codes. According to the Iranian Code of Practice 
for Seismic Resistant Design of Buildings, Standard No. 2800 ground motion 
effects can be applied either by acceleration spectrum or time history. In this study, 
according to the code, three scaled accelerograms have been used. (Table 3 and 
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Table 4). The results of the nonlinear dynamic analysis subjected to Montenegro 
1979 (semi artificial) ground motion, are indicated in Figure 17, Figure 18, and 
Figure 19. 

Table 3  
Earthquake PGA (x) PGA (y) 

Montenegro1979 ( semi artificial) 1g 1g 
Tabas 0.878g 0.933g 

El-Centro 0.214g 0.312g 
 

Table 4 

Earthquake Items Max PGA Scale 
factor 

Max PGA 
after Scaled 

PGA (X) 1g 0.35 0.35g Montenegro1979 
 ( semi artificial) PGA (Y) 1g 0.35 0.35g 

PGA (X) 0.878g 0.52 0.457g Tabas PGA (Y) 0.933g 0.552 0.5151g 
PGA (X) 0.214g 1.801 0.3868g El-Centro PGA (Y) 0.312g 1.249 0.435g 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Since the building has been designed according to the Iranian Standard No. 2800, 
its provisions and the observations of similar building codes can be used to 
evaluate the results of the analyses 
 

 
Figure 17. Base Shear-Time Response of the Model in Both Directions (X, Y) 

 

 
Figure 18. Top Displacement-Time Response of Column C5 in Both Directions (X, Y) 
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Figure 19. Drift -Time Response of C5 at 3rd Floor in Both Directions (X, Y) 

 

 
Figure 20. Torque at the Top of Column C5, Subjected to El-Centro Ground Motion. 

 
4.1. The Conclusions of the Nonlinear Static Analysis 
1. according to the capacity curve obtained through static pushover analysis the 
maximum inelastic displacement of the structures with a period of about 0.7 second, 
2.5%, determined by FEME and Iranian seismic design code, is observed in the main 
model and softening of the model begins at the displacement of about 40cm.  
2. The displacement of about 40cm is observed in the obtained capacity curve. In 
this region the amount of the force does not change considerably, and the structure 
withstands the applied load at the large displacement caused by yield and failure of 
the longitudinal reinforcement of the members until the collapse of the building. 
Comparing the results with the results of the model tested by ELSA, it can be 
concluded that the structure designed according to the Iranian seismic code is much 
more ductile and can absorb much more energy. 
3. As mentioned before, according to the provisions of seismic codes, irregular 
structures should be loaded in both directions which, as observed in the ELSA 
model, accounts for the reduction in the ductility of the structure (Figure). While 
the results obtained by the analysis of the main model (designed by the authors) 
prove the fact that in the provisions of the Iranian seismic code this phenomenon 
has been taken into account and no reduction in the ductility of the model due to 
bidirectional loading has been observed.  
 
4.2. The Conclusions of the Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis 
1. The relative lateral displacement of stories of the structure subjected to El Centro 
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and Tabas accelerograms has not exceeded the maximum amount defined in the 
Iranian seismic code, except for the lateral displacement of the third story resulted 
from Montenegro accelerogram which was about 4cm and 1.33% of the allowable 
relative displacement in the code. 
2. The amount of the torsion is considerable and as illustrated in Figure 14 the 
torsional mode shape is the third mode shape with a period of 0.536 sec which is 
about the period of the first mode shape (0.659 sec). as was expected, column C5 is 
subjected to the maximum amount of torsion. 
 
4.3. Final Conclusion  
Considering all the results stated above it can be concluded that the provisions of 
the Iranian Code of Practice for Seismic Resistant Design of Buildings, Standard 
No. 2800 are appropriate for seismic design of the irregular reinforced concrete 
structures having 5 stories or being 18 meters in height.  
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a new method for nonlinear analysis of two dimensional reinforced 
concrete frames is proposed. In numerical modeling each frame is divided into two 
types of joint and beam-column elements. The effect of bond-slip has been 
considered in the formulation of beam-column element by removing perfect bond 
assumption from fiber method. Joint elements are formulated upon major behaviors 
including Pull-out of embedded longitudinal bars, shear and flexural deformation 
of joint panel and shear slip in interface section between joint and neighboring 
element. Four types of joint elements have been generated according to their 
position in the frame. Each element type has been modeled based on the major 
behaviors of that through the combination of one or more defined mechanisms and 
sub-elements. The reliability of the method has been assessed through the 
comparison of numerical and experimental results for a one bay two storey frame 
and a good agreement between experimental and analytical results is observed. 
 
Keywords: nonlinear analysis, RC frames, bond-slip, joint element 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much effort has been devoted in the last forty years to the development of models 
of nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete frame (RCF). These researches can be 
classified into three categories: behavior of steel and concrete materials, interaction 
between bars and concrete and finally, numerical method for nonlinear analysis. In 
the field of material behavior, numerous models have been proposed,  among 
which the Kent-Park model [1] is the most popular model for the stress-strain 
relationship of concrete and that of Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto (GMP) [2,3] model 
for steel bars. In the field of interaction between concrete and bars, Eligehausen et 
al. [4] proposed a model for bond stress-slip between bars and concrete. Also other 
researchers such as Muguruma et al., Hawkins et al., Mirza et al. and Mehlhorn et 
al. proposed their models for bond stress-slip relationship [5]. Other researchers 
complemented and modified the previous models according to their experimental 
works and proposed their models [6]. In the beginning two-component model was 
proposed by Clough et al. [7] for the numerical analysis of RCF. After that several 
concentrated plasticity constitutive models have been proposed to date. Such 
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models include stiffness degrading in flexure, pinching in shear, and fix-end 
rotations due to bar’s Pull-out. Then a more accurate description of the inelastic 
behavior of reinforced concrete members became possible with distributed 
nonlinearity models. The most promising model for the nonlinear analysis of 
reinforced concrete elements is, presently, fiber section model. In this model the 
element is subdivided into longitudinal steel and concrete fibers. The constitutive 
relation of the section is derived by integration of the response of the fibers, which 
follows the uni-axial stress-stain relationship of materials. The fiber model, 
basically, adopts the perfect bond assumption [8]. Limkatanyu & Spacone [9] have 
suggested a method based on fiber section for modeling beam or column reinforced 
concrete element, but instead of the perfect bond assumption, they have considered 
bond-slip effect. Meanwhile, microscopic modeling of RCF and their elements 
with and without bar-concrete interaction in finite element domain has been 
proposed, but because of its cost the researchers prefer to suggest the simpler 
methods. 
Moreover a variety of beam-column joint models have been proposed by 
researchers. Some of the earliest works to simulate the inelastic response of RCF 
were based on the calibration of the Plastic-Hinge formation within beam-column 
elements to introduce the inelastic action of the joint [10]. Another generation of 
joint models is decoupling the inelastic response of the beams, columns, and joints 
to facilitate model calibration. One such model is the zero-length rotational spring 
element that has been used in order to connect beam to column elements and 
thereby represent the shear distortion of the joint [11]. More recently, researchers 
have begun using continuum type elements to represent the response of reinforced 
concrete joints. This type of formulation greatly increases the computational effort 
of the analysis but offers the potential for high resolution, accurate, and objective 
modeling of the joint region. One of these models is proposed by Lows et al. [12].  
The major sources of deformation in reinforced concrete frame (RCF) are flexural 
rotation in beams and columns, shear deformation of joints including shear sliding 
and bar-concrete interaction such as bar’s slip. In this study the behavior of frame 
elements arises from a combination of these deformation mechanisms. In order to 
achieve this goal two types of elements have been modeled, one is beam-column 
element which hereafter is called “BCE” and the other is joint element that is called 
“JE”. BCE has been generated based on fiber method but the effect of bar-concrete 
interaction is imposed into equilibrium equations. Also JE is made up of a few 
mechanisms and sub-elements. 
 
2. BEAM-COLUMN ELEMENT 
The free body diagram of an infinitesimal segment dx of BCE is shown in Figure 1. 
In formulation only the bond stress tangential to the bars is considered and the 
bar’s dowel effect is neglected. Each BCE is a combination of one 2-node concrete 
frame element and n number of 2-node bars with bond interfaces. n is the number 
of longitudinal bars in cross section of BCE. This element has been proposed by 
Limkatanyu and Spacone [9]. Slippage has been allowed to occur because the 
nodal degrees of freedom of the concrete element and the bars are different. Based 
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on the small deformation assumption, all of the equilibrium conditions have been 
considered. Considering axial equilibriums in the concrete element and steel bars 
and also vertical and moment equilibriums in the segment dx lead to matrix form of 
equations which is shown in Equation 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Free body diagram of infinitesimal segment of BCE and its components 
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(2) 

ny  is the distance of bar n from section reference axis (Figure 1). The BCE section 

deformation vector conjugate of (x)DB  is { }TB (x)d:(x)d(x)d = . In which 
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{ }T
BB )x()x((x)d κε= contains concrete element section deformations and 

{ }T
n1 )x(....)x((x)d εε=  contains the axial strain of the bars. Displacement vector in the 

cross section of BCE is defined as { }T(x)u:(x)uu(x) = . In which 

{ }T
BB )x(u)x(u 21=(x)u contains concrete element axial and transversal 

displacements, respectively, and  { }T
n )x(u...)x(u1=(x)u  contains the axial 

displacements of the bars. From small deformation assumption, the element 
deformations are related to the element displacements through the following 
relation: 

 u(x)(x)d BB ∂=  (3) 
 
The bond slips of bars are determined by the following relation between the bar 
and concrete element displacements: 
 

 dx
)x(duy)x(u)x(u)x(u B

iBibi
2

1 +−=
 

(4) 

 
Where )(xubi  is the bond slip between bar i and surrounding concrete. By 

introducing the bond deformation vector as { }T
bnb )x(u...)x(u 1=(x)db , Equation 

4 can be written in the following matrix form: 
 

 u(x)(x)d bb ∂=  (5) 
 
The weak form of displacement based finite element formulation is determined 
through the principle of stationary potential energy. The BCE nodal displacement 
(U) which is shown in Figure 2 serve as primary element unknowns and the section 
displacement u(x) are related to it through displacement shape function matrix. The 
relation between nodal displacements and internal deformations can be written 
through transformation matrix. 
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The nonlinear behavior of BCE derives from the nonlinear relation between the 
section forces and the section deformations through section and bond stiffness 
matrices ( (x)k,(x)k bB ). Section stiffness matrix included axial and bending 
stiffness of concrete element (EA(x) and EI(x)) also axial stiffness of the bars 
(EnAn(x)). Bond stiffness matrix is diagonal and included slope of bond force-slip 
relationship of each bar (kbn(x)). By using the fiber section method, section stiffness 
matrix is derived. In this method, the stress-strain relationships of steel and 
concrete are needed. The bond stiffness matrix is derived through the bond stress-
slip relation and perimeter of each bar. These relationships are selected according 
to Table 1. 
 

Table1. Selected models for material behavior 
Concrete stress-strain for 

compressive region 
Park –Kent model [1] and later extended by 

Scott et al. [13] 
Concrete stress-strain for tensile 

region Gilbert & Warner model [14] 

Steel stress-strain Giuffre-Menegoto-Pinto model [3] 
Bond stress-bond slip Eligehausen et al. model [4] 
Shear stress-shear slip Walraven model [15] 

Shear stress-shear deformation Anderson et al. model [16] 
 
3. JOINT ELEMENT 
In order to model the response of such JE, two sub-elements and two significant 
mechanisms have been considered. The sub-elements are: a concrete and a 
reinforced concrete deep beam. In which the effects of shear and flexural 
deformations has been considered based on Timoshenko beam theory. The 
mentioned mechanisms are: Pull-out of beam or column longitudinal bars 
embedded in the joint (Pull-out failure), and shear-transfer at the BCE-joint 
interfaces (shear slip). The number of degrees of freedom in each side of JE is 
compatible with the degrees of freedom in the ends of BCEs that are in the 
neighboring of the JE. Thus, it will be possible to assemble the global matrix and 
vectors of RCF. In numerical modeling, depending on the position of JE in the 
RCF, four types of JE can be defined through the combination of sub-elements and 
mentioned mechanisms. So, firstly, the sub-elements and the mechanisms have 
been described. 
 
4. REINFORCED CONCRETE SUB-ELEMENT 
Reinforced concrete sub-element hereafter is called “RCSE”. In a similar way to 
which described for BCE, the infinitesimal segment of RCSE has free body 
diagram similar to Figure 1. In this sub-element the effect of shear deformation has 
been considered based on Timoshenko beam theory. Also slippage has been 
allowed to occur. Considering axial equilibriums in the concrete part and steel bars, 
also vertical and moment equilibriums in the segment dx, lead to the matrix form of 
equations which is presented in Equation 1. The definitions in this equation are 
valid but (x)D  has been rewritten as { }T

BBB )x(M)x(V)x(N=(x)D and B∂  and b∂  
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have been rewritten as Equation 6. 
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The RCSE section deformation vector conjugate of (x)DB  is { }TB (x)d:(x)d(x)d = . 
In which { }T

BBB )x()x()x( κγε=(x)d contains axial, shear and bending 
deformations of section of concrete element, respectively. (x)d  has similar 
definition to that of BCE. The following displacements are defined at the sub-
element level: { }T(x)u:(x)uu(x) =  is displacement vector along the RCSE, in 
which { }T

BBB )x(u)x(u)x(u 321=(x)u  contains axial, transversal and rotational 
displacements of concrete element, respectively. (x)u  has similar definition to that 
of BCE. From small deformation assumption, the element deformations are related 
to the element displacements through the Equation 3. The bond slips of bars are 
determined by the following relation between the bar and concrete element 
displacements: 
 )x(uy)x(u)x(u)x(u BiBibi 31 +−=  (7) 
 
By introducing the bond deformation vector as (x)db , Equation 7 can be written as 
Equation 5. The weak form of displacement based finite element formulation is 
determined through the principle of stationary potential energy. RCSE nodal 
displacement vector is similar to that of BCE (Figure 3-a). The section 
displacement vector is related to nodal displacement vector through the matrix of 
shape functions. Then the section deformations and bond slips could be determined 
through Equations 3 and 5. 
The nonlinear behavior of RCSE derives from nonlinear relation between the 
section forces and the section deformations through section and bond stiffness 
matrices. The section stiffness matrix included axial, shear, and bending stiffness 
of concrete element (EA(x), GA(x) and EI(x)), also axial stiffness of the bars 
(EnAn(x)). The bond stiffness matrix and method for calculation of these matrices 
are similar to which described for BCE. The section shear stiffness derives from 
shear stress-shear deformation relationship which is selected according to Table 1. 
External load vector of this sub-element derives from the external distributed loads 
along that, which is shown in Figure 3-a as )x(py1  and )x(py2 , by using  the 
shape function matrix. The distributed loads derive from the internal loads in the 
JE side sections, which are parallel to that sub-element, based on stress value in 
concrete and steel fibers of the mentioned side sections. The external load vector 
will be updated in each load step of nonlinear analysis. 
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Figure 3. Joint element parts and definitions 

 
5. CONCRETE SUB-ELEMENT 
Concrete sub-element hereafter is called “CSE” and is not reinforced. That is a 
regular 2-node concrete frame element with three degrees of freedom in each of 
two ends (Figure 3-b). The formulation of CSE derives frÿm Timoshenko beam 
theory, fiber method, and material behavior similar to concrete part in RCSE. Also, 
external load which affects on this sub-element is similar to that of RCSE. 
 
6. PULL-OUT MECHANISM 
According to Figure 3-c, simulation of stiffness and strength loss associated with 
bond strength deterioration for longitudinal reinforcement embedded in the joint is 
considered. If nodal displacement vector related to Pull-out behavior is defined as 

[ ]T1
n

1
1

1
3

1
2

1
1 V..VUUUU = , the slippage of the bars can be defined as below: 
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In which, ny is the distance of bar n from reference line. The relationship between 
Pull-out force and slip for embedded bar number n in the section 1 can be defined 
as 111

nnslipn skf ×= . In which 1
nf  is Pull-out force and k1

slip n is slip stiffness of Pull-
out behavior. This equation derives from the bond stress-slip relationship related to 
Pull-out behavior which is selected according to Table 1, embedded length of the 
bar, conditions of end of the bar and perimeter of the bar section. Because Pull-out 
force is summation of bond stress on around surface of each embedded bar. The 
relationship between Pull-out force and slip of all bars in the section 1 can be 
written in the following matrix form: 
 

 slipkf 1
slipslip ×=  (9) 

 
Where k1

slip is a diagonal matrix which includes  k1
slip n  and fslip is Pull-out force 

vector according to slip vector. 
The nodal force vector can be expressed in the following form: 
 

 UKUAkAslipkAfAF slipslip
1
slip

T
slip

1
slip

T
slipslip

T
slip ====  (10) 

 
From Equation 10, Pull-out stiffness matrix related to section 1 can be written as 

slip
1
slip

T
slip AkA . The Pull-out stiffness matrix will be imposed into stiffness matrix of 

JE. Also, in order to calculate resisting force vector related to Pull-out behavior 
and impose it into the resisting force vector of JE, it can be written as slip

T
slipfA . 

 
7. SHEAR SLIP 
According to Figure 3-d, in this method an interface shear component has been 
considered to represent shear slip and reduction sliding shear. According to degrees 
of freedom in shear direction in the specified side of JE, shear slip can be defined 
as below: 
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If shear force-shear slip relation in the side of JE can be defined as 

slipshearslipshearslipshear kf Δ= , the stiffness matrix related to this mechanism and 
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specified degrees of freedom can be written as slipshear
T

slipshear AA slipsheark . Also, in 
order to calculate resisting force vector and impose it into the resisting force vector 
of JE, it can be written as slipshearfT

slipshearA . Shear force-shear slip relation is 
generable by help of shear stress-shear slip relationship according to Table 1 and 
integration of shear stress over the side surface of the JE. 
 
8. TYPE OF JOINT ELEMENTS 
 

Table 2. Types of joint elements in a two dimensional RCF 

Joint element 
type 

 
2*Concrete sub-

element 

Pull-out 
mechanism 

3*Reinforced 
concrete sub-

element 
1*Concrete sub-

element 

4*Reinforced 
concrete sub-

element 
 

♦ Number of sub-elements which is used in assembling. 
 
9. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL VALIDATION 
In order to analyze RCF based on the proposed method, a computer program has 
been developed. The solution of equilibrium equations is typically accomplished 
by an iterative method through a convergence check. In this research the Newton-
Raphson method is used as nonlinear solution algorithms [17]. Also the Gauss-
Lobatto method is used for numerical integration in which the number of 
integration points is equal to five. For demonstrating the ability and reliability of 
the proposed method, verification for a one bay two storey RCF is presented. This 
frame is loaded laterally at the level of second storey and was tested by Vecchio 
and Emara [18]. The geometry of the specimen and the details of the cross sections 
are shown in Figure 4. Two 700kN of axial loads was imposed on the column 
before applying lateral load. Required information for numerical modeling such as 
bar and concrete material specifications are used as reported in [18]. In numerical 
modeling, beams and columns will be divided into enough number of BCEs. 
Because, the formulation is displacement based and the response is depend on 
element size and it is needed the length of BCE be enough short. As a simple 
suggestion, the length of BCE can be selected equal or smaller than average crack 
spacing in beam or column. In these cases convergence will be achieved in the 
numerical results. The equation which is given by CEB-FIP [19] is adapted for 
calculation of average crack spacing. Average crack spacing has been calculated as 
112 and 90 mm for beams and columns, respectively. So, in numerical modeling 
first storey columns, second storey columns and the beams are divided into 20, 17 
and 28 BCEs, respectively. Numerical analysis is carried out utilizing two 
approaches. In one approach the bond between bars and concrete is assumed to be 
perfect and in the other one, the effects of bond-slip such as Pull-out of bars in the 
joint and slip in BCEs are considered. Figure 5-a shows the analytical and 
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experimental load-displacement responses. Results show that by perfect bond 
assumption the estimation of stiffness and capacity is higher than experimental 
values, but for the case with bond-slip effects, the proposed method has good 
precision for estimating both cases of stiffness and capacity in numerical analysis. 
 

 
Figure 4. Geometry and details of the tested frame 

 
In order to show the capability of the proposed method in considering Pull-out 
effect, four analyses with a variety of embedded length of the longitudinal bars of 
the columns in the footing is carried out. The results are shown in Figure 5-b in 
which, the case with 300 mm embedded length is the existing value of the model 
and the others are assumed. The results for two cases with 300 and 1000 mm length 
are approximately similar. It can be concluded for the existing model because of 
the sufficiency of embedded length, the Pull-out of the bars in the base is very 
insignificant. 
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Figure 5. Load-displacement response of the tested frame (a): comparing bond-slip 

effect; (b): comparing Pull-out effect 
10. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a new method for nonlinear analysis of two dimensional RCF is 
proposed. Each RCF is divided into two types of joint (JE) and beam-column 
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(BCE) elements. The effect of bond-slip has been considered in the formulation of 
BCE. Formulation of the BCE is based on the displacement method and 
displacement shape functions have been used in order to express the internal 
displacements in term of nodal displacement. JEs are formulated upon major 
behaviors including Pull-out of embedded longitudinal bars, shear and flexural 
deformation of JE and shear slip in interface section between joint and neighboring 
element. Four types of JEs have been generated according to their position in the 
frame based on major behaviors of them through the combination of one or more 
defined mechanisms and sub-elements. 
In order to utilize the nonlinear analysis based on the proposed method, a computer 
program is developed and reliability of the method has been assessed through the 
comparison of numerical with experimental results for a one bay two storey RCF. 
The comparison shows a good agreement between experimental and analytical 
results. The proposed method can be used as an efficient numerical method for 
nonlinear analysis of RCF because of its capability for modeling of JE, with the 
consideration of bond-Slip effect, Pull-out of bars in the joints, shear slip and shear 
deformation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Regarding the increasing expansion of construction in Tehran, the design and 
construction of raft or grid concrete foundations are very common for tall 
buildings. Winckler springs are often used by professionals to model soils in the 
design of flexible concrete foundation. However, it presents a substantial problem 
because the Winckler springs are not coupled. Such a subgrade reaction theory is 
too simplified, i.e. it considers a fixed constant value for the stiffness of Winckler 
springs which leads to an incorrect design. Continuum mechanics theory and 
numerical simulation tools are available to be used for soil modeling but they are 
time consuming and most engineers prefer to use Winckler springs to model the 
soil. In the presented research, a computer program was firstly developed based on 
finite elements method. It could model a flexible foundation on springs but the 
springs are coupled by considering stress distribution within soil mass. The used 
method is very similar to Winckler springs model and tries to modify it. The 
method is employed for different geological formations in Tehran to show the 
effects of the properties of coarse alluvium of Tehran on the analysis of concrete 
foundations. 
 
Keyword: tehran coarse grain alluvium, concrete foundation, stress distribution, 
deformation 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Importance of mat foundations: 
In recent years, methods of analysis and structure construction have undergone 
many changes but the use of mat and grid foundations for tall buildings goes back 
to many years and such concrete foundations have shown their proven role in the 
transfer of construction forces to the ground. 
A number of mat concrete foundation analysis methods, such as strips method, 
equivalent slab method, beam on flexible foundation or elasticity methods (Backer, 
1957), have been used. Despite this, with advances in the methods of finite 
elements, the analysis of a slab on flexible foundation is the most used and spring 
is used for soil simulation [1, 2, and 3]. 
Mat concrete foundations can be assumed as a flexural beam or slab. Only this 
beam/slab relies on the ground at various points. Since the soil has less stiffness 
than concrete, ground response could be the most important variable in the design 
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of flexible concrete foundations and consequently plays an important role for 
analysis of concrete foundations. Therefore, the soil response is discussed for 
various geological formations of Tehran soil in this paper. 
 
2. GEOLOGY OF TEHRAN DEPOSITS [4,13]: 
Ribben (1966) was a European geologist who worked for the Geological Survey of 
Iran (GSI) in the mid-20th century. His classification of Tehran alluvia is still 
widely used by local geologists and engineers. Ribben (1966) divided the Tehran 
coarse-gained alluvia in two four categories, identified as A, B, C and D, where A 
is the oldest and D the youngest. Some simple profiles, produced by Fakher et al to 
schematically show the sequence of Tehran alluvia formation, are presented in 
Figure 1 and specifications of these alluvia are presented in Table 1 using 
conventional terminology. 
 

 
Figure 1. Formation of B, C and D alluvium after folding of A alluvium caused by 

erosion and sedimentation  
 
3. CONVENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF FLEXIBLE MAT FOUNDATIONS [5] 
One of the most common methods of designing foundation is the model of 
beam/slab on elastic subgrade and the displacement of each point is obtained 
through the following equations: 
If we consider a strip footing with the width of B and unlimited length, the 
differential equation of deformation of this beam is according to Equation 1:  
 
  (1) 
 
M is internal bending moment of each section, and  and  are elasticity 
coefficient and moment of inertia of beam section respectively. On the other side, 
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Equation 2 is valid for any beam:  
 
  (2) 
 
Q is soil reaction toward the lower surface of foundation. Winckler, 1967 presented 
soil reaction theory and in fact it depends on the soil elastic module. Soil Reaction 
theory is simplified elastic theory. (Q=K.Z) in which q is the pressure under the 
foundation, Z is elastic settlement, and K is the subgrade reaction coefficient. 
 

Table 1.Comparison of Tehran alluvia based on Ribben classification [4] 

Factor A B C D 

Age 5Ma 700ka 50ka 10ka 

Litho logy Homogeneous 
conglomerate 

Heterogeneous 
conglomerate  Alluvial fan Recent 

alluvial 

Cementation Cemented and 
hard 

Variable, but 
usually weak 

cement 

Cementation 
less than A and 

non-hard 

non-
cemented 

Grain size Clay to 100-250 
mm 

Very variable 
up to several 

meters 

Clay to 100-
200 mm 

Clay to 
several 
meters 

Dip 
layer(deg) 0-90 0-15 0 0 

Thickness(m) Maximum1200 Maximum 60 Maximum 60 <10 
Sedimentary 
environment Fluvial Fluvioglacial 

and periglacial Fluvial Fluvial 

Other name    
(local name) 

Hezardareh 
alluvial 

formation 

North Tehran 
heterogeneous 

alluvial 
formation 

Tehran alluvial 
formation 

Recent 
alluvial 

Location of 
observation 
in Tehran 

North area North area North and 
central area 

Recent and 
old riverbed 

 
The main difference of E and K is that E is among properties of materials but K 
depends on dimensions and shape of foundation. To calculate subgrade reaction 
coefficient we have various field methods but Vesic presented an Equation 3 to 
find the subgrade reaction coefficient which is [6]: 
 

  (3) 

 
In which Es and 5s are respectively elasticity module and soil Poisson coefficient. 
Subgrade reaction coefficient is a useful method in designing concrete pavements 
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of roads and airports. Maximum tensile stress is made in the lower surface of 
concrete slab upon influence of load on a concrete pavement. To change these 
roles, we use analysis of slab on the elastic subgrade and for this analysis we need 
to make the subgrade reaction coefficient clear.  
According to Equations 1 and 2, we have:  
 
  (4) 
 
By solving the said equation we will have:  
 
  (5) 
 
In which  and  are fixed amounts which are calculated according to boundary 
conditions and loading. In above relation, β coefficient is gained from Equation 6. 
Based on recommendation of commission 436 of US Concrete Institute, if the 
distances between columns in a strip are less than 1.75/ β, the foundation is rigid 
otherwise the foundation will be assumed to be flexible.  
 

  (6) 

 
4. MAIN ASSUMPTIONS OF CONVENSIONAL ANALYSIS 
To use soil reaction theory, the substantial assumptions of this theory should be 
considered in full. The assumptions used in the soil reaction theory (Winckler 
model [7]) are:  
a) The relationship between load (Q) and deflection (Z) is regarded as linear. It 

means Q is proportionally related to Z. 
b) Kv (soil reaction coefficient in vertical direction) is regarded as fixed at all points 

of contact of foundation with soil. In fact in Winckler model, soil is considered 
as a series of elastic and independent (uncoupled) springs but it is not an accurate 
assumption. Not considering the reciprocal influence of springs on each other 
means that the spring will change its shape due to application of force to each 
spring and other springs will not be influenced by this force. In another words, 
soil in Winckler model has not been regarded as a continuum environment. 
Although due to connection between the constituting particles, soil is a 
continuum environment. Therefore in order to obtain the correct answer, springs 
must be related and connected to each other. In this way if a spring changes its 
form, some of this deformation will transfer to the adjacent springs.  

To solve the problem of uncoupled springs, one can model the soil as a continuum 
body in a finite elements program. But due to the great number of elements, 
foundation analysis will be very time consuming. Another option is to consider 
stress distribution in soil in Winckler springs module.  
In this paper the second option has been used to analyze concrete foundation. 
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5. METHOD OF ANALYSIS USED IN THE PRESENTED RESEARCH 
In the presented research, a computer program was developed. It uses finite 
elements method to solve governing Equations. The soil is modeled as spring but 
stress distribution within soil mass is considered so the springs are couples. The 
following steps are undertaken to do the analysis. 
 
Step 1:  
Concrete foundation is modeled using 4-node flexural plate elements. Each node 
has 3 degrees of freedom and the stiffness of foundation is presented by Kr [8]. 
To verify the accuracy of foundation stiffness matrix, the displacement of a 
rectangular slab (Figure 2) under a uniform load of q is calculated in Table 2.  The 
results are compared with the result of an analytical solution [9] and it shows the 
results are in a close agreement.  
 

 
Figure 2. Square slab with fully fixed boundaries  

 
Table 2. Displacement in the center-point slab 

 
analytical 
solution 

121 81 64 16 8 4 Number of 
element 

0/00126 0/00126 0/00128 0/00130 0/00140 0/00144 0/00148 Displacement 
qa^4/D qa^4/D qa^4/D qa^4/D qa^4/D qa^4/D qa^4/D Coefficient 

 
Step 2:  
Stiffness of Winckler springs is obtained by the use of Vesic relation [6]. To 
assemble the stiffness matrix of foundation and subgrade, it is enough to add the 
stiffness of springs to the stiffness related to vertical displacement of each node 
(the elements on the main diameter of Kr matrix). 
 
Step 3:  
Displacement of each node is obtained according to [F] = [K].[∆]. In this step, the 
distribution of stress within soil mass has not been considered so far and 
foundation analysis is done using the conventional analyses of foundation on 
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elastic subgrade. 
 
Step 4:      
Based on the displacements gained from Step 2 and stiffness of springs calculated 
in Step 2, we can obtain the forces applied to soil. Now using Equation 7, we can 
find the displacement of j node due to applying of F force on the ith node [10].  
 

  (7) 

 
 In which R is the distance of points i and j. Therefore displacement of each node is 
gained through Equation 8.  
 
  (8) 
 
In which ,  and  are respectively new displacements of node i, (by 
considering stress distribution), displacement of node i from Step 3 (without 
considering stress distribution), and displacement from real forces on various nodes 
on ith node.  
 
Step 5:  
The displacements obtained in Step 4 and Step 3 are compared to each other. If the 
precision is not enough, new stiffness of springs will be obtained according to the 
displacement and the forces applied to soil in Step 4, and the program will be 
implemented again from Step 3. These Steps are repeated until the displacements 
gained in Steps 3 and 4 have a slight difference.  
 
6. VERIFICATION OF DEVELOPED PROGRAM 
A number of examples have been used to assess the validity of the program. One 
example is presented here. A rectangular mat foundation in 2 m dimensions and 
thickness of 20 cm is considered on an elastic half–space (E= 40 MPa and 5=0.3). 
A concentrated force is applied equivalent to the unit to the middle of the edge of 
foundation (Point C in Figure 3). The results of used method and also the results of 
mathematical analysis are shown in Table 3 for comparison. The result of "fixed 
springs" in Table 3 are related to conventional method but the results of "variable 
spring" are derived when the stiffness of springs were varied according to Step 4, 
as described above. The comparison shows that the results of Variable spring and 
Mathematical solution are in a close agreement but the results of fixed spring are 
different. 
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Figure 3. Elements of a square foundation  

 
Table 3.The results of the used method and mathematical analysis. 

Difference in 
percentage of 

pressure applied 
below the 

foundation with 
regard to 

mathematical 
solution 

Pressure 
under the 

foundation 

Difference in 
percentage of 
moment in Y 

direction 
toward the 

mathematical 
solution 

Moment 
in Y 

direction 

Moment 
difference 
percentage 

in X 
direction 
toward 

mathematic
al solution 

Moment 
in X 

direction 
 

 0.306  -0.07  0.05 
Mathematica

l solution 
[11,12] 

%7 0.2845 %1 -0.069 %2 0.049 Variable  
spring 

%70 0.5202 -%56 -0.109 %28 0.036 Fixed  
spring 

 
7. INFLUENCE OF SOIL STIFFNESS IN FOUNDATION ANALYSIS 
Regarding the increasing expansion of construction in Tehran and the type of 
coarse-grained soil in Tehran, it is highly important to determine the engineering 
parameters of this soil (the stiffness of spring) for mat concrete foundations 
analysis. According to the published data from local tests, the stiffness of Tehran 
soils are summarized in Tables 4&5 for formations of A and C [4, 13]. It should be 
noted that no accurate data is available for B formation because the size of 
aggregates are large and consequently large scale in-situ tests should be done to 
find stiffness of springs. 
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Table 4: Engineering variables of formations A and C [13] 
Source Amini (1994) SES (1995) Pahlavan (2002) 

Location Generally 
North of 
Koy Nasr 

Hill 

Milad 
Tower 

North of 
Koy Nasr 

Hill 

End of 
Koy 
Nasr 

Teachers’ 
Training 

University 
Type of 

formation A C A A A A C 

KS  
(MN/m) 280 25-250 170-350  770 

1330 
770 

1330 
170 
290 

E (Mpa) 17 15-150 125 125 168-288 154 
288 

36 
62 

V - - 0.35 0.38 0.28 

 
Table 5: Engineering variables of formations A and C [13] 

Source Asghari (2002) Cheshomi (2006) 

Location 
End of 

Koy 
Nasr 

North of 
Koy Nasr 

Hill 

Resalat 
Tunnel 

End of 
Koy 
Nasr 

Emam 
Ali 

Highway 

Emam Ali 
Highway 

Type of 
formation A A A A A C 

KS 
(MN/m3) 

900- 
940 

510- 
1100 

225- 
425 

650- 
760 

800- 
1000 

160- 
260 

E (Mpa) 195- 
204 

111- 
238 

49- 
92 

141- 
165 

166- 
217 

39- 
67 

5 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.28 
 
The values presented by Amini (1996) have been recommended based on the 
conducted studies on Lines 1 and 2 of Tehran Subway and presented as general 
suggestions. The values presented by Soil Mechanical Engineering Services 
Company (SES, 1996) have been presented based on drilling several boreholes, 
sampling and conducting field and laboratory tests. The values presented by 
Pahlavan (2002) have been recommended based on field tests (plate loading, shear 
wave and Menard type pressure meter testing). Values presented by Asghari (2002) 
have been proposed based on plate bearing and large direct shear test. Values 
presented by Cheshomi (2006) have been recommended based on the direct 
shearing experiments and plate bearing and seismic inside well loading.  
According to the above mentioned researches, the elasticity module of formations 
A and C are assumed to be 140 MPa and 70 MPa respectively in this study. 
Poisson ratio of 0.3 is used for both the types of formation.The soil is considered as 
linear elastic springs 
A number of examples have been used to study the effect of subgrade stiffness on 
the analysis of mat foundation. One example is presented in Table 7. A foundation 
measuring 5×5 meter with the thickness of 500 mm, under uniform load of 15 
ton/m2 is divided into 64 elements and the results of the analysis are shown in 
Table 7 for both the types of formations A and C. 
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Table 6: Characteristics foundation 
Foundation  

2500 Young module (MPa) 
0.2 Poisson's ratio 

13900 Bulk module (MPa) 

10400 Shear module (MPa) 

 
Table7: Result of investigation on coarse grain alluvium 

Type of 
formation Es 5s 

Displacement 
(fixed spring) 

(m) 

Displacement 
(variable spring) 

(m) 

Percent  
Difference 

A 140 0.3 5.16E-3 9.92E-3 92% 
C 70 0.3 1.05E-2 1.98E-2 85% 

 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the presented study, the following conclusions could be proposed: 
• When fixed stiffness Winckler springs are used and stress distribution within 

the soil mass is neglected in the analysis of flexible mat foundations, the 
obtained moments have a great difference with the mathematical solution. 
Therefore, the design of concrete mat foundations is not reliable when fixed 
stiffness Winckler springs is used. 

• Based on comparisons with mathematical solutions, the presented program 
(used coupled spring method) has appropriate accuracy. In addition to Tehran 
soil, the method presented for analysis of concrete foundations is usable for all 
types of soils. 

• The influence of considering stress distribution within soil mass (coupled 
springs) in Formation A is more than Formation C. Therefore, the use of fixed 
stiffness Winckler springs (conventional method used by professional 
engineers) is highly recommended for extensive usage in Formation A in 
Tehran for the design of concrete mat foundations.  
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ABSTRACT  
The mechanical behavior of concrete materials is strongly influenced by its 
microstructure. The macroscopic properties of concrete materials such as strength 
and stiffness are dependent on the properties of micromechanics. The advance of 
composite mechanics and advanced computing technologies has made possible the 
micromechanical analysis of concrete materials. At first the status of 
micromechanical modeling with special emphasis on the advantage and 
disadvantage of each model is presented. 
The current paper focuses on the geometrical description and numerical simulation 
of normal-weight concrete at the mesoscale. In the first part the numerical 
representation of concrete at the mesoscale is introduced. The internal structure of 
concrete is considered at the micro level, and is treated as a three phase material 
comprised of aggregate particle, matrix, and the aggregate- matrix interfaces the 
generation of the mesoscale geometry, the finite element discretisation and the 
applied material laws with micro plane theory are described. 
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the macroscopic behavior and 
progressive failure of concrete materials under static loading, as influenced by the 
properties of its constituents at the meso level. 
 
Keywords: three phases, concrete, itz, finite element, micromechanical 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Concrete is one of the most popular construction materials, and people have been 
using it for a long time. Many models, theories and numerical techniques have 
been developed to represent its mechanical behavior, including a large variety of 
constitutive models, damage models and other novel developments such as the 
micro plane model. However, progressively more elaborated constitutive relations 
have also required a large number of parameters, sometimes difficult to obtain and 
with no clear physical meaning. 
In the 1980s, the meso mechanical approach, sometimes known as numerical 
concrete, was proposed by Roelfstra et al., and was then followed by others [1]. It 
consisted of discretizing the first level of material (meso structure) and assigning to 
each material component its individual geometry and properties. There is no doubt 
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that the complexity of the nonlinear behavior of concrete may be largely associated 
to its heterogeneity and components. Therefore, it seems reasonable that 
considering explicitly each material component (geometry and mechanical 
properties) will allow us to consider a simpler constitutive assumption in exchange 
for an increasing size of the global problem. After the pioneering work of 
Roelfstra, different methodologies for considering the meso structure have been 
proposed such as lattice models, particle models, continuum meso models, DEM 
models [2] and FEM models [3]. 
 
2. CONCRETE WITH THREE PHASES 
Concrete is an artificial heterogeneous composite material which consists of 
aggregates which are bonded together by cement paste. In numerical simulations of 
concrete structures a homogenous material is usually assumed at the macroscale. 
Specific constitutive models allow simulating the fracture process at this 
macroscopic scale [4]. For different experimental setups other parameters are 
obtained, which implies, that the predictive capacity of the numerical model is 
restricted to a specific experiment. The underlying material structure, e.g. the 
distribution of the aggregates or the aggregate shape, is normally disregarded by 
these models.[5] 
The influence of the material structure on the macroscopic material behavior can be 
analyzed using mesoscale models. In literature, concrete at the mesoscale is 
separated into three main components: the homogenous mortar matrix, the 
aggregates with a diameter greater than 2.0 mm and the interfacial zone between 
them. The mortar matrix is mainly composed of cement paste and aggregates with 
a diameter less than 2.0 mm. Porosities within the matrix are disregarded at this 
length scale.  The interfacial transition zone (ITZ) is about 20 − 100 µm deep [6]. 
The experimental bond strength of the ITZ was about 33% to 67% of the tensile 
strength of the matrix [7].  
 
3. CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS 
Continuum damage mechanics is a constitutive theory that describes the 
progressive loss of material integrity due to the propagation and coalescence of 
micro cracks, micro voids, and similar defects. These changes in the microstructure 
lead to a degradation of material stiffness observed on the macro scale.  The basic 
premise of continuum damage mechanics is that micro structural defects (micro 
cracks, micro voids) in a material can be represented by a set of continuous damage 
variables. An illustration of this concept is given in Figure 1. The value of the 
damage variable D at a certain point of the continuum is a measure of the number 
and size of defects in a small volume at this point. 
It is assumed in the sequel that the development of damage does not introduce 
anisotropy into the material behavior and that a single, scalar damage variable 
suffices to describe the local damage state. In the more general, anisotropic case, a 
set of damage variables (or a tensor) must be used (Krajcinovic et al., 1981[8]; 
Lemaitre, 1996[9] Fichant et al., 1995[10]. The damage variable D is defined as 0 
≤ D ≤ 1, where D = 0 represents the initial, undamaged material and D = 1 
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represents a state of complete loss of integrity. Strictly speaking, the initial material 
always contains some defects, but it is assumed that these are accounted for in the 
virgin material properties, so that the initial damage can be set at zero. 
After a certain amount of loading, three regions can generally be distinguished in 
the material domain W as shown in Figure (1). No damage may have developed at 
all in a part OΩ .The damage variable still has its initial value D = 0 in this region 
and the material properties are those of the virgin material. In a second region dΩ , 
some development of damage has occurred, but the damage is not yet critical 
(0<D< 1). The limiting value D = 1 has been reached in the third region  CΩ  , i.e., 
the mechanical integrity and strength have been completely lost in this region. The 
completely damaged region CΩ  is the continuum damage representation of a crack. 
It is important to realize that the local, complete loss of strength in CΩ   W implies 
that stresses are identically zero for arbitrary deformation fields. 
 

 
Figure 1. Damage distribution in a continuum [9] 

 
4. LOCAL ISOTROPIC DAMAGE MODEL 
Isotropic damage models are based on the simplifying assumption that the stiffness 
degradation is isotropic, i.e., stiffness moduli corresponding to different directions 
decrease proportionally, independently of the direction of loading. Since an 
isotropic elastic material is characterized by two independent elastic constants; a 
general isotropic damage model should deal with two damage variables. The 
simplified model with a single variable uses an additional assumption that the 
Poisson ratio is not affected by damage. The stress-strain law is written in the form: 
 
 εωσ :)1( eD−=  (1) 
 
Where σ  is the column matrix of stress components, ε  is the column matrix of 
engineering strain components, eD  is the elastic material stiffness matrix, and ω  
is the damage variable. The growth of the damage variable must be described by a 
suitable evolution equation w, a tensor with multiple components. We define a 
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scalar measure of strain called the equivalent strain,ε~  and evaluate the internal 
variable κ _ that drives the damage evolution as the maximum value of ε~  ever 
reached in the previous history of the material. Under monotonic loading, κ  
coincides withε~ , but during unloading κ  remains constant while ε~  decreases. 
The choice of a specific expression for the equivalent strain directly affects the 
shape of the elastic domain in the strain space. For instance, one could define the 
equivalent strain as the scaled energy norm: 
 

 
E
D eT εεε =~  (2) 

 
Scaling by Young’s modulus E is introduced in order to obtain a strain-like 
quantity that is equal to the longitudinal strain in the special case of uniaxial 
loading. The multiaxial formulation is then a natural extension of the uniaxial one, 
and the function g that links κ  toω  is the same as for the uniaxial model. For the 
energy-based equivalent strain, the elastic domain is ellipsoidal and symmetric 
with respect to the origin and the evolution of damage under tensile loading is the 
same as under compressive loading. For quasi brittle materials such as concrete, 
damage evolves much faster under tension than under compression. To take that 
into account, Mazars [11] proposed a definition of equivalent strain in the form  
 

 ∑
=

=
3

1

2~
i

Iεε  (3) 

 
where Iε  , I = 1; 2; 3, are the principal strains, and the brackets .  denote the 
”positive part” operator, given by X  = max(0; x), i.e., X  = x  for x positive and 

X  = 0 for x negative. 
 
5. MICRO PLANE FORMULATION WITH KINEMATICS' CONSTRAINT 
The orientation of a micro plane is characterized by the unit normal n of 
components in  (indices i and j refer to the components in Cartesian coordinate's 
xi). In the formulation with a kinematics constraint, which makes it possible to 
describe softening behavior of plane concrete in a stable manner, the strain vector 

Nε  on the micro plane (Figure 2) is the projection of the macroscopic strain tensor 
ijε so the components of this vector are: 
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Figure 2. Micro plane and component.[17] 

 jijiNi nεε =  (4) 
 
The normal strain on the micro plane is NiiN n εε =   , that is:  
 
 ijijN N εε = ;   jiij nnN =  (5) 
 
where repeated indices imply summation over I=1, 2, 3. The mean normal strain, 
called the volumetric strain Vε  and the deviatoric strain Dε on the microplane can 
also be introduced which are defined as follows: 
 

 3
KK

V
εε = ; VND εεε −=  (6) 

 
This separation of εV and ε D is useful when the effect of the hydrostatic pressure 
for a number of cohesive frictional materials, such as concrete, needs to be 
captured. To characterize the shear strains on the micro plane (Figure 2), we need 
to define two coordinate directions M and L, given by two orthogonal units 
coordinate vectors m and l of components im  and il  lying on the micro plane. To 
minimize directional bias of m and l among micro planes, one of the unit vectors m 
and l tangential to the plane is considered to be horizontal (parallel to x - y plane). 
The magnitude of the shear strain components on the micro plane in the direction 
of m and l are as ( )jijiM nm εε =  and )( jijiL nl εε =   . Because of the symmetry 

of tensor ijε  , the shear strain components may be written as follows: 
 
 ijijLijijM LM εεεε == , j (7) 
 
in which the following symmetry tensors were introduced: 
 
 2/)( ijjiIJ nmnmM +=  2/)( ijjiIJ nlnlL +=  (8) 
 
Once the strain components on each micro plane are obtained, the stress 
components are updated through micro plane constitutive laws, which can be 
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expressed in algebraic or differential forms. In the kinematics constraint micro 
plane models, the stress components on the micro planes are equal to the 
projections of the macroscopic stress tensor σ ij only in some particular cases, 
when the micro plane constitutive laws are specifically prescribed in a manner such 
that this condition can be satisfied. This happens for example in the case of elastic 
laws at the micro plane level, defined with elastic constants chosen so that the 
overall macroscopic behavior is the usual elastic behavior. In general, the stress 
components determined independently on the various micro planes will not be 
related to one another in such a manner that they can be considered as projections 
of a macroscopic stress tensor. Thus the static equivalence or equilibrium between 
the micro level stress components and macro level stress tensor must be enforced 
by other means. This can be accomplished [12a, b, c] by application of the 
principle of virtual work, yielding 
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Where Ω is the surface of a unit hemisphere, Vσ Dσ  are the volumetric and 

deviatoric part of normal stress component and Lσ  and Mσ  are as shear stress 
components on the micro planes respectively. Equation (9) is based on the equality 
of the virtual work inside a unit sphere and on its surface. The integration in 
equation (9) is performed numerically by Gaussian integration using a finite 
number of integration points on the surface of the hemisphere. Such an integration 
technique corresponds to considering a finite number of micro planes, one for each 
integration point. An approximate formula consisting of 26 integration points is 
proposed in this study. In Table 1, direction cosines and weights of the integration 
points and in Figure 2, their positions on the surface of the unit sphere are shown. 
Based on the formulation, macroscopic constitutive matrix in the proposed model 
is obtained as follows: 
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In which E and v are as elastic modulus and Poisson’s 
coefficient.[12,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i] 
 
6. ANISOTROPY DAMAGE FUNCTION FORMULATION FOR THREE 
PHASES 
Total deviatoric part of constitutive matrices is computed from superposition of its 
counterparts on the micro planes that such counterparts in turn, are calculated 
based on the damages occurred on each plane depending on its specific loading 
conditions. This damage is evaluated according to the five separate damage 
functions; each of them belongs to the particular loading states. These five loading 
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conditions are as follows: (hydrostatic compression, hydrostatic extension, pure 
shear, shear + compression, shear + extension) that for three phases (aggregate, 
matrix and ITZ) are shown in Table (3). The stress-strain diagrams of both 
aggregate and cement paste are almost linear, except at very high relative stress 
levels as shown in Figure (3). The stress-strain relationship of concrete, however, 
has a curved shape, due to the fact that aggregate and cement paste, having 
different stiffness characteristics, are connected in one bearing system. In concrete 
types where the stiffness of the matrix is close to the stiffness of the aggregate, the 
stress-strain relationship of concrete will also be close to linear. 
 

Table 1: Definition of micro planes 
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Figure 3. Diagram of concrete and its components.[15] 

 
Table 2: Damage functions for three phases 
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On each micro plane at each step of loading, there exists one specific loading 
situation that may be in one of the five mentioned basic loading conditions. For 
every five moods, a specific damage function according to the authoritative 
laboratory test results available in the literature is assigned. Then, for each state of 
on plane loading, one of the five introduced damage functions will be computed 
with respect to the history of micro-stress and strain components. These five 
damage functions are as below parameters a - k in the above relations are computed 
according to laboratory results obtained for each specific concrete. In equation (9), 
εeq is as average strain and in the other relations is as the magnitude of projected 
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deviatoric strain vector on each microplane. 
 

 
Figure 4. Local stresses around an aggregate particle [16] 

 
7. FAILURE MECHANISM 
Figure 4 describes the stress situation around an aggregate particle. The usual 
failure sequence, independent of the character of loading, is the exceeding of: 
Tensile bond strength; Shear bond strength; Tensile and shear strength of the 
cement matrix and Tensile strength of the aggregate particles. The difference in the 
area of the failure surface results in differences in compressive and tensile 
properties of both mortar and concrete.  
 
8. GEOMETRICAL MODEL 
With have a grading curve, therefore we can use simple methods instead of 
complex numeral and randomness or x ray methods to find effective diameter and 
use it to determine two arrangements with maximum and minimum aggregate 
volume as a repeatable basically element .As a result we can use this element to 
model the behavior of sample concrete in meso scale and three phases. In the 
mesoscale model, to simplify the problem, the shape of the coarse aggregate is 
assumed to be circular and the ITZ zone is modeled as a thin boundary layer 
around the aggregate.  ITZ is a zone in the vicinity of a coarse aggregate, which is 
formed between bulk cement paste and the aggregate. Its formation is due to the 
water filled pores near the aggregate and the wall effect. According to static 
experimental and numerical results, it is well known that ITZ plays a very 
important role in a concrete mix and it is considered to be the weak link in a 
concrete composite. 
For distribution of aggregates a cubic element fill of isometric spheres on two 
arrangements could be considered: a): regular lap b): regular compact 
For modeling, two composites as shown in Figures (5, 6) are considered under a 
loading state of simple uniaxial compression. Due to symmetry, only a quarter of 
each composite needs to be analyzed and its finite element idealization is shown in 
the same Figureso it has a thin thickness and the usual continuum elements used in 
a conventional finite element analysis can not model this reign with real  thickness  
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satisfactorily, such an element would cause computational  difficulties as its 
thickness decreases , then  t=0.1 cm  is employed for its thickness.  
 

  
Figure 5. Arrangement a-meshing with three phases 

 
Figure 6. Arrangement b-meshing with three phases 

 
9. MODEL PARAMETERS 
In this formulation, we consider just three basic material parameters for every 
phase's elasticity and Poisson's coefficients and fracture energy that is based on 
extensive experimental data from literature for mortar and concrete according to 
table No .3 are given. [13, 14] 
 

Table 3. Model parameters for three phases 
Material parameter aggregate mortar matrix ITZ 

Young’s Modulus(E)-(MPa) 60,000 30,000 10,000 

Poisson’s Ratio (α )- 0.2 0.23 0.2 
Tensile damage threshold 4e-4 2e-4 1e-4 

Compressive damage threshold 4e-3 2e-3 1e-3 
Compressive strength- (MPa) 80 50 13 

Tensile strength- (MPa) 16 3.4 2 
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10. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In this example the proposed micro-plane isotropic damage model is implemented 
in the finite element code. To establish the validity of the proposed 3d and three 
phases concrete model, correlation studies of analytical results with experimental 
evidence from the stress-strain response of concrete specimens under different 
loading conditions are presented in the following. 
 
11. UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION (UC) TEST 
As can be seen in Figure 7, there is a good agreement between the results that were 
fulfilled by the proposed model and experimental evidences. Experimental 
observations were experienced by Kupfer and his co-workers in 1969[.] Obviously, 
there exists an excellent coincidence between the analytical and laboratory data.  
 
12. CONCLUSION 
A new damage formulation has been employed into the micro-plane model. This 
damage formulation has been built on the basis of five fundamental force 
conditions that can essentially occur on each micro-plane for three phases. 
Consequently, any arbitrary change of six strain/stress components and change of 
the characteristics of component (aggregate, matrix, ITZ), normal concrete, high 
strength concrete led to a combination of five introduced on plane conditions. 
Therefore, the proposed model is capable of predicting the concrete behavior with 
any change. The five damage evolutions are functions of equivalent strain that 
were formulated for any of the five stated conditions. The equivalent strain for the 
first two conditions are defined as limitation in volumetric strain and for the others 
is the superimposed projections of deviatoric strain tensor on the corresponding 
micro-plane. The proposed model has excellent features such as pre failure strain 
distribution inside material which led to the final failure mechanism, however the 
basis of its formulation is simple, logical and has some physical insights that make 
it convenient to perceive. 
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Figure 7. Uniaxial compression test of concrete obtained with proposed micro plane 

damage model 
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ABSTRACT 
The computational simulating and analysis of reinforced concrete structures 
nonlinear behavior is subjected to reversed cyclic loading dependent on the 
modeling of nonlinear constitutive laws of materials. Nonlinear behavior of 
structural concrete includes cracking, crushing, tension stiffening, compression 
softening and bond slip where reversed cyclic loadings introduces further 
complexities, such as stiffness degradation in concrete and the Bauschinger effect 
in reinforcing steel. In this paper the reliability of presented constitutive models for 
concrete subjected to reversed cyclic loading that considers transition curve 
between compression and tension by using crack closing model is investigated. In 
the analysis of reinforced concrete structures, a number of diverse approaches have 
been used for material modeling. These include plasticity-based procedures, 
fracture mechanics procedures, and various nonlinear elastic models where this 
simulation is related to constitutive models based on elasticity approach. For these 
aims, by reviewing the results of experimental tests on concrete specimens under 
cyclic loading in both compression and tension, and by reviewing suggested 
constitutive models by various researchers especially important simple models, the 
accordance of these constitutive models with experimental results are investigated.  
 
Keywords: constitutive models, reinforced concrete structures, nonlinear behavior, 
reversed cyclic loading, crack closing model  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although experimental programs in laboratories for identifying nonlinear behavior 
of reinforced concrete (RC) structures give real results but they are limited to the 
knowledge of particular cases under restricted structural dimensions, sizes, shapes, 
loading and boundary conditions but the computational simulation approach has no 
limit to its application. A significant research effort to characterize the monotonic 
and cyclic behavior of concrete has been devoted to this task and these research 
efforts have increased even more with recent development of computational 
methods applicable to RC structures. A large variety of concrete models have been 
produced in the last years. These models can be categorized according to three 
approaches: models which are based on theory of elasticity, models which are 
based on theory of plasticity and models based on fracture mechanics (CEB [1]). 
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Also, some combinational models based on plasticity and fracture mechanics 
theory have been developed. Although it has been proved that the models derived 
from theory of plasticity and fracture mechanics theory can accurately simulate the 
observed behavior of concrete, its application in the engineering practice is 
reduced. This is motivated by the great amount of parameters that are usually 
needed and the difficulty to obtain them through conventional laboratory tests. In 
the context of this study, only simplified models which are essentially 
mathematical formulations derived from the generalization of test results for 
concrete under various loading histories are treated. 
Many of these models have been documented in the literature, like Sinha et al. [2], 
Karsan and Jirsa [3], Yankelevsky and Reinhardt [4], Mander, Priestley and Park [5], 
Chang and Mander [6], Bahn and Hsu [7], Elmorsi et al. [8], Palermo and Vecchio 
[9], Mansour and Hsu [10]and Sima et al. [11] among others. Most of them refer 
only to the compressive cyclic behavior of concrete and only a few consider the 
cyclic tension response. Also, some other researchers have considered tension 
behavior of concrete under cyclic and monotonic loading. Several expressions have 
been documented in the literature to represent the softening branch, including straight 
lines (Baˇzant and Oh [12]), polylinear curves (Hillerborg  et al. [13]), exponential 
curves (Gopalaratman and Shah [14]) and Sima et al. [11]), polynomial curves (Lin 
and Scordelis [15]) and their combinations.  
Sinha et al. [2] were the first researchers to describe qualitatively and quantitatively 
the stress-strain response of concrete under cyclic loading. The experiment was 
under taken on a series of 48 tests that were performed on concrete cylinders with 
compressive strength from 20 to 28 MPa and subjected to cyclic axial compressive 
loading in order to determine the main factors governing the cyclic response of 
concrete. Karsan and Jirsa [3] later demonstrated that unloading and reloading are 
not unique and are dependent on the previous load history. They developed an 
experimental program consisting of 46 short rectangular columns of plain concrete 
under cyclically varying axial loads to investigate further the findings of Sinha et 
al. [2]. They concluded that there exists an envelope curve that can be represented 
by monotonic response of similar concrete properties. They considered the residual 
plastic strain as the principal parameter to determine the unloading curve equation 
and proposed an empirical formula to correlate the residual plastic strain with the 
point on the envelope from which unloading starts. When reloading starts from 
zero stress to meet the envelope curve, it is found that the reloading curve becomes 
rather flat in most of its range and maybe represented by a simple straight line 
(Sinha et al. [2]) or a second-order parabola (Karsan and Jirsa [3]). 
Bahn and Hsu [7] developed a parametric study and an experimental investigation 
on the behavior of concrete under random cyclic compressive loading. They 
studied a set of parameters in a semiempirical way that controls the overall shape 
of cyclic stress-strain curve. This was carried out by combining the theoretical 
simulation and a series of experimental results. A power type equation was 
proposed for the unloading curve and a linear relationship for the reloading curve. 
Palermo and Vecchio [9] proposed a constitutive model for concrete consistent 
with a compression field approach. The concrete cyclic model presented by the 
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authors considers concrete in both compression and tension. The unloading and 
reloading curves are linked to the envelope curves, which are represented by the 
monotonic response curves. Unloading is modeled using a Ramberg–Osgood 
formulation, considering boundary conditions at the onset of unloading and at a 
zero stress. Reloading is modeled as a linear curve with degrading reloading 
stiffness. Mansour and Hsu [10] developed an extension of the Softened Membrane 
Model (Hsu and Zhu [16]) subjected to reversal cyclic shear stresses. This work 
includes a cyclic uniaxial constitutive relationship for concrete that takes into 
account a “softening” of the concrete compressive strength caused by a constant 
tensile strain in the orthogonal direction. The unloading and reloading curves were 
formed by a set of pieced linear curves. Sima et al. [11] developed a constitutive 
model for concrete subjected to cyclic loadings in both compression and tension. 
Particular emphasis has been paid to the description of the strength and stiffness 
degradation produced by the load cycling in tension and compression, the shape of 
unloading and reloading curves and the transition between opening and closing of 
cracks. Two independent damage parameters in compression and in tension have 
been introduced to model the concrete degradation due to increasing loads. 
However, some authors (Okamura and Maekawa [17], Hordijk [18]) have provided 
an accurate approximation of the complete unloading–reloading cycle in tension. 
In this paper, firstly the proposed monotonic stress–strain curves (envelope curves) 
in literature for concrete were compared with each other and experimental result 
tests in monotonic compression and tension loading. As a result of these 
comparisons, the suitable envelope curves were selected for cyclic constitutive 
models. Secondly, the developed constitutive models for concrete under cyclic 
compression loading in literature were compared with each other and experimental 
result tests in cyclic compression and tension loading.   As a result of these 
comparisons, the simple and reliable models that have more consistency with 
experimental result tests are selected for simulation of RC structures. 
 
2. THE COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION OF NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR 
OF CONCRETE UNDER REVERSED CYCLIC 
2.1. Envelope Curve in Compression Loading 
The monotonic curve adopted as envelope should verify some desirable 
characteristics: the slope at the origin should be equal to the initial modulus of 
deformation, it should describe correctly the ascending and the descending post 
peak (softening) branch and it should permit us to adjust the post peak behavior to 
experimental results.  
 In this paper, the most important monotonic compression stress–strain curves 
relationships of concrete are summarized in Table1.  
 
2.2. Envelope Curve in Tension Loading 
In the pre-peak branch, a linear elastic relationship represents well the behavior in 
tension and most researchers have used this approach. The post-peak behavior is in 
some cases modeled as an abrupt fall to zero stress (perfect-brittle material). 
However, this simplification in the post-peak behavior does not agree with the 
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experimental results and can produce incoherent results when it is applied in a 
computational model. In this paper, the most important monotonic tension stress–
strain curves relationships of concrete are summarized in Table2. 
 
2.3. Unloading and Reloading Curves for Cyclic Compressive Constitutive 
Models 
When a concrete specimen is monotonically loaded up to a certain strain level and 
then unloaded to a zero stress level in a typical cyclic test, the unloading curve is 
concave from the unloading point and characterized by high stiffness at the 
beginning. The stiffness gradually decreases and becomes very flat at low stress 
levels and the residual plastic strains are considerably reduced. When reloading is 
performed from zero stress up to the envelope curve, it has been observed that the 
curve is rather flat in almost all of its length. The aim of modeling the shape of the 
unloading and reloading curves is to capture the damage accumulation and the 
energy dissipation of the material due to cyclic loading. Several types of curves 
have been used to reproduce the unloading curve also, like the Ramberg–Osgood 
equation used by Palermo and Vecchio [9] or Chang and Mander [6], the power 
type used by Bahn and Hsu [6] or the multilinear curve. In turn, reloading can be 
accurately modeled by a linear curve as is done by most researchers (Palermo and 
Vecchio [9], Bahn and Hsu [7], among others). The most important cyclic 
compression constitutive models (include: unloading curve, reloading curve, plastic 
strain point, common point and etc.) of concrete are summarized in Table3. Based 
on cyclic compression constitutive models in Table 3, two constitutive models 
consist of Bahn and Hsu [7], Elmorsi et al. [8] are selected, also, Sinha et al. [2] 
experimental results are selected to control the accuracy and ability of these cyclic 
constitutive models (Figures1 and 2). The drawings of these constitutive models 
have been performed by using MATLAB programming software. 
 
2.4. Unloading and Reloading Curves for Cyclic Tensile Constitutive Models 
The response of concrete under cyclic tension has been studied in detail by Reinhardt 
[20] and Reinhardt et al. [21]. More than 100 tests were performed on plain concrete 
under cyclic tension and numerical expressions for the softening branch and the 
unloading and reloading curves were derived. It was observed (like in the case of 
plain concrete under cyclic compression loadings) that the reloading curve does not 
return to the envelope curve at the previous maximum unloading strain and further 
straining is needed for taking up the envelope curve again. This phenomenon is less 
important than in compression. The energy dissipated in a tension cycle without 
incursions in the compression zone can be neglected when it is compared with the 
energy dissipated in a complete compression cycle. The most important cyclic 
tension constitutive models (include: envelope curve, unloading curve, reloading 
curve, plastic strain point, common point etc.) of concrete are summarized in Table 
4. Based on cyclic tension constitutive models in Table 4 two constitutive models 
consisting of Foster and Marti [22] (used by Petersson [23] envelope curve) and 
Sima et al. [11] are selected, additionally, Reinhardt [20] experimental results are 
selected to control the accuracy and ability of these cyclic constitutive models 
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(Figures 3 and 4). The drawings of these cyclic tension constitutive models have 
been performed by using MATLAB programming software. 
 
2.5. Transition Curves 
A series of tests attempting to characterize the effect of damage in tensions when 
the specimen is loaded in compression were developed by Ramtani et al. [29]. 
These test results have shown that completely closing the cracks requires a certain 
amount of compression. Once the crack is closed, the stiffness of the concrete is 
not affected by accumulated damage in tension. The transition curve from tension 
to compression, once the damage in tension is produced, closing the cracked zones 
is assumed to be linear which is in agreement with the experimental results. The 
Elmorsi et al. [8] and Sima et al. [11] (using Legeron et al. [30] transition curve) 
transition curves are compared with Reinhardt [20] experimental result test 
(Figures 5 and 6). The drawings of these cyclic tension constitutive models have 
been performed by using MATLAB programming software. 
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Table 2: The Monotonic Tension Stress-Strain Curves Relationships for Concrete 
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3. DISCUSSION ON RESULTS 
The concrete cyclic models consider concrete in compression and concrete in 
tension. The unloading and reloading rules are linked to backbone curves, which are 
represented by the monotonic response curves. The backbone curves are adjusted for 
compressive softening and confinement in the compression regime, and for tension 
stiffening and tension softening in the tensile region. In Figures 1-2, comparison of 
the Sinha et al. [2] experimental test with two cyclic compression constitutive models 
consisting of Bahn and Hsu [7] and Elmorsi et al. [8] are shown. As result of this 
comparison, Bahn and Hsu [7] constitutive model has a suitable result but plastic 
strain points that was used in these models relatively is not suitable, also, Elmorsi et 
al. [8] model is a simple model that can be improved by considering suitable 
unloading and reloading curves. In Figures 3-4, the comparison of Reinhardt [20] 
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experimental test with two cyclic tensions constitutive models consisting of Foster 
and Marti [22] and Sima et al. [11] are shown. As a result of this comparison Sima et 
al. [11]   Foster and Marti [22] and constitutive models have suitable outcome but 
these models can improve their ability by using compatible plastic strain points. In 
Figures 5-6, the comparison of   Reinhardt [20] experimental test with two transition 
curves consisting of Elmorsi et al. [8] and Sima et al. [11] are shown. As a result of 
this comparison Sima et al. [11] (using Legeron et al. [30] transition curve) model 
has shown a suitable result but these models can improve their ability by using 
compatible plastic strain points. In addition, Elmorsi et al. [8] has a relative suitable 
ability to simulating transition curve. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between Sinha et al. [2] experimental test with Bahn and Hsu 

[7] constitutive model 
 

 
Figure 2. Comparison between Sinha et al. [2] experimental test with Elmorsi et al. [8] 

constitutive model 
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Figure 3. Comparison between Reinhardt [20] experimental test   with Foster and 

Marti [22] constitutive model 
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Figure 4. Comparison between Reinhardt [20] experimental test   with Sima et al.[11] 

constitutive model 
 
Table 4. The Unloading and Reloading Curves of Cyclic tension Constitutive Models 
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Figure 6. Comparison between Reinhardt [20] experimental tests with Sima et al. [11] 

constitutive model 
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Figure 5. Comparison between Reinhardt [20] experimental tests with Elmorsi et al. 

[8] constitutive model 
 
4. COUNCLUSION 
From the comparison of monotonic compression and tension stress–strain curves of 
concrete, cyclic compressive and tensile constitutive models of concrete and 
transition curves, the following conclusions were drawn. 
1. Experimental results have shown that the monotonic compression and tension 

curves of concrete present a linear response until approximately a half of the 
compressive and tensile strengths. Due to that, a first linear relation is 
considered until the elastic limit is reached. A nonlinear type equation is 
considered for the envelope stress-strain curve of concrete beyond the elastic 
limit. As result of above comparisons, Collins and Mitchell [28] envelope curve 
in compression and Sima et al. [11] envelope curve in tension have good 
agreement with experimental data. 

2. Unloading response is assumed nonlinear, in the case of full loading, terminates 
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at the plastic offset strain. Models for the compressive and tensile plastic offset 
strains have been formulated as a function of the maximum unloading strain in 
the history of loading. Reloading is modeled as linear with a degrading 
reloading stiffness. The reloading response does not return to the backbone 
curve at the previous unloading strain, and further straining is required to 
intersect the backbone curve. The degrading reloading stiffness is a function of 
the strain recovered during unloading and is bounded by the maximum 
unloading strain and the plastic offset strain. Based on the comparisons, Bahn 
and Hsu [7] cyclic compression constitutive model and Sima et al. [11] and 
Foster and Marti [22] cyclic tension constitutive models have shown suitable 
ability to simulation of nonlinear behavior of concrete. 

3. Legeron et al. [30] transition curve has shown suitable ability with the usage of 
Sima et al. [11] envelope curve and unloading curve. 
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ABSTRACT 
Civil engineering structures as well as office or apartment building are affected by 
earthquakes. A common cause of failure seems to be shear stress. The earthquake 
forces developed at different floor levels in a building need to be brought down 
along the height to the ground by the shortest path. Short column phenomenan is 
one of the effective causes of buildings failure in past earthquakes. This destructive 
phenomenon is due to column heighf difference in a story level that is 
predominantly because of localing building on sloppy ground. These buildings 
have unequal height columns along the slope, which causes ill effects like twisting 
and damage in shorter columns. In some buildings, few or no walls are provided at 
the first story (pilot). In the structures with difference in story level, major 
problems is due to discontinuity of floor diaphragm that causes significant changes 
in period, stiffness distribution of earthquake force and seismic loading of 
structures . In this research, at first, seismic behavior of short column phenomenon 
is determined, then, nonlinear behavior of reinforced concrete short columns in 4, 8 
and 10 story structures with story level difference is investigated. Short columns 
and mentioned structures are analysed under the earthquake record of Elcentro with 
different peak ground acceleration with IDARC software which is nonlinear 
dynamic analysis program. In this investigation, the results of maximum response, 
base shear, global damage index and displacement time history and effect of short 
column in structural failure is evaluated. 
   
Keywords: building with different floor, reinforced concrete, short column, 
damage index, nonlinear dynamic analysis 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In dublex structures, story floors with level difference relative to each other are 
made in two or more different height levels. The effective length of column in 
interface of these structures are divided in smaller sizes, that each of them act as a 
short column. In structures, the important difficultes are of lake connection 
diaphragm. Diaphragms play important role in transfering the lateral forces 
between resistant parts against earthquake as each disorder or separationin 
diaphragm floor cause stress concentration in their junction with vertical 
parts.Their most important role are transferring of intertial force of earthquake to 
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columns that regarding to stiffness difference of columns, more parts of these 
forces reach to short columns of floor that in the case of lack of suitable designing, 
severly damage, when earthquake occurs.(Figure 2).The important point in this 
structure is the height difference between two parts of dublex structure, that causes 
out standing changes in period and stiffness and distribution of  earthquake force 
and loading of seismic of structure According to studies and researches ,it has been 
recognized that shearing force in column (short columns) that connects two dublex  
structures increase 1.5 to 2.5 relative to shear force in two same column in ordinary 
structures [1]. 
 

  
Figure 1. Short columns mentioned 

dublex reinforced concrete [16] 
Figure 2. Compare short column and 

height column [16] 
     
With respect to this subject, many researchers investigated in this field, we can 
refer to Moretti and Tassios [2,3] that test 8 specimens of RC short columns under 
fixed axial load and cyclic static displacement they measured steel and concrete 
strain results of seismic designing with low sheer ratio and seismic behavior of 
short column. They have measured and surveyed and suggested one truss model for 
stimulating of short columns of failure mechanism and with distribution of forces 
in columns. Also experiment studies on nonlinear   behavior of different specimens 
of short column with decreasing or increasing of stirrup of a when reinforced with 
CFRP and GFRP  panles (Carbon alyaf), under the effects of latorp cyclic 
displacement and wind force fixed. According to loading changes, and ductility by 
researchers such as Colomb etal [4] Promis al [5], Galal al [6], Ghobarah and Galal 
[7], Ye al [8] and Galal and Ghobarah [9] has been done. Bakhshi and Tabeshpor 
[10] analyse nonlinear dynamic, the effect of middle plate and phenomenon of 
short column with the help of IDARC. Soft ware and with tabes earthquake with 
maximum acceleration of 0.35g. Abbasnia and barghi [11] surveying many kind of 
destruction of columns effect cyclic period parameters that physically  have effects 
on kind of destruction have recognized and using experimental information and 
loading results on some specimen, introduced new models for predicting of 
column. Kheyroddin and Mirnezami [1] by analyzing three 5, 10 and 15 story 
metal building seismic parameters such as period changes. Displacement and also 
formation of short column and factor of destruct have surveyed and suggested. 
Method for static loading equivalent dublex buildings. Surveying nonlinear 
behavior of more than 30 model of steel dublex structure in 6 different detail and 
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comparing them in different condition including change, Kheyroddin and  
Mirnezami [12] suggested dublex floor level difference, effects if bending connects 
strengh thening of web and flange hardening bond foil. The most confining and 
stiffness plate suitable method and detail of frames with floor level which have 
phenomenon of short column 
 
2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE AND METHOD  
In this research, seismic behavior of short column in 3 dublex structures have been 
surveyed that have height level difference 1.6 meter. Plan of all 3 investigated 
supposed to be equal and have variable height and include 4,8 and 10 story 
structures. Dimension of structures plan are 19.8 ×14.8 which have five 4.95 meter 
bay in X direction and four 3.1 meter bay and one 2.4 meter bay in Y direction. 
Because this plan is practical, dimensions and bay are real  and structures have 
been recognized symmetric .Lateral load resisting system in all structures 
according to Iranian Code of Practice for Seismic Resistant Design of Buildings 
[13] in respect of ductility have been used medium concrete flexural frame and for 
gravitational loading subject of national regulation. Since dublex structures is 
measured (counted) on irregular height, seismic loading has been done of 
equivalent static and spectra dynamic. Column and beam dimensions in 4 stories 
structures  in 1 st 2nd and 2 last floors are 45*45,40*40 and 35*35 cm respectively 
and beams dimensions 30*40 cm in both 2 floors have been brigade. In 8 story 
structures, columns at two 1 st floor 40*40cm and 2 last floor 35*35 cm and for 
beams 45*50, 45*45, 35*40 and 30*35cm brigade respectively. In 10 storey 
structures, like 8 storey structures expect in 2 first floor, Column dimension is 
55*55 and beams dimension is 50*55. 
 

 
Figure 3. Plan of structures [16] 

 
Damages on structural elements occurs. One progressive process. That causes its 
failure. This trend include damage stage in small scales, arising gathering damage 
in medium  scales includes increasing of crack and their expending and damage at 
large scale that structure collapse. To survey actual behavior of structure when 
earthquake accrue, it is necessary that structure analyse under one nonlinear, 
analyse. For this IDARC v6.0 [14] nonlinear program has been used that been used 
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for nonlinear analyses of reinforced concrete structures and has the capability to 
make histertis cycle frame geometrician characteristicsintersectiong reinforced 
concrete and its damage index is park-ang-wen. One of capabilities IDARC 
nonlinear software is modeling and indicating the structure behavior at one time 
step during earthquake to structures. In this research at first damage rate in short 
column on external frame of 4,8 and 10 storys structures under 0.3g,0.5g and 0.7g 
PGAs are surveyed  and  compared then choosing three elements of external frame 
of structures which include the last short column .medium and first column the 
following results are surveyd and compared: 
- Time history of displacement answer of last short column, medium and first 

column. 
- Time history of  shear force in medium and first short column. 
- Damage index at the top, down of medium and first short column.  

                          
Figure 4. location short columns end, between, first in out frame of structure [16] 

 
Because Elsentor1940 earthquake known as international earthquake by 
researchers and has been many in designing and rehabilitation of structures all over 
the world and approximately has complete. Frequency content, intensity time and 
frequency contain.In this research it has been used for dynamic analysis. Elsentro 
earthquake in 1940 with maximum speed 0.319g and duration of its story shaking 
is 30 seconds and have relative long and irregular vibration that one features of 
earthquake with medium depth and rock bed [15]. 
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Figure 5. Record of Elsentro Earthquake [16] 

 
2.1. Results of short column behavior under Elsentro Earthquake  
Surveying of damage rate of short column in structures stories survey and 
comparison of from diagram indicates that in all structures increase of PGA the 
average damage rate in short column indifferent storey increase, Except in 8 floor 
structure in 0.3g damage in last short column has the most amount, this is because 
of  frequency content in of Elsentro earthquake. Seismic Degree Damage of short 
column in floor building in all structures increase of structures height especially in 
upper storys damage index of short column has been increased. In 8 and 10 story 
structures, failure in short column by 4 and 6 storys are 0 and without failure 
(Figures 6 and 7). 
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Figure 6. Damage index of short columns in storys of 4 story structure  
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Figure 7. Damage index of short columns in storys of 8 story structure 
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Figure 8. Damage index of short columns in storys of 10 story structure  

 
2.2. Surveying Increasing of Figures Percent of Short Column in Different PGA 
Since increasing PGA failure in short column has increased, comparing diagrams 
of Figures 9 indicates that average failure of short column in 0.7g, 0.5g relative to 
0.3g in 1 storey structures has the most and in 8 storey structures has the lowest 
failure in short column. 
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Figure 9. Damage percent average increase of short columns in 0.7g and 0.5g to 

compare  0.3g in structures 
 

2.3. Investigation of Short Column Influence in Structural Failure 
Investigation of short column share in structures failure comparing diagrams of 
Figures 10 deducts that short column of short column of 4 storey in 0.3 g and 0.7 
have more influence in total structures for example in 0.3g in 4,8 and 10 structures 
21, 19 and 12 percent if total structures failure related to short column failure in 
other word  in 0.3g and 0.7g increasing  the structures height short column from 
total structures failure will be decreased and in 0.5g short of short column failure in 
10 story structures is more. 
 

Figure 10. Short columns influence in structural failure 
 
2.4. Investigation History of Last Medium and First Short Column 
Displacement in 4 Story Structure  
By surveying compression of following answer history conclude that for average 
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displacement history of last short column in 4, 8 and 10 story structures is more 
than first short column in all structures by increasing PGA. Time history of short 
column displacement increase except in 3 cases that its 8 and 10 story structures is 
approximately 25 to 30 percent and also in 4 story structures the first short column 
in 0.3g and 0.5g has the more displacement history then 0.7g. 
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Figure 11. Displacement answer history of first short column at 4 story structure  
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Figure 12. Displacement answer history of first short column at 4 story structure 
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Figure 13. Displacement answer history of first short column at 4 story structure 
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Paying attention to following Figures it can be concluded that displacement time 
history of first and medium short column in 4 story structures and last short column 
in 10 story. Structures is high relative to other structures. For example 
displacement history of last short column in 10 story structures increasing is 26 and 
56 percent more than 4 and 8 story structures. 
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Figure 14. Displacement answer history increase of first short column at 4 story 

structure relation 8 and10 story structures 
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Figure 15. Displacement answer history increase of mid short column at 4 story 

structure relation 8 and10 story structures 
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Figure 16. Displacement answer history increase of last short column at 10 story 

structure relation 4 and 8 story structures 
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2.5. Investigation of Shear Force History of Last, Medium and First Short 
Column in 4 Story Structure 
Structures by Surveying and comparing of diagrams  related to history of shearing 
it can be  concluded that  the average of shear force history in first short column 
in4 story structures and medium short column in 8 story structures  and last short 
column in 10 story structures has the most  mount than other column also by this 
conclusion we can find the exceptional cases in 4story column and last short 
column in 8 story structures  and last short column in 10 story structure in .5 g 
relative to 0.7g. 
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Figure 17. Shear force answer history of first short column at 4 story structure  

 

 
Figure 18. shear force answer history of mid short column at 4 story structure 
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Figure 19. Shear force answer history of last short column at 4 story structure 
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Pay attention following Figures it can be concluded that shear force time history in 
first short column in 4 story structures and medium short column in 8 story column 
and last short column in 10 story structures has the most  among than other 
structure. For example in 1 story structures ,the average shear force response  in 
last short column is about 52 and 80 percent  more than 4 and 8 story structure. The 
important point is that in last and medium short column in 0.5 g is more than 0.7 g 
that this amount is about 35 to 50 percent. 
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Figure 20. Shear force answer history increase of first short column at 4 story 

structure relation 8 and10 story structures 
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Figure 21. Shear force answer history increase of mid short column at 8 story 

structure relation 4and10 story structures 
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Figure 22. Shear force answer history increase of last short column at 10 story 

structure relation 4 and 8 story structures 
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2.6. Damage Index in Upand Down of Last, Medium and First Story 
Structures Of Structures 
comparing Damage index of following Figures concluded that the most damages in 
8 and 10 story structures is related to last story structures, especially in its part 
Because the existence of force flagelliform And lack of suitable distribution of 
earthquake force in height.In medium short column by increasing of height and 
story of structures Damage at up and down of column has decreased. as in 0.3 g 
and 0.5g medium short column has the least Damage and even without Damage 
and failure rate in its up and down .In approximately equal.In first short column up 
and down  part of 4 story structures in all PGA. Failure has been made but in 8 and 
10 story tructures failure in up and down part, failure is seem only at up for PGA as 
in 8 and 10 story structures in 0.3g and 0.5 of first short column in up and down 
part is lacke failure the first short column in 8 and 10 story structures in down part. 
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Figure 23. Damage index at up and down of 4 story structure short column 
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Figure 24. Damage index at up and down of 8 story structure short column 
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Figure 25. Damage index at up and down of 10 story structure short column 

 
3. CONCLUSION 
1. Damagerat in short column in different story increase by height and PGA 
increase except in8 story structures that 0.3g of last short column  tolerat the 
damage 0.5 and 0.7 g. 
2. Short column4 story structures in 0.3 g and 0.7g and short columns of 10 story 
structures in 0.5 has the most share in total structures failure. 
3. The average history of first and medium short column displacement response in 
4 story structures and last short column in 10 story structures has the most amount 
that other structures. 
4. The average  history of first short column shearing 4 story structures and 
medium short column in 8 story structures and last short columnin 10 story 
structureshas the most  amount relative other structures in 8 and 10 story structures 
The shearing force of last and medium short column in0.5 g in more than 0.7g . 
5. The part of last short column and down part of first short column in 8 and 10 
story structures has more damage and expriment damage at up and down of  
medium short column in all structures has the least amount and is  experimentally 
equal and is less than 1 st  and last column totally under Elsentro earthquake to 
upper part of short column in 4 story structure more damage is inserted. 
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ABSTRACT 
Introducing a new constitutive model a smeared rotating crack model was 
developed having the capability of predicting the entire load-deformation response 
of reinforced concrete elements. The important features of the model are 
considering the effect of reinforcement ratio on average stress-strain relationships 
of cracked concrete and considering the gradual reduction of average stiffness of 
steel bars embedded in concrete. The model applied to predict the response of 
available test panels and showed a good correlation. Using the simplified version 
of the model a new expression for shear capacity of reinforced concrete beams 
without stirrups was derived. The proposed relation captures the dependence of 
shear strength on size, shear span-to-depth ratio, longitudinal reinforcement ratio, 
maximum aggregate size, and concrete strength. The model agrees well with 
fracture mechanics concepts. The proposed relation was calibrated by least-square 
fitting of the existing experimental beam test database and showed a good 
agreement.  
 
Keywords: reinforced concrete, shear strength, membrane elements, beams, size 
effect 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Shear behavior of reinforced concrete has been of interest to many researchers for 
several decades. Although several theories and design procedures for structural 
concrete subjected to shear have been proposed [1,2], ACI Code [3] has not 
modified its old formulas, yet. Of the many different theories and expressions 
about shear strength of RC beams that have been developed up to now, only a few 
consider the size effect. Among them the procedures based on modified 
compression field theory, MCFT, have gained some acceptance. This theory is the 
product of much experimental and analytical research conducted at the University 
of Toronto toward formulating the response of reinforced concrete elements 
subjected to the in-plane forces [4]. Since the development of MCFT several 
approaches based on it with different degrees of complexity has evolved. The 
simplest approach is the general shear design method [5] adopted in the AASHTO 
[6] and Canadian Code [7], and the most complicated are ones using MCFT in a 
finite element approach [8].  
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In the first part of this study, the MCFT is revised in a fundamental level. The 
literature shows that for panels containing less than 0.1% reinforcement in one 
direction or panels that were uniaxially reinforced the accuracy of MCFT 
deteriorates. This deficiency of MCFT arises from its simple constitutive models. 
Presented in this paper is a set of stress-strain relations for normal strength concrete 
and mild steel bars embedded in concrete having two salient features: 1) 
considering the effect of reinforcement ratio on average stress-strain relationships 
of cracked concrete; and 2) considering the gradual reduction of average stiffness 
of steel bars embedded in concrete. Incorporating equilibrium, compatibility, and 
the constitutive laws into a nonlinear analysis procedure, a new smeared rotating 
crack model was developed having the capability of predicting the entire load-
deformation response of reinforced concrete elements. Corroboration study using 
experimental data from test panels showed that the model has a good accuracy in 
predicting the behavior of reinforced concrete panels throughout the loading 
history. 
In the second part of the study, using simplified concepts of MCFT and the 
proposed model a new relation for predicting the shear behavior of reinforced 
concrete beams was obtained. MCFT based equations for shear take a simple 
account of crack opening and aggregate interlock across the dominant shear crack, 
which results in size effect on shear capacity of concrete members. According to 
simplified expressions derived from MCFT, shear strength for very large sizes is 
inversely proportional to the beam size [9,10]. However, the limit solution of shear 
failure load for very large sizes, obtained based on fracture mechanics, reports an 
exponent of –1/2 for beam size [11-13]. In this study, considering more refined 
assumptions about the opening of the dominant shear crack of the beam, new 
expressions for shear strength of RC beams were developed that display size effect 
in accordance with fracture mechanics for large sizes, asymptotically. The derived 
equations were compared to the other equations and were applied to existing 
database of ACI-445F [14] and resulted in a relatively low coefficient of variation. 
 
2. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF MEMBRANE ELEMENTS 
2.1. Average Stress-Strain Relationship of Steel 
The basic information needed for analyzing of a reinforced concrete membrane 
element is stress-strain relations describing the average characteristics of materials 
subjected to loading. As the approach of this paper is based on smeared crack 
concept and average stresses and strains are used, the bond slipping along the bars 
and shear sliding along cracks are implicitly included and we only need average 
constitutive laws for steel and concrete. 
Steel reinforcement is generally assumed transmit axial force only and hence a 
uniaxial stress-strain relation is adopted. MCFT uses the usual bilinear uniaxial 
stress-strain relationship shown in Figure 1(a) for modeling the average behavior of 
steel bars embedded in concrete [4,15,16]. However, because of disturbed stress 
field in the cracked reinforced concrete the behavior of an embedded steel bar in 
concrete is different from that of a bare bar. After the occurrence of the first 
yielding of reinforcement at a crack location, the average stress-strain curve of 
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steel bars embedded in concrete shows a gradual reduction in stiffness and it 
continues until its complete yielding. Therefore, in the present study, a trilinear 
piecewise stress-strain relationship is adopted [Figure 1(b)]. The initial part of the 
proposed curve is a straight line with a slope of sE , the modulus of elasticity of 
steel, up to yieldf8.0 . Then it changes to a slope of 20/sE and reaches the peak at 

yieldf  where remains constant until failure. The details of this curve have been 
obtained based on an extensive data fitting on the test panel results introduced later 
in this paper. To maintain the simplicity of the model it is assumed that the average 
stress-strain relation of steel is independent of concrete specifications. The model 
allows for elastic unloading [Figure 1(b)]. 
 

  
Figure 1. Constitutive relation for reinforcement: (a) bare steel bar; (b) proposed 

relation for steel bar embedded in concrete. 
 
2.2. Average Compressive Stress-Strain Relationship of Concret 
It is often recognized that cracked concrete in compression subjected to transverse 
tensile strains has lower strength and stiffness than uniaxially compressed concrete. 
This phenomenon called compression softening is usually quantified by 
incorporating a softening coefficient into a basic stress-strain curve [4,15,17]. Our 
suggested basic compressive stress-strain curve consists of Hognestad curve [18] 
for ascending portion and another second-degree parabola for descending portion. 
This part is specified by εf which is the strain when the stress has fallen to zero 
(Figure 2). This strain derived based on Kent and Park [19] research is:  
 

 
Figure 2. The proposed stress-strain relation-ship for cracked concrete in compression 
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where cf ′  is the concrete uniaxial compressive strength in MPa and cε ′  is the strain 
in concrete cylinder at the peak stress cf ′  ( cε ′  is a negative quantity). The suggested 
curve for falling branch reflects the phenomenon that a low strength concrete has a 
low-slope descending portion. It must be noted that the proposed model is 
calibrated for reinforced concrete specimens 890 mm  square ×  70 mm  thick. To 
use this model in a FEM program with different mesh sizes, appropriate size effect 
factors must be incorporated into the constitutive laws.  
Studying the available panel test results, a definite effect of reinforcement ratio on 
average stress-strain relationship of cracked concrete in compression was 
recognized. To capture this phenomenon two modification factors of α  and μ  are 
introduced as follow for adjusting the values of cf ′  and cε ′ , respectively: 
 
 cc ff ′=′′ α , ( ) ( )22 10010003.01 yx ρρα +=  (2) 
 
 cc εμε ′=′′ , ( ) ( )22 10010004.01 yx ρρμ +=  (3) 
 
where xρ and yρ  are the reinforcement ratios of the orthogonally reinforced 
concrete panel in x and y directions, respectively. For describing the softening 
effect, the basic compression curve, defined above, is modified in term of the peak 
stress attainable. By adopting the modification factor introduced by Vecchio and 
Collins [4]: 
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the suggested compression curve will be obtained as (Figure 2): 
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where 2cf  and 2cε  are the average principal compressive stress and strain in the 
cracked concrete, respectively and 1cε  is the co-existing principal tensile strain. 
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2.3. Average Tensile Stress-Strain Relationship of Concrete 
The stiffening effect of post-cracking tensile stresses in the concrete between 
cracks has been recognized for quite some time. Neglecting this contribution of 
concrete called tension stiffening can cause a significant overestimation of post-
cracking deformation in reinforced concrete structures [20]. The gradual reduction 
in stiffness due to progressive cracking is referred to as strain softening. These 
phenomena have been quantified by some constitutive laws obtained from 
reinforced concrete panel tests [4,16,21-23].  
The tensile tests on reinforced concrete panels have revealed that there are three 
rather distinct areas in the average tensile stress-strain response of cracked concrete 
[24]: a) a linearly ascending portion before cracking; b) a fluctuating portion, 
called crack formation phase, where must cracks form; and c) a descending portion 
with a stable crack pattern, regarding this behavior, the conceptual model proposed 
for average tensile stress-strain relationship of cracked concrete is shown in Figure 
3. According to this Figure, the proposed model can be expressed as: 
 
 11 ccc Ef ε=  crc εε <1  (6a) 
 
 crc ff =1  crccr εεε ′<< 1  (6b) 
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Figure 3. The proposed stress-strain relationship for cracked concrete in tension. 

 
The parameters of the model are described as follows. 1cf  is the average principal 
tensile stress in the cracked concrete. cE  is the elastic modulus of the concrete in 

tension which can be taken as ccf ε ′′ /2 . crf  is the first cracking strength of 
concrete in a reinforced panel. Examining the available panel test results showed 
that in addition to cf ′  the reinforcement ratio has also an influence on crf  and the 
following relation in MPa units was obtained: 
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 83.0 +′′= ccr ff α  (7) 
 
where α′  was interestingly obtained equal to α  defined in Eq. (2). The crε  in Eq. 
(6) is the average tensile strain at which the concrete begins cracking and crε ′  is the 
corresponding value at the end of crack formation phase. A survey of 
aforementioned database revealed that crε ′  has a direct relationship with the 
reinforcement ratio of the concrete panel. Examining different formulas and best 
fitting of the database with them the following relation was obtained: 
 
 crcr ηεε =′ , ( )( )yx ρρη 10010061+=  (8) 
 
To account for the dependence of post-cracking tensile response of concrete on the 
reinforcement ratio, as already described, some alternative relations were examined 
and finally the best relation with the use of data fitting was obtained as: 
 
 ( )( )yxk ρρ 100100250300 +=  (9) 
 
2.4. Validation of the Proposed Model 
The problem at hand is to determine the load-deformation response of an 
orthogonally reinforced concrete membrane element subjected to monotonically 
increasing in-plane stresses shown in Figure 4. The proposed constitutive laws 
along with the equilibrium and compatibility equations form a system of nonlinear 
equations needing a numerical method to solve.  
 

 
Figure 4. Reinforced concrete membrane element. 

 
As an example of the theoretical model’s application to the analysis of reinforced 
concrete elements, an analysis was made of Panel PV20 tested at university of 
Toronto by Vecchio and Collins [4]. This specimen was tested in pure shear. For 
this panel the compressice strength of the concrete was 6.19 MPa . The predicted 
response for this element based on MCFT [4] and DSFM [16] and the experimental 
curve is summarized in Figure 5. Note that for this panel the proposed model 
provides excellent correlations with experimental results. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of experimental and predicted responses for Panel PV20. 

 
3. A SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR SHEAR CAPACITY PREDICTION OF BEAMS 
3.1. Size Effect in Shear According to Simplified Mcft 
Simplified-MCFT explanation for size effect in shear is that the shear strength of 
beams not containing stirrups is a function of the shear crack width. Crack widths, 
in turn, increase nearly both with the tensile strain in the reinforcement and with 
the spacing between the cracks [10]. Larger members have more widely spaced 
cracks and therefore are expected to fail at lower shear stress. To maintain beam 
action up to the failure, nearly all of the shear force cV  must be transmitted by the 
shear stress across the main diagonal cracks. For most of the concretes, cracking 
will occur along the interface between the aggregates and the cement paste. The 
resulted rough cracks are capable to transfer shear by aggregate interlock. 
Decreasing the aggregate size reduces this capacity. In the development of the 
MCFT, Vecchio and Collins [4] suggested that for cracks transmitting only shear 
stress, the limiting stress would be: 
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where w  is the crack width (crack opening displacement) in mm and ad  is the 
maximum aggregate size in mm. Using the parameters identified by the MCFT, 
Collins and Kuchma [9] proposed the following relation for the shear capacity of 
members without shear reinforcement: 
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with cf ′  not to be taken greater than 70 MPa . This equation represents a strong 
stress singularity with power of –1 around the crack tip that yields a size effect on 
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shear strength with power of 1−  for very large sizes. This very strong stress 
singularity and size effect is objectionable based on fracture mechanics. Exponent 
–1/2 is the strongest size effect possible [12]. 
 
3.2. A Simplified Model for Size Effect in Shear 
The failed part of a beam, subjected to two concentrated loads, with shear span a , 
containing the dominant shear crack, is shown in Figure 6. The function that 
defines crack opening along its length is a complex function. This complexity is the 
result of many factors such as the effect of the shear stresses transmitted across the 
crack, the presence of longitudinal bars crossing the crack, and the size effect on 
the crack shape. The current procedures based on MCFT, approximate the crack 
opening profile by a constant value that is the average crack opening [5,9,10]. In 
the present study, we use a linear function for the crack opening that satisfies the 
essential boundaries of the crack; zero opening at the crack tip and maximum 
opening at the bottom. Thus, we introduce the following relation: 

 max)( w
d
yyw =  (12) 

 
Figure 6. Left part of a beam containing the dominant shear crack 

 
where y  is the distance from the crack tip and maxw  is the crack opening at the 
level of tensile bars. On the other hand, maxw can be considered as a function of the 
beam geometry and material properties calculated from the following relation [13]: 
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where k is a constant factor and sE  is the  modulus of elasticity of longitudinal 
reinforcement. Combining Eqs. (10), (12), and (13), we obtain a relation for the 
shear transfer capacity of crack surface as a function of y: 
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As seen from Eq. (15), sd is a function of the beam geometry and the materials 
properties. On the other hand, Eq. (14) shows that sd  has the dimension of length. 
Thus, we name sd  the depth scale. 
To calculate the shear capacity of the beam, we consider it at the moment prior to 
unstable crack growth. From shear-compression interaction behavior of the 
concrete we know that increasing the compression stress above a certain value 
causes decreasing in the shear capacity of the concrete. Thus, the compression zone 
above the crack tip, which is subjected to high compression stresses, has a small 
shear capacity. Therefore, we ignore the shear contribution of this area and only 
rely on aggregate interlock capacity across the crack [13]. For calculating shear 
capacity of the beam, cV , it is sufficient to integrate the vertical component of civ  
over the whole crack length: 
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Figure 7. Free-body-diagram of the left part of the beam at shear failure. 

 
where α  is the crack inclination angle at the position y (Figure 7) and dl  is 
crack length element. Using geometrical relation and substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. 
(16), the integral is calculated easily and we obtain:  
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where 'k  is a constant factor (Figure 7) and 
 
 sAdd =0  , cfBv ′=0  (18) 

k’d
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Two constants A and B are related to k and 'k  by 2'/556.0 kkA = and '581.0 kB =  
and determined empirically from data fitting. Checking limit states of Eq. (17) 
shows that it yields a size independent relation for shear capacity of very small 
beams, in accordance with plastic solution, and for very large sizes the shear 
strength converges to linear elastic fracture mechanics solution, i.e. a size effect 
with power of –1/2. Hence, the asymptotic behavior of Eq. (17) is in agreement 
with theoretical expectations. 
Employing Eq. (17) for design is complicated, as it needs iteration or a computer. 
Thus, it is appropriate to simplify this equation. The limits of Eq. (17) for the both 
very small and very large sizes, obtained from l’Hopital rule [15], yield the same 
results. As an approximation, we can use the asymptotic function to estimate 

0/ vvc  for the full size range. It is interesting that we can do similar simplification 
twice [13] and we obtain:  

 cc fv ′= β  , 
sAdd

B
/1+

=β   (19) 

 
This relation has the same general form of the relation obtained from fracture 
mechanics and verified by various test results [11, 26]. Best fitting of the ACI-
445F database contained 398 data [14] by this equation, yields 33.1=A  and 

50.0=B  and the coefficient of variation is cov = 19.2 %.  
To provide additional safety margin, the curve of a design formula must be passed 
near the lower border of a scatter band. This is usually obtained as a 5% cut-off 
according to the least-square method. Thus the value of B is reduced to 0.35 [13]. 
Figure 8 represents the mean and lowered fitting of ACI-445F database by the 
proposed equation, and compare it with ACI’s simple formula [3], shown with 
dashed line. As seen in this Figure the ACI formula may continue to be used safely 
within a certain range, and beyond that it is unsafe. 

 
Figure 8. Comparison to ACI-445F database of proposed equation and ACI [3] simple 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
An orthotropic concrete constitutive model was developed that takes into account 
the interaction of reinforcement ratio on concrete behavior. Compression softening 
and tension stiffening were also considered in the model. Incorporating 
equilibrium, compatibility, and the constitutive laws into a nonlinear analysis 
procedure, a new smeared rotating crack model was developed having the 
capability of predicting the entire load-deformation response of reinforced concrete 
elements. Corroboration study using experimental data from test panels showed 
that the model has a good accuracy in predicting the behavior of reinforced 
concrete panels throughout the loading history. Using the simplified version of the 
model and incorporating MCFT concept a new expression for shear capacity of 
reinforced concrete beams without stirrups was obtained. Limit states of this 
expression agrees well with the limit solutions of shear failure load for very small 
and very large sizes; based on plastic and fracture mechanics solutions, 
respectively. The proposed relation was calibrated by optimum fitting of ACI-445F 
databank, which resulted in low coefficient of variation. Finally, applying a safety 
factor, it proposed as shear strength design formula.  
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, a finite element model for masonry-infill of RC frames has been 
introduced. The micro model incorporates the bricks, bed and head joints, 
surrounding RC frame and the interface between frame and masonry infill. The 
results of the analysis have been validated by experimental data reported in the 
literature. A parametric study has been conducted and the effects of strength, 
stiffness, aspect ratio of infill panels and the effect of relative stiffness of frame to 
masonry panel on lateral response of the structure have been investigated. It was 
found that infill panels increase stiffness and ultimate strength of the frames 
significantly, and by increasing stiffness and strength of infill, stronger failure 
mechanisms are activated, and failure of masonry panels shift to failure of concrete 
frame. It was also observed that aspect ratio plays an important role in determining 
failure mechanisms not only in the infill but also in the frame. 
 
Keywords: masonry infill, RC frame, finite element modeling, lateral response, 
failure mechanism. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Masonry walls are widely used as infill in steel and concrete structural frames 
throughout the world. They are usually treated as non-structural elements, and their 
interaction with the bounding frame is often ignored in design. But experiences of 
various earthquakes and also recent researches show that masonry infills have very 
essential effects on the behavior of the structures. Because of high initial stiffness, 
infills can concentrate a greater part of the earthquake force to the infilled panels. 
Generally, the behavior of infilled frame is completely different from that of the 
bare frame because of the interaction between frame and infill [1, 2].  
To identify and predict the behavior of infilled frame, several experimental tests 
have been carried out and a number of different analytical models have been 
developed. Equivalent diagonal strut is one of the most applicable methods to 
model infill panels that was presented by Polyakov [3] for the first time. Stafford 
smith [4] showed that width of the equivalent strut depends on the contact length of 
the frame and infill. After that Mainstone [5] proposed methods to estimate 
equivalent strut element characteristics. Saneinejad [6] proposed equations to 
evaluate the ultimate strength of infill panels. Liauw [7] developed plastic analysis 
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methods to predict the in-plane limit loads of steel infilled frame. Sophisticated 
finite element models have also been developed to analyse infilled structures. 
Mehrabi [8] used interface element for modeling mortar joints. 
In this research the effects of masonry infills on the behavior of the reinforced 
concrete frames has been investigated by finite element modeling in ANSYS. The 
recorded results of Mehrabi's experimental tests [1] have been used to validate the 
analyses.  
   
2. FAILURE MECHANISMS OF MASONRY INFILL IN RC FRAMES  
The main failure mechanisms in masonry infill panels are diagonal cracking, 
diagonal-sliding cracking, bed joint sliding and corner crushing. Shear failure of 
the beam and column and short column phenomenon, which will happen if infill 
panel is not extended to the upper beam of the frame, are the most important failure 
mechanisms in the frame [1, 2, 5]. Figure 1 shows different failure mechanisms of 
masonry infills in RC frames. 
The behavior of infilled frames under lateral load depends on different parameters 
such as panel aspect ratio, stiffness and strength of the infill and frame, material 
properties, vertical loads and presence of gap between frame and infill [2, 5]. In 
this study a two dimensional finite element model has been introduced to study the 
response of infilled frames under monotonically increasing lateral load.  
 

  
a. diagonal 
cracking 

       b. diagonal-
sliding cracking c. bed joint sliding 

d. corner crushing 
and shear failure in 
frame components 

Figure 1.  Possible failure mechanisms of masonry infills in RC frames 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF MEHRABI  
In 1994, Mehrabi [1] carried out some experimental tests on reinforced concrete 
infilled frames and investigated different parameters such as monotonic and cyclic 
loading and different combinations of weak and strong frame and infills. Three 
specimens of these tests have been used to validate our numerical model. The 
specimens are 5 and 7, which were masonry-infilled RC frames and Specimen 1, 
which was a bare frame. Specimens 1 and 5 had weak flexural concrete frame and 
that of Specimen 7 was strong. The details of weak and strong frames are shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Weak and strong frame of the tests [1] 

 
Masonry infills of the specimens consisted of 19.2×9.2×9.2 cm solid masonry blocks 
with head and bed joints of a thickness of 10 mm. Also, infill panels had the 
height/length ratio of about 1/1.5 and they have completely filled the surrounding 
frame. These specimens were subjected to a constant vertical compressive load of 294 
KN. For the infilled specimens the vertical load was distributed between the column 
and the beam. For the bare frame specimen the vertical load was applied completely to 
the columns. Characteristics of the specimens have been summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Specifications of different specimens [1] 

Frame Concrete Three-Masonry Prisms Compressive 
Strength (MPa) 

Sp
ec

im
en

s 
nu

m
be

r 

Type of 
Load Secant 

modulus 
(MPa) 

Compressive 
strength  
(MPa) 

Strain 
at peak 
stress 

Secant 
modulus 
(MPa) 

Compressive 
strength 
(MPa) 

Strain 
at peak 
stress 

Brick Mortar 

1 Monotonic 21930 30.9 0.0018 - - - - - 

5 Cyclic 18070 20.9 0.0026 8.95 13.86 0.0023 15.59 13.38 

7 Cyclic 18620 33.4 0.003 9.08 13.59 0.0026 15.59 15.52 

 
4. THE PROPSED NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
To evaluate both global and local behavior of masonry infill, a numerical micro 
model considering all bricks and mortars of head and bed joints as well as 
reinforced concrete frame components has been used. To model bricks, 4-node 2-D 
plane element (PLAN42 [9]) has been used in both elastic and plastic cases. The 
plastic case was applied to represent the crushing of bricks at the corner of masonry 
infill panel. For other parts of infill panels, the bricks have been represented by 
elastic plane element. It helps to decrease the computation time. To model bricks, 
cracking has also been disregarded. The head and bed joints of the mortar have 
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been represented by 2-node nonlinear spring COMBIN39 [9] that is a 
unidirectional element with nonlinear generalized force-deflection capability. The 
shear performance of the mortar joints have been represented by inclined spring 
element with response along shear resistance surface of mortars. The tension and 
compression behavior of mortar joints have also been represented by straight 
spring element with response along normal to mortar surfaces. 
The concrete frame has been represented by 4-node 2-D plane element (PLAN42) 
and an elastic-perfect plastic formulation (Drucker–Prager) has been adopted [9]. 
This Drucker–Prager model is a constitutive model for the behavior of brittle 
material such as concrete. Reinforcing bars have been also modeled with 2-node 
elastic-hardening plastic bar element LINK8 [9]. They were connected to the 4-
node concrete element at the two external nodes. The contact surfaces of infill 
panel and bounding frame have been represented by TARGE169 and CONTA172 
[9]. These elements are surface to surface contact elements which have sufficient 
parameters for modeling every kind of contact surfaces. A schematic representation 
of an infilled frame model consisting of all element types has been shown in Figure 
3. 
 

F
Δ

Frame

Infill Panel

Base

Distributed Vertical Load

 Brick

 Mortar (Combin 39)

 Brick (Plane 42)

 Frame to Infill Contact
(Surface to Surface Element)

Concrete (Plane 42)

Reinforcement (Link 8)

 
Figure 3. Infilled frame model 

 
According to the results of material tests [1], parameters of the analyses have been 
estimated. The value of E modulus for mortars and bricks has been estimated based 
on that of the three-course masonry prisms tests and the equation existent in 
literature [10]. Mentioned equation depends on the ratio of brick to mortar 
thickness. Shear behavior of mortar joints has been evaluated based on the E 
modulus and mohr-coulomb formulation with parameters C (cohesion) and µ 
(friction coefficient) that has been obtained from direct shear tests.  
The nonlinear behavior of concrete of the frame has been defined by the Drucker-
Prager model and parameter C (cohesion) and Ø (friction angle). In the plane stress 
case, Drucker-Prager's constitutive law reduces to a single continuous yield 
surface, whose equation reads:  
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Parameters k and α are related to C and Ø of the considered material:  

 .
)φsin-3(3

φcosc6
=k;

)φsin-3(3
φsin2

=α  (2) 

 
These parameters determine the yield stresses in uniaxial tension and compression 
σ t and σ c: 

  .
α-

3
1

k
=σ;

α+
3

1
k

=σ ct  (3)  

The complete set of analysis parameters have been described in Table 2. The 
specifications of the concrete frame reinforcing bars such as yield and ultimate 
stress that have been obtained from tension test results [1] have been shown in 
Table 3.  
 

Table 2: Specifications of numerical models 
Bricks Mortar Joints Frame Concrete 

Drucker–
Prager 

parameter 

Sp
ec

im
en

s 
nu

m
be

r 

E 
Modulus 
 (MPa) 

Compressive 
Strength 
(MPa) 

E 
Modulus 
 (MPa) 

Compressive 
strength  
(MPa) 

C 
(MPa) µ 

E 
Modulus 

(MPa) C 
(MPa) Ø 

1 - - - - - - 21930 4.26 60 
5 11000 15.59 3500 13.38 0.4 0.9 18070 2.71 61 
7 11000 15.59 3500 15.52 0.4 0.9 18620 4.44 61 
 

Table 3: Specifications of numerical models 
Reinforcing Bars 

Bar 
Size 

Diameter 
(mm) 

E Modulus 
(MPa) 

Yield Stress 
(MPa) 

Ultimate 
stress 
(MPa) 

No.2 6.35 2.1E5 370 450 

No.4 12.7 2.1E5 410 660 

No.5 15.9 2.1E5 410 660 

 
Contact surfaces of frame & infill 

Sp
ec

im
en

s 
nu

m
be

r 

Normal penalty 
stiffness (MPa/mm) 

Friction 
coefficient µ 

5 190 0.5 
7 190 0.5 
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According to the experimental specimens, infilled frames have been modeled on 
the 315×90×46 cm reinforced concrete base. The lateral and vertical loading have 
been applied to the model in the case of displacement and force control, 
respectively. To prevent the occurrence of tension in the concrete beam, the lateral 
displacement of the first and last nodes of it has been constrained. Also, the weight 
of different components of frame and infill panel has been ignored in modeling. 
 
5. COMPARISON OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL BEHAVIOR WITH TESTS 
Lateral displacement at the mid-height node of the top beam in the frame is compared 
to the test results. Also, the local behavior has been evaluated by considering the crack 
paths that have occurred in different places, sliding in the bed joints, crushing in the 
corners of the infill panel and the occurrence of the shear failure in the concrete frame 
component. Figure 4 shows the lateral load-lateral displacement curves obtained from 
the numerical models and tests for specimens 1, 5 and 7.  
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a) Specimen 1 b) Specimen 5 
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c) Specimen 7 

Figure 4. Numerical and experimental lateral load-lateral displacement 
 
The Figures show that the model has been relatively successful in predicting the 
global behavior over small deformation range and to some extent the large 
deformation response. It should be noted that the experimental curves of specimens 
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5 and 7 are envelopes of hysteresis curves of cyclic tests. 
The deformed shapes obtained from numerical analysis for specimens 5 and 7 have 
been presented in Figure 5. The numerical results indicate that the prevailing 
mechanism at the ultimate strength of specimen 5 is shear failure in the column of 
concrete frame. In this model, the first important event in the process of increasing 
lateral load is creation of crack and tearing at the common border of the frame and 
infill panel and in the tension corners of the infill panel. As loading continues, the 
cracks form in the bed joints of mortar at the mid height of the masonry panel and 
propagate in the direction of compression diameter. Increasing of the lateral load, 
eventually leads to shear failure at the upper end of the windward column. All of 
these agree with experimental evidence. 
The simulated model of Specimen 7 indicates that after creation of crack and 
tearing at the common border of the frame and infill panel, the diagonal-sliding 
cracks appear. The prevailing mechanism at the ultimate strength for mentioned 
specimen is crushing at the compressive corner of the infill panel. It should be 
noted that no shear failure is observed in the components of the RC frame. All of 
these also agree with experimental evidence. 
 

 
a) Specimen 5 b) Specimen 7 

Figure 5. Deformed shapes obtained from numerical analysis 
 
By comparing the results of the proposed model with the similar recorded 
experimental results and confirming the validation of the analysis, parametric 
studies will be carried out. Numerical models of the experimental specimens 5 and 
7, have been named WF-SI (Weak frame and strong infill panel) and SF-SI (Strong 
frame and strong infill panel), respectively.  
 
6. PARAMETRIC STUDY OF MASONRY-INFILLED RC FRAMES 
In the parametric study, the effect of strength of frame and infill, dimensions and 
aspect ratios of panels have been investigated.  
 
6.1. Strength of Frame and Infill 
Different combinations of weak and strong frame and infill have been analyzed. 
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Specifications of the infilled frames with strong masonry infills have already been 
mentioned in the preceding sections. Specifications of the weak masonry infills 
[11] are presented in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Specifications of weak masonry infill for numerical modeling 
Bricks Mortar Joints 

E 
Modulus 
 (MPa) 

Compressive 
Strength 

(MPa) 

E 
Modulus 
 (MPa) 

Compressive 
strength (MPa) 

C 
(MPa) µ 

5000 13.5 1700 4 0.25 0.75 

 
Various models such as SF-SI, WF-SI, SF-WI (Strong frame and weak infill panel) 
and WF-WI (Weak frame and weak infill panel) have been analyzed. Comparison 
between infilled frame and the respective bare frame is presented in Figure 6. It is 
seen that both stiffness and strength of the infilled frame are significantly higher 
than those of the bare frame, but the maximum lateral displacement of infilled 
frame is less than that of bare frame. The maximum lateral resistance of SF-SI is 
38% higher than that of SF-WI. Also, the Figureshows that lateral strength of SF-SI 
and SF-WI is 82% and 42% higher than that of WF-SI and WF-WI, respectively. 
This indicates activation of stronger failure mechanisms when strong frame and 
infill is used. 
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Figure 6. Lateral load-lateral displacement of weak and strong frame and infill 

 
The numerical results for SF-WI indicate that after occurrence of diagonal-sliding 
cracks, large slips occur along the bed joints at the ultimate strength. Shear failure 
in the windward column is the prevailing mechanism at the ultimate strength for 
WF-WI. The deformed shapes obtained from numerical analysis for SF-WI and 
WF-WI have been presented in Figure 7. 
 
6.2. The Effect of Aspect Ratio  
In order to investigate the mentioned parameter, three height/length ratios 1/1, 
1/1.5 and 1/2 for panels, which have been named AR-1/1, AR-1/1.5 and AR-1/2, 
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respectively, have been analyzed. The model SF-SI of preceding section is 
compared to model AR-1/1.5 in this study. The models in these aspect ratios have 
similar height and different length. Comparison of the models has been presented 
in Figure 8. The results show that lateral strength of AR-1/2 is 26% and 9% higher 
than that of AR-1/1 and AR-1/1.5, respectively. 
 

  
a) SF-WI b) WF-WI 

Figure 7. Deformed shapes obtained from numerical analysis for SF-WI and WF-WI 
 
The numerical results for AR-1/1 indicate that after occurrence of diagonal cracks, 
the maximum lateral resistance is reached when crushing occur at the corners of 
the infill panel. For AR-1/2 the numerical results indicate that after occurrence of 
diagonal-sliding cracks and corner crushing in the infill panel, shear failure in the 
column of RC frame is the prevailing mechanism at the ultimate strength. These 
results show that different panel aspect ratios can activate different failure 
mechanisms in masonry infilled RC frames. The deformed shapes obtained from 
numerical analysis for AR-1/1and AR-1/2 have been presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8. Lateral load-lateral displacement for numerical modeling of  

different aspect ratios 
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a) AR-1/1 b) AR-1/2 
Figure 9. Deformed shapes obtained from numerical analysis for AR-1/1 and AR-1/2 

 
The values of the initial stiffness, secant stiffness, ultimate strength, ductility and 
damping for different types of mentioned infilled frame and their bare frames are 
summarized in Table 4. 
 

Table 5: Stiffness, strength, ductility and damping for all analyzed models 
Weak Frame Strong Frame 

 Bare 
frame WF-SI WF-WI Bare 

frame SF-SI SF-WI 
AR-1/1 AR-1/2 

Initial 
stiffness 
(KN/cm) 

78.4 1698 1286 131.2 1800 1470 1446 2218 

Secant 
stiffness* 
(KN/cm) 

65.18 1231.7 878.5 101.36 1239.3 880.9 1023.1 1491.4 

Ultimate 
strength 

(KN) 
80.3 259.2 233.2 145.9 470.5 341.3 407.6 512.3 

Ductility 6.67 5.45 5.83 7.56 8.04 7.43 9.09 6.71 
Damping 

(%) 19.16 19.37 19.71 27.3 27.96 27.56 27.21 28.1 

* From the idealized force-displacement curve [12]. 
 
As can be observed from Table 5, infill panels can improve the performance of RC 
frames. The strong frame and strong infill panels have a better performance than 
other combinations of strong and weak frame and infill in terms of load resistance 
and energy dissipation capability.  
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, a numerical micro-model has been introduced to investigate the 
behavior of masonry infills in RC frames. The model incorporates the effects of 
bricks, bed and head joints of mortar and takes into account nonlinear 
characteristics such as cracking, sliding of mortar joints and crushing of masonry 
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infills and shear failure in the frame components. Validation of the analyses was 
done by appropriate test results.  
The effects of several parameters such as strength of both frame and infills and 
panel aspect ratio were investigated. The study shows that stiffness and strength of 
the infilled frame is significantly higher than that of a bare frame. The maximum 
lateral resistance of a strong frame and strong infill is significantly higher than that 
of weak frame and infill. It was found that masonry infills can increase energy-
dissipation capacity of RC frames when are used with strong frames. Also using 
masonry infills with weak frames can lead to occurrence of brittle shear failure at 
the columns of RC frames. The results of parametric studies indicate that changing 
the aspect ratios of panels can not only change the ultimate strength of the infilled 
frames, but can also activate different failure mechanisms. For a panel with 
height/length ratio of 1/2, addition of infill panels can lead to brittle shear failure at 
the columns, whereas it does not occur in aspect ratios of 1/1 and 1/1.5. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the common methods for analyzing and designing two-way reinforced 
concrete slabs is the Moment Coefficients Method. In this paper, the Moment 
Coefficients Method for designing two-way slabs stated in the Concrete Code of 
Iran (CCI) is considered and compared with the same method stated in the British 
Standard (BS). For this purpose, the provisions recommended in the above 
mentioned codes are compared first, and then the differences are discussed.  
The effect of different provisions on determining the amount of the required 
steel for the slabs having different edge conditions is considered through a 
numerical study. In the end, the cases in which the use of a specific code 
gives conservative or economic results are concluded. 
 
Keywords: two-way slab, concrete code of Iran (CCI), British standard (BS), 
moment coefficient method, safety factors 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of plates and shells to attain internal actions for designing structural 
elements is one of the fields that scientists and engineers have been working on for 
years. These attempts have led to some exact and approximate solutions. 
One of the approximate solutions which is used to analyse rectangular plates under 
uniform normal loads is the Moment Coefficients Method. This method is mostly 
used to analyze reinforced concrete slabs and helps one to find internal bending 
moments and shear forces by applying some coefficients. The amounts of these 
coefficients depends on slab supports conditions and the slab spans ratios. 
Moment Coefficients Method is a very restricted method but as it’s rather simple to 
use, it has been mostly applied in analysis and design of concrete slabs. Each 
concrete design code has its own provisions for using Moment Coefficients 
Method. 
In this paper, the manner of using this method in CCI[1] and BS[2] codes is studied 
and compared to clarify which code leads to a more economical or conservative 
design. 
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2. ANALISING SLABS BY MOMENT COEFFICIENTS METHOD 
The Moment Coefficients Method defines some coefficients to attain internal 
bending moments and shear forces. The amounts of these coefficients mainly 
depend on the ratio of the slab dimensions and the slab supports conditions. The 
larger the amount of the ratio of long span to short span the stiffer the short span 
becomes, and so it absorbs more energy. 
The moments would be calculated by the following relation: 
 

 
2lwCM ××=  (1) 

 
in which, M is the maximum positive or negative internal moment of middle strip 
of the slab per unit length, C is the moment coefficient given by the code, w is 
uniformly distributed load and l is the span length.  
Based upon the code provisions, M is the maximum bending moment at the middle 
and is reduced linearly to one-third of this value at the sides as indicated in Figure 
1. Figure 1.a is plotted based on CCI and Figure 1.b is plotted based on BS 
provisions. 
 

  
a      b 

Figure 1. Schematic view of bending moment diagram 
 
3. PARTIAL SAFETY FACTORS 
The partial safety factors which are used in both codes to attain ultimate loads are 
defined as follows: 
 In CCI code: 

Ultimate dead load, “D” = 1.25 times service dead load, “d” 
Ultimate live load, “L” = 1.5 times service dead load, “l” 

In BS code: 
Ultimate dead load, “D” = 1.4 times service dead load, “d” 
Ultimate live load, “L” = 1.6 times service dead load, “l” 

Cited relations indicate that the ultimate loads in BS code are more conservative 
than the ultimate loads in CCI code. 
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4. COMPARING THE MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
To study the differences between the two codes, the differences of coefficients are 
studied first. In Figure 2 the ratio of CCI coefficients of negative moments to BS 
coefficients of negative moments are plotted versus the ratio of slab spans. The 
curves are related to the case of 4 continuous edges. 
 

 
Figure 2. Comparing coefficients of CCI and BS codes 

 
It can be seen that the value of coefficients for shorter span in CCI code is always 
more than in BS. But, for longer span CCI code decreases the coefficients values 
noticeably.  
For comparing effects of loads partial safety factors, dead load is assumed constant 
when the live load is varying (for dead load=5.75 kN/m2 and live load varying 
from 1 to 7 kN/m2) and the ratio of ultimate load in CCI on ultimate load in BS is 
plotted in Figure 3. 
 

  
Figure 3. Effect of live load on ultimate loads 
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As the variation of the cited ratio due to change of live load is negligible, the numerical 
study would be just done for a constant value of live load. The amount of long span to 
short span ratio would be changed to clarify its effect on designing results. 
 
5. NUMERICAL STUDY 
A two-way slab having 150mm thickness is given in (Figure 4). The applied live 
load is supposed to be 2kN/m2 and the dead load is taken as equal to 2kN/m2 (the 
slab weight is not taken into account). This slab is designed having constant shorter 
span by the value of 4m when the longer span is 1.0, 1.1, 1.25, 1.42, 1.66 and 2.0 
times the shorter span length, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 4. Slab view 

  
For a numerical study, both CCI and BS provisions are used and the analysis 
results are summarized in Table 1. Then the slab is designed upon both codes. 
Design results are given in Table 2 and compared in Table 3. This example would 
be solved by other supports condition. 
The values given in Table1 are the amounts of flexural moments calculated by 
using Table 15-8-2-4 of CCI and Table 3.14 of BS which give moment coefficients 
values for analysis. Table 1 indicates that the CCI results, when the spans ratio gets 
close to 2.0, are almost identical to that of one-way slab. On the other hand, based 
upon BS provisions, the moment coefficients for shorter span do not change when 
the spans ratio varies. 
As the spans ratio gets closer to 2.0, BS presents a more economical design. 
Moreover, when the ratio gets closer to 1.0, BS would lead to a more conservative 
design.  
In the following tables, M- is the ultimate negative moment on slabs edges 
calculated by moment coefficients and given for both codes; M+ is the ultimate 
positive moment at the middle of spans and given for both codes; and As is the 
amount of flexural steel rebar area used in each case. The total As given in Tables 3 
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and 6 would define the summation of whole rebar value which is used in slabs and 
is calculated by following relation: 

 
Total As= (2As (for M

- 
on La) + As (for M

+ 
on La)) LA + (2As (for M

- 
on LB) + As (for M

+ 
on LB)) LB 

 
In which LA is the length of shorter span and LB is the length of longer one. 
 

Table 1: Analysis results 

Spans 
ratio 

CCI M- 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(kN.m/m)

CCI M+ 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(kN.m/m) 

CCI M- 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(kN.m/m)

CCI M+ 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(kN.m/m)

BS M- 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(kN.m/m)

BS M+ 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(kN.m/m)

BS M- 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(kN.m/m) 

BS M+ 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(kN.m/m) 

1.0 7.335 3.366 7.335 3.366 5.679 4.397 5.862 4.397 

1.1 8.965 4.162 7.100 3.226 6.778 5.130 7.094 5.320 

1.25 10.595 4.958 6.622 3.252 8.061 6.137 9.160 6.870 

1.42 12.062 5.802 5.587 2.785 9.343 7.090 11.821 8.866 

1.66 13.203 6.694 4.492 2.193 10.415 7.804 16.154 12.116 

2.0 14.018 7.423 3.912 1.688 11.542 8.794 23.450 17.587 

 
Table 2: Rebar design results  

Spans 
ratio 

CCI M- 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2)

CCI M+ 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2) 

CCI M- 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2)

CCI M+ 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2)

BS M- 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2)

BS M+ 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2)

BS M- 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2) 

BS M+ 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2) 

1.0 177.331 80.522 177.331 80.522 122.484 94.533 126.491 94.533 

1.1 217.701 99.772 171.547 77.141 146.581 110.483 153.513 114.640 

1.25 258.442 119.104 159.783 77.761 174.862 132.508 199.248 148.595 

1.42 295.436 139.693 134.450 66.514 203.326 153.433 258.852 192.706 

1.66 324.427 161.555 107.768 52.312 227.256 169.191 357.723 265.508 

2.0 345.254 179.501 93.717 40.205 252.556 191.104 529.619 390.926 

 
Table 3: Design comparison 

Spans ratio CCI/BS Total As 

1.0 0.643
1.1 0.730

1.25 0.825
1.42 0.927
1.66 1.079
2.0 1.250
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 To attain more reliable conclusions, the boundary conditions of the slab are 
changed. In the new conditions, only the longer spans are continuous. 
The analysis results are summarized in Table 4. The designing results and 
comparisons' ratios are given in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. 
The same as previous example, by using CCI provisions, obtained amounts show 
that the results would be close to the condition of one-way slab, when the spans 
ratio gets closer to 2.0. On the other hand, BS presents constant amount for shorter 
edge of span which means that shorter edge absorbs a greater amount of energy.  
As the spans ratio gets close to 2.0, BS presents a more economical design. 
However, when the ratio gets closer to 1.0, BS would lead to a more conservative 
design. 
Figure 5, indicates that the values of used steel amount ratio obey a uniform 
conFigure uration when spans ratio increases. 
 

Table 4: Analysis results 

Spans 
ratio 

CCI M- 
Parallel to 

Y dir 
(kN.m/m) 

CCI M+ 
Parallel to 

Y dir 
(kN.m/m) 

CCI M- 
Parallel to 

X dir 
(kN.m/m)

CCI M+ 
Parallel to 

X dir 
(kN.m/m)

BS M- 
Parallel to 

Y dir 
(kN.m/m)

BS M+ 
Parallel to 

Y dir 
(kN.m/m)

BS M- 
Parallel to 

X dir 
(kN.m/m) 

BS M+ 
Parallel to 

X dir 
(kN.m/m)

1.0 12.225 4.641 0.000 3.366 8.427 6.229 0.000 6.229 

1.1 13.040 5.111 0.000 3.029 9.160 6.962 0.000 7.537 

1.25 13.692 5.792 0.000 2.817 10.168 7.603 0.000 9.733 

1.42 14.018 6.473 0.000 2.224 11.175 8.427 0.000 12.560 

1.66 14.344 7.087 0.000 1.877 11.816 8.885 0.000 17.164 

2.0 14.670 7.701 0.000 1.228 12.824 9.710 0.000 24.915 

 
Table 5: Rebar design results  

Spans 
ratio 

CCI M- 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2)

CCI M+ 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2) 

CCI M- 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2)

CCI M+ 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2)

BS M- 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2)

BS M+ 
Parallel 
to Y dir 

(As mm2)

BS M- 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2) 

BS M+ 
Parallel 
to X dir 

(As mm2) 

1.0 299.565 111.396 0.000 80.522 182.976 134.516 0.000 134.516 

1.1 320.273 122.830 0.000 72.387 199.248 150.610 0.000 163.285 

1.25 336.911 139.448 0.000 67.297 221.722 164.741 0.000 212.003 

1.42 345.254 156.128 0.000 53.047 244.312 182.976 0.000 275.548 

1.66 353.613 171.221 0.000 44.718 258.750 193.139 0.000 381.093 

2.0 361.989 186.364 0.000 29.214 281.535 211.492 0.000 565.041 
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Table 6: Design comparison 

Spans ratio CCI/BS 
(Total steel reinforcement) 

1.0 0.710 

1.1 0.765 

1.25 0.836 

1.42 0.895 

1.66 1.026 

2.0 1.175 
 

 
Figure 5: Variation of used steel amount ratio 

 
By the spans ratio of about 1.6, it seems that the ratio of CCI/BS total steel 
reinforcement would be more than one and indicated that BS provisions lead to a 
more economical design. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the Moment Coefficients Method for designing two-way slabs stated 
in the Concrete Code of Iran (CCI) is considered and compared with the same 
method stated in the British Standard (BS).  
As the numerical study shows, by changing the value of spans ratio in a two-way 
slab, the codes give a different result for the amount of steel flexural rebar. For the 
spans ratio about 1.5-1.6 the codes lead to almost the same amount of steel rebar. 
For spans ratio more or less than 1.5-1.6 the difference in steel amount increases as 
it is plotted in Figure 5. 
Obtained amounts show that by using CCI provisions, the results would be close to 
the results of one-way slab, when the spans ratio gets close to 2.0. On the other 
hand, BS presents constant amount for shorter edge of slab which means that 
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shorter edge absorbs a greater amount of energy. 
As the spans ratio gets close to 2.0, BS presents a more economical design. 
However, when the ratio gets closer to 1.0, BS would lead to a more conservative 
design. 
The maximum average variation occurs in span ratio of 1.0, for which CCI gives 
steel amount about 67 percent of the steel amount of BS. Therefore, it is very 
important to clarify the fundamental differences between two codes, to show which 
design is really safer or more economical. 
To define which code gives better provisions for slabs design the constructions and 
economical conditions must be considered. As CCI provisions give more 
economical results for spans ratio between 1.0 and 1.6, and more compatible with 
construction and economical conditions of Iran, would be more reliable to use. 
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ABSTRACT 
Closed-form solution is one of the exact and reliable approaches in analysis of 
structures. Here, a semi-sphere shell under lateral load (equal to earthquake load), 
based on theory of shells and plates, has been studied. Internal forces are present in 
closed-form. In this study, materials are assumed to be isotropic, homogenous and 
elastic and the shell acts as a membrane. The outcome of this analysis can be used 
in studying the behavior of revolutionary shells under lateral load. 
 
Keywords: shells of revolution, membrane, earthquake, closed-form solution, 
dome 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
In this article, the behavior of a spherical shell under lateral load is studied. 
Emphasis is placed on dome structures. Domes have positive Gaussian curvature. 
These types of shells are used to cover the roofs of sports halls and large liquid 
tanks. The containment shield structures of nuclear power plants also have dome-
like roofs. Various pressure vessels are either completely composed of a single 
rotational shell or have shells of rotation as their end caps.  
Firstly, the governing membrane equations of shells of revolution will be derived. 
Then, we shall apply the analysis of a semi sphere membrane shell under seismic 
equivalent load. 
 
2. GEOMETRICAL DESCRIPTION  
We can define two principal radii of curvature at any point on the middle surface of 
a shell with non-zero Gaussian curvature. Figure 1 shows two principal sections 
containing the normal shell at point P. These sections create two plane curves with 
two local principal radii of curvature,  and  , as shown in Figure 1. One of 
these sections is called meridional curve while the projection of another section on 
a plane perpendicular to the axis of revolution creates the parallel circles on the 
shell surface.  
The middle surface of a shell of revolution with non-zero positive Gaussian 
quadrature can be described rather like the earth. Thus, through any point we may 
take two sections, one perpendicular to the axis of revolution, and the other 
containing the axis. The first cuts the shell in a parallel curve (circle of latitude) 
and the other in a meridian (plane of longitude). At any point, the radius of 
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curvature of the meridian is called  , and the radius of parallel circle, r, is the  
projected value of another principle radius of curvature which has been denoted by 

.[2] 
 

 
Figure 1. A parial perspective view of a surface of revolution showing the principal 
sectins at a point P, the principal radii of curvature, the meridians and the parallel 

circles 
 
Parallel circles form the perimeter of the base of a cone, the apex of which is the 
center of curvature for . Due to rotational symmetry, the center of curvature of  
always lies on the axis of revolution. However, the center of curvature of  does 
not have to lie on the axis. 
The angle between the normal to the surface at P with the axis of revolution has 
been denoted by . We have also denoted the horizontal angular position of P, 
from some arbitrary origin, by the angle . The direction of the axis of revolution 
is assumed to coincide with the z axis. [2] 
  

 
Figure 2. A meridional section of rotational showing the geometrical parameters of 

shell surface 
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Referring to Figure 2, the radius of parallel circle, r, at point P can be written as 
 

 
 
Also referring again to Figure 2, the following relations exist among the shell 
geometrical parameters.[2] 

 
 
  (1) 
  
  
 

  (2) 
 

  (3) 
 
Combining the above relations, we obtain the following inter-relation between the 
surface parameters , , and . 
 

  (4) 
 
3. GOVERNING MEMBRANE EQUATION   
To derive the membrane equilibrium equations for shells of revolution, we consider 
the free body diagram of an element of the shell in Figure 3. The element shown in 
Figure 3 is taken out from the shell by two pairs of infinitesimally adjacent 
sections. The first pair of sections is meridians while the second pair contains the 
normal at the corner points. Since these two intersections are principal sections, 
they are mutually orthogonal to each other. 
 

 
Figure 3. An infinitesimal element of a rotational surface 
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The free body diagram of Figure 4 shows the internal membrane forces, 
 and their differential variations,  designates the meridional force, 

 the hoop force, and  the membrane shear force; the quantities  
represent the intensity of external distributed applied loading, in the  
directions, respectively. [3] 
 

 
Figure 4. Free body diagram of a rotational shell element 

 
We write the equations of equilibrium in the  directions. Because of the 
double curvature, the membrane forces have projections in all three directions and 
thus contribute to all three equilibrium equations. Figure 5, shows the contributions 
of  and  in various directions. [3] 
The equilibrium equation in the meridional direction is ; 
 

  (5) 

 
If we divide both sides of this equation by  we obtain;[3] 
 

  (6) 
 
We derive the equilibrium equation in the hoop direction in a similar fashion;[3] 
 

  (7) 

 
The third equilibrium equation is obtained by projecting all the forces in the 
direction normal to the shell, i.e., in the r direction. By doing so, we obtain;[3] 
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Which, upon division by ) yields:[3] 
 

  (8) 
 
Equations 6, 7 and 8 constitute the governing equilibrium equations of the 
membrane theory for shells of revolution. These relations yield , i.e. 
the membrane force field in the shell. 
Note that the meridional and hoop forces  appear in all three equations. This 
indicates that a doubly curved shell is a complex and efficient structure; all three 
forces  contribute to carrying the load in any direction. The spatial 
interaction of internal forces, manifested in their presence in all equilibrium 
equations, is indicative of an efficient and profound behavior of doubly curved 
shells. This spatial collaboration is very rare in framed structures. 
 
4. SHELLS OF REVOLUTION WITH NONAXISYMMETRIC LOADING 
Shells structures can be subjected to loadings which are not axisymmetric. 
Examples of nonaxisymmetric loadings are: wind forces, earthquake effects, soil 
pressure on buried pipes, and temperature gradients in composite and/or metallic 
shells. 
To perform a membrane analysis of rotationally symmetric shells under arbitrary 
loading, we must use all three coupled simultaneous partial differential equations 
(6,7,8). If we eliminate   from these equations, we obtain the following 
relations:[1] 
 

  (9a) 

 
  (9b)   

 
For a distributed loading we can expand the loading functions,  , in terms of 
Fourier series. These expansions have the following forms:[1] 
 

  
 
  (10) 
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For known loadings, the so-called "Fourier coefficients"  can be 
determined using Fourier series analysis. 
Equations (9) have solutions which are separable in  and . For each value of n 
there are two different solutions: One in which  are functions of  
multiplied by , while  are functions of  multiplied by ; and 
the other, in which  and  are interchanged. Both solutions are found 
in the same way and  for the first we write ;[1] 
 

  
  (11) 
  
 

  
  (12) 

  
 
Where  are, in general, functions of . Substituting these 
expressions into (13) and canceling the common factor of  in (9a),  
in (9b) we find: 
 

  (13a) 
 

  (13b) 
 
These ordinary differential equations can be solved analytically on numerically. 
Since equations (9) are linear we may superimpose any of these solutions to obtain 
other solutions; typical shell analyses and designs are based on just one or two 
terms. 
 
4.1. Stresses in Domes under Seismic Load 
For a simple model of earthquake force, acting on the shells of revolution, we 
assume the following distribution, 
 
   
  (14) 

  
 
For a hemispherical dome of radius a subjected to this load, equations (13) 
become: 
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    (15a) 
 

  (15b) 
 
In terms of the new variables: 
 
  (16) 
  
 
The equations become: 
 

  (17) 

  
 
Each of these first order differential equations has the form: 
 

  (18) 
 
The general solution to this equation is;  
 

  (19) 
 
With the help of relations (16) and (18) we find: 
 

  (20) 
 

  
 
Returning to the relations (16) and multiplying the resulting expressions, for the 
actual field variables  , by  and , respectively, we obtain: 

  (21) 
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The integration constants A and B can be determined by imposing the physical 
condition that and  must be finite at . Hence after some algebraic 
manipulations, we obtain the following final solution to the problem; 
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 
Figure 6. Variation of internal membrane forces in a hemispherical dome subjected to 

seismic load 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a closed form solution for a hemisphere membrane shell of revolution 
under lateral seismic load is presented. The results are sketched in Figure 6. The 
curves indicate that all three forces, i.e., hoop, meridional, and shear components 
reach their maximum at the support, vary non-linearly over the height, and reduce 
to zero at apex. The outcome of this work can be used for analysis of dome 
structures under seismic inertial load.  
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ABSTRACT 
Construction of concrete structures involves at least three different materials: 
concrete, steel and formwork. A large number of parameters, therefore, have to be 
dealt with in proportioning a reinforced concrete element, including width, depth, 
number and diameter of rebar. Consequently, together with experience, trial and 
adjustment are necessary in the choice of concrete sections. A trial section has to 
be chosen for each critical location in a structural system. The trial section has to 
be analyzed to determine if its nominal resisting strength is adequate to carry out 
the applied factored loads. Since more than one trial is often necessary to arrive at 
the required section, this process is time consuming. Also, the final design of a 
practiced designer is different from that of a beginner and it is never known 
whether the result is an optimum design. 
The objective of this research is to design optimally reinforced concrete frames that 
satisfy the limitations and specifications of the American Concrete Institute (ACI) 
Building Code and Commentary using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The GA used in 
this study has an adaptive penalty function. New options are added to the GA, 
including tournament selection with specified conditions or repairing operator that 
acts on beams and columns to accelerate convergence of the program. Design 
results show that the algorithm presented here compares advantageously with 
classic methods or other GA algorithms used previously for optimum design of 
concrete frames. 
 
Keywords: concrete frame, genetic algorithm, optimization, design, reinforced 
concrete 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the design of RC frames in proportioning a reinforced concrete element, 
members’ width and depth and the number and diameter of bars have to be dealt 
with. Consequently, trial and adjustment are necessary in the choice of concrete 
sections.  
The objective of this paper is to design optimally reinforced concrete frames that 
comply with the limitations and specifications of the American Concrete Institute 
(ACI) Building Code and Commentary using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). The 
optimization of the reinforced concrete members is more challenging than the 
optimization of members made of isotropic materials, such as steel. The problem 
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has been considered by several researchers. Krishnamoorty and Mosi (1981) 
presented cost optimization of two-dimensional frames with rectangular cross-
sections using sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT). They 
considered nonlinear constitutive relationships but had no actual design code. Their 
cost function includes only the material costs of concrete, steel reinforcement and 
formwork. Moharrami and Grierson (1993) carried out  minimum cost design of 
RC building frames subjected to vertical and lateral loading, based on the ACI code 
("Building" 1989) using the Optimality Criteria approach. The columns had 
rectangular cross-sections and the beams were considered rectangular, L or T 
shapes. Their design variables were the width, depth and longitudinal steel 
reinforcement of the beams and columns. Their cost function included the material 
costs of the concrete, reinforcement and the formwork. Fadaee and Grierson (1996) 
presented minimum cost design of three-dimensional RC frames with members 
subjected to biaxial moments and shear forces based on the ACI code ("Building" 
1995). Beams and columns were assumed to have rectangular sections. The cost 
function included the material costs of concrete, steel and the formwork. Later, 
Camp, Pezeshk and Hanson (2003) discussed optimum flexural design of two-
dimensional reinforced concrete frames using a genetic algorithm (GA). The 
frames were subjected to vertical and lateral loads and their beams and columns 
had rectangular sections. They applied a modified version of GA to achieve a low-
cost design according to the ACI code ("Building" 1999). The design variables 
used were depth and width of the sections and the number and diameter of the 
reinforcement bars. Their cost function included the material costs of the concrete, 
reinforcement and the formwork. Lee and Ahn (2003) also minimized the cost of 
two-dimensional reinforced concrete frames subjected to gravity and lateral 
loading based on the ACI code ("Building" 1999) and the UBC (1997) using GA. 
Beams and columns had rectangular sections and their design variables were depth 
and width of the sections and area of the reinforcement. Their cost function 
included the material costs of the concrete, reinforcement and the formwork. Chan 
and Wang (2006) also carried out optimum nonlinear stiffness design of two-
dimensional tall reinforced concrete buildings under service loads. Beams and 
columns had rectangular sections and area of the reinforcement was assumed as 
constant. The cost function also included only the concrete cost. 
 
2. FORMULATION OF THE COST FUNCTION 
The first step in an optimization is determination of the objective function. In this 
research, this function includes costs of the concrete, steel and formwork for beams 
and columns, where formwork cost includes labor cost. Beams and columns have 
rectangular sections. The design variables are depth and width of the sections and 
number and diameter of the reinforcement bars, hence the reinforcement topology 
can be determined. 
 Description of the cost function for beams is as follows, 
 
Minimize :F  
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 )2()( bbbfsbrbrsbmbmsblblsbbbc bhlCAlAlAlChblCF +++++=  (1) 
 
Subjected to    0...00 21 ≤≤≤ nbbb ccc  
Where, cC is cost of the concrete per cubic foot; sC  is cost of the steel per cubic 
foot; fC  is cost of the formwork per square foot (including labor); bl  is length of 

the beam; bb  is width of the beam and bh  is height of the beam. In this research, 
beams are subdivided into three segments: the left segment, the middle segment 
and the right segment. According to this subdivision, bll  is length of the left 
segment of beam; also sblA  is area of the reinforcement for the left segment. 
Similarly bml , brl , sbmA  and sbrA  are length of the middle segment, length of the 
right segment, area of the reinforcement for the middle segment and area of the 
reinforcement for the right segment, respectively. bc1 , bc2 ,… nbc  are beams 
constraint functions according to specifications and limitations of the  ACI-318-05 
code and commentary (ACI-318R-05). 
Description of the cost function for columns is as follows, 
 
Minimize :F  
 )(2 cccfsccscccc bhlCAlChblCF +++=  (2) 
 
Subjected to    0...00 21 ≤≤≤ nccc ccc  
Where, cl  is length of the column; cb  is width of the column; ch  is height of the 
column and scA  is area of the reinforcement. cc1 , cc2 ,… ncc  are columns 
constraint functions according to specifications and limitations of the  ACI-318-05 
code and commentary (ACI-318R-05). 
 
3. PENALTY FUNCTION 
All engineering optimization problems have constraints to satisfy, whereas GA is 
basically introduced for unconstrained optimization. To overcome this problem and 
optimize engineering problems with GA, we can apply penalty functions which are 
proposed for constrained problems to convert them into unconstrained problems. 
Several different ideas have been proposed to improve penalty function methods 
for engineering constrained optimization problems. In this research, the method 
introduced by Bean and Hadj-Alouane (1992) is employed. Their penalty function 
is revised, based on the feasibility or infeasibility of the best penalized solution 
during recent generations. Their penalty function allows either an increase or a 
decrease in the imposed penalty during evolution as shown below. This involves 
the selection of two constants, β1 and β2 (β1>β2>1), to adaptively update the 
penalty function multiplier, and the evaluation of the feasibility of the best solution 
over successive intervals of Nf generations. As the search progresses, in every Nf 
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generation the penalty function multiplier is updated, based on whether the best 
solution was feasible during that interval. Specifically, the penalty function is, 
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It is recommended that 51 =β  and 32 =β . 
The total cost function can then be determined as, 
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After analyzing each frame, the feasibility of the frame can be assessed. If the 
solution is infeasible, it is penalized; otherwise the penalty term in the cost function 
is set at zero.  
 
4. FRAME ELEMENTS SPECIFICATIONS 
4.1. Beams 
Flexural moment varies along a beam in a frame. At supports, the negative 
moments govern, whereas, in the middle of the beam it is the positive moment that 
governs. For this reason, beams are subdivided into three segments, left, middle 
and right as shown in Figure 1, 
 

 
Figure 1. Beams subdivision along their lengths. 

 
Each segment can be designed according to its maximum moment, thereby 
individual longitudinal reinforcement for each segment can be found. Notice that 
width and depth of the section are constant along the beam. 
Beams are assumed to have rectangular sections and the longitudinal 
reinforcements of the beams are arranged in only one layer for tensile and 
compression steel. Number and size of the bars in different rows are not the same 
but all bars in a row are of the same size. Beams section specifications are shown 

If previous 
fN  generations have infeasible best solution 

If previous 
fN  generations have feasible best solution 

Otherwise 
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in Figure 2, 

 
Figure 2. Beams section specifications. 

 
Moreover, shear reinforcement will be calculated for beams. Indeed, at first, beams 
dimensions and longitudinal reinforcements will be produced by GA and then the 
shear reinforcement will be calculated for the given specifications. GA does not 
produce shear reinforcement; it produces only section dimensions and number and 
size of the longitudinal bars. Therefore, for each beam there exist fourteen 
variables, two for width and depth of the section for the whole beam and four for 
number and size of the longitudinal bars in each segment. 
 
4.2. Columns 
Columns are considered to have a uniform section along their height. In other 
words, their section dimensions and number and size of the longitudinal bars are 
constant along their length. Similar to beams, columns have rectangular sections 
and their longitudinal reinforcements are arranged in only one layer for tensile and 
compression steel. But unlike beams, number and size of the bars in different rows 
are of the same size. According to the ACI, minimum number of longitudinal bars 
in columns is assumed to be four, two for each row.  
Production of section dimensions, number of longitudinal bars and their sizes and 
finally calculation of shear reinforcement is the same as that of the beams. 
Consequently four variables participate in columns design, two for width and 
height of the section and two for number and size of the longitudinal bars. 

 
5. REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAMES AND RELATED CONSTRAINTS 
All engineering structures have to be resistant under the applied loads. They must 
carry loads safely, not deform excessively. ACI-318-05 code, used in this research, 
outlines relations needed for design of concrete structures. These relations form 
constraints which are applied to beams, columns and concrete frame. 
 
5.1. Beams Constraints 
1. Moment constraint: As mentioned before, flexural moment varies along the 

beams. Accordingly, this constraint is calculated for the left, the middle and the 
right segment of beams. 

2. Maximum spacing for crack control: According to the Portland Cement 
Association (PCA) notes on ACI, the spacing of reinforcement (Grade 60 bars) 
closest to a surface in tension shall not exceed that given in tables 9A-1 and 
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9A-2 of the PCA notes on ACI. 
3. Maximum deflection constraint: According to the ACI code, computed 

deflection of a beam, not supporting or attached to nonstructural elements 
likely to be damaged by large deflections, shall not exceed 

360
l . 

4. Minimum width constraint: Minimum clear spacing between parallel bars in a 
layer shall be db, but not less than 1 inch. 

5. In this research, widths of the beams are restricted to widths of their associated 
columns.  

6. Another restriction applied to the beams is that their widths are limited to their 
depths. 

7. Maximum depth constraint: "It is also common practice in design of reinforced 
concrete beams to fix the maximum ratio of the depth to the width of the beam. 
Typically, h_max /b varies from 2 to 3", [3]. In this research this ratio is set at 
2.5. 

8. Minimum shear reinforcement constraint: Shear reinforcement designed for 
specified section characteristics shall not be less than minimum shear 
reinforcement specified by ACI-318-05. The constraint m8 defined for this 
case is calculated for the left and the right support shear forces separately. 

9. Maximum shear reinforcement constraint: Shear reinforcement must satisfy the 
relation below, 

 
 cs VV 4≤  (5) 
 
5.2. Columns Constraints 
1. Minimum longitudinal reinforcement ratio constraint: Longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio of the columns shall not be less than 0.01.  
2. Maximum longitudinal reinforcement ratio constraint: Longitudinal 

reinforcement ratio of the columns shall not be greater than 0.08.  
3. Minimum width constraint: In tied reinforced compression members, clear 

distance between longitudinal bars shall be not less than bd5.1 nor less than 1.5 
inches.  

4. Constraint related to column interaction diagram: Columns in structural 
systems are rarely subjected to pure axial force; rather a combination of axial 
force and flexural moment is exerted to columns. This matter affects columns 
strength, and interaction of axial force and flexural moment has essential role in 
calculation of columns capacity. For design purpose, column load-moment 
strength interaction is used. If the factored axial force and bending moment lies 
inside the design strength diagram, the capacity of the column is satisfactory. 

5. Since the frame under study is a two-dimensional frame, widths of the columns 
are limited to their depth. 

6. Minimum shear reinforcement constraint: Shear forces are not the major 
criterion in columns design. Indeed columns are designed for axial force and 
bending moments, then they are checked for shear forces. Similar to beams, 
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shear reinforcement of the column shall not be less than the minimum 
permitted shear reinforcement specified by ACI-318-05. 

7. Maximum shear reinforcement constraint: Shear reinforcement must satisfy the 
relation below, 

 
 cs VV 4≤  (6) 
 
5.3. Frame Constraints 
Besides beams and columns constraints, stability of the frame is considered as a 
whole frame constraint. If the frame is not stable laterally, the related constraint is 
applied to the frame. 

 
6. GENETIC ALGORITHM 
The genetic algorithm used in this research has an adaptive penalty function that 
has been already explained. The crossover operator has the probability of 0.8, and 
three types of operators; one-point, two-point and uniform operators have been 
used. To determine which type of crossover is used, a two-bit binary string is 
produced. The string "00" refers to one-point crossover, the strings "01" and "10" 
refer to two-point crossover and finally the string "11" refers to a uniform 
crossover. One- and two-point crossovers are the least disruptive to the population, 
while uniform crossover is the most disruptive operator. The mutation rate varies 
between 0.008 and 0.02. If previous generation has feasible best solution, the rate 
is 0.008, otherwise the rate is 0.02. Selection operator is a binary tournament 
selection with specific conditions. 
Sometimes in design procedure, the designer comes across sections that violate 
constraints, but minor changes in section depth, section width, number of bars or 
diameter of bars makes it a convenient section. This problem has been dealt with 
adding a new operator to GA called repairing.  
 
7. DESIGN EXAMPLES 
7.1. Uniaxial Short-Tied Columns 
The first example is a problem presented by Zielinski et al. (1995). The aim is to 
design three uniaxial short-tied columns, each column is subjected to a factored 
axial force, fP , and a factored bending moment, fM . Loadings and material 
properties for each column is listed in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Design properties for short-tied columns [3] 
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Values for the column dimensions in inches range from 307 ≤≤ b and 
307 ≤≤ h . Camp, Pezeshk and Hanson (2003) designed this problem according 

to ACI-318-99, using a modified version of GA. In this research the designed 
columns have been checked by drawing their exact interaction diagrams. These 
diagrams show that the columns have acceptable design and their axial forces and 
bending moments lie inside the design diagrams. Comparison between the exact 
interaction diagrams and the interaction diagrams drawn in this research, shows 
that the latter has good accuracy. Figure 3 shows both diagrams and the point 
related to loading for the first column. 

 

 
Figure 3. First column interaction diagrams and its point of loading. 

 
Table 2 lists the design results. It should be noted that the costs in the table are for 
1 foot height of columns. Columns "Result (Ave)", "Result (Min)" and "Result 
(Max)" show decrease or increase percents in cost for average, minimum and 
maximum results attained in this research versus result attained by Camp, Pezeshk 
and Hanson (2003), respectively. All costs are in terms of US dollar. 
 

Table 2: Design results for uniaxial short-tied columns 

 
 
7.2. Two-Bay Six-Story Frame 
Figure 4 shows a two-bay six-story reinforced concrete frame designed by Rajeev 
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and Krishnamoorthy (1998) based on Indian Standard Code of Practice for 
Reinforced Concrete (IS 1978) design code. The frame was also designed by 
Camp, Pezeshk and Hanson (2003) based on the ACI-318-99 code using a 
modified version of GA. 
 

 
Figure 4. Two-bay six-story frame: (a) geometry and loading; and (b) beam and 

column group numbering [3]. 
 
The dimensions of the frame are: )12.13(4 ftmh = , )69.19(61 ftmL = , and 

mL 42 =  )12.13( ft . A factored uniformly distributed vertical load of 
)/2056(/30 ftlbmKNw =  is applied to every beam in the frame. In addition, a 

lateral load of )2248(10 lbKNP =  is applied to each story. The cost of concrete, 
steel and formwork is estimated as )/81.20$(/735$ 32 ftUSmUS , kgUS /1.7$  

)/1578$( 3ftUS , and )/02.5$(/54$ 22 ftUSmUS , respectively (Rajeev and 
Krishnamoorthy 1998). The unit weight of concrete and steel is approximately 

)/(145 3ftlbs  and )/(490 3ftlbs . The strength of concrete, 3000' =cf  )( psi , and 
the yield strength of steel, )(60000 psif y = . 
Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy (1998) did not consider the shear capacity of the beam 
sections, while Camp, Pezeshk and Hanson (2003) designed the frame with and 
without shear capacity of the beam. Table 3 shows design results attained by 
Camp, Pezeshk and Hanson (2003) when the moment and shear capacities of the 
beams and the load-moment interaction in the columns with moment magnification 
due to frame stability and column slenderness have been considered, but they did 
not design shear reinforcements. Also longitudinal reinforcement was considered 
constant along the beam. 
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Table 3: Design results considering column slenderness for two-bay six-story frame 
attained by Camp, Pezeshk and Hanson (2003) [3] 

 
 
In this research, there are not any groupings for beams and columns. Each beam 
and column has its particular section, defined in the previous sections. The moment 
and shear capacities of the beams and columns have been considered and 
longitudinal and shear reinforcements have been designed for each element. Figure 
5 shows numbering of the frame elements. 
 

 
Figure 5. Numbering of the frame elements. 

 
This frame has 240 variables, 168 variables for beams and 72 variables for 
columns. Design time for 200 generations with a population size of 150 is about 80 
min. The best solution has the cost of US$30910. Table 4 lists section dimensions, 
longitudinal reinforcements designed for some elements of the best solution. 
In this table: 

• :b  Width of the section, in . 
• :h  Height of the section, in . 
• :)//_(_ rmlbnb  Number of bottom bars in the left/mid/right segment. 
• :)//_(_ rmlunb  Number of upper bars in the left/mid/right segment. 
• :)//_(__ rmlbbarn  Bottom bars size for the left/mid/right segment. 
• :)//_(__ rmlubarn  Upper bars size for the left/mid/right segment. 
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Table 4: Section dimensions, longitudinal reinforcements designed for some elements 
of the best solution. 

 
 
Table 5 lists shear reinforcements designed for some elements of the best solution. 
 

Table 5. Shear reinforcements designed for some elements of the best solution. 

 
 
In this table: 

• :)/_(_ rlsAv  Shear reinforcement area in unit length for the left/right 
half of the elements, inin /2 . 

• :)/min_(__ rlsAv  Minimum permitted shear reinforcement area in unit 

length for the left/right half of the elements, inin /2 . 
• :)/_(5._ rlvcx  Distance between point with shear force of vc5. ( vc is 

shear resistance provided by concrete) and point with shear force of zero 
for the left/right half of the elements, in . 

• :)/_(_ rlvcx  Distance between point with shear force of vc  ( vc is shear 
resistance provided by concrete) and point with shear force of zero for the 
left/right half of the elements, in . 

In this research, design time has been assumed as a determining parameter, here the 
selection operator with specified conditions and now the operator repairing has 
been used to accelerate convergence of the program. In fact, the selection used in 
this research causes fewer violated constraints to get in a population as the 
generation number grows, and then these selected populations are repaired by using 
the repairing operator. As a result, design time for the two-bay six-story frame with 
240 variables is about 80 min., whereas the program used by Camp, Pezeshk and 
Hanson (2003) need 13 hours to design the same frame with only 36 variables. 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, optimal design of reinforced concrete frames regarding cost was 
considered within the limitations and specifications of the ACI code. To design 
these frames a GA based optimization program was introduced. This program is 
shown to be applicable and effective especially for problems with large numbers of 
constraints. Tournament selection with specified conditions and a new repairing 
operator was used to decrease the design time. The design time in this research is 
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much shorter than the design time needed for the GA implemented by Camp, 
Pezeshk and Hanson (2003). Design time for the modified version of GA 
implemented by the latter researchers was about 9.75 times the design time needed 
for the GA introduced in this research, while the frame variables used in this 
research are about 6.67 times the variables used for the frame designed by Camp, 
Pezeshk and Hanson (2003).  
 
9. UNIT CONVERSIONS 
1 in. =25.4 mm,     1 kip=4,450 N,     1 k in. =113 N mm,     1 ksi=6.9 MPa 
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ABSTRACT 
In seismic areas, ductility is an important factor in design of concrete members 
under flexure; it is due to the increase in capacity of plastic displacement. As a 
result, the inertial forces imposed on the structures can be decreased. The effective 
factors on ductility are; concrete compression strength f′c, the percentage of tension 
and compression steel, ρ and ρ′, the amount of stirrups confinement for concrete 
ρc, the stirrups spacing, brittle effect of concrete strength, yield stress of 
longitudinal bars fy and the effect of width to the depth of the section b/h. Perhaps 
the most simple and general definition for section ductility of members is defined, 
as the ratio of curvatures at ultimate load to curvatures at yield load (μ=φu/φy).In 
this paper, a proposed method was considered to calculate the flexural curvature 
ductility ratio of reinforced concrete (RC) sections. Based on the proposed method, 
computer software was produced to calculate the curvature ductility in confined 
RC beams. The method is based on actual characteristics of a concrete flexural 
section by considering almost all effective ductility parameters such as available 
experimental concrete compression diagrams. By the developed software, the 
ductility factor of 250 beams under efficient circumstances were investigated 
completely. The nonlinear multiple regression analyses was also performed for 
these 250 beams and a direct equation is introduced to determine the ductility 
factor. Based on the obtained experimental results a comparison was made between 
the proposed direct method and experimental results, and it was shown that a good 
agreement is available. 
  
Keywords: ductility, flexural member, RC, nonlinear multiple regression 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In seismic areas, ductility is an important factor in design of concrete members 
under flexure; it is due to the increase in capacity of plastic displacement. As a 
result, the inertial forces imposed on the structures can be decreased [1-2]. The 
effective factors on ductility are; concrete compression strength f′c, the percentage 
of tension and compression steel, ρ and ρ′, the amount of stirrups confinement for 
concrete ρc, the stirrups spacing, brittle effect of concrete strength, yield stress of 
longitudinal bars fy and the effect of width to the depth of the section b/h [3-10]. 
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Beams ductility can be presented based on behaviour of members section or the 
entire members’ behaviour. Prevalent criterion of beams ductility calculation 
according to entire members’ behaviour are the ratio of ultimate displacement to 
yield displacement (μ=Δu/Δy), ratio of ultimate rotation to yield rotation (μ=θu/θy) 
and the value of structure absorbed energy. Perhaps the most simple and general 
definition for section ductility of members is defined, ratio of curvatures at ultimate 
load to curvatures at yield load (μ=φu/φy). The entire members’ behaviour reveals 
the actual behaviour of the structure but calculation of member section behaviour is 
simpler. However, the experimental results show that the difference between 
curvature and displacement value of ductility are quite small [6, 8] and hence, the 
curvature ductility is used generally to investigate the member behaviour.  
The effect of concrete confinement with ties on flexure ductility was studied by 
many researchers [4, 9, 11-14]. But in this research, ductility is calculated based on 
the actual characteristics of a RC flexural section (Experimental strain-stress curves 
for confined and unconfined concrete) and act as a separator proposed curves, 
which divide the zone into; effective confined concrete core, unconfined concrete 
core and unconfined concrete cover. The method is also based on actual 
characteristics of a RC flexural section by considering almost all effective ductility 
parameters such as available experimental concrete compression diagrams.  
The calculations of the accurate values of curvature ductility of members are 
usually complicated particularly in confined concrete beams and therefore, by the 
use of simplified formula can be much easier [15]. Lee and Pan presented  an 
algorithm and simplified formulas for estimating the relationship between only the 
tension reinforcement and ductility of reinforced concrete beams. They considered 
the effects of concrete confinement and spilling of the concrete cover.  Calculating 
of ductility based on Lee and Pan’s method is time consuming and difficult.   
Based on a proposed method in this research, computer software was produced to 
calculate the curvature ductility in confined beams. By the developed software, the 
ductility factor of 250 RC beams under efficient circumstances which are 
mentioned above were investigated completely. The nonlinear multiple regression 
analysing was also performed for these 250 RC beams data and a direct equation is 
introduced to determine the ductility factor. 
To investigate the performance and accuracy of the proposed equation, fifteen HSC 
beams were cast and tested under bending and also the available results of nine 
HSC beams were selected from research by Tsong et al. [16].  
 
2. CURVATURE DUCTILITY CALCULATION BASED ON PROPOSED 
METHOD 
Perhaps the most simple and general definition for section ductility of members is 
defined as ratio of curvature at ultimate load to curvature at yield load (μ=φu/φy) 
shown in Figure 1 where My, corresponds to the moment at the beginning of the 
yielding flat plateau in the moment-curvature curve and Mu, is the moment when 
the ultimate load was reached during testing. 
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Figure 1. Moment-curvature curve and strain distribution 

   
3. EFFECTIVE CONFINED CONCRETE CORE  
3.1. Separator Curves at Transverse Level 
There have been many attempts to describe the separator curves of confined 
concrete. Sheikh and Uzumeri, Sheikh and Yeh and Hwang and Yun made 
analytical and experimental studies on the mechanism of concrete confinement by 
considering the various parameters [9, 13-14]. They introduced the concept of the 
effectively confined concrete area. Fafities and Shah and Woods et al. 
experimentally investigated the confinement effects of HSC columns [4, 17]. 
Effective confined concrete area that causes an increase in both member strength 
and ductility is less than core nominal area which is placed centre to centre of two 
adjacent transverse bars [13]. Effective confined area of concrete is calculated 
according to parameters, such as shape of transverse and distance between 
longitudinal bars. At the section of transverse level with regard to the distance 
between the longitudinal bars, some of compressive concrete core area is 
unconfined when it is under bending. The unconfined concrete in core area is 
hatched and is shown in Figure 2. Longitudinal bars confined concrete effectively 
in its vicinity. It is assumed that unconfined concrete stress for hatched area out of 
inside concrete core is uniform.  
In this research, a confinement model is proposed to divide concrete inside tie into 
effective confined concrete core and unconfined concrete core. Therefore, the 
compression concrete zone of rectangular section under bending is divided by the 
separator proposed curves. 
The relation for separator curves of confined and unconfined concrete areas is as: 
 
 nY aX=  (1) 
 
where, terms a and n are the experimental constants. 
It is possible to obtain the values of a and n by considering the coordinate of the 
stirrup corner (point M) in Figure 2, and the separator curves which is lying 
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between a triangular and elliptical shape, in which the values of A (the hatched 
area) and θ are respectively equal to C2/5.5 and 45˚ as Sheikh and Uzumeri 
suggested [13]. 
Hence; 

 
0.751 2a

1.75 C
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

  and n=1.75 (2) 

 
Having the values of a and n, and substituting in Eq. 1, the following equation is 
obtained: 
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where  

22
,0 CXCC ≤≤−>  

Now, the Eq. 4 can be written by considering the known values of a and n and the 
coordinate of point M. 
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3.2. Separator Proposed Curves at Midway Between Ties (i.e., critical section) 
It is clear that, confinement of concrete is improved if transverse (stirrup) 
reinforced layers are placed relatively close together along the longitudinal axis of 
the beam. There will be some critical spacing of transverse reinforcement layers 
above which the section midway between the transverse sets will be ineffectively 
confined, and therefore, it seems the available equation will be inappropriate. 
The concrete confinement between the stirrups sets (ie, the spacing between two 
adjacent stirrups) is affecting on buckled place between stirrups sets. The minimum 
effective confinement lies between two stirrups. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 
3. The maximum value of Y is located at a section midway between stirrups sets. 
Here, such a section is called a critical section. A suggested value of 0.25S tanθ  is 
reported by Sheikh and Uzumeri [13], where θ is 45˚.  Hence, for analysing 
purpose, the critical section can be calculated by considering of actual effective 
concrete confinement area at transverse level which is equal to area that 0.25S at 
sides of width and height of the section.  
Now, Figure 4, illustrates a proposed critical section along the beam’s length and it 
is possible to define the equations for the proposed separator curves in such a 
section, for both confined concrete and unconfined effective concrete core.  
To obtain, the distance O' from axis X and Y, the following operations are treated;  
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Figure 2. Unconfined concrete in core and separator curve  

 

 
Figure 3. Unconfined concrete midway between the transverse sets 

 

 
Figure 4. Proposed critical section midway between the transverse sets 

 
C1, H1, C2, H2, C3 and H3 are the base and height of the separator curves 1, 2 and 3 
respectively. Therefore, based on Eq. 3, it is possible to derive the separator curves 
1, 2 and 3 for each local coordinate curve (Figure 4). 
The equation for separator curve 1: 
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The equation for separator curve 2: 
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The equation for separator curve 3: 
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3.3. Flowchart to Determine the Moment-Curvature 
By using separator curves; experimental stress-strain data of confined, unconfined 
concrete; and bars stress-strain relationship; a computer program was developed to 
calculate the moment-curvature curves for confined reinforced concrete beams 
(i.e., for both high strength and normal strength concrete (HSC and NSC)), and 
therefore, the curvature ductility is obtained based on moment-curvature curve. The 
proposed algorithm is demonstrated by the flowchart shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5. Flowchart to obtain moment-curvature diagram 

Insert experimental stress-strain data  
of confined and unconfined concrete 

Insert property of section 
 such as ρ, ρ', f'c… 

Obtaining the separator curve equation 
 of confined and unconfined concrete 

section

Assume a strain value at 
extreme 

 concrete compression fibre

Start 

Determine the neutral axis depth based on 
equilibrium of section w.r.t assumed strain value 

Determine moment-curvature diagram 
based on neutral axis depth 

Is strain at effective confinement zone, greater 
than maximum strain in experimental data of 

stress-strain for confined or unconfined concrete? 

Increase concrete strain value  
at extreme compression fiber 

Finish 

No

Yes 
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By use of computer software which is based on proposed method, 250 beams with 
various assumed properties (shown in Table 1) were studied to determine the 
curvature ductility (μφ).  
The electrical strain gauges were fixed on the surfaces of concrete cylindrical 
specimens and tested under compression and the stress-strain diagrams under the 
load were plotted. Two diagrams of total are shown in Figure 6. Behaviour of Steel 
was applied perfectly, where equation for steel was given in reference [18]. 
 

Table 1: Selected beams results studied by computer software 
f′

c ρ ρ' ρc s/d μφ f′
c ρ ρ' ρc s/d μφ 

79.3 0.0440 0.0293 0.01338 0.25 15.2 41.3 0.0261 0.0087 0.01633 0.50 12.7 
79.3 0.0440 0.0293 0.01338 0.50 16.8 41.3 0.0261 - 0.01633 0.25 8.0 
79.3 0.0440 0.0293 0.00735 0.50 11.0 41.3 0.0261 - - - 2.6 
79.3 0.0440 0.0147 0.00735 0.25 7.0 41.3 0.0174 0.0087 - - 5.7 
79.3 0.0440 0.0147 0.00735 0.50 8.0 26.6 0.0061 0.0061 0.01633 0.50 15.9 
79.3 0.0440 - 0.00735 0.50 5.4 26.6 0.0061 - 0.01633 0.25 12.7 
79.3 0.0147 - - - 7.0 26.6 0.0122 - - - 3.8 
 fy=420 MPa and b/h=0.65 
 

f' c =79.3 MPa  ρ c =1.338%
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Figure 6. Experimental concrete stress-strain diagram 
 
4. ANALYZING THE DATA BY NONLINEAR REGRESSION METHOD 
Any regression analysis should be preceded by a great deal of thought devoted to 
what variables should be included in the analysis, how these variables might 
influence the dependent variable, the correlation among the independent variables 
and ease of using a predictive model based on the selected independent variables. 
Therefore the first step in the regression analysis should be the development of the 
form of the predictive model based on a rational analysis of the problem. 
Regression analysis can then be used to develop the parameters of the model, test 
the importance of the variables included and develop confidence intervals for the 
predictions. A nonlinear model is defined as an equation that is nonlinear in the 
coefficients or a combination of linear and nonlinear in the coefficients. For 
example Gaussians, ratios of polynomials and power functions are all nonlinear. In 
matrix form, nonlinear models are given by the formula: 
 
 εβ += ),(xfy  (9) 
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Where y is an n-by-1 vector of observations, f is a function of β and X,  β is a m-by-1 
vector of unknown parameters, x is the n-by-m matrix made up of n observations on 
each of m independent variables and ε is an n-by-1 vector of errors. 
Nonlinear models are more difficult to fit than linear models because the 
coefficients cannot be estimated using simple matrix techniques. Instead, an 
iterative approach is required that follows these steps: a) Start with an initial 
estimate for each coefficient. For some nonlinear models, a heuristic approach is 
provided that produces reasonable starting values. For other models, random values 
on the interval [0,1] are provided. b) Produce the fitted curve for the current set of 
coefficients. The fitted response value ŷ   is given by: 
 
 ),(ˆ bxfy =  (10) 
 
and involves the calculation of the Jacobian of f(x,b), which is defined as a matrix 
of partial derivatives taken with respect to the coefficients. c) Adjust the 
coefficients and determine whether the fit improves. The direction and magnitude 
of the adjustment depend on the fitting method [19]. Many methods can be used to 
solve these problems such as Gauss-Newton. This method is potentially faster than 
the other methods, but it assumes that the residuals are close to zero. 
The magnitude of ductility is dependent upon the different variables such as; 
concrete compression strength f′c, the percentage of tension and compression steel, 
ρ and ρ′, the amount of stirrups confinement for concrete ρc, the stirrups spacing, 
brittle effect of concrete strength, yield stress of longitudinal bars fy, and the effect 
of ratio of width to the height of the section, b/h. Here, a constant longitudinal yield 
stress value of 420 MPa is assumed. 
 

Table 2: Details of testing program of tested beams [5-6] and Comparison of 
experimental and direct proposed equation results 

Error 
(%) 

μ 

(eq.11) 
μ(exp) 

ρ′ 
(%) A′s ρ/ρb ρ (%) As 

d′ 
(mm) 

d 
(mm) 

f′c 
(MPa) 

Beam 
No. 

6.19 11.15 11.84 0.61 2Φ14 ρmin=0.13 0.61 2Φ14 42 254 56.31 BC1 
2.00 10.46 10.25 - - ρmin=0.13 0.61 2Φ14 - 254 69.50 B1 

23.66 8.96 6.84 0.61 2Φ14 0.24 1.25 2Φ20 47 250 63.48 BC2 
31.72 7.88 5.38 - - 0.24 1.25 2Φ20 - 250 70.50 B2 
23.94 7.56 5.75 1.01 2Φ14+1Φ18 0.36 2.03 4Φ18 42 251 63.21 BC3 
17.82 5.50 4.52 - - 0.36 2.03 4Φ18 - 251 70.80 B3 
24.32 7.40 5.60 1.24 2Φ14+1Φ20 0.43 2.51 4Φ20 47 250 71.45 BC4 
35.47 4.37 2.82 - - 0.43 2.51 2Φ20 - 250 72.80 B4 
20.86 6.71 5.31 1.60 2Φ14+1Φ25 0.52 3.05 4Φ22 42 259 65.54 BC5 

- 3.04 - - - 0.52 3.05 4Φ22 - 259 71.50 B5 
62.50 1.21 3.20 0.61 2Φ14 0.79 4.81 4Φ28 40 256 73.77 BC6 
3.00 1 1.03 - - 0.79 4.81 4Φ28 - 256 71.00 B6 

19.20 2.76 3.29 1.23 2Φ20 0.79 4.81 4Φ28 40 256 73.42 BC10 
25.09 5.78 4.33 2.41 2Φ28 0.79 4.81 4Φ28 40 256 72.98 BC11 
27.69 8.99 6.50 3.61 3Φ28 0.79 4.81 4Φ28 40 256 74.35 BC12 
21.12 Average error  

ρc =0 and fy=400 
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Table 3: Details of testing program of tested beams [16] and Comparison of 
experimental and direct proposed equation results 

Stirrups Error 
(%) μ(eq.11) μ(exp) 

ρc (%) Spacing 
(cm) 

ρ′ (%) A′s ρ (%) As 
f′c 

(MPa) 
Beam 
No. 

26.87 35.05 25.63 5.47 4 1.51 2#4 3.39 2#6 61.80 C-1 
23.23 19.54 15.00 2.73 8 1.51 2#4 3.39 2#6 60.80 C-2 
20.67 14.03 11.13 1.37 16 1.51 2#4 3.39 2#6 61.80 C-3 
11.91 37.37 41.82 5.47 4 2.36 2#5 3.39 2#6 63.80 C-4 
16.44 21.35 17.84 2.73 8 2.36 2#5 3.39 2#6 61.80 C-5 
31.68 16.35 11.17 1.37 16 2.36 2#5 3.39 2#6 63.80 C-6 
16.5 39.99 46.60 5.47 4 3.39 2#6 3.39 2#6 62.80 C-7 
2.08 24.49 25.00 2.73 8 3.39 2#6 3.39 2#6 61.80 C-8 

30.32 19.03 24.8 1.37 16 3.39 2#6 3.39 2#6 63.80 C-9 
26.87 35.05 25.63 5.47 4 1.51 2#4 3.39 2#6 61.80 C-1 
19.96 Average error  

 
The computer software, based on proposed method was testified for 250 RC beams 
of mentioned variables. Nonlinear regression method is used to analyze these 250 
beams data. The analysis results provide the following direct equation to determine 
the ductility factor:   
 
 39.855.244700.27692.7604.333.248.1027
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R-square and average errors of the proposed equation are 0.91 and 13 percent 
respectively.  
 
5. COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND DIRECT PROPOSED EQUATION  
To evaluate the accuracy of proposed direct Eq. 11, the experimental results of 
tests reported by Akbarzadeh and Maghsoudi, and Tsong et al. [5-6, 16] are 
investigated. Table 2 and 3 present the detailed testing programs. Curvature 
ductility is defined as the ratio of curvatures at ultimate load to curvatures at yield 
load (μ=φu/φy). The experimental yielding curvature, φy, corresponds to the 
curvature at the beginning of the yielding flat plateau in the moment-curvature 
curve. The experimental ultimate curvature, φu, is the curvature when the ultimate 
load was reached during testing. For the tested beams, experimental curvature 
ductilities and the obtained ductility amount of these beams based on proposed 
equation are compared and shown in Table 2 and 3. The average error for 
experimental and proposed direct Eq. (11) is 20 percent, which indicates that a 
good agreement is available. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS  
In seismic areas, flexural ductility is an important factor in design of concrete 
members. The calculation of the accurate values of ductility of a member is usually 
complicated and therefore a direct and accurate approach to obtain such value is 
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necessarily required particularly in seismic regions. The proposed direct Eq. (11) 
for calculating the curvature ductility satisfies this requirement with an average 
error as low as 20 %.  
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ABSTRACT 
Nonlinear simulations for structures under earthquakes have been widely focused 
on in recent years. However, precise modeling for the nonlinear behavior of 
reinforced concrete shear walls, which are the major lateral-force-resistant 
structural member in high-rise R.C. buildings, still has many items to be 
investigated. In this paper, based on the principles of composite material 
mechanics, a multi-layer shell element model is proposed to simulate the in-plane 
bending and the coupled in-plane bending-shear nonlinear behaviors of RC shear 
wall. The multi-layer shell element is made up of many layers with different layers 
of thickness, and different material models (concrete or rebar) are assigned to 
various layers so that the structural performance of the shear wall can be directly 
connected with the material constitutive law. Besides the traditional elasto-plastic-
fracture constitutive model for concrete, which is efficient but does not give 
satisfying performance for concrete under complicated stress condition, a novel 
concrete constitutive model, referred as microplane model, which is originally 
proposed by Bazant et al., is developed to provide a better simulation for concrete 
in shear wall under complicated stress conditions and stress histories. Three 
flanged shear walls under static push-over load were analyzed with the proposed 
shear wall model for demonstration. The simulation results show that the multi-
layer shell elements can correctly simulate the in-plane bending failure for tall 
flanged walls and the coupled in-plane bending-shear failure for short flanged 
walls. In addition, with microplane concrete constitutive law, the behavior and the 
damage accumulation of flanged shear wall can be appropriately modeled, which is 
very important for the performance-based design of structures under disaster loads. 
 
Keywords: flanged shear wall, nonlinear analysis, microplane, multi-layer shell 
element 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nonlinear simulations for structures under earthquakes have been widely focused 
on in recent years. However, precise modeling for the nonlinear behavior of 
reinforced concrete (RC) flanged shear walls, which are the major lateral-force-
resistant structural member in medium-rise and high-rise buildings, still has not 
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been successfully solved. As the cross section of the flanged shear wall member is 
much bigger than that of the beam and column member, its deformation behavior 
under the lateral load is more complicated and the research has focused on the 
nonlinear analysis model for flanged shear wall. In this paper, based on the 
principles of composite material mechanics, a multi-layer shell element model is 
proposed to simulate the coupled in-plane/out-plane bending or the coupled in-
plane bending-shear nonlinear behaviors of RC flanged shear wall. At the element 
level, the model uses the shell element that is made up of multiple layers with 
different thickness and different material models (concrete or rebar) are assigned to 
various layers. Since the model relates the nonlinear behaviors of the shear wall 
element to the constitutive relations of concrete and steel directly, it has many 
advantages in the description of the actual complicated nonlinear behaviors. In the 
nonlinear analysis for the concrete structures, the constitutive relation of the 
concrete has great effect on the analysis results. 
Although the traditional elasto-plastic-fracture constitutive model for concrete is 
efficient, it does not give satisfying performance for concrete under complicated 
stress condition. So at the material constitution level, a novel concrete constitutive 
model, referred to as microplane model, which is originally proposed by Bazant et 
al. [1, 2, 3 and 4], is developed to provide a better simulation for concrete in shear 
wall under complicated stress conditions and stress histories. In order to validate 
the capacity of the proposed shear wall model, three flanged shear walls with 
different nonlinear behaviors under given load cases were taken as examples. 
Pushover analysis and static cyclic loading analysis was carried out on these shear 
walls with the proposed shear wall model to illustrate the capacity of the proposed 
model. 
 
2. MULTI-LAYER SHELL ELEMENT 
The proposed multi-layer shell element is based on the principles of composite 
material mechanics and it can simulate the coupled in-plane/out-plane bending and 
the coupled in-plane bending-shear nonlinear behaviors of RC shear wall. Basic 
principles of multi-layer shell element are illustrated in Figure 1. The shell element 
is made up of many layers with different thickness. And different material 
properties are assigned to various layers. This means that the rebars are smeared 
into one layer or more. During the finite element calculation, the axial strain can be 
obtained in one element. Then according to the assumption that plane remains 
plane, the strains and the curvatures of the other layers can be calculated. And then 
the corresponding stress will be calculated through the constitutive relations of the 
material assigned to the layer. From the above principles, it is seen that the 
structural performance of the shear wall can be directly connected with the material 
constitutive law. 
The constitutive model of the rebars is set as the perfect elasto-plastic model. 
Because the rebars in different directions are smeared into one layer, so if the ratios 
of the amounts of the distributing rebars to the concrete in the longitudinal 
direction and transverse direction are the same, the rebar layer can be set as 
isotropic. But if the ratios in the two directions are different, the rebar layer should 
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be set as orthotropic with two principal axes. And in different principal axis, the 
stiffness is set differently according to the ratio of the amount of rebars to concrete, 
in order to simulate longitudinal rebars and transverse rebars respectively.  
 

 
Figure 1. Multi-layer shell element 

 
3. NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM 
The NONLACS2 (NONLinear Analysis of Concrete and Steel Structures)  
program utilizes the basic structure of the NONLACS program [5] with the same 
finite element formulation and differs from the previous programs in terms of its 
versatility, to analyze both normal and high-strength concrete systems, to eliminate 
the element size effect (mesh size dependency) using both fracture mechanics and 
strength-based approaches, to utilize different models for concrete in compression 
and tension, and to determine the ultimate concrete tensile and compressive strain, 
εtu  and εcu, respectively. The program can be used to predict the nonlinear behavior 
of any plain, reinforced or prestressed concrete, steel, or composite concrete-steel 
structure that is composed of thin plate members with plane stress conditions. This 
includes beams, slabs (plates), shells, folded plates, box girders, shear walls, or any 
combination of these structural elements. Time-dependent effects such as creep and 
shrinkage can also be considered.  
 
3.1. Concrete Properties 
As shown in Figure 2(a), the ascending branch of the concrete uniaxial stress-strain 
curve up to the peak compressive strength is represented by the Saenz equation [6]: 
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where E0 is the initial modulus of elasticity of the concrete, Esc is the secant 
modulus of the concrete at the peak stress, σ is the stress, ε is the strain, and εmax is 
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the strain at peak stress. The descending or the strain-softening branch is idealized 
by the Smith and Young model [7]: 
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where σc is the compressive strength of the concrete. For uniaxially loaded 
concrete, σc is equal to f´c. For high-strength concrete, the compressive stress-strain 
response is modeled using a modified form of the Popovics' equation [5]. 
 

 
Figure 2. Uniaxial stress-strain curves  

 
For analysis of most plane stress problems, concrete is assumed to behave as a 
stress-induced orthotropic material. In this study, the orthotropic constitutive 
relationship developed by Darwin and Pecknold [8] is used for modelling the 
concrete using the smeared cracking idealization. The constitutive matrix, D, is 
given by: 
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in which, E1 and E2 are the tangent moduli in the directions of the material 
orthotropy, and v is the Poisson's ratio. The orthotropic material directions coincide 
with the principal stress directions for the uncracked concrete and these directions 
are parallel and normal to the cracks for the cracked concrete. The concept of the" 
equivalent uniaxial strain" developed by Darwin and Pecknold [8] is utilized to 
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relate the increments of stress and strain in the principal directions. Therefore, 
stress-strain curves, similar to the uniaxial stress-strain curves, can be used to 
formulate the required stress-strain curves in each principal direction. 
The strength of concrete, σc, and the values of E1, E2 and ν are functions of the 
level of stress, and the various stress combinations. The concrete strength, when 
subjected to biaxial stresses is determined using the failure envelope developed by 
Kupfer et al. [9]. The values of E1 and E2 for a given stress ratio (α=σ1/σ2) are 
found as the slopes of the σ1-ε1 and σ2-ε2 curves, respectively. For the descending 
branches of both compression and tension stress-strain curves, Ei is set equal to a 
very small number, 0.0001, to avoid computational problems associated with 
negative or zero values for Ei. The concrete is considered to be crushed, when the 
equivalent compressive strain in the principal directions exceeds the ultimate 
compressive strain of the concrete, εcu. Two models are used for determination of 
the concrete ultimate compressive strain, εcu, for high and normal-strength 
concretes [10] and confined concretes [11]. For elimination of the numerical 
difficulties after crushing (ε>εcu) and cracking of the concrete (ε>εcu), a small 
amount of compressive and tensile strength as a fraction of concrete strength, γcf'c 
and γtf't, is assigned (optional) at a high level of stress [Figure 2(a)], where 
parameters γc and γt define the remaining compressive and tensile strength factors, 
respectively. 
Cracking of the concrete is idealized using the smeared cracking model, and is 
assumed to occur when the principal tensile stress at a point (usually a Gauss 
integration point) exceeds the tensile strength of the concrete. The stiffness across 
the crack is assumed to be zero and the principal directions are not allowed to 
rotate. The aggregate interlock at the cracks and the dowel action between the 
reinforcing steel and the concrete are considered using the shear retention factor, β. 
In reality, the concrete is able to resist tension between the cracks in the direction 
normal to the crack; this tension-stiffening phenomenon is implemented in the 
algorithm by assuming the ascending and the descending branches of the tensile 
stress-strain curve to terminate at εcr and εtu, respectively.  
 
4. DEMONSTRATION CASES 
In order to validate the capacity of the proposed shear wall model, three flanged 
shear walls were selected as the demonstration models. Pushover analysis and 
static cyclic loading analysis was carried out on these shear walls with the 
proposed shear wall model. For the shear wall, the lengths in two directions in the 
wall plane are both much larger than the thickness of the wall. This is much 
different from the beam and column members, and it will lead to bending 
deformations as well as shear deformations which can not usually be neglected at 
the same time when the wall is under lateral load in plane. These shear 
deformations in the wall plane have an important effect on the failure type of the 
wall and this complicated behavior causes the nonlinear analysis of the shear wall 
to become much more difficult than the beam element directly. Since, the shear 
span ratio of the wall is a main factor which affects the shear deformation behavior, 
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case 1 and case 2 will simulate the coupled in-plane bending-shear nonlinear 
behaviors of RC flanged shear wall with different shear span ratios respectively. 
And case 3 simulates the out-plane bending behaviors of RC flanged shear wall. 
Figure 3 shows the finite element model in case 1, and the finite element model for 
case 2 and case 3 are similar to case 1. 
 

 
Figure 3. Finite element model in case 1 

 
4.1. Shear Wall Case 1 
The shear span ratio of the shear wall in this case is 2. For pushover analysis, the 
in-plane lateral load increased by step is only applied at the top of the wall. 
Besides, static cyclic loading process is also analyzed. In both the two analyses, the 
vertical load with the axial force ratio of 0.2 is applied in advance at the top of the 
wall. The load-displacement curve for pushover is plotted in Figure 4. From Figure 
4, it can be seen that the utmost loading capacity of the shear wall is about 170kN 
with the displacement of about 7mm. At this time, quite a lot of concrete elements 
at the bottom had cracked and most tensile rebars had yielded. After that, as the 
crack expanded, the compressive area was getting smaller and smaller, which 
caused the loading capacity to drop. It can be concluded that the failure type of the 
wall in this case is mainly in-plane bending failure and shear deformation doesn’t 
play an important part in the response of the shear wall. 
Displacement of the shear wall along the height at different stages in pushover is 
shown in Figure 5, indicating that the shape of lateral displacement is of bending 
type. So, the deformation behavior of shear wall structure is clearly illustrated here. 
Load-Displacement curve for cyclic loading is plotted in Figure 6 and the pinch 
effect is shown in it. This reflects the actual response characteristics of the flanged 
shear wall under cyclic load clearly. Besides, exterior envelope of the load-
displacement curve has entered the softening part, which indicates that the 
microplane model can simulate the damage accumulation of flanged shear wall 
during the cyclic loading process precisely. This is very important for the 
performance-based design of structures under disaster loads. 
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Figure 4. Load-Displacement curve for pushover 

 

 
Figure 5. Displacement along the height at different stages in pushover 

 

 
Figure 6. Load-Displacement curve for cyclic loading 
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4.2. Shear Wall Case 2 
The shear span ratio of the shear wall in this case is 1, therefore this wall belongs to 
the type of short wall and the in-plane shear failure always occurs in this type of 
walls. The load-displacement curve is shown in Figure 7 and the curve of the same 
relation in case 1 is also shown in Figure 7 for a comparison. It can be seen that the 
stiffness and the loading capacity of the wall in case 2 are much larger than that in 
case 1 because the shear span ratio has affected the response characteristic of the 
shear wall under the lateral load. In the state of maximum loading capacity, a 
compressive column had formed in the diagonal direction of the wall. After that, 
the concrete of the diagonal compressive column was crushed and quitted the 
loading gradually, which caused the loading capacity of the wall to drop. But this 
process is more brittle than the descending process in case 1. This can be proved by 
comparing the descending part of the two curves in Figure 7.  
 

 
Figure 7. Load-Displacement curve for pushover 

 
This is a typical in-plane shear failure process of shear wall. Obviously, shear 
deformation plays an important part in the response of the shear wall in this case 
and the shear failure process has much more brittleness than the bending failure 
process. 
In Figure 8, the pinch effect can still be seen in the load-displacement curve for 
cyclic loading. And similarly to Figure 6, exterior envelope of the load-
displacement curve has entered the softening part because of the damage 
accumulation of shear wall during the cyclic loading process. But the exterior 
envelope of the load-displacement curve in case 2 is steeper than case 1 because 
the shear failure process has much more brittleness than the bending failure 
process. 
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Figure 8. Load-Displacement curve for cyclic loading 

 
4.3. Shear Wall Case 3 
In the actual shear wall structures, the flanged shear walls are laid in both 
longitudinal and transverse directions. When the lateral load is applied to structure 
in one direction, the response of the wall with the plane in the same direction will 
present the coupled in-plane bending-shear nonlinear behavior just as in the above 
case 1 and case 2. But the wall with the plane perpendicular to the loading direction 
will bend out of the loading plane and present the out-plane bending behavior. This 
must be considered in the finite element analysis for shear wall structures. 
In case 3, the geometric model is the same as in case 1. To study the out-plane 
bending behavior of flanged shear wall, the out-plane lateral load increased by step 
is applied at the top of the wall, and the vertical load with different axial force 
ratios is applied in advance at the top of the wall. 
Figure 9 shows the relation between the lateral load and the lateral displacement at 
the top of the wall under different axial forces studied. Because the thickness of the 
shear wall is much smaller than the height, the out-plane bending behavior of the 
shear wall is very similar to the bending behavior of the 1-D beam element. This 
can be proved from Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9. Load-Displacement curves under different axial force ratios in case 3 
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5. CONCLUSION 
The proposed multi-layer shell element model based on the principles of composite 
material mechanics relates the nonlinear behaviors of the shear wall element to the 
constitutive relations of concrete and steel directly, and therefore it has many 
advantages in the description of the actual complicated nonlinear behaviors. And at 
the material constitution level, a novel concrete constitutive model, referred to as 
micro-plane model is introduced to provide a better simulation for concrete in 
flanged shear wall under complicated stress conditions and stress histories. The 
simulation results show that the multi-layer shell element model can correctly 
simulate the coupled in-plane/out-plane bending failure for tall flanged walls and 
the coupled in-plane bending-shear failure for short flanged walls. And with micro-
plane concrete constitutive law, the cycle behavior and the damage accumulation of 
flanged shear wall can be precisely modeled, which is very important for the 
performance-based design of structures under earthquake loads. 
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ABSTRACT  
Self-Consolidating Concrete, SCC is the new generation type of concrete which is 
not needed to be compacted by vibrator and it will be compacted by its own 
weight. Since SCC is a new innovation, therefore, understanding the 
implementation of this type of concrete on the ultimate unbounded tendon stress of 
post-tensioned self-consolidating concrete of bridge slabs decks (PSCCSD) is 
critical. For this purpose, the theoretical and experimental investigation of 
continuous tow span PSCCSD consisting of high strength concrete was performed. 
The slabs deck (L=7.5 m, b=1 m, h=0.2 m) were simulated by this concrete and the 
percentage of tensile and compressive steel reinforcement are in accordance with 
the provision of the ACI-08 for prestressed conventional (vibrating) concrete 
structures. During the test, the strains on concrete, steel strands and ordinary bar 
and deflections were measured at different locations along each span. Based on the 
experimental measurements, the values of experimental ultimate unbounded tendon 
stress  for two tested post-tensioned SCC, continuous slabs were measured. The 
theoretical early and up to date works, as well as the codes recommendations for 
predictions of internal unbounded tendon stress at ultimate (for conventional 
concrete used in prestressed structures) are reviewed and their relations are used to 
compare with the only available experimental results of post-tensioned continuous 
SCC slabs of this study. It was found that the experimental results are higher than 
the theoretical as well as the codes prediction values suggestion for . However, 
among the theoretical values suggested by different selected codes of this study, 
the ACI-08 values are close to the experimental values of this study. 
 
Keywords: post-tensioned, continuous slab decks, SCC, Ultimate unbounded 
stress 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of SCC started in Japan (Tokyo University) in the mid 80’s with 
the aim of reducing durability problems in complicated and heavily reinforced 
concrete structures due to lack of skilled workers and poor communication between 
designers and construction engineers [1]. Even though conventional (vibrating) 
concrete previously (and still today) in some applications was cast without any 
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compaction, this new concrete was deliberately designed to be able to fill every 
corner of the form and encapsulate all reinforcement with maintained stability only 
under the influence of gravitational forces. 
The amount of pressure on Iranian transportation infrastructure continues to 
increase as our growing population demands new roads and older roadways need to 
be replaced. Only a portion of the necessary funds are available for building new 
bridges and replacing deficient ones. Therefore, research in bridge design is 
crucial. High quality structures need to be designed and built with increasing 
efficiency to allow them to serve society better for a longer period of time, while 
leaving finances for other undertakings. This research document focuses on one 
specific type of bridge system; post-tensioned self consolidating concrete slabs 
made continuous over tow spans through the use of continuity diaphragms. This 
type of bridge system was selected because it has many advantages (see Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Post-tensioned concrete slabs made continuous 

 
A continuous bridge is one in which two or more simple spans are connected end-
to-end with continuity diaphragms. To understand the moments that develop in a 
continuity diaphragm, consider a simply supported system. The ends of the girder 
are able to rotate freely throughout the service life of the bridge from the effects of 
creep, shrinkage, prestress loss, live loads, temperature gradients, and other loading 
conditions. In a continuous system, no further end rotation is allowed after the 
continuity diaphragm is poured and the ends of the slabs are fixed. Restraint 
moments must then develop in the continuity slabs to oppose those moments that 
would rotate the end of the slab if it were unrestrained. 
A continuous bridge has several advantages over a series of simple span structures. 
First, there is a reduction in mid-span bending moments and deflections. This is 
economical because the deck cross-section can be reduced, or fewer prestressing 
strands can be used in cases where the member size is fixed [2]. Secondly, making 
a bridge continuous will improve serviceability by eliminating joints in the deck. 
The removal of joints will improve the riding surface of the bridge, and durability 
will be increased because the water and salts from the deck will not drain onto the 
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substructure. Many people consider this the most important advantage [3]. In 
addition, the exclusion of joints in a design will reduce the initial cost of the bridge 
and also reduce bridge maintenance. Third, a bridge that has been made continuous 
will redistribute moments if the load capacity is exceeded for a particular girder in 
the system [2]. To determine the change in force in an unbounded post-tensioned 
tendon due to load on a structure, the entire structure needs to be analyzed rather 
than individual sections. The change in tendon strain due to applied loads should be 
calculated by the structure displacements. To calculate the strain in unbounded 
tendon the displacements of anchorage are required. The calculation of unbounded 
tendon strain generally requires an iterative procedure. The procedure becomes 
more complicated when nonlinearities due to cracking, material stress-strain 
relations, eccentricity changes with applied loads, and joint opening in segmental 
construction etc., are included in the analysis. Time dependent effects due to creep 
and shrinkage of concrete and relaxation of prestressed reinforcements, and the 
effect due to temperature gradient across the section depth are important in the 
analysis to predict accurate deflections, strains and stresses in concrete structures at 
the serviceability limit state. In addition, the contribution of the uncracked concrete 
to the stiffness of the structure, which is known as the tension stiffening effect, 
should be considered.  
The studies mentioned above were useful only to find the tendon stress at the 
ultimate limit state. To determine the strain in unbounded tendons due to the entire 
loading range up to ultimate, the structural analysis has to be performed to find 
displacements for the given loads. This becomes difficult as the unbounded tendon 
stresses are not known a priori, thus iterative methods are generally required. 
Simplified methods are also available to determine the behavior of concrete 
structures with internal unbounded tendons due to service loads considering 
cracking. Most of these methods are however limited to beams with symmetrical 
loads and tendon profiles. 
 
1.1. Theoretical Early and up to Date Work for Predictions of Internal 
Unbounded Tendon Stress at Ultimate  
Baker [4] was among the first to propose an equation to calculate the unbounded 
prestressing tendon strain,  at ultimate Eq. (1): 
 

  (1) 
 
Where = strain due to effective prestress which is the stress in the tendon after 
the effects of self weight, short and long term losses; = change in strain 
calculated for an identical but bonded tendon due to load in excess of the dead load 
leading to ultimate failure of the structure;  = reduction factor representing the 
effect of absence of bond between the concrete and tendon. He suggested a value 
of k equal to 0.1 be used in design to be on the safe side. This value was found to 
be very conservative [5], especially for beams with smaller span-to-depth ratios. 
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The ultimate tendon stress,  has been calculated by assuming linear material 
stress strain relation for unbounded prestressing steel, which is usually the case in 
practice according to many researchers, because the steel stresses generally remain 
within the elastic range Eq. (2): 
 

  (2) 
 
Where = modulus of elasticity of prestressing steel. Several other investigators 
[6, 7] modified the value of k based on experimental results by relating k to the 
neutral axis depth of the critical section at ultimate. However the determination of 
the neutral axis depth needs iteration as  and neutral axis depth are 
interdependent. 
The effect of nonprestressed steel and the continuity of the concrete member have 
not been addressed in the above work. Therefore, more experimental studies were 
done to determine these effects on the value of , at ultimate, using simple and 
continuous members. 
To calculate the stress in the prestressing steel at nominal strength, the following 
equation was adopted in the latest version of the ACI-Code [8] Eq. (3): 
 

  (3) 
 
Where the prestressing is steel ratio;  is the concrete compressive strength, in 
psi; and  is the effective stress of the prestressing steel, in . Eq. (1) was 
derived by Mattock et al. [2] Based on evaluation of experimental data of 
unbounded members tested before 1971. Using the test results of post-tensioned 
unbounded slabs, supported with an analytical truss model, Mojtahedi and Gamble 
[9] concluded that increasing the span-to-depth ratio of unbounded members 
reduces the stress increase in the prestressing steel. Based on their findings, the 
ACI Building Code, in its 1983 version, limited the use of Eq. (3) to members with 
span-to-depth ratios of 35. 
Two major drawbacks of the ACI Building Code equations are: 1) they neglect the 
effect of bonded tension reinforcement; and, more importantly, 2) they do not 
consider the effect of multispan systems or loading pattern in continuous members, 
which has a major influence on the stress in unbounded tendons. In 1976, Tam and 
Pannell [10] accounted for the effect of bonded tension reinforcement using the 
following Eq. (4). 

  (4) 
 
In which the neutral axis depth c is extrapolated in accordance with Tam and 
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Pannell’s approach as follows Eq. (5). 
 

  (5) 

 
where  and  are the area of bonded tension and compression steel, 
respectively;  is the modulus of elasticity of the prestressing steel;  is the 

ultimate concrete compression strain; L is the span length; and  is the ratio of the 
equivalent plastic hinge length  to the neutral axis depth c. For rectangular 
sections or flanged sections with rectangular section behavior,  = b. Based on 
their own test results of simply supported members loaded with single concentrated 
load at midspan, Tam and Pannell [10] recommended the use of a value of  = 

/c = 10.5. Using a value of ,  = 0.003 and  = 10.5 
leads to a value of  . Note that Eq. (4) does not take into 
account the effect of continuous members. In 1991, based on the results of 
analytical studies [11, 12] and test data of internally unbounded members, Harajli 
and Kanj [13] proposed the following lower bound design equation taking into 
consideration the effect of bonded tension reinforcement, member span-to-depth 
ratio and loading pattern in continuous members Eq. (6): 
 

  (6) 
 
In which the term  need not be taken greater than 0.23, 
and  is a combined member span-to depth ratio and continuity coefficient given 
as Eq. (7): 

  (7) 

 
where  is the number of loaded spans required to form a collapse mechanism, 
and n is the total number of spans between anchorages. In principle, the value of 

 is equal to unity for evaluating the stress at the section of maximum positive 
moment, and  = 2 for evaluating the stress at the section of maximum negative 
moment at an interior support. In its 1998 version, however, the same code 
introduced a totally new equation that was also adopted by the AASHTO Guide 
Specification [14] Eq. 8, 9 
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  (8) 
 

  (9) 

 
For rectangular section behavior,  = b; le and  are the effective tendon length 
and length of tendon between anchorages, respectively; and  = number of 
support hinges required to form a mechanism crossed by the tendon. In its 2005 
version of AASHTO LRFD [15] introduced a total Eq. (10): 
 

  (10) 
 
In 1991, Naaman and Alkhairi [16] proposed the following expression Eq. (11): 
 

  (11) 

 
Where  is a bond reduction factor, expressed as  = k/ (L/ ), and /  is 
the ratio of the length of loaded span(s) in continuous members to the total length 
of tendon between anchorages (see Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2: Loading patterns with associated collapse mechanisms and corresponding 

values of continuity coefficient Canadian code (A23.3-M94, 1994) 
 
The equation given in the Canadian code [17], Eq. (12) to predict unbounded 
tendon stress at ultimate accounts indirectly for nonprestressed steel area,  , and 
span-to-depth ratio. This equation was derived assuming formations of plastic 
hinges at ultimate limit state (Loov, 1987): 
 

  (12) 
 
British code (BS 8110, 1997)  
The equation given in the British Code [18], Eq. (13) 
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  (13) 

 
where, :  width or effective width of the section or flange in the compression 
zone, : design effective prestress in the tendons after all losses, : 
characteristic strength of concrete,  : specified tensile strength of prestressing 
steel, : area of prestressing tendons in the tension zone, : design tensile 
stress in the tendons, d:  effective depth to the centroid of the steel area, x: depth of 
the neutral axis. 
 
1.2. Analysis of Initial Effects Due to Prestress and Self-Weight 
Initial analysis of the effects due to prestress and self-weight are considered in two 
parts. In the first part, the effective tendon forces are applied to the member as an 
external load effect. Section strains at any location along the member are 
determined from section equilibrium. In the second part, the self-weight is applied 
to the structure, also as a load effect with strains again determined at discrete 
sections. Initial strain from the analysis of the tendon forces alone are considered in 
the equilibrium calculations (see Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Initial strains at three sections along continues slab with prestress forces 

acting alone 
 
1.3. Application of External Loads to the Member 
The first application of external loads occurs in the analysis with the application of 
the cracking load. It is assumed that the member first cracks at the maximum 
moment section when the tensile capacity of concrete is exceeded. The 
corresponding cracking moment defines the magnitude of the bending moment 
distribution and hence the load level. Initially the structure is assumed to remain 
uncracked with the cracking load applied to attain a snapshot of the beam behavior 
just prior to cracking is obtained (Figure 4). It is reminded that in all above reports 
the conventional (vibrated) concrete were used to find the ultimate unbounded 
tendon stress, , and therefore argent research is needed to find out the value of 

 while using SCC (non vibrating concrete) in post-tensioned concrete structures. 
Although, the use of SCC in simple post-tensioned concrete slab is reported but no 
work was observed for this type of concrete while using in continuous post-
tensioned deck slabs constructions. 
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Figure 4. Application of first cracking load to the uncracked slab 

 
1.4. Experimental Program 
Two continuous unbounded post-tensioned self-consolidating concrete slab tests, 
PSCC slab1 and PSCC slab2 were conducted. As yet there is no any standard for 
SCC used in prestressed concrete, the post-tensioned slabs were designed 
according to ACI 318-08 [8] for conventional (vibrating) concrete. The tendons 
used were strand, supplied by Bridon Ltd. The overall dimensions of the 
continuous slabs were identical with an overall length of 7500 mm, each span 
length of 3500 mm, a width of 1000 mm, and a depth of 200 mm. PSCC slab1 and 
PSCC slab2 had four longitudinal parabolic tendons with a nominal diameter of 
11.11 mm and area of 74.54  (see latter in Figure 6). Each tendon was 
supported on seven steel chairs to maintain the variable designed eccentricity of the 
tendons. At the mid-span and central support of the slabs the height of eccentricity 
was 30 mm. The heights of the chairs were interpolated considering the tendon 
curvature as a second degree parabola. Each tendon passes through the dead and 
live anchorages that were identical and supplied by CCL Ltd.  The general layout 
of the unbounded post-tensioned one-way SCC slabs is shown in Figure 5. The 
post-tensioning was carried out by the first author by elongating the strands, to a 
specific load, from the live anchor using a hydraulic jack after the SCC gained a 
minimum strength of . The live end was locked using wedges with the 
load transferred to the concrete. The non-jacked end of the strand was prelocked 
using wedges at the dead anchor. Bursting reinforcement was designed, according 
to ACI 318-08 [8], to resist tensile bursting forces around individual anchorages. 
Seven transverse, 8 mm diameter, ordinary  reinforcement steel bars having a 
nominal yield stress of  were positioned at each end of the slab adjacent 
to the dead and live anchorages. The bars were tied using ten 12 mm diameter 
closed links. The results of fresh and hardened SCC used are presented in Table 1. 
However, further details of the tested specimens are given in reference [19]. 
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Table 1: Fresh and hardened concrete characteristics specimens 
Fresh and hardened concrete characteristics specimens 

L- box J- ring V-
funnel 

Slump 
flow 

 
Specimen 

 

Average 
compressive  

cube strength  
at  transfer, fci 

(Mpa) 

Average 
compressive  

cube strength  
at  28 days, 
fcu (Mpa) 

h1/h2 
 

t 
(sec) 

h2-h1 
(mm) 

D 
(mm) 

t 
(sec) 

D 
(mm) 

SCC 
slab1 59.0 67.1 0.36 0.83 76 68 7.01 68 

SCC 
slab2 61.0 68.0 0.37 0.89 77 74 6.85 74 

 

 
Figure 5: General layout of the unbounded post-tensioned slabs 

 
1.5. Material Properties 
Tensile tests were carried out to determine the material properties of the ordinary 
bars and the tendon. The nominal ultimate tensile strength of the tendon, was 
2005MPa, corresponding to a nominal breaking load of 150 . The nominal yield 
load was specified as 110kN. The strain gauges were fixed onto the strands and the 
reinforcement bars (by the first author) before concrete casting. Four displacement 
transducers LVDTs were used to measure the deflection at the mid span of the 
slabs and under load. A data logger system was used to record the load and strain at 
regular intervals during the slabs test. The strains in the tendons were recorded 
during the post-tensioning process.  
 
1.6. Test Set Up and Experimental and Theoretical Comparison 
The loading arrangements are shown in Figure 6 for testing the two spans post-
tensioned slabs. A 1400kN pushing capacity jack applied the load, which was 
measured and controlled by different load cells. The slabs were loaded at tow 
locations using spreader plates 1000×30×30mm, as shown in Figure 6. A data 
logger system was used to record the applied load, the strains in the tendons and 
concrete surface, and the vertical deflections. The load-tendon strains are plotted 
and shown in Figure 7. Also the values of experimental ultimate unbounded tendon 
stress, fps for two tested post-tensioned SCC slabs are measured and compared with 
the theoretical values suggested by different researchers (Table 2).  
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Figure 6. Test setup 

 
 

 
Figure 7(a) load-tendon strain curve for 

slab1 
        (b) load-tendon strain curve for 

slab2 
 

Table 1: Experimental and theoretical comparison of ultimate unbounded stress, fps 
Experimental Theoretical (fps (MPa))  

Specimens 
εps 

fσ2 
(MPa) 

Tam 
and 

Panell 

Harajli 
and 

Kanj 
ACI Aashto Aashto 

lrfd Canadian BS 

SCC Slab 1 0.009961 1788.65 1247.21 1564.91 1594.37 1218.37 1308.15 1358.46 1417.36 

SCC Slab 2 0.007079 1599.08 1247.21 1556.76 1594.37 1218.37 1308.15 1358.46 1417.36 

 
2. CONCLUSIONS 
The values of experimental ultimate unbounded tendon stress, fps for two tested 
post-tensioned SCC (none vibrating), continuous slabs were measured and 
compared with the available theoretical values suggested by different codes and 
researchers for conventional (vibrating) concretes. Although no vibrating is used in 
SCC, but for two tested specimens the obtained results are indicated that the 
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experimental values of  fps are higher than the five codes suggested value and close 
to the ACI-08 value. 
Also, the obtained experimental values of  fps are higher than the two theoretical 
values suggested by Tam and Panell, and Harajli and Kanj, and close to the value 
suggested by Haragli and Kanj. However, comparing the theoretical and five 
selected codes value, it was found that the theoretical suggested value by Haragli 
and Kanj are close to the code value provided by ACI-08.  
It was also found that, no change in  fps values are obtained for either of the slabs 
tested while compared to the theoretical and codes values, except for the values 
obtained by Haragli and Kanj which are similar to the experimental values  and are 
different for either of the slabs. This is because in this method, the amount of 
ordinary tensile and compression reinforcement used are taken into consideration.  
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ABSTRACT 
Externally bonded fiber-reinforced-polymer (FRP) sheets have been successfully 
used for strengthening of damaged or deficient reinforced concrete members. 
Despite of a lot of research conducted and tests on application of these new sheets 
during the last decade, further research is still required to consolidate recent 
developments and expand the scope of application of FRPs for structural 
applications. Nonlinear finite element analysis combined with laboratory testing 
constitutes an efficient approach for pursuing this objective. 
The objective of this paper is exploring and illustrating the contribution of a refined 
three-dimensional (3D) constitutive FE model for investigating the nonlinear 
response of concrete joint, reinforced with steel rebars and strengthened with 
external FRP sheets. The analyses were carried out by using finite element 
software having different capacities. Different parameters such as application of 
FRP sheets with different patterns, different loading conditions and different 
strengthened areas have been considered to show the results. Several results 
regarding increasing ultimate values in the strengthened model in comparison with 
the reference specimen, ductility of the strengthened model, and evaluation of 
ductile against non-ductile joint have been presented in this paper. 
 
Keywords: FE model, nonlinear analysis, RC joint members, FRP sheets, 
strengthening 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures that were designed according to pre-
1970’s codes often have inadequate reinforcement detailing, which not only results 
in deficient lateral load resistance, but also in insufficient energy dissipation, rapid 
strength deterioration and improper hinging mechanisms during earthquakes, 
leading to excessive drifts and ultimately to structural collapse. Non-ductile 
detailing is generally manifested through deficient joint shear resistance, deficient 
column shear capacity, deficient column’s main reinforcement lap splices, deficient 
anchorage of beam positive reinforcement at the beam-column joint, and deficient 
beam shear resistance. In particular, recent earthquakes have demonstrated that RC 
beam-column joints that have been constructed based on pre-1970’s design codes 
may initiate and cause total collapse of structures. For instance, Figure 1-a [1] 
shows a RC structure that collapsed during the 1999 Kocaeli Earthquake in Turkey 
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in which joints failures appear to be the major contributor to such collapse, while 
Figure 1-b shows a close-up of a non-ductile failure of a beam-column joint during 
the same earthquake. Beam-column joint deficiencies combined with the weak 
column/strong beam glitch contradict failure hierarchy of the design capacity 
concept. A failure in the beam is usually less critical than that in the column, and 
the latter is less critical than a failure in the joint. Hinging in the joint, being at the 
point of intersection of the beam and column, allows excessive rotations both in the 
beam and column in conjunction with a loss of load carrying capacity of the 
column. Such dangerous failure mechanism is unacceptable and must be prevented 
in design. 
 

 
(a)                       (b) 

Figure 1. Damages to moment resisting frames during the Kocaeli 1999 earthquake: 
(a) joint induced structural collapse; (b) beam-column joint failure [1] 

 
There is a perceived void in the current literature for studies that focus on the 
behavior of reinforced concrete beam–column joints under cyclic loading. In fact, 
most reported research in the literature is mainly on cyclic behavior of connections 
[3] in newly designed steel structures and also concrete connections retrofitted by 
traditional rehabilitation techniques [2]. Moreover; most of the recent researches 
involved in finite element modeling of RC connections; are concerned with 
exterior beam-column joints. 
This study intends to investigate the effect of various combinations of FRP 
wrapping patterns on the performance of interior reinforced concrete beam–column 
joints, i.e. ductility, under combined axial and lateral cyclic loads. A three-
dimensional finite element analysis model of FRP wrapped beam–column joints, 
which exhibit material and geometric nonlinearities that are due to large 
displacements, confinement effect, and concrete nonlinear behavior, are developed. 
The FEA model is validated through leveraging an experimental study on a FRP-
wrapped beam–column joint. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL TEST ON INTERIOR RC BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
There are abundant experimental tests regarding RC beam-column joints, and most 
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of them have been carried out on exterior beam-column joints. In addition; limited 
researches have been investigated on finite element modeling of interior beam-
column joints. A. Mukherjee et al [5] have performed a fully detailed, 
comprehensive experimental test on interior RC beam-column joints strengthened 
with FRP laminates. The test scheme and specimen which have been investigated 
in the test are firstly introduced. Eventually, the FE model calibrated regarding the 
experimental study is presented and results are analyzed. 
 
2.1. Specimens Details 
Two different types of RC joints have been cast for experimental verification [5]. 
One set of joints has adequate steel reinforcements with proper detailing of 
reinforcements at the critical sections (Figure 2). In the other set of specimens the 
beam reinforcements have deficient bond lengths at the junctions with the columns 
(Figure 3). When the beam was transversely loaded the first set was characterized 
by a long plastic zone (ductile) while the second set failed in reinforcement pull out 
and exhibited sudden failure (non-ductile). 
 

 
Figure 2. Specimen with ductile joint reinforcement [5] 

 

 
Figure 3. Specimen with non-ductile joint reinforcement [5] 

 
The specimens in Figures (2) and (3) were strengthened using carbon and glass 
FRP materials. Prior to the application of the FRP, the concrete substrate was 

Column 

Beam 
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smoothed by grinding. Figures (4) and (5) present schematic arrangement for two 
typical systems; L-overlays and precured carbon plates which were utilized 
respectively, in the aforementioned experiment. In Type A; GFRP/CFRP sheets 
have been applied in L shape to upgrade the joints. These sheets have been applied 
in several layers. FRP has been applied on the top and bottom surface of concrete 
surfaces, so the fibers were along the axes of the members (Figure 4a). Then, FRP 
wraps were provided over the inner layers (Figure 4b), the direction of fibers in 
wraps was perpendicular to the axis of the members. Figure 5a shows glass fiber 
sheets (80mm wide and 250mm long) on either side of the joint. Only one layer is 
provided on one side. Two layers of FRP have been provided on the other side to 
evaluate its efficacy.   

 
Figure 4. Type a strengthening system-use of composite overlays [5] 

 

 
Figure 5. Type B strengthening system-use of precured carbon plate [5] 

 
Both the column and the beam are then wrapped by unidirectional glass fibers with 
100mm lap length. Same conFigure uration is repeated using carbon fiber sheet 
using 1 and 2 layers of overlays and single wrap with 100mm overlap. Both 
adequate and deficient joints were reinforced using this conFigure uration. 
Furthermore, procured carbon plate (25mm wide and 1.2mm thick) have been used 
in the beams in Type B to improve bending stiffness. To achieve a good bond 
between the plate and the concrete, a groove (25mm wide and 25mm deep) has 
been created inside the joint. The plates have been inserted into the joint as shown 
in Figure 5, and then the groove has been filled by injecting epoxy resin, and the 
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plates have been inserted in the groove as shown in step 1 of Figure 5. The beams 
and columns have then been wrapped using a single wrap of carbon sheet. 
 
2.2. Test Program 
The experimental setup which has been utilized by A. Mukherjee et al [5] is shown 
in Figure 6. The column was fixed at its ends on a loading frame. It was subjected to 
a constant axial load of 100KN which is 50% of ultimate load carrying capacity of 
the column. Cyclic load was applied using a hydraulic actuator with load cycle based 
on increasing displacement control. Three cycles were repeated at each level of 
displacement. Vertical deflection of the tip of the beam was recorded directly by the 
linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT). The compressive strength of 
concrete used in this experiment has been 30N/mm2 and also properties of other 
material used are shown in Table (1). The same values have also been used for FE 
modeling of aforementioned specimens. Totally, 12 specimens at two categories of 
ductile and non-ductile reinforcement, including as-built and strengthened specimens 
with different patterns have been tested in this experimental research by [5]. 
 

     
Figure 6. Experimental setup [5] 

 
The elaborate test matrixes for adequate and deficient specimens which have been 
investigated through this experiment are presented in Tables (2) and (3) 
respectively. 

Table 1: Properties of materials [5] 

Material 
Effective 
thickness 

(mm) 

Ultimate 
strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile 
modulus 

(GPa) 

Ultimate 
strain 

Glass-G (fiber) 0.36 2250 70 0.0239 
Carbon-C (fiber) 0.11 3500 230 0.0117 
Carbon plate-CP 

(composite) 1.2 2800 165 0.017 

Mild steel longitudinal 
reinforcement 6 mm dia 275 198 0.045 

Mild steel transverse 
reinforcement 3 mm dia 555.13 193 0.043 
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Table 2: Test matrix for ductile specimen [5] 

S. no Specimen 
name Details 

1 D-1 - 
2 G1L-D Type A with single L of GFRP at top and bottom 
3 G2L-D Type A with two L of GFRP at top and bottom 
4 C1L-D Type A with single L of CFRP at top and bottom 
5 C2L-D Type A with two L of CFRP at top and bottom 
6 CP1-D Type B with CFRP plate at top and bottom 

 
Table 3: Test matrix for non-ductile specimen [5] 

S. no Specimen 
name Details 

1 ND-1 - 
2 G1L-ND Type A with single L of GFRP at top and bottom 

3 G2L-ND Type A with two L of GFRP at top and bottom 

4 C1L-ND Type A with single L of CFRP at top and bottom 

5 C2L-ND Type A with two L of CFRP at top and bottom 
6 CP1-ND Type B with CFRP plate at top and bottom 

 
3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF INTERIOR RC BEAM-COLUMN 
JOINTS 
All specimens which have been investigated in the experimental study conducted 
by Mukherjee [5] are modeled in this section by using non-linear finite element 
ANSYS ver 11. 
 
3.1. Material Models 
The constitutive relationships employed to describe the mechanical behavior of 
materials as well as the interaction between steel bars and concrete are basically 
those proposed in CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [4], with some slight modifications. 
In compression, the behavior of the concrete is that proposed by the same code and, 
in tension, a linear elastic behavior is assumed up to the strength of concrete in 
tension (fct). For the sake of comparison, a second model that indirectly 
incorporates the tension-stiffening effect [6] is also implemented. In such a model, 
the progressive loss of rigidity after cracking is quantified indirectly through an 
adaptation of the tension behavior introducing a softening branch, which is 
calibrated using the α and εm parameters. Both the curves are illustrated in Figure 7. 
The aforementioned parameters are usually set at 0.5≤α≤0.7 and εm= 0.0020. In 
this case, fracture mechanics could be used to establish these values, based on 
energy criteria [8]. 
The perfect plasticity model of the behavior of the longitudinal reinforcement bars 
and also the interaction between reinforcement bars and concrete are shown in 
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Figures (8) and (9), respectively. The parameters shown in Figure 9 depend on the 
bond conditions and confinement of concrete, as established in CEB-FIP Model 
Code 1990 [4]. 
 

 
Figure 7. Stress-strain relationship for concrete [6] 

 

 
Figure 8. Stress-strain relationship for steel [6] 

 

 
Figure 9. Bond stress-slip relationship [4] 

 
Solid 65, Solid46 and Link8 are the element used in ANSYS to develop these FE 
models. The Solid65 and Link8 elements were used to model the concrete and 
reinforcement, and also layered solid elements, Solid46, were used to model the 
FRP composites.  
 
3.2. Bond Model 
The correct simulation of the bond between concrete and reinforcement bars plays 
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a significant role in the proper modeling of beam-column connections. When the 
bond forces tend to zero it is apparent that the majority of the shear force will be 
transferred across the joint core by a diagonal compression strut mechanism and 
hence severe diagonal tension cracking is less likely if bond deterioration occurs at 
an early stage of loading [9]. A complex interaction between flexural response of 
the adjacent beam element and the joint shear transfer mechanism occurs also due 
to the stress penetration into the panel zone from the beam bars, combined with a 
fixed-end rotation in the beam due to progressive bond degradation and pull out 
mechanism. The discrete bond model implemented in ANSYS consists of a one-
dimensional (1D) finite element with a realistic bond-slip relationship as shown in 
Figure 10. Additional information on the discrete bond model can be found in [7].  
 

 
Figure 10. Bond-slip relationship for deformed bars [7] 

 
For plain round bars with a diameter of 12 mm, the total bond strength was 
approximately m fτ τ+ = 1 MPa ( mτ = mechanical bond; fτ = frictional bond) for a 
slip of 1s = 0.03 mm [10]. During cycling, the bond degradation valid for deformed 
bars is principally due to the shear failure of concrete between the ribs of the bar. 
In the case of smooth bars, it is reasonable to assume that friction is the only source 
of bond mechanism at the steel-concrete interface and that it is scarcely influenced 
by the cycling. 
 
3.3. Analytical Modeling of Specimens 
Two different finite element models for each of the specimen in two different 
categories of ductile and non-ductile were analyzed. Albeit, neither of the 
experimental specimen had been investigated for monotonic loading, but in order 
to acquire the ductility and load-displacement curves for specimens; all the FE 
models in this analyses went under monotonic loading for non-linear analysis. A 
relatively fine discretization was employed for monotonic loading as Figure 11a. 
On the other hand, for saving computation time, cyclic analyses were carried out 
using a relatively coarse discretization shown in Figure 11b. The FE model of steel 
bars is shown in Figure 11c. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 11. Finite Element model of Ductile specimen: a) fine 3D FE mesh used for 
monotonic loading; b) coarse 3D FE mesh used for cyclic loading; c) steel bars FE 

model 
 
The experimental control specimen of ductile category (D-1) was firstly modeled 
and then went under both monotonic and cyclic loading to asses and validate the 
accuracy of FE model. Figure 12 compares the applied force versus free tip of the 
beam drift curves for monotonic loading of the fine and coarse models with the 
envelope curve from the cyclic experiments for ductile specimen. It can be seen 
that the numerical results agree reasonably well with the experimental results. The 
coarse model, however, slightly overestimated the peak resistance and exhibited 
slightly more brittle response. For both models the failure mode was diagonal shear 
failure of the joint. This point confirms the accuracy of FE model; therefore FE 
model is extended to acquire further results. 
 

 
Figure 12. Comparison of the model response for the coarse and fine meshes with 

experimental results for ductile specimen 
 
Non-linear finite element analyses for the entire models including ductile and non-
ductile; has been implemented by utilization of the two different patterns of 
strengthening Type A & B.  
The usage of two different types of strengthening which has been performed for 
both ductile and non-ductile FE models is illustrated in Figure 13. 
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                          (a)                                                     (b) 

Figure 13. Finite element model of strengthened joint: a) Strengthening Type A; b) 
Strengthening Type B 

 
3.4. Results for FE Models with Ductile Joint Reinforcement 
The displacement levels of the first few cycles do not generate any nonlinear 
deformation in the model. The onset of stiffness degradation is identified by 
simultaneous appearance of tension cracks at the root of the cantilever beam. The 
analyses show that at this point the steel started to yield and it was not capable of 
taking any further load. The additional load from this point was carried out by the 
FRP. At this point, linearity of the ascending and the descending paths is lost. This 
phenomenon is yield point. 
The post yield behavior is signified by monotonic degradation of stiffness. Ability 
of the structure to survive an earthquake depends to a large extent, on its ability to 
dissipate the input energy. Forms of energy dissipation include kinetic energy, 
viscous damping and hysteretic damping, etc. An estimate of the hysteretic 
damping can be found by the area enclosed in the load–displacement hysteresis 
loops. Yield points for ductile specimen are provided in Table (4). Columns 2 & 3 
of Table (4) summarize the percentage increase in the yield load. The CP1-D 
exhibited the highest increase in the yield load followed by the C2L-D, G2L-D, 
C1L-D and G1L-D specimens. It may be noted that the forces at the tensile face of 
the beam are shared by the steel and FRP in proportion of their relative stiffnesses. 
The stiffness of carbon is considerably higher than that of glass. Therefore, for the 
same tip load, the tensile force in steel is lower in the carbon reinforced FE model 
than in the glass reinforced models. As a result, the steel in the carbon reinforced 
models yield at higher tip loads. The CP1-D models are anchored at the joint 
through a groove. Therefore, they exhibit higher stiffness than other sheet models. 
The models with two-layer reinforcement had higher yield loads than the models 
with one layer reinforcements. Due to FRP reinforcements the displacement at 
yield increased to a much lesser extent than the load (Comparison of column 2 (or 
3) with 4 (or 5), Table 4). Another interesting point is that the glass reinforced 
models had much higher displacement at yield than the carbon reinforced models. 
This is due to the higher stiffness of carbon than glass. There is satisfactory 
agreement between FE model and experimental test results. The initial stiffness and 
the ultimate displacements are also summarized in Table (5). 
It is worthwhile to mention that almost all the values of increase and promotion for 
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FE models are higher in comparison with experimental results. This is due to the 
reduction of degrees of freedom in analytical finite element model in comparison 
with the real specimen. FE models are inherently stiffer than real specimens. Figure 
14 reveals the ratio of ductility for strengthened specimen versus control specimen. 
Apparently ductility for all strengthened FE ductile models has increased between 
25 to 78%. The joint shear crack, which ultimately caused the model to fail, was 
similar to the shear cracks observed in the experiments.  
 

Table 4: Yield points of ductile specimens 
Yield load Deflection at yield load 
% increase % increase Specimen 

experiment FE model experiment FE 
model 

Control-D - - - - 
G1L-D 21.32 23.48 -10.00 -9.25 
G2L-D 48.42 51.12 58.95 61.25 
C2L-D 57.89 59.60 -3.16 -3.62 
CP1-D 116.18 112.10 161.84 158.31 

 
Table 5: Ultimate points in ductile specimens 

Initial stiffness  Ultimate deflection 
% increase % increase Specimen 

experiment FE model experiment FE model 
Control-D - - - - 

G1L-D 17.14 18.25 14.65 15.22 
G2L-D 75.00 73.28 29.21 31.25 
C2L-D 140.94 138.25 42.83 44.21 
CP1-D 41.37 45.95 20.63 19.75 

 
Unfortunately, a direct comparison of the sequence of cracking (flexural to shear) 
was not possible since monotonic loading of the test specimens was not performed. 
The finite element  
model for monotonic loading (fine mesh) was also used to investigate: 1) the 
influence of the bond strength (Figure 15a) and 2) the influence of the normal 
column force (Figure 15b). Figure 15 shows the influence of the ultimate bond 
strength ( m fτ τ+ ) on the response of the joint. It can be seen that with higher bond 
strength the resistance is higher and the failure more brittle. Figure 15b shows the 
influence of the axial column force on the applied force versus free tip of beam 
drift curve. It can be seen that with higher compressive force the joint shear (thus 
overall subassembly) resistance increases. 
The time that analyses finished and elements turned to fail, pondering through 
strain distribution in the control model revealed that the beam has failed at the joint 
through the formation of a hinge. The hinge has formed between the two shear 
links of the beam. It seems concrete has spalled in such a fashion that two 
semicircular surfaces have been created. The FRP reinforced models, on the other 
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hand, did not have the semicircular failure planes. The failure planes were 
approximately vertical. It could be concluded that the difference in the failure 
mode is due to the presence of the FRP wraps. 
 

 
Figure 14. Ductility for Strengthened ductile models 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. Comparison of numerical and experimental results for monotonic loading: 
a) effect of variation of bond strength; b) effect of variation of axial load 

 
3.5. Results for FE Models with Non-Ductile Joint Reinforcement 
Non-linear analyses show that to some extent the extracted results from non-ductile 
FE models are close to ductile FE model. However due to the presence of 
continuous steel bars in the joint area, ductile model have a higher load bearing 
capacity, stiffness and energy dissipation capability. In Tables (6) & (7) the yield 
and ultimate points for non-ductile models are given. The G2L-ND exhibited the 
highest increase in the yield load followed by the C2L-ND, CP1-ND and C1L-ND. 
The models with two-layer reinforcement had higher yield loads than the models 
with one layer. Due to FRP usage the displacement at yield increased to a much 
lesser extent than the load (Comparison of column 2 (or 3) with 4 (or 5), Table 6). 
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Table 6: Yield points of non-ductile specimens 
Yield load Deflection at yield load 
% increase % increase Specimen 

experiment FE model experiment FE model 
Control-ND - - - - 

G2L-ND 103.75 42.56 15.24 16.32 
C1L-ND 12.60 13.25 -18.29 -19.23 
C2L-ND 79.36 36.45 4.27 5.34 
CP1-ND 68.36 -45.25 78.05 81.21 

 
Table 7: Ultimate points in non-ductile specimens 

Initial stiffness Ultimate deflection 
% increase % increase Specimen 

experiment FE model experiment FE model 
Control-ND - - - - 

G1L-ND 41.46 42.56 20.45 22.36 
G2L-ND 9.52 13.25 55.11 58.12 
C2L-ND 32.49 36.45 41.37 39.96 
CP1-ND -41.17 -45.25 16.08 17.91 

 
The load-displacement envelopes for ductile and non-ductile FE models are plotted 
in Figures (16-17). The envelopes let us compare the relative performance of the 
models. All the FRP reinforced models have higher peak loads than the control 
model. For ductile joints the CP1 model has the highest peak load followed by the 
C2L, G2L and G1L. For non-ductile joints the G2L-ND model has the largest 
envelope area followed by the C2L-ND, CP1-ND and C1L-ND. Comparing these 
Figures reveal the superior performance of ductile joints. 
 

 
Figure 16. Load-Deflection envelope for 

ductile models 
Figure 17. Load-Deflection envelope for 

non-ductile model s 
 
Ductility promotion for non-ductile joints is approximately between 16 to 51% 
(Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. Ductility for Strengthened non-ductile models 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
With application of FE models (validated based on experiment) for two different 
types of RC joints including ductile and non-ductile reinforcement details the 
promotional effect of both glass and carbon composite has been investigated. These 
two composites could be efficiently used for seismic retrofitting of RC joints 
regardless of reinforcement details. Obviously due to presence of continuous steel 
bars in the joint area for ductile joints, they exhibit a more superior, ductile behavior 
rather than non-ductile joints. The main cause of superior performance of the FRP 
reinforced joints is the continuous confinement provided by the FRP wraps which 
impede the creation of hinge through the spalling of concrete. FE models confirm the 
advantage of carbon reinforcements over glass reinforcement in case of ductile joints. 
But for non-ductile joints, glass reinforcing is preferable. Utilization of FRP sheets 
have a promotional efficiency regarding to yield load, performance and initial 
stiffness of joints. Commonly CFRP strengthened joints reveal stiffer behavior than 
GFRP strengthened joints regardless of reinforcing details. 
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ABSTRACT 
A reinforced concrete material is a composite material made up of two components 
with unequal mechanical behaviour and physical features. In general, the external 
load is already applied to concrete and the reinforcing bars receive its part of the 
load only from the surrounding concrete by bond. In composite structures, the bond 
between different components of reinforced concrete member has a primordial role 
and its negligence conducted to poor structural response. Therefore, for modeling 
of reinforced concrete structures one needs a simple and realistic bond-slip model. 
There are various finite element models for bond-slip relationship between 
reinforcement and concrete. In this paper, modeling of the transition region 
between steel and concrete as a cohesion layer in the finite element program 
(Ansys) is discussed. A 3D finite element model to represent this layer has been 
introduced. The layer involves modeling the ribs and effects of slip and bond stress 
of the bar. The accuracy of the models is assessed by comparison of the finite 
element numerical response with experimental data from pullout test. 
 
Keywords: pull-out test, finite element, bond-slip relationship 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A reinforced concrete (RC) structure is a composite structure made up of two 
materials with different characteristics, namely, concrete and steel. In general, the 
external load is already applied to concrete and the reinforcing bars receive its part 
of the load only from the surrounding concrete by bond. “Bond stress” is the name 
assigned to the shear stress at the bar-concrete interface which, by transferring load 
between the bar and the surrounding concrete, modifies the steel stresses. This 
bond, when efficiently developed, enables the two materials to form a composite 
structure. In composite structures, the bond between different components of 
reinforced concrete member has a primordial role and its negligence is conducted 
to poor structural response. These complex phenomena have led engineers in the 
past to rely heavily on empirical formulas for the design of concrete structures, 
which were derived from numerous experiments. For these reasons, the 
incorporation of bond is carried out considerably in recent works. The properties of 
this interaction depend on several factors, such as friction, mechanical interaction 
and chemical adhesion [1, 2].   
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In the past, a number of experimental investigations have been carried out in order 
to clarify and understand the behaviour of deformed bars pulled out from a 
concrete block under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. These experimental 
results are well documented in the specific literature [9]. Based only on the 
experimental results it is difficult to filter out the influences of material and 
geometrical parameters on the bond behaviour. Therefore, to better understand the 
bond behaviour, a reliable bond model (simulation of the transmission of forces in 
the bond zone, see Figure 1a) that can be employed in a three-dimensional finite 
element, an analysis is needed. The numerical modelling of the bond behaviour is 
principally possible at two different levels: (1) detailed modelling (see Figure 1b) 
in which the geometry of the bar and the concrete is modelled by three-dimensional 
elements and (2) phenomenological modelling (see Figure 1c) based on a smeared 
or discrete formulation of the bar-concrete interface [3].  
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic simulation of the idealized bond zone [3] 

 
In the phenomenological modelling of bond the concrete and the reinforcement are 
discretised by two- or three-dimensional finite elements. The link between the bar 
and the concrete can be realized by a discontinuous approach where bond is 
defined by discrete, zero-thickness elements (springs) whose behaviour is 
controlled by the bond stress-slip relationship. This approach is able to realistically 
predict the bond behaviour for different geometries and for different boundary 
conditions only if a realistic constitutive model for the surrounding concrete is 
used. However, the model is not able to automatically predict the bond behaviour 
of a given bar geometry. Consequently, the influence of these parameters must be 
stored in advance in the basic parameters of the bond model. Thus one has the 
possibility to realistically simulate the behavior of reinforced concrete structures 
with relatively low effort in modelling and computing time. By the use of detailed 
modelling, such as both modelling of the ribs of the reinforcement and the concrete 
lugs (see Figure 1b) between the ribs of the reinforcement a quite fine finite 
element mesh has to be generated. This leads again to a high effort in modelling 
work and also to a really long computing time in particular while carrying out a 
finite element analysis on complex reinforced concrete structures [3, 4]. 
 
2. REINFORCEMENT FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
In finite element modelling of reinforced concrete structures, there are three 
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different alternative representations of reinforcement: smeared, embedded and 
discrete reinforcement models. The first one is rarely used and therefore it depends 
on the nature of used structure. The discrete and embedded representations are 
formulated and introduced in the developed program [4, 5].   
 
2.1. Discrete Reinforcement Representation 
The discrete modelling of steel reinforcement is the first approach used in finite 
element analysis of reinforced concrete structures [10]. The discrete representation 
of reinforcement uses one dimensional truss elements and it is the only way for 
accounting for bond slip and dowel action effects, Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Discrete representation of steel bars [4] 

 
A significant advantage of discrete representation is that it can account for possible 
displacement of the reinforcement with respect to the surrounding concrete. The 
bond effects are usually related with this representation and the bond-link or 
cohesive models can be used to connect the steel and concrete nodes in order to 
consider this effect. The main disadvantage is that the finite element mesh patterns 
are only restricted by the location of reinforcement and consequently the increase 
of the number of concrete elements and the degrees of freedom. In this way, 
Lagrange or Serindipity isoparametric concrete elements are used and a line three 
node truss elements is used to represent the steel and the compatibility between 
concrete and steel must be guaranteed [4]. 
 
2.2. Embedded Reinforcement Representation 
In this representation, the reinforcement bar is considered as an axial member 
incorporated in the concrete element such that its displacements are consistent with 
membranous concrete elements and bond loss can be considered, Figure 3.  
In this scope, many works have presented different formulations for this model. 
Embedded models allow for an independent choice of concrete mesh. So, the same 
number of nodes and degrees of freedom are used for both concrete and steel. The 
disadvantage of this procedure is that additional degrees of freedom increase the 
computational and numerical treatment [4].   
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Figure 3. Embedded representation steel bars [4] 

 
3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELS FOR BOND 
Two different elements have been typically proposed to include the bond-slip 
effect in the finite element analysis of RC structures. One is bond link element and 
the other is bond zone element as also known as contact element. 
These elements are associated with the discrete reinforcement model, which has the 
advantage of representing different material properties more precisely. Afterwards 
other bond conditions at different nodes can be easily represented [5].   
To describe the bond behaviour between concrete and steel, the vertical and 
horizontal relative displacement between concrete and steel in the local coordinates 
can be considered. The same type of isoparametric elements and it has, at the 
unloaded stage, no physical dimension in the transverse direction. It uses linear, 
quadratic or cubic interpolation functions corresponding to the number of nodes 
per element. In linear analysis, the vertical relative displacements are too small 
compared to the horizontal displacement [4].  
 
3.1. Analysis With Bond Link Element  
Bond-link element consists of two orthogonal springs which connect and transmit 
shear and normal forces between a reinforcing bar node and an adjacent concrete 
node (Figure 4). Since the link has no physical dimensions, the two connected 
nodes originally occupy the same location in the finite element of undeformed 
structure [5]. 
The bond element is a two-node finite element. The element displacement field is a 
slip which is defined as a relative movement between the reinforcing bar and 
concrete in the direction parallel to the axis of the reinforcing bar.  
The bond effect is assumed as an interaction between reinforcing bars and 
surrounding concrete. When the change of stresses in concrete and steel occurs, the 
effect of bond begins and becomes more pronounced at the end anchorages of 
reinforcing bars and in the vicinity of cracks.  
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Figure 4. Bond-link model [4] 

 
3.2. Analysis With Contact Element  
The behaviour of the concrete-steel interface must be described from stress-strain 
laws. Many constitutive relationships are presented in the literature. In this 
element, the contact surface between the steel bar and the concrete in the 
immediate vicinity of the steel bar is modeled by a bond stress-slip law which 
considers the special properties of the bond zone. The most important differences 
are that contact element has the dimension along the steel-concrete interface (it 
does not have physical dimension in other two directions) and it provides a 
continuous contact surface between - steel bar and concrete [5]. 
 
3.3. Analysis Without Bond 
In this case, the stiffness matrices of the steel elements are computed in local axis 
at the nodes of non bond. The concrete element stiffness matrices are calculated in 
the global axis and they are transformed steel local axes at common nodes. In y-
direction, concrete and steel have the same degree of freedom but have different 
degree of freedom in x-direction at common nodes [4].   
 
4. LOCAL BOND SLIP RELATIONSHIP 
4.1. Differential Equation Governing The Slip 
In Figure 5 a steel reinforcement embedded in a concrete mass is shown. Over a 
small piece of the bar, dx, the change in the relative displacement of the steel to 
concrete , dΔ, is equal to change in steel deformation, δs, minus the change in 
concrete deformation, δc. That is [7]: 
 
 dΔ=δs – δc (6) 
 
The magnitudes of differential deformation for the reinforcement and concrete, if 
we assume an elastic state, are given in equation 7 and 8 respectively ac follows: 
 
 ( )s

s
s

dxE
σδ =  (7) 
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Figure 5. Bond consideration for steel reinforcement in concrete. 

 
where the sub-scripts “s” and “c” refer to steel and concrete respectively. The terms 
used in equation 1 are general (independent of the type of reinforcement) and apply 
to local level (vary with location and stage of the test) [7]. 
In practice, the value of δc is negligible relative to δs because the concrete section 
is usually much larger than the steel section and the normal stress in concrete is 
much lower. Therefore, the second term in equation 6 is neglected and whole 
differential slip at local level is attributed to the steel deformation. It follows that 
equation 6 reduce to [7]: 
 
 dΔ ~ δs (9) 
 
Substituting from equation 7 into equation 9 and re-arranging, we can write: 
 

 s

s

d
dx E

σΔ
=  (10) 

 
If we differentiate both sides of the above equation with respect to dx, the 
following equation will be obtained: 
 

 
2

2

1( ) s

s

d d
d x E dx

σΔ
=  (11) 

 
On the other hand, the bond stress and steel stress (over segment dx) are inter-
related from the condition of equilibrium that states (Figure 5): 
 
 ( )s s s s s bd A A dx dσ σ σ τ π+ = + × × ×  
 
Simplifying: 

σsAs 
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If we substitute from equation 12 into equation 11, the following equation will be 
attained: 

 
2

2
( ( )) ( )b

s s

d ds x
d x A E

πτΔ
= ×  (13) 

 
Where  is the diameter, As is the cross sectional area, Es is the Young’s modulus 
of the reinforcing bars and s(x) is the slip between concrete and steel abscissa x [7]. 
Equation 13 is known as the fundamental differential equation for the bond 
between a steel reinforcement and concrete. This equation has been drawn in the 
same form as shown above or in other forms (but with the same concept) by 
various authors.  
It is assumed that the bond characteristics of reinforcing bar are analytically 
described by a local relationship of bond τ=τ(s) , in which τ is the shear stress 
acting on the contact surface between bars and concrete and s is the slip; that is the 
relative displacement between those of the steel bar and concrete. 
 
4.2. Analytical Expressions for Bond-Slip Relationship 
The experimental evidence indicates that the load transfer between reinforcement 
and concrete is mainly accomplished through bearing of the reinforcing bar lugs on 
the surrounding concrete and through friction at large slip values (Figure 1a). The 
adhesion is negligible. This behavior can be described using so-called bond stress-
slip relationships.  
The simple bi-linear bond stress-slip model is selected and the parameters of the 
model are derived from the experiment data corresponding to material features of 
each specimen. The bond stress-slip relationship which is used in the model and the 
corresponding components are shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6. Bi-linear bond stress-slip [4]. 

 
 τ1(s) = Eb1s         s ≤ s1  (14) 
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 τ2(s) =τ1 + Eb2(s − s1 )         s1 ≤ s ≤ s2  (15) 
 
 s1= 2 mm, s2= 10.5 mm, τ f = 10.55 MPa   and   τ1 = 13.50 MPa 
 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
5.1. Finite Element Modeling of Pullout Test 
To study the bond behavior of steel reinforcement in a concrete matrix, we use 
pull-out tests of a steel bar (Ø12mm) with ribs (see Figure 1) which was performed 
by Eligehausen (2003) [9]. 
To investigate the performance of the cohesion layer, numerical investigations on 
pullout specimens have been carried out. The specimen is an anchor of a 
reinforcing bar db=12 mm in a well confined cylinder of concrete of 150mm height 
and 60mm diameter which corresponds to anchorage length of 5 bar diameters 
(embedment length lE=5 db =60 mm). 
For the numerical investigations the finite element software (Ansys) has been used 
and a detailed FE model in 3D mode with and without bond-slip effect as cohesion 
layer to simulate bond have been employed. Since rib of reinforcement are being 
simulated, the mesh size close to the rib in steel bar, concrete and cohesion layer 
should be small enough to accurately describe the deformation and stress gradients. 
However, for the remaining regions coarse mesh can be used in order to reduce the 
computational costs. The results of these numerical investigations are compared 
with the results of the experimental investigations [8]. The test specimen used in 
the finite element model is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. Finite element model 

 
Table 1 shows the summary of the basic material variable used in the experimental 
and numerical investigations. 
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Table 1: Summary of the material parameters 
Values (kg/cm2) Material properties 

300 Concrete compressive strength 
30 Concrete tensile strength 

273664 Concrete E modulus 
0.2 Concrete Poisson’s coefficient 

2100000 Steel E modulus 
3000 Steel yield stress 
0.3 Steel Poisson’s coefficient 

 
A displacement control load being applied to the end of the reinforcement in pull-
out test Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8. Displacement control load applied to the end of the reinforcement 

 
In this paper, the concrete and the reinforcement bar was modeled by eight-node 
Serendipity axisymmetric elements (Plane 82, Axisymmetric) with 2×2 Gauss 
integration points.  
5To display the bond slip effect between concrete and steel, two distinct models are 
selected, such as: (1) full perfect, (2) bi-linear model. These models are introduced 
in finite element program (Ansys) and the collected results are analysed and 
discussed in the next section. 
 

  
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 9. Stress distribution in reinforced concrete with bi-linear law of bond, (a) σxx, 
(b) σyy and (c) τxy. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. Stress distribution in reinforced concrete for perfect bond, (a) σxx, (b) σyy 
and (c) τxy. 

 
The bond stress-slip relation obtained in the finite element calculation when the 
three dimensional modelling of the reinforcement is used are substantially 
corresponding to the curves of the experimental investigations. 
 

 
Figure 11. Comparison bond stress-slip graph in 3D finite analysis and experiment 

 
According to the normal and shear stress curves (Figures 9-10), it is possible to 
appreciate how the connection influences the transmission of the efforts from steel 
bar towards the concrete and vice versa. 
 
6. CONCLUSION  
In this paper the methods of modeling of reinforcing bars and bond-slip models 
between steel rebar and concrete in the finite element program is described. Then 
one analytical expression of bond-slip relationship is selected and the pull-out test 
with slip and without slip modeled by finite element software (Ansys) in 3d mode 
and then the obtained results are presented and compared with experimental data 
from pullout test. It was found that stress distribution in the steel bar and concrete 
of pull-out tests may principally be influenced by the properties of the interface. 
1. In the improvement of finite element models of composite material, it is 
necessary to use not only the constitutive laws of concrete and steel but also one of 
the interface. 
2. The stress distribution in the steel bar of pull-out tests may principally be 
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influenced by the properties of the interface. 
3. The finite element studies of pullout tests with a short embedment length (local 
bond conditions) show relatively good agreement between experimental and 
numerical results. 
4. The cohesion layer is able to predict transfer of bond stresses from reinforcement 
into concrete realistically. 
5. The proposed approach predicts the stress field in the concrete and along the 
steel bars (local behaviour) 
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ABSTRACT 
In almost all codes of practice for seismic resistant design of buildings, a behavior 
factor is used to reduce design base shear. The behavior factor is affected by 
several parameters such as ductility, overstrength and redundancy reduction 
factors. There are two common approaches to assess the effects of redundancy on 
the strength of a structural system, which are as follows: Static Pushover Analysis 
and Incremental Dynamic Analysis. The two indices: redundancy strength 
coefficient and redundancy variation coefficient have been introduced to measure 
these effects. Simplified methods are developed and presented to calculate these 
parameters. In this paper the redundancy strength and the redundancy variation 
parameters are evaluated for the reinforced concrete plane frames with different 
number of stories, bays and ductility capacities. The investigations indicate that 
these two parameters are mainly the results of redundancy reduction factors. 
       
Keywords: redundancy, behavior factor, ductility, concrete frames, redundancy 
strength index, redundancy variation index 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Although behavior factor (R) has been an important subject in structural 
engineering studies in recent years but most important studies in this field get back 
to the last two decade. Among the researchers in this field, Freeman is the one who 
calculated behavior factor with using the capacity spectrum method. According to 
this method, to compute the quantity of R by an analytical method, it can be 
formulated as follows: 
 R=RA×RB×RC×…×RN (1) 
 
Where Rx are parameters such as arrangement of frames, type of structural system, 
composition of loads, degree of uncertainty, damping, characteristics of nonlinear 
behavior in structure, characteristics of materials, ratio of building dimensions, 
failure mechanism and other effective parameters. The range of effective factors in 
determining R is such that it would almost be impossible to find two buildings with 
identical behavior factors. In other words, each building has its own unique 
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features. Therefore, instead of adding all effective factors, as mentioned in the 
behavior factor relation, usually only the factors having more determinant role in 
the behavior factor are studied. In this paper, two main coefficients namely the 
structural capacity and the force resulting from earthquake are primarily 
considered, and the factors that help increase the capacity and reduce the seismic 
forces are determined in the following steps. 
In 1991, separate researches on behavior factor, also known as Uang plasticity 
coefficient method were accomplished by Uang [1]. In 1997, Pandey and Barai [2] 
studied the structural sensitivity response to uncertainty. They assumed that for 
every structure subjected to a given loading, the general uncertainty is proportional 
to the reverse structural sensitivity response; thus, the structural response 
sensitivity reduces with increasing uncertainty. 
 In 1999, Bertero and Bertero studied uncertainty in the seismic resistant design. In 
this study, they explained the main concepts of seismic uncertainty and defined the 
probabilistic effect of uncertainty on structural failure.  
In 2003, Wen, and Song [3], studied the reliability of structural behavior under 
earthquakes. They believed that when more elements are involved in resistance 
against lateral load, the probability for collapse of all elements, at the some time, is 
lower than the case when le elements with equal resistance are involved. 
 In 2004, Hosain and Tsopelas tried to determine structural uncertainty in 
reinforced concrete buildings. In that, they studied rs (uncertainty resistance 
coefficient) and rv (uncertainty variation coefficient) and their relation with the 
component’s plastic rotation ductility factor ( θμ ). The effects of number of stories 
and bays, the length of bays and story height were studied as well. They then 
studied the effect of uncertainty on behavior factor (RR). Here, the effect of number 
of stories and bays, bays’ length, story height and also the effect of gravity loads on 
uncertainty coefficient are studied. Even the effect of number of frames present at 
each lateral load direction has been considered, and finally, the procedure to 
compute uncertainty coefficient using uncertainty resistance and uncertainty 
change coefficients were studied. 
 
2. REDUNDANCY 
The redundancy concept has been considered by engineers, especially after Kobe, 
Northridge and Turkey earthquakes, during which many buildings with low 
redundancy degree were damaged. Therefore, the redundancy topic was introduced 
seriously, and the degree of redundancy in structural systems was considered for 
seismic design.  
There is some information about the useful effects of redundancy in structural 
resistance, but the efficient methods measurement methods are not available as yet. 
The effects of three parameters are usually considered to measure redundancy 
degree, which include:  
1. Static redundancy degree of system  
2. The ratio of probability in system failure to parts failure  
3. Involvement of additional capacity which was not necessary for design 
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Some researchers studied the effects of redundancy degree with deterministic 
method; that is, use of nonlinear static analyses. There are few studies in which 
probabilistic method is applied to determine the effects of redundancy degree using 
structural reliability. 
Seismic redundancy degree (n) for a structural system is actually the number of 
critical areas (plastic hinges) in a structural system which continue to yield until the 
structure exceeds the allowable limit leading to emergency disasters like plastic 
displacement or complete collapse. In engineering problems of earthquake, it is 
assumed that if all critical points (plastic hinges) yield simultaneously, the structure 
would fail under earthquake shaking. The redundancy degree is defined using the 
parallel and serial structural system reliability theory, determining the probability 
of failure in serial systems by weakest connection model and setting the probability 
of failure in parallel systems through secure decay model [4]. 
In 1999, Bertero et al studied the effect of redundancy and redistribution of internal 
forces in seismic design and stated that a part of behavior factor is originated from 
redundancy degree and can not be determined independent from overstrength and 
ductility. They also assumed that when the structure can not withstand gravity 
loads under the effect of earthquake forces, it would collapse. About structural 
resistance against displacement due to increasing lateral load, the resistance in the 
first yielding point is considered, and the maximum resistance is predicted using 
the reliability of displacement capacity. 
A structure takes advantage of the positive effects of redundancy degree when: 

a) Change coefficient in “structural demand” reduces in comparison to change 
coefficient in "structural capacities" 

b) Addition resistance increase 
c) Curvature capacity increases in plastic hinges  
d) A minimum rotation capacity is ensured in all elements of structural system 

According to much uncertainty in structural capacity and demand, one of the 
methods in studying the redundancy of structural systems under seismic loads, is to 
use the reliability concept. In one kind of structural system without change in 
materials and conFigure uration, the redundancy degree factor can only influence 
the reliability on structural stability against earthquake induced lateral loads and 
the structure behavior factor, seriously. It should be considered that the redundancy 
degree is different in similar frames. If the size of an element, its reinforcement and 
implementation details change, the failure mechanism may naturally change, but 
even for two completely similar frames, redundancy degree will be different for 
various lateral load models [5]. 
Behavior factor used in codes, which reduces the level of elastic forces in the 
design process and in its primary formulation, is defined in terms of ductility 
coefficient (Rμ) and the additional resistance coefficient (Rs)[6]. Ductility 
coefficient is computed considering nonlinear response of structural system. The 
relationships for computing functional ductility coefficient is formulated by some 
researchers by involving the natural period of structure and its ductility capacity, 
which are commonly based on nonlinear response change of a multi-story building 
relative to nonlinear response of a system with single degree of freedom [7]. 
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The overstrength capacity show the actual lateral resistance in comparison to 
modeling resistance overstrength may be divided into two general parts. The first 
part is related to the overstrength resistance modeling until the first hinge yields in 
a structure and the second part is related to formation of the first hinge until a 
mechanism for total failure of a structure is developed [8]. 
In ATC-19, the formulation of behavior factor (R) is introduced [8]. This 
coefficient includes an additional factor (RR) used to account for the effect of 
redundancy degree in a structure. These effects include probability effects and 
others related to structural systems geometry either in a plan or at a point in height. 
Therefore, behavior factor (R) is equal to: 
 
 R=Rμ .RS.RR  (2) 
 
Some effective parameters in redundancy and structural systems reliability are the 
ratio of demand to the capacity of structural systems, the kind of failure mechanism 
formed, building high, the number of stories, the length and the number of bays. 
This study computes the probabilistic and deterministic effects of redundancy 
through obtaining two redundancy resistance index (rs) and redundancy variation 
index (rv). These two indexes are used in measuring the resistance reduction 
coefficient from RR redundancy for structural frames with two-dimensional 
reinforced concrete. 
 
3. REDUNDANCY INDEXES 
Redundancy resistance index rs represent the ability of a structural system in 
redistributing forces while failure and the capability of a structure in transferring 
the forces of elements yielded to the elements with higher resistance. This index is 
a function of static redundancy, ductility, strain hardening and the average 
resistance of elements in a structural system. Second index having probability 
nature is an rv redundancy variations index. This index measures the probability 
effect of elements resistance on structural system resistance. It is also a function of 
static redundancy in a structural system, and on the other hand is a function of 
statistical nature in ductility and structural elements resistance. Following variables 
are used in computing above indexes: 
- Base shear in the beginning of yielding system.  
- Ultimate base shear. 
- The number of local failure or the number of plastic hinges caused during 

ultimate failure of structure. 
- The access of elements curvature to ultimate curvature. 
 
4. REDUNDANCY RESISTANCE INDEX 
Redundancy resistance index rs are defined as the ratio of average ultimate 
resistance ( uS ) to yielding resistance ( yS ). In which yS  is the average system 
resistance non redundant system. 
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So that in this equation, both parameters uS  and yS  can be defined with respect to 
nonlinear static analysis curve (Figure 1) [9]. 
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Figure 1. Base-shear versus top-floor drift curve 

 
In a method suggested for this paper in studying the effects of redundancy using 
nonlinear dynamic analysis with increased acceleration, the base shear during 
failure and yielding is considered. In previous studies, this method is applied for 
studying the effects of overstrength [10]. In this study, the system failure standards 
that will be considered in nonlinear static and dynamic analyses with increased 
acceleration are as follows: 
- Limitations related to storey drift which according to code [11] for buildings 

which period lower than 0.7 second are limited to 2.5% and for structures with 
period more than 0.7 second are limited to 2%. 

- The index of structure stability which in a structure with high ductility is 
limited to 0.125 and in a structure with low ductility is limited to 0.25. 

- The formation of failure mechanism in a structure and collapsing structure. 
- The access of structure failure index to a number one according to park-Ang 

criterion [12]. 
In pushover static analyses performed in this study, it is assumed that lateral loads 
with reverse triangular distribution are inserted into a structure which is 
proportional to Iran 2800 standard earthquake force. In nonlinear dynamic analysis 
with increased acceleration, the maximum acceleration of any record is coordinated 
to a primary number (here it is considered to be 0.02g) and in one stage in 
increased to 0.02g and the structure is analyzed in every step until when one of the 
four above-mentioned criteria’s is occurred. In this stage, the analysis is stopped 
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and base shear is used during yielding and maximum base shear is used for 
measuring rs redundancy resistance index. 
 
5. REDUNDANCY VARIATION INDEX 
The relation between resistance of a structural system and the resistance of its 
composing elements is obtained using plastic analysis of structure. In this relation, 
the selection of failure mechanism is important because it can result in non-actual 
estimates from redundancy variation index. For simplify computations, one sway 
mechanism according to Figure (2) is considered. This mechanism is based on the 
''strong column" and "weak beam'' assumption which column resistance is at least 
20% more than the resistance of beams. 
 

 
Figure 2.Sway type failure mode of a generic plane frame             

 
The frame strength (base shear strength) for any failure mode could be represented 
by the following expression:  

 ∑
=

=
n

i
ii MCS

1
.  (4) 

 
Where S= frame strength (base shear); n= number of plastic hinges in the frame 
resulting from the particular failure mode or collapse mechanism considered; 
Mi=yield moment of the structural element where plastic hinge ''i'' is formed; and 
Ci=coefficient with units radians length that is a function of the plastic rotation and 
geometry of the structure. Eq. (4) is of the form of the strength equation of a 
parallel system type. 
The mean value of the frame strength can be derived from the fallowing 
expression: 
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Where Mi = mean value of the strength of the structural element where plastic 
hinge ''i'' is formed.  
Accordingly the standard deviation of the frame strength fσ  can be obtained from: 
 

 ∑∑
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Where ijρ = correlation coefficient between the strengths Mi and Mj and Miσ = 

standard deviation of the yield moment Mi. also ijρ = 1 for i=j. To further simplify 
the deviation, a regular multistory multi-bay frame with the following properties is 
considered. 
1. The frame is composed of elements with identical normally distributed strengths:  
 
 eji MMM ==  (7)  
 
 ejMiM σσσ ==  (8) 

 
2. The correlation coefficient between the strength of any two pairs of elements is 
the same. 
 eij ρρ =  (9) 
 
3. The bays of the frame have identical spans and the stories identical high which 
result in: 
 Ci = Cj = C (10)                       
 
Eq.(5) and (6) now become: 
 
 eMcnS ..=  (11) 
 
 eef nnnC ρσσ )1( −+=  (12) 
 
The following relationship between the coefficient of variation (COV) of the frame 
strength fυ  and the COV of the element strength ve is calculated by dividing Eq. 
(12) to Eq. (11): 
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The redundancy variation index rv is defined as the ratio between fυ  and ve: 
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For a parallel system with unequally correlated elements, eρ  could be substituted 

with the average correlation coefficient ρ  defined as: 
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Therefore, Eq. (14) Can be modified using the average correlation coefficient of 
the strengths of the plastic hinges as fallows: 
 

 
n

nrv
ρ)1(1 −+

=  (16) 

 
Hence the redundancy variation index rv is a function of the number of plastic 
hinges “n” and their average correlation  coefficient between their strengths, and 
represents a measure of the probabilistic effects of redundancy on the system 
strength, its values range between 0 and 1. 
For a building structure where a single plastic hinge causes collapse (n=1), rv =1 
and the structure under consideration in non redundant. The other extreme value 
rv=0 indicates an infinitely redundant structural system and is reached either when 
an infinite number of plastic hinges are required to cause collapse (practically “n” 
attains large values) or when element strengths in a structure are uncorrelated (the 
average correlation coefficient in Eq.(16) is zero). 
Using Eq.(16) rv can be estimated from a pushover or dynamic analysis and for a 
particular value of the average correlation coefficient of the structural member 
strength.  
 
6. REDUNDANCY FACTOR "RR" 
The overall effects of redundancy on the structural strength may be completely 
described by the ratio of the ultimate strength of a structural system to the ultimate 
strength of non-redundant structure. Thus: 
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Where Su = structural system strength which includes all the effects of redundancy; 
and      Snr =the same strength but for non-redundant structural system. Assuming 
that the strength of a structure is distributed normally, the characteristic or design 
strength of a structural system, its standard deviation, the coefficient k is formed. 
Therefore, both Su and Snr may be written as follows: 
 
 fuu kSS σ−=  (18) 

 nrnrnr kSS σ−=  (19) 
 
Where fσ = standard deviation of the frame strength; fσ =standard deviation of 

the non-redundant frame strength; uS = average of the ultimate frame strength and 
nrS = average of the non-redundant frame strength. 

An expression for fσ could be obtained as follows: 
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By virtue of uS = rs. nrS ; Eq. (19) results into: 
 
 nrevsnresvnrsu SvkrrSvrkrSrS )1( −=−=  (21) 
 
Where rv=redundancy variation index; rs =redundancy strength index and ve=COV 
of the strength of the structural system elements.                                         
Using Eq. (19) and (21), Eq.(17) becomes: 
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Where vnr is the COV (coefficient of variation) for non-redundant frame strength. 
A non-redundant frame structure could be modeled as a parallel system consisting 
of ideal elastic-brittle elements. Such a system behaves like a series system, where 
failure of one element results in the system collapse, and that the safety index of 
the system is equal to that of the element. For a non-redundant system, (n=1) 
vnr=ve. Therefore, the redundancy factor (RR) can be expressed as follows: 
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7. CASE STUDY ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF REDUNDANCY ON TWO-
DIMENSIONAL CONCRETE FRAMES 
In order to compute redundancy indices, 16 frame samples from 2 bay to 5 bay and 
with two, four, six and ten stories were designated. SAP2000 software [13] and the 
IDARC software [14] are used for nonlinear dynamic and nonlinear static analyses. 
For nonlinear static analysis, 16 frame samples with high ductility and 16 
frame samples with low ductility are selected (Figure 3). 

     
     

Two story two bay to five bay 
     
     
     
     

Fourth story two bay to five bay 
     
     
     
     
     
     

Six story two bay to five bay 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     

Ten story two bay to five bay 

Figure 3. Reinforced concrete frames with two story two bay to ten story five bay 
 
The lateral load pattern applied to the structure is reverse triangular, which is 
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approximately in accordance with lateral force criteria of the earthquake standard 
2800 of Iran. Four different cases of design and analysis are considered for 
comparison. In the first case, the bay length is 4 meters and the story height is 3 
meters and in the second case, the story height is increased from 3 to 4 meters. In 
the third case, the bay length is increase to 5 meters and finally in the forth case, 
the gravity loading intensity is increased to 30%. Therefore, in static nonlinear 
analysis, one hundred twenty eight frames are designed with SAP2000and then 
analyzed by the IDARC. Response curves are computed in terms of displacement 
at the top of structure (Δtar) with respect to base shear divided by structure weight 
(Cb). Two values, base shear coefficient during yielding and also maximum base 
shear coefficient are important over curve. The rs index is obtained by dividing 
maximum base shear coefficient to the base shear coefficient when yielding. 
Using maximum number of plastic hinges formed in nonlinear static analysis, one 
can obtain rv index. As a result of having these two indices, resistance reduction 
coefficient can be obtained from redundancy according to relations in the third 
part. 
In order to carry out nonlinear dynamic analysis with increased acceleration by the 
IDARC software, begins to analyze with a primary PGA value in any stage, and it 
continues the operation with 0.02g increase relative to the previous measure, until 
one of the failure conditions is reached. In this case, the value of base shear 
coefficient is applied for computing rs and also for computing rv index. The number 
of plastic hinges formed while failure is used to compute 16 frames with high 
ductility and 16 frames with low ductility. Eight seismic records are applied, 
equally, for both linear and nonlinear static analysis methods, for 4 different cases. 
Finally, 1024 frames were analyzed with different cases and the values of base 
shear coefficient while forming the first plastic hinge. Maximum base shear 
coefficient and the number of plastic hinges when failing are used as parameters 
required for computing rs, rv and RR indices. It is necessary to note that the average 
values obtained from eight records is the basis for computing above indices. 
 
8. CONCLUSION  
Comparing the responses obtained from Static Pushover Analysis method (SPO) 
with Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA), it is concluded that in most conditions, 
RR coefficients obtained from static method are larger than dynamic method, but 
this difference is maximally 10%. According to result from Figure(4), we can 
conclude that the results obtained from nonlinear static method are in good 
agreement with results obtained by nonlinear time history method and may be used 
as a reliable method. 
Finally, it should be emphasized that these results are only for frames modeled in 
this study and might not hold true for all other structural models. 
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Figure 4. Average of redundancy modification factor with number f story 
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ABSTRACT 
Reduction factor shows the efficiency of lateral load resistance systems in 
dissipation of seismic energy  through inelastic behavior. This parameter is broadly 
used in guidelines to determine elastic resistance of the structure.  Since these 
seismic guidelines mainly put their emphasis on common lateral load resistance 
 systems, it may not be appropriate to use the published reduction factor values in 
designing composite or strengthened lateral load  resistant systems.  The main 
objective of this research is to examine the quantitative impacts of confined 
concrete columns with  CFRP jackets on reduction factor. Therefore, three models 
of 4, 7 and 10-story buildings, in  a very high seismic zone were selected. Pushover 
analyses were performed by means of the software SAP 2000 for three-
 dimensional models. Finally, the  reduction factor of reinforced concrete (RC) 
buildings that were retrofitted with CFRP jackets was found to be 9.9. This result 
indicates an enhancement in the seismic resistance and specially, in ductility of the 
buildings.   
 
Keywords: concrete buildings, reduction factor, confinement, carbon fiber 
reinforced polymer (cfrp) jackets, pushover analysis 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Reduction factor shows the efficiency of lateral load resistance system in 
dissipation of seismic energy   through inelastic behavior. This parameter is broadly 
used in guidelines to determine elastic resistance of  the structure. By taking many 
parameters and effects into consideration, depending on type of the lateral load 
resistant system, different seismic design guidelines reduce the calculated values 
for earthquake loads. These parameters and effects are namely structural system 
ductility, structural indeterminacy degree, structural overstrength and dissipation of 
seismic energy. For the first time, in the first decade of the twentieth century, 
following obtained experiences and study results from real earthquakes, researchers 
proposed the vertical seismic shear force to be a ratio of total weight of the 
building. In the following years, it was found that for higher buildings, the stiffness 
reduces and the period of vibration increases as the height increases. As a result, 
earthquake imposes lower accelerations to higher buildings. With finding out this 
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phenomenon, further development of structural dynamics knowledge and better 
understanding of structures behavior, it was understood that reduction factor is 
related to the number of building stories. 
Accurate determination of the reduction factor of a building would improve 
exactness of the calculation of its seismic resistance, evidently. This factor depends 
on various parameters such as type of the lateral load resistant system, fundamental 
vibration period of the building, force-deformation model for materials, ductility 
capacity, overstrength factor and design safety factors.  
In the present study, firstly, different definitions were explained and then possible 
effects of abovementioned parameters on reduction factor were investigated. Since 
seismic retrofitting of buildings is a new concept in Iran, quantitative effects of 
confinement of RC sections with CFRP jackets on reduction factor of RC buildings 
were subsequently studied, Three models of 4, 7 and 10-story buildings, in  a very 
high seismic zone were selected. Pushover analyses  were performed by means of 
the software SAP 2000 for three- dimensional models.  
 
2. MODELING APPROACH 
Some of the most important force-deformation models are bilinear, trilinear and 
those with reduction of stiffness and resistance in each cycle. The force-
deformation relationship should be based on experimental documents or those, 
which are stated in [1-3]. For a pushover analysis, it is possible to utilize the 
general force-deformation relationship that is illustrated in Figure 1 or any other 
proper curves, which describe the performance under constant increase of 
displacement. For nonlinear dynamic methods, force-deformation relationships 
should describe the performance under both constant increases of displacement or 
under numbers of displacement cycles. 
 

 
Figure 1. Force-deformation relationship for concrete elements  [3] 

 
3. DUCTILITY FACTOR 
The most significant parameter in determining reduction factor of a structure is the 
ductility factor. Ductility factor is shown with (μ) and is calculated from below 
equation: 
 

y

u

Δ
Δ

=μ  (1)  
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where,  μ is the ductility factor defined as the ratio between the maximum 
displacement (Δu) and  the yield displacement (Δy). Higher values of ductility 
factors would mean higher ductility capacities and therefore, higher reduction 
factors. 
Several studies have been conducted for determination of reduction factors . Most 
of these studies propose that for a specified earthquake record, the reduction factor 
depends on ductility and fundamental period of vibration of the building [4-6]. 
Consequently, with a high precision, reduction factor could be expressed in terms 
of ductility as stated in Eq. (2): 
 
 ),( μμμ TRR =  (2)  
 
An excellent overview has been presented by Miranda and Bertero (1994). In this 
paper, a bilinear spectrum was used for the reduction factor Rμ [6]: 
 
 

C
C

TT
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 (3) 

 
 CTTR ≥= ,μμ  (4) 
 
where, μ  is the ductility factor as defined above,  Tc    is characteristic period of the 
ground motion and  T is the  fundamental period of structures. 
Fundamental period of structures (T) is a major factor in calculation of reduction 
factor and could be assessed using various experimental methods or by means of 
computers. Increase of this parameter would increase reduction factor. The 
fundamental period of a non-retrofitted reinforced concrete building without shear 
walls could be computed from the below experimental relationship [7]: 
 
 4

3
4

3
056.007.08.0 HHT =×=  (5) 

 
where, H is the building height in meters. 
 
4. OVERSTRENGTH FACTOR 
In most of design guidelines, structures are designed so that none of their elements 
exceed the elastic state. However, since some plastic hinges form after exceeding 
this limitation, it does not always result in the collapse of the structure. By forming 
plastic hinges, general stiffness of the structure would decrease but still, it can 
resist higher loads. This procedure will continue until the formation of plastic 
hinges cause an instability mechanism and stiffness of the structure become zero. 
In the case that structure loses its ductility capacity simultaneously, it would 
collapse. As a result, in mentioned guidelines, the extra resistance of elements after 
the formation of plastic hinges is neglected. This resistance capacity is defined as 
the overstrength factor (RS) and is calculated as ratio of the yield base shear to the 
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design base shear by: 
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V
R =  (6) 

 
where Vy is the yield base shear, Vw is the design base shear. 
 
5. DESIGN SAFETY FACTOR 
There are many reasons for considering a safety margin in designing a structure 
and this margin is usually applied through safety factors (Y). However, these 
factors do not enter directly in seismic design procedures and it is not common to 
employ safety factors in seismic design guidelines. Nevertheless, in seismic 
guidelines this safety factor is implied through the reduction factors. 
ACI-318 proposes to increase earthquake loads by multiplying them in 1.87. This 
design code also allows designers to multiply 0.75 in any load combinations, which 
include seismic loads [8]. Hence, the safety factor of moment resistant concrete 
frames is given by: 
 
 403.187.175.0 =×=Y  (7) 
 
6. CALCULATION OF REDUCTION FACTOR 
By considering important parameters, reduction factor of a structure, could be 
determined by [9]: 
 
 Sw RRYR ××= μ  (8) 
 
where, Rμ is the period-dependent ductility factor, RS is the period-dependent over
strength factor and Y is the safety factor. 
 
7. MODELING AND ANALYSIS  
SAP2000 Nonlinear Version 8 has been utilized for analysis and design procedures 
[10]. This program is capable of performing static and dynamic analyses of 
structures in three dimensions. This program is compatible with most of the design 
guidelines.  
A Three-dimensional model of each structure was created in SAP2000 to carry out 
nonlinear  static analysis. In addition, a P-Δ analysis has been performed for every 
model. The ACI 318-99 guideline was employed for design purposes, since this 
guideline is supported by the SAP2000 program. 
 
8. INTRODUCING MODELS 
Three symmetrical moment resistance RC frame buildings are considered in this 
study. Three structures of 4, 7 and 10-story buildings are modeled in three 
dimensions with height to width ratio of about 1 to 2. These structures are 
considered according to Iranian Seismic Design Code (Standard 2800-05) [7] as 
residential buildings with a medium importance factor (I=1.0). Based on this code, 
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structures are assumed located in a very high seismic zone with a design ground 
acceleration of 0.35g and the soil type is assumed class II. For all of the three 
models, span lengths equal to 4 m in both directions. The 4-story model consists of 
a three- bay frame, 7-story consists of four bays and the 10-story consists of five 
bays (Figure 2). Typical floor-to-floor height is 3.2 m. 
 

 
Figure 2. Plan view of 4, 7 and 10 story buildings 

 

 
Figure 3. Frame properties of 4, 7 and 10-story models 

 
Beam and column dimensions and the amount of longitudinal reinforcement were 
specified as could be seen in Figure 3. Table 1 presents the final FRP jacket 
thicknesses for all columns. 
Concrete properties are assumed to be 210 kg/cm2 for the compressive strength, 
218800 kg/cm2 for modulus of elasticity and 0.2 for Poisson ratio. The strength of 
both longitudinal and transverse reinforcements is chosen to be 3000 kg/cm2 with 
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modulus of elasticity of 2.1×106 kg/cm2. The CFRP tensile strength and modulus of 
elasticity (Efrp) are 42400 kg/cm2 and 2.32×106 kg/cm2, respectively. The rupture 
strain of employed CFRP fibers is 0.18 and their thickness is 0.1375 mm/layer. 
 

Table 1: Initial and final thicknesses of the FRP jackets for all columns. 
Member sizes (mm) FRP thickness (mm) Member 

group Width Depth 
Longitudinal 
reinforcement Initial Final 

C1 30 30 13.5 0.000 0.412 
C2 30 30 18.0 0.000 0.678 
C3 40 40 16.0 0.000 0.678 
C4 40 40 24.0 0.000 0.963 
C5 40 40 32.0 0.000 0.963 
C6 50 50 25.0 0.000 1.513 
C7 50 50 37.5 0.000 1.788 
C8 50 50 50.0 0.000 1.788 
C9 60 60 54.0 0.000 1.513 

C10 60 60 72.0 0.000 1.788 
 
The dead and participating live loads on the stories are 650 kg/m2 and 200 kg/m2, 
respectively. Dead loads, which are exerted by internal partitioning walls, are also 
participated in abovementioned value of dead loads. Loads that are related to 
peripheral walls and parapets are assumed to be 700 kg/m and 250 kg/m. Lateral 
loads were determined by means of an equivalent static method and are applied in 
directions as stated in Iranian Seismic Design Code (Standard 2800-05) [7]. 
 
9. APPLIED MODEL FOR FRP CONFINED CONCRETE 
In the last few years, many studies have been conducted on the stress–strain 
behavior of FRP-confined concrete and various models have been proposed [11]. 
However, the stress–strain model for FRP confined rectangular sections, that has 
been proposed by Teng and Lam appears to be a suitable model for our study as it 
is simple and it captures the main characteristics of the stress–strain behavior of 
FRP-confined concrete [12]. 
Based on this model, the compressive strength and axial rupture strain of FRP-
confined concrete in rectangular sections are calculated as described by the 
following equations [13]: 
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where, f1 is the equivalent confining pressure, defined as follows: 
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where Efrp is the elastic modulus of the FRP, B and D are dimensions of the 
rectangular cross-section (D≥B), εh,rup is the FRP hoop rupture strain and t is the 
thickness of FRP fibers. 
 

 
Figure 4. Confinement action in rectangular columns  [13] 

 
According to Figure 4, Teng and Lam proposed the following model for 
determination of the total area of concrete enclosed by the FRP jacket: 
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where, ρSC is the cross-sectional area ratio of longitudinal steel and RC is radius of 
the rounded corners. These researchers suggested Equations (13) and (14) for the 
shape factor for strength (kS1) and the shape factor for strain (kS2): 
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where most of the parameters are the same as previous equations and Ae is the area 
of the effectively confined concrete and AC is the total area of concrete enclosed by 
the FRP jacket. 
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10. PUSHOVER ANALYSIS 
As mentioned before, the models were analyzed using SAP2000 [10], which is a 
general-purpose structural analysis program for static and dynamic analyses of 
structures. For nonlinear analysis of initial models, axial force–moment hinges and 
pure moment hinges are assigned to the ends of beams and columns, respectively. 
Rupture strains and rotations of plastic hinges could be evaluated using the stated 
nonlinear static criteria in [1-3].  
The moment-rotation relationships of plastic hinges are similar to the moment-
rotation relationship of moment hinges except that they are compatible with the 
moment-axial load interaction curves. The moment-axial load interaction curves of 
columns Figures could be determined using principal theories. Effect of FRP 
confinement on increase of strength and ductility of the columns could be 
concerned in interaction curves. Figure 6 shows an example of the moment-axial 
load interaction curves for a rectangular column with dimensions of 40×40 cm. 
For performing a pushover analysis, two kinds of load distributions are 
utilized in this study: 

a) Distribution type I; distribution is proportional to the lateral loads that have 
been calculated from a linear spectral dynamic analysis. 

b) Distribution type II; distribution is uniform where the lateral loads are 
proportional to the weight of each story. 

For better clarifying the results, which are presented in Table 2, Figure 7 shows the 
base shear-top displacement relationship for the non-retrofitted frame (labeled as 
‘‘initial’’) and the retrofitted frame (labeled as ‘‘final’’). It is evident from Figures 
and tables that confinement of reinforced concrete columns with FRP fibers would 
increase their strength and ductility by 19 and 38 percents respectively. Therefore, 
this method could be considered as a major way for enhancing seismic 
performance of concrete structures. 
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Figure 6. The moment-axial load interaction curves for a rectangular FRP-confined 
 columns with dimensions of  40×40 cm for (a) ρl=1% and (b) ρl=2%  

 
In Table (2) effective parameters such as ductility factor (Rμ), overstrength factor 
(RS) and safety factor (Y) were obtained for evaluating the reduction factor. Using 
these values and by means of Eq. (8) the reduction factor of RC buildings could be 
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calculated.  
 

Table 2: Different parameters of reduction factor for models 
Desig

n Yield Ultimate 
Model 

Vw, 
ton 

Vy, 
ton 

Δy 
,cm 

Vu, 
ton 

Δu, 
cm 

μ Rμ Rs Y Rw 

4S-O-1* 66.7 198.9 7.9 217.4 13.2 1.7 1.7 3.0 1.4 7.0 
4S-R-1 66.7 214.4 8.4 247.2 19.2 2.3 2.3 3.2 1.4 10.3 
4S-O-2 66.7 212.3 6.7 235.9 10.4 1.6 1.6 3.2 1.4 7.0 
4S-R-2 66.7 233.3 7.3 271.1 15.7 2.2 2.2 3.5 1.4 10.6 
7S-O-1 168.7 480.2 19.0 529.0 28.8 1.5 1.5 2.8 1.4 6.1 
7S-R-1 168.7 533.7 18.3 629.9 42.7 2.3 2.3 3.2 1.4 10.3 
7S-O-2 168.7 582.3 14.0 640.9 19.1 1.4 1.4 3.5 1.4 6.6 
7S-R-2 168.7 728.1 17.5 842.5 32.9 1.9 1.9 4.3 1.4 11.4 

10S-O-1 334.1 1080.
0 30.0 1173.

2 43.3 1.4 1.4 3.2 1.4 6.5 

10S-R-1 334.1 1161.
1 32.0 1334.

3 67.0 2.1 2.1 3.5 1.4 10.2 

10S-O-2 334.1 1217.
1 24.0 1301.

1 32.5 1.4 1.4 3.6 1.4 6.9 

10S-R-2 334.1 1318.
8 26.0 1549.

8 43.1 1.7 1.7 3.9 1.4 9.2 

*Note: Model identification is "number of story – non retrofit (O) / retrofit (R) – lateral load type.” 
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Figure 7. Comparison of capacity curves of a 4-story frame, 7-story frame                            

and 10-story buildings 
 
In Table 3, reduction factor values for each of the models under both lateral load 
distributions are represented. As it is apparent, average of reduction factor value for 
non-retrofitted reinforced concrete buildings is 6.7 and is 9.9 for retrofitted RC 
buildings. 
 

Table 3: The reduction factor for non-retrofitted and retrofitted models  
Non-retrofitted Retrofitted 

Story Lateral Load 
Type I 

Lateral Load 
Type II 

Lateral Load 
Type I 

Lateral Load 
Type II 

4 7.1 7.0 10.3 10.6 
7 6.1 6.5 10.1 9.7 

10 6.5 6.9 9.3 9.2 
Average 6.7 9.9 

 
11. CONCLUSIONS 
The results derived from the nonlinear static analyses of initial models, which were 
desi In Table 3, reduction factor values for each of the models under both lateral 
load distributions are represented. As it is apparent, average of reduction factor 
value for non-retrofitted reinforced concrete buildings is 6.7 and is 9.9 for 
retrofitted RC buildings. 
based on [7], are stated as below:   
1. Confinement of reinforced concrete columns would increase their strength and 

ductility by 19 and 38 percents, respectively.  
2. Reduction factor of a non-retrofitted reinforced concrete building without 

shear walls is evaluated to be 6.7 but with confinement of columns with CFRP 
jacket, this factor would increase to 9.9. 

3. Application of CFRP fibers for confinement of reinforced concrete columns 
would  increase their resistance, ductility and capacity of seismic energy 
dissipation. Moreover, it would move the failure point from columns to beams. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper aims at investigating the behavior of masonry buildings strengthened 
with concrete shear walls. To this end, a masonry wall with openings extracted 
from an individual two-storey masonry building is modeled using ANSYS finite 
element software. A number of nonlinear static analyses were conducted on the 
model. The nonlinear behavior of the existing model was compared with that of the 
model enhanced with concrete shear wall. The results obtained from the numerical 
analyses confirm that the load-carrying capacity of the unreinforced masonry 
buildings degrades due to the global failure of the wall. Whereas, the masonry 
buildings strengthened with concrete shear wall may achieve their target 
displacement. Moreover, the results reveal that the wall load-carrying capacity may 
be upgraded, if the added shear wall is connected to both the diaphragm and 
adjacent masonry wall. 
 
Keywords: rehabilitation, masonry building, concrete shear wall, push-over 
analysis 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
The masonry buildings have extensively been constructed in Iran for low-rise 
buildings, because of their cost-effectiveness. Most of them have been designed 
regardless of the effect of earthquake induced loads. In other words, these kinds of 
buildings are non-engineered structures which may be susceptible to a significant 
risk during an earthquake. 
Among the points of weakness associated with the masonry buildings, the lack of 
appropriate tying system, improper masonry elements, large openings, etc. are note 
worthy.   
Since many of the important buildings such as schools are structured with 
unreinforced masonry buildings, it is necessary to rehabilitate those using proper 
solutions.   
One of the methods used for seismic rehabilitation of masonry buildings is known 
as simple rehabilitation method [1]. In this method, the building weaknesses are 
retrofitted one by one. Another method is coating a reinforced concrete layer on the 
masonry walls. By using this method, the lateral load-carrying capacity of structure 
is enhanced. In the above-mentioned methods providing integrity for the 
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diaphragm is mandatory.  
Among the other methods used for rehabilitation of masonry buildings, the use of 
an external lateral resisting system is noteworthy. In this method, the lateral load-
carrying capacity of the structure is mainly provided with the added lateral resisting 
elements.    
Another method that can be used is structure of an exposed lateral seismic load-
carrying system. For this purpose, a concrete shear wall, well known as an effective 
lateral resisting system, can be used. Providing appropriate integrity among the 
added shear walls, the existing masonry walls and the diaphragm is a key concern 
in this method. The mobilization of induced actions among these elements is 
another concern.   
 
2. CASE STUDY 
In this study, an existing two-storey masonry building with an area of 829 m2 is 
investigated (see Figure 1). 
 

A B DC E

1

2

3

4
 

Figure 1. Typical floor plan 
 
In order to assess the structural system of the building, a set of destructive and non-
destructive inspection program was prescribed. This inspection program indicated 
that the building possesses unreinforced masonry system, having some rawbacks, 
including: 

a. Inappropriate tying system 
b. Improper bricking  
c. Lack of diaphragm integrity 

The above drawbacks cause the building to be a seismic vulnerable structural 
system. Several methods were investigated for seismic rehabilitation of the 
building [2]. The methods were compared with each other regarding the technical 
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and economical aspects. Among them, the method of adding concrete shear wall 
was assessed as the best solution. According to the initial studies, four L-shape 
shear walls were provided as shown in Figure 2. 
             

 
Figure 2. Concrete shear walls position 

 
In order to study the effect of adding concrete shear wall on lateral behavior of the 
masonry building, the nonlinear behavior of one of the perimeter axis (Axe1) was 
evaluated using ANSYS finite element software. The lateral behavior of this axis 
was studied in its existing situation as well as in presence of concrete shear walls. 
Since the number of shear walls is limited, the diaphragm rigidity should be 
provided. The diaphragm rigidity conditions may be satisfied using such details as 
shown in Figure 3. 
 

existing beams

existing beams

 
Figure 3. Details for providing diaphragm rigidity 
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Since the gross mass of the masonry buildings has mainly arisen from the masonry 
walls, two details were utilized to connect the concrete shear walls to the building: 
Firstly, connecting the shear walls to both the diaphragm and masonry walls of the 
building; secondly, connecting the shear walls to the diaphragm, only. In essence, 
in first detailing, the lateral force is transmitted to the shear walls through the 
diaphragm while both the diaphragm and masonry walls contribute to the transition 
of lateral forces to the shear walls. The proposed details for connection of the 
concrete shear walls to the diaphragms and to the adjacent masonry walls are 
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Also the details shown in Figure 6 were 
proposed for transferring the lateral forces from shear wall to the earth.  
 

Φ12@150
(L=1000mm)

Φ8@150x150
(Network)Concrete slab

(Th=70mm)

Φ12@150
(L=1000mm)

 
Figure 4. Shear wall-to-diaphragm connection 
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Figure 5. Proposed details to connect concrete shear wall to masonry one 
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Figure 6. Proposed details for shear wall foundation  

 
3. FAILURE MECHANISM AND MATERIAL MODELS FOR UNREINFORCED 
MASONRY STRUCTURES 
Masonry wall is a composite structure that consists of brick and mortar. The 
geometry, axial loading and material properties, play an essential role in the 
response of the wall and in the mechanism of failure. Figure 7 shows different in-
plane failure modes for masonry walls. 
 

 
Figure 7. In-plane failure mechanisms in masonry walls 

 
Several researchers have proposed failure criteria for masonry material. Page [7] 
suggested a microscopic finite element model for masonry, considering elastic 
elements for bricks and link elements for joints. Although this model could present 
global nonlinear behavior of masonry walls and crack distribution, it failed to 
express the failure in bricks and the effect of multi axial stresses on the response. 
Ganz [8] also presented a failure criterion for masonry under biaxial compressive 
stresses, neglecting the tensile strength. 
William and Warkne [9] developed a constitutive model for tri-axial behavior of 
brittle materials like concrete. The model considers multi axial stresses of brittle 
material and takes into account cracking, crushing and sliding phenomena by 
reflecting their effects on the stiffness matrix [4, 9]. 
The general form of William and Warkne's theory has been used here. The above 
model as has been developed in ANSYS, has also been recommended by [3] for 
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masonry material. In another study, Kumar and Bhandari adopted a similar model 
for masonry arches [10]. 
 
4. MODELING 
As previously mentioned, to study the behavior of masonry building strengthened 
with concrete shear wall, a typical perimeter axis (Axe 1) is employed. Nonlinear 
static analysis was carried out using ANSYS finite element software. Nonlinear 
material was assigned to the masonry and concrete elements. To this end, William-
Warkne failure criterion was employed for materials. The element SOLID65 was 
used to model masonry and concrete walls. This element has capability to idealize 
brittle materials for cracking and crushing phenomenon. The element SHELL63 
was applied for the modeling of horizontal and vertical ties. Figure 8 shows a 
scheme of the model. 
        

shear wall - solid65
both side

vertical & horizontal tie -shell 63
  both side

bricks & mortar  -solid 65 opening

 
Figure 8. A scheme of the model 

 
The mechanical properties of the brick and mortar employed in the building were 
obtained according to the test results. The test results are summarized in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Specifications of the existing masonry walls 

cbf  cbf ′  tV  sV  

MPa MPa MPa MPa 
10 1.2 0.18 0.095 

 
In the above table: 

stressshearallowableV
stresstensionallowableV

wallsmasonryofstrengthecompressivf
bricksofstrengthecompressivf

s

t

cb

cb

:
:
:
:

′  

 
5. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE  
In order to identify the nonlinear behavior of the building, a nonlinear static 
analysis, well known as Push-over analysis, was conducted on the model. Since the 
height to length ratio of the wall is low, the first deformation pattern which is well 
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adapted to the first mode of vibration was applied to the model. For this purpose a 
prescribed displacement was applied to top of the building.  
The target displacement was obtained according to FEMA 356. In the 
following, the target displacement is calculated for the model with and 
without strengthening elements: 
a. Existing masonry wall: 
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b. Strengthened  masonry wall: 
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The parameters k and m denote the wall stiffness and the wall mass, respectively. 
The wall stiffness was estimated from the initial linear analysis. 
 
6. ANALYSIS RESULTS  
The crack pattern shown in Figure 9 illustrates that under a 5-mm target 
displacement, a major failure had taken place in the existing masonry wall. While 
in the strengthened masonry wall, the minor cracks are localized round the 
openings under its target displacement (Figure 10).  
The in-plane shearing stress contour shown in Figure 11 indicates that the applied 
acts are localized mostly within the concrete shear walls, and the shearing stress is 
nearly uniform within the masonry elements. The maximum shearing stress applied 
to the masonry element in the strengthened wall is, approximately, half of that in 
the existing wall.   
 

 
Figure 9. Crack pattern in the existing masonry wall 
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Figure 10. Crack pattern in the strengthened masonry wall 

 

 
Figure 11. In-plane shearing stress contour in the existing masonry wall 

 
Figure 12. In-plane shearing stress contour in the strengthened masonry wall 
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In Figure 13, the base shear is depicted versus the top displacement for all the 
models. As observed, the strengthened masonry models show more stiffness and 
strength in comparison with the existing model. Furthermore, as previously noted, 
the added shear walls are more efficient if connected to both the diaphragms and 
masonry walls. In essence, as the added shear walls are attached to the diaphragms 
only, a significant promotion is not achieved. This is due to the considerable mass 
of the walls in the masonry buildings. In case of connecting shear walls to both the 
diaphragms and masonry walls, the lateral strength and initial stiffness is increased 
by 50% and 100%, respectively. 
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Figure 13. Base shear versus roof displacement 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
This paper dealt with one of the efficient methods for seismic rehabilitation of 
masonry buildings. Through the nonlinear analyses performed using ANSYS finite 
element software, it was confirmed that the lateral behavior of masonry buildings 
may be promoted by providing concrete shear walls. According to the numerical 
results, the added concrete shear walls become much more efficient if connected to 
both the diaphragms and adjacent masonry walls. The analysis results indicate the 
load-carrying capacity of the existing masonry walls is thoroughly deteriorated due 
to the major cracks. While, in the strengthened masonry walls the cracks are minor 
and localized round the openings. In addition, the concrete shear walls and 
masonry ones can contribute to the lateral forces, resulting in reduction of shear 
demand on the masonry walls. Also, in case of connecting shear walls to both the 
diaphragms and masonry walls the lateral strength and initial stiffness is increased 
by 50% and 100%, respectively.    
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ABSTRACT  
Development of a new generation of concrete, self-consolidating concrete, SCC is 
a very desirable achievement in the RC structures for overcoming problems 
associated with many problems such as congestions of steal reinforcement. This 
non-vibrating concrete is not affected by the skill of workers, and shape and 
amount of reinforcing bar arrangement of a structure. Due to high-fluidity and 
resisting power of reinforcing of SCC, it can be pumped longer distances. In this 
research, the finite element, F.E modeling of four normal concrete (vibrating 
concrete), NC and SCC beams in bending is performed and the results are 
compared together. For the experimental phase, the results of available tested 
beams of dimensions 20 cm width, 30 cm height and 300 cm length are used. For 
modeling longitudinal steel bars and concrete, the 2-node and 8-node 3-D 
elements, are used respectively. The 8-node element has ability to consider 
cracking in tension and concrete crushing in compression. The deflection, cracking, 
yield and ultimate loads, as well as beams ductility are compared numerically and 
experimentally. The comparison of results obtained by two methods indicates that a 
satisfactory agreement is achieved. 
  
Keywords: self-consolidating and normal concrete, bending behavior, finite 
element modeling 
                                              
1. INTRODUCTION  
Concrete structural components require the understanding of the responses of those 
components to a variety of loading. There are a number of methods for modeling 
the concrete structures through both analytical and numerical approaches. Finite 
element analysis (FEA) is a numerical one widely applied to the concrete structures 
based on the use of the nonlinear behavior of materials. FEA provides a tool that 
can simulate and predict the responses of reinforced concrete members. The use of 
FEA has increased because of progressing knowledge and capability of computer 
package and hardware. Any attempts for engineering analyses can be done 
conveniently and fast using such versatile FEA packages. 
Self-consolidating concrete (non vibrating concrete), SCC is a new type of concrete 
that is able to flow and compact under its own weight and completely fill the 
formwork even in the presence of dense reinforcement, whilst maintaining 
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homogeneity and without the need for any additional compaction. This has generated 
tremendous interest since the initial development in Japan by Okamura [1] in the 
1980s in order to reach durable concrete structures. Since that time, Japanese 
contractors have used SCC in different applications. In contrast with Japan, research 
in Europe, America and Iran started only recently [2, 3]. The advantages of SCC over 
normal concrete (vibrating concrete), is that NC offers many benefits to the 
construction practice; the elimination of the compaction work results in reduced costs 
of placement, equipment needed on construction, time and improved quality control 
[4]. Therefore, a comparison of these two types of concrete, i.e. NC and SCC in 
bending can be interesting, especially for practical engineers. 
 
2. MATERIALS PROPERTIES MODELING  
2.1. Reinforced Concrete  
An eight-node solid element, solid65, was used to model the concrete. The solid 
element has eight nodes with three degrees of freedom at each node-translation in 
the nodal x, y, and z directions. The element is capable of plastic information, 
cracking in three orthogonal directions, and crushing [5]. The geometry and node 
locations for this element type are shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Solid65-3-D reinforced concrete solid [6] 

 
2.1.1. Concrete Mechanical Properties 
2.1.1.1. Self-Consolidating Concrete 
Development of a model for the behaviour of concrete is a challenging task. 
Concrete is known as a quasi-brittle material and has a different behaviour in 
compression and tension. In this research, the graph of nonlinear-isotropic stress-
strain of SCC is obtained by the first author from results of compression test of 
concrete specimens in the laboratory with the help of embedded sensor (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Self-consolidating concrete stress-strain diagram 
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2.1.1.2. Normal Concrete 
For NC, Saenz-Smith relationship has been used to introduce stress-strain diagram, 
science convergence plays the main role. Therefore, ascending branch of stress-
strain curve of Saenz relationship [7] and for descending branch, Smith and Young 
relationship [8] have been used (Figure 3). 
                                                                                                                                              

  (1) 

 

  (2) 

 
 Esc= f ′

c / ε′c,  (MPa) 
 
Eq.s (1,2), represent the relations between f ′

c, ε′c, E0 and Esc, which can be found 
from stress-strain curve and in this paper, the ascending and descending branches 
of curve have been acquired of equations (1) and (2), respectively. 
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Figure 3: Normal concrete stress-strain diagram 

  
2.1.2. Steel Reinforcement 
A link8 element was used to model the steel reinforcement. Two nodes are required 
for this element. Each node has three degrees of freedom, translations in the nodal 
x, y, and z directions. The element is also capable of carrying plastic deformation. 
The geometry and node locations for this element type are shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Link8 3-D spar [6] 
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Here, the stress-strain curve for steel reinforcement used in SCC beams was 
obtained from steel bars tested in tension. The curve has an initial linear elastic 
portion, a yield plateau (yield point beyond which the strain increases with little or 
no increase in stress), a strain-hardening range in which stress again increases with 
strain and finally a range in which the stress drops off until fracture occurs which 
has been shown in Figure 5. The following relationships used in this study are 
those obtained by testing the bars in tension and the stress-strain curve for steel 
reinforcement has the following characteristics: 
 

1: elastic portion;  sε < yε    ⇒  sf  = ssE ε  (3) 
 
2: yield plateau;   ysshsy ff =⇒ε≤ε≤ε   (4) 
 
3:  strain hardening;       
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Figure 5. Stress-strain diagram of tested tensile steel 

 
Material properties for the steel reinforcement (εy, εsh, εu, fy, fu) and concrete (f ′

c, 
ε′c) are obtained (Figures 2, 3, 5).  
 
3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
As an initial step, a FEA requires meshing of the model. In other words, an 
important step in FE modelling is the selection of the mesh density. A convergence 
of results for steel reinforcement and concrete is obtained when an adequate 
number of elements are used in the model; this is practically achieved when an 
increase in the mesh density has a negligible effect on results. The ANSYS 
software has been performed and the results are shown in Figures 6, 7. 
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Figure 6. Finite element model of steel 

 

   
Figure 7. Finite element model of concrete 

 
4. BEAMS PROPERTIES 
Four simply supported reinforced SCC beams (SCCB1-SCCB4) with 300*200 
dimension and 3000mm length were tested [9] under two point loading (statistical 
increasing) with a constant moment region (Figure 8). All beams were designed for 
the shear span to depth ratio of 3.5. The clear cover for the tested beams was 
maintained at a minimum of 25mm. Different types of electrical and mechanical 
strain gauges were attached on the steel bars and concrete surface by the first 
author. Also, the LVDTs were placed at different locations of beams. During the 
test, the readings of these sensors were recorded by the data logger.  
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Figure 8. Details of tested beams 

 
The beams details are presented in Table 1. The typical test set up for the tested 
SCC beams is shown in Figure 9.  
 

Table 1:  Details of testing program of tested beams [9] 
KN/m3)(

Cγ  A′s ρ/ρb As 
d′ 

(mm) 
d 

(mm) 
f′c 

( MPa) 
Beam 
No. 

22.80 2Φ14+1Φ18 0.511 2Φ18+1Φ16+1Φ14 42.9 256 33.0 SCCB1 
23.03 2Φ14+1Φ20 0.746 4Φ20 43.5 255 31.5 SCCB2 
22.60 2Φ14+1Φ25 0.91 4Φ22 45.4 254 35.0 SCCB3 
22.30 2Φ14 1.48 4Φ28 42.0 251 25.0 SCCB4 

 

 
Figure 9. Typical test set up for loading arrangement [9] 

 
The SCC mix was designed by the first author and the range of fresh properties is 
summarized in Table 2. It was found that the SCC was consolidated exceptionally 
well under its own weight for four specimens. 
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Table 2: Test results of fresh concrete 
Slump flow J-ring V-funnel L-box 

D 
(mm) 

D 
(mm) 

h2-h1 
(mm) 

t 
(sec) 

t 
(sec) h1/h2 

76 75 13 7.5 0.40 0.83 

 
5. COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
The comparison of stress-strain diagrams of SCC and NC are shown in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. SCC and NC concrete stress-strain diagram 

 
The numerical and experimental deflections are compared for two types of 
concrete and the results are shown in Figures 11, 12. 
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Figure 11. Load-deflection curves of experimental and numerical SCC beams 
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Figure 12. Load-deflection curves of F.E model of SCC and NC beams 

 
The comparison results of deflections, ductility, cracking, yielding and ultimate 
loadings and F.E modeling of SCC and NC beams including the percentages of 
errors are presented in Tables 3-5. 

 

 
Table 3: Comparison of deflections and ductility between experimental and numerical 

results of SCC beams 
Experimental 

results 
Numerical 

Results Beam 
No Δy 

(mm) 
Δu 

(mm) 
Δy 

(mm) 
Δu 

(mm) 

µexp-
SCC 

µnum-

SCC 

Error  
for Δy 
(%) 

Error 
for Δu 

(%) 

Error 
for μd 
(%) 

SCCB1 10.73 92.2 9.5 80 8.6 8.42 10.85 12.87 2.1 
SCCB2 12.48 47.58 11.3 42 3.82 3.71 10.25 9.7 3.0 
SCCB3 12.4 43.43 11.6 39 3.5 3.38 5.1 8.2 3.4 
SCCB4 28.79 28.79 25.8 25.8 1 1 10.4 10.4 - 

 
Table 4: Comparison of cracking, yielding and ultimate loads between F.E model of 

SCC and NC beams 
[ 

F.E model of SCC beam F.E model of NC beam Error (%) Beam 
No. Pcr 

(KN) 
Py 

(KN) 

Pu 
(KN) 

Pcr 
(KN) 

Py 
(KN) 

Pu 
(KN) 

Pcr Py Pu 

B1 18.5 140 172 19.3 136.3 163 -4.3 3 5.2 
B2 11 190 231 11.4 176 218 -3.6 7.3 5.6 
B3 17 219 268 17.5 210 252 -2.9 4.1 6 
B4 20 400 400 20.7 385 385 -3.5 4 4 
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Table 5: Comparison of deflections and ductility between F.E model of  
SCC and NC beams 

F.E model of SCC 
beam 

F.E model of NC 
beam Beam 

No Δy 
(mm) Δu (mm) Δy 

(mm) Δu (mm) 

µ 
num 
SCC 

µ num 

NC 

Error 
for μd 
(%) 

B1 9.5 80 9.8 78.2 8.42 8 5 
B2 11.3 42 11.7 40.8 3.71 3.48 7 
B3 11.6 39 12.3 37.5 3.38 3.05 9.7 
B4 25.8 25.8 24.2 24.2 1 1 - 

 
6. CONCLUSIONS  
The following conclusions can be drawn: 
Comparison of numerical and experimental results of yield deflection (Δy), with a 
percentage error range of 5.1 to 10.8 is an indication of satisfactory results of F.E 
modelling. 
Except beam SCC4 which is reinforced with a high amount of steel reinforcement, 
all other three tested SCC beams achieved an experimental minimum ductility 
index, µdexp value of 3.5. In other words this an acceptable minimum value for 
reinforcement of NC beams suggested in seismic regions. It is therefore, concluded 
that, if reinforced SCC beams are well designed in bending, it can impose 
sufficient ductility at ultimate loads. 
In a comparison of numerical modelling of SCC and NC it was concluded that, the 
cracking loads in SCC beams are slightly lower than the NC beams. However, the 
ultimate and yielding loads of SCC beams are slightly higher than the NC beams.  
The SCC beams are shown to be more ductile than the NC beams both 
experimentally as well as numerically.  
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ABSTRACT 
Near field ground motions are different from ordinary ground motions in that they 
often contain strong coherent dynamic long period pulses and permanent ground 
displacements. The dynamic motions are dominated by a large long period pulse of 
motion that occurs on the horizontal component perpendicular to the strike of the 
fault, caused by rupture directivity effects. This paper addresses multistorey 
reinforced concrete buildings, irregular in elevation under near field earthquakes. 
Two twelve-story buildings with two and four large setbacks in the upper floors 
respectively, as well as a third one, regular in elevation, have been designed to the 
provisions of ACI 318-2005 for the high (DCH) and medium (DCM) ductility 
classes, and the same peak ground acceleration (PGA) and material characteristics. 
All buildings have been subjected to inelastic dynamic time-history analysis for 
selected input motions. The assessment of the seismic performance is based on 
both global and local criteria. It is concluded that irregular buildings demonstrate 
poor seismic performance in terms of ductility and energy dissipation capacity 
during severe seismic events. As expected, DCM buildings are found to be stronger 
and less ductile than the corresponding DCH ones. 
 
Keywords: reinforced concrete buildings; irregularity in elevation; near field; 
setbacks; seismic performance; time-history analysis 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent major earthquakes (Northridge 1994, Kobe 1995, Chi -chi 1999 and Bam 
2003, etc.) have shown that many near-fault ground motions possess prominent 
acceleration pulses. Some of the prominent ground acceleration pulses are related 
to the large ground velocity pulses, others are caused by mechanisms that are 
totally different from those causing the velocity pulses or fling steps. Near fault 
ground motions, which have caused severe damages in recent disastrous 
earthquakes, are characterized by a short-duration impulsive motion that will 
transmit large energy into the structures at the beginning of the earthquake. 
The paper addresses multistorey reinforced concrete (RC) frame buildings with 
setbacks, i.e. a reduction of the length of the building along its height (irregularity 
in elevation). It focuses on buildings with large setbacks in the upper floors.   
Irregular conFigure urations either in plan or in elevation were often recognized as 
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one of the main causes of failure during past earthquakes. Focusing on buildings 
with setbacks, observed damage after strong earthquakes indicates an inferior 
performance of this type of structure [1]. Experimental [2, 3] as well as 
analytical [4] studies involving frames with setbacks designed and detailed to 
modern codes such as the ACI 318-2005 [5] showed a quite satisfactory seismic 
performance of this type of structure. Nevertheless, the seismic behavior of 
reinforced concrete multistorey buildings with setbacks under the near field 
earthquake has not yet been studied. 
The present paper focuses on the seismic performance of multistorey RC frame 
buildings with setbacks in the upper stories, designed to the provisions of the ACI 
318-2005. In order to examine the influence of the design ductility class on the 
seismic behavior of the buildings, all frames were designed for both the high 
(DCH) and the medium (DCM) ductility classes. Buildings designed for the low 
(L) ductility class with low dissipation capacity and low ductility have not been 
examined here since they are only recommended for low seismicity areas. 
 
2. DESIGN CONSIDERATION 
Six twelve story reinforced concrete (R.C.) frame buildings were designed 
according to the requirements of ACI 318-2005[8], three of them (FRH, FRH-1 
and FRH-2) for the high (DCH) ductility class and the rest (FRM, FRM-1 and 
FRM-2) for the medium (DCM) ductility class, with the same materials and the 
same peak ground acceleration. The geometry of the typical plane frames of all 
buildings are shown in Figure 1. Two of them (FRH and FRM) correspond to 
buildings regular in elevation, without any setbacks, as shown in Figure 1. The 
other four frames have the same conFigure uration in the lower eight stories and 
large setbacks (about 40% of the length of the lower storey) in the upper ones, two 
of them (FRH-1 and FRM-1) in the upper two, and the rest (FRH-2 and FRM-2) in 
the upper four stories. 
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Figure 1. Geometry of the typical plane frames of all buildings  

 
Irregular frames FRH-1, FRH-2, FRM-1 and FRM-2 were designed with the aid of 
modal response spectrum analysis, whereas in the cases of the regular FRH and 
FRM frames the (static) ‘lateral force method of analysis’ was used. The first 4 
modes of vibration were considered in the multimodal analysis of all irregular 
frames, with total contributing masses of more than 90% in all cases. The natural 
periods of the frames were found to be 1.21 s, 1.12 s and 1.10 s for FRH, FRH-1 
and FRH-2 respectively, and 1.21 s, 1.12 s and 1.07 s for FRM, FRM-1 and FRM-2 
respectively. The, strange at first sight, fact that stiffer frames have longer natural 
periods than the less stiff ones can be attributed to the reduction of mass (because 
of the setbacks) at a rate greater than the one of stiffness. 
The results of a detailed estimation of the required steel quantities and concrete 
volume show that FRM and FRM-1 have exactly the same cross-section 
dimensions with FRH and FRH-1 respectively, while the only difference between 
FRM-2 and FRH-2 concerns the cross-section dimensions of the interior columns 
of the lower four stories, which results in a 4% increase of required concrete 
volume in FRM-2 in comparison with FRH-2. 
DCH structures generally require less longitudinal and more transverse 
reinforcement than the corresponding DCM ones. This is a very significant effect 
of the ductility class, the clear trend being that the percentage of longitudinal steel 
decreases, while that of the transverse reinforcement increases with increasing 
ductility class. The difference is more pronounced in irregular structures. On the 
other hand, ductility class seems not to affect significantly the total amount of the 
required reinforcement. Based on the foregoing comparisons, it appears that from 
the economical point of view both ductility classes for medium and high seismicity 
areas are essentially equivalent. 
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3. ASSESSMENT OF SEISMIC PERFORMANCE- PROCEDURE 
All frames have been subjected to both inelastic dynamic time-history analysis and 
inelastic static pushover analysis. Inelastic dynamic time-history analysis of the 
structures was carried out with the aid of the IDARC computer code [6], including 
several new features and elements, as well as capability for seismic reliability 
analysis. The dynamic input has been given as a ground acceleration time-history 
which was applied uniformly at all the points of the base of the structure; only one 
(horizontal) component of the ground motion has been considered while dynamic 
soil–structure interaction was neglected. P–Δ effects were considered.  
Inelastic static pushover analysis was carried out with the aid of the well-known 
ETABS000 computer code [7]. Two vertical distributions of the lateral loads were 
applied: a ‘uniform’ pattern, based on lateral forces proportional to mass regardless 
of elevation, and a ‘modal’ pattern, proportional to the story lateral forces given by 
the multimodal analysis. In each case, the ‘target displacement’ was defined as the 
seismic demand derived from the elastic response spectrum. 
The possibility of failure in each member, as well as in each story of the structures, 
was checked by applying appropriate global, as well as local, failure criteria. Global 
failure was assumed to coincide with story failure; a dual criterion based on a 
limiting interstorey drift of 2% and the simultaneous development of a sidesway 
collapse mechanism involving all vertical members was adopted for assessing storey 
failure; regardless of mechanism formation, a structure was assumed to have 
collapsed if the interstorey drift at any location exceeded a limiting value of 3% [8]. 
The input motions used in this study were two horizontal components of the 
records from the earthquakes of Naghan (1978), Tabas (1980), Manjil (1986) and 
Bam (2003), which are among the ones that caused the most serious damage, 
including collapses and casualties, during the past forty years. All these records are 
characterized by the fact that they come from surface earthquakes with small 
epicentral distances (representing the typical destructive earthquakes in Iran). The 
time–acceleration diagrams are plotted in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Time histories of input accelerograms. (a) Naghan; (b) Tabas; (c) Manjil (d) 
Bam 

 
4. ASSESSMENT OF SEISMIC PERFORMANCE -RESULTS 
Figure 3 summarizes the interstorey drift ratios for the DCH frame structures of 
Figure 1 for the ‘design’ and the ‘collapse prevention’ earthquake. These results 
represent the mean values of the drift ratios resulting from any of the eight input 
motions (every earthquake with two directions) used in the inelastic dynamic time-
history analysis. It is permitted to consider mean values if the response is obtained 
from at least seven records.  
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Figure 3. Interstorey drift ratios for DCH structures resulting from time-history 
analysis. (a) ag=0.35g; (b) ag=0.60g 

 
As can be seen in Figure 3, interstorey drifts of the irregular frames are quite low, 
not exceeding 0.40% for the design earthquake and 1.0% for the collapse 
prevention one, which are well below the adopted failure values (2%–3%). These 
values can be considered as very satisfactory, particularly for pure frame 
multistorey structures. Comparing with the regular frames, the interstorey drifts of 
the irregular frames seem to be similar or even lower, mainly because of the lower 
natural periods. Exceptions to this trend are the interstorey drifts of FRH-2 and 
FRM-2 in the upper two stories where the stiffness has been drastically decreased. 
On the other hand, interstorey drift ratio values of both ductility levels seem to be 
similar enough, with the values of DCM frames being lower than the 
corresponding of the DCH ones at the lower stories and higher at the upper ones. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The following remarks that resulted from the analysis of two-dimensional 12-story 
plane frames strictly apply only in the case of medium-to-high-rise buildings, 
irregular in elevation but regular in plan, similar to those studied in this paper. For 
other structures, in particular those with irregularities in plan and for low-rise or 
very tall buildings, further studies have to be carried out to check the validity of the 
remarks made herein. 
The seismic performance of the studied multistorey reinforced concrete frame 
buildings with setbacks in the upper stories, designed for the high (DCH) and the 
medium (DCM) ductility level, can be considered satisfactory, not inferior and in 
some cases even superior to that of the regular ones, even for motions twice as 
strong as the design earthquake. 
Interstorey drift ratios of irregular frames were found to remain quite low even in 
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the case of the ‘collapse prevention’ earthquake with an intensity double that of the 
‘design’ one. This fact, combined with the limited plastic hinge formation in 
columns, exclude the possibility of formation of a collapse mechanism. 
Most of the input energy of the irregular frames is dissipated in beams where 
plastic hinges form. Plastic hinges in columns do appear in the case of an 
earthquake with twice the design intensity, but the ductility requirements seem to 
be much lower than the available values.  
Irregular structures seem to be stronger. On the other hand, all DCM frame 
structures seem to be, as expected, stronger and less ductile than the corresponding 
DCH ones. 
As far as the effect of ductility class is concerned, buildings of both ductility 
classes seem to perform equally satisfactorily during the design earthquake. 
However, a potential weakness in the shear capacity of DCH beams (mainly those 
of the regular structure) has been detected. 
From the economical point of view, differences between DCH and DCM design 
seem to be very small, even negligible, and no clear trends were detected, other 
than that the percentage of longitudinal bars in the total reinforcement decreases 
while that of the transverse reinforcement increases with increasing ductility class. 
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ABSTRACT 
The influence of the in-plane flexibility of composite floor systems on the seismic 
response of the structures may become significant, particularly when considerable 
floor slab cracking and yielding are expected. As in recent years the use of 
composite floor systems is increasing, in this study the lateral in-plane behavior of 
composite floor diaphragms in steel structures is investigated through numerical 
simulations. The structures considered in the study were two models of the 
prototype buildings, where the elastic and inelastic response of the diaphragms 
under lateral load is analyzed using 3-D finite element models and FEM linear and 
nonlinear structural analysis. It was found that under the seismic load specified in 
the code, the criterion of diaphragm rigidity is too small, so the composite floor 
systems can be assumed as rigid body, however under lateral loads with higher 
amplitudes, by developing the cracks in the concrete slabs, nonlinear behavior and 
stiffness degradation of the diaphragms might occur. The results showed that for 
both single story structures the ultimate strength of the diaphragms was very high 
about 20 to 33 times of the seismic load specified in Iran's seismic code, however 
the ultimate strength of the second diaphragm was considerable showing an 
increment about 50~60 percent compared to the ultimate strength of the first 
diaphragm. The comparisons between the numerical and previously obtained 
experimental results showed that FEM overestimates the diaphragm response in 
terms of stiffness and deformability; however conservatively estimates the 
diaphragms strength. 
 
Keywords: composite floor system, numerical simulation, finite element method, 
nonlinear analysis, diaphragm, seismic load, crack pattern, ultimate strength, in-
plane stiffness 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The contribution of the floor systems in transferring the lateral loads (seismic 
actions, wind pressures, etc.) to the vertical structural elements and subsequently to 
the foundation of the building structures is well known and indisputable. The floor 
systems in building structures, are usually designed to carry the gravity loads to the 
vertical structural elements, however they should be also designed to resist the 
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lateral forces and be able to transfer them to the resisting systems by a diaphragm 
action. If the floor elements act together in resisting the horizontal action and have 
the same deflection and show high in-plane lateral stiffness, the floor performance 
is known as rigid diaphragm behavior. In current design practice of building 
structures the floors sub assemble, according to the specifications of many building 
codes are usually considered as a rigid diaphragm. Even this assumption is often 
used to reduce the degrees of freedom of the structure and simplifies seismic 
response analysis of many types of buildings, however for some classes of 
structural systems, the effect of diaphragm deformability cannot be disregarded, 
especially in the case of rectangular buildings with large aspect ratios where 
considerable inelastic floor slab behavior is expected [6]. Since the diaphragm 
behavior is one of the most important factors in the seismic response of the 
structures, researchers have conducted studies on this subject, but the studies have 
not a long precedent and they are mostly performed in the last two decades.  
An extended numerical parametric study was carried out to study the diaphragm 
behavior of RC floor systems (slabs and beams). The results show that the 
influence of aspect ratio on the criterion of the diaphragms rigidity ( dΔ / sΔ ) is 
considerable, although there is no clear correlation between these two structural 
characteristics [10]. The seismic behavior of wood diaphragms in unreinforced 
masonry buildings has been studied through the tests on three test specimens, using 
different rehabilitation methods. The results indicate that FEMA 273 tended to 
overpredict the stiffness and significantly underpredict yield displacement and 
ultimate deformation levels, while FEMA 356 tended to underpredict stiffness and 
overpredict yield displacement [7]. The studies on the low rise steel buildings with 
metal roof deck have shown that the lateral period is influenced by the diaphragm 
in-plane flexibility and the forces in the resistant elements can be amplified due to 
dynamics of the flexible diaphragm, also the shaking table results have indicated 
that the diaphragm in-plane deformations are twice of the values obtained from 
static analysis [11].  
The diaphragm behavior of different types of floor systems usually differs 
substantially and depends on the details of the floor system, so as the use of 
composite floors is increasing, due to their low weight and economic benefits, in 
this paper the behavior of composite floor systems (CFS) (steel beams with upper 
concrete slab) in typical steel structures under lateral load with the influence of the 
gravity load, and also the in-plane characteristics of the diaphragm such as the 
deformability, stiffness, ultimate strength, yield point and crack pattern was 
investigated.  
 
2. ANALYTICAL MODELS OF THE FLOOR DIAPHRAGMS WITH 
LINEAR BEHAVIOR 
2.1. Design and Description of Prototype Buildings    
The structures considered in this study are 3-D single-story typical steel buildings 
consisting of composite floor and X bracings, common in many countries. The 
10.8m×7.2m×3m prototype buildings considered in the study are illustrated in 
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Figure 1. The girders and floor joists are I shapes supported on box columns braced 
by X bracings having box sections. The overall geometry of the structures 
presented in Figure 1 is the same and the main difference is the direction of the 
floor joists.  
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The steel buildings prototype: (a) The floor joists parallel to the lateral load. 
(b) The floor joists perpendicular to the lateral load. 

   
The composite floors were designed with the AISC code specifications and 
composite structures design handbook [12]. Thickness of the floor slab was 
obtained as 8cm and the spacing between the floor joists in the structures shown in 
Figure 1, were set to 108cm and 90cm respectively.  
The seismic design of the structure was performed according to the seismic code of 
Iran [2], where the specified seismic lateral load for the structure, V, is given by:  
 

 V = CW,   C = 
R

ABI
 (1) 

 
Where C is the seismic shear force coefficient, A is zonal acceleration, B is the 
seismic response factor, I is the importance factor, R is the force modification 
factor and W is the seismic weight of the structure. 
For these administrative building structures in Tehran we have: 
A=0.35, B=2.5, R=6, I =1 
So we have C=0.146 and the total seismic load calculated for both of the structures, 
obtained from Eq.(1) is 54.1 kN. 
  
2.2. Linear Analysis 
The linear analysis of the structures was performed using SAP2000 computer 
program. For each structure two finite element models were developed, in the first 
models the floors were modeled by SHELL element having four nodes in each 
element to consider in-plane flexibility of the diaphragm. The beams, columns and 
bracings were modeled by FRAME element and the connection between these 
elements was modeled by the coincident nodes. The scaled structures with flexible 
diaphragm were analyzed under lateral load specified in the seismic code [2], with 
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the influence of gravity load. The FEM model and deformed shape of the structure 
with flexible diaphragm is presented in Figure 2(a) and (b). Due to flexibility of the 
diaphragm the displacement of mid point of the diaphragm is more than the side 
points as shown in Figure 2(b). In the second models rigid diaphragm hypothesis 
was used and the floors were modeled by rigid diaphragms. Figure 2(c) and (d) 
shows the FEM model and deformed shape of the structure with rigid diaphragm. 
In this model the displacements of all points of the diaphragm are the same as 
shown in Figure 2 (d). 
 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. (a) Meshing of the FE Model with Flexible Diaphragm. (b) Deformed Shape. 
(c) Model of Structure with Rigid Diaphragm. (d) Deformed Shape 

 
2.3. Results of Linear Analysis 
The results of analysis of the FEM models for both structures and also the results 
of the rotating tests are presented in Table1. In this table RD1 and RD2 are the FE 
models with rigid diaphragm and FD1 and FD2 are the FE models with flexible 
diaphragm. Also E1 and E2 are the specimens tested under lateral and gravity 
loads.           
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Table 1: Results Obtained from Three Models for the Structures  

 
 
The results show that both of the composite floor diaphragms were rather rigid 
under the lateral load specified in the seismic code. The difference between the 
calculated tensile and compressive bracing forces were obtained using Table1 
where for the first specimen were about 17% and 1% respectively, while in the 
second specimen were 3% and 10.5%.  
The net displacement of the diaphragm is the relative displacement of the mid 
frame to the side frames, which is given by: 
 
 Δ d =Δ m -Δ s  (2) 
 
Where Δd is the diaphragm displacement, Δm is the displacement of the mid frame and 

Δs is the displacement of the side frames or the story drift. The proportion of 
s

d

Δ
Δ

 is a 

criterion to evaluate diaphragms rigidity in some building codes, for example with 

respect to the specification of Iran's seismic code[2], if 
s

d

Δ
Δ

 ≤0.5, the diaphragm can be 

assumed rigid. As in these structures proportion of 
s

d

Δ
Δ

 was small (0.063 to 0.083), 

these composite floors under lateral load behave as rigid diaphragms. One of the 
effective parameters in the diaphragm behavior of floor systems is aspect ratio of the 
floor plan, so that for high plan aspect ratios, in-plane flexibility of the diaphragms 

increases significantly, but there is no clear relation between aspect ratio and 
s

d

Δ
Δ

 [3]. 

Therefore in these structures with low aspect ratio¹ (L/D=1.5), the behavior of floor 
system as a rigid diaphragm, is somehow expectable. 
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3. ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR THE FLOOR DIAPHRAGMS WITH 
NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR 
3.1. Description of Prototype Buildings 
In some cases floor diaphragm may undergo lateral loads more than the seismic 
lateral load of a single story building specified in the building codes. For example 
the seismic lateral force on a floor diaphragm in lower stories of a multistory 
building is much more than the seismic lateral load of a single story building with a 
similar plan. So in the second part of the study, the nonlinear behavior of 
diaphragms of composite floor systems is studied. In order to ascertain nonlinear 
behavior of composite diaphragms and study the nonlinear characteristics of 
diaphragms (such as in-plane deformations, stiffness, ultimate strength, etc.) the 
stiffness of lateral load resisting system of the structures were increased by 
doubling the number of X bracings. It was to give priority to the failure of 
diaphragms compared to the failure of structures. Structures considered in this part 
of study and meshing of the FEM models are presented in Figure 3. Connections of 
the columns to the foundation are rigid connections, while the connection of beams 
and braces to the columns are hinge connections.   
 

 
Figure 3. Meshing of the FEM Models 

 
3.2. Theoretical Nonlinear Analysis 
The seismic load was simulated by lateral cyclic load applied at the roof level 
distributed on the floor thickness and the pattern of the amplitudes of lateral cyclic 
load was the same as the previously conducted experiments. The nonlinear analysis 
of the structures was performed using ANSYS [8]. The elements used in modeling 
the structures are described as follows. 
 
3.2.1. Used Elements [1] 
-SOLID65:  
In this study the concrete slab of composite floor system is modeled by SOLID65 
element and the temperature reinforcement is considered by the volume ratio. The 
connectivity between the concrete and the steel beams is modeled by common 
joints within a distance same as the spacing of the shear keys. 
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-BEAM24: BEAM24 is a uniaxial element of arbitrary cross-section (open or 
single- celled closed section) with tension-compression, bending and St.Venant 
torsional capabilities. The element has plastic, creep, and swelling capabilities in 
the axial direction as well as a user-defined cross section.  
In this study BEAM24 element were used to mesh the steel elements of the 
structural steelwork, such as girders, joists of the composite floors, columns and 
bracings. 
-BEAM44: BEAM44 is a uniaxial element with tension, compression, torsion and 
bending capabilities. This element allows a different unsymmetrical geometry at 
each end and permits the end nodes to be offset from the centroidal axis of the 
beam.  
Since in this element the properties of each end of beam (such as stiffness) may 
differ, in this study BEAM44 element were used to develop hinge connections of 
beams and bracings to the columns, so that all steel elements were meshed by 
BEAM24 element, except the end elements of the beams and braces which were 
meshed by BEAM44 element, then by releasing the moment of the node located at 
the connections, hinge connections were created.  
The application of BEAM24 and BEAM44 elements in developing the FEM model 
is presented in Figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4. Application of the Beam Elements in Modeling the Structures 

 
3.2.2. Loading  
3.2.2.1. Gravity Load 
The gravity load includes dead and live loads and a load related to scaling and 
simulation requirements. Because as the scale factor is 0.5 the materials used in the 
scaled structure must be twice of the prototype ones, so to cover the lack of weight, 
Q ρ  a load equal to the weight of concrete slab is considered in total gravity load. 
The total gravity load applied on the diaphragms is given by: 
 
 Q tot =Q DL +Q LL +Q ρ =372 kg/m²=3650 Pa (3) 
 
The total gravity load was applied on SOLID65 element as uniform pressure of 
3650 Pa with Load key=6. 
Also the weight of structural elements was included using base acceleration of 
g=9.8 m/s² upward which is equivalent to acceleration of structural elements 
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downward [1]. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Applying the Structures Weight in the Software: (a) Downward Acceleration 
of the Structure. (b) Upward Acceleration of the Base 

 
3.2.2.2. Lateral Load 
The lateral load was applied as uniform compressive pressure on the elements 
located at the edge of the floor slab. Since lateral cyclic load was applied in reverse 
directions, in the southern edge elements Load key=2 and in the northern edge 
elements Load key=4 were used. Amplitudes of lateral cyclic load in each cycle 
(which are the same as the previously conducted tests) [9] for both structures are 
shown in Figure 6. The end points of the curves are the failure points of 
diaphragms of the structures. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Amplitudes of Lateral Load. (a) First model. (b) Second model 
 
3.3. Results of Nonlinear Analysis 
3.3.1. Ultimate Strength 
After loading and unloading in each cycle, the lateral loads of the next cycle were 
applied with larger amplitude as shown in Figure 7. The composite diaphragms 
concrete failed when the solutions of nonlinear analysis were not converging, 
because despite the time steps were too small and decreased automatically, and 
also the number of iterations were too large, after a large number of iterations the 
nonlinear analysis diverged. The criterion of concrete failure is the criterion of 
William and Warnke, which represents a surface of failure, using the properties of 
the concrete, such as uniaxial tensile and compressive stresses and the coefficients 
of shear transfer in open and close cracks [8]. The displacement solution of side 
frame (story drift) is presented in Figure 7. The end points of the graphs shown in 
Figure 7 relates to the divergence of solutions. According to Figure 11 the ultimate 
strength of the diaphragms are 27 tons and 40.8 tons, respectively. The results 
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show that the ultimate strength of the second diaphragm is greater than the first one 
with a factor of 1.511.  
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Solutions of Nonlinear Analysis. (a) First model. (b) Second model 
 
3.3.2. Crack Pattern 
In both diaphragms some cracks developed under the gravity load which were the 
same in both models, however cracking under the gravity load were nominal and 
the main cracks developed under the lateral load. In the first model the first cracks 
appeared when the lateral load was about 6 tons, then by increasing the lateral load, 
most of the cracks developed parallel to the joists or the direction of lateral load, 
but under the loads about the ultimate strength (26 tons), a few cracks developed 
near the braced frames, which inclined about 45º to the joists. In the second model 
the first cracks appeared when the lateral load was about 31 tons, then by 
increasing the lateral load, most of the cracks developed near the braced frames, 
which inclined about 45º to the joists. Crack patterns of the diaphragms of two 
models are illustrated in Figure 12 [8]. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Crack Patterns of Concrete Slabs of the Diaphragms. (a) First model. (b) 
Second model  
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Performance of diaphragms is generally controlled by a combination of shear and 
flexural actions. In this study, performance of the composite diaphragms can be 
perceived from the crack patterns of the diaphragms, so that if the diaphragms are 
considered as beams on the braced frames as their support, in the first model the 
crack pattern indicates that the flexural action is dominate, but in the second model 
the crack pattern shows that the shear action is dominant.  
 
3.3.3. Diaphragms' Deformation and Stiffness 
Deformed shapes of the diaphragms were extracted using a path through axis 2-2 
(shown in Figure 4). For example deformed shape of the diaphragm of the first 
model under lateral load of 6 tons is illustrated in Figure 9. The horizontal axis is 
calibrated as diaphragm width, which is 5.4 m, and the vertical axis presents 
displacement of all points of the diaphragm. Net displacement of the diaphragm 
can be found from deformed shapes of diaphragm, which is difference of mid and 
side frames of the diaphragm. 
 

   
Figure 9. Deformed shape of the first diaphragm 

 
The analytically obtained load-displacement curves of the diaphragms are shown in 
Figure 10. The horizontal axis is the net displacement of the diaphragms and the 
vertical axis is total lateral load applied on the diaphragm [12].  
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Figure 10: Load-displacement curves of the diaphragms.(a)First model.(b)Second 

model 
 
In order to compare in-plane flexibility of the diaphragms, the displacement of two 
diaphragms versus lateral load is traced in one coordinate system (Figure 11a)). As 
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shown in Figure 11(a) the displacement of the diaphragms under lateral loads less 
than 20 tons is almost the same, but under lateral loads more than 20 tons the 
displacement of the first diaphragm compared to the second one increases 
significantly. For example under ultimate load of the first diaphragm, the 
displacement of the first diaphragm is about 2.2 times of the second one. The 
comparison was made in the joint region, since the ultimate strength of the 
diaphragms was not the same.  
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Figure 11. (a) The displacement of two diaphragms. (b) and (c)Variation of the 
diaphragms stiffness of First and Second model. 

 
One of the most important characteristics of the diaphragms which affect their 
behavior is their in-plane lateral stiffness. As the stiffness is the load required for unit 
displacement in a specific point, slope of the load-displacement curves (shown in 
Figure 10) represents the in-plane stiffness of the diaphragms. Variation of stiffness 
of two diaphragms versus lateral load is presented in Figure 11(b) and (c). As shown, 
in the first model the diaphragm stiffness is rather constant until lateral load is 18 
tons (about 60% of the ultimate strength), then decreases about 70% until failure. 
However in the second model the diaphragm stiffness is constant until 34 tons (about 
85% of the ultimate strength), then decreases about 50% until failure [8].  

 
3.3.5. Stress Contours of Diaphragms  
Since the structures have low plan aspect ratios, the distribution of shearing stress 
in the diaphragms is more important. The contours of shearing stress ( XYS ) in the 
diaphragms are presented in Figure 12. Due to the symmetry of the models, the 
absolute values of shearing stress in two sides of the axis of symmetry are the 
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same, but have different signs. As shown in Figure 18 in both diaphragms the 
maximum shearing stress is observed near the braced frames. Maximum of the 
shearing stress for the first diaphragm is about 2.04 MPa (0.452 cf ′ ), and for the 

second diaphragm is about 2.730 MPa (0.618 cf ′ ), which shows an increase 
about 36% comparing to the first one. 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Contours of Shearing Stress in the Diaphragms. (a) First Model. (b) Second 
Model 

 
3.4. Analysis of Results 
The results of nonlinear structural analysis by ANSYS are compared with the 
results previously obtained from quasi-static cyclic lateral loading test as follows. 
The ultimate strengths of the diaphragms, obtained from nonlinear FEM analysis 
were 27 tons and 40.8 tons respectively, while the ultimate strengths obtained from 
the tests were 29 tons and 47 tons, which show errors about 7% and 13% 
comparing to the values obtained from the tests. The difference between the results 
can be described as follows; ANSYS computer program can predict failure of the 
concrete using the criterion of William and Warnke [1], which represents a surface 
of failure, by means of properties of the concrete. However after failure of the 
concrete, some other structural elements, such as the columns, braces and the joists, 
and also the interlocking of the temperature reinforcement with the concrete and 
the joists, resist the lateral load until overall failure of the structure; so the ultimate 
strength of both diaphragms obtained from the tests are slightly higher than the 
analytical ones.  
The crack pattern of both diaphragms, obtained from numerical analysis using 
ANSYS illustrated in Figure 8, are in good agreement with the crack pattern of 
concrete observed in the previous tests ([4] and [9]). As shown in the diaphragm of 
the first specimen most cracks are parallel to the direction of lateral load, but in the 
diaphragm of the second specimen most cracks inclined about 45º to the joists, 
showing that the test results confirm the results of FEM nonlinear analysis.  
According to the results obtained in the previous experiments ([4] and [9]), it is 
obvious that for both diaphragms the finite element method generally underpredicts 
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the diaphragms displacements under lateral load and overpredicts the diaphragms 
stiffness compared to the ones obtained from tests. The difference between the 
results of two methods can be described as follows; in FEM analysis of 
diaphragms, size of the elements affect the displacement values of the response, 
and if the discretisation mesh is not fine enough the stresses of the lateral resisting 
elements may be determined with a good approximation, but the response 
displacements may be determined with some errors [3]. In modeling of the 
structures, with respect to the hardware abilities, the diaphragms were meshed by 
11.25 cm x 13.5 cm elements as shown in Figure 3, so by using finer elements in 
meshing of the diaphragms, the analytical displacement responses of the 
diaphragms may be closer to the experimental ones. Also concrete is not a 
homogeneous material and has rather complicated behavior, so modeling the 
concrete by simplified material models may result in inaccurate results in the 
nonlinear analysis of concrete elements. 
The results analysis show that if two individual diaphragms are designed under 
gravity load with the same conditions, the diaphragm with joists perpendicular to 
the lateral load, exhibits a better performance under lateral loads, so it is 
recommended that in a building with low plan aspect ratio, composite floor 
systems are so constructed that the direction of the joists in the vicinity of braced 
frames or shear walls, is perpendicular to the direction that the main lateral load 
resisting elements act, or the joists are set in a staggered manner all over the plan. 
If a building has a high plan aspect ratio, directing the joists in the long direction 
would lead to better performance of the composite diaphragm, however in some 
cases directing the joists to be perpendicular to the lateral load would be with some 
penalties, because if the joists are in the long direction of the diaphragm, they are 
less efficient under gravity load and it would be more costly. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper the behavior of composite diaphragms was studied in two parts, in the 
first part the diaphragms were subjected to the lateral seismic load specified in the 
seismic code and distribution of the lateral load among the resistant elements was 
studied using FEM analysis with rigid diaphragm and flexible diaphragm 
hypothesizes and verified with the results of the tests on the half scale specimens. 
The results show that under the seismic load specified in Iran's seismic code [2], 
the criterion of diaphragm rigidity ( dΔ / sΔ ) is too low and the diaphragms can be 
assumed rigid. Also the forces of bracings calculated from the methods have errors 
less than 17%, which indicates that using the rigid floor diaphragm model provides 
adequate results for the stresses of the laterally resisting vertical structural elements 
and the story drift. The models considered in the first part after increasing the 
stiffness of the side braced frames, were subjected to the quasi-static reverse cyclic 
lateral load up to failure. The results show that the second diaphragm (where the 
joists direction was perpendicular to the lateral load direction) has higher lateral in-
plane stiffness and there were no significant stiffness degradation until 85% of the 
ultimate load, but the first diaphragm (where the joists direction was parallel to the 
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lateral load direction) had lower stiffness and the stiffness degradation started at a 
load of 48% of the ultimate load. The ultimate strength of the second diaphragm 
was considerable showing an increment about 50~60 percent compared to the 
ultimate strength of the first diaphragm, also for both of the single story structures 
the ultimate strength of the diaphragms was very high and was about 20 and 33 
times of the seismic load specified in Iran's seismic code, respectively. The 
comparisons between the numerical and experimental results previously obtained 
by the authors showed that FEM overestimates the diaphragm response in terms of 
stiffness and deformability; however FEM conservatively estimates the diaphragms 
strength. Generally it seems that one of the most important parameters in the 
diaphragm behavior of the composite floor systems is the direction of the joists 
relative to the lateral load and it is recommended that the composite floor systems 
are so constructed that the joists direction is perpendicular to the direction toward 
which the main lateral load resisting elements act. 
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BEHAVIOUR OF HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETE  

TRANSFER BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
 

Motamed, Jubin & al-Hussaini, Abbas 
School of Architecture and the Built Environment 

University of Westminster, London, UK 
 
ABSTRACT 
Beam column joint (BCJ) specimens tested under monotonic loading were 
compared with joint shear failure predicted according to EC8-NA [1] and ACI352 
[2].   
Inadequacy of these design codes for accurate estimations of the shear stresses at 
BCJ are identified. A design rule for the prediction of BCJ failure for high strength 
concrete (HSC) is given.  The proposed method offer better accuracy when the 
results are compared with design rules from the above codes and research results. 
Finite element numerical models for BCJ specimens were compared with the 
experimental ones.  Furthermore parametric investigations of the influence of 
Central Vertical Bar, CVB, on the shear capacity of HSC- BCJ were conducted. 
Strut and tie model for BCJ with CVB was developed to guide the designers 
towards using the proposed design rule to calculate the amount of shear CVB and 
stirrups  required in order to resist the excessive joint shear.  
 
Keywords: high strength concrete, transfer beam column joint, central vertical bar 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The shear design of beam-column joint (BCJ) is normally assessed in seismic 
countries where ACI [2], AIJ [3&4], IKU [5], AETL [6] and EEFIT [7] reports 
following earthquakes have identified BCJ as critical part of the reinforced 
concrete frame structure. The joint shear design for BCJ has been the subject of 
numerous research projects in the past three decades. This paper investigates the 
shear behaviour of external beam column joints of HSC column and transfer beam 
(see Figure 1) exposed to monotonic loading.  
Many tall reinforced concrete frames are built with transfer beams to provide clear 
spaces in their entrance halls. With the advantages of HSC, such buildings usually 
have HSC columns. The external BCJ (see Figure 1) made of transfer beam and 
HSC column has unique shear behaviour, which has not been investigated fully by 
other researchers. 
The authors' investigations on 12 beams [8,9], Figure 2, indicated that: 
- When the shear span to depth ratio a/d = 3 then HSC beams shear resistance 

may be less than that of NSC beams (Figure 3a).  
- When adding CHB in the beams then shear resistance of HSC beams 
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significantly improves and become greater than that of NSC. 
 

 
Figure 2. A multi storey RC frame with transfer beams of 3≥ hb /hc≥2.5 

 

 
SectionA-A 

Figure 2. Tweleve HSC and NSC beams tested by the authors 
 
The reasons for such behaviour are due to (i) the stabilising arching affect in the 
beam as the result on the presence of CHB (Figure 3b) (ii) the double-strut action 
produced by the presence of central bar in addition to the main reinforcement 
(Figure 3c). 
The ratio of beam depth to column depth is defined as the aspect ratio (hb/hc) has 
significant influence of BCJ behaviour (Figure 3a).  Taylor's [10] demonstrated 
that shear behaviour of short beam is analogous to the behaviour of BCJ when 
aspect ratio ≤ 2.  Similarly Motamed [8&9] has shown that the shear resistance in 
HSC beams with CHB produces stabilising arching affect, due to the dowel action 
as well as double strut action, is comparable to short beams shear behaviour, hence 
HSC beam with CHB will behave similar to BCJ with central vertical bar (CVB).  
Therefore, since the short beam behaviour is analogues to the behaviour of BCJ 
thus, it can be assumed that hb/hc≈a/b (Figure 3a). Similarly, BCJ shear resistance 
with vertical central bars in the column with aspect ratio 3≥ hb /hc≥2 is analogous to 
HSC beam, 3≥ a /d≥2 with CHB (Figure 3b). 
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Following review of the EC8-NA [1] and ACI352 [2] design methods and the past 
experimental research on BCJ, an empirical design equation for the joint shear is 
introduced which is proportional to the joint concrete strength,  the shear resisting 
contribution of the dowel action from the vertical central bars and the confinement 
stirrups.  
The proposed design rule for joint shear allows for  prediction of quantity of the 
vertical central bar in the column as shear reinforcement in high strength concrete 
BCJ with large aspect ratio.  

 
Figure 3. Cracks formation and strut and tie action in short beams and BCJ 

 
2. CALCULATION OF JOINT SHEAR FORCE  
A brief review is that Vu,joint=Tn-Vcol (Figure 4) , where Vu,joint is the joint shear, Vcol 
is the horizontal shear force across the column and Tn is tension force in the tension 
reinforcement of the beam which is given by Tn =Mn/z, where Mn is the beam 
moment at the column face and  z is the flexural lever arm.  The theoretical joint 
shear force is dependent on the assumptions used to calculate Mn and z.  Mn is 
taken as Mn= P (L + d ') as shown in Figure 4, where L is the distance from the load 
P to the face of the column and d' is the distance from the face of the column to the 
centroid of the of column reinforcement as shown in the Figure. 
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Figure 4. Forces acting on external beam column joints 

 

 
Figure 5: Typical elevation of external beam-column joint specimens used in the tests 

listed in Table 1 
 
The tensile force in the beam reinforcement is calculated by section analysis 
assuming that plane section remains plane. The rectangular-parabolic stress block 
defined in EC2 [11] is used for the concrete.  
The stress is assumed to reach a maximum value of 0.8fcu at a compressive strain of 
0.002. The width of the compressive stress block is taken as the beam width in the 
analysis of the beam-column joints. An elasto-plastic stress-strain response is 
assumed for the reinforcement with an elastic modulus of 200 GPa. No material 
factors of safety are applied. 
 
2. ANALYSIS OF THE AVAILABLE TEST DATA 
There is a general lack of agreement among researchers over the influence of 
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variables such as concrete strength, column loading, joint aspect ratio, joint 
stirrups, beam thrust, beam reinforcement and column vertical bars on the joint 
shear behaviour of the external BCJ. Furthermore numerous tests on BCJ under 
cyclic loading simulating earthquakes behaviour have been performed; however, 
these researches have a number of shortcomings such as lack of detail investigation 
of the influence of shear stress at BCJ due to incremental strain development in the 
reinforcement. 
In order to investigate these factors, available data from tested BCJ specimens were 
statically used to develop the parametrical values for the proposed equation of 
concrete contribution to joint shear at BCJ. 
A finite element model, Figure 8, has been developed for typical specimens and 
loaded with incremental monotonic loading condition.  FE model was used to study 
the above influences as well as to compared its results with those of the test results 
and with the predications of the proposed design equation. 
Research on monotonically-loaded, external beam-column joints were carried out 
in the UK, by Ortiz [12], Taylor [14], Scott [15], Scott Hamill [16], Parker & 
Bullman [17], Wilson [20] and Vollum [19]; similarly in Germany by Kordina 
[13]. Test data from these experiments are shown in Table 1.  
The relationship between shear index and stirrups index, Figure 6, show that there 
is a linear increase of shear in the joint as the amount of stirrups increases.  
However this occurs after all the concrete contribution to resist the joint shear has 
been taken into account.  Neither of the above two equations make provision for 
this behaviour even though both design methods specify minimum stirrup 
requirements. Furthermore neither of the two equations predicts the degree of 
dependency of joint shear strength on joint aspect ratio, Figure 7. 
A shear analysis is carried out to develop a relationship between concrete strength 
and the joint shear strength for the specimens shown in table 2.  These analyses 
show that the joint shear strength has a closer relationship to (fc')2/3 of EC8-NA 
rather than (fc')1/2 of ACI/ ASCE Committee 352.  This is because the variance of 
shear index of specimens without stirrups is 0.29 (0.54-0.25=0.29) for EC8 and 
0.43 (0.94-0.51=0.43) for ACI, Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Relationships between Joint Shear index and Stirrup index  

according to EC8-NA and ACI 352
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Table 1: Specimens geometry and beam reinforcement for beam-column joints; HSC 
joints are shown bold in shade 

Researcher Identity Hc 
mm 

L 
mm 

hc 
mm 

dc 
mm 

bc 
mm 

hb 
mm 

db 
mm 

bb 
mm ρb 

BCJ1 2000 1050 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 
BCJ2 2000 1100 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 
BCJ3 2000 1100 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 
BCJ4 2000 1100 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 
BCJ5 2000 1100 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 
BCJ6 2000 1100 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 

Ortiz[12] 

BCJ7 2000 1100 300 267 200 400 367 200 0.011 
RE2 3000 1000 200 167 200 400 365 200 0.009 
RE3 3000 1000 200 167 200 400 265 200 0.018 
RE4 3000 1000 200 167 200 400 265 200 0.012 
RE6 3000 1000 200 167 200 400 265 200 0.012 
RE7 3000 975 230 217 230 350 315 230 0.013 
RE8 3000 975 230 217 230 350 315 230 0.013 
RE9 3000 975 230 217 230 350 315 230 0.013 

Kordia[13] 

RE10 3000 975 230 217 230 350 355 230 0.012 
P1/41/24 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 
P2/41/24 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 

P2/41/24A 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 
A3/41/24 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 
D3/41/24 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 
B3/41/24 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 

C3/41/24BY 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 
C3/41/13Y 1290 470 140 110 140 200 173 100 0.024 

Taylor [14] 

C3/41/24Y 1290 470 140 110 140 200 170 100 0.024 
CIAL 1700 750 150 117 150 210 179 110 0.011 

C4 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C4A 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 

C4AL 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C7 1700 750 150 117 150 300 267 110 0.014 

C3L 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 

C6L 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 

Scott [15] 

C9 1700 750 150 117 150 300 267 110 0.014 
C4ALN0 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C4ALN1 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C4ALN3 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C4ALN5 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C4ALH0 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6LN0 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6LN1 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6LN3 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6LN5 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6LH0 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
C6LH1 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 

Scott& 
Hamil [16] 

C6LH3 1700 750 150 117 150 210 177 110 0.021 
4b 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.009 
4c 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.009 
4d 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.009 
4e 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.009 
4f 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.009 
5b 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.009 

Parker & 
Bullman 

[17] 

5f 2000 850 300 245 300 500 445 250 0.014 
Sarsam[18] EX2 1536 1422 204 172 157 305 272 152 0.010 

EBCJ6 2000 450 200 167 200 300 257 200 0.008 Vollum [19] EBCJ8 2000 450 200 167 200 300 257 200 0.012 
Wilson[20] J1 3000 850 300 269 154 300 257 154 0.017 
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Table 2: Table for Shear indices: Vj/bchcfc
2/3  

 (average value=0.525) and Vj/bchc√fc and 
Stirrup indices: Asjefy/bchcfc

2/3 and Asjefy/bchc√fc.
  Shaded and bold specimens are in HSC 

Researcher Identity Bar 
Detail 

Fc 
MPa 

fyb 

(MPa) 

P 
(kN) 

Asjefy/ 
bchc√fc

 

√MPa 

Vj/bchc√fc 
√MPa 

Asjefy/ 
bchcfc

2/3 

MPa2/3 

Vj/bchcfc
2/3 

MPa2/3 

BCJ1 L Bar 34 720 118 0 0.92 0.0 0.51 
BCJ2 L Bar 38 720 125 0.16 0.97 0.1 0.52 
BCJ3 L Bar 33 720 118 0 0.99 0.0 0.55 
BCJ4 L Bar 34 720 130 0.33 1.07 0.2 0.59 
BCJ5 L Bar 38 720 115 0 0.89 0.0 0.48 
BCJ6 L Bar 35 720 115 0 0.93 0.0 0.51 

Ortiz 

BCJ7 L Bar 35 720 170 0.74 1.33 0.4 0.73 
RE2 L Bar 25 420 67 0 0.94 0.0 0.54 
RE3 L Bar 40 420 80 0.26 1.23 0.1 0.66 
RE4 L Bar 32 420 51 0.19 0.91 0.1 0.50 
RE6 L Bar 32 463 66 0.38 1.19 0.2 0.66 
RE7 L Bar 26 448 117 0.43 1.31 0.2 0.75 
RE8 L Bar 28 464 105 0.42 1.15 0.2 0.65 
RE9 U Bar 28 454 110 0.41 1.2 0.2 0.68 

Kordia 

RE10 U Bar 24 459 100 0.45 1.04 0.3 0.61 
P1/41/24 L Bar 33 500 35 0.3 1.11 0.2 0.61 
P2/41/24 L Bar 29 500 35 0.33 1.21 0.2 0.68 
P2/41/24 L Bar 47 500 47 0.26 1.23 0.1 0.64 
A3/41/2 L Bar 27 500 35 0.34 1.26 0.2 0.72 
D3/41/2 L Bar 53 500 50 0.24 1.22 0.1 0.62 
B3/41/2 L Bar 22 500 30 0.75 1.24 0.4 0.73 
C3/41/2 U Bar 32 500 29 0.31 0.94 0.2 0.52 
C3/41/1 U Bar 28 500 27 0.33 0.88 0.2 0.50 

Taylor 

C3/41/2 U Bar 60 500 45 0.23 1.02 0.1 0.51 
CIAL L Bar 33 540 22 0.23 0.87 0.1 0.48 

C4 L Bar 41 540 30 0.2 1.09 0.1 0.58 
C4A L Bar 44 540 32 0.2 1.13 0.1 0.59 

C4AL L Bar 36 540 28 0.22 1.14 0.1 0.62 
C7 L Bar 35 540 32 0.22 0.78 0.1 0.43 

C3L U Bar 35 540 22 0.22 0.82 0.1 0.45 
C6 U Bar 40 540 22 0.21 0.81 0.1 0.43 

C6L U Bar 46 540 26 0.19 0.9 0.1 0.47 

Scott 

C9 U Bar 36 540 28 0.22 0.67 0.1 0.36 
C4ALN L Bar 42 522 27 0 0.96 0.0 0.51 
C4ALN L Bar 46 522 34 0.2 1.17 0.1 0.61 
C4ALN L Bar 42 522 35 0.43 1.3 0.2 0.69 
C4ALN L Bar 50 522 40 0.63 1.26 0.3 0.65 
C4ALH L Bar 104 522 43 0 0.89 0.0 0.40 
C6LN0 U Bar 51 522 24 0 0.78 0.0 0.40 
C6LN1 U Bar 51 522 25 0.19 0.89 0.1 0.46 
C6LN3 U Bar 49 522 29 0.39 0.96 0.2 0.50 
C6LN5 U Bar 37 522 34 0.74 1.34 0.4 0.73 
C6LH0 U Bar 101 522 36 0 0.81 0.0 0.37 
C6LH1 U Bar 102 522 37 0.14 0.82 0.1 0.37 

Scott& 
Hamill 

C6LH3 U Bar 97 522 41 0.28 0.94 0.1 0.43 
4b L Bar 39 570 138 0 0.46 0.0 0.25 
4c L Bar 37 570 170 0 0.59 0.0 0.32 
4d L Bar 39 570 150 0 0.51 0.0 0.27 
4e L Bar 40 570 160 0 0.53 0.0 0.28 
4f L Bar 38 570 183 0 0.63 0.0 0.34 
5b L Bar 43 485 236 0.39 0.67 0.2 0.35 

Parker & 
Bullman 

5f L Bar 43 515 322 0.58 1.07 0.3 0.56 
Sarsam EX2 L Bar 52 500 37 0 0.72 0.0 0.37 

EBCJ6 U Bar 26 540 100 0.22 0.99 0.1 0.57 Vollum EBCJ8 U Bar 33 540 120 0.2 0.98 0.1 0.54 
Wilson J1 L Bar 32 520 76 0 0.97 0.0 0.54 
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The dotted lines in the graphs represent the empirical values 0.525 and 1.058 of 
equations (1) and (2) respectively.  The results of the specimens below the dotted 
lines indicate over estimation of the joint shear.   Ignoring the minimum 
reinforcement requirements; the numbers of joint failures which are within the safe 
prediction of EC8-NA [1] are 28 out of 56 tests i.e. 50% of total specimens. 
Whereas for ACI 352, the numbers of safe prediction of joint failures are 23 out of 
56 test i.e. 41%. (These are shown above the horizontal dotted line, Figure 6).   
A linear relationship between shear index and stirrup index can be plotted when the 
shear indices are above 0.35 and 0.7 for EC8-NA  and ACI 352 respectively.  From 
the graph, Figure 6, it can be noted that the upper limit of stirrup index for EC8 ≤ 
0.4 and for ACI ≤ 0.75 
From table 2 it can be concluded that for EC8-NA [1], the mean values for shear 
index in BCJ for L-reinforcement, Figure 5, is 0.54 and for U-reinforcement, 
Figure 4, is 0.49. 
 
3. PROPOSED DESIGN EQUATION FOR EXTERNAL BEAM COLUMN 
Both design codes ACI 352[2] and EC8-NA [1] specify minimum shear stirrup 
requirements, however, they do not give provision for the joint strength to be 
increased by the stirrups.  
The design recommendations of these codes fail to predict the observed 
dependence of joint shear strength on the joint aspect ratio, as well as the influence 
of HSC and detailing of the anchorage on the behaviour of BCJ.  Also they do not 
provide any recommendation if the amount of stirrups is not adequate in order to 
provide sufficient shear strength at BCJ when the shear forces are high. 
As noted above the HSC beams may be weaker in shear than NSC beams when 
span depth ratio is 3, it can also be deduced that HSC-BCJ will be weaker than 
NSC-BCJ when the joint aspect ratio exceed 2.5. 
Past research work by Motamed [7] on 12 beams demonstrated that for  the design 
of  HSC beams with a/d=3, CHB produced superior shear capacity due to the 
development of dowel action which in turn enhanced the stabilising arching affect 
in the beams. 
Using Baumann's [21] dowel cracking expression, the dowel force causing 
cracking is:  
 
 Vdu =Dcr = 1.64 hcdb fcu

1/3(n)1/4  (for n number of bar in the beam) (3) 
 
 Vdu =Dcr = 1.95 hcdb fcu

1/3 (for n = 2 i.e. bar at mid-depth, BCJ with CVB) (4) 
 
Where db= diameter of the dowel bars and n is number of bars,  
Vdu = dowel force, fcu= cube crushing strength of concrete of 150 mm cubes in 
N/mm2. 
The stabilising arching effect in the beam with a/d = 3 makes the beam perform 
like a short beam 2≤a/d≤3 and is analogous to BCJ shear (Figure 3a ). 
BCJ with central vertical bar in column, the dowel shear resistance is 
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 Vjd = Vc + 1.95 hc db fcu
1/3 (5) 

 
 Vc= γ(fc)2/3 be.hc is joint shear resistance due to  concrete (6) 
 
 Vjd = γ(fc)2/3 be.hc+1.95 hc db fcu

1/3 (7)          
 
Where γ = 0.54 or 0.49 for L-type, or U-type detail connections shown in Figures 4 
and 5. 
Proposed design rule is based on refining EC8-NA [1] design rule by using γ factor 
for beam detailing and including the dowel action from the central bar within the 
depth of the column. 
The proposed method for designing shear stirrups in BCJ adopted from Fip 
Recommendation [22] for short beams is:                                                                                                                                   
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where  K= 2/3 for all perimeter BCJ or K = 1 for corner BCJ, described in para 2 of 
page 5,  Fnw is the yield force in the beam reinforcement or Fnw = ∑Ast fy, Ast is total 
area and fy is the yield stress of stirrups, Fn is the shear force Vu,joint at BCJ (Figure 
4),   Nn is the axial force acting on the column, if any.  The value 5/8 is portion of 
depth of beam where the stirrups are effective. 
As the angles Ө1 and Ө2 between the struts and ties decrease, Figure 7, the aspect 
ratio increases, it is therefore desirable to introduce vertical central bar when 
fcu≥60MPa and Ө1≤tan-10.5.  
Looking at equation (8), when hb/hc≤1.25 no joint stirrups would be required, this is 
checked with Wilson's experimental results which has hb/hc=1, table 2. Without 
stirrups the shear index is 0.54, which is the same as the predicted Figure to design 
proposal rule of equation (7) when no central vertical reinforcement, dowel bars, 
are used because Ө1≤tan-10.5. 
 

 
Figure 7. Strut and tie model for BCJ with central vertical reinforcement 

Ө1

Ө2 
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Figure 8. FEM parametric model of Ortiz BCJ4 with central vertical bar 

 
The reason (fc)2/3 be.hc was taken for concrete contribution in the proposed rule  is 
the result of the  comparison with  (fc)1/2 be.hc. The accuracy of EC8-NA for 
predictions compared to experiments was 50% as compared to ACI352 [2] which 
was 41%, Figure 6. 
VC joint shear from the concrete compression strut action is Vc=0.54fc2/3behc for L 
detailing shown in Figure 5, and Vc = 0.49 fc2/3behc for U detailing shown in Figure 4.  
 
4. CONCLUSION 
1. A design method has been developed, based on statistical data of published 56 

test results of BCJ, to calculate the shear resistance in HSC and NSC beam-
column joint.   

2. The proposed equation is a function of aspect ratio and the magnitude of shear 
force in BCJ and lower-bound theorem of plasticity maintained.   

3. The results given by the proposed design equation are 79% of the total actual 
experimental data while the results produced from EC8 provided only 21% of 
the actual experimental results (assuming the experimental results is equal 1). 
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Figure 9. Design rule for all specimens without shear reinforcement  
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete is one of the most important materials used in many types of construction. 
This material is widely used in seismic rehabilitation of buildings, particularly in 
strengthening of masonry buildings. The latter covers a wide range of historical to 
conventional brick buildings which are the most vulnerable in the earthquake prone 
areas. One of the most available, economical and simple conventional techniques 
used in strengthening of brick buildings is 3 to 5 mm thick concrete overlay 
(shotcrete) with steel mesh on the brick wall surfaces. This method of 
strengthening improves the seismic behavior and lateral and in-plane strength of 
brick walls which depends on the thickness, strength of concrete and the amount of 
reinforcement. In this paper, the effect of shotcrete on strength and stiffness of 
brick walls has been investigated utilizing micro-modeling through ABAQUS 
software based on discrete elements method. Results of numerical and an 
experimental analysis of the in-plane shear behavior of strengthened brick walls are 
compared and discussed. The main variables considered in this investigation are 
the compressive axial load applied on the wall as well as the reinforcement ratio.  
 
Keywords: RC overlay, strengthening, brick walls, discrete element 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Shotcrete has grown into an important and widely used construction technique, 
especially in strengthening of masonry structures. The masonry brick wall is a 
composite material which has no similar directional properties due to its mortar 
joints as a plane of weakness. In many researches carried out, two different 
approaches based on macro and micro models have been used. Its numerical 
representation shall be based on micro-modeling for its individual components 
(brick and mortar) or macro-modeling for a masonry element (composite unit). 
In such a case if the material is regarded as an anisotropic homogeneous 
continuum, then the interaction between the components can be ignored in 
modeling and analysis. Depending on the desired level of accuracy and the 
simplicity, the detailed micro-modeling or simplified micro-modeling may be used.  
In detailed micro-modeling the units and mortar in the joints are represented by 
continuum elements whereas the unit-mortar interface is represented by 
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discontinuous elements. In this approach the material properties like modulus of 
elasticity, Poisson’s ratio, inelastic properties of the bricks and mortar are taken 
into account. In micro-model approach it is possible to characterize separately 
mortar, blocks and their interfaces, adopting suitable constitutive laws for each 
component, which take into account their different mechanical behavior. The micro 
model is probably the best tool available to analyze and understand the real 
behavior of masonry, particularly concerning its local response but requires an 
intensive computational effort. The macro-models constitute an effective method to 
analysis the global response of masonry structures. In such an approach, masonry is 
regarded as an equivalent material, where mortar and blocks are jointed together, 
and appropriate relations are established between averaged masonry strains and 
averaged masonry stresses. Lourenco (1996) has proposed a non- linear 
constitutive model for in-plane loaded walls based on the plasticity theory. 
Therefore macro-modeling can be used to reduce time consuming and establishing 
a relation between average masonry strains and average masonry stresses. Finally 
either use of micro-modeling or macro-modeling of masonry brick buildings or 
components requires a description of the material obtained experimentally. In the 
present study, the micro-model is used to obtain the actual behavior of walls by 
assuming that brick, mortars and their interface as three separate elements.  
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 
A series of experiments have been studied by second and third authors on six walls 
in two groups in order to study the effects of reinforced concrete overlay on the 
behavior with the following specifications: 
Group-1: Samples tested in this group, used for studying the rocking mode of 
failure, had 1800 mm length, 1200 mm height and 200mm thick, under 39.22 KN 
gravity force. Lateral load was applied in cyclic manner on the wall. The walls are 
named as bellow: 
No Shotcrete Brick Wall 1-"NSW1" 
Single side Shotcrete Brick Wall 1- "SSW1" 
Double side Shotcrete Brick Wall 1-"DSW1" 
Group-2: Samples tested in this group, used for studying the shear sliding  mode of 
failure, had 1800 mm length, 800 mm height and 200mm thick, under 39.22 KN 
gravity force. Lateral load was also applied in cyclic manner on the wall. The walls 
are named as bellow: 
No Shotcrete Brick Wall 2-"NSW2" 
Single side Shotcrete Brick Wall 2- "SSW2" 
Double side Shotcrete Brick Wall 2-"DSW2" 
With these descriptions and considering the experimental results, numerical 
modeling was carried out utilizing the software ABAQUS. 
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Figure 1. Samples of Tested brick walls   

 
3. NUMERICAL MODELING OF MASONRY SAMPLES 
Defining a reliable interface element is a primary step for the simplified micro-
modeling approach. For the interface element two kinds of stiffness as normal 
stiffness and tangent stiffness are considered, which are given respectively by 
equation 1.  
 

  (1) 
 
Where  is the actual thickness of the joint,  and  are the modulus of 
elasticity,  and  are the shear modulus, for brick and mortar respectively. It is 
assumed that the mortar shear behavior in two horizontal directions is 
approximately the same. These directions are defined as n and s directions. Shear 
strength is depended on cohesive parameters, internal frictional angle and applied 
normal stress. For high vertical stress, shear failure occurs through brick crushing. 
The elastic domain is bounded by a composite yield surface that includes tension, 
shear and compression failure. Nonlinear behavior of the masonry units in 
compression involves parabolic hardening and then parabolic-exponential 
softening in both directions with different fracture energies. Compressive strength 
is obtained from brick and mortar prism experiment. It has been recommended to 
use concrete propositional values for fracture energy in compression [1]. The micro 
modeling utilized in this research considers the brick, mortar and interface 
elements and analysis was carried out through ABAQUS computer program. For 
modeling of masonry units, nonlinear tension behavior of them, involves an 
exponential softening curve distinctively for both directions, with mode of fracture 
energies  and . Based on descriptions in reference [3], an average value of 
the bond mode I fracture energy equal to 0.012 Nmm/mm2 was adopted. In 
simplified micro-modeling, it is important how to define the interface element. 
According to the reference [2] the approximate amount of mode II fracture energy 

(a) None strengthened (b) Single side strengthened  (c) Double side strengthened 
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is suggested equal to 0.1c. Cohesive type elements, used for interface elements, and 
they are composed of two faces separated by a thickness. The relative motion of 
the bottom and top faces measured along the thickness direction represents opening 
or closing of the interface. Stretching and shearing of the mid-surface of the 
element are associated with membrane strains in the cohesive element [4]. The 
available traction-separation model in ABAQUS assumes initially linear elastic 
behavior followed by the initiation and evolution of damage. When surfaces are in 
contact they usually transmit shear as well as normal forces across their interface. 
There is generally a relationship between these two force components. The 
relationship, known as the friction between the contacting bodies, is usually 
expressed in terms of the stresses at the interface of the bodies. The friction model 
applied here is the classical isotropic Coulomb friction model. The model defines 
the critical shear stress, , at which sliding of the surfaces starts as a fraction of 
the contact pressure, p, between the surfaces ( ).  is known as the 
coefficient of friction. In the default model the coefficient of friction is defined as a 
function of the equivalent slip rate and contact pressure [4]. 
 
4. NUMERICAL MODELING OF TESTED BRICK WALLS 
A non-strengthened (NSW1), a single side strengthened (SSW1), and double side 
strengthened (DSW1) brick wall samples were selected from a group of 
experimentally tested specimens [5]. All samples have 1800 mm length, 1200 mm 
height and a thickness of 200mm.  Mortar average thickness was 1 cm. These walls 
were subjected to a 4 ton distributed gravity load and a cyclic lateral load at their 
upper level. 
 
a)Wall NSW1 
This wall is a non-strengthened brick wall. For the numerical analysis of this wall 
the fracture energies for mode I, II and III were selected from reference [4]. The 
upper and lower beams are assumed to be rigid in order to minimize the time of 
analysis. The gravity load is applied in a linear increscent procedure within first 5 
seconds and remains constant to 20th second. Lateral displacement of the wall 
increases linearly from 5th second to 20th second. The wall analysis results for 
lateral displacement and Von-Mises average stresses are given in Figure1. Good 
agreement is obtained in comparison with numerical results. The predominant 
failure mode for this wall was rocking.  
 
b) Wall SSW1  
Standard tests on concrete overlay and rebar steel mesh and material properties are 
necessary for numerical modeling of either single or double side strengthened brick 
wall. Compression and tension behavior and damage functions curves (both in 
compression and tension) of concrete layer are defined using proper behavior 
models. Brick and interface properties are described as above and rebar mesh 
specifications are given in Table 2. The reinforced concrete elements in ABAQUS 
program was carried out using 3D concrete element and embedding rebar mesh 
surface element. The location of rebar element is assumed to be placed at mid 
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surface of concrete element and tied to concrete element via a contact element. 
Also complete compatibility is assumed for reinforced concrete overlay and brick 
wall connection. The analysis of the model is carried out for 4 ton gravity load and 
the relevant results are compared with that of experimental work. Figure 3 show 
deformations for two loading states A and B for wall SSW1 corresponding to its 
concrete and brick faces. For both analytical and experimental results the failure 
rocking mode is observed. It is evident that the specimen SSW1 was twisted due to 
unbalanced distribution of stiffness in its section. In order to study the accuracy of 
the numerical modeling, experimental and numerical shear-displacement curves for 
this wall is compared and illustrated in Figure 3-e, which indicate good correlation.   

 
Table 1: Engineering Properties of Non-strengthened Brick Wall NSW1 

 Brick Cohesive 
Element Contact Element 

Density (  2.10x10-9 2.36x10-9  
   
 

Elastic 
ν=0.15 

 

 

 
 Damage  
 

 

Tangential Contact    
Normal Contact   Hard Contact 

 

 
Figure 2. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for Wall NSW1 

c) Horizontal displacement under Lateral 
displacement and gravity load

a) Deformed shape at failure 
state [5] 

Shear-Displacement 
Relationship

b) Stress distribution under lateral displacement and 
gravity load
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Table 2: Engineering properties of reinforced concrete overlay 
 Density (ton/mm3) Elastic Properties Damage Plasticity 

E=2600 N/mm2 Dilation Angle=25 
ν=0.20 Eccentricity=0.1 

 fb0/fbc=1.16 
 K=0.67 

Concrete 
overlay 

properties 
 

ρ=2.4x10-9 
 

 Viscosity Parameter=0 
E=210000 N/mm2 Yield Stress=640 Rebar 

properties ρ=7.85x10-9 ν=0.20 Plastic Strain=0 
 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for Wall SSW1 

 
c) Wall DSW1  
The modeling of double side strengthened wall (DSW1) in ABAQUS is almost 
similar to that of SSW1. The material properties are also the same. Numerical 
modeling is represented in Figure 4-a. In order to study the accuracy of the 
numerical modeling, experimental and numerical shear-displacement curves are 
prepared and compared in Figure 4-b. From this figure it is evident that stiffness of 
both result are the same in elastic state and good agreement is obtained for plastic 
state. Due to numerical instability the maximum deformation of 6mm was imposed 
during the numerical analysis. 
 

b) Lateral displacement under axial 
and lateral loading at brick side (state 
A)

c) Lateral displacement under axial 
and lateral loading at concrete side 
(state B)

d) Deformed shape at failure state [5] e) Shear-Displacement Relationship 

a) Concrete overlay and brick 
wall contact surface 
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Figure 4. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for Wall DSW1 

 
5. PARAMETRIC STUDYING  
The verification and calibration of the modeling of strengthened wall specimens, 
yields the non-linear numerical analysis as a tool to obtain the effect of some 
design parameters, such as amount of shear reinforcement and magnitude of axial 
compression load on the capacity of such specimens. So in this section these effects 
are discussed and concluded.   
 
6. EFFECT OF REINFORCEMENT 
In this study the amount of reinforcement throughout the wall surface is considered 
as a variable. For this purpose two cases were considered. In the first case, for 
single fixed spacing the wall is modeled with different rebar size. In the second 
case, for a specific rebar size, the effect of various spacing is studied. It is found 
that an increase in the quantity of reinforcement (through amount of rebar or 
change of spacing) has a direct influence on load carrying capacity. This is clearly 
illustrated in the numerical modeling results shown in Figures 5. From this figure 
we can conclude that the maximum shear strength increases with the increase of 
reinforcement rebar or reducing the spacing. The interesting point is that the initial 
stiffness does not much vary for both cases. 
 
7. EFFECT OF AXIAL COMPRESSION STRESSES 
The influence of axial compression stress on masonry shear strength is illustrated 
in Figure 6. These figures show the Load-Displacement envelops of the two 
masonry walls (SSW1 and DSW1) that had the same dimensions and 
reinforcement details, but were subjected to varying levels of axial compression 
stress. This figure shows that for higher rebar diameter the bearing capacity of the 
wall increases and for lower diameter, as the higher load applied the lower  
capacity results.  
 

 
 
 
 

b) Shear-Displacement Relationship a) Concrete overlay and brick wall contact surfaces
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Figure 5. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for Wall DSW1 

 
 
 

a) Effect of shear reinforcement on the strength of masonry wall (SSW1) 

b) Effect of shear reinforcement on the strength of masonry wall (DSW1) 

c) Spacing effect of shear reinforcement on the strength of masonry wall (SSW1) 

d) Effect of shear reinforcement with various spacing on masonry shear strength of DSW1 
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a) Effect of axial compression load on masonry 

shear strength for wall SSW1 
b) Effect of axial compression load on masonry 

shear strength for wall DSW1 
Figure 6. Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results for Wall DSW1 

 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the obtained results from the calibrated non-linear numerical analysis 
it is concluded that shear capacity of the strengthened brick walls is due to the 
contribution of brick wall, reinforced concrete overlay and steel rebar. Also initial 
diagonal cracks did not widen significantly under increasing lateral displacements, 
but instead new sets of diagonal cracks formed and gradually spread over the wall 
diagonals, accompanied by higher energy dissipation and more ductile behavior.  
The applied axial compression load has a significant influence on the in-plane 
shear performance of masonry shear walls, mainly because it suppressed the tensile 
field in a material inherently weak in tension. 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this investigation was to conduct a laboratory test program on how 
much different curing conditions affect the attainable strength of concrete. To 
achieve this purpose, a laboratory test program was conducted. The laboratory 
program consisted of casting 150 mm by 150 mm concrete cubes using eight 
different mix designs and subjecting them to six different curing conditions. In 

order to investigate the influence of curing conditions, on the compressive strength 
of concrete cubes, for each mix design three cubes were chosen for every curing 
regime. The curing regimes employed were: immersion in drinking water; covering 
with wet hessian and polythene sheet; keeping under dry laboratory conditions; 
keeping in open air; curing compound and steam curing. Except for steam curing 
system, the specimens of which were tested at the age of three days, for all other 
curing conditions, the compression tests were performed at the age of 28 days. It 
has been found that the curing system greatly influences the concrete strength. 
While the highest gain in compressive strength was recorded for cubes covered 
with wet Hessian and polythene sheet, the lowest gain in compressive strength was 
recorded for the specimens cure using steam curing.  
 
Keywords: concrete, compressive strength, curing systems 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is a mix of cementitious (binding) solids [e.g., cement (calcium silicates, 
calcium aluminates, and calcium alumino-ferrites) and sometimes fly ash (aluminates 
and silica) and micro-silica], aggregate (sand and stones), and water. The 
cementitious solids of concrete, upon mixing with water, react in highly exothermic, 
temperature-dependent hydration reactions (the higher the temperature, the faster the 
hydration reactions) producing a firm, hard mass. There are four major stages in the 
hydration reactions: 1) surface reactions produce a ‘‘gel’’ on cementitious particles 
and release heat, lasting about 30 min, 2) hydration is slowed for several hours 
because diffusion of water into the cement particle is inhibited by the gel, 3) vigorous 
hydration and heat development occur for up to 20 h as water reaches un-hydrated 
cement inside the gel coating (stiffening of the concrete occurs during this stage), and 
4) hydration continues to decline for years [1-3].  
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To ensure that hydration continues, especially at the surface, the concrete must be 
cured. Curing means water at the surface of the concrete is retained to allow the 
concrete to hydrate to a point where it has a strong, durable structure. If curing is 
inadequate, the water evaporates and hydration stops, resulting in a low-strength 
concrete. If adequate moisture isn’t maintained in the curing environment, the 
concrete won’t develop maximum compressive strength, and cracking may occur. 
Durability of the concrete may also be reduced due to inadequate hydration of the 
cementitious material. 
Ambient atmospheric conditions can adversely influence the thermal and moisture 
structure of freshly poured concrete. If concrete becomes too warm or temperature 
gradients too large during the first several days after the concrete is poured or if 
there is insufficient water in the concrete, the concrete may crack or may not 
develop its maximum potential strength, reducing its long-term durability [4-7] 
.Surface drying may even affect the underlying concrete, as water will be drawn 
from the lower levels into the dry surface concrete. Any significant internal drying 
also will slow or stop hydration and the structure may not gain adequate strength. 
For hydration to continue, the relative humidity inside the concrete has to be 
maintained at a minimum of 80%. If the relative humidity of the ambient air is that 
high, there will be little movement of water between the concrete and the ambient 
air and no active curing is needed to ensure continuation of hydration. Prevention 
of the loss of water from the concrete is of importance not only because the loss 
adversely affects the development of strength, but also because it leads to plastic 
shrinkage, increased permeability and reduced resistance to abrasion. 
Continuous curing for a specified time, starting as soon as the surface of the 
concrete is no longer liable to damage is desirable. Such conditions can be 
achieved by continuous spraying or pounding or by covering the concrete with wet 
burlap. Probably the best method for curing concrete, although sometimes the least 
practical, is to flood the surface continuously with water for the first week after 
placement. But, if concrete dries between soakings, this alternate wetting and 
drying may actually damage the concrete. When water curing, the sprinkler should 
be going continuously for at least one week.  On inclined or vertical surfaces, 
soaking hoses can be used. If w/c is low, continuous wet curing is highly desirable. 
Another method of curing is called water barrier method. The techniques used 
include covering the surface of the concrete with overlapping polyethylene 
sheeting. White sheeting is preferable because it has the advantage of reflecting of 
solar radiation in hot weather [8].  
Method of spraying curing compounds, which form a membrane may be used as 
well. It is obvious that the membrane must be continuous and undamaged. The 
timing of curing is also critical. The curing spray should be applied after bleeding 
has stopped. The most common way to cure new concrete is through a liquid 
membrane-forming curing compound also known as "cure and seal". These 
materials are usually sprayed or rolled on the surface. When dry, they form a thin 
film, which restricts moisture evaporation from the surface.  
Timing is most important when using a curing compound. These products must be 
applied as soon as final finishing is complete. Otherwise, they could mar the 
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concrete's surface. Also, the ready mix concrete supplier should be checked for 
recommendations on what to do when cold/freezing temperatures are anticipated. 
The next most important thing is the application rate. In this regard the 
manufacturer's recommendations should be followed completely. 
The optimum time is the instant when the free water on the surface of the concrete 
has disappeared so that water shine is no longer visible [9]. 
Most penetrating sealers are made from derivatives of silicone called silanes or 
siloxanes designed to penetrate concrete pores. Once there, they react with the 
alkaline materials and moisture present to form silicone, making concrete water-
repellent. While penetrating sealers usually cost more, they should last longer. 
Another reason for penetrating sealers popularity is that, when properly applied, 
they don't change the concrete's appearance. The major concern is that there can be 
no other membrane cure or sealer on the concrete when applying and the concrete 
must be at least 28 days old. 
Internal concrete temperature is the most important factor affecting early 
compressive strength of concrete. Because of this, external heat is usually applied 
to produce high early compressive strengths concrete products after 12 to 18 hours 
of curing. Temperature is critical to meeting the dual concerns of higher early 
strength or reduced curing time. These methods are called accelerated curing 
methods. High early concrete strengths are most efficiently produced by increasing 
the internal temperature of the concrete while maintaining high moisture content in 
the curing environment. Heating reduces the relative humidity of the air 
surrounding the concrete. Thus, moisture must be added to the heated air to 
maintain the same relative humidity of the air. 
Three heating methods are commonly used to accelerate curing: 1) Discharging 
steam or hot air directly into the curing environment puts the heating medium 
directly in contact with the concrete. 2) Enclosing steam or hot water in pipes heats 
the concrete by convection and radiation. 3) Attaching electrical resistance wires to 
the forms and covering them with insulation heats the product by heating the forms. 
Circulating steam around the products is one of the most widely used accelerated 
curing methods, primarily due to the ease of producing and transporting steam to 
the concrete member. It’s an efficient method that increases the temperature and 
maintains a 100% relative humidity around the concrete products. Steam can be 
produced in high or low-pressure boilers, then piped to the casting bed, or 
generated by smaller steam packs located close to the products. An advantage of 
steam is that it contains relatively large quantities of heat per pound of steam at a 
relatively low temperature. This provides both an effective and economical method 
of transferring heat from the boilers to the concrete products. Heating air and 
discharging it directly into the curing environment can also increase internal 
temperature. There are two problems with this type of system. First, exhaust gases 
of unvented fossil fuel heaters contain carbon dioxide that combines with calcium 
hydroxide, a byproduct of cement hydration, forming weak calcium carbonates 
instead of strong calcium silicate hydrates. This produces a white powder on the 
concrete’s surface. Second, reduced moisture in the air allows surface drying of the 
concrete. If heated air is used to accelerate curing, the products should be covered 
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to prevent moisture loss or misted with water to increase the relative humidity of 
the surrounding air and prevent premature drying. 
The accelerated curing cycle can be divided into three periods of preset, rising 
temperature, and maximum temperature. Little or no cement hydration occurs 
during preset. Initial set ends the preset period. Heat shouldn’t normally be applied 
until after initial set has occurred. Duration of the preset period is affected by 
admixture type and dosage, cement type, presence of pozzolans or ground 
granulated blast furnace slag, initial concrete temperature, and air temperature in 
the curing environment.  
Advantages of proper curing includes: a less permeable, more water-tight concrete; 
reduced permeability means the concrete will be more resistant to freezing, salt 
scaling and attack by chemicals; prevents formation of plastic shrinkage cracks 
caused by rapid surface drying; increases abrasion resistance as the surface 
concrete will have a higher strength and significant reduction in scaling problems.  
Curing should begin immediately after the finishing operation. Minimal delay is 
especially important in hot and/or dry weather to avoid rapid evaporation from the 
concrete surface. The benefits of curing concrete are significant, as can be the 
problems if curing is not performed as detailed above. 
In order to investigate the influence of curing conditions, on the compressive strength 
of concrete cubes, for each mix design, three cubes were chosen for every curing 
regime. The curing regimes employed were: immersion in drinking water; covering 
with wet hessian and polythene sheet; keeping under dry laboratory conditions; 
keeping in open air; curing compound and steam curing. Except for steam curing 
system, the specimens of which were tested at the age of three days, for all other curing 
conditions, the compression tests were performed at the age of 28 days.  
 
2. EXPERIMENTATION 
2.1. Materials and Specimens 
Concrete used in during these experiments, was made from ordinary Portland 
cement (binder), natural zone 2 sand (fine aggregate), basalt aggregate with 
maximum size of 20mm (coarse aggregate) mixed with sufficient drinking water 
and required additives where necessary. The mix proportions of eight different 
mixes used in this investigation are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Mix designs. 

No. Cement  
(Kg/m3) 

Water  
(Kg/m3) 

Fine 
aggregate 
(Kg/m3) 

Coarse 
aggregate  
(Kg/m3) 

Super 
Plasticizer  

(Kg/m3) 

Silica 
Fume  

(Kg/m3) 
1 250 205 1227 661 0 0 
2 360 205 1050 730 0 0 
3 435 205 962 740 0 0 
4 512 205 895 730 0 0 
5 603 205 820 715 0 0 
6 574 195 651 937 0 0 
7 556 130 685 937 7.85 0 
8 513 130 685 1080 7.85 43 
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In order to see the effect of different curing regimes on the compressive strengths 
of concrete, 150 mm cubes were prepared using mix designs shown in Tables 1. 
All of the cubes were covered with damp hessian and left to cure in the moulds for 
24 hours. They were then removed from the moulds and labeled. Depending on the 
curing method chosen, the cubes were kept in water tank, covered with wet hessian 
and polythene sheet, covered with chemical curing agent, left under dry laboratory 
conditions, left in open air, or moved to accelerated steam curing chamber.  
Except for the cubes cured under steam which were tested at the age of three days, 
the compressive strength of the specimens cured under other curing regimes were 
measured at the age of 28 days in accordance with BS1881: Part 116 [10].The 
steam curing systems was performed as specified in ASTM C 267 and 579. The 
temperature cycle used in this system of curing is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Duration and the temperature employed for the accelerated curing. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of measured compressive strengths of cubes made using eight different 
concrete mixes and cured by immersion in water tank are shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Compressive strengths of eight different mixtures cured by immersion 
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As it can be seen from this figure, the compressive strengths recorded for eight 
different concrete mixes range from 10 to about 75 MPa.  
As is shown in Figure 3, the compressive strengths of the cubes made out of eight 
different concrete mixes, cured by wet hessian and polythene sheet coverage, are 
shown in Figure 3. This figure shows that, under this system of curing the cubes 
compressive strengths are seen to be between about 12 to 80 MPa. If these values 
are compared with their relative values recorded for the water immersion curing 
systems, it can be seen that covering the concrete cubes with wet hessian and 
polythene sheet tend to increase the cubes compressive strengths. It should be 
noted that although this increase is not very significant but it reflects the 
importance of the covering systems and their influence on the strength attained. 
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Figure 3. Compressive strengths of eight different mixtures, cured under wet hessian 

and polythene sheet 
 
The results of the cubes compressive strengths cured using curing compound are 
shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from this figure that the measured compressive 
strengths of the cubes cured under this system of curing, has gained strengths from 
about 10 to about 64 MPa. Comparison of these results with those obtained for the 
other two curing regimes tends to show that the use of curing compound as curing 
agent produces lowest compressive strengths among the three curing systems. 
Examination of the results shown in figure 5, which belongs to the concrete cubes 
cured by steam curing, tends to suggest that this curing method has produced the 
lowest compressive strengths among the four curing regimes discussed so far. 
Because while the lowest compressive strength recorded for this system appears to 
be about 6 MPa, the highest value recorded is about 57 MPa.   
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Figure 4. Compressive strengths of eight different concrete mixtures, cured using 

curing compound. 
 
It should be noted compared with 28 days used for other curing systems, the age of 
testing used for this system of curing was three days. The results of this series of 
experiments tends to show that this curing system can be used where early concrete 
strength is of paramount importance. 
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Figure 5. Compressive strengths of eight different concrete mixtures, cured by live 

steam 
 
The compressive strengths of the cubes left under dry laboratory conditions, are 
shown in Figure 6. Examination of Figure 6 shows that if the concrete cubes are 
left under dry laboratory condition, compared with the other curing systems 
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discussed so far, their compressive strengths would tend to decrease. This decrease 
appears to be more for weaker concrete mixes.  
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Figure 6. Compressive strengths of different concrete mixtures, left under dry 

laboratory conditions 
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Figure 7. Compressive strengths of eight different concrete mixtures, left in open air 

 
Figure 7 shows the compressive strengths of the cubes kept in open air after their 
removal from the mold. Examination of these results tends to indicate that 
compared with normal wet curing, leaving the concrete cubes in open air affects 
their compressive strengths. The compressive strengths of the cubes kept in open 
air for 27 days, appears to rage from about 8 MPa, to about 66 MPa. Comparison 
of these values with the respective values of the cubes kept under dry laboratory 
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conditions, tends to show an increase for the attainable compressive strengths of 
the cubes kept in open air. It should be noted that during the conduction of these 
experiments the temperature of the open air never reached below about 10 degree 
C. Comparison of the respective results shown in figure 8 tends to suggest that, 
among the curing systems employed covering of the concrete cubes with wet 
hessian and polythene sheet appears to have the highest positive effect on the 
attainable concrete compressive strength. It can also be seen from this figure that, 
compared with the results obtained from other curing regimes, steam curing tends 
to produce the lowest cube compressive strengths for the employed mix designs. 
Figure 8 also shows that compared with wet coverage, the immersion method of 
curing, tends to produce lower compressive strength.  
The collective results of all the cubes cured, using six different curing regimes are 
depicted in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Compressive strengths of eight different concrete mixtures cured under 

different curing systems 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
From the results presented and discussed in this paper following conclusions can be 
made: 
1) Different curing systems have different effects on the compressive strength of 

concrete. 
2) Among the curing systems employed in this research, covering with wet hessian 

and polythene sheet produced the highest concrete compressive strength. 
3) In comparison with covering with wet hessian and polythene sheet, the 

immersion curing system, produced lower compressive strength. 
4) Steam curing produced the lowest compressive strength among the curing 

systems examined. 
5) Compared with wet curing systems, leaving the cubes in open air and dry 

laboratory conditions after 24 hours of casting, tends to produce lower 
compressive strength. 
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ABSTRACT 
The 3D panels are a new system of construction. This system is used as wall and 
ceiling in buildings. The structural behavior of 3D panels is dependent on the 
strength and rigidity of connector elements. In this article flexural and shear tests 
have been conducted on six 3D panels. The results have been compared with 
results of finite element software, ANSYS. The details and results of the test 
program are described, and the observed behaviour patterns are discussed. 
 
Kewords: 3D panels, shear test, flexural test, sandwich panel 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Precast concrete sandwich panels (PCSP) have two concrete faces and one 
polystyrene layer between concrete faces. The concrete faces are connected to each 
other with shear connectors. The arrangment and spacing of shear connectors in 
PCSP vary depending on several factors, such as desired composite action, applied 
load, span of the panel and type of shear connectors used. There aro no specific 
rules for arranging the connectors. The complex behaviour of PCSP due to its 
material nonlinearity, the uncertain role of the shear connectors and the interaction 
between various components has led researchers to rely on experimental 
investigations backed by simple analytical studies. The lack of information on the 
behaviour of this important type of concstruction is due to the high cost of full 
scale testing and the extreme difficulty of fabrication of small-scale models. 
 

 
Figure 1. 3D panel 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES  
2.1. Characteristics of Panels 
The diameter of longitudinal bars and shear connectors is 3 mm. The dimensions 
are shown in Figure 2. Characteristics of panels are given in Table 1. 
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Figure 2. 3D panel 

 
Table 1: Characteristics of panels 

No. Dimension 
(m) 

Compressive strength 

10×10×10 ( 2

kg
cm

) cf ′  

284 Top. 227.2 Top. 1 0.15×1×3 305 Bot. 244 Bot. 
318 Top. 254.4 Top. 2 0.15×1×3 298 Bot. 238.4 Bot. 

3 0.15×1×3 315 252 
4 0.15×1×3 303 242.4 

313 Top. 250.4 Top. 5 0.15×1×3 300 Bot. 240 Bot. 
6 0.15×1×3 315 244.8 

 
2.2. Flextural Test 
The panels were tested using four-point test according to ASTM D3043 [1] and the 
data was transferred to the computer. Etch test was carried on until the complete 
failure of the panel. Cracking pattern was similar in all panels at this stage. The test 
set up for flexural test is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Flexural test set up 

 

 
Figure 4. Cracking pattern in one layer panel in flexure 
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Figure 5. Cracking pattern in two layer panel in flexure 

 
2.3. Shear Test 
The shear test set up is shown in Figure 6. The load is near one of the supports in 
order to simulate pure shear conditions. 
 

 
Figure 6. Shear test set up 

 
Cracking pattern for two-layer panels is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. Cracking pattern for two-layer panel in shear test 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1. Flextural Test Results 
Flexural test results are shown in the following Figure. The load bearing capacity 
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of one-layer panel is more than two-layer panel but the ductility of two-layer panel 
is more. 
 

 
Figure 8. Load-Defection curve for panels in flexure 

 
3.2. Shear Test Results 
In shear test, one-layer 3D panels fail at 14 ton and have brittle behavior but two-
layer panels have a ductile behavior although their load bearing capacity is about 5 
tons. Figure 9 shows the behavior of one-layer and two-layer 3D panels in Shear 
test. 
 

 
Figure 9. Load-Defection curve for panels in shear 

 
4. THEORETICAL STUDIES 
4.1. Finite Element Modelling 
Solid 65 and link8 elements are used to model concrete and bars in ANSYS 
respectively. Translations at Z direction are restrained at both supports but at X 
direction only one support is restrained. The following Figures show the finite 
element model. 
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Figure 10. Model for one-layer panel in 

flexure 
Figure 11. Model for two-layer panel in 

flexure 
 
5. COMPARISON OF THEORITICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
Experimental and theoretical results have been compared in Figure 12 and 13 for 
one-layer and two-layer panels.  
 

 
Figure 12. One-layer panels in shear 

 

 
Figure 13. Two-layer panels in shear 
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6. CONCLUSION 
a) The rigidity of one-layer panels is more than that of two-layer panels.  
b) In flexure there is no difference in the load capacity of one-layer and two-layer 

panels although two-layer 3D panels have no concrete in the middle layer.  
c) By eliminating concrete from the middle layer and substituting it with bars the 

ductility of the panel increases. 
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ABSTRACT 
Considering the widespread use of jack arch roofs and the need for seismic 
retrofitting of this system of flooring in Iran the behaviour of the retrofitted form of 
these slabs is unknown. The Iranian building codes also do not deal sufficiently 
with this type of roofing and as a result little control is applied on their method of 
construction. The retrofitting method of adding a concrete layer (CL) is a method 
which was first introduced in Romania after the earthquake of 1990. This paper 
reports on an experimental investigation of this method and comparison with other 
retrofitting methods. For this purpose, a number of slabs with different methods of 
retrofitting such as the Romanian method, the method recommended by the Iranian 
Standard 2800, the two way method and a slab without retrofitting were 
constructed. Then, the slabs were loaded step by step in out of plane direction and 
the load-displacement pushover curves for the slabs were obtained. Using these 
curves, the seismic strength parameters of different slabs are determined and 
compared. 
 
Keywords: jack arch slabs, retrofitting, concrete layer, masonry, pushover test 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Jack arch slabs have been extensively used to floor and roof urban and rural 
buildings in Iran.  The jack-arch flooring system is stable under normal static 
conditions. The brick arches transfer the gravity loads, mainly in compression, to 
the supporting steel beams. The load is then transferred via the steel beams in 
flexure and shear to the load-bearing walls. However, reports of slab damage and 
collapse in recent earthquakes in Eastern Europe and Iran by Razani and Lee 
(1973) [1]; Maheri (1990) [2]; Maheri (1998) [3] and Maheri (2003) [4], reflect the 
weakness of the unanchored slab under dynamic loading. To overcome this 
problem, Moinfar (1968) [5] suggested that the slab beams be joined together at 
their ends by either transverse beams or by steel tie bars. This form of anchored 
jack-arch slab has a better seismic response because the relative movements of the 
slab beams are somewhat prevented. The Iranian seismic code; Standard 2800 [6], 
has adopted these suggestions and many slabs have recently been constructed using 
these anchoring methods.  
It should be noted that the contemporary jack-arch slab construction in Iran is still 
considered a non-engineered slab in the Iranian seismic code, and there are no 
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particular design procedures for their engineered design. Simple methods of 
increasing the seismic performance of the slab in the form of inter-span transverse 
beams have been proposed and their effectiveness investigated both experimentally 
and numerically (Maheri and Imanipour [7]). Finally, procedures for engineered 
design and construction were introduced (Maheri and Rahmani [8] and Maheri [9]). 
Following the Romanian earthquake of 1990, a number of damaged jack arch slabs 
were retrofitted by adding a reinforced concrete layer on top of the floor, 
effectively making the slab to act as a composite slab. 
In this paper, a jack arch slab retrofitted with a concrete layer (Romanian method), 
is experimentally investigated and compared with slabs retrofitted with other 
methods. For this purpose, four full-scale jack arch slabs were constructed using 
the conventional material and workmanship. One slab was tested without any 
retrofitting and the other three slabs were first retrofitted by one of the; concrete 
layer,  two-way slab and the Standard 2800 anchoring methods and then each slab 
was subjected to out-of-plane pushover loading and the load-displacement curves 
have been obtained for each slab.  
  
Method for Retrofitting of Jack Arch Slabs  
The above different methods of retrofitting jack arch slabs are here further 
discussed. 
 
2. CONCRETE LAYER (ROMANIAN) METHOD: 
In this method, the flooring on the slab is first removed. Then a mesh of 
reinforcement with maximum bar spacing equal to 100cm, is welded on the slabs 
beams. Finally, the slab is covered with a layer of concrete having an average 
thickness of around 5 cm (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Concrete layer method for retrofitting jack arch slabs 

 
3. TWO WAY METHOD (MAHERI) 
In 1995, Maheri presented a new method for retrofitting of jack arch slabs [10]. In 
this method a series of secondary beams are placed between the primary beams of 
the slab (Figure 2). By this method the one way jack arch slab is changed to a two 
way slab. Also, because the masonry arches of the slab are divided in the locations 
of the secondary beams, these discontinuities reduce the contribution of the 
masonry arch in resisting the load of the slab and effectively reduce their role to 
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infills. Maheri has introduced this method of construction as an engineered version 
of the jack arch system and has proposed procedures for its engineered design and 
construction. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Two way method retrofitting jack arch slabs 
 
4. IRANIAN BUILDING CODE METHOD 
This method is recommended by standard 2800. In this method a cross belt is 
welded on the slab beams (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Standard 2800 method for construction jack arch slabs 

 
Test Specimens and Load Setup 
All the specimens are made with the same size and materials. Only their retrofitting 
method is different. The slabs are 3.2 m×4 m in size each having 5 primary beams. 
The beams are IPE 12 with spacing equal to 80 cm. Traditional clay bricks are used 
for making the masonry arches. The rise of arch is 5 cm. In turn, out of plane 
pushover load was applied to each slab. The out of plane load was applied on a line 
in the middle of the slab to distribute the load in one direction using two hydraulic 
jacks (Figure 4). In each step a total 5.72kN load is applied to the specimens. The 
out of plane displacements of the slabs were recorded by 6 mechanical gages in 
each load step (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4. Loading setup 

 

 
Figure 5. Gage positions 

 

 
Figure 6. Crack pattern in the traditional jack arch slab 
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5. TRADITIONAL JACK ARCH SLAB 
This specimen is made with the mentioned properties without any retrofitting. The 
results of the test on this slab can be used as a benchmark. The test was carried out 
on the slab 28 days after casting of the concrete layer. During the loading of the 
slab, the first crack occurred diagonally at one corner of the slab at the load of 
22.88 kN. Further diagonal cracks developed at other corners and parallel to the 
corner cracks as shown in Figure 6. The ultimate load which could be sustained by 
the slab was 62.92 kN. However, the slab retained its integrity and no brittle failure 
was observed in the brick arches. The load-displacement curve for this slab, using 
the central gage (gage 2) is presented in Figure 7. 
 

  
Figure 7. Load-displacement curve for traditional jack arch slab 

 
6. SLAB RETROFITTED BY CONCRETE LAYER: 
After making the jack arch slab, the slab was retrofitted as follows: 
a) The flooring was first removed and the beams top flanges and masonry arches 

were cleaned. 
b) Slab reinforcement: If the beams of the slab are IPE 16 or more, considering 

the brick width (10 cm), the top flange of the beams and a minimum 6 cm of 
the beams web would be in contact with concrete. Therefore, using bars 
Φ12@50 cm in a direction perpendicular to the beams appeared to be 
sufficient. However, in many slabs, beams of IPE 14 or less are used and the 
contact between concrete and beams would not be sufficient. For this reason a 
connecting method, similar to that used in composite slabs was adopted. In 
this method, shear keys are used for increasing the concrete-beams contact. 5 
cm long, 5×5×5cm angles were welded at 30cm spacing for shear keys. A 
mesh with bars Φ8@30 cm, corresponding to the minimum steel ratio of 
ρmin=0.002 was then welded on to the shear keys. The concrete having f’c=30 
MPa was used to an average depth of 5cm to cover the reinforcement mesh. 
After 28 days, the test was carried out in a similar manner to the first slab. 
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The first cracks occurred at the corners of the slab in a diagonal pattern similar to 
the non-retrofitted slab, at the load of 143kN (Figure 8). A small number of further 
diagonal cracks occurred at higher loads (Figure 8). The loading continued until the 
ultimate strength of the slab (194.5kN). Similar to the first slab, the behavior of this 
slab was also ductile and no brittle failure or collapse happened in the brick arches. 
The load-displacement curve is presented in  
 

  
Figure 8. Crack pattern in the Concrete Layer method 

 

  
Figure 9. Load-displacement curve for Concrete Layer method 

 
7. SLAB RETROFITTED BY THE TWO WAY METHOD 
After construction of the jack arch slab, this method of retrofitting was applied to 
it. In this method IPE 12 were used for secondary beams and were placed in two 
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rows at 1.33 m distance apart. The test was carried out in a similar way to the other 
slabs. 
The first crack occurred at an outer brick arch at 51.48kN. After this initial crack, 
the diagonal cracks occurred at the corners at 85.8kN (Figure 10). The test 
continued until the ultimate strength of the slab (102.96kN). Similar ductile 
response was noted for this slab, where no spalling or collapse of brick arches 
happened. The load-displacement curve for this retrofitted slab is presented in 
Figure 11. 

 
Figure 10. Crack pattern in the two way method 

 

  
Figure 11. Load-displacement curve for two way method 

 
8. SLAB RETROFITTED BY THE STANDARD 2800 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Reinforcing bars Φ14 were used for retrofitting this slab. The cross diagonal bars 
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were welded to top of the flanges of the main beams. After 28 days, the test was 
carried out in a similar manner to the other slabs. 
The first crack occurred at 51.48kN at one corner. At higher loads, his crack 
followed by some cracks parallel to the primary beams (Figure 12). The test 
continued until the ultimate strength of the slab at 74.36 kN. Similar to the other 
slabs, no brittle failure was noted in the brick arches. The load-displacement curve 
for this retrofitted slab is presented in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 12. Crack pattern in the standard 2800 method 

 

 
Figure 13. Load-displacement curve for standard 2800 method 
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9. COMPARSION OF RESULTS 
For comparison of the test results, the strength and performance parameters, 
derived from the load-displacement curves of gage 2 for the four slabs, are 
presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Comparison of the strength and performance parameters of the slabs 

Parameters  Traditional (non-
retrofitted) 

Concrete 
layer  Two way Standard 

2800 
Ultimate Strength 

(kN) 63 194 102 36 

Ultimate 
displacement  (mm) 22 45 29 25 

Toughness (kN.mm) 6690 69000 14000 7900 

Ductility 1.7 2.84 2.21 1.46 

 
Ultimate Strength 
The concrete layer method increased the ultimate strength of the slab by up to 3 
times. This method has the highest effect on increasing the ultimate out of plane 
strength of the jack arch compared to the other retrofitting methods (Figure 14). 
 
Ultimate displacement 
The Ultimate displacement in the slab retrofitted by the concrete layer method was 
198% more than the traditional slab (Figure 15). 
 
Ductility ratio 
Ductility ratio in the slab retrofitted by concrete layer was 167% more than the 
traditional slab (Figure .16). 
 
Toughness 
The concrete layer increased the toughness of the slab 10 folds compared to the 
traditional jack arch. This method has the highest effect on the toughness with 
respect to the other retrofitting methods (Figure17). 
 
Weight of slabs 
The increase in the weight of the slab due to retrofitting is not suitable, because it 
increases the gravity and seismic loads and puts further demands on other elements 
of the buildings. Adding a concrete layer increased the weight of the slab by 25%. 
This is a considerable amount of weight increase compared to other retrofitting 
methods (Figure 18). 
 
Construction cost 
In the concrete layer method, the retrofitting costs are divided in two parts. First, 
cost for retrofitting the slab, which is around 2.6 times the cost of construction of a 
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traditional slab. Second, the costs for retrofitting other element, due to weight 
increase. This part is a function of the type of structural system and is unique for 
each building (Figure 19). It seems that the concrete layer method, though effective 
in considerably increasing the strength and performance parameters of the slab, 
compared to other methods, it suffers from being more time consuming, technically 
more difficult to perform and particularly far more costly.  
In following Figures, 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively stand for traditional, standard 2800, 
two way and Concrete Layer. 
 

  
Figure 14. Ultimate strength Figure 15. Ultimate displacement 

  
Figure 16. Ductility ratio Figure 17. Toughness 

  
Figure 18. Weight of slabs Figure 19. Construction costs 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of the tests presented in this paper the following conclusions 
can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of the concrete layer (Romanian) 
retrofitting method; 
1. The method is very effective in increasing the strength and ductility of the jack 

arch slab and enhancing its seismic performance. However, it is time 
consuming and particularly suffers from the excess cost, both in terms of 
retrofitting the slab itself and the secondary costs of strengthening other 
elements of the building due to the increased weight. 

2. To reduce the secondary costs of the method, it is recommended that after the 
positioning of the concrete layer, the brick arches be removed, in effect, 
converting the jack arch slab into a composite steel-concrete slab. However, by 
doing so, the primary costs of the retrofitting will be increased due to the 
removal of the brick arches and construction of the necessary false ceiling. 

3. Considering the cost-ineffectiveness of the method, it is recommended that it 
be used to retrofit special buildings or buildings in which due to the 
overstrength of its members, the secondary cost of retrofitting are minimal. 
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كننده بتني در اثر نشست غيريكنواخت  هاي خنكهاي بوجود آمده در برجها و آسيبتغييرشكل
  طيدر حالت غيرخ

  
 2، مريم ترابي1سعيد صبوري

 دانشيار دانشكدة عمران دانشگاه صنعتي خواجه نصيرالدين طوسي، تهران. 1
خواجه نصيرالدين طوسي، تهرانصنعتي دانشگاه  هيدروليكي،كارشناس ارشد سازه. 2  

  
  چكيده

كننـده،  هـاي خنـك  در برجاين موضوع . خوردار استهاي بزرگ، از اهميت زيادي برنشست غير يكنواخت در سازه  
تـر  يابد و نشست غير يكنواخت محتمل     دليل بزرگي ابعاد سازه در هر دو جهت قطر و ارتفاع، اهميت بيشتري مي             به
دليل ارتفاع قابل همچنين به. باشد؛ چرا كه به دليل طول زياد پي، امكان تفاوت جنس خاك زير پي بيشتر است     مي

وجود آمدن نيروهـاي  اد به عنوان يك بارگذاري عمده محسوب شده كه باعث بهها، نيروي بمالحظه اين نوع سازه  
  .شوديكنواخت ميها و در نتيجه نشست غيرمتفاوت در ستون

در پي و پوسته، از مـدل       .  مدل شده است   ABAQUSافزار  كننده شازند اراك توسط نرم    در اين تحقيق، برج خنك    
نشـست غيـر يكنواخـت بـه        .  از مدل ترك گسترده استفاده شـده اسـت         ها،ديده بتن و در ستون    پالستيسيته آسيب 

. باشـد صورت مدل رياضي كسينوسي به پي اعمال شده و دامنه آن برابر نصف نشست يكنواخـت تحـت وزن مـي           
دهد پـي تغييرشـكل     نتايج نشان مي  . خطي مصالح و هندسه صورت گرفته است      آناليزها با درنظر گرفتن اثرات غير     

اي ها و پوسته تغييرمكان جـانبي قابـل مالحظـه         همچنين ستون . بيندكند و آسيب كششي زيادي مي     افقي پيدا مي  
د و مـاكزيمم    باشـ  درصد مـي   13/0ها    اي كه ماكزيمم تغييرمكان نسبي ستون     گونه به  كنند،نسبت به وزن پيدا مي    

  .  است ارتفاع آن رخ داده44/0باشد كه در  درصد مي062/0تغييرمكان نسبي پوسته، 
   

  هاي خنك كننده بتني، نشست غيريكنواخت، مدل پالستيسيته آسيب ديده بتنبرج :ها كليدواژه
  
 مقدمه -1

با توجه بـه طـول زيـاد        . اند تشكيل شده  پيها و   هستند كه از پوسته، ستون     ميهاي عظي كننده، سازه  برجهاي خنك 
همچنين به دليـل ارتفـاع زيـاد        . خت، بيشتر است  ، امكان تفاوت جنس خاك و در نتيجه وقوع نشست غيريكنوا          پي

ها و در نتيجـه نشـست       ها، باد به عنوان يك بارگذاري عمده، باعث ايجاد نيروهاي متفاوت در ستون            اين نوع سازه  
هاي عظيم، باعث ايجاد نيروهـاي اضـافي        ها به خصوص سازه   نشست غيريكنواخت در سازه   . شودغيريكنواخت مي 

   .اكتور بارگذاري عمده بايد در نظر گرفته شودشده و به عنوان يك ف
  صـورت گرفـت    1972در سـال    » گولد«اولين تحقيق در مورد نشست غير يكنواخت برجهاي خنك كننده، توسط            

 نسبت به ستونهاي مجاور خود جابجايي نسبي داشـته باشـد و   Rδوي فرض كرد كه يكي از ستونها به اندازه       ]. 1[
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اي باشد كه نيروي محوري ستون ناشي از بار مرده در اثر اين جابجـايي، برابـر صـفر                    اين جابجايي به اندازه    ميزان
  .كند اين نشست، صرفاً موجب تغيير در نيروي پنج ستون مجاور گردد ميوي همچنين فرض . گردد

آناليز خود از مـدل و فرضـيه        وي در   ]. 2[ به مطالعه و بررسي نشست غير يكنواخت پرداخت        »وندا «،»گولد«بعد از   
 استفاده نمود يعني فرض نمود فقط يك ستون به ميزاني نشست داشته باشد كه نيروي فـشاري ناشـي از                     »گولد«

 »وندا«.  همچنين اين نشست، فقط موجب تغيير در نيروي پنج ستون مجاور گردد           . بار مرده آن به صفر تقليل يابد      
ه از روش المان محدود و توسط كامپيوتر آناليز نمـود و مـشاهده كـرد بـا دور       ، پوسته را با استفاد    »گولد«بر خالف   

  .ها كمتر استشدن از محل ستون نشست كرده، اثر نشست در ستون
او درآنـاليز   ]. 3[ به بررسي نشست غير يكنواخت در برجهاي خنك كننده پرداخت          1992 در سال    1»كريشنا«سپس  

شست يك ستون را بررسي كرد، يعني مقدار نشستي را به يكي از ستونها               بهره جست و اثر ن     »گولد«خود از منطق    
وي با استفاده از نرم افزار، برجي مشابه        . اعمال كرد كه در اثر آن، نيروي محوري ستون در اثر بار مرده صفر گردد              

 »ونـدا «مـده توسـط     دست آ ها به مراتب كمتر از نتايج به       آناليز نمود و مشاهده كرد كه نيروهاي ستون        »وندا«برج  
ها، صرفاً پنج ستون را وارد محاسبات نمـوده بـود،      در محاسبه نيروي ستون    »وندا«علت آن اين است كه      . باشد مي

ها، قسمتي از نشست بـه پوسـته        ها را توسط برنامه آناليز نمود و به دليل شكل پذيري ستون            ستون »كريشنا«ولي  
  .آمده، كمتر استوجود هاي بهشود، بنابراين تنش ميمنتقل 
وي برج نيروگاه اصفهان را تحت مـدل  . ، به بررسي نشست غيريكنواخت پرداخت  2000 در سال    »صبوري«سپس  

رياضي كسينوسي در محدوده االستيك آناليز نمود و به اين نتيجه رسيد كه بيشترين تغييـرات نيروهـا در قـسمت                     
  .يابدرتفاع، مقدار نيروها كاهش ميباشد و با افزايش اپاييني پوسته و در رينگ تحتاني مي

وي نيز نشست غيريكنواخت را به صورت مـدل         .  به مطالعه نشست غيريكنواخت پرداخت     »اختري« 2004در سال   
، برج را آناليز غير خطـي نمـود و بـه ايـن            ANSYS5.4رياضي كسينوسي در نظر گرفت؛ و با استفاده از نرم افزار            

يابند ولي مقـدار تغييـر      ها به مقدار زيادي نسبت به حالت خطي كاهش مي         متها در كليه قس   نتيجه رسيد كه تنش   
  ].9[كند شكل برج افزايش پيدا مي

  
  مدل رياضي نشست غيريكنواخت

 بـرج را در     4 براي رسيدن به يك الگوي مناسب نشـست، نشـست غيـر يكنواخـت                2»چسيلسكي«،1977در سال   
هاي غير يكنواخت بدست آمده را با       رج، در سالهاي مختلف نشست    و براي هر ب   ]. 4[ سال اندازه گيري كرد      6مدت  

  :سريهاي رياضي تقريب زد و به مدل رياضي زيررسيد
  

  
ββ+βΑ+ββ+

βΑ+ββ+βΑ+ββ+βΑ+Α=ω
4sin4cos3sin

3cos2sin2cossincos

443

322110  )1                                      (

 اعـداد ثابـت   4B تا 1B و همچنين    4Α تا   0Α زاويه مركزي و     β نشست بر حسب متر،      ωكه در رابطه فوق،   
دهـد و جملـه      ميجمله اول صرفاً نشست يكنواخت كليه ستونها را بدست          ) 1(با توجه به اينكه در رابطه       . باشند مي

                                                 
١-Krishna 
٢- Ciesielski 
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هـا باعـث   باشد و بطبع اين نـوع نشـست   مي و سوم نشان دهنده انحراف تمام برج به صورت يك جسم صلب      دوم
شوند، لذا با توجه به نوع خاك و مـاكزيمم اخـتالف نشـست كـه ممكـن اسـت در                     بوجود آمدن تنش در برج نمي     

بـراي محاسـبه نشـست غيـر        باشـد،    مـي ) 1(برجهاي مذكور بوجود آيد، رابطه ساده زير كه جمله چهارم در رابطه             
  :يكنواخت ارائه شد

  β=ω 2cos03.0  )2(  
آناليزكرد و چنين نتيجه گرفت كه در صورتي كه نشـست غيـر             ) 1(او برج را بر اساس مدل ارائه شده توسط رابطه           

رجهـا، تـا   وجود آيد، نيروهاي داخلي ايجاد شـده در سـازه ايـن ب            يكنواخت قابل توجهي در برجهاي خنك كننده به       
  . حدي زياد است كه ممكن است باعث خرابي آنها شود

دهد كه فرض نشست صـرفاً يكـي از سـتونها در             مي نشان   »چسيلسكي«اندازه گيريهاي واقعي انجام شده توسط       
رسد براي   ميد گوياي همه واقعيت باشد، لذا به نظر         توان  ميبرجهاي خنك كننده به عنوان نشست غير يكنواخت، ن        

ك مدل مناسب به طوري كه بتواند پاسخگوي هر گونه نشست غير يكنواخت احتمالي باشد، نياز به رابطـه         تعيين ي 
  .جامعتري است

، مدل رياضي بهتري را براي نشست غير يكنواخت برجهاي خنك كننده به صورت زير ارائـه     4»ماتژا« و   3»كالوزا«
  ]:5[نمودند 

  )ncos(U θΔ=ω  )3(  
بـا توجـه بـه تعـداد        n زاويـه مركـزي و  θ، پي برابر نصف حداكثر اختالف نشست اعمال شده UΔكه در آن 

) 3(آنها با اعمـال رابطـه       . د در نظر گرفته شود    توان  مي تا نصف تعداد ستونهاي برج       2ستونهاي برج خنك كننده از      
 سـاخته شـده بودنـد،    100/1تعدادي از برجهاي خنك كننده كـه در مقيـاس    بر روي  n=4  و n=2براي دو مقدار

گيري كردند و مشاهده نمودند افزايش نيروهاي      نيروهاي داخلي و همچنين تغييرشكلهاي سازه برج مذكور را اندازه         
  . غشايي محيطي در نواحي رينگهاي سخت كننده تحتاني و فوقاني قابل توجه است

ايـشان مـدل    ]. 6[همكارانش، نشست برج خنك كننده را از ديدگاه آمار بررسـي نمودنـد               و   »كاتو«از طرف ديگر    
.)cos(رياضي  

1
0 i

n

i
i iUUU θθ −+= ∑

=

را براي نشست غير يكنواخت قائم برجهاي خنك كننده در نظر گرفتند كه   

0U باشد و مقدار نشست يكنواخت ميiUو iθرمونيـك  ها  به ترتيب عبارتند از ضريب فوريه و اختالف فاز براي
i در اين مدل اختالف فاز    .  امiθ     مقـدار متوسـط    . كند، بنابراين نيازي به محاسبه ندارد      به صورت تصادفي تغيير مي

آيـد، بنـابراين تنهـا    دل كردن خاك زير برج توسط فنرهايي بدست مـي  توسط آناليز كامپيوتري و با م     0Uنشست  
يك روش اين اسـت كـه بـا      . باشد تعيين شود كه با روشهاي مختلفي قابل حصول مي         iUكافيست ضريب فوريه    

 نظير كاري كـه  شود، ضرايب بدست آيند؛ ميداشتن شناخت كافي از خاك منطقه و اندازه گيريهايي كه روي سازه             
در روش ديگر، با توجه به اطالعات موجود در زمينـه سـازه و خـاك زيـر آن، بـه تعيـين                       .  انجام داد  »چسيلسكي«

انحراف معيار و ميانگين نشست اقدام نموده و با توجه به ايـن دو متغيـر، نشـست مـاكزيمم و نشـست مينـيمم را                          
  .شود مي حاصل  بدست آورده و در نتيجه اختالف نشست

                                                 
١- Kaluza 
٢- Mateja 
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 اي در رابطه با حـداكثر اخـتالف نشـست داشـته باشـد، لـذا               تواند نقش تعيين كننده   ا توجه به اينكه نوع خاك مي      ب
را تكميـل   ) 3(، رابطـه    پـي  و منظور نمودن نوع خاك زير        »كاتو«، با استفاده از مطالعات      2000 در سال  »صبوري«

  : ]7و8[نموده و مدل رياضي  زير را ارائه نمود 
  )ncos(U

)k2(
k

0 θ
−

=ω  )4(  
  

 ميانگين oU. د در نظر گرفته شودتوان مي تا نصف تعداد ستونهاي برج 2تعداد ستونهاي برج خنك كننده از   nكه 
)باشد و  مينشست برج تحت اثر وزن خود و با فرض پايه االستيك             )KKU −2o

، نصف اختالف نشست حـداكثر      
هـا   آن را از منحنـي تـوان  مـي ثابتي است كه با توجه به جنس خـاك   نيز مقدار  kباشد و ضريب ي مهابين ستون

 بـراي  66/0 بـراي خـاك رسـي، و حـداكثر آن را برابـر بـا       3/0برابر با  توان را ميkمقدار  حداقل. استخراج نمود
لفي در مسئله نشست دارنـد؛      زيرا خاكها با مشخصات مختلف، عملكردهاي مخت      ]. 7[خاكهاي ماسه اي منظور نمود    

باشـد   ميشود كه مقدار نشست كل در خاكهاي ماسه اي كمتر از خاكهاي رسي          ميمشخص  ) 1(با مشاهده جدول    
اما اختالف نشست در خاكهاي ماسه اي تقريباً برابر با نشست حداكثر است ولي در خاكهاي رسـي، ايـن اخـتالف                      

گيري كرد كه اثر نشـست غيـر     توان چنين نتيجه  بنابراين مي ]. 8[باشد   مينشست بسيار كوچكتر از نشست حداكثر       
 . اي بيشتر از خاكهاي رسي استيكنواخت بر سازه، در خاكهاي ماسه

    
   رسي و ماسه ايهاي  مقايسة نشست در خاك:1 جدول

 ماسه مورد
به طور معمول تحكيم ( رس

بيش از حد  مييافته و يا ك
)تحكيم يافته  

طراحي پيعامل كنترل كننده   
Δρ به خصوص تحت اثر بارهاي ،

ρmax دوره اي و يا ديناميكي  Δρو 

 بزرگ كوچك ميزان نشست
 آهسته سريع آهنگ نشست
ρبي قائده،  الگوي نشست  به شكل بشقابي  پيهاي  بزرگ در لبه

 ρmaxاغلب نزديك به  ρmax Δρmaxو  Δρmaxرابطه بين 
Δρmax معموالً خيلي كمتر از 

ρmax 

 بي قائده بوده و ρنسبتاً بزرگ زيرا    مفروض بر روي سازهΔρاثر 
  افتد ميسريع اتفاق 

 با قائده بوده و ρنسبتاً كوچك زيرا 
  افتد ميآهسته اتفاق 

                           
  مدلسازي بدنه برج

، ستونها و   پي. ست متر مدل شده ا    53/ 183 متر و شعاع متوسط پي     130در اين تحقيق، برج شازند اراك به ارتفاع         
مـدل  ) S4, S3R, shell(اي و پوسـته ) B31, beam(، تير )C3D8 , solid( ميهاي حجپوسته، به ترتيب با المان

 درجـه آزادي    3در هر گره،     مي المانهاي حج  .نشان داده شده است   ) 1( مدل المان بندي شده برج در شكل         .اندشده
با توجه بـه    .  درجه آزادي دوراني دارند    3 درجه آزادي انتقالي و      3رهر گره،   اي، د المانهاي تير و پوسته   . انتقالي دارند 
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اي در  هاي پي نسبت  به دو بعد ديگرش قابل مالحظه است، لذا استفاده از المانهـاي پوسـته                 اينكه ضخامت المان  
ولـشان و  هاي پي نسبت به طشود؛ همچنين به دليل سطح مقطع بزرگ المان    ، باعث ايجاد خطاهاي عددي مي     پي

، منطقـي   پـي نيز به دليل عدم وجود دقت كافي در مدل كردن سختي پيچشي خاك، استفاده از المانهـاي تيـر در                     
 كرنش حاصل شوند، كه     -شود كه نتايج فقط براساس تنش     درستونها، باعث مي   ميهاي حج استفاده از المان  . نبوده

-هاي نيرو و لنگر را نيز داشته باشيم لـذا المـان           وجيباشد و بهتر است خر    اين كار از نظر مهندسي قابل قبول نمي       
دست آوردن نتايج دقيق، در نزديكي محل اتصال پوسته به سـتونها، تـا ارتفـاع                جهت به . هاي تير انتخاب گرديدند   

 .  متر، از مش بندي ريزتري در پوسته استفاده شده است22
 

 
   مدل المان بندي شده برج شازند اراك-1 شكل

  
اي فوالدي با ضخامت معادل،      به صورت آرماتورهاي منفرد و برخي ديگر، به صورت اليه          پيآرماتورهاي  برخي از   

اي فوالدي با ضخامت    ها، به صورت منفرد و آرماتورهاي پوسته به صورت اليه         آرماتورهاي ستون . مدل شده است  
 .اندمعادل، مدل شده

. طي با سخت شوندگي سينماتيكي در نظر گرفته شـده اسـت           رفتار فوالد براي مدلسازي آرماتورها به صورت دو خ        
  .                                                  مشخصات فوالد مورد استفاده درآرماتورها آمده است) 2(درجدول 

 ورها مشخصات فوالد به كار رفته در آرمات:2 جدول

( )3mkg
ρ  

( )MPa
Es  

( )MPa
E  

( )MPa
f y  

7850  3E1/2  5E1/2  400 

  
 و پوسته، از مدل پالستيسيته آسيب ديده بتن؛ و درسـتونها از مـدل تـرك پوشـشي،                   پيبراي مدل كردن بتن، در      

ازيـابي  مدل پالستيسيته آسيب ديده بتن، با نتـايج آزمايـشگاهي مطابقـت بهتـري دارد، زيـرا ب                 . استفاده شده است  
همچنين در اين مدل، كاهش سختي بـه هنگـام   . گيردسختي به هنگام وارد شدن از كشش به فشار را در نظر مي          

مشخصات بتن بـه    . يابدشود كه اين كاهش با افزايش كرنش پالستيك، افزايش مي         ها در نظر گرفته مي    باربرداري
 كرنش فشاري و كششي بـرآورد       -هاي تنش منحنيبا توجه  به مشخصات زير،       . آمده است ) 3(كار رفته در جدول     

  ]. 9[اند شده
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  مشخصات بتن به كار رفته در مدل:3 جدول

( )3mkg
ρ  υ  ( )MPa

ES  
( )MPa

Eo  
( )MPa

f t′  
( )MPa

fc′  

2400  2/0  15000  31500  5/3  28 

  
   زير سازهمدلسازي خاك

هاي پي و مدول    سختي فنرها كه تابعي از شعاع     .  جهت استفاده شده است    3براي مدل كردن خاك، از فنرهايي در        
 مدل رياضي نشست غيـر يكنواخـت    ].10[باشد، از روي نمودارهاي ارائه شده، محاسبه شده استبرشي خاك مي

)پي،  )θnU
k

k cos
2 o−

oUباشد كه  مي
k

k
−2

اي بودن ماسه  كه باباشد ميپي نصف حداكثر اختالف نشست 
ــي،        ــانگين پ ــست مي ــان نش ــده، هم ــال ش ــست اعم ــتالف نش ــداكثر اخ ــاك، ح ــيoUخ ــي  ، م ــد؛ يعن باش

( )θω nU cos5.0 o=،182  كه درآن ≤≤ n n)شماره مود نشست ،.(  
  

  اي بوجود آمدههها و آسيبتغييرشكل
. ابتدا سازه برج تحت وزن تحليل شد، سپس مودهاي مختلف نشست به آن اعمال گرديد و آناليزها صورت گرفـت            

  .ها در نمودارهاي مربوطه آمده استنتايج تحليل. باشدمنظور از مود نشست صفر، آناليز تحت وزن مي
  
   پي -1
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   ماكزيمم آسيب كششي  پي-2شكل
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  يب ديدگي كششي پي درصد آس-3 شكل
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   ماكزيمم تغييرشكل افقي بوجود آمده در پي-4 شكل

  
 در مـود    %56در اثر نشست غير يكنواخت، حداكثر آسيب كششي پي از مقدار صفر در حالت تحـت وزن بـه مقـدار                    

الزم به ذكر است كه در اثر نشست غير يكنواخت، پي هيچ گونه آسيب فشاري نديده . رسيده است=n 18نشست  
  .باشدمودها صفر مي ميت و مقدار آن در تمااس

و بعـد از آن بـا   .  استآسيب كششي نديدهپي مانند حالت تحت وزن، اصالً ، =4n  و =3n و =n 2در مود نشست 
به طـوري كـه مـاكزيمم آن در مـود           . افزايش شماره مود نشست، درصد آسيب ديدگي كششي افزايش يافته است          

  .  استآسيب كششي ديدهپي %  87 در اثر نشست غير يكنواخت، يعني.  رخ داده است=n 18نشست 
به طوري كه در بحراني ترين حالت       .  كه در پي، تغيير شكل افقي بوجود آيد        شده است نشست غير يكنواخت باعث     

.  رسـيده اسـت    mm 89/5 در حالت تحـت وزن بـه         mm 7/2باشد، مقدار ماكزيمم آن از       مي =6nكه مود نشست    
 درصـد   0053/0 يعنـي    000053/0همچنين ماكزيمم تغيير شكل نسبي پي،       .  برابر شده است   2/2 ،يعني مقدار آن  

  .)باشدمنظور از تغييرشكل نسبي پي، نسبت تغييرشكل افقي به قطر آن مي (.باشد مي
گفتني است كه فرم تغييريافته پـي، بـراي   . دهد نشان مي=n 18 نشست  پي را در مود تغييريافته، شكل)5( شكل
  . شده استمقياسوح بيشتر، وض
  

                  

فرم اوليه پي

فرم تغيير يافته پي

 
   نسبت به حالت وزنشكل تغييريافته پي
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  n  =18  نشستتة پي در مود فرم تغيير ياف-5شكل 

 
را در نظر بگيريم كه ميزان آسيب كششي و نيز درصـد  =n  18چنانچه كانتور آسيب كششي پي را در مود نشست 

 خـارجي   گردد كه ناحيه آسيب كششي پي از لبـه        ديدگي كششي پي، از بقيه مودها بيشتر است؛ مشاهده مي         آسيب  
الزم بـه ذكـر   . ها گسترش يافته استباشد، آغاز شده و به ترتيب در ناحيه اطراف ستون         آن كه در امتداد ستون مي     

 فتن نشـست تحـت وزن،     هـايي كـه نشستـشان بـا در نظـر گـر            است كه نرخ آسـيب كشـشي در اطـراف سـتون           
oo uu ooهايي كـه نشـست همـراه وزنـشان    به مراتب بيشتر است از ستون باشدمي −+5.0 uu 5.0−−  

هايي كه نشست غيريكنواخت باعث شده به سـمت بـاال جابجـايي داشـته باشـند،         يعني پي اطراف ستون   . باشدمي
  .نشان داده شده است) 6(شكل  در=n 18يب كششي پي در مود نشست  كانتور آس. اند بيشتر آسيب كششي ديده

 

 
  =n 18مود نشست    پي درآسيب كششي  كانتور -6شكل 

  ها ستون-2
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  هادر ستون  بوجود آمده ماكزيمم تغييرمكان جانبي-7 شكل
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 هادر ستون  بوجود آمده محل ماكزيمم تغييرمكان جانبي-8 شكل
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  هاي ترك خوردهونميزان درصد ست -9 شكل
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  هاهاي بوجود آمده در ستوننمودار نرمال شده تعداد ترك -10 شكل

  
 در  mm 68/35 در حالت وزن، بـه       mm 56/9 از   ها  در اثر نشست غيريكنواخت، ماكزيمم تغيير مكان جانبي ستون        

مچنـين مقـدار    ه.  برابـر شـده اسـت      7/3يعني مقدار ماكزيمم آن نـسبت بـه وزن،          .  رسيده است  =3nمود نشست   
مـاكزيمم تغييـر    . باشـد  درصد مي  13/0 يعني   0013/0ماكزيمم تغيير مكان نسبي آن تحت نشست غير يكنواخت،          

 بوجود آمده است، در انتهاي ستون يعني محل اتصال ستون =3nها كه در مود نشست  مكان جانبي و نسبي ستون    
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  .به پوسته رخ داده است
، =18nاما در مود نشـست  .  ترك نخورده استها ، هيچ يك از ستون=4n و =3n و =2nتحت وزن و مود نشست     

 بوجـود   هـا   ي را كه در كل سـتون      هاي  چنانچه در هر مود نشست، تعداد ترك      .  ترك خورده است   ها  تعداد ستون % 50
رين دهـد بيـشت   رسيم كه نشان مي   مي) 10(، نرمال كنيم به نمودار      ها  آيد را نسبت به مقدار ماكزيمم تعداد ترك       مي

  .  بوجود آمده است=18nها، در مود نشست هاي ستونتعداد ترك
 
   پوسته-3

از آنجايي كه رينگ تحتاني، محدوده كامالً مشخصي نيـست، لـذا منظـور از رينـگ تحتـاني، ناحيـه حـدودي آن                  
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  ماكزيمم تغييرمكان جانبي بوجود آمده در پوسته-11 شكل
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  پوستهرمكان جانبي بوجود آمده د  محل ماكزيمم تغيير-12 شكل

  
تحت نشست غيريكنواخت، مقدار آسيب ديدگي كششي در كل پوسته، در تمام مودهاي نشست بـه جـز مودهـاي                    

 =4nدر مود نشـست     . گونه آسيب كششي نديده است      ، برابر صفر بدست آمد يعني پوسته هيچ       =5n و   =4nنشست  
 متر اطـراف رينـگ فوقـاني را بـه عنـوان             4چنانچه  . مده است العاده ناچيز بدست آ      نيز، آسيب كششي فوق    =5nو  
ناحيه اطراف رينگ فوقاني، دچار آسـيب       % 4n=  ،15 در نظر بگيريم، در مود نشست        »ناحيه اطراف رينگ فوقاني   «

. باشـد   مـي % 4اي كه مقدار مـاكزيمم آن،         باشد به گونه    ديدگي كششي شده است اما مقدار آسيب ديدگي ناچيز مي         
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ناحيه حدودي رينگ تحتاني دچار آسيب ديدگي كششي شده اسـت و مقـدار       % 5n=  ،8/4 مود نشست    همچنين در 
  . باشد مي% 1اي كه مقدار ماكزيمم آن،  العاده اندك است به گونه ديدگي نيز فوق اين آسيب

 الزم به ذكر است كه در اثر نشست غيريكنواخت، پوسته در هيچ يك از مودهاي نشـست، آسـيب فـشاري نديـده                      
  . مودها برابر صفر بدست آمده است مياي كه مقدار آن در تما است به گونه

  رسـيده    =3n در مـود نشـست       mm9/65 در حالت تحت وزن، به       mm15/2ماكزيمم تغيير مكان جانبي پوسته از       
همچنين ماكزيمم تغييـر مكـان نـسبي       .  برابر شده است   7/30يعني مقدار ماكزيمم آن نسبت به حالت وزن،         . است
ماكزيمم تغيير مكان جانبي پوسته تحت نشست غيريكنواخـت كـه در            . باشد  مي درصد   062/0 يعني   00062/0آن  
همچنـين قابـل   . رخ داده اسـت )  ارتفاع پوسته44/0يعني ( متري پوسته 47  بوجود آمده است، در ارتفاع        =3nمود  

ه، در ابتـداي ناحيـه حـدودي رينـگ     مشاهده است كه در اكثر مودهاي نشست، ماكزيمم تغيير مكان جانبي پوسـت        
  . حاصل شده است) ابتداي پوسته(تحتاني 
دهد كه ماكزيمم تغييرمكان جانبي ستون و پوسته         نشان مي  =3nفرم تغييريافته برج را در مود نشست        ) 13( شكل

  .گفتني است كه شكل مذكور براي وضوح بيشتر، بزرگنمايي شده است. در آن رخ داده است
  

  
  =3nفرم تغييريافته برج در مود نشست  -13شكل 

  
  گيري نتيجه

 همچنـين   .باشـد  مـي  %56،  آنمقدار مـاكزيمم آسـيب كشـشي        اي كه    به گونه   است آسيب كششي ديده  پي  % 87
 ماكزيمم تغييرشـكل    .آسيب فشاري نديده است   گونه  اما پي هيچ  . ها، بيشتر آسيب كششي ديده است     اطراف  ستون  

براي كنترل تغييرشـكل پـي       رخ داده است لذا اين مود        =6nاشد كه در مود نشست      ب درصد مي  0053/0نسبي پي   
 13/0،  هـا    ماكزيمم تغيير مكان نسبي بوجـود آمـده در سـتون           .باشددر بارگذاري نشست غيريكنواخت، مناسبتر مي     

اني و تنها در دو مود نشست، ناحيـه اطـراف رينـگ فوقـ        .  ترك خورده است   ها  ستون% 50همچنين. باشد  ميدرصد  
امـا  . باشـد مـي % 4اي كه مقدار ماكزيمم آن گونهناحيه حدودي رينگ تحتاني آسيب كششي ناچيزي ديده است به  
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 44/0باشد كـه در      درصد مي  062/0ماكزيمم تغييرمكان نسبي پوسته،     . گونه آسيب فشاري نديده است    پوسته هيچ 
-ها و پوسته ماكزيمم تغيير مكان نسبي را داشـته           كه در اثر آن، ستون      =3nمود نشست   .  ارتفاع آن رخ داده است    

در مود نشـست  . تر است  و پوسته در بارگذاري نشست غير يكنواخت، مناسبها اند، براي كنترل تغيير مكان ستون     
  .اندها را خوردهها بيشترين ترك، پي بيشترين آسيب كششي را ديده است و ستون)=18n(آخر 
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چسباندن و   به دو روشCFRP با  شده تقويتبررسي عددي رفتار تيرهاي خمشي بتن مسلح 
 (NSM)سطحي نزديك 

 
  2، مهران ناصري1محمد سعيد كريمي

  دانشگاه سمنان  مي استاديار و عضو هيات عل.1
   دانشجوي كارشناسي ارشد دانشگاه سمنان.2

 
  چكيده

 بـه سـطوح خـارجي اعـضاء و اسـتفاده از             FRPتقويت خمشي تيرهاي بتن آرمه به دو روش چـسباندن ورقهـاي             
تقويت خمـشي اعـضاء   . شود ميتواند انجام  ميNear -Surface-Mounted    (NSM)  به روش FRPنوارهاي 

تواند جايگزين تقويت خمشي تيرها با ورقهاي  مي  به عنوان يكي از تكنولوژيهاي جديد  NSMبتن آرمه به روش 
FRP    نظر به اينكه در تقويت با روش .  كه در سطوح خارجي چسبانده شده اند، شودNSM  نوارهـاي FRP  از سـه 

 كـه در  FRPشوند، لذا پيوستگي و مسائل خرابي رايـج در سيـستم تقويـت بـا ورقهـاي               ميتن محصور   جهت در ب  
هـاي عـددي،    دراين مقاله، بـا اسـتفاده از روش  . شوند ميسطوح خارجي چسبانده شده اند، كاهش يافته و يا حذف      

 مـورد   FRPرقهـا و نوارهـاي      آيين نامه اي  ونتايج آزمايشگاهي، رفتار تيرهاي خمشي بتن مسلح تقويت شده با و              
در مدل عددي از مدل آسيب ديدگي پالستيك بتن براي شيبه سازي رفتار غير خطي بـتن و         . گيرد ميبررسي قرار   

 تير بتني مسلح تقويت شده كه به دو روش چـسباندن             8بدين منظور تعداد    . گردد مينرم شوندگي كرنش استفاده     
 ABAQUSخته و آزمايش شده اند به كمك نرم افزار اجزاء محدود             قبال در آزمايشگاه سا    NSM و   FRPورقهاي  

 ظرفيت نهايي تيرها محاسبه و نتايج با يكديگر ACI 440-2R-02اي طراحي متحليل و سپس با  استفاده از راهن
 و پيش بيني صحيح مدهاي شكـست        ها  نتايج نشاندهنده افزايش مقاومت تسليم و نهايي نمونه       . مقايسه شده است  

همچنـين مقايـسه   . باشـد  مـي ، چـسب و بـتن اطـراف      CFRP و ميزان مقاومت اسمي، اثر انتقال نيرو بين       خمشي  
دهـد كـه    مـي  نـشان  ACI 440-2R-02ظرفيت نهايي تيرها حاصل از نتايج عددي با روابط پيـشنهادي كميتـه   

ورهـايي نزديـك بـه      ظرفيت نهايي مقاطع تقويت شده در اين راهنماي طراحي، بيشتر براي مقاطع با درصـد آرمات               
 .باشند ميآرماتور ماكزيمم مناسب 

  
  FRPبتن،  مدل آسيب ديدگي پالستيك، سازي خمشي، تيرهاي بتن مسلح  مقاوم:ها كليدواژه

 
  مقدمه

 بتن مسلح ممكن است نياز به تقويت بـه علـت خـوردگي آرماتورهـا و                 هاي  در حالت سرويس اعضاء خمشي سازه     
هاي پـيش بينـي نـشده سـازه      برداري و يا خرابي و يا ساخت، افزايش بارهاي بهره  خرابي بتن، اشتباه در محاسبات      

يكي از روشهاي   . باشد  ها براي افزايش مقاومت خمشي آنها مي        اين شرايط مستلزم مقاوم كردن سازه     . داشته باشند 
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از . باشد  ها مي  به سطح خارجي آن    FRPشناخته شده جهت تقويت خمشي تيرها، ديوارها و دالها، چسباندن ورقهاي            
، مقاومت كششي باال و وزن كم آنها و مقاومت در برابر خوردگي در محيطهاي كلريـدي                 FRPخصوصيات مصالح   

 بكار برده شده در سطوح خارجي تيـر         FRPشكست زود هنگام در اعضاء خمشي تقويت شده با صفحات           . باشد  مي
 و  FRP به علت جدايي پيوستگي ميـان صـفحات          عموماً) قبل از اينكه مقطع به ظرفيت خمشي نهايي خود برسد         (

 جداشـدگي ميـان صـفحات طـولي     Brena et al (2003) [3]. تواند رخ دهـد  بتن يا پوسته شدن پوشش بتن مي
CFRP               هـاي كنترلـي، گـزارش داده اسـت        و بتن را در تغيير شكلهايي كمتر از نصف تغيير شكل ظرفيـت نمونـه. 

Nguyen et at (2001) [4]ده است كه به علت اليه اليه شدگي و يا پاره شدن زود هنگام پوشـش   مشاهده نمو
 Grace et at. شونـــــد   باعث افزايش ظرفيـت خمـشي تيرهـا مـي    FRPبتن تنها بخش محدودي از صفحات 

 FRPبرشـي و جداشـدگي را بـراي تيرهـاي مقـاوم شـده بـا صـفحات                      شكست ترد ناشي از كشش     [5] (2002)
 را تحـت بارهـاي   FRPشكست تيرهاي مقاوم شده با صفحات  Lee [6] و  Shin (2003). شناسايي كرده است

عالوه بر مساله شكـست ناشـي از جداشـدگي          . اند  ثابت در باري كمتر از ظرفيت خمشي نهايي مقطع گزارش داده          
، حرارت و خرابي ناشي از محيط از مشكالت ديگر تقويـت بـه روش چـسباندن                 FRPشدن   مي، زخ FRPصفحات  
توانـد باعـث بهبـود         مـي  FRPالزم به يادآوري است مهـار كـردن         . باشد   در سطح خارجي بتن مي     FRPصفحات  

به علت زيانهايي كـه در      . شود   چسبانده شده در سطوح خارجي       FRPشدن صفحات     استحكام و جلوگيري از پوسته    
 FRP كه مـصالح     شود  مي كه در وجه پايين تير چشبانده شده اند وجـود دارد، پيشنهاد             FRPروش تقويت ورقهاي    

 NSMايـن تكنولـوژي بـه       . بجاي استفاده در سطوح خارجي محافظت نشده، در محيط داخلي بتن اسـتفاده شـود              
(Near-surface-mounted)  بتن اطراف از تغيير در خصوصيات مكانيكي         .كند   اشاره مي FRP      و خرابي ناشـي از 

، بهبود پيوستگي و انتقال نيرو در بتن اطراف و          NSMلوژي  از مزاياي ديگر استفاده از تكنو     . كند  گرما محافظت مي  
بررسي رفتار سازه قبـل و بعـد از مقـاوم سـازي در              . باشد  قابليت افزايش مقاومت خمشي منفي در پلها و دالها، مي         

 بنابراين آزمايشهاي   .مواردي از قبيل مقاومت، شكل پذيري و نوع شكست با رفتار سازه تقويت نشده متقاوت است               
. رسـد  مـي  تقويت نشده ضـروري بنظـر        هاي  بيني رفتار سازه   ربي و يافتن روشهاي عددي و تحليلي براي پيش        تج

تواند رفتار كلي تير مقاوم شده را بـه خـوبي پـيش              ميتقريبا  ) FEA(مدلسازي عددي بر پايه تحليل اجزاء محدود        
از ميـان   . باشـد   مياهي جهت مدل سازي     هرچند از معايب اين روش نياز به اطالعات مطالعات آزمايشگ         . بيني كند 

توان به روش اجزاء محدود غير خطي براي شبيه سـازي رفتـار كلـي                ميروشهاي عددي متفاوت بكار گرفته شده       
اين روش قادر است رفتار .  نموداشاره Ziraba and Baluch [7]توسط  ارائه شده CFRPتيرهاي تقويت شده با 

  در سـال  Arduini et. al. ريخچه بارگذاري قبل از تقويت را پيش بيني كنداعضاي تقويت شده داراي هرگونه تا
. معرفي كـرد   (Smeared crack) مطابق با تئوري تركهاي پخشي FEA مدل عددي را با استفاده از [8]  1997

 فـرض پيوسـتگي   .  استفاده شد  FRPاز المانهاي هشت گره اي دو بعدي براي بتن تيرهاي مقاوم شده با صفحات               
مانند مدلهاي تحليلي نتايج بدست آمده از حل عددي انـدكي           . شد  و بتن در نظر گرفته     FRPكامل ميان صفحات    

حل عددي نتايج خوبي را در مقايسه با نتايج آزمايشگاهي جهت توسـعه تـرك             . سخت تر از نتايج آزمايشگاهي بود     
  . نشان داده شده است2و 1 در شكل FRP و چسباندن ورقهاي NSMدو روش مقاوم سازي  . نشان داد
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 - FRP a  تكنيكهاي مقاوم سازي با -1 شكل
هاي گرد، مربع شكل و نوار   ميله : b- NSMورقه  

c-صفحه  
 NSM [1]روش  به FRP   عضو بتني تقويت شده با نوار-2شكل 

 
 ها بررسي مطالعات آزمايشگاهي نمونه -1

، جهت مقايسه با نتايج تحليلي، دو مطالعـه آزمايـشگاهي مختلـف             با توجه به نوع تقويت خمشي تيرهاي بتن آرمه        
 بصورت چسباندن به سطوح خـــارجي و نيز براي تيرهايي كه به روش نزديك            FRPبراي تيرهايي كه با ورقهاي      

، مطالعـه   [2]مطالعه آزمايشگاهي اول در دانشگاه فردوسي مشهد        . اند انتخاب گرديد    تقويت شده  (NSM)سطحي  
 داراي ابعادي ها در مطالعه آزمايشگاهي اول نمونه. است  انجام شدهVillanova در دانشگاه [1]اهي دوم آزمايشگ

ي بـا سـه     هـاي    ميليمتر بوده و در مطالعه آزمايشگاهي دوم از نمونـه          2000 و طول    200، ارتفاع 150با عرض مقطع    
بـراي جزئيـات    .  استفاده شـده اسـت      ميليمتر 2743 و طول    190 با ارتفاع    305،  229،  152,4عرض مقطع مختلف    

 هـاي  جزئيـات  نمونـه  .  رجـوع شـود  [2] و [1]مشخصات مكانيكي بتن و آرماتور و روند انجام آزمايش به مراجـع   
 از مطالـه آزمايـشگاهي   B7 و B2 ،B3 ،B6 هاي دراين مقاله نمونه  .  ارائه شده است   4و3آزمايشگاهي در شكلهاي    

  .ه است از مطالعه آزمايشگاهي دوم جهت بررسي درنظر گرفته شد1Fa&b-9 و 1Fa&b-6 هاي اول و نمونه
  

    
 [1]آزمايشگاهي سري دوم   هاي  جزنيات نمونه-4شكل  [2]آزمايشگاهي سري اول   هاي  جزنيات نمونه-3شكل 

        
 ABAQUSسازي عددي تيرهاي تقويت شده در نرم افزار اجزاء محدود  مدل -2
  بندي آنها  شده جهت مصالح و مش المانهاي بكار برده2-1
  بخش بتني 2-1-1

. در حالي كه امكان مدلسازي آنها به صورت دو بعدي نيز وجود دارد   ،  تيرهاي بتني بصورت سه بعدي مدل شده اند       
تـوان از تقـارن تيرهـا        مـي  لـيكن جهـت كـاهش زمـان محاسـبات            ،در آناليزها تيرها بصورت كامل مدل شده اند       

 . استفاده شده استC3D8Rالمان تير از هت مش بندي ج. نيزاستفاده نمود
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   بخش فو الدي 2-1-2
  در روش اول، از المـــان تيـــر و يـــا خرپـــا    . دو روش جهـــت اختـــصاص المـــان آرمـــاتور وجـــود دارد    

در روش دوم آرماتورها در يك و يـا چنـد اليـه بـصورت ميلگردهـايي بـا فاصـله          جهت معرفي آرماتور استفاده و
 پخش شده در حجم المان با ضخامت ثابتي برابر بـا           هاي   آرماتور بصورت اليه   هاي  اليه. شوند مييكنواخت معرفي   

در اين مقاله از المان خرپا با مش بندي سه          .دنشو ميمساحت هر ميليگرد تقسيم بر فاصله ميلگردها در نظر گرفته           
  . استفاده استمعرفي آرماتورها جهت T3D2بعدي خطي 

  
   CFRP   هاي ورقهاي و نوار2-1-3

 ,Hibbittاين نوع المان توسط .  مدل شده اند S4Rبا نام استاندارد  و خطي   shellالمانهاي با CFRP هاي ورقه

Karlsson & Sorensen Inc (1997) [9]  نوارهـاي  . نتـايج مناسـبي از آن گرفتـه شـده اسـت      واستفاده شـده 
 CFRP  نيز بصورت المان خرپا مدل شده اند.  

  
  سازي رفتار مصالح شبيه 2-2
   بتن2-2-1

 كـه   شـود   مـي در ايـن مـدل فـرض        .شـود   مـي ديدگي پالستيك براي شبيه سازي رفتار آن اسـتفاده           از مدل آسيب  
هـا ناشـي از    هر دوي اين پديـده . باشند ميخردشدگي فشاري بتن و ترك خوردگي آن مكانيزمهاي اصلي شكست    

كه المان وارد    مييته باعث كاهش سختي االستيك هنگا     روش خسارت پالستيس  . باشند ميشروع و گسترش تركها     
تواند به مقاومت اوليه اش برگـردد كـه ايـن امـر بـه ويـژه در                   مياز اين رو المان ن    . شود  ميمرحله پالستيك شده،    

  :پارامترهاي اصلي مورد نياز براي استفاده از اين مدل عبارتند از. بارگذاري سيكلي بسيار مهم است
 باز شدگي تـرك     -شوندگي بتن كه در آن رفتار كششي بتن با تعريف منحني نرم شدگي كشش              منحني نرم    -الف

تـوان  رفتـار پـس گـسيختگي در كـشش را بـا                مـي  مدل خسارت پالستيسيته     در). 5شكل   (شود  ميتوضيح داده   
 مقاومـت  Fcr ،4در شـكل  .  و شكست انـرژي شـبيه سـازي نمـود    )تغيير مكان(اختصاص كرنش، بازشدگي ترك 

 Hiller كل انرژي شكست اسـت كـه توسـط    Gf، كند ميششي بتن است كه شروع و گسترش تركها را كنترل ك

borg(1974) [10]     پيشنهاد شده و بصورت مقدار انرژي الزم براي شروع، گسترش و شكست كامل يك ترك در 
 مقـدار ). 6شكل (شود ه  تغيير مكان نشان داد   -تواند بصورت دياگرام تنش    شكست مي انرژي  .  باشد  ميواحد سطح   

  . باشد مي براي بتن با مقاومت باال متغير N/m 210  براي بتن با مقاومت پايين تا N/m 40انرژي شكست بين  
كـه در آن    .  شده است   نشان داده  7در شكل    منحني تنش كرنش بتن تحت بارگذاري فشاري تك محوره كه            -ب

F’c مقاومت فشاري بتن و ε باشد مي كرنش بتن.  
  
   فوالد2-2-2

 در اين روش فوالد تا رسيدن به. از مدل االستيك پالستيك كامل براي مدل سازي رفتار فوالد استفاده شده است           
پارامترهاي مورد نياز اين مـدل ضـريب   . شود ميدراين نقطه تحت بار ثابت جاري      . باشد  مي االستيك   ،تنش تسليم 

  .باشد  مي پواسون و تنش تسليم فوالد، نسبتEsكشساني فوالد
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 تقريب دو b) تقريب خطي  a) : منحني نرم شوندگي بتن-5شكل 
  حالت كليc)خطي  

 انرژي شكست در نمودار تنش -6شكل 
 تغيير مكان

  

                                                  
    ب          الف

  Hognestad منحني - ب [11] مدل مرجع-حوره الف منحني تنش كرنش بتن در فشار تك م-7شكل 
  
 CFRP ورق و نوار 2-2-3

شـود    دراين روش فرض مي   . شود  استفاده مي  CFRPاز مدل شكست ترد براي شبيه سازي رفتار ورقها و نوارهاي            
يابـد و مـاده      مـي  درايـن نقطـه تـرك كـسترش       .  تا رسيدن بـه كـرنش نهـايي خطـي اسـت            FRPرفتار ورقهاي   

پارامترهاي مورد نياز اين مدل، ضريب كشـساني پليمرهـاي          . دهد ميت باربري خود را يكباره از دست        ظرفي ميتما
   .باشد مي) εu(و كرنش نهايي شكست ) ν(، ضريب پواسون )EFRP(اليافي

  
  تحليل عددي -3

دراين شبيه سازي از تماس . انجام شده استABAQUS 6.8-1نر افزار تحليل عددي دراين مطالعه با استفاده از 
براي ادغام نوارهـاي   Embeded region به سطح تير و CFRP براي چسباندن ورقهاي (Tied Contact)مقيد 

CFRP     هـــــــــ نمون چهار،  [2] و   [1] مراجع نمونه آزمايشگاهي    27 از مجموع    . به بتن استفاده شده است B2-

12D-1L15, B7-16D-1L15, B6-16D-1L10, B3-12D-2L15 1-9  نمونـهچهارو   ، [2]ع جاز مرFa&b, 

6-1Fa&b جهت مدلسازي عددي استفاده شده است،[1] از مرجع .   
         

   مقايسه نتايج عددي و نتايج آزمايشگاهي -4
يـر سـري دوم بـه همـراه نتـايج        ت چهـار  تيـر سـري اول و        چهـار  براي   ها  نمودار بار تغيير مكان وسط دهانه نمونه      

  . آورده شده است9 و 8آزمايشگاهي آن در شكلهاي 
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  ACI440.2R.02 مقايسه بين نتايج آناليز اجزاء محدود با روابط -5
 تقويت شده   هاي   براي نمونه  1 محاسبه شده در جدول شماره       ACI440 [12]نسبت بارهاي نهايي كه براساس روابط       

 از يـك كمتـر اسـت؛ در حاليكـه بـراي             B3وB2 هـاي   اين نـسبتها بـراي نمونـه      . ست ارائه شده ا   CFRPبا ورقهاي   
  بـه روش  CFRPبار نهايي تحليلـي تيرهـاي مقـاوم شـده بـا نوارهـاي       .  و بزرگتر از يك استB7وB6  هاي نمونه

NSM ي  مقاومـت نهـاي  .)2جـدول  ( محاسبه و با نتايج عـددي مقايـسه شـده اسـت      [1]با رابطه ارائه شده در مرجع
  . آورده شده استPcon محاسبه و درجداول زير با عنوان ACI 318-05 [13]تيرهاي تقويت نشده نيز براساس روابط 

  

  
  CFRP  نمودار بار جابجايي وسط دهانه براي تيرهاي مقاوم شده با ورقهاي -الف-8شكل 

  
  CFRP نمودار بار جابجايي وسط دهانه براي تيرهاي مقاوم شده با ورقهاي  -ب-8شكل 
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  NSMروش   بهCFRP  نمودار بار جابجايي وسط دهانه براي تيرهاي مقاوم شده با نوارهاي-9شكل 

  
   ACI440.2R.02و روابط محاسبه شده توسط   مقايسه بين نتايج اجزاء محدود:1جدول 

FEA

ACI

P
P

  

FEA

con

P
P  

ACI

con

P
P  

FEAP 
(KN)

  ACIP
  

(KN)  
conP

 
(KN) 

ρ  نام نمونه 

0.89 1.48 1.67 61.30 68.98 B2-12D-1L15 
0.78 1.60 2.09 67 86.20 

41.25 0.3 bρ  
B3-12D-2L15 

1.03 1.41 1.37 86.37 83.59 B6-16D-1L10 

1.11 1.61 1.45 98.42 88.51 
60.86 0.6 bρ  

B7-16D-1L15 

  
  [1]در مرجع  مقايسه بين نتايج اجزاء محدود و روابط محاسبه شده :2جدول                   

FEA

Y ield

P
P  

FEA

con

P
P  

Y ield

con

P
P  

FEAP  
(KN)

  
Y ieldP  
(KN)

  
conP

 

(KN) 
ρ  نام نمونه  

1.29 1.43 1.1 27.1 20.9 61-Fa 
1.18 1.33 1.12 25.29 21.3 

18.9 0.684 bρ  61-Fb 
1.18 1.46 1.22 30.1 25.3 91-Fa 
1.11 1.32 1.18 27.3 24.5 

20.6 0.47 bρ  91-Fb 
    
   نتيجه گيري-6

 عـددي و    هـاي    در تقويت خمشي تيرهاي بتن مسلح با استفاده از تحليل          FRPدر اين تحقيق اثر ورقها و نوارهاي        
 عـددي،   هـاي   بـين مقـادير بدسـت آمـده از تحليـل          مدل آسيب ديدگي پالستيك بتن بررسي و براساس مقايـسه           

 :آزمايشگاهي و  آيين نامه اي نتايج زير بدست آمد
تحليل عددي انجام شده با استفاده از مدل آسيب ديدگي پالستيك با استفاده از نرم افـزار اجـزاء محـدود                   •

ABAQUS  تقويـت  تغيير مكان، بار شكست و حالت شكـست تيرهـاي   –قادر به پيش بيني منحني بار 
 .باشد مي FRP شده با 

 از  CFRP ناشـي از جداشـدگي ورقهـاي         هاي  انرژي شكست بتن موثرترين پارامتر در پيش بيني شكست         •
 .باشد ميسطح تير بدليل ترك خوردگي كششي 
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از  ، آزمايشگاهيهاي و سختي بيشتري نسبت به نتايج نمونه  تقويت شده، مقاومتهاي نتايج عددي نمونه •
 .هندد خود نشان مي

 روابط طراحي ايـن  شود مي مشاهده  ACI440.2با توجه به مقايسه نتايج بدست آمده با روابط آيين نامه  •
 در مقاومت تيرهاي خمشي با درصد آرماتور كم را دست بـاال             FRPآيين نامه اثر تقويت كنندگي ورقهاي       

رصد آرماتورهايي نزديك بـه     بيشتر براي د  ،  ACI440.2لذا روابط پيشنهادي توسط كميته      . كند ميبرآورد  
 .باشند  مناسب ميFRPآرماتور ماكزيمم در تيرهاي تقويت شده با ورقهاي 
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 CD02-033  
  
  

   و جذب آب مويينه آنليه بتن بر ميزان جذب آباو بررسي تاثير دماي
  

  3پويا حاجي تقي تهراني، 2 محسن تدين،1هرمز فاميلي

  استاديار دانشكده عمران دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران. 1
  استاديار دانشكده را ه آهن دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران. 2
  دانشجوي كارشنا سي ارشد دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران. 3

 
  چكيده

خود به خصوص دما اجتناب ناپذير نموده است و از آنجا كـه              ميرايط ساخت بتن تاثير پذيري آن را از شرايط اقلي         ش
، لذا بررسي آن به عنوان يك پارامتر متغير در بتن و آثار تغييـرات               باشد  ميدما ي محيط همواره تابع زمان و مكان         

  .ان حائز اهميت است
 . مورد بررسي قرار گرفته است     باشد  مياز دوام بتن     ميت جذبي بتن كه مالك مه     در اين مقاله اين آثار بر خصوصيا      

 درجه سانتيگراد  ساخته شد و در شرايط آزمايـشگاهي و            40و  30،  20،  10ي با دماهاي اوليه     هاي  در اين راستا نمونه   
ميزان جذب اوليه    كمترين   c°20 روز بتن با دماي اوليه       28مشاهده گشت كه در سن      . كارگاهي عمل آوري گرديد   

در جـذب   .. يابـد  مي افزايش   ها    جذب آب نمونه    c°20 دارا بوده و با افزايش دما از         ها  و نهايي را در بين ساير نمونه      
  آهنـگ جـذب مويينـه آن نيـز افـزايش             c°20مويينه نيز نتايج مشابهي احراز شد و با افزايش دماي اوليه بتن از              

  . يافت
  

  تن تازه، جذب آب اوليه، جذب اب نهايي، جذب آب مويينهدماي اوليه، ب :ها كليدواژه
  
   مقدمه-1

هـاي    جـداول و همينطـور در سـازه       ،  ها، سكوها  ها، ساختمان  مصرف در ساخت پل     بتن يكي از مصالح ساختماني پر     
ار در حالت كلي، بتن يكي از مصالح بسيار بـادوام بـه شـم             . باشد  هاي بتني مي    ها و خطوط لوله    زيرزميني مثل تونل  

تواند در شرايط محيطي بسيار سخت مثل شرايط محيطي دريايي، صنعتي و غيره، مقاومت خـوبي را                   آيد كه مي    مي
 مختلف همگي از مواد تـشكيل دهنـده بـتن           هاي  آب  و بعضا افزودني    ،  سيمان،  سنگدا نه .از خود به نمايش بگذارد    

ذار است ولي آنچه اين مـصالح اوليـه را در كنـار      نوع و شرايط آنها همگي در كيفيت بتن تاثير گ         ،  هستند كه ميزان  
ي است كه به تبع حضور سيمان در بـتن صـورت گرفتـه و               هاي  دهد واكنش  ميهمگن قرار    مييكديگر همچون جس  

ي بـر خـوردار اسـت كـه ايـن مقاومـت در              هاي  محصوالت  آن ضمن ايجاد چسبندگي الزم بين مصالح از مقاومت          
بنـابر ايـن محـصوالت    .  سـنگدانه اسـت  هـاي   كمتر از مقاومـت    مييكي و چه دوا    متعارف  چه از نظر مكان      هاي  بتن

شوند و لذا اين واكنـشها و پارامترهـاي تـاثير            ميبه عنوان ضعيف ترين بخش در بتن  شناخته          ،  واكنشهاي سيمان 
  .استگذار در آنها از اهميت زيادي برخوردار است كه تاكنون مطالعات فراواني در اين زمينه انجام گرفته 
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از آنجا كه واكنش هيدراسيون سيمان يك واكنش شيميايي         . باشد  مييكي از اين پارامترهاي تاثير گذار دماي بتن         
 درجه حرارت بتن در هر مرحله ازعمر آن در روند اين واكنش تاثير گذار بوده و تاثيرات خاصـي                    باشد  مينسبتا كند   

چه در دوره عمـل آوري و چـه در دوره بهـره    ،  ساخت بتن تازهگذارد اين تاثيرات چه در دوره  ميبر ويژگيهاي بتن    
  .برداري آن در خواص بتن تاثير گذار است

گيـرد و    ميرسد به دليل  تاثيرات زيادي كه  دماي بتن تازه با توجه به روش ساخت آن از دماي محيط                      ميبه نظر   
دمـاي  ،  گـردد  مـي ساعات روز مشاهده    روزها و حتي    ،  ماهها،  همچنين تغييراتي كه در دماي محيط در طي فصول        

ضمن آنكـه دمـا در بـتن        . باشد  مياوليه بتن يك پارامتر بسيار تاثير پذير و متغير نسبت به دماي محيط اطراف آن                
 حجـيم   هـاي   يابد  كه اين پديده به خـصوص در مـورد بـتن             مي هيدراسيون  نيز افزايش      هاي  تازه به سبب واكنش   

  .كند ميمقادير قابل مال حظه اي پيدا 
آن موضـوع بـا اهميتـي اسـت كـه در ايـن        ميلذا بررسي اثرات دما در بتن تازه بر روي خصوصيات مقاومتي و دوا     

 شـود  مـي در دوام آن محـسوب     ميتحقيق سعي شده است اين تاثيرات در موردويژگيهاي جذبي بتن كه پارامتر مه            
  .مورد بررسي قرار گيرد

  
  كليات -2

 مكانيكي، كليه اثرات نامطلوب بر دوام در برگيرنده جابجايي مايعـات از ميـان بـتن                 در حقيقت به استثناي خسارت    
تواننـد بـه داخـل بـتن وارد شـوند آب            گذارند و مـي   سه نوع سيال وجود دارند كه عموماً بر دوام بتن اثر مي           . است

هاي مختلـف در بـتن      توانند بـه روشـ    اين مواد مي  . دي اكسيد كربن و اكسيژن    ) خالص و يا حاوي يونهاي مهاجم     (
دوام بـتن عمـدتاً بـه       . جابجا شوند اما كليه اين جابجاييها عمدتاً به ساختار خمير هيدراته شده سيمان بستگي دارد              

  .توانند از آن بگذرند بستگي داردساختار خمير هيدراته شده سيمان و به سهولتي كه مايعات و سياالت مي
ساختار شيميائي در واقع واكنـشهاي شـيميائي        . ي و شيميائي تقسيم نمود    توان به دو دسته فيزيك    ساختار بتن را مي   

ساختار فيزيكي يا به عبارت ديگر ريز سـاختار شـامل منافـذ         . شودهيدراسيون است كه بين سيمان و آب انجام مي        
  .هاي متفاوت استبتن داراي منافذ گوناگون در اندازه. موجود در بتن است

  :دراته شده شامل سه سيستم مهم استبه طور كلي، خمير سيمان هي
 سيستم جامد  -1
 سيستم منافذ  -2
  سيستم محلول در منافذ  -3
بـتن    جامد و محلول در منافذ مربوط به ساختار شيميايي و سيستم منافذ محدود بـه سـاختار فيزيكـي   هاي سيستم

د كلـسيم و  هيدروكـسي C-S-  H  ، سيستم جامد در واقع محصوالت هيدراسـيون اسـت كـه شـامل ژل    . باشد مي
  . فازهاي آلومينات و فريت است

 و منافـذ مـوئين كـه نـسبتاً     nm40  بـسيار كوچـك، در حـدود    ها سيستم منافذ شامل منافذ ژل است كه اندازه آن
 بزرگتـر  ها به عالوه منافذ ديگري نيز وجود دارند كه اندازه آن       .   است nm 500 – 200بزرگترند و اندازه آنها حدود      

  . شود مياست كه در نتيجه تراكم ناقص بتن ايجاد از منافذ موئين 
، NaOH گردد، كه ايـن محلـول عمـدتاً شـامل هيدروكـسيد سـديم              ميبخشي يا تمام سيستم منافذ با محلول پر         
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  . استCa(OH)2، هيدروكسيد كلسيم KOHهيدروكسيد پتاسيم 
ن از مقـدار تخلخـل اسـتفاده        كل حجم منافذ موئين موسوم به تخلخل است و معموالً بـراي مقيـاس كيفيـت بـت                 

در واقع منافـذي كـه مـستقل و         . اي در نفوذپذيري و دوام دارد      ارتباط بين منافذ موئين نقش تعيين كننده      . شود  مي
 رابطه بين ارتباط منافذ بـر نفوذپـذيري         )1(بدون ارتباط به يكديگر هستند، اثري در نفوذ پذيري ندارند و در شكل              

  .نشان داده شده است
بعبارت ديگر، مقدارآب اوليه خمير سيمان ودرجه هيدراسيون برحجم . افذ موئين تابع نسبت آب به سيمان ميباشدحجم من

  .يابد ميهرچه نسبت آب به سيمان بيشترباشدحجم منافذ موئين افزايش . وخصوصيات منافذموئين اثرميگذارد
  

    
  تخلخل زياد نفوذ پذيري كم  واد متخلخل غير قابل نفوذم

    
  تخلخل كم نفوذ پذيري زياد مواد متخلخل نفوذ پذير

  . رابطه بين ارتباط منافذ بر نفوذ پذيري-1شكل 
  

معموالً نفوذ پذيري   .  بتني است  هاي  يب پذيري سازه  رفتار اليه سطحي بتن مهم ترين عامل تعيين كننده شدت آس          
نفوذ پذيري كم، نشان دهنده مقاومت زياد بتن در مقابـل حركـت آب              . بتن به عنوان معيار سنجش دوام بتن است       

اين فرضيه  . دانند ميدر واقع، بسياري از پژوهشگران هنوز نفوذ پذيري را مهم ترين خاصيت مربوط به دوام                . است
زيرا در چنين شرايطي بتن اشباع و در معرض ستون يـا            . ي كه به طور دائم غوطه ورند صحت دارد        هاي  ندر مورد بت  

. ، فرآيند نفوذپذيري صادق نيست    )ها  مانند پل (اما در موارد ديگر كه سازه در معرض هوا قرار دارد            . ارتفاع آب است  
، در  )كـه در معـرض جـذر و مـد اسـت           (زه  در چنين شرايطي سطح خارجي بتن اشباع نبوده و غير از بخشي از سـا              

  .باشند، به عبارت ديگر جذب موئين به جاي نفوذ پذيري، كنترل كننده عبور آب است ميمعرض ستون آب ن
بـا افـزايش مقـدار منافـذ        . شود  ميجذب موئينه عبارتست از آب جذب شدة بتن كه از طريق پديدة موئينگي انجام               

 حاصـل  شـود  مـي ، در جذب موئينه، نيرويي كه سبب حركـت آب  شود ميفزوده موئينه بتن، به مقدار جذب موئينه ا     
بنابراين نيروهاي موئينه، در بتن كامالً اشـباع        . است) ناشي از آب در منافذ بتن     (اختالف فشار بين دو طرف هاللي       
معـادل  (H)    شعاع منفذ موئين باشد معموالً ارتفاع آب rاگر . گردد ميوجود ندارند و حركت آب متوقف 

r
 بـه  15

  .آيد ميدست 
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  مكش موئين ناشي ازانرژي سطحي -2شكل 

  
. شـود اگر آب در تماس با بتن غير اشباع باشد، حتي در غياب نيروهاي خارجي، از طريق فرآيند موئينه جـذب مـي                     

 كه باالتر از سطح زمين در معرض فرآيند خـشك شـدگي             بخشي از سازه  ،  براساس نظريه مك كارتر و همكارانش     
بنابراين اليه سطحي بتن داراي مقداري آب غير يكنواخـت اسـت و مقـدار               . ناشي از تابش خورشيد و باد قرار دارد       

بنابراين روند حركـت آب  .  و گراديان رطوبت در محدودة پوشش بتني وجود داردباشد ميرطوبت،كمتر از حد اشباع   
  . پوشش از نوع جريان غير اشباع است و شامل نيروهاي مكنده موئينه استدر ناحيه 

  .باشد ميي كه در سطح زمين قرار دارند آزمايش جذب موئينه مطلوب هاي بر همين اساس براي سازه
نـسبت اب بـه سـيمان، عيـار      تـوان بـه    مـي گيرد كه از آن جمله  مينفوذ پذيري تحت تأثير عوامل متعددي قرار 

رسـد افـزايش دمـا در دوران     مـي به نظـر  . ، درجه هيدراسيون سيمان، رطوبت نمونه  اشاره كرد     ها  سنگدانه،  سيمان
گردد ولي قطر منافذ مويينه را كه مرتبط بـا نفوذپـذيري بـتن هـستند را                  ميعمل اوري باعث كاهش كل تخلخل       

ي انجام گرفت كه در ادامه به آن اشاره         براي بررسي تاثيرات دماي اوليه بتن بر اين پديده آزمايشات         . افزايش ميدهد 
  .گردد مي
  
   فرضيات اوليه آزمايش-3

 و همچنـين    4/75همچنين از ماسه شكسته با حد اكثر انـدازه          . شد   استفاده   2در اين پژوهش از سيمان پرتلند نوع        
  .ودآب مصرفي نيز آب شهر تهران ب.  ميليمتر استفاده گرديد19شن نيمه شكسته با حد اكثر اندازه 

 و عيار سـيمان برابـر   0/47نسبت آب به سيمان برابر  . طرح اختالط مطابق با طرح اختالط ملي ايران انجام گرفت         
  .  كيلو گرم فرض شد400

دماي هوا در حين  .  درجه سانتيگراد در مخلوط بتن تازه ايجاد گردد        40 و   30،  20،  10در ادامه سعي شد تا دماهاي       
 ACI 306نتيگراد بود لذا براي ايجاد دماهاي مورد نظر از فرمول پيشنهادي در  درجه سا32ساخت بتن در حدود 
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c,G,Sكه در آن    
dd

به ترتيب وزن سيمان، شن در حالت خشك و ماسه در حالـت خـشك و                 
tW  ،mW ،

G
W  ،

S
W به ترتيب ميزان آب كل، آب مصرفي، رطوبت شن، رطوبت ماسه و ،cT ،

G
T ،sT  ترتيـب   بـه

 .دماهاي سيمان، شن و ماسه است
و چنانچه در شرايط خاص براي خنك كـردن بـتن بـه جـاي بخـشي از آب از يـخ اسـتفاده شـود آنگـاه عبـارت                              

mw WT    به عبارت )/()( 8050 −+− iiwim TWTWW  كـه در آن     . شود تبديل ميmW   و 
i

W 
به ترتيب آب مصرفي و جرم يخ و 

W
T و 

i
Tباشد به ترتيب دماي آب مصرفي و دماي يخ مي .  

 برابر ظرفيت گرمايي ويژه مصالح سنگي و سـيمان اسـت لـذا بهينـه تـرين         5از آنجا كه ظرفيت گرمايي ويژه آب        
بـراي ايـن منظـور بـا جايگـذاري دماهـاي       . باشد ميروش براي ايجاد دماهاي مختلف در بتن تازه تغير دماي آب   

 حرارتـي ناشـي از اخـتالف درجـه     هـاي   اتالفبراي جبران.(مطلوب در رابطه فوق حجم آب و يخ الزم بدست آمد     
حرارت مخلوط بتن و هواي محيط در حين ساخت، دماي تعادل در اين رابطه بايد اندكي كمتر از دماي مطلوب ما                     

  .شود مي ديده 1نتايج در جدول .) لحاظ گردد تا نهايتا دماي مطلوب در بتن احراز گردد
  

 اي آنها در هر مخلوط مقادير آب و يخ استفاده شده و دم:1جدول 
كد طرح 
 اختالط

  دماي اسمي
 [  C° ] در فرمول

  آب مصرفي
[ lit ]  

  يخ
[kg] 

  دماي آب
[ ºC  ] 

  دماي يخ
[ ºC  ] 

  دماي شن
 [  ºC ] و ماسه

 دماي سيمان
[ ºC  ] 

  دماي بتن
[ ºC  ] 

T=10 T=6 109 130 5 -10 30 30 T=10 

T=20 T=18 203 36 5 -10 30 30 T=20 

T=30 T=29 239  0 28 - 30 30 T=30 

T=40 T=40 239 0 40 - 50 30 T=40 

  
  آزمايشات انجام شده و نتايج آن -4
  جذب آب-

بـه صـورت    مي قـدي BS 1881و عمدتاً شبيه بـه   BS 1881–Part 122برداري از دستور  هـا با الگوجذب آب بتن
 ازمايشگاهي و   هاي  متري  در مورد نمونه       ميلي 100 آزمونه مكعبي    3گيري نتايج   درصـد وزني با استفاده از ميانگين     

هـا براي انجام ايـن       سـازي آزمونه   ي آماده   نحوه. آمد  دست     كارگاهي به    هاي   ميلي متري از نمونه    7/5دو عدد مغزه    
 روز بـه داخـل حوضـچه آب منتقـل     27 اين صورت بود كه پس از خارج شدن از قالب، ابتدا بـه مـدت          آزمايش به 

 درجـه سـانتيگراد     110ز آن خارج و توزين شدند و براي خشك شدن به درون گرمخانـه بـا دمـاي                   شدند، سپس ا  
ور  ، آزمـايش مـذكور بـا غوطـه    )m0(هــا بـه وزن ثابـت      روز و رسيدن آزمونه    3پس از گذشت حدود     . يافتند  انتقال  

 و  24،  1هـاي    شـده از آب در زمـان       ور  هاي غوطه   در ادامه با خارج ساختن آزمونه     . گرديد  كـــردن آنها در آب آغاز      
و قـرار دادن در  ) mt(گيـري وزن آنهـا    شد و سپس، با اندازه  اي گرفته      ساعت، ابتدا آب اضافي آنها توسط پارچه       72

 هـا    روز آهنـگ جـذب آب نمونـه        1آمد كه بعـد از        دست    ميزان جذب آب آنها به صورت درصد وزني به          ) 1( رابطه
 كمتر از آبي كه هنگـام خـارج شـدن از           ها  همچنين نمونه .  كند ميروز تغيير خاصي ن    3بسيار اندك آست و پس از       
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ساعته به عنوان جـذب آب اوليـه و جـذب             در اين آزمايش، جذب آب يك       .كنند ميجذب آب   ،  حوضچه دارا هستند  
  .آب سه روزه به عنوان جذب آب نهايي در نظر گرفته شده است

)2(  t    0 =  جذب آب در زمان

0

-   100tm m
m

×    

  :كه در آن
mt =  وزن آزمونه مرطوب در زمانt   
m0 =  وزن آزمونه خشك شده در گرمخانه  

 روز بعـد از خـروج از حوضـچه در           28 آزمايـشگاهي در پايـان       هـاي   همچنين ميزان درصد آب جذب شـده نمونـه        
  .آورده شده است)3(و نمودار )  4(جدول

جـذب آب   ،   بـه انـدازه ميـزان آب خـود هنگـام خـروج از حوضـچه                ها   نمونه دشو  ميهمانطور كه از نتايج مشاهده      
 در پايـان    ها  كنند و ميزان اندكي كمتر از آن قادر به جذب آب هستند ؛ ولي روند تغييرات آب جذب شده نمونه                    مين

ن و غوطـه   بعد از خشك شدها  روز قرار گيري در حوضچه با تغييرات دما، با روند تغييرات آب جذب شده نمونه         28
  .باشد ميهمسو ،  ساعت72وري مجدد به مدت 

 T=20مربوط به مخلوط ،  روز28همچنانكه از نتايج مشخص است كمترين ميزان جذب آب اوليه و نهايي در سن         
  .باشد مي  T=40و بيشترين آن مربوط به مخلوط

 
  %) ساعته بر حسب 1( نتايج جذب آب اوليه :2 جدول

(%)نام طرح و ميزان جذب آب اوليه   شرايط سن آزمونه 
 T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 عمل آوري

 4/37 4/28 4/15 4/23 آزمايشگاهي  روزه28

روزه28  5/17 4/98 4/68 4/92 كارگاهي 
  

  %) ساعته بر حسب 72( نتايج جذب آب نهايي :3 جدول
(%)نام طرح و ميزان جذب آب نهايي   

 شرايط سن آزمونه
 T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 عمل آوري

 9/61 9/41 9/08 9/27 آزمايشگاهي  روزه28
روزه28  9/80 9/59 9/16 9/40 كارگاهي 

  
   روز  28 در پايان سن ها  ميزان آب جذب شده نمونه:4 جدول

(%)نام طرح و ميزان جذب آب  سن  
 آزمونه

 شرايط
 T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 عمل آوري

 10/31 10/15 9/86 9/9 آزمايشگاهي  روزه28
  

 وجود  يدر بتن منافذ متعدد   .ر نمود ينگونه تفس يتوان ا يه بتن را م   ي اول يرات دما ييزان جذب آب با تغ    يعلت اختالف م  
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ت جـذب آب و بـه       ي قابل ي تنها منافذ  يول. دهند ميل  ي تخلخل بتن را تشك    ي خال ين منافذ و فضاها   يدارد كه كل ا   
آنچه در حجم   .ز داشته باشند  يگر ارتباط ن  يكديبا  ،  اسب را دارا هستند كه ضمن داشتن قطر من        يري نفوذ پذ  يطور كل 

ـ  يمان و  نحوه توزيون سيدراسي دارد، درجه ه   يرات عمده ا  ين منافذ تاث  يو شكل ا    ين اجـزا يع محـصوالت آن در ب
  . بتن است

) T=20  باالتر از نمونه   يش دماها ين آزما يدر ا (ه باال   ي اول يدما،  ز به آن اشاره شد    يهمانطور كه در مورد مقاومت ن     
ـ يع محصوالت م يد سر يون و تول  يدراسيش سرعت ه  يباعث افزا  ون باعـث  يدراسـ ي هين سـرعت بـاال  يـ  ايگردد ول

، گـردد  ميدراته ن يمان به طور كامل ه    يمان  گشته و ضمن آنكه  س       يدراته نشده س  يتجمع محصوالت حول ذرات ه    
ف تر  يجاد بافت ضع  يتا باعث ا  ي  نها  ن ذرات بتن را نداشته و     يكنواخت ب يع  ي جهت توز  ين محصوالت  فرصت كاف    يا

  ).ديز به وجود آي نيف موضعيضمن آنكه در بتن ممكن است نقاط ضع.(گرددير تر در بتن ميو نفوذ پذ
ش جـذب آب    يمان باعث افـزا   يون س يدراسين ه ييدرجه پا ) T=10مثل نمونه   (ز  ين ن ييه پا ي اول ين در دماها  يهمچن

  .است)  T=20مثل نمونه ( باال تر ينسبت به دماها
 هـاي    نمونـه  يط مناسب تر عمل آور    يتوان در شرا  ي را م  ي و كارگاه  يشگاهي آزما هاي   در نمونه  يرياختالف نفوذ پذ  

ون كامـل تـر و  بافـت         يدراسـ يجـاد ه  ي باعـث ا   هـا   ن نمونـه  يرا در معرض آب قرار داشتن ا      ي دانست ز  يشگاهيآزما
  . گشته استي كارگاههاي بهترنسبت به نمونه

 ي باال ي از دما  يده را ناش  ين پد يد بتوان ا  يشد واقع گشت كه شا     مي ينيش ب يكمتر از آنچه پ   ،  فن اختال يهر چند ا  
 در طـول    ي كارگـاه  هـاي   مان درنمونـه  يون س يدراسي ه يش سرعت تكامل واكنشها   ير آن در افزا   ي و تا ث   يآور عمل

  . دانستيشگاهي آزماهاي  نسبت به نمونهيمدت عمل آور
وزن اشـباع آنهـا     ي،  شگاهيـ  آزما ي روز عمـل آور    28ان  يـ  در پا  هـا   ز خـروج نمونـه    ش بعـد ا   ين آزما ين در ا  يهمچن
 بعـد از سـه روز غوطـه ور شـدن            يول. ش جذب آب در اون قرار گرفتند      ي شد و سپس جهت انجام آزما      يريگ اندازه

ر بـه   قـاد ،  زان آب از دسـت داده     يـ  بـه م   ها   در آب و ثابت شدن جذب آب آنها مشاهده شد كه نمونه            ها  مجدد نمونه 
% 10ن يـ ا رسد كـه  ميبه نظر ). 3(نمودار. كنند ميآب از دست داده را مجددا جذب % 90ستند و حدود يجذب آب ن

ون يدراسـ ير مرتبط موجـود در محـصوالت ه       يا منافذ غ  ي و   يز ژل ير قابل جذب مجدد، آب موجود در منافذ ر        يآب غ 
  .باشد مي نآب قادر به نفوذ مجدد در آن،  كه پس از خشك شدن آنهاباشد مي

و درصـد جـذب آب آنهـا        ،   روز 28ان سن   ي در پا  ها  ن  درصد آب جذب شده نمونه      ين مشاهده شد كه روند ب     يهمچن
 )).3(نمودار(.باشد ميكسان يپس از سه روز 
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  با تغييرات دما) عت سا72(تغييرات ميزان جذب آب نهايي  -2 نمودار
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??جذب آب نها ? روز عمل آور 28 ان ?آب جذب شده در پا
 

 يو جذب اب نهاي آوري درحوضچه روز عمل 28در پايان   ها  نمودار تغييرات ميزان آب جذب شده نمونه-3نمودار         
 تغييرات دما ها نمونه

   
 جذب آب مويينه

اين آزمـايش فقـط   . گـــرديد ام  انجRILEM CPC 11.2, TC 14-CPCآزمايش جذب آب مويينه طبق دستور 
  . نمونه از هر مخلوط انجام گرفت2 و 10×10 آزمايشگاهي هاي در مورد نمونه

در ايـن آزمـايش،     .  در گرمخانه مطابق با آزمـايش تعيـين جـذب آب بـود             ها  آوري و خشك شدن نمونه      نحوه عمل 
االتر از كف ظرف باشد براي ايـن        هاي خشك شده در داخل ظرف گونه اي قرار گرفت كه كف آن اندكي ب                آزمونه

متر بـاالتر از كـف         ميلي 5±1 باريك چوبي قرار داده شد و سپس ظرف تا ارتفاع            هاي   بر روي تخته   ها  منظور نمونه 
  . در تمام مدت آزمايش سطح آب ثابت نگاه داشته شد.  پر از آب گرديدها آزمونه
هـا در آب صـورت         ساعت از زمان قرار دادن آزمونـه       72 و   24،  6،  3گيري جذب آب مويينه در فواصل زماني          اندازه

ها  نمونه،  ترتيب از درون آب خارج شد به كمك پارچه آب سطحي آن خشك شد               ها به   هنگام توزين، آزمونه  . گرفت  
و ) m0(به اين ترتيب با داشتن وزن آزمونـه خـشك شـده در گرمخانـه                . وزن شد و مجددا داخل ظرف قرار گرفت       

  .شد محاسبه ) 3(، ميزان جذب آب در واحد سطح يا عمق معادل نفوذ آب از رابطه )t) mtان وزن آزمونه در زم
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)3(  0-t
t

m mi
A

=  
  :كه در آن

it =  ميزان آب جذب شده در واحد سطح در زمانt [gr/mm2] برابر با عمق معادل نفوذ آب ،[mm]  
m0  = وزن آزمونه خشك شده در گرمخانه[gr]  
mt  =زن آزمونه در زمان وt [gr]  
A =  سطح مقطع نمونه[mm2] 

i-با ترسيم نقاط به دست آمده در دستگاه          t  و برازش يك خط مستقيم از اين نقاط، ضريب جذب آب مويينـه 
S)    شيب خط برازش شده (      و ثابت جذب آب مويينهC)      رابطـه . آمـد  بـه دسـت   ) عرض از مبدأ خـط بـرازش شـده 

  :خط برازش شده به شكل زير است ميعمو
)4(  i C S t= +  

  
  :كه در آن

i =  ميزان آب جذب شده در واحد سطح[gr/cm2] برابر با عمق معادل نفوذ آب [cm]  
C =  ثابت جذب آب مويينه[cm]  
S =  ضريب جذب آب مويينه[cm/hr0.5]  
t =  زمان[hr]  

  

 
                                                                   

  را بـا بـرازش خـط در ايـن دسـتگاه مختـصات       S,Cو .  را نيز رسم نمود i-log(t)    در روش ديگر ميتوان خط 
  . بدست آورد

)5(  )tlog(SCi +=  
  
S   و C   برازش داده شده در آن دستگاه بيشترين ضريب همبـستگي           گردد كه خط   مي انتخاب    از دستگاه مختصاتي 

 .را براي نقاط در آن دستگاه ايجاد كند

0.5[hr ]t
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وذ آ
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 0/987 و   0/961بدست آمده بين    ) R(ضرائب همبستگي . مشاهده ميشود ) 5( درجدول   ها  نتايج جذب موئينه آزمونه   
ضرائب همبستگي بدست آمده مناسب بوده وبيانگرهمگرائي قابل قبـول نقـاط   . شدبا مي 0/976كه  بطور ميانگين   

  .باشد مي  برحسب جذرزمان iنمودار
 و به طور ميـانگين      0/972 و   0/961 برحسب لگاريتم زمان ترسيم شود، ضرائب همبستگي بين مقادير           iاگر نمودار 

 . تـري بـين نقـاط برقـرار خواهـد بـود            خواهند بود كه در مقايسه با روش جـذر زمـان همبـستگي ضـعيف              0/967
  ))  6(جدول(

  .بنابر اين مقادير ثابت جذب و ضريب جذب مويينه نمودار جذر زمان مد نظر خواهد بود
/5.0 با تغيير دماي اوليه بـتن متغيـر بـوده و مقـاديراين ضـرائب از                  ها   در نمونه  (S)ضريب جذب موئينه     hrcm 

  .كند يم تغيير 0/156 تا 0/134
ثابت جذب موئينه به نوع بـتن و روش پرداخـت           . متغير است 0/326 تا 0/218 از   ها   درنمونه (C)ثابت جذب موئينه    

  .سطح آن وابسته است
   نتايج آزمايش جذب آب مويينه:5جدول 

  جذب آب در واحد سطـح برابر با عمق
 [cm] معادل نفوذ آب

  مشخصات خط برازش شده
    t –i√منحني 

  نام طــرح
 

3  
 ساعت

6  
 ساعت

24 
 ساعت

72 
 ساعت

  ثابت
  جذب مويينه

[cm] 

  ضريب
  جذب مويينـه
[cm/hr0.5] 

  ضريب
  همبستـگي

R2 
T=10 0/43 0/57 0/99 1/40 0/218 0/143 0/987 

T=20  0/47 0/62 1/05 1/38 0/291 0/134 0/971 

T=30 0/52 0/71 1/22 1/57 0/326 0/154 0/961 

T=40 0/48 0/63 1/10 1/54 0/249 0/156 0/986 

                
 i-log(t)مشخصات خط برازش شده : 6جدول 

  مشخصات خط برازش شده
  نام طرح  log(t) –iمنحني 

 جذب مويينه ثابت
[cm] 

 جذب مويينـه ضريب
[cm/hr0.5] 

  همبستـگي ضريب
R2 

T=10 0/013 0/334 0/962 
T=20  0/089 0/316 0/971 
T=30 0/087 0/366 0/972 
T=40 0/025 0/365 0/961 

  
اما بايد توجـه نمـود   . هر چند مقادير ثابت جذب مويينه به نوعي نشان دهنده پتانسيل جذب آب مويينه بتن هستند          

نه اهميت بيـشتري  دارد و در  ينه نسبت به ثابت جذب موئ    ينه بتن، آهنگ جذب آب موئ     يكه در بحث جذب آب موئ     
  . دهد ميد اختصاص بررسي نتايج جايگاه مهمتري را به خو

ضـريب جـذب آب     « لـذا . در تجزيه و تحليل نتايج جذب آب موئينه، روند جذب آب موئينه بتن بايد بررسـي شـود                 
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  . شود ميكند و در اين بخش تشريح  مياز اين جهت اهميت پيدا » Sمويينه 
گـردد   مـي ونه كه مـشاهده     همانگ. نشان داده شده است   ) 4(رات دما در نمودار     يينه با تغ  ييب جذب مو  يرات ضر ييتغ

ب يـ  به ترت T=40 و T=10 ،T=30 هاي  داراست و پس از آن نمونهT=20نه را نمونه ييب جذب موين ضريكمتر
  . اند قرار گرفته

ن بـه همـان دال      ي هستند بنـابرا   يش مشابه ير عوامل  كم و ب     يش جذب آب تحت تاث    ينه و آزما  ييش جذب مو  يآزما
مان نسبت به زمـان     يون س يدراسيه بتن در درجه ه    ي اول يرات دما يتاث(د  ي گرد ش جذب مطرح  ي كه در مورد آزما    يلي

 . ج حاصل گشته استين نتاي ا) بتنين اجزايع محصوالت در بيو نحوه توز
 

 
(s)  ضريب جذب مويينه
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 ييرات دمانه با تغييب جذب آب مويرات ضرييتغ -4نمودار

  
  يگير نتيجه -5
آنچنانكـه در ايـن   . باشـند  مـي ميزان جـذب آب بـتن    درجه و سرعت  هيدراسيون سيمان عواملي تاثير گذار بر           -1

 ديگر كمترين جذب آب را دارا هاي  به دليل داشتن شرايط بهتر از اين لحاظ، نسبت به نمونه T=20آزمايش، بتن 
ها  و نمونه،  با دماهاي اوليه باال تر به دليل داشتن بافت ضعيف تر به دليل سرعت باالي هيدراسيون               ها  و نمونه . بود
ماي پايين تر به دليل درجه هيدراسيون ضعيف تر داراي نفوذ پذيري بيشتري بودند كـه ايـن رونـد در هـر دو                        با د 

  . آزمايشگاهي و جداول يكسان بودهاي سري نمونه
 روز دارا   28آبي را كه هنگـام خـروج از حوضـچه پـس از              % 90 حدود   ها   در اين آزمايش مشاهده شد كه نمونه       -2

  .كنند ميش جذب آب مجددا جذب بودند، در پايان آزماي
روز و جـذب آب نهـايي   28 در هنگام خروج از حوضچه در پايـان    ها   روند بين نتايج ميزان آب جذب شده نمونه        -3

  .آنها، در دماهاي مختلف، يكسان است
 كمترين آهنگ جـذب آب   T=20 روند تغييرات ضريب جذب آب مويينه در اين آزمايش نشان ميدهد كه بتن -4

همچنين رونـد نتـايج   .  به ترتيب قرار گرفته اند T=40 و T=10 ،T=30 هاي ه را داراست و پس از آن نمونهمويين
  .باشد ميآزمايش جذب آب و جذب آب مويينه در اين آزمايش كم و بيش يكسان 

ازه كـافي بـاال      اين ازمايشات در سنين باالتر نيز انجام گيرد تا ادامه اين روند در سنين به انـد                 شود  ميپيشنهاد   -5
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  .مشاهده گردد
  .آوري نيز بر جذب اب ان بررسي گردد پيشنهاد ميشود اثر همزمان دماي اوليه و عمل -6
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   در سنين مختلف الكتريكي آن  مكانيكي وهاي تاثير دماي بتن تازه بر مقاومت
  

  3پويا حاجي تقي تهراني، 2 محسن تدين،1هرمز فاميلي

  استاديار دانشكده عمران دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران. 1
  استاديار دانشكده را ه آهن دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران. 2
  دانشجوي كارشنا سي ارشد دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران. 3

 
  چكيده

گيرد پيوسـته تحـت تـاثير شـرايط          ميمستقيم با محيط انجام     از آنجا كه عمدتا  ساخت بتن در شرايطي در تماس            
است كه بيش از هر عامل ديگري بـتن را تحـت تـاثير قـرار                 ميدما مهمترين عامل اقلي   . گردد ميخود واقع    مياقلي
  . اين تاثيرات بر بتن تازه و سخت شده قابل توجه است. دهد مي

همچنـين مقاومـت ويـژه  الكتريكـي آن       فشاري، كششي وهاي در اين مقاله  تاثيرات دماي اوليه بتن بر مقاومت
 درجه سانتيگراد سـاخته شـد و        40و  30،  20،  10ي با دماهاي اوليه     هاي   در اين راستا نمونه    .مورد بررسي قرار گرفت   

يابـد ولـي     مـي روز افـزايش    7مشاهده گشت كه با افزايش دماي  اوليه بتن مقاومت فشاري كوتاه مدت آن تا سن                 
  . روز كاهش يافته است91 دراز مدت آن به خصوص در سن ها مقاومت

 با دمـاي  هاي  روز نمونه28 انجام شد و مشاهده شد كه تا سن ها همچنين آزمون كشش برزيلي بر روي اين نمونه   
. يابد ميباشند و با افزايش دماي اوليه مقاومت كاهش  ميدرجه ساتيگراد بيشترين مقاومت كششي را دارا  20اوليه 

 روز مقـادير  91ر مورد مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي نيز نتايج مشابهي مشاهده گشت با اين تفـاوت كـه تنهـا در سـن        د
 درجه سـانتيگراد بيـشترين مقـدار مقاومـت          10اختالف مقاومت مقادير قابل توجهي پيدا كرد و بتن با دماي اوليه             

  .ويژه الكتريكي را دارا بود
  

  ، مقاومت ويژه الكتريكيمقاومت كششي، زه، مقاومت فشاريبتن تا،  دماي اوليه:ها كليدواژه
  
   مقدمه-1

هـاي    جـداول و همينطـور در سـازه       ،  ها، سكوها  ها، ساختمان  مصرف در ساخت پل     بتن يكي از مصالح ساختماني پر     
مار در حالت كلي، بتن يكي از مصالح بسيار بـادوام بـه شـ             . باشد  هاي بتني مي    ها و خطوط لوله    زيرزميني مثل تونل  

تواند در شرايط محيطي بسيار سخت مثل شرايط محيطي دريايي، صنعتي و غيره، مقاومت خـوبي را                   آيد كه مي    مي
 مختلف همگي از مواد تـشكيل دهنـده بـتن           هاي  آب  و بعضا افزودني    ،  سيمان،  سنگدا نه .از خود به نمايش بگذارد    

گذار است ولي آنچه اين مـصالح اوليـه را در كنـار      نوع و شرايط آنها همگي در كيفيت بتن تاثير          ،  هستند كه ميزان  
ي است كه به تبع حضور سيمان در بـتن صـورت گرفتـه و               هاي  دهد واكنش  ميهمگن قرار    مييكديگر همچون جس  

ي بـر خـوردار اسـت كـه ايـن مقاومـت در              هاي  محصوالت  آن ضمن ايجاد چسبندگي الزم بين مصالح از مقاومت          
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بنـابر ايـن محـصوالت    .  سـنگدانه اسـت  هـاي   كمتر از مقاومـت    مينيكي و چه دوا    متعارف  چه از نظر مكا      هاي  بتن
شـوند و لـذا ايـن واكنـشها و پارامترهـاي             مـي به عنوان ضعيف ترين بخش در بـتن  شـناخته            ،  واكنشهاي سيمان 

  .استتاثيرگذار در آنها از اهميت زيادي برخوردار است كه تاكنون مطالعات فراواني در اين زمينه انجام گرفته 
از آنجا كه واكنش هيدراسيون سيمان يك واكنش شيميايي         . باشد  مييكي از اين پارامترهاي تاثير گذار دماي بتن         

 درجه حرارت بتن در هر مرحله ازعمر آن در روند اين واكنش تاثير گذار بوده و تاثيرات خاصـي                    باشد  مينسبتا كند   
چه در دوره عمـل آوري و چـه در دوره بهـره    ،  ساخت بتن تازهگذارد اين تاثيرات چه در دوره  ميبر ويژگيهاي بتن    

  .برداري آن در خواص بتن تاثير گذار است
گيـرد و    ميرسد به دليل  تاثيرات زيادي كه  دماي بتن تازه با توجه به روش ساخت آن از دماي محيط                      ميبه نظر   

دمـاي  ،  گـردد  مـي ساعات روز مشاهده    روزها و حتي    ،  ماهها،  همچنين تغييراتي كه در دماي محيط در طي فصول        
 كه پيوسته با تغييرات آن در حـال         باشد  مياوليه بتن يك پارامتر بسيار تاثير پذير نسبت به دماي محيط اطراف آن              

يابد  كـه ايـن پديـده بـه           مي هيدراسيون  نيز افزايش      هاي  ضمن آنكه دما در بتن تازه به سبب واكنش        . تغيير است 
  .كند ميحجيم مقادير قابل مال حظه اي پيدا  هاي خصوص در مورد بتن

آن موضـوع بـا اهميتـي اسـت كـه در ايـن        ميلذا بررسي اثرات دما در بتن تازه بر روي خصوصيات مقاومتي و دوا     
تحقيق سعي شده است اين تاثيرات در مورد مقاومت فشاري، كششي و مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي بتن مورد بررسـي                   

  .قرار گيرد
  
  كليات-2
   اثرات دما بر روي خواص بتن تازه-2-1

گردد و نتيجتاً كـارايي كمتـري    عمومـأ افزايش دما در بتن سبب افت رواني وكاهش بِشتر اسالمپ در بتن تازه مي              
گردد و تخلخل بيشتر و جداشدگي بيشتر بعد از ريختن بتن به قالب ممكن است اتفاق بيافتد، لـذا           در بتن ايجاد مي   

دهند كه در نتيجه افزايش نسبت آب به سيمان،          ميبراي جبران اين ضعف آب بتن را افزايش         معموالً در كارگاهها    
چنانچـه آب و سـيمان هـر دو    . يابـد حجم بيشتر خمير و تخلخل و نفوذپذيري بيشتر آن، مقاومت بتن كاهش مـي   

تـر  ت و دوام ضـعيف      افزايش يابند نيز باز بدليل افزايش حجم خمير سيمان نسبت به سنگدانه بتن از نظـر مقاومـ                 
ضمن آنكه سيمان بيـشتر خـود دمـاي هيدراسـيون را از ايـن      . (گرددهاي بتن نيز بيشتر مي  گرددو جمع شدگي  مي

  .)بردطريق نيز باال مي
 كه مربوط به بتن ريزي در هواي گرم است؛ عواقب افزايش دما در بـتن تـازه را اينگونـه برشـمرده     ACI 305در 

  :است
 در بتننياز به آب بيشتر  -1
 افزايش كاهش اسالمپ -2
 تر و ريسك باالتر ايجاد درزهاي سردگيرش سريعتر و در نتيجه جابجايي، تراكم، پرداخت سخت -3
 .هاي پالستيك ناشي از جمع شدگياستعداد بيشتر در تشكيل ترك -4
 )گردد ميكه از مواد حباب زا استفاده  ميهنگا(سختي بيشتر در كنترل هواي محبوس شده در بتن  -5
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   مقاومت بتن-2-2
گو اينكه در بسياري از     . شودترين خاصيت آن در نظر گرفته مي      مقاومت بتن در بسياري از موارد به عنوان با ارزش         

  . هاي آن مانند دوام و نفوذپذيري اهميت بيشتري داشته باشندموارد عملي ممكن است ساير مشخصه
ا مقاومت با ساختار خمير هيدراته شده سـيمان رابطـه           دهد زير مقاومت يك تصوير كلي از كيفيت بتن به دست مي         

با توجه به ماهيت واكنشهاي هيدراسيون سيمان دما عاملي تاثير گذار بر مقاومت بتن در كنار عوامل                 . مستقيم دارد 
، مـواد افزودنـي  ، آب اختالط،  هاسنگدانه،  عيار سيمان ،  ديگري چون درجه تراكم، نسبت آب به سيمان، نوع سيمان         

  .باشد مي...  رطوبت نمونه و، ط عمل آوري، شكل و هندسه نمونهشراي
تاثير دما در دوران عمل آوري بر مقاومت بتن توسط پژوهشگران زيادي مورد بررسي قرار گرفته و آنچـه از نتـايج                      

 توان استنباط كرد آنست كه افزايش دما در دوران عمل آوري بتن چنانچه همراه بـا حفـظ رطوبـت باشـد،                      ميآنها  
 نهـايي بـتن را      هـاي   گردد ولي در سنين باالتر مقاومـت       مي روز   28باعث افزايش آهنگ كسب مقاومت آن تا سن         

همچنين از آنجا كه درجه هيدراسيون سيمان تابعي از زمان و دماست مقاومت بتن ممكن است بر                 . دهد ميكاهش  
  .ررسي گرددباشد، بآوري مي مبناي بلوغ، كه به صورت تابعي از زمان و دماي عمل

  

  
   روز 28 و 1 هاي  تاثير دماي عمل آوري بر مقاومت فشاري در عمر-1شكل 

  
  رفتار بتن تحت فشار تك محوري-2-3

)f(مقاومت نهائي   % 30منحني تنش كرنش تا حدود       c′      دهد و ايـن بـدين دليـل         رفتار خطي و ارتجاعي نشان مي
هـاي  در تـنش  . خوردنـد قال ثابت مانده و بر هـم نمـي        است كه تحت بارگذاري كوتاه مدت ريز تركها در ناحيه انت          

cf75/0باالتر از اين نقطه منحني تا تنشهاي حدود          cf9/0 تا   ′ كند و سپس خميدگي     انحناي بيشتري پيدا مي    ′
  . تندي پيدا كرده و سرانجام نزول پيدا كرده تا آنكه نمونه به گسيختگي برسد
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   مي حجهاي كرنش) ب  حوريكرنشهاي م- منحني معمولي تنشهاي فشاري تحت الف-2شكل 

  
   مقاومت كششي بتن-2-4

مقاومت فشاري و كشش بتن با يكديگر در ارتباط مستقيم هستند و معموالً نـسبت مقاومـت كشـشي بـه فـشاري در          
 است، روابط زيادي براي ارتباط اين دو مقاومت مطرح شـده اسـت ولـي از آنجـا كـه عوامـل                       0/11 تا   0/07محدوده  

ها، كيفيت بتن و نحوه عمل آوري آن و مواد افزودني  هـر يـك بـه            ايش، مشخصات سنگدانه  مختلفي چون روش آزم   
  .توان در اين مورد تعميم كلي داداي را نميها و تغييرات آنها تاثير گذار است لذا هيچ رابطهنحوي در اين مقاومت

تراكم ناقص نيـز  . كندجاد ميوجود حباب هوا نيز افت بيشتري در مقاومت فشاري نسبت به مقاومت كششي آن اي            
 . كندافت بيشتري در مقاومت كششي ايجاد مي

هاي ثانويه غيرقابل اجتناب    روش مستقيم آزمايش مقاومت كششي بندرت انجام گيرد و اين امر بدليل اعمال تنش             
 نيمـه   گيري مقاومت كششي بتن روش دو     متداولترين روشهاي اندازه  . هاي دستگاه اين آزمايش است    از طرف فك  

   .باشدمي) ASTM-C78(اي و كشش ناشي از خمش سه نقطه) ASTM-C469(شدن 
 سـانتيمتر در امتـداد قطـرش بـه صـورت       15×30 در اين آزمايش اسـتوانه اسـتاندارد         :آزمايش دو نيم شدن   -

 14 تا   7گيرد بار به طور پيوسته و با سرعت ثابتي در محدوده تنش كششي بتن و بين                 خوابيده تحت فشار قرار مي    
تـنش فـشاري سـبب ايجـاد كشـشي          . شـود كيلوگرم بر سانتيمتر مربع تا هنگام شكست نمونه بر آن اعمـال مـي             

  شود مقاومت كششي دو نيمه شدن از رابطهيكنواخت در راستاي عمود بر امتداد قطر قائم مي
  
)1(

  DL
PT

π
2=  

  
در مقايسه با نتايج    . باشد مي  قطر نمونه  D طول نمونه و     L بار شكست،    P تنش كشش،    Tآيد كه در آن     بدست مي 

 درصـد  15 تـا    10مقاومت كششي حاصل از روش مستقيم، مقاومت كششي حاصل از روش دو نيمـه شـدن بـين                   
  ).3(شكل. بيشتر است
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  ASTM C496 - آزمايش دو نيم شدن -3شكل 

  
   آزمايش مقاومت الكتريكي بتن-2-5

كل غير مستقيم، شدت فرايند نفوذ پذيري و خوردگي بتن       است كه به ش    ميمقاومت الكتريكي بتن پارامتر بسيار مه     
در مقايسه با بتن با مقاومت الكتريكي كم، كه در آن جريان بـه آسـاني بـين نـواحي                    . دهدرا مورد ارزيابي قرار مي    
  . كند، در بتن با مقاومت الكتريكي باال فرايند نفوذ پذيري و  خوردگي كند خواهد بود آندي و كاتدي عبور مي

هــــاي بتن همـــانند نفوذ پـذيري      ـاومت الكتريكـي بتن به طور گستــرده براي ارزيابي غير مستقيم ويژگي          مق
  . آن و ميزان خلل و فرج مرتبط با يكديگر مورد استفاده قرار ميگيرد

باع يـا  اين آزمايش بايد ير روي بتن اشباع از آب يا اشباع از محلول آب نمك انجام گيـرد و نتيجـه بـتن غيـر اشـ           
  .خشك به مراتب باالتر از بتن اشباع خواهد بود

  :مقاومت الكتريكي بتن تابع پارامترهايي به شرح زير است
  .شوداز مقاومت الكتريكي كاسته مي) به ويژه منافذ بزرگ(با افزايش تخلخل :  ساختار فيزيكي بتن-1
مثالً وجـود كلـر     . اومت الكتريكي اثر دارد    وجود عناصر شيميائي در منافذ بتن بر مق        : ساختار شيميائي بتن   -2

هـايي از قبيـل    منافـذ بـتن يـون   همچنـين در محلـول  . گردددر محلول منافذ باعث كاهش مقاومت الكتريكي مي     
++ 32 Al,Ca   4+ وSi   و −K  دار مقاومت الكتريكـي    بر مق  ميشوند كه نوع و مقدار آنها اثر مه        يافت مي

  .بتن دارد
  .كاهدافزايش رطوبت در بتن از مقاومت الكتريكي بتن مي:  رطوبت-3
همجهت بودن دو قطبيهاي موجود در بتن و جريان، باعث كاهش مقاومت الكتريكي             : پالريزاسيون ذرات   -4

  .گردد ميبتن 
 نمودن مقاومـت ويـژه بـتن خيلـي     در خالل چند ساعت اوليه پس از مخلوط  : درجه هيدراسيون سيمان-5

شـود و از آن پـس بـا رونـد كمتـري افـزايش                روز به سرعت زياد مي     1يابد و سپس تا عمر حدود       كند افزايش مي  
  .دهدخشك شدن مقاومت ويژه را افزايش مي. مگر آنكه بتن خشك شود. گردديابد يا ثابت مي مي

خمير سيمان خـالص بـا نـسبت آب بـه سـيمان             . يابديظرفيت خازني بتن با عمر آن و افزايش فركانس كاهش م          
  .  و با عمر يكسان است49/0 داراي ظرفيت خازني خيلي بيشتري از بتن با نسبت آب به سيمان 23/0
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. دهـد هر تغييري در حجم نسبي خمير سيمان مقاومت الكتريكي بتن را تحت تأثير قرار مـي   :  عيار سيمان-6
 آب به سيمان ثابت، افزايش عيار سيمان در مخلوط، باعث كـاهش مقاومـت               مشاهده شده است كه در يك نسبت      

موجـود در بـتن بـراي    ) آب منفـذي ( علت عمده اين پديده به بيشتر شدن الكتروليـت  .گرددويژه الكتريكي آن مي   
  .عبور جريان نسبت داده شده است

 وسيله عمـل الكتروليتـي هـدايت    جريان الكتريسته در داخل بتن مرطوب اساساً به  : نسبت آب به سيمان-7
هـاي مـويين منقطـع شـده باشـند          شود يعني به وسيله يونهاي موجود در آب قابل تبخير آن، وليكن وقتي لوله             مي

هر افزايش در حجم آب و در تمركز يونهاي موجـود در آب منفـذي               . گيردجريان الكتريكي از ميان ژل صورت مي      
هد و در مواقع مقاومت ويژه به شدت با افزايش در نسبت آب به سـيمان  دمقاومت ويژه خمير سيمان را كاهش مي     

  .يابدكاهش مي
هـاي پـر آلـومين    نوع سيمان در رسانايي الكتريكي بتن تأثير گـذار اسـت سـيمان     : نوع سيمان و مصالح-8

  .كنندمقاومت الكتريكي باالتري در بتن نسبت به سيمانهاي پرتلند معمولي ايجاد مي
هـا بيـشتر باشـد، بـتن        ها نيز در رسانايي بتن تأثير گذار است هر چه رسـانايي سـنگدانه             ريكي سنگدانه هدايت الكت 

 .مقاومت الكتريكي كمتري خواهد داشت
تـوان مـواد مـضاف      دهند وليكن مي  عموماً افزودنيهاي شيميايي مقاومت ويژه بتن را كاهش نمي        :  افزودنيها -9

تأثير افزودنيهاي پوزوالني مانند خاكستر بادي و دوده سيلـسي  .  ديژه به كار بر   اي را به منظور تغيير مقاومت و      ويژه
 درصـد   10 معمـولي حـاوي      هـاي   ، مقاومـت الكتريكـي بـتن      باشـد   مـي در افزايش مقاومـت الكتريكـي چـشمگير         

 . برابر بتن معمولي بدون ميكروسيليس بدست آمده است3ميكروسيلس جايگزين شده بيش از 
 .دهد مي افزايش دماي بتن در هنگام آزمايش، مقاومت الكتريكي را افزايش  :مايشدماي نمونه آز -10
  شود مقاومت ويژه بتن با افزايش ولتاژ و فركانس زياد مي  : تأثير ولتاژ و فركانس جريان-11

راتـه شـده    رسد دماي اوليه بتن نيز از طريق تاثيراتي كه بر سـاختار خميـر هيد               مي فوق به نظر     هاي  در كنار پارامتر  
  .گذارد بر مقاومت الكتريكي بتن تاثير گذار باشد ميسيمان 

  
  مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي-

 زيرا مقاومت ويژه    باشد  ميآنچه كه در بحث مقاومت الكتريكي بتن حائز اهميت است مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي بتن               
) 1( مقاومت ويژه الكتريكـي از رابطـه         . و به شكل و ابعاد آن بستگي ندارد        باشد  ميالكتريكي وابسته به جنس ماده      

  . قابل محاسبه است

)1(    
A
LPR =   

R :مقاومت الكتريكي اهمي) Ω(  
P : مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي).( mΩ  
L :طول نمونه)m(   
A : سطح مقطع نمونه)( 2m 
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   آزمايش  فرضيات اوليه-3
 و همچنـين    4/75همچنين از ماسه شكسته با حد اكثر انـدازه          . شد   استفاده   2در اين پژوهش از سيمان پرتلند نوع        

  .آب مصرفي نيز آب شهر تهران بود.  ميليمتر استفاده گرديد19شن نيمه شكسته با حد اكثر اندازه 
 و عيار سـيمان برابـر   0/47آب به سيمان برابر نسبت  . طرح اختالط مطابق با طرح اختالط ملي ايران انجام گرفت         

  .  كيلو گرم فرض شد400
دماي هوا در حين  .  درجه سانتيگراد در مخلوط بتن تازه ايجاد گردد        40 و   30،  20،  10در ادامه سعي شد تا دماهاي       

 ACI 306ر  درجه سانتيگراد بود لذا براي ايجاد دماهاي مورد نظر از فرمول پيشنهادي د32ساخت بتن در حدود 

R2(رابطه .   استفاده گرديد(  
  
)2(  

tdd

ssGGmwsdGdc

W)SGc(22/0
WTWTWT)TSTGTc(22/0

T
+++

+++++
=    

  
c,G,Sكه در آن    

dd
به ترتيب وزن سيمان، شن در حالت خشك و ماسه در حالت خشك و               

tW  ،mW ،

G
W  ،

S
W به ترتيب ميزان آب كل، آب مصرفي، رطوبت شن، رطوبت ماسه و ،cT ،

G
T ،sT   بـه ترتيـب 

 .دماهاي سيمان، شن و ماسه است
ه در شرايط خاص براي خنك كـردن بـتن بـه جـاي بخـشي از آب از يـخ اسـتفاده شـود آنگـاه عبـارت                             و چنانچ 

mw WT    به عبارت )/()( 8050 −+− iiwim TWTWW  كـه در آن     . شود تبديل ميmW   و 
i

W 
به ترتيب آب مصرفي و جرم يخ و 

W
T و 

i
Tباشد به ترتيب دماي آب مصرفي و دماي يخ مي .  

برابر ظرفيت گرمايي ويژه مصالح سنگي و سـيمان اسـت لـذا بهينـه تـرين          5از آنجا كه ظرفيت گرمايي ويژه آب        
بـراي ايـن منظـور بـا جايگـذاري دماهـاي       . باشد ميروش براي ايجاد دماهاي مختلف در بتن تازه تغير دماي آب   

 حرارتـي ناشـي از اخـتالف درجـه     هـاي  براي جبران اتالف.(مطلوب در رابطه فوق حجم آب و يخ الزم بدست آمد     
ت مخلوط بتن و هواي محيط در حين ساخت، دماي تعادل در اين رابطه بايد اندكي كمتر از دماي مطلوب ما                     حرار

  .شود مي ديده 1نتايج در جدول .) لحاظ گردد تا نهايتا دماي مطلوب در بتن احراز گردد
  

  مقادير آب و يخ استفاده شده و دماي آنها در هر مخلوط:1 جدول
كد طرح 
 اختالط

  يدماي اسم
 [C°] در فرمول

  آب مصرفي
[ lit ] 

  يخ
[kg] 

  دماي آب
[°C] 

  دماي يخ
[°C] 

  دماي شن
 [C°] و ماسه

  دماي سيمان
[°C] 

  دماي بتن
[°C] 

T=10 T=6 109 130 5 -10 30 30 T=10 
T=20 T=18 203 36 5 -10 30 30 T=20 
T=30 T=29 239 0 28 - 30 30 T=30 
T=40 T=40 239 0 40 - 50 30 T=40 

  
  آزمايشات انجام شده -4

  . انجام گرديد  ASTMC143 مطابق استاندارد در ابتدا آزمايش تعيين رواني بر بتن تازه 
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متـري     ميلـي  150 و   100هـاي مكعبـي       شـده، از آزمونـه      هاي سـاخته    در ادامه براي تعيين مقاومت فشاري مخلوط      
 عمـل  هـاي  ميلي متري تهيه شـده از نمونـه  7/5   به قطرهاي   عمل آمده آزمايشگاهي و همچنين مغزههاي نمونه

  .  استفاده گرديد ASTM C617-94  و BS1881ي براساس استاندارد آمده در شرايط كارگاه
 هـاي    به صـورت دو نـيم كـردن و تركانـدن نمونـه              ASTM-C469آزمايش مقاومت كششي مطابق با استاندارد       

در اثر اعمال بار خطي در امتداد طول آزمونـه  ، ارگاهي ميلي متري ك7/5 هاي  سانتيمتر و مغزه 30×15استوانه اي
    روز است28 ها سن آزمايش در مورد هر دو سري از نمونه). آزمايش كشش برزيلي(انجام ميشود

  
  آزمايش تعيين رواني بتن تازه -4-1

بـه دليـل    پس از ساخت هر مخلوط آزمون اسالمپ انجام گرديد و مشاهده گشت با افزايش دماي اوليه بتن تـازه                    
بـه  . گـردد  مـي و بتن سفت تـر   كند ميافزايش سرعت هيدراسيون و گيرش سريعتر بتن افت اسالمپ افزايش پيدا 

 سـانتيمتر كـاهش     2 درجه سانتيگراد  در دمـاي اوليـه بـتن، اسـالمپ حـدود                10طور تقريبي به ازاي افزايش هر       
       .گرددتواند باعث افزايش درصد هواي بتن نيز  مييابد، اين پديده  مي
      

  نتايج آزمون اسالمپ: 2ل جدو
 اسالمپ نام طرح

T=10 100 

T=20 80 

T=30 60 

T=40 45 

  
   آزمايش مقاومت فشاري -4-2

 هـاي    سانتيمتري آزمايشگاهي و مقاومت    10 و 15 مكعبي   هاي   روزه آزمونه  91 و   42،  28،  14،  7 هاي  نتايج مقاومت 
مشاهده ) 3(و ) 2(و نمودار ) 3( مخلوط در جدول  4انتيمتري كارگاهي، براي     س 7/5 استوانه اي    هاي   روزه نمونه  28
  ) تبديل شدند15 به  0/97 سانتيمتري با اعمال ضريب 10 هاي نتايج آزمونه. (شود مي
  

 )بر حسب مگاپاسكال( نتايج مقاومت فشاري:3جدول 
 شرايط سن آزمونه )mpa(نام طرح و ميزان مقاومت فشاري

 T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 عمل آوري
 24/5 21/7 19/4 16/6 آزمايشگاهي  روزه7

روزه14  27/9 29/3 29/7 27/1 آزمايشگاهي 
روزه28  31/8 33/8 34/6 33/1 آزمايشگاهي 
روزه28  10/1 13/2 13/4 16/9 كارگاهي 
روزه42  32/1 35/7 36/7 35/2 آزمايشگاهي 
روزه91  33/9 37/3 38/7 40/3 آزمايشگاهي 

  
 درج 22در داخل حوضچه آب بـا دمـاي   ( عمل آوري شده در آزمايشگاه     هاي  تباط با مقاومت فشاري،در نمونه    در ار 
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يابد  ولـي بـه دليـل     مي اوليه افزايش هاي سانيگراد با افزايش دماي اوليه بتن سرعت هيدراسيون و كسب مقاومت 
اخت اين محـصوالت نبـوده و       فرصت كافي براي پخش شدن يكنو     ،  سرعت باالي تشكيل محصوالت هيدراسيون    

، كند ميتجمع آنها حول ذرات سيمان مانع از هيدراسيون كامل ذرات سيمان گشته و ايجاد تخلخل بيشتر  در بتن                    
  . پايين تري در سنين باال تر خوا هد داشتهاي لذا در مقايسه با دماهاي اوليه پايين تر، بتن مقاومت

در بين سه طرح ديگر بيـشترين   T=40،  روز مقاومت فشاري7د تا سن مشاهده ميگرد) 2(همانگونه كه در نمودار 
 به بيشترين مقاومـت در بـين سـه     T=20 روز اين روند تغيير كرده و بتن 7-14در فاصله سنين  .مقدار را داراست

توان حدس  مي روز 14 در سن T=30و  T=20با توجه به تفاوت اندك مقاومت بتن . طرح ديگر دست يافته است
 براي مدتي بيشترين مقاومت را در بين سه طرح ديگر داشـته اسـت كـه     T=30 كه در همين فاصله زماني بتن        زد

 به دليل روند بسيار كند هيدراسيون، T=10تا اين سن بتن  . از آن بيشي گرفته استT=20پس از مدتي مقاومت 
  .كمترين مقاومت را در بين سه طرح ديگر داراست

ل ترين سن آزما يش مقاومت فشاري اسـت و اكثـرا بـه عنـوان مبنـايي بـراي سـنجش                       روز كه متداو   28در سن   
 همچنان بيشترين مقاومت را داراست و پس از آن بـه ترتيـب    T=20بتن شود،  ميمقاومت فشاري در نظر گرفته 

ت بـه   كسب مقاومتي چنداني نسب T=40از اين سن به بعد بتن . قرار گرفته اند T=40   وT=30 ،T=10بتنهاي 
  .كند ميسه طرح ديگر ن

مقـادير   T=30  وT=10 روز بتنهـاي  42 همچنان در حال كـسب مقاومـت اسـت آنچنانكـه در سـن      T=10بتن 
 مگاپاسـكال  بيـشترين مقـدار    40/3 بـا   T=10 روز بـتن  91مقاومت بسيار نزديك به هم دارند و نهايتا در سـن  

همـان  . باشـد  ميترين مقدار  را در بين سه طرح ديگر دارا  مگا پاسكال كم  33/9 با مقدار T=40 و بتن  مقاومت
از ،  آب و سيمان مصرف شـده و شـرايط عمـل آوري  بـتن              ،  با سنگدانه ،    در اين آزمايش    شود  ميطور كه مشاهده    

 مگاپاسـكال   1/5حـدود ،  درجـه سـانتيگراد  در بـتن تـازه    10 درجه سانتيگراد به ازاي افزايش هر 30 تا 10دماي 
 روز مـشاهده    91 مگاپاسكال كـاهش مقاومـت در سـن          3/5 درجه سانتيگراد حدود     40 تا   30ت و از    كاهش مقاوم 

  . روز داراست91را در سن  T=10 درصد مقاومت بتن 80 حدود T=40گردد و بتن  مي
 در ايـن سـن      . روز آزمون مقاومت فـشاري را انجـام دهـيم          28 كارگاهي تنها توانستيم در سن       هاي  در مورد نمونه  

 مقـادير  T=30 و  T=20 هاي  بدست آورد و پس از آن به ترتيب نمونه T=10ين مقاومت فشاري را جدول بيشتر
علت اين  اختالف در ميزان مقاومت بين .  كمترين مقدار مقاومت را دارا بود T=40نزديك به هم داشتند و نمونه 

 هـا  در شـرايط عمـل آوري ايـن نمونـه    تـوان    مي آزمايشگاهي را    هاي  دماهاي مختلف  در اين سن نسبت به نمونه        
 درجه سانتيگراد   33 به طور متوسط     ها  بايد توجه داشت كه دماي هوا به هنگام عمل آوري اين نمونه           . جستجو كرد 

 نسبت به ها اين دماي باال در زمان عمل آوري باعث افزايش آهنگ كسب مقاومت اين نمونه            . بود ميدر شبانه روز    
 روز توانسته اند به بخش بيشتري از مقاومـت خـود  دسـت پيـدا                 28ته چنانكه تا سن      آزمايشگاهي  گش   هاي  نمونه
 كمتري نـسبت بـه   هاي  به مقاومتها اين نمونه، ولي به دليل رطوبت رساني كمتر در طول مدت عمل آوري    . كنند
  ) 3(نمودار.  عمل آمده در آزمايشگاه دست يافته اندهاي نمونه
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   در دماهاي مختلفها  فشاري  با افزايش سن نمونه تغييرات مقاومت-1نمودار 
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?  روزه  کارگاه نمونه 28 ?شگاه? روزه آزما 28 ? نمونه ها
              

   روز28 آزمايشگاهي و كارگاهي نسبت به دماي  اوليه بتن در سن هاي  تغييرات مقاومت فشاري نمونه-2 نمودار
  

و دمـا در حـين عمـل آوري پارامترهـاي           آيد كه  هر دو عامل دماي اوليه بتن تـازه             ميبنا بر اين اين طور به نظر        
لذا در سنجش وارزيابي مقاومت بتن در سنين . باشند مي نهايي بتن    هاي  تاثيرگذار در آهنگ و ميزان كسب مقاومت      

  . اين دو عامل و تاثيرات آنها نيز بهتر است مورد توجه قرار گيرد، مختلف
  
 )كشش برزيلي(نتايج آزمايش مقاومت كششي  -4-3

 7/5 هـاي   آزمايـشگاهي و همچنـين مغـزه    15×30  اي   اسـتوانه هـاي   روزه آزمونـه 28ومـت كشـشي   نتـايج مقا 
  .شود مي مشاهده )4(و نمودار)4(سانتيمتري جداول كارگاهي در جدول
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  نتايج آزمايش مقاومت كششي برزيلي: 4جدول 
  )mpa(نام طرح و ميزان مقاومت كششي

 شرايط سن آزمونه
 T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 عمل آوري

 2/40    2/46 2/86 2/64 آزمايشگاهي  روزه28
روزه28  0/92 1/47 2/23 1/55 كارگاهي 
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   آزمايشگاهي و جداول در دماهاي مختلفهاي  تغييرات مقاومت كششي نمونه-3نمودار
  

 يكديگرند لذا  به همان دال يلي كه در مورد مقاومـت فـشاري               مقاومت كششي و فشاري بتن در ارتباط مستقيم با        
 كمتـرين   T=40  هـاي   بيشترين مقدار و نمونهT=20 هاي  روز مقاومت كششي نمونه28بتن ذكر گرديد، در سن 

  .مقدار را دارا بود
ش عمـر   اول آنكه آهنگ افزايش مقاومت كششي بـا افـزاي         . در مورد مقاومت كششي چندين نكته قابل تامل است        

بتن نسبت به مقاومت فشاري آن كندتر است بنابراين نسبت مقاومت كششي بـه فـشاري بـا افـزايش عمـر بـتن                        
اثـرات جمـع شـدگي غيـر        (همچنين مقاومت كششي در برابر عمل آوري بـسيار حـساستر اسـت              . يابدكاهش مي 

  ) گذارديكنواخت بسيار حادتر روي كشش نسبت به فشار اثر مي
  ها  روز در هر دو سري نمونه28 در سن  T=20 نسبت به T=10ان گفت كه علت كاهش مقاومت تو ميبنابر اين 

 در مقايـسه بـا   T=20 نسبت بـه  T=10 هاي رشد كند تر مقاومت كششي نمونه)  كارگاهي هاي  به خصوص نمونه  (
  T=20ش از  بـي  T=10 كارگـاهي  هـاي   روزه نمونه28در حاليكه مقاومت فشاري  .(مقاومت فشاري آنها دانست

  .)بود
 از آنجـا كـه      .تراكم مناسب در بتن تازه هنگام قرار گيري در قالب  در بهبود مقاومت كششي بتن بسيار موثر است                  

لـذا  ،  از تراكم بهتري نيز برخـوردار بـوده انـد         ،   آزمايشگاهي  ضمن داشتن شرايط عمل آوري مناسب تر         هاي  نمونه
  .باشند ميارگاهي دارا  كهاي مقاومت كششي بزرگتري نسبت به نمونه

همچنين در منابع ذكر شده است كه به دليل  حساسيت مقاومت كششي در برابر عمل آوري  نسبت تنش كششي                     
 ولـي   .به فشاري در بتني كه در هوا عمل آمده نسبت به بتني كه در شرايط استاندارد عمل آوري شده كمتر اسـت                     

 عمـل آمـده در   هـاي    مقاومت كششي به فشاري در نمونهدر اين آزمايش چنين نتيجه اي حاصل نگشت و نسبت       
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 )كارگـاهي  Ft/Fc   Ft/Fc <آزمايـشگاهي  (. عمل آمده در كارگاه بـود هاي آزمايشگاه كمتر از اين نسبت در نمونه
 هـاي   توان اين احتمال را داد كه افزايش دماي اوليه بتن تاثيرات بيشتري در كـاهش مقاومـت فـشاري نمونـه                     مي

ت به مقاومت كششي آنها دارد كه اين امر باعث افزايش نسبت مقاومت كششي به مقاومت فـشاري                  كارگاهي نسب 
  . گردد مي آزمايشگاهي هاي   در مقايسه با اين نسبت در  نمونهها اين نمونه
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  . دماهاي مختلف آزمايشگاهي و كارگاهي درهاي  نسبت مقاومت كششي به فشاري در نمونه-4نمودار 
  
  آزمايش تعيين مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي-3-5-6

 75 هـاي  آوري آزمايـشگاهي و مغـزه     متري با شرايط عمـل         ميلي   150و100هاي مكعبي     در اين آزمايش از آزمونه    
ه هاي ساخته شده در اين آزمايش براي هر مخلوط با توجه ب             تعداد آزمونه . شد    ميلي متري جداول كارگاهي استفاده      

ها از آب خارج و پس از انجام           روز، آزمونه  91 و   42،  28،  14،  7 عدد بود كه در سنين     3ماهيت غيرمخرب بودن آن     
  . آزمايش، تحت آزمايش مقاومت فشاري قرار گرفتند

از . شده، در استانداردهاي مختلف دستورالعمل خاصي وجود نـدارد       هاي ساخته   براي تعيين مقاومت الكتريكي آزمونه    
  .و براي انجام اين آزمايش از  وسايل و روش خاصي استفاده شداين ر

 ΩM و ظرفيت نهايي     KHz 1براي انجام اين آزمايش از يك دستگاه تعيين كننده مقاومت الكتريكي با فركانس              
  . شد  ، به همراه دو صفحه مسي استفاده 1

نتيمتري آزمايشگاهي و در مورد جـداول        سا 15 و       10 هاي   روز بر روي نمونه    91 و   42،  28اين آزمايش در سنين     
 سانتيمتري انجام گرفت كه نتايج ايـن        7/5 هاي   روز  بر روي مغزه     28 موجود فقط در سن      هاي  به دليل محدوديت  
 .نشان داده شده است) 7و6(و نمودارهاي ) 4(آزمايش  در جدول 

  
  نتايج آزمايش مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي: 4 جدول

سن   )cm -W(نام طرح و مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي 
 آزمونه

 شرايط
يعمل آور  T=10 T=20 T=30 T=40 

روزه28  2874 3041 3065 3014 آزمايشگاهي 
روزه28  2380 2749 2773 2656 كارگاهي 
روزه42  3039 3181 3338 3111 آزمايشگاهي 
روزه91  4564 5319 5369 5575 آزمايشگاهي 
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  .تغييرات مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي نسبت به دماي اوليه بتن و زمان -5نمودار 
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  . تغييرات مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي نسبت به زمان و دماي اوليه بتن-6نمودار 

  
   روز 28 آزمايـشگاهي در سـن       هـاي   گـردد در نمونـه     مي مشاهده   )7 و 6(و  نمودارهاي    ) 4(همانگونه كه در جدول     

 و در نهايـت نمونـه   T=10 و  T=30 هـاي   داراي بيشترين مقدار و پس از آن به ترتيب نمونـه  T=20 هاي نمونه
T=40 هـاي  ولي تفاوت بين مقاومت  نمونه.  داراي كمترين مقدار مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي است T=20 ،T=30 و 
T=10باشد مي در اين سن  به نسبت چندان زياد ن.  

 داراي بيشترين مقدار مقاومت  T=30 و  T=20 هاي ول اين اختالفات بيشتر بود چنانچه نمونهدر مورد نمونه جدا
 به دليل درجه هيدراسيون ضعيف تر نسبت به دو نمونه قبل قرار داشت و كمتـرين   T=10 هاي و پس از آن نمونه
  .رار داشت به دليل بافت ضعيف تر اجزاي بتن و نفوذ پذيري زياد آن قT=40مقاومت در نمونه 

توان ناشي از تفاوت در شرايط عمل آوري آنهـا نـسبت بـه               مي جداول را    هاي  بين نتايج نمونه  ،  علت اختالف بيشتر  
  . آزمايشگاهي دانستهاي  نسبت به نمونهها  كارگاهي و هيدراسيون سريعتر اين نمونههاي نمونه

 داراي بيشترين مقدار  T=20ديد و باز نمونه  آزمايشگاهي انجام گرهاي  روز بر روي نمونه42اين آزمايش در سن 
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 كمتـرين   T=40  با مقادير نزديك بـه هـم و در نهايـت نمونـه     T=10 و T=30 هاي مقاومت و پس از آن نمونه
  .ميزان مقاومت را دارا بود

  هـاي   داراي بيـشترين مقـدار مقاومـت و پـس از آن نمونـه      T=10 روز روند نتايج تغيير كرد و نمونه 91در سن 
T=20 ،T=30 و T=40به اندازه كافي بزگ ها  نمونههاي در اين سن اختالف بين مقاومت.  به ترتيب قرار داشتند 

  .سانتيمتر بود- اهم1000 در حدود T=40 و T=10بود به طوريكه اختالف بين مقاومت نمونه 
اومـت الكتريكـي واقعـي       باعث كسب مق   T=10رسد كه سرعت كند هيدراسيون و تكامل ساختار نمونه           ميبه نظر   

  . روز گرديد91آن در سن 
بهتـر  ، ي كه در دماهاي اوليه متفاوت ساخته شـده انـد  هاي رسد آنست كه اين آزمايش در مورد بتن       ميآنچه به نظر    

   . روز انجام گيرد90است در سنين باالي 
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  آزمايشگاهي وهاي اوليه بتن در سنين مختلف در نمونه  ه تغييرات دماي تغييرات مقاومت ويژه الكتريكي نسبت ب-7نمودار

 جداول كارگاهي

 گيري و پيشنهاد نتيجه -5
باشند و در عمـل   ميرسد كه روابط ارائه شده مربوط به دماي تعادل بتن، از دقت كافي بر خوردار ن ميبه نظر   -1

لذا . دماي تعادل آن بسيار تاثير گذار است      دماي محيط اطراف ساخت بتن  و شرايط محيطي ساخت آن، در               
 .در اين روابط لحاظ شود، بهتر است عامل دماي محيط در حين ساخت بتن نيز

عمـده ايـن تـاثيرات در تغييـرات     .باشـد  مـي دماي اوليه بتن پارامتر تاثير گذاري بر روي ويژگيهاي بتن تـازه           -2
 2رجه سانتيگراد، اسـالمپ بـه ميـزان تقريبـا            د 10اسالمپ بتن مشاهده گشت آنچنانكه به ازاي افزيش هر          

 .يابد ميسانتيمتر كاهش 
يـا   مييابد ولي با افزايش عمر بتن اين روند تغيير             ميبا افزايش دما، مقاومت فشاري در سنين اوليه افزايش           -3

شاهده  بود مT=10در پايين ترين دما كه در اين آزمايش  بتن         )  روز 91(بد و بيشترين مقاومت در سنين باال        
 مقاومت كمتري داشـت   T=30 وT=20  هنوز نسبت به دو بتنT=10  روز بتن42در حاليكه تا سن . گرديد

. باشـد  مـي  بيشتر در سنين باال تر آن هاي و اين نشاندهنده روند كند تر هيدراسيون اين بتن و كسب مقاومت   
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 . طرح دارا بود4 روز كمترين مقاومت را در بين 91 در سن T=40بتن 
 كارگـاهي در   هـاي   اي دوران عمل آوري نيز بر سرعت رشد مقاومت تاثير گذار است آنچنانكـه  در نمونـه                 دم -4

 ديگـر كارگـاهي دارا بـود در حاليكـه در            هـاي    بيشترين مقاومـت را در بـين نمونـه         T=10 روز بتن    28سن  
 . بيشترين مقدار را دارا بودT=20 آزمايشگاهي در اين سن نمونه هاي نمونه

 روز هماننـد    28اين روند تغييـرات در سـن        .  مقاومت كششي بتن نيز با تغييرات دما متغير است         آهنگ كسب  -5
 . ستها نغييرات مقاومت فشاري نمونه

 دارا بود ولـي اخـتالف بـين     T=20 روز بيشترين مقاومت را نمونه 28در آزمايش مقاومت الكتريكي در سن  -6
در مورد جداول نيز همـين رونـد بـا مقـادير كمتـر              . است  در اين سن نسبت به سنين باال تر اندك         ها  مقاومت

 .مشاهده گشت، مقاومت به دليل شرايط ضعيف تر عمل آوري
 روز اختالفات بين نتايج به ميزان قابـل تـوجهي رسـيد             91با ادامه انجام آزمايش مقاومت الكتريكي در سن          -7

- اهم 10(سانتيمتر  -اهم1000 اختالف    با T=40 بيشترين مقاومت را دارا بود و نمونه         T=10آنچنانكه نمونه   
 بنـا بـر ايـن در آزمـايش مقاومـت الكتريكـي              . كمترين مقدار مقاومت را احـراز نمـود        T=10نسبت به   ،  )متر

 ساخته شده در دماهاي اوليه مختلف بهتر است كه اين آزمايش در سنين به اندازه كافي باال انجام               هاي  نمونه
  .بود ميروز  91كه در اين آزمايش اين سن . گيرد
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ABSTRACT  
In this paper the effect of different casting temperatures on cracking potential of 
mass high strength columns were studied. Four mix proportions with 0.3 water- 
cementing ratio were made and two different casting temperatures, 26ºC and 40ºC 
were applied to simulate moderate and hot climate conditions. Cement was 
replaced by silica fume at 0%, %5, %8 and %11. Temperature rising of the 
mixtures, due to hydration, after casting was monitored till 7 days. Furthermore, 
compressive strength of the specimens was determined at the ages of 1 to 91 days.  
Thermal analysis of 4 large columns, 600×600×200 to 1800×1800×2000 mm, was 
carried out by finite element method [3-7].  In this regard,   two demolding time, 24 
and 48 hours were selected to clarify the effect of ambient temperature on risk of 
cracking.  The results declare that tensile stress of the 600 mm columns with 24 
hours demolding time, irrespective of casting temperature, was higher than tensile 
strength and will be cracked. However, 48 hours demolding time induced lower 
tensile stress and diminished risk of cracking.  Silica fume has no considerable 
effect on risk of cracking.  
 
Keywords: mass concrete, casting temperature, risk of cracking, silica fume, 
demolding time   
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Heat evolution during hydration of cementing  materials in high strength mass 
concrete lead to thermal stress, which in-turn induce thermal cracking in the body 
of structures[1-2].Therefore, this is a task of researchers to clarify thermal behavior 
of mass structures made by high strength concrete to develop a convenient design 
method to control crack potential [5]. Huge foundations, pile, columns of bridges, 
thick walls and tunnels lining are examples of mass structures which thermal 
cracks were observed. In large structures, due to low thermal diffusion properties 
of concrete, heat spreading is very slow [6-8]. In this regard, concrete temperatures 
in excess of 65ºC have been reported [8]. The high temperature can adversely 
affect the performance of the concrete. Thermal cracking will occur when thermal 
stresses exceed the tensile strength of concrete [9]. The geometry of a member, 
water cement ratio, cement content and type of supplementary cementing materials 
govern the magnitude of heat lost to the environment and lead to high thermal 
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gradient [9].   
Cement replacement with different pozzolan is known as an important way to 
diminish temperature rising [8]. Effect of silica fume on hydration heat is 
influenced from water cementitious material and also superplacticizer content. It 
was observed that in high water cement ratio, about 0.5, silica fume behave as 
cement [4]. However, as water cement ratio decrease silica fume have no 
considerable effect on hydration heat development. On the other hand, at water 
cement ratio of 0.4 silica fume diminish hydration heat [5]. Slag-blended cements 
assist in reducing hydration temperatures of concrete with nominal strength of 100, 
80, 60 and 40 Mpa [9]. Casting temperature and demolding time are the other 
important parameters which may affect risk of cracking in silica fume specimens 
which are studied in the present paper.     

 
2. MATERIALS AND TESTING METHOD 
Crushed stone, with 19 mm maximum nominal size, in two ranges of 5-10 and 10-
19 with relative density at saturated surface dry of 2.61 were used. Fineness 
modulus of sand and   relative density was 3.4 and 2.6 respectively. Absorption 
value is 1.9 and 2.1 for fine and coarse aggregate.  The cement used was Portland 
cement Type 2, with a specific gravity of 3.12 and 3750 cm2/gr surface area. A 
commercial carboxylic type placticizer, (Gelenium 110M), was used to maintain 
workability of fresh concrete. Silica fume, made by Semnan Ferro Alley factory, 
was used at 0%, 5%, 8% and 11% (by weight) as partial replacement of cement. 
Chemical properties of silica fume are given in Table 1. Mix proportions of the 
concrete are given in Table 2. Water-cementing material ratio is 0.3.    
 

Table 1. chemical composition of silica fume 
Composition  Percent               

Al2O3 0.5-1.7  

 SiO2 85-95  

 Fe2O3 0.4-2  

C 0.6-1.5  

 CaO 2-2.3  

 MgO 0.1-0.9  
 
For all mixtures a cylindrical (150×300mm) specimen was molded just after 
casting and was put in a semi adiabatic box for monitoring the  hydration 
temperature rising. Temperature rising was monitored via a Data Logger at 1 
minute interval till 6 days. Guardian, 4C-Heat and 4C Temp&Stress soft wares 
were used for determination of heat properties and thermal analysis.  Consequently, 
risk of cracking in large columns was determined. The columns size was 600, 
1000, 1400 and 1800 mm, and height of all columns was 2000 mm. Two climate 
zones, moderate with air temperature of 20 to 30°C and hot with 30 to 45°C, were 
chosen. Wind velocity was 5m/sec. Sixteen four analyses were carried out for 
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determination of cracking risk (tensile stress/tensile strength). Furthermore, 
compressive strength of the cube specimens (100×100×100 mm) accordance to 
standard condition was also measured at the ages of 1, 2, 3, 7, 14, 28 and 91 days. 
 

Table 2. Mix proportions of the Concrete 
Material SF0D SF5.D SF8.D SF11.D 

Cement               (kg/m3)  540 513 496.8 480.6 
Water                 (kg/m3)  164.7 164.7 164.7 164.7 
Fine agg.            (kg/m3)  865 859 856 853 
Coarse agg.* 

 (5-10 mm)             ¨ 
 203 202 202 201 

Coarse agg. 
(10-19mm)            ¨ 

 626 623 621 619 

Micro silica(%)  0 5 8 11 
Super plasticizer     ¨  3.24 7.5 7.5 7.5 
Water/Cementitious 
material 

 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

Slump  150 150 150 150 
*Aggregate in saturated surface dry condition 

 
3. TESTING RESULTS  
Casting temperatures for moderate (M) and hot climates (H) is given in Table 3. As 
it is shown, for moderate climate casting temperature is between 26.5 to 28 °C. 
However, casting temperature for hot climate is between 36 to 41 °C.  Casting 
temperature was adjusted based on trial mixtures and the proposed equation in [1].  

 
Table 3. Casting temperature of the mixtures 

 S0 
(M) 

SF5 
(M) 

SF8 
(M) 

SF11 
(M) 

S0 
(H) 

SF5 
(H) 

SF8 
(H) 

SF11 
(H) 

Casting 
Temp. 27.5 27 26.5 28 36 40.5 41 39 

 
After casting, temperature rising was monitored via a semi adiabatic box.  Heat 
development parameters were also calculated from the following equation using 
4C-Heat software:   

 ατ ))(exp(.)(
M

QMQ e−= ∞  (1) 

Where,  
)(MQ  Correspond to heat value at maturity M,   

∞Q   Is final heat value and  

eτ   And α are constants. 
Using the above parameters and the measured strength properties in predetermined 
casting and curing and also ambient temperature, temperature regime, peak 
temperature, stress and risk of cracking were calculated by 4C Temp&Stress 
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software.   
 
3.1. Moderate Casting Temperature  
Peak temperature of different mixtures, due to hydration of cementing materials, is 
shown in Figure 1.  As it is shown, higher peak temperature belonging to the 
columns with larger size. In the specimens without silica fume peak temperature 
change between 65 °C to 85°C for 600 and 1800 mm columns size respectively.  
Silica fume diminished peak temperature not so effectively.  Risk of cracking for 
24 and 48 hours demolding time are also demonstrated in Figures 2 and 3 when 
respectively.  It is shown that risk of cracking of the specimens was changed in the 
same manner with peak temperature. Demolding time of 24 hours lead to this fact 
that only 600 mm column can be conservatively.  However, 48 hours demolding 
time decreased risk of cracking and 1000mm column will also be considered 
without cracking.    
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Figure 1. Peak temperature versus concrete mixtures (Moderate)  
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Figure 2. Risk of cracking versus mixtures (Moderate) – remolding time: 24 hours  

 
3.2. High Casting Temperature  
Temperature rising, risk of cracking at demolding time of 24 and 48 hours were 
shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6 when casting temperature was about 40 °C.  Due to 
high casting temperature peak temperature values increased more than moderate 
one. However, a comparison of risk of cracking in moderate and hot casting 
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temperature declare that , due to lower thermal gradient in hot casting lead to lower 
risk of cracking. As it is shown, 48 hours demolding was also diminished risk of 
cracking. Silica fume have no considerable effect on cracking potential, just similar 
to moderate casting temperature.   
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Figure 3. Risk of cracking versus mixtures (Moderate) – remolding time: 48 Hours  
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Figure 4. Peak temperature versus concrete mixtures (Hot) 
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Figure 5. Risk of cracking versus concrete mixtures Remolding time: 24 hours 
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Figure 6. Risk of cracking versus mixtures (Hot)   Remolding Time: 48 Hours  

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
From the present study the following conclusions can be drawn: 
- Hydration peak temperature is highly affected by size of structures. 
- Higher casting temperature led to higher peak temperature. 
- Silica fume had no considerable effect on hydration peak temperature of the mixtures.   
- High casting temperature (40 °C) led to high peak temperatures however, due to 

low thermal gradient risk of cracking decreased.   
- It was concluded that demolding time of 48 hours in both casting temperatures 

diminished risk of cracking. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on the effects of 
expanded polystyrene polymeric beads on the properties of light-weight self-
compacting concrete in fresh and hardened states. Since the aim of this study is to 
produce structural lightweight self-compacting concrete (with compressive strength 
above 17 MPa), EPS beads were partially substitute for aggregates by 10, 15, 22.5 
and 30 percentages by volume. Fluidity and mechanical properties of self-
compacting EPS concrete was compared with ordinary self-compacting concrete 
with slump flow of about 65cm. The slump flow was kept in allowable range and 
the effects of EPS were evaluated on the other fluidity parameters such as V-funnel 
and L-box. The results obtained, showed that with increasing in EPS volume, V-
funnel time increased while blocking ratio decreased. At the stage of hardened 
concrete, compressive strength (at different ages), tensile strength, ultrasonic pulse 
velocity (UPV) and water absorption were studied.  
  
Keywords: light-weight self-compacting concrete, expanded polystyrene, fluidity, 
mechanical properties  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Light-weight concrete with density varying between 1400 to 2100 kg/m3 in 
contrast with normal concrete with density about 2400 kg/m3 has been used for 
structural purposes for so many years. Light-weight concrete has been center of 
attention because of its low density leading to the decrease in the area-sectional 
which results in decreasing the final cost of structure. Light-weight concrete used 
in this study is made by using porous fine aggregates with a low density. Water 
absorption is the most significant demerit of many of these light-weight aggregates. 
From a fresh state point of view, increasing the amount of water in matrix 
(associated with water absorption of this aggregates) can cause increase in the 
amount of structure self-weight. Also, this water absorption cause decreasing in 
slump flow and to solve this problem additional water required. In term of 
hardened state, as the time passes, the evaporation causes rapid loss of surface 
bleeding which results rapid drawdown in pore water level. This in turn, makes an 
increase in pore water pressure, which tends to bring the neighboring solid particles 
closer which resulted that shrinkage cracking appears [1,2]. Different studies were 
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shown that because of interesting in properties such as hydrophobia, closed cell 
nature (prevention from going paste or water in to light-weight structure) and non-
absorbent, employing the light-weight expanded polystyrene beads as suitable ultra 
light-weight aggregates in mortar or concrete for structural and non-structural 
applications is increasing [3,4]. These properties can overcome disadvantages 
discussed above.  
Self-compacting concrete (SCC) was first produced in Japan in 1980s [5] with 
problems in consolidation of the normal concrete was to achieve concrete with 
favorite compaction and high durability. In fact, SCC has a very high fluidity, 
which removed many of the problems associated with normal concrete such as 
segregation, bleeding, absorption, permeability and etc. In addition, without any 
vibration placement in complex or dense reinforced formworks, filled it and 
covered the space around the bars. Compared to normal concrete, reduction of the 
harmful effects of sound in urban environments and the industrial process costs are 
additional advantages [6]. Fillingability, passingability and resistance to 
segregation are three key properties that SCC must comprise at fresh state [7]. The 
first two properties are achieved by employing a high-range water reducing. In 
order to avoid the segregation of coarse aggregates, the plastic viscosity of SCC 
should be increased. For these purpose, three methods were suggested. The First is 
using high powder content. Employments of some mineral admixtures such as fly 
ash, ground blast furnace slag, silica fume, limestone powder or quartzite powder is 
a possible way for the first method [8,9]. The second is employing a viscosity-
modifying agent (VMA). Finally, the last one is a combination of the first and 
second methods.  
Because of self-weight of light-weight aggregates, for compaction of concrete may 
results in increasing in segregation and bleeding problems. Noticeable problem 
associating with unsuitable vibration is inefficient dissipation of light-weight 
aggregates. This condition raises light-weight aggregates to the surface of concrete 
and forms a weak layer. As the SCC which dose not needs any vibration, it looks 
like that these problems can be kept at the lower level. But because that SCC must 
be compacted by its own weight (without any compaction) and the weight of self-
compacting light-weight concrete reduces in comparison to SSC, so the balance 
between compaction and weight of SCC must be established. The major objective 
of the present study is to provide information about this balance in light-weight 
self-compacting concrete. To attain this aim and because of the interesting property 
of EPS as ultra light-weight aggregates, on this study,  
  
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME  
2.1. Materials 
Ordinary Portland cement (opc) meeting the requirements of ASTM C 150 were 
used for preparation of the self-compacting EPS concrete specimens in all 
compositions. Commercial dry uncompacted silica fume (SF) was used as a 
cementations material. The chemical compositions of OPC and SF are given in 
Table 1.  
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Table 1: Chemical composition properties of (OPC) and (SF) detail 
  Cement Silica fume 

SiO2 21.46 91.7 
Al2O3 5.55 1 
Fe2O3 3.46 0.9 
CaO 63.95 1.68 
MgO 1.86 1.8 
SO3 1.42 0.87 
K2O 0.54 - 
Na2O 0.26 0.1 
LOI - 2 

 
Table 2: Grading and physical properties of expanded polystyrene      

EPS type Type I Type II 
Sieve size (mm) Cumulative passing (%) 

9.5 100 100 
4.75 96 2 
2.36 2 0 
1.18 2 0 

Physical properties 
Mostly beads size(mm) 2.36 4.75 
Specific gravity 0.025 0.018 

  
To mix the self-compacting EPS concrete and for curing the specimens, potable 
water specified by ASTM D 1129 was used. Natural river sand (0-4.75mm) with 
fines modulus of 2.83 and crushed gravel with 12.5mm were used. The coarse and 
fine aggregates have specific gravities of 2.71 and 2.6 and mean water absorption 
of 0.8% and 0.58%, respectively. Sika Viscocrete-1 as a third generation of super-
plasticizer and meets the requirements for super-plasticizer according to SIA 162 
(1989) was used in all mixtures. This type of modified polycarboxylate based has 
been used by other researchers as VMA [10]. Solid content, PH and specific 
gravity of VMA were provided by its manufacturer to 35.7%, 6.5 and 1.08, 
respectively. Expanded polystyrene equally replaced by fine and coarse aggregates 
by using two types of commercial EPS with different specific gravity and grading 
which were used to prepare self-compacting EPS concrete. Type 1 with mostly 
2.36 mm beads size and type 2 with mostly 4.75 mm size replaced fine sand and 
gravel, respectively. As seen, to prevent grading disturbance of coarse and fine 
aggregates, mostly beads size was selected in the grading range of aggregates, 
respectively. The EPS beads properties and grading details are presented in table 2.  
 
2.2. Mixture Proportion of Self-Compacting Eps Concrete 
The mixing sequences were as follows. Coarse and fine aggregates, EPS and some 
mixing water (25%) were initially homogenized for 1min in rotary planetary mixer. 
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Thereafter, binder materials including cement and SF were added. Finally, the 
remaining water and VMA (according to Table 3) were introduced to the wet 
mixture, while mixing was going on for 4 minutes. This optimum time is required 
to disperse VMA and stabilize viscosity. The water/cement ratio and binder content 
of the mixtures were maintained at 0.53 and 418 kg/m3 throughout this study, 
respectively. In order to keep slump flow in allowed ranges, VMA was used in 
different dosages. The VMA was adjusted between 0.4 to 0.63% by weight of 
binder content and EPS beads replaced aggregates with 10, 15, 22.5 and 30 
percentages by volume to produced structural self-compacting EPS concrete with 
compressive strength above 17 MPa and density ranging 1700-2100 kg/m3. 
Fluidity and mechanical properties of self-compacting EPS concrete was compared 
with ordinary SCC that designed for slump flow about 65cm. The details of the 
mixtures including Silica fume which was replaced in 10% of the cement mass -are 
presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Mixture properties of self-compacting EPS concrete 
Mix 
No. 

Cement 
(Kg/m3) 

SF 
(Kg/m3) 

Water 
(Kg/m3) 

Gravel 
(Kg/m3) 

Sand 
(Kg/m3) 

% volume 
of EPS 

%VMA 
of binder 

1 380 38 196 822 925 0 0.62 
2 380 38 196 689 792 10 0.55 
3 380 38 196 623 726 15 0.50 
4 380 38 196 524 626 22.5 0.45 
5 380 38 196 424 527 30 0.40 

 
The major problem of light-weight concrete is desirable dispersal of aggregates in 
matrix. As shown in Figure 1, the specimens of self-compacting EPS concrete 
containing different percentages of EPS beads shows desirable dispersal of EPS up 
to 22.5% compare to 30% in concrete specimens. Hence, a replacement up to 
22.5% volume of EPS seems not to need any innovations. So, the beads can be 
used the way that already been explained. This should be qualified by more 
experiments. To assess the effect of workability loss where produced in sites, all of 
the fresh-state properties were tested 30 min after mixing. Some portion of the 
concrete mixture was used to fresh properties experiments and the remaining part 
was poured into the moulds in one layer and without any compaction other their 
self-weight to assess mechanical properties of self-compacting EPS concrete. After 
24 h casting, they were demolded and curing was conducted according ASTM C 
511 and then kept in the curing environment until the date of testing. 
 

  
Figure 1. Desirable dispersal of EPS in self-compacting concrete specimens 
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2.3. Concrete Tests 
Mechanical properties of hardened concrete are strongly related to fresh properties. 
Several experiments were conducted in each mixture to assess the most important 
features of fresh properties of light-weight self-compacting concrete. (i) Slump 
flow test is primarily to assess workability, filling ability and consistency of 
concrete without any obstructions. According to EFNARC, a SCC must have a 
slump flow ranging between 650-800mm. (ii) V-funnel flow test should be used to 
assess the ability to achieve smooth flow through narrow spacing without blockage. 
This test measured variable for describing the cohesion, viscosity and fillingability 
of SCC. Some researchers believe that V-funnel times represent the flowability and 
stability or segregation resistance of SCCs through V-shaped funnel test [11,12]. 
According to EFNARC, a stable and flowable SCC must has a V-funnel flow time 
varying between 6–12 s. (iii) L-box evaluates fillingability and passingability of 
SCC and also representative yield stress of the materials. The passing ability, on 
the other hand, shows the compatibility between the size of the coarsest particles of 
the concrete and the gap between the reinforcing steel bars in the structure to be 
cast [10]. According to EFNARC, a SCC must have a blocking ratio varying 
between 0.8-1. Fluidity is defined either qualitatively as the ease of placement or 
quantitatively by rheological parameters [9]. As previously expressed, ease of 
placement can defined by fillingability, passingability that are two of the three key 
properties of fresh concrete, were evaluated simply by experiments discussed 
before. From the quantitative view, Plastic viscosity and yield stress are two most 
common rheological parameters were assessed as Bingham equation. If the 
viscosity is too low, an increase of shear rate is recommended to avoid segregation. 
On the other hand, if viscosity is too high, a low shear stress would be necessary 
[13]. So, for self-compactibility, concrete should have an adequate plastic viscosity 
together with a low yield stress approaching to the behavior of a Newtonian fluid 
[9]. The measurement of yield stress and plastic viscosity requires a rheometer, 
and, where not available, alternative simpler tests such as slump flow, V-funnel 
times… can be used [9]. Moreover, these experiments are not costly and they can 
easily be carried out in sites. So, in this study the above tests were conducted to 
evaluate the fluidity of self-compacted EPS concrete. The water content in a 
mixture can be classified into free water and the bound water. Free water is the 
interstitial water existing between fines and aggregates. It disperses and lubricates 
the solid particles in concrete to create fluidity and plasticity of concrete. 
Therefore, it is the quantity and quality of free water that determines much of the 
rheological behavior of fresh concrete [14]. As mentioned above, hydrophobic is 
one of the main features of EPS beads, so increasing replacement of EPS in 
concrete can cause an increase the free water in matrix which affects the fluidity of 
self-compacting EPS concrete. On the other hand, increase in EPS in matrix can 
change many things such as size, kind and conFigure uration of aggregates, 
decrease internal friction and, above all, decrease the weight of matrix in ration 
with the condition without EPS. So, it has been tried to estimate these affects on 
fresh self-compacting EPS concrete by means of the above experiments and obtain 
the desirable EPS percentage. For each concrete mixture, the average compressive 
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strength of three 100mm cubes at the age of 7, 28 and 60 days were obtained. 
Compression test loading was done by a system with the maximum capacity of 
3000 KN and a loading rate of 0.25 N/mm2s per specimens. 15×30 cylindrical was 
taken from the mixture to measure tensile strength. Water absorption tests were 
conducted on three 100 mm cube specimens according to the ASTM C 642 at 28 
days. For the determination of water absorption, because of the temperature 
suggested by ASTM (100-110°C) EPS beads initially shrink and finally evaporate, 
saturated surface dry cubes were placed in an oven at 60 °C until a constant mass 
was achieved [15]. Before measuring compressive strength of the specimens at 28 
days, the UPV measurements were conducted to measure the time needed for 
propagation of a sonic waves according to ASTM C 597. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
3.1. Fresh Concrete Tests Results 
The first part of the results was attributed to the fresh properties of self-compacted 
EPS concrete. In Figure 2 the common effects of density and EPS percentage on 
slump flow and V-funnel time shows. Since Slump flow is not a suitable factor to 
exhibit the fresh behavior exactly, so the slump flow was kept in allowed range 
specified by EFNARC and other parameters effective on fluidity were evaluated. 
Segregation and bleeding were visually checked during the slump flow test and 
were not observed in any of the mixtures with the exception of mix No.5 in which 
segregation of aggregate near the edges of the spread-out concrete was observed. In 
other words, for light-weight self-compacting concrete with slump flow over than 
680 mm, segregation symbols often appears. It can be seen from Figure 2, slump 
flow values were 640-700mm, while mix No. 5 has lower contents of VMA, The 
biggest slump flow attributed the maximum percentage of EPS in volume and mix 
No. 1 has minimum slump flow. Therefore, slump flow increased with the increase 
in EPS percentages. It was due to decreased in internal friction with an increase in 
EPS percentages. This, in turn, shows a better flowability in self-compacting EPS 
concrete in compare to SCC with no EPS. But, this is not enough for evaluating the 
fluidity of self-compacting EPS concrete, so other experiments must be conducted 
to assess other parameters such as viscosity, cohesion, segregation, blocking and 
etc. The time measured via the V-funnel flow was in the range of 6–15 s. As 
observe in Figure 2, an increase in EPS percentage caused an increase in V-funnel 
time, while slump flow has target range 60-70 cm. The V-funnel times for all 
mixtures were within the EFNARC range of SCC, apart from mix No. 5 which 
exceeded upper limit of V-funnel time. Felekoglu and his colleague [16] reported 
that the V-funnel time will decrease with increasing in water/powder values or free 
water content increase. But the results showed in self-compacting EPS concrete 
increasing in free water content, produced by increase in the hydrophobia EPS 
beads in matrix will increase V-funnel time. On the other hand, internal friction of 
matrix was decreased with increasing in the amount of EPS in concrete due to 
smooth surface of EPS compare to aggregates.  
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Figure 2. Variation of density with slump flow and V-funnel time 

 
In the other words, limiting the coarse aggregate content by replacing them with 
EPS will cause the relative distance between coarse aggregates to be increased. 
Therefore, the frequency of colliding between aggregates decrease and finally, the 
energy dissipation decrease. So, it seems with an increase in EPS content, the V-
funnel time was decreased. But an increase in EPS percentage caused increasing V-
funnel time. The reason probably is the lower self-weight of self-compacting EPS 
concrete compare to SCC. An increase in EPS in matrix decrease self-weight and a 
decrease flowability of matrix in the funnel lead to a decrease the V-funnel time. 
So in self-compacting EPS concrete, self-weight is a major parameter to 
characterize the fresh-state behaviors while in SCC, free water is the major case. In 
the base of EFNARC range for V-funnel time varying between 6-12 s, mix No.5 is 
rejecting. The results show that Light-weight self-compacting concrete with density 
higher than 1900 kg/m3 satisfies the fresh-state behaviors of concrete related to 
viscosity, cohesion and segregation and lower amount of density were rejected. In 
the blocking ratio point of view L-box test was performed in all mixtures. Results 
of blocking ratio of all the different mixes are presented in Figure 3. Blocking ratio 
vary between 0.9-0.78 for self-compacting EPS concrete. As the effect of EPS, 
blocking ratio decreased with the increased in EPS percentages. So, in the base of 
EFNARC, mix No. 5 is rejecting. Aggregate blocking is more probable in mixtures 
where blocking ratio is lower than 0.8. But in self-compacting EPS concrete, it did 
not seem that blocking ratio lower than 0.8 for mix No. 5 are pertinent to 
aggregates blocking between gaps. When aggregates replaced by EPS with mostly 
beads size lower than Gmax the blocking must be solved. Like V-funnel time, 
probably the lower self- weight of self-compacting EPS concrete compare to SCC 
is the reason. Fewer Self-weight of self-compacting EPS concrete, decreasing the 
flowability of the fresh concrete in horizontal section.  
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Figure 3. Variation of density with blocking ratio 

 
3.2. Hardened Concrete Tests Results 
The second part of results was attributed to the hardened properties of self-
compacted EPS concrete. These results are reported in Table 4.  
 

Table 4: Test results of hardened properties of light weight self-compacted concrete  
Compressive strength (MPa) Mix 

No. 
Density 
(Kg/m3) 7 days 28 days 60 days 

split tensile
strength 
(MPa) 

UPV 
(Km/s) absorption 

1 2413 32.5 47.3 53.4 5.37 4.808 5.1 

2 2195 26.2 33.2 38.3 4.17 4.545 5.8 

3 2039 21.1 25.1 27.5 3.69 4.315 5.5 

4 1906 18.7 21.9 22.8 3.14 4.042 6.8 

5 1702 14.8 17.1 18.2 2.69 3.724 7.92 

 
3.3. Compressive Strength 
Standard cubes were tested for compressive strength after 7, 28 and 60 days of 
curing. All of the mixtures represented a continuous increase in compressive 
strength with age. Similar to EPS concrete, the rates of strength development for 
self-compacting EPS concrete was greater initially and lower as the curing ages 
increased. The results show that the compressive strength decreases with increasing 
EPS content at all ages. This is due to lower strength of EPS compared to fine and 
coarse natural aggregates. On the other hand, bond between EPS and paste or 
mortar are fragile due to its smooth surface. According to Figure 4, mix No.1 
developed highest compressive strength up to 47.3 MPa While mix No. 5 shows 
lower about 17.1 MPa at the age of 28 days. It can be observed for replacement 
aggregates by 30% EPS in volume, compressive strength decreased about 64% and 
replacement aggregates with more than 30% cause to leave structural condition. 
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Because of this study purpose was produced structural self-compacting EPS 
concrete; replacements above 30% are not conducted. Mix No.5 had structural 
strength, but in fresh state, it was rejected. This means that concrete in fresh state is 
more remarkable than hardened one. Variation of compressive strength with 
different percentage of EPS by volume or density is represented in Figure 4 and 5, 
respectively. Density is one of the most important factors in concrete. In self-
compacting EPS concrete, with increase in EPS volumes decreasing in density 
were shown. Also, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, approximately linear relationships 
were evaluated between EPS volume and density with Compressive strength. This 
relationship was confirmed by other researcher for light-weight EPS concrete 
containing SF [15]. 
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Figure 4. Variation of EPS vol. with compressive strength 
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Figure 5. Variation of density with compressive strength 

 
3.4. Tensile Strength 
Tensile strength is one of the most important fundamental properties of concrete. In 
Table 4, the influence of EPS content on splitting tensile strength is presented. 
With increasing amount of EPS content or decreasing the density, splitting tensile 
strength also decreased. The relationship between compressive strength and 
splitting tensile strength for self-compacting EPS concrete is presented in Figure 6. 
It can be seen that with an increase in compressive strength, the splitting tensile 
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strength increases. Against to SCC in which failure is typically brittle and with 
separation of concrete in two pieces, in self-compacting EPS concrete failure is 
more gradual and the samples do not separate. This mode of failure was reported 
earlier for light-weight EPS concrete by k. Ganesh Babu and colleague [15]. 
 
3.5. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity and Relationship with Compressive Strength 
Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) is one of the non-destructive methods for 
assessing the quality and homogeneity of the in situ concrete. In table 4 UPV 
values for all mixtures was given. It can be observed from this table, when 
compared to the control mixture, use of EPS generally decreased the UPV. The 
variation of compressive strength with UPV is presented in Figure 7.  
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Figure 6. Relationship between splitting tensile strength and compressive strength 
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Figure 7. Relationship between UPV and compressive strength 

 
With an increase in compressive strength, UPV was increased. The results of this 
study were suggested by Eq. (3) for the Relationship between UPV and 
compressive strength of self-compacting EPS concrete. 
 
 UPV=1.061× Ln(f 'c) +0.784 (3) 

 
3.6. Absorption 
Water absorption is one of the major parameters of durability of concrete which 
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related to its porosity. Water absorption is a measure of the portion of the total 
volume of concrete occupied by pores. According to table 4, maximum water 
absorption was detected with mixture with higher percentages of EPS. This can be 
expected that the specimens with high percentage of EPS will include to more 
amounting of free water. By the time when this free water vaporized will lead to an 
increase in pores which resulted to an increase in the amount of concrete water 
absorption. 
     
4. CONCLUTION 
The behavior of self-compacting EPS concrete was represented in two parts. In the 
first part, it was shown that light-weight self-compacting concrete with slump flow 
over than 680 mm, segregation symbols often appears. V-funnel time increased 
with increasing in the EPS percentages, while slump flow was kept in allowed 
ranges specified by EFNARC. But L-box was decreased with increasing in EPS 
volume. This was probably attributed to the lower self- weight of self-compacting 
EPS concrete compare to SCC. 
On the other hand, Light-weight self-compacting concrete with density higher than 
1900 kg/m3 satisfies the fresh-state behaviors of concrete related to viscosity, 
cohesion and segregation and lower amount of density were rejected. The second 
part of this study was considered the hardened state of self-compacting concrete. 
The results show that compressive and tensile strengths and absorption increased 
with increasing EPS content, while UPV decreased. 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY IN 

FLOOR CONSTRUCTION 
 

A. Fadai, Vienna, Austria 
 
ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this paper is to show the benefits of using innovative 
technology i.e. post-tensioning and concrete core activation for the more 
widespread practical applications in concrete buildings. 
In consideration of the spans up to 20.00 m and heavy superimposed loads 
structures built using unbonded post-tensioning systems provided many advantages 
compared to conventionally reinforced concrete structures. 
The advantages of using post-tensioning with unbonded tendons, structural 
behavior, concerning constructive aspects and economy will be illustrated by the 
presentation of several commercial building and parking structures. 
Reductions in concrete and reinforcing steel quantities are two of the advantages 
that directly impact overall construction costs. 
Concrete core activation is a heating and cooling system based on simple physical 
principles to create a low-cost system. Concrete possesses a large capacity to store 
heat, and water functions well as a heat conductor. 
 
Keywords: unbonded post-tensioning, free tendon layout, floor construction, fire 
protection, fire resistance, concrete core activation 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Slabs supported on columns are defined as flat slabs. For the purpose of this 
section flat slabs may be of uniform thickness or they may incorporate drops 
(thickenings over columns). Figure 1 illustrates typical arrangements of slabs in 
floor construction. 

 

Flat Slab-Economical for spans between 6.0 m and 9.0 m. Loads 
light to medium. 

 

Flat Slab–Economical for spans between 6.0 m and 9.0 m. 
Loads light to medium. 

 

Continuous Band–Effective for large spans, 8.0 m to 12.0 m. 
Loads light to medium. 

 

Beam and Slab–One span is excessive, up to 20.0 m and the 
other does not exceed 8.0 m to 9.0 m. Loads medium to heavy. 

 

Ribbed One Way–Recommended where spans are 
predominantly in one direction. Loads medium to heavy. 

Figure 1. Typical arrangements of slabs in floor construction 
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2. UNBONDED MONOSTRAND SYSTEM 
The unbonded tendon as the name implies is never bonded to the concrete. The 
strand is carefully coated with grease which gives a low frictional resistance and 
contains anti-corrosive additives. Separating the grease from the concrete is an 
extruded plastic tube (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2. Classical anchorage of monostrand for flat slab [5] 

 
The tendons are individually anchored at each end and stressed one at a time. 
Strands are stressed and held by wedges fitting neatly inside a single anchor 
specially designed to retain the bursting forces and distribute the prestressing 
forces evenly into the concrete (Figure 2). 
 
2. CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE FOR UNBONDED POST-TENSIONING 
In slabs with unbonded post-tensioning, the operations are normally carried out as 
follows: 

1. Erection of slab supporting formwork 
2. Fitting of end formwork; placing of stressing anchorages 
3. Placing of bottom and edge reinforcement 
4. Placing of tendons 
5. Placing of top reinforcement and tendons 
6. Concreting of the section of the slab 
7. Removal of end formwork and forms for the stressing block-outs 
8. Stressing of cables according to stressing program 
9. Stripping of slab supporting formwork 

 
3. DESIGN OF POST-TENSIONING FLOORS 
Flat slabs should be analyzed using a proven method of analysis, such as grillage 
(in which the plate is idealized as a set of interconnected discrete members), finite 
element, yield line or equivalent frame. Appropriate geometric and material 
properties should be employed. 
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The design of post-tensioning floors differ from that of reinforced concrete in that 
forces are applied to the structure which have a positive effect on behavior. 
Prestress applied eccentrically to the slab produces deflections which are opposite 
in direction to those produced by self weight and variable loads, so the designer 
can vary the prestress to balance out any chosen proportion of these loads “load-
balancing method” (Figure 3). 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of transverse effect of prestress 
 
Due to the additional stiffness of the slab achieved by prestressing, the thickness of 
the slab may be reduced without affecting performance or compliance with 
standards. 
Post-tensioning automatically allows for wider spacing of columns and the 
introduction of additional stiffening elements increases this facility still further. 
The limit states are placed in two categories [1]: 
Ultimate Limit States (ULS) are those associated with collapse or with other forms 
of structure failure. 
Serviceability Limit States (SLS) correspond to states beyond which specified 
service requirements are no longer met (deformation, cracking of concrete). 
For prestressed slabs the control of deflection is a main concern. 
 
4. FREE TENDON LAYOUT 
A reversed parabola is the most common gradient as it provides uniform distributed 
counterbalance. However the tendon layout is not that much of importance for 
floor slabs as for bridges. 
Tests have shown that there is no much difference for tendons that are supported 
only by two chairs over the support and are placed horizontally for most of the 
span [1]. This method “free tendon layout” spares chairs and reduces field labor 
costs and is less prone to field errors [2]. 
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The design should be oriented to maximize site efficiency for the indirect cost (less 
labor, formwork systems, cycle redundancy, etc) and accounts for almost 60 % of 
the savings. The use of the free tendon layout concept, with very few control points 
and less saddles, is mandatory. This also forces the software to be able to model 
explicitly complex tendon shapes, not just parabolas (Figure 4). 
 

Figure 4. Free tendon layout [3] 
 
There are substantial differences between the North American and the European 
practice with regard to the amount and the placement of mild reinforcement. The 
European Code does not permit any section without bottom reinforcement [1]. A 
further reduction is possible using the so called design concept “reinforced 
concrete with tendons”. The tendons utilize the permissible deflections. The 
ultimate limit state and crack control is utilized by mild reinforce only [2]. 
A defect of tendons is especially in the case of fire not relevant for the bearing 
capacity [3]. 
 
5. FIRE PROTECTION AND RESISTANCE  
Research Report “Fire Resistance of Fiber-Reinforced, Reinforced and Prestressed 
Concrete”, was published by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Transportation, 
Infrastructure, and Technology in its series of publications on "Road Research" in 
2004 [4]. 
When concrete is exposed to fire temperatures, constraining forces are generated 
within the reinforced concrete structure and the strength of the composite materials, 
i.e. concrete and steel, is gradually reduced. Explosive spalling of the inner 
concrete cover reduces the load-bearing capacity of the structure. 
Further investigations within the research program concerned the residual strength 

Free slag-length 
at anchorage 

Free slag-length at support 

Deviation forces at free tendon 
layout 

Lift-up at support 
Lift-up at end 

Monostrand 
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of concrete and steel after a fire, the behavior of monostrands in the event of a fire, 
and the determination of the load-bearing capacity of a structure. 
 
5.1. Behavior of Monostrands in Case of Fire 
In case of fire monostrands are normally better protected (by a second 
reinforcement layer) than the reinforcing steel. In case of steep temperature 
gradients the protection layer may spall off more rapidly and the monostrand gets 
directly exposed to fire. 
As a consequence, the corrosion protection is destroyed. If the concrete is not 
spalling off, the monostrand is durably protected by the concrete; it is heated 
slowly and the following processes can be observed: 
The HDPE-sheath can resist temperatures ranging from 120°C to 140°C for a short 
duration and can resist temperatures of 100 °C for a longer duration. Higher 
temperatures will lead to a slow degradation (decompensation). 
If for instance the prestressed strand is deflected inside the structure, it exerts 
lateral forces to the plastic sheathing which may result in perforation of the plastic 
sheathing even at temperatures of only 75°C (softening point). 
The agent for corrosion protection (grease) remains unchanged up to a temperature 
of 180°C. If temperatures exceed this value, the presently used greases get 
destroyed. Because of the temperature increase the corrosion protection mass 
expands causing pressure in the plastic sheathing. Test results show pressures up to 
9 bar inside the plastic sheathing, without causing any spalling of the concrete [4]. 
It can be stated that a long-term durability of monostrands after fire exposure is 
provided by the used corrosion protection systems up to maximum temperature of 
approximately 150°C in case of linear prestressing tendon layouts and of 
approximately 100°C in case of deflected prestressing tendon layouts. Even if the 
corrosion protection system is destroyed a short-term use of the monostrands is 
possible under the above described conditions [4]. 
In order to document the development of strength with continually increasing 
temperatures on a single test sample and in the full range of possible temperatures, a 
sample of prestressing steel with Ø9.4 mm (Figure 5) was put into a wire welding 
machine and exposed to a temperature increase to 950 °C over a length of 220 mm [4]. 
 

 
Figure 5. A sample of prestressing steel, temperature increase to 950 °C [4] 
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5.2. Fire Protection-Concrete Cover 
Minimum concrete cover shall be provided in order to ensure an adequate fire 
resistance. 
Reinforced concrete with tendons behaves like reinforced concrete. A defect of 
tendons is especially in the case of fire not relevant for the bearing capacity. 
 
Nominal cover     2.0 cm 
Minimum cover of prestressing steel  3.0 cm 
 
Unbonded post-tensioning und fire resistance class REI 90 [6] 
Prestressing steel (monostrand) in second reinforcement layer 
 
Nominal cover    3.5 cm 
Minimum cover of prestressing steel  4.5 cm 
 
The values can vary according to the standards of the various countries. 
 
6. PRESTRESSED SLABS–BENEFITS FOR INVESTORS, ARCHITECTS, 
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS 
The application of unbonded post-tensioning systems provides many advantages 
compared to conventionally reinforced concrete structures. 
Prestressing offers: 

• Greater resistance to cracking and water seepage 
• Slabs may be designed to be waterproof without the need for expensive 

membranes. This is particularly important in trafficable roof structures 
• Increased movement joint spacing, up to 50-60 m 

Increased design flexibility: 
• Longer spans providing larger column-free areas  
• Reduced deflection under maximum design load 

Significant savings in material: 
• Thinner slabs result in a lighter structure 
• Reduces column and foundation loads 
• Reduces building height can result in significant cladding savings in high-

rise structures 
• Less weight to be considered along the height of the building is of an 

advantage for earthquake design. 
Speedier methods of construction: 

• Simpler and more rapid fixing of tendons and reinforcing steel, no complex 
fixing details 

• Fast formwork turnaround. Stressing is carried out 3-4 days after concrete is 
poured, after which, formwork and props may be removed, which also 
provides earlier access to other trades. 
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6.1. Concrete Core Activation in Floor Construction 
Concrete core activation is a heating and cooling system based on simple physical 
principles. Concrete possesses a large capacity to store heat, and water functions 
well as a heat conductor. 
The principle or the essence of concrete core activation is not new; by bringing the 
mass of a building up to a certain temperature, one takes care of the heating or 
cooling in comparison with the surrounding temperature. It uses the storage capacity 
of the concrete floor layers; night air and cool earth energy, or low-level heating 
energy can all be stored in the concrete floor to create a low-cost system [9]. 
The activated layers absorb the heat from the room in order to cool the room during 
operating periods. The heat is subsequently released during the time remaining. 
The complete concrete floor construction is cooled or heated through an integrated 
piping system, which is evenly woven, before the concrete is casted (Figure 6). 
The system is simple to install, from the assembly of the water supply pipes 
onwards. Pre-fabricated modules are installed to the concrete layer in externally 
supplied reinforcement casings. The cooling and heating functions are both 
possible using the same pipe distribution system and this is fully integrated into the 
ceilings making it completely invisible (Figure 6). 
 

 

  
Figure 6. Concrete core activation [8] 

 
If the daytime sees high temperatures, then the system is subjected to its greatest 
loads. The cooling floor reduces the comfortable temperature range to between 
21°C und 26°C.  During the night time, the water circulating through the system 
releases the heat back out through the floor [7]. 
Water reliably transports the cooling and heating energy, meaning that the 
temperature is not prone to swings. Water is for heating and cooling, air is just for 
ventilating - the energy-saving slogan is certainly justified. 
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The harsh construction site environment, particularly during the structural build 
phase, as well as the decades of use to which the pipes are subsequently exposed, 
require a highly durable raw material.  
The cross-linking has numerous advantages: it results in a material which is 
dimensionally stable, non-sensitive to stress cracks and highly durable. 
The concrete core activation system takes care of the basic load, and in the case of 
optimally conFigured buildings, the entire cooling and heating requirements. Under 
these circumstances radiator installations beneath the windows and false ceilings 
for ventilation channels become entirely unnecessary [7]. 
 
7. COMPLETED STRUCTURES 
The benefits of using post-tensioning for the more widespread practical 
applications in concrete buildings and the advantages of using post-tensioning with 
unbonded tendons, concerning constructive aspects, economy and structural 
behavior will be illustrated by the presentation of several commercial building and 
parking structures. 
 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
The unbonded post-tensioning enabled the designer to limit deflections under 
service load conditions, so the designer could vary the prestress to balance out any 
chosen proportion of self weight and variable loads. Due to the additional stiffness 
of beams and slabs achieved by prestressing, the thickness of beams and slabs 
could be reduced. Post-tensioning allowed also for wider spacing of columns. 
Particularly with regard to the low ambient temperature post-tensioning with 
unbonded tendons offered a special advantage. Stressing procedure could take 
place without grouting operation. 
The concrete core activation system takes care of the basic load, and in the case of 
optimally conFigured buildings, the entire cooling and heating requirements. Under 
these circumstances radiator installations beneath the windows and false ceilings 
for ventilation channels become entirely unnecessary. 
Owners, contactors and architects benefited from concrete core activation system 
and from thinner beams and slabs as well as from a weight reduction in floor 
constructions. Moreover, post-tensioning allowed earlier stripping of formwork 
shortening overall construction time. For high durability tendons provided crack-
free beams and slabs. In addition, Post-tensioned beams and slabs offered increased 
seismic resistance. 
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ABSTRACT 
Construction of the Jegin RCC large dam in Iran has been completed in January 
2007. Jegin dam with 78 meter height and 400,000 cube meter in concrete volume 
is located in a remote area at the South-east of the Country, in a region with very 
high temperatures and extremely difficult working conditions. Although the 
original design was already a straight gravity RCC dam type, when performing the 
definitive construction design some improvements were introduced in order  to 
achieve an “RCC- friendly” design. As a consequence the new design, together 
with the optimization of the construction processes, enabled the Contactor to place 
the RCC rapidly and efficiently, which led to a better execution quality, a schedule 
reduction and lower cost. This paper deals with the original and actual design 
criteria and construction of RCC works including development of mix design and 
full scale trails. RCC placement, compaction and quality control procedures and 
other relevant aspects are also discussed. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Jegin Roller-Compacted Concrete (RCC) dam is the first large RCC dam in 
Iran; a smaller RCC dam that is essentially the core of a spillway was completed in 
2002 on the Karkheh River in southwest Iran. Jahgin is 78 m high, 220 m long at 
the crest and was contain approximately 400000 m3 of concrete of which some 
270000m3 was RCC. 
The dam is in southern Iran some 350 Km east of Bandar Abbas and some 107 Km 
north of Jask that is on the coast (see Figure1). The conditions at the Jegin site are 
very challenging, probably as challenging as at the site of any RCC dam completed 
to date. There is a total lack of water and throughout the year the temperatures are 
high, particularly in the summer when they can be in excess of 50º C for significant 
periods. During 2002 there was no rain at all on the site and the maximum 
temperature was 54○C. There were also significant floods; the design flood is in 
excess of 10 730 m3/sec. 
Prior to the start of the trial mix programme, an extensive search was made for 
sources of supplementary cementitious materials that were reasonably close to the 
Jegin site, two natural Pozzolans were found together with an air-cooled blast  
furnace slag and a copper slag. 
In addition it was ascertained that a low lime fly ash from India was being 
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imported into the Country. None of the Iranian materials had ever been used in 
concrete before let alone in a structure as important as Jegin dam. The sources of 
the Iranian supplementary cementitious   materials together with the two cement 
suppliers, both of whom added natural pozzolans in their cements, are shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
2. CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS 
2.1. Portland Cements 
Two ASTM Type-II Portland cements were investigated during the trial mix 
programme; the preferred cement from Hormozgan and alternative cement from 
Kerman (see Figure1). 
  
2.2 Pozzolans 
An extensive search was made in southern Iran for suitable pozzolans. The 
following five possible materials were located; 
• a natural Pozzolan from Khash; 
• a ground slag from Esfahan (it was originally thought that this was a ground-

granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS), but it was eventually ascertained that 
the slag was air cooled rather than granulated); 

• an imported low lime fly ash from near Mumbai in India; 
• a natural pozzolan from Sirjan; 
• a ground copper slag from near Jiroft; 

In addition, some fine river sand was also investigated, to see if it could be used as ' 
fine' in the mixes to reduce the quantity of natural pozzolan which might be 
required. The location of two cements and various potential pozzolans relative to 
the Jahgin site are shown in Figure 1. 
 

1. Hormozgan Cement   2.Kerman Cement    3. Khash Pozzolan 
4. Sirjan Pozzolan     5. Esfahan GBFS    6.  Copper Slag 

 

 
Figure 1. Location of potential cementitious- materials sources   in southern Iran 

● Jegin Dam 
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2.3 Aggregates 
The sandstone aggregates were obtained from gravel borrow pit in the reservoir area. 
Considering the Jegin dam site condition, it has been decided to transport RCC with 
vacuum chute system. In order to avoid segregation of the aggregate, 75mm 
maximum size aggregate given in the primary study has been changed by engineer to 
38mm. It's to be mention that, the difference in cementitious material requirements 
for mixture with maximum size aggregate from 38mm to 76mm is less in RCC than 
in conventional concrete. An aggregate plant was designed to crush the oversize 
material and four size of aggregate were used; a partially crushed 20 t0 5mm material 
and two fine aggregates, the first crushed and second uncrushed (5). 
 
3. TRIAL MIX PROGRAMME–STAGE 1  
The trial mix programme at Jegin was carried out in two stages. The objective of 
the first stage was to assess the performance of all the potential cementitious 
materials to see which could achieve the strengths required at Jegin dam. Three of 
the five pozzolans were considered to be 'base' materials: the natural pozzolan from 
Khash; ground slag from Esfahan and, the low-lime fly ash from India. 
  
3.1. Optimum Workability/Water Content 
After gradation has been optimized for each of the combinations of the base 
cement and the base supplementary cementitious materials, the RCC was visually 
optimized by using a "Standard" set of mixture proportions:- 

• 100 + 100 (cement + supplementary cementitious materials) in the case of 
the natural pozzolan: 

• 50 + 150 in the case of the ground slag; 
• 120 + 100 in the case of the low-lime fly ash  

In all three cases the optimum workability was in the range of a Loaded Ve Be 
(ASTM C1170) time of circa14 to 18 sec with an acceptable range (for the 
laboratory tests) of between 10 and 25 sec. The optimum water contents 
commensurate with these workabilities were: 

• 140 Kg/m3 for the Khash natural pozzolan (for the 100 + 100 mixture 
proportions); 

• 135 Kg/m3 for the Esfahan ground slag (for the 50 + 150 mixture 
proportions)- this was later found to be a little low; 

• 127 kg/m3 for the Indian low-lime fly ash (for the 120+100 mixture 
proportions). 

 
3.2. Mix Proportions 
Two RCCs were to be used in the dam body at Jegin: 

• RCC1 was to be used near the upstream face of the dam where the 
dynamic loading was greatest. This was to have a characteristic cylinder 
compressive strength of 200 kg/cm2 at the design age of 365 days: a target 
( average) strength of 220 kg/cm2 was defined 

• RCC2 for the majority of the dam body; this was to have a characteristic 
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cylinder compressive strength of 120 kg/cm2 at the design age of 182 days; 
a target (average) strength of 145kg/cm2 was defined. 

Three sets of mix proportions were designed to obtain the requirements of RCC as 
shown in Table 1. Most of the mix proportions have a total cementitious content of 
195 kg/m3. The results of the stage-1 programme showed that there were 
essentially only two pozzolans which were satisfactory for the RCC Jahgin, both in 
terms of their strength development and also in terms of practically. These were the 
natural pozzolan from Khash and the Indian low-lime fly ash. The sirjan natural 
pozzolan had a very similar performance to the Khash natural pozzolan, but there 
were potential supply and transportation problems. 
 

Table 1: Chosen mix proportions for the Jegin Stage 1 trail mix programme 
Mix No.  Cement + low-lime 
                    fly ash + water 

Mix No.   Cement+ground 
                    slag+water  

 Mix No*.    Cement + natural 
                     Pozzolan + water 

HI.Mix1    45 + 150 + 127 
HI.Mix2    70 + 125 + 128 
HI.Mix3    95 + 100 + 129 
HI.Mix4    120 + 75+ 131 
HI.Mix5    145 + 50 + 134 
HI.Mix6    170+ 25 + 137 
HI.Mix7    150+ 30 + 135 

HE.Mix1    30 + 165 + 139 
HE.Mix2    40 + 155 + 140 
HE.Mix3    50 + 145 + 142 
HE.Mix4    70 + 125 + 144 
HE.Mix5    90 + 105 + 146 
HE.Mix6    110+ 85 + 146 
HE.Mix7    130+ 65 + 150 

HK.Mix1      70 + 125 + 139 
HK.Mix2      95 + 100 + 140 
HK.Mix3      120 + 75 + 142 
HK.Mix4      145 + 50 + 144 
HK.Mix5      170 + 25 + 146 
HK.Mix6        195+ 0 + 146 
HK.Mix7        240 + 0 + 150  
*The first letter of the Mix. No. refer to cement (H = Hormozgan) and the second the pozzolan  
( K = Kash natural pozzolan), E = Esfahan ground slag, I = Indian low-lime fly ash 

 
3.3. Development of Strength with Age of the Stage–I Mixes 
3.3.1. Khash Natural Pozzolan 
Six mixes were designed containing the Khash natural pozzolan (and Hormozgan 
Type–II cement), all with a total cementitious content of 195 kg/m3. The natural 
pozzolan content varied from 0 Kg/m3 in HK. Mix6 (the H refers to the cement, 
Hormozgan type II, and the K to the supplementary cementitious material, Khash 
natural pozzolan) to 125 Kg/m3 in KH. Mix 1. The development of strength with 
age of the HK series is shown in Figure 2. All the mixes are developing strength 
much in line with expectation and they might be expected to continue to do so. 
 

 
Figure 2. Development of strength with age of the Stage-I HK (Hormozgan cement + 

khash natural Pozzolan) series of mixes 

Required strength of RCC1 @ 365 days =200 kg/cm2 
Required strength of RCC2 @ 185 days = 120 kg/cm2 
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A comparison was also made between the HK Series and the KK series of mixes 
(Kerman Type – II cement and Khash natural pozzolan). The strengths of the mixes 
containing the two different cements are very similar and it was determined that the 
two cement might be interchangeable. 
On the basis of the data, it has been concluded that the Khash natural pozzolan 
could successfully be used as a cementitious material in the RCC at Jegin Dam. 
 
3.3.2. Indian Low–Lime Fly Ash 
Seven mixes have been designed containing the Indian flash. The development of 
strength with age of the HI series (Hormozgan Type – II cement and Indian fly ash) 
is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Development of strength with age of the Stage-I HI (Hormozgan cement + 

Indian low-lime fly ash) series of mixes 
 
The development of strength of HI.Mix2, HI.Mix3 and HI.Mix4 is very similar to 
the pattern found at Olivenhain dam in the USA (Pauletto & Dunstan 2003), where 
RCCs with cylinder compressive strengths of 40 kg/cm2 to 70 kg/cm2 at an age of 7 
days achieved, strengths of 120 to 180 kg/cm2 at 91 days and 230 to 330 kg/cm2 at 
an age of one year. 
As with the HK Series, apart from some scattered results with H.Mix4, HI. Mix6 
between 91 and 182 days, all the mixes are developing strength in line with 
expectations. 
A comparison was also made between the HI Series and the KI Series of mixes 
(Kerman Type-II cement and Indian fly ash). As with the KK Series the mixes 
containing the two different cements are developing strength along similar lines. 

Required strength of RCC1 @ 365 days = 200 kg/cm
2

 

Required strength of RCC2 @ 185 days = 120 kg/cm
2
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The two type – II Portland cement (Hormozgan and Kerman) seem to have similar 
characteristics when used in association with both the supplementary cementitious 
materials at Jegin. 
It would be possible to design an RCC containing the Indian fly ash (it has very 
good fresh properties) to achieve the strength requirements at Jegin, but given that 
the material has to be imported, it was concluded that it would only be sensible to 
use the material if there was a serious problem with the supply of the Khash natural 
pozzolan. 
 
3.3.3. Esfahan Ground Slag 
Initially it was thought that the Esfahan slag was granulated when discharged from 
the blast furnace. It is now understood that the material is air cooled. No ground 
air–cooled blast-furnace slag has been used in an RCC dam to date. 
Seven mixes were designed containing the Esfahan GBFS (ground-granulated 
blast-furnace slag) but unfortunately the performance was found to be very poor. 
On the basis of the data to date and considering the difficulty to mill the material 
and the 1450 km it would have to be transported (see Figure 1), it has been 
concluded that the use of the Esfahan GBFS as a cementitious material in the RCC 
at Jegin would seem to be unlikely and it is no longer being considered for use in 
the dam. 
 
3.4. Supplementary Stage 1 Programme 
Following the 91 days results of the stage 1 trail mix programme, a supplementary 
programme was designed so as to have a preliminary look at the RCC1 mix and the 
leveling concrete, together with some potential retarders. Only Khash natural 
pozzolan was used as a pozzolan in this Series. 
 
3.4.1. RCC1 
Three rcc1 mixes were tried in the supplementary programme: 175+50 (cement + 
pozzolan), the expected mix; 160 + 65 (a lower-strength mix); and, 190 + 35 (a 
higher- strength mix). All had a total cementitious content of 225 kg/m3. The mixes 
were designed to achieve target strength of 225 kg/cm2 at the age of one year. To 
achieve such strength with a 100 percent Portland cement RCC, the same cement 
content of 225 kg/cm2 would be required (HK. Mix6 and HK.Mix7) and as there 
would be little strength gain after an age of 56 days. 
It is expected that RCC1-3 (190+35) almost achieve the target cylinder 
compressive strength of 225 kg/cm2 at the design age of 365 days, and the 
supplementary Stage 1 programme showed that it was possible to achieve the 
specified strength even without an admixture, at a rather high cementitious content. 
 
3.4.2. Leveling Concrete 
Three leveling concretes were designed for the supplementary programme: 
160+120+195 (cement + pozzolan + water) the expected mix; 145+135+195 (a 
lower-strength mix); and, 175+105+195 (a higher-strength mix). All the mixes had 
a total cementitious content of 280 kg/m3, and all were designed for a slump of 35 
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t0 50mm and for a 182 day cylinder compressive strength of about 145kg/cm2. The 
total cementitious content is necessary rather high, because of the very high water 
demand of the Jahgin aggregates.  
 
3.4.3. Retarder 
Admixture s from five or six different suppliers tested during the supplementary 
programme. After a number of preliminary tests, two retarders were chosen for 
future study: Sitka Retarder and Forsook Conplast R. After an extensive further 
study Conplast R was chosen for use in the RCC for Jegin. 
 
4. TRIAL MIX PROGRAMME – STAGE 2 
4.1. Aggregate 
The Stage 2 aggregate was obtained from the same source as the Stage 1 aggregate, 
but the shape was rather better, this was a function of the development of the new 
aggregate plant. 
 
4.2. Optimization of Mixture Proportions for Stage 2 Trial Mix Programme 
Following the stage-I trial mix programme, it was agreed that the natural pozzolan 
from khash be used in the RCC for the Jegin. The RCCs containing Khash natural 
pozzolan will have the properties, both fresh and hardened, required for the dam. It 
was decided that the following mixes be studied in detail in the Stage-II trial mix 
programme. 
The necessary dosage of retarder to produce an initial set of 15 to 20 hours at 
different temperature; an RCC2, and RCC1 and a leveling concrete with both the 
Khash natural pozzolan and the Indian fly ash as detailed in Table 2; Grout 
Enriched Vibratable RCC for the interface (upstream and downstream faces and 
against the abutment). 
It has been agreed that the khash natural pozzolan should be the preferred option 
and that the Indian fly ash should be a back up. 
Three batches, from each of which eight cylinders were manufactured, were made 
for each of the mixes in Table 2. 
The cylinders are being tested at ages of 7, 14, 28, 56, 91, 182, 365 and 1000 days.  
The development of strengths with age of specimens manufactured (in Stage–II 
trial mixes) with Hormozgan Type–II cement and khash natural pozzolan as well as 
Indian fly ash are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
 
4.3. Recommended Mixture Proportions Used in Jegin Dam 
Three mixes were required for the main dam at Jegin: 

• RCC1 designed for required cylinder compressive strength of 200 kg/m2 at 
the design  age of a year; 

• RCC1 designed for required cylinder compressive strength of 120 kg/m2 at 
the design  age of a 182 days; 

A leveling concrete placed against the foundation as a platform for the RCC having a 
required cylinder xcompressive strength of 200 kg/cm2 at the design age of a year. 
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Table 2: Suggested mixture proportions for the concrete studied in the Stage-II trial 
mix Programme for Jegin dam 

Mix Cement 
( kg/m3) 

Pozzolan 
( kg/m3) 

Slump  
(mm) 

L. V Be time  
(s) 

Khash natural pozzola 
HK.RCC.1-1 150 75  10 - 15 
HK.RCC.1-2 165 60  10 –15 
HK.RCC.1-3 180 45  10 - 15 
HK.RCC.2-1 90 105  12 - 18 
HK.RCC.2-2 105 90  12 - 18 
HK.RCC.2-3 120 75  12 - 18 

HK.Levelling.1 135 145 10 - 40  
HK.Levelling.2 150 130 10 - 40  
HK.Levelling.3 165 115 10 - 40  
HK.Levelling.4 165 85 10 - 40  
HK.Levelling.5 180 70 10 - 40  
HK.Levelling.6 195 55 10 - 40  

Indian low-lime fly ash 
HI.RCC.1-1 95 125  10 - 15 
HI.RCC.1-2 110 110  10 –15 
HI.RCC.1-3 125 95  10 - 15 
HI.RCC.2-1 70 125  12 - 18 
HI.RCC.2-2 85 110  12 - 18 
HI.RCC.2-3 100 95  12 - 18 

 

 
Figure 4.   Development of strength with the age of the RCC-1, RCC-2 mixes 

containing Khash natural pozzolan 
 

 
Figure 5. Development of strength with the age of the RCC-1, RCC-2 mixes 

containing low - lime Fly ash 

Required strength of RCC1 @ 365 days =200 kg/cm2 
Required strength of RCC2 @ 185 days = 120 kg/cm2

Required strength of RCC1 @ 365 days =200 kg/cm2 
Required strength of RCC2 @ 185 days = 120 kg/cm2
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In order to decide the final mixes used in the dam body, it was of interest to 
compare the results from the cofferdam RCC with the strengths of RCC2-3 from 
the Stage-II programme and with HK.Mim3 from the Stage-1 programme ( see 
Table 3). As can be seen in the Table 5, RCC2-3 has higher long term strength than 
HK.Mix3 (because of water reduction of the retarder). However the strengths of the 
specimens manufactured from the RCC placed in the coffer dam are significantly 
higher than those of RCC2-3, by about 15 % at the design age of 182 days. 
 

Table 3. Comparison between the strength of the various RCC mixes having 
proportion of 120 +75 (Hormozgam Portland cement + Khash natural pozzolan) 

 Cylinder compressive strength ( kg/cm2)  
7 day 28-day 91 day 182 day 

Cofferdam 88 129 179 182 
Stage-II RCC2-3 64 108 142 164 
Stage-I HK.Mx3 73 104 127 145 

 
4.3.1. Optimization of Mixture Proportions Of RCC2 
In the stage –II of the trial mix programme, three mixes were tried, RCC2-1 
(90+105), RCC2-2 (105+90) and RCC2-3 (120+75), all with Hormozgan Portland 
cement, khash natural pozzolan and Fosroc Conplast R as a retarder/water reducer, 
together with a free water content of circa 130kg/m3.  
The results of compressive testing of three mixes (see Figure 4) have been 
compared to the results of testing of the HK series from Stage-I of the programme 
presented in Figure 2. There is a reasonable correlation, so much so that the best-fit 
relationships did not change significantly at any age. At the design age of 182 days, 
to achieve the design strength of 145 kg/cm2, the cement and natural pozzolan 
contents required were almost exactly those of RCC2-2(and HK.Mix3). Given the 
significant difference between the strengths achieved in the field and the laboratory 
with RCC2-3(120+75), it might be expected that there could be a similar difference 
with RCC2-2 and thus a reasonable margin between the required strength and that 
achieved during the full-scale placement. It has been agreed that RCC2-2 will be 
used in the dam itself subject to a satisfactory full-scale trials). 
 
4.3.2. Optimization of Mixture Proportions Of RCC1 
None of the three mixes, RCC1-1 (150+75), RCC1-2 (165+60) or RCC1-3 
(180+45) tried in Stage-II of the trial mix programme achieved the design strength 
at an age of 182 days and as there does not seem to be significant increase in 
strength between the ages of 182 and 365 days, none of the mixes is likely to 
achieve the design strength at the design age at 365 days.  
The strengths of the stage-II RCC1 mixes, all of which had a total cementitious 
content of 225 kg/m3, have been plotted in Figure 4. The results are rather scattered 
(as might be expected with a set of data being the average of three RCC2 mixes. In 
the Figure it can again be seen that none of the mixes   (apart from the all-Portland 
cement mix) achieved the design strength (225 kg/cm2) at an age of 182 days. In 
order to achieve the required strength of RCC1, the total cementitious content will 
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have to   be increased. 
There is a very reasonable correlation between the Portland cement content of the 
all cement mixes and their long-term strength (see Figure. 2), e.g. HK.Mix6 (and 
KK.Mix6) (cement content=195 kg/m3) with a long-term cylinder compressive 
strength of circa 200 kg/cm2 and HK.Mix7 (cement content=240 kg/cm3) with a 
long-term cylinder compressive strength of circa 245 kg/cm2. In order to achieve 
the design strength 0f 225 kg/cm2, it was decided that the mixture proportions of 
RCC1 be 160+90+130 (cement + pozzolan + water). 
 Coincidently this has the same natural pozzolan content as RCC2. Thus in order to 
change from RCC2 to RCC1, a further 55 kg/m3 of cement is added to RCC2. 
Test results obtained from leveling concrete at Stage –II indicate that a leveling 
concrete having mixture proportions of 185+105+150 (cement + pozzolan + water) 
could be used against the foundation. 
 
5. COFFER DAM 
5.1. Preliminary Full-Scale Trial 
In early March 2003, preliminary full–scale trial was conducted on the site (see 
Figure 12).  The trial showed that an RCC containing Hormozgan Portland cement 
and Khash natural pozzolan was cohesive, and could be placed in very high air 
temperatures without segregation or any other major problem. 
40 days after completion of the trial, 100-mm diameter cores were extracted from 
the trial section. In spite of the very early age and the small diameter the cores 
through the suitably-retarded RCC were very good.  
Following the successful cores, placement of RCC started in the cofferdam (see 
Figure 13), placement   of 20000 m3 was used to train all the personal involved 
with the project, to refine the construction methodology and to further prove the 
maximum proportions of the concretes used in the dam itself (3). 
The final full-scale trial was conducted at the top of coffer dam using the final 
mixtures   proportion for RCC1, RCC2 and GEVR. The extracted 45 days cores are 
shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
 

 
Figure 6. Photograph of the initial full 

Scale trial at Jegin dam 

Figure 7.   Photograph of RCC placement in 
coffer dam at Jegin with chute in 

background 
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Figure 8.  Typical transitions between 

GEVR and the RCC (24 hrs. joint) 
Figure 9.   Typical transition between 

GEVR and the rock abutment               
 
6.  DESIGN OF THE DAM 
Before construction of main dam and in agreement with all parties involved in 
Jegin dam, a number of modifications were made to the original design of the dam 
so as to make construction easier and thus more rapid and of a higher quality.  
There were two main changes: first, all the galleries were made either horizontal or 
vertical. The latter were shafts and were separated in to 'man access' or 'equipment 
access'. The second main change was to move the bottom outlets to the left 
abutment, and to construct them within traditional concrete blocks, thus separating 
them from the RCC placement in the main body of the dam. The bottom outlets 
discharged on the concrete steps before joining the river downstream of the main 
stilling basin, see Figure 10. 
A further change to the construction procedure was to remove the traditional facing 
concrete and replace it with GEVR (grout-enriched vibratable RCC). This had been 
tested successfully in the coffer dam. The dam thus relied on the RCC itself for 
impermeability (5). 
 

 
Figure 10. Down-stream and up- stream view of Jegin dam 

 
7. CONSTRUCTION OF DAM 
7.1. Concrete Production 
The geometry of the dam site and the relatively reduced space to locate the 
installations were the additional difficulties for the design of the plants. Figure11 
shows the final layout of the concrete and cooling plants at right abutment at Jegin 
dam site. The supply of the aggregate from the main stockpiles was done by 25-
tonne dump trucks. Those trucks downloaded on receiving hoppers with a capacity 
from 4 to 6 hours average production. The hoppers were connected with the 
batching plant by automatic control systems that could feed the material into the 
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weighing hoppers.  
The concrete plant had a nominal capacity of 2*160m3 /hour, and consisted in two 
plants each with two 2.250m3 capacity horizontal twin-shaft bath type mixers. The 
cooling plant combined with a water chiller plant to cool the mixing water to 4degree 
centigrade and the flak ice plant with total capacity of 180 tone of ice per day. 
The cementitious materials were transported from the cement factories to the site 
by road, and the natural pozzolan from Khash to the site were deliver by big-bag. 
In order to have a storage for cementitious materials to supply the production of 
more than one week, four large 800-tonne silos and eight further small 60 tone 
silos were erected closed to the concrete plants. A combination of both pneumatic 
transportation systems and screw conveyors is used to feed the receiving hoppers 
of each mixer. 
 
7.2. RCC Transportation 
The transportation systems selected for the transportation of concrete was a 
combination of 45 degree inclined steel chute and trucks on the dam. Still chute 
was built up in such a way that it could be removed as the dam was raised. As 
shown in the Figure 12, the chute was supported on the excavation on the right 
abutment. A surge hopper at the top of the chute regulated the flow of concrete out 
of mixers. The chute ended in a swinging element that moved to change its loading 
position from one truck to the other. Figure 12 shows a view of the chute that has 
been used for the transportation of roller compacted concrete in Jegin dam (1). 
The chute has worked successfully, and the high-paste concrete in the RCC mix 
has not shown any segregation. The flexible cover on the top of the steel chute has 
been working as a protection against solar radiation, and thus avoiding excessive 
drying of the mix in its way down to the placement. 
 

 
Figure 11. View of vacuum chute used at Jegin dam and general view of site lay out 

 
7.3. RCC Placement 
The RCC was transported from the delivery point of the steel chute to the point of 
placement on the lift by dump trucks. Dozer type D4 was then used to spread the 
RCC and single-drum 11 tones vibratory roller were used for compaction (see 
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Figure 12). However in areas where the access for the larger roller was difficult or 
closed to the forms, the compaction was done by small double-drum 3.5 tones 
roller. 
 A special type of cantilever formwork was used to form the faces of the dam. 
GEVR (grout-enriched vibrated RCC) was used against the forms instead of the 
conventional immersion vibrated concrete.  
The great advantage of the GEVR is that just a water/cementitious material grout 
applied onto the surface before the RCC is spread on top of it, and then 
consolidated by immersion vibrators. 
Transverse joints were formed inserting galvanized sheets into the fresh fully 
compacted RCC that are left in place acting as joint inducers. PVC membranes 
were inserted in the GEVR in the upstream face of the dam and downstream 
spillway sections to seal the transverse joints. The surface of compacted RCC was 
continuously cured by means of low-pressure water jets creating a thin nebula on 
top of the surface. Due to the extreme high temperatures on site, this was a major 
activity at Jahgin. Depending on the time elapsed between consecutive layers and 
weather conditions, different steps of treatments of the horizontal joints were 
defined. Cleaning of the surfaces was done by brooms and high capacity vacuum 
trucks. 
 

 

 ÉŢ╓m └Ľę f bŢ╔┼ńĺ 
  
• └Ľę ▀┐▄ 
•└╓ś∩mÅďĺ 
• mnÅř⌐ęD4   └Ľę ŮŘ▄ ÉbśęRCC
• ┤śĚ╓Å ↨Ľ⌐n₣+¼  Å³³  └Ľę ~kś∩ │∩bśĽ┌ Ébśę ╒├ĺRCC

 
Figure 12. View of spreading and compaction of RCC in Jegin dam 

 
Conclusions 
• A suitable supplementary cementitious material has been found in Iran for  

use in the RCC dam at Jegin; 
• In spite of the Khash natural pozzolan  having never been used in concrete 

before, suitable concretes containing the material have been designed and 
tested in the laboratory; 

• Both the construction methodology and the RCC have been successfully 
tested at full-scale. 

• In spite of the very challenging conditions at the Jegin dam site, a suitable 
methodology has been developed for the construction of the dam and a very 
forgiving RCC designed. 

• The plant layout and the construction methods have been optimized and 
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adopted according   to the changes incorporated to the design. 
• We believe that with these changes and an efficient   management of all 

activities involved, a successful RCC experience have been achieved in our 
project. 
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ABSTRACT 
Self consolidating concrete (SCC) is a novel concrete which uses in many 
structures in all over on the world. It is a concrete which flows under own weight 
and completely fills the mold, passes from congested reinforcement without any 
bleeding or segregation. This type of concrete contains high range water reducing 
admixture and often viscosity modifying admixture also more fine aggregate 
compared to conventional concrete. It can reduce labor requirement, increase 
strength, durability and productivity, eliminate noise and hazard. For these good 
specifications, SCC uses in improper reach concreting, dense reinforcement 
elements, thin layer concrete construction and so on. Mahab Ghodss consultant 
engineering applied SCC in some Dams and tunneling projects. This article 
presented some executive experience of three projects which some structure of 
them constructed by SCC successfully. Finally some recommendation for mix 
design and whole scale construction SCC in site are proposed. 
 
Keywords: self consolidating concrete, concrete, mix proportion, rheological tests 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Self Consolidating Concrete (SCC) is a concrete that able to flow under its weight 
and completely fill the formwork, even in the presence of dense reinforcement, 
without the need of any vibration, while maintaining homogeneity [1]. 
It was first developed in Japan in 1986 [2]. SCC is used mainly for repair 
applications and for casting concrete in restricted areas [3]. Though showing good 
performance, SCC used in Japan, America and Europe and many countries in 
buildings, bridges, tunneling and other applications [4]. 
SCC can accelerate placing and reduce labor requirement, increase strength, 
durability and productivity, eliminate noise and hazard, but little increasing in 
material cost [3]. Mahab Ghodss consultant engineering as a pioneer in application 
of novel technology uses SCC in some project such as Karoon III Dam and power 
plant, Resalat tunnel and Gotvand dam and power plant. In this article specification 
of these SCC concrete are presented. 
 
2. APPLICATION OF SCC IN KAROON III DAM AND POWER PLANT 
Project of Karoon III Dam and power plant sited in 28 Km east of Izeh city. The 
main objects of this project are: 
- Supply 4172 Gw.hr power in year  
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- Supply agricultural water for 120 Km2 land  
- Flood control of Karoon river  
 
SCC is used in entrance structure of orifice in this dam. This structure located out 
of reach of cable crane and because the level of around blocks is lower than this 
block, pumping concrete rate is low and so, it might create cold joint in the 
structure. Also this structure had congested reinforcement. For whole above 
reasons, this structure must construct with SCC. Figure 1 shows the plan of this 
structure. 
The cement used was type II. Maximum size of aggregates was 19 mm, sand to 
total aggregates ratio, water to cement ratio and paste amount were 0.58, 0.42 and 
about 300 respectively. 
 

 
Figure 1. Plan of structure 

 
A high range water reducing admixture which is type A, F according ASTM C494 
[5] with density of 1050 also was used. The mixture proportions are presented in 
Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Mixture proportions 

Description Coarse 
Agg. Fine Agg. Cement Water HRWR 

Unit Kg Kg Kg 3m  
% by weight of 

cement 
Amount 775 1080 380 0.160 1 

 
For shortening concrete placing area and avoiding large movement of concrete in 
the forms, temporary construction joints were applied. 
V- Funnel and T-50 tests were drawn for fresh concrete according EFNARC [1]. 
Figure 2 and 3 shows the V-Funnel and T-50 tests apparatus. Compressive strength 
of 28 days concrete was tested according ASTM C39 [6]. Table 2 shows average of 
test results. The orifice concreting is shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 2. V-Funnel tests apparatus 

 

 
Figure 3. T-50 tests apparatus 

 
Table 2: Average of test results 

Description T-50 V- Funnel Compressive strength 
Unit Sec Sec Mpa 

Amount 3.5 9 35 
 

 
Figure 4. Orifice concreting 
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3. APPLICATION OF SCC IN RESALAT TUNNEL 
Resalat tunnel is a key project which relating east and west section of Resalat 
highway. In this project B section of lining was built lastly and it hadn't proper 
access. Construction of this section with conventional concrete might cause many 
voids and this structure would be very weak. So we had to create SCC to build this 
section. Figure 5 shows the section of the tunnel lining.  
In situ piles were constructed by SCC because of improper reach, congested 
reinforcement, and lack of vibration and also long height of concrete shooting. The 
SCC pile is shown in Figure 6. 

  
Figure 5. Lining section 

 

 
Figure 6.The SCC pile 

 
Maximum size of aggregates was 20mm and sand to total aggregates ratio, volume 
of paste and water to cement ratio were 0.69, about 360lit/m3 and 0.42 respectively. 
High range water reducing admixture, viscosity modifying admixture were used for 
achieving SCC with good rheology. Also for increasing stability of fresh concrete 
and resistant against segregation and bleeding inert filler was added to mixture. 
For compensating shrinkage strain of concrete an expanding admixture also added 
to SCC mixture. The mixture proportions are shown in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Mixture proportions 

Description Coarse.Agg 
Agg. 

Fine.Agg 
Agg. Cement Water Filler HRWR VMA EX.A 

Unit Kg Kg Kg Kg Kg Lit lit lit 
Amount 530 1200 400 167 100 3.6 2.0 2.7 
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Slump flow and V-Funnel tests were drawn for fresh concrete according 
EFNARC[1]. The Result of tests is presented in table 4. 
 

Table 4: Test results 
Description Slump flow V-Funnel 

Unit mm Sec 
Amount 680 9 

 
4. APPLICATION OF SCC IN GOTVAND DAM AND POWER PLANT 
Gotvand dam and power plant project located in 25 Km north of shooshtar city. 
The major objects of this project are: 
- Supply 4250 Gw.hr power in year. 
- Supply agricultural water  
- Flood control of Karoon river 
 
SCC is used in some structure of this project such as around of steel lining, around 
of penstocks, around of spiral cases, paving of seal beam and etc. In this article 
concreting around of steel lining is described. 
In this structure because of erection of steel pipes and multiplicity of stiffeners, 
there is no proper reach to molding. In such cases application of conventional 
concrete may cause poor concrete with many entrapped air and voids. For 
preventing this disease, SCC is used to concreting the structure. 
Maximum size of aggregates was 19mm and sand to total aggregates ratio, volume 
of paste and water to cement ratio were 0.58, about 310lit/m3 and 0.43 respectively. 
A high range water reducing admixture also was used to increase filling ability of 
concrete. The mixture proportions are shown in Table 5. 
Because fine aggregate used in this project had proper grading, additional fillers or 
mineral additive wasn't required. 
The slump flow test [1] and visual inspection were drawn for fresh concrete. The 
average of slump flow test was 675mm. Slump flow spread is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Slump flow spread 
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Table 5: Mixture proportions 
Description Coarse Agg. Fine Agg. Cement Water HRWR 

Unit Kg Kg Kg m3 % by weight of 
cement 

Amount 796 1082 380 0.164 1 
 
5. SUMMARIZE 
According to large scale SCC experience, the following recommendations are 
proposed: 
- SCC used where it is required such as improper reach to formwork, congested 

reinforced concrete, thin layer concreting and so on. 
- For decreasing loss of workability by time, water to cement ratio must select 

more than 0.4 but for increasing workability, it doesn't require increasing free 
water and it can accomplish by use of chemical admixtures. 

- The sand used in SCC has lower fineness modulus than conventional concrete. 
- Total volume of aggregates, maximum size of aggregates, average diameters of 

aggregates and sand grading are the significance parameters in SCC mix design. 
- SCC requires curing much than conventional concrete to prevent plastic 

shrinkage, loss of strength and cracking. 
- SCC is more sensitive to aggregate grading especially fine aggregate, amount 

of cement and mineral additive of filler and amount of HRWR. 
- Application of SCC in construction requires more strength and no leaking 

formwork than conventional concrete. 
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 كويري ايرانه يواقع در ناحآهن هاي راهبررسي خوردگي آرماتور در عرشه تعدادي از پل
 

  5، مصطفي حق طلب 4، فرهاد پرگر 3، محسن تدين2سيد رحمان طاهري، 1محمد شكرچي زاده
  هاي فني دانشگاه تهران  مهندسي عمران، پرديس دانشكدهدانشكدة عضو هيئت علمي. 1
  هاي فني دانشگاه تهران پرديس دانشكده، د مهندسي عمراندانشجوي كارشناسي ارش. 2

   بوعلي سينا همدان، دانشگاه فنيدانشكده  عضو هيئت علمي.3
  كارشناس ارشد انستيتو مصالح ساختماني دانشكده فني دانشگاه تهران. 4
  گروه مهندسي عمران، دانشكده فني دانشگاه مالير عضو هيئت علمي. 5

  
  چكيده
ديدگي هاي بتني در مناطق مختلف كشور در اثر عوامل گوناگون دچار آسيب            تعداد زيادي از سازه    هاي اخير در سال 

 بـتن مـسلح   هـاي   در سـازه ها لگردها در بتن از جمله رايج ترين اين خرابي   يخوردگي م . اند خرابي زودرس شده   و يا 
 بتن مسلح با آن مواجه    هاي   سازه بوده و يكي از مهمترين مشكالتي است كه امروزه مهندسان عمران در نگهداري            

 از يكگذرد تعيين ميزان و سرعت خوردگي آرماتور ي     هاي بتني كه چندين سال از ساخت آنها مي         در سازه  .باشند  مي
  .باشندسازي سازه ميپارامترهاي موثر در مقاوم

هاي مقاومت   كويري، آزمايش  آهن واقع در ناحيه   هاي راه   در اين تحقيق به منظور ارزيابي خوردگي آرماتورها در پل         
فشاري، تعيين عمق كربناتاسيون، پروفيل يون كلر، پتانسيل خوردگي آرماتور و سرعت خـوردگي آرمـاتور بـر روي        

بـر  . در نهايت با مقايسه نتايج و ارزيابي ظاهري، دليل اصلي خوردگي آرماتور تعيين گرديـد            . ها انجام شد  عرشه پل 
هـاي ناشـي از     رسد در ناحيه كويري ايران مشابه سواحل خليج فـارس خرابـي           مياساس نتايج بدست آمده به نظر       

  .كندديدگي را تشديد مينفوذ يون كلر وجود داشته و كيفيت نازل بتن پديده كربناتاسيون را تسهيل و آسيب
  

  نيم پيل، سرعت خوردگي آرماتور،كربناتاسيون، يون كلر، خوردگي آرماتور :ها كليدواژه
  
 مقدمه -1

هـاي    هاي فوالدي در بتن بـه عنـوان دليـل اصـلي خرابـي               هاي اخير در مناطق مختلف دنيا، خوردگي ميلگرد         در سال 
همچنين بررسي سرعت خوردگي آرماتور . ]1[ شودزودرس و در برخي موارد تخريب كلي سازه بتن مسلح شناخته مي

  .هاي بتني مسلح اهميت دارد  در تعيين طول عمر مفيد سازهها به منظور مطالعه عملكرد آرماتور
بـا انجـام    .  سال مورد بررسـي قـرار گرفـت        30آهن با عمر تقريبي     هاي راه در اين مقاله خوردگي آرماتور در عرشه پل       

هاي مقاومت فشاري، عمق كربناتاسيون، پروفيل يون كلر، پتانسيل نـيم پيـل و سـرعت                مشاهدات ظاهري و آزمايش   
بر اسـاس سـوابق و شـواهد و مقـاالت منتـشر             . تعيين گرديد  ها  هر دسته از پل   خوردگي آرماتور، علت خرابي در      

اين . هاي ناشي از نفوذ يون كلر در نواحي جنوبي و حاشيه خليج فارس گزارش شده است               ديدگيشده، آسيب 
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  .ديدگي در ناحيه كويري ايران پرداخته شده استاست كه در تحقيق حاضر به اين نوع آسيبدر حالي 
  
  ردگي فوالد در بتنخو -2

 فوالدي به طـور     هاي  اگر ميلگرد . باشددليل نفوذ يون كلر و پديده كربناتاسيون مي       خوردگي فوالد در بتن عمدتا به     
كـه ميلگـرد در      ميهنگـا . آزاد در شرايط محيطي مرطوب و داراي اكسيژن محصور شده باشند، خورده خواهند شد             

بب ايجاد يـك اليـه محـافظ اكـسيد آهـن بـر روي سـطح آرمـاتور                  محيط بتن س    زياد  pHگردد،   ميبتن مدفون   
كنـد  اليه اكسيد آهن، پوشش متراكم و غير قابل نفوذي را ايجاد مـي    .  كند ميگردد كه آن را از خوردگي حفظ         مي

ايـن اليـه   . كنـد  مـي  در نزديك سطح فوالد، خـوردگي را متوقـف      ها   و آنيون  ها  كه با محدود كردن حركت كاتيون     
 كلـر و سـولفات از بـين         هـاي    و يا حـضور يـون      )به طور عمده به دليل كربناتاسيون     ( محيط pHا كاهش     محافظ ب 

  ].2[ رود مي
  
  خوردگي ناشي از كربناتاسيون -2-1

ماند و ميلگـرد را      مي ببشتر باشد اليه محافط روي ميلگرد سالم باقي          5/11 محيط اطراف ميلگرد از      pHزماني كه   
 و حفاظت به عمل     شود  مي اليه محافظ ناپايدار     شود  مي از اين مقدار كمتر      pHماني كه   ز. كند مياز خوردگي حفظ    

. شـود   مـي  در بـتن شـناخته       pHكربناتاسـيون بـتن دليـل اصـلي بـراي كـاهش             . رود مي از بين    ها  آمده از ميلگرد  
ربناته شده بـه     و به شكل جبهه ك     شود  مي ناشي از آن به طور معمول از سطح بتن آغاز            pHكربناتاسيون و كاهش    
) رطوبت، دما و غلظت دي اكسيد كربن هوا       (سرعت كربناتاسيون به عوامل محيطي      . رود ميسمت مركز بتن پيش     

در يك بتن با كيفيت مناسب، سرعت كربناتاسيون در حدود          . بستگي دارد ) نفوذ پذيري و قلياييت   (و مشخصات بتن  
  ].3[باشد  مي ميلي متر بر سال 1
  
  از نفوذ يون كلرخوردگي ناشي  -2-2

حضور يون كلـر در     . شودخوردگي ناشي از يون كلر يكي از داليل اصلي خوردگي در نقاط مختلف دنيا شناخته مي               
  .  فوالدي گرددهاي تواند باعث خوردگي ميلگرد ميسازه بتني، زماني كه اكسيژن و رطوبت الزم در دسترس  باشد 

  : شوديون كلر به دو روش اصلي وارد بتن مي
  ...). هاها، افزودنيسنگدانه(روش اول،كلر موجود در مصالح بتن 

  ...).زداهاي يخآب دريا، نمك(روش دوم، نفوذ يون كلر از محيط پيرامون به داخل بتن 
 شيميايي مقيد شـود    هاي  يوني كه  با انجام واكنش     . تواند به دو صورت وجود داشته باشد       مييون كلر در داخل بتن      

  . يچ تاثيري بر فرآيند خوردگي فوالد در بتن ندارد و يا به صورت آزاد باشدكه در نتيجه ه
  

  روش ارزيابي سازه
 و  هـا   براي تعيين علـل خرابـي     . باشد  ميبررسي وضعيت يك سازه بتن مسلح اولين گام براي بازسازي و ترميم آن              

 شـامل   يك بررسي دقيـق   . اشدب  ميوضعيت كنوني سازه ضروري     ارزيابي   خوردگي و    مقدار  گستردگي آن، بررسي    
 ها  بايد ماهيت خرابي  است كه   ارزيابي و مطالعه اوليه سازه بر اساس مشاهدات ظاهري          مرحله اول   . دو مرحله است  
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 الكتروشـيميايي در  هـاي  در حالي كه استفاده از آزمـايش . باشدمطالعات دقيق تر  براي  را مشخص نمايد و پايه اي       
  . استيق ميلگردها و برآورد سرعت خوردگي ضروري مرحله بعد براي مطالعه وضعيت دق

  
   مشاهدات ظاهري-الف

طبقه بنـدي   . باشند ناشي از خوردگي با استفاده از مشاهده ظاهري برنامه ريزي شده قابل تشخيص مي              هاي  خرابي
 زناشـي ا   تـرك     گـسترش   با توجـه بـه     ها  خرابي. شود  ميوضعيت ظاهري، محل و علت آن تعريف        برپايه   ها  خرابي

آهـن در ناحيـه كـويري ايـران بـود            پـل راه   30در پروژه حاضر كه شامل بررسي حـدود         . خوردگي تعريف شده اند   
هـا   محـل در ايـن    . گرديـد  مـشخص    هـا     و محل جداشـدگي      شد  متر مربع ارزيابي ظاهري    400مساحتي در حدود    

اين  .باشند ميقابل شناسايي   موازي سطح در نواحي كه پوشش روي آرماتور از بتن اصلي جدا شده است                هاي  ترك
متوسـط ضـخامت پوشـش بتنـي      .دنشـو  بيشتر در نواحي كه بتن در معرض رطوبت قرار دارد، رويت مـي      ها  خرابي

  .باشد ميمتر  ميلي25-30 در حدود ها عرشه پل
  
   انجام شدههاي آزمايش )ب

در ادامـه  . شدند تقسيم ) b (ي زياد و خوردگ) a ( بدون خوردگيدسته دو ها به بر پايه مشاهدات ظاهري، عرشه پل   
  .شود هاي انجام شده ارائه ميايج آزمايشنت
  
   مقاومت فشاري-3-1

 سـانتي متـر از سـازه تهيـه شـده و مـورد               10ي با قطـر     هاي  براي ارزيابي مشخصات سازه اي مصالح موجود، مغزه       
ايـن  . ارائـه شـده اسـت     ) 1(ر جدول   د) b(و  ) a(ها در دو سطح        متوسط مقاومت فشاري مغزه    .آزمايش قرار گرفتند  

توان به طور تقريبي نسبت آب      با توجه به نتايج مقاومت فشاري مي      .  باشد نمونه آزمايش شده مي    3مقادير متوسط   
اين ميزان نسبت آب به مواد سيماني براي اجـراي ابنيـه            .  ارزيابي نمود  6/0 تا   55/0به مواد سيماني در بتن را بين        

  .رسد و قطعا مالحظات دوام و پايايي بتن مورد عنايت قرار نگرفته استفني زياد به نظر مي
  

  اه نتايج مقاومت فشاري مغزه:1جدول 
 )kg/cm2(ها متوسط مقاومت فشاري مغزه  خوردگيسطح

)a(  210  
)b(  194  

  
  عمق كربناتاسيون -3-2

 آزاد شـدن كلـر      ،محلول حفره اي   انحالل فازهاي جامد حاوي كلر مقيد در         ، محيط pHكربناتاسيون باعث كاهش    
ايـن پديـده موجـب      . هاي كربناته نشده بتن شود     تواند وارد قسمت   كلر آزاد شده مي   . شود  مقيد و ايجاد كلر آزاد مي     
ضخامت بتن پوششي روي آرماتور شده و ممكن است كلر را در سطح ميلگرد به مقـدار   افزايش غلظت كلر آزاد در   

هايي كه فقـط از   هاي حاوي كلر كه كربناتاسيون در آنها رخ داده است نسبت به سازه           بنابراين سازه . بحراني برساند 
 ]. 5، 4[ برند، بيشتر در معرض خوردگي قرار دارند يك معضل رنج مي
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در منـاطقي كـه تحـت       . فتالئين بر روي مقطع بتن تـشخيص داد       توان با پاشيدن محلول فنل      عمق كربناتاسيون را مي   
  .آيدفتالئين در اين مناطق به رنگ ارغواني در مي و   فنل5/8 بيشتر از " بتن تقريباpHنبوده، مقدار تاثير كربناتاسيون 

  
   نتايج آزمايش تعيين عمق كربناتاسيون:2جدول 

  )mm(متوسط عمق كربناتاسيون  حالت خوردگي
a)(  30  

)b(  50  
  

در ) 2(مطـابق جـدول     . داده شـده اسـت    نـشان   ) 2(متوسط عمق كربناتاسيون سطوح بتن مسلح در جدول شماره          
 ميليمتر بوده كه با توجه      50، متوسط عمق كربناتاسيون     )b(سطوحي از بتن كه خوردگي آرماتور مشاهده شده است        

تـوان  نتيجـه گرفـت كـه         باشـد، مـي    ميليمتر مي  30ها  به اينكه متوسط ضخامت پوشش بتني روي آرماتور در پل         
ــاث   ــه تحــت ت ــن ناحي ــا در اي ــد  آرماتوره ــه ان ــرار گرفت ــيون ق ــده كربناتاس ــه. ير پدي ــق ) a(در ناحي ــط عم متوس

در ايـن ناحيـه آرماتورهـا در آسـتانه          . باشـد ميليمتر و مساوي مقدار پوشش بتني روي آرمـاتور مـي          30كربناتاسيون
  .قرارگيري در معرض پديده كربناتاسيون هستند

  
   پروفيل يون كلر-3-3

 Total(  ميزان كلر كـل .انجام شد نمونه برداري ها   عرشه پل مختلفهاي  تعيين مقدار كلر در بتن، از بخشبراي

Chloride ( موجود، طبق استانداردASTM C114 يـون كلـر سـطوح     هـاي  پروفيل. گيري شدهانداز)a ( و)b ( در
عمق (ر  شود، مقدار يون كلر در نزديكي آرماتو         همانگونه كه ديده مي    .نشان داده شده است   به طور نمونه     )1(شكل  

) a(در نتيجـه در سـطح    .[6] باشـد مـي ) 07/0حدود (كمتر از مقدار كلر آستانه خوردگي ) a(در سطح ) مترميلي30
مقدار كلر در نزديكي آرماتور به مقدار       ) b(در حاليكه در  سطح      . احتمال خوردگي تحت اثر يون كلر بسيار كم است        

وردگي تحت اثر يون كلر بسيار محتمل اسـت و بـا توجـه بـه                بنابراين در اين سطح  خ     . كلر بحراني نزديكتر است   
تـوان نتيجـه گيـري نمـود كـه كربناتاسـيون در               ميزان عمق كربناتاسيون و مقدار يون كلر در نزديكي آرماتور مي          

  .ها شده است تركيب با يون كلر منجر به كاهش مقدار كلر آستانه خوردگي و توسعه وگسترش خرابي
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 درصـد وزنـي بـتن       02/0 تا   01/0رسد مقدار كلر اوليه در بتن در حدود         هاي ارائه شده به نظر مي     بر اساس پروفيل  
 سانتيمتر از محيط پيرامون     3-4كلر موجود در بتن تا عمق       است كه   اين در حالي  . باشدبوده و در محدوده مجاز مي     

هاي روان و اتمسفر در منطقه كويري و خـصوصا  رسد منشا آن كلر موجود در شن     وارد بتن شده است و به نظر مي       
عالوه بـر آن افـت مقـدار كلـر در نزديكـي سـطح       . باشددر فصول و مواقعي كه با شبنم و رطوبت همراه است مي  

باشد كه موجب تجزيه نمـك      شود به دليل پديده كربناتاسيون مي      مالحظه مي  )b-1(شخصا در شكل    خارجي كه م  
  . شودها به سمت داخل بتن ميفريدل و كم شدن كلر مقيد و آزاد شدن آن و حركت نمك

  
  آزمايش پتانسيل نيم پيل -3-4

 كه به طور گسترده در ارزيـابي وضـعيت   باشد ميآزمايش تعيين پتانسيل نيم پيل، آزمايشي غير مخرب و استاندارد     
 و بـا اسـتفاده از الكتـرود    ASTM C876اين آزمايش مطـابق بـا اسـتاندارد    . گيرد ميخوردگي مورد استفاده قرار 

Ag/AgClانجام شده است .  
هاي ناشـي از      ي بر روي قرائت   بايد توجه داشت كه حضور اكسيژن، غلظت كلر و مقاومت الكتريكي بتن تاثير زياد             

  :باشدين مي آرماتور چنAg/AgClي طبق الكترود  خوردگيار بررسيش معين آزمايدر ا. تانسيل نيم پيل دارندپ
mV 83- >درصد، هيچ خوردگي آرماتور در زمان آزمايش وجود ندارد90با احتمال بيش از :  پتانسيل .  

 mV 83- < پتانسيل <  mV233- : فعاليت خوردگي نامشخص است.  
 mV 233- <رخ داده است درصد خوردگي90با احتمال بيش از : انسيل پت .  

 در.  دو سطح مـذكور ارئـه شـده اسـت          ي آرماتور برا  يل خوردگ يش پتانس يج آزما ينتا به عنوان نمونه،     )2( در شكل 
در حاليكـه در    . است  ميلي ولت  -b-2(  ،320شكل(ادي ز يه با خوردگ  يدر ناح   نيم پيل  ليپتانسترين  منفي) 2( شكل

) b(ارائه شده در قبل، در سطح       حات  ي با توجه به توض    .باشد   ميلي ولت مي   -140اين مقدار   ) a(دون خوردگي ناحيه ب 
  .فعاليت خوردگي نامشخص است) a( در حاليكه در سطح . استرخ داده ي خوردگ، درصد90ش از يبا احتمال ب
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   آزمايش تعيين سرعت خوردگي آرماتور-3-5
هاي بتن مسلح     سازهسريع براي تعيين ميزان خوردگي در       گيري با دستگاه گالواپالس يك روش پالريزاسيون          اندازه

طـوب  هاي مرطوب و يـا نيمـه مر        ي نيم پيل در محيط    ها  گيري  روش بخاطر مشكالت اندازه   اين  . آيد به حساب مي  
بعلت كمبود اكسيژن و همينطور سرعت زياد آن در بدست آوردن ميزان خـوردگي آرمـاتور در بـتن، توسـعه يافتـه                

 .باشـند   قابـل تعيـين مـي   آرمـاتور   و سـرعت خـوردگي  پيـل   پتانـسيل نـيم  ،با استفاده از دستگاه گالواپـاس . است
  .]7[ نشان داده شده است) 3(جدول يسك پذيري ميزان خوردگي در  بحراني براي طبقه بندي رهاي محدوديت

 
  هاي انجام شده با دستگاه گالواپالس  تخمين مقدار خوردگي قابل مشاهده از روي قرائت:3 جدول

 مقدار خوردگي µA/cm2)(گيري شده   مقدار اندازه
 در حالت مقاوم >5/0
 كم 5/0 – 5

 متوسط 5 - 15
 زياد <15

  
همانطور كه در اين    . نشان داده شده است   ) 3(اتور به طور نمونه در شكل       نتايج آزمايش تعيين سرعت خوردگي آرم     

قابل مقايـسه بـا نتـايج بـه         ) b و   a(شود، نقشه خطوط همتراز سرعت خوردگي در سطوح مورد نظر           شكل ديده مي  
 16بـيش از  ) b(حداكثر سرعت خـوردگي در سـطح   . است)) 2(ارائه شده در شكل (دست آمده از پتانسيل نيم پيل   

مقدار خوردگي در اين سطح زياد است و آزمـايش نـيم        ) 3(باشد كه طبق جدول     ميكرو آمپر بر سانتي متر مربع مي      
 a در سـطح  يج سرعت خوردگيست كه نتاين در حالي ا.دهد درصد نشان مي 90پيل نيز احتمال خوردگي را بيش از        

ضـمنا مقـادير    . باشـد   مـي  كـم    يت خـوردگ  متر مربع است كه نشان دهنده سـرع       يكرو آمپر بر سانت   ي م 5/2حداكثر  
  .پتانسيل نيم پيل در محدوده عدم قطعيت قرار دارد
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   نتايج آزمايش سرعت  خوردگي آرماتور-3شكل 
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  گيري نتيجه-4
يـك تـرميم بـا    .  اجرا شود، بايد در يك نظام منطقي    ترميم آن  به منظور  بتن مسلح    هاي  سازهارزيابي خرابي    -١

 آسيب ديده    هاي  ، مشخصات دقيق محل   ها   مشاهدات كامل آسيب   ،كيفيت نيازمند شناخت علت وقوع خرابي     
 .است

هـا وقـوع پديـده      با توجه به نتايج به دست آمده عامل اصـلي وقـوع خـوردگي در بـتن مـسلح عرشـه پـل                       -٢
 . باشد كربناتاسيون مي

دهد و حتي در برخي از حالتها استفاده از اين روش             ل خوردگي را نشان مي    مقدار پتانسيل نيم پيل تنها احتما      -٣
  در مقدار خـوردگي را      توان  ميدر حاليكه با استفاده از روش سرعت خوردگي         . هايي همراه است    با محدوديت 

 . نواحي خورده نشده و خورده شده و يا حتي نواحي مشكوك به خوردگي تعيين نمود
ها و خـوردگي آرمـاتور در         تركيب با يون كلر منجر به توسعه وگسترش وسعت خرابي         پديده كربناتاسيون در     -۴

همانگونه كه ديده شد، در سطوح داراي شدت خرابي زياد، خوردگي تحت اثـر  . شودهاي بتن مسلح مي     سازه
در حاليكه در سطوح داراي شدت خـوردگي كـم خـوردگي تنهـا     . توام كربناتاسيون و يون كلر رخ داده است    

 . باشد شي از پديده كربناتاسيون محتمل مينا
شود كه خوردگي ناشي از نفوذ يون كلـر در          بر اساس مطالعات انجام شده در قالب اين تحقيق مشخص مي           -۵

شود و در نواحي مركزي كشور خصوصا در نواحي كويري          كشور محدود به سواحل و جزاير خليج فارس نمي        
ها و ابنيه بتني با كيفيت نـازل و نـسبت آب بـه مـواد                 اجراي سازه  استبديهي. ها وجود دارد  اين نوع خرابي  

  .ديدگي بتن خواهد شدسيماني زياد موجب بروز پديده كربناتاسيون و تشديد فرايند خوردگي و آسيب
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ت زمان اجراي اسكلت بتني بتن ريزي در هواي سرد و اقدامات اصالحي در جهت كاهش مد
  با سيستم قالب تونلي

  
  سعيد اسعدي

  
 

  چكيده
 بتن ريزي در هـواي سـرد از      لذا    باشد مي مديريت زمان مطرح     وضوعاز آنجائيكه در سيستم قالب تونلي همواره م       

معمـوال بـتن ريـزي در اكثـر         كـه   ايجـان   با توجه به سرماي شديد در منطقـه آذرب        بوده و   اهميت خاصي برخوردار    
از قبيل ساخت و نـصب هيترهـاي برقـي فـن دار در داخـل تونلهـا و                    با اجراي تمهيداتي  ،  شود ميها متوقف    پروژه

امكان بتن ريزي در هواي سرد و بـاالبردن مقاومـت           ..  . لوله گرمايشي و   مشعل و هاي مناسب و استفاده از       پوشش
  .گردد ميبتن ميسر 

  
  ن ضوابط آيين نامه اي تامي- 1

 روز متوالي شـرايط زيـر       3شود كه براي     مي مقررات ملي ساختمان هواي سرد به وضعيتي اطالق          9مطابق مبحث   
   .برقرار باشد

  . درجه سلسيوس باشد5 دماي متوسط هوا در شبانه روز كمتر از –الف 
  .د درجه سلسيوس زيادتر نباش10 دماي هوا براي بيشتر از نصف روز از –ب 

 بـار در نقـاط      2به منظور اطمينان كافي از وضعيت نگهداري بتن در پروژه آذران دماي بـتن در طـول شـبانه روز                     
   .شود ميمختلف سازه ثبت 

از تمـاس   ،  براي رساندن دماي بتن به حد مطلوب هنگام اختالط بتن از آب گرم استفاده شده و مطابق آيين نامـه                   
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 درجه سلسيوس باشد در حـين ريخـتن مـصالح در            40كه دماي آن بيش از      مستقيم آب گرم با سيمان در صورتي        
  .آيد ميمخلوط كن، كنترل الزم به عمل 

   .باشد مي 4/0انتخاب  نسبت آب به سيمان با توجه به روند كسب مقاومت در دماي محيط بوده و كمتر از   
   .يابد ميگاپاسكال ادامه  م5 ساعت و تا رسيدن به مقاومت 24عمل آوردن بتن تازه حداقل به مدت 
 و گرم كردن داخل )شود ميرولهاي پشم شيشه كه در داخل نايلون قرار داده (عمل آوري بتن با استفاده از پوشش        

   .گيرد مي  درجه سانتي گراد  انجام 15 برقي و گازي تا  هاي تونلها با هيتر
ا مواد سوختي نظير نفت و گازوئيل به ايـن علـت        ب ها  مزيت استفاده از هيترهاي برقي و گازي نسبت به گرم كننده          

   .جلوگيري به عمل آيد، است كه از احتمال تبخير آب و كربناتي شدن سطوح بتني در اثر احتراق
 در مدت زمان    ها  باز كردن قالب  ،  با توجه به اينكه در سيستم  قالب تونلي به جهت افزايش سرعت عمليات اجرايي              

لـذا از مـواد روان كننـده كـه خاصـيت            ،  شـود  مـي  مقـررات ملـي انجـام        9 مبحث   كمتري از زمان تعريف شده در     
 اسـتفاده  هـا   اطمينان در وسط دهانـه هاي تندگيركننده دارند استفاده و براي مراقبت بتن بعد از قالب برداري از پايه     

شند و تـا حـد امكـان     اطمينان در دو طبقه متوالي وجود داشته با    هاي  آيد تا هميشه پايه    ميشده و دقت الزم بعمل      
   .روي هم و در امتدادي واحد قرار گيرند، هر دو پايه اطمينان نظير در دو طبقه

  

  
  86 زمستان A1 -بلوك 
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  86  زمستان - B1بلوك 

  تهيه آبگرم بچينگ –2
براي تهيه آبگرم الزم در بچينگ از تانكر آب و استتار كردن آن و مجهز نمودن بـه سيـستم گـر مـايش بوسـيله                          

   .شود مياستفاده ، ċ60همراه با نصب ترموستات  جهت رسانيدن دماي آب بتن به ، هاي گازي شعلم
  

  
   تانكر آب بچينگ به قسمت پايينحرارت جهت مشعل گرمايشي

  

  
  87بچينگ بتن زمستان 

  جلوگيري از يخ زدن مصالح بچينگ
 گازو ئيلي و عبور دادن هواي گـرم از          كشي در محل دپوي مصالح بچينگ و نصب گرم كن با مشعل            با اجراي لوله  
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  . شود مياز يخ زدگي  مصالح جلوگيري ، ها داخل لوله
  

  
 مشعل گرمايشي

  
 لوله گرمايشي

 
 )بـا كـاور نـايلوني   ( پـشم شيـشه   هـاي  سطح مصالح را با رول،  جهت حفظ حرارت در محل دپوي  مصالح بچينگ        

   .شود ميپوشانيده و بر روي آن چادر برزنتي كشيده 
سطح فوقـاني   ،   برقي فن دار   هاي  با قرار دادن  هيتر    ،  ر قسمت پايين با گذاشتن يك خرك و ايجاد اختالف ارتفاع          د

    .شود ميمصالح گرم نگه داشته 
  

  
 پوشش دپوي مصالح بچينگ

   تونليهاي تامين گرمايش داخل قالب -4
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تن ريـزي بـا قـرار دادن هيترهـاي           ساعت قبل از ب    12جهت  جلوگيري از افت دماي بتن هنگام بتن ريزي حدود            
گرمايش داخل قالب تـونلي تـامين   ،  تونلي و استتار آنها در قسمت خروجي با چادرهاي  برقي فن دار در داخل قالب     

  .رسد مي C10° به  ها شده و دماي قالب

  
  دار هيتر برقي فن

  
  استتار قسمت خروجي قالب تونلي

    عمل آوري و كنترل دماي بتن–5
 2بـه  ،  مقـدار تهيـه بـتن در بچينـگ در هـر مرحلـه      ، لوگيري از افت دماي بتن در محل بـتن ريـزي         به منظور ج  

  .يابد ميمترمكعب تقليل و بدين ترتيب مدت زمان حمل مصرف بتن كاهش 
   

  
  بتن توسط پشم شيشه و برزنتروي پوشش 

  
 بتن ريزي ادامه يافتـه و  سـطح            ساعت بعد از   48 تونلي تا مدت     هاي  پس از اتمام بتن ريزي، گرمايش داخل قالب       

و ،  شود ميچادر كشيده   ،  بتن با پشم شيشه  پوشانيده و بر روي پشم شيشه نيز همانند پوشش روي مصالح بچينگ                
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 نيـز  بـتن      -ċ 18با رعايت موارد فوق الذكر تا  دماي         . شود مي  با نايلون پوشانده      ها   انتظار ريشه ديوار   هاي  آرماتور
كل تعطيلـي   ،    رسيد  -ċ 15 كه متوسط دماي شهر جديد سهند به دماي            86ر زمستان سال    د. ريزي انجام گرديد  

  . روز آن هم بدليل كوالك شديد بود8پروژه به مدت  
  

  
  ريزي در شب بتن

 
   و اقدامات اصالحيهش مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت بتنيكا

  
   مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت بتني اقدامات انجام گرفته جهت كاهش– 1

 كه كاهش مدت زمان اجراي 87استاي تحقق و نيل به اهداف كيفي تعيين شده از طرف شركت مادر در سال           در ر 
  87 از همـان ابتـداي سـال      ،    مد نظر قرار گرفتـه      86 درصد نسبت به سال      50اسكلت بتني پروژه آذران به ميزان       

، هـت مقايـسه مـدت زمـان اجـرا          ج ) 64 الـي    52صـفحات    (مطابق نمودارهاي پيوستي  ها،    براي هر يك از بلوك    
شناسنامه مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت تهيه گرديد به طوريكه بيشترين مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت مربـوط بـه بلـوك              

A1  روز و كمترين مدت اجرا  مربوط به بلوك 128 در مدت A3 روز  انجام گرفته است73  در مدت .  
 روز 2  بـه  B3در بلوك ، و رفع موانع روز و با مطالعه 8 به مدت A1بيشترين زمان اجراي يك نيم ست در بلوك 

  رسيد   
  :باشد مي بطور خالصه موارديكه در سرعت دادن كار اجرا ي اسكلت نقش اساسي داشته اند به شرح زير 
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   مترمكعب8/0افزايش سرعت بتن ريزي با اضافه كردن حجم پاكت به ميزان  -1
  

  
  رمكعب  مت8/0افزايش حجم پاكت بتن به مقدار 

  . كوتاه نمودن مسير حمل بتن و اضافه نمودن تراك ميكسر جهت حمل بتن-2
    افزودن تعداد نفرات پيمانكار -3
ها  با توجه به اختالف محل بـست قالـب،  از سـيم      Plat formهاي كناري، مياني و   به منظور جابجايي قالب-4

هـا باعـث كنـدي         و بسته كردن مجدد سيم بكسل      شد كه باز    بكسل جداگانه مخصوص به همان قالب استفاده مي       
 در قالب تاوركرين و تعويض از همان قـسمت سـرعت جابجـايي              ها  سلكبا  تجميع كل سيم ب     گرديد،    عمليات مي 

   .ها افزايش يافت قالب

  
  ها  در قالب تاور جهت جابجايي سريع قالبها تجميع سيم بكسل

  
و ) PLAT FORM( به هنگـام خـروج بـرروي پلـت فـرم        ها  انجام عمليات تميز كاري و روغن كاري قالب-5

 پس از انتقال آنها به سطح زمين     ها  توضيح اينكه قبال كار تميز كاري و روغن كاري قالب         (انتقال به نيم ست ديگر      
  )شد ميگرفت و سپس به نيم ست بعدي انتقال داده  ميصورت 
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  ها  در روي پلت فرمها تميزكاري و روغن كاري قالب

   تعليم و آموزش كارگران و استادكاران جهت افزايش بينش آنها به احداث ساختمان با ديد صنعتي -6
   ) كناري و غيرههاي  نصاب قالب، مثال نصاب باز شو( تعريف وظيفه و تخصص خاص براي هر نفر -7
   ) شب20 صبح تا 6شروع تايم كاري در تابستان از ساعت (  افزايش ساعات كاري كارگاه -8
   ها  و سقفها   انتخاب پيمانكار جداگانه جهت اجراي كليه عمليات جوشكاري در ديوار-9
  
   مطالعه و بررسي در سرعت دادن به عمليات الكتريكي  -2
شـد و مقاومـت فـشاري        مـي  طوسي نسوز كه قبال اسـتفاده        PVCهاي توليدي كارخانه يزد پوليكا از نوع          لوله -1

 سخت نسوز سفيد توليدي كارخانه ثابت پلي اتيلن تعويض شد كه اين             PVCيكاي    عمودي كافي نداشت با نوع پل     
   . شكسته شده در مرحله اجراي مش دوم سقف و بتن ريزي گرديدهاي امر باعث كاهش تعداد لوله

   SHOP DRAWING تهيه نقشه ثابت  -2
  ديوارها برق هاي  تهيه شابلن و فنر خم متناسب با سايز لوله جهت ايجاد خم لوله-3
  

  
   با استفاده از فنر و شابلن خمها خم كاري لوله
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    برق ديوارها بصورت سري هاي  تهيه شابلن جهت ساخت بوشنهاي سر لوله-4
   كليد و پريز به صورت سري هاي  به قوطيها  سوراخ كاري محل ورود لوله-5
 با توجه بـه ابعـاد آنهـا و          ها   محل باز شو    انتظار سقف و ديوار و     هاي   تهيه پال ستفوم جهت محل قرارگيري لوله       -6

  . ايجاد سوراخهاي الزم در آنها به صورت سري

  
   انتظار سقفهاي استفاده از پال ستفوم جهت محل قرارگيري لوله

  
   انتظار ديوارهاي استفاده از پال ستفوم جهت محل قرارگيري لوله

  
محل سيستمهاي مختلف از جمله روشنائي پريز بـرق و   با رنگهاي متنوع براي شناسايي  ها   عالمت گذاري لوله   -7

   .درب باز كن براي تسريع در لوله گذاري سقف دركارگاه موقت تلفن و آنتن و
 سوراخ شده بـا توجـه بـه تعـداد           هاي   خم و غالفهاي جفت و تكي و قوطي        هاي   كد گذاري و دسته بندي  لوله       -8

  .از اشتباه نفرات پيمانكار در مرحله اجرا  جهت جلو گيري SHOP DRAWINGنقشه  سايز آنها در
  جهـت جلـوگيري از اشـتباه    SHOP DRAWINGنقـشه   كدگذاري و دسته بندي با توجه به تعداد آنهـا در  -9

  .گيرد مي نفرات پيمانكار در مرحله اجرا صورت
 عدد ميلگرد   2 اينچ و جوش     2 4/1 كليد و پريز از لوله سبك نرده اي به قطر            هاي   ساخت غالف فلزي قوطي    -10

جهت قرارگيري محل دقيق قـوطي      ،   سانتي متر و بستن آن با سيم آرماتوربندي به مش ديوارها           40 بطول     5نمره  
    كليد و پريز و فاصله از ديواره قالب تونلي  
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  هاي كليد و پريز غالف قوطي

  
وان كارگر فني جهت كنتـرل     حضور مستمر ناظر تاسيسات برقي در زمان بتن ريزي  و آموزش يك نفر به عن                -11

   در حين بتن ريزيها   در صورت شكستگي لولهها و  ترميم لوله

  
   در حين بتن ريزيها ترميم شكستگي لوله

  
   مكانيكيمطالعه و بررسي در سرعت دادن به عمليات  -3
م شياركني و  برش      معموالٌ با  انجا    ) ميليمتري 63 الي   50 به قطر      هاي  لوله(كشي سيستم فاضالب و ونت        لوله -1

  در پـروژه     .شـد  مي كه موجب تخريب ديوارها و افزايش نخاله         گرفت  ميكاري ديوارهاي داخلي و خارجي صورت       
  با يك سايز بزرگتر از لوله مورد نظر  همزمان با اجراي ديوارهـا در داخـل    PVCآذران يك غالف  از جنس لوله 

يابـد كـه     ميالف را برداشته و براي استفاده مجدد به طبقه ديگر انتقال            ديوار قرار داده  و بعد از اتمام ديوارچيني غ         
  .شود ميبدين ترتيب از تخريب ديوار جلوگيري 
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  استفاده از غالف جهت جلوگيري از تخريب ديوارها در هنگام لوله كشي

  
اخـل واحـدها بـه    در مـشاعات و د     اجرايـي    هاي  مطابق نقشه ،  هاي آب شهري به داخل واحدها       محل عبور لوله   -2

هـاي     لولـه  Aهـاي تيـپ     در بلوك.داردمشخص و از نظر معماري  نياز به اجراي سقف كاذب  صورت زيرسقفي
 اجرايـي و  هـاي  بـا تغييـر نقـشه   . باشـد  مي مترطول 1620 به مقدار   B مترطول و در تيپ 4032نمايان به مقدار  

خريد مصالح  از    (شامل  صالح و دستمزد اجراي سقف كاذب       ها بصورت توكار از هزينه مربوط به خريد م         اجراي لوله 
 دسـتمزد آهـن   – ريال 25000 گچ و خاك – ريال 5000 رابيتس بندي  – ريال  50000 به مبلغ قرار هر مترطول    

 ريـال   000/200/565  ريال، به مبلغ كل      100000جمعاً به ازاي هر مترطول به مبلغ        )  ريال 30000كشي به مبلغ    
   .دصرفه جويي گردي

 در پـروژه آذران     .شـود  مـي  در داكتهاي تاسيساتي معموالٌ پس از اتمـام اسـكلت انجـام              ها   اجراي ساپورت لوله   -3
 همزمـان بـا اجـراي    ، عمليات آهن كشي داكتها با استفاده از مصالح پرت حاصل از نبشي كشي ديوارهاي خارجي             

  .شود مياسكلت با قرار گرفتن شاخكهاي فلزي در داخل بتن اجرا 
  

  
  كشي داكتها در حين بتن ريزي آهن

  
 ديوارهـاي برشـي در   ،  B  و A تيـپ  هـاي   آسانـسور بلـوك  هاي  جهت كاهش عمليات آهن كشي در چاهك-4
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گذاري شده و از حجم عمليات آهن كشي بـه مقـدار     پليت)B و سه ضلع در بلوك  Aيك ضلع در بلوك (طبقات 
   .  كاسته شده استAهاي تيپ  ر بلوك درصد د30  و   B تيپ هاي  درصد در بلوك60
  

  
   آسانسورهاي پليت گذاري ديوار بتني چاهك

  
 هـاي    بـا نقـشه    )داكتهـاي تاسيـساتي   ( هـا    تاسيسات مكانيكي در رابطه با هماهنگي محل اوپنينـگ         هاي   نقشه -5

 و  هـا   سمعماري و سازه و با در نظر گرفتن طول اتصاالت مصالح مصرفي در لوله كشي سيـستم فاضـالب سـروي                    
   .  تهيه گرديد SHOP-DROWING ازبيلت هاي رايزرهاي آب باران اصالح شده و در اين رابطه نقشه

نسبت بـه سـاخت     ،   در زمان بتن ريزي سقف     ها   مربوط به تاسيسات مكانيكي در سقف      هاي   جهت اجراي بازشو   -6
   . به شكل كونيك اقدام گرديدها  فلزي مربوط به محل عبور لوله با  دو سايز بيشتر از قطر لولههاي قالب

مختصات مركز بازشو در سقف قالب تونلي سـوراخ  ،  در طبقات در امتداد هم قرار  بگيرند     ها  براي اينكه محل بازشو   
قالـب  ،   در سوراخ مذكور و بعد از گيـرش اوليـه بـتن            )16ميلگرد نمره   (كاري شده و با قرار گيري پين قالب بازشو          

   .شود مي طبقه بعدي برداشته مذكور براي استفاده در سقف
  

       
   از سقف بتنيها قالب فلزي محل عبور لوله
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 آهن واقع در ناحيه كويري ايرانهاي راهبررسي خوردگي آرماتور در عرشه تعدادي از پل
 

  5، مصطفي حق طلب 4، فرهاد پرگر 3، محسن تدين2، سيد رحمان طاهري1محمد شكرچي زاده
  هاي فني دانشگاه تهران دانشكدة مهندسي عمران، پرديس دانشكده عضو هيئت علمي. 1
  هاي فني دانشگاه تهران د مهندسي عمران، پرديس دانشكدهدانشجوي كارشناسي ارش. 2

  دانشكده فني، دانشگاه بوعلي سينا همدان عضو هيئت علمي. 3
  كارشناس ارشد انستيتو مصالح ساختماني دانشكده فني دانشگاه تهران. 4
  گروه مهندسي عمران، دانشكده فني دانشگاه مالير عضو هيئت علمي. 5

  
  چكيده
ديدگي هاي بتني در مناطق مختلف كشور در اثر عوامل گوناگون دچار آسيب            تعداد زيادي از سازه    هاي اخير در سال 

هـاي بـتن مـسلح     ها در سـازه  خوردگي ميلگردها در بتن از جمله رايج ترين اين خرابي    . اندو يا خرابي زودرس شده    
هاي بتن مسلح با آن مواجه       سازه بوده و يكي از مهمترين مشكالتي است كه امروزه مهندسان عمران در نگهداري            

گذرد تعيين ميزان و سرعت خوردگي آرماتور يكي از       هاي بتني كه چندين سال از ساخت آنها مي        در سازه . باشند  مي
  .باشندسازي سازه ميپارامترهاي موثر در مقاوم

هاي مقاومت   كويري، آزمايش  آهن واقع در ناحيه   هاي راه   در اين تحقيق به منظور ارزيابي خوردگي آرماتورها در پل         
فشاري، تعيين عمق كربناتاسيون، پروفيل يون كلر، پتانسيل خوردگي آرماتور و سرعت خـوردگي آرمـاتور بـر روي        

بـر  . در نهايت با مقايسه نتايج و ارزيابي ظاهري، دليل اصلي خوردگي آرماتور تعيين گرديـد            . ها انجام شد  عرشه پل 
هـاي ناشـي از     رسد در ناحيه كويري ايران مشابه سواحل خليج فـارس خرابـي           مياساس نتايج بدست آمده به نظر       

  .كندديدگي را تشديد مينفوذ يون كلر وجود داشته و كيفيت نازل بتن پديده كربناتاسيون را تسهيل و آسيب
  

   خوردگي آرماتور، نيم پيل، سرعت خوردگي آرماتور،كربناتاسيون، يون كلر:ها كليدواژه
  
  مقدمه-1

هـاي    هاي فوالدي در بتن بـه عنـوان دليـل اصـلي خرابـي               هاي اخير در مناطق مختلف دنيا، خوردگي ميلگرد         در سال 
همچنين بررسي سرعت خوردگي آرماتور . ]1[ شودزودرس و در برخي موارد تخريب كلي سازه بتن مسلح شناخته مي

  .هاي بتني مسلح اهميت دارد ها در تعيين طول عمر مفيد سازه به منظور مطالعه عملكرد آرماتور
بـا انجـام    .  سال مورد بررسـي قـرار گرفـت        30آهن با عمر تقريبي     هاي راه در اين مقاله خوردگي آرماتور در عرشه پل       

هاي مقاومت فشاري، عمق كربناتاسيون، پروفيل يون كلر، پتانسيل نـيم پيـل و سـرعت                مشاهدات ظاهري و آزمايش   
بر اسـاس سـوابق و شـواهد و مقـاالت منتـشر             . تعيين گرديد ها    هر دسته از پل   خوردگي آرماتور، علت خرابي در      

اين . هاي ناشي از نفوذ يون كلر در نواحي جنوبي و حاشيه خليج فارس گزارش شده است               ديدگيشده، آسيب 
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  .ديدگي در ناحيه كويري ايران پرداخته شده استاست كه در تحقيق حاضر به اين نوع آسيبدر حالي 
  
  ردگي فوالد در بتن خو-2

هاي فوالدي به طـور       اگر ميلگرد . باشددليل نفوذ يون كلر و پديده كربناتاسيون مي       خوردگي فوالد در بتن عمدتا به     
كـه ميلگـرد در       هنگـامي . آزاد در شرايط محيطي مرطوب و داراي اكسيژن محصور شده باشند، خورده خواهند شد             

بب ايجاد يـك اليـه محـافظ اكـسيد آهـن بـر روي سـطح آرمـاتور                 زياد محيط بتن س     pHگردد،    بتن مدفون مي  
كنـد  اليه اكسيد آهن، پوشش متراكم و غير قابل نفوذي را ايجاد مـي  .  كند  گردد كه آن را از خوردگي حفظ مي         مي

ايـن اليـه   . كنـد  ها در نزديك سطح فوالد، خـوردگي را متوقـف مـي        ها و آنيون    كه با محدود كردن حركت كاتيون     
هـاي كلـر و سـولفات از بـين            و يا حـضور يـون     ) به طور عمده به دليل كربناتاسيون     ( محيط pHا كاهش     محافظ ب 

  ].2[رود  مي
  
   خوردگي ناشي از كربناتاسيون-2-1

ماند و ميلگـرد را        ببشتر باشد اليه محافط روي ميلگرد سالم باقي مي         5/11 محيط اطراف ميلگرد از      pHزماني كه   
شود و حفاظت به عمل       شود اليه محافظ ناپايدار مي       از اين مقدار كمتر مي     pHماني كه   ز. كند  از خوردگي حفظ مي   

. شـود    در بـتن شـناخته مـي       pHكربناتاسـيون بـتن دليـل اصـلي بـراي كـاهش             . رود  ها از بين مي     آمده از ميلگرد  
ربناته شده بـه    شود و به شكل جبهه ك        ناشي از آن به طور معمول از سطح بتن آغاز مي           pHكربناتاسيون و كاهش    

) رطوبت، دما و غلظت دي اكسيد كربن هوا       (سرعت كربناتاسيون به عوامل محيطي      . رود  سمت مركز بتن پيش مي    
در يك بتن با كيفيت مناسب، سرعت كربناتاسيون در حدود          . بستگي دارد ) نفوذ پذيري و قلياييت   (و مشخصات بتن  

  ].3[باشد   ميلي متر بر سال مي1
  
  از نفوذ يون كلر خوردگي ناشي -2-2

حضور يون كلـر در     . شودخوردگي ناشي از يون كلر يكي از داليل اصلي خوردگي در نقاط مختلف دنيا شناخته مي               
  . هاي فوالدي گردد تواند باعث خوردگي ميلگرد سازه بتني، زماني كه اكسيژن و رطوبت الزم در دسترس  باشد مي

  : شوديون كلر به دو روش اصلي وارد بتن مي
  ...). هاها، افزودنيسنگدانه(روش اول،كلر موجود در مصالح بتن 

  ...).زداهاي يخآب دريا، نمك(روش دوم، نفوذ يون كلر از محيط پيرامون به داخل بتن 
هاي شيميايي مقيد شـود     يوني كه  با انجام واكنش     . تواند به دو صورت وجود داشته باشد        يون كلر در داخل بتن مي     

  . يچ تاثيري بر فرآيند خوردگي فوالد در بتن ندارد و يا به صورت آزاد باشدكه در نتيجه ه
  

  روش ارزيابي سازه
هـا و     براي تعيين علـل خرابـي     . باشد  بررسي وضعيت يك سازه بتن مسلح اولين گام براي بازسازي و ترميم آن مي             

يك بررسي دقيـق شـامل      . اشدب  گستردگي آن، بررسي مقدار  خوردگي و ارزيابي وضعيت كنوني سازه ضروري مي            
ها   مرحله اول ارزيابي و مطالعه اوليه سازه بر اساس مشاهدات ظاهري است كه بايد ماهيت خرابي               . دو مرحله است  



           63  ..../آهن هاي راهادي از پلبررسي خوردگي آرماتور در عرشه تعد  –––––––––––––––––––––––           
 

هـاي الكتروشـيميايي در    در حالي كه استفاده از آزمـايش . را مشخص نمايد و پايه اي براي مطالعات دقيق تر باشد        
  . يق ميلگردها و برآورد سرعت خوردگي ضروري استمرحله بعد براي مطالعه وضعيت دق

  
   مشاهدات ظاهري-الف

طبقه بنـدي   . باشندهاي ناشي از خوردگي با استفاده از مشاهده ظاهري برنامه ريزي شده قابل تشخيص مي                خرابي
ز ها با توجـه بـه گـسترش تـرك ناشـي ا              خرابي. شود  ها برپايه وضعيت ظاهري، محل و علت آن تعريف مي           خرابي

آهـن در ناحيـه كـويري ايـران بـود            پـل راه   30در پروژه حاضر كه شامل بررسي حـدود         . خوردگي تعريف شده اند   
هـا   در ايـن محـل    . هـا مـشخص گرديـد        متر مربع ارزيابي ظاهري شد  و محل جداشـدگي          400مساحتي در حدود    

اين . باشند قابل شناسايي مي هاي موازي سطح در نواحي كه پوشش روي آرماتور از بتن اصلي جدا شده است                  ترك
متوسـط ضـخامت پوشـش بتنـي     . شـوند ها بيشتر در نواحي كه بتن در معرض رطوبت قرار دارد، رويت مـي        خرابي

  .باشد متر مي ميلي25-30ها در حدود  عرشه پل
  
  هاي انجام شده آزمايش) ب

در ادامـه  . تقسيم شدند)  b(ي زياد و خوردگ)  a(ها به دو دسته بدون خوردگي  بر پايه مشاهدات ظاهري، عرشه پل   
  .شود هاي انجام شده ارائه مينتايج آزمايش

  
   مقاومت فشاري-3-1

 سـانتي متـر از سـازه تهيـه شـده و مـورد               10هايي با قطـر       براي ارزيابي مشخصات سازه اي مصالح موجود، مغزه       
ايـن  . ارائـه شـده اسـت     ) 1(ر جدول   د) b(و  ) a(ها در دو سطح       متوسط مقاومت فشاري مغزه   . آزمايش قرار گرفتند  

توان به طور تقريبي نسبت آب      با توجه به نتايج مقاومت فشاري مي      .  باشد نمونه آزمايش شده مي    3مقادير متوسط   
اين ميزان نسبت آب به مواد سيماني براي اجـراي ابنيـه            .  ارزيابي نمود  6/0 تا   55/0به مواد سيماني در بتن را بين        

  .رسد و قطعا مالحظات دوام و پايايي بتن مورد عنايت قرار نگرفته استفني زياد به نظر مي
  

  هانتايج مقاومت فشاري مغزه: 1جدول 
 )kg/cm2(ها متوسط مقاومت فشاري مغزه سطح خوردگي

)a(  210  
)b(  194  

  
   عمق كربناتاسيون-3-2

محلول حفره اي، آزاد شـدن كلـر         محيط، انحالل فازهاي جامد حاوي كلر مقيد در          pHكربناتاسيون باعث كاهش    
ايـن پديـده موجـب      . هاي كربناته نشده بتن شود     تواند وارد قسمت   كلر آزاد شده مي   . شود  مقيد و ايجاد كلر آزاد مي     

افزايش غلظت كلر آزاد در ضخامت بتن پوششي روي آرماتور شده و ممكن است كلر را در سطح ميلگرد به مقـدار     
هايي كه فقـط از   هاي حاوي كلر كه كربناتاسيون در آنها رخ داده است نسبت به سازه           بنابراين سازه . بحراني برساند 

 ]. 5، 4[برند، بيشتر در معرض خوردگي قرار دارند  يك معضل رنج مي
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در منـاطقي كـه تحـت       . فتالئين بر روي مقطع بتن تـشخيص داد       توان با پاشيدن محلول فنل      عمق كربناتاسيون را مي   
  .آيدفتالئين در اين مناطق به رنگ ارغواني در مي و   فنل5/8 بيشتر از " بتن تقريباpHنبوده، مقدار تاثير كربناتاسيون 

  
  نتايج آزمايش تعيين عمق كربناتاسيون: 2جدول 

  )mm(متوسط عمق كربناتاسيون  حالت خوردگي
a)(  30  

)b(  50  
  

در ) 2(مطـابق جـدول     . داده شـده اسـت    نـشان   ) 2(متوسط عمق كربناتاسيون سطوح بتن مسلح در جدول شماره          
 ميليمتر بوده كه با توجه      50، متوسط عمق كربناتاسيون     )b(سطوحي از بتن كه خوردگي آرماتور مشاهده شده است        

تـوان  نتيجـه گرفـت كـه         باشـد، مـي    ميليمتر مي  30ها  به اينكه متوسط ضخامت پوشش بتني روي آرماتور در پل         
ــاث   ــه تحــت ت ــن ناحي ــا در اي ــد  آرماتوره ــه ان ــرار گرفت ــيون ق ــده كربناتاس ــه. ير پدي ــق ) a(در ناحي ــط عم متوس

در ايـن ناحيـه آرماتورهـا در آسـتانه          . باشـد ميليمتر و مساوي مقدار پوشش بتني روي آرمـاتور مـي          30كربناتاسيون
  .قرارگيري در معرض پديده كربناتاسيون هستند

  
   پروفيل يون كلر-3-3

 Total(ميزان كلر كـل  . ها  نمونه برداري انجام شد هاي مختلف عرشه پل براي تعيين مقدار كلر در بتن، از بخش

Chloride ( موجود، طبق استانداردASTM C114 هـاي يـون كلـر سـطوح      پروفيل. گيري شدهانداز)a ( و)b ( در
عمق (ر  شود، مقدار يون كلر در نزديكي آرماتو        همانگونه كه ديده مي   . به طور نمونه نشان داده شده است      ) 1(شكل  

) a( در نتيجـه در سـطح   .[6] باشـد مـي ) 07/0حدود (كمتر از مقدار كلر آستانه خوردگي ) a(در سطح ) مترميلي30
مقدار كلر در نزديكي آرماتور به مقدار       ) b(در حاليكه در  سطح      . احتمال خوردگي تحت اثر يون كلر بسيار كم است        

وردگي تحت اثر يون كلر بسيار محتمل اسـت و بـا توجـه بـه                بنابراين در اين سطح  خ     . كلر بحراني نزديكتر است   
تـوان نتيجـه گيـري نمـود كـه كربناتاسـيون در               ميزان عمق كربناتاسيون و مقدار يون كلر در نزديكي آرماتور مي          

  .ها شده است تركيب با يون كلر منجر به كاهش مقدار كلر آستانه خوردگي و توسعه وگسترش خرابي
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  )b(و ) a( پروفيل يون كلر تهيه شده در دو سطح -1شكل 
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 درصـد وزنـي بـتن       02/0 تا   01/0رسد مقدار كلر اوليه در بتن در حدود         هاي ارائه شده به نظر مي     بر اساس پروفيل  
 سانتيمتر از محيط پيرامون     3-4كلر موجود در بتن تا عمق       است كه   اين در حالي  . باشدبوده و در محدوده مجاز مي     

هاي روان و اتمسفر در منطقه كويري و خـصوصا  رسد منشا آن كلر موجود در شن     وارد بتن شده است و به نظر مي       
عالوه بـر آن افـت مقـدار كلـر در نزديكـي سـطح       . باشددر فصول و مواقعي كه با شبنم و رطوبت همراه است مي  

باشد كه موجب تجزيه نمـك      شود به دليل پديده كربناتاسيون مي      مالحظه مي  )b-1(شخصا در شكل    خارجي كه م  
  . شودها به سمت داخل بتن ميفريدل و كم شدن كلر مقيد و آزاد شدن آن و حركت نمك

  
   آزمايش پتانسيل نيم پيل-3-4

 كه به طور گسترده در ارزيـابي وضـعيت   باشد آزمايش تعيين پتانسيل نيم پيل، آزمايشي غير مخرب و استاندارد مي    
 و بـا اسـتفاده از الكتـرود    ASTM C876اين آزمايش مطـابق بـا اسـتاندارد    . گيرد خوردگي مورد استفاده قرار مي

Ag/AgClانجام شده است .  
هاي ناشـي از      بايد توجه داشت كه حضور اكسيژن، غلظت كلر و مقاومت الكتريكي بتن تاثير زيادي بر روي قرائت                

  :باشد آرماتور چنين ميAg/AgClدر اين آزمايش معيار بررسي خوردگي طبق الكترود . تانسيل نيم پيل دارندپ
mV 83- >درصد، هيچ خوردگي آرماتور در زمان آزمايش وجود ندارد90با احتمال بيش از :  پتانسيل .  

 mV 83- < پتانسيل <  mV233- : فعاليت خوردگي نامشخص است.  
 mV 233- <درصد خوردگي رخ داده است90با احتمال بيش از : انسيل پت .  

در . به عنوان نمونه، نتايج آزمايش پتانسيل خوردگي آرماتور براي دو سطح مـذكور ارئـه شـده اسـت                  ) 2(در شكل   
در حاليكـه در    .  ميلي ولت است   -b-2(  ،320شكل(ترين پتانسيل نيم پيل در ناحيه با خوردگي زياد        منفي) 2(شكل  
) b(با توجه به توضيحات ارائه شده در قبل، در سطح           . باشد   ميلي ولت مي   -140اين مقدار   ) a(دون خوردگي ناحيه ب 

  .فعاليت خوردگي نامشخص است) a(در حاليكه در سطح .  درصد، خوردگي رخ داده است90با احتمال بيش از 
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   آزمايش تعيين سرعت خوردگي آرماتور-3-5
هاي بتن مسلح     گيري با دستگاه گالواپالس يك روش پالريزاسيون سريع براي تعيين ميزان خوردگي در سازه               اندازه

طـوب  هاي مرطوب و يـا نيمـه مر        هاي نيم پيل در محيط      گيري  اين روش بخاطر مشكالت اندازه    . آيد به حساب مي  
بعلت كمبود اكسيژن و همينطور سرعت زياد آن در بدست آوردن ميزان خـوردگي آرمـاتور در بـتن، توسـعه يافتـه                

. باشـند  پيـل و سـرعت خـوردگي آرمـاتور قابـل تعيـين مـي        با استفاده از دستگاه گالواپـاس، پتانـسيل نـيم   . است
  .]7[نشان داده شده است ) 3(جدول هاي بحراني براي طبقه بندي ريسك پذيري ميزان خوردگي در  محدوديت

 
  هاي انجام شده با دستگاه گالواپالس تخمين مقدار خوردگي قابل مشاهده از روي قرائت: 3جدول 

 مقدار خوردگي µA/cm2)(گيري شده   مقدار اندازه
 در حالت مقاوم >5/0
 كم 5/0 – 5

 متوسط 5 - 15
 زياد <15

  
همانطور كه در اين    . نشان داده شده است   ) 3(اتور به طور نمونه در شكل       نتايج آزمايش تعيين سرعت خوردگي آرم     

قابل مقايـسه بـا نتـايج بـه         ) b و   a(شود، نقشه خطوط همتراز سرعت خوردگي در سطوح مورد نظر           شكل ديده مي  
 16بـيش از  ) b(حداكثر سرعت خـوردگي در سـطح   . است)) 2(ارائه شده در شكل (دست آمده از پتانسيل نيم پيل   

مقدار خوردگي در اين سطح زياد است و آزمـايش نـيم        ) 3(باشد كه طبق جدول     ميكرو آمپر بر سانتي متر مربع مي      
 aاين در حاليست كه نتايج سرعت خوردگي در سـطح  . دهد درصد نشان مي 90پيل نيز احتمال خوردگي را بيش از        

ضـمنا مقـادير    . باشـد   ت خـوردگي كـم مـي       ميكرو آمپر بر سانتيمتر مربع است كه نشان دهنده سـرع           5/2حداكثر  
  .پتانسيل نيم پيل در محدوده عدم قطعيت قرار دارد
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  گيري نتيجه-4
يـك تـرميم بـا    .  اجرا شودهاي بتن مسلح به منظور ترميم آن، بايد در يك نظام منطقي           ارزيابي خرابي سازه   -١

هاي آسيب ديده      ها، مشخصات دقيق محل     كيفيت نيازمند شناخت علت وقوع خرابي، مشاهدات كامل آسيب        
 .است

هـا وقـوع پديـده      با توجه به نتايج به دست آمده عامل اصـلي وقـوع خـوردگي در بـتن مـسلح عرشـه پـل                       -٢
 . باشد كربناتاسيون مي

دهد و حتي در برخي از حالتها استفاده از اين روش             ل خوردگي را نشان مي    مقدار پتانسيل نيم پيل تنها احتما      -٣
توان مقدار خـوردگي را در         در حاليكه با استفاده از روش سرعت خوردگي مي        . هايي همراه است    با محدوديت 

 . نواحي خورده نشده و خورده شده و يا حتي نواحي مشكوك به خوردگي تعيين نمود
ها و خـوردگي آرمـاتور در         تركيب با يون كلر منجر به توسعه وگسترش وسعت خرابي         پديده كربناتاسيون در     -۴

همانگونه كه ديده شد، در سطوح داراي شدت خرابي زياد، خوردگي تحت اثـر  . شودهاي بتن مسلح مي     سازه
در حاليكه در سطوح داراي شدت خـوردگي كـم خـوردگي تنهـا     . توام كربناتاسيون و يون كلر رخ داده است    

 . باشد شي از پديده كربناتاسيون محتمل مينا
شود كه خوردگي ناشي از نفوذ يون كلـر در          بر اساس مطالعات انجام شده در قالب اين تحقيق مشخص مي           -۵

شود و در نواحي مركزي كشور خصوصا در نواحي كويري          كشور محدود به سواحل و جزاير خليج فارس نمي        
ها و ابنيه بتني با كيفيت نـازل و نـسبت آب بـه مـواد                 اجراي سازه  استبديهي. ها وجود دارد  اين نوع خرابي  

  .ديدگي بتن خواهد شدسيماني زياد موجب بروز پديده كربناتاسيون و تشديد فرايند خوردگي و آسيب
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ت زمان اجراي اسكلت بتني بتن ريزي در هواي سرد و اقدامات اصالحي در جهت كاهش مد
  با سيستم قالب تونلي

  
  سعيد اسعدي

  
 

  چكيده
باشد  لذا  بتن ريزي در هـواي سـرد از        از آنجائيكه در سيستم قالب تونلي همواره موضوع مديريت زمان مطرح مي           

ايجـان كـه معمـوال بـتن ريـزي در اكثـر             اهميت خاصي برخوردار بوده و با توجه به سرماي شديد در منطقـه آذرب             
شود، با اجراي تمهيداتي از قبيل ساخت و نـصب هيترهـاي برقـي فـن دار در داخـل تونلهـا و                       ها متوقف مي    پروژه

امكان بتن ريزي در هواي سرد و بـاالبردن مقاومـت           ...  هاي مناسب و استفاده از مشعل و لوله گرمايشي و           پوشش
  .گردد بتن ميسر مي

  
  ن ضوابط آيين نامه اي تامي- 1

 روز متوالي شـرايط زيـر       3شود كه براي       مقررات ملي ساختمان هواي سرد به وضعيتي اطالق مي         9مطابق مبحث   
  . برقرار باشد

  . درجه سلسيوس باشد5 دماي متوسط هوا در شبانه روز كمتر از –الف 
  .د درجه سلسيوس زيادتر نباش10 دماي هوا براي بيشتر از نصف روز از –ب 

 بـار در نقـاط      2به منظور اطمينان كافي از وضعيت نگهداري بتن در پروژه آذران دماي بـتن در طـول شـبانه روز                     
  . شود مختلف سازه ثبت مي

براي رساندن دماي بتن به حد مطلوب هنگام اختالط بتن از آب گرم استفاده شده و مطابق آيين نامـه، از تمـاس                       
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 درجه سلسيوس باشد در حـين ريخـتن مـصالح در            40كه دماي آن بيش از      مستقيم آب گرم با سيمان در صورتي        
  .آيد مخلوط كن، كنترل الزم به عمل مي

  . باشد  مي4/0انتخاب  نسبت آب به سيمان با توجه به روند كسب مقاومت در دماي محيط بوده و كمتر از   
  . يابد گاپاسكال ادامه مي م5 ساعت و تا رسيدن به مقاومت 24عمل آوردن بتن تازه حداقل به مدت 
و گرم كردن داخل ) شود رولهاي پشم شيشه كه در داخل نايلون قرار داده مي(عمل آوري بتن با استفاده از پوشش        

  . گيرد   درجه سانتي گراد  انجام مي15هاي برقي و گازي تا   تونلها با هيتر
ا مواد سوختي نظير نفت و گازوئيل به ايـن علـت       ها ب   مزيت استفاده از هيترهاي برقي و گازي نسبت به گرم كننده          

  . است كه از احتمال تبخير آب و كربناتي شدن سطوح بتني در اثر احتراق، جلوگيري به عمل آيد
ها در مدت زمان      با توجه به اينكه در سيستم  قالب تونلي به جهت افزايش سرعت عمليات اجرايي، باز كردن قالب                 

شـود، لـذا از مـواد روان كننـده كـه خاصـيت                 مقـررات ملـي انجـام مـي        9 مبحث   كمتري از زمان تعريف شده در     
هـا اسـتفاده    هاي اطمينان در وسط دهانـه  تندگيركننده دارند استفاده و براي مراقبت بتن بعد از قالب برداري از پايه     

شند و تـا حـد امكـان    هاي اطمينان در دو طبقه متوالي وجود داشته با     آيد تا هميشه پايه     شده و دقت الزم بعمل مي     
   .هر دو پايه اطمينان نظير در دو طبقه، روي هم و در امتدادي واحد قرار گيرند

  

  
  86 زمستان A1 -بلوك 
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  86  زمستان - B1بلوك 

  تهيه آبگرم بچينگ –2
براي تهيه آبگرم الزم در بچينگ از تانكر آب و استتار كردن آن و مجهز نمودن بـه سيـستم گـر مـايش بوسـيله                          

  . شود ، استفاده ميċ60هاي گازي، همراه با نصب ترموستات  جهت رسانيدن دماي آب بتن به  شعلم
  

  
  مشعل گرمايشي جهت حرارت به قسمت پايين تانكر آب بچينگ

  

  
  87بچينگ بتن زمستان 

  جلوگيري از يخ زدن مصالح بچينگ
 گازو ئيلي و عبور دادن هواي گـرم از          كشي در محل دپوي مصالح بچينگ و نصب گرم كن با مشعل             با اجراي لوله  
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  . شود ها، از يخ زدگي  مصالح جلوگيري مي داخل لوله
  

  
 مشعل گرمايشي

  
 لوله گرمايشي

 
) بـا كـاور نـايلوني   (هـاي پـشم شيـشه     جهت حفظ حرارت در محل دپوي  مصالح بچينگ، سطح مصالح را با رول         

  . شود پوشانيده و بر روي آن چادر برزنتي كشيده مي
هاي برقي فن دار، سطح فوقـاني         ر قسمت پايين با گذاشتن يك خرك و ايجاد اختالف ارتفاع، با قرار دادن  هيتر               د

    .شود مصالح گرم نگه داشته مي
  

  
 پوشش دپوي مصالح بچينگ

  هاي تونلي تامين گرمايش داخل قالب -4
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تن ريـزي بـا قـرار دادن هيترهـاي           ساعت قبل از ب    12جهت  جلوگيري از افت دماي بتن هنگام بتن ريزي حدود            
هاي تونلي و استتار آنها در قسمت خروجي با چادر، گرمايش داخل قالب تـونلي تـامين     برقي فن دار در داخل قالب     

  .رسد  ميC10°ها به   شده و دماي قالب

  
  دار هيتر برقي فن

  
  استتار قسمت خروجي قالب تونلي

    عمل آوري و كنترل دماي بتن–5
 2لوگيري از افت دماي بتن در محل بـتن ريـزي،  مقـدار تهيـه بـتن در بچينـگ در هـر مرحلـه، بـه                 به منظور ج  

  .يابد مترمكعب تقليل و بدين ترتيب مدت زمان حمل مصرف بتن كاهش مي
   

  
  پوشش روي بتن توسط پشم شيشه و برزنت

  
 بتن ريزي ادامه يافتـه و  سـطح            ساعت بعد از   48هاي تونلي تا مدت       پس از اتمام بتن ريزي، گرمايش داخل قالب       

شود، و    بتن با پشم شيشه  پوشانيده و بر روي پشم شيشه نيز همانند پوشش روي مصالح بچينگ، چادر كشيده مي                   
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 نيـز  بـتن      -ċ 18با رعايت موارد فوق الذكر تا  دماي         . شود  ها  با نايلون پوشانده مي       هاي انتظار ريشه ديوار     آرماتور
  رسيد، كل تعطيلـي      -ċ 15 كه متوسط دماي شهر جديد سهند به دماي            86ر زمستان سال    د. ريزي انجام گرديد  

  . روز آن هم بدليل كوالك شديد بود8پروژه به مدت  
  

  
  ريزي در شب بتن

 
  كاهش مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت بتني و اقدامات اصالحي

  
   اقدامات انجام گرفته جهت كاهش مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت بتني– 1

 كه كاهش مدت زمان اجراي 87استاي تحقق و نيل به اهداف كيفي تعيين شده از طرف شركت مادر در سال           در ر 
  87  مد نظر قرار گرفتـه،  از همـان ابتـداي سـال             86 درصد نسبت به سال      50اسكلت بتني پروژه آذران به ميزان       

هـت مقايـسه مـدت زمـان اجـرا،          ج)  64 الـي    52صـفحات   (ها، مطابق نمودارهاي پيوستي       براي هر يك از بلوك    
شناسنامه مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت تهيه گرديد به طوريكه بيشترين مدت زمان اجراي اسكلت مربـوط بـه بلـوك              

A1  روز و كمترين مدت اجرا  مربوط به بلوك 128 در مدت A3 روز  انجام گرفته است73  در مدت .  
 روز 2  بـه  B3و رفع موانع، در بلوك  روز و با مطالعه 8 به مدت A1بيشترين زمان اجراي يك نيم ست در بلوك 

  رسيد   
  :باشد  بطور خالصه موارديكه در سرعت دادن كار اجرا ي اسكلت نقش اساسي داشته اند به شرح زير مي
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   مترمكعب8/0 افزايش سرعت بتن ريزي با اضافه كردن حجم پاكت به ميزان -1
  

  
  رمكعب  مت8/0افزايش حجم پاكت بتن به مقدار 

  . كوتاه نمودن مسير حمل بتن و اضافه نمودن تراك ميكسر جهت حمل بتن-2
    افزودن تعداد نفرات پيمانكار -3
ها  با توجه به اختالف محل بـست قالـب،  از سـيم      Plat formهاي كناري، مياني و   به منظور جابجايي قالب-4

هـا باعـث كنـدي         و بسته كردن مجدد سيم بكسل      شد كه باز    بكسل جداگانه مخصوص به همان قالب استفاده مي       
ها در قالب تاوركرين و تعويض از همان قـسمت سـرعت جابجـايي                گرديد، با  تجميع كل سيم بكسل        عمليات مي 

  . ها افزايش يافت قالب

  
  ها ها در قالب تاور جهت جابجايي سريع قالب تجميع سيم بكسل

  
و ) PLAT FORM(ها به هنگـام خـروج بـرروي پلـت فـرم          انجام عمليات تميز كاري و روغن كاري قالب-5

ها پس از انتقال آنها به سطح زمين       توضيح اينكه قبال كار تميز كاري و روغن كاري قالب         (انتقال به نيم ست ديگر      
  )شد گرفت و سپس به نيم ست بعدي انتقال داده مي صورت مي
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  ها ها در روي پلت فرم تميزكاري و روغن كاري قالب

   تعليم و آموزش كارگران و استادكاران جهت افزايش بينش آنها به احداث ساختمان با ديد صنعتي -6
  ) هاي كناري و غيره مثال نصاب باز شو،  نصاب قالب( تعريف وظيفه و تخصص خاص براي هر نفر -7
  )  شب20 صبح تا 6شروع تايم كاري در تابستان از ساعت (  افزايش ساعات كاري كارگاه -8
  ها  ها و سقف   انتخاب پيمانكار جداگانه جهت اجراي كليه عمليات جوشكاري در ديوار-9
  
   مطالعه و بررسي در سرعت دادن به عمليات الكتريكي  -2
شـد و مقاومـت فـشاري          طوسي نسوز كه قبال اسـتفاده مـي        PVCهاي توليدي كارخانه يزد پوليكا از نوع           لوله -1

 سخت نسوز سفيد توليدي كارخانه ثابت پلي اتيلن تعويض شد كه اين             PVCيكاي    عمودي كافي نداشت با نوع پل     
  . هاي شكسته شده در مرحله اجراي مش دوم سقف و بتن ريزي گرديد امر باعث كاهش تعداد لوله

   SHOP DRAWING تهيه نقشه ثابت  -2
  ديوارهاهاي برق   تهيه شابلن و فنر خم متناسب با سايز لوله جهت ايجاد خم لوله-3
  

  
  ها با استفاده از فنر و شابلن خم خم كاري لوله
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   هاي برق ديوارها بصورت سري   تهيه شابلن جهت ساخت بوشنهاي سر لوله-4
  هاي كليد و پريز به صورت سري  ها به قوطي  سوراخ كاري محل ورود لوله-5
ها با توجه بـه ابعـاد آنهـا و             محل باز شو   هاي انتظار سقف و ديوار و        تهيه پال ستفوم جهت محل قرارگيري لوله       -6

  . ايجاد سوراخهاي الزم در آنها به صورت سري

  
  هاي انتظار سقف استفاده از پال ستفوم جهت محل قرارگيري لوله

  
  هاي انتظار ديوار استفاده از پال ستفوم جهت محل قرارگيري لوله

  
محل سيستمهاي مختلف از جمله روشنائي پريز بـرق و  ها با رنگهاي متنوع براي شناسايي     عالمت گذاري لوله   -7

  . درب باز كن براي تسريع در لوله گذاري سقف دركارگاه موقت تلفن و آنتن و
هاي سوراخ شده بـا توجـه بـه تعـداد             هاي خم و غالفهاي جفت و تكي و قوطي           كد گذاري و دسته بندي  لوله       -8

  .از اشتباه نفرات پيمانكار در مرحله اجرا  جهت جلو گيري SHOP DRAWINGنقشه  سايز آنها در
  جهـت جلـوگيري از اشـتباه    SHOP DRAWINGنقـشه   كدگذاري و دسته بندي با توجه به تعداد آنهـا در  -9

  .گيرد مي نفرات پيمانكار در مرحله اجرا صورت
 عدد ميلگرد   2 اينچ و جوش     2 4/1هاي كليد و پريز از لوله سبك نرده اي به قطر               ساخت غالف فلزي قوطي    -10

 سانتي متر و بستن آن با سيم آرماتوربندي به مش ديوارها، جهت قرارگيري محل دقيق قـوطي                  40 بطول     5نمره  
    كليد و پريز و فاصله از ديواره قالب تونلي  
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  هاي كليد و پريز غالف قوطي

  
وان كارگر فني جهت كنتـرل     حضور مستمر ناظر تاسيسات برقي در زمان بتن ريزي  و آموزش يك نفر به عن                -11

  ها در حين بتن ريزي ها  در صورت شكستگي لوله و  ترميم لوله

  
  ها در حين بتن ريزي ترميم شكستگي لوله

  
   مطالعه و بررسي در سرعت دادن به عمليات مكانيكي -3
م شياركني و  برش     معموالٌ با  انجا   )  ميليمتري 63 الي   50هاي به قطر        لوله(كشي سيستم فاضالب و ونت         لوله -1

در پـروژه   .  شـد   گرفت كه موجب تخريب ديوارها و افزايش نخاله مي          كاري ديوارهاي داخلي و خارجي صورت مي      
  با يك سايز بزرگتر از لوله مورد نظر  همزمان با اجراي ديوارهـا در داخـل    PVCآذران يك غالف  از جنس لوله 

يابـد كـه      الف را برداشته و براي استفاده مجدد به طبقه ديگر انتقال مي           ديوار قرار داده  و بعد از اتمام ديوارچيني غ         
  .شود بدين ترتيب از تخريب ديوار جلوگيري مي
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  استفاده از غالف جهت جلوگيري از تخريب ديوارها در هنگام لوله كشي

  
اخـل واحـدها بـه    هاي اجرايـي در مـشاعات و د        هاي آب شهري به داخل واحدها، مطابق نقشه          محل عبور لوله   -2

هـاي     لولـه  Aهـاي تيـپ    در بلوك. صورت زيرسقفي مشخص و از نظر معماري  نياز به اجراي سقف كاذب دارد
هـاي اجرايـي و    بـا تغييـر نقـشه   . باشـد   مترطول مي1620 به مقدار   B مترطول و در تيپ 4032نمايان به مقدار  

خريد مصالح  از    (صالح و دستمزد اجراي سقف كاذب شامل        ها بصورت توكار از هزينه مربوط به خريد م          اجراي لوله 
 دسـتمزد آهـن   – ريال 25000 گچ و خاك – ريال 5000 رابيتس بندي  – ريال 50000قرار هر مترطول به مبلغ      

 ريـال   000/200/565 ريال، به مبلغ كل        100000جمعاً به ازاي هر مترطول به مبلغ        )  ريال 30000كشي به مبلغ    
  . دصرفه جويي گردي

در پـروژه آذران    . شـود   ها در داكتهاي تاسيساتي معموالٌ پس از اتمـام اسـكلت انجـام مـي                 اجراي ساپورت لوله   -3
عمليات آهن كشي داكتها با استفاده از مصالح پرت حاصل از نبشي كشي ديوارهاي خارجي،  همزمـان بـا اجـراي                 

  .شود اسكلت با قرار گرفتن شاخكهاي فلزي در داخل بتن اجرا مي
  

  
  كشي داكتها در حين بتن ريزي آهن

  
،  ديوارهـاي برشـي در    B  و Aهـاي تيـپ    هاي آسانـسور بلـوك    جهت كاهش عمليات آهن كشي در چاهك-4
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گذاري شده و از حجم عمليات آهن كشي بـه مقـدار     پليت)B و سه ضلع در بلوك  Aيك ضلع در بلوك (طبقات 
  .   كاسته شده استAهاي تيپ  ر بلوك درصد د30  و   Bهاي تيپ   درصد در بلوك60
  

  
  هاي آسانسور پليت گذاري ديوار بتني چاهك

  
هـاي    بـا نقـشه   ) داكتهـاي تاسيـساتي   (هـا     هاي تاسيسات مكانيكي در رابطه با هماهنگي محل اوپنينـگ            نقشه -5

هـا و     سمعماري و سازه و با در نظر گرفتن طول اتصاالت مصالح مصرفي در لوله كشي سيـستم فاضـالب سـروي                    
  .   تهيه گرديد SHOP-DROWINGهاي ازبيلت  رايزرهاي آب باران اصالح شده و در اين رابطه نقشه

ها در زمان بتن ريزي سقف، نسبت بـه سـاخت             هاي مربوط به تاسيسات مكانيكي در سقف         جهت اجراي بازشو   -6
  .  به شكل كونيك اقدام گرديدها هاي فلزي مربوط به محل عبور لوله با  دو سايز بيشتر از قطر لوله قالب

ها در طبقات در امتداد هم قرار  بگيرند، مختصات مركز بازشو در سقف قالب تونلي سـوراخ         براي اينكه محل بازشو   
در سوراخ مذكور و بعد از گيـرش اوليـه بـتن، قالـب              ) 16ميلگرد نمره   (كاري شده و با قرار گيري پين قالب بازشو          

  . شود  طبقه بعدي برداشته ميمذكور براي استفاده در سقف
  

       
  ها از سقف بتني قالب فلزي محل عبور لوله
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ABSTRACT 
The ductility and seismic behavior factor (R) are evaluated for an existing 
Reinforced Concrete (RC) frame that has been retrofitted with web-bonded Carbon 
Fiber Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) system. For this purpose, firstly using a 
nonlinear finite element analysis the flexural stiffness of FRP-retrofitted and 
original exterior and interior joints of the frame are determined. The obtained 
stiffness is then implemented into another software package in order to analyze the 
FRP-retrofitted frame using nonlinear static analyses. Then the R factor 
components including ductility reduction factor and over strength factors are 
extracted from pushover analyses. The results are compared with the results of the 
original RC frame and the same frame that has been retrofitted with steel bracings 
reported by other investigators. The results show that the ductility and the seismic 
behavior factor of the existing RC frame that has been retrofitted with CFRP sheets 
are better than the original frame, and upgrade the ductility of the ordinary RC 
frame to the Intermediate and even Special RC frame. 
 
Keywords: seismic behavior factor (R), nonlinear static analysis, pushover, 
reinforced concrete frame, web-bonded CFRP-retrofitting, steel bracings 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, FRP has been utilized for retrofitting or upgrading RC structures. Parvin 
& Granata [1] indicated that when joints of an RC frame were reinforced with FRP 
laminates, the moment capacity was increased up to 37 percent. Mahini & Ronagh 
[2] used a method for strengthening of exterior beam-column joints using web-
bonded FRP sheets. They tested the effectiveness of web-bonded CFRP on energy 
absorption capacity of 2.21  scale RC joints, in order to evaluate the possibility of 
relocating the plastic hinge location away from the column face. Their 
experimental studies showed that the FRP repairing/retrofitting system can 
restore/upgrade the integrity of the joint, keeping/upgrading its strength, stiffness 
and ductility as well as shifting the plastic hinge from the column facing toward the 
beam in such a way that the joint remains elastic. The practicality and effectiveness 
of using web-bonded FRPs on plastic hinge relocation has been also reported by 
Smith and Shrestha [3]. In another experimental study Balsamo et al. [4] evaluated 
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the seismic behavior of a full-scale RC frame repaired using CFRP laminates. They 
indicated that the repaired frame had a large displacement capacity without 
exhibiting any loss of strength, while providing almost the same energy dissipation 
of the original frame. 
In this paper, seismic behavior factors affecting parameters for CFRP-retrofitted 
ordinary moment-resisting RC frame are evaluated and compared with 
corresponding original moment resisting and steel-braced RC frames. The R factor 
components including ductility reduction factor and over strength factor are 
extracted from nonlinear static analyses of the frames. For this purpose, an eight 
storey three bay existing RC moment resisting frame which was retrofitted by 
Maheri & Akbari [5] using steel bracing systems is retrofitted again with web-
bonded CFRP method in order to compare their ductility and seismic behavior 
factor. 
 
2. GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE RC FRAME 
Figure 1 shows the selected frame of this study. The design dead and live loads are 
assumed to be 2750kg/m and 1750kg/m respectively. The compressive strength, 

cf '  and tensile strength, tf  of the concrete are taken as 27.46 MPa and 3.668 
MPa, respectively. In addition, the elastic modulus of the concrete cE  is taken as 
24.63 GPa and the yield stress of steel reinforcement is assumed to be 412 MPa. 
 

 
Figure 1. Selected moment resisting frame [5] 

 
Design base shears were determined for a Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) of 

g3.0 . The weight of the system is taken as the dead load plus 20 percent of live 
load as an estimation of the equivalent earthquake load, based on the Iranian 
earthquake code [6]. Initial R factor was assumed to be equal to 6 for this system. 
The moment resisting frame was designed based on "weak beam-strong column" 
principle using ACI-95 Code [7] and the steel bracings system was designed using 
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AISC-LRFD Code [8]. Dimensions and flexural reinforcements of the designed 
beam and column sections are shown in Figure 1. In this Figure, tρ , sρ  and s'ρ  
are the total steel ratio of column, tensile and compressive steel ratio of the beam 
respectively. All members and joints reinforcements have been designed to achieve 
the desirable strength and ductility [5]. 
 
3. NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF RC JOINTS 
The models of typical exterior and interior joints are shown in Figure 2. It can be 
seen that ten different models have been analyzed by finite element method for 
both original and retrofitted joints. 
 

 
Figure 2. Analytical modeling of exterior and interior joints under lateral loads 

 
The behavior of the RC joint retrofitted with web-bonded CFRP is analyzed using 
ANSYS software [9]. Both material and geometric nonlinearities are taken into 
account in the nonlinear finite element analysis by ANSYS. In order to model the 
characteristics of concrete, ANSYS SOLID65 elements is used. This element is 
capable of simulating the cracking and crushing of the concrete. Furthermore, to 
model the longitudinal reinforcement and the FRP composites, LINK8 and 
SOLID45 elements, are used respectively [1]. The FRP length has been chosen 
based on the Paulay and Priestly [10] design approach for obtaining the desirable 
plastic hinge relocation. For verification of the modeling and the analysis for the 
RC joint, an experimental study conducted on an exterior RC joint by Mahini & 
Ronagh [2] was selected. Figure 3 shows the “Beam tip load – Displacement” 
curves extracted from the non-linear FE analysis and the experimental data. 
Considering satisfactory agreement could be observed between the curves, it is 
concluded that the presented FE modeling is reliable. The required FRP thickness 
was obtained using nonlinear finite element analysis according to the desirable 
plastic hinge relocation. The required FRP thickness in the first level was 
calculated to be 4.95 mm, decreasing as the height of the frame increases. Other 
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characteristics of CFRP laminates are given in Table 1. Note that the characteristics 
given in Table 1 satisfy the consistency conditions which are necessary for a non-
isotropic material like ANISO in the analysis as described in reference [9] and 
stated by Kachlakev et al. [11]. The numerical models of retrofitted exterior and 
interior joints at seventh floor of the selected frame are depicted in Figure 4. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the failure mechanism of retrofitted exterior and interior 
joints (Isosurface style of concrete strain) at seventh level of the selected frame 
before and after retrofitting by web-bonded CFRP sheets. It can be seen that 
desirable plastic hinge relocation is achieved successfully thanks to CFRP sheets, 
as it was already obtained from an experimental study by Mahini & Ronagh [2]. 
Figure 7 shows the failure mechanism of an exterior RC joint tested by Mahini & 
Ronagh [2] before and after retrofitting by web-bonded FRP sheets. 
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Figure 3. “Beam tip load – Displacement” curve for an exterior RC joint from 

experiment [2] and calculated from FE analysis 
 

 
Figure 4. Finite element models of an (a) exterior and (b) interior retrofitted joint 
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of CFRP sheets used for FE modeling [9] 
In fibers 
direction Ex=240000 In fibers direction σx=80 

Ey=18581 σy=80 

Modulus 
of 

elasticity 
(MPa) 

Perpendicular 
to fibers 
direction Ez=18581 

Compressive 
strength 
(MPa) Perpendicular to fibers 

direction σz=80 

In fibers 
direction σ'x=3900 Gxy=12576 υxy=0.2 

σ'y=53.7 Gxz=12576 υxz=0.2 
Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 

Perpendicular 
to fibers 
direction σ'z=53.7 

Shear 
modulus 
(MPa) 

Gyz=7147 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

υyz=0.3 
 

 
Figure 5. Failure mechanism of an exterior joint (a) before and (b) after retrofitting 

by web-bonded CFRP sheets 
 

 
Figure 6. Failure mechanism of an interior joint (a) before and (b) after retrofitting by 

web-bonded CFRP sheets 
 
Figure 8 shows the "moment-rotation" curves of an exterior original and FRP-
retrofitted beam-column joint at seventh level of the selected frame. In this Figure, 
K13 is the difference between the two curves. 
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Figure 7. Failure mechanism of an exterior joint (a) before and (b) after retrofitting 

by web-bonded FRP sheets [2] 
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Figure 8. “Moment-rotation” curve of an exterior original and FRP-retrofitted joint 

 
3. NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS OF THE FRAMES 
• Original Frame: Nonlinear static analysis (pushover) of each system is 

carried out using SAP 2000 10.1.0 program [12]. For this purpose, a constant 
gravity load equal to the total dead load plus 20 percent of the live load is 
applied to each frame, and an inverted triangular distribution over the height is 
used as the lateral load pattern. Δ−P  effect is also considered in the analysis. 
Force-deformation criteria for plastic hinging is defined based on ATC-40 [13] 
and FEMA356 [14] patterns. 

• Retrofitted Frames: The analytical models of the retrofitted frames with web-
bonded CFRP system and steel bracings are shown in Figure 9. This frame has 
already been retrofitted using steel bracing system (Maheri & Akbari [5]). In 
order to model the FRP-retrofitted frame, SAP 2000 Non-Linear Link 
(NLLink) elements are used, which can simulate the equivalent additional 
stiffness to the beams provided by web-bonded CFRP sheets on the system. 
These elements are assumed to be located at a distance of 500 mm away from 
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the column face, corresponding to the FRP length. In Figure 9, Ki is the 
additional rotational stiffness of each retrofitted beam, which is modeled on the 
original frame with a NLLink element. The "moment-rotation" curve of 
original and FRP retrofitted joints are extracted from finite element analysis 
and the differences are used as the rotational stiffness of retrofitted joints. 

 

 
Figure 9. Analytical modeling of the (a) web-bonded CFRP (current study) and (b) 

steel-braced frame [5] 
 
The base shear versus roof displacement curves of original and retrofitted (both 
steel-braced and FRP-retrofitted) frames are shown in Figure 10. In this Figure, X-
brace retrofitting systems examined by Maheri & Akbari [5] have been designed 
based on 50% and also 100% of the lateral loading on the RC frames. 
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Figure 10. Base shear-roof displacement curves of all frames 
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4. SEISMIC BEHAVIOR FACTOR AFFECTING PARAMETERS 
In forced-based seismic design procedures, seismic behavior factor, R is a force 
reduction factor used to reduce the linear elastic response spectra to the inelastic 
response spectra. In other words, seismic behavior factor is the ratio of the strength 
required to maintain the structure elastic to the inelastic design strength of the 
structure. The seismic behavior factor, R, therefore accounts for the inherent 
ductility and over strength of a structure as well as the difference in the level of 
stresses considered in its design. Taking into account the above three components, 
It is generally expressed in the following, 
 
 YRRR s ..μ=  (1) 

Where, μR  is the ductility-dependent component, also known as the ductility 

reduction factor, sR  is the over strength factor and Y stands for the allowable stress 
factor. With reference to Figure 11, in which the actual "force-displacement" 
response curve is idealized by a bilinear "elastic-perfectly plastic" response curve, 
the seismic behavior factor parameters may be defined as:  
 
 wssysye VVYVVRVVR === ,,μ  (2) 
 
Where, eV , yV , sV  and wV  denote the elastic response strength of the structure, 
the idealized yield strength, the first significant yield strength and the allowable 
stress design strength, respectively. For structures designed using an ultimate 
strength method, the allowable stress factor, Y, becomes unity and the seismic 
behavior factor is therefore reduced to: 
 
 ( )( ) ( )sesyyes VVVVVVRRR === ..μ  (3) 
 
The structure ductility, μ , is defined in terms of the maximum structural drift 
(Δmax) and the displacement corresponding to the idealized yield strength ( )yΔ  as: 
 

 
yΔ

Δ
= maxμ  (4) 

 
Many investigators have discussed the two main components of R factor presented 
in Eq. (3). In particular, the ductility dependent component, μR , has received 

considerable attention. Ductility reduction factor μR  is a function of both of the 
characteristics of the structure, including ductility, damping and fundamental 
period of vibration (T), and the characteristics of earthquake ground motion. 
Nassar and Krawinkler [15] presented a relation for μR  in the following form: 
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 ( )[ ]11 1+−= μμ cR c
 (5) 

 
Figure 11. Typical pushover response curve for evaluation of behavior factor, R [5] 

 
Where, 

 ( )
T
b

T
TTc a

a

+
+

=
1

,α  (6) 

 
In Eq. (6), α  is the post-yield stiffness given as a percentage of the initial stiffness 
of the system and a and b are parameters given as functions of α  that can be 
obtained from Table 2 [16]. 
 

Table 2: a and b values regarding α  [16] 
α (%) a b 

0 1 0.42 
2 1 0.37 

10 0.8 0.29 
 
5. DETERMINATION OF SEISMIC BEHAVIOR FACTOR 
A number of performance parameters may govern the capacity of a structure. In 
order to carry out a nonlinear static analysis, one or a number of these parameters 
should be considered for determination of the displacement limit state ( )maxΔ . For 
the medium-rise ductile building considered in this study, the global drift 
(maximum roof displacement) is commonly used as a failure criterion. In 
evaluation of the displacement ductility, μ , the ultimate capacity of each frame is 
assumed when the global drift has been reached to 1.5% of the system height. This 
criterion is based on the NEHRP recommendations [17] for RC moment resisting 
frames. The idealized "force-displacement" (obtained based on the FEMA-356 
method) and the capacity curves for the FRP-retrofitted frame are shown in Figure 
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12. In this Figure, yV  and yΔ , are yield strength and yield displacement, 

respectively, and tΔ  and tV  are the target displacement and its corresponding base 
shear. To calculate the yield displacement, yΔ , and yield strength, yV , line 
segments on the "force–displacement" curve were located using an iterative 
procedure that approximately balanced the area above and below the curve [14]. 
The effective lateral stiffness, eK , shall be also taken as the secant stiffness 
calculated at a base shear force equal to 60% of the effective yield strength of the 
structure [14]. After calculation of μ , now μR  can be obtained from Eq. 5, 6 and 

Table 2 and sR  is determined from Eq. 2. The seismic behavior factor parameters 
of all systems have been presented in Table 3. It can be seen that the ductility ratio 
of FRP-retrofitted frame is improved in comparison with the original frame, and is 
very similar to the one obtained for the X-Braced frames. The R factor of FRP-
retrofitted frame is improved significantly in comparison with the original frame 
and is also better than X-Braced frames. 
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Table 3: Seismic behavior factor parameters of all systems 
R Rs Rμ μ Frame 

4.6 1.92 2.4 2.27 Original [5] 
7.9 2.97 2.66 2.7 Xbraced-50% [5] 
9.5 3.33 2.86 2.84 Xbraced-100% [5] 

9.63 3.193 3.016 2.83 FRP Retrofitted 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Conventional retrofitting systems in earthquake-resisting frames have some 
limitations. For example, conventional steel bracings in RC frames which were 
considered in this paper for verification of web-bonded CFRP retrofitting are able 
to dissipate considerable energy by yielding under tension, but they buckle without 
much energy dissipation in the compression loads [18]. In this paper, an eight-
storey frame that was previously strengthened with steel bracings system is 
selected and retrofitted with web-bonded CFRP. In order to estimate the flexural 
stiffness of the FRP retrofitting system, nonlinear finite element analysis by 
ANSYS is employed. The additional flexural stiffness of the FRP joints is 
implemented into the frame using NLLink elements on the beam end of exterior 
and interior joints. A systematic evaluation of each system including ductility ratio 
and seismic behavior factor is made using nonlinear static analysis. Based on the 
obtained results, it is concluded that the ductility ratio and the seismic behavior 
factor of the FRP retrofitted RC frame are significantly improved in comparison 
with the original frame and increased from 4.6 (original frame) to 9.63 (FRP 
retrofitted frame). 
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ABSTRACT 
Repair and strengthening of RC structures using FRP materials is one of the new 
and effective techniques ever used. With this respect, strengthening of structural 
elements by external lateral confinement can lead to increased strength and 
ductility. In this way, using an efficient and optimized method for lateral 
confinement is of great importance. 
A novel, economic and simple technique for the repair and strengthening of RC 
members by means of expansive agent(EA) to produce post tensioning force, has 
been proven to perform well following experimental work undertaken at the 
University of Sheffield. The aim of the technique is to ensure the enhancement of 
the member strength and ductility by localized strengthening.  
The above technique is equivalent to increasing the effectiveness of the composite 
confinement and it becomes possible to strengthen large columns with smaller 
amounts of composites, which are utilized earlier at much higher strengths. In 
addition, the level of axial strain achieved at failure is improved significantly. The 
paper will present details of experimental work with different types of confining 
material (glass and carbon), amounts of reinforcement and levels of initial pre-
stressing. 
 
Keywords: strengthening, expansive agent, post tensioning, FRP jacket  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the 1995 Kobe earthquake in Japan, composites have started being used for 
the repair and strengthening of columns against seismic actions. The composites 
are applied as external lateral reinforcement and are often used to prevent shear and 
anchorage/splicing failures, which can result in the enhancement of the ductility of 
RC elements. 
The Japanese philosophy on earthquake resistant design aims to achieve ductility 
through low ratios of reinforcement and low steel strengths. This results in very 
large sections, which as a result require little shear reinforcement. However, during 
seismic violent load reversals, the shear demand can be higher than estimated, for 
example as a result of vertical accelerations. In addition, splicing of reinforcement 
causes additional bursting forces, which are difficult to contain with nominal shear 
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reinforcement. External lateral confinement can address both of the above 
problems, in addition to providing other benefits. 
In Europe and New Zealand, the seismic philosophy for achieving ductility is 
different, relying more on increasing the non-linear concrete stains through concrete 
confinement [3]. The advantage of this philosophy is that apart from smaller cross-
sections, a significantly higher amount of lateral reinforcement is required. This 
lateral reinforcement, which is there to confine the concrete, is also beneficial in 
resisting additional shear and preventing splice and anchorage failures. 
The enhancement of concrete ductility by confinement is central to the principles 
of Eurocode 8. However, researchers dealing with FRP confinement do not always 
consult the huge wealth of published work, which is derived from the earthquake 
engineering research. In addition, there is a fundamental difference between mild 
steel confinement and high strength composite materials. 
Mild steel reinforcement attains its yield strength (around 80% of its ultimate 
strength) at a strain of around 0.002, whilst composites fracture at strains ranging 
from 0.014–0.02. Unconfined concrete crushes when the lateral strain is at best 
0.001. This means, that for low levels of confinement, steel is relatively well 
utilised (around 50%), whilst composites are at best utilised at 7% of their 
capacities. 
 
2. MATERIALS 
The properties of the fibres and resin used for confinement are shown in tables 1 
and 2. Where: 
Efrp Young’s modulus of elasticity 
ffrpu εfrpu Ultimate tensile strength and elongation of pultruded laminate 
TGM Glass transition temperature 
Vf+ Volumetric fibre content 
 

Table 1: Physical and Mechanical properties of Fibre sheets [6] 
Efrp ffrpu εfrpu Thickness Density TGM Vf Composition Fibre GPa MPa % mm gr/cm3 Co %  

GFRP 
AR 65 1700 2.88 0.135 2.6 - 100 Bi-

Directional 
CFRP 
240 240 3900 1.55 0.117 1.7 100-130 100 Uni-Direction 

 
Table 2: Physical and Mechanical properties of Epoxy Plus Structural Adhesive [6] 

Epoxy Colour Strength 
MPa 

Em flexural 
GPa 

Density 
kg/litre 

TGK 
Co 

Coverage/ 
Thickness 

Manufacturer 
U.K. 

Adhesive Mid grey 19 9.8 1.535 60 2-4mm SBD 
Primer Translucent - - 1.12 - 4-6 m2 /l SBD 

 
The next important material required for pre-stressing is the Expansive Agent 
(EA). It is supplied as a powder and the colour is grey when mixed with water [7] 
This material is normally used for concrete demolition and is placed in pre-drilled 
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holes. Figure 1 illustrates the relation between expansion pressure and reaction 
time for different hole diameters (when used for demolition) over a period of four 
days. Figure 1 also shows the EA when mixed with water (20% - 23%). In this 
experimental work the EA was mixed with cement in different proportions. 
 

 
Figure 1. Properties of Expansive Agent (EA) 

 
3. THE EFFECT OF CONFINEMENT STIFFNESS 
In order to investigate the effect of confinement stiffness, the EG was confined 
directly by metal tubes. The tubes were selected to apply different confinement 
stiffness levels with different materials (steel or copper), thicknesses, diameters as 
shown in Figure 2 and different EA ratios. The ratio of length (L) to inner diameter 
(D) of the tubes was set to be around 10. It is obvious that, choosing different 
thicknesses of confinement materials (t), elastic modulus of the tubes (E) and 
radius of tubes or jacket (r), can change the confining stiffness (CS) as defined by 
2E t / ID. 
 

 
Figure 2. Metal tubes filled with EG 
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Thirty six metal tubes were filled and tested with EG levels 5%, 10% and 20% of 
EA. The EG consisted of Betonamit (EA), 50% cement, the rest of mix ratio 
completed by sand (was variable) and appropriate water (between 17% to 20% of 
the weight of mix). 
Various methods of sealing the tubes were tried during casting to prevent any 
leakage due to the high pressure created by the EG. Due to the possibility of 
welding on the black steel, one end was fixed while the other end remained open 
until the expansive grout (EG) was poured into the tube. The end was then sealed 
by fastening a screw. Due to the characteristics of the metals, welding of copper 
and annealed steel tubes was not a feasible solution. Two solid plugs were 
therefore fitted with a located pin designed. In addition, a layer of silicon seal was 
applied to the surfaces of the plugs to prevent any leakages. The pipes were 
instrumented with 3 strain gauges placed at the mid length and equally spaced 
along the circumference. Two gauges were used to measure lateral strain and one 
to measure the axial strain. Since the strain gauge had a length of 15 mm, only two 
strain gauges, which were fixed one laterally and the other one axially were used 
for the smaller copper and black steel pipes.  
 
4. EFFECT OF VOLUME OF EG 
This sub-phase investigated the effect of 3 different amounts of expansive grout 
(EG) with the same EA ratio (20%) on steel tube cylinders having the same 
confining stiffness. 
All tubes were instrumented on the outside with three surface strain gauges to 
measure lateral strain and one strain gauge to measure axial strain. 
The first sample (S1) was filled with expansive material without any core in the 
middle. The second sample (S2) had a concrete core with a diameter of 50 mm 
placed in the middle. Additional strain gauges were placed at the mid height of the 
concrete core to monitor lateral and axial strain. The third sample (S3) was similar 
to S2, but the concrete core had a diameter of 66 mm. Figure 3 shows samples S1, 
S2, and S3. To avoid any leakage from the top and the bottom of the cylinders, two 
steel plates (with rubber washers) were used. 
 

 
Figure 3. The cylinders filled with different volume of EG 
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When all samples were ready to be cast, as shown in Figure 5-33, the grout was 
poured in the 7 mm gap provided. The amount of the expansive grout (EG) that was 
used determined as a function of the amount of expansive agent (EA). Ratios (in 
weight) of 10%, 20%, 30% or 40% were used. Whilst filling the EG through the gap, 
vibrating by a smooth vibrator machine took place. The expansive grout was injected 
using a silicon gun with plastic pipe attachment with a diameter of five mm. 
 
5. SPECIMEN DETAILS 
Since the chemical pre-tension (expansive pressure) is caused by the EA reacting 
against the confining jacket this means that the magnitude of this pre-tension 
depends on the degree of stiffness of the jacket and percentage of EA. Experiments 
were conducted by using these two parameters to quantify the amount of pre-
tensioning on the jacket. Following that series of testing, concrete cylinders were 
confined with pre-tensioned composites. 
To vary the stiffness and strength of the confining jacket, one, two and three layers 
of carbon and glass sheets were used. Different percentages of EA were mixed with 
cement (10% and 20%) to achieve different confining pressures. Also, different 
materials for jacketing (Glass and Carbon) were used to achieve different stiffness 
and strength. 
A total of eighteen 100mm x 200mm concrete specimens were prepared without 
any pre-tensioning, 36 specimens were prepared with different levels of 
confinement pre-stressing and 15 unconfined specimen were tested under 
compression to determine the plain concrete strength. The concrete consisted of 
ASTM Type 1 Portland cement, river sand aggregate with a fineness modulus of 
2.5 and gravel river aggregate with a maximum size of 10 mm. The water-cement 
ratio (w/c) was about 0.52 by mass. The average 28-days compressive strength of 
the concrete specimens was 31 MPa. Concrete specimens wrapped with one layer 
of Carbon and two layers of Glass without pre-tensioning force were designated as 
C0101, C0102, G0201 and G0202, respectively, whereas concrete cylinders with 
the same characteristics but pre-tensioned with 10% of EA and one layer of jacket 
were designated as C71101, C71102, G72101 and G72102, and with 20% of EA 
were designated as C71201, C71202, G72201 and G72202, respectively. Similar 
designation names were used for two and three layers either for non-pre-tensioned 
or pre-tensioned samples. 
 
6. PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS 
For the wrapping of concrete cylinders without pre-tensioning, after applying the 
epoxy primer on the concrete surface, epoxy adhesive was applied and 
Carbon/Glass sheets were wrapped around the concrete cylinder until one wrapping 
layer was completed (with one third overlap). At the same time a special roller was 
used to help impregnate the fibre with resin and hardener and give a smooth finish. 
After curing, the strain gauges were glued directly onto the body of the jacket. 
For the pre-tensioned specimens, a gap is needed between the concrete and FRP for 
the insertion of the EA. For these experiments, the FRP jacket was pre-
manufactured with a diameter 14mm larger than the concrete cylinder. After 
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curing, the jacket was placed around the concrete and the ends were capped to seal 
the expansive agent inside. Strain measurements were taken during the expansion 
phase of the expansive agent for up to four days. The testing procedure followed 
was then the same as for the unconfined specimen. 
 
7. TEST PROCEDURE AND OBSERVATIONS 
The application of displacement to the specimens was controlled manually. The 
displacement was applied incrementally with each displacement level being held 
for a few seconds at each 0.1mm increment. All specimens were tested under 
centric (axial) loading. Failure was always explosive due to the high strain energy 
stored by the FRP material and it took place around the middle of the cylinder 
height as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Failure of the specimen confined with FRP jacket. 

 
8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The stress-strain diagrams for the specimen tested with one layer of either glass or 
carbon FRP are shown in Figure 5. Each graph shows the results for the unconfined 
cylinders as well as for the confined with or without pre-stressing. The right hand 
part of the graph shows the longitudinal strain whilst the left hand part shows the 
lateral strain. Strain measurements shown are the average values from the strain 
gauges and DV devices. The results are in general in good agreement between the 
two types of measurements, even though strain gauges measure local strains and 
DV devices integrate the strains over the length. The strain gauges also show the 
pre-strain that was developed by the EA. The longitudinal strain gauges on the pre-
tensioned specimen show contradicting trend. Whilst the Carbon wrapped 
specimen show the strain to remain compressive, in the case of glass the strain 
eventually becomes tensile. This is partly because the glass wrapping contains 
longitudinal fibres as well, which restrain the concrete from expanding and lock 
some strain in the mid-height. It is also partly to do with the wrapping overlap, 
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which creates eccentric deformations on the specimen. Eccentric deformations and 
initial slip of the jacket may explain the tensile strains in the glass. 
 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has shown experimental results from concrete specimen wrapped with 
glass and carbon FRP. In this investigation EA was used to produce post tensioning 
force in FRP jackets. It has shown that post tensioning can be used to enhance the 
load capacity and behaviour of concrete.  
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ABSTRACT 
Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are being successfully used for 
strengthening of existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures because of their 
superior properties. Effects of wrapping with FRP on the strength and ductility of 
concrete members have been extensively investigated but information about effects 
of external confinement on the bond-slip behavior is very limited. In this paper the 
effect of external confinement with CFRP strips and internal confinement with 
transverse stirrup at beam splice test is evaluated and the results of two 
confinements are compared with one another. The main examined parameters 
include concrete cover, development/splice length, diameter of the reinforcing bar, 
concrete compressive strength and the amount of ordinary transverse reinforcement 
in the splice/development region. Test results indicated that external confinement 
with CFRP is more effective than internal confinement on bond strength and bond 
failure ductility. 
 
Keywords: FRP, Strengthening, Beam splice test, Bond-slip relationship 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In structural concrete construction, the concrete is reinforced to compensate for its 
relative weakness in tension. The interfacial action between the reinforcement and 
the surrounding concrete involve many different mechanisms that collectively 
establish the phenomena of “bond”. The nature of bond can vary extensively with 
varying loads, various types of reinforcement, and variety of situations [1]. 
The main parameters that influence the bond strength between steel reinforcing 
bars and concrete are well documented in the technical literature. Important among 
these parameters include concrete cover, development/splice length, diameter of 
the reinforcing bar, concrete compressive strength, and, for conventionally 
confined concrete, the amount of ordinary transverse reinforcement in the 
splice/development region [2]. 
There are two types of bond failure between reinforcing bars and concrete, and the 
parameters that influence each of them are well documented in literature. If the 
concrete cover around the reinforcing bar is large or the concrete is well-confined 
by transverse reinforcement, or both, bond failure occurs by pullout as a result of 
the shearing-off the concrete keys between the lugs. On the other hand, if the 
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concrete cover is small, and the concrete is either unconfined or moderately 
confined, bond failure occurs by splitting of the concrete around the reinforcing 
bar. The most common parameters that influence the splitting bond strength 
include concrete strength, bar diameter, cover and spacing of reinforcement, and 
area of transverse reinforcement [3, 5]. 
The amount of confinement is an effective factor in bond strength between steel 
and concrete.  ACI code mentioned this parameter in calculating the development 
length of reinforcing bar (Ktr) [4, 9]. 
Concrete confinement becomes particularly important in areas of seismic risk. 
Concrete confinement in areas of seismic risk reduces bond deterioration under 
cyclic loading, enhances the energy absorption and dissipation capabilities and 
consequently improves the chances of the structure or structural components to 
survive under earthquake loading [2]. 
In this paper the effect of external confinement with CFRP strips and internal 
confinement with transverse stirrup on bond strength and bond-slip behavior of 
reinforcing bar is evaluated. For this purpose two series of the experimental test 
results have been used. The experimental tests  carried out by Harajli and Hamad 
(2002) [3] which examine external confinement with CFRP strips on beam splice 
test and the experimental tests carried out by Harajli, Hamad, and Rteil (2004) [2] 
which examine internal confinement with transverse stirrup on beam splice test are 
used and the results of two experimental tests are compared with each other. 
According to the experimental test result, bond stress-slip graphs are presented and 
compared together. 
 
1.1. Bond Stresse 
The bond stress around the reinforcement will appear if force or stress in the steel 
bar or concrete varies from one point to the other. According to Figure 1, the 
amount of bond stress in the infinitesimal length of reinforcing bar that is displayed 
with µ, according to satisfying equilibrium bond stress (µ) is equal to:  
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Figure 1. Representation of bond stress on the reinforcement 

 
The nature of bond can vary extensively with varying loads, various types of 
reinforcement, and variety of situations. Conventionally, two broad types of bond 
are defined: anchorage/development bond and flexural bond [6, 7]. 
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1.2. Anchorage/Development Bond 
Anchorage/development bond refers to the interaction between the reinforcement 
and concrete when an axial tension or compression force has to be transferred to 
the concrete [1, 7].  
 

 
Figure 2. Anchorage/Development bond. 
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1.3. Flexural Bond 
Flexural bond refers to a situation where a gradient in bending moment occurs and 
the force, in the reinforced concrete member, is subjected to change [1, 7]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Flexural bond considerations 
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2. DIFFERENT KINDS OF TESTS TO DETERMINE THE BOND STRENGTH  
The bond strength between reinforcement and concrete is usually determined by 
the following tests [7, 8]. 
 
2.1. Pull-Out Test 
This test evaluates the bond capacity of various types of bar surfaces relative to 
specific embedded length. The distribution of tensile stress will be uniform around 
the reinforcing bar at specific sections and varies along the anchorage length of the 
bar and a radial distance from the surface of the bar (Figure 2). However, this test 
does not represent the effective bond behavior in the surface of the bars in flexural 
members, because stresses vary along the depth of concrete section [6, 7]. 
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2.2. Embedded Rod Test 
In these tests, the tensile force is increased gradually and the number of cracks and 
their spacing and width are recorded. The bond stresses vary along the bar length 
between cracks. The strain in the steel bar is maximum at the cracked section and 
decreases toward the middle section between cracks [6, 7].  
 

 
Figure 4. Bond mechanism in an embedded bar.  

 
2.3. Beam Splice Test 
Tests on flexural members are also performed to study the bond effectiveness along 
the surface of the tension bars. In this paper the beam splice test is used for 
studying the effect of confinement on bond-slip response of the reinforcement in 
the concrete [6]. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
3.1. Properties of Test Specimen and Test Variables 
The test specimen consisted of beam specimen with spliced reinforcement at 
midspan. Dimensions of the specimens and test parameters are presented in Figure 
1 and Table 1, respectively. Four different sizes of reinforcement were used (16, 
20, 25, and 32 mm). The number of splices and the width of the specimens were 
calibrated to produce six different ratios of minimum concrete cover-to-bar 
diameter c/db varying between 0.56 and 2.0. The concrete side cover, bottom 
cover, and 1/2 the clear distance between the spliced bars were kept identical for 
each specimen. The splice lengths Ls for all specimens were selected at 5db, small 
enough to produce local bond conditions. A bond-free length, extending outside the 
ends of the specimen, was secured using polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubes for slip 
measurement. The spliced bars consisted of Grade 60 steel. The clear distance 
between the bar ribs were 6.5, 6.0, 12.0, and 9.0 mm for the 16, 20, 25, and 32 mm 
bars, respectively. All specimens were confined with ordinary transverse 
reinforcement. The transverse reinforcement consisted mainly of two (6 or 10 mm 
in diameter) stirrups or ties, placed within the splice region at 1/4 the splice length 
from each splice end producing a spacing of transverse reinforcement in each 
specimen equal to Ls/2 (Figure 1). Each stirrup consisted of two legs for the 
specimens with two splices or one leg for the specimens with one splice. The area 
and spacing of transverse reinforcement were selected to produce a practical range 
of values of the transverse reinforcement parameter Atr /sndb between 0.011 and 
0.12 [2]. 
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Figure 5. Specimen’s dimensions and splice details. 

 
Table 1: Summary of test parameters [2]. 

Specimen 
Bar 

diameter 
db, mm 

Concrete 
cover  

cb=cs, mm 
c/db No. of 

Splices n 

Splice 
length LS, 

mm 

Atr /n 
(mm2) 

S 
(mm) 

Atr/ 
sndb 

Concrete 
strength 
fc ′, MPa 

B1N 16 21.5 1.34 2 80 28.3 40.0 0.044 40.7 
16 34.0 2.1 2 80 28.3 40.0 0.044 40.7  B1W 16 34.0 2.1 2 80 78.5 40.0 0.12 43.2 

B2N 20 17.5 0.88 2 100 28.3 50.0 0.028 42.7 
20 30 1.5 2 100 28.3 50.0 0.028 39.0 B2W 20 30 1.5 2 100 78.5 50.0 0.079 43.2 

B3N 25 50 2.0 1 125 28.3 62.5 0.018 42.7 
B3W 25 25 1.0 2 125 28.3 62.5 0.018 40.7 
B4N 32 43 1.34 1 160 28.3 80.0 0.011 39.0 
B4W 32 18 0.56 2 160 28.3 80.0 0.011 39.0 
 
3.2. Specimen Casting and Testing 
The concrete mixture was designed to achieve a target concrete compressive 
strength fc′ of 41 MPa. Portland cement, washed sand, and crushed limestone with 
10 mm maximum size aggregate were used to prepare the concrete mixture. The 
cement: sand: aggregate proportions by weight were 0.32:0.5:1.0 with a water-
cement ratio (w/c) of approximately 0.45. Each two specimens were cast together. 
The concrete strengths were determined using three standard 150 x 300 mm 
cylinders taken from each batch. Actual concrete strengths are given in Table 1 [2].  
 
3.3. Loading Equipment and Arrangement of Strain Gauges 
The specimens were loaded with two symmetrical point loads to produce a constant 
moment region extending a distance equal to 1/2 the member height h outside the 
splice zone on either end of the splice. Slip of each splice and deflection of the 
specimen at midspan were measured using mechanical gages [2, 3]. 
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4. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
The bond stress u at any load level during load application is calculated using the 
following bond relation 
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Where Ab is the area; ls is the splice length (5db) of the bar; and fs is the steel stress, 
calculated using cracked section analysis corresponding to the level of applied 
load. 
All specimens developed clear bottom splitting or side splitting cracks along the 
splice length and failed in splitting mode. Splitting cracks were preceded by 
flexural cracks forming simultaneously at both ends of the splice. Following the 
formation of the splitting cracks, the load resistance dropped suddenly and 
diminished gradually with increasing load. Because the load resistance and 
deflection of the specimens are linearly related to the bond strength and bar slip, 
the general shape of the load-deflection behavior of the specimens was very similar 
to the bond stress versus slip response [2]. 
 

Table 2. Comparison of test data for different types of concrete confinement [3] 
(confined concrete) '

max ( )cU f mpa  

CFRP (Harajli and Hamad 2002) Specimen 

max
' ( )c

U
f mpa

 

(plain 
concrete) 

Transverse 
reinforcement 

 
One CFRP 

wrap 
Two CFRP 

wraps 
B1N 1.09 1.13 1.18 1.08 

B1W 1.33 1.34 
1.51 (10 mm) 1.52 1.57 

B2N 0.82 0.90 0.90 1.09 

B2W 1.04 1.10 
1.20  (10 mm) 1.28 1.20 

B3N 1.17 1.39 1.47 1.27 
B3W 0.71 0.91 0.89 0.91 
B4N 0.82 0.77 0.91 0.93 
B4W 0.52 0.64 0.64 0.66 

 
Figure 6, 7, and 8 show variation of the bond-slip response for the same specimen 
with an increase in the area of ordinary transverse steel, FRP reinforcement, 
respectively. 
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Figure 6. Effect of area of ordinary steel on bond stress-slip response for specimen 

B1W[2] 
 

 
Figure 7. Effect of area of ordinary steel on bond stress-slip response for specimen 

B2W [2] 
 

 
Figure 8. Typical effect of area of FRP sheets on local bond stress-slip response [3] 

 
In the specimens confined with CFRP, flexible sheets were wrapped around the 
perimeter of the specimens along the full splice length. All specimens (Table 2) 
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were confined with either single or double CFRP wraps. The design thickness of 
the sheets is equal to 0.13 mm (0.005 in.). The modulus of elasticity, the tensile 
strength, and strain at break of fibers are equal, respectively, to 230,000 MPa, 3500 
MPa, and 1.5%. 
Comparing the current bond-slip results for concrete confined with transverse 
reinforcement with those obtained earlier using other types of confinement as 
shown in Figure 6 to 8; it is interesting to observe that the shape of the bond stress-
slip response tends to be intrinsically similar irrespective of the type and amount of 
confinement used. The corresponding response can be divided into four distinct 
stages of behavior as shown schematically in Figure 9 and as described previously 
by Harajli, Hamad, and Karam (2002) [2, 3]: 
 

 
Figure 9. General model of local bond stress-slip behavior of confined concrete [3] 

 
1) Initial stiff bond-slip response associated with adhesion and friction, which 
coincides perfectly with bars that undergo pullout bond failure in well-confined 
concrete; 2) soft pre-splitting response associated with the formation of 
circumferential tensile cracks in the concrete surrounding the steel bar and their 
gradual propagation toward the surface until the peak bond strength at which 
splitting occurs is reached; 3) sudden drop in the bond resistance down to a post-
splitting bond strength as a result of a state of dynamic equilibrium between the 
radial component of the bond force and the post-splitting tensile resistance of the 
concrete matrix (confined or unconfined) surrounding the bar; and 4) gradually 
deteriorating bond resistance with increasing slip beyond splitting associated with 
the progressive widening of the splitting cracks until the bond resistance 
diminishes completely. It is clear from the comparisons made in Figure 2 to 4 that 
one of the most evident and important contributions of confinement reinforcement 
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to the local bond behavior is the significant reduction in bond deterioration 
following bond failure relative to plain unconfined concrete. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This study concentrated on the experimental investigation of confinement on local 
bond-slip behavior of reinforcing bar embedded in plain concrete at beam splice 
tests. The influence of two main parameters on bond slip response was evaluated 
namely, external confinement with FRP sheet and internal confinement with 
transverse stirrup. 
From the test results, the following conclusions can be drawn. 
1. The value of the ultimate bond stress is not influenced by the bond length, but 

increases as concrete compressive strength increases. 
2. The bond stress-slip curves are clearly nonlinear, and have a tendency to 

become parabolic in form. 
3. External and internal confinement causes ductility in the bond-slip relationship. 
4. The bond strength due to confinement increases in proportion to the modulus 

of elasticity of FRP. 
5. For small development/splice lengths corresponding to local bond conditions, 

confining the concrete with ordinary transverse steel increases the bond 
strength only slightly, but leads to considerable improvement in the ductility of 
bond behavior in the post-splitting stage. 

6. For confined concrete, the shape of the local bond stress-slip response consists 
of four distinct stages of behavior. The corresponding behavior tends to be 
identical irrespective of the type of confinement used. 

7. Because external confinement with FRP is more effective in restricting the 
width of the splitting cracks than internal confinement with ordinary steel, for 
the same area of confinement reinforcement per unit length along the splice 
and taking into account the relative modulus of elasticity of the material, the 
increase in bond resistance acquired for concrete confined externally with FRP 
sheets is considerably higher as compared with concrete confined internally 
with ordinary steel. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the most common marine structures is anchored concrete quaywall. 
Obviously, anchoring the wall will reduce the penetration depth, maximum 
bending moment and lateral displacement of wall in both static and dynamic 
conditions. 
In this research, first, effect of tierod position in anchored concrete quaywalls in 
primary static condition is considered and compared with two methods: “Free 
Earth Method” and “Finite Difference Method”. Also, practical curves of 
"maximum moment" and "tierod axial force" are given versus r (ratio of tierod 
depth to wall length) in static condition.  
Then, dynamic response of different cases (various tierod depths) is illustrated and 
compared. Practical history curves of “maximum positive and negative moment”, 
”tierod axial force” and “lateral displacements” are provided via “Finite Difference 
Method”. Analyzing these charts, influence of tierod position on anchored quay 
walls in seismic condition is investigated about seismic behavior and rehabilitation 
of the structure. Suitable tierod position results in better serviceability and lower 
maximum moment in concrete quay wall profile and therefore economical one.  
 
Keywords: anchored quaywall, seismic evaluation and rehabilitation, tierod 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Flexible walls include "Anchored Sheet pile walls" or" Anchored Bored/ 
Continuous/ secant pile walls "  are used as quaywalls. Weight of such walls is 
ignored comparing with lateral forces. When their height from the dredge line is 
more than about 6 meters, it is common to use an anchorage system [3, 5, and 7]. 
Using anchorage decreases penetration depth, maximum bending moment and 
lateral displacement in both static and dynamic conditions. In classical methods 
which the equilibrium equations are used, the deformation is ignored; so, it 
becomes necessary to utilize the numerical methods. This will help the designer to 
evaluate the serviceability of the structure in case of an earthquake. To rehabilitate 
the structure in seismic condition, the effect of tierod position in anchored concrete 
quaywalls is evaluated. It can improve the serviceability and also results in more 
economical construction using concrete wall profiles with more suitable sections 
[4, 8].  
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2. STATIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN  
2.1. Free Earth Method 
"Free Earth Method" is a simple classic method which is primarily used here to 
analyze and design the anchored quaywall; assumptions and parameters which are 
used in this method are shown in Figure 1 [3 , 5 , 6 , 7]. 
But in such methods some facts are ignored. For example: 
- Wall moving tendency toward soil. 
- Wall and anchor flexibility. 
- Real lateral soil pressure distribution. 
So, for more accurate analysis, a numerical method is used via FLAC 2D software 
as will be described later. 
 

 
Figure 1. Free Earth Method [7] 

 
2.2. Matlab Programming 
Using Matlab software, a program is developed in order to analyze anchored 
concrete quaywalls utilizing "Free Earth Method" in sand. "Maximum moment" 
and "tierod axial force" curves are displayed versus tierod depth ratio to concrete 
wall length. 
Soil properties and model parts properties are showed in tables 1 and 2 
respectively. 
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Table 1: Soil properties 

 
Ү   

(kN/m3) 
Үsat 

(kN/m3) 
φ   

(Degree) 
C  

(kN/m2) 

Sand 21 25 38 0 
 

Table 2. Model parts properties 
 
 E(N/m2) A 

(m2/m) 
P 

(m/m) 
I 

(m4/m) 
L1 
(m) L2(m) 

Quaywall 3,20E+10 1,9 4,3 3,67 4 18 
wall 3,20E+10 1 2 0,083   

Cable 2,00E+11 0,00277     
 

 
Figure 2. Concrete quaywall profile 

 
As it is determined in Figure 3 and Table 3, with deepening tierod position its axial 
force increases and vice versa, maximum moment in concrete quaywall profile 
decreases. ("r" is the ratio of tierod depth to quaywall length). 
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Figure 3. (a) Maximum moment, (b) Tierod axial force 
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Table 3: Matlab program results for three tierod positions (Free Earth Method) 
Sand 

l1 (m) R (l1/L) M (KN*m) F (KN) D (m) 

4.09 0.15 3167 518.7 5.59 
8.01 0.29 2024 623.7 5.15 
12 0.45 -1317 791.7 4.31 

 
3. DYNAMIC ANALYASIS WITH “FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD” 
Evaluating the serviceability of the structure in case of an earthquake needs 
modeling with a strong, accurate and fast numerical method. So, “Finite Difference 
Method” is used in this research. At first the structure is modeled in static condition 
by means of “FLAC 2D” software and then the dynamic analysis is done [1, 2]. 
 
3.1. “Flac 2d” Software Introduction 
This software is a computational one based on explicit “Finite Difference Method” 
and is equipped with tools which can consider various geotechnical aspects. In this 
research the effect of tierod position in anchored concrete quaywall is mentioned 
for economical Seismic rehabilitation; therefore, complicated soil behavior is 
considered by means of Mohr-Coulomb plastic soil model [1, 2]. 
 
3.2. Problem Solution Stages with “Flac 2d” (FDM) 
First, general problem environment is created via Finite Difference elements, then 
Mohr-Coulomb behavior model is selected and material properties are assigned. 
Before solving problem it is necessary to determine boundary and initial 
conditions. 
Modeling and loading procedure: 
- Modeling soil considering initial stress in soil mass. 
- Installing main and anchorage walls in soil. 
- Positioning tierod between two walls. 
- Excavating front of main wall to final dredging level. 
- Applying water pressure. 
- Solving problem in static condition. 
After evaluating wall behavior in static condition, acceleration is applied to the 
lower model boundary with shape of a sinusoidal wave with maximum amplitude 
of 0.25g in two seconds duration. The general geometry of model is shown in 
Figure 4. 
Dynamic loading procedure: 
- Applying seismic load with PGA of 0.25g. 
- Dynamic analysis of the problem. 
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Figure 4. “Finite Difference Method” modeling 

 
4. ANALYSIS RESULTS 
In order to find about consistency in primary static analysis results of two methods, 
Figure 5 is prepared. It is shown that both methods result in similar tierod axial 
force and maximum quaywall moment based on various tierod positions ("r" is 
ratio of tierod depth to quaywall length). 
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Figure 5 
 
Results of dynamic analysis are illustrated in Figures 6 to 9 .Lateral displacements 
are shown in Figure 6.Charts show that lateral displacements in bottom and middle 
of the quaywall based on different tierod depths are almost similar to each other 
during time history.  
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Displacement (Middle of the QuayWall)For 
Different Tierod Depths 
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Displacement(Bottom of the QuayWall)For 
Different Tierod Depths  
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Figure 6 

 
But as the main criteria of serviceability, different displacements of   quaywall top 
that are shown above, have more changes with deepening tierod position, during 
assigned earthquake. Note that all lateral quaywall top displacements are limited 
between -0.08m to 0.09m. So, they are not more than allowable displacement of 
0.30m due to "OCDI". 
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Figure 7. Tierod axial force history 

 
As it has been determined in Figure 7, Tierod axial force increases with deepening 
tierod position in all history duration. 
Similarly, maximum positive moment in quaywall (Figure 8) increases with 
deepening tierod position in all history duration.  
Absolute amount of maximum negative moment in quaywall (Figure 9) in all 
history duration decreases with deepening tierod position. 
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Figure 9. Maximum negative moment in quaywall history 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Considering the results which were discussed above, in earthquake duration the 
absolute amount of both positive and negative maximum moments in anchored 
concrete quaywall is the least when tierod is in depth of about 8 meters. The tierod 
axial force in depth of 8 meters is between axial forces in two other depths in all 
history duration. 
It is inferred that an appropriate serviceability is obtained due to various tierod 
positions and all cases satisfy the horizontal quaywall top displacement limit 
(based on “OCDI"). Hence, to rehabilitate the structure in seismic condition 
economically, it is logical to select a tierod position which gives lower maximum 
moment and axial force (so, economical wall profile and anchorage system) in 
earthquake duration. It is possible to select a suitable tierod position through curves 
and analyses of this research.   
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ABSTRACT 
Reinforced concrete infills improve seismic behavior by increasing lateral strength, 
initial lateral stiffness, and energy dissipation capacity of buildings, so it is 
important to implement a model which can predict behavior of infilled buildings 
correctly. Duo to convenience and simplicity in application proposes, modeling of 
infills with macro element models can be implemented in place of micro element. 
In this study, two applicable macro-element models namely one-strut and three-
strut was implemented for modeling of these infills and accuracy of these models 
in predicting actual behavior of structure was compared with experimental tests 
which have been carried out in recent years on concrete and steel frames. The 
results show that in frames with strong members when the critical mode is failure 
in infill; three-strut can simulate ultimate strength and initial stiffness better than 
one-strut model. This paper also indicates that frame weakness can affect 
dramatically on the concrete infilled frame behavior and interrupt infill 
performance.  
 
Keywords: concrete infill, macro element model, three-strut model 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Infilling frame with reinforced concrete wall is one of the strengthening techniques 
for reinforced medium rise buildings. Reinforced concrete infills improve seismic 
behavior by increasing lateral strength, initial lateral stiffness, and energy 
dissipation capacity of reinforced concrete buildings, and limit both structural and 
nonstructural damages caused by earthquake. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of 
these infills.  
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic view of Concrete Infill  
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The various theoretical models reported in the literature for predicting the seismic 
behavior of infills can be classified into two categories: (i) micro element-based 
and (ii) macro element-based models. Theoretical microelement models, such as 
the finite element model provide a rigorous analytical approach to evaluate the 
dynamic response of infills. A number of finite element models have been 
developed and used to predict the in-plane lateral load behavior of these infills 
[5].Macro element modeling offers an alternative approach in which the entire 
infill panel is represented as a single strut or multi-strut approach [1, 2]. In this 
way, only the equivalent global behavior of the infill panel is taken into account in 
an analysis. Thus, for analysis focusing on overall structure response, macro 
element models can be implemented in place of micro element models. Application 
of microelement not only has some complexity in modeling, it is also time 
consuming. Further more, in this study two applicable methods, namely one-strut 
and three-strut were implemented for modeling of concrete infills and accuracy of 
the results was compared with the experimental test which had been carried out 
previously on concrete infills. 
 
2. DESCRIPTION OF MACRO-ELEMENT MODELS 
2.1. One-Strut Model  
Firstly, one-strut model based on FEMA 356 was used for modeling of concrete 
infill. It is very important to identify the modes of failure or other effects which 
need to be controlled or avoided. Based on experimental tests only two modes, the 
corner crushing (CC) and sliding shear (SS), are of practical importance, (Comite 
1996). In order to determine the governing failure mode, the capacity of the infill 
panels in first and second failure mode were estimated. Because of high value of 
shear strength in RC infills, in most cases corner crushing mode is dominant. The 
FEMA 356 provisions prescribe a strut with an area equal to the thickness of the 
masonry infill panel times; the strut width is given by Eqn. 1.   
 
 inf
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hcol And rinf are the height and diagonal length of infill panel respectively, Eme is 
expected modulus of elasticity of infill materials, tinf and hinf are thickness and height 
of infill panel, Icol is the moment of inertia of column and Efe is expected modulus of 
elasticity of frame materials. It is justifiable to assume that the panel properties in the 
diagonal direction are the properties governing the behavior of the infill panel. 
Concrete material is modeled using total strain rotating crack model (DIANA 2005) 
that describes the tensile and compressive behavior using one stress-strain 
relationship. The concrete in compression is defined using a parabolic stress-strain 

)( εσ −  relationship as shown in Figure 2 and defined by equations 3 through 6. 
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Figure 2. Concrete material model (DIANA 2005) 
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Where: 
fc = the maximum compressive strength based on uniaxial concrete compression test 
result, Ec =the initial modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression estimated in 
unite of kg/cm2 as cfE ′=15800 , =cε the strain at which 1/3 of the compressive 

strength is reached, =cε  the strain at which the maximum compressive strength is 
reached, =uε the ultimate strain in compression at which the material has no 
strength. Gc= the fracture energy in compression determined to be consistent with 
the assumed value of uε  per table 1.  The tensile behavior of concrete is modeled 
using elastic with linear softening relationship as shown in Figure 2 where fct is the 
tensile strength of concrete as determined in concrete split tension test. The value 
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of Gf is estimated in units of N/m as Gf= 7.0
ckfdα where 75.6=dα and fck is the 

characteristic strength in unit of MPa taken as the same as fct in this study.  
 
2.2. Three-Strut Model  
Because concrete infills are strong members, interaction between infill, beam and 
column are important and need a model to represent characteristics of concrete-
infilled frame correctly. Usage of a multi-strut model rather than single strut will 
better represent the actual stressed area within the infill and also facilitate the 
modeling of the progressive failure occurring at the corner contact region, not just 
at the corner points. Use of three-struts for modeling of infills was studied by El-
Dakhakhni [2]. Based on research, it is suggested that at least two additional off-
diagonal struts located at the points of maximum field moments in the beams and 
the columns are required to reproduce theses moments as shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic view of three-strut model [2] 

 
It is suggested that the total diagonal struts area, A, is to be calculated by  
 
 

θ
αα

cos
)1( htA cc−

=  (7) 

 
Concrete material is modeled using total strain rotating crack model as described 
by equation 3 through 6.  
 
3. MODELLING OF TEST SPECIMENS USING MACRO MODELS 
To evaluate accuracy of macro-element models to determine behavior of structures, 
some experimental study which has been previously conducted including two CICF 
(concrete-infilled concrete frame) and one CISF (concrete-infilled steel frame) 
specimens was implemented. Each model has special characteristics which will be 
discussed shortly. Six CICF specimens were tested at the University of Gazi in 
Turkey under reversed-cyclic lateral loading by Sinan altin et al. [3]. The 
specimens are one-bay two story concrete-infilled concrete frames. In this study, 
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only the first and second specimens were considered. The first specimen shows 
poorly lap spliced columns of nonductile RC frame, while providing RC infill 
walls. The second specimen is similar to the first specimen but longitudinal 
reinforcements pass continuously along two stories in boundary elements of infills. 
These two specimens were considered as representatives of common concrete 
frames. Figure 4 shows these test specimens in testing.  
 

  
Figure 4. Sinan altin et al test specimens [3] 

 
One CISF specimen was tested in the Building and Housing Research Center in 
Iran by Moghadam and Mohammadi. This specimen was one-bay one story 
concrete-infilled steel frame. The details of the test can be found in [5]. 
The load displacement behavior of test specimens was evaluated by using 
nonlinear push over analysis. Push over analysis simulated the nonlinear lateral 
load displacement relationship of the test specimen analytically. Analytical model 
for a specimen is given in Figure 5 as an example.  
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Figure 5. Analytical model of specimen 
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Columns and beams were modeled based on FEMA 356 provisions. Because there 
is no special element in the software for modeling lap splices it was modeled as 
concentrate hinge based on FEMA 356 provisions. Numerical values of the 
parameters for the concrete compression material model are presented in table 1.  
 

Table 1: Parameters for concrete compression material model 

Specimen 
cf  

(MPa) 
3/cε  cε  uε  cG  

(KN/mm) 
ch  

(mm) 
CICF 298 .000364 .001456 .015 .138 305 
CISF 150 .0003 .0012 .015 .138 305 

 
4. COMPARASION BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL 
RESULTS 
In the following, load displacement relationship of each specimen by means of 
one-strut and three-strut models was obtained and compared with experimental 
tests. Figure 6 shows load deflection relation of first CICF specimen. It was 
observed using one-strut and three-strut models; both adequately simulate initial 
stiffness of concrete-infilled frame. It can be seen that strut model can not predict 
behavior of infill in ultimate load, as well as in the descending segment of 
backbone cure. The reason for this is in the following. Because of deficiency in lap 
slice region in the column, this point acts as a fuse and failure occurred in this 
region. It means the ultimate load is equal to column tensional-force and does not 
depend on infills strength, so implementing one-strut or three-strut models caused 
nearly similar results. 
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Figure 6. Load-deflection relations for first CICF specimen  

 
Figure 7. Illustrates load-deflection relation of second CICF specimen, it shows 
that the three-strut model curve has a better coloration with the experimental test. 
In this case because of continuous longitudinal reinforcement, the column has 
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higher strength than concrete infills so failure in infills is prior to failure in 
columns. It means concrete infills act as a fuse and behavior of this element widely 
affects CICF specimen behavior. The three-strut analytical model adequately 
simulates the behavior of infilled test specimen until the ultimate load was attained. 
The displacement corresponding to ultimate load which was predicted by one-strut 
and three-strut models is the same with experimental tests. But using one-strut 
model gets a much higher ultimate load than the experimental test and the three-
strut model. 
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Figure 7. Load-deflection relations for second CICF specimen  

 
From Figures. 6 and 7 it is concluded that concrete infills are strong members and 
can attract large amount of forces in earthquakes. But their performance depends 
strongly on perimeter beams and columns. For example, premature failure in poor 
concrete-frame caused by lap splice can have a dramatic effect on infilled-frame 
behavior and reduced ultimate load of about 100 percent.  
Figure 8. Depicted nonlinear behavior of CISF specimen tested in Iranian Building 
and Housing Research Center by Moghaddam and Ghazimahale. Due to higher 
tensional strength of steel columns as compared with concrete ones, corner 
crushing failure occurred in infill. This fact has been reported based on 
experimental test which was conducted on steel frame [5]. Furthermore, behavior 
of infill has a main effect on behavior of CISF. It was observed that one-strut 
model gives a higher strength than three-strut and use of this model in modeling of 
this element may be non-conservative. Stiffness of three-strut model has a nearly 
good correlation with experimental test before ultimate load. One-strut model 
neither attains a much more ultimate force than the experimental test nor does it 
give an appropriate stiffness before and after the ultimate load.  
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Figure 8. Load-deflection relations for specimen CISF 

 
There were differences between the part of analytical and experimental load 
displacement curves at which after the ultimate load was reached. One of the main 
reasons for the difference between the analytical and experimental initial stiffness 
is the difference in the method of load application. While cyclic loading was 
applied during experiments, analytically the load was increased monotonously up 
to failure. This difference in application of loading affected the initial stiffness of 
analytical and experimental results. 
 
CONCLUSION  

• Analytical studies were performed to understand the effect of one-strut and 
three-strut proposed models on the behavior of concrete-infill in steel and 
concrete-frames. This paper shows that in frames with strong members 
when the critical mode is failure in infill; three-strut can simulate ultimate 
strength and initial stiffness better than one-strut model.  

• Three-strut model can appropriately estimate initial stiffness of infill frame 
and no matter failure mechanism occurs in frame or infill. 

• Displacements corresponding to ultimate load which are predicted by one-
strut and three-strut models are the same with experimental tests.  

• This study shows that one-strut model based on FEMA 356 can estimate 
stiffness and strength of concrete infill superior than reality.  

• Infills impose shear force to adjacent elements. Therefore, using a model to 
consider this fact is mandatory. Three-strut model can predict possibility of 
shear failure in beam and columns adjacent to concrete infills.  

• Premature failure in poor concrete-frame caused by lap splice, can affect 
dramatically the infilled-frame behavior.  

• Concrete infills are strong members and can attract large amount of forces 
in earthquakes. Incorrect modeling can disturb hinge propagation in 
structural elements and cause unreasonable results.   
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ABSTRACT 
It is generally supposed that concrete is one of the best durable materials but, it is a 
fact that all concrete structures will deteriorate with time, though the rate at which 
they deteriorate varies considerably, as it is affected by many factors. Deterioration 
will change the performance and appearance of structure, which may affect its 
performance under normal working conditions. 
Cooling tower unit 28 is one of the concrete structures in the Mobarekeh Steel 
Complex which was observed with various remarkable deteriorations. This 
concrete structure was directly subjected to circulation of industrial water and 
under aggressive sulfates, corrosion reinforcement, lack of timely attention and 
periodical investigations at regular time intervals were found responsible for 
serious deteriorations. 
In order to have an optimal use of the structure and its stability and to achieve an 
adequate repair procedure, a thorough and logical investigation of distress causes 
was carried out. The survey includes information collection and visual sketching of 
distress locations, several in-situ NDT tests, the determination of various 
aggressive ions in depth of concrete, and some other laboratory tests on core 
specimens taken from selected components of the structure. Based on studies 
carried out, different deterioration mechanisms were determined and then concrete 
removal methods and appropriate repair procedures were suggested. Finally, 
durability and the remaining service life of repaired structure is predicted. 
 
Keywords: distress evaluation, concrete, inspection, durability, maintenance 
strategies 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Worldwide concrete with Portland cement is the most widely used construction 
material in buildings and civil engineering structures. There are several reasons 
such as appropriate resistance to water, easily flexibility on various shapes and 
dimensions, inexpensive and easy availability of its materials constituents. Over the 
years, the type and quality of concrete materials and construction methods have 
varied considerably. In parallel, there has been an increased understanding of the 
mechanisms underlying the behavior of concrete and its performance in service. It 
is an unfortunate, but inescapable fact that all concrete structures will deteriorate 
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with time, though the rate at which they deteriorate varies considerably, as it is 
affected by many factors. Deterioration changes the performance and the 
appearance of the structure, and as a final consequence it may affect its safety and 
behavior under normal working conditions on exploitation. Usually in the past, 
some maintenance actions were taken into consideration when already visible 
traces of deterioration were observed. Where periodical inspections were not 
carried out at regular time intervals, serious damages might be already presented at 
the first inspection [4, 5, 6]. 
Cooling tower unit 28 is one of the concrete structures in the Mobarekeh Steel 
Complex which was seriously damaged. This structure is used for cooling and 
decreasing water temperature circulated in the steel production lines. The concrete 
was subjected to circulation of industrial water and under aggressive sulfates, 
corrosion of reinforcement, without periodical inspections at regular time intervals 
and thus serious deteriorations were presented. Damages owing to corrosion of 
reinforcement have caused expansion and eventually resulted in cracking, 
delaminating and spalling of concrete. 
In order to have an optimal use of the structure and its stability and achieving an 
adequate repair procedure, a thorough and logical investigation of distress causes 
was carried out. The survey includes information collection and visual surveying 
and sketching of distress locations, several in-situ NDT tests, determination of 
various aggressive ions in the depth of concrete, and some other laboratory tests on 
core specimens taken from selected components of the structure. Considerations 
and visual investigation and inspections of the structure, surface impairments, NDT 
tests and collecting core samples for laboratory tests are shown in Figure 1. Based 
on the results of preliminary inspections and in-situ and laboratory tests, various 
deterioration mechanisms were determined and then concrete removal methods and 
adequate repair procedures were suggested. At the final stage of this study, 
durability and the remaining service life of the repaired structure is predicted [1].  
 
2. OBSERVATIONS, VISUAL SURVEYING AND INSPECTIONS 
In order to investigate the performance of the cooling tower structure which is in a 
propagation phase of deterioration, an assessment of the current condition of the 
structure is necessary. This investigation is also necessary because of several other 
factors such as current maintenance, rehabilitation, serviceability conditions 
changes, investigation of structural stability and its function, and a study of current 
environmental conditions. Current state could include rapid assessment and visual 
inspection up to complex considerations which are taken into account in long time 
planning and performance. The main purpose of visual surveying and investigation 
is the diagnosing of probable causes of any visual deterioration and ensuring that 
the structure remains in its integration and satisfactory conditions. An instance of 
visual surveying of distress locations is shown in Figure 2 [1]. 
The most important deteriorations which were obviously seen in the exposed 
concrete in cooling tower unit 28 are longitudinal cracking due to corrosion of 
reinforcement in beams and columns and also severe sulfate and frost attacks (see 
Figure 3). Nevertheless, the essential distresses which are manifested in this 
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structure is classified as follows: 
a) Longitudinal cracking in direction of steel bars in beams and columns (Figure 3). 
b) Severe corrosion of reinforcement (Figure 4). 
c) Severe removing of cement paste and exposed aggregates (Figure 5). 
d) Sulfate and frost attack. 
e) Delamination of concrete walls. 
f) Leakage and efflorescence (Figure 6). 
g) Low concrete cover over reinforcement. 
h) Spalling of concrete cover due to corrosion. 
i) Disintegration and scaling. 
 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of various stages of diagnosing distresses in cooling tower unit 28. 
 
3. IN-SITU TESTS 
In the first stage of the inspection and evaluation of the structure and according to 
visual surveying and inspections, various non destructive tests (NDT) comprising the 
determination of concrete cover, pulse velocity measurement, concrete strength by 
Schmidt hammer, resistivity measurement, determination of corrosion rate and depth 
of carbonation (Figure 7) were carried out. In continuing of the completion of quality 
and quantity of studies in laboratory, 17 core specimens were taken from selected 
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beams, columns and concrete walls at different levels of the cooling tower [1]. 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic and sketching of distress locations in the western view of cooling 

tower unit 28 
 

 
Figure 3. Longitudinal cracking and sulfate attack 

 

 
Figure 4. Severe corrosion of reinforcement 
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Figure 5. Removing of cement paste and exposed aggregates 

 

 
Figure 6. Leakage and efflorescence 

 

 
Figure 7. Determination of carbonation depth 
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4. LABORATORY TESTS 
In the laboratory, compressive strength, water absorption, chloride and sulfate ion 
profiles and concrete pH in different depths of core samples are implemented. 
During taking of core specimens it was seen that the cover of concrete in all 
samples taken from concrete walls and some of those taken from beams is 
separated due to the corrosion of reinforcement. 
Water could be considered as one of the most important reasons which cause 
impairments in concrete and concrete structures. Water is the initial compound of 
life and decomposes the most natural materials and also causes most of the 
difficulties for concrete durability. Water also is one of the reasons of decrease in 
quality in porosity materials and is responsible for the intrusion of aggressive ions 
into concrete and is one of the resources for chemical processes causing quality 
reduction. 
One sample from circulated water in the cooling tower unit 28 was taken for 
chemical analysis. Chloride and sulfate ions contents in this sample were less than 
the allowable limit which is in the Iranian code of practice. Nevertheless, these ion 
contents in a constant volume of concrete are more than the allowable limit; 
therefore, the concrete of cooling tower’s structure was subjected to aggressive 
ions. Its intensity depends on concrete quality, concrete cover, and permeability of 
concrete and on how the structure is maintained during its service life [1]. 
 
5. CONCLUSION OF EVALUATION STUDIES AND TECHNICAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Concrete is one of the most widely used construction materials alike other 
materials with a life time. Concrete deteriorations, due to several causes could 
considerably affect the technical life time of concrete structures. Therefore, the 
awareness of deteriorations and their mechanisms, their prevention and/or 
decreasing the intensity of damages, creating delay in their progress, and 
considering appropriate requirements afterwards are one of the most important 
duties of civil engineers who deal with concrete works. On the other hand, the 
concept of innovative construction materials and also innovative concretes is not 
only considered as its own materials. But the concept of life time and durability 
design is also one of the essential parts which must be taken into account .Life time 
and durability design concepts, along with its deep and wide considerations are 
surrounded by all material parameters, environmental conditions, construction, 
conditions, human resources and technological conditions [8, 9, 10]. 
Nevertheless, all concrete structures are always subjected to deteriorations which is 
affected by many factors. In addition, considering the concepts of life time and 
durability design for such structures, maintenance planning during physical service 
life of the structure is one of the most important factors increasing the life time of 
concrete structures. 
In the evaluation of concrete durability of cooling tower unit 28, attention was 
given to the knowledge of physical-chemical processes of concrete distresses 
causes in real structure which have been observed and for diagnosing of these 
causes, several in-site and laboratory tests were carried out. However, interactions 
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of physical and chemical causes of distresses, which are sometimes complicated, 
are considered. Regarding the tests results and visual inspection, the conclusion is 
as follows [1]: 
a) Based on considerations and according to concrete Iranian code of practice, the 

structure of cooling tower unit 28 was subjected to moisture, wet and dry 
conditions, freezing and thawing, periodic cooling and warming, hence 
locating in very severe environmental condition. 

b) The average compressive strength of concrete specimens shows very high 
compression strength (average: 44 Mpa on cylindrical specimens) and it is also 
very dense with low permeability (with 2.25% maximum water absorption). 

c) In spite of high compressive strength and low permeability, the structure was 
always subjected to aggressive harmful ions which was available in water, so 
that stresses due to wet and dry conditions and periodic cooling-warming 
caused cracking and ingress of aggressive ions into concrete was intensified. 

d) High leakage and penetration of water from inside to the outside of concrete 
walls of the structure caused an intensive corrosion of reinforcement and 
sulfatation of concrete. Low cover of concrete in some locations in concrete 
walls also caused corrosion and concrete delaminations. 

e) As some parts of beams and columns in the structures were under 70-90% 
moisture and other parts were simultaneously subjected to environment and 
wet-dry condition, corrosion in these elements was developed as cavities. From 
the point of view of corrosion, increase of concrete water saturation is a useful 
effect in decreasing the oxygen penetration and on the other hand, it could be 
harmful because concrete electrical conductivity is considerably enhanced by 
increasing the degree of saturation. Therefore, it is not surprising that 
maximum corrosion and cracking in beams and columns occurred in places 
where there were wet and dry conditions. Getting sulfate of concrete because 
of aggressive sulfate ion of water and disintegration and exposure of aggregate 
due to freezing and thawing conditions intensified the concrete surface 
distresses. Sulfate ion profile in depth of a concrete core is shown in Figure 8. 

f) Besides the insensitive factors of deterioration in the structure, one of the most 
important causes of distress development was the lack of maintenance planning 
during service life of the structure, lack of periodical inspection and timely 
prevention of distress development. 

g) With chloride ion contents in the depth of concrete cores (Figure 9), corrosion 
of reinforcement, delamination of concrete cover, sulfatation and frost of 
concrete surfaces, it could be concluded that the concrete must be removed up 
to the minimum depth of 100 mm and replaced with a higher strength and low 
permeable concrete. 

h) Also due to the penetration of water from the interior to the exterior, the 
interior surface of concrete walls must be cleaned and coated with 
impermeable materials. In addition, the existing joints which have caused 
leakage of water to the outside must be filled with appropriate resin. 
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Figure 8. Sulfate ion profile in the depth of a concrete beam at a level of 7.05m. 

 

 
Figure 9. Chloride ion profile in the depth of a concrete beam at a level of 7.05m. 

 
6. MIX DESIGN OF REPAIR MATERIALS 
Each repair work has its exclusive conditions and its own requirements in 
identifying the necessary criteria for repair since in many cases more than one 
appropriate material for use is available. Concrete repair materials can be 
formulated to provide a wide variety of properties. Final selection of material or 
combination of various materials has been implemented by consideration of several 
factors such as ease of application, cost, skill availability and necessary equipments 
for their usage. Information about the service life of materials, which were used in 
previous repair works, plays an essential role in the selection, usage and 
maintenance of such materials [2, 3]. 
In selection of repair materials, emphasis is on those which might have higher 
performance and durability. Therefore, selection of these materials must be on the 
basis of awareness of their physical and chemical properties, the purpose of their 
usage and the natural condition of environment in places where they are used. 
On the basis of usual inspections, in-site and laboratory tests results in previous 
sections and knowing the distresses causes such as corrosion of reinforcement, 
sulfate and frost attacks, with the intension of providing repair mix design and its 
planning, the following items are carried out [1]: 

a) Methods for removal of damaged concrete and surface preparation. 
b) Mix design alternatives on the basis of various tests on concrete material 

constituents. 
c) Repair procedures alternatives based on various concrete deteriorations. 
d) Prediction of durability and service life of repaired structure. 

 
7. REPAIR PROCEDURES 
Concrete is one of the multiple applied construction materials which is used with 
reasonable cost, having appropriate strength and durability and flexibility on 
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shapes and dimensions. In concrete structure of cooling tower unit 28, some 
problems such as lack of timely maintenance, environmental conditions, aggressive 
chemical components on passage of time, were the causes of concrete 
deteriorations and serious distresses. Therefore, repair of damaged places by 
replacing with appropriate concrete under various procedures which depend on 
distress depth, its severity and extent, is necessary [2, 3, 7]. 
In the repair works of this structure, improvement and provision of concrete 
appearance acceptance in terms of their color and texture between repair zones and 
other parts are considered. In addition, repair zones must be permanently bonded 
with main concrete and also have enough low permeability, without shrinkage and 
crazing cracking and enough resistance against freezing and thawing. Therefore, 
repair of this structure needs more attention and necessary design and plan as 
compared to other buildings in the Mobarekeh Steel Complex. With consideration 
of impairments of the structure and its severity and extent, the following repair 
procedures alternatives are recommended [1]: 

a) Formwork and pouring of concrete in beams and columns. 
b) Patch repair of minor deteriorations. 
c) Shout Crete for concrete walls. 
d) Repair of cracks by injection. 
e) In the result of water penetration from inside to outside, the interior surface 

of concrete walls must be cleaned and coated with impermeable materials. 
 
8. CONCLUSION 
It is generally accepted that in the design of concrete structures, durability 
properties of materials must be considered along with their other characteristics, 
such as mechanical properties and costs. In the evaluation of concrete durability 
and the durability of concrete structures, attention must be paid to the point in 
which most information about physical-chemical processes causing concrete 
deteriorations is obtained from actual structure history because the simulation of 
long term status in laboratory is very difficult. Although in reality, the concrete 
distress is rarely found due to a unique cause. Usually in advanced stages of 
material degradation, more than one harmful phenomenon is observed. In general, 
physical and chemical causes of distresses are so complicated and so intensified 
together that often the separation of cause and effect is not even feasible. 
Permeability is one of the most important concrete parameters affecting durability. 
Most aggressive materials which are generally soluble in water penetrate through 
concrete capillary pores. Also, concrete with low porosity is dense and has better 
quality in terms of durability and strength. Water absorption is due to low water 
pressure in concrete. Hydration and concrete drying could decrease water pressure 
in concrete and increase absorption. In some parts of cooling tower unit 28, 
periodic water absorption and drying caused deposition of water harmful ions in 
concrete thereby resulting in increasing of sulfate and chloride ion contents in 
concrete. After absorption of chloride in water by concrete, it contaminates in 
depth and chloride gradually penetrates in concrete. Ingress of chloride ion 
continues in concrete where it reaches reinforcing bars and results in the progress 
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of corrosion. 
Therefore, it is important that the concrete surface condition should be improved 
by replacement with high strength concrete up to 100 mm in depth and also by 
applying impermeable coating materials so that the service life of cooling tower 
could be considerably enhanced (minimum 30 years). In addition of the concept of 
structural life time and durability design consideration, maintenance planning, 
periodic inspection activities and timely prevention of the progress of deterioration 
during service life of the structure are necessary precaution actions. 
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ABSTRACT 
In order to assess old concrete structures and to evaluate possible distresses, 
determination of their current conditions is necessary. The aim of this assessment is 
to gather information on important distress, their causes and the severity and extent. 
This information is only obtained from a thorough and logical inspection, regular 
reports during service life of structures, and also design and construction details. 
Some of the concrete structures in industrial situations are subjected to various 
distresses due to different activities and lack of timely attention. These impairments 
cause incompatibility changes on mechanical, physical and chemical concrete 
properties and usually along with concrete disintegration. Nevertheless, it is 
realized that, in durability point of view, most concrete structures become 
deteriorated during their service life, where their severity and extent are affected by 
various factors. Unfortunately, lack of timely attention and determination of 
concrete distress causes, especially in places where periodic inspections have not 
been implemented at regular intervals, often cause concrete structures to become 
degraded and the estimation of these damages have shown a high cost of repair 
activities. Therefore, in order to achieve an adequate evaluation and actual cause of 
impairment and to provide the inspection, maintenance and repair strategies along 
with acceptable criteria in concrete structures, the present research work was 
carried out in four stages. It comprises evaluation methods, inspection 
management, criteria of repair materials and procedures selection, and finally 
provides a management system for inspection and visualization according to 
distress mechanisms. For the application of this research, the system results are 
used by a case study taken from the evaluation of concrete structures in the 
Mobarekeh Steel Complex. 
 
Keywords: concrete distress, inspection, maintenance strategies 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Identification of distress cause is the most difficulty and important stage of any 
repair process. Before deciding on any repair work, the cause of impairment must 
be diagnosed as clearly as possible. Sometimes the cause is obvious, but as a rule a 
careful investigation is required. Only afterwards should the method of repair be 
chosen. A thorough and logical investigation of the current condition of the 
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structure is the first step of any repair or rehabilitation project. 
After a comprehensive evaluation, the scope of both the cause and effect of 
concrete defect, damage and deterioration must be conducted in order to determine 
the necessary actions to be taken. The results of the evaluation, together with the 
user's needs or requirements form the necessary external information to select the 
repair method. Selection of repair methods depend on the nature of impairment, 
consideration of durability, constructability and compatibility with the existing 
structure, environment, availability of materials, cost and whether the repair is a 
temporary or permanent restoration [4, 12]. 
In order to assess most of the old concrete structures or those with advanced 
distresses, the determination of their current conditions are often necessary. The 
aim of this assessment is to gather information on distress importance, their causes 
and the severity and extent. This information is only obtained from a thorough and 
logical inspection, regular reports during service life of structures, and also design 
and construction details [3, 7]. 
Some of concrete structures in industrial situations are subjected to various 
distresses due to different activities and lack of timely attention. These impairments 
cause incompatibility changes on mechanical, physical and chemical concrete 
properties, usually along with concrete disintegration. Nevertheless, it is 
understood that, from a durability point of view, most concrete structures get 
deteriorated during their service life, where their severity and extent is affected by 
various factors. Unfortunately, lack of timely attention and determination of 
concrete distress causes, especially in places where the periodic inspections have 
not been implemented at regular times, often cause concrete structures to become 
degraded.  The estimate of these damages shows high cost of repair activities. 
Therefore, in order to achieve an adequate evaluation and actual cause of 
impairment and to provide the inspection, maintenance and repair strategies along 
with acceptable criteria in concrete structures, the present research work was 
carried out in four stages. It comprises evaluation methods, inspection 
management, criteria of repair materials and procedures selection, and finally 
providing a management system for inspection and visualization according to 
distress mechanisms. For the application of this research, the system results are 
used by a case study taken from the evaluation of concrete structures in the 
Mobarekeh Steel Complex. 
 
2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The research objectives comprise four stages. In the first stage, repair and 
maintenance strategies, evaluation methods, rehabilitation of concrete structures, 
characteristics of deterioration and its consequences, and maintenance and 
durability recommendations for concrete structures were provided. Information 
regarding maintenance and durability of concrete is very useful for structural and 
construction engineers and users who may be conducting research on developing 
their preliminary strategies [1, 7, 11, 12]. 
The second stage of this research includes inspection planning; deduct values for 
various distresses in concrete structures, in-situ evaluation of structure according to 
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different NDT tests and laboratory tests. It is noted that this information is very 
useful for field inspectors or engineers who are involved in evaluation, repair and 
maintenance of concrete structures [1, 4, 6, 7, 10]. 
In the third stage, appropriate materials in durable mix design, repair material 
selection for concrete structures, concrete removal and preparation for repair 
methods, and application procedures and techniques for the repair of concrete were 
provided. This is valuable information for users and engineers who dealt with 
material and repair procedures selection and also those who intended to work as 
supervisors on construction repair sites [1, 8, 9]. 
In the fourth and final stage of the project, various distresses manifested in concrete 
structures along with their mechanisms, classification of distresses with deduct 
values was determined and a set of inspection forms and a potential rating system 
in different concrete structures were provided. At the end of this stage, the system 
results are used by a case study taken from the evaluation of concrete structures in 
the Mobarekeh Steel Complex [1, 11, 12]. 
 
3. DISTRESS CATEGORIES IN CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
Identifying distresses and determining their causes thereby assisting in the design 
of durable replacement materials or adequate repair methods are important parts of 
any concrete repair program. It is important to draw conclusions based on the best 
observations and information available, in order to effectively rehabilitate a 
structure. This information may be obtained from visual inspection observations by 
an engineer or may be taken from pictures and databases. In some cases, it may be 
taken from in-situ tests (e.g. non-destructive testing (NDT)) or laboratory tests (e.g. 
petrographic examination) [4, 6, 10]. 
Concrete structures in the Mobarekeh Steel Complex with extension and various 
activities and enormous production lines are subjected to different deteriorations. 
These structures consist of cooling towers (e.g. power station, water distribution, 
unit 28 and 06), hot strip mill walls, acid washing unit, power tunnels, slab unit and 
concrete pavements. Distresses category in various concrete structures in the 
Mobarekeh Steel Complex which generally cover all manifestation of 
deteriorations are classified into physical and chemical causes (see Figure 1) [1].  
 
4. DETERMINATION OF DETERIORATION MECHANISMS IN CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES 
Deterioration of concrete structures follows well identifiable deterioration 
mechanisms. These mechanisms represent the interaction between the actual 
environment and the structure, with its geometry and materials composition. It is 
also evident that all deterioration mechanisms depend on some aggressive 
substance penetration from the surrounding environment into the outer layer of 
concrete (covercrete). The development in time of nearly all types of deterioration 
mechanisms of concrete structures may be modeled by two phases, the initiation 
phase and the propagation phase [3]. 
By visual inspection, in-situ and laboratory tests, and evaluation of concrete 
structures in the Mobarekeh Steel Complex which have been carried out by the 
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authors, all distresses in these structures presented in Figure 1 are in propagation, 
progress and development phase. Therefore, it is necessary that immediate 
attention must be drawn towards repair of these structures to comply with 
principals and technical properties. Some of deterioration causes are as follows [1]: 

• Frost attack 
• Sulfate attack 
• Corrosion of reinforcement 
• Acid attack 
• Cracking due to salt expansion in the interior pores 
• Surface disintegration 
• Thermal stresses 
• Scaling and spalling 

 

 
Figure 1. Distresses category in concrete structures in Mobarekeh Steel Complex 

 
5. EVALUATION OF CONCRETE IN A CONCRETE STRUCTURE 
A thorough and logical evaluation of the current state of the concrete in a structure 
is the first step of any repair or rehabilitation work. Therefore, a visual inspection 
of the exposed concrete is the first step in an in-situ examination of a structure. The 
purpose of such an examination is to locate and define areas of distress or 
deterioration. A condition survey will usually include a mapping of the various 
types of concrete deficiencies that might be found such as cracking, surface 
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problems (disintegration and spalling) and joint deterioration. One objective of an 
Evaluation Management System (EMS) is to create assessment procedures that will 
allow the current condition of the structure, and its components to be expressed 
numerically to take the best recommended action in the repair and maintenance 
management. The criteria for the evaluation of a concrete structure are shown in 
Table 1 [4]. 
 
Table 1: The Confidence Level (CL) for the Evaluation of Concrete (ECON) structure 

Zone Confidence 
Level (CL) Description Recommended Action 

95-100 Excellent: No noticeable 
impairments. 

Minor 
85-94 

Very Good: Barely noticeable 
impairments. Some ageing or 

dusting may be visible. 

Prompt action is not required, 
but periodic investigation is 

recommended. In some cases, 
protection might be needed. 

70 - 84 

Good: Clearly noticeable 
impairments. Only minor defect, 

damage and deterioration are 
evident. Mode

rate 

50 - 69 

Fair: Moderate impairments. Some 
defect, damage and deterioration 
are evident, but concrete remains 

serviceable. 

Detailed investigation and 
economic analysis of repair 

alternatives are recommended. In 
some cases, appropriate repair 
and protection methods will be 

needed. 

30 - 49 

Poor: Severe impairments in at 
least some major components of 

the structure have occurred. 
Concrete remains serviceable. 

Major 

0 - 29 

Very Poor: Very severe and 
extensive impairments in most 
components of the structure. 
General failure or a complete 

failure of structural components. 

Detailed investigation and an 
engineering evaluation should be 
made to determine the demand 

for repair, replacement 
strengthening and stabilization. 

Safety evaluation is 
recommended. 

 
Once the condition of the structure is understood and documented, the next step in 
the maintenance management process is to initiate action to correct unsatisfactory 
conditions and to begin planning for future maintenance and repair needs. For this 
purpose, a quantitative rating system for the condition of concrete in a structure 
would make possible the determination of which components within a structure 
most merit repair. The Evaluation Confidence Level (ECL) extends from 0 to 100, 
with 0 representing Very Poor condition and 100 representing Excellent condition. 
The Confidence Level (CL) is divided into Minor, Moderate and Major zones.  
The Confidence Level (CL) prescribed here can be applied to Mobarekeh Steel 
Complex concrete structures in general. The rating system described allows the 
Confidence Level to be determined by visual inspection using limited equipment 
such as binocular, covermeter, ruler and carbonation depth. Values in each parts of 
the survey are properly interpreted as representing the current conditions found at the 
time the structure was inspected and rated. The rating is related to structural integrity 
and serviceability of the structure. The Confidence Level system is not intended to 
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replace the detailed investigation needed to fully document structural deficiencies, to 
identify their causes and to formulate plans for correcting them. An extended 
investigation comprising detailed investigation and analysis, and engineering 
evaluation should be made when the Confidence Level is less than 50 [4]. 
 
6. DEVELOPMENT OF DEDUCT VALUES FOR VARIOUS DISTRESSES 
IN CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
The Deduct Value is determined by visual inspection and by recording the 
information needed in the field inspection. The inspection and condition 
assessment procedure for determining Deduct Values is based on simple visual 
inspection techniques. If the condition of the structure being inspected is severely 
damaged i.e. a Confidence Level of below 50, more detailed investigation and 
engineering evaluation should be made. 
Deduct Values for various distress categories are classified in cracking in concrete 
(Table 2), disintegration and scaling, spalling and delamination. An inspector 
should be familiar with the types of distress before performing an inspection to 
determine the Deduct Value. Deduct Values are based on considering previous 
works carried out and the author’s opinion and experience. They involve two 
considerations [4]: 
1) The knowledge and experience of expert engineers in the safety of the 

structure which has been degraded by various types of distress, and  
2) Serviceability of the structure. 
 

Table 2: Deduct values for cracking in concrete structures 
Deduct Value 

Width of Crack Surface 
Appearance 

Type of 
Crack 

Depth 
of 

Crack Very Fine 
(VFI)<0.25mm 

Fine (FI) 
0.25–1mm 

Medium(M
E) 1–2 mm 

Wide (WI) 
> 2 mm 

21- (PCC) 
Crazing SS 5 10 - - 

SS 5 10 - - 
DE 10 20 30 40 22- (PDC)  

D-Cracking TH 15 30 40 50 
SS 5 10 20 30 
DE 10 20 30 40 

Pattern 

23- (PMC) 
Map 

Cracking TH 15 30 40 50 
SS 5 10 20 30 
DE 10 20 30 40 24- (ILC) 

Longitudinal TH 20 30 50 70 
SS 2 5 10 15 
DE 5 10 15 30 25- (ITC) 

Transverse TH 10 15 25 40 
SS 10 20 30 40 
DE 15 30 40 60 26- (IDC) 

Diagonal TH 20 40 60 80 
SS 5 10 20 30 
DE 10 20 30 40 

Individual 

27- (IRC) 
Random TH 15 25 40 60 

Surface and Shallow (SS) (up to 10 mm), Deep (DE) (10 –20 mm), Through (TH) (> 20 mm) 
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7. CALCULATION OF THE COMPONENT CONFIDENCE LEVEL (CCL) 
Once the distress modes in each component of the structure to be rated are 
determined, the Component Confidence Level (CCL) can be calculated. By 
inputting the distress types into management system software, hand calculation of 
Deduct Values and the Confidence Level (CL) can be avoided. Considering the 
previous work [4, 5], generating a model for concrete distress simulation and the 
author’s experience and knowledge, the following formula is used for calculating 
the Component Confidence Level (CCL). 
 
 CCL = 100–[1.0(DV1)+0.4(DV2)+0.2(DV3)+0.15(DV4)+0.1(DV5)] (1) 
 
The Component Confidence Level (CCL) is based on the five largest deduct values 
(DV), with DV1 the largest value and other values in descending order to the fifth 
largest, DV5. Table 3 shows an example of how the Component Confidence Level 
(CCL) for a column of cooling tower unit 28 in Mobarekeh Steel Complex has 
been calculated [1]. 
 

Table 3: Example of calculation of the CCL for a column of cooling tower unit 28 in 
Mobarekeh Steel Complex 

Step 1: Inspect component to determine distresses and quantities. 

   
(24) 
(51) 
(32) 

(43) (24) 
(42) 

Step 2: Calculate Deduct Values for each distress. 
24)  ILC-TH-WI = 70 
(51)   SC-SL = 10 
(32)  LD-SL = 5 

(43)  FT-SE = 40 (24)  ILC-DE-ME = 30 
(42) CA-SE = 4 

Step 3: Rank the Deduct Values in descending order to the smallest. Only the five largest are used 
in the Component Confidence Level (CCL) calculation. 

Distress and Quantity (Step 1) Deduct Value (Step 2) Rank (Step 3) 
(24)  ILC-TH-WI  
 (42) CA-SE  
 (43)  FT-SE  
 (24)  ILC-DE-ME  
   (51)   SC-SL  
   (32)  LD-SL 

70 
40 
40 
30 
10 
5 

DV1 
DV3 
DV2 
DV4 
DV5 

- 
Step 4: Calculate the CCL based on the ranked Deduct Values: 
 CCL = 100 – [1.0(DV1) + 0.4(DV2) + 0.2(DV3) + 0.15(DV4) + 0.1(DV5)] 
 CCL = 100 – [1.0(70) + 0.4(40) + 0.2(40) + 0.15(30) + 0.1(10)] = 0.50 
The CCL is 0.5 which is Very Poor according to Table 1 (Very severe and extensive impairments 
in most columns of the structure) 
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8. INSPECTION AND VISUALIZATION FORMS FOR CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES 
With the purpose of evaluation of current concrete structures application and 
according to previous sections, deteriorations are classified in five groups and 
various distresses are coded as shown in Figure 2. If distresses in concrete 
structures are in propagation phase, the evaluation of current condition of structure 
is necessary. Evaluation of current state of structure with the other factors such as 
current maintenance, rehabilitation, change of serviceability condition, 
consideration of structure stability and study of concrete application in current 
environment condition must also be paid attention [2, 3]. 
The purpose of this evaluation is to gather information about distresses severity and 
extent. This information is only obtained from a thorough and logical inspection 
and completed inspection forms for concrete structures. In addition, for planning 
maintenance of structure during its service life, periodic and regular inspections 
and preventing from distress progress and development which are important for 
enhancing service life of concrete structures, different inspection forms in a set of 
12 sheets are provided [1]. 
 

Distress coding in a Visual Inspection of Concrete Structures

Distress Group (A):
Cracking

Pattern Cracking

Individual cracking

      24 ILC- Longitudinal

       25 ITC- Transverse

      26 IDC- Diagonal

      27 IRC- Random

Distress Group (D):
Disintegration

Distress Group (C):
Disintegration along with cracking

41 FA- Frost Attack

42 CA- Chemical Attack

43 FT- Freezing and Thawing

Distress Group (E):
Spalling

Distress Group (B):
Textural Features

51 SC- Scaling

52 HO- Honeycombing

    53 DU- Dusting

54 WEA- Erosion (Abrasion)

55 WEC- Erosion (Cavitation)

61 SP- Spalling

62 PP- Popouts and Pitting

63 SPC- Spalling caused by Corrosion

64 JSP- Joint Related Spalling

31 RS- Rust Stain

32  LD- Leakage and Deposits

21 PCC- Crazing

22 PDC- D-Cracking

23 PMC- Map Cracking

 
Figure 2. Distress coding in a visual inspection in a concrete structure. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
One objective of an evaluation management system is to create assessment 
procedures that will allow the current condition of the structure and its components 
to be expressed numerically so as to assist in choosing the best course of action in 
the repair and maintenance management. Engineering judgment and experience 
were needed to develop a set of criteria in order to implement a quantitative rating 
of the overall state of concrete using the results of the observation of signs of 
distress and weighting scales based on severity and extent. It is important that the 
observed conditions be described in unambiguous terms that can be used by the 
user to enable him to take engineering and management actions for the repair and 
maintenance of the structure. 
Once the current conditions of structure are documented and determined, the next 
step in the process of repair and maintenance management is applying an 
engineering action for correction of inadequate conditions and starting planning for 
future repair and maintenance requirements. For this purpose, the presented 
quantity rating system can be applied in a concrete structure in order to determine 
the components needed repair. Also, with completion of inspection and 
visualization forms and periodic investigations, the inspector could prevent the 
extent of deteriorations and enhance the service life of concrete structures. 
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ABSTRACT 
Strengthening of structures to avoid future damages is inevitable in different 
conditions. In recent years, fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) sheets are vastly used 
for strengthening of different concrete members. In this paper, to evaluate the 
effect of FRP plates on damaged or non-damaged members, an extensive 
experimental and numerical program is prepared. For this purpose, 10 beam 
specimens are built. Some of the beams are made under loading condition and their 
load - deformation curves are prepared; then, the damaged beams are strengthened 
with CFRP and GFRP using epoxy resin and have been tested under loading. The 
second part of the beam specimens are strengthened before loading and then their 
load- deformation curves are prepared. Some specimens are analyzed using Finite 
Element Method [1]. The results of numerical model and experimental research 
work show the improvement of bearing capacity of strengthened damaged beams 
compared to the non-damaged ones.  
 
Keywords: concrete, damaged- beams, CFRP, GFRP, retrofit 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the use of fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) as an externaly strip 
have achieved considerable popularity for the strengthening and repair of concrete 
structures. The FRP composites have been used successfully for rehabilitation and 
strengthening of deficient reinforced concrete elements. The potential market for 
such applications is huge since the estimated annual cost of repairing bridges in the 
United States alone is 9.4 billion dollars [2].  
Chen and Teng (2003) presented a simple, accurate and rational method to study 
the shear capacity of FRP-strengthened beams which fail by FRP debonding. A 
new shear strength model is then developed, which was validated using 
experimental data collected from the existing literature [3]. 
In 2006 a series of 4-point bending experiments of the proposed hybrid FRP–
concrete beam model were carried out by Wu et al. In addition, based on the 
principles of strain compatibility and equilibrium, an iterative analytical model was 
developed to analyze the flexural behavior of hybrid system [4]. 
Chen et al. (2006) presented a finite element analysis on the stress distributions in a 
typical shear test set-up for FRP-to-concrete bond strength. They show that the 
stress distribution is significantly different from plane stress assumption primarily 
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because of the difference between the width of the tested FRP plate and that of the 
concrete block [5].  
Aram et al (2007) investigate the Debonding failure modes of flexural FRP-
strengthened RC beams. In this paper, different types of de bonding failure modes 
are described. Then, experimental results of four-point bending tests on FRP 
strengthened RC beams are presented and debonding failure mechanisms of 
strengthened beams are investigated using analytical and finite element solutions [6]. 
Oehlers et al (2007) presented intermediate crack debonding resistance of groups 
of FRP NSM strips in reinforced concrete beams. This paper develops a 
mathematical model for the intermediate crack debonding resistance of groups of 
NSM plates for use in the flexural and shear strengthening of reinforced concrete 
beams [7]. 
Following the above mentioned researches, in this paper the strength and behavior 
of Damaged-Concrete Beams retrofitted by FRP layers are studied and their 
difference with non damaged ones are presented. 
 
2. EXPRERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION  
2.1. Specimen Design 
Ten beam specimens were fabricated and tested. Two of these specimens were 
tested in their virgin conditions to serve as control, while the remaining eight beam 
specimens were tested after being strengthened using carbon and glass fibers. All 
of the RC beams were designed to have the same nominal dimensions: 2000 mm 
long, 200 mm wide and 300 mm height, with a span of 1800mm. As shown in 
Figure1, the flexural reinforcement consisted of 2T12 deformed bars. The shear 
reinforcement consisted of 1T8 distanced of 50 mm. Strengthening of specimens 
was achieved by the external strip of unidirectional carbon and glass fiber sheets 
using epoxy resin. 
 

 
Figure 1. Detail of RC beam bonded with CFRP 

 
2.2. Specimens Preparation 
All eight RC beam specimens were fabricated with a normal density concrete mix. 
After the specimens strengthening was achieved by the external strip of 
unidirectional carbon and glass fiber sheets. Large-scale retrofitted RC beam tests 
indicate that failures of FRP plated systems may take place through various 
possible mechanisms, depending on the concrete grade, rebar provision, FRP 
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properties, and service environments. Identified failure modes include: (1) concrete 
crushing before steel yielding; (2) steel yielding followed by concrete crushing; (3) 
steel yielding followed by FRP rupture; (4) Shear failure; (5) concrete cover de 
lamination and (6) de bonding in the vicinity of the FRP / epoxy / concrete Bond 
interface. Debonding in a FRP bonded concrete system is a complex phenomenon. 
At the bottom of the concrete core, CFRP and GFRP strips are axially bonded to 
carry tensile load and assure the stiffness of the member. Outside the CFRP and 
GFRP strips, CFRP and GFRP strips are hoops directionally wrapped to provide 
confinement to the end of concrete core and also to prevent the premature 
debonding of interior CFRP and GFRP strips (Figures 2, 3). Certain layers of 
carbon and glass fiber sheets were bonded along the axial direction (at 0 angle) at 
the bottom surface of the concrete core by epoxy resin and then carbon fiber sheets 
were wrapped round the beam at 90 angle. Electro-thermal blanket was used in 
some cases to maintain the curing temperature above 25C. 
 

 
Figure 2. RC beam bonded with CFRP Figure3. RC beam bonded with GFRP 

 
2.3. Material Properties 
The compressive strength of concrete which has been prepared in the laboratory 
was equal to 33 MPa. The flexural reinforcement consisted of 2T12 deformed bars 
of yield strength 485 MPa. The shear reinforcement consisted of 1T8 distanced of 
50 mm deformed bars of yield strength 430 MPa.  
The tensile properties of the CFRP and GFRP materials are listed in Table 1, which 
were determined according to ASTMD3039/D3039M-95a [8]. The corresponding 
mechanical properties of resin used in experiments are listed in Table 2. 
 

Table 1: Properties of strengthening materials 
CFRP material Strip Wrap 

Width (mm) 200 300 
Thickness (mm) 0.61 0.61 

Tensile strength (MPa) 3800 3800 
Tensile modulus of 

Elasticity (GPa) 242 242 

Failure strain (%) 1.5 1.5 
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Table 2. Properties of resins 
Resin type Epoxy (ML 506) Polyester (HN160) 

Density (gr/cm3) 1.11 1.08 
Adhesive Tensile 
Strength (MPa) 76.1 55 

Modulus of 
Elasticity (GPa) 2.789 1.833 

 
2.4. Strengthening Materials and Methods 
Beam specimens B1 and B2 were tested in its virgin condition to serve as control 
(Figure 6). Beam specimens B3 and B4 were strengthened with CFRP strip. Its 
dimension was: 2000 mm long and 200 mm. Beam specimens B5 and B6 were 
strengthened using GFRP, the strips were similar to beams B3 and B4. The beam 
specimens B7 to B10 were loaded before strengthening until the maximum crack 
width was reached to 0.4mm and then the beam specimens B7 and B8 were 
strengthened with CFRP strips similar to B3 and B4. The beam specimens B9 and 
B10 were strengthened with GFRP similar to B5 and B6.  
 

 
Figure 6. RC beam in its virgin condition 

 
2.5. Instrumentation and Test Procedure 
The beam specimens were simply supported over a span of 1600mm(L) and tested 
in flexure under two symmetrical point loads, thus giving a L/h ratio of 5.33 and an 
a/h ratio of 2, where a is the shear span. The load was applied using a servo 
controlled hydraulic actuator with a maximum capacity of 1000KN according to 
ASTMC78-00 [9]. The load rate constantly increased the extreme fiber stress 
between 0.86 and 1.21 MPa/min. The load was applied monotonically up to failure. 
First linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) was placed under the mid-
span and second LVDT were similarly placed under the beam at the load position. 
Figure 6 gives the positions of LVDTs.  
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3. TEST RESULT AND DISSCUSSIN 
The loads vs. mid-span deflections of the beams are presented in Figures 7-11. 
 

 
Figure 7. Load–Displacement for B1 and 

B2 specimens 
Figure 8. Load–Displacement for B3 and 

B4 specimens 

  
Figure 9. Load–Displacement for B5 and 

B6 specimens 
Figure 10. Load – Displacement for B7 

and B8 specimens 

 
Figure 11. Load–Displacement for B9 and B10 specimens 

 
As expected, beams strengthening by external bonding of different FRP materials 
resulted in an increase in stiffness, the highest increase being exhibited in beam 
specimens B3 and B4 that strengthened by CFRP and epoxy (ML-506) resin. The 
loads corresponding to the appearance of flexural crack are presented in Table 3. 
The first crack appeared at the bottom of mid-span section and then propagated to 
the top of zone. 
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All the beam specimens failed in bending. The beams B1, B2 failed by crushing of 
compressive concrete in load of 51KN. B3, B4 which were strengthened by CFRP 
and resin epoxy failed at a load 33% higher than the beams B1, B2 that its load was 
68KN. Beams B5, B6 also show a 15% increase in yielding strength where FRP 
strip failed that its load was 59KN. Specimens B7, B8 failed at a load lower than 
B3, B4. Their yielding loads were almost half of yielding load of B3, B4 because 
of they were damaged. They failed at a load 14% higher than the specimens B1, B2 
that its load was 58KN. B9, B10 show a 7% increase in yielding strength its 
yielding load that FRP strip failed was 54KN. Similar to B7, B8 their yielding load 
were almost half of the yielding load of B5, B6. The failure of all of strengthening 
beams was initiated due to failure of the bottom strip. In the table 3, the yield load 
where FRP strips failed is presented. 
 

Table 3.  Test result 

Beam Yield Load 
(KN) 

Increase in yielding load 
after strengthening (%) 

B1, B2 51  
B3, B4 68 33 
B5, B6 59 15 
B7, B8 58 14 

B9, B10 54 7 
 
4. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
Linear elastic FE analyses were carried out to investigate the Load – Displacement. 
The concrete block was taken to be 1000 mm long, 300 mm thick and100 mm wide. 
The Youngs modulus was assumed to be 200, 2.789 and 31.6GPa, respectively for 
the plate, adhesive and concrete. The corresponding Poissons ratios were 0.3, 0.3 and 
0.15, respectively. The geometry, loading, boundary conditions and adopted 
coordinate system are shown in Figure 12. Only a quarter of the beam was modeled 
using the symmetrical conFigureuration in the x–y plane. Numerical analyses were 
conducted using ANSYS.9. Concrete was modeled using solid65 and plate, adhesive, 
CFRP and GFRP layers were modeled using solid45, and reinforcing bars were 
modeled using link8 [1]. The element size for all meshes was 25 mm. In most tests, 
failure occurs within the concrete in top of beams. The comparison between 
numerical analysis and experimental test results are shown in Figures 13-17. 

  
Figure 12. Ansys model Figure 13.  Comparison between ANSYS 

and TEST for beams B1, B2 
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Figure14.  Comparison between ANSYS 
and TEST for beams B3, B4 

Figure15.  Comparison between ANSYS 
and TEST for beams B5, B6 

 
Figure16.  Comparison between ANSYS 

and TEST for beams B7, B8 
Figure17.  Comparison between ANSYS 

and TEST for beams B9, B10 
                        
5. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND TEST RESULTS 
Comparison in terms of load–midspan displacement curves, with the numerical 
results obtained by the finite element analysis are shown in Figures 13-17. It can be 
initially observed from the Figures that the straight lines obtained by the FEM 
analysis provide a good approximation for the curves obtained experimentally, 
with close agreement regarding the beam stiffness. On comparing now the 
experimental results from the bending tests with the numerical ones, it can be 
observed that, for the all specimens the FEM analyses curve lies a little above the 
curves from the experimental, giving slightly lower displacements for the same 
applied load value. These differences are probably caused by the differences 
between the elastic properties estimated in the analyses and the true ones, and also 
due to difficulties in reproducing the true boundary conditions of the experimental 
tests in the models. It should be noted, however, that the differences are small in 
comparison with the variations observed in the experimental measurements. 
   
6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper deals with bending strength of the reinforced concrete damaged beams 
using an externally CFRP and GFRP strip. Test result of ten retrofitted beams in 
states of before and after damage are presented and discussed. This paper clearly 
shows that there is difference in strength between using CFRP with epoxy resin or 
GFRP with epoxy resin in concrete beams; moreover, there is a high difference 
between retrofitting of damaged or non damaged beams. 
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ABSTRACT 
A new technique of seismic retrofit of RC columns has been applied in this paper. 
Pre-stressed high strength metal strips are externally applied to RC columns. Eight 
large-scale RC columns with insufficient transverse reinforcements were tested 
under constant axial and cyclic lateral load reversals. The level of axial load and 
the pattern of strengthening were parameters of this study. The ability of the 
technique for improving the ductility of RC columns and increasing the lateral 
strength of columns as well as repair of damaged columns was studied. It was 
observed that the technique is capable to enhance the lateral behavior of RC 
columns significantly. Very ductile behavior was achieved. The height-wise 
variations of lateral strain on confining strips are studied.  
 
Keywords: RC column, seismic behavior, earthquake, repair, seismic retrofit 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Major failure modes that have been reported for RC columns in previous 
earthquakes or laboratory tests including shear failre, lap-splice failure, buckling of 
longitudinal bars inflexural failure, insufficient capacity of plastic hinge rotation 
can mainly be interpreted due to the inadequte confinement. Several experimental 
studies have been performed on application of various techniques of seismic 
retrofit of reinforced concrete columns such as RC jacketing, steel jacketing, glued 
steel bands, FRP jacketing, FRP collars, post-tensioned cables, etc. [1-5]  
In this paper, an easy and innovative technique of retrofit of concrete is applied for 
enhancing the lateral behavior of concrete columns. This technique involves post-
tensioning high-strength packaging straps around the column and subsequently 
locking their ends in metal clips. Various conFigureurations have been applied in 
laboratory tests of reinforced concrete columns including cantilever, double 
curvature, double ended, flexible base and hammerhead. [7] In this study the 
cantilever conFigureuration was selected in which a constant axial load is applied 
and then lateral reversal cyclic displacements are applied by means of hydraulic 
jacks. This paper presents the experimental results of a study on the application of 
this retrofit technique on large-scale models of building columns. The main 
objective of this research was quantification of the improvement of RC columns 
behavior by applying this technique. This technique was previously applied for 
retrofitting the compressive behavior of small scale concrete columns with various 
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shapes and sizes [8]. It could also increase the compressive strength and ductility of 
spirally reinforced cylindrical columns [9]. 
 
2. APPLIED RETROFIT TECHNIQUE   
The technique used for retrofitting concrete columns in this study, involves post-
tensioning high-strength packaging straps around the column (by using standard 
strapping machines used in the packaging industry) and subsequently locking their 
ends in metal clips, as shown in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. strapping mechanism and devices for retrofit of rc members 

 
Commercially available strapping tensioners and sealers make it easy to pretension 
the strip and fix the strip ends in the clamps. The available straps have widths of 10 
to 50 mm and thicknesses of 0.5 to 1.12 mm. In terms of strength, high strength 
strips in excess of 10000kg/cm2, are available in the market. The strips are 
tensioned to 30 percent of their yield stress. Hence, an effective lateral stress is 
applied on the column prior to loading. This has many benefits such as full 
utilization of the strip capacity and prevention from premature crushing of the 
confined concrete, as would be the case with not properly tightened strips. 
The low cost of strip and speed and ease of application of the strapping technique 
make this method efficient for use as a repair and strengthening technique for RC 
structural members. An RC column would normally require six man days’ work to 
be jacketed whilst a maximum of two days’ work is required for external strapping, 
which clearly demonstrates the cost saving when using the proposed technique. 
(Frangou & Pilakoutas 1995) 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Eight 2/3 scale models of reinforced concrete building columns with inadequate 
transverse reinforcement were made and tested under constant axial load and cyclic 
lateral displacement reversals. In Figure 1 details of reinforcement of these 
columns is shown. The specimens were tested under one of the two considered 
levels of axial compression that were equal with 0.19f’cAg and 0.38 f’cAg. 
The yield strength of longitudinal and transverse bars for all specimens was 
550MPa and 600MPa, respectively. The average strength of concrete was 26MPa. 
The retrofit technique that was applied in this study involves strapping the concrete 
columns with high strength metal strips. The strips are tensioned with a pneumatic 
tensioner and then the both ends of the strip are locked in a seal by means of a 
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sealer. Calibration tests were initially conducted and a linear relationship was 
obtained between air pressure and tensioning force in the strip. This linear 
relationship was then used in retrofit of RC columns. The yield and ultimate 
strength of applied metal strips were 850 and 950 MPa, respectively. 
Four distinctive failure modes have been reported for RC columns under seismic 
conditions, including flexural failure, shear failure, shear-flexural failure and lap-
splice failure. Typically, in columns of building structures, the aspect ratio and 
shear span to depth ratio are greater than 8 and 3, respectively. Therefore, the 
flexural and shear-flexural failure modes have more frequently been reported for 
building columns. Design of columns was conducted with the aim of achieving a 
shear-flexural failure mode. So, the ratio of Vp/Vn was so designated that the 
failure mode of column would be shear-flexural mode, in which shear failure 
occurs following to the flexural failure.  
Test parameters included axial load and retrofitting pattern. Details of column 
specimens are presented in table 1. Two different amounts of strips were applied 
through height of columns. As shown in Figure 2, the column height was divided 
into two different regions of L1 and L2. Generally more confinement was provided 
in the first region.  
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Figure 2. Details of test specimens and retrofit layout 

 
For each level of axial load, a control specimen was tested as the basis for 
quantification of the improvement developed due to strapping the column.  One of 
the retrofitted columns, i.e. C2 was tested under the first level of axial load. This 
specimen was slightly retrofitted with strips placed at the middle between the 
internal ties. 
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Table 1: Test Matrix 
Retrofit layout 

Specimen Axial load L1 
(mm) 

Number 
of strip 
layers 

S1 
(mm) 

L2 
(mm) 

Number 
of strip 
layers 

S2 
(m
m) 

 

C1 0.19 Ag. f’c Control specimen for fist level of axial load 
C2 0.19 Ag. f’c 65 1 32 687 1 150  
C3 0.38 Ag. f’c Control specimen for second level of axial load 

C4 0.38 Ag. f’c 198 2 33 285 1 36 Encircled with 
wood 

C5 0.38 Ag. f’c 198 2 33 285 1 36  
C6 0.38 Ag. f’c 132 2 33 250 1 83  

C7 0.38 Ag. f’c 280 2 71 213 1 71 Damaged and 
repaired 

C8 0.38 Ag. f’c 132 2 33 332 1 83 NSM lon. bar 

 
Three columns were tested under the second level of axial load. Specimens C4 and 
C5 were retrofitted with the same layout. The only difference between these 
specimens was the form of column section. Four wood pieces were attached to 
each side of column and the form of column section was changed from square to 
circular. This increases the confinement effectiveness. The lower part of the last 
column, C6, was fully jacketed with two layer strips from column base to an 
elevation of 132mm which is the elevation of the first internal tie. From this 
elevation to elevation of 382mm, which is about 1.5 times the column width, one 
layer strips were applied at a spacing of 83 mm.  Along the vertical edges of the 
columns a radius of 25mm fillet was formed by including suitable block outs in the 
formwork to prevent stress concentration that may cause premature failure of strips 
at the corners as well as to increase the geometrical confinement effectiveness. 
The column specimen C7 was initially tested without any retrofit under the higher 
level of axial load until the lateral strength decreased by 20% of the peak lateral 
strength. Parts of the cover concrete that have been crushed during the first test 
were removed and re-filled with a cement based mortar with addition of the epoxy 
adhesive. The damaged specimen was then retrofitted with steel strips and re-
tested. (Figure 3) 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Column C7; a) damaged state,  b)end of test of repaired column (15% drift 
ratio) 
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In order to assess the possibility of increasing the lateral strength of RC columns 
with application of “Near Surface Mounted” reinforcement together with the 
strapping technique, column specimen C8 was made and tested. Increasing the 
strength of a RC column is a necessary issue in the cases of a weak column and 
strong beam in RC frame buildings.  A longitudinal groove was created at each one 
of the two tensile-compressive faces of column (Figure 4).Then a deformed 12 mm 
diameter bar was glued inside the groove and the groove was filled with a cement-
based mortar. No chemical adhesive was applied.   
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Column specimen C8; A) NSM longitudinal bar, B) final damage state  
(11% drift ratio) 

 
3.1. Test Setup and Instrumentation  
The column stubs were fastened to the strong floor with eight high-strength rods, 
and each rod was pre-stressed to 200 KN to prevent slip and overturning under 
large lateral load. A vertical hydraulic jack was used to apply the constant axial 
load which was controlled by a load cell. Two horizontal hydraulic jacks were 
utilized to apply lateral cyclic loading. Six vertical LVDTs, four horizontal LVDTs 
and four inclined LVDTs were used to measure the columns curvature, lateral 
displacement and shear deformation, respectively. In addition, two LVDTs were 
used to measure the width of developed crack at the interface of the column and 
end beam. Ten Electrical resistance strain gages glued to longitudinal and 
transverse reinforcements and twenty strain gages for measuring the strip strains 
were used.  
The axial load was held constant during the test by vertical hydraulic jack shown in 
Figure 2. The effect of earthquake on the column specimens was simulated by 
reversed cyclic loading. Two hydraulic jacks in the test setup were used to displace 
the top of the columns to achieve a predetermined displacement level. Then the 
loading direction was reversed to achieve the same displacement level in the 
opposite direction. The lateral force was applied in the displacement control mode, 
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consisting of incrementally increasing lateral drift cycles at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0%, etc., 
until the load resistance dropped by 30%.  
 
4. TEST RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
Since fraction of the applied lateral load is cancelled with the horizontal component 
of the axial load, especially in large drifts, it is necessary to calculate the net 
applied lateral load. Instead, since the failure modes of retrofitted columns were 
flexural, the moment at the base of column was drawn versus lateral drift. This 
drawn moment includes the moment induced by the axial load, i.e. known as the 
effect of P-Δ  
In Figure 5, the moment versus drift ratio for columns tested under the lower level 
of axial load are shown. The first control specimen, i.e. C1, behaved quite well. 
Although the distance between internal tie reinforcements was very large, but due 
to the large yield strength and suitable conFigureuration of these reinforcement and 
also the small amount of axial load, C1 showed a ductile behavior. In this 
specimen, after concrete cracking in tension and yield of longitudinal 
reinforcements, cover concrete spalled off and subsequently longitudinal 
reinforcements buckled and considerable loss in lateral strength occurred. 
Specimen C2 was slightly reinforced with one layer of metal strips. The small 
amount of confining strips could enhance the behavior of column. The inclined 
shear cracks were eliminated. Since the first two strips from the column base were 
applied with no spacing, the cracking and crushing of cover concrete occurred only 
between the second and the third strips. Longitudinal bar buckling was observed 
after cover spalling and subsequently longitudinal bars ruptured one by one. It was 
concluded that the ductility of a relatively ductile column can be enhanced with a 
small amount of metal strips.  
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Figure 5. Hysteretic lateral behavior of columns tested under the lower axial load level 
 
In contrast, the second control specimen, C3, that was tested under higher axial 
load showed a brittle behavior. At 3% drift, suddenly the cover concrete spalled off 
and longitudinal bar buckling occurred. Shear cracks were also observed on side 
faces (Figure 6). 
Specimen C4 showed a very ductile behavior. Due to the effective confinement 
applied no cracks or damage was created in the column until failure except crack at 
the interface of column base and foundation. By increasing the lateral drift, this 
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crack was opened until the longitudinal bars ruptured. In addition to the ductility, 
the lateral strength of this column was also increased. None of the strips failed until 
the end of the test. In this specimen the length of plastic hinge was very small, 
about 3cm!  
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Figure 6. Hysteretic lateral behavior of columns tested under the higher axial load 

level 
 
Both strength and ductility of column C5, with a retrofit layout the same as that of 
C4 but without wood, enhanced considerably. Cracks took place between adjacent 
strips in addition to the interface crack. So, on the contrary to C4 in which the 
damage was concentrated only at the interface of column and foundation, the 
plasticity was distributed over a particular length and therefore longitudinal bar 
rupture did not occur. Loading was continued to very great values of drift ratio but 
no rupture was observed in strips or bars.  
Similarly, column specimen C6 showed a very ductile behavior. No rupture was 
observed in confining strips. The main difference between C6 with lower amount 
of confinement with C5 was its smaller lateral strength. In terms of ductility, both 
columns behaved very ductile and no strip rupture occurred. The moment-drift 
relationships of these specimens are shown in Figure 4. It can be observed that the 
fully jacketed specimens, C4 and C5, have achieved higher strength values.  This is 
because the strips of compressive face lean on each other and resist some 
compressive forces.  
In Figure 7A, envelope of recorded hysteretic moment-drift response of column 
specimen C7 before and after repair with strapping is shown. The column was 
initially tested without any retrofit until its lateral load carrying capacity decreased 
by 20%. The dashed line shows the rest of the curve obtained form control 
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specimen (C3). The imposed damage level was really significant including 
complete spalling of the cover concrete in the plastic hinge region, yielding of 
longitudinal reinforcement in tension and buckling in compression as shown in 
Figure 3. Such a damage state has been defined as the failure or collapse 
performance level in the literature. After repairing the column with strapping, the 
column behaved acceptably. Although it showed less stiffness than the initial 
undamaged column but it could suffer large lateral displacement and very ductile 
behavior. 
Hysteretic behavior of column C8 with addition of near surface mounted 
longitudinal bars and external strapping is compared with that of control specimen 
C3 in Figure 7B. This technique could provide 30% increase in lateral strength as 
well as considerable enhancement in column ductility.   
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7. a) behavior of C7 before and after repair,  b) Hysteretic behavior of column C8 

 
5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
5.1. Envelope of Moment-Drift Ratio 
The lateral displacement of a RC column consists of several fractions including 
flexural deformation, shear deformation and bar slip. The lateral displacement due 
to flexural deformations is usually obtained by using fiber modeling approach. In 
this approach, the uniaxial stress-strain behavior of the three parts of column 
section, i.e. cover concrete, longitudinal bars and core concrete is assigned to the 
corresponding part. The moment-drift ratio of two columns were obtained by this 
method and compared to the experimentally obtained relationship. It shall be noted 
that the shear deformations were not taken into account in these analyses and 
Mander et al. 1988 confinement model was used for estimation of the stress-strain 
of concrete confined with strips or internal strips. In analysis of specimen C5 that is 
confined with external strips, the stress-strain behavior of cover concrete and was 
calculated based on lateral pressure created by external metal strips. On the other 
hand, the stress-strain of core concrete was obtained by a two step approach. At the 
first step, peak strength and corresponding strain of the core concrete confined with 
internal transverse reinforcements is obtained by application of any confinement 
model. At the second step, the aforementioned properties are assumed as the 
properties of plain concrete that is confined with external strips. 
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Figure 8. A Comparison of the analytically and experimentally obtained moment-drift 
envelopes for A) column C3 and B) column C5 

  
As can be seen in this Figure, the analytically obtained curve is relatively in good 
agreement with experimental results. For both specimens, the analysis has 
overestimated the stiffness of pre-peak branch of curve. This is mainly because the 
lateral displacement due to shear deformations has not been considered in the 
analyses. 
 
5.2. Evolution of the Lateral Strains in Strips  
 The recorded strains of confining strips were studied for column specimen C4 at 
he peak of each loading cycle. In Figure 9, strains of five strain gages that were 
attached on strips of a side face of column, recorded at various drift ratios, are 
drawn versus elevation of the strip from column base. It can be observed that at an 
elevation of about 13.5 cm, i.e. the elevation of internal transverse reinforcement, 
the strip strains has not been increased with increasing the lateral displacement. 
This is mainly because the internal ties have prevented the dilation of concrete, 
decreased the shear deformations, reduced the lateral deformation due to 
longitudinal bar buckling and also decreased the opening of cracks at that 
elevation. The strains of the lowest strip show the greatest values among the height 
of column. This implies that the column behavior has been flexural, because for a 
column with shear deformations the inclined shear cracks at a height of equal with 
one column width tend to widen and therefore induce tension in lateral 
confinement over this height. It is also observed in this Figure that there is not any 
significant difference between the strain values of each strain gage in push and pull 
cycles. 
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Figure 9. Heightwise variation of strains of strips at side face of C4 

 
Variation of strains of each strain gage at the peak points of each loading step are 
drawn in Figure 10. It can be observed that although in push and pull cycles, strains 
at side faces are the same, but they result in an asymmetry in curves corresponding 
to strains at column corners. In addition, Figure 10 shows that only the strains of 
the first three strips from column base has evolved noticeably and very small strain 
values have been induced in upper strips.  
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Figure 10. Variation of strains of strips at side face of C4 with column drift ratio 

 
6. CONCLUSION 
A new retrofit technique for seismic enhancement of RC columns was described 
and applied to eight square sectioned RC columns with inadequate transverse 
reinforcement. Column specimens were tested under constant axial load and cyclic 
lateral displacement. It was observed that this technique is capable to enhance 
ductility of brittle RC columns considerably. By application of ductile confining 
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strips with effective sealing type, none of the strips fail even under large lateral 
displacements. The fiber modeling approach can reasonably estimate the lateral 
behavior of flexural RC members. Due to the flexural behavior of RC columns, 
only the first three strips from the base of column experience large strains. Mainly 
the strips that are located between column base to the first internal reinforcement 
are stressed that by suitable confining this region, considerable ductility 
enhancement is achieved. Place and length of plastic hinge in retrofitted column is 
directly dependent to the layout of retrofit. The technique was also successfully 
applied in repair of severely damaged RC column. In addition, it can be employed 
together with NSM bar technique to increase the strength as well as ductility of 
columns. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the results of an experimental and analytical study on 
application of “high strength steel strapping” technique and comparing it with FRP 
for retrofit of concrete columns. Various parameters were found to influence the 
compressive strength and ductility of confined concrete, including confinement 
mechanical volumetric ratio, number of confinement layers, strength of plain 
concrete and ductility of confining material. Among these parameters, the latter 
was found to play the most important role in determining the ultimate strain and 
post peak behavior of concrete. Axial compressive tests were performed on small-
scale circular or square section concrete columns. Three different materials were 
applied for confining concrete specimens, including CFRP jacket, brittle high-
strength steel strips and ductile steel strip.  Test Results showed significant increase 
in strength and ductility of columns due to active confinement by metal strips. 
CFRP confined concrete also showed enhanced behavior. A database of results of 
compressive tests on concrete confined with various materials was collected from 
the literature. An analytical model was proposed based on results of this study and 
the collected database to determine the strength and ultimate strain of confined 
concrete. The proposed model takes the confinement ductility into account and 
shows good agreement with the experimental results.  
 
Keywords: concrete, confinement, FRP, steel strip, ultimate strain 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known and proven that lateral confinement improves the strength and 
ductility of concrete. Confinement reinforcement is generally applied to 
compressive members as lateral reinforcement with the aim of increasing their load 
carrying capacity and their ductility in case of seismic upgrading. In addition, 
lateral confinement prevents slippage and buckling of the longitudinal 
reinforcement (Saadatmanesh et al., 1994). Lateral reinforcement can be provided 
by using circular hoops, rectangular ties, jacketing by steel, FRP, ferrocement, etc. 
Since many of the existing RC columns are vulnerable under severe earthquakes 
due to low ductility, increasing the concrete compressive displacement capacity by 
confinement becomes a vital issue. Several researches have been conducted in the 
field of strength and ductility enhancement of concrete by confinement with 
various materials. 
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In addition, various models have been proposed for approximating the gain in 
strength, peak strain and ultimate strain due to confinement. Since the confinement 
ductility has not been considered as a parameter of study, in almost all of the 
existing experiments and models, the effect of ductility of confining material on 
ductility enhancement of concrete has been missed. This paper presents the results 
of an experimental and analytical study that focuses on this issue. This study was 
part of a comprehensive investigation on different techniques of concrete retrofit. 
The study included axial compressive tests on concrete specimens with square or 
circular sections with or without internal confining bars that were retrofitted with 
two types of metal strips as well as CFRP jackets.  
Confinement models for peak of the compressive behavior a review of the available 
confining models in the literature shows that almost all of the existing confinement 
models include an identical form in which strength of confined concrete and the 
corresponding peak strain is a function of effective lateral pressure  fle and strength of 
plain concrete f'c as rewritten in Table 1. One of the main differences of these models 
is the assumed parameters or approaches in computing the effective lateral pressure. 
Some models use the yield force of confining material for computing the lateral 
pressure, while a few of these models try to obtain the existing stress in the confining 
material at the peak axial stress. However, this issue is more important for estimating 
the strength of steel-confined concrete. 
 In addition, in some models, the lateral pressure is decreased to account for the 
ineffectively confined zones of concrete columns which was firstly introduced by 
Sheikh and Uzumeri 1982 and by Mander et al. 1984 and then applied in EC8. 
Therefore, according to the most advanced confinement models, the effective 
lateral pressure is a function of mechanical volumetric ratio of confining material 
and geometry and dimensions of concrete column and its longitudinal and 
transverse reinforcements.  
 
Confinement Models for Ultimate Compressive Strain 
In contrast to the peak point in stress-strain behavior of concrete, ultimate 
compressive strain has not been consistently defined with various researchers. In 
contrast to the tensile tests, in which an apparent rupture could be observed, the 
definition of the ultimate point in compressive tests of concrete is a controversial 
issue. For steel-confined concrete, CEB model code 90 (1993) uses the strains on 
the post-peak branches of stress-strain curves of confined and unconfined concretes 
that corresponds to a stress level of 85% of strength of unconfined concrete as the 
ultimate strain of confined and unconfined concretes, respectively.  
Cusson and Paultre (1995) used the strains at which the stress drops to 50% of 
corresponding strengths of confined or unconfined concrete as the ultimate strains 
of confined or unconfined concretes, respectively. Razvi and Saatcioglu 1999 used 
an approach similar to that of Cusson and Paultre 1995, in which strains at 85% of 
strength of confined and unconfined concretes are applied as the ultimate strains of 
confined and unconfined concretes, respectively. It is observed that there is much 
difference between theses measures.  
However, for FRP confined concrete an obvious ultimate point can be observed 
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which corresponds to the rupture of FRP jacket. Lam and Teng 2003 
 

Table 1: A Summary of Famous Steel-Based Confinement Models 
Model Confined concrete strength Strain at peak stress 
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Table 2: Models for ultimate compressive strain of concrete 
Model Ultimate strain of confined concrete 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
This paper presents parts of the results of a comprehensive study on application of 
the strapping technique for concrete strengthening. The Experiments presented in 
this paper included axial compressive tests on 30 prismatic 15*30 concrete 
columns. The axial and lateral stress-strain behaviors of concrete specimens were 
obtained by simultaneously measuring the force and axial and lateral displacements 
of specimens. Several parameters were considered for column specimens and 
retrofitting including compressive strength of concrete, yield strength, ductility, 
spacing and size of confining strips. A detailed description of the results of 
strapped concrete columns with various shapes and sizes has been presented by the 
authors [13], in which several other parameters affecting the response of strapped 
concrete is discussed in detail. But the main aim of this paper is studying the effect 
of mechanical properties of confining material on behavior of confined concrete. 
Three different materials were used for confining concrete columns, including two 
different types of strips that are called S and T types, as well as CFRP.  
Prismatic specimens were fabricated in the structure and concrete Laboratory at the 
building and housing research center. Three different concrete mixtures were used 
to study the effect of strength of plain concrete on response of confined concrete as 
listed in Table 3. The first set (B1) was used to study the strapping technique and 
compare the application of ductile and brittle metal strips (i.e. S and T type strips). 
The two latter sets (B2 and B3) were especially made for comparing CFRP with 
the two types of strips for concrete confinement. The corners of prismatic 
specimens of the second and the third sets (i.e. B2, B3) were rounded with a radius 
of 2.5 cm, making it suitable for CFRP wrapping. 
The material used for the concrete specimens included type I portland cement, 
local sand and gravel. The maximum size of the gravel was 12 mm. No additive 
was used in any of the mixes. 
Applied strips had different widths, thicknesses and mechanical behaviors. 
Standard tensile tests were performed on three samples of each size of these 
materials and their average mechanical properties are shown in table 4. The moduli 
of elasticity of strips and FRP were 200 and 220 GPa, respectively. Ultimate 
strength, elastic modulus, ultimate strain and thickness of each layer of CFRP was 
2800 MPa, 220 GPa, 1.55% and 0.176 mm, respectively. A summary of the 
mechanical properties of these materials are reported in the following table.  
 

Table 3: Concrete Mix Designs (per Cubic meter) 
Element Batch1 (B1) Batch2 (B2) Batch3 (B3) 
Cement 241 336 436 
Water 205 205 205 

Coarse aggregate 874 874 874 
Fine aggregate 1025 930 830 

W/C ratio 0/85 0/61 0/47 
Design compressive strength (Mpa) 10 25 35 

Corners radius 0 2.5 2.5 
Number of specimens 14 8 8 
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Table 4: Mechanical Properties of Applied Strips 

Material Width 
(mm) 

Thickness
(mm) 

Yield stress 
(kg/cm2) 

Ultimate stress 
(kg/cm2) Ultimate strain 

S strip 16 0.5 1033 1033 0.01 
T strip 32 0.8 8746 9975 0.07 
CFRP --- 0.176 28000 28000 0.0155 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Test setup and instrumentation a) strapped b) FRP wrapped 
 
3. AXIAL STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOR 
Axial and lateral strains of column specimens were obtained by measuring 
specimen deformations by LVDT. In Figure 2, axial and lateral stress-strain 
behaviors of two specimens of the first set of specimens (B1) are shown.  These 
specimens were confined with brittle S strips at two distinctive spacing values.  
 

 
Figure 2. Normalized stress-strain of two confined specimens of B1 set strengthened 

with S strip 
 
The vertical axis shows the provided increase in strength which is obtained by 
normalizing the measured stress to strength of plain concrete. It can be seen that 
the amount of volumetric ratio of confinement affects concrete strength and 
ductility. However because of the low strength of these specimens (in contrast to 
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other results) the increase in strength is not as much as ductility enhancement. By 
considering the evolution of the lateral strains, it is obvious that the more confined 
specimen experiences less dilation.  
Similarly, the stress-strain behavior of specimens of B2 and B3 sets that have been 
confined with one of the three applied confining materials are drawn in Figure 3. 
By comparing the behavior of specimens confined with brittle strips, ductile strip 
and CFRP it can be concluded that: 

1. For a particular confining material, both strength and ductility of confined 
concrete increase with increasing the level of confinement. 

2. For a similar confinement pattern, ductility of confined concrete is lower for 
specimens with higher strength concrete. 

3. Although all of the three confining materials have similar elastic stiffness and 
both metal strips have similar strength values, but the form of stress-strain 
behavior of the triple sets of specimens differ apparently. As a matter of fact, 
ductility of confining material has dominated the stress-strain curve of 
confined concrete. As can be seen in the Figures, for a particular confining 
material, a similar form of stress-strain curve can be observed for various 
levels of confinement.  

4. For a constant level of confinement with several confining materials, the 
higher the ductility of confining material, the higher the compressive ductility 
of confined concrete. 
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Figure 3. axial stress-strain of specimens confined with different materials for 
concrete specimens of  a) B2 and b) B3 sets 
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It is also observed from these Figures that by using a ductile confining material, a 
very ductile compressive behavior for concrete can be achieved. This means great 
ultimate strain, better post-peak behavior and more thoughness and capability to 
absorb energy. It should be noted that theses curves correspond to prismatic 
specimens that traditionally can not be confined effectively and the obtained results 
for cylindrical specimens show much more ductility. For cylindrical specimens, it 
was observed that the ductile strip is capable to provide a very ductile behavior 
even for high strength concretes.[13] 
From the above results and the results of other specimens presented by the authors 
[13], it can be concluded that for a similar confinement level, i.e. equal 
confinement pressure, ultimate strain and post-peak behavior of confined concrete 
is mainly dependent to the deformation capacity of the confining material.  
 
4. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
One of the measures for confinement level that has been widely used in the 
literature is the effective mechanical volumetric ratio of confining material, i.e.  

'
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ρ . This has been also   known as the effective confinement index. In this 

index, eK is a ratio between 0 and 1 that takes the ineffectively confined regions 
between the longitudinal and transverse reinforcements into account. ρ  is the 

volumetric ratio of the confining material , yf and '
cf are yield strength of 

confinement and strength of plain concrete.  
By considering the equilibrium of confined concrete, it can be shown that the 

effective confinement index equals with '
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K , in which lyf is the lateral 

confining pressure corresponding to the yield of confinement. This has also been 
shown by defining the concept of effective yield-based lateral confining pressure, 

i.e. '
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By analyzing the experimentally obtained results of this study and also experiments 
performed by Moghaddam and Samadi 2008, Frangou and Pilakoutas 1995 and 
also Mortazavi and Pilakoutas 2004, it was observed that the improvement of 
strength of confined concrete is strongly dependent to the effective confinement 
index. As can be observed in Figure 4, there is a fair relationship between the 
strength gain of confined concrete and the effective confinement index. Although, 
the available models for strength of confined concrete give relatively different 
formulas the upper and lower bounds of strength improvement ratio, can 
reasonably be determined with Richart1928 and Ahmad & shah 1982 models, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4. the relationship between effective confinement index and gain in strength 

 
This strong relationship between effective confinement index and strength increase 
ratio can also be studied in particular for the three sets of specimens of this study 
which had different plain strengths. Figure 5 shows the strength gain ratio for 
specimens of this study that were retrofitted by any of the three confining materials 
of S strips, T strips and CFRP. It is observed that a close relationship exists 
between the variation of the strength increase ratio and the effective confinement 
index. This relationship is approximately the same for the three confining materials 
and three plain strength values.   
 

 
Figure 5. Strength Gain for Specimens of Three Batches Confined with one of the 

Triple Confining Materials  
 
However, as observed in Figures 3, the gain in ductility of confined concrete is also 
dependent to the ductility of confining material and can not be described as only a 
function of confinement index. Therefore, a modification to the effective 
confinement index was done to take the deformation capacity of confining material 
into account. An equation with a form similar to that of Seible et al. 1995 as shown 
in table 2 was selected to predict the ductility gain of confined concrete and the 
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modified confinement index was defined as the effective confinement index 
multiplied by the ultimate strain capacity of confining material. In order to study 
the ductility of confined concrete, ductility measure of CEB model code 90 was 
applied. A database of results of compressive tests on concrete confined with 
various materials was collected from the literature. The first data set of the database 
was the results of axial compressive tests on cylindrical 10*20 and 15*30 and 
prismatic 10*20 and 15*30 specimens that were confined with the two types of 
metal strips. These tests were previously conducted by the authors[13]. The second 
set of data includes test results of cylindrical 10*20 specimens confined with 
carbon or aramid FRP sheets by Watanabe et al. 1997. The third data set includes 
results of tests on cylindrical 15*30 specimens confined with CFRP sheets. The 
ratio between ultimate strains of confined and unconfined concrete specimens are 
drawn in Figure 8 versus the modified confinement index.  As can be seen, the 
models of Seible et al. 1995 and EC8 did not suitably predict the ductility gain for 
neither of the steel-confined nor CFRP-confined concrete specimens. An analytical 
formula was obtained statistically and is as follows. 
 
 ε'cc/ε'co=1+2500 (fle/f'c). εju (fle/f'c)<0.001 (1) 
 
 ε'cc/ε'co=3.5+550 (fle/f'c). εju  (fle/f'c)>0.001 
 
The obtained formula of equation 1 is compared to the experimental data of the 
collected database. Figure 6 shows that, although the ductility gain data are more 
scattered than strength increase ratio values as presented in Figure 4, but equation 1 
can give a better estimation of the increase in ductility due to confinement than the 
previous models. It is important to note that the experimental data of Figure 6 
includes specimens with various shapes, sizes and confining materials and 
therefore the modified confinement index and equation 1 seem to have given good 
approximation of the ductility gain.  
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Figure 6. The Gain in Ultimate Strain for Concrete Confined with Various Materials 
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In order to verify the accuracy of the proposed equation, the experiments of this 
study were conducted. As mentioned earlier, prismatic 15*30 specimens with three 
levels of concrete strength were retrofitted with three confining materials, i.e. S 
type strips, T type strips and CFRP. The ratio of ultimate strain of confined 
concrete to that of unconfined one are drawn against the proposed ratio of modified 
confinement index in Figure 7. As can be seen in this Figure, the modified index 
for confinement and the proposed equation for ductility enhancement ratio due to 
confinement could give good approximation of the experimentally obtained values 
of this study. Adequate correlation can be observed between the experimental and 
analytical values especially when considering numerous differences than exist 
between the data points including strengths of plain concrete, confinement levels 
and confining materials. 
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Figure 7. Gain in Ultimate Strain Versus Modified Confinement Index 

 
5. CONCLUSION 
Compressive tests were conducted on concrete specimens confined with various 
confining materials. In addition, some other test results were collected from the 
literature. Based on these results, some conclusions can be made. For all confining 
materials, by increasing the level of confinement, both strength and ductility of 
confined concrete increase. The confinement index (defined as the ratio of effective 
lateral pressure to strength of plain concrete) shows good correlation with the 
increase of strength of confined concrete for specimens with any size, shape and 
strength confined with both steel or FRP. Among various parameters, ductility of 
confining material plays the main role in determining the post-peak response of 
confined concrete. Then, for a particular confining material, by increasing the level 
of confinement the strength and ultimate strain of confined concrete are scaled 
without any significant change in the form of stress-strain curve of concrete. 
The confinement index alone can not be used for approximating the ultimate strain 
of confined concrete. The modified confinement index, that was defined and 
applied in this paper, showed relatively good correlation with the gain in ductility. 
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ABSTRACT 
As a new approach to obtain high efficiency from FRP confinement, pre-stressing 
of FRP composites have been introduced.  Pre-stressed FRP straps change 
confinement situation from passive to active confinement. At active confinement, 
without considerable axial stress, confining stresses due to pre-stressed FRP 
composites are present in perimeter of column. In this paper, an innovative method 
is presented to confine square reinforced concrete columns using non -laminated 
CFRP straps. Tests were carried out on three medium scale columns (2.0 m high 
with a cross section of 0.4 m x 0.4 m). Numerical analyses are performed to predict 
the effects of the pre-stressing at square column. In this paper, a new geometrical 
model to account for the effects of FRP pre-stressing and shape modifying of the 
section is proposed which describes better distribution of confinement stresses. 
Using FE modeling and proposed model, effectiveness of FRP confinement is 
revised and effectively confined area increased. 
    
Keywords: columns, finite element, confinement, effectiveness, pre-stressing 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of externally applied fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) has gained popularity 
for strengthening and repair of concrete structures. Retrofitting concrete structures 
with fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) has today grown to be a widely used method 
throughout most parts of the world. The main reason for this is that it is possible to 
obtain a good strengthening effect with a relatively small work effort. It is also 
possible to carry out strengthening work without changing the appearance or 
dimensions of the structure. Nevertheless, when strengthening a structure with 
external FRP, it is often not possible to make full use of the FRP. The reason for 
this depends mainly on the fact that a strain distribution exists over the section due 
to dead load or other loads that cannot be removed during strengthening. This 
implies that steel yielding in the reinforcement may already be occurring in the 
service limit state or that compressive failure in the concrete is occurring. By pre-
stressing, a higher utilization of the FRP material is made possible [1]. It is 
extremely important to ensure that, if external pre-stressing is used, the force is 
properly transferred to the structure. All over the world, there are structures 
intended for living and transportation. These structures are of varying quality and 
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function, but they are all aging and deteriorating over time. Of the structures that 
will be needed 20 years from now, about 85–90% of these are probably already 
built. Some of these structures will need to be upgraded or replaced, because they 
are in such poor condition. This is due not only to deterioration processes, but also 
to errors that may have been made during the design or construction phase so that 
the structure needs to be strengthened before it can be fully used. 
FRP materials were used successfully for confining circular concrete columns. 
Their effectiveness for confining rectangular columns, however, is still not fully 
recognized. Rectangular columns behave quite differently from circular columns. 
Rectangular specimens engage high confining pressure at their corners, but little 
pressure on their flat sides. The cross section is therefore only partially confined, 
which results in a smaller increase in compressive strength. This shape-related 
negative effect, however, can be reduced by rounding off the corners of a 
rectangular member. The presence of steel ties near the corners limits the 
possibility of rounding the corner radius in existing square and rectangular 
columns.  
Lower FRP confinement effectiveness results in softening behavior for square and 
rectangular sections; the high strength of FRP composites is not fully used and the 
FRP composite ruptures prematurely. Shape modification of section and active 
confinement due to pre-stressing of FRP straps can reduce the effect of column 
corners and flat sides, thereby improving the axial strength capacity of FRP-
confined square and rectangular concrete columns [2]. Active confinement method 
causes relative increase in axial strength of circular columns, but limits axial 
confined strains. In rectangular and square columns pre-stressing of FRP sheets 
need to shape modification of section. Shape-modification of rectangular sections 
prevents premature rupture of FRP due to stress concentration in corners.  
In this paper, an innovative method is presented to confine square reinforced 
concrete columns using non -laminated CFRP straps. The CFRP straps can be 
either unstressed at the beginning or pre -stressed. Tests were carried out on three 
medium scale columns (2.0 m high with a cross section of 0.4 m x 0.4 m) [3]. The 
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of shape modification with 
prefabricated parts (mortar filled hoses) which are arranged on the surface of 
column at the flat sides. In contrast to other researches, presence of longitudinal 
and transverse steel reinforcement and medium scale columns leads to real 
assessment behavior of the columns, which is appropriate for existing deficient 
concrete columns. Models for column confinement are generally based on 
laboratory tests carried out on small size specimens, generally between 75 and 200 
mm (3 and 8 in.) side dimension. For such small size columns, few layers of FRP 
wrap represent a high volumetric ratio and generally provide a rigid confinement. 
As a result, a substantial increase in the confined concrete strength can be obtained. 
In the case of full-scale columns, results are generally extrapolated from such tests 
and the concept of FRP volumetric ratio is used. The FRP volumetric ratio in real 
applications is normally less than that of the tested specimens. With the FRP 
jacket, increasing the column size decreases the FRP volumetric ratio and, 
therefore, the confined concrete strength also decreases.  
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2. TESTS SETUP 
In this paper an innovative method is presented to confine square reinforced 
concrete columns using non-laminated CFRP straps. The CFRP straps can be either 
unstressed at the beginning or pre-stressed. Tests were carried out on three medium 
scale columns. The first column was the unconfined reference column, the second 
column was confined with pre-stressed non-laminated CFRP straps and the third 
column was confined with non pre-stressed non-laminated CFRP straps. Three 
medium scale reinforced concrete columns were tested under increasing axial 
loading. The columns had a height of 2 m and a square cross section of 400 x 400 
mm (Figure 1). Table 1 summarizes the Non-laminated CFRP straps properties. 
 

Table 1: Material properties of non-laminated CFRP straps 
Thickness 

[mm] width [mm] ultimate 
strain [-] 

E-modulus 
[GPa] 

0.125 30 0.0183 131 
 
3. SPECIMENS' CONSTRUCTION AND PRESTRESSING METHOD  
Column (1) was tested without confinement and was used as a reference column. 
Column (2) was confined with pre-stressed non-laminated CFRP straps and column 
(3) was confined with non-laminated CFRP straps but without pre-stressing. At 
each side of the column, two hoses with an outer diameter of 42 mm were fixed 
over the whole length of the column. This ensured reasonably uniform application 
of confinement forces on each face of column. The column was confined by 6 
layers of CFRP straps with a total thickness of 0.75 mm. After this, a mortar 
mixture of cement, water and additives, normally used for filling the gaps between 
concrete and post-tensioned cables, was pumped inside the hoses. For column (3) 
with non pre-stressed CFRP straps the hoses were filled with mortar before the 
wrapping of the CFRP layer. In order to achieve the same geometric shape, the 
hoses were filled between two wooden plates and only then attached to the column. 
The CFRP straps were then wrapped around the perimeter of the column in the 
same manner as for column (2). The confined columns (2) and (3) were 
instrumented for displacement and strain measurements according to Figure 1. 
 
4. OBSERVED BEHAVIOR OF SPECIMENS 
FRP-confined concrete compression members exhibit either a hardening or a 
softening behavior. This separation has been used in the past by other researchers 
[4]. Effectively confined concrete compression members exhibit hardening 
behavior. Figure 2 shows the load-deformation behavior of the column (2) with 
pre-stressed non-laminated CFRP straps which exhibits large deformations with a 
distinct plateau. Figure 3 shows behavior of Column (3) with non pre-stressed 
CFRP straps exhibits even larger deformations than column (2). Column (2) and 
(3) in Figure 2 and 3 compared with behavior of column (1) that predicted by 
analytical Mander's model.   
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Figure 1. Arrangement of measurement instruments 

 

  
Figure 2 . Axial load-deflection behavior 

of Column (2) 
Figure 3. Axial load- deflection             

behavior of column (3) 
 
5. INITIAL POST-TENSIONED TRANSVERSE FIBER STRAIN IN FRP 
SHELLS  
One way of overcoming low utilized strength of FRP composites in rectangular 
columns is to reduce the lateral strain of the concrete at failure through pre-
tensioning of the confinement materials. This method is particularly useful for low 
modulus materials (like glass) or when relatively low amounts of confinement are 
applied, such as in full-scale structures [12]. In addition, existing structures may 
already have very large strains due to existing loading. Adding pre-tensioned FRP 
wraps can help reduce the stress from the internal links and provides active 
confinement to the structure in its service condition [13]. Lateral pre-tensioning of 
composites is not easy to achieve unless the fibres are stretched before the resin 
hardens. Resin injections under pressure were adopted by some researchers [14, 
15] when trying to address the problem of inadequate starter bar lap length in 
columns. However, the active pressure created by this method (resin injection) is 
generally quite small in comparison with the passive pressure generated by 
concrete dilation [16] Confinement of concrete, using shape modification of square 
and rectangular compression members using post-tensioned FRP composite shells 
with expansive cement concrete was investigated by Yan et al.(2006) and 
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Mortazavi et al(2003).  From the experiments carried out (Yan 2005), an empirical 
relationship was developed as; [17] 
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The initial post-tensioned transverse fiber strain εj,ini depends on the aspect ratio 
(Bj /Dj) of the prefabricated FRP shell, which is the ratio of the cross section major 
axis Bj to the minor axis Dj. for shells with two layers of CFRP composite 
c1=0.0020, and for shells with six layers of GFRP composite c1= 0.0025; the value 
of constant c1 is material dependent and decreases with increasing elastic modulus 
of the FRP composite.  
 
6. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
Concrete damage plasticity model is used for confined concrete [18]. Suitable 
elasticity models are used for fiber-reinforced polymers. A nonlinear static analysis 
was performed where the load was applied incrementally as axial direction 
displacements uniformly impose at top surface of column. Concrete is modeled 
using a solid 8-node element (C3D8R) with linear reduced Gauss integration points 
and enhanced hourglass control. FRP jacket could be modeled as quadrilateral 
lamina element with either membrane or shell properties. Membrane elements are 
surface elements that transmit in-plane forces only (no moments), and have no 
bending stiffness, but shell section has bending stiffness (Figure 4). Therefore for 
modeling FRP sheets saturated by a resin which has bending stiffness, using shell 
section is suitable. For unbounded FRP sheets that wrapped around column without 
resin, no bending stiffness was considered, thus membrane elements are 
recommended. Therefore in this study, FRP jacket is modeled as quadrilateral 
lamina element with membrane properties (M3D4), linear reduced Gauss 
integration points (one point per element), and enhanced hourglass control. 
Displacement compatibility is considered between concrete and composite material 
in the lateral direction. 
 

 
Figure 4. Continuum shell elements (left), membrane elements (right) 

 
A simplified model has been made with totally 2 tubes that were placed on straight 
face of square columns (Figure 5).  A major output of this model is describing 
stress distribution in concrete core due to lateral confinement produced by pre-
stressed FRP non-laminated straps. Tubes are shells with low stiffness where 
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pressure loads are inserted in the internal surface of tubes. Several interactions 
have been assigned between tubes concrete and tubes–FRP and concrete–FRP. 
Initial strains due to pre-stressing of FRP straps are 20% of amount strains in 
EMPA tests. A large stress is inserted onto the concrete surface due to expansion of 
tubes. As Figure 5 shows at pre-stressing phase, there are no significant 
confinement stresses of corners, but large lateral stress from below tubes developed 
and extended to the  inside of concrete. As similar to Fig 5, if two other tubes are 
placed on the other flat sides, similar behavior and lateral stresses is brought about 
from tubes on the vertical sides.    
 

        
Figure 5. FE Model of the FRP Per-stressing; Right) before tube expansion; left) after 

expansion  
 
A simplified numerical model to illustrate the advantages of shape modified 
section has been built. A triangular part with 20 mm height and equal width to 
column section width is placed at the flat sides. It is similar to column (3) which 
has two tubes on the flat sides. As shown in Figure 6, confinement stresses at the 
section of shape modified column are well distributed than conventional square 
column (right). At square and rectangular, because of low flexural stiffness of FRP 
jacket, there is a low amount of confinement stresses. Therefore, some researchers 
concluded that a parabola area at each of the flat sides, with depth of w/4, is 
unconfined area, (w=a-2r), and introduces a coefficient that is the ratio effectively 
confined to the gross area from which actual confinement stresses which assumed 
uniformity at the whole of the section is obtained. Then confinement ratio (f'cc/fc) is 
gained. As shown in Figure 6 (left) unconfined length is divided into two parts at 
each flat side. Therefore, unconfined area is reduced. In Figure 6, the area in white 
color has confinement stresses that are less than the assumed confinement stresses 
which are needed to consider an area as confined area. 
 

                
Figure 6. Confinement stresses at 400x400(mm) column; Right)conventional square 

column; Left)shape modified column similar to cloumn(3) 
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7. FRP AND STEEL CONFINED AREA 
Figure 7 shows the deformed shape of stirrups in conventional column. Lack of 
constraint at flat sides of section causes large deformation of stirrups towards the 
outside. If cross ties are implemented at cross section of column, deformations 
have been limited. But older concrete columns demonstrated deficiency in 
reinforcement detailing. At tested columns, there are no cross ties. Therefore, 
deformation of stirrups becomes somewhat as shown in figure 7-a. Using new 
innovative method tested, deformation of transverse reinforcement has been 
changed and limited. Indeed, tubes on the flat side act as cross ties. Figure 7-b 
shows modified deformation of transverse reinforcement in column (2) and (3). 
According to this modified behavior of transverse reinforcement new effectively 
confined area is proposed for steel confined area of mentioned columns. Figure (8-
a) and (8-b) present effectively confined area by steel transverse reinforcement. 
 

  
Figure 7. Deformation of ties in 

Conventional and sections with tubes 
Figure 8. Effectively confined area by ties 

in conventional and sections with tubes 
                                                                                       
In tube injection phase, considerable stresses are produced between tubes and 
concrete. In this phase, confining stresses in corners is lower than tube interaction 
faces. At axial loading phase, due to FRP confining effects on the square and 
rectangular sections, confining stresses at corners increase. At axial loading phase, 
increasing of lateral confining stresses at corners is higher than flat sides and tube 
interaction faces.  
 

 
Figure 9. FRP confined area in column (2) and (3) 

 
Therefore, using this method can modify efficiency of FRP confinement in square 
and rectangular sections, (Figure 9). 
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8. PROPOSED GEOMETRICAL AND MECHANICAL MODELS   
In this study, a geometrical relationship of the investigated method to produce pre-
stressing at FRP and shape modifying of square section column is proposed. 
According to the new proposed model, confining stresses are developed between 
pre-stressing devices or shape modifying parts and concrete. Confinement stresses 
relationships are basically derived from dimensions of the column and diameter of 
tubes and corner radius, as well as FRP material properties. By virtue of 
symmetrical condition, one quarter of the section has been considered (Figure 10-
a). Following the simple approach of Karam et al. [19] for a generic rectangular 
cross section column (Figure 10-b), it is proposed that the action of the confining 
wrap on a square column with pre-stressing tubes on the center of flat sides of 
column (Figure 10-c) with a side 2a, and a corner radius R, and a tube diameter Dt 
should be observed. The concrete is assumed to be subjected to uniform confining 
stresses at its middle sections with fa acting along the sides. The relationship 
between fa and the FRP tensile stress fj is obtained from statics equilibrium of 
forces in the in plain x and y directions. At first and before tube expansion, a 
common form of FRP confinement, FRP has been positioned approximately in 
contact with the flat sides of column. After mortar injection and due to expansion 
of tube, non-laminated and un-bonded FRP straps separates from flat sides and 
takes an angle (θ) with the sides. 
 

 
               (a)                                                   (b)                                              (c) 

Figure 10. a) Square cross section with expanded tubes on the sides; b) Free-body 
diagram of FRP wrap; c) Free-body diagram of FRP wrap with pre-stressing effects 

 
In Figure 10-c, status of FRP before and after tube expansion and tensile stress and 
concentric force after tube expansion has been illustrated. Confining stresses at 
middle sections and at the corners motivated through the tube expansion. Wrap is 
assumed to act as a cable around the corner. Assuming no friction, the relationship 
between fj and the confining stresses at the corner region is also found from statics. 
(Eq.7)   
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fj and fr are tensile stress of FRP and confinement stress at corner zone, and θ is 
angle between straps and concrete flat side in degree, and t, is the thickness of FRP 
jacket. Using Statics, equilibrium of forces in the horizontal direction results in 
confining stresses fa at middle sections. On the contrary with common FRP-
confined sections, an additional term appears in equation, (tfj×sinθ). It 
demonstrates effects of stresses which the tube has produced. Tubes in middle of 
the side introduce something like line load toward the core of concrete. 
 

 θθ sincos ××+××=× jja ftftaf
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Now tensile stresses of FRP should be expressed as a function of parameters which 
changes during tube expansion and pre-stressing process. A point at middle of the 
corner arc is taken as base point from which FRP elongation is measured. At the 
other side of the selected point there is a similar situation, thus the selected point 
could be immovable. Using this approach, tensile stress of FRP during pre-
stressing has been expressed as a function of tube diameter (Dt), side length, corner 
radius, and θ. Eqs. 9 to 12 describe mentioned approach, and finally confining 
stresses at corner and middle section have been derived. 
 

 
Figure 11. geometrical calculation details  
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Where jε  = strap strain, jlΔ = elongation of straps, lj0= initial length of strap that 
was measured from tangent point, Dt=diameter of tube; 
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Using this proposed equation, the uniformly distributed confinement stresses is 
calculated which considers all usable forces and stresses that are there to produce 
confinement stresses.  
As diameter of the tube increases, the angle between FRP and side of column 
increases. Then FRP at the corner and rounded region separates from concrete core 
and as illustrated in Figure 12 this results in lessening of direct contact between 
FRP and concrete. Due to mentioned reason, concentration of stresses at the corner 
increases. Changing angle between FRP and concrete from 90 degrees to a higher 
amount is advantageous to transform confinement condition from square to circular 
column, but lesser contact between FRP and concrete at the corner will reduce 
effectiveness of this method. At highest possible angle which is 45 degree, contact 
between FRP and concrete at the corner transforms to a point. The Tangent point 
which from FRP starts to separate from concrete is shown in Figure 11. 
  
9. CONCLUSIONS 
A study is performed on the new FRP confining approach for pre-stressing of FRP 
straps which proposed and tested by EMPA laboratories. A numerical model using 
advanced concrete model is performed to study the effects of pre-stressing of FRP 
non-laminated straps on the confinement stress distribution across the section and 
the effects of shape modifying. Results have presented that expansion of the tubes 
imposes lateral stress on the flat sides of rectangular section and this leads to 
increase in effectiveness of FRP confinement and delays the buckling of 
longitudinal reinforcement. FRP confinement stress from pre-stressed straps are 
present before axial loading and results in increasing of initial peak axial stress in 
comparison with usual using of FRP and a higher strength is achieved in less lateral 
expansion. A geometrical model for evaluating the confinement stress across the 
section due to expansion of tubes to produce pre-stressing at FRP is proposed. 
Using this model and based on developed changes in initial position of the FRP, 
confinement stress due to pre-stressed FRP straps is calculated.   
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ABSTRACT 
A strengthening method using fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) has been widely 
applied for deteriorated reinforced concrete bridges. Advantages of this method 
may include that the strengthened structures do not increase dead weight and that 
no corrosion is concerned. From various experimental studies, behavior 
characteristics of the FRP strengthened structural members have been generally 
well evaluated. The majority of those studies, however, have been performed on 
laboratory sized structural members rather than actual full scale bridges. The study 
herein used a full scale actual deteriorated bridge to evaluate the strengthening 
effects with three different FRP materials, carbon fiber sheet, glass fiber reinforced 
plastics and aramid fiber sheet. In the field load tests, concrete weight blocks were 
used as a loading system instead of commonly used a live-truck load or hydraulic 
jacking force. The strengthening was designed as specified in ACI 440.1R which is 
based on the ultimate strength design concept. From the measured behaviors, it was 
confirmed that the strengthening using FRP materials successfully improved the 
flexural capacity of the aged and deteriorated concrete bridge. The strengthened 
girders behaved linearly up to the design moment even though the applied stress 
distribution mechanisms were different depending on the FRP materials. Therefore, 
it is concluded that the strengthening design method specified in ACI 440.1R can 
be successfully used for actual full scale bridges strengthened with external FRP 
bonding. 
 
Keywords: strengthening, CFS, FRP, T-beam bridge, USD 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For deteriorated concrete bridges, an external strengthening method with fiber 
reinforced plastics (FRP) has been widely applied with some advantages. Among 
others, the method does not increase dead weight and no corrosion consideration is 
needed. Therefore, it could be a good alternative method for the ordinary steel plate 
strengthening method. In the early stage of the application of FRPs, most research 
studies were to evaluate the material properties of FRPs. Since late 90s, the 
strengthening in various forms of FRPs has been rigorously studied and its 
effectiveness was successfully proven. In the last decade, engineers and researchers 
have been intended to develop design and construction specifications for the 
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practical applications of the FRP strengthening in the field [1, 2, 3]. 
Through a variety of experimental studies, structural behaviors of the FRP 
strengthened bridges have been generally well evaluated, and the problems of 
stress concentration at the end section of the bonded FRP have been improved [4, 
5, 6, 7]. Most of these studies, however, have been performed on scaled down in-
laboratory specimens rather than actual full scale bridges. There must be 
limitations in representing deteriorating conditions in the field, such as the 
difference in environmental conditions, dependency on neighboring structures, and 
girder-slab composite behavior [8]. In addition, depending on field construction 
conditions and workmanship, the accurate installation of the FRP strengthening 
materials may not be expected as desired. Therefore, in order for the strengthening 
method using external FRP bonding to be practically applied to deteriorated 
bridges, the performance of the strengthening should better be evaluated using a 
full-scaled field bridge. Results or data from the evaluation using the actual bridge 
might also be used as basic information for the specifications or provisions for 
strengthening design and installation. 
The study herein used a full-scaled actual deteriorated bridge to evaluate the 
strengthening effects from three different FRP materials, carbon fiber sheet 
(CFS), glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP), and aramid fiber sheet (AFS). 
Another interesting feature of this study is the use of concrete weight blocks as a 
loading system instead of a truck load or a hydraulic jacking force, which are 
commonly used in the performance evaluation of bridges. However, some 
shortcomings of the later methods are: The field loading test using the truck load 
may provide information only up to a limited elastic range. The hydraulic jacking 
method costs relatively too high, and sometimes is not feasible to install reaction 
frames [9]. 
In addition to these reasons, the target bridge was no longer in-service so 
that the loading method using the concrete weight blocks was thought very 
appropriate and challenging for this study. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
2.1. Bridge Description 
The target concrete T-beam bridge originally consisted of two continuous three-
spans, but south two spans were replaced with steel I girder after severe damage 
from accident impact load. When tested, the bridge consisted of one continuous 
three-span T girder, one simple span T girder and two of simple spans of steel I 
girder. It should be noted that the concrete bridge age is 80 years.  
Based on visual inspection report, the selected three spans were repaired using an 
epoxy injection and mortar prior to the strengthening. This repair process was to 
provide a theoretically identical level of deterioration condition. Compressive 
strengths of the girders were measured using the Schmidt Hammer and appeared to 
be from 16.9 to 18.5MPa. based on non-destructive tests and concrete power 
peeling off, it was revealed that the span 1 and 3 had 25mm diameter rebars and the 
span 2 20mm diameter rebars as shown in figure 1. Tensile strength of the steel 
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rebars was assumed to be 300MPa. 
 

 
Figure1. Detail of sections and strengthening 

 
2.2. Strengthening Design 
In this experimental study, three different FRP strengthening materials were 
considered and they were CFS, GFRP and AFS. The strengthening was designed 
according to ACI 440.1R [10] which is based on the ultimate strength design 
(USD) method that provide 10% higher flexural capacity than the repaired 
condition. An equation is given below to compute the nominal flexural capacity of 
the FRP strengthened beams. 
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where Mn is a nominal moment, As and Afrp are cross sectional areas of rebar and 
FRP strengthening material, fy and ffrp are yielding and ultimate strength of rebar 
and FRP strengthening material, d is an effective depth of beam, c is a distance 
from extreme compression fiber to the neutral axis, β1 is taken as 0.85 for the given 
concrete strength and, ψfrp (=0.85) is a additional reduction factor to account for 
more brittleness of the FRP reinforcement. The equivalent steel ratios of the FRP 
strengthened girders were less than the balanced ratio that was intended not to 
cause an unexpected brittle failure. The span 1 was strengthened with CFS, the 
span 2 with GFRP and the span 3 with AFS as shown in Figure 2. The Properties of 
the strengthening materials provided from the manufacturers are given in Table 1. 
Table 1 also details the strengthening details and the design flexural capacity. 
 
2.3. Field Load Testing 
For the three spans strengthened with each different FRP, loading test were 
conducted using the concrete weight blocks which had two different weights, 
12.8KN and 25.5KN. The concrete weight blocks were loaded until the weight 
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reached 95% of the design flexural capacity for the safety concerns considering the 
age of the target bridge. Before the weight blocks were loaded by a crane, an 
accurate weight of the each block was measured. When each block was loaded, 
vertical mid-span deflections and strains of the rebar and the strengthening 
materials were measured by LVDTs and strain gages. 

 

 
Figure 2. Epoxy repair and strengthening views 

 
Table 1: Properties of strengthening materials and strengthening design capacity 

Mn – Md 
(KN.m) Test 

Span Material 
Ultimate 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Ultimate
Strain 

Thickness
(mm) 

Width
(cm) 

No. 
of 

Layer
(ply) before After 

1 AFS 2,942 0.026 0.193 35 1 2,706 3,119 
2 GFRP 441 0.020 1.300 35 2 1,363 1,783 
3 CFS 3,481 0.015 0.110 35 1 2,706 3,285 

 
3. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
3.1. Span 2: GFRP Strengthened 
The maximum applied load was 535KN and 677KN for the non-strengthened and 
the GFRP strengthened girders, respectively. As the load increased, a certain 
amount of the flexural cracks occurred and then the diagonal shear cracks formed. 
in the girder 3, some of the diagonal shear cracks occurred before the flexural 
cracks. This might be because of the degradation of stirrups due to corrosion and 
an incomplete epoxy repair for the inside of the girder. After the strengthening, the 
crack patterns were similar but the numbers and the widths of the cracks smaller by 
visual inspection. No delamination of the strengthening material, GFRP, was 
observed at the bonded interface due to the attached U-shaped strengthening at the 
both ends.  
For the non-strengthened girder, initial cracks developed at about 100KN of 
loading with a slight decrease of stiffness. It was also observed that there was a 
secondary stiffness reduction at about 480KN. This might be, even though the 
yielding strain of the rebar was assumed as 0.0015, because the rebar in the bridges 
already experienced a significant amount of plastic deformation accumulated 
during more than 60 years of the service period and also because of the steel grade 
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for the old bridge. For the GFRP strengthened girder, the deflection and rebar 
strain increased momentarily to some degree at 640KN. 
3.2. Span 1 and 3: CFS and AFS Strengthened 
The spans 1 and 3 were also repaired before the loading test with an epoxy and 
mortar, and then strengthened with CFS and AFS for the span 1 and 3, 
respectively. During the loading blocks were loaded, both the CFS and AFS 
strengthened girders developed some bending cracks followed by the shear cracks 
at the bottom with no rupture or delamination of the strengthening material. 
The AFS strengthened girder developed initial flexural cracks at about 245KN at 
girder 1 and 2, and then diagonal shear cracks. For the CFS strengthened girders 
more cracks developed but the widths were relatively smaller. The load-deflection 
behaviors were linear but as the loading approached to the maximum there was 
slight increase in deflection for both cases. Once the loading was removed the 
girders exhibited residual strain greater than 200µ, which was similar to the span 2. 
In the CFS strengthened girder, above 500KN, the applied load seems to be 
suspended more by CFS rather the rebar. In the AFS strengthened girder, the 
applied load is carried more by the rebar. In the experiments, small scale localized 
ruptures occurred on the surface of AFS. None of the CFS and AFS strengthened 
girders examined any significant reduction of load-carrying capacity during the 
testing and the measured load deflection behaviours (figure 3) seems as if the 
girders are within the elastic ranges, even though the stress distribution 
mechanisms are different for both strengthening materials. These observations 
imply that the strengthening design method used in this study appropriately takes 
account of the material properties of CFS and AFS. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that the strengthening design method specified in ACI 440.1R [10], which is based 
on the USD concept, can be successfully used for actual full scale bridges which 
are strengthened with external FRP bonding. 
 

 
Figure 3. Load-deflection , left: span 2, right: span1 and3 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This study conducted field load tests on an existing full scale reinforced concrete 
T-typed girder bridge to evaluate the performance of structural strengthening. In 
the field load tests, the loading system used concrete weight blocks rather than 
using a live-truck load or hydraulic jacking force. The method was found to be safe 
and efficient especially when failure behavior over elastic limit is interested. The 
strengthening used three different types of FRP materials, AFS, GFRP, and CFS, 
which were bonded on the bottom of the girders to enhance the flexural load carrying 
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capacity. The strengthening was designed as specified in ACI 440.1R which is based 
on USD concept. It was confirmed that AFS, GFRP and CFS strengthenings 
successfully improved the flexural capacity of the aged and deteriorated concrete 
bridge. The strengthened girders behaved linearly up to the design moment even 
though the applied stress distribution mechanisms were different depending on the 
FRP materials. Therefore, it is concluded that the strengthening design method 
specified in ACI 440.1R [10] can be successfully used for actual full scale bridges 
which are strengthened with external FRP bonding. 
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ABSTRACT 
A probabilistic approach in durability design of reinforced concrete structures has 
been studied using DuraPGulf model. DuraPGulf is a service life design model, the 
first version of which provides a realistic prediction of corrosion initiation for RC 
structures in Persian Gulf region. Output parameters are interpolated using a 
complete database of conducted experiments in this region. 
Although relevant data is still lacking, this approach has been successfully applied 
to a concrete structure in Persian Gulf environment. In order to facilitate the 
probability-based durability analysis, simple analysis has been developed, where 
the probabilistic approach is based on a Monte Carlo simulation. A comparative 
study of deterministic and probabilistic approach has been carried out using the 
data available from durability assessment of a jetty in Persian Gulf. In particular, 
probability based design seems to provide more realistic results than deterministic 
durability design analysis. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Reinforced concrete has proved to be a reliable structural material with good 
durability performance when used properly. It has been one of the most used 
building materials in the last decades. However, there are many structures which 
show early, premature deterioration, and sometimes failure, namely those exposed 
to aggressive environments (Vaysburd & Emmons 2004).  
The Persian Gulf environment has a long record of stigma for its harsh climate, 
desert features and saline waters, that increases the chloride penetration and 
consequently chloride induced reinforcement corrosion rates (Haque et al. 2007). 
In many cases in the Persian Gulf, even structures which have been designed and 
constructed in compliance with Iranian code for durability of concrete structures in 
Persian Gulf region (BHRC-PNS428 2005), express corrosion problems in early 
age of their service life. In order to solve this problem, besides changing the code 
requirements in respect of durability, one should represent methods of durability 
design so that to find the most economical solution according to the desired service 
life for reinforced concrete structures (Ghalibafian et al. 2003). Since all 
parameters both for concrete durability and environmental exposure typically show 
a high scatter, a probability-based approach provides a very powerful basis for 
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durability analysis (Gehlen & Schiessl 1999, Bentz 2003). 
This approach is primarily applied in order to obtain more controlled durability and 
long-term performance of new concrete structures. 
During the past decades, many physical and mathematical models have been 
introduced to calculate the chloride diffusion parameters into concrete and to 
estimate the time to corrosion initiation. DuraPGulf (Chini et al. 2004, Ghods et al. 
2007), like many other programs, was deterministic in its operation, meaning that it 
will produce only one predicted time to nitiation 
of corrosion for one set of input parameters. This single output contrasts with the 
well-known fact that concrete structures are quite variable in properties both 
throughout the structure and in terms of quality of construction and materials from 
one project to another. It would be useful if programs like DuraPGulf were able to 
predict a range of expected times to initiate corrosion rather than a single value to 
allow owners in a better risk management (Bentz 2003). 
This paper describes the DuraPGulf model structure. The demonstration of this 
practical application is also explained through an example in this paper. 
Results obtained from the model have been verified with the data available from 
durability assessment of a jetty in Persian Gulf region. 
 

 
Figure 1. Concrete prism specimens (150×150×600 mm) exposed to marine 

environment for long-term durability studies. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Concerning the fact that there was few data available for concrete durability studies 
specially regarding the chloride diffusion in Persian Gulf region, a complete set of 
field experiments were conducted in order to investigate the effect of different 
parameters on chloride diffusion such as water to cement ratio, silica fume content, 
curing condition, exposure condition, environment temperature and surface 
coating. A detailed review regarding this experiment can be found elsewhere 
(Chini et al. 2004, Ghods et al. 2007). In this project, 120 prism specimens 
measuring 150×150×600 mm were exposed to marine environment of Bandar-
Abbas city. Sampling of the specimens for chloride diffusion has been carried out 
at the ages of 3,9 and 36 months. Figure 1 shows the concrete prism specimens for 
the long-term durability studies. 
By curve fitting of chloride profiles of each specimen to Fick’s second law (Crank 
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1975), data for diffusion coefficient and surface chloride content were calculated. 
Data have been used in order to develop the DuraPGulf database. 
 
3. NUMERICAL MODELING 
DuraPGulf uses advanced mathematical concepts for analyzing input data in order 
to predict Diffusion Coefficient (Dc ) and Surface Chloride Content (Cc ) values for 
new cases. Moving Least Squares method (MLS) is used for data regression. 
Accordingly, for each set of new input data in the n-dimensional space of primary 
data, a regression is conducted so that the nearby primary data have the highest 
effect on the final output (i.e. diffusion coefficient and surface chloride content). 
According to the Figure 2, in the Moving Least Squares approach the weighting 
function F is defined in shape and size, and is translated over the domain so that it 
takes the maximum value over the point k identified by the coordinate Xk where the 
unknown function û is to be evaluated. The weight factor in this regard, which 
influences the effect width, can be calibrated after trial and error for new set of 
experiments (Lancaster & Salkauskas 1981). 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of Moving Least Squares (MLS) method. 

 
Finite Difference Method (FDM) is used to solve differential equation of the Fick’s 
second law of diffusion over time: 
 

 
X
CDc

t
C 22

δ
δ

=
δ
δ

 (1) 

 
Considering the following boundary conditions: 
 
 C(X > 0, t = 0) = 0 

 C(X = 0, t > 0) = Cs 

 C(X = ∞, t > 0) = 0 
 
The solution for this differential equation is: 
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Dct2
X          erf1.Cs)t,X(C −=  (2) 

 
Where Dc is the chloride diffusion coefficient, Cs is the equilibrium chloride 
concentration on concrete surface and C is the chloride content at the depth of X 
from the surface at the time. The time, at which chloride content on the 
reinforcement surface reaches the chloride threshold value, is considered as the 
corrosion initiation time. In the DuraPGulf software, the percentage of chloride 
threshold is depended on mixture proportion and thickness of concrete cover. The 
time dependence of the diffusion coefficient is normally expressed as (Thomas & 
Bentz 2001): 

 
α

=
t0
t          .0D)t(D  (3) 

 
Where D0 is the diffusion coefficient at a given time t0 and the exponent α 
represents the time dependence of the diffusion coefficient or the increased ability 
of the concrete to resist chloride penetration over time. 
 

Table 1. Input data for initial probability analysis 

Parameter Average 
Coefficient 

of 
Variation 

Standard 
Deviation Distribution 

Chloride diffusivity (m2/s. 10-12) 0.56 0.25 0.140 Normal 
Surface chloride content (%weight of concrete) 0.80 0.30 0.24 Normal 
Critical chloride content (%weight of concrete) 0.13 0.20 0.027 Normal 
Concrete cover (mm) 75 0.10 7.5 Normal 
Aging factor 0.31 0.25 0.078 Noraml 

 
Employing Ahrenius equation, the effect of temperature is considered on the 
diffusion coefficient for different months during the year (Page et al. 1981): 
 

 T
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T
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R
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D
D
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T −×=
 (4) 

 
Where T and T0 are temperature in Kelvin degree, R is the gas general constant 
value and U is the activation energy of the diffusion process. A special value of 2948 for U/R 
was suggested in this study for DuraPGulf based on the experiments at the Construction 
Materials Institute (Chini et al. 2004). Similar to the temperature, the effect of humidity on the 
diffusion coefficient is considered through the model proposed (Bazant & Najar 1972): 
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Where h is the humidity of environment (%). 
 
4. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH 
The probabilistic approach is based on the Monte Carlo Method, which can be 
briefly described as a statistical simulation method, where sequences of random 
numbers are applied to perform the simulation (Gehlen & Schiessl 1999, Bentz 
2003). In the present application of the simulation, the physical process is 
simulated directly by use of the modified Fick’s Second Law of Diffusion for 
describing the transport process. The only requirement is that all the input 
parameters to the equation be described by a probability density function. Once the 
probability density functions of the various durability parameters of the system are 
known, the probability of failure is based on the evaluation of the limit state 
function for a large number of trials. Figure 3 shows a normal curve divided into 
eight sections, each with a probability of 0.125 (Bentz 2003). At about the centroid 
of each region is a discrete point that represents the characteristic value for that 
region. The locations of these points are positive and negative 1.65, 0.89, 0.47 and 
0.155 standard deviations from mean. By varying each set of the input parameters 
through all eight of these calculation points, it becomes possible to know exactly 
the number of iterations necessary to fully cover the input domain and produce a 
reasonable estimate of the solution. The accuracy of the Monte Carlo Method 
depends mainly on the number of trials undertaken and the method is easy to 
implement, a simulation based on this method appears to be both simple and 
intuitive. 

 
Figure 3. Division of normal curve into discrete regions (Bentz 2003). 

 
5. PROGRAMMING 
DuraPGulf software has been developed based on data regression and analyses 
according to the mathematical methods mentioned earlier. The program uses a 
FDM kernel and graphic user interface (GUI) provided by VISUAL BASIC 
programming. 
 
6. EXAMPLE 
A typical reinforced concrete pier of a jetty in Bandar-Emam port is subjected to 
the tidal zone exposure of the Gulf. The thickness of the concrete cover is assumed 
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to be 75 mm. Temperature diagram of Bandar-Emam is also shown in Figure 4. 
Concrete has been cured for 3 days after demolding in July. The concrete mixes 
were developed at the water to cementitious ratios of 0.38, cementitious materials 
content of approximately 450 kg/m3 and 6.5% silica fume. These parameters were 
used as input to the program. Running DuraPGulf, the calculated profile of chloride 
concentration versus depths for a given time of 27 months and the result of the 
sampling are shown in Figure 5. The corrosion initiation time is calculated with the 
deterministic approach to be 128 years, which is very high. 
In order to analyze the probability levels of the above combinations of concrete 
quality and concrete cover, initial probability analysis with input parameters as 
shown in table 1 were carried out. In this table, the surface chloride content of 
0.8% by weight of concrete, which reflects the exposure conditions in tidal zone, 
was adopted. Based on a complete database of experiments, a threshold chloride 
content of 0.13% (Frederiksen, J.M., 2000) by weight of concrete and aging factor 
of 0.31 was assigned. Using Monte Carlo simulation, the probability of steel 
corrosion and development of further chloride penetration is illustrated in Figure 6. 
In most codes for reliability of structures, an upper level of 10% for probability of 
failure is normally accepted (NS 3490, 2004). As can be seen from Figure 6, a 10% 
level for the risk of steel corrosion will result in a service period of 32 years and for 
a service period of 128 years, the level of risk would be 65%. 
 

 
Figure 4. Annual temperature diagram of Bandar-Emam 

 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of the results of experiment with the results predicted by 

DuraPGulf model 
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Figure 6. Development of risk for steel corrosion 

 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Regarding results and experiments following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Durability design of RC structures has received a great concern in the recent 

decades; 
2. In Iran, the need for a model for service life design of concrete structures in 

Persian Gulf region is highly necessary; 
3. The predicted chloride profile by DuraPGulf model is generally in agreement 

with the experimental results. 
4. Probabilistic durability model provides more realistic solutions than 

deterministic durability design. 
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ABSTRACT 
Reinforced concrete structures are susceptible to be deteriorated in harsh 
environments. One of the major causes of deterioration of RC structures in these 
environments is the corrosion of their reinforcements. Generally the corrosion of 
reinforcements involves some uncertainties. In brief these uncertainties can be 
categorized into classes: 1) random nature of corrosion process and 2) linguistic 
terms of construction process. The first one is successfully handled by probabilistic 
methods, but to deal with the linguistic ambiguities, the fuzzy systems are general 
form of confrontation. One main problem is to obtain the fuzzy membership 
functions of corrosion process; in particular, the corrosion initiation and 
propagating time periods. In this paper we developed an algorithm to extract the 
fuzzy membership functions from the available stochastic information. In this 
regard, an integrated system proposed to convert the probabilistic information into 
the corresponding fuzzy sets. In this process, a genetic algorithm optimization 
utilized to gain the standard Triangular and Trapezoidal fuzzy sets, by means of 
minimizing the distance of fuzzy sets from the corresponding normalized 
probability density functions.  
 
Keywords: reinforced concrete, corrosion, service life, probability, fuzzy 
variables, genetic algorithm 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Reinforced concrete structures are susceptible to be deteriorated in harsh 
environments. There may be many detrimental agents at the environment of 
structures, that could cause some serious damages on both reinforcement and 
concrete. ACI's guide to durable concrete [1] recognized five general classes of 
concrete deterioration as: a) Freezing and thawing, b) Aggressive chemical 
exposure, c) Abrasion, d) Corrosion of steel and other materials embedded in 
concrete, and e) Chemical reactions with aggregates. 
Among these deteriorative mechanisms, the corrosion of reinforcement is very 
important for the structures located in the harsh environment of the southern parts 
of Iran, especially in the region of the Persian Gulf and Oman Sea. In these regions, 
high humidity along with high temperature, and availability of detrimental agents 
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like chloride ions, are preparing a suitable environment for premature deterioration 
of RC infrastructures which has been built there. In this view, one of the important 
issues that should be considered is the corrosion of the built RC structures at these 
regions. Up to now well-established models have been proposed for estimating of 
the rate of chloride ingress and corrosion rate. Unfortunately the most of these 
models are based on deterministic variables that can not handle the associated 
uncertainties. The stochastic models are also established to deal with some 
uncertainties regarding the randomness nature of the corrosion. While the 
uncertainties regarding the linguistic terms are usually dismissed and can not be 
handled by the stochastic methods. The fuzzy systems are famous for their 
capabilities to consider the verbal rules and regulations. Therefore in this paper we 
try to extend the appropriate stochastic modes to the fuzzy models, to be used in 
the framework of fuzzy systems that could be simultaneously handled by fuzzy-
logic operations and knowledge processing techniques.  
 
2. CONCRETE AND DURABILITY 
Over the millennia, concrete prepared by the Romans using lime, pozzolana and 
aggregates has survived the elements, giving proof of its durability [2]. Prestigious 
concrete works have been handed down to us: buildings such as the Pantheon in 
Rome, whose current structure was completed in 125 A.D. and also structures in 
marine environments have survived for over two thousand years. This provides a 
clear demonstration that concrete can be as durable as natural stone, provided that 
specific causes of degradation, such as acids or sulphates, freeze-thaw cycles, or 
reactive aggregates, are not present [2]. Today, thanks to progress made over the 
past few decades in the chemistry of cement and in the technology of concrete, 
even these causes of deterioration can be fought effectively. With an appropriate 
choice of materials and careful, adequately controlled preparation and placement of 
the mixture, it is possible to obtain concrete structures which will last in time, 
under a wide variety of operative conditions. The case of reinforced concrete is 
somewhat different. These structures are not eternal, or nearly eternal, as was 
generally supposed up until the 1970s [2]. Instead, their service life is limited 
precisely because of the corrosion of reinforcement. Actually, concrete provides 
the ideal environment for protecting embedded steel because of its alkalinity. If the 
design of a structure, choice of materials, composition of the mixture, and 
placement, compaction and curing are carried out in compliance with current 
standards, then concrete is, under most environmental conditions, capable of 
providing protection beyond the 50 years typical of the required service life of 
many ordinary structures, at least in temperate regions. In fact, cases of corrosion 
that have been identified in numerous structures within periods much shorter than 
those just mentioned, can almost always be traced to a failure to comply to current 
standards or to trivial errors in manufacturing of the concrete. However, under 
environmental conditions of high aggressiveness (generally relate to the presence 
of chlorides), even concrete which has been properly prepared and placed may lose 
its protective properties and allow corrosion of reinforcement long before 50 years 
have elapsed, sometimes resulting in very serious consequences [2]. 
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3. CORROSION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
As emphasized in previous section, the problem of corrosion in reinforced concrete 
structures is a very crucial matter and must be given special considerations.  
The durability of reinforced concrete structures is impacted by the chloride 
penetration and susceptibility of the reinforcement to chloride-induced corrosion, 
when exposed to chloride-laden environment or deicing salts. Once the chloride 
content at the reinforcement reaches a threshold value and enough oxygen and 
moisture are presented, the reinforcement corrosion will be initiated. Corrosion 
products then accumulate in the concrete–steel interface transition zone (ITZ), 
generate expansive pressure on the surrounding concrete, and cause crack initiation 
and propagation [3]. In this paper we are aimed to study the corrosion initiation and 
corrosion-induced cracking periods in the fuzzy sets vision. To develop such 
models it is needed to find a way to establish fuzzy model and their sets 
conFigureurations. To this aim, we developed our fuzzy models based on the 
statistical information that reflects the real distributions of the basic variables 
which is gained from the available information in the literature.   
 
4. TRANSFORMING THE PROBABILISTIC INFORMATION INTO 
FUZZY SETS 
In many engineering problems which involve a number of variables, sufficient 
information may be available to model some of the variables using probability 
distribution functions (pdf), while the other variables are treated as fuzzy. But, in 
some cases, such as steel corrosion analysis, it may be more realistic to carry out 
the decision analysis in the framework of fuzzy set theory. In fact, it is easy to deal 
with fuzzy sets than the probability distributions. So, obtaining the corresponding 
fuzzy sets from its known probability distribution could be very crucial issue in the 
framework of fuzzy experts systems and some further decision making processes. 
 
4.1. Fuzzy Probability  
A usual method, used for converting a probability distribution into a fuzzy set, is 
by dividing the pdf of the distribution by the peak value of the pdf [4]. While this 
method is simple, as pointed out by Dubois and Prade [5] there is a need to 
explicitly check the resulting fuzzy set for possibility/probability consistency 
principle. Using this method, a probability distribution with given pdf, p(x), can be 
converted into a fuzzy set by 
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where fp(x) is the membership function of the fuzzy set. The resulting fuzzy set is 
of the same form as that of the probability distribution. But, for typical engineering 
applications involving several uncertain variables, fuzzy sets with triangular or 
trapezoidal form are preferred due to the computational simplicity. 
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4.2. Extracting the Standard Fuzzy Memberships  
Klir and Yuan [6] proposed the method of least-square curve fitting for 
constructing a membership function from samples of membership grades for some 
elements in the universal set X. Given the sample data (xi,ai), i = 1,. . . ,n, where ai 
is the grade of membership of xi in fuzzy set A, and a suitable class of functions 
f(x;α,β, . . .) where α,β, . . . are parameters whose values distinguish functions in the 
class from one another, the method of least-square curve fitting selects that 
function f(x; α0,β0, . . .) from the class for which the following norm reaches its 
minimum (discrete form). 
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This method can be used to convert the probabilistic fuzzy set into the equivalent 
triangular or trapezoidal fuzzy set. The equivalent fuzzy set, f(x; α0,β0, . . .), is the 
one which minimizes the function F, given by (continuous form) 
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where fp(x) is the membership function of the probabilistic fuzzy set given by Eq. 
(1). For a triangular fuzzy set, f(x;α,β, . . .) is given by (Figure 1(a)) 
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For a trapezoidal fuzzy set, f(x;α,β, . . .) is given by (Figure 1(b)) 
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Figure 1. a) Triangular fuzzy set b) Trapezoidal fuzzy set 

 
In this paper, genetic algorithm would be used to optimization process to find the 
standard fuzzy membership functions of corrosion initiation and corrosion 
propagation periods.  
 
5. FUZZY MODEL FOR CORROSION INITIATION PERIOD 
The steel remains passive in the concrete due to the alkalinity of the environment. 
Once the chloride ions attack the reinforcement, the passive oxide layer on the steel 
surface would be broken. This stage, known as the corrosion initiation time. The 
ingress of chloride ions into the concrete media is directly depends on the 
permeability of the concrete that is affected by the quality of the concrete practice. 
If we suppose that there is no initial chloride ion in the concrete (Ci=0), then the 
Fick's second law of diffusion could be applicable in the form of Eq. 6.   
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where C  is the random concrete cover depth, cD  is the random diffusion 

coefficient of concrete, sC  is the surface chloride concentration and crC  is the 
random critical chloride concentration. This is a probability or stochastic form for 
the corrosion initiation time. Note that in this equation, erf is error function and 
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)/2( π . Now if we exert section 4 method to convert the random 

representation of parameters into the fuzzy ones, we can reach the fuzzy model for 
corrosion initiation time as follow: 
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where Ĉ  is the fuzzy concrete cover depth, cD̂  is the fuzzy diffusion coefficient 

of concrete, sĈ  is the fuzzy surface chloride concentration and crĈ  is the fuzzy 

γα β δ α β γ 
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critical chloride concentration.  
 
5.1. Probability Distribution for Corrosion Initiation Time 
The probability distribution for the corrosion initiation could be gained based on 
the simple Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method. The basic variables for MCS of 
corrosion initiation are summarized in Table 1.  
Table 2, summarizes ANOV results for lognormal distribution fitted on the MCS of 
Eq. 6. According to the results of this table, the corrosion initiation lognormal pdf 
is: 
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The supreme value for iT  is 0.0163. By dividing the Eq. (8) to the supreme value, 
the fuzzy model for corrosion initiation can be gained as follows:  
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Figure 2 shows the visualization of the fuzzy distribution of corrosion initiation.  
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Figure 2. Fuzzy probabilistic function visualization for Ti  

 
Table 1: Basic variables for Ti   

Variable pdf type Mean Standard division unit reference 
C  normal 40 8 [mm] [7] 

cD  normal 30 5 [mm2/year] [7] 

crC  normal 0.3 0.05 [%] [7] 

sC  normal 0.650 0.03 [%] [7] 
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Table 2: Lognormal pdf fitting ANOV results for Ti (mu=58.7226, sigma=1434.28) 
mu         3.89893   0.00589736 Parameter Estimated Std. Err.: sigma      0.589736   0.00417038 

 mu sigma 
mu 3.47789e-005 2.9251e-019 Estimated covariance of parameter 

estimates: sigma 2.9251e-019 1.7392e-005 
 

Table 3: GA to adjust iT̂   MF parameters 
 Type Fitness function Variable 

Triangular @Ti_fuz_tri_nor [α β γ] Membership function 
Trapezoidal @Ti_fuz_trap [α β γ δ] 

Population type double   
Population size 30   
Fitness scaling rank   

Selection stochastic uniform   
Mutation adaptive feasible   
Crossover scattered   

 Optimized parameters 
MF type Triangular Trapezoidal 
Variables [α β γ] [α β γ δ] 

Adjusted result [6.7813 29.0 119.0] [7.5625 28.0 31.0000 118.50] 
 
5.2. Genetic Algorithm to Get Standard Fuzzy MF Of iT̂  
To extract the standard fuzzy membership functions for the corrosion initiation 
time, Eq. 2 or 3 should be minimized. In this paper we use genetic algorithm for its 
robustness in optimization task with detail summarized in Table 3. Moreover, 
Table 3 summarized the GA-optimized variables for each of triangular and 
trapezoidal standard fuzzy membership functions. Moreover, optimized fuzzy 
triangular and trapezoidal MF functions are demonstrated in Figure 3a and 
Figure3b respectively.  
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Figure 3. a) Optimized triangular MF for iT̂ , b) Trapezoidal MF for  
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6. FUZZY MODEL FOR CORROSION-INDUCED CRACKING TIME 
The corrosion of reinforcing bar in the concrete has very wide ranges of 
deteriorative effects. Figure 4 shows some effects of corrosion on residual strength 
[8]. In this paper we consider the cracking of cover concrete due to the radial forces 
of expansive corrosion products.  
 

 
Figure 4. Effects of corrosion on residual strength [8]. 

 
Table 4: α for various corrosion products [10] 

corrosion 
product FeO Fe3O4 Fe2O3 

α 0.777 0.724 0.699 
corrosion 
product Fe(OH)2 Fe(OH)3 Fe(OH)3·3H2O 

α 0.622 0.523 0.347 
 

Table 5: Basic variables for Tcr 

Reference  Unit Standard 
deviation Mean Distribution 

type Variable 

[7] [mm] 8 40 normal C  
[7] [%] 5 30 <<< cD  
[7] [%] 0.05 0.3 <<< crC  
[7] [mm2/year] 0.03 0.650 <<< sC  

[11] mm 0.15 12 <<< D  
[7] μA/cm2 2.5 1.5 uniform cori  
[7] μm --- 12.5 deterministic d0 

[11]  --- 0.18 <<< υc 
[12] GPa 0.12 18.82 normal efE  
[12] MPa --- 3.3 deterministic f’t 
[12] MPa --- 31.5 <<< f'c 
[12] --- --- 0.57 <<< α 
[12] kg/m3 --- 3,600 <<< ρrust 
[12] kg/m3 --- 7,850 <<< ρst 
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Table 6: Normal pdf fitting ANOV results for Tcr:( mu=0.552096, sigma=0.0143802 
mu         0.552051  0.00119047 Parameter Estimated Std. 

Err.: sigma      0.119047  0.000841853 
 mu sigma 

mu 1.41722e-006 1.41722e-006 Estimated covariance of 
parameter estimates: sigma 7.08717e-007 -3.40944e-020 

 
Table 7: GA-optimized MFs for iT̂  

Optimized parameters 
MF type Triangular Trapezoidal 
Variables [α β γ] [α β γ δ] 

Adjusted result [0.2729 0.5487 0.8339] [0.2696 0.5346 0.5754 0.8229] 
 
Extended probabilistic formulation for the time to corrosion-induced cracking time 
period was proposed as follows [9]: 
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Here we convert this formulation to its fuzzy model using the method described in 
section 4 as follows:  
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where crT̂  is the fuzzy time to crack initiation, critŴ  is the fuzzy critical amount of 

corrosion products, Pk  is the fuzzy rate for rust production as the corrosion 
product. These quantities can be obtained using the following formulas: 
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where D̂  is the fuzzy diameter of rebar and critst WW ˆˆ α=  and, 
 
 corP iDk ˆˆπ)/1(105.0ˆ ⋅= α  (13) 
 
where cori  is the fuzzy annual rate of corrosion in μA/cm2 and α depends on the 
type of corrosion product which can be adopted from the Table 4.  
 
6.1. Probability Distribution for Corrosion-Induced Cracking Time 
The probability distribution for the corrosion cracking could be gained based on the 
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simple Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method. The basic variables for MCS of 
corrosion cracking are summarized in Table 5.  
Table 6, summarizes ANOV results for normal distribution fitted on the 
MCS of Eq. 11. According to the results of this table, the corrosion 
initiation lognormal pdf is: 
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The supreme value for crT  is 3.35. By dividing the Eq. (14) to the supreme value, 
the fuzzy model for corrosion initiation can be gained as follows:  
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Figure 5. Fuzzy probabilistic function visualization for Tcr    

 
6.2. Genetic Algorithm to Get Standard Fuzzy MF Of crT̂  
Figure 5 shows the visualization of the fuzzy distribution of crack-initiation time. 
To extract the standard fuzzy membership functions for the corrosion initiation 
time, Eq. 2 or 3 should be minimized. As said before, in this paper we use genetic 
algorithm for its robustness in optimization task with detail similar to Table 3 with 
minor modifications. Table 7 summarized the GA-optimized variables for each of 
triangular and trapezoidal standard fuzzy membership functions. Moreover, 
optimized fuzzy triangular and trapezoidal MF functions are demonstrated in 
Figure 6a and Figure 6b respectively.  
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7. FUZZY-BASED ALGORITHM TO MODEL THE CORROSION OF RC 
ELEMENTS 
At previous sections, we discussed about how to develop a fuzzy model from 
available stochastic models. Here we integrate these steps in an algorithm to be 
more useful. This algorithm is shown in Figure 7. 
 
8. SUMMERY AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we introduced a method to communicate with the available 
probabilistic information and conversion of them into the fuzzy sets. In this sense, 
the probability distribution functions for corrosion initiation and corrosion-cracking 
time period were converted into the fuzzy sets. The fuzzy sets are famous for their 
capabilities in processing the linguistic information rather than the random nature. 
So the constructed fuzzy sets could be used in a decision support system to 
eliminate the linguistic ambiguities of the corrosion in the RC structures. Thus the 
method introduced in this paper, is a major modules for developing a so-called 
Structural Health Monitoring System (SHMS) for reinforced concrete 
infrastructures. 
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ABSTRACT  
Few investigations have been reported on the properties of Self-Compacting 
Concrete (SCC) when it is exposed to elevated temperatures; because it is 
commonly understood that concrete can resist very well against elevated 
temperatures. Even so, it's necessary to evaluate all structures after they exposed to 
elevated temperatures. 
Mechanical properties of SCC containing two types of Pozzolans (Silica Fume and 
Pumice) as filler replacement at elevated temperatures were experimentally 
investigated in this paper. At the age of 28 days, the specimens were placed in an 
electrical furnace and heating was applied up to the maximum temperatures of 200, 
450, 600 and 800°C for 2 hr. Then, the specimens were allowed to be cooled in the 
furnace and subsequently tested for compressive strength, rebound hammer, 
ultrasonic pulse velocity and weight loss. The results show that concretes without 
Silica Fume and Pumice as a replacement for filler show slightly better 
performance in terms of lower strength loss. 
 
Keywords: SCC, pozzolanic materials, elevated temperatures, mechanical 
properties, filler 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC) was first developed in 1988 to achieve durable 
concrete structures. Since then it has been used for a wide range of structures and 
infrastructures, such as bridges and tunnels. SCC is usually considered as a special 
type of High-Performance Concrete (HPC) produced with higher amounts of filler 
materials and lower water/binder ratios as compared with other concretes. Thus, 
porosity of SCC is usually reduced and the material is characterized by a high 
diffusion resistance [1]. Concrete mixture of high diffusion resistance such as SCC 
and HPC, are usually considered as more vulnerable to fire attack. Due to the lower 
porosity and lower connectivity of pores in SCC and HPC, the accumulating 
moisture and water vapor can hardly escape from the structure. So, very high pore 
pressure may be built up as functions of temperature, heating rate, and size of the 
specimens [2].  
The cracking starts around the Ca(OH)2 crystals and then progresses to areas near 
the unhydrated cement grains, as supported by Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) observations [3]. Cracking increases significantly as the temperature is 
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raised beyond 300°C [3,4]. When the maximum exposure temperature is below 
300°C, concrete damage is dominated by only localized boundary cracking 
between the aggregates and the cement paste [5]. Cracks of the heated concrete 
could be further extended and developed during postcooling [6]. Therefore, a 
reduction of Ca(OH)2 content in the cement paste containing supplementary 
cementing materials such as Silica Fume (SF), Pumice, etc., due to the pozzolanic 
reaction could help to reduce cracking due to postcooling. However, it should be 
noted that, above the dissociation temperature of Ca(OH)2 at about 500°C, most 
concretes are likely to lose their structural properties [5].  
Pozzolanic concretes are used extensively throughout the world; the oil, gas, 
nuclear, and power industries are among the major users. The applications of such 
concretes are increasing day by day due to their superior structural performance, 
environmental friendliness, and energy conserving implications [7]. As the use of 
Pozzolanic concretes becomes common, the risk of exposing them to elevated 
temperatures increases. So, it's necessary to evaluate all these structures after they 
are exposed to elevated temperatures. 
This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation studying the 
mechanical properties of SCC containing two types of Pozzolans; Silica Fume (SF) 
and Pumice (P) that were used as filler replacement, subjected to elevated 
temperatures.  
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1. Materials and Mix Designs 
A total of four different mixtures were made; control SCC, Traditional Concrete 
(TC), one SCC with 7.5% Silica Fume (SF) replacing filler by weight and the other 
with 15% Pumice (P) replacing filler by weight.  
Table 1 lists mix design proportions of SCCs and the TC. Properties of fresh and 
hardened concretes are depicted in Table 2. Local natural aggregate with maximum 
size of 10 mm; city potable water and Type I Portland cement were used. 
Limestone was used as filler. Superplasticizer was used according to the results 
obtained for the slumps. SCCs were prepared and tested in fresh conditions 
according to the EFNARC specifications [8].  
 
2.2. Preparation of Specimens and tests 
The specimens prepared were 100 (mm) cubes. Concrete test specimens were kept 
protected after casting to avoid water evaporation. After 24 hr the 100 (mm) cubes 
were cured for 28 days in lime-saturated water at 23 ± 2 °C to prevent possible 
leaching of Ca(OH)2 from these specimens. Then the specimens used for 
measuring the 28 day compressive strength, rebound hammer number, pulse 
velocity and weight loss. At the age of 28 days, specimens were placed in an 
electrical furnace with heat applied at the rate of 2.5 (°C /min) until the desired 
temperature was reached (Figure 1). Before fire testing, two cubes were dried to 
reach to a constant mass.  
A maximum temperature of 200, 450, 600 and 800 oC was maintained for 2 hr 
under the same conditions and without any imposed load. Specimens were then 
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allowed to cool in the furnace and tested for compressive strength, rebound 
hammer, pulse velocity and weight loss. Control tests were also performed on 
specimens cured at room temperature (23 ± 2°C).  
Residual compressive strength was determined as the mean value of two cubes 
tested per temperature, whereas rebound hammer was determined as the mean 
value of two measurements (two opposite sides of the cubes used for compressive 
strength measurements). Pulse velocity measurements were determined as the 
mean value of four measurements (two other opposite sides of the cubes used for 
compressive strength measurements) at any temperature. The weight loss of 
specimens was determined as the mean value of two cubes' weight loss, with which 
their weight being measured before and after the fire testing. 
 

Table 1: Mix design proportions of self-compacting concretes and the traditional 
concrete 
Mixture 

Constituents (Kg/m3) TC SCC SF2 P2 
Type I Portland cement 450 450 450 450 

Silica Fume (SF) ــــ 34 ــــ ــــ 
Pumice (P) 67.5 ــــ ــــ ــــ 

Filler 82.5 116 150 ــــ 
Coarse Aggregate 900 900 898 890 
Fine Aggregate 600 600 598 593 

Water 180 180 180 180 
w/c 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Superplasticizer (lt/100 kg of binder) 1 0.85 0.9 1.1 
 

Table 2. Proportions of fresh and hardened concretes 
Mixture 

Mixture properties TC SCC SF2 P2 
Slump (mm) 100 ــــ ــــ ــــ 

Slump flow (mm) 700 680 720 ــــ 
L Box (H2/H1) 1.1 0.97 0.95 ــــ 
V-funnel (s) 5.7 5.16 9 ــــ 
fc28 (Mpa) 60 55 70 69 

 

 
Figure 1. Specimens in the electrical furnace 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Compressive Strength 
The residual compressive strength at the age of 28 days for all mixtures is shown in 
Figure 2. When concretes are exposed to high temperatures, there are changes in 
the mechanical properties and the durability of them. However, the mechanisms 
causing these changes in properties is quite complex as a result of the concurrence 
of chemical and physical changes in hardened cement paste (HCP) , aggregate, and 
at the interfaces.  
The results show that all mixtures had an increase in their residual compressive 
strength up to 200 oC and then a sudden decrease occurred in SCC mixtures 
containing silica fume and pumice as replacement for filler. No spalling occurred at 
any temperature for all mixtures. In general, SCC with 15% pumice and another 
one with 7.5% silica fume replacement with filler (P2 & SF2) have higher strength 
loss with increasing temperatures than other mixtures without pozzolanic materials. 
The increase in compressive strength can be partially due to the strengthened HCP 
during the evaporation of free water [9,10]. Further hydration of cementitious 
materials is another important cause of the hardening of HCP [9]. 
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Figure 2. Residual compressive strength of all mixtures 

 
3.2. Rebound Hammer 
The residual rebound hammer number at the age of 28 days for all mixtures is 
shown in Figure 3. The rebound values are influenced mainly by the condition of 
the surface of concrete to a depth not exceeding 3 cm approximately [11].  
Since a temperature rise up to 200oC causes drying and hardening of the surface 
layer, rebound measurements present a small increase. At temperatures above 
450oC, intensive internal cracking and chemical decomposition of the surface layer 
become more significant and rebound numbers show a significant reduction. 
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Figure 3. Residual rebound hammer number of all mixtures 

 
3.3. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity 
The residual pulse velocity at the age of 28 days for all mixtures is shown in Figure 
4. It is clearly seen that pulse velocity reduces almost linearly with increasing 
temperature. 
It is obvious that the transmission of pulse waves through a concrete mass is highly 
influenced by the microcracking of concrete. Thus, the decrease in pulse velocity 
with increasing temperature is a sensitive measure of the progress of microcracking 
in the material. 
Because microcracks might have developed along the boundary due to the swelling 
of physically bound water layers and the thermal incompatibility between 
aggregates and cement pastes [12]. Microcracking also increased significantly 
beyond 300°C, which is responsible for further durability loss in specimens heated 
to 450, 600, and 800°C [4,13]. 
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Figure 4. Residual ultrasonic pulse velocity of all mixtures 
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3.4. Weight Loss 
Figure 5 shows the weight loss at the age of 28 days for all mixtures at various 
temperatures. It can be observed that the TC samples show higher levels of weight 
loss than the others. Between 23 ±2°C and 200°C, a quick weight loss occurred in 
all samples, especially the TC and control SCC samples. This corresponds to the 
loss of the evaporable water and part of the physically bound water [2]. 
From 200 to 600°C, the weight loss includes the loss of chemically bound water 
from the decomposition of the CSH [2]. The weight loss of TC is higher than the 
others for temperatures up to 800°C. However, when the temperature is higher than 
600°C, a dramatic loss of weight was observed in all samples. This is due to the 
decomposition of limestone filler, releasing carbon dioxide [14]:  
 
 CaCO3→CaO+CO2 (1) 
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Figure 5. Weight loss of all mixtures 

 
3.5. Residual Compressive Strength and Residual Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity 
Figure 6 shows the relation between residual compressive strength and residual 
ultrasonic pulse velocity for all concrete mixtures. At temperatures above 450°C, both 
compressive strength and ultrasonic pulse velocity decrease almost linearly with 
increasing temperature because of intensive internal cracking progress in the samples. 
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Figure 6. Relation between residual compressive strength and residual ultrasonic 
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It can be seen that in spite of the residual ultrasonic pulse velocities of all concrete 
mixtures were nearly equal, the residual compressive strength loss of SCC with 
7.5% Silica Fume replacement with filler (SF2) was higher than others. 
 
3.6. Residual Compressive Strength and Weight Loss 
Figure 7 shows the relation between residual compressive strength and weight loss 
for all concrete mixtures. It is observed that the SCC mixtures with 15% pumice 
replacement with filler (P2) and the one with 7.5% silica fume replacement with 
filler (SF2) had higher residual compressive strength than the other specimens. As 
shown in this Figure, a linear relationship can be obtained for compressive strength 
and weight loss at temperatures between 450-800 °C. 
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Figure 7. Relation between residual compressive strength and weight loss for all mixtures 

 
3.7. Residual Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity and Weight Loss 
The relation between residual ultrasonic pulse velocity and weight loss at the age 
of 28 days for all mixtures is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that higher 
temperature has resulted in higher weight losses due to the chemical decomposition 
of materials. This has caused microcracks in the cement pastes and micro-structure 
change and hence lower pulse velocity results. There is also no linear relationship 
between Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) and weight loss at all temperatures. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions were drawn from the study:  
(1) In the range of 25–200°C, an increase in strength was observed in all concrete 

mixtures which can be resulted due to the evaporation of free water and 
further hydration of cementitious materials. From 200 to 450°C, a decrease in 
strength was observed in SCCs containing Silica Fume and Pumice as a 
replacement for filler. A loss in strength within the range of 70–75% was 
observed in the 400–600°C temperature range. At 800°C residual strength of 
SCCs varies between 25 and 30%. The sever loss in strength at an elevated 
temperature is probably due to the intensive internal cracking and chemical 
decomposition of concrete components. 

(2) In general, concretes without Silica Fume and Pumice as a replacement for 
filler show slightly better performance in terms of lower strength loss. 

(3) Results obtained for residual strength of heated samples by standard crushing 
test, rebound hammer and pulse velocity are different. This variation is 
attributed to the surface hardness measurement by hammer test and the 
influence of the microcracks on UPV test results. 

(4) It is important that building designers, building officials, and the fire service 
organization be aware of the loss in mechanical properties of concretes which 
could reduce the load carrying capacity and durability of affected structural 
components. 
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ABSTRACT  
The intensity of damage in concrete structures has a vital relationship to the 
position of concrete versus the sea water level. With regard to this concept, the 
environment of located structures near the coast (i.e. coastal structures) can be 
divided into four zones: marine atmospheric, splashing, tidal and submerged [1, 2]. 
A hydraulic model consists of a channel with 10 meters in length, 0.7 meters width, 
1 meter depth and a wave maker machine capable of making regular waves with 
various heights and periods, has been designed and constructed in hydraulic 
laboratory of Sahand University of Technology to simulate the marine environment 
and conditions in this research study. The Oroomiyeh lake water was used to 
reproduce severe corrosive marine environment. Two water/ cement ratios (0.45 
and 0.55) and two cement contents (350 and 400 kg/m3) were selected for 
reinforcement and plain concrete specimens. Furthermore, silica fume was used as 
supplementary cementing material.  
After standard curing, these specimens were kept in different conditions: 
submerged, tidal, splash, atmospheric and outdoors. 
A series of tests such as corrosion potential measurement, electrical resistivity and 
reinforcement corrosion intensity, chloride ion concentration and compressive 
strength were carried out at different ages of concrete. In this paper, the function of 
specimens, durability in different zones have been investigated and compared with 
one to the others. 
 
Keywords: reinforcement corrosion, chloride ion concentration, corrosion 
potential, splashing zone, atmospheric zone  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the importance of the oil industry, marine transportation and mining in seas, 
construction of various structures (e.g. jetty, platform, etc) has been increased 
remarkably in recent years. Although concrete is a durable material, there are some 
reasons that can damage it in its lifetime. In designing the concrete structures, it is 
necessary to consider various factors to which the concrete should be exposed [3].  
Research in real marine environment is very difficult to do as it needs many tools, 
equipments, etc. However, the marine conditions can be simulated partly in the 
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laboratory to perform experiments on specimens. 
Investigations have been done in durability of concrete in marine environment 
across the world. For instance, marine durability of some concrete specimens in 
tidal condition in Japan coasts was reported in late 20th century [4]. Also, in 
I.R.Iran durability of concrete specimens in different conditions in Persian Gulf has 
been investigated by Building and Housing Research Center (BHRC) in 2006[5]. 
The specimens in latter research had been kept in real coastal environment, tidal 
and submerged conditions. In most researches, durability of concrete has been 
reported only for submerged, tidal and outdoors conditions. However, there were 
no reports in atmospheric and splashing conditions. In this research, durability of 
concrete in splashing and atmospheric conditions has been investigated in addition 
to submerged, tidal and outdoors conditions. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM   
2.1. Materials 
Cement type 2 and silica fume have been used. The chemical analysis of cement 
and silica fume is shown in table 1.  
 

Table 1: Chemical analysis of cement and silica fume 

C2S C3S SO3 CaO MgO Fe2O3 Al2O3 SiO2 
Chemical 

composition (%) 
24.76 50.68 1.65 64.56 2.33 3.55 4.62 21.97 Cement type 2 

- - 0.1 0.49 0.97 0.87 1.32 95.1 Silica fume 
 
Gravel, having the size of 19mm at maximum and sand with a stiffness module of 
2.94 were used. Gravel and sand unit weights are 2650, 2560 kg/m3, respectively. 
Tap water was used for mixing.  
 
2.2. Mix Proportion, Specimens' Details, Exposure Conditions and Tests   
In this research, two water/cement ratios (0.45 and 0.55) and two cement contents (350 
and 400 kg/m3) were selected. Silica fume was used as supplementary cementing 
material. Expected slump in all mixes gained by adding plasticizer up to 1% of total 
mass of cementitous material. Concrete mix proportions are shown is Table 2. 
 

Table 2: Concrete mix proportions made (1 m3) 
Weight (kg)  

Water Gravel Sand Silica 
fume  

Cement 
type 2  C

W  Concrete mix Abbreviation 
Symbol 

192 825 977 - 350 0.55 Cement type 2  M1  
180 977 787 40 360 0.45 Cement type 2 + 

10% Silica fume  M2  
 
All specimens were kept in mold for 24 hours, then in tap water in laboratory 
environment for 72 hours and finally they were moved to different conditions: 
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• Outdoors: laboratory environment 
• Reference environment: pond tap water in the laboratory conditions 
• Submerge zone: A pond containing Oroomiyeh Lake water (the water was 

renewed every month) in the average temperature of 30˚C.  
• Tidal zone: Composed of two ponds containing Oroomiyeh Lake water. 

The water was pumped from the first pond to the second and vice versa. 
The specimens were on average subjected to 10h of wetting and 14h of 
drying per 24h. The average pond water temperature was approximately 
30˚C. 

• Splashing zone: A channel with 10 meters length, 0.7 meters width, 1 
meter depth and a wave maker machine capable of making regular waves. 
This channel contained Oroomiyeh Lake water. The specimens were kept 
at the still water level to be exposed to the waves and splashes. 

• Atmospheric zone: In this simulation, a pump and several nozzles were 
used to spray water into the system. The specimens were kept at a short 
distance from nozzles to get more accurate results. 

In Table 3, a comparison between the constituents of Oroomiyeh Lake and Persian 
Gulf water is shown.  
 

Tabel 3: Chemical analysis of Oroomiyeh lake water 
Cl- Na+ So4

2- Mg2+ Ca2+ K+ 

143704 86066 22752 12418 1360 1404 Oroomiyeh lake 
21450 12400 2720 1460 430 450 Persian Gulf 

6.7 6.9 8.3 8.5 3.16 3.12 
Ratio of Oroomiyeh 

lake water constituents 
to Persian Gulf's water    

 
The details of specimens and keeping conditions for each test are shown in Table 4.  
 

Table 4: Details and characteristics of specimens and the keeping conditions  

keeping conditions  Characteristics Specimens 
size (cm) Test 

submerged, tidal, splash, 
atmospheric and 

Reference environment   
- 101010 ××  compressive strength  

submerged, tidal, splash, 
atmospheric   -  101010 ×× chloride ion 

concentration  
submerged, tidal, splash, 
atmospheric and outdoors 

2.5 cm concrete 
cover  201010 ×× corrosion potential 

and intensity  
submerged, tidal, splash, 

atmospheric and 
Reference environment 

-  101010 ××  electrical resistivity   

     
3. TESTS AND RESULTS  
Compressive strength of specimens in different conditions was measured at ages of 
28 and 90 days. Furthermore, corrosion potential, reinforcement corrosion intensity 
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and electrical resistivity were measured at different ages and conditions. The half 
cell apparatus with Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used to measure the rate of 
corrosion potential [6]. Reinforcement corrosion intensity was also measured by 
Potentiostat [7, 8]. Electrical resistivity was measured by using Weston (standard) 
cell [9]. Chloride ion concentration was measured at the age of 3 months used 
concrete by powder sample from the depth of 2-3 cm and chloride ion (% wt. of 
concrete) determined. 
 

 
Figure 1. Half cell potential for various mixes in different conditions at the age of 90 days 
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Figure 2. Compressive strength in different conditions at the age of 90 days for a) M1 
mix b) M2 mix 

 
Table 5: Corrosion potential range and corrosion probability based on ASTM-C876 

for Ag/AgCl Half Cell [6] 
Corrosion probability Corrosion potential range 

There is 90% probability that 
corrosion does not exist.  ≤-84 mv  

 Corrosion does not exist positively 
but is absolutely possible 

-234 mv≤ ≤ -84 mv 

There is 90% probability for 
corrosion -234 mv≤  

 
Table 6: Chloride ion (% wt. of concrete) in different conditions at the age of 90 days. 

Chloride ion(% wt. of concrete) 
Atmospheric 

zone 
Splash 
zone 

Tidal 
zone 

Submerged 
zone C

W  Concrete mix Abbreviation 
Symbol 

0.22 0.28 0.25 0.19 0.55 Cement type 2 M1 

0.13 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.45 
Cement type 2 
+ 10% Silica 

fume 
M2 

 
Table 7: Corrosion current density for various mixes in different conditions at the age 

of 180 days. 
Corrosion current density (µA/cm2) 

Atmospheric 
zone  

Splash 
zone  

Tidal 
zone  

Submerge
d zone  C

W  Concrete mix Abbreviation 
Symbol  

0.95 1.609 1.24 0.839 0.55 Cement type 2 M1  
0.398 0.423 0.412 0.333 0.45 Cement type 2 + 

10% Silica fume  M2 
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Table 8: Corrosion intensity range and its interpretation [8] 

Extent of Corrosion Corrosion Current 
Density(µA/cm2) 

Passive condition Icorr < 0.1 
Low to moderate corrosion 0.1 < Icorr  < 0.5 
Moderate to high corrosion 0.5 < Icorr < 1 

High corrosion Icorr > 1 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3: Chloride ion (% wt. of concrete) and Electrical resistivity in different 
conditions at the age of 90 days for a) M1 mix b) M2 mix 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Chloride Ion Penetration 
For the splashing zone, due to capillary absorption and surface condensation 
phenomenon, concrete is more prone to be damaged [10].  
In the second mix, because of the reduction of water/cement ratio and effects of 
silica fume on making concrete pores smaller, the rate of chloride ion penetration 
decreased. 
 
4.2. Corrosion Potential and Intensity 
In terms of corrosion, the splashing zone has the worst conditions, by increasing 
moisture, free chloride ion concrete and enough oxygen, corrosion intensity also 
increased.  
In submerged condition, because of thin air, although corrosion potential of 
reinforcement was high, the rate of corrosion intensity was low. 
 
4.3. Compressive Strength  
Presence of Sulphate (SO4

2-) ion in corrosive environment caused some decreases 
in compressive strength for all concrete mixes in comparison with reference 
specimens. Specimens in splashing zone have the highest strength deterioration 
factor (SDF) because of leach out, efflorescence under cyclic consequence wetting, 
drying and salt crystallization (which creates internal pressure and causes cracking 
of concrete). 
In the second mix, decreasing of water/cement ratio and using silica fume caused 
lower SDF [11]. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
1. The main reasons of destruction of marine concrete structures are the chloride 

ion penetration and reinforcement corrosion which result in cracking of 
concrete. 

2. Splashing condition has the highest chloride ion penetration in concrete which 
decreases electrical resistivity and increases reinforcement corrosion intensity. 

3. Specimens in splashing condition have the highest strength deterioration factor. 
4. In marine environment, concrete in splashing zone, which is exposed to waves 

and splashes, is more vulnerable in comparison with other zones and needs 
special attention in the curing of buildings. 

5. In submerged condition, because of thin air, although corrosion potential of 
reinforcement is high, the rate of corrosion intensity is low. 

6. In all specimens kept in various conditions, electrical resistivity was decreased 
as time passed. This attenuation may result in an increase in corrosion 
intensity. 

7. Comparison between the experimental results shows that reinforcement 
corrosion intensity reduces in splashing, tidal, atmospheric and submerged 
condition, respectively.  
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ABSTRACT 
In certain industrial activities sulfuric acid is used during the production process, 
which may cause degradation of concrete structures. Another important 
phenomenon where sulfuric acid is responsible for concrete corrosion is biogenic 
sulfuric acid corrosion, which occurs often in sewer systems. Therefore, 
researchers used sulfuric acid solutions to simulate of such aggressive 
environments. Also, they used suitable cement replacement materials such as silica 
fume to improve acid resistance of concretes. But some researchers reported lowest 
susceptibility of concrete containing silica fume to corrosion at such environments 
while the other groups reported unsuitable performance of silica fume. 
In this paper, control specimens and specimens containing 8% silica fume as 
cement replacement materials were immersed in sulfuric acid solutions with pH of 
1.0 and 2.0. The dense packing of siliceous aggregates and cementitious materials 
were used to achieve low porosity concretes. They were periodically examined for 
appearance and measured for mass change up to 315 days. Total porosity of 
samples at the age of 90 days was measured. Results show that the porosity plays 
an important and twofold role in the mass loss of mortar specimens immersed in 
sulfuric acid solutions. In low pHs such as 1.0 corrosion rate of low porosity 
concretes is more than that of high porosity concretes.  But, in the high pHs such as 
2.0 corrosion rate of low porosity concretes is less than that of the high porosity 
concretes. In the low and high pHs of sulfuric acid solutions internal and external 
or surface degradations were observed respectively.  
Contradictory results were obtained for the concretes containing silica fume 
because of its effect on the porosity and the production of silica gel at ITZ by 
reacting of portlandite. Investigations by optical microscopy on thin section 
samples indicate that the use of silica fume makes mixtures more homogeneous 
and hence lowers the corrosion rate in sulfuric acid environments. 
 
Keywords: silica fume, sulfuric acid attack, dense concretes, porosity 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is the most widely used construction material for sewer structures. 
However, the environment in some sewer structures can become very acidic due 
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mainly to formation of sulfuric acid converted from hydrogen sulfide by bacterial 
action. Significant deterioration of concrete in such harsh environments has been 
reported all over the world [1,2,3]. Also several reports were published elucidating 
the mechanisms of concrete deteriorations in sewer environments [4,5,6]. 
Although, it has been reported that some new materials such as high performance 
coating, glass fiber reinforced lining, special mortars and high proportions of 
polymer modified binder can be more acid resistant, but they are too costly for 
most practical applications [7,8,9]. Therefore, the research on evaluation of acid 
resistance of normal concretes is still attractive.  
It is well known that the porosity of the cement paste is the most important 
parameter determining mechanical properties and consequently, the durability of 
the material in the hardened stage. Therefore, information on porosity is a 
paramount importance for engineering concrete applications. The densest packing 
of the complete mixture made of aggregates and binder can lead to an extremely 
high density, low porosity system, and at the same time to the minimum binder 
content requirement. 
In this paper, the dense packing of siliceous aggregates was obtained by replicating 
ASTM C29 standard test method for the aggregate fractions. The Fuller ideal 
grading curve for particle size distribution (PSD) of cementitious material 
including ultra fine filler was used. Finally, the effect of different pHs of sulfuric 
acid solutions, silica fume and ultra fine filler on resistance of mixtures to sulfuric 
acid attack were investigated. Sulfuric acid solution with pH of 1.0 and 2.0 were 
considered to represent the aggressive sewer environments. The pH of 1.0 is widely 
used in many laboratory tests to investigate the acid resistance of concretes for 
sewer structures [6,7,10]. But the pH of 2.0 is considered by some researchers to 
simulate the aggressive environments [11, 12]. Three mixtures including control 
mixture, mixture containing ultra fine filler and mixture containing 8% silica fume 
and ultra fine filler were investigated. Mortar and concrete samples were immersed 
in sulfuric acid solution for over 315 days. Water binder ratio and cementitious 
material content were considered as 0.42 and 325kg/m3 respectively. Specimens 
were regularly investigated by visual inspection of surface deterioration and 
measuring mass change. Porosity of mortar samples was investigated to find more 
knowledge about the mechanism of sulfuric acid attack. Also cement matrix and 
protection layer in samples that is formed during the sulfuric acid attack were 
investigated by optical microscopy on thin section samples.  
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  
2.1. Materials  
The materials used in this investigation were locally sourced and they satisfied the 
requirements of respective National Standards. Table 1 presents the results for 
typical chemical compositions of the Type II Portland cement, silica fume, and 
Quartz powder. The coarse and fine aggregates used in this investigation were 5-
20mm and 0-5mm siliceous crushed river gravel and silica river sand respectively. 
A superplasticizer was used in the concrete mixtures to achieve a slump between 
50-100mm. 
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Table1.Chemical composition of cement, silica fume and Quartz powder 
Oxide CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3 MgO (Na2O)eq 

Cement 62.94 21.1 5.05 3.08 1.5 3.4 0.87 
Silica fume 1.02 95.1 0.6 1.1 1.2 0.6 - 
Quartz 
powder 1.05 96.4

5 1.08 - 0.5 - 

 
2.2. Material Proportions 
2.2.1. Aggregates 
Aggregates take up 60-90% of the total volume of concrete. Proper selection of 
aggregate type and particle size distribution affects the main properties of concrete 
such as workability, mechanical strength, permeability, durability and the total cost 
of hardened concrete. High density along with low specific surface of aggregates is 
used to achieve minimum cement consumption and low porosity concrete 
production by replicating ASTM C29 standard test method. Process of aggregate 
proportion selection was published in the previous works [13-16]. Grading curve of 
selected aggregates and BS standard limits are shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Grading curve of aggregates and BS standard limits. 

 
2.3. Quartz Powder Content 
It is well known that porosity has an important role on many properties of concrete 
such as strength, permeability and durability. To obtain a dense structure in the 
hardened mortars, the density of dry binder should be maximized [17]. The packing 
density of the commercial cement powder is relatively low because of its narrow 
PSD obtained through a closed-circuit grinding process. It could be demonstrated 
mathematically that the cement powder lacks the section of super fine particles 
compared with the dense packing powder [18, 19]. In order to achieve the dense 
packing powder in the cementitious material, a very fine Quartz powder as a filler 
with particle size between 0-16 microns was added to the cementitious material. 
Proportion of super fine Quartz powder )(k was calculated from optimization of 
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followed objective function:  
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Where n : is the number of sieves, )(1 iDU : is the PSD of ideal grading curve 
according to Fuller ideal curve by 38.0=n , )(2 iDU : is the PSD of cementitious 
material and )(3 iDU : is the PSD of ultra fine filler or Quartz powder. Optimization 
process has been published elsewhere [13, 14]. Results indicated that the use of 
22% and 13.7% ultra fine filler in the second and third mixtures could lead to the 
production of low porosity concretes. Exception was the control concrete mixture 
which had no filler addition.  Quartz powder was used as aggregate replacement in 
the second and third mixtures.  
 
2.4. Preparation of Test Specimens 
Three concrete mixtures were designed with constant cementitious material 
contents and water binder ratios to investigate their mechanical properties and 
resistance in sulfuric acid solution with pH of 1.0 and 2.0. Water binder ratio and 
cementitious material content were considered 0.42 and 325kg/m3 respectively. 
Mixture proportions are shown in Table 2. Mortar plates (10×10×2cm) and 
concrete cubes (10×10×10cm) were cast from each mixture according to ASTM 
C192 test method. In addition, mortar prisms (4×4×16cm) and concrete cubes 
(10×10×10 cm and 15×15×15cm) were cast for flexural, compression and water 
permeability tests respectively. All mortars were obtained by sieving concretes 
using No. 4 sieve. After 24 hours, specimens were demoulded and cured up to 28 
days in the control room. Some specimens remained in the control room up to 90 
days for flexural, compression and water permeability tests. The samples were then 
immersed in acid solution for a period of 315 days. Specimens were periodically 
washed during the test period and then their mass changes were measured. All 
measurements were carried out at the saturated surface dry condition (SSD).  
 

Table 2. Mixture proportions 

Mixture W/C Cement 
(kg) 

Silica 
fume 
(kg) 

Trass 
(kg) 

Pumice 
( kg) 

Filler 
(kg) 

Sand 
(kg) 

Gravel 
(kg) 

1C  0.42 325.0 --- --- --- --- 889.4 1019.9 
2C  0.42 325.0 --- --- --- 71.5 852.7 977.70 
3C  0.42 299.0 26 --- --- 44.5 863.4 990.00 

 
2.5. Sulfuric Acid Solution  
The ASTM C267 test method was modified to investigate mortars and concretes in 
sulfuric acid solution. A sulfuric acid solution with pH of 1.0 and 2.0 were chosen 
to simulate the aggressive environment of sewer structures. The pH of sulfuric acid 
solution was kept constant in the range of 0.97 to 1.07 for pH of 1.0 and 1.87 to 
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2.23 for pH of 2.0 by adjusting the pH weekly using 98% sulfuric acid. All 
specimens were continuously immersed in monthly refreshed sulfuric acid solution 
during the test period. Test setup is shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Test setup for simulation of sewer structures 

 
3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1. Air Content, Water Absorption and Water Penetration Depth 
Air content of fresh concrete, half an hour and 24 hour water absorption at the age 
of 28 days and water penetration depth of hardened concretes at the ages of 28 and 
90 days were measured according to ASTM C231, BS1881-122, ASTM C642 and 
DIN 1048 test methods, respectively. Test results are summarized in Table 3. 
Selection of dense packing aggregate proportions decreased the air content, water 
absorption and water penetration depth of the control mixture in comparison with 
the plain concretes. Utilization of ultra fine Quartz powder that improves PSD of 
cement decreases the air content, water absorption and water penetration depth of 
the second mixture )( 2C  when compared with the control one. In addition using 
silica fume that improve the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) decrease the above 
parameters in comparison with the second mixture )( 2C . The dense packing of 
aggregates and dry binder seems to disconnect the capillary pores. Disconnection 
of voids in the C2 and C3 mixtures seems to be greater than the control mixture due 
to the usage of ultra fine filler and silica fume. 
 
Table 3: Air content of fresh concrete, water absorption and water penetration depth 

(WPD) 

Mixture W/C 
Cementitious 

material 
(kg) 

Air 
content 

% 

Water 
Absorption 
Half hour 

(%) 

Water 
Absorption 
1 day (%) 

WPD (28 
days) 
mm 

WPD (90 
days) 
mm 

1C  0.42 325 2.8 1.72 5.55 8 7 

2C  0.42 325 2.0 1.49 4.07 3 2-3 
3C  0.42 325 1.5 1.62 4.01 0 0 
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3.2. Mechanical Properties of Concretes and Mortars 
Compressive and flexural strengths test results for concrete mixtures under 
standard curing conditions are shown in Figure 3 and 4. Higher compressive 
strengths with low cementitious material content (325kg/m3) are due to the dense 
packing of aggregates. Flexural strength of the third mixture or 3C  at the age of 28 
days is higher than other mixtures because of the high pozzolanic activity of silica 
fume. Also, higher compressive and flexural strengths of control mixture were 
probably obtained due to low porosity production (see Table 4). Total porosity of 
mixtures containing ultra fine filler is more than the control mixture probably due 
to satisfactory compaction of control mixture. Therefore, compressive and flexural 
strengths of these mixtures were less than the predicted values. 
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Figure 3. Compressive strength of concrete mixtures  
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Figure 4. Flexural strength of mortar prisms 

 
3.3. Acid Attack Test Results  
3.3.1. Visual Inspection of Mortar and Concrete Specimens 
During the immersion period in sulfuric acid solutions, the samples were 
periodically retrieved from the acid solutions for measurements and visual 
inspection of the surface appearance. At the early age of immersion, surface of 
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specimens changed to white and yellow color for specimens subjected to sulfuric 
acid solution with pH of 1.0 and 2.0 respectively as shown in Figure 5. Then, 
softening of the cement matrix due to excessive expansion and dissolution was also 
observed during visual inspections of the concrete and mortar samples. The 
expansions of mortar and concretes were increased by exposure of aggregates. 
Typical surface appearances of concrete cubes after 3 and 6 months immersion in 
sulfuric acid solution with pH of 1.0 are shown in Figure 6. After 3 months of 
immersion, it is clearly seen that the control concrete (C1) containing Portland 
cement has suffered the most severe damage with exposure of coarse aggregates and 
significant loss of cement mortar at all external surfaces. For C2 and C3 concrete 
mixtures, the acid affects the edges, corners, and part of the surfaces of the 
specimens. After 6 months immersion, surfaces of the mixtures were corroded by 
acid with exposure of aggregates. After 315 days immersion, all specimens were 
corroded at different depths. It should be noted that, there is a tan layer between 
corroded and uncorroded concrete which is more resistant to acid (see Figure 10). 
Apparently this protective layer is formed near the surface of specimens subjected to 
sulfuric acid solutions with pH of 2.0. Also, typical surface appearances of mortar 
plates after 2 and 6 months immersion in sulfuric acid solution with pH of 2.0 are 
shown in Figure 7. After 2 months immersion, all mortar plates have suffered 
damage with exposure of aggregates and significant loss of cement mortar. After 6 
months immersion, C1 mixture performed better when compared with other mixtures.  

 

 
Figure 5. Mortar plates of 2C  mixture after 1 week immersion in sulfuric acid 

solutions with pH of 1.0 and 2.0   
 

 
C1               C2               C3 

Figure 6. Concrete cubes after 3 and 6 months immersion in sulfuric acid solution 
with pH of 1.0 
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Figure 7. Mortar plates after 2 and 6 months immersion in sulfuric acid solution with 

pH of 2.0 
 
3.4. Mass Change Measurement 
The mass change of a sample as a percentage of the initial mass is a widely used 
indicator for assessment of the deterioration of concrete subjected to acid attack. In 
this investigation the initial mass of samples was determined under saturated 
surface dry (SSD) conditions at the age of 28 days. Then, the specimens were 
immersed in sulfuric acid solutions. The measurements of mass change of samples 
at SSD condition were taken weekly within the first and second months and 
monthly afterwards until 11 months except for the third, fifth and seventh week and 
eighth and tenth month. During measurement, the samples were rinsed with tap 
water, brushed gently with a plastic brush to remove loose particles and then 
measured for their SSD masses. Test results of mortar and concretes in sulfuric 
acid solution with pH of 1.0 are shown in Figure 8. Also weight loss of mortar 
plates in sulfuric acid solution with pH of 2.0 is shown in Figure 9. As shown in 
Figure 8, the control concrete or C1 samples showed mass gain over the first 14 
days immersion in the acid solution. But, the C2 and C3 concrete mixtures had net 
mass gains over 45 days after immersion. In the mortar specimens, mass loss of 1C  
begins after 14 days immersion. However, mass loss of C2 and C3 begins after 30 
days immersion. Deterioration of mortar specimens is higher than the concrete 
samples because of their low thicknesses and higher cementitious material 
contents. Also, mass loss of the control mixture or C1 in the concrete and mortar 
specimens is higher than the other mixtures. After 315 days immersion, the C1 to 
C3 concrete specimens showed a reduction in mass loss of about 31,9%, 30,1% and 
30,6%, respectively. However 69.1%, 64.0% and 57.2% mass reduction in the 
mortar specimens after 7 months immersion were observed respectively. Some of 
the mortar specimens after 7 months immersion were failed. Therefore, based on 
visual inspections and weight loss test results, it can be seen that the usage of silica 
fume and ultra fine filler may enhance the service life of concretes against high 
concentration of sulfuric acid solutions.  
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Weight loss of 10*10*2 cm mortar plates
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Figure 8. Weight loss of samples after 315 days immersion in pH of 1.0 a) concrete 
cubes b) mortar plates 
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Figure 9. Weight loss of mortar samples after 11 months immersion in pH of 2.0 
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But, performance of mortars in sulfuric acid solutions with pH of 2.0 is quite 
different. The control mixture that had the worst performance in the sulfuric acid 
solution with pH of 1.0 showed minimum weight loss at about 8.2%. The C2 and 
C3 specimens showed a reduction of about 12.9% and 12.6% respectively. Based 
on visual aspects and weight loss test results, mechanism of sulfuric acid attack 
with different pHs is different. Therefore, micro structural analysis should be 
carried out on the samples for further clarifications. 
 

 
Figure 10. Tan layer formation between corroded and uncorroded concrete in mixture 
 
3.5. Micro Structural Analysis  
3.5.1. Porosity Study 
Mortar samples were taken from freshly broken prisms after 90 days curing in 
control room. Samples dried at co105 until mass stabilization and then their total 
porosity were measured by using following equation: 

                                                                                            
 ( ) %1001

0
×−= ρ

ρ
tP  (2) 

Where, ρ and 0ρ  are dry bulk and solid phase densities and tP  is the volume 
percent of total porosity. Test results are summarized in Tab. 4. Also, total porosity 
of C1 and C2 samples that is measured by mercury porosimeter is shown in Tab. 4. 
Comparison of total porosity that is measured by mercury porosimeter with total 
porosity obtained according to equation (2) indicates that the compaction of control 
mixture was satisfactory. Also, actually porosity plays a twofold role in sulfuric 
acid attack to concrete. When a sulfuric acid solution with low pHs such as 1.0 
attacks the concrete with low porosity or dense concrete, the dense structure 
prevents the absorption of acid by the concrete. Consequently the acid reacts with 
the cement paste at the narrow depth of concrete causing significant degradation 
due to expansion of gypsum or ettringite. For high porosity concretes, owing to a 
more porous structure, concrete absorbs the acid which reacts with hydration 
products to form gypsum and ettringite, which would fill the pores of the concrete, 
and create a protective layer. This layer forms within the depth of specimens 
between corroded and uncorroded concrete causes reduction in chemical reactions 
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(see Figure 10). Thus the depth of degradation which is a function of exposure 
time, pH of sulfuric acid solution and mixture parameters should be investigated 
separately. 
 

Table 4: Total porosity of mixtures after 90 days curing 
Samples 

ID 
)( 3cm

gρ  )( 3
0 cm

gρ  .%VolPt  tP  %, Mercury 
porosimeter 

1C  2.23 2.557 12.8 10.4 
2C  2.17 2.586 16.1 10.1 
3C  2.17 2.632 17.6 - 

 
Also, this layer formed near the surface of specimens in low porosity concretes and 
deteriorated at a shorter time. Therefore, based on test results, using an air-
entraining agent could improve the resistance of concretes against sulfuric acid 
solutions with low pHs as was investigated in the literature [20]. Also, 
improvement of concrete resistance against sulfuric acid by increasing of water to 
cement ratio have been reported by several researchers without investigation of 
corrosion depth [13,21,22].  However, in case of higher pH of sulfuric acid 
solutions such as 2.0, sulfuric acid solutions couldn't penetrate in the depth of 
concretes owing to low concentration of sulfate ions. Consequently the acid reacts 
with the cement paste at the narrow depth or surface of concretes in both low and 
high porosity concretes causing degradation. Surface of high porosity concretes is 
more than that of low porosity concretes. Therefore corrosion rate of high porosity 
concretes is higher than that of low porosity concretes. Therefore, based on twofold 
effect of porosity against sulfuric acid solutions, contradictory effect of silica fume 
could be elaborated. 
 
3.6. Investigate of Samples by Optical Microscopy 
Mixture characteristics, Thickness of tan layer that is formed during the sulfuric 
acid attack between corroded and uncorroded concrete and products of degradation 
were investigated on thin sections using transmitted light microscopy. Mortar 
samples were taken from freshly broken prisms after 315 days immersion in 
sulfuric acid solution with pH of 1.0. Effect of ultra fine filler and silica fume on 
portlandite consumption which resulted in homogeneous mixtures is shown in 
Figure 11. Comparison of cement matrix of 2C  with control mixture indicates that 
the mixtures containing ultra fine filler is more homogeneous than that of the 
control mixture. Also using silica fume reduces calcium hydroxide content. In 
Figure 12, typical micrographs of transmitted light microscopy on thin section 
samples of C1 and C3 mixtures in the corroded area are shown. Also, average 
thickness of tan layers measured by optical microscopy is summarized in Table 5. 
It is clearly seen that the thickness of the tan layer depends on the cementitious 
materials composition. In other words, a corrosion rate depends on stiffness of 
cement matrix. Usage of silica fume increases the thickness of tan layer owing to 
silica gel formation in the ITZ.  Gypsum is observed in all samples in front of the 
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tan layer as a product of degradation (see Figure 12). Based on Figure 8, Table 4 
and 5, weight loss of high porosity concretes begins at the later ages, but corrosion 
depth of high porosity concretes is probably more than that of the low porosity 
concretes.  
 

  
C1 C2 C3 

Figure 11. Cement matrix of different mixtures 
 

Table 5. Thickness of tan layer for different mixtures 
Mixture code 1C  2C  3C  

Thickness of tan layer ( μm ) 200 200 290 
 

  
C1: 200 μm C3: 290 μm 

Figure 12. Thickness of tan layer in  
1C  and 

6C  mixtures 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS  
Based on the test results, the following observations and conclusions are drawn: 
1. Using an ideal aggregate grading decreases the porosity of mortars and 

concretes and increases their durability. 
2. Most properties of concretes containing ultra fine filler such as compressive 

and flexural strengths, density, air content of fresh concrete and porosity were 
further improved. 

3. Porosity plays a twofold role in different concentration of sulfuric acid 
solutions. External and internal corrosion was observed for high and low 
concentration, respectively.  

4. For high concentration of sulfuric acid solutions that is caused internal 
corrosion, higher porosity concretes showed less mass loss. But, their 
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corrosion depths should be investigated separately. 
5. Utilization of ultra fine Quartz powder reduces porosity and hence increasing 

the resistance of concretes against sulfuric acid attack. 
6. Utilization of silica fume prepared with an ideal grading curve of the 

cementitious materials improved the durability of concretes in sulfuric acid 
environments. 

7. Corrosion rate varies with variation in micro structure of cement matrix. 
8. Gypsum is observed in all specimens subjected to sulfuric acid solutions with 

pH of 1.0 as a product of degradation. 
9. Application of ideal grading curve for cementitious materials enhances the 

homogeneity of the mixtures. 
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ABSTRACT 
Chloride diffusion is one of the major causes of deterioration of concrete 
structures.  A large amount of research has been conducted to study the chloride 
diffusion of concrete, both experimentally and theoretically. Because chloride 
diffusion experiments are time consuming, it is desirable to develop a model to 
predict the chloride profiles in concrete. This paper studies the feasibility of using a 
neural network as an adaptive synthesizer as well as a predictor to meet such a 
requirement. 
So some neural network models to predict chloride diffusion coefficient were 
made. The models were trained by results of chloride profile experiments. Input 
parameters were water to binder ratios, the amount of silica-fume and 
environmental condition of samples. The output parameter was chloride diffusion 
coefficient.  
Neural network models are multi layer Perspetron models and they differ in the 
number of hidden layers and neurons. To control the accuracy of the model, an 
ANNs model was made and the result of the model was compared with test 
specimens. The result demonstrates that both neural network models have the 
ability of predicting the chloride diffusion coefficient with good accuracy.  
 
Keywords: neural network model, chloride diffusion coefficient 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Steel reinforced concrete is one of the most durable and cost effective construction 
materials. The durability of reinforced concrete depends on the surrounding 
environment and exposure conditions, including the factors such as carbonation, 
corrosion, alkali-slices reaction and freezing/thawing [1,2]. Corrosion of reinforced 
steel resulting from the ingress of chloride ion is one of the most important issues 
concerning the durability of concrete structures. The prevention of reinforcement 
corrosion is primarily in the design stage with the use of high quality concrete and 
adequate cover. It is well known that steel is protected from corrosion by a 
microscopically thin oxide layer (Passive film: γ-Fe2O3-H2O) that is formed in the 
highly alkaline condition of concrete pore solution. This protective film suppresses 
the iron dissolution to negligibly low values and furthermore, this oxide is 
insoluble and highly stable [3]. Corrosion occurs by loss of the alkalinity of 
concrete in the form of carbonates, thereby providing a direct route for chlorides to 
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approach the reinforcing steel and prevent re-passivation reaction that leads to 
pitting corrosion [4].Carbonates, chlorides and sulphates media can be found in 
concrete when using contaminant aggregate, or adding CaCl2 during the mixing 
step or they are found under the effect of sea-water or ground water on concrete 
and they can also result from an attack on concrete by the surrounding environment 
in coastal regions. Carbonation destroys the protective oxide layer presented on the 
surface of embedded steel in concrete leading to corrosion. As the corrosion of 
embedded steel continues, the products formed exert enormous stress on the 
surrounding concrete leading to cracking and later sapling of the concrete. These 
stresses have been reported to be as high as 450 Mpa [5]. Methods of corrosion 
control include cathodic protection, surface treatments of the rebar and the use of 
admixtures in concrete [6]. Use of blended cements incorporating supplementary 
cementing materials such as silica-fume, blast furnace slag, fly ash or natural 
pozzolan, is a solution that leads to mixtures with greater resistance against 
chloride [7].  
There are a number of computational analysis techniques that deal with concrete 
[8-12]. One of the most known techniques is artificial neural network (ANNs) [13, 
16]. Topcu and Sndemire [17] that used ANNs and Fuzzy logic for prediction of 
mechanical properties of recycled aggregate concretes containing silica fume. They 
obtained successful simulation result from both ANNs and fuzzy logic. Altun et al. 
[18] used ANNs for predicting the compressive strength of steel fiber added 
lightweight concrete and they compared ANN result with multi layer regression 
technique results. They concluded that ANNs predicts the compressive strength of 
steel fiber added lightweight concrete more accurately than multi layer regression. 
Sakla and Ashour [19] predicted tensile capacity of single adhesive anchors using 
ANNs. They concluded that ANN is a useful technique for predicting of tensile 
capacity of adhesive anchors. Since ANNs has taken into account nonlinear 
transfer functions, they can automatically consider the nonlinear relations between 
the data. Hence better prediction results than other statistical tools can be obtained 
in general. Topcu et al. [3] used ANNs to model corrosion currents of reinforced 
concrete. They used two types of cement and 3 different ratios of fly ash for their 
modeling. Their Ann model produced close prediction current values to currents 
measured in experiment. They concluded that ANN is an appropriate tool for 
modeling the corrosion currents. Parichatprecha, and Nimityongskul.[20] used 
ANNs to durability analysis  of high performance concretes. Their results indicated 
that the ANN models can be used to efficiently predict the chloride ions 
permeability across a wide range of ingredients of HPC. Based on the simulated 
total charge passed model, built using trained neural networks, they also concluded 
that the optimum cement content for the design of HPC in terms of total charge 
passed ranges from 450 to 500 kg/m3.  
The aim of this study is to construct an ANNs model to investigate the influence of 
mix proportion parameters on the resistance of chloride ion penetrability on 
concretes containing silica-fume. For this purpose, data for developing the neural 
network model are collected from the experiments. The design of the experimental 
program is based on the relevant parameters, namely W/B, cement content, silica 
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fume content and some experimental data. 
 
2. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS 
Artificial neural networks are computing systems that simulate the biological 
neural systems of the human brain. They are based on a simplified modeling of the 
brain’s biological functions exhibiting the ability to learn, think, remember, reason, 
and solve problems. Conceptually, a neural networks model consists of a set of 
computational units and a set of one-way data connection joining units or weights 
as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. Single processing element of ANNs 

 
Units that receive no input from others are called input nodes, while those with no 
outgoing links are called output nodes. All other intermediate units are called 
hidden nodes. The multi-layered model has several layers, and each layer consists 
of numerous neurons which are connected with each other. In this model, 
information is sent from input layer to output in one direction, and learning is 
preceded so as to minimize the difference between the output of the model and the 
target output. ANNs can solve challenging problems of interest to computer 
scientists and engineers such as pattern classification, categorization, function 
approximation, prediction and forecasting, optimization, content-addressable 
memory, and control robotics. Rumellhart et al. [21] developed a method called 
error back-propagation, or more simply back-propagation, for learning associations 
between input and output patterns using more than the two layers of Rosenblat’s 
original perceptron. Back-propagation is a supervised learning technique that 
compares the responses of the output units to the desired response, and readjusts 
the weights in the network so that the next time when the same input is presented to 
the network, the network’s response will be closer to the desired response. Errors 
that arise during the learning process can be expressed in terms of mean square 
error (MSE) and are calculated using Eq. (1). 
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In addition, the absolute fraction of variance (R2) and mean absolute percentage 
error (MAPE) are calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. 
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where tj is the target value of jth pattern, σj is the output value of jth pattern, and p is 
the number of patterns. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
3.1. Materials Used 
3.1.1. Cement and silica-fume 
In experimental studies, the CEM I 425 R Portland cement which is produced by 
Tehran cement factory were used.  
 
3.1.2. Aggregates 
Crushed sand and crushed stone aggregates were used. The maximum particle size 
of aggregates is 20 mm. As a result of the experiment, the specific gravities of sand 
and crushed stone are obtained as 2.62 and 2.71 kg/dm3, respectively.  
 
3.2. Mix Proportions 
Cement type I.425 was used in concrete mixtures. Concretes are produced using 0, 
7 and 10% replacement level of SF by weight of cement. These specimens were 
cured at 28, 90 and 270 days. The amounts of materials used in 1 m3 concrete are 
given in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Mix design of specimens 
gravel sand csf/(c+csf)* W/B Specimen code 
1050 800 0 0.35 M-35-0 
1050 800 7 0.35 M-35-7 
1050 800 10 0.35 M-35-10 
1050 800 0 0.4 M-40-0 
1050 800 7 0.4 M-40-7 
1050 800 10 0.4 M-40-10 
1050 800 0 0.5 M-50-0 
1050 800 7 0.5 M-50-7 
1050 800 10 0.5 M-50-10 

          *csf : content of silica-fume in concrete 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND DATA COLLECTION 
The first step in developing the network is to obtain good and reliable training and 
testing examples. To obtain the data for developing the neural network models, 
different experiments were done on specimens. The aim of these experiments was 
to find a relationship between mix design and chloride diffusion coefficient in 
concrete. For this reason, the specimens were exposed to chloride in 3 different 
conditions for more than 270 days. The environmental conditions were submerge, 
tidal and atmospheric zone. Persian Gulf modeling room of Building and Housing 
Research Center (BHRC) was used to model the mentioned environment. In 
addition to this experiment, RCPT, concrete compressive strength and water 
permeability of concrete under pressure were done to find a relationship between 
concrete durability contents and chloride penetration coefficient. Results of 
experiments can be finding in ref. [22]. 
 
4.1. Variables Selected for Neural Networks 
Considering the environmental conditions at the construction sites and in order to 
find the important variables that might strongly affect the chloride diffusion 
coefficient, 7 different ANNs were selected with different input variables and 
hidden layers. 1 variable was chosen as the desired output. Table 2 gives the list of 
the ANNs inputs and outputs. In this study, the neural networks were developed 
and performed under MATLAB programming. The learning algorithm used in the 
study was gradient descent with adaptive learning rate back-propagation, a network 
training function that updates weight and bias values according to gradient descent 
with adaptive learning rate [21]. The error incurred during the learning process was 
expressed in terms of mean-squared-error (MSE). 
 

Table 2: Input and output parameters of ANNs 
Input Output 

Code 
W/B SF 

(%) 
RCPT 
index 

Time of 
exposing 

RCPT 
index 

Diffusion 
coefficient 

D 

Number 
of Data 

M1 * *   *  24 
M2 * *  *  * 16 
M3 * *  *  * 16 
M4   * *  * 24 
M5   * *  * 24 
M6   * *  * 24 
M7   * *  * 24 

 
All model structures were based on the following cases: 
1. The minimum and maximum neurons in the hidden layer were changing 

between 1.5 and 3 times the input number of parameters. For example, in the 
model with 2 input parameters, the number of hidden layer neurons was 3 to 6.  

2. The number of iterations and MSE between output parameter of model and test 
data was the criteria used for selecting the best model. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For 7 models, the summary of models has been collected in tables 3-9. According 
to the criteria mentioned for choosing the best model in each ANNs, the selected 
model has been shown in different colors in the rows. 
 

Table 3: The summary of results of M1 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of neurons 
in hidden layer MSE (*10-4) MAPE 

M1-3-1 6 3 6.52 7.93 
M1-4-4 5 4 6.52 7.93 
M1-5-6 5 5 6.52 7.93 
M1-6-4 4 6 6.52 7.93 

 
Table 4: The summary of results of M2 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of 
neurons in hidden 

layer 

MSE 
(*10−4) MAPE 

M2-5-1 13 5 1 12.68 
M2-6-5 9 6 1 22.93 
M2-7-7 7 7 1 7.63 
M2-8-2 7 8 1 11.97 
M2-9-4 6 9 1 62.57 

 
Table 5: The summary of results of M3 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of neurons 
in hidden layer 

MSE 
(*10-4) MAPE 

M3-5-3 9 5 1 21.50 
M3-6-1 9 6 1 20.61 
M3-7-2 8 7 1 9.30 
M3-8-3 6 8 1 1.76 
M3-9-2 5 9 1 16.14 

 
Table 6: The summary of results of M4 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of neurons 
in hidden layer 

MSE 
(*10−4) MAPE 

M4-3-1 1000 3 5.01 120.4 
M4-4-2 1000 4 1.19 84.97 
M4-5-2 1000 5 0.02 92.90 
M4-6-4 1000 6 0.0008 9894.78 

 
Table 7: The summary of results of M5 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of neurons 
in hidden layer 

MSE 
(*10−4) MAPE 

M5-3-3 1000 3 3.23 66.05 
M5-4-3 1000 4 0.772 23.12 
M5-5-2 1000 5 0.0002 150.07 
M5-6-2 1000 6 0.0919 205.68 
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Table 8: The summary of results of M6 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of neurons 
in hidden layer 

MSE 
(*10-4) MAPE 

M6-3-3 1000 3 1.27 7.30 
M6-4-3 1000 4 0.0975 8.64 
M6-5-1 1000 5 0.0448 36.79 
M6-6-2 1000 6 8.04*10-9 29.46 

 
Table 9: The summary of results of M7 ANNs model 

Code Number of 
iterations 

Number of neurons 
in hidden layer 

MSE  
(*10-4) MAPE 

M7-3-3 1000 3 5.7 9.46 
M7-4-1 1000 4 0.0683 14.27 
M7-5-3 1000 5 0.0683 23.10 
M7-6-1 1000 6 3.33*10-8 84.35 

 
As it can be seen from the results, the selection of mix design parameter (W/B and 
S.F percentage) makes better output than RCPT. It is because of the uncertainties 
of RCPT. Furthermore, both the number of neurons in hidden layer and number of 
hidden layers in relation with each other has a positive effect in ANNs output. It's 
because of the nonlinear nature of chloride diffusion in concrete. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
After the tests, it is observed that the diffusion of chloride in concrete changes by SF 
ratio used instead of cement and water to binder ration. As a result of the analysis, 
ANN structures that produce close prediction current values to measured ones are 
presented and the robustness of ANN structure is tested. 7 ANN model was tested and 
in each model, the input and output parameters was changed to find the best input 
variable for prediction of chloride diffusion coefficient in concrete. The results show 
that W/B ration and percentage of silica-fume in concrete are better inputs than RCPT 
results. Furthermore, the results show that both the number of neurons in hidden layer 
and number of hidden layers in relation with each other has positive effect in ANNs 
output. To sum up, it is concluded that ANN is an appropriate tool for modeling the 
diffusion coefficient of chloride in concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of important causes for failure of concrete structures particular in Persian Gulf 
region is diffusion of chloride in concrete .One of the parameters which can 
increase the diffusion chloride ion is level of diffusivity of the concrete. prediction 
of concrete diffusion factor is an important issue as a key parameter in life cycle of 
concrete structures.  
Experimental method in this field have problems such as time consummation, high 
cost, lack of experimental instruments, existence of inconvenience ions during 
experiment, committing unwanted errors and distorting from the true model. 
For this reason in this research singular value decomposition (SVD) for modeling 
the diffusivity of chloride ion in concrete has been used. 
The aim of this modeling is to find mathematical relation between the concrete 
diffusivity coefficient with effective parameters on it which means the proportion 
of water per cement and percent of silica fume. 
  
Keywords: prediction, dimensionless analysis, persian gulf, chloride diffusion, 
SVD 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Concrete is such a construction material that is widely used in the world. The 
advantages of concrete are low cost, availability of constituents, workability, 
durability and convenient compressive strength that make it popular near engineers 
and builders. However, these advantages seriously depend on the correct mix and 
placing and curing [1,2]. 
Per year millions dollars are spent as the result of destruction of concrete structures 
near seashore and industrial refineries which contain chloride ions. The concrete 
used in this structures-specially sea structures- should resist against factors such as 
chloride attack and steel corrosion. In middle east specially in Persian gulf and 
southern banks of the Iran, the problems in concrete processing with high 
reliability cause high cost for the country[3].  
Economically the best solution for preventing the precocious destruction is 
increasing the concrete resistance against chloride permeation during the concrete 
life. By operating of laboratory instruments we can produce concrete which can 
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fulfill our needs. But there is no clear way to determine the duration of concrete 
structures and predicting the diffusion of chloride. The main problem is the vast 
variation of mixing proportion and huge number of effective parameters [4]. One 
of the methods for predicting the life time of concrete in the world is gathering the 
result of experiments and the present structure information for making a model that 
its usage decreases costs and time, easing in application and flexibility in any 
concrete structure.  
Prediction of concrete diffusion factor is an important issue as a key parameter in 
life cycle of concrete structures.  
System identification and modeling of complex processes using input-output data 
have always attracted many research efforts. In fact, system identification 
techniques are applied in many fields in order to model and predict the behaviors of 
unknown and/or very complex systems based on given input-output data [5]. 
Theoretically, in order to model a system, it is required to understand the explicit 
mathematical input-output relationship precisely. 
There have been many research efforts for theoretical modeling the properties of 
concrete to predict the relationship of concrete diffusion factor as a function of the 
water per cement ratio and silica fume percent [6]. 
In this paper, experimental data of Construction Materials Institute at the 
University of Tehran [7] In which parameters water per cement ratio and silica 
fume percent are considered as input variables are used to find an equation for 
predicting concrete diffusion factor as output variable using singular value 
decomposition (SVD) method. In this way, the above mentioned input variables are 
re-grouped as dimensionless parameters which are then used to obtain the closed-
form equation of concrete diffusion factor under aggressive environment in Persian 
gulf experiments carried out by M.shekarchi zadeh and others [7]. Such hybrid 
application of SVD and dimensionless analysis modeling is very simple and 
promising in modeling of the complex processes such as concrete diffusion factor 
under aggressive environment. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Experiments were carried out on result of experimental data on concrete durability 
in the south of Iran region.  
In that regard, 20 concrete prism specimens measuring 15×15×60cm were exposed 
to the marine environment of Bandar Abbas city in the south of Iran, see Figure 1.  
All concrete specimens were made with 400kg/m3 Portland cement type II and 
crushed coarse aggregate (maximum size of 12.5 mm). Among the variables, five 
percentages of cement replacement with silica fume (0, 5, 7.5, 10, and 12%), and 
four water to cement ratios (0.35, 0.40, 0.45, and 0.50) were Investigated [7,8]. 
The data for the chloride diffusion coefficient for the age of 86 days were obtained. 
In this age, a 10 cm part of the specimens was cut for measuring the chloride ion 
content at different depths from the surface, see Figure 2, and thereby obtain the 
associated chloride profile on the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen. 
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Figure 1. Bandar-Abbas exposure site on the southern Iranian coast  

 

 
Figure 2. Concrete prism specimens exposed to marine environment  

for durability studies 
 
3. DIMENSIONLESS MODELING OF CONCRETE DIFFUSION FACTOR 
USING SVD   
The use of dimensionless parameter in modeling of concrete diffusion factor has 
been reported by Institute at the University of Tehran [7] using some experimental 
data, including those used by Beheshti Nezhad and Ranjbar [6]. They applied 
group method of data handling (GMDH)-type neural networks for modeling and 
prediction of concrete diffusion factor. However, singular value decomposition 
(SVD) and dimensionless parameters can be readily used together to obtain a 
simple equation for predicting the concrete diffusion factor based on the 
experimental data.    
The formal definition of modeling is to find a function f̂  so that can be 
approximately used instead of actual one, ,f  in order to predict output ŷ  for a 
given input vector ),...,,,( 321 nxxxxX =  as close as possible to its actual output 
y. Therefore given M observation of multi-input-single-output data pairs so that 
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 ),...,,,( 321 iniiii xxxxfy =  Mi ,...,2,1= ,  (1) 
 
it is now possible to obtain f̂  to predict the output values iŷ  for any give input 
vector  
 ),...,,,( 321 iniiii xxxxX =  (2) 
Such that 
 ),...,,,(ˆˆ 321 iniiii xxxxfy =    Mi ,...,2,1=  (3)                    
 
The problem is now to determine f̂  so that the square of different between the 
actual output and the predicted one is minimized, i.e. 
 

  .]),...,,,(ˆ[ 2

1
321 Minyxxxxf i

M

i
iniii →−∑

=

 (4) 

 
In dimensionless modeling, however, a dimensionless 
set, },...,,,,{ 3210 kππππππ = , rather than the set of real physical variable 

},...,,,,{},{ 321 nxxxxyXy = , is used to obtain ,f̂  i.e. 
 
 ),...,,,(ˆˆ 3210 kiiiii f πππππ =      Mi ,...,2,1=  (5) 
Such that  
 

 Minf oi

M

i
kiiii →−∑

=

2

1
321 ]ˆ),...,,,(ˆ[ πππππ  (6) 

 
In the order to construct such independent dimensionless parameters for modeling 
of concrete diffusion factor )( fD , total water per cement ratio )/( cw  and silica 

fume percent )(SF  have been considered. From the set of such input-output 
parameter, K=3 independent dimensionless parameters can be constructed 
according to three main dimensionless (M, L, T) as follows  
 
 )/1log(1 D=π  (7-a) 

 
C
W

=2π ,  (7-b) 

 
100

13
SF

−=π , (7-c) 

So that,  
 ),( 321 πππ f= . (8) 
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In order to use SVD to obtain the model, equation (8) can be represented as  
  
 βα πππ )()( 321 C=  (9) 
 
Therefore, the problem of modeling is now to find coefficients C, βα and  so 
that equation (6) is satisfied. By using natural logarithm, equation (9) can be 
represented as a linear relation with respect to the coefficients 

),( LnC=η and)(α )(β  as  
 
 )(Ln)(Ln)(Ln 321 πβ+πα+η=π  (10) 
 
Consequently, a system of M Linear algebraic equation with K=3 unknown of the 
above mentioned coefficients is now constructed based on M input-output 
experimental data pairs as follows  
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where  
 )( ijij Ln πζ = . Mi ,...,2,1=  , j=1,2 (12) 
and  
 
 )( 00 ii Ln πζ = . Mi ,...,2,1=  (13) 
 
Such system of linear equations in which  M>>K=3 can be represented as 
 
 YAX = , (14) 
Where 
 TX ][ βαη= , (15) 
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The least-squares technique from multiple-regression analysis leads to the solution 
of the normal equation in the form of  
 
 YAAAX TT 1)( −= , (18) 
 
Which determines the vector of the best 3=k unknown of equation (9) for the 
whole set of M experimental observation data. However, such solution directly 
form solving normal equations (18) is rather susceptible to round off error and, 
more importantly, to the possible singularity of these equations. Therefore, SVD is 
used to solve equation (14) which leads to better results in comparison with those 
of using equation (18). 
SVD is the method for solving most linear least-squares problems that some 
singularities may exist in the normal equations. The SVD of a matrix, KM×ℜ∈A , 
is a factorization of the matrix into the product of three matrices, column 
orthogonal matrix  KM×ℜ∈U , diagonal matrix KK×ℜ∈W with non-negative 
elements (singular values), and orthogonal matrix KK×ℜ∈V such that 
 
 TVWUA =  (19) 
 
The most popular technique for computing the SVD was originally proposed in [9]. 
The problem of optimal selection of vector of the coefficients in equation (15) and 
(18) is firstly reduced to the modified inversion of diagonal matrix W [10] in which 
the reciprocals of zero or near zero singulars (according to a threshold) are set to 
zero. Then, such optimal X are obtained using the following relation  
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In order to demonstrate the prediction ability of SVD in such dimensionless 
modeling, the data have been divided into two different sets, namely, training and 
testing sets. The training set, which consists of randomly chosen tN  input-output 
data pairs, is used for training the 3=K  unknown coefficients involved in the 
dimensionless model of concrete diffusion factor. The testing set, which consists of 

PN unforeseen input-output data samples during the training process, is merely 
used for testing to show the prediction ability of the obtained simple model. 
 
4. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS   
In order to obtain a simple model for concrete diffusion factor under aggressive 
environment (equation (9)), the experimental data of shekarchi [7] described in 
section of experimental procedure is now converted into a dimensionless data table 
based on definitions (7-a)-(7-d) and their natural logarithms equations (12)-(13). 
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The unknown 3=K  coefficient involved in the simple model representing by 
equation (9) can now be determined by either solving normal equation (SNE) by 
pseudo- inverse of matrix A given by equation (18) or by SVD approach proposed 
in this work given by equation (20). Such approach is accomplished by randomly 
selecting tN  data pairs out of total N=20 data pairs. The remaining 

tp NNN −= data pair is used to show the prediction ability of the obtained simple 
model in the form of equation (9).  
In order to obtain the best possible model (as the amount of tN  can vary 
between ),3 NNtoKN tt ===  series of runs in which tN  and pN vary 
between (3 to N) and (N to 3), respectively, have been performed. The values of 
root mean squares of errors (RMSE) obtained using SVD and SNE are 0.959353 
and 1.37529, respectively, which demonstrates the superiority of SVD over SNE. 
In this paper, 5=tN and 15=pN  has been chosen to represent the simple 
dimensionless concrete diffusion factor in Persian gulf environment. The 
corresponding values of parameters are found as ,628.10=C  ,02353519.4 −−= Eα  

01952748.3 −−= Eβ   Hence, the model can now be given as  
 
 01--3.952748E02--4.353519E )100/1()10.628(w/c)/1log( sfD −=  (21) 
 
Figure (3) shows the comparison of )/1(log D  given by equation (21) with respect 
to the experimental values both for training and testing data sets. It is evident from 
this figure that equation (21) predicts the midpoint concrete diffusion factor 
successfully for the testing data.  
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Figure 3. Variation of concrete diffusion factor using the simplified model (equation 

21) in comparison with the experimental values 
 
However, the obtained model given by equation (21) can be further simplified in 
order to compare with some other models in world.  
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5. CONCLUSION 
Singular value decomposition and dimensionless analysis have been used to model 
the concrete diffusion under aggressive environment using some experimental 
input-output data. It has been shown that the simple obtained model can 
successfully predict the concrete diffusion factor compared with the actual 
experimental values. The methodology of this paper can be readily applied to find 
simple closed-form equations of complex real-world processes where some 
experimental input-output data pairs are available. 
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ABSTRACT  
Replacement of cement with pozzolan in the production of concrete not only 
improves the mechanical properties and durability of concrete but also decreases 
the amount of consumed cement in construction projects as well.  
For many decades, the concretes incorporating Rice Husk Ash (RHA) as an 
artificial Pozzolan have been noticed for its qualities and properties. The ash 
remaining from burning rice husk with high specific surface, decreases porosity 
and permeability and increases durability of concrete as a result of considerable 
pozzolanic activities and chemical activities with Calcium Hydroxide. 
In this paper, in order to supply typical RHA, a special furnace was designed and 
constructed in Amirkabir University of Technology. 
XRD and XRF techniques were used to determine the amorphous silica content of 
the burnt rice husk. Consequently, temperature of 650 degrees centigrade and 60 
minutes burning time was found to be the best combination.  
Then, various experiments were carried out to determine properties of concretes 
incorporating optimum RHA. The results show that RHA as an artificial pozzolanic 
material has increased the strength and reduced chloride permeability leading to 
higher  durability. As an example, the  tensile strength increased up to 13% after 28 
days and up to 23% at 90 days. 
 
Keywords: RHA, durability, special furnace, mechanical properties, RCPT 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Sustainable development of the cement and concrete industry requires the 
utilization of industrial and agricultural waste components. At present, for a variety 
of reasons, the concrete construction industry is not sustainable. Firstly, it 
consumes huge quantities of virgin materials which can remain for next 
generations. Secondly, the principal binder in concrete is Portland cement, the 
production of which is a major contributor to greenhouse gas emissions that are 
implicated in global warming and climate change. Thirdly, many concrete 
structures suffer from lack of durability which may waste the natural resources. So, 
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finding a solution to substitute a practical recycled product for part of the cement 
seems to be desirable for sustainable development. [1-7] 
Recycling of waste components contributes to energy savings in cement 
production, to conservation of natural resources, and in protection of the 
environment. Furthermore, the use of certain components with potentially 
pozzolanic reactivity can significantly improve the properties of concrete [8-14]. 
One of the most suitable sources of pozzolanic material among agricultural waste 
components is rice husk, as it is available in large quantities and contains a 
relatively large amount of silica. When rice husk is burnt, about 20% by weight of 
the husk is recovered as ash in which more than 75% by weight is silica. Unlike 
natural pozzolan, the ash is an annually renewable source of silica. It is worth 
mentioning that the use of RHA in concrete may lead to the improved workability, 
the reduced heat evolution, the reduced permeability, and the increased strength at 
longer ages. [15-21] 
In Iran, rice production has increased during these years, becoming the most 
important crop. Rice husks are residue produced in significant quantities. While in 
some regions, they are utilized as a fuel in the rice paddy milling process, in our 
county they are treated as waste, causing pollution of environment and disposal 
problems. Due to increasing environmental concern, and the need to preserve 
energy and resources, efforts have been made to burn the husks under controlled 
conditions and to utilize the resultant ash as a building material. In addition, rice 
husks are able to be an ideal fuel for electricity generation [11-14]. 
The use of Rice Husk Ash (RHA) in concrete was patented in the year 1924 [14]. 
Up to 1978, all the researches were concentrated to utilize ash derived from 
uncontrolled combustion. Mehta published several papers dealing with rice husk 
ash utilization during this period. He established that burning rice husk under 
controlled temperature-time conditions produces ash containing silica in 
amorphous form [22-26]. 
Depending on produce method, the utilization of rice husk ash as a pozzolanic 
material in cement and concrete provides several advantages, such as improved 
strength and durability properties. Rodrı´guez de Sensale [16] reported that mortars 
and concrete containing RHA have compressive strength values inferior or superior 
to that of OPC concrete. In addition, in most of the cases [18, 19, 26], mortars and 
concrete containing RHA improves durability of concrete at various ages.  
Generally, there are two types of RHA in concrete. The type of RHA which is 
suitable for pozzolanic activity is amorphous rather than crystalline. Therefore, 
substantial research has been carried out on producing RHA containing high 
amount of amorphous silica. The results have shown that RHA quality depends on 
temperature and burning time. 
In fact, for an incinerator temperature up to 700°C the silica is in amorphous form 
and silica crystals grew with time of incineration. The combustion environment 
also affects specific surface area, so that time, temperature and environment also 
must be considered in the processing of rice husks to produce ash of maximum 
reactivity [5, 7]. 
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2. MATERIALS USED 
The following materials were used in the preparation of the concrete specimens. 
Local natural sand according to ASTM Standard with maximum aggregate size of 
4.75 mm; Crushed granite according to ASTM Standard with maximum aggregate 
size of 19 mm; Tehran potable water, Type I Portland cement and homogeneous 
rice husk ash produced by the special designed furnace at 650°C and 60 minutes 
burning time. Table 1 shows the physical and chemical characteristics of RHA 
(RHA-650-60) and cement. 
 

Table 1: Physical and chemical characteristics of cement and RHA  
Physical Tests Chemical Analyses, (%) Bogue Composition, (%) 

 
Specific 
Gravity 

Blaine, 
(cm2/gram) SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O LOI C3S C2S C3A C4AF 

RHA 2.15 3600 89.61 0.04 0.22 0.91 0.42 0.07 1.58 5.91 ― ― ― ― 

Cement 3.21 3200 21.50 3.68 2.76 61.50 4.80 0.12 0.95 1.35 51.1 23.1 5.1 8.4 

 
3. TEST METHODS 
A total of 4 concrete mixtures were made; one corresponding to a control concrete 
(CTL) and three others with 7%, 10% and 15% RHA replaced with cement by 
weight. Table 2 lists the mix proportions of concrete. Slumps were kept constant at 
70 ± 10 mm. Superplasticizer with polycarboxylate base was used at very low 
percentages according to the results obtained for the slumps. Concrete test 
specimens were compacted by external vibration and kept protected after casting to 
avoid water evaporation. After 24 hr. they were demolded and cured in lime-
saturated water at 23 ± 2°C to prevent possible leaching of Ca (OH) 2 from these 
specimens.  
Concrete cubes of 100×100×100mm dimension were cast for compressive strength 
and water penetration tests. The results obtained are reported as an average of two 
tests. While two 150×300 mm cylinder concrete specimens were prepared for the 
tensile strength test and static modulus of elasticity, samples of rapid chloride 
permeability tests (RCPT), according to ASTM C 1202, were prepared by cutting 
and discarding 25mm slices from the top and bottom of 100×200 mm cylinders, 
and the remaining section cut into three 50mm thick slices. The water permeability 
test was conducted using a high-pressure permeability cell. The specimens used 
were cubes of 150×150×150 mm dimension. In addition, 50×50×50 mm mortar 
samples were prepared for the pozzolanic activity test. All specimens were moist 
cured until the time of testing. 
 

Table 2: Mix proportions of concrete 
Aggregate (kg/m3)  RHA 

(kg/m3) 
cement 
(kg/m3) Fine coarse 

SP/cement 
(%) 

water/ 
cement 

CTL 0 420 815 995 0 0.45 
7%RHA 29.4 390.6 815 995 0.15 0.45 
10%RHA 42 378 815 995 0.25 0.45 
15%RHA 63 357 815 995 0.40 0.45 
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4. TEST RESULTS 
The results of pozzolanic activity test are shown in Table 3. Results demonstrate 
high pozzolanic activity index of RHA over that of the control in accordance with 
ASTM C-311/ASTM C-618 test method. On the other hand, produced rice husk 
ash is a high reactive pozzolanic material, and entirely satisfies other requirements. 
Figure 1 shows XRD patterns of the ash. 
 

Table 3: Comparison in chemical and physical specifications of produced RHA with 
ASTM standard C618-03 

 ASTM RHA results 
Chemical Requirements   

SiO2 + Al2O3 + Fe2O3, min., % 70 89.9 
SO3, max., % 4 0.15 

Moisture Content, max., % 3 0.23 
Loss On Ignition (LOI), max., % 6 5.9 

Physical Requirements   
Fineness: Amount retained when wet-sieved 

on 45 µm sieve, max., % 34 8 

Strength Activity Index (20% RHA) at 3-day, 
min. % control --- 102 

Strength Activity Index (20% RHA) at 7-day, 
min. % control 75 106 

Strength Activity Index (20% RHA) at 28-
day, min. % control 75 110 

 

 
Figure 1. Results of XRD on rice husk ash sample  

 
Results of the compressive strengths of concretes are given in Figure 2. In general, 
the RHA concrete had higher compressive strengths at various ages and up to 90 
days when compared with the control concrete. The results show that it was 
possible to obtain a compressive strength of as high as 46.9 MPa after 28 days. In 
addition, strengths up to 63.2 MPa were obtained at 90 days. 
Figure 3 shows that concrete containing RHA has a greater splitting tensile strength 
than that of the control concrete at all ages. It is clear that, as the amount of RHA 
increases, the tensile strength increases up to 20%. For instance, at 90 days the 
15%RHA concrete had a compressive strength of 5.62 MPa compared with 4.58 
MPa for the control concrete.  
Figure 4 shows the static modulus of elasticity in compression of concrete mixed 
with different proportions of RHA at 28 and 90 days. After 90 days, mixture 
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containing 15% of RHA showed 7% increase in static modulus of elasticity in 
compression as compared to the control concrete. On the other hand, concrete 
containing RHA depicts a higher static modulus of elasticity when compared to the 
control concrete. 
 

  
Figure 2. Compressive strength (MPa) 

at various ages for control (CTL) & 
RHA mixtures 

Figure 3. Tensile strength (MPa) at various 
ages for control (CTL) & RHA mixtures 

 
Figure 4. Modulus of elasticity (GPa) at 
various ages for control (CTL) & RHA 

control mixtures 

Figure 5. Resistance to chloride ion 
penetration (coulomb) at various ages for

 (CTL) & RHA mixtures            
 
Results of the rapid determination of chloride permeability of concrete test (Figure 
5) show that using RHA drastically enhances resistance to chloride penetration 
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compared to control concrete on average, around 4~5 times higher for the 15% 
RHA. At 7 days, the control concrete showed the highest value of 6189 coulombs 
while the charge passed through the 15%RHA concrete was 1749 coulombs. 
With a continuous moist-curing of up to 91 days, the charge passed through all 
concretes; was reduced. The charge for the 15%RHA concrete was reduced to 576 
coulombs, which was well below that of the control concrete (2563 coulombs). 
According to ASTM C 1202, when the charge passed through concrete is below 
1000 coulombs, it is categorized as a very high resistance concrete to chloride ion 
penetration. 
The chloride permeability of the concrete specimens incorporating 15%RHA was 
“very low”, while that of the concrete specimens with 0%, 7%, 10% RHA were 
“moderate”, “low” and “low”, respectively, as per ASTM C 1202 criteria. 
In addition to RCPT, investigations of water permeability were carried out. In this 
test, water was forced into the concrete samples from one side for three days and 
under constant pressure of 0.5 MPa. Then, the samples were split in a plane parallel 
to the direction of water penetration, and the greatest depth of water penetration 
into the concrete sample was measured. The depth of water penetration of concrete 
incorporating RHA specimens is shown in Figure 6. As expected, depth of water 
penetration of concrete specimens decreased significantly with an increase in RHA 
content and curing period. 
Figure 7 gives a linear relationship between compressive strength and tensile 
strength, it is significant. A good relationship was also found between RCPT and 
compressive strength, which is shown in Figure 8.   
 

 
Figure 6. Depth of water penetration (mm) at various ages  

for control (CTL) & RHA mixtures 
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Figure 7. Relationship between  compressive strength and tensile strength 

 

 
Figure 8. Relationship between compressive strength and RCPT test                               

 
5. DISCUSSION 
Improvements in mechanical and durability properties of the concretes containing 
RHA can be explained by the chemical and physical effects of RHA. Chemical 
effect is mainly due to the pozzolanic reactions between the amorphous silica of 
RHA and calcium hydroxide (C-H) produced by the cement hydration to form 
calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H). The physical effect which can also be 
considered as filler effect is that RHA particles increase the packing of the solid 
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materials by filling the spaces between the cement grains in much the same way as 
cement fills the spaces between fine aggregates, and fine aggregates fill the spaces 
between coarse aggregates in concrete. Moreover, small particles of additions 
generate a large number of nucleation sites for the precipitation of the hydration 
products. This will accelerate the reactions and form smaller C-H crystals. RHA 
reduces the number of large pores and increases the probability of transforming the 
continuous pores into discontinuous ones. Therefore, all these mechanisms make 
the microstructure of the paste more homogeneous and denser. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of the present experiments, the following conclusions can be 
drawn out: 
1) The quality of the RHA cement is widely varied due to the differences in the 

methods of production. So, it is generally advocated to use special 
incinerators, which can guarantee controlled burning conditions. With the 
proper production method, rice husk ash of a pozzolanic reactivity 
comparable to other pozzolans can be obtained. A special furnace which was 
designed and constructed was able to produce RHA with various qualities.  

2) The duration and temperature of furnace are important parameters, 
influencing the reactivity of RHA pozzolans. Silica in the rice husk initially 
exists in the amorphous form, but may become crystalline when rice husk is 
burnt at high temperature. In addition, silica in rice husk ash will not remain 
porous and amorphous, when combusted for a prolonged period at a 
temperature above 650°C, or during less than a few minutes at 1100°C, under 
oxidizing conditions. The results of XRD analysis show that quartz crystal is 
present in both types of ashes. So, investigation on the influence of 
combustion conditions on the amorphous silica suggests that the RHA-650-60 
can be considered to be non-crystalline RHA and to save the RHA production 
time. 

3) Huge amounts of crystalline silica or higher carbon content are detrimental to 
the pozzolanic reactivity of the ash. Presence of un-burnt carbon can 
adversely affect the reactivity even though it is rich in amorphous silica. The 
results of pozzolanic activity demonstrate high pozzolanic activity index of 
produced rice husk ash concrete over that of the control. In addition, the 
produced rice husk ashes containing up to 90 percent amorphous silica 
entirely satisfy other requirements of ASTM standard C618-03. This shows 
the high quality of produced rice husk ashes. 

4) The RHA concrete showed higher compressive strength at various ages in 
comparison with that of the concrete without RHA. In addition, the RHA 
concrete had higher splitting tensile strength and modulus of elasticity in 
comparison with that of the concrete without RHA. It is concluded that 
produced RHA provides a positive effect on the compressive strength of 
concretes. 

5) The performance of concrete with cement replacement by RHA is outstanding 
considering resistance to water and chloride ion penetration which is in many 
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cases the most important characteristic concerning durability and corrosion 
prevention.  
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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, concrete plays an outstanding role in construction industry and variety 
of engineering infrastructures such as bridges, dams, jetties, piers  and channels 
which are made of concrete. Since from one hand, these huge and critical concrete 
structures in which some cases are of lifelines of a country are of great importance 
and on the other hand, the necessity of conservation and durability of these 
structures is inevitable, the importance of concrete durability will become vividly 
apparent. One of the factors that can deteriorate the reinforced concrete condition 
by corrosion and cause cracking in severe cold weather, has turned out to be water 
penetration into concrete. With this respect, one of the practical and efficient ways 
ever used to countermeasure this situation is to use water proof additives in 
concrete mix in order to reduce water and waste water absorption and penetration 
into concrete. In this investigation, PN gel, PN liquid and PN liquid along with 
micro silica powder as waterproofing additives, were used in separate mix designs 
to make specimens and then these specimens and the witness were tested by two 
methods in order to determine water absorption and penetration depth in concrete. 
in one of these two methods, water absorption percentage was just determined and 
in the other one which was more accurate and was implemented by triaxial 
apparatus, both water absorption and penetration depth in the specimens were 
investigated. Finally, the tables and diagrams for gained results concerning 
specimens containing PN additives and witness were prepared and compared. The 
results showed about more than 50% improvement in water penetration reduction.  
 
Keywords: concrete, durability, waterproof additives, penetration depth, water 
absorption 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present research, the methods and results of water absorption and penetration 
depth tests are presented which have been carried out for four groups of specimens 
including waterproofing additives PN gel, PN liquid, PN liquid along with micro 
silica powder. These additives are produced by 'Vand Chemie Sakhteman" 
company, and the tests have been implemented on 28-day concrete specimens in 
Material and Concrete Technical Unit laboratory of Power & Water University of 
Technology (PWUT).  
General characteristics of materials used in concrete mix designs are presented in 
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the following tables: 
 

Table 1: Materials used in mix designs 
Materials Characteristics 

Cement Tehran Portland cement Type I 
Aggregates Materials and Concrete Technical Unit lab 

Water Tehran drinking water 
Water proofing gel PN additives (produced by 'van shimi' Co.) 

Water proofing liquid PN additives (produced by 'van shimi' Co.) 
Micro silica Powder (produced by 'van shimi' Co.) 

 
Table 2: Mix design characteristics of specimens 

Group 
NO. 

Mix 
design 

w/c 
ratio 

Slump 
no. 

(cm) 

Cement 
content 
(kg/m3) 

Aggregate 
content 
(kg/m3) 

Coarse 
aggregates 

(kg/m3) 

Fine 
aggregates 

(kg/m3) 

Weight 
ratio of 

additives to 
cement 

(%) 

1 witness 0.63 5 350 945 473 473 0 
2 PN gel 0.63 16 350 945 473 473 7 
3 PN liquid 0.63 17 350 945 473 473 0.5 

4 

PN liquid 
+ 

microsilica 
powder 

0.63 16 350 945 473 473 0.5 
+10 

 
2. DEFINITIONS AND CALCULATIONS FORMULAS 
1. Saturated with dried surface weight or SSD (Saturated Surface Dry): 
Weight of aggregates in saturated state with dried surface or weight of concrete 
specimen in saturated state with dried surface. 
2. Water absorption:  
Weight difference ratio for two states as SSD (Saturated Surface Dry) and fully 
dried (heated in the oven for at least 48 hours in 110 C° ) to fully dried specimen 
weight described in percentage 
3. Dry weight: 
Specimen weight after being heated in oven for 48 hours at 110 C° . 
 
2.1. Construction and Test Procedure  
2.1.1. Specimens construction 
According to the mix design prepared as witness, at first aggregates and half of the 
mix water were poured into the mixer and then cement and the rest of the water 
were added into the mixer. The slump was tested in order to reach the specified 
slump to the amount of 5cm. therefore, water to cement ratio was determined as 
0.63 and this ratio was used in other mix designs of the specimens.The molds were 
opened 24 to 26 hours after placing the concrete.[1] 
 
2.1.2. Construction standards 
Steps of making and curing of the specimens have been done as presented in the 
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following table: 
 

Table 3: Standards of making the concrete specimens 
Row 
No. Description ABA standard (Iran 

concrete standard) 
1 Making concrete specimens for concrete tests 503 ت.د.  
2 Curing the specimens in the laboratory 503 ت.د.  

3 Determination of concrete workability 
(slump) 

.ت.د 505  

4 Determination of fresh concrete unit weight 509 ت.د.  
  
2.2. Curing Condition of the Specimens 
The specimens were kept in water with the temperature of  23°C until the age of 28 
days. 

 
Figure 1. Water pool where the specimens were kept 

 
2.3. Implementation of Penetration Test 
In order to do the penetration test by triaxial apparatus (Figures. 2-1 to 2-4), since 
the maximum height of the apparatus was less than 20 cm, the specimens were cut 
2 cm in length and their heights reached 18 cm. 
 

  
Figure 2.1. General view of tri axial 

apparatus Figure 2.2. Digital sensor for axial force 
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Figure 2.3. Digital sensor for water input 
measurment in to the specimen(volume 

change) 

Figure 2.4. Measurement gauge for 
confining and injection pressure with 

continuous control 
                          
2.4. Sealing the Specimens and Test Procedure Selection 
Since the water must be just entered from top surface of the specimen, its lateral 
sides ought to be completely sealed. For this purpose, an elastic cover was used and 
all of the seams were sealed with silicon glue and the cover was fully attached to 
the top and bottom supports by special elastic rings, Then the confining pressure 
which was higher than injection pressure was applied to the specimen and sealed it 
completely (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Covering the specimen with elastic jacket 

 
Then the witness specimen kept in the oven for 48 hours at 110°C was placed in 
the triaxial apparatus and injection and confining pressures were applied as much 
as 490Kpa(4.9bar) and 500Kpa(5bar), respectively. With these preparations, the 
time period which lasted until the water reached the other side of the specimen 
could be determined. Since in the period of one hour, no water output considered, 
this time period was used as a criterion for time period test of the specimens and 
this procedure was finalized after two series of tests. [2] 
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2.5. Test Standard of Water Penetration Depth 
According to implemented steps, standard method for the test is summarized as 
following: 
- First all of the specimens should be kept in the oven for 48 hours at 110°C. 
- Then the specimens should be placed into the triaxial apparatus for 60 minutes 

and under injection and confining pressures equal to 490Kpa and 500Kpa, 
respectively. 

- Finally the specimens are brought out of the apparatus and broken in Brazilin 
way into two pieces. By considering the wet part of the half of the specimen, 
the wet distance measured from top surface of the specimen can be determined 
as water penetration depth. 

It should be mentioned that the final penetration depth has been determined as 
average of five readings of middle, 1/2 from sides and 1/4 from sides of diameter 
of the specimens. 
 
2.6. Characteristics of Test Specimens 
2.6.1. Characteristics of Fresh Concrete 
Characteristics of fresh concrete such as slump, density and ambient temperature 
are listed in Table (4). 
 

Table 4: Fresh concrete characteristics 

Mixture design Ambient 
temperature (°C) 

Slump 
(cm) 

Fresh concrete 
density (gr/cm3) 

Witness 15 5 2.5 
PN gel 15 16 2.53 

PN liquid 15 17 2.5 
PN liquid + micro 

silica powder 15 16 2.54 

 
It can be concluded from the above table that slump variation of the concrete 
containing water proof materials is considerable in comparison to the witness 
specimen. Figure (4) demonstrates these variations properly. This vividly reveals 
the improvement of concrete workability. 
 

 
Figure 4. Slump comparison in different mixture designs 
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2.7. Characteristics of Hardened Concrete 
2.7.1. Water absorption 
Two procedures were used to measure water absorption of the specimens. The first 
one was mentioned in section 1-1 and the second one was in such a way that 
having the specimens placed in the oven for 48 hours at 110 °C and let them to be 
cooled in the air for two hours, they were placed in water for two hours and then 
water absorption of the specimens were measured. 
The results of both methods are presented in the table below: 
 

Table 5: Characteristics of hardened concrete and water absorption  
(first method-SSD) 

Specimen 
dimensions (cm) Row 

No. Specimen Age 
(days) 

SSD 
Weight 

(gr) 

Dry 
weight 

48hours 
(gr) diameter height 

Volume 
(Cm3) 

SSD 
density 
(gr/cm3) 

Dry 
density 

Water 
absorption 

(%) 

1 witness 1 28 3538 3244 10 18 1413.7 2.5 2.29 9.06 

2 PN gel 1 28 3480 3226 10 18 1413.7 2.46 2.28 7.87 

3 PN liquid 1 28 3954 3686 10 20 1570.8 2.52 2.35 7.27 

4 PN liquid 
+ Ms 1 28 3835 3586 10 20 1570.8 2.44 2.28 6.94 

 

Calculation results can be seen in figure (5). 
 

 
Figure 5. Water absorption comparison of the specimens in the first method 

 
Table 6: Characteristics of hardened concrete and water absorption in second method 

Specimen 
dimensions 

(cm) 
Row 
No. Specimen Age 

(days) 

Wet 
Weight 

(gr) 

Dry 
weight 

48hours 
(gr) diameter height 

Volume 
(Cm3) 

wet 
density 
(gr/cm3) 

Dry 
density 

 

Water 
absorption 

(%) 

1 witness 1 28 3428 3244 10 18 1413.7 2.42 2.29 5.67 
2 PN gel 1 28 3370 3226 10 18 1413.7 2.4 2.28 4.46 

3 PN liquid 
1 28 3843 3686 10 20 1570.8 2.45 2.35 4.26 

4 PN liquid 
+ Ms 1 28 3701 3586 10 20 1570.8 2.36 2.28 3.21 
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Water absorption variations in second method are demonstrated in Figure (6). 
 

 
Figure 6. Water absorption comparison of the specimens in the second method 

 
2.8. Water Penetration Depth 
In order to start the test, the specimens were placed in standard conditions and tests 
were carried out for 4 specimens and the results are presented in the table and 
figure below: 
 

Table 7: Results of  water penetration depth tests 
Specimen 

dimensions (cm) Row 
No. Specimen Age 

(days) 
diameter height 

Water penetration depth 
(cm) 

Average 
(cm) 

1 witness 2 28 10 18 15 14 13 14.5 15 14.3 
2 PN gel 2 28 10 18 * 3.8 4.9 5.1 * 4.6 

3 PN liquid 
2 28 10 18 6 5.5 6 5.5 6 5.6 

4 PN liquid 
+ Ms 2 28 10 18 5.1 4.5 4 4 5 4.52 

*since in the specimens containing PN gel, a small part of upper surface has become water 
resistant by the glue, therefore the values for the sides were invalid and measurements were 
made at three middle points. 
 

 
Figure 7. Water penetration depth comparison based on the mentioned standard 
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Figure 8. Water penetration depth in 

witness specimen 
Figure 9. Water penetration depth in the 

specimen containing PN gel 

 
Figure 10. Water penetration depth in the 

specimen containing PN liquid 
Figure 11. Water penetration depth in 

the specimen containing PN liquid + Ms 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
All of the obtained results for different tests on 28-day specimens have been listed 
in the following table. In this table, water absorption and penetration depth 
improvements for two methods are presented. 
 
The results can be interpreted as following: 
- Using PN water resistant additives, penetration depth can be reduced by 60% 

in average. 
- Based on the fist method, concrete water absorption decreases by 13% to 23%. 
- Based on the second method, concrete water absorption decreases by 21% to 

43%. 
- Using PN water resistant additives, the workability of concrete increased 

considerably, i.e. the slump value increased three times compared to the 
witness. 
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Table 8: Results add up and Comparison 
Row 
NO. Test type Specimen age 

(days) 
Improvement 

percentage 

1 Water penetration depth in witness 
specimen 28 - 

2 Water penetration depth in the 
specimen containing PN gel 28 67.83 

3 Water penetration depth in the 
specimen containing PN liquid 28 60.84 

4 Water penetration depth in the 
specimen containing PN liquid + Ms 28 68.39 

Water absorption percentage (first method) 

5 Water absorption depth in witness 
specimen 28 - 

6 Water absorption depth in the 
specimen containing PN gel 28 13.13 

7 Water absorption depth in the 
specimen containing PN liquid 28 19.76 

8 Water absorption depth in the 
specimen containing PN liquid + Ms 28 23.4 

Water absorption percentage (second method) 

9 Water absorption depth in witness 
specimen 28 - 

10 Water absorption depth in the 
specimen containing PN gel 28 21.34 

11 Water absorption depth in the 
specimen containing PN liquid 28 24.87 

12 Water absorption depth in the 
specimen containing PN liquid + Ms 28 43.39 
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ABSTRACT 
In the recent years, many researches have been implemented in the field of 
composite fibers in concrete. One of the effective and efficient methods of 
rehabilitation and strengthening of RC members is application of composite 
materials and FRP jackets and laminates. These laminates are made in different 
ways with respect to the direction and orientation of fibers forming the layers. 
Generally 1D, 2D or 3D layers are used for this purpose for which the direction of 
fibers varies for different types. Selection of the best and optimized direction of 
fibers is of great importance to fully utilize the strength capacity of composite 
fibers and the layers. 
In this paper, genetic algorithm is considered to be used to find the optimized 
direction of fibers in composite layers. In this way, different angles of fibers in the 
layer are tested by genetic algorithm to so that the best performance of the 
composite layers is obtained. It should be considered that by this optimization, 
lateral resistance of concrete members wrapped by composite layers can be 
improved. 
 
Keywords: genetic algorithm, fibers direction, composite fibers, optimization, FRP 
jackets  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As a result of development of composite materials technology and their cost 
decrease during last three decades, application of such materials as a good 
replacement of metallic alloys has been promoted. Generally, a composite is 
combination of at least two materials which are combined to produce desirable 
characteristics. In practice, most of composites contain a base material and a 
strengthening element which is added to the base material to increase its strength. 
The most common composite materials are those composed of a series of strong 
fibers tightly packed together by means of a bonding material. In fact, the bonding 
material acts as a paste or matrix and let the stress transfer from one fiber to 
another so that a uniform and integrated formation is produced.  
Composites offer variety and combinations of characteristics which are not 
available in traditional materials. It is possible for the fibers in high stress areas to 
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be in the position, orientation and volume so that maximize the efficiency and 
functionality and again in another area of low stress in the same member, the 
characteristics may be changed to satisfy the requirements. Other advantages 
include: light weight, corrosion resistance, flexibility and desirable functionality in 
structures.  
Fibers form an important element of composite materials. Totally, 30 to 70 percent 
of composite volume consists of fibers which may be in individual or woven form. 
Regardless of the geometry, fibers are mad of different materials the most common 
of which in structural applications are glass, carbon and aramid. Also new fibers of 
high strength have been developed which are known as 'Advanced fibers'. 
Composites made of such materials are also called 'advanced' composites. 
Mechanical properties of composites are dependant on different parameters such as 
fibers type, volume and orientation. These materials are anisotropic and their 
strength varies in different directions. Their stress-strain curve shows a sudden 
failure at the yielding point. Although the resin shows visco-elastic behavior under 
applied loads and bear creep and relaxation, the total composite is design so as to 
satisfy the needed requirements.  
A kind of composites known as FRP are made of different fibers as mentioned 
earlier such as carbon (CFRP) and glass (GFRP) and also aramid (AFRP). These 
products are being widely used in different applications such as cylindrical shells 
and in different forms like jackets and laminates for structures retrofitting. In the 
latter application, FRP may be used as lateral confinement around the concrete 
member to enhance its load bearing capacity. 
For example in Europe and New Zealand, the seismic philosophy for achieving 
ductility is different, relying more on increasing the non-linear concrete stains 
through concrete confinement [3]. The advantage of this philosophy is that apart 
from smaller cross-sections, a significantly higher amount of lateral reinforcement is 
required. This lateral reinforcement, which is there to confine the concrete, is also 
beneficial in resisting additional shear and preventing splice and anchorage failures. 
The enhancement of concrete ductility by confinement is central to the principles 
of Eurocode 8. However, researchers dealing with FRP confinement do not always 
consult the huge wealth of published work, which is derived from the earthquake 
engineering research. 
From Figure 1, it can be easily recognized that lateral confinement has effectively 
improved the load bearing capacity of the RC columns confined by CFRP and 
GFRP. Physical and mechanical properties of the composites are presented in the 
following tables: 
 
Efrp    Young’s modulus of elasticity 
ffrpu εfrpu    Ultimate tensile strength and elongation of pultruded laminate 
TGM    Glass transition temperature 
Vf+    Volumetric fibre content 
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Table 1: Physical and Mechanical properties of Fibre sheets [6] 

Fibre Efrp 
GPa 

ffrpu 
MPa 

εfrpu 
% 

Density 
gr/cm3 

TGM 
Co

 

Vf 
% 

Composition 

GFRP AR 65 1700 2.88 2.6 - 100 Bi-Directional 
CFRP 240 240 3900 1.55 1.7 100-130 100 Uni-Direction 

 
Table 2: Physical and Mechanical properties of Epoxy Plus Structural Adhesive [6] 

Epoxy Colour Strength 
MPa 

Em flexural 
GPa 

Density 
kg/litre 

TGK 
Co 

Manufacturer 
U.K. 

Adhesive Mid grey 19 9.8 1.535 60 SBD 
Primer Translucent - - 1.12 - SBD 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Ave. longitudinal and lateral strain measured by strain 

gauges VS. stress 
 
2. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPOSITES BASED ON GEOMETRY AND 
STACKING OF LAYERS 
Classification of composites varies depending on geometry and stacking of layers. 
The basic form is the unidirectional layers with continuous fibers. The one layer 
may itself be composed of several layers however; all of the fibers are oriented in 
the same direction, weather in simple or woven form.  
Multi layer laminates are made by stacking of unidirectional layers each of which 
having different fiber orientation. Efficient properties of multi layer laminates vary 
by fibers orientation, layers thickness and stacking order. Hybrid composites which 
are used in many applications include more than one kind of fiber or combination 
of fibers and metallic materials. Different types of fibers are combined in a 
composite to achieve the best performance and lowest cost. Nevertheless, in many 
applications one kind of fibers may be used in different layers with various fibers 
orientation and in order to achieve the best performance, the angle of the fibers 
should be optimized (Figure 2) 
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Figure 2. Different fibers orientation in different layers of composite material 

 
3. GENETIC ALGORITHM (GA) METHOD 
Optimization algorithms are divided into two basic types, one based on differential 
equations and other based on numerical methods. The former one uses gradient-
based search with a suitable primary guess. These algorithms search range is local 
and concerning ill-posed target functions, they are instable and get involved in local 
optimized points. Many numerical methods have been proposed to overcome the 
local optimized problem however; these methods increase the calculations volume. 
Genetic algorithm which belongs to the latter type of optimization algorithms is the 
most applicable evolutionary algorithms. In spite of many methods, the genetic 
algorithm utilizes the probabilistic rules instead of deterministic ones for conducting 
the search process to the more suitable search space. 
GA algorithms basically were developed to study intelligent systems nevertheless; 
they were used from the beginning in optimization of practical engineering 
problems. GA usually include a population of individuals, fitness function, 
crossover operator and new generation replacement. Figure 3 shows the cycle of 
classic GA (CGA) and basic elitist GA (BEGA). 
In the GA, first a determined numbers of inputs, which belong to the sample space 
X are selected and displayed as a vector, X=( x1, x2,…xn), which is called 
'chromosome'. A group of chromosomes form 'colony' or 'population'. In each step, 
the population evolves based on determined rules. There is a fitness for each 
chromosome as f(xi). Stronger elements or chromosomes the fitness of which is 
closer to the optimized of the colony would have more chance to survive in next 
generations. In other word, inputs closer to the optimized solution will remain and 
others will be disregarded. 
Another important step is the birth which is occurred once in each period. In this 
process, two suitable chromosomes are combined to generate more optimized 
chromosome. Furthermore, during each period a series of chromosomes might have 
mutation. 
 
4. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GA AND TRADITIONAL OPTIMIZATION 
METHODS 
The difference between GA and other optimization methods may be summarized as 
follows: 
- Despite the other methods, GA uses several search points (as a set of 

individuals) which are convergent instead of one search point. Therefore, the 
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possibility of getting involved in local optimized points decreases significantly and 
on the other hand, the access probability of the global optimized point will increase. 

- GA takes advantage of the data obtained (from fitness function) instead of the 
derivatives or subordinate data. 

- It is applicable to optimization problems with multi-objective functions.  
- It is applicable to linear, nonlinear and ill-posed problems 
- It can be combined with other optimization methods 
- It s a powerful algorithm to approach the nearest optimized solution with high 

probability. 
 

 
Figure 3. diagram of CGA and BEGA cycles 
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5. THE ROLE OF NEURAL NETWORK IN GA OPTIMIZATION 
GA is a powerful method in optimization problems especially multi-objective 
optimization, however, one of disadvantages of GA is high CPU time. This reason 
and also stochastic nature of GA in solving the optimization problems make the 
process of optimization slow down. Using ANN, this problem can be overcome 
while maintaining the other useful characteristics of GA. 
In this study, first the neural network was trained and then tested and the 
trends obtained from ANN was used in GA to optimize fibers angles and 
also final value of objective function. 
 
6. SIMPLE OPTIMIZATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY OF FOUR-
LAYER FRP CYLINDRICAL SHELL 
Characteristics of the composite cylindrical shell are illustrated in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Sketch of a Multi-layer composite cylindrical shell 

 
In this study, the ANN trained and tested to be used in GA was one of the back 
propagation algorithms called Levenberg-Marquardt which had the best results and 
less errors compared to other algorithms. This four-layer network has 4 neurons in 
input layer and one neuron in output layer. The characteristics of the network are 
presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3. Characteristics of trained ANN to model natural frequency of four-layer shell 

for h/r=0.01 
Output layer Hidden layers 
Third layer second layer First layer 

Number 
of inputs 

Number 
of neurons 

Transition 
function 

Number of 
neurons 

Transition 
function 

Number 
of 

neurons 

Transition 
function 

1 Pure lin 12 Tangent 
sigmoid 25 Tangent 

sigmoid 

4 

 
In order to assure the appropriate performance of the network, it should be tested 
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and the training error should be determined. Figure 4 shows MSE curve with 
respect to the cycles of ANN for modeling of first natural frequency. 
 

 
Figure 5. MSE curve with respect to the ANN cycles to train first natural frequency in 

four-layer shell for h/r=0.01 
 

 
Figure 6. Errors of the trained ANN for natural frequency in test space 

 
As can be seen in Figures 4, 5 MSE in the network is around 10-8 and maximum 
error in the trained network in test stage is about 2.5% which shows appropriate 
accuracy of the network. 
When the network is tested and its performance is assured, the process of 
optimization starts. Increase of fitness function of GA using analytical solution and 
ANN for following state is compared in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Comparison of two fitness function increase in GA obtained by analytical 

solution and ANN for four-layer shell in the case of h/r=0.01 
 
According to Figure 7, the best frequency obtained from GA and analytical 
solution is equal to 7016 (Hz) which was reached after 46 generation and after that 
no improvement in frequency observed. Angles of layers stacking are as following: 

]45  40  46  5-4[ oooo=θ  
However, the frequency obtained from GA and neural network is equal to 
7152(Hz) which was reached after 42 generation. In this method, Angles of layers 
stacking are as following: 

]73  48-  58  73[ oooo=θ  
It should be mentioned that in this process, number of 50 generation was 
considered as stop criterion of the cycle. 
As it is obvious in Figure 8 increase of fitness function in both methods are in good 
agreement and the final result which is the optimized frequency has rather small 
error. Therefore, using ANN has speeded up the optimization while keeping the 
error desirably small. The error due to application of ANN in GA instead of 
analytical solution is presented in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Results comparison of ANN and analytical solution in GA for frequency 
calculation of four-layer shell in the case of h/r=0.01 

Error 
percentage 

in frequency 
calculation 

g* 
Optimized 
fibers angle 
in the layers 

Maximum 
of fitness 
function 
(GA and 

ANN) 

g* 
Optimized 

fibers angle in 
the layers 

Maximum of 
fitness 

function(GA 
and analytical 

solution) 
1.94 42 [73,58,-48,73] 7152 46 [-45,46,40,45] 7016 
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Figure 8 shows average of fitness functions in generation of sequential populations 
for four-layer shell which is calculated by following equation: 
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Where: 
ci is ith member of the population. 
Also fitness function increase and fitness functions average in GA for four-layer 
shell for h/r=0.01 are presented in the same plane in Figure 9. 
It can be observed that average of fitness functions increases at 45th generation 
until reaches its maximum which the corresponding frequency of 45 is 4400(Hz) 
that implies the appropriate performance of the process.  
Having made sure the proper performance of ANN in GA for h/r=0.01, ANN may 
be used for other conditions such as h/r=0.05, 0.1 to find the optimized frequency. 
 

 
Figure 8. average of fitness functions in generation of sequential populations for four-

layer shell in the case of h/r=0.01 
 

 
Figure 9. presentation of fitness function increase and fitness functions average in 

generation of sequential populations for four-layer shell in the case of h/r=0.01 
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The best frequency obtained for four-layer shell for h/r=0.05 was equal to 
7222(Hz) that was reached after 20 generations. The corresponding stacking of 
layers is as below: 

]18-  71  56  -74[ oooo=θ  
Also the best frequency obtained for four-layer shell for h/r=0.1 was equal to 
7243(Hz) that was reached after 46 generations. The corresponding stacking of 
layers is as below: 

]72  73-  73  73[ oooo−=θ  
In both cases number of 50 generations considered as end of the cycle. All of the 
optimization results for four-layer shell for different thicknesses are presented in 
Table 5. 
 

Table 5: optimization results of layer stacking in four-layer shell 
Number of generations 

for maximum 
frequency(Hz) 

Optimized fibers 
angle in the layers 

Maximum 
frequency(Hz) h/r 

42 [73,62,-48,73] 7152 0.01 
20 [-74,-56,71,-18] 7222 0.05 
46 [-73,73,-73,72] 7243 0.1 

  
7. CONCLUSION 
Since the strength of FRP shell composed of several layers is affected by 
orientation of fibers in different layers, so finding the best angle of fibers in each 
layer to optimize the strength of FRP shell is of great importance. With this respect, 
GA was applied to do this optimization. In the process, ANN was used to speed up 
the optimization process while keeping the errors small. Results comparison of 
analytical solution and ANN showed good agreement. 
The results of optimization showed that the increase of thickness and number of 
layers would result in increase of optimized solution and frequency. 
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ABSTRACT 
Within the framework of studies on FRC, a series of tests were undertaken in the 
laboratory in order to better understand the behavior of FRC and composite fibers 
to characteristic loading. The results obtained in the tests vary according to the type 
and arrangement of fibers, the water content, the size of grains (grains size 
distribution) and percentage of composite fibers. Therefore, it is important to 
estimate the strength of concrete according to available data and in the case of 
lacking of enough experimental data. For this purpose, neural network technique 
was used to predict the strength of concrete based on mix proportions. At first the 
results of experimental tests carried out in PWUT laboratory on fiber reinforced 
concrete specimens are presented and then the missing experimental data and gaps 
in compressive strength trends are predicted by back propagation method in neural 
network. It is worth mentioning that it can also be used to study the different mix 
parameters on concrete strength.   
 
Keywords: neural network, back propagation, fiber reinforced concrete, composite 
fibers  
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Compressive strength of the hardened concrete is the most important property that 
describes its quality and suitability for construction works. Also, it considers the 
mother strength, where most of other properties and strengths; such as tension, 
flexural, shear and bond with steel reinforcement are improved with the 
improvement in compressive strength and vice versa. Most often, an ultimate target 
in the mixture design is the 28-day compressive strength. This strength is usually 
determined based on a standard uniaxial compression test, and is accepted 
universally as a general index of concrete strength. 
Most research in material modeling aims to construct mathematical models to 
describe the relationship between components and material behavior. These models 
consist of mathematical rules and expressions that capture these varied and 
complex behaviors. Concrete is a highly nonlinear material, so modeling its 
behavior is a difficult task. However, the artificial neural network (ANN) was 
proved to be able in predicting the concrete compressive strength, without the need 
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of specific equations (Yeh 1998, Guang and Zong 2000, Lee 2003, Kim et at. 
2004). Also, its application would reduce the time and cost required for making 
specimens and the 28 day waiting period before they could be tested.  
The ANNs have recently been widely used to model some of the human activities 
in many areas of science and engineering. They need sufficient input-output data, 
which may be theoretical, experimental or empirical. ANNs can deal with 
incomplete and noisy data, which is the predominant case in engineering 
applications.  
In this study, the back-propagation neural network (BPNN) was used to predict the 
fiber reinforced concrete compressive strength based on the mix proportions and 
fiber percentages. Training and testing patterns of the network were prepared using 
the data sets containing the mix proportions of two ready-mixed concrete 
companies and fiber percentages from specimens tested in the laboratory. The 
estimated strengths were compared with those tested in the laboratory.  
 
2. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS  
As in the biological neurons, the information processing system of the ANN 
consists of three main aspects: transmission of information, processing of 
information and storage of information. The counterparts in ANN are the input 
layer, one or more hidden layer and the output layer. The input layer consists of 
number of nodes each of which receives input data of an independent variable. 
Thus, the total number of nodes in the input layer is equal to the total number of the 
input variables of the problem. 
The hidden layer receives information from input layer, using the applied weights 
and pre-specified activation functions (Waszczszyn, 1998). The output layer 
receives the processed information from the hidden layer and sends the results to 
an external recreant. The number of nodes in the output layer is equal to the 
number of output variables.  
The number of hidden layers and the number of nodes in each hidden layer are 
important factors in the design of the network, and there are no generally 
applicable rules to determine these numbers exactly (Flood and Kartam, 1994). l-
lowcvcr, there are some suggestions, which were proposed to aid in selecting the 
optimum number of nodes and layers in the hidden part (Flood and Kartam 1994, 
Hajela and Berke 1991).  
The collected data for the problem is divided into training and testing data sets. 
Depending on the available data, about 60-70% of the total data is used as a 
training data. The number and distribution of training patterns affect the 
generalization ability of the ANN (Flood and Kartam, 1994). The training pattern 
must cover all the possible ranges of the study.  
Once the topology of the ANN is determined, the training process is started by 
assigning values to the training parameters and specifying the activation function 
and learning algorithm. Different learning algorithms could be used; among of 
which the back- propagation algorithm is predominant one used in civil 
engineering applications (Adeli, 2001). This algorithm looks for the minimum of 
the error function in weight space using the method of gradient decent. 
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3. PROPOSED ANN MODEL FOR THE PRESENT CASE  
The data used in this study consisted of actual mix proportions provided by two 
different ready mixed concrete companies and also the data of force-deflection 
curve of the specimens containing different percent of fibers. The back propagation 
neural network was applied on these data using the MATLAB software. Several 
MATLAB subroutines were developed and various other commands were used to 
perform the task. Constructing the proposed ANN model consisted of the following 
steps:  
 
3.1. Preparation of Training and Testing Data Sets  
The total number of records obtained was about 70; table 1 gives the minimum 
maximum and average values of each parameter of the concrete mix proportions 
and fiber percentages. Two-third of the data set (i.e., 47 records) was used for 
training and one-third (i.e., 23 records) was used for testing the ANN.  
Due to the large difference in the values of the data provided to the ANN and since 
the activation functions are often varied within 0 to 1 or -l to 1, the training patterns 
were normalized before they were applied to the ANN.  
 

Table 1: Minimum maximum and average values of each mix parameter 

 slump 
cm w/c 

unit water 
content 
kN/m3 

unit cement 
content 
kN/m3 

natural 
sand 

kN/m3 

coarse agg.
kN/m3 

fiber 
percentage

% 

Admix 
% 

strength 
Mpa 

Min 1 0.32 1.3 2.66 2.5 8.9 0 0.74 19.3 
Max 9 0.6 1.6 5.67 9.2 10.1 5 2.2 44.1 
Ave. 5 0.46 1.45 3.75 5.35 9.5 2.5 1.47 31.7 
 
3.2. Determination of Mean Square Error (MSE)  
MSE is an important parameter to be specified in training and testing ANNs. To 
identify its value, an ANN having one hidden layer with 20 nodes was used with 
MSE decreasing up to about 10-6. The curves of MSE for different percent of fibers 
are presented in Figure 1. 
 

  
Figure 1a. MSE curve for specimens 

containing 1% of fibers  
Figure 1b. MSE curve for specimens 

containing 2% of fibers 
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Figure 1c. MSE curve for specimens 

containing 3% of fibers 
Figure 1d. MSE curve for specimens 

containing 5% of fibers 
 
3.3. Training of the ANN  
Computer subroutines were developed to utilize the ANN tools in MATLAB 
environment and used in training the suggested ANN. It consisted of the following 
main steps: 
a. Reading the training data set and specifying the input and output variables to the  
ANN.  
b. Normalizing the training data according the normalization rule selected.  
c. Defining the topology of the ANN. This was achieved by specifying the number 
of hidden layers in excess of the input and output layers. The number of hidden 
layers was selected to be 1 and 2. In each one of these ANNs, the number of nodes 
in the input and output layers was 8 and 1, respectively, see figure 2 for the one-
hidden layer ANN. The number of nodes in the hidden layer was varied and 
searching was carried out to determine the optimum number of nodes that satisfies 
the acceptable value of MSE with a minimum possible time (number of epochs) 
consumed during the run.  
d. Specifying the transfer functions used for the hidden and output layers; they 
were log-sigmoid (logsig) and linear (purline), respectively. 
e. Specifying the learning rule used, which was the evenberg_MarqUdt algorithm 
with the identity acronyms within the MATLAB - Trainlm (Demuth et aL., 2006).  
f. Specifying the training parameter required for convergence (MSE) and the 
limiting maximum number of epochs.  
g. Training the ANN defined according the above steps.  
h. Computing the normalized target variables, then converting them to the same  
units of the original targets.  
i. Evaluating the ANN training efficiency by plotting the output of ANN versus the  
original target values.  

X1 The slump 
X2 The water to cement ratio 
X3 The unit water content 
X4 unit natural sand content 
X5 The unit natural sand content 
X6 The unit coarse agg. content 
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X7 The fiber percentage 
X8 The admixture ratio 
Y The compressive strength 

 

 
Figure 2. Topology of one-hidden layer ANN 

 
3.4. Determination of the optimum topology for the ANN  
At each suggested number of nodes, the maximum error and the total number of 
epochs required to converge the specified MSE were recorded and. As clarified, the 
ANN with 22 nodes was considered the optimum for the case of one hidden layer. 
It gave reasonable maximum % error with very low number of epochs; 1.3526 at 8, 
respectively. Also, the ANN with 6 nodes in the first hidden layer and 5 nodes in 
the second hidden layer (6-5) was considered as the optimum for the case of two 
hidden layers, because it gave the lowest value of the maximum % error with 
reasonable number of epochs; 1.2268 at 98, respectively.  
Comparing the performance of the above mentioned ANNs showed that the both 
types of ANN were performed well with this type of data. The one-hidden layer 
ANN with 22 nodes was the optimum in view of the time consumed (number of 
epochs), however, the two-hidden layers ANN with 6-5 nodes was the optimum in 
view of the maximum percent of error. In fact the difference in accuracy between 
the two types of ANN was very small when compared with the higher reduction in 
the number of epochs, so the one-hidden layer ANN was more preferable. 
 
3.5. Testing of the Optimum ANN  
Once trained, the optimum ANN need to be tested to evaluate whether it can 
successfully estimate the force-deflection curve (stress-strain behavior) and 
compressive strength of fiber reinforced concrete based on mixing proportions. The 
testing data set was used for this task. Again this set contained actual data provided by 
companies and empirical results from laboratory, but completely different from those 
used for training the ANN. Figure 3 shows the train error curves of ANN method.  

Input layer Hidden layer 

Output layer 
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Figure 3a. training error for 1% of fibers Figure 3b. training error for 2% of fibers 

  
Figure 3c. training  error  for 3% of 

fibers 
Figure 3d. training  error  for 5% of 

fibers 
 
4. FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE OF ANN  
4.1. Effect of Learning Algorithm  
There are a lot of learning algorithms available in the neural network toolbox for 
use with the MATLAB (Demuth et. al., 2006). The Trainlm or Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm was used in the training process of the optimum ANN. As 
well observed the Training algorithm was the best, since it had the lower value of 
the maximum % error at smaller number of epochs. 
 
4.2. Effect of Normalization Method  
The normalization method used in obtaining the optimum ANN was the mean and 
standard deviation (mean-std) method. To study the effect of the normalization 
method, the optimum ANN was trained and tested using the minimum and maximum 
(mm-max) normalization method. The results showed that a lower error in the target 
was obtained by the use of the mean-std method. This means that the mean-std 
normalization method can be considered as more suitable for this type of data. 
 
5. APPLICATIONS USING OPTIMUM ANN  
The use of ANN extended to be applied for studying the effect of certain 
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parameters on the 28-day FRC strength and force-deflection curve. For example, 
figure 4 shows the effect of fibers on the 28-day force-deflection curve and final 
compressive strength of concrete. Figure 5 shows the fitness curves of 
experimental and predicted values. 
 

 
Figure 4a. predicted force-deflection curve 

for 1% fiber specimens 
Figure 4b. predicted force-deflection curve 

for 2% fiber specimens 

 
Figure 4c. predicted force-deflection curve 

for 3% fiber specimens 
Figure 4d. predicted force-deflection curve 

for 5% fiber specimens 
 

 
Figure 5a. Fitness curve for 1% of fibers Figure 5b. Fitness curve for 2% of fibers 
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Figure 5c. Fitness curve for 3% of fibers Figure 5d. Fitness curve for 5% of fibers 
 
6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES  
In this study the feed-forward back-propagation ANN was used to predict the 
force-deflection curve and compressive strength of concrete based on mix 
proportions and also fibers percentages. The results showed that the one-hidden 
layer ANN with 22 nodes and the two-hidden layers ANN with 6-5 combination of 
nodes could accurately estimate the Concrete force-deflection curve and 
compressive strength. However, the one-layer ANN was more preferable. The 
optimum ANN was also used to study the effect of certain mix parameters on the 
28-day compressive strength and stress-strain behavior; the relations developed 
showed trends similar to the experimental ones. The standard deviation 
normalization method and the Levenberg-Marquardt learning algorithm were 
proved to be more efficient for the present study.  
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ABSTRACT 
Nowadays, the concrete structures are strengthening in several ways. One of these 
ways that has drawn considerable attentions in the recent years is using composite 
fibers (FRP) in concrete structures strengthening. There have been many studies on 
the effects of these fibers on resistance and ductility of the structures. The present 
study intends to focus on the effects of two types of composite fibers, Carbonic and 
glass fibers, with three different arrangements that are being currently used in 
strengthening of the columns. At first, we referred to how the samples have been 
developed, and then introduce the arrangements that are being used. The results 
indicate that strengthening the short columns by carbonic composite fibers with 
complete wrapping which is perpendicular to the direction of loading, along the 
fibers; have the highest effect on the resistance and formability.  
 
Keywords: composite fibers, short concrete columns, structure strengthening, 
confinement CFRP, GFRP 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The studies on the effect of wrapping on resistance and shape of concrete began by 
introducing enclosed columns with wrapping reinforcement columns. Enclosing or 
wrapping by cross-sectional reinforcement are inactive. It means that the wrapping 
pressure is created after the pressure resulting from Poisson's ratio of the enclosed 
concrete and the strain of the ring material of wrapper. One way which is 
nowadays used to wrap the concrete is using the FRP composite sheets. The sheets 
have been drawn considerable attention during the recent yeas in improvement and 
repairing the structures especially concrete structures due to their high resistance 
compared to their high weight (FRP layer with a weight of 20% of steel and stress 
resistance of app. 200 to 1000% of steel) and Resistance to the scratch and 
chemicals, resistance to exhaustion arising out of loading and immediate 
installation. FRP composites are made up of two fibrous and resin materials which 
may strengthening the column or stake of the related element. 
Since this is a new technique of supporting, there has been considerable attempt on 
the behavior of these polymers in making the concrete buckle resistance by 
attaching these fibers to the intersection which is under stress which all highlight 
the mechanical behavior and increased buckling resistance buckling. Present article 
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reviews the effect of FRP sheets in the both kinds, carbonic and glass, on the 
compressive resistance of the short concrete columns. 
 

 
Figure 1. The components of FRP 

 
2. GEOMETRICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF CONCRETE COLUMNS 
EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES 
The present study uses cylindrical columns with 500mm length and 200mm 
diameter which fulfills the requirements of short columns. In the improvement 
process or seismic resisting by composite fibers, the column that was introduced 
earlier may be slender due to increased loading. Therefore, prior to strengthening 
and for avoidance of possible breaking as a result of extreme buckling, the 
column’s behavior was controlled. To review the effect of FRP on the resistance of 
columns, six cylindrical samples were used in the experiments. Two samples were 
used without cover of FRP and two other samples had the GFRP, other two 
samples were wrapped with CFRP. Concrete samples were developed in a standard 
environment within 28 days from producing. After the development process 
completed, 2 samples, E and F, remained as controller samples. B and A samples 
with CFRP sheets were strengthen with one layer in the form of complete ring and 
spiral cover with null phase and a 1cm cover with approximately 30C angel then 
tested (Figure 2). D and C samples were strengthen with GFRP sheets as well. 
 

 
Figure 2. Sample A&B confined with CFRP- C&D confined with GFRP 
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To prepare the surfaces, the concrete surface was cleaned and dried completely, 
then an even resin layer was distributed on the surface that was going to be 
confined. The fibers were cut into the various numbers, and then it was put on the 
resin layer without any compression. Another resin layer was distributed on the 
surface. Resin development is a phenomenon depending on the heat and time. 
Contraction of the resin completely takes place normally in standard conditions. In 
the samples under test, the development of resins in environmental conditions took 
place under the temperature of 110C. during this phase, all necessary actions was 
taken to prevent direct contact of sunlight, rain, dire heat changes as well as any 
pollution, dust and moisture exposition. The quality of the samples was satisfactory 
with no spume observed. 
 
3. CONCRETE MIX DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS OF COMPOSITE FIBER  
Concrete mix design in producing the cylindrical columns per 1 m3 of volume is as 
follows: 
 

Table 1: Specification of consumed concrete in tests 
Gravel 800 kg 
Sand 1100kg 

Cement 350kg 
Water to cement Ratio 0.48 

Type of cement Portland Type 2 
 
No additives were used in concrete producing procedure. The results obtained from 
tests that were conducted on the concretes indicate that the utilized concrete has 
compression resistance of cylindrical sample of about 25MPa. Also, the 
specifications of the material of FRP are presented in the following table: 
 

Table 2: Material specification of FRP 
Material Sheet thickness Layers Number E (GPa) σy (MPa) 

GFRP 0.6 1 76 2300 
CFRP 0.17 1 240 4900 

 
4. HOW TO CONDUCT THE AXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS 
The final step of the test is breaking the samples under the compression. Prior to 
breaking the samples, their surface were saturated with melt sulfur in order that 
even power exert on the surface. Breaking the samples by two jacks of 100 and 300 
tons was conducted in the laboratory. Considering the facilities, the test was 
conducted in the controlled form. The jack of 100tons was calibrate digitally; 
while, the jack of 300tons lacked this advantage. So it was essential to read the 
force and displacement changes manually. Consequently, the of human error also 
affected the results. Unconfined samples which were E and F sample broken by 
jack of 100tons and confined samples were broken by jack of 300tons due to lack 
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of needed capacity. In order to registering the displacement and longitude strain of 
the samples along the cylinder axis, two LVDT devices were used in both sides of 
the jack. The precision of these devices were 0.01mm. 
 
4.1. Results of Tests 
The conducted tests on controlled samples of E and F indicated that the average 
compression resistance of short columns was 70.5 MPa which has approximately 
5% difference with analytical equations. 
 

 
Figure 3. Sample A during the test and after the failure 

 
Diagram 1 shows the stain-stress behavior of the enclosed columns by CFRP. In the 
confined sample in the form of a ring, the weakness of performance of integrated 
column and supporter layer causes a local yielding in strain of approximately 
0.00135. After the force was increase from this phase onward, in fact, the confined 
layers are activated. It can create a confinement behavior in the wrapping in a form 
of spiral. Probably, correct implementing the CFRP is a main reason for good 
performance of the column that indicates the role and importance of the 
implementation in practice. Behaviors suggest that elasticity module of diagram A. 
had decreased but had reached the same after loading with column B. also, the 
wrapped column in the form of ring indicated resistance and forming. In fact, 
enclosing the ring exerts better control compared to the lateral strains perpendicular 
to the axis of the column. Increased strain such as breaking (app.90%) is more 
significant than the resistance of (app.22%) compared to that of column B. 
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Diagram 1. Strain-Stress of Sample A&B confined with CFRP 
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In diagram 2 the strain-stress graph of the confined columns with GFRP has been 
indicated. Column B broke just like the columns of wrapped with carbon 
composite fibers. In continuing, the GFRP was used. In column B, failure strain 
increased (app.38%) was more significant than resistance increasment (app.20%) 
the column B. 
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Diagram 2. Strain-Stress of Sample C&D confined with GFRP 

 
Finally all 4 Samples strain-stress graph gathered for comparison in diagram 3. 
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Diagram 3. Strain-Stress of all 4 Samples 

 
5. CONCLUSION  
Confined columns had resistance with an average of 265MPa. It clearly indicates 
that Samples A&C in the compression resistance tests whose results are being 
observed in diagrams 1&2, the failure observed double. This has caused that FRP 
has not loaded from the beginning and after the early concrete beating, the samples 
are equipped with FRP, then the loading capacity is increased. This indicates the 
need to focusing on the proper manner of covering, involvement of composite 
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fibers with concrete samples when strengthening the columns using these fibers.  
In both models of GFRP and CFRP, the samples that have been taken a form of 
complete wrap can be tested compared to other samples. They may have stronger 
resistance and formability. It, therefore, seems that using these fibers in the form of 
wrapped may has highest effect on the resistance and formability of the concrete 
columns. 
Although, sample C has the form of wrapped, it may has the least elasticity 
module, consequently, its resistance may be least. But the results obtained indicate 
that using these composite fibers, even if they are being used in some sections of 
the column, may exert considerable effect on the resistance and formability.  
Samples A and B as well as C and D have the same slope in most part of the 
diagram which suggests the effect of FRP on elasticity module of equipped 
columns and the arrangement and manner of using FRP has little effect on this 
module.  
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دانشگاه آزاد واحد تهران جنوب  هيدروليكي،هاي سازه دانشجوي كارشناسي ارشد. 3  
 

  چكيده
 ي كه در ساخت سدهاي بتني و خاكي به عنوان جـايگزيني مناسـب مطـرح اسـت روش سـاخت                    هاي  يكي از روش  

صرف بودجه كمتر، استفاده ازماشين آالت راهسازي، كوتاه شدن زمان ساخت           . باشد ميسدها به شيوه بتن غلتكي      
باشد كه باعث برتري يـافتن ايـن روش شـده     ميو تداوم ساخت، همگي از ويژگيهاي اين نوع روش ساخت سدها       

ان جـايگزيني مناسـب مطـرح شـده         است و در نهايت اين شيوه براي ساخت سدها در نقاط مختلف جهان به عنـو               
از طرفي گستردگي مواد و مصالح مورد استفاده در اين نوع بتن و پيچيدگي طـرح اخـتالط آن و متـاثربودن                      . است

طرح اختالط آن ازپارامترهاي مختلف ونيز يافتن روابط بين پارامترهاي مختلف طرح اختالط آن، باعث شـده انـد                   
 غصبي مـصنوعي از جملـه روشـهاي    هاي شبكه. ن غلتكي ضروري به نظربرسدتا ارائه مدلي براي طرح اختالط بت  

نـوعي از ايـن     . باشند كه قدرت بسيارزيادي جهت تطبيق با مسائل مهندسي ازخود نـشان داده انـد               ميمدل سازي   
 به همراه الگوريتم آموزش پس انتشار خطـا، كـه   (MLP) عصبي چند اليه پرسپترون     هاي   با عنوان شبكه   ها  شبكه

سازي رفتارهاي نگاشت گونه كاربرد داشته اند به عنوان هـسته اصـلي مـدل سـازي در ايـن                     يشتر در زمينه مدل   ب
  .اند مقاله، استفاده شده

 اخـتالط  هـاي  ي كه از طرحهاي با استفاده از اين نوع شبكه عصبي، كه داراي يك اليه پنهان باشد و بر اساس داده          
ي به منظور پيش بيني مقاومت فشاري اين نـوع بـتن آمـوزش              هاي  د، مدل ان آوري شده  سد بتن غلتكي زيردان جمع    

 مهندسـي اسـتفاده كـرد و همچنـين بـا اسـتفاده از روشـهاي                 هاي   ازآنهاجهت پيش بيني   توان  مياند كه    داده شده 
  .ترين طرح اختالط دست يافت ترين و يا بهينه يابي به اقتصادي بهينه

  
   عصبي چند اليه پرسپترونهاي ، پيش بيني مقاومت فشاري، شبكه عصبي، بتن غلتكيهاي شبكه: كليدواژه

  
   مقدمه-1

با كشف اين حقيقت كه مغز انسان محاسبات را با روشي كامالً متفاوت از كامپيوترهـاي ديجيتـال متـداول انجـام            
مغـز  . شدشوند، آغاز  مي عصبي ناميده هاي  عصبي مصنوعي كه معموالً شبكه هاي  دهد، مطالعات بر روي شبكه     مي

به دليـل توانـايي در سـازمان دهـي         . باشد  ميدر حقيقت يك كامپيوتر بسيار پيچيده، غير خطي و با ساختار موازي             
را با سرعتي   ...) مانند تشخيص الگو، ادراك و    (، مغز توانايي انجام بسياري از محاسبات        ها  عناصر بنيادي يعني نرون   
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الگوريتم ژنتيـك كـه بـر پايـه تئـوري           . [7]باشد  ميتال امروزي دارا    بسيار باالتر از سريع ترين كامپيوترهاي ديجي      
و ميشويكس  ) 1989(مطرح شد و بعد از آن گلدبرگ        ) 1975(تكامل داروين استوار است اولين بار توسط هولند در          

  .[12] معرفي كامل و دقيقي از اين روش ارائه دادند) 1992(
عي هستند كه به طور وسيع در مدلـسازي تعـداد زيـادي از               عصبي مصنوعي از كاربردهاي هوش مصنو      هاي  شبكه

تعداد زيادي مطالعـه وتحقيـق در مـورد پـيش بينـي مقاومـت               . گيرد ميمورد استفاده قرار     ميمسايل مهندسي وعل  
  .[17]  عصبي صورت گرفته استهاي فشاري بتن به وسيله شبكه

پيش بينـي و مـدل سـازي طـرح اخـتالط و             . ت نسبتا جديد ساخت سد در ايران اس       هاي  بتن غلتكي يكي از شيوه    
مقاومت اين بتن بر اساس پارامترهاي ورودي به مانند انواع ديگر بتن و چه بسا بيشتر ازديگر انـواع، از پيچيـدگي                      

از طرفي ورود انواع پوزوالنها، مواد افزودني جديد در طرح اختالط اين نوع بـتن و همچنـين        . خاصي برخورداراست 
بتن از روشهاي متفاوت بتن ريزي، اختالط وتراكم، پيچيدگي طرح اختالط آن را مـضاعف نمـوده                 متاثر بودن اين    

 موجـود   هاي   سنتي و رگرسيوني با توجه به پيچيدگي       هاي  مدل سازي مقاومت بتن غلتكي توسط شيوه      . [13] است
تحـت تـاثير شـرايط غيـر         مناسب نخواهد بود، چرا كه رفتار مقاومتي بـتن           هاي  در اين موضوع، قادر به پيش بيني      

. [17] باشـد  مـي خطي است و از كوچكترين جزئيات اجـزاي موجـود در مخلـوط و تعامـل بـين ايـن اجـزا متـاثر                         
 عصبي با الگوريتم پس انتشار خطا باعث شده تا استفاده از اين شيوه مدل سازي غير خطي                  هاي  خصوصيات شبكه 

لـذا ايـن تكنيـك بـه عنـوان پايـه اصـلي              . [15]  باشـد  براي پيش بيني مقاومت انواع بتن بسيار جذاب ومناسـب         
  .سازي در اين تحقيق به كار برده شده است مدل

  
   روش تحقيق-2
   عصبي به كار رفته جهت مدل سازيهاي شبكه -

با الگوريتم پس انتشار خطا يكي از پر كاربردترين ابزارهايي هستند       ) MLP( عصبي چند اليه پرسپترون      هاي  شبكه
در اين تحقيق از    . [16] غير خطي و خطي از خود نشان داده اند         هاي  وق العاده اي در انواع مدل سازي      كه توانايي ف  

كنند، استفاده شده است چـرا كـه ايـن     مي عمل 1 با يك اليه مخفي كه مطابق با شكل  MLP عصبي   هاي  شبكه
ه سازي انواع توابع و نگاشـتهاي   مناسب در اليه مخفي قادر به شبي      ) سلول عصبي (ساختار با تعداد المان پردازشگر      

دهد كه از سه اليه      مي ساختار شبكه به كار رفته جهت مدل سازي را نشان            1شكل شماره   . [15] باشد ميمختلف  
 Wjh   وWhi،  عنصريN هاي  ورودي xp1 , xp2 ,…, xpNورودي و مخفي و خروجي تشكيل شده است كه 

  .دهند مياوزان قابل تنطيم شبكه را تشكيل 
  

  
   عصبي با الگوريتم پس انتشار خطاهاي  ساختار شبكه-1شكل 
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 اليـه ورودي  هـاي  سـلول ). 1شكل(كنند  مي براساس المانهاي پردازشگري به نام سلول عصبي عمل          ها  اين شبكه 
 اليه  هاي  كنند و سلول   ميمقادير عناصربردار ورودي هر يك از الگوها را بدون هيچ پردازشي به اليه پنهان منتقل                

 در  fتـابع   . زنند مي بر روي مقادير ورودي خود به پردازش اطالعات دست           2نهان و اليه خروجي بر اساس شكل        پ
د از نوع تابع سيگموئيد ويا تانژانت هيپربوليـك    توان  ميشود و  مياين شكل با نام تابع تحريك در اين شكل شناخته           

  .[14] و يا خطي باشد

 
  تابع سيگموئيد )2راست( تابع تانژانت هيپربوليك)1راست(ضي آن،سلول عصبي وعمليات ريا )چپ( -2شكل 

  
 ورودي به شـبكه    هاي  روال تابعي كه شامل اعمال الگوها و مثال       . شود مي عصبي دو روال انجام      هاي  در اين شبكه  

روال پـس انتـشار خطـا، بـا         .  سلولي هر اليه و انتقال خروجي هر اليه به اليه بعـدي اسـت              هاي  و تعيين خروجي  
و بـر اسـاس     ) 1رابطـه (شود   ميقايسه نتيجه اليه خروجي با مقدار هدف هر الگو وتعيين خطاي اين مقايسه آغاز               م

 قبلي انتقال داده و در حـين ايـن انتقـال    هاي  انتهايي به اليه هاي   مختلف آموزش اين خطا را از اليه       هاي  الگوريتم
  .[14] كه به پايين ترين سطح برسدكند كه خطاي شب مي رابه گونه اي تنظيم ها اوزان و باياس
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             تابع خطا و عملكرد شبكه 
  ) 1(در رابطه 

tهدف   
  خروجي مدل0 
iامين سلول خروجي  
jامين الگو  

N تعدادسلول درخروجي  
 S0 تعدادالگو  

  
  سازي مقاومت  پارامترهاي مختلف شبكه عصبي در مدل-

. يه پنهان و تابع تحريك خطي در اليه خروجي اسـاس مـدل سـازي قـرار گرفتـه اسـت                     با يك ال   BP هاي  شبكه
در ضـمن از نـرم افـزار        . در اليه مخفي اسـتفاده شـده اسـت        ) Tanh(همچنين از تابع تحريك تانژانت هپربوليك       
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MATLABمورد نياز مدل سازي استفاده شده استهاي  براي برنامه نويسي .  
  
  يساز  مدلهاي  مجموعه داده-

  . آزمايشگاهي سد زيردان گردآوري شده استهاي اطالعات به كار رفته در اين مدل سازي از ميان طرح اختالط
 با خطاي چشمگير و     هاي  باشد كه پس از بازبيني آنها داده       مي طرح اختالط    190ركوردهاي جمع آوري شده شامل      

 111 مقاومت كنار گذاشـته شـدند و در نهايـت             با نقصان در پارامترهاي موثر بر طرح اختالط و         هاي  همچنين داده 
  . مختلف به كار گرفته شده اندهاي طرح اختالط به عنوان پايگاه اصلي مدل سازي

  
   روزه180 و 90، 28، 7سازي مقاومت   مدل-

 10 هـاي    كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب و با پله       190 تا   70با توجه به اينكه طرحهاي اختالط حاوي مجموع مواد سيماني           
وگرم ساخته شدند براي ايجاد مدل پيش بيني مقاومت از ميان اطالعات گردآوري شده نيز به اين ترتيب عمل                   كيل

  .شد كه براي هر طرح اختالط روابط مقاومت فشاري آن در سنين مخلتف محاسبه شود
  
   پارامترهاي ورودي مدل-

 بـه ميـزان و نـوع        تـوان   مـي ه اين پارامترها    پارامترهاي متفاوتي بر مقاومت بتن غلتكي تاثيرگذار هستند كه ازجمل         
شن و ماسه، ريزي ذرات سيمان،مقدارآب، مدول ريزي ماسه، حداكثربعد سنگدانه، دانـه بنـدي               ،  سيمان و پوزوالن  

عالوه بر اين موارد پارامترهاي تركيبي نيز وجود دارندكه از آنها           .  و ميزان و نوع مواد افزودني اشاره كرد        ها  سنگدانه
از ميان پارامترهاي مستقل موثر بر مقاومت بتن غلتكـي          . [9] موثر بر مقاومت ياد شده است      هاي   شاخص به عنوان 

آن دسته از پارامترها و ويژگيهايي كه در اطالعات گردآوري شده حضور داشتند انتخاب شده به نحوي كـه بتـوان                     
  :ترها به ترتيب عبارتند ازاين پارام. ازآنها در شرايط گوناگون استفاده نمود، به كار گرفته شدند

 ، پوزوالن خاش، آب،، سيمان0~3، ماسه 0~5، ماسه 5~25، شن 25~50شن  -
 و شـسته يـا نشـسته    Conplast RP264M و Chrysoplast CER ،Chryso Tard CHR افزودنيهاي  -

  بودن مصالح
  
  ها سازي و استاندارد كردن داده  آماده-

 هـاي  بنابراين داده. [7]  استانداردسازي شوند 1 و   0 خام بين    هاي   داده جهت انجام محاسبات در ابتدا الزم است كه       
 خوانـده   هـا   اين عمل كه نرمـاليزه كـردن داده       .  حداكثر و حداقل استاندارد شدند     هاي  ورودي با توجه به ميزان داده     

 اسـتاندارد  هاي بعد از خروجي گرفتن از شبكه، خروجي. شود از روشهاي استاندارد سازي ديگر كاربردي تر است  مي
همچنـين محـدوده    .  واقعي تبديل شوند تا با مقادير مشاهده شده مورد مقايسه قرارگيرنـد            هاي  شده بايستي به داده   
  :باشند مي 1داده به شرح جدول  ماكزيمم و مينيمم

  
  
  

  ها  طرح اختالطهاي  محدوده داده:1 جدول
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3~0  
)kg/m3(  

5~0  
)kg/m3(  

25~5  
)kg/m3(  

50~25  
)kg/m3(  

  ودهمحد
  ها داده

مجموع مصالح 
  سيماني

 ماكزيمم  403  806  353  444
 مينيمم  451  902  488  608

110  

 ماكزيمم  399  843  335  440
 مينيمم  468  914  483  576

120  
 ماكزيمم  393  830  332  432
 مينيمم  465  907  460  567

130  
 ماكزيمم  392  751  327  413
 مينيمم  486  906  480  560

140  
 ماكزيمم  441  728  332  496
 مينيمم  561  907  383  573

150  

  
  ها  يافته-3

 براي مقاومـت    ها   به صورت وزن هر يك از داده       ها  پس از تحليل داده توسط شبكه عصبي نرم افزار متلب خروجي          
 روزه درجـداول  90، براي مقاومت فشاري   5 و   4 روزه در جداول     28، براي مقاومت فشاري     3 و   2روزه در جداول    7
 كـه بـه ترتيـب در جـدول اول شـامل وزن              9 و   8 روزه درجـداول     180 و همچنين براي مقاومـت فـشاري         7و   6

W(1,1) ها و در جدول دوم شاملw(2,1)، b1 ، b2 باشـند ارائـه    مي، و ماكزيمم مقاومت فشاري طرح مورد نظر
  .شده است

   روزه7مقاومت فشاري W(1,1)  نتايج :2 جدول
مقاومت 
فشاري 

 روزه7
 فزودني فزودني افزودني آب پوزوالن سيمان 0-3 0-5 5-25 25-50

  
 1=نشسته

W(1,1) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) آزاد خاش  Chrysoplast 
CER 

ChrysoTard 
CHR 

Conplast 
RP264M 0= شسته 

110 857.6825  862.765 744.7871 1018.7599 -271.3188 -30.1465 2331.84 2586.4581 960.5746 -1312.877 26128.3625 

120 -4014.6545 1575.4713 -1242.9058 -1259.5986 221.3177 24.5908 -1994.0385 3614.0623 494.7499 -3078.1852 1315.5817 

130 687.2884 -20.6556 344.5169 354.4187 -95.5121 -10.6125  701.6738 -2178.5697 -326.5085 -1446.9252 -279.3159 

140 61232.0142 59919.6422 63439.0382 59492.9423 
-

22969.298 
-

3931.0348 220886.0558 238130.8079 1028.3934 
-

238014.0819  -38.9949 

150 -48.2507 -48.2741 -192.0378 54.2189 15.6507 1.739 -106.7477 -644.9751 -209.5466 -439.9155 -151.003 
  

  
   روزه7 مقاومت فشاري هاي و ماكزيمم دادهb2 و b1 و w(2,1)  نتايج :3 جدول

مقاومت فشاري 
 روزه7

w(2,1) b1  b2 
  ماكزيمم 
  دادها

110 67.8715 -2455.6 68.6172 59.3 
120 0.18378 1856.336 0.83419 64.9 
130 -0.23585 -732.407 0.84413 75.9 
140 -0.08802 -173501 0.87284 88.4 
150 -70.8489 128.3482 71.3546 119.5 

  
   روزه28مقاومت فشاري W(1,1)  نتايج :4 جدول شماره
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 مقاومت
فشاري 

 روزه28
 1= نشسته فزودني فزودني افزودني آب  پوزوالن سيمان 0-3 0-5 5-25  25-50

W(1,1) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) آزاد خاش Chrysoplast 
CER  

ChrysoTard 
CHR 

Conplast 
RP264M 0= شسته 

110 304.2699 271.5006 284.6204 304.3659 -87.5631 -9.7292 728.9701 2772.5523 -688.766 826.065 1948.0145  

120 9545.2621 -4926.4887 2384.6857 2322.3635 -292.6772 -32.5199 3257.0184 -6904.3204 -2073.7938 12054.4859 -10468.0368 
130 -30.6109 33.9636 15.0429 -7.2057 -5.724 -0.636 1.5363  347.6326 47.9842 -186.3095 -1939.9944 

140 152788.9625 151744.3845 157656.2341 156777.2375 
-

59248.174 
-

6270.6733 440296.6899 129567.3362 -181491.7105 16241.0049 36068.8599 
150 -783.1546 -798.184 -2744.5241 537.8686 309.3358 34.339 -1737.1075 -320.4495 3740.8166 -35.5678 -504.9597 

  
   روزه28 مقاومت فشاري هاي وماكزيمم دادهb2 و b1  و w(2,1) نتايج :5 جدول

مقاومت فشاري 
 روزه28

w(2,1) b1 b2 
  ماكزيمم
 دادها

110 82.2571 -802.513 82.99 94.3 
120 -0.12829 -2490.37 0.8724 88.9 
130 33.4206 -21.8034 33.7257 106.6 
140 -0.09141 -423751 0.878 123.8 
150 -0.14299 2083.601 0.73674 165.5 

  
  روزه90مقاومت فشاري W(1,1)  نتايج :6 جدول

مقاومت 
فشاري 

 روزه90
 سيمان 0-3 0-5 5-25 25-50

پوزوال
 1=نشسته افزودني افزودني افزودني آب  ن

W(1,1) (kg/m3)  (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) آزاد خاش  Chrysoplast 
CER 

ChrysoTard 
CHR 

Conplast 
RP264M 0=شسته 

110 90.5575 84.8313 90.6119 88.9994 -29.0929 -3.2325 219.7201 1561.3317 1383.355 1201.9453 -155.6943 
120 2863.2778 -5862.5253 -1647.4708 -1422.8069 794.9786 88.345 -7883.7779  -15222.0467 -12040.6101 415.202  20662.366 
130 -4148.688 4311.5341 -191.8954 -97.4022 -348.7599 -38.62  5052.3912 28096.9814 22572.0953 -1522.8943 9276.0029 
140 194.7366 197.6006 191.8984 235.6504 -29.0349 -82.8525 152.4836 -4896.7036 1983.6598 873.041 665.3672 
150 60.6244 64.6324 332.6311 -122.8437 -22.1758  -2.4661 60.7262 -441.2291 -10421.1236 -631.5906 18.8333 

  
   روزه90 مقاومت فشاري هاي ماكزيمم داده وb2 و b1  و w(2,1) نتايج :7 جدول

 w(2,1) b1 b2 روزه90مقاومت فشاري 
  ماكزيمم

 ها داده
110 16.3178 -245.634 16.6011 104.4 
120 0.12899 6719.227 0.83464 109.1 
130 -164.474 -2719.67 -163.517 123.6 
140 0.11192 -507.018 0.90005 141.6 
150 0.13146 -154.494 0.86241 188.3 

  
  :باشد مي) 2(دهد به صورت رابطه  مي طبق آن محاسبات را انجام MATLABرابطه اي كه برنامه 

  
)2                                        (                             A+b1)+b2*Purlin(W2,1*Tansig(W1,1  

  :كه 
W1,1   و W2,1 و  b1   و b2      و   باشـد  مـي   ضرائب محاسباتي توسط نرم افزارA           نيـز مقـادير اوليـه طـرح اخـتالط 

  .باشد مي
 كيلـوگرم بـر متـر مكعـب و بـا          120 روزه طرحي با مجموع مصالح سـيماني         90به طور مثال اگر مقاومت فشاري       
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  : مدنظرباشد به صورت زير عمل ميشود10نسبتهاي اختالط مطابق جدول 
  

   روزه180مقاومت فشاري W(1,1) ج  نتاي:8جدول 
مقاومت 
فشاري 

 روزه180
 1=نشسته افزودني افزودني  افزودني آب پوزوالن  سيمان 0-3 0-5 5-25 25-50

W(1,1) (kg/m3) (kg/m3)  (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) آزاد خاش  Chrysoplast 
CER 

ChrysoTard 
CHR 

Conplast 
RP264M 0=شسته 

110 -220.5406 -212.9597 -220.6838 -222.7109 68.5733 7.6193 -535.4856 34.565 474.101 2996.6691 144.7062 

120 2047.2502 -1010.1246 479.459 548.0719 -72.9755 -8.1094 1070.651 -63.7307 85.621 -262.3356 5485.6287 

130 -3199.9818 3743.3125 52.0612 111.5684 -365.7089 -40.6449 4879.5062 25025.2947 20247.5529 -1898.339 6023.9677 

140 -
71943.8467 

-
70414.2492 

-
74495.9859 

-
69988.6009 26582.4219 4843.492 -

257860.4159 155.6007 698.62 -279.1942 -397.4239 

150 295.3008 297.0688 262.3528 343.8102 -121.5758 -13.5086 891.4534 1363.1841 13469.3763 2011.4399 -
7224.7236 

  
   روزه180 مقاومت فشاري هاي ماكزيمم داده وb2 و b1  وw(2,1) نتايج :9 جدول

مقاومت فشاري 
 روزه180

w(2,1) b1 b2 
  ماكزيمم

 ها داده
110 -25.2946 603.6801 26.1003 106.2 
120 -0.17735 -644.509 0.82266 112.7 
130 -185.065 -2814.37 -184.077 122.4 
140 0.058119 203536.5 0.87403 151.5 
150 -0.12929 -828.736 0.85081 211.8 

  
   اوليه مثالهاي  داده:10جدول 

مقاومت 
  فشاري 

 روزه90
 1=نشسته افزودني افزودني افزودني آب پوزوالن  سيمان 0-3 0-5 5-25 25-50

 (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) آزاد  خاش  Chrysoplast 
CER 

ChrysoTard 
CHR 

Conplast 
RP264M 0=شسته 

120 401 846 483 482 108 12 120 0.6 0 0 1 

  
 روزه  90 كـه مخـتص مقاومـت فـشاري          6ابتدا مقادير هر يك از مصالح را در اوزان مربوط به رديف دوم جـدول                

  .شود مي جمع 7ول  رديف دوم جد b1مقدار  هستند ضرب شده آنگاه حاصل را باها W(1,1)كه همان) 6جدول(
  

  كيلوگرم مواد سيماني120 روزه طرح اختالط با 90هاي مقاومت W(1,1) : 11جدول
مقاومت 
فشاري 

 روزه90
 1= نشسته افزودني افزودني افزودني آب پوزوالن سيمان 0-3 0-5 5-25 25-50

W(1,1) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) آزاد خاش Chrysoplast 
CER 

ChrysoTard 
CHR 

Conplast 
RP264M 0= شسته 

120 2863.2778 
-

5862.5253 
-

1647.4708 
-

1422.8069 794.9786 88.345 -7883.7779 -15222.0467 -12040.6101 415.202 20662.366 

  
  :شود ميقرار داده ) 3( درنظرگرفته و در رابطه  xسپس جواب را برابر
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شود و در انتهـا بـه دليـل اينكـه      مي جمع  b2 ضرب شده و با عدد       7 رديف دوم جدول     w(2,1) را در مقدار     zحال  

كه برابر  ها  روابط براساس اعداد نرماليز شده است جهت رسيدن به مقاومت موردنظر بايد حاصل را در ماكزيمم داده                
  .شود مي 100.3kg/cm2ابر با  است ضرب شده كه جواب نهايي بر109.1kg/cm2با 
  
   بحث-4

 عصبي، مدل سازي مقاومت بتن غلتكي را دچار تحول ساخته است و نتايج بـسيار مناسـب و                   هاي  استفاده از شبكه  
درتحقيقي كه توسط سوركن و همكارانش صورت گرفته نيـز نتـايج بـسيار دقيقـي بـه                  . دقيقي را در برداشته است    

اين مدل تنهـا يـك      . [9]با پيش بيني مقاومت فشاري بتن صورت گرفته است         عصبي در رابطه     هاي  واسطه شبكه 
دهـد و    ميبار ساخته شده است و دست يابي به پيش بيني مقاومت را به صورت آني و با دقت بسيار مناسب انجام                      

ي مقاومـت فـشاري مالتهـا     .  نمونه سازي طرح اختالط بتن غلتكي را كاهش دهـد          هاي  د بسياري از هزينه   توان  مي
سيماني شامل انواع متفاوتي از پوزوالنها بـر اسـاس شـبكه عـصبي بـدون نيـاز بـه انجـام هـيچ گونـه مطالعـات                   

  . [13]گردد مي ها  به مقدار بسيار زيادي در پروژهها آزمايشگاهي سبب صرفه جويي هزينه
 بـا درنظرگـرفتن     نتـوا   مـي  مينـيمم سـازي      هاي   پيش بيني مقاومت و استفاده ازروش      هاي  با به كاربردن اين مدل    

 هـاي    بهينه ازجنبه  هاي   آزمايشگاهي به طرح اختالط    هاي   طرح اختالط و بدون ساخت نمونه      هاي  بسياري ازويژگي 
 بـراي بررسـي بيـشتر پارامترهـاي مـوثر بـر بـتن غلتكـي                 هـا   به كارگيري اين مدل   . سازه اي و مالي دست يافت     

 بـراي جلـوگيري     هـا   نوع كاني، شرايط سـنگدانه     (ها  دانهاستفاده از خصوصيات بيشتري از سنگ     . بسيارسودمند است 
زمان اختالط، نحوه اختالط، فاصله زماني بـين اتمـام           (ها  ، نوع سيمان مصرفي و شرايط ساخت نمونه       ...)ازجدايي و 

  .دركنار ديگرپارامترهاي ورودي پيش بيني مقاومت را دقيق تر ميكند...) اختالط و بتن ريزي و
  

  قدرداني تشكر و
كـه  ) پيمانكار سد زيردان  (نوسيله ازمهندس محسن جعفربيگلو و تكنسينهاي آزمايشگاه بتن شركت جهان كوثر            بدي

در كليه مراحل ساخت مخلوطهـاي بـتن و انجـام آزمايـشها، صـميمانه همكـاري فراوانـي را مبـذول داشـته انـد                          
  .شود ميسپاسگزاري و قدرداني 
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  پيوند شيمياييهاي مختلف كلريد در ايجاد  كاتيون سيمان پرتلند بر C3Aبررسي اثر 
  هاي سيماني و روش اندازه گيري كلريد آزاد در سيستم

  
  2فهيمه فيروزيار، 1فاطمه جعفرپور

  مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكن ميعضو هيات عل. 1
  مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكنتحقيقات مصالح ساختماني  كارشناس. 2

  
  چكيده 
توانـد سـبب    كه كلريد محلول در آب در يك سيستم سيماني مانند مالت يا بتن وجـود داشـته باشـد، مـي            هنگامي

 .شـود  مـي شوند و كلرور آلومينات توليـد    تركيب مي  C3Aاز كلريد با فهاي يون. خوردگي فلزاتي نظير فوالد گردد
وقتـي كـه   . باشند قادرنـد مقـداري از كلريـد را پيونـد دهنـد       مي  C3Aهايي كه داراي مقدار بيشتر بنابراين سيمان

 شوند، بـه عبـارت   يابند به حالت غير محلول تبديل شده و بنابراين غير فعال مي مي پيوند   C3A كلريد باهاي يون
 كلريد نيـز در  هاي  همچنين نوع كاتيون  . پيوند يافته و غير محلول در فرآيند خوردگي نقشي ندارند          هاي  ديگر كلريد 

هـا حـاوي      برخـي سـنگدانه   .خوردگي آرماتور اثر دارند و شدت خوردگي به طور قابل توجهي تابع نوع كاتيون است              
درروش . كننـد   و در واكنش خوردگي شـركت نمـي       مقدار قابل توجهي كلريد هستند كه در سنگدانه محبوس بوده           

هـا وجـود داشـته و درواكـنش           بخشي از كلريدي كـه در ايـن سـنگدانه         ،  8947آزمون استاندارد ملي ايران شماره      
گيري شده بـه شـدت بـه درجـه            با توجه به اينكه مقدار كلريد اندازه      . شود  گيري مي   خوردگي نقشي ندارند نيز اندازه    

گيري شده كـه عمومـاً در         ام تهيه آزمونه بستگي دارد، بنابراين در اين روش، كلريدهاي اندازه          ها هنگ   سنگدانه مينر
  . شود ميكنند نيز اندازه گيري  واكنش خوردگي شركت نمي

 سيمان در ايجاد پيوند  C3Aبررسي تأثير ميزان«در اين مقاله نتايج حاصل از انجام يك پروژه تحقيقاتي در زمينه 
بررسـي روش    « و » مختلـف كلريـد در ايجـاد پيونـد شـيميايي           هـاي   بررسي تأثير كاتيون  «،  »ريدشيميايي يون كل  

   . است ارائه شده»هاي سيماني گيري شده در سيستم گيري كلريد عصاره اندازه
 

  هـاي   شـده، سيـستم     گيـري   هاي مختلف، پيوند شيميايي، كلريد عصاره       ، كلريد آزاد، كاتيون   C3Aميزان   : كليدواژه
  سيماني

  
  مقدمه   -1

اين خاصيت آن را از بسياري از صدمات كه بر اثر عوامـل             . بتن تركيبي است كه خاصيت قليايي بسيار زيادي دارد        
فوالد داخل بتن تحت چنين شرايط قليايي در حالت غير فعال باقي مانده و از               . كند  شود، حفظ مي    خورنده ايجاد مي  

بـه  .. .اكـسيدكربن و     و دي  هـا    عوامل مخربي مانند كلريدها، سولفيد     ولي با ورود  . آسيب ديدگي محفوظ خواهد ماند    
ازايـن رو   . شـود   بتن خاصيت قليايي آن از بين رفته و فوالد حفاظت شده داخل آن در معرض خـوردگي واقـع مـي                    
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  .جلوگيري از ورود اين عوامل به بتن يكي از عوامل ضروري در حفظ دوام بتن است
تواند از طريق منافـذ        آرماتور داخل آن، يون كلريد و تركيبات آن است اين ماده مي            ازجمله عوامل مهاجم به بتن و     

موجود در بتن كه در اثر اضافه كردن آب به مخلوط سيمان و شن وماسه توليد شده است وارد بتن شده و در كنـار               
اكنش و ايجاد پيوند كـرده      و)  سيمان C3Aتوسط  ( با تركيبات داخل سيمان      ها   مقداري از اين يون   . فوالد قرار گيرد  

هايي است كه پيوند نداده و به طـور آزاد در محلـول منافـذ و                  مشكل عمده، يون  .  فريدل معروف است    كه به نمك  
هاي كلريد با رسيدن به فوالد حفاظت شده كه اليـه هيدروكـسيدي در اثـر                  يون. باشند مياطراف فوالد درحركت    

pH        اين اليه محافظ را از بين برده و فوالد بدون پوشش را در معـرض                 باالي بتن بر سطح آن تشكيل داده است ،
  . گردد دهد كه باعث از بين رفتگي شديد فوالد مي محيط خورنده قرار مي

 سـيمان پرتلنـد بـر       C3Aبررسـي اثـر     « اي تحت عنوان    در اين خصوص، در مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكن پروژه         
 انجـام   »هـاي سـيماني     ند شيميايي و روش اندازه گيري كلريد آزاد در سيـستم          هاي مختلف كلريد در ايجاد پيو       كاتيون

 خالص در آزمايشگاه و افـزودن آن        C3A سيمان در پيوند كلريدي، از طريق ساخت         C3Aدر اين راستا، اثر     . شده است 
هـاي   ونـه هـاي مختلـف و همچنـين در نم    به مقادير مختلف به سيمان و اضافه كردن دو نوع نمك كلريدي به نسبت    

  . مختلف كه شرايط واقعي را فراهم سازد،، مورد بررسي قرار گرفته استC3Aساخته شده با سيمان داراي 
  
  بررسي ساختار شيميايي بتن  -2

ديـدگي دارد و شـناخت اصـول و مفـاهيم سـاختار بـراي درك                  اي در روند آسيب     ساختار شيميايي بتن نقش عمده    
هـاي    ساختار شـيميايي بـتن، در واقـع واكـنش         . ز تخريب بتن ضروري است    ديدگي و جلوگيري ا     فرآيندهاي آسيب 

اين ساختار همچنين شامل اندركنشي اسـت كـه   . شود  است كه بين سيمان وآب انجام مي  ) هيدراتاسيون(شيميايي  
ايي اندركنش بين بتن با محيط نيز در ساختار شـيمي         . هاي شيميايي و معدني با بتن تازه و سخت شده دارد            افزودني
به طور كلي، خمير سيمان هيدراته شده شامل سه سيستم مهـم            . شود  گذارد، كه كالً به دوام بتن مربوط مي         اثر مي 

  :به شرح زير است
 سيستم جامد  -
 سيستم منافذ  -
  سيستم محلول در منافذ -
فيزيكـي  هاي جامد و محلول در منافذ مربوط به ساختار شيميايي است، سيستم منافذ محـدود بـه سـاختار                      سيستم
هيدروكسيد كلسيم و فازهـاي  ، C- S- Hسيستم جامد در واقع محصوالت هيدراتاسيون است كه شامل ژل . است

ماند كـه ناشـي از    قسمتي از ذرات سيمان در ميان ژل بدون واكنش هيدراتاسيون باقي مي  . آلومينات و فريت است   
  .بزرگ بودن آن ذرات است

به عالوه منافـذ    . ندازه آنها بسيار كوچك و منافذ مويين كه نسبتاً بزرگترند         سيستم منافذ شامل منافذ ژل است كه ا       
  .شود ديگري نيز وجود دارند كه اندازه آنها بزرگتر از منافذ مويين است كه در نتيجه تراكم ناقص بتن ايجاد مي

، )NaOH(يم  شود، كه اين محلـول عمـدتاً شـامل هيدروكـسيد سـد              بخشي يا تمام سيستم منافذ با محلول پر مي        
تغييرات در هريك از سه سيستم يـاد شـده          . است) Ca(OH)2(و هيدروكسيد كلسيم    ) KOH(هيدروكسيد پتاسيم   

  .شود سبب تغيير در دو سيستم ديگر مي
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اجـزا يـا تركيبـات اصـلي        . شـود   معموالً اجزاي تشكيل دهنده سيمان به دو گروه اجزاي اصلي و فرعي تقسيم مي             
 درصد 90اين گروه حدود    . است) C3A(و فاز كلسيم آلومينات       ) C4AF(سيليت  ،  )C2S (بليت  ،  )C3S(شامل آليت   

  كه مهمتـرين     Na2O و   MgO  ،TiO2  ،Mn2O  ،K2O: تركيبات فرعي عبارتند از   . دهند  جرم سيمان را تشكيل مي    
  .  استNa2O و K2Oها، يعني  آنها قليايي

 درصد سيمان پرتلنـد معمـولي را شـامل    50 تا 45حدود    C3S يا  )CaO, SiO2 3(آليت يا سه كلسيم سيليكات 
آليت نسبت به بقيه تركيبات داراي مقاومـت        . اي در رفتار و خواص خمير سيمان دارد         اين ماده نقش عمده   . شود  مي

  .فشاري زيادي است
. دهد مي درصد سيمان پرتلند معمولي را تشكيل 25  حدود C2S يا  )CaO, SiO2 2(بليت يا دو كلسيم سيليكات  

 به آهستگي انجـام   C2Sانجامد، هيدراتاسيون   كه گيرش و سخت شدن آن چند ساعت به طول ميC3Sبرخالف 
  .شود و گيرش آن ممكن است چند روز طول بكشد مي

دهد و در نتيجه باعـث گيـرش ناگهـاني      با آب واكنش سريع ميC3A يا  )CaO, Al2O3 3(سه كلسيم آلومينات 
 و جلوگيري از گيرش ناگهاني، به كلينكر سـيمان مقـداري            C3A براي كاهش زمان گيرش      .شود  خمير سيمان مي  

در كسب مقاومت خمير سيمان دارد ولي ممكن است در           مي  نقش ك   C3A.  شود  افزوده مي ) H2O2. CaSO4( گچ
 درصـد   10سيمان پرتلند معمولي بـه طـور متوسـط داراي تقريبـاً             . طي يك يا دو روز به مقاومت نهايي خود برسد         

C3Aاست .  
ايـن مـاده چهـار كلـسيم     . برند دار سيمان است، بنابراين گاهي اوقات از آن به عنوان فاز فريت نام مي    سيليت، فاز آهن  
. دهـد   درصد سـيمان را تـشكيل مـي   10 تا 8  است كه حدود C4AFيا  ) CaO , Al2O3 , Fe2O3 4(آلومينو فريت   
شايان ذكر است كه شركت اجزاي سـيمان  . مت نهايي آن بسيار كم است بسيار سريع ولي مقاو    C4AFكسب مقاومت   

  .عهده دارند در كسب مقاومت خمير سيمان متفاوت است و هريك از تركيبات درصدي از كسب مقاومت را به
  . ارائه شده است1مقدار تقريبي هر يك از تركيبات اصلي سيمان و خالصه عملكرد آنها در جدول 

  
  ملكرد تركيبات اصلي سيمان مقدار و ع:1جدول 

  عملكرد  )درصد(مقدار    تركيبات اصلي

C3S 45-50  بسيار فعال، حرارت هيدراتاسيون باال و مقاومت اوليه زياد  
C2S  25  حرارت هيدراتاسيون پايين و فعاليت كم  
C3A  10  ايجاد مشكالت در اثر حمله سولفاتي و حرارت هيدراتاسيون باال  

C4AF  8-10  سريع و مقاومت نهايي بسيار كمكسب مقاومت   
  كنترل گيرش سيمان  5  گچ

  
  خوردگي كلريدي -3

 بتن مسلح است كـه در معـرض آب    هاي  خوردگي بر اثر نفوذ يون كلريد يكي از عوامل اصلي و مهم تخريب سازه             
 از طريق ها وباين رس. توانند روي سطح بتن رسوب كنند  همچنين كلريدها مي  .  يخ زدا قرار دارند    هاي  دريا يا نمك  

  . شود ميقطرات بسيار ريز آب دريا  و گردوغبار معلق در هوا تشكيل 
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منـشأ  . هاي بسيار شديد آرماتور شود     د سبب خوردگي  توان  ميكه كلريد در بتن مسلح شده وجود داشته باشد            هنگامي
  :كلريدها از دو منبع عمده به شرح زير است

  
   كلريد با منشأ داخلي–الف 

كلريـد  (هـاي زودگيركننـده       ماننـد اسـتفاده از افزودنـي      . شـوند   يدها در هنگام اختالط به بتن وارد مـي        اين نوع كلر  
  .هاي شور  و آب دريا يا ساير آبها ، سنگدانه)كلسيم

  
   كلريد با منشأ خارجي -ب

هـا و     اهمانند استفاده از نمك ضديخ در ساخت بزرگـر        . شوند  اين نوع كلريدها در زمان سخت شدن به بتن وارد مي          
  ). اسكله(هاي دريايي  كلريدهاي ناشي از آب دريا در سازه

چنانچه كلريد هنگام اختالط اجزاي متشكل بتن وجود        . هاي كلريدي تا حدي به شيوه وارد شدن آن دارد           اثر نمك 
ي سيمان تا حدي با كلريـد واكـنش داده و تـشكيل پيونـد شـيمياي               )  C3A(فاز تري كلسيم آلومينات     . داشته باشد 

هـاي خـوردگي      دراين حالت، كلريد در محلول منافذ غير محلول بـوده و در واكـنش             . دهد  كلروآلومينات كلسيم مي  
به عنوان  . قابليت سيمان براي تشكيل كمپلكس كلريد محدود است و بستگي به نوع سيمان دارد             . كند  شركت نمي 

. كنـد   شـركت مـي    مـي يدي در حـد ك     كم است در تشكيل كمپلكس كلر      C3Aمثال، سيمان ضدسولفات كه داراي      
 خطـر خـوردگي را افـزايش        ،  سـيمان    درصد وزنـي   4/0دهد كه ميزان كلريد بيش از         همچنين، تجربيات نشان مي   

هاي داراي ميزان كلريد بيـشتر از حـد ذكـر شـده               شايان ذكر است كه اين حد به اين معنا نيست كه بتن           . دهد  مي
خوردگي به نفوذپـذيري بـتن و عمـق كربناتاسـيون در ارتبـاط بـا                . دشون  محتمالً سبب خوردگي شديد آرماتور مي     

  . پوشش آرماتور بستگي دارد
در اثـر   . شـوند  ميشود، كلريدهاي پيوند يافته آزاد        اكسيد كربن هوا كربناته مي      كه بتن در اثر واكنش با دي        هنگامي

شـود و در نتيجـه سـبب مهـاجرت            مـي اين فرآيند، غلظت كلريدهاي محلول در مجاور منطقه كربناتاسيون زيادتر           
  . شود كلريد در داخل بتن مي

  
  كلريدهاي پيوندي و آزاد -4

ــون   ــد ي ــرين پيون ــاي مهمت ــا   ه ــا ب ــنش آنه ــد، واك ــات   C3A كلري ــسيم كلروآلومين ــشكيل كل ــه ت ــت ك    اس
 CaO. Al2O3. CaCl2. 10H2O3 يون كلريـد بـا   . شود ميدهد كه نمك فريدل ناميده  ميC4AF   نيـز واكـنش 

 سيمان بـاال باشـد و همچنـين         C3Aبنابراين وقتي مقدار    . دهد  هي انجام داده وتشكيل  كلسيم كلروفريت مي       مشاب
بنابراين ايـن طـور اسـتنباط    . كند مي كلريد بيشتري پيوند برقرار هاي وقتي مقدار سيمان در مخلوط زياد باشد، يون     

ايـن مـساله   . شـود  مـي ت مناسب در برابر خوردگي    باال منجر به ايجاد مقاوم     C3Aشود كه استفاده از سيمان با        مي
در .  واكـنش دهنـد  C3Aهاي كلريد موجود باشند و بـه سـرعت بـا       صدق كند كه از ابتدا يون      ميممكن است هنگا  
  .شود مي كلر از خارج وارد بتن شوند مقدار كمتري كلروآلومينات تشكيل هاي نتيجه وقتي يون

 كلريد آزاد توسط آب منافذ بـه سـطح          هاي  نات تفكيك شده و يون    همچنين ممكن است تحت شرايطي كلروآلومي     
 هـا   باشد مشكل حمله سولفات    مي در سيمان    C3Aعامل ديگري كه تعيين كننده مقدار مطلوب        . فوالد منتقل شوند  
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به اين دليـل  .  سيمان پايين باشدC3A شايان ذكر است كه براي مقاومت در برابر سولفات الزم است مقدار . است
  را كه داراي مقاومتي متوسط در برابر سولفات است سازگارترين سـيمان بـراي      II، سيمان نوع    ASTMن نامه   آيي

  انـواع سـيمان   C3A ميـزان  2در جـدول . كنـد  مـي  معرفي ها  بتني قرار گرفته در معرض حمله سولفاتهاي سازه

  .مشخص شده است
   درصد تركيبات متشكل انواع مختلف سيمان:2جدول 

  C3S  C2S  C3A  C4AF  ننوع سيما
I 65- 42  30- 10  17- 3  18- 6  
II 60- 35  35- 15  8- 3  18- 6  
III 70- 45  30- 10  15- 3  18- 6  
IV 30- 20  55- 50  6- 3  15- 8  
V 60- 40  40- 15  5- 3  18- 10  

  
  اثر نوع و مقدار سيمان در نفوذ كلريد

هـاي كلريـد بـه سـه حالـت آزاد در              دن مصالح بتن، يـون    در صورت نفوذ كلريد به داخل بتن و يا به دليل آلوده بو            
از ديـدگاه   . شـود    در بتن يافـت مـي      C3Aمحلول منافذ، جذب فيزيكي با محصوالت هيدراتاسيون و پيوند يافته با            

 .CaO. Al2O3 تركيب شـده و تـشكيل نمـك فريـدل     C3Aكلريد با . خوردگي فقط كلريدهاي آزاد اهميت دارند

CaCl2. 10H2O3توان نتيجه گرفـت كـه ظرفيـت پيونـد      بنابراين مي. يابند  و در نتيجه كلريدها پيوند ميدهد  مي
رود كـه     انتظـار مـي   .  تـرجيح دارد   C3Aشود و سيمان با مقـدار بيـشتر            تعيين مي  C3Aسيمان پرتلند توسط مقدار     

جـه زمـان شـروع      هاي كلريد در بـتن شـود و در نتي           سيمان با ظرفيت پيوندي زياد، سبب كاهش سرعت نفوذ يون         
هـا    هاي پوزوالني صادق نباشد، زيرا بعضي از پوزوالن         اين نظريه شايد درباره سيمان    . خوردگي ميلگرد افزايش يابد   

سـبب كـاهش سـرعت نفـوذ        ) مانند نفوذپذيري كم  (داراي ظرفيت پيوندي كم بوده، اما توسط سازوكارهاي ديگر          
  .شوند هاي كلريد مي يون
  با Iشود، سيمان پرتلند معمولي نوع  هاي كلريد به عنوان عامل مخرب محسوب مي      ونهرحال، در محيطي كه ي      به

  .  عملكرد بهتري دارد) كمC3Aبا مقدار (مقدار زياد در مقايسه با سيمان پرتلند ضدسولفات 
نيـز  هاي كلريد، عوامل زيـر         سيمان در پيوند دادن يون     C3Aدهد كه عالوه برمقدار       تحقيقات انجام شده نشان مي    

  :مؤثرند
 تركيبات سيمان  -
  تركيبات محلول منافذ  -

  .  نيز مؤثرندC2S و C3S و همچنين C4AF نيست، بلكه C3Aهاي كلريد فقط تابع مقدار  پيوند يافتن يون
هـاي موجـود در       بـه عبـارت ديگـر، يـون       . هاي كلريد پيوند يافته، اثر دارد       تركيبات محلول منافذ نيز در مقدار يون      

SO4 و   - OHانند محلول منافذ م
  . كنند هاي كلريد رقابت مي در پديده پيوند با يون-2

بـراي  . تركيبات محلول منافذ به تركيبات سيمان، مواد افزودني شيميايي و معدني و شـرايط محـيط بـستگي دارد                  
SO4 و   - OHمثال اگر به مقادير 

شـود،    كاسته مـي هاي كلريد پيوند يافته در منافذ بتن افزوده شود، از مقدار يون-2
SO4 و   - OHهاي  زيرا قسمتي از ظرفيت پيوند سيمان براي يون

  .شود  صرف مي-2
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كامالً واضح است كه فقط تركيبات سيمان در مقدار كلريدهاي پيوند يافته نقش ندارند، بلكـه مقـدار سـيمان نيـز                      
  .شود ا كاسته ميبنابراين با افزايش مقدار سيمان در بتن، از مقدار نفوذ كلريده. مؤثر است

  
  ها اثر نوع كاتيون

 وقتـي مقـدار     .هاي كلريد در خوردگي آرمـاتور اثـر دارد          با تحقيقات انجام شده مشخص شده است كه نوع كاتيون         
 در اين. دهد هاي مختلف به مالت سيمان پرتلند افزوده شود، اثرات متفاوتي را نشان مي  اما با كاتيون Cl–مساوي

دهد كه شـدت خـوردگي بـه      نتايج اين پژوهش نشان مي. استفاده شده است KCl  و  CaCl2  ،NaClتحقيق از 
 همچنـين مـشخص شـده       . بيشترين اثر تخريبي را داشته اسـت       CaCl2طور قابل توجهي تابع نوع كاتيون بوده و         

اشـند،  ب عوامل كنترل كننده در شدت خوردگي نمي، pHاست كه كل تخلخل و غلظت كلريد در محلول منافذ و يا  
تفـاوت در مقاومـت الكتريكـي عامـل         .  مورد تحقيق تقريباً مـشابه بـوده اسـت         هاي  زيرا اين عوامل در تمام نمونه     

از آنجايي كه مقاومت الكتريكي تابع توزيع اندازه منافذ مـالت اسـت، در نتيجـه                . اختالف در شدت خوردگي است    
كنـد و در     منافـذ بزرگتـري ايجـاد مـي    CaCl2بنابراين . دشو تغيير در كاتيون باعث تغيير در توزيع اندازه منافذ مي  

همچنـين براسـاس نتـايج تحقيقـات        . يابد  شود و هدايت الكتريكي افزايش مي       نتيجه انتشار كلريد آسانتر انجام مي     
بنـابراين تخلخـل بـتن تـابع        . شـود   مـي انجام شده مشخص شده است كه، كلريد سديم باعث كاهش اندازه منافذ             

  .باشد مي مخلوط بتن كاتيون و نوع
  

  هاي انجام شده در مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و  مسكن  بررسي
  : انجام شده در مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكن در سه زمينه به شرح زير بوده استهاي بررسي

 . سيمان در ايجاد پيوند شيميايي يون كلريد C3Aبررسي تأثير ميزان -
 .ر ايجاد پيوند شيمياييهاي مختلف كلريد د بررسي تأثير كاتيون -
  .هاي سيماني گيري كلريد آزاد در سيستم هاي اندازه بررسي روش -

هاي  در آزمايشگاه و افزودن آن به نسبت) هاي استكيومتري براساس نسبت(  خالص  C3Aدر اين راستا، با ساخت 
ـ         درصد به سيمان و ساخت مالت با سيمان        12 و   10،  8،  5 د سـديم و كلـسيم بـه        هاي ساخته شده و افزايش كلري

آوري   پـس از عمـل    .  درصد به آب اختالط، روند پيوند كلريدي مورد بررسـي قـرار گرفـت              2 و   1،  5/0هاي      نسبت
هاي استاندارد، ميزان كلريـد محلـول در آب و محلـول در               سازي آنها براساس روش     هاي ساخته شده و آماده      نمونه

  . اسيد آنها اندازه گيري شد
  در پيوند كلريدي در شرايط واقعي، از چهارنوع سيمان با درصـدهاي مختلـف    C3Aررسي اثر منظور ب همچنين به

C3A )  42/3 ،65/6 ،24/8 سازي آنها  ها و آماده آوري نمونه عمل. ها استفاده شد ، در ساخت نمونه)درصد57/11 و
  .   خالص بوده است C3Aهاي ساخته شده با سيمان داراي  مشابه نمونه

  
   سيمان در پيوند كلريدي  C3Aن  اثر ميزا

ساخته شـده   (  خالص    C3Aهاي ساخته شده با سيمان با           گيري كلريد نمونه     بررسي نتايج به دست آمده از اندازه       -
  سـيمان، پيونـد كلريـدي    C3Aدهد كه با افزايش ميزان   نشان مي، 12 و 10 ، 8، 5با  درصدهاي  ) در آزمايشگاه 
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نتيجـه كمتـري    ،  C3Aنيز با افـزايش     ) كلريدهاي آزاد (مچنين كلريدهاي محلول در آب      ه. يافته است   نيز افزايش   
  .دست داده كه مؤيد پيوند كلريدي بيشتري است به

شده   هاي ساخته   ترتيب در نمونه      سيمان، به   C3A روند افزايش پيوند كلريدي با افزايش ميزان         2 و   1هاي    در شكل 
  .شود ميبا كلريد سديم و كلريد كلسيم مشاهده 
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 C3Aهاي ساخته شده با سيمان با  در نمونه (C3A هيستوگرام روند افزايش كلريدهاي پيوند يافته با افزايش ميزان  -1 شكل

  )خالص و كلريد سديم
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 C3Aهاي ساخته شده با سيمان با  در نمونه (C3A هيستوگرام روند افزايش كلريدهاي پيوند يافته با افزايش ميزان  -2شكل 

  )الص و كلريد كلسيمخ
  
بـا   (  مختلـف  C3Aهاي سـاخته شـده بـا سـيمان داراي       گيري كلريد نمونه   بررسي نتايج به دست آمده از اندازه       -

  سيمان، پيوند كلريـدي نيـز        C3Aدهد كه با افزايش ميزان          نشان مي ،  57/11 و   24/8 ،  65/6،  42/3درصدهاي    
نتيجـه كمتـري   ، C3Aنيـز بـا افـزايش      ) كلريـدهاي آزاد  ( در آب    همچنين كلريدهاي محلـول   . يافته است   افزايش  

  .دست داده كه مؤيد پيوند كلريدي بيشتري است به
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شده   هاي ساخته   ترتيب در نمونه      سيمان، به   C3A روند افزايش پيوند كلريدي با افزايش ميزان         4 و   3هاي    در شكل 
  .شود با كلريد سديم و كلريد كلسيم مشاهده مي
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C3A مختلف و كلريد سديم(  
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هاي ساخته شده با سيمان داراي  در نمونه( C3A هيستوگرام روند افزايش كلريدهاي پيوند يافته با افزايش ميزان  -4شكل 

C3Aكلسيمختلف و كلريد م (  
  

  تأثير  نوع كاتيون كلريد در ايجاد پيوند كلريدي 
ساخته شـده   (  خالص    C3Aهاي ساخته شده با سيمان با           گيري كلريد نمونه     بررسي نتايج به دست آمده از اندازه       -

 دهد كه در همه موارد با يك نسبت مـشابه كلريدسـديم و   نشان مي، 12 و 10 ، 8، 5با  درصدهاي    ) در آزمايشگاه 
  . ايجاد كرده است هاي داراي كلريد كلسيم، پيوند كلريدي بيشتري  كلريد كلسيم، نمونه

بـا   (  مختلـف  C3Aهاي سـاخته شـده بـا سـيمان داراي       گيري كلريد نمونه   بررسي نتايج به دست آمده از اندازه       -
شابه كلريدسـديم و  دهد كه در همه موارد بـا يـك نـسبت مـ     نشان مي ،  57/11 و   24/8 ،  65/6،  42/3درصدهاي    
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  . ايجاد كرده است هاي داراي كلريد كلسيم، پيوند كلريدي بيشتري  كلريد كلسيم، نمونه
هـاي   هاي ساخته شده با كلريـد سـديم و كلريـد كلـسيم بـه نـسبت          ميزان كلريد پيوند يافته درنمونه      7   در شكل 
  . مقايسه شده است) خالص C3A درصد  12سيمان با (مختلف 

هاي مختلف    هاي ساخته شده با كلريد سديم و كلريد كلسيم به نسبت             ميزان كلريد پيوند يافته درنمونه      8در شكل   
  . مقايسه شده است) C3A درصد  57/11سيمان داراي  (
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هاي مختلف  هاي ساخته شده با كلريد سديم و كلريد كلسيم به نسبت  هيستوگرام ميزان كلريد پيوند يافته درنمونه-7شكل 

  )خالص C3Aدرصد  12مان با سي(
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هاي مختلف  به نسبت هاي ساخته شده با كلريد سديم و كلريد كلسيم  هيستوگرام ميزان كلريد پيوند يافته درنمونه-8شكل 

  )C3A درصد  57/11سيمان داراي (
  

  هاي سيماني گيري شده در سنگدانه و سيستم كلريد عصاره
ند كـه در سـنگدانه محبـوس بـوده و در واكـنش خـوردگي شـركت                  ها حاوي مقداري كلريد هـست       برخي سنگدانه 

  . شوند گيري مي گيري اندازه اين نوع كلريدها از طريق روش عصاره. كنند نمي
تواند سبب خوردگي فلزاتي نظير فوالد شـده          مي،  كه كلريد محلول در آب به مقدار كافي وجود داشته باشد           ميهنگا
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اين روش آزمون  . باشد گروت يا بتن قرار دارد يا در تماس با آنها مي   ،  مالتكه در داخل يك سيستم سيماني مانند        
 .هايي كه به طور طبيعي داراي كلريد هستند، قابل عمل است در مورد  سنگدانه

 وجـود  ها بخشي از كلريدي را كه در اين سنگدانه، 8947روش آزمون شرح داده شده در استانداردملي ايران شماره     
 كـه  ها سنگدانه ميگيري شده به شدت به درجه نر شايان ذكر است كه مقدار كلريد اندازه. كند ميگيري دارند اندازه   

  .شوند بستگي دارند ميهنگام تهيه نمونه آسياب 
  بـه ترتيـب كلريـدهاي محلـول در اسـيد و       8947  و    8946هـاي      آزمون استاندارد ملي ايران شماره     هاي  در روش 

اي ريـز آسـياب       در هر دو روش نمونه به شكل پودر ريزدانه يا به صورت مواد دانه             . ندك  محلول در آب را تعيين مي     
  .كند گيري مي ها را كه در واكنش خوردگي شركت ندارند، نيز اندازه شود و كلريدهاي محبوس در سنگدانه مي

  آمريكـا   و آيـين نامـه بـتن     ASTM  C 1524 - 02aگيـري ايـن نـوع كلريـدها دراسـتاندارد        روش انـدازه 
) ACI  222.1-96( گير  در اين روش با استفاده از دستگاه عصاره.  ارائه شده استSoxhlet ،    مقـادير بـسيار كـم

  . شود گيري مي كنند، عصاره ماند و در واكنش خوردگي شركت نمي  مي ها باقي كلريد را كه در برخي سنگ
  

    Soxhletدستگاه عصاره گير 
كننـد، از دسـتگاه       ها كه در واكنش خوردگي شركت نمي        وس در برخي از سنگدانه    به منظور بررسي كلريدهاي محب    

  . شود   استفاده ميSoxhletعصاره گير 
عملكرد دستگاه عـصاره   .گير و يك مبرد است يك  نمونه، يك بالن ته صاف، اين دستگاه متشكل از يك گرمكن

ر در بالن ته صـاف و اعمـال گرمـا بـه آب داخـل                  ميلي ليتر آب مقط    200اي است كه با اضافه كردن         گير به گونه  
نمونه در داخل . شود ميگير جمع   بخار حاصل از آب جوش از قسمت مبرد عبور كرده و مايع حاصله در نمونه     ،  بالن

كـه   ميهنگـا . شـود  نمونه گير مخصوص  قرار گرفته و مايع گرم حاصل از تبخير آب جوش اطـراف آن جمـع مـي         
تركيبات غير فرار   . شود  مي بحراني رسيد به داخل بالن ته صاف برگشته و اين فرآيند تكرار              عصاره حاصله به ارتفاع   

شـايان ذكـر  اسـت كـه     . شـود  مـي  در بالن ته صاف جمع باشد ميعصاره گيري شده كه حاوي آب مقطر گرم نيز  
  . بار تكرار شود دقيقه يك20ورودي گرما بايد به اندازه كافي بوده تا يك چرخه عصاره گيري در حدود هر 

  .شود  شماي اين دستگاه مشاهده مي9در شكل 

  
 Soxhlet گير   دستگاه عصاره-9شكل 
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ABSTRACT 
To study enforcement effect of T-formed beams made of Structural lightweight 
concrete by binding CFRP with use of epoxy resin on the bending & shearing 
resistance, nine lab samples were designed, built and tested. These samples were 
divided into A, B & C groups, regarding their weakness. In all beams, two rods # 
12 were used as compressive armature. In A, designing was such that beams have 
bending weakness. In these beams, two rods #12 were used as tensile armature and 
rod # 10 were used as shearing armature with a distance of 7.5 cm. In B, designing 
was such that beams have shearing weakness and 4 rods # 16 were used as tensile 
armature , the distance of stirrup  was 30 cm. In c, designing was such that beams 
have shearing and also flexural weakness , In these beams , two rods # 12 were 
used as tensile armature and the distance of stirrups  was 30 cm. 
According to observed studies, in flexural strengthening, beams have had a 
strength increase of 60%, although breaking was shearing and CFRP sheets didn’t 
reach the rupture stage. Studying beam’s shearing strengthening represents loading 
capacity increase of 20% and breaking was as stratified cutting of concrete with 
CFRP sheet. Also, we observed 45% increase of beam’s loading capacity from 
bending and also shearing strengthening together. In this case, failure mode was as 
stratified cutting of concrete with CFRP sheet from the beam’s side. 
 
Keyword: strengthening, tensile armature, CFRP, flexural 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Due to several causes such as damages resulting from corrosion or blasting severe 
wind, members weakness resulting from incorrect maintenance, damages from war 
or earthquake, usage changes, request for increasing foundation or number of 
stories and changes of used parameters, maybe the structures of armature concrete 
don’t have necessary ductility and resistance against imposed loads.[1] 
To remove the deficiency of using steel plates in the strengthening of concrete 
members, using fiber reinforcing polymers (FRP) has some advantages. 
Several researchers have studied on bending and shearing strengthening by FRP 
sheets in worldwide scientific centers & universities. The polymeric sheets are not 
under the effect of corrosive factors, unlike the steel plates and are resistant against 
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damaging effects and also tolerate the relatively high temperatures well. So, using 
these sheets doesn’t need special arrangements before attachment and their 
maintenances are easier after the installation in comparison with steel plates.[2] 
 
2. LABORATORIAL PLAN 
In this study, nine T-formed beams of light concrete with a total length of 1900mm 
were built and tested over supports with a span of 1800mm. Lab samples are in 
A,B and C groups and each group has 3 beams. For labs, one is as un-strengthened 
and the other two are strengthened based on the kind of weakness in the beam. 
 
3. SPECIFICATIONS OF USING MATERIALS 
3.1. Armature 
Internal armature is ribbed bar and from A2 type. The yielding stress for bars of 16 
is 3300 kg/cm2, for bars of 12, 3800 kg/cm2 and for bars of 10 3650 kg/cm2. The 
results of the using steel bars are given in. 
 

Table 1: Tensile experiment results for steel bars 

Elasticity 
modulus 
kg/cm2 

Percentage 
of length 
increase 

Rupture 
stress 

kg/cm2 

Yield 
stress 

kg/cm2 

Area 
cm2 

Steel 
bar’s 

diameter 
mm 

Number 

2039000 15 5600 3650 0.785 10 1 
2039000 15 5600 3800 1.13 12 2 
2039000 15 5600 3800 2.01 16 3 

 
3.2. Concrete 
Regarding the first mix designs, an effort has been made to obtain a suitable 
mixture regarding the effective factors on the compressive resistance increase and 
also economic and administrative conditions. 
To provide needed experimental concrete, the following mixing ratio was used. 
 

Table 2: Mixing design 
Material weight Sources 

450 Cement 
180 Water 
234 Gravel 

561.6 Sand 
374.4 Lecca 
6.75 Super Plasticizer 
0.4 Water to cement ratio 

1800 Sources 
 
Lecca grains are products of Saveh lecca factory and the fine grains were used in 
this plan. The used sand was provided from washed one in the Ganjafrooz  mine in 
Babol. The kind of used cement is type, II Portland produced in Neka cement 
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factory. The using superplastilizer is PCE from Vandshime factory and the water is 
from urban potation one. 
 
3.3. Glus 
To make glue, a mix including two parts of epoxy resin and one part of hardening 
is used that will gain its complete stick after one week. 
 
3.4. CFRP Sheet 
The CFRP sheets used in beam strengthening are uni- lateral yarn with the yielding 
stress of 3800 and elasticity modulus of 240.000 MPa. Their thickness is 0, 11 mm. 
 
4. LOADING SYSTEM 
Loading system is shown in Figure (6-3). In this system, we used rigid metal 
frames assumed to install jack. Samples are put on the part of this rigid frame for 
beam support. In this study, beams are tested as Simple beam. 
 
5. MEASURING TOOLS 
Measuring special buttons of strain are installed on the beam lateral surface in its 
upper and lower arrays with a distance of 200mm. These buttons are installed by 
using concrete glue on the beam in order to measure concrete strain and its stick 
strengthening sheets by strain gage. 
 
5.1. Data Logger 
The available Data Logger is cr10x that has high compatibility in data recording & 
sending, even through modem & internet. 
 

jack 

LoadBEAM

LVDT 

 
Figure 1. Loading specification 

 
5.2. Samples Introduction 
In this study, nine T-formed beams of light concrete with a total length of 1900mm 
were loaded and tested on the supports with a span of 1800mm. The compressive 
strength of used concretes in all beams has been designed for fc=410 kg/cm2 
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5.3. “A” Group Beams 
“A” Group relates to the beams having weakness in bending. In this group, we used 
two ribbed bars # 12 as tensile armature and two ribbed bars #12 as compressive 
ones. For shearing armature, we used ribbed bars # 10 as rectangular ones with the 
distance of 75mm axis to axis. 
Selecting the above armature for A was due to strength of these beams in shearing 
& their weakness in bending. The specifications of “A” are given in figure 5. 
 
5.4. “B” Group Beams 
“B” Group relates to the beams having weakness in shearing. In this group, we 
used four ribbed bars # 16 as tensile armature in two double arrays and two ribbed 
bars # 12 as compressive ones. 
For Shearing armatures, we used ribbed bars # 10 as a rectangular form with a 
distance of 300 mm from axis to axis. The specifications are given in figure 6. 
 
5.5. “C” Group Beams 
C Group relates to the beams having both bending & shearing weakness. In this 
group, we used two ribbed bars # 12 as tensile armature and two ribbed bars # 12 
as compressive ones. For shearing armatures, we used ribbed bars # 10 as 
rectangular ones with a distance of 300 mm axis to axis. The specifications are 
given in Figure 7. 
 

 
Figure 2. Specifications relating to “A” 

beams 
Figure 3. Specifications relating to “B” 

beams 

 
Figure 4. Specifications relating to “C” beams  
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Figure 5. Strengthening method of 

21 A,A  beams Figure 6. Strengthening method of 32 B,B  

 
Figure 7. Strengthening method of beams 

 
6. BEAM’S STRENGTHENING METHOD  
6.1. Strengthening of A Grap Beams  
“A” beams are included in A1, A2 and A3 with the same specifications. In this 
study, we regard A3 as a reference beam and strengthen A1 and A2. To strengthen 
A1 and A2, we used uni-lateral CFRP sheets by the yielding stress of 3800 Mpa and 
elasticity modulus of 240,000 Mpa. The width of reinforced sheet is 16 cm and its 
length is 160cm. Its pure thickness is 0.11mm and its strengthening method is 
given in Figure 8. 
 
6.2. Strengthenin of B Grap Beams 
“B” beams are included in B1, B2 and B3 with the same specifications. 
In this study, we regard B1 as a reference beam and strengthen B2 and B3; we used 
CFRP sheets having a width of 7cm & length of 48cm in U form. Its strengthening 
method is given in Figure 9. 
 
6.3. Strengthening of “C” Group Beams 
“C” beams include C1, C2 and C3 with the same specifications. In this study, we 
regard C1 as a reference beam and strengthen C2 and C3. To strengthen this beam, 
we used first the FRP sheet having a width of 16cm & length of 160cm for Flexural 
strengthening of the beam. Then, we used the 48*7cm sheets for shearing 
strengthening (figure 10). The cause of installing bending CFRP first and them 
shearing CFRP is that bending CFRP transfers the tensile forces relatively to the 
CFRP and this decreases the possibility of debonding risk beneath concrete. 
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6.4. Results 
Cracking ultimate loads and strength failure mode: 
Tables 3, 4 and 5 represent cracking loads, and increasing percentage in 
comparison to the control beam, and also ultimate load that can be carried by 
beams resulting from carrying out strengthening as well as maximum deflection in 
beams middle Span while rupturing in 3 different groups. 
 

Table 3: Results of "A" group beams 

Failure mode 

Load 
increase 

of 
Shearing 

crack 
% 

Load 
increase 

of 
bending 

crack 
% 

Shearing 
cracking 

load 
kN 

Bending 
cracking 

load 
kN 

maximum 
deflection 

mm 

Increase of 
ultimate 

load 
relative to 

control 
beam 

% 

ultimate 
load 
ton 

compressive 
strength 
kg/cm2 

Sample 

Bending 
accompanied 
with yielding 
of tensile bars 

- - 59.6 29 14.8 - 112 525 A3 

shearing 0.67% 48% 60 43 1.5 56% 175 525 A1 
Shearing with 

CFRP 
removing 

accompanied 
with a layer of 

concrete 

0 59% 59.6 46 10 69% 189 540 A2 

 
Table 4: Results of "B" group beams 

Failure 
mode 

Load 
increase 

of 
Shearing 
crack% 

Load 
increase 

of 
bending 
crack% 

Shearing 
cracking 

load 
kN 

Bending 
cracking 

load 
kN 

maximum 
deflection 

mm 

Increase 
of 

ultimate 
load 

relative 
tocontrol 
beam% 

ultimate 
load 
kN 

compressive 
strength 
Kg/cm2 

Sample 

Shearing 
with 

bursting 
compressive 

flange 

- - 55 43 8.8 - 185 550 B1 

Shearing 
with CFRP 
removing 

accompanied 
with a layer 
of concrete 

102% 0 111 43 9 14% 210 560 B2 

Shearing 
with 

bursting 
compressive 

flange 

155% 28% 140 55 9.4 22% 225 560 B3 

 
Table 5: Results of "C" group beams 

Failure 
mode 

Load 
increase 

of 
Shearing 
crack% 

Load 
increase 

of 
bending 
crack% 

Shearing 
cracking 

load 
kN 

Bending 
cracking 

load 
kN 

maximum 
deflection 

mm 

Increase 
of 

ultimate 
load 

relative 
tocontrol 
beam% 

ultimate 
load 
kN 

compressive 
strength 
Kg/cm2 

Sample 

shearing - - 56 32 21.8 - 105 555 C1 
Shearing 

with CFRP 
removing 

accompanied 
with a layer 
of concrete 

34% 25% 75 40 19.6 43% 150 545 C2 

shearing 27% 19% 71 38 15.7 34% 141 550 C3 
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6.5. Comparison of “A” Group Beams  
In loading “A” group beams, there are some results. The first created bending crack 
in A3 was in a load of 2.9 ton, while in A1 and A2 it was 4.3 and 4.6 tons. It was 
observed that the first crack of these beams is created in a load of 1.5 times for A1 
and 1.6 times for A2. 
The first created shearing crack in A3 was in a load of 5.96 tons, while in A1 and A2 
it was 6 and 5.9 tons. It was expected that these beams would reach the first 
shearing crack in the same load. 
The A3 failing was in a load of 11.2 tons and it was flexural failure with yielding 
tensile bars, while in A1 and A3, failing was in 17.5 and 18.9 tons and shearing. 
As it was observed, the created strength increase in A1 was about 56% and in A2, 
about 70%. We should consider the fact that the real amount of loading capacity 
increase could be much more than this. Because, first the breaking of A1 and A2 
was shearing and the beam fails before using its total flexural capacity. Secondly, if 
we compare the imposed load in the first crack, we can see that the load of the first 
crack in A1 and A2 was about 1.5 times for A. So, the flexural strength increase of 
A2 and A1 is much more than the observed amount. 
 
6.6. Comparing Of “B” Beams 
Comparing B1, B2 and B3, we can see that the first bending crack in B1 was in load 
4.3 ton, while it was expected that the first bending crack of B1 and B2 is created in 
the same load. But the first bending crack in B3 was in 5.5 tons that is a little more 
than the other event. 
The first shearing crack in B1 was in 5.5 ton, while in B2 and B3; it was in 11.1 and 
14 tons that increases the resistance against the first shearing crack. The B1 failure 
was in 18.5 tons and shearing and for B2 and B3 it was 21 and 22.5 tons and 
shearing. As we can see, the increase of B2 strength against B1 was about 15% and 
B3 against B1, was about 22% that is not remarkable. Due to the shearing failure of 
B2 and B3, we conclude that there is no suitable strengthening, beams still have 
shearing weakness and CFRP sheets haven’t been broken, but they were removed 
by a concrete layer. This shows that CFRP sheets can still tolerate more loads. 
 
6.7. Comparing “C” Beams 
Comparing C1, C2 and C3, we can see that the first bending crack is created in 3.2 
for C1 and 4 and 38 tons for C2 and C3. 
The first created bending crack in C1 was about 5.6 tons and in C2 and C3 it was 
about 7.5 and 7.1 tons, and its increase against C1 was 35% for C1 and 28% for C3. 
The breaking of C1 was in 10.5 tons and shearing, while for C2 and C3 it was in 15 
and 14.1 tons and shearing. As we can see, there is a good strength increase that is 
45% for C2 and 35% for C 
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Figure 8. Load- tensile strain graph for A beams 

 

 
Figure 9. Load compressive strain graph for B beams 

 

 
Figure 10. Load- deflection graph for A beams 

 
7. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
7.1. Strain in Strengthened Frp 
Observing figures 8-10 relating to the load-compressive strain and load-tensile 
strain graph we can see increasing of compressive strain and decreasing of tensile 
strain in a defined load, that can be due to displacement of neutral cord because of 
strengthening. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
Based on experiments and calculations, we obtained the following results: 
1. The modes of shearing failure in strengthened beam were: 
a) Resulting from FRP failure, b) without FRP failure, c) resulting from FRP 
debonding. 
2. Bending & shearing strengthening on different samples, shows that the 

compressive strain increases remarkably. 
3. With strengthening the beams, the cracking load in beams increases. 
4. Deflection of flexural strengthened beams is lower than non- strengthened one. 
5. Strengthening the beams, the neutral cord moves upwards at a lower speed. 
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ABSTRACT 
The effect of FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymers) sheets on bending strength of 
beams is one of the advantages of utilizing carbon fibers in concrete structures. By 
utilizing FRP sheets, reinforcing bar ratio which is used as longitudinal tensile 
reinforcements would increase in specimens and bending strength   would be 
improved. In this research study, by testing 12 concrete beam specimens with 
known dimensions with 3 different reinforcing bar ratios the effect of FRP in 
flexural behavior strength, displacements, ultimate load and stiffness of the 
concrete beams have been investigated. The results show that in addition to 
increased strength, failure may occur with high adequate ductility in reinforced 
concrete beams.     
 
Keywords: FRP sheets, bending strength, concrete beam, bar ratio  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Retrofitting and strengthening of a constructed structure are currently very 
significant in modern civil engineering. One of the modern methods in 
strengthening concrete structures is utilizing fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) 
bonded to concrete beams as strips made of carbon fibers [3]. This method has 
several advantages over traditional ones, especially increasing high strength, 
decreasing beam weight and creating durability of concrete structures. Based on 
experimental results obtained by Teng et al, Bonacci, Maalej and Feo [1, 8], the 
most common failure mode is derived from debonding of FRP plate or ripping of 
the concrete cover. In addition, some premature failures are generally associated 
with reduction in deformability of the strengthened tensile members.[ 2]. 
Numerous experiments have been carried out to determine failure mode and 
behavior of concrete beams. [5]. Based on existing studies typical failure modes 
observed in experiments is shown in Figure.1. [4,8]. These failure modes are type 
(1), type (2) , type (3) and type (4) as the following schematic representation [8]. 
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Figure 1. (a) - failure type -1- 

 
Figure 1. (b) failure type -2- 

 
Figure 1. (c) failure type – 3- 

 
Figure 1. (d) failure type – 4 (a) 

 
Figure 1. (e) failure type – 4 (b) 

 
Figure 1. (f) failure type – 4 (c) 

Figure 1. failure modes of concrete beams 
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According  to Sebastian and Teng  the corrosion of  tensile longitudinal steel bars , 
changing of reinforcing  bar  ratio and  shear forces may increase the probability of  
these types of  failures [6 ]. The ratio of reinforcing bar of beams affects the above 
patterns and bending behavior and the width of cracks.[8]. The influence of FRP, 
bond around tensile longitudinal bars, on flexural strengthening of reinforced 
concrete beams and the ductility of beams are investigated in this paper by the test 
results of 12 beam specimens strengthened by carbon fiber reinforced polymers 
(CFRP). 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP   
In order to perform research on the materials some tests carried out have been 
introduced. 
 
2.1. Materials 
For the beam specimens the compressive strength is 240 MPa. The concrete 
mixture proportions are shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: Concrete mixture design (kg / m3) 

Coarse  aggregate sand cement water 

750 1000 300 160 
  *-maximum size of aggregate is 12 mm 
        
Also different sizes of tensile bars which have been used in beams are 8,10,12,16 
and 20mm.The yield and ultimate strength of bars is indicated in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Characteristics of reinforcing bars 
Diameter 8 10 12 16 20 

Yield stress (MPa) 350 365 400 420 450 
Ultimate stress (MPa) 460 570 575 585 590 

 
Mechanical properties of CFRP sheets are presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Mechanical properties of CFRP sheet 
Layer thickness 

(mm) 
Ultimate 

strain 
Tensile strength 

( MPa ) 
Modulus of 

elasticity (GPa ) 
0.170 0.0160 3750 230 

 
Also the stress – strain relationship is sketched in Figure 2. 
The adhesive used for binding the CFRP sheet on the concrete surface is hand- 
mixed epoxy and the air between concrete surface and CFRP sheet is removed. The 
adhesive curing time is 6 days according to instructions of the manufacturer.[9,11]  
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Figure 2. Stress-strain diagram of CFRP sheets  

 
2.2. Experiments on Specimens 
12 concrete beam specimens with dimensions according to Figure 3 are 
manufactured. The reinforcing bar ratios are 20%, 40% and 70% of the tensile 
reinforcement balanced ratio. 
  

 
Figure 3 (a): concrete bream in tests 

 
The dimensions and details of reinforced specimens are shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Details of constructed beams 
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As shown in Table 4, seven specimens are strengthened by CFRP sheets. Also 
three specimens are kept as control specimens without strengthening.   
After loading the deflection of the specimens the strains at the mid- spans are 
measured by gauge. Also, the strain of concrete at the level of the tensile and 
compressive reinforcing bars and the strain of CFRP sheets at the mid- span of 
beam are measured by gauge according to Figure 4:   
 

 
Figure 4. Measuring instruments 

 
The output data are recorded by a computer.  
 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
The control specimens B1, B5 and B9 failed after straining of tensile bars in a very 
ductile manner. In B2 failure occurred due to fracture of CFRP sheet but the beam 
carried a higher load than B1 .Specimens B3 and B4 failed in Type three due to 
high shear and normal stresses at the ends of the CFRP sheets due to debonding of 
CFRP. B6, B7 and B8 failed due to fracture of CFRP sheets (Type 2) after yielding 
of reinforcing bars. Specimens B10 failed in Type 2 due to fracture of CFRP sheets 
around the mid-span after yielding reinforced bars. Specimens B11 and B12 failed 
in Types (4-b) and (4-c) .In both of them debonding of CFRP sheet started due to 
shearing cracks. Compared to other specimens more shearing cracks with closer 
spacing occurred in B11 and B12. 
Figureure 6(a)-(c) shows the load versus mid-span displacement relationship of   
beams. According to these Figureures, at earlier stages, before flexural cracking the 
load-displacement curves are close to each other. With increasing the load, the 
strengthened specimens exhibited larger stiffness. After yielding of reinforcing 
bars, the strength and stiffness of the strengthened specimens were larger compared 
to the control specimens. In specimens B11 and B12, the load – displacement 
curves continued without dropping and failure was initiated due to separation of 
FRP. However, the specimens failed due to crushing of concrete with adequate 
ductility as indicated in Figureure 6 (c). 
As shown in Figureure 6, by increasing the load, the strengthened specimens 
demonstrate larger stiffness. After yielding tensile bars the strength and stiffness of 
specimens reinforced by CFRP are larger compared to the control specimens. Also, 
after failure of CFRP the load- displacement curves of strengthened drops.   
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Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6 (a). B1, B2, B3 and B4 
 

 
Displacement (mm) 

Figure 6 (b). B5, B6, B7 and B8 

 
Figure 6 (c). B9, B10, B11 and B12 
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The displacement and ultimate strength Pu of concrete beams are shown in Table 5 
.The increase in strength of beams reinforced by CFRP sheets which varies with 
the reinforcing bar ratio are also submitted in this table. 
 

Table 5: Results of tests 

 
 
2.4. Comparison Between Experimental Results and Theoretical Predictions   
According to proposed equations by ISIS Canada,  a linear variation over the depth 
of concrete section  and the value of 0.0035 for the maximum concrete strain  are 
being considered .[3] Also ISIS supposes the reduction factors of 0.6 , 0.85 and 
0.75 for concrete , steel and FRP sheet respectively [3] . The ratios of ultimate test 
loads to the calculated values supposed by ISIS are given in Table 6.  
 

Table 6: Comparison between test results and the value calculated by ISIS 

 
 
Comparing the test results of specimens B2, B6, B7, B8, B10, B11 and B12, ISIS 
overestimates the ultimate bending strength in the case of strengthened beams with 
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small reinforcing bar ratios. According to Table 6 by increasing the reinforcing bar 
ratio in concrete beams, the ratio of Ptest / PISIS increases. Therefore, the 
equations proposed by ISIS are more appropriate for concrete beams with high 
reinforcing bar ratios. [8,10].  
 
3. CONCLUSION 
Generally from the test results and calculated values the following conclusion has 
been obtained:  
1. The flexural strength and stiffness of RC beams increases by CFRP. 
2. While the reinforcing bars increases, the ratio of the test load to the Load 

calculated (Ptest / PISIS) increase.  
3. With high reinforcing bars near balanced reinforcement ratio failure of the 

concrete beams occurs in either Type - 4 (b) and 4 (c) with adequate ductility.  
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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, the use of FRP jackets for strengthening of weak concrete columns 
has become increasingly popular. The confinement effect of the externally bonded 
FRP systems in rectangular and square sections of concrete columns is known to be 
complicated and less than those in circular sections. In this article, the predictive 
design equations for calculating the compressive strength of FRP-confined 
concrete columns in three current international guidelines and five theoretical 
models have been introduced and effective parameters in each of them have been 
investigated. For a comparative study, also, a database consists of experimental 
results of 43 prismatic specimens of different cross-sectional shapes and 
confinement details have been collected. The analytical results show that the 
section’s shape and dimensions are effective parameters in diversity of 
experimental and theoretical results. Also, by defining the effective factors, a 
model has been expanded for prismatic FRP-confined concrete columns. Based on 
the analytical results, the expanded model indicates acceptable predictions in 
comparison with the other models and guidelines.  
 
Keywords: FRP, concrete column, confinement, shape factor, compressive 
strength 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, earthquake damage to many reinforced concrete columns in bridges 
and buildings has indicated inadequate strength and deformation of reinforced 
concrete columns built before the 1970’s and urgent need to retrofit them [1]. 
These structures were rather constructed according to older codes or without an 
adequate construction practice. The structural members of this type of buildings 
may experience sever damage due to low deformability and axial capacity (Figure 
1). The initial application for retrofitting of weak columns involved the use of steel 
hoops and straps to provide lateral confinement. Some analytical models have been 
developed to provide a theoretical base for retrofitting concrete columns [1]. These 
models are satisfactory for the prediction of strength and ductility of concrete 
columns confined by steel stirrups.  
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Figure 1. Buckling of the longitudinal bars, because of loss of the concrete in an 

earthquake damaged column 
 
Rather to some disadvantages of steel jacket, such as heavy weight and high 
potential for corrosion, the use of fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites has 
been developed in recent decades. This material has some unique properties such 
as light weight, high stiffness and high strength to weight ratio. Moreover, FRP has 
great resistance to corrosion. These new materials have shown a great potential in 
replacing the traditional steel reinforcement as retrofit material. Based on the 
results of many experimental researches, when reinforced concrete columns 
confined laterally with FRP sheets, its ductility and axial load capacity will be 
enhanced [2]. 
 
2. CONFINING EFFECT OF FRP 
The strength enhancement in columns using lateral FRP sheets may be the 
confinement effect of transverse fiber sheets. When a concrete column is affected 
by axial compressive load, concrete core will expand laterally. In jacketed column, 
however, lateral expansion is limited by the effect of lateral confining material. In 
these cases concrete core of the column section will be affected by a kind of 
passive pressure named confining stress. An important aspect of the behavior of 
confined concrete is that at the rupture of FRP, the hoop strain reached in the jacket 
is generally considerably smaller than the ultimate tensile strain found from flat 
coupon tensile tests. The FRP efficiency factor had been suggested for calculation 
of the actual hoop rupture strain of FRP jacket. According to the stress distribution 
of confined circular section (Figure 2), confining pressure provided by the 
transverse FRP sheet ( lf ) is given by [3 and 4]: 
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Figure 2. Stress distribution of confined circular section 

 
Where D = diameter of column section, FRPt = whole thickness of FRP sheets, 

εk =FRP efficiency factor and FRPE and FRPε = the modulus of elasticity and 
ultimate tension strain of FRP sheet. Based on experimental results the advantages 
of FRP in circular section column are different from rectangular section. In a 
circular concrete column, the confining pressure is constant around circumference 
and small variation due to factors such as in homogeneity of concrete is ignored. In 
rectangular section of columns, the confining pressure of FRP does not distribute 
uniformly over the section and only a portion of the section is affected by confining 
pressure (Figure 3). Because of it the performances of FRP in this kind of sections 
are different and lower than that of FRP-confined circular sections [4]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Confined area in a rectangular section of confined concrete column 

 
In rectangular section, due to stress concentration in FRP jacket, premature failure 
of FRP occurs and whole capacity of FRP is not used. In this section, the confining 
pressure provided by the FRP sheet must be decreased by introducing the shape 
factor that is less than 1.0. In rectangular sections it is given by [5]: 
 
 FRPFRPFRPsl tEkkf εε=  (2) 
 
Where sk = shape factor of section and is related on section’s geometrical 
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dimensions and often different in each model.  
 
3. EXISTING MODELS FOR FRP-CONFINED CONCRETE  
Most of the available models for evaluating the compressive strength of FRP-
confined concrete columns are based on the confinement model that was derived 
experimentally for specimens under active hydrostatic pressure [6]. In this article, 
five existing models for rectangular and square columns are investigated. Those 
models had been presented by Mirmiran et al. [7], Pantelides and Yan [8], Al-
Salloum [9], Lam and Teng [2], and Illki et al. [10] and summarized in Table 1. a, 
b, and r in this table are large having a small dimension and corner radius of cross 
section. Lateral confining pressure lf  in each model is calculated from Eq. (2) 
where FRP efficiency factor and shape factor in each model are given in Table 2.  
 
4. REVIEW OF DESIGN GUIDELINES 
The document considered in this article is as follows: “Guide for the Design and 
Construction of Externally Bonded FRP Systems for Strengthening Concrete 
Structures” reported by the American Concrete Institute (ACI Committee 440.2R-
02 2002) [11], “Design and Construction of Building Components with Fiber 
Reinforced Polymers” Reported by the Canadian Standard Association (CSA 
S806-02 2002) [12], and “Externally Bonded FRP Reinforcement for RC 
Structures” Technical Report by the Fédération Internationale du béton (fib Bulletin 
14 2001) [13]. Each of the design guidelines has some limitations and conditions in 
nonlinear cross sections, which are related to the type of compressive load 
application, maximum dimensions, maximum side-aspect-ratio ( ba / ), and 
minimum corner radius of cross section (r). In Table 3 the mentioned limitations in 
each guideline had been summarized. Approach presented by the current ACI 
committee 440 (ACI 2002) for compressive strength enhancement is conservative. 
This guideline specifies that although confining square and rectangular members 
with FRP jackets can provide marginal increases in the axial compression strength 
of the member, there are no recommendations provided at this time on the use of 
FRP. The model provided by ACI guideline for estimation ductility of confined 
rectangular column is given as follows: 
 
 ( ) lclccc fffff 225.1/9.7125.2 000 −−′+′=′  (14) 
 
Eq. (14) had been primary presented for steel-confined concrete. Some research 
showed that it is applicable for the case of FRP-confined concrete [2]. According to 
the ACI guideline FRP confining pressure in prismatic column can be obtained by 
Eq. (2) where the shape factor sk  and FRP efficiency factor εk  are calculated by 
Eqs. (10) and (15): 
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Table 1: Estimating models for compressive strength of confined concrete column. 
Author's 

name Compressive strength of confined concrete column   
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Table 2: FRP efficiency factor and section's shape factor in each model 

 Section's shape factor ( sk )  
FRP 

efficiency 
factor( εk ) 

Author's 
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Regarding CSA S806-02 guideline (CSA2002), the maximum confined concrete 
compressive strength is given by Eq. (16). This equation is similar to well-known 
equation provided by Richart et al. [2]. 
 
 83.0

00 12.285.0 lccc fff +′=′  (16) 
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Table 3: Design Guidelines Limitations and conditions 

Guideline Kind of Loading 
Side 

Dimensions 
(mm) 

Ratio of 
Side 

Dimension 

Corner 
Radius 
(mm) 

ACI Concentric Axial 
loading 

900, ≤ab  5.1/ <ba  13≥r  

CSA Concentric Axial 
loading - 5.1/ ≤ba  20≥r  

fib Concentric Axial 
loading - - 

Recommende
d: 2515 ≤≤ r  

 
Confining pressure in above equation is calculated by Eq. (2), where FRP 
efficiency factor is calculated from Eq. (15) and shape factor is given by: 
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The design recommendations provide by fib for prismatic columns are based on the 
model proposed by Spoelstra and Monti [2]. In this code, the maximum amount of 
confined concrete compressive strength determined from cube calculated is given by: 
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Confining pressure in fib is determined from Eq. (2), in which shape factor are 
given by Eq. (13). fib highlights that the hoop rapture strain of the FRP jacket, 
based on experimental evidence, is lower than the ultimate strain obtained by 
tensile testing of the material. The guideline points out that this reduction is due to 
several reasons, such as the quality of construction, the size effect when applying 
several layers, the effect of wrapping the material on the corners of low radius, and 
the combined state of stress of the FRP wrapping. Because of the lack of data no 
appropriate reduction factors are suggested in this guideline. In other words fib 
provides FRP efficiency factor equal to the value of 1.0 for a confinement by full 
wrapping. In this design guideline, FRP safety factors fγ  are applied individually 
to each of the material components of the FRP during the computation of lateral 
confining pressure. 
 

Table 4: FRP safety factors in normal control quality  

FRP type CFRP AFRP GFRP 

fγ  1.20 1.25 1.30 
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Table 5: Experimental details of FRP-confined square and rectangular concrete 
specimens 

Authors No. a 
(mm) 

b 
(mm) 

r 
(mm) 

0cf ′  
(MPa) 

FRP 
type 

frpE
 

(GPa) 
frpε

 
(%) 

frpt
 

(mm) 
ccf ′.Exp

(MPa) 
1 108 108 8.26 21.40 CFRP 188.9 1.60 0.138 36.630 Parvin and 

Wang  2 108 108 8.26 21.40 CFRP 188.9 1.60 0.268 45.230 
3 150 150 5 29.81 CFRP 75.1 1.00 1.200 41.840 
4 150 150 25 30.16 CFRP 75.1 1.00 1.200 46.920 
5 150 150 38 29.00 CFRP 75.1 1.00 1.200 55.960 Al-Salloum  

6 150 150 50 27.49 CFRP 75.1 1.00 1.200 62.680 
7 125 125 0 34.31 GFRP 10.5 3.50 0.680 50.300 
8 125 125 0 34.31 GFRP 10.5 3.50 1.360 60.160 
9 140 112 0 34.31 GFRP 10.5 3.50 0.680 49.410 
10 140 112 0 34.31 GFRP 10.5 3.50 1.360 58.880 
11 161 97 0 34.31 GFRP 10.5 3.50 0.680 49.280 

Kumutha  
et al.  

 

12 161 97 0 34.31 GFRP 10.5 3.50 1.360 55.040 
13 188 94 10 23.70 CFRP 235 9.10 0.165 25.810 
14 188 94 10 23.70 CFRP 235 4.60 0.330 33.200 
15 188 94 10 29.50 CFRP 235 9.10 0.165 25.710 

Shehata  
et al. 

16 188 94 10 29.50 CFRP 235 4.60 0.330 38.700 
17 152 152 5 42.00 CFRP 82.7 0.23 0.900 39.48 
18 152 152 25 42.00 CFRP 82.7 0.56 0.900 41.58 
19 152 152 25 42.00 CFRP 82.7 0.63 0.900 43.26 
20 152 152 38 42.00 CFRP 82.7 0.71 0.900 47.46 
21 152 152 38 42.00 CFRP 82.7 1.61 0.900 50.40 

Rochette 
and 

Labossiere 
 

22 152 152 5 43.90 CFRP 82.7 0.44 1.500 43.90 
23 152 152 25 43.90 CFRP 82.7 0.59 1.200 50.92 
24 152 152 25 35.80 CFRP 82.7 0.70 1.200 52.27 
25 152 152 25 35.80 CFRP 82.7 0.65 1.500 57.64 
26 152 152 38 35.80 CFRP 82.7 0.89 1.200 59.43 
27 152 152 38 35.80 CFRP 82.7 0.86 1.500 68.74 
28 152 152 5 43.00 AFRP 13.6 0.79 1.260 50.74 
29 152 152 5 43.00 AFRP 13.6 1.30 2.520 51.60 
30 152 152 5 43.00 AFRP 13.6 1.48 3.780 53.75 
31 152 152 5 43.00 AFRP 13.6 0.90 5.040 54.18 
32 152 152 25 43.00 AFRP 13.6 1.12 1.260 51.17 
33 152 152 25 43.00 AFRP 13.6 1.27 2.520 51.17 
34 152 152 25 43.00 AFRP 13.6 0.94 3.780 53.32 
35 152 152 25 43.00 AFRP 13.6 1.04 5.040 55.04 
36 152 152 38 43.00 AFRP 13.6 1.05 2.520 50.74 
37 152 152 38 43.00 AFRP 13.6 0.97 3.780 52.89 
38 203 152 25.0 42.00 CFRP 82.7 1.50 0.900 42.000 
39 203 152 38.0 42.00 CFRP 82.7 1.50 0.900 43.680 
40 203 152 5 43.90 CFRP 82.7 1.50 1.500 44.340 

Rochette 
and 

Labossiere 
 

41 203 152 25 43.90 CFRP 82.7 1.50 1.500 44.340 
42 152 152 38 26.40 CFRP 38.1 0.83 1.000 41.40 Pessiki et 

al. 43 152 152 38 26.40 CFRP 38.1 0.90 2.000 55.10 
 
These material safety factors are summarized in Table 4 and used as dividers. 
These are mainly based on the observed differences on the long term behavior of 
composites (basically depending on the type of fibers), as well as influence of 
application methods.  
 
4.1. Test Database 
A large number of existing studies have been concerned with the compressive 
behavior of rectangular concrete columns confined by wrapped FRP. In this article 
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for a comparative study of mentioned model with actual results, a test database 
containing a total of 43 FRP-confined plain concrete rectangular specimens have 
been assembled from experimental studies of  Parvin and Wang [14], Kumutha et 
al. [15], Shehata et al. [16], Rochette and Labossiere [17] , Pessiki et al. [18], and 
Al-Salloum [9] presented in Table 5. Those data are over square and rectangular 
specimens with the section depth ranging from 94 to 203 mm, and the corner radius 
from 0 to 50 mm. The unconfined concrete strength of these specimens ranges 
from 21.4 to 43.9 MPa. Lateral confinement of these specimens was provided by 
aramid FRP (AFRP), carbon FRP (CFRP) or glass FRP (GFRP). 
 
4.2. Performance of Models and Guidelines 
The compressive strength of each experimental case (Table 5) and the theoretical 
results of each of the models and guidelines are presented in Figure 4. It is 
observable that if any experimental case doesn’t satisfy the limitation and 
conditions of each of the models and guidelines, corresponding lateral confining 
pressure is considered equal to zero. As Figure 4 shows, the models of Mirmiran et 
al. and ACI and CSA guidelines, significantly underestimate the compressive 
strength (Figure 4(a) and (h)). According to the Figure 5, models of Lam and Teng, 
Illki et al, and Al-Salloum predict the correct trend for both square and rectangular 
specimens with different amount of geometrical dimensions and lateral confining 
pressure (Figure 4(d), (e), and (c)). Models of Lam and Teng, and Al-Salloum 
suppose less than 1.0 amount for FRP efficiency factor. But this factor in Illki et 
al.'s model is equal to 1.0. The results of Panteledis and Yan's model and fib 
guidelines are overestimated for rectangular cross sections (Figure 4(b) and (g)). In 
those models, by increasing the side-aspect-ratio (a/b), the deviation of theoretical 
results are noticeable. Regarding the amount of the FRP efficiency factor and the 
shape factor in Panteledis and Yan, it can be concluded that the suggested relation 
for calculating the compressive strength of confined concrete in this model is 
affected by cross section of columns and its side-aspect-ratio. Overestimation of fib 
guideline can depend on the amount of FRP efficiency factor presented in this 
guideline. 
 
4.3. Proposed Model for Prismatic Columns  
Kheyroddin et al. [19] suggested a model for calculating compressive strength of 
concrete column confined by FRP which is given as follows: 
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In this model that is suggested for columns with circular cross sections, lateral 
confining pressure is calculated from Eq. (1). For adaptation of the above equation 
for prismatic FRP-confined columns, FRP efficiency factor and shape factor of 
section should be defined. According to the structure of models that have been 
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investigated, the shape factor sk in this model suggested is the  same as shape 
factor in Lam and Teng as given by Eq. (12). 
 

 
Figure 4. Performance of the models and the guidelines 

 
By a trial and error method the FRP efficiency factor εk  for this model is obtained 
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as the value equal to 0.650. The performance of the new proposed model is 
presented in Figure 6. As this figure shows, Kheyroddin et al.'s model with adopted 
factors predicts acceptable result for prismatic concrete columns confined by FRP 
in the range of collected experimental database. 
        

 
Figure 5. Performance of proposed models  

 
4.4. Accuracy of Models  
Cusson and Paultre [20] in their comparative studies between experimental and 
theatrical results applied index error, as follows: 
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This equation has been used for all predicted results of models and guidelines for 
collected database and obtained results are comparable with the proposed model in 
Table 6. According to the obtained results, Kheyroddin et al.'s with suggested 
factors has been indicated acceptable approximations in comparison with other 
models and guidelines.  
 

Table 6: Total differences between experimental and theoretical results 

Proposed 
Model fib CSA ACI Illki 

et al. 
Lam 
and 

Teng 
Al-

Salloum 
Pantelides 
and Yan 

Mirmiran 
et al. Models 

1.37 4.34 2.11 1.90 1.36 1.38 1.65 3.08 1.82 Index  
Error  

 
5. CONCLUSIONS  
In this paper, the performance of some current models and guidelines for 
estimating the compressive strength of FRP-confined concrete columns has been 
investigated. Studied models and guidelines had been affected by section’s shape. 
Some of models such as Mirmiran et al.'s model and ACI and CSA underestimate 
the compressive strength. The results of Panteledis and Yan's model and fib 
guidelines are overestimated for rectangular cross sections.  Models of Illki et al., 
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Lam and Teng, and Al-Salloum had acceptable predictions. Index error in those 
models was 1.36, 1.38, and 1.65. Moreover, by definition some effective factors, a 
model had been expanded for prismatic FRP-confined concrete columns showed 
the proposed model has acceptable predictions in comparing to the other 
investigated models and guidelines. Index of error for this model obtained is equal 
to 1.37. 
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ABSTRACT 
The mechanisms of damage to concrete from repeated cycles of freezing and 
thawing are not well understood and continue to be intensively studied. Original 
research was based on the fact that water expands 9 percent when it freezes. 
Further researches proposed more mechanisms. Hydraulic pressure theory 
proposes that destructive stresses can develop if water is displaced to 
accommodate the advancing ice front in concrete. If the pores are critically 
saturated, water will begin to flow to make room for the increased ice volume. The 
concrete will rupture if the hydraulic pressure exceeds its tensile strength.  
In this paper the results of an experimental study of the effect of freeze & thaw 
cycles on the bond between repair materials and concrete substrate is presented. 
The work was aimed at studying the effect of various factors such as initial curing 
periods and surface preparation method on bond strength. Old concrete samples 
were made based on BS6319, Part 4 standard. Smooth as-sawn and acid etching 
methods were used for preparation of concrete substrate surface. Ordinary concrete 
with cement type II and concrete containing microsilica were used as repair 
materials. Repaired samples were subjected to 10 to 100 freeze and thaw cycles 
based on ASTM C666. The bond between repair materials and concrete substrate 
was evaluated based on slant shear test method (BS, 1984). The obtained results 
are tabulated and presented in this paper.  
 
Keywords: freeze & thaw, concrete, repair, bond strength 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The serviceability of construction materials in general is of significant economic 
importance. This is especially so with structures and materials which are part of the 
infrastructure of a modern society. Concrete is a material heavily used in urban 
development, meeting the requirements of codes of practices by means of strength 
and durable structures. Reduced service life of concrete members in the sense of 
lack of durability may be due to a number of different reasons, e.g. 
planning/capacity (over loading), improper structural or material design, 
construction practice or inadequate maintenance – or lack of knowledge.  
Widespread use of de-icing salts in many parts of the world is considered one of 
the major cause of rapid degradation of concrete structures. Further, the de-icing 
salt together with repeated freezing and thawing may cause failure of the concrete 
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cover by surface scaling, which combined with steel corrosion may critically 
reduce the structure’s service life.  It is very difficult to estimate the direct repair 
and maintenance costs caused by freeze-thaw damages of concrete structures. 
However, due to its still nonrevealed secrets concerning deterioration mechanisms, 
freeze-thaw resistance has received significant attention for several decades.  
The mechanisms of damage to concrete from repeated cycles of freezing and 
thawing are not well understood and continue to be intensively studied. Original 
research was based on the fact that water expands 9 percent when it freezes. Thus, 
the term "critical saturation" was coined to describe the point at which the concrete 
pores were 91.7 percent saturated and, therefore, assumed to be susceptible to 
damage due to freezing and thawing. Further investigation determined that 
deterioration due to freezing and thawing can affect concrete with lower degrees of 
saturation [1]. 
Four theories have gained wide acceptance in describing the mechanisms of frost 
action. Although most of these theories were originally used to describe the frost 
action in cement paste, they are also applicable to concrete [2]. The first was the 
hydraulic pressure theory Powers proposed in 1945. This was followed by the 
diffusion and growth of capillary ice theory constructed by Powers and Helmuth in 
1953, the dual mechanism theory by Larson and Cady in 1969, and the desorption 
theory by Litvan in 1972. Other theories have been proposed, but these four form 
the basis of most research in the area of frost resistance of concrete.  
While these theories disagree as to whether water moves toward or away from the 
point of ice formation, they agree that the amount of water in the pores and the 
resistance to movement of that water play a role in the frost resistance of concrete. 
In the case of concrete, it is generally accepted that the pore system is potentially 
susceptible to damage from freezing and thawing. Efforts to produce frost-resistant 
concrete have primarily focused on providing a proper system of entrained air 
voids. In the case of aggregates, some pore systems do not show susceptibility to 
damage from freezing and thawing while other pore systems do. In addition to the 
air-entrainment of concrete as mentioned above, efforts have also focused on 
identifying the aggregates with acceptable pore systems for use in concrete 
exposed to freezing and thawing. 
The causes of concrete deterioration have always been the object of concern and 
research. This interest is increasing due to the high cost associated with the repair 
and maintenance of the concrete structure. Repairs, however, are successful in the 
long-term if the causes of the original damage have been understood and 
appropriate repair materials are applied to resist future deterioration. Repair 
materials should be compatible with old concrete and have good adhesion. In repair 
of concrete, the bond strength between repair materials and old concrete is of vital 
importance. 
The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of freeze and thaw cycles 
on bond strength of repair materials. Strength and integrity of the bond depends on 
not only the physical and chemical characteristics of the repair component, but also 
other factors such as surface preparation method and environmental conditions. 
The effects of these factors were studied in this work.  
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2. EXPERIMENT 
Old concrete samples were made based on BS6319 Part 4 standard [3]. It is shown 
that surface preparation method has significant effect on bond strength [4], 
therefore, two methods including, smooth as-sawn and acid etching were used in 
order to prepare the surface of old concrete samples. Ordinary concrete, made with 
type II portland cement, and concrete containing 15 percent microsilica were used 
as repair materials. Repaired samples were subjected to 10 to 100 freeze and thaw 
cycles based on ASTM C666 procedure B. The bond between repair materials and 
concrete substrate was evaluated based on slant shear test method (BS, 1984).  
 
2.1. Mix Proportions 
Type II portland cement (ASTM C 150 specification) was used in this research. 
Crushed stone with a maximum size less than 9.5 mm and sand with a fineness 
modulus of 2.9 were used for producing concrete. The composition of old concrete 
mixes (OC mix) was 0.5:1.0:2.35:1.04 (water: cement: sand: gravel) by weight. 
The uniaxial compressive strength of old concrete samples was 35 MPa. MSOC 
mix was produced with replacement of 15% of cement in OC mix (by weight) with 
microsilica in order to investigate the effect of microsilica on bond strength. 
 
2.2. Specimen Preparation 
Old concrete samples were made based on BS 6319: Part 4 standard, figure 1. They 
were cast as 55x100x150 mm prisms and cured in water for 28 days in laboratory. 
Then cut at 30 deg to the vertical axis using a diamond saw. The acid etching method 
with use of hydrochloric acid was used to prepare the surface of  1/2 of samples.  
 

 
Figure 1. Concrete samples prepared based on BS 6319: Part 4 

 
For acid etching, with reference to ACI committee 549 [4], a hydrochloric acid 
solution was chosen. HCl can primarily react with the Ca(OH)2 of the hydrated 
cement paste to form CaCl2, making the substrate more porous. Because no 
adequate information concerning the influence of acid consistency on bond 
strength was available in current literature, hydrochloric acid solutions of 5% were 
chosen for testing [5]. The etching of surface was carried out in such a way that the 
hydrochloric acid solution was brushed on the surface of concrete substrate with a 
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soft nylon brush at a rate of 20 times/min. The etched surface was then flushed 
under flowing tap water for 2 minutes. 
 
2.3. Repair and Test Procedure 
Concrete samples were formed in the moulds in which they were cast. The repair 
material, OC or MSOC mixes, was then applied and hand-compacted. Samples 
were stripped after     24 hr and placed in curing tank for 7, 14, and 28 days. 
To evaluate the effect of freeze and thaw cycles on bond strength of repair 
materials, concrete samples after curing were subjected to 10 to 100 freeze and 
thaw cycles based on ASTM C666 Procedure B, figure 2. The loss of the weight in 
the concrete specimens were also measured and recorded.  
 

 
Figure 2. Samples of freeze and thaw test 

 
A wide range of test method has been proposed to evaluate bond properties and 
performance of repair materials in general. The slant shear test has become the 
most widely accepted test for evaluating the bond of resinous repair materials to 
concrete. However, there seems to be no standard test for testing the bond to 
concrete of cementitious and modified cementitious repair materials. To compare 
the bond strength of repair materials, slant shear test method was used in this work. 
This method, which puts the bond interface into a combined state of compression 
and shear is adopted in BS6319: Part4 [3], was used as a test method for evaluating 
bond strength of repair materials, Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3. Slant shear test 
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2.4. Test Results and Discussion 
Strength and integrity of the bond depends on not only the physical and chemical 
characteristics of the repair component, but also other factors such as initial curing 
periods,  surface preparation method and environmental conditions. The effects of 
these factors were studied in this work. The obtained results are presented and 
discussed briefly in this section. 
The results given in Table 1, shows the effect of initial curing periods on durability 
of samples subjected to 100 freeze and thaw cycles. Based on the results, the curing 
period has an important effect on durability of concrete samples subjected to freeze 
and thaw cycles.  
 

Table 1: The effect of initial curing on durability 
Repairing Material OC MSOC 
Curing Period (day) 7 14 28 7 14 28 

Weight Loss (%) 3.05 2.25 2.11 2.1 1.64 1.43 
 
As shown in the above table with increase in curing period weight loss decreases. 
For concrete samples repaired with ordinary concrete, the weight loss has 
decreased from 3.05% to 2.11% with increase in curing period from 7 to 28 days, 
respectively, which means 31% increase in durability, or in other words, increase 
in resistance to freeze and thaw cycles. With increase in strength of repair material, 
the weight loss of samples is decreased. Based on the obtained results, samples 
repaired with MSOC material show about 30% more resistance to freeze and thaw 
cycles than concrete samples repaired with OC material. For concrete samples 
repaired with microsilica concrete, the weight loss has decreased from 2.1% to 
1.43% with increase in curing period from 7 to 28 days, respectively, which means 
32% increase in resistance to freeze and thaw cycles. 
To study the effect of freeze and thaw (F&T) cycles on bond strength, samples 
were cured for 28 days in curing tank and then were subjected to 10 to 100 freeze 
and thaw cycles based on ASTM C666 Procedure B. Test results are given in Table 
2. Based on the obtained results freeze and thaw action decreases the bond strength 
considerably. With increase in number of F&T cycles bond strength decreases. 
After 100 cycles of F&T, the bond strength of samples repaired with OC and 
MSOC materials is reduced by 85.6% and 61.2%, respectively. Moreover, 
microsilica concrete not only increases the bond strength [6-7], but also increases 
durability regarding F&T cycles.  
 

Table 2: The effect of F&T cycles on bond strength 
Repairing 
Material OC MSOC 

No of F&T 
cycles 0 10 20 50 70 100 0 10 20 50 70 100 

Bond 
Strength 
(MPa) 

21.5 20.4 19.2 17.6 10.3 3.1 24.0 23.3 21.4 19.5 15.1 9.3 
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In Figure 1, the bond strength of samples subjected to F&T cycles is compared to 
that of samples which were not subjected to F&T cycles (FT/NFT). 
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Figure 1. Ratio of bond strength of samples subjected to F&T with that of observation 

samples 
 
As the above figure shows, the bond strength of repair materials is not much 
affected in the first 50 cycles of F&T and reduction is less than 20 percent. 
However, during the second 50 cycles, the bond strength of repair materials 
reduces sharply in both OC and MSOC materials. As can be seen, reduction of 
bond strength in OC repair materials is more than that of MSOC repair material.  
Two surface preparation methods, smooth as-sawn (SS) and acid etching (AE) 
were used to prepare the MSOC samples. After repair, samples were cured for 28 
days in curing tank and then were subjected to 70 freeze and thaw cycles. Slant 
shear test was used for evaluating the bond of MSOC repair materials to concrete. 
In Table 2, the 28-day bond strength of samples is given. 
 

Table 2: The effect of surface preparation method on durability and bond strength 
Surface Preparation 

Method SS AE 

No of  F&T cycles 50 70 100 50 70 100 
Bond Strength (MPa) 19.5 15.1 9.3 22.1 17.5 11.1 

 
Based on the obtained results, the surface preparation method has a considerable 
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effect on bond strength of repair materials subjected to F&T cycles. With use of 
acid etching method, the bond strength of MSOC repair material is increased by 
13%, 16%, and 19% after 50, 70, and 100 F&T cycles, respectively, compare to 
those of samples prepared by SS method. 
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study the effect of Freeze and thaw cycles on bond strength of cementitious 
repair material is investigated. The work was aimed at studying the effect of 
various factors such as initial curing periods and surface preparation method on 
bond strength. Old concrete samples were made based on BS6319, Part 4 standard. 
Smooth as-sawn and acid etching methods were used for preparation of concrete 
substrate surface. Ordinary concrete (OC) with cement type II and concrete 
containing microsilica (MSOC) were used as repair materials. Repaired samples 
were subjected to 10 to 100 freeze and thaw cycles based on ASTM C666B. The 
bond between repair materials and concrete substrate was evaluated based on slant 
shear test method (BS, 1984). The following conclusions can be drawn from the 
obtained results: 
2) the curing period has an important effect on durability of concrete samples 

subjected to freeze and thaw cycles. With increase in curing period weight 
loss of samples decreases. In this study, for concrete samples repaired with 
ordinary concrete, the weight loss has decreased with increase in curing period 
from 7 to 28 days by 31%.  

3) freeze and thaw phenomena decreases the bond strength considerably. With 
increase in number of  F&T cycles bond strength of repair materials decreases. 
After 100 cycles of  F&T, the bond strength of samples repaired with OC and 
MSOC materials reduced by 85.6% and 61.2%, respectively. Moreover, 
microsilica concrete not only increases the bond strength but also increases 
durability regarding F&T cycles. 

4) with application of an effective surface preparation method one can improve 
the bond strength of repair material considerably. In this study, with use of 
acid etching method, the bond strength of MSOC repair material could be 
increased by 13%, 16%, and 19% after 50, 70, and 100 F&T cycles, 
respectively, compare to that of samples with smooth as sawn surface. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents the results of an experimental study on the structural behavior 
(strength and ductility) of rectangular RC columns which have been damaged by 
rebar corrosion. 22 small-scale reinforced concrete columns with dimensions of 
160×160 mm in section and 340 mm in height were tested. Ten specimens were 
conditioned to three levels of accelerated corrosion and six were conditioned to 
natural corrosion. The specimens were subjected to concentric compression load in 
order to assess the change of their mechanical properties due to the corrosion 
effects. Twelve specimens were strengthened with carbon and glass fiber 
reinforced polymer (CFRP and GFRP) to see the efficiency of different 
strengthening schemes. Based on this research it was concluded that the damaged 
columns show less strength and ductility in comparison with two undamaged 
columns and, FRP wraps could greatly enhance the strength and ductility of 
damaged specimens.  
 
Keywords: corrosion, fibre reinforced polymer (FRP), strength, ductility, 
strengthening 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The structural degradation of concrete structures, due to reinforcement corrosion is 
a major worldwide problem. For instance, corrosion of reinforcement in bridge 
piers is encouraged by chloride contamination from exposure to marine 
environment and from deicing salts used in bridges during winter. Premature 
failure of RC structures due to corrosion of reinforcement is a significant issue. 
Corrosion products generally occupy greater volume than the original material; 
expansive forces are generated in concrete leading to cracks and spalling of the 
cover, reducing steel cross-section, deterioration of bond between reinforcement 
and concrete and finally further acceleration of the reinforcement disintegration [2] 
(Figure 1). Jacketing of such structures by fiber reinforced composite sheets is an 
effective remedy, not only as a means of slowing down the rate of the reaction, but 
also by confining the concrete core thereby imparting to it ductility and strength 
[3]. Fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP), consisting of continuous carbon (C), glass 
(G), or aramid (A) fibers bonded together in a matrix of epoxy, vinyl ester, or 
polyester, are being employed extensively for rehabilitation of concrete structure. 
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Despite their relatively high material costs, the high strength-to-weight ratio of 
FRP, their immunity to corrosion, and easy handling and installation are making 
them the material of choice in an increasingly large number of rehabilitation 
projects [7]. 
 In order to ensure safety of reinforced concrete structures whose reinforcing steel 
has been severely corroded, it is necessary not only to repair the damage 
appropriately, but also to evaluate the strength of RC members according to the 
degree of rebar corrosion [3, 4]. RC columns, are the main members of RC 
structures, usually sustain axial forces of dead loads and live loads. There are 
currently some reports on beams subjected to bending, but only a few attempts 
have so far been made at columns, in which axial force is not predominant [4].The 
authors of this paper try to carry out some experimental studies on the structural 
behaviour of rectangular RC columns damaged by accelerated rebar corrosion in 
different levels and natural rebar corrosion under concentric axial load. In this 
research also strengthening method using carbon fibre and glass fibre sheets (CFS 
and GFS) and the comparison between them is considered. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM  
2.1. Material and Design 
Twenty two specimens were made in the laboratory. All the specimens had a 160 
mm square cross-section and a 340 mm height between the test-region. The mix 
proportion and the mechanical properties of the specimens are given in table 1. The 
rebars mechanical properties are given in table 2. Figure 2 shows the geometric 
details of the specimens. 
 

 
Figure 1. Spalling of the covers and Corrosion cracks. 

 
Table 1: Mixing and mechanical properties of concrete 

Unite weight (kg/m3) W/C   
(%) 

Slump 
 (cm)  W C S G 

Compressive Strength 
(MPa) 

68 19 238 350 982 700 21.55 
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Table 2: Mechanical properties of rebars 

Type Yield Strength 
(MPa) 

Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 

Elastic modulus 
(GPa) 

D16 575 696 197 
D6 260 435  172 

 
Figure 2. Geometry of the specimens. 

 
2.2. Conditioning to Accelerated and Natural Corrosion  
After 28 days of curing, 10 of the 22 specimens were connected to the 
electrochemical corrosion cell aiming to stimulate, the corrosion. The chemical 
effects can be created naturally around the reinforcement and concrete cover by 
depletion of iron and rust accumulation. Although admittedly, the exact chemical 
composition of rust produced in natural conditions is hard to duplicate under 
electrochemical conditions, by securing adequate supply of oxygen to the corrosion 
cell, the aim here was to generate expansive rust products that would cause a 
network of fine cracks to build upon the specimen surface similar to what is seen in 
the field. Based on earlier research, a mass loss of approximately 5% calculated 
with Faraday’s Law,  assuming constant rate of steel consumption and uniform 
corrosion over the reinforcing cage is a critical threshold for generating crack 
widths of 0.2-0.4 mm that are thought to correspond to the Serviceability Limit 
State of a structure [8]. To this end, specimens were placed in a corrosion basin 
containing 3% by weight water solution of NaCl. The reinforcement cage of each 
specimen was connected to the circuit so as to serve as the anode in the corrosion 
cell, whereas an external steel bar immersed in the basin was used as cathode. 
Anode and cathode were connected to a constant power supply of 6 V. This voltage 
has been found to be suitable for generation of similar corrosion products as would 
occur in nature in a realistic time period so as to enable systematic study of the 
depletion process and rust accumulation in the laboratory [3, 6]. The electric 
current passing through each specimen was measured by interpolating ampere 

b= 160 mm 

 
h= 160 mm 

 
c = 15 mm 

r =25mm d= 6 mm 

d= 16mm 

s= 60 mm 

b= 160 mm 

L = 400 mm 

Power supply 
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meters between anode and the power supply. Three levels of corrosion were 
considered by the volume of integrated electric current. The categories of the levels 
were as follows: level one 435 hours, level two 653 hours and level three 870 hours 
were considered. Figure 3 shows the mechanism of accelerated corrosion applied 
through each specimen.  
 

 
Figure 3. Mechanism of accelerated corrosion. 

 
The propagation of cracks due to corrosion at each level was observed. Figure 4 
shows the overall views of cracking in the specimens after carrying out electrolytic 
corrosion. Although map cracking has been observed, most of the cracks were 
alongside of the reinforcement and it looks as cracks in the longitudinal directions 
were more than the lateral directions. The characteristic of the corrosion observed 
was that the rust concentrated on or near corrosion cracks and on the corners of 
hoops. The reason for this seems to be that cracks are prone to water infiltration 
and that the corners of the hoops are under high stresses induced when being bent 
in the preparation of rebars [4]. 

 

 
Figure 4. Overall views of cracking in the specimens 

 
The depleted mass of iron ΔW (gr) consumed over the time Δt (s) was estimated 
from the current Icorr flowing through the cell using Faraday’s Law (Equation 1), 
which assumes a constant rate of iron depletion: 

Nacl 
3% Cathode Anode 

D C

+-
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 FZ
AtIW mcorr Δ=Δ

 (1)                        
 
Where A is the atomic mass of iron (55.87 gr), Z is the valence of the reaction 
usually taken as 2 (assuming the corrosion product is Fe(OH)2) and F is Faraday’s 
constant equal to 96490 C (g/equivalent)[1]. The experimental values concerning 
steel mass consumption are listed in Table 5. 
Six of the specimens were subjected to long term (one year) natural corrosion. In 
order to carry out the natural corrosion the specimens were placed in a basin of salt 
solution (NaCl 3%) and conditioning to a dry and wet situation once in a day. To 
evaluate the rebars corrosion activity, corrosion potential readings of the specimens 
were registered by using calomel electrode once a month. Table 3 shows the results 
of half cell potential test. The results of the table indicate that corrosion activity 
was started from the fifth month with 90% probability according to [1]. 
 

Table 3: Half cell potential test result for specimens with natural corrosion 
12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Month 
-

570 
-

570 
-

570 
-

570 
-

550 
-

540 
-

530 
-

530 
-

440 
-

360 
-

320 
-

260 
Potential 

(mV) 
 
2.3. Repair Procedures 
Two types of FRP sheets were used for the retrofitting of 12 specimens, with 
different fibre materials: Carbon versus Glass. The carbon fibre sheet (CFS) 
consisted of fibres arranged in a uniform direction and the glass fibre sheet (GFS) 
consisted of fibres arranged in two directions with proportions of 100% and 10%. 
Table 4 gives the mechanical properties of CFS and GFS in the main direction. Six 
of the specimens wrapped with CFS and the other six specimens wrapped with 
GFS. Initially the corner of specimens were rounded by a radius of 25 mm. Surface 
of the specimens were cleaned from rust and dust and then coated by resin primer. 
After 24 hours, columns were wrapped with 2 layers of FRP using resin glue. 
 

Table 4: Mechanical properties of FRP 

Type Weight 
(g/m2) 

Thickness    
(mm) 

Tensile strength 
(MPa) 

Elastic modulus 
(GPa) 

CFS 300 0.176 4000 240 
GFS 440 0.15 3450 77 

       
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In the fourth phase of the experimental program all specimens were tested to 
failure under monotonically increasing concentric compression. Axial strain was 
measured as the average of two LVDTs placed on opposite sides of the specimen. 
In Table 5, columns 6–8 outline the most important indices of mechanical response 
measured during the load tests. In particular the ratio of Pmax/Pcont quantifies the 
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increase and decrease in load carrying capacity (Pmax) as compared to that of 
identical uncorroded-control specimens (Pcont). The specimens named as; U = 
uncorroded, ACi = accelerated corrosion with different levels, N=natural corrosion, 
W = without confinement, C = CFRP confinement and G = GFRP confinement. 
Figures 5 plot is a representative of histories of compressive stresses versus axial 
strain for the specimens.  
 

Table 5: Experimental Result 

specimen 
I.D. 

number 
of 

specimen 

level of 
corrosion 

Mass loss 
ΔMs/Mcage 

(%) 
 

layer 
and 

type of 
FRP 

Pmax     
(kN) 

Pmax/ 
Pcont 

εax,peak 
(%) 

U-W 2 − − − 960 1 0.42 
U-C 2 − − 2-CFRP 1530 1.59 0.81 
U-G 2 − − 2-GFRP 1310 1.36 1.03 

AC1-W 2 1 6.08 − 875 0.91 0.34 
AC2-W 2 2 9.35 − 820 0.85 0.27 
AC3-W 2 3 12.15 − 790 0.82 0.08 
AC3-C 2 3 12.15 2-CFRP 1470 1.53 0.66 
AC3-G 2 3 12.15 2-GFRP 1205 1.25 0.90 
N-W 2 Natural − − 925 0.96 0.39 
N-C 2 Natural − 2-CFRP 1505 1.56 0.78 
N-G 2 Natural − 2-GFRP 1300 1.35 0.98 

 

 
Figure 5. Stress-strain curves of compressive tests 

 
Generally, the FRP jackets improved the performance of columns under 
compression in terms of load carrying capacity, deformation capacity up to peak 
load and ductility. Their passive confining action was mobilized progressively in 
response to lateral dilation of the concrete core. In most cases failure started in the 
corroded portion and extended over the entire specimen with abrupt rupture of the 
jacket and disintegration of the concrete cover and core. This premature mode of 
failure was accompanied by simultaneous buckling of longitudinal reinforcement 
owing to the failure of corroded stirrups. 
According to the experimental results in table 5, it is concluded that corrosion level 
3 of the specimens reduces 18% strength and 80% ductility with respect to the 
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reference specimens (U-W). The sever loss of ductility is due to the effect stirrups 
being more corroded than the longitudinal reinforcements, due to the fact that 
cover on the stirrups is less than the longitudinal bars. 
Strength and ductility of specimens that are corroded naturally are between the 
results of U-W and AC1-W specimens. Strengthening of the specimens corroded 
intensively using CFRP and GFRP wrap increase the strength and ductility more 
than the U-W specimens. This strength and ductility values could reach also close 
to U-C and U-G values. Regarding all the cases CFRP gives better performance 
towards strength and GFRP gives better performance towards ductility. According 
to the last reports [3, 5] and results of this paper it is concluded that because of 
geometry of column’s section and stresses concentration on the corner of 
rectangular section, FRP wrap has the lower performance in comparing with 
columns with circular section. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are deduced from the experimental results: 

• Intensive corrosion of the specimens reduces 18% strength and 80% 
ductility with respect to the reference specimens (uncorroded). 

• The sever loss of ductility is due to the effect stirrups being more corroded 
than the longitudinal reinforcements.  

• Generally, the FRP jackets improved the performance of columns under 
compression in terms of load carrying capacity, deformation capacity up to 
peak load and ductility. Their passive confining action was mobilized 
progressively in response to lateral dilation of the concrete core. 

• Regarding all the cases CFRP gives better performance towards strength 
and GFRP gives better performance towards ductility. 
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ABSTRACT 
The demand for strengthening of concrete structures has resulted in an increased 
use of chemical bonded anchors. Therefore, investigating the formulation and 
mechanical properties of adhesive grout layer has become an important issue. 
Different formulations of polyester resin grout were designed by Design-Expert 
software and their uniaxial compressive strength, volume shrinkage, gel time and 
maximum exotherm temperature were obtained.  In addition, their rheological 
behaviors once the reinforcing bar is inserted were evaluated. Having optimized the 
above parameters by means of mixture D-optimal method, the most efficient 
formulation of chemical bonded anchors was developed. The effect of adding 
thixotropic additives and different rotational speed of anchors on the rheological 
behavior of optimum mixture were investigated and the resin capsule was 
produced. The most significant factors increasing compressive strength and volume 
shrinkage are resin and monomer content. Inhibitor concentration decreases both 
responses dramatically. Silica fume not only improves the rheological behavior of 
the grout, but also increases its storage time.    
 
Keywords: chemical bonded anchors, polyester resin grout, mixture d-optimal, 
thixotropic behavior 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Grouting is a widely used method for strengthening and sealing rock, soil and 
concrete. Grouts application in the construction and repair of structures include 
returning disintegrated concrete and masonry into a monolithic mass, repair and 
welding of cracks in structural concrete members, securing of bolts, rods and 
anchors in drilled hole, casting of preplaced aggregate concrete and corrosion 
protection for anchors and tendons [1]. The demand for more flexibility in 
planning, design and strengthening concrete structures has resulted in an increased 
consumption of chemical grouted anchors. In addition, due to reducing the 
average-time of construction, chemical bonded anchors or grouted anchors provide 
a viable and economical method for adding new concrete sections or steel members 
to existing concrete structures.  
The chemical bonded anchor consists of a structural adhesive grout such as 
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unsaturated polyester resin and a threaded rod or a reinforcing bar which is inserted 
in a drilled hole. They develop their holding capacities by bonding of the adhesive 
grout to both the anchor and concrete [2].  Resin adhesive grouts are available as 
prepackaged glass or plastic film capsules or dual cartridge injection systems. 
Plastic films capsules are better suited for use on construction sites since they are 
more robust. Because of their flexibility they adapt themselves to the hole 
geometry and can easily be installed overhead [3]. The capsules contain two 
separated compartments. The outer compartment contains the resin mixture while 
the inner compartment contains the catalyst mixture. The capsule is inserted into 
the hole, the threaded rod is then rotary-hammered into the capsule, rupturing the 
plastic film and mixing the two compartments. Chemical reaction between resin 
and catalyst mixture hardens the resin adhesive and creates a high strength bond. 
Factors influencing the performance of load transfer in and strength of chemical 
bonded anchor systems are reinforcing bar properties, adhesive grout 
characteristics and installation conditions. Resinous grout properties can be 
determined by its compositions. The cross-linking reaction between unsaturated 
polyester resins and vinyl monomers allows one polymer chain to connect with 
other polymer chains and produce a three dimensional network, which converts the 
resin from a viscous liquid into a hard, thermoset solid. Unsaturated polyester 
resins (UP) are cured in the presence of free radicals that are derived from a 
catalyst such as organic peroxides. 
The resin adhesive should have good mechanical properties after setting. Viscosity 
alteration is also needed especially during installation in order to ensure proper 
mixing; moreover, maximize contact with concrete and rod surfaces. Residual 
stresses and possible formation of cracks and voids due to volume shrinkage can 
present serious problems for chemical bonded anchors. In vertical concrete 
surfaces, Thixotropic behavior of the resin can reduce run out and sagging before 
gelation takes place.   
The main objective of the present work is to design different adhesive grout 
formulations and analyze their influence on uniaxial compressive strength, volume 
shrinkage and rheological behavior of the resinous grout with the latest version of 
Design-Expert software. Various compounds were designed by mixture D-optimal 
method. Finally the effect of thixotropic agent on rheological properties of the 
optimized compound will be evaluated. 
 
2. EXPERINMENTAL PROCEDURE  
2.1. Materials 
Design variables include unsaturated polyester resin (A), mineral filler (B), 
monomer (C) and initiator-inhibitor mixture (D). Amount of plasticizer and 
promoter are kept constant in order to increase the efficiency of the predicted 
models which are suggested by software. The ratio of the initiator to inhibitor for 
the mixtures with more than 2% peroxide is 0.25. The amount of orthophthalic 
polyester resin -provided by Resitan Co., containing 30 wt. % styrene- in the 
formulation was kept between 20 to 30 wt. %. Limestone powder (200 mesh) was 
chosen as filler having a mean particle size of about 30 – 50 microns from Iran 
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Micronized Powder Co. (55-68 wt. %). Styrene monomer was used as crosslink 
agent in the curing reaction of unsaturated polyester resin (4-9 wt. %). The initiator 
used in this study was 55 wt. % solution of benzoyl peroxide (BPO) in phthalate 
solvent (2-5 wt. %). N, N dimethyl aniline (DMA) was employed as promoter 
because of its high reactivity to decompose the initiator at low temperatures. 
Inhibitor was 3 wt. % solution of hydroquinone in dipropylene glycol. Constant 
amount of 4% Dibutyl phthalate was added as plasticizer in order to adjust the 
viscosity of the resinous grout. Silica fume from I.F.I Co. was used as thixotropic 
agent in three different percentages (0.2%, 0.7% and 1.5%) with mean particle size 
of 0.05-0.015 microns. 
 
2.2. Methods 
Depending on the number of design variables and applied constraints, 22 
combinations were designed by the software; their results are presented in Table 1. 
Among these combinations, 5 are allocated to replicates; another 5 are for testing 
the lack of fitness. Test method for gel time and maximum exotherm temperature 
during curing of each designed mixture was performed using ASTM D2471-99 [4]. 
The compressive strength test was performed according to ASTM-C579-01 [5]. 
Three cylindrical test specimens were cast for each composition; each specimen 
was Design and Development of Resin Capsule Anchoring Systems for 
Strengthening the Concrete Surface Using Design-Expert Software. 
 

Table 1: Different adhesive grout formulations and their response values 
Density 
g/cm2 

Max 
Temp. (˚C)  

Volume 
Shrinkage (%) 

Compressive 
Strength (MPa)  

Gel 
Time (s)  Sample  

1.84384 79.2 9.42276 78.1337 75.41 1 
1.9272 65.2 4.79809 60.6298 69.56 2 
1.7577 74 6.43913 56.8142 304.50 3 

1.85682 75 7.84562 76.2515 91.80 4 
1.74617 84 10.2696 81.4337 77.87 5 
1.9495 67 7.25721 51.5387 211.47 6 
1.8155 80.3 9.102 72.2084 193.37 7 

1.88868 71 9.14743 73.6807 94.88 8 
1.89086 74.8 6.9195 54.6982 231.52 9 
1.84909 77 6.54811 55.723 234.86 10 
1.78145 73.9 7.75762 46.6478 318.64 11 
1.8276 78.8 10.0429 75.256 83.19 12 

1.81973 70.1 7.11796 41.7709 325.41 13 
1.76077 78.4 11.327 84.3686 71.33 14 
1.72894 80 7.72005 48.9402 308.12 15 
1.86675 56.2 4.0159 35.5334 375.17 16 
1.79352 71 6.32899 47.6118 334.32 17 
1.85196 63.5 4.03017 40.8754 353.03 18 
1.76715 69.7 8.40159 57.0403 286.41 19 
1.86198 52.6 2.55093 33.3691 352.18 20 
1.91125 65.5 6.71264 57.9861 79.63 21 
1.81908 78.8 8.40954 81.4481 61.79 22 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1. Compressive Strength 
In accordance with the obtained results of compressive strength for each grout 
mixture (Table 1), analysis of variance (ANOVA) is conducted by the software and 
the quadratic model is recommended for estimating the outcomes. As is 
demonstrated in Table 2, each design variable solely has a significant role in 
determining the compressive strength of grout. Moreover, the CD factor which 
represents the interaction effect between monomer and initiator-inhibitor mixture is 
known as a fairly influential factor in verifying compressive strength of resinous 
grout.  
According to Figure 1 and Figure 2, increase in percentages of resin and initiator- 
inhibitor mixture has the most significant effect on compressive strength of the 
grout. By increasing the concentration of initiator- inhibitor mixture, compressive 
strength is declined dramatically; this is originated from the increase of inhibitor 
content in the mixture, despite the increment of initiator concentration. Similar 
results have been observed in the Cook and Lau’s research concerning the curing 
process of polyester resin in presence of different percentages of initiator and 
inhibitor [6].  
Adding the promoter leads to decomposition of initiator into free radicals. Inhibitor 
consumes the generated free radicals; as a result the efficiency of initiator will be 
diminished.  
The increase of resin percentage is similar to increase of matrix component of the 
grout. Therefore, filler particles are dispersed better in the resin matrix. The 
reduction of viscosity due to higher resin content and lower filler content assist in 
better wetting and screening of the particles. Consequently, by curing the matrix 
component a more densified network is formed and the compressive strength is 
increased. Figure 2 illustrates a decrease in compressive strength in high 
percentages of filler. Increasing the monomer concentration has led to a higher 
compressive strength. This is due to increase of probability of reaction between 
styrene and free radicals in polyester resin chains.  
 

Table 2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for compressive strength results  
Source SS DF MS F-value P- value Significance 
Mean 5213.35 9 579.26 115.56 <0.0001 S. 
Linear 5035.37 3 1678.46 334.86 <0.0001  

AB 5.59 1 5.59 1.12 0.3116  
AC 3.53 1 3.53 0.7 0.418  
AD 11.65 1 11.65 2.32 0.1532  
BC 0.6 1 0.6 0.12 0.736  
BD 9.4 1 9.4 1.87 0.1961  
CD 25.84 1 25.84 5.15 0.0424  

Residual 60.15 12 5.01    
LOF 44.49 7 6.36 2.03 0.2267 Not S. 
Error 15.66 5 3.13    
Total 5273.5 21     
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Figure 1. Contour plot for compressive 

strength (constant filler content: 61.29%) 
Figure 2. Contour plot for compressive 

strength (constant initiator content: 2%)   
 
When the curing reaction begins, viscosity increases and after gelation a three 
dimensional network is produced in resinous grout bulk. Therefore, polyester resin 
chain’s motions are limited, resulting in increased rate reaction between small 
molecules of styrene monomer and free residual radicals. The result is 
autoacceleration of the reaction at higher conversions known as Norish-Trommsdof 
effect. Van Assache concluded that the autoacceleration is mainly an acceleration 
of the styrene consumption. Also the autoacceleration is because of depletion of the 
styrene monomer that causes a further increase in the viscosity [7]. Hence, as a 
result of autoacceleration, higher degrees of conversion of the grout are achieved, 
thus raising the compressive strength of the samples.  
 
3.2. Volume Shrinkage 
Considering the empirical and predicted results, the Design-Expert software 
suggested a linear model for estimating the volume shrinkage of the grouts (Table 3). 
According to trace plot in Figure 3, the slope of design variables shows that the 
resin and monomer concentration have the most significant influence on increase 
of the volume shrinkage of the resinous grout. 
         

Table 3: Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for volume shrinkage results  
Significance  P value  F value  MS  DF  SS  Source 

S.  <0.0001  37.24  28.65  3  85.96  Model  
  <0.0001  37.24  28.65  3  85.96  Linear  
      0.77  18  13.85  Residual  

Not S.  0.843  0.52  0.61  13  7.94  LOF  
     1.18  5  5.9  Error  
       21  99.81  Total  
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Figure 3. Trace (cox) plot for volume 

shrinkage, each line represents a 
primary trace for that component 

Figure 4. 3D surface plot for volume 
shrinkage (initiator-inhibitor mixture: 2%) 

 
The opposite effect is observed while increasing the concentration of filler and 
initiator-inhibitor mixture (D). Higher amount of inhibitor in the mixture consumes 
more generated free radicals which lessens the degree of conversion. Higher 
conversion would result in a higher amount of shrinkage. Therefore, the polyester 
resin network shrinks less compared to the state which no inhibitor exists. 
Monomer’s effect on the shrinkage of the grout is more considerable than that of 
the resin. This is because of the major role of the styrene monomer in increasing 
the conversion during curing of the polyester resin. As was mentioned before, 
small molecules of styrene can diffuse easily among the long crosslinked polyester 
chains and react with free radicals, making the network denser.  
Increasing the filler content reduces volume shrinkage linearly. This is because of 
the decrease in the resin content in the mixture (Figure 4). Filler component acts 
similar to thermal insulation in the resin matrix and prevents heat transfer through 
the matrix bulk. By absorbing the exotherm heat, filler particles can hinder the 
volume shrinkage of the grout and prevent the development of internal stresses. 
Rate of relaxation of the internal stresses in polymers can be increased by adding 
substances such as fillers [8]. 
 
3.3. Comparing the Results 
In Figure 5, higher compressive strengths are seen in the samples which have 
higher maximum exotherm temperature; this represents higher conversion in these 
samples. Therefore the resinous matrix of the grout is stiffer and can resist more 
loads before failure. Figure 6 confirms that higher volume shrinkage would occur 
in the samples which have higher exotherm temperatures. By examining different 
formulations, it is clarified that filler content cannot increase the compressive 
strength, but it even reduces the compressive strength by decreasing the 
concentration of the resin and monomer. 
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Figure 5. Compressive strength results 
vs. maximum exotherm temperature 

Figure 6. Volume shrinkage results vs. 
maximum exotherm temperature 

 
According to previous results, it is essential to estimate the optimized formulation 
in order to gain the highest compressive strength and the lowest volume shrinkage. 
The software introduces the compound formulations as ideal grouts with optimized 
responses as mentioned in Table 4. In order to compare the outcomes with 
predicted results achieved by the software, it is necessary to implement the 
conducted experiments on the optimized compound #1 as well. 
One of the significant characteristics of chemical bonded anchors is their high 
compressive strength in the beginning of the installation of the anchors. Hence, the 
compressive strength of the optimized compound was examined in the first one 
hour and 24 hours right after grout curing in order to reassure its strength from the 
beginning of the installation. 
According to Table 5, about 79% of the final strength was achieved after 24 hours 
of installation the anchor in concrete hole. The outcomes of the designed models 
for evaluating each response show a good correlation with empirical results. This 
means that the suggested models can perfectly predict the different formulation 
properties. Therefore, by using these models, ideal formulations can be suggested 
and different kinds of grouts can be designed based on consumer demands. This 
will considerably decrease the price of the final product. 
 
3.4. Thixotropic Agent  
It is essential to evaluate rheological behavior of the optimized compound in the 
presence of three different percentages of fumed silica (0.2%, 0.7% and 1.5%) as a 
thixotropic agent. Therefore, the rheological measurements were designed in such a 
way that stimulates similar circumstance which grout has in a concrete hole. That 
is, first the grout sample was subjected to shear rate of 0.01 s−1 in 100 seconds 
(stage1), then it was promptly exposed to rotation speed of 100 rpm for another 
100 seconds (stage2). Then, the sample was remained in holding time period in 
which the rotation was stopped and the shear rate returns to 0.01 s−1(stage3). This 
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test determines the thixotropic and flow behavior of the optimized grout compound 
in each of the three defined intervals. 
 

Table 4: Optimized formulations and their predicted results are suggested by the 
software 

 V.Shrinkage 
(%) 

Compressive 
(MPa) 

Max.Temp. 
(Cْ) 

Density 
(g/cm3) 

Gel Time 
(s) Desirability 

1 7.60287 71.2102 74.6882 1.87189 63.1655 0.822 
2 7.7851 69.0389 68.7493 1.90448 107.2 0.804 
3 8.51495 75.8757 80.5386 1.83724 108.495 0.8 
4 8.65867 74.6901 75.6227 1.8573 95.09888 0.789 
 

Table 5: The actual properties of optimized compound 

Density  Max.Temp  Compressive Strength (MPa)  V.Shrinkage  Gel 
Time   

g/cm3 ˚C  7days  24hr  1hr  %  s  Optimized 
1.843463  72.4  76.77016  61.04594  49.3914  7.40816  79.56  compound 

 
Figure 7 shows how the optimized compound behaves in the presence of three 
different percentages of silica fume. In spite of the high amount of filler in the 
compound during shearing interval (stage 2), viscosity decreases dramatically. 
Furthermore, it is observed that increase in the silica fume content enhances the 
thixotropic properties of the samples and after the rotation of anchor is terminated, 
the viscosity returns to plateau state rapidly. Silica fume particles are reactive 
pozzolanic materials and in consequence of their method of producing, they have 
silanol groups on their surfaces. Researchers have shown the interaction and forming 
of hydrogen bridging between carbonyl groups and hydroxyl end groups of the 
polyester resin with silanol groups [9]. Structures based on hydrogen bond through 
silanol groups are temporary and they will break if exposed to high shear mixing. 
In order to examine the grout structure, frequency sweep test is conducted on grout 
samples (Figure 8). It is observed that by adding silica fume to the optimized 
compound, storage modulus is increased. According to the trend of storage 
modulus and loss modulus in Figure 8, all the samples except the one with 1.5% 
silica fume, show viscous behavior at low frequencies. However, in the sample 
with 1.5% silica fume, by increasing frequency, the storage and loss modulus 
remain approximately unchanged. Hence, the mentioned sample would resist 
against deformation. When the storage modulus as a function of frequency turns 
into horizontal line, a three dimensional structure is formed; this is occurred in the 
sample with 1.5% silica fume.  In fact by increasing the amount of silica fume in 
grout, interactions between filler’s metal oxides and silanol groups with acid 
groups in polyester resin chains would increase and this would result in a network 
structure as shown in frequency sweep test. The elastic behavior of sample with 
1.5% silica fume would provide longer storage time. This structure is temporary 
and according to Figure 7 during shearing interval resinous grout represents the 
good thixotropic behavior.   
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Figure 7. The thixotropic behavior of the optimized grout compound (■) in presence of 

three different percentages of silica fume. 0.2% )■( , 0.7% )■( , 1.5% )■(   
 

 
Figure 8. Loss and storage modulus of optimized compound as a function of frequency 

in presence of different percentages of silica fume (0.2%, 0.7% and 1.5%) in 
frequency sweep test 

 
The rheological test, designed for observing the thixotropic properties in three 
different rotation speeds (100 rpm, 300 rpm and 600 rpm), has been evaluated. In 
Figure 9, it is illustrated that in all three presumed rotation speeds, grout samples 
show good thixotropic behavior and would return to the plateau state in a short 
while. Viscosity drop in higher shear rates is more considerable and it assists to 
better mixing of components. Because all three samples return to plateau state 
approximately at the same time, the higher rotation speed of the anchor is preferred 
due to the more viscosity drop it causes in second interval. 
The plastic film used for packaging the resinous grout into the capsule shape is 
called Myler film. 
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The Myler film is polyethylene terphthalate transparent barrier film with 30-40 
microns thickness. The catalyst formulation compartment would be located inside 
the resin formulation compartment. (Figure 10) 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
Polyester resin, as the matrix component of the adhesive, has the most significant 
effect on increasing the compressive strength of the grout. Increasing the initiator-
inhibitor mixture decreased the compressive strength dramatically because the 
inhibitor consumed the free radicals. The low filler content had no effect on 
compressive strength of the grout but higher amounts of the filler reduced the 
compressive strength. It was observed that monomer content has the most 
significant influence on increasing the volume shrinkage.  Increasing the initiator-
inhibitor mixture and filler content reduced the volume shrinkage linearly while 
higher resin concentration led to increased shrinkage.  
Good correlation between the maximum exotherm temperatures and other 
responses were obtained. Moreover, the results of the experiments for the 
optimized compound are in good agreement with the estimated values. According 
to the designed rheological test, improved thixotropic behavior was achieved by 
adding fume silica to polyester resin grout. The higher rotation speed of anchor 
caused better mixing and thixotropic behavior. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Thixotropic behavior of the optimized grout in 
three different rotation speeds 

Figure 10. Resin capsule 
anchoring system 
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ABSTRACT 
Short columns and columns having weakness in transverse reinforcement have 
shown inappropriate behaviour in confronting with shear forces during different 
earthquakes and the shear failure mode of these columns is the main failure mode. 
One of the most conventional methods for improving the behaviour of these 
columns is the application of wrapped FRP jacket. These FRP jackets are 
lightweight, high strength and have a convenient installation process. These jackets 
can be utilized both in active and passive states. In this study, weak and retrofitted 
columns have been modelled using “Seismostruct” software and have been 
compared with experimental conclusions as well. In passive retrofitted specimens, 
the improvement in value of energy dissipation observed was about 1.7 to 4 times 
greater than control specimens. Furthermore, drift angle was increased about 1.4 to 
2.5 times greater. Moreover, active retrofitted specimens have demonstrated a 
better behaviour than passive ones. In most of the specimens the growth was about 
20% and 30 to 40 percent in shear strength and quantity of energy dissipation, 
respectively. Finally, AFRP composites have demonstrated higher ductility than 
CFRP composites, despite the fact that the shear strength of CFRP was higher than 
AFRP type. 
 
Keywords: AFRP, CFRP, confinement, fibre analysis, drift angle, wrapped jackets 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Shear failure has been one of the most common failure modes for RC structures 
subjected to earthquakes. Recent studies and experimental researches have shown 
that short RC columns of buildings are vulnerable in brittle failure. Due to this 
weakness, a great number of studies have been done to find appropriate methods 
for increasing the shear strength of such columns in order to change the brittle 
failure mode to a ductile one. A majority of columns are primarily designed as 
flexural members but unexpectedly change into short columns by adding walls and 
infill to the structure. In addition, most of the columns, which have been designed 
according to codes before 1970 (strength based design) lack enough transverse 
bars, so their dominant failure mode is the shear mode. This failure mode happens 
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suddenly and the brittle shear failure decreases the capacity of energy dissipation of 
the column. Shear capacity of short RC columns is a function of parameters like: 1- 
Area of longitudinal and transverse bars, 2- Compressive strength and confinement 
of concrete and 3- Coherence between steel and concrete [1 & 2]. 
 
2. HISTORY 
A large number of numerical and experimental researches have been done for 
strengthening and retrofitting RC columns using passive confinement so far, such 
as the works of Galal et al. [1&3], Saatcioglu [4] and Ehsani [5]. Nevertheless, a 
few studies have been done using active confinement. The researches of Yamakava 
et al. [6] and Saadatmanesh [7] are the sample of these studies. In this study, both 
active and passive confinements were investigated. The active confinement has 
been considered with the use of prestressed Carbon & Aramid fibres.  
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
In the present study, 5 short cantilever RC columns have been chosen and 
retrofitted in both active and passive states. The ratio of their shear span to depth is 
2.5. For considering confinement effect in the concerned software, the relationships 
of Mander et al. [8] have been used for evident specimens. For passive retrofitted 
specimens, the relationships introduced by Galal et al. [1&9] and for active 
retrofitted specimens, those introduced by Yamakava et al. [6] have been used for 
obtaining confinement factor. The mentioned specimens have been subjected to a 
constant perpendicular and cyclic lateral load with the help of “Seismostruct” 
software [10]. The results of analyses have been evaluated and then compared with 
those of experimental studies [11] held in advance. There is a satisfying 
compatibility between the hysteresis curves obtained from either analytical 
specimens or experimental studies. 
 
4. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE SPECIMENS 
All the specimens have been considered rectangular, having 250x250 mm2 
dimensions and a height of 620 mm. The compressive strength of concrete is 
18MPa. As shown in Figure (1), the longitudinal bars used for reinforcement is 
12φ12 and φ4 bars are used for transverse reinforcement. The spacing of transverse 
reinforcement was considered to be 50 mm at the beginning of the column and at 
the column-foundation connection, and 100 mm for the rest. For the passive 
retrofitted specimens, Aramid & Carbon FRP have been used and wrapped up to 
the height of 30 mm of the columns. The mechanical properties of these 
composites are shown in Table (1). For the active retrofitted specimens, prestressed 
FRP fibres having 40 mm width and spacing of 70 mm have been utilized.  
 

Table 1: Mechanical properties of used FRP 
Fiber 
Types 

Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 

Ultimate 
Strain (%) 

Modulus of 
Elasticity (GPa) 

Thickness 
(mm) 

Carbon 3800 1.55 240 0.165 
Aramid   2900 2.50 120 0.440 
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Figure 1. Section and elevation of the specimen 

 
For convenience of studying, the specimens have been nominated as regarded in 
Table (2).  
 

Table 2: Names adopted for the specimens 
Description Parameter description parameter 

One layer CFRP C1 Evident Column C 
One layer AFRP A1 Passive Retrofit PR 

Prestressed CFRP fibre SC Active Retrofit AR 

Prestressed AFRP fibre SA Level 1 axial force 
(N=0.2 ×Ag×f'c) L1 

Prestressed strain 
(ratio of ultimate strain of FRP) 1/n Level 2 axial force 

(N=0.4×Ag×f'c) L2 

 
5. INTRODUCING SEISMOSTRUCT SOFTWARE 
SeismoStruct is a Finite Element program capable of predicting large displacement 
behaviour of space frames under static or dynamic loading, taking into account 
both geometric nonlinearities and material inelasticity. The spread of inelasticity 
along the member length and across the section depth is explicitly modelled, 
allowing for accurate estimation of damage distribution. The sectional stress-strain 
state of beam-column elements is obtained through the integration of a nonlinear 
uniaxial stress-strain response of the individual fibres in which the section has been 
subdivided. The subdivision of a typical reinforced concrete cross-section is 
depicted in the Figure (2). By employing a sufficient number of fibres (200-400 in 
spatial analysis), the distribution of material nonlinearity across the section area 
could be accurately modelled, even in the highly inelastic range. In this study, the 
number of fibres has been chosen to be 250 [10]. 
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Figure 2. Fibres employed for RC section [10] 

 
5.1. Loading 
The aforementioned models have been subjected to two simultaneous loads; 1- 
Constant perpendicular axial load and 2- Time history lateral load. The analysis 
operation is based on time history static procedure. The constant perpendicular load 
is considered as a ratio of compressive strength of concrete column (0.2×Ag×f'c) 
which is equal to 225 KN. The time history lateral load is employed as “applied 
displacement”, where the corresponding values are the displacement of column and 
time. These values are obtained by dividing lateral displacement of column (Δ) 
over its height (h) which is defined as “drift angle”. At each drift angle (R), 3 
successive cycles with the values of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and so on have been applied 
as shown in Figure (3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Time history lateral load versus drift angle 

 
5.2. Analysis Results 
5.2.1. Hysteresis Curves of Shear-Displacement Index 
The obtained hysteresis curves of retrofitted columns wrapped with Carbon (PR-
C1-L1) and Aramid (PR-A1-L1) in the passive state and the evident specimen (C-
L1) have been shown in Figures (4 and 5). By the comparison of the given curves, 
the high efficiency of application of wrapped FRP can be observed on increasing 
the ductility and shear strength of retrofitted ones. Furthermore, the specimens 
retrofitted with Aramid have shown more adequate ductility than the Carbon 
though there is a negligible difference for shear strengths.  
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Hystersys Response Curves
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Figure 4. The hysteresis curves of PR-C1-L1 and C-L1 
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Figure 5. The hysteresis curves of PR-A1-L1 and C-L1 

 
The obtained hysteresis curves of retrofitted columns wrapped with prestressed 
Aramid fibres (AR-CA-SA-1/2-L1) and unwrapped prestressed Carbon fibres (AR-
SC-1/6-L1) where the prestressing values are considered as frpε2

1  and 

frpε6
1 respectively have been shown in the Figures (6 and 7). Regarding to the 
hysteresis curves, it can be found that prestressing of AFRP fibres results in more 
efficient to increase ductility and shear strength than the passive retrofitted one, 
especially for shear strength enhancement.   
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Figure 6. The hysteresis curves of AR-C1-SA-1/2-L1 and C-L1 
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Figure 7. The hysteresis curves of AR-SC-1/6-L1 and C-L1 

 
Regarding Figure (8), it is obvious that the active retrofitted specimen (AR-C1-SA-
1/2-L1) in comparison to passive retrofitted one experiences more ductility and 
shear strength.  
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Figure 8. The hysteresis curves of AR-C1-SA-1/2-L1, PR-C1-L1 and C-L1 

 
5.3. Energy Dissipation Diagrams 
The amount of energy dissipation of the studied specimens, have been shown in 
Figure (9). The energy dissipation has a direct relation to the ductility of a 
structure. Regarding the mentioned figure, the amount of energy dissipation for 
active retrofitted specimen is more than the passive one. 
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Figure 9. The energy dissipation of the specimens, loaded in level 1 (225 KN) 
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5.4. Shear Force Envelop Curve 
The decrement or increment of the column shear force versus drift angle has been 
illustrated in Figure (10). The active retrofitted specimens have shown more 
suitable performance than the passive ones. 
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Figure 10. Shear force envelope curve 
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a. analytical model b. experimental model [11] 

     Figure 11. Analytical (PR-C1-L1) and experimental models 
 
5.5. Comparison of Analytical Hysteresis with the Experimental Studies 
On account of probable errors in analysis and also the differences between material 
properties in theory and experiment, a comparison has been done between the two 
analytical models and two concerned experimental ones. As shown in Figures (11 and 
12), there is an acceptable conformity among analytical and experimental models.  
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Figure 12. Analytical (AR-C1-SA-1/2-L1) and experimental models 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The results derived from the abovementioned analyses are stated as below: 
1. The amount of ductility, energy dissipation and shear strength of the columns 

would increase by retrofitting them using passive wrapped FRP. 
2. AFRP composites have shown more ductility than CFRP composites as a 

consequence of higher strain capacity, though the shear strength of CFRP was 
higher than AFRP type. 

3. By prestressing the FRP fibres especially AFRP, the amount of confinement and 
accordingly the shear and compressive strength of concrete would increase. 

4. The ratio of increment of energy dissipation for retrofitted specimens varies from 1.7 
to 4 times than evident specimens. Also the drift angle increases from 1.4 to 2.5 times. 

5. Active retrofitted specimens have shown better behaviour than passive ones, 
around 20% increment in shear strength and 30-40% in energy dissipation. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents simulation of the pipe and soil system behavior during uplift 
displacement of pipelines in dense and loose sand by a 2D Finite Element 
modelling. As the first part of an ongoing research, this study focuses on the type 
of the soil failure mechanism which occurs in saturated condition at different burial 
depths and soil densities for constant pipe diameter.  
Then, at this stage, pipe is considered as a linear elastic but very stiff material 
(compare to the soil). Using conventional continuum elements for the soil, its 
material behavior is modelled by the Drucker-Prager criterion. The numerical 
results compared to the laboratory observations and results as well as theoretical 
aspects. 
Different  laboratory failure mechanisms in loose and dense soils and also load-
displacement curves impressively reproduced by the numerical modellings. Even, 
development of a gap below the pipeline in dense sand well captured by the FEM 
results. The essential effect of the soil density on the resistance force against uplift 
displacement is also well illustrated by the numerical results. To obtain a 
normalized upheaval load-displacement curve for this phenomenon, displacements 
were nomalised by the pipe diameter and also burial depth, however, another more 
suitable length parameter  is under investigation. 
 
Keywords: buried pipeline, uplift, sand, numerical modeling, FEM 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lifeline pipes and ducts are commonly buried to provide environmental stability, 
thermal isolation and mechanical protection. In shallow trenches of saturated sand 
soils, buried pipelines and ducts are under threaten of progressive upheaval creep 
failure, during long term operation. This phenomenon called as upheaval buckling.  
This type of failure can cause the pipe to resurface at its bed-line and causes 
probable fracturing and damages, specially on the concrete ducts. This presents 
considerable operational problems and would have significant costs. The backfill 
soil in the trench and the pipe weight contribute to prevent the upheaval buckling 
load imposed to the pipeline. However, the resistance to the upheaval load 
provided by the soil is difficult to calculate. 
A number of theoretical models has been developed to predict the resistance to 
upward movement provided by the pipeline/soil system. Generally, the models 
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have considered the backfill soil without considering imperfections of the material 
during pipe placement. Also, no roughness effect of the pipe-soil contact surface 
was considered. It is widely accepted that the uplift resistance is complex and it is 
related directly to the geotechnical properties of the soil. 
Most theoretical analyses assume some failure surfaces extending through the soil 
above the pipe. The simplest of these, reported by Matyas and Davies (1983) [1], is 
to assume a vertical slip surface extending above the pipe, Figure 1(a). The uplift 
resistance per unit length derived from the weight of soil above the pipe, the weight 
of soil displaced by the upper half of the pipe and the shearing resistance along the 
vertical slip surface, is given by the expression (1):  
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Figure 1. Assumed failure mechanism by (a) vertical slip surface model [1], and (b) 
Curved slip surface [2] 

 
in which γ’= effective soil unit weight, H= depth to centre of pipe, D= pipe 
diameter, φps = angle of soil friction in plain strain, and K= lateral earth pressure 
coefficient. The value of K is often taken as K0 , the at rest coefficient for loose 
sand, but its value in case of the dense sand is difficult to assess and can often be 
greater the one. Trautmann  et al (1986) found [3], this theory has good agreement 
with the experimental data with K values of  0.5, 0.65  and 0.75  for pipes in loose, 
medium and dense sand, respectively. However, rupture surface above pipes are 
generally curved in broad agreement with the pyramidal shaped geometry analyzed 
by Meyerhof and Adams (1968) [2], shown in Figure 1(b). For shallow 
embedment, they ignored the second term in  Eq. 1, and assumed K=0.95, while at 
greater depths the Eq. 2  was proposed:  
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where  He= vertical extent of the rupture surface and depends on  φps and D . 
The uplift force, Nu can be non-dimensionalised and re-expressed as uplift factor, 
fd, as suggested by Schaminee et al (1990) [4]. This calculated using: 
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where H is the instantaneous embedment depth measured to the crown of the pipe.  
 
2. PREVIOS MODELLINGS’ RESULTS 
Over the last decade, the geotechnical aspects associated with upheaval resistance 
of the buried pipes have received considerable attention by the researchers. The 
focus of this attention has been aimed at the mechanism of soil failure and 
measurement of uplift load for various soil types. Because of practical difficulties 
and the high cost of conducting full scale field tests, the majority of these works 
has been done at small scale, or using geotechnical centrifuge modelling to 
simulate full scale conditions [5].  Barnsby et al (2001) [6] undertook a combined 
study using numerical FE analysis and scaled physical model testing to investigate 
soil resistance to upwards pipeline movement.  Rezaee et al  (2005) [7] carried out 
full scaled laboratory tests by improving the conditions of the experiments done by 
the Trautmann  et al (1986) [3],  which the FEM modellings of these experiments 
are presented in here. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION 
The laboratory model built by Rezaee et al (2005) [7],[8], was including four parts: 
test box, coarse sub-grade,  transducers & gauges, and water intake system to apply 
loading.  
Rigid boundaries have to be located remote from the pipe so as not to interfere with 
failure mechanisms or effect on the effective stresses in deforming zone. According 
to the Trautmann suggestion [3], the width and height of the model should be 
chosen at least five times and its length nine times of the pipe diameter.  Then, the 
test box dimensions- in toughened glass material of 1 cm thickness- considered 
69cm of width and height, and 177cm of length, comparing to 11cm of the P.V.C 
pipe diameter. The test box was well braced not to deform during the loading.  As 
it was necessary to increase the water surface uniformly, a coarse graded layer in 
10 cm thickness spread over the test box floor. This layer also prevented 
cavitations and water worn effect on the soil.  In Trautmann’s test load was applied 
mechanically to the pipe, while in here, real uplift force of the water is applied to.   
According to the tests done on the local area soil which used in this study, it 
classified as a poor aggregated sand (SP) with 2.66 of the solid density and 0.00225 
cm/sec of the permeability rate. Its minimum and maximum specific weight were 
1.38 and 1.78gr/cm3, respectively. The internal friction angle for its loose case was 
equal to 32.9° and in dense case was 37.6°.  
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3.1. Laboratory Failure Mechanisms 
In initial tests [7] using dense sand (γ=1.78 gr/cm3), pipe was placed in depth equal 
to its diameter, i.e. 11 cm- from its center level to the soil surface. During the 
loading, two mechanisms of failure  was observed;  first, an angled sliding block 
mechanism, when the soil resistance reached to its utmost strength against 
upheaval forces, an inclined slip surface (about 20° diversion from the normal 
direction) created.  This failure mechanism happened under small upheaval 
displacement (about 2mm)- as shown in Figure 2(a)- and this followed by a quick 
reduction in resistance upheaval force.  By increasing the upheaval displacement, 
uplift resistance more decreased, and a second mechanism called circulation 
mechanism, observed around the pipe.  At this stage, two gaps below the pipe 
formed [Figure 2(b)] and by progressing the upward moving of the pipe, these gaps 
were filled by flow dropping of the upper soils [Figure 2(c)].  As the curve in 
Figure 2 depicts after 10mm of displacement, uplift resistance force  reaches to a 
constant amount, called  as the residual force, with breaking of the inter-locking 
between the soil particles and make the pipe buoyant , and a considerable uplift 
displacement. 
 

 
              (a)                                                     (b)                                               (c) 

                                    
Figure 2. Load- displ. diagram of dense soil on the top of the buried pipe under 

upheaval force [7] 
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For the loose sand, only a circular mechanism observed as the failure mechanism 
of the soil. In this case, there was no sign of the sliding surfaces (trivial inter-
locking) and from the beginning, only the two gaps created under the pipe, and 
further on, they were filled by flow dropping of the upper soil.  Figure 3, illustrates 
the variation curves of the resistance load against upheaval  displacement  for 
different burial depths as well as sand densities.  
As the curves depict, for embedment ratio of  0.7 and 1, the residual force in dense 
sand  is less compare to the loose one. Its reason can be stated by this fact when the 
angled sliding block happened in dense soil, the soil reminds above the pipe is less 
than the amount in case of loose sand.  As the resistance shear force depends on the 
surcharge loads, then the experimental  results  is justified. Also, as the curves 
show the effect of the density is more than the burial depth ratio in uplift load 
carrying capacity of the soil .  

 
Figure 3. Upheaval load-displ. curves for different burial depths of loose and dense 

sand [8] 
 
4. FINITE  ELEMENT  MODELLING 
2D finite element plane-strain analyses was carried out to investigate the uplift 
behavior of circular pipeline to identify the effect of the most important 
parameters- i.e. the soil density and the embedment depth ratio- for further studies 
as well as to understand the mechanics of the soil around the pipeline in more 
details. Uplift capacities and soil failure mechanisms were found for different soil 
conditions and burial depth ratios. The influence of the mesh size, soil stiffness, 
ratio between the soil permeability and the loading rate as well as the soil/pipe 
contact surface effect has not been considered at this instance.  
 
4.1. Soil & Pipe Characteristics 
Conventional 8-noded quadrilateral serendipity element used to model the pipe and 

loose sand 
dense sand 

Upheaval displacement (mm) 
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soil. Each node has two degrees of freedom of displacement. A non-associated 
Drucker-Prager elastic- perfectly plastic criterion chose to model soil material. This 
has a constant friction angle φ, a non-associated dilatancy angle ψ, and cohesion 
stress c, apart of its elastic parameters E, G and υ . For this example some of the 
parameters have been speculated to fit suitably the behavior of the soil/pipe system. 
This can  be supported by the facts which are explained in below; 
1. Experimental data in the literature are not enough to provide all values of 

parameters are needed in the numerical modelling. Then some of the values 
(listed in Table١) have been picked from other sources.  This, would be the 
main source of discrepancy in the FEM results compared with the experiments, 
as the predictions are sensitive to in situ stresses and soil stiffness. 

2. It should be pointed out that  all analyses were run under plane-strain 
formulation which results more stiffer and higher load-carrying capacity 
structure compare to the plane-stress one, which is the more realistic option in 
2D analyses for the tested buried pipe.  

3. No potential cracking and fracture is modelled or allowed in the soil elements by 
loading progress.  This also results a stiffer response of the numerical model. 

 
Table 1: Soil and pipe material properties in numerical analysis 

soil Material 
characteristics Loose Dense 

pipe 

E 3-4   MPa 8-10 MPa 2.6×103 MPa 
γ 1.45  gr/cm3 1.78  gr/cm3 ------ 
υ 0.33 0.33 0.3 
φ 32.9° 37.6° ------ 
c 2     KPa 5-10   Kpa ------ 
ψ 0° 0° ------ 

 
4. Dilatancy angle, measured by tan ψ, was constant and set to zero.  This means 

that soil material can slide over the other without producing any vertical 
displacement and this should affect only marginally the results.  However, this 
is reasonable for the loose soil, but for the dense one, more explanation is 
presented. As laboratory tests show, dilatancy angle decreases to zero with 
increasing plastic shear slipping or increasing normal confining pressure.  
These phenomena occur often combined, particularly in confined structures 
(for instance deep soil, in here), because shear slip with dilatancy necessarily 
induces normal compressive stresses.  For the concerned case in here, the 
combined action of these two factors will also produce a faster degradation of 
the dilatancy angle under increasing confining pressure on the soil. 

 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS  
5.1. Dense Sand 
Figure 4-left gives upheaval load-displacement curve of FEM analysis for the 
dense soil with embedment depth ratio (H/D) equal to 1, which well correlates with 
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the  experimental results, with about  10 percent  difference in peak load.  The 
numerical results show a steeper initial slope of the curve compare to that obtained 
from the experimental results.  This may be due to a much higher values of the 
stiffness parameter E, which has not been provided in the reference text [7]. The 
higher initial stiffness caused increase in resistance of the soil against more shear 
deformation by resulting delay in forming the sliding surface, and increasing the 
stiffness of the soil. Also, Figure 5-left depicts contours of εyy on deformed mesh 
and Figure 5-right shows contours of the upheaval displacement, both at 0.4cm of 
vertical applied displacement.  These pictures well demonstrate the sliding surface 
in dense sand which complies with the experiment.  

 
Figure 4. (left) Comparing numerical & experimental load-displacement curves for 

H/D=1 and; (right) comparing the same curves for different ratios of H/D, all for 
dense soil 

 
More over, it is clear that none of the experimental and numerical results of the 
failure mechanism in dense soil, obeyed the vertical sliding surface theory. 
 

  
Figure 5. (left) Contours of the vertical strain and, (right) contours of the upheaval 

displacement at 0.4 cm of displacement in dense sand for H/D=1 
 
As it was explained before, for dense soil, uplift resistance force reaches to its peak 
amount in small upheaval deflections. At this stage, the soil above the pipe has 
failed and this causes a progressive reduction in uplift force (the descending branch 
of the curve), to get its residual value in large displacements.  Figure 4-right 
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compares load-upheaval displacement curves for other ratios of H/D, obtained 
from the numerical analyses. These curves show the amount of deduction in 
resistance force varies with the ratio of H/D. Numerical results give lesser 
reduction in the peak resistance load compare to the experimental ones. 
 
5.2. Loose Sand 
Figure 6 draws load-displacement curves obtained numerically for the loose soil. 

Figure 6. (left) Comparing numerical & experimental load-displacement curves for H/D=1 
and; (right) comparing the same curves for different ratios of H/D, all for loose soil 

 
All show by increasing the burial depth, upheaval load capacity has increased, but 
upheaval displacement corresponding to the peak load has decreased. However, 
numerical results in Figure 6-left  gives a stiffer model compare to the experimental 
one with a steeper initial slope of the curve as well as a higher resistance peak load, but 
its failure mechanism has been well captured by the FEM results.  As Figure 7.right 
shows, in loose sand, a lager region of deformed soil under circulation mechanism of 
the soil flow underneath the pipe has created (from beginning of the failure procedure).  
Figure 6-right compares load-upheaval displacement curves for other ratios of H/D, 
obtained by the numerical analyses which have the same trend explained for the dense 
sand.  Figure 7-left also pictures deformed mesh at 0.4 cm of upheaval displacement 
for  H/D = 1.3 (deflections magnified). 
 

  
Figure 7. (left) Mesh deformation and, (right) contour of upheaval displacement at 0.4 

cm of displacement in loose soil for the H/D=1.6 
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5.3. Further Studies 
Figure 8-left depicts non-dimensional curves of the upheaval load-displacement 
variations for different ratios of the burial depth. The load-displacement results are 
re-plotted normalized by peak load and embedment depth, respectively. There is an 
excellent agreement between the results for the different embedment ratios, with all 
showing similar normalized stiffness and that d/H equal to 1% for dense sand and 
1.5% for the loose sand.  However, there is a bit concern for the correlation of the 
curves after peak load, specially in dense sand, which is, of course, of some 
shortcomings data, explained earlier. Also, there is less good agreement between 
the normalized curves when the results are normalized by pipe diameter (not 
presented here).   
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Figure 9. Normalized load -displacement curves (left) for dense sand and; (right) for 

loose sand 
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Figure 9. Normalized uplift peak load for various H/D ratios of dense and loose sand 

 
Also, according to Eq. 3, normalized uplift peak load (Nu) has drawn as a function 
of H/D, in Figure 9, for dense and loose sand.  As this figure shows, normalized 
peak load is increased by increasing the burial depth and it is more in dense sand 
compare to loose one for an equal depth ratio.  
 
6. CONCLUSION 
A series of Finite Element analyses have been described to examine the soil density 
and the embedment depth ratio on the uplift capacity and corresponding 
displacement on the failure of a circular buried pipeline subjected to vertical uplift.  
Finite Element model gave a very good approximation to the system behavior and 
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was able to reproduce the complete deformation pattern of the system up to and 
beyond the peak load until total degradation of strength, without major numerical 
difficulties.  The following conclusions have been drawn from this study:  
1. Type and mechanism of failure differs in dense and loose sand. In dense sand, 

only sliding block mechanism with angled surfaces is formed, in small 
upheaval deformations, while in loose sand, deformation of wide range of the 
soil above the pipe is happening. 

2. Corresponding displacement for the uplift peak load is much more in loose 
sand compare to the dense one, in the same H/D ratio. 

3. Effect of the increase in soil density on uplift capacity is more than the effect 
of increase in burial depth ratio, which is very important of economical view. 

4. Deduction in peak resistance force capacity to reach the residual force in dense 
sand is more then the loose one, as a result of different failure mechanisms. 

5. Normalized Nu is increased with the embedment ratio, and its peak amount is 
more in the dense sand compare to loose one, for an equal H/D. 

6. FEM results suggest that displacement should normalized by embedment 
depth, H, rather than pipe diameter, D. 

7. Obtaining some crucial parameters carefully and some more refinement, FEM 
has potential for use in defining advanced design parameters and rules. 
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ABSTRACT 
One of the most important causes for reinforcing steel corrosion is the presence, 
ingress and attack of chloride ions on RC elements. Reinforcement corrosion has 
been widely reported in the literature over the last two to three decades. They cause 
localized breakdown of the passive film that initially formed on steel as a result of 
the alkaline nature of the pore solution in concrete. In this paper, a sensitivity study 
was carried out on the influence of the effective parameters of corrosion on the 
corrosion initiation time, both in uncracked and cracked concrete elements. The 
results of the study shows a high sensitivity of the corrosion initiation time, 
regarding Cs (chloride surface concentration) and C (cover depth), in uncracked 
concrete, and on the other side, more sensitivity of the ratio of the w/l (crack width 
to crack spacing) in cracked concrete elements.   
 
Keywords: reinforcement corrosion; sensitivity analysis; electrochemical process; 
corrosion initiation time cracked concrete 
 
1. INTRUDUCTION 
Reinforcement corrosion has been widely reported in the literature over the last two 
to three decades  1,  1. Chloride-induced corrosion of the reinforcing steel is known to 
be a major cause of premature rehabilitation of many RC structures like bridge decks 
 3. Moreover, reinforcement corrosion in concrete is the predominant causal factor for 
the premature deterioration of reinforced concrete structures, leading to structural 
failure. Failure does not necessarily mean structural collapse only, but also includes 
loss of serviceability, characterized by concrete cracking, spalling, and excessive 
deflection. Clearly detection and monitoring of reinforcement corrosion in concrete 
is of significant practical importance if premature failure of RC structures is to be 
prevented  3. In this regard, the present paper tries to define the corrosion of 
reinforcements in concrete, mostly due to the chloride ion ingresses, develop and 
describe the advanced models for chloride-induced corrosion both in cracked and 
uncracked elements and finally, study the influence of various factors on the 
corrosion initiation life period.   
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2. CORROSION OF REINFORCEMENTS 
Because of high alkalinity of concrete media  1,  1,  4,  5, (pH >13.5), steel remains 
passive within the concrete by forming a thin oxide layer on steel rebar surface. In 
addition, well-consolidated and properly cured concrete with a low w/c ratio has a 
low permeability, which minimizes ingress of detrimental stuffs either gaseous or 
liquid, such as chloride, carbon dioxide, oxygen, moisture, and etc. to the steel 
surface. Furthermore, high electrical resistivity of concrete  1 restricts the rate of 
corrosion by reducing the flow of electrical current from the anodic to the cathodic 
sites. The passive film remains stable as long as the composition of the pore solution 
remains constant. The protective film is destroyed when there is a sufficient 
concentration of chloride ions and or carbonation around the reinforcement. Therese 
ions and other detrimental, stemming from environment, deicing salts, and etc 
penetrate into concrete. Once the reinforcing steel was depassivated and it was 
supplied with oxygen and water (humidity), metal dissolution (corrosion in the form 
of rust formation, loss in cross section) may start.  6 
 
3. ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESS OF CORROSION 
Reinforcement corrosion is an electrochemical process. Similar to a flash battery, 
corrosion take place by coupled cathodic and anodic reactions in an electrolyte like 
concreter pore water (known as complex electrolyte). The surface of the corroding steel 
functions as a mixed electrode that is a composite of anodes and cathodes electrically 
connected through the body of steel itself, upon which coupled anodic and cathodic 
reactions take place. Concrete pore water functions as an aqueous medium, i.e., a 
complex electrolyte. Therefore, a reinforcement corrosion cell is formed. 
 
3.1. Anodic and Cathodic Reactions 
Generally, anodic and cathodic reactions are referred as oxidation and reduction 
process respectively. At anode, dissolution of metallic steel occurs, while at the 
cathode the reaction leads to reduction of dissolved oxygen to form hydroxyl ions. 
By the way, the possible anodic and cathodic reactions are as follows  1,  7,  1, and  7. 
At anode; 
 −+ ++→+ eHOFeOHFe 8843 432  (1) 
 
 −+ ++→+ eHOFeOHFe 6632 322  (2) 
 
 −+− ++→+ eHHFeOOHFe 232 42  (3) 
 
 −+ +→ eFeFe 22  (4) 
At cathode; 
 −− →++ OHeOOH 4442 22  (5) 
Or 
 222 HeH →+ −+  (6) 
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Table 1: State of reinforcement corrosion at various ph levels  1 
pH of concrete State of reinforcement corrosion 

Below 9.5 Commencement of steel corrosion 
At 8.0 Passive film on the steel surface disappears 

Below 7 Catastrophic corrosion occurs 
 

Table 2: Corrosion risk in concrete containing chlorides  11 
Total chloride 

(wt.% of cement) 
Condition of concrete adjacent to 

reinforcement 
Corrosion 

risk 
carbonated High 

Uncarbonated, made with cement 
containing less than 8% C3A Moderate Less than 0.4% Carbonated 

High 
Uncarbonated, made with cement 

containing 8% or more C3A Low 

As above High 
As above High 0.4% - 1.0 % 
As above Moderate 

More than 1.0% All cases High 
 
4. FFECT OF ACIDIC GASEOUS AGENT IN CORROSION 
The corrosive effect of carbonation and other acidic gases, such as So2 and No2 are 
due to their tendency to reduce the pH of the concrete. The fall of pH to a certain 
level may cause commencement of reinforcement corrosion, loss of passivity of 
concrete against reinforcement corrosion, and catastrophic reinforcement corrosion 
as indicated in Table 1. 
Chloride in concrete may be in the forms of: i) Acid soluble chloride, which is 
equal the total amount of chloride present in the concrete or that is soluble in nitric 
acid  8, ii)Bound chloride, which is the sum of chemically bound chloride with 
hydration products of the cement, such as the C3A or C4AF phases, and loosely 
bound chloride with C–S–H gel, and iii) Free or water-soluble chloride, which is 
the concentration of free chloride ions (Cl¯) within the pore solution of concrete, 
and is extractable in water under defined conditions. It is generally recognized that 
only the free chloride ions influence the corrosion process  9. It is reported  10 that 
the receptivity decreases and corrosion rate increases with an increase in the 
chloride content. However, the change in pH is found to be insignificant due to a 
change in the chloride content of concrete  10. The risk of reinforcement corrosion 
associated with the levels of chloride content in both uncarbonated and carbonated 
concrete is presented in Table 2  11. 
 
5. CHLORIDE-INDUSED CORROSION MODELING 
5.1. Chloride Diffusion Model 
Chloride (or ion) diffusion is a specific case of scalar field problem that are 
encountered in almost all branches of engineering and physics. Most of them can 
viewed as special forms of the general Helmholtz equation given by  12 
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where ),,( zyxφ  is the field variable to be solved.  
For the diffusion of Chloride in one dimension, it can be shown that the governing 
equation reduced to Fick's Second Law of Diffusion: 
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Clifton (1993) derived a closed form solution to Fick's Law using an apparent 
diffusion constant Dac. Beginning with Fick's Law and assuming a constant surface 
chloride concentration and an initial chloride-free surface, the closed form solution 
is  14 
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Where C0 is the constant surface concentration, kg/m3, t is the time of exposure to 
C0, years and Dac is the apparent diffusion constant, cm2/year. By solving the Eq. 9 
on a continuum media like a RC bridge deck shown in Figure 1, the time to 
corrosion initiated could be gained as follows: 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of a typical RC element. 
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Where Ti is the corrosion initiation time and other terms are defied before. 
 
5.2. Time-Dependent Diffusion Coefficient 
Midgley et al. (1984) conducted experiments using samples of hardened cement 
pastes  12. They calculated apparent diffusion coefficient from the quantity of 
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chloride ions present in at the distance of penetration. Mange and Molloy (1994) 
derived a closed form solution to Fick's Law for a time-dependent diffusion 
coefficient  13. 
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Where Di is a time dependent diffusion coefficient and m is an empirical 
coefficient based on the concrete water-cement ratio (w/c). They  12 cited work by 
Conjeaud and Buenfeld and Newman that indicated that the rate of ingress of 
chloride ions into concrete decreased with time. This finding has been strengthened 
by the work of Weyers et al. (1994) reported previously  12. Mangat and Molloy 
concluded that the underlying common cause of the time-dependence of chloride 
ion diffusion on the pore structure of concrete, which changes with time  13. They 
exposed mixes of concrete-to-sea water and monitored the chloride diffusion. All 
results showed that Dac decreased with time  13.  
 
5.3. Effect of Chloride Binding 
Clifton, (1993) expressed that because chloride ions may react with the tricalcium 
aluminate of Portland cement (C3A), the concentration has two components: 
concentration of bound chloride ions Cb and concentration of free ions Cf related by 
constant R  14 
 fb CRC .=  (12) 
 
However, carbonation or sulfate ions can release the bound chloride ions, and 
usually R assumed to be 0  14. Moreover, Oh and Jang (2003) consider the effect of 
chloride binding in the ingress of the chloride into the concrete  15. They study the 
general form of Fick's law in the form as follows  15 
 

 ( )[ ]fcl
t

ff CgradDdiv
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dC

=  (13) 

 
where Ct is the total chloride ions (per weight g/g), Cf is free chloride ions (per 
weight g/g), t  is time, Dcl is diffusion coefficient, and tf dCdC /  is the binding 

capacity  15. The binding capacity is herein defined as the ratio between the free 
chloride and total chloride ions and can be rewritten as follows  15 
 
 bft CCC +=  (14) 
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where Cb is the bound chloride ions (per concrete weight gcl/gcon), and dCb /dCf 
represent binding isotherm is usually affected by concrete mixture characteristics, 
and some features have been considered in their study. The base of chloride 
isotherm is that some chloride ions penetrated in to the concrete are bound and do 
not affect the corrosion of steel bars. This isotherm is directly related to the amount 
of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) that is found during the hydration process of 
cement. Xi, and Bazant (1999)  16 and Jennings and Tennis (1994)  17 are also 
proposed modified Powers Model to represent the chloride binding isotherm. The 
overall form of the model is  15,  16, and  17 
 
 ( ) BA

fb CC 10''=  (16) 

 
where C'b is the bound chloride ions (per gel weight mgcl/ggel), C'f is the free 
chloride ions (per gel weight mgcl/ggel), A and B are constants  15.  
 
5.4. Cracked Concrete 
Boulfiza et al. (2003) [19] used Darcy's Law to predict the chloride ions ingress in 
uncracked and cracked concrete. They developed a rational model for this purpose 
[19]. This model considers water flow properties in matrix and crack, both in 
saturated and unsaturated cases. Boulfiza et al, proposed a Simplified Smeared 
Approach (SSA) to model the chloride ions ingress into the cracked concrete  18. In 
this approach, it is assumed that chloride ions ingress into cracked concrete can be 
approximated using Fick's Second Law of Diffusion in which the following 
average coefficient is used 

 crav D
l
wDD += 0  (17) 

 
where Dav is the average diffusion coefficient, D0 is the diffusion coefficient of 
uncracked concrete, w  is the crack width, l is the crack spacing, and Dcr is the 
diffusion coefficient inside the crack, as shown in Figure 3  18. Hence, the average 
diffusion coefficient is proportional to the crack width and inversely proportional 
to the crack spacing. Also, they proposed a Simplified Discrete Approach (SDA) 
 18 to evaluate the chloride ingress into the concrete. In this approach, chloride 
diffusion through the crack has been shown to obey the following equation which 
proposed by Tsukahara and Umoto (2000)  18 , and Kato et al. (2005)  19. 
 
 tsxtxCc += α),(  (18) 
where, Cc is the chloride concentration, x is the location along the crack wall 
starting from spacemen surface, t is time, and α and s are two empirical constants. 
Chloride diffusion through the matrix is assumed to obey Fick's law under variable 
conations and given by 
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Boulfiza et al. showed that the two methods (13 and 14) have a good agreement 
between in their predictions  18. 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic representation of crack l  and crack width  

 
Li et al. (2003)  20, proposed a new solution for prediction of chloride ingress in 
reinforced concrete flexural members. They use fundamental mechanism of 
diffusion of chloride ions in concrete. Based on a combination of Knudsen flow 
and viscous flow, an analytical solution is derived for the prediction of chloride 
ingress in concrete flexural members (Figure 5)  20. Also they verified the proposed 
model by experimental results. By applying some boundary and initial condition on 
Fick's Law, Li et al., proposed the following equations for chloride ingress in the 
cracked-concrete: 
when rs CtC <)(  
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if Cs(t) assumed to be constant as for almost all current solution, then the equation 
(14) becomes 
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and when Cs(t) assumed to be constant, then the equation (17) becomes 
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Cracked Concrete Element  
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where, in the above equations, Ci is the initial chloride concentration, Cs is the 
surface chloride concentration, Cr is the critical chloride concentration, t is the 
time, Tr is the time at which the critical chloride concentration is attained and, x is 
the location. And, 
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where, cccD λν2= , ccD λν 01 2= , where λc is the mean free path of chloride ions, 
and υc is the average velocity of chloride ions, and Dc2=ξw2; in which ξ is an 
empirical calibration factor, w is the width of crack, and l is the length of crack 
 20[21]. 
 
5.5. Non-Constant Surface Chloride Concentration 
In concrete bridge decks, surface chlorides are derived from the deicing salts used 
during winter maintenance operations, and in particular locations, from exposure to 
sea water  21. Kassir and Ghosn 2002), showed that surface chloride concentration 
may not be constant  21. Phurkhao and Kassir (2005) modeled surface chloride by a 
ramp-type variation  22, so in this case the boundary condition change to  
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They solved the Fick's law (Eq. 7) for the above boundary condition  22. By 
applying some mathematical techniques, they derived a closed form solution to 
initiation time of chloride-induced corrosion as follows 
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The result of numerical study showed that in the ramped-type chloride case, the 
time predicted to initiate corrosion is grater than the constant chloride 
concentration one  21-23]. 
 
6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS STUDY 
Here some numerical results are presented to verify the above mentioned models. 
The effect of the various terms in the diffusion of chloride ions into the uncracked 
and cracked RC structures are evaluated respectively: 

 
6.1. Uncracked Concrete 
Sensitivity of diffusion coefficient (Dc) 
Figure 3 shows the effect of diffusion coefficient on the corrosion initiation time. It 
can be seen that by 10 times decrease in diffusion coefficient the initiation time 
increased up to 10 times. This shows a linear inverse relationship between Ti and 
Dc as in model Eq. 9. 
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Figure 3. Effect of Dc on corrosion initiation time (Cs=0.5%, Ccr=0.275%) 

 
6.2. Sensitivity of Surface Chloride Concentration (CS) 
The effects of surface concentration of chloride ions are shown in Figure 4. As 
seen in this figure, two times increasing in Cs leads to 224 times decrease in 
corrosion initiation time. This finding shows a strong relation between Cs and Ti.  
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Figure 4. Effect of Cs on corrosion initiation time (Cs  / Ccr=0.55, Dc=5×10-12) 

 
6.3. Sensitivity of Critical Chloride Concentration (CCR) 
It is a natural effect that by increasing the threshold value for corrosion initiation 
which here, is the critical chloride concentration, leads in longer time for corrosion 
initiation. This effect is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that three times increase 
of Ccr would increase Ti about 3.9 times.  
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Figure 5. Effect of Ccr on corrosion initiation time (Cs =7%, Dc=5×10-12) 

 
6.4. Sensitivity of Cover Depth Thickness (C) 
Figure 6 shows the effect of cover depth on the corrosion initiation time. It is 
obvious that the more concrete available at the outer surface of the reinforcements, 
the time to chloride ions to reach the steel surface would be reduced. This can be 
verified in Figure 6, when 3 times increase in cover depth leads to 9 times decrease 
in corrosion initiation time.  
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Figure 6. Effect of cover depth (C) on the corrosion initiation time (Dc=5×10-12) 

 
6.2. Sensitivity of crack effect 
Based on the Simplified Smeared Approach (SSA) developed by Boulfiza et al.,  
three crack types assumed for RC elements (Figure 2) and the corrosion initiation 
time was estimated as shown in Figure 7. As depicted here, by increasing the crack 
width and crack spacing, the corrosion initiation time would be reduced in a 
logarithmic manner. By doubling the crack width, Ti increase up to 1.5 times, 
however, by 10 times increase in crack spacing, cause Ti to be decrease up to about 
6 times.  
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Figure 7. Effect of crack on the corrosion initiation time 

 
7. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, the corrosion of steel embedded in concrete as the reinforcements 
was studied. The main factors affecting the electrochemical corrosion process of 
reinforcements were described and anodic-cathodic reactions of corrosion were 
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introduced. Various chloride-induce corrosion models were explained based on the 
conceptual differential equations. The time to corrosion initiation was explored 
both in uncracked and cracked concrete. Moreover a numerical study was carried 
out on the effects of the main factors of the corrosion process on the corrosion 
initiation time in intact concrete structures and also in cracked concrete structures. 
It was concluded that the surface chloride concentration has main influence on the 
corrosion initiation time. Moreover it was found that corrosion initiation time is 
very sensitive to the cover depth of concrete and the ratio of crack width to the 
crack spacing. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete coring is used for determining compressive strength of hardened concrete 
of elements to evaluate low-strength-test-result concrete or to understand concrete 
placing quality of existing structure. In safety evaluation of existing structures that 
need rehabilitation and retrofitting, it's necessary to have some information about 
existing concrete. The best and most accurate method to determine compressive 
strength of existing concrete is coring. Rebars always make difficulty in coring of 
reinforced concrete structures. Sometimes it is not possible to core from plain 
concrete areas. There are serious considerations for effects of rebar on compressive 
strength of concrete cores in some countries. There is no strength correction for the 
effect of rebars in ACI and also in Iranian related codes and specifications. There is 
only an Concrete Society equation in publication no.207 of BHRC based on result 
corrections of cores contained rebars perpendicular to cores longitudinal axes. This 
correction does not exceed 10%. Dealing with such problems in a project and 
because there was sureness about strength of placed concrete, but strength of cores 
was highly lower and it was not possible to obtain plain core as there was heavy 
rebar concentration, it was necessary to study rebar effects on core strength. In this 
research, strength of cores of an element contained rebars and plain ones were 
compared to evaluate above mentioned equations. Also some cylindrical samples 
were made and tested with placed rebars. In addition if the core has uncut rebars, 
there will be no significant reduction in its strength. It seems that cutting of rebars 
in coring process has little effects on concrete quality. It is due to cracks formation 
between concrete and rebars that reduce the concrete strength. 
 
Keywords: compressive strength, core, rebar, reinforced concrete, structure 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If any strength test of laboratory-cured cylinders falls below fc′ by more than the 
given values or if tests of field-cured cylinders indicate deficiencies in protection 
and curing, steps shall be taken to assure that load-carrying capacity of the 
structure is not jeopardized [1]. 
If the likelihood of low-strength concrete is confirmed and calculations indicate 
that load-carrying capacity is significantly reduced, tests of cores drilled from the 
area in question in accordance with “Method of Obtaining and Testing Drilled 
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Cores and Sawed Beams of Concrete” (ASTM C 42) shall be permitted [1,3,4].  
If by structural analysis, again it can not be accepted, ordinary solution to accept 
concrete structurally and according to strength criterion, especially in Iran, is 
coring critical parts of concrete structure [3,4]. 
Nondestructive tests of the concrete in place, such as by probe penetration, impact 
hammer, ultrasonic pulse velocity or pull out may be useful in determining whether 
or not a portion of the structure actually contains low-strength concrete. Such tests 
are of value primarily for comparisons within the same job rather than as 
quantitative measures of strength. For cores, if required, conservatively safe 
acceptance criteria are provided that should ensure structural adequacy for virtually 
any type of construction [1].  
Some specific consideration such as preparing suitable diameter and height, not 
contacting with reinforcements if possible, positioning critical areas, and some non 
destructive tests such as rebar locating test, impact hammer and ultrasonic pulse 
velocity are needed for coring. 
In any case, if rebars are closely spaced or rebars positions can not be determined, 
rebars will be cut and core will contain them. 
Rebar existing in the core has always been debatable subject. Some consider that 
rebar increase sample strength; others believe that strength will be reduced when 
rebar exist; the others believe in very low effect of rebar presentation [6]. 
In some codes and standards like ACI, ASTM, EN, Iranian Concrete code and 
other Iranian codes, there is no consideration for rebar effect on core, therefore 
there is not any correction for core test result [1,2,3,4]. 
In some European countries there is no correction, but BS 1881:1983 and Concrete 
Society presented corrections for rebar existing in concrete cores [6]. 
Equation (1) generally works for samples that rebar are parallel to ends of sample. 
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Where, dr,i is rebar diameter, dc is core diameter, hi is rebar axis distance to next 
core surface and L is core length[5]. 
In equation (1), effects of rebar depend on diameter, location and number of rebar, 
but this correction does not exceed 25% of core strength [7].  
If it is possible, the best solution is obtaining cores from plain concrete areas. 
Perhaps rebars cutting leads to adverse effects on structural strength, concrete 
quality and core strength [6]. 
Existing no quality control in precast concrete beams construction for bridges of a 
road in the South of Iran, supervisor selected coring as only practical solution for 
quality control of concrete of these beams. Compressive strength of cores was 
astonishing because there was enough confidence in strength of placed concrete, 
but strength of cores was too low. Accordingly, it was necessary to study rebar 
effects on core strength. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND MATERIALS 
To determine rebar effect on concrete core strength, two groups of concrete beams 
is used. In the first group, there are beams without rebar, and beams with rebars 
were the second group (Figure 1). The concrete that is used for construction of 
each group, is similar and also with same consolidation and curing conditions. By 
coring plain beams and determining their strengths, it is possible to compare 
results. In some beams, one, two and even three rebar was placed. Beam is a 
concrete block with dimension of 15× 15×60 cm and core is a cylinder with 10cm 
diameter and 15cm height (Figure2 and 3). As shown in Table 1, two different 
kinds of concrete mix proportion were used in this research. Nominal maximum 
size of aggregates was 20 mm. 
 

     
Figure 1. Rebars placement in beams 

 

  
Figure 2. Coring of beams Figure 3. Cored beams 

 
Table 1: Details of Mix Proportions 

Mix 
No. 

Cement 
kg/m3 

SilicaFume 
kg/m3 W/C 

Sand 
(SSD) 
kg/m3 

Coarse 
Aggregate 

 (SSD) 
kg/m3 

Fresh 
Concrete 
Density 
kg/m3 

Slump 
mm. 

HRWRA 
Admixture 

kg/m3 

Air 
Content 

% 

1 370 30 0.4 925 850 2328 120 3.2 2.4 
2 400 - 0.43 980 775 2328 140 2.8 2.1 

 
Concretes without rebar are determined by CP and ones with rebar by CR. Three 
cores were prepared for each mix proportion. Rebar sizes are 10, 12, 16, 20, 32 mm 
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diameter and different rebar arrangement, as shown in table 2, was used. These 
arrangements tried to be same as real rebar arrangements in real beams. 
In another part of this research, some cylindrical samples with mix proportion no.2 
and with or without rebar were prepared. Rebars placed in some samples are 
shorter than sample diameter and they are not cut. After 28-day same curing, tests 
were fulfilled. Cylindrical samples with rebar are distinguished with P and ones 
without rebar with letter R. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
28-day Compressive strength results of cores in saturated state after capping as 
well as weights, number, diameter and arrangement of rebars are presented in 
Table 2. Also corrected strength of cores with rebar by using Concrete Society 
equation (mentioned above) is presented in this table. 
Also results of cylindrical samples with and without rebar are shown in table 3. 
Cylindrical samples are with 150 mm diameter and 300 mm height. 
According to Tables 2 and 3, in all cores with rebar there is a reduction of 
25 to 60 percent than cores without rebar. 
It seems that existing of rebars results in weakening of cores. In cylindrical 
samples, existence of rebar has reduced sample strength 16 to 24 percent. 
After core breaking-up, it observed that usually rebar were separated from 
adjacent concrete matrix (Figure 4). 
It also seems that in addition to weak connection resulting from bleeding that water 
gathers under rebar, act of rebar cutting weakens connection of rebar and concrete. 
Cores strength variation does not follow any rule and there is much variation. 
Cores strength correction result from Concrete Society equation does not show 
good proximity to strength of cores without rebar except CR-2-1, CR-2-2 and CR-
2-4 cores. 
Results of cylindrical samples with rebar after correction by Concrete Society 
equation show better correlation with samples without rebar. This demonstrates 
that rebar cutting weakens concrete samples. 
 

   
Figure 4. Separation of rebars after compression test of cores 
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Table 2: Concrete Cores Test Results 

Core No. 
Rebar 

quantity and 
diameter(mm) 

Rebar location 
(mm) 

Core 
weight 

(kg) 

Measured 
compressive 

strength 
(kg/cm2) 

Corrected strength 
by Concrete Society 
equation (kg/cm2) 

CP-1-1 - - 2.240 490 - 
CP-1-2 - - 2.235 461 - 
CP-1-3 - - 2.235 475 - 

CR-1-1 1Φ32 
 

2.380 260 322.5 

CR-1-2 1Φ32 
 

2.365 231 286.5 

CR-1-3 1Φ12 
1Φ20  2.370 260 301.5 

CR-1-4 1Φ12 
1Φ20  

2.375 212 246 

CR-1-5 2Φ16 
 

2.380 360 417.5 

CR-1-6 2Φ16 
 

2.375 320 371 

CP-2-1 - - 2.220 375 - 
CP-2-2 - - 2.235 404 - 
CP-2-3 - - 2.280 388 - 

CR-2-1 1Φ32 
 

2.310 303 375.5 

CR-2-2 1Φ32 
 

2.325 303 375.5 

CR-2-3 1Φ32 
 

2.310 245 284 

CR-2-4 1Φ32 
 

2.310 303 375.5 

CR-2-5 2Φ10 
1Φ20 

 

2.360 231 277 

CR-2-6 2Φ10 
1Φ20 

 

2.320 274 323 

CR-2-7 1Φ12 
1Φ20  2.330 260 301.5 

CR-2-8 1Φ12 
1Φ20  

2.330 144 178.5 

CR-2-9 1Φ16 
1Φ20  

2.300 216 255 

CR-2-10 1Φ16 
1Φ20  

2.315 122 155 

CR-2-11 2Φ16 
 

2.325 260 322.5 

CR-2-12 2Φ12 
 

2.320 231 259 
50
50

75

75
50

75

50

30
30

50
50 

75

50

75

75

50

50

50

50

75

75
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Table 3: Cylindrical Concrete Samples Test Results 

Sample 
No. 

Rebar quantity 
and 

diameter(mm) 

Rebar location 
(mm) 

Measured 
compressive 

strength 
(kg/cm2) 

Corrected 
strength by 

Concrete Society 
equation (kg/cm2) 

P-2-1 - - 342 - 
P-2-2 - - 328 - 
P-2-3 - - 323 - 
P-2-4 - - 337 - 

R-2-1 1Φ16 
1Φ12  

253 288.5 

R-2-2 1Φ16 
1Φ12  

267 304.5 

R-2-3 2Φ16 
1Φ32  

252 - 

R-2-4 2Φ16 
1Φ32  

257 - 

R-2-5 2Φ16 
1Φ32 

 

 
279 338.5 

R-2-6 2Φ16 
1Φ32  

266 322.5 

 
CONCLUSION 
According to obtained results and their analysis, following conclusions can be 
deduced. 
1. The equation given by Concrete Society does not predict the core results 

accurately. 
2. Compressive strength of core with cut rebar is always less than corresponding 

strength of core without rebar. 
3. It appears that strength reduction due to existence of rebar in cores is between 

25 to 60 percent. This reduction in cast cylindrical samples is about 16 to 24 
percent. 

4. It seems that rebar cutting leads to weakness in cores compressive strength due 
to crack formation between concrete and rebars. 

5. There is not reliable relationship for correcting compressive strength results of 
cores with rebar. But in limited cases, correction of Concrete Society equation 
can give acceptable results. 

6. Strength reduction of cast cylindrical samples with rebar is usually less than 
that of concrete cores. 
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ABSTRACT 
Demands for soft land strengthening and contaminated soil solidification have been 
increased due to the explosion population, development of technology, industry, 
and transportation systems. 
Deep mixing methods (DMMs) are conventional methods for strengthening the soft 
soils. Cement (or binder) with soil have being mixed in this method. Injection of 
cement and additives with a high pressure and displacing the gases and liquids 
from within soil grains in combination with DMMs is a new wedding technique for 
increasing the efficiency of soil stabilization. 
In this paper, different kinds of deep mixing methods (conventional and new 
techniques) were studied. By considering  the type and alternative layers of soil, 
load size, the situation, cost and type of project selecting the right stabilizing 
method for repair and strengthening of soft soils recommended and it  is believed 
that  it  could prompt engineers to resolve soil strengthening difficulties from the 
geotechnic-al view point. 
 
Keywords: grouting, stabilizing, injection, mixing, soft soil, cement and binder 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Deep Mixing Methods (dmms) 
The DMMs refers to the rotary methods for the penetration of soil or rock and 
mixing of soil with suitable binder and at times with pneumatically dry or wet end 
for enough depth. This technique has been used for construction of tunnels by 
injecting binder in the rock too. 
Based on design requirements, site conditions, soil layers, restraints, and 
economics, the use of DMMs is increasingly spreading. The demand for improving 
and stabilizing land for different purposes is expected to increase in the future and 
the best way to fulfill it is by using DMMs. The main advantage of these methods 
is long term increase in strength, especially for some of the binders used. It has 
been mentioned that DMMs is the best way to improve soils and rocks. The 
following are the characteristics of the improved soils and rocks when these 
methods are employed [1]: 
(i) Reduction of settlements, (ii) increase of stability, (iii) increase of bearing 
capacity, (iv) prevention of sliding failure, (v) reduction of vibration, (vi) 
liquefaction mitigation, and (vii) remediation of contaminated ground. 
The Federal Highway Administration has suggested that these techniques can be 
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classified based on [2]:  
1) Method of additive injection (i.e. wet or dry injection).  
2) Method by which additive is mixed (i.e. rotary, mechanical energy or by high 
pressure jet). 
3) The location of the mixing tool (i.e. near the end of the drilling rods or along a 
portion of the drilling rods). 
Majority of the companies which are working in these fields agree that the DMMs 
can be divided into three common techniques [9]:  
1. Shallow soil mixing (SSM), which uses a single mechanical mixing auger 
located at the end of the drilling tool (Kelly bar).    
2. Deep soil mixing (DSM), which utilizes a series of overlapping augers and 
mechanical mixing shafts.  
3. Jet grouting which can be considered a type of soil mixing. In order to inject a 
liquid into voids within a structure, it is necessary to displace the gases and liquids 
from within these. This utilizes high velocity ranges from 28 to 42 Mpa 
backpressure and jets to hydraulically shear the soil and blends a cement grout or 
suitable binder to form a soil-cement column or column with soil and special 
binder. 
Table 1 clearly names the methods which are utilized in each part. The explanation 
and comparison of each part will be made subsequently.  
 

Table 1: The methods are utilized in DMMs parts. 
Jet grouting systems Shallow 

soil 
mixing 
(SSM) 

Deep soil 
mixing 
(DSM) Single phase Dual 

phase 
Triple 
phase 

Super 
jet 

grouting 

Ras- 
Columns 

 
Cement Deep 

Mixing 
System 
(CDM) 

I. Maxperm grouting system 
II. Navigational drilling 

system 
III. Vacuum grouting 

injection 

Dry jet 
mixing 
system 
(DJM) 

Jumbo 
ECO pile 
system 
(JEP) 

Ras-jet 
system 

 
The researchers have come up to four basic jet grouting systems to be used, which 
are [4]:  
(i) Single phase (grout injection only), (ii) dual phase (grout + air injection), (iii) 
triple phase (water+air injection and followed by grout injection), and (iv) super jet 
grouting (air injection+drilling fluid by grout injection). Figure 1 shows the 
sketches of the jet grouting systems. 
 

 
Figure 1. The systems in jet grouting. 
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2. SHALLOW SOIL MIXING (SSM) 
2.1. Ras-Columns 
Ras-Columns are one of the most common soils mixing in DDMs which are based 
on mechanical soil mixing technology. This method has been used for improving 
shallow soils and seldom in deep mixing. 
The mixing head is combined with blades which can rotate inversely. In other 
words, in bottom auger the mixing blades rotate clockwise and in the upper auger, 
the mixing blades rotate anti clockwise [3]. 
This technique causes the cement to mix with soil homogenously, and thus 
produces higher quality soil-cement columns. The first step of this method is Rig 
positioning. This is followed by penetration whereby after passing dry excavation 
zone, injecting slurry without any jetting should start. The third step is churning or 
moving the head up and down to mix homogenous thoroughly. Finally is the 
completion step, where the head is withdrawn and soil column cement is completed 
(Figure 2). 
 

 
 Figure 2. The steps in ras-columns system [3]. 

 
2.2. Advantages and Main Points 
1. Ability to produce soil-cement column of 1.4 to 2.5 m diameter.  
2. Applicable to a wide range of soils hence providing excellent quality 

improvement. 
3. Uniform mixing and homogenous product quality due to counter-rotation 

mechanism (in comparison with traditional equipment). 
4. Low noise and low vibration system. 
5. Computer-based control and monitoring system ensures quality improvement 

(in some latest ones). 
 
3. DEEP SOIL MIXING (DSM) 
3.1. Cement Deep Mixing System (CDM) 
The second method which is related to deep soil mixing and is one of the DMMs is 
CDM. As mentioned before, in this method a series of overlapping augers and 
mechanical mixing shafts are applied. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show CDM machines 
with 2 and 3 augers respectively.  
CDM is normally utilized in soft soil that contains mineral soils such as clay or 
sand. In some conditions where mineral soils are absent, sand should be added 
before mixing in cement slurry. CDM is a soil stabilization method which mixes 
cement slurry with soft soil in situ to attain a required strength. Soft soil is 

1 2 2 3 3 4 
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stabilized by the 2-phase chemical reaction. A hydration reaction occurs and an 
ettringite of capillary crystals is generated when the cement mixes with water. 
Then a pozzolanic reaction follows, as the age grows, where the hydration product 
reacts with the clay minerals in the soil [3]. 
 

      
Figure 3: (a) The CDM machine with 2 augers (b) The CDM machine with 3 augers 

 
3.2. Advantages and Main Points 
1. CDM is a drilling and mixing operation with low noise and low vibration, and 

does not generate dust. 
2. CDM method mixes soft soil in situ with cement slurry without any jetting. 

The soil should have mineral soils like sand and clay for hydration product 
with cement. 

3. Because of a series of overlapping augers, it saves soil mixing time and labor 
while maintaining efficiency in comparison with previous method. 

4. Computer-based control and monitoring system ensures quality improvement 
(in some latest ones). 

 
4. JET GROUTING SYSTEMS 
Jet grouting systems, which is the third part of DMMs, have some similarities with 
the previous methods. Apart from having the same mixing tools, this method also 
applies the same process whereby the in-situ soil will be cut and broken by high 
pressure jet of slurry and produce homogenously improved zone around the 
mechanically mixed core. 
In addition, for underwater applications, it is desirable to have highly flowable 
grout that can resist water dilution and segregation, and spread readily into place. 
The slump of concrete or grout is a good measure of the consistency and flow 
characteristics of a concrete or grout mixture. This equates (to) a mid range slump.  
A very high slump grout gives maximum water dilution. A very low slump grout 
results in little or no flow characteristics. For underwater grout, the slump flow is 
influenced (in order of influence) by the anti-washout admixture concentration and 
the binder content, the water-cementitious material ratio, and the water reducer 
concentration [10, 11]. 
 

ba 
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4.1. Single Phase 
4.1.1. Maxperm Grouting System 
It has been mentioned that the jet grouting is divided into 4 phases. The first part 
which is single phase has 4 common methods. One of the newest methods in jet 
grouting system is Maxperm grouting system. This method is commonly utilized 
around the world by several names such as dual-tube double-packer grouting 
system. 
In this method, the contractor can inject several materials in the soil which has 
several layers with different characteristics. On the other hand, the ground is made 
up of alternative layers, consisting of different particle sizes, and permeability can 
be stabilized by this method. The pre-defined region is improved and its sketches 
are shown in Figure 4.    
 

 
Figure 4. Pre-defined region can be improved by maxperm grouting system. 

 

   
Figure 5. The steps and detailing of Maxperm grouting system 

 
The following are the steps that take place in this method which are also shown 
subsequently in Figure 5[3]:  
2. Apply casing drilling (ϕ=100 mm to a pre-defined depth).  
3. Install the grout pipe with special sleeve packers and strainers then withdraw 

the casing. 
4. Install the dual-wall inner tube equipped with double packer which inflates the 
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special slee-ve packers. 

5. Inject grout through the strainer section. re-install the dual-wall inner tube 
equipped with double packer. 

 
4.1.2. Advantages and Main Points 
1. Cost-effective and labor saving alternative, because it can be separated and 

cause large borehole spacing. 
2. Special layers, regions, any pre-defined point, a narrow area and ground with 

underground obstacles in soil can be improved by this method. 
3. Large size improvement. 
4. A pre-defined zone is homogenously stabilized by injecting grout from discrete 

injection points. 
5. The system allows repetitive grouting at the same Injection point with different 

grout materials even after the work is completed. 
6. This method can be used as a remedial method for structures. 
 
4.1.3. Navigational Drilling System 
The second method in single phase jet grouting is navigational drilling system. 
This is a new method which is broadly used. By using 3D navigational drilling 
system, horizontal grout holes can be installed from the surface without excavating 
a shaft. 
The bit locator system monitors exact location of the drill bit with special locator 
sensors free from magnetic disturbance. The system gives the operator in real time 
such information as direction and inclination of drill bit, tool face orientation, and 
deviation from preplanned alignment.  Figure 6 shows the schematic representation 
of the flexible borehole alignment. 
 

 
Figure 6. The schematic representation of the flexible borehole alignment which can 

be made by navigational drilling system [3] 
 
Below are the steps that take place in this method: 
1. Operator starts drilling while monitoring bit location (with the tool face 

oriented to the goal). 
2. Withdraw the inner steel rod. 
3. Install a grout pipe. 
4. Withdraw the outer pipe.  
Figure 8 clarifies the steps that take place in the navigational drilling system. 
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4.1.4. Advantages and Main Points 
1. Drills of this method are the most flexible among injection and grouting tools 

(it can carve with various radiuses, e.g. 20) 
2. Drills are able to drill at a long-distance. 
3. Drills can solve the underground obstacle problems with special bit locator 

system. 
4. Enable ground improvement and soil remediation under or behind existing 

structures with-out affecting operation or damaging underground structures 
5. This method can be used as a remedial method for structures. 
 
4.1.5. Vacuum Grouting Injection 
It is worth pointing out that pressure injection may be less successful when the 
pressures needed to dispel gases and liquids from the voids are so high as to risk 
disrupting the structure. For instance this may happen when the voids consist of 
many fine interstices and are not always interconnecting (which may result in the 
need for a very large number of injection points), when complete filling is very 
difficult to achieve, or when it is difficult to confine the grout to the area to be 
injected.    
The third part of single phase of jet grouting is Vacuum Grouting Injection. In this 
technique a partial vacuum is first established in a portion of the structure (or the 
whole of the structure if it is small enough), drawing off gases and liquids from the 
voids and interstices.   
This vacuum holds the structure together, rather than exerting any potentially 
disruptive forces as in pressure injection. After achieving a stable vacuum, the 
injection liquid is introduced either through injection pipes set at appropriate 
intervals and depths or, over the surfaces and into the structure through cracks, 
fissures and porous areas [6]. In Figure 7 the proceeding of Vacuum Grouting 
Injection and its instrument are displayed.  
 

 
Figure 7: The proceedings of vacuum grouting injection. 

 
4.1.6. Advantages and Main Points 
1. It can be used for filling small, essentially air-tight voids through a single hole, 

where difficult access complicates the provision of vent holes (like Dam's 
concrete) [7].   

2. It has been employed for filling small voids under steel liners, as well as 
defects in the original grouting of post-tensioning ducts. In other words, it can 
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fill off closely spaced fine defects in concrete or masonry. 

3. It can be seen clearly which part of the voids are filled by grouting (in part 2). 
Whenever the plastic cover saturates the entire area under plastic sheeting, all 
air will be sucked in including any void space as well (Figure 8). 

4. This method can be used as a remedial method for structures. 
5. The mixing machine used is mobile and can be easily relocated to the next soil 

mixing location at /on site. 
6. This method can be used as a remedial method for structures. 
 

     
Figure 8. The plastic cover is used for all air to be sucked into any void  

spaces as well [12] 
 
5. DUAL PHASE SYSTEM 
5.1. Dry jet Mixing System (DJM) 
The second part of jet grouting systems is dual phase system. The DJM is a highly 
effective ground treatment system used to improve the load performance 
characteristics of soft clays, peats and other weak soils. The concept of using dry 
binder for deep soil mixing was first presented in Scandinavia in 1967  by Mr. 
Kjeld Paus from Sweden. A period of thirty years has passed since then but the 
technique has been evolved considerably. The method is based on injecting dry 
binder carried by compressed air into soil [8]. The DJM uses mixing blades to mix 
dry reagents, such as cement or lime, with in-situ soils for remediation. 
In this method, the process employs the effects of both hydration and the bonding 
of soil particles to increase the shear strength and reduce the compressibility of the 
soil mass [4]. 
 
Advantages and Main Points 
1. The use of air instead of water to transport the binder in pipes and hoses is a 

big advantage where the temperature drops below the freezing point many 
months of the year or in the high ground conditions [8]. 

2. Additives to cement and lime can be used with particles of sizes less than 5 mm 
[3].   

3. DJM does not need water or slurry preparation. Operation without water keeps 
the site clean. 

4. Little dust is introduced into air and the operation is safe with minimum noise 
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and minimum ground vibration. 
5. The mobility and automatic monitoring system (the latest one) of mixing 

machine records help in getting high quality performance and saves on labor. 
6. Soil mix column with diameters of 600mm to 1000mm can be constructed to 

controlled height and depth. The amounts of binder agents commonly used are 
80-100 kg/m3 in soft clay and 150-200 kg/m3 in peat [4]. 

 
5.2. Triple Phase 
5.2.1. Jumbo Eco Pile System (JEP) 
The next part of JEP is triple phase system. It can be said that the JEP is the most 
popular method in this system. Most frequently, the applications of JEP, which is 
also named soilcrete-jet grouting, are: underpinning, tunnel protection, foundation 
restoration and modification, shaft supports, deep foundation, earth pressure relief, 
panel walls, vault slabs, column walls, sealing cover, dam sealing, joint sealing, 
sealing slabs, and groundwater exits. Figure 9 shows the steps of this method. 
 

 
Figure 9. The steps of jumbo ECO pile system (JEP) 

 
This method is also recognized as cement soil stabilization. With the aid of high 
pressure cutting jets of water or cement suspensions having a nozzle exit 
velocity〈100 m Sec-1; eventually the air shrouding the soil around the borehole is 
eroded [4]. It has been suggested that when the cohesion of the ground exceeds 50 
kNm-2, a separate study is required. A separate study is also required for the sand 
and gravel layer [3]. 
 
Advantages and Main Points  
1. Large diameter column improvement from double jet monitors. 
2. Double jet shortens construction time. 
3. Tow jet crosses and cuts soil to smaller size, thus producing high quality product. 
4. In comparison with the conventional method, this method is more cost-

effective and time saving alternative.  
5. The compressive strength of JEP system is from 2-25Mpa. 
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5.3. Super Jet Grouting 
5.3.1. Ras-Jet System 
Ras-Jet System is used in super jet grouting method. This method is the same as the 
Ras-Columns which have been elaborated in the first part of this paper. However, 
in Ras-Jet System, while the mixing blades are rotating; the same slurry is jetted 
simultaneously. With this system, the homogenous soil-cement column mass of a 
large diameter will be installed underground. 
Grout slurry, air, and drilling fluid are pumped through separate chambers in the 
drill string. Upon reaching the designed drill depth, jet grouting is initiated with 
high velocity, coaxial air and grout slurry to erode and mix with the soil, while the 
pumping of drilling fluid is ceased. This system uses opposing nozzles and highly 
sophisticated jetting monitor specifically designed for focus of injection media [4]. 
Figure 10 shows the soil cement columns which are produced by Ras-Jet system. 
  
Advantages and Main Points [3] 
1. Applicable to a wide range of soils, providing excellent quality improvement. 
2. Large diameter column improvement of diameter (1.6 - 2.0m, excluding the 

jet grouting part). 
3. Uniform mixing and homogenous product quality due to counter-rotation 

mechanism. 
4. Computer-based control and monitoring system for quality assurance. 
5. Super high pressure jet of slurry cuts and breaks in-situ soil and produces 

homogenously improved zone around the mechanically mixed core. 
 

 
Figure 10. The soil cement columns which have been made by ras-jet system  

 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
1. The DMMs which are applied to stabilize and improve soils are spreading 

increasingly and have been accepted worldwide as a soil improvement method. 
DMMs are based on mixing binders such as cement, and/or lime and other 
additives with soil grains, using rotating mixing tools or jetting, 
simultaneously.  

2. These methods have been suggested and applied for soil and rock stabilizing, 
slope stability, liquefaction mitigation, vibration reduction (along the railway), 
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roads and railroads bridge foundations, embankments, construction of 
excavation support systems or protection of structure close to excavation sites, 
solidification and stabilization of contaminated soils,  and remedial grout 
injection of building. 

3. Based on conditions such as the types of soil and rock layers, time table of 
project, location, importance of project, and the  economic situation, the use of 
multiple-auger or single auger deep mixing methods, jet grouting methods, or a 
combination of several methods may be required. 
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ABSTRACT 
Concrete is a material which can have a range of different strengths with using 
different ratio s of its composites. In this regard, every factor that can help us reach 
better mechanical properties and other characteristics of concrete is worth studying. 
In our study, regarding above information, we study the effects of water properties 
(considering magnetizing water) of concrete on some of the mechanical features of 
concrete containing microsilica such as compressive and tensile strength at 
different curing ages. The water in concrete has been passed through magnetic field 
with velocities such as Q, Q/2, Q/3, Q/6 and with 1, 3 and 6 passing times. The 
results indicate that increasing the number of times water is passed (from 1 to 6), 
improves the compressive and tensile strength of concrete, and decreasing the 
velocity of passing water through magnetic field in one cycle (from Q to Q/6) has a 
similar result. The improvement of decreasing the velocity in one cycle is more 
significant than the improvement caused by passing water through a number of 
times, and the compressive and tensile strength will be improved substantially. the 
compressive and tensile strength of concrete will be increased up to 15 % .This 
method is considered very economical and does not need special equipments in 
industry. 
  
Keywords: microsilica, magnetic water, superplasticizer, compressive 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Henrico Anton Lorenz (1920) introduced the effect of the magnetic field on water 
that got the Nobel Prize. He found that, under the effect of a magnetic field, polar 
molecules are arranged and separated, therefore, water becomes lighter. When the 
molecules pass through a magnetic field, a change in their arrangements appears. 
Since each water molecule is like a little magnet, as shown in Figure 1, by passing 
through the magnetic field, they arranged in an end - to - end way; This is called 
polarity. Water molecules are not separated; they are attached to each other as a 
group by a hydrogen bond. The lesser the number of molecules are in this group of 
molecules, their activity will be more. The magnetic field helps to this process 
(Figure 2).  
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Figure 1. Effect of the magnetic field on 
molecules arrangement 

Figure 2. Effect of the magnetic field 
gathering of water molecules A) Before 
passing through the magnetic field B) 

After passing through the magnetic field 
 
The general principle of magnetic technology is based on the interactions between 
a magnetic field and a moving electrical charge, in form of an ion in this system. 
When the ions pass through a magnetic field, some force is given to each single 
ion. In case, the orientation and the charge of the ions are against each other, it 
causes a fluctuation in the ions which, as a result, leads to the formation of 
sediment. The magnetic fields lead to the induction of electrical charge through 
positive and negative ions. As a consequence, ions of different charges repel each 
other instead of attracting each other. Therefore, a negative and a positive ion of 
the same charge that should form sediment, cannot approach enough to each other. 
Magnetic processing of water system is categorized in two and three, forms of 
installation and operation, respectively. Magnetic system may be installed inside or 
outside the flow. The inner systems are those which all or part of them is on the 
way of the flow. The outer systems are completely out of the water flow, thus they 
can be installed on the pipe (Figure 3) [1].  
In terms of the kind of the operation these systems are categorized in the following 
way: 
1. Magnetic: Mostly a permanent magnet. 
2. Electromagnetic: In which the magnetic field is provided by the electromagnetic.  
3. Electrostatic: In which the electrical field is forced into the water flow, which 
leads to the production of a magnetic field and, as a result, it attracts or repels the 
ions. The electrostatic units are always inside, whereas the other two kinds can be 
either inside or outside (outer) [1]. 
The degree of magnetization of water depends on three factors: 

- The amount of the liquid in contact with the magnet. 
- The power of the used magnet. 
- The period of time that the liquid is in contact with the magnet. 

During the recent years, there have been few researches carried out about the effect 
of magnetized water on the properties of normal concrete. In these researches, 
normal water was passed through a magnetic field in a frequency and with a 
specified velocity, and then this water was used in the mix designing. The result of 
these researches was an increase in the strength and other mechanical properties of 
concrete. 

A B 
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If water passes through a magnetic field during one or more frequencies or with 
different velocities, the behavior of the strength properties of the concrete 
containing Microsilica is studied in this research. 
 

 
Figure 3. Different kinds of magnetic systems in terms of the place of installation 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
2.1. Properties of the Used Materials 
2.1.1. Cement 
The cement used in making concrete specimens of normal Portland cement type II 
of KHASH cement factory is based on the ASTM standard [3]. The unite weight 
obtained is 3.157 gr/cm3. Tables 1 and 2 represent physical properties and results 
of the chemical analysis of the specimen, respectively. 
 
2.1.2. Aggregates 
Natural coarse (Gravel) and fine aggregates (Sand) are used to make the 
specimens. Different properties of the aggregates used, such as the unit weight (in 
terms of dry, saturated, and apparent), water absorption and their grading are 
obtained (Tables 3 and 4). Water absorption of the aggregates, represents the 
amount of the moisture of the aggregates in a saturated - dry surface (SSD). 
 

Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of Portland cement type II [3]  
Hydration heat 

(cal/gr) 
Setting time 

(minute) Compressive strength (Kg/cm2) 

28 days 7 days initial final 3 days 7 days 28 days 
< 80 < 70 > 70 < 200 > 170 > 270 > 380 

 
Table 2: Results of the chemical analysis of Portland cement type II [3] 

Chemical 
compound SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO SO3 

percentage 21.0-22.2 4.7-5.4 3.6-4.3 63.2-64.8 <2.3 <2.0 
Chemical 
compound Cl Lns.Res L.O.I F.Cao Na2O+0.658K2O 

percentage <0.05 <0.65 <1.0 <1.3 <1.0 
 
Grading represents the amount of distribution and presence of different sizes of 
aggregates in a sand or gravel specimen. The size of an aggregate is the average 
diameter that can be considered for the aggregate. Therefore, dividing an aggregate 
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into grains of the same size, is the definition of grading [4]. This grading of fine 
aggregate (sand) and coarse aggregate (gravel), as shown in diagrams 1 and 2, is 
experimentally obtained. 
 

Table 3: Unit weight based on the results of the test (Kg/m3) 

Aggregate  The actual dry 
unit weight  

The actual saturated 
unit weight  

The apparent unit 
weight  

Gravel  2646  2673  2718 
Sand  2556  2576  2607  

 
Table 4: The 24-hour water absorption aggregates based on the results of the test 

Aggregate  Percentage of water absorption  
Gravel  1.005  
Sand  0.76  

 
2.1.3. Water 
Drinking water is used in carrying out tests and making specimens. To magnetize 
water it was first poured in to a system (at the end of which a pipe was attached 
from outside and in some parts of the pipe the AQUA apparatus (Figure 5) was 
installed, and there were two valves before and after the apparatus (Figure 4)), and 
after the water went out of the vessel and passed through a magnetic field, in case 
the valve installed at the end of the AQUA was turned on, it would pass through 
the pipe into the vessel 2 and it would be used in making specimens, immediately. 
If the objective was to repass the water through the magnetic field, the water in 
vessel 2 would be re-poured into vessel 1, and this would be done as many times as 
required. If the objective was passing the water with a lower velocity less than that 
of the basis, the valve before the AQUA was turned on so that the water could pass 
through the magnetic field with the desired discharge. Flow meters were used to 
control of the velocity of the water. 
 
2.1.4. Admixtures 
In this study silica fume (S.F) was used with the average grain of 0.2 µm and an 
actual specific weight of about 2.2 gr/cm3. To study the extra effect of silica fume 
in concrete, specimens of 10% and 20% of silica fume were made as substitutes for 
cement and different results of the compressive and tensile strengths were obtained 
from magnetized water. Because of an increase in the viscosity and cohesiveness of 
the matrix and a decrease in the workability of concrete due to the use of silica 
fume, superplasticizer was used. 
 
2.1.5. Superplasticizer 
Superplasticizers are used in naphthalene formaldehyde sulphonate tests. This 
material is used as liquid in the form of solution in water. It is dark brown and has 
a specific weight of 1.2gr/cm3. 
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Diagram 1. Grading graph of fine 

aggregate (sand) and ASTM domain  
Diagram 2. Grading graph of coarse 

aggregate (gravel) and ASTM domain  

 
 

Figure 4. Water magnetizing system Figure 5. Aqua-correct system 
 
2.2. Properties of the Mix Designings 
Properties of parts of the concrete mixture made with magnetized water (during 
different frequency or different velocities in a frequency) are calculated with 
absolute volume method and are shown in Table 5. CO1 to CO4 represent 
specimens made with normal water and are considered as the observer concrete. 
CN and CV represent specimens made with magnetized water in different 
frequencies and specimens made with magnetized water in different velocities, 
respectively. 
Notes: 
1. Q is the base discharge and is 105.8 cm3/s. 
2. In all Tables, the quantity of Q is cm3/s. 
3. In represents the number of magnetization of water cycles. 
4. In this study, concrete specimens were made in which density of the cement  
5. as 400 kg/m3, the water to cement were 0.5 and 0.4 ratios and also 10% and 

20% of Microsilica.  
6. According to the fact that silica fume is a cement material, cement materials 

(B=C+S.F.) are used instead of cement, and water to cement material ratios 

vessel 1 

vessel 2 

1                2 

vessel  1 

AQUA 
VALVE 1 VALVE 2
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(W/B) instead of water to cement (W/C) in the calculations and Table of the 
mix designings. 

7. The maximum amount of the superplasticizer is limited to 2% of the weight of 
the cement materials. 

8. The amount of the air in these specimens is 2% of the volume of the concrete. 
9. The average amount of slump is 60 mm. 
10. The maximum size of the aggregates is 19 mm. 
 
2.3. Details of the Specimens and the Preserving Method 
Specimens were made to carry out the concrete compressive and tensile strength 
tests, which will be discussed later. 
 

Table 5: The amounts of the mix designing (Kg/m3) 
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١١٣٠٫٢۵ ٤٫١٠ ٤٠٠ ٨٠ ٣٢٠ ١٦٠ ٦٥٤٫٣٤ CO1 ٢٣٤٨٫٦٩ ١٠٥٫١٨ ٠ ٠٫١١ ١١٫١٦ ٢٫٢٣ ٨٫٩٣ ٤٫٤٦ ١٨٫٢٦ ٣١٫٥٤ ٢٠ ٠٫٤ 

١١٣٠٫٢۵ ١٫٦٠ ٤٠٠ ٤٠ ٣٦٠ ١٦٠ ٦٦٧٫١٢ CO2 ٢٣٥٨٫٩٧ ١٠٥٫١٨ ٠ ٠٫٠٤ ١١٫١٦ ١٫١٢ ١٠٫٠٤ ٤٫٤٦ ١٨٫٦١ ٣١٫٥٤ ١٠ ٠٫٤ 

١١٣٠٫٢۵ ٢٫١٤ ٤٠٠ ٨٠ ٣٢٠ ٢٠٠ ٥٥٢٫٠٩ CO3 ٢٢٨٤٫٤٨ ١٠٥٫١٨ ٠ ٠٫٠٦ ١١٫١٦ ٢٫٢٣ ٨٫٩٣ ٥٫٥٨ ١٥٫٤٠ ٣١٫٥٤ ٢٠ ٠٫٥ 

١١٣٠٫٢۵ ١٫٩٢ ٤٠٠ ٤٠ ٣٦٠ ٢٠٠ ٥٦٤٫٨٨ CO4 ٢٢٩٧٫٠٥ ١٠٥٫١٨ ٠ ٠٫٠٥ ١١٫١٦ ١٫١٢ ١٠٫٠٤ ٥٫٥٨ ١٥٫٧٦ ٣١٫٥٤ ١٠ ٠٫٥ 

 
Table 6: comparison of the specimens W/B=0.4 , S.F=20% 

CV9  CV5  CV1  CN9  CN5  CN1  CO1 specimen  
٠  ١  ٣  ٦  ١  ١  ١  n  

١٠  ٥٢٫٥٩  ٣٥٫٠٦  ١٧٫٥٣۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵٫١٨  Q 
 

Table 7: Comparison of the specimens W/B=0.4 , S.F=10% 

CV10  CV6  CV2  CN10  CN6  CN2  CO2 specimen  
٠  ١  ٣  ٦  ١  ١  ١  n  

١٠  ٥٢٫٥٩  ٣٥٫٠٦  ١٧٫٥٣۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵٫١٨  Q 
 

Table 8. comparison of the specimens W/B=0.5 , S.F=20% 

CV11  CV7  CV3  CN11  CN7  CN3  CO3 specimen  
٠  ١  ٣  ٦  ١  ١  ١  n  

١٠  ٥٢٫٥٩  ٣٥٫٠٦  ١٧٫٥٣۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵٫١٨  Q 
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Table 9. comparison of the specimens W/B=0.5 , S.F=10% 

CV12  CV8  CV4  CN12  CN8  CN4  CO4 specimen  
٠  ١  ٣  ٦  ١  ١  ١  n  

١٠  ٥٢٫٥٩  ٣٥٫٠٦  ١٧٫٥٣۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵١٠  ٫١٨۵٫١٨  Q  
 
A) Compressive strength test 
Standard 10*10*10 cm moulds were used in making compressive specimens. To 
specify the compressive strength three specimens were made to be tested at each 
age, meaning that for each design, three cubic specimens for the compressive 
strength test at the age of 7 days, three cubic specimens for the compressive 
strength test at the age of 14 days and three cubic specimens to be test at the age of 
28 were made and the average results of the test of the three specimens were placed 
into the pervious results. On the whole 252 cubic 10*10*10 cm specimens were 
made to specify the strength terms of 7, 14 and 28 days. To convert the 
compressive strength resulted from the cubic specimens to the standard cylinder, 
the proposed factors of Iranians Concrete Regulations were used. The strengths 
obtained, are the average of the strengths of the three concrete specimens made in 
the laboratory, and are shown in the table. [5] 
 
B) Tensile strength test 
15*30 cylindrical specimens and the Brazilian test method were used to achieve the 
tensile strength. Three models were made for each specimens and the average of 
the result are shown in Tables and Figures. All the tensile specimens of the age of 7 
and 28 days were tested. Totally, 168 cylindrical specimens (15*30) were made of 
the age mentioned.[5] 
 
3. RESULTS 
Two subjects are studied in this part of the research. The first section compares the 
effect of two techniques of magnetizing water (passing water through the magnetic 
field in different frequencies or passing it through this field with different 
velocities) on the compressive and tensile strength. The results of the two 
techniques are studied in the second part. 
 
3.1. Compressive and Tensile Strength 
The results are shown in Table 10. 
 
3.2. Results Discussing  
In this part, due to the variety of the existing designs and the results obtained in the 
previous parts, examining and comparing the concretes made with the maximum 
compressive and tensile strengths (the designs with magnetized water in six 
frequencies or magnetized water with water passing through a magnetic field as 
much as 1/6 of the base passing discharge) with the observer concrete are studied. 
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Table 10. Results of average compressive and tensile strength of specimens of different 
ages (MPa) 

Specimen 

Average 
 7-days 

compressive 
strength 

Average  
14-days 

compressive 
strength 

Average 
28-days 

compressive 
strength 

Average 
 7-days 
tensile 

strength 

Average 
 28-days 
tensile 

strength 
CO1 ٣ ٢٣٫٢۴٫٨ ۴٠٫۶ ٣٫١ ٢٫٣٣۵ 
CO2 ٢٩٫ ١٩٫٧۶ ٣۴٫۵ ١٫۵٢٫٧٧ ٨ 
CO3 ٢٨٫ ١٨٫٩۴ ٢٫ ١٫٧٣ ٣٣٫١۶٨ 
CO4 ١۶٫۵ ٢۴١٫٢ ٢٨٫٩ ٫٨۵ ٢٫۴۴ 
CN1 ٣٧٫٣ ٢٣٫٧ ۴٢٫ ٣٫٩۵٣٫٢٧ ٢ 
CN2 ٣٩٫ ٣٣٫٢ ٢٠٫١۵ ٣٫٠ ١٫٧٩۴ 
CN3 ١٩٫۴ ١٫٨ ٣٨٫١ ٣٢٫١۶ ٢٫٨١ 
CN4 ١۶٣٣٫ ٢٨٫١ ٫٩۴ ٢٫ ١٫٣٨۵٩ 
CN5 ٢۴٫۴ ٣٧٫٧ ۴۴٢٫ ٫٢۶۵ ٣٫٣۶ 
CN6 ٣٣٫٧ ٢٠٫٩ ۴٣٫٢١ ١٫٩١ ٠٫٢ 
CN7 ٣٢٫ ٢٠٫٠۵ ٣٫٠١ ٢٫١٧ ٣٨٫٣ 
CN8 ١٧٫۶ ٢٨٫۴ ٣٣٫۶ ١٫۵٢٫٧٢ ١ 
CN9 ٢۴٣٨٫٠ ٫٩ ۴۴٣٫٣٧ ٢٫٧١ ٫٧ 
CN10 ٣ ٢١٫٢۴٫٠ ۴٠٫۵ ٣٫١٩ ٢٫١١ 
CN11 ٢٠٫۴ ٣٫٠ ٢٫٠٢ ٣٨٫٩ ٣٢٫٧۵ 
CN12 ١٩٫۶ ٣ ٢٨٫٧۴١٫ ٫١۶۴ ٢٫٨٩ 
CV1 ٢۴٣٨٫٢ ٫٩ ۴۴٣٫ ٢٫٧٩ ٫٩۴٠ 
CV2 ٢٢٫۵ ٣۶٫٨ ۴١٫۵ ٣٫٢٠ ١٫٩٩ 
CV3 ٣ ٢١٫١۴ ۴٢٫٢ ٠٫٨۴ ٣٫١۶ 
CV4 ٣٢٫ ١٨٫٧۴ ٣۶٫۴ ١٫۶٢٫٨٩ ٠ 
CV5 ٢۶٣٩٫ ٫١۶ ۴۶٣٫ ٢٫٩٠ ٫٨۵١ 
CV6 ٣٨٫٣ ٢٧٫١ ۴٣٫ ٢٫١٣ ٣٫٢۴١ 
CV7 ٣ ٢٢٫٨۵٫٩ ۴٢٫۶ ٣٫٢٧ ٢٫٣٩ 
CV8 ٣ ٢٠٫٢۴٫۴ ٣٫٠٠ ١٫٧٧ ٣٨٫٢ 
CV9 ٢٨٫١ ۴١٫١ ۴٢٫ ٧٫٩۵٣٫ ٩۴۵ 
CV10 ٢۵٣٩٫٨ ٫٩ ۴۴٣٫٣ ١٫٨١ ٫٧۵ 
CV11 ٢١٫۵ ٣٧٫۶ ۴۴ ٢٫۵٣٫٣ ١۴ 
CV12 ٣ ٢١٫٩۵٫٨ ۴٠٫۶ ٣٫١٩ ١٫٩٢ 
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Diagram 3. Effect of magnetizing water on 

the compressive strength of concrete of 
different ages 

Diagram 4. Effect of magnetizing water 
on the tensile strength of concrete of 

different ages 
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3.2.1. Concrete with 0.4 Water to Cement Ratio and Containing 20% of Microsilica 
The results of the comparison between this mix designing in the concrete with 
normal water and with magnetized water (in six frequencies and with a passing 
velocity of 1/6) are shown in diagrams 3 and 4. As illustrated in these figures, the 
magnetization of water causes an increase in the compressive and tensile strength. 
Furthermore, the induction of the magnetic property into water, by passing it 
through a magnetic field with 1/6 of the base velocity, compared with the number 
of processing frequencies causes more increase in the strength. 
3.2.2. Concrete with 0.4 Water to Cement Ratio and Containing 20% of Microsilica 
A comparison between the results of the diagrams 5 and 6 shows that due to 
magnetizing water, mechanical properties (including the compressive and tensile 
strength) will improve. For example, by increasing the number of magnetic 
processing frequencies of water, the 28 days compressive and tensile strengths of 
the concrete, in comparison with the observer specimen, will increase by 17.3 and 
15.1, respectively. 
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Diagram 5. Effect of magnetizing water 
on the compressive strength of concrete 

of different ages 

Diagram 6. Effect of magnetizing water on 
the tensile strength of concrete of  

different ages 
 
Induction of magnetic property by decreasing the velocity of water passing through 
the field, causes an increase of 29.6% and 20.8% in these strengths. Therefore, 
magnetizing water via decreasing its velocity of passing through the magnetic field 
causes more increase in the compressive and tensile strengths of the concrete. 
 
3.2.3. Concrete with 0.5 Water to Cement Ratio and Containing 20% of Microsilica 
Results obtained from this comparison are shown in diagrams 7 and 8. According 
to these results, the concrete containing magnetized water, will have its maximum 
of tensile and compressive strength via decreasing the velocity of water passing 
through the magnetic field. For example, via this method of magnetizing water, the 
tensile and compressive strength will, in comparison with the observer concrete, 
increase by 24.6% and 32.9% respectively, whereas by increasing the number of 
magnetic processing, these two quantities will, in comparison with the normal 
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specimens of water, increase by 13.5% and 17.5%, respectively. 
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Diagram 7. Effect of magnetizing water on 
the compressive strength of concrete of 

different ages 

Diagram 8. Effect of magnetizing water 
on the tensile strength of concrete of  

different ages 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
Looking of the fact that, optimized strengths are obtained by magnetized water 
with six frequencies or 1/6 of the base discharge, the results of examining the 
laboratory results of this study and the final conclusion of the information there in 
are as follows: 
- Generally, by once magnetizing water, the average changes in the compressive 

and tensile strength, will in comparison with normal water, be about 9% and 
8.5%, respectively whereas the average amount of the increase in the 
compressive and tensile strength of all ages, by once to three times of 
magnetizing will, respectively be about 1.9% and 6.1% and with three to six 
times of magnetizing will be 2.1% and 1.8%. This is the case that magnetizing 
water via passing in through the magnetic field with the velocity of 1/2 of the 
discharge, the averages in the compressive and tensile strength, is respectively 
in comparison with normal water, about 17.6% and 20.4% whereas the average 
amount of the increase in the compressive and tensile strength from 1/2 of the 
discharge to 1/3 at all ages in respectively 6.5% and 5.6% and from 1/3 to 1/6 of 
the discharge is about 3.2% and 0.9%. 

 
According to what has been mentioned: 
1. Increasing the number of magnetizing water frequencies (from 1 to 6) and also 

decreasing the velocity of water passing through the magnetic field (from Q to 
Q/6), the average increase in the strength will face a decline. 

2. six times of magnetizing water will change the average compressive and tensile 
strength, at all ages, to about 13% and 16.6% in comparison with the concrete 
made with normal water, where as by water passing with a velocity of 1/6 of 
the base passing discharge the average compressive and tensile strengths, at all 
ages, will respectively change about 27.3% and 25.1% in comparison with the 
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concrete made with normal water. Therefore,  
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Diagram 9. Effect of magnetizing water 
on the compressive strength of concrete 

of different ages 

Diagram 10. Effect of magnetizing water 
on the tensile strength of concrete of  

different ages 
 
A) Magnetizing water vi decreasing the velocity of water passing though the 

magnetic field, in comparison with the other technique of magnetizing water 
(by increasing the number of magnetic processing frequencies) is the most 
efficient technique, in a way that former technique causes an increase, in 
comparison with the later technique, of 14.3% and 8.5% in the compressive 
and tensile strength. 

B) according to the results above, in the subject of tensile strength, water passing 
through the magnetic field with the velocity of 1/6 of the base discharge is not 
so cost-saving and caused a decline in the strength. 

- The concrete containing 10% of Microsilica and a 0.5 water to cement ratio, 
shows the best response to magnetizing and the compressive and tensile 
strength, due to this change in the property of water (during six frequencies), the 
amount of the increase in the compressive strength will be about 16.9% while 
the concrete containing 10% of Microsilica and a 0.4 water to cement ratio has 
the maximum increase (about 22.5%), due to six times of increasing the number 
of the magnetic frequency, in the tensile strength. In case of magnetizing water 
(with the velocity of 1/6 of the discharge), the concrete containing 10% of 
Microsilica and a 0.5 water to cement ratio, shows the best response to the 
magnetizing in the compressive and tensile strength and due to this change in 
the property of water (during water passing will 1/6 of the base passing 
discharge), the amount of the increase in the compressive and tensile strength 
will be 26% and 37.9% respectively. Therefore, with a decrease in the 
percentage of Microsilica and an increase in the water to cement ratio, the 
concrete will have the maximum increase in the mechanical properties. 
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ABSTRACT 
Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) was firstly developed in Japan in 1987. 
(Alternative: Pioneering works on Self Compacting Concrete returns to 1980s in 
Japan) In recent years, much research has been conducted in other to achieve a 
reasonable and also suitable mix design method for controlling the compaction 
experiment and determination of the compliance particular trait of SCC. But, just a 
few researches have been done in to propose a mix design method that can have 
both of highly fluid state and good viscosity, simultaneously. SCC is a special kind 
of concrete that can flow through and fill the gaps of reinforcement and corners of 
molds without any need for vibration and compaction during the placement 
process. In this paper Void-Bulk Density mix design method for structural SCC is 
investigated. In this method, firstly, the relationship between the void volume (or 
density of combined aggregates) and coarse-to-total aggregate volume ratio is 
established by packing different amounts of coarse and fine aggregates following 
ASTM C 29/C 29M, using the void volume of the dry binary aggregate (fine and 
coarse), is determined. Then, based on the optimum ratio that results from 
minimum void of aggregate and minimum bulk density, mix design is 
accomplished and finally in order to increase the flowability of the concrete have 
been added, some excess paste via reducing ratio of volume aggregate in unit 
volume concrete. Obtained results of the experiments on fresh concrete (Slump 
flow, L-box, V-funnel) and hardened concrete (compressive strength, tensile 
strength, elastic moduli and durability) show that this method is appropriate for 
SCC. In this study nine different SCC mixtures having the volume of paste and the 
ratio between sand and gravel as variables were compared with eight different 
mixtures of conventionally vibrated concrete (CVC). 
 
Keywords: Self-compacting concrete, compressive Strength, Durability, elastic 
moduli, Mix design 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The development of Self-Compacting Concrete (SCC), also referred to as ‘‘Self-
Consolidating Concrete’’ and ‘‘High-Performance Concrete’’, has recently been 
one of the most important developments in the building industry. It is a kind of 
concrete that can flow through and fill gaps of reinforcement and corners of 
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moulds without any need for vibration and compaction during the pouring process. 
It can be used in pre-cast applications or for concrete placed on site. SCC results in 
durable concrete structures, and saves labour and consolidation noise. Pioneering 
work in the development of SCC was carried out by Okamura [1] and Okamura 
and Ouchi [2], which will henceforth be referred to as Japanese Method. The 
method suggests that the gravel content in the concrete mix corresponds to 50% of 
its packed density, and that in the mortar the sand content corresponds to about 
50% of its packed density (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic Composition of SCC [5] 

 
This independent consideration of gravel and sand, results in SCC that has a 
relatively high content of paste. Many SCC mixes therefore attain a higher strength 
than actually required [3,4]. In the Netherlands, and many other European 
countries, the Japanese Method has been adopted and used as a starting point for 
the development of SCC [5]. More recently, Su et al. [6] and Su and Miao [7] 
developed an alternative method for composing SCC, henceforth referred to as 
Chinese Method. The Chinese Method starts with the packing of all aggregates 
(sand and gravel together), and later with the filling of the aggregate voids with 
paste. The method is easier to carry out, and results in less paste. This saves the 
most expensive constituents, namely cement and filler, and concrete of ‘‘normal’’ 
strength is obtained. This will also favour the technical performance of the 
concrete, as the largest possible volume of aggregate is advantageous in regard to 
strength, stiffness, permeability, creep and drying shrinkage. 
Self-consolidating concrete (SCC) is a highly flowable, yet stable, concrete that 
can spread readily into place, fill the formwork, and encapsulate the reinforcement, 
if present, without any mechanical consolidation and without undergoing any 
significant separation of material constituents. The introduction of the modern SCC 
is associated with the drive towards better quality of concrete pursued in Japan in 
late 1980s, where the lack of uniform and complete compaction had been identified 
as the primary factor responsible for poor performance of concrete structures. SCC 
has many advantages over conventional concrete such as: 
• Eliminating the need for vibration; 
• Decreasing the construction time and labor cost; 
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2. MIXTURE DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR SCC 
Several design procedures based on scientific theories or empirical experiences 
have been proposed for SCC [7-8]. In general, these procedures fall into the 
following two categories: 1) combination of high-range water-reducing admixture 
and high content of mineral powders, and 2) combination of high-range water-
reducing admixture and viscosity-modifying admixture (VMA) with or without 
defoaming agent. Figure 2 illustrates the general principles for the design of SCC, 
as considered from the excess paste theory. The conventional concrete design 
method begins with the determination of the amounts of water and cement, and 
ends with the calculation of the amount of aggregates. Because aggregates are 
much less expensive and more stable than cement pastes, a quality concrete should 
contain as much aggregate and less cement paste as possible. Thus, the most 
reasonable approach to determine the amounts of cement pastes for the concrete 
should be based on the characteristics of the aggregates used and of the concrete 
designed. In this paper, a procedure has been developed to design SCC using a 
combination of the least void volume for a binary aggregate mixture, excess paste 
theory [9-10] and ACI 211.2,“Standard Practice for Selecting Proportions for 
Structural Concrete [11]. 
Figure 2(a) shows compacted aggregate particles. In order to obtain a concrete 
mixture with proper workability, it is necessary to have not only sufficient amount 
of cement paste to fill the voids among aggregate particles, but also enough paste 
to form a thin layer of coating on the surface of aggregates to overcome some 
frictions between aggregate particles, as shown in Figure 2(b). Without a film of 
cement paste around aggregates as a lubricant, the movement between aggregates 
would be difficult. To further increase the workability of the concrete mixture to 
become a self-consolidating concrete, it is necessary to increase the volume of 
excess paste or the distance between aggregate particles, as shown in Figure 2(c). 
The required volume of excess paste is dependent on gradation, shape, and surface 
texture of the aggregates used, and can be determined through laboratory 
experiments for concrete mixtures with desired properties. 
To determine the volume of filled paste and excess paste, the void volume of the 
dry binary aggregate (fine and coarse) mixtures should be determined first. The 
relationship between void volume or density of combined aggregates and coarse-
to-fine aggregate volume ratio can be established by packing different amounts of 
coarse and fine aggregates following ASTM C 29/C 29M,19 as shown in Figure 3. 
It can be seen from Figure 3 that the lowest void volume for the combined coarse 
and fine aggregates used in this project is around 280 L/m3 when the coarse-to-fine 
aggregate volume ratio is 0.4. 
The target compressive strength fc′ of the designed SLC was 28 MPa (4000 psi) at 
28 days using ASTM Type I Portland cement. Because no statistical strength data 
are available for this concrete, ACI 318 “Building Code Requirements for 
Structural Concrete” requires that an average strength of the tested concrete at 28 
days be fc′ + 8 MPa (1200 psi), or 36 MPa (5200 psi). ACI 211.2 provides 
guidelines on relationships between compressive strength and cement content, and 
relationship between compressive strength and water cement ratio (w/c). Based on 
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the strength requirement and ACI 211.2, a cement content of 420 kg/m3 and a w/c 
of 0.48 were used in this study. The volume of excess paste was determined by 
experiments. 
 

 
Figure 2. Scheme of compacted aggregate and concrete mixtures. 

 

 
Figure 3. Effect of coarse-to-total aggregate volume ratio on bulk density and void 
volume of binary aggregate mixture consisting of coarse lightweight aggregate and 

fine natural siliceous sand 
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Different volumes of combined aggregates were replaced by cement paste with the 
same property. It was found that a replacement of 20% aggregate (by volume) by 
excess paste would give the concrete the required flowability and segregation 
resistance. The workability of the concrete mixture was adjusted by using a high-
range water-reducing admixture. During the mixture proportioning, the cement 
content was fixed at 420 kg/m3; the rest of the paste was made from powders, such 
as Limestone and Silica fume. 
Bulk Density (“Unit Weight”) and Voids in Aggregate 
Bulk Density-calculate the bulk density for the rodding, jigging, or shoveling 
procedure as follows: 
 

( ) VTGM /−=  
Or 

( ) FTGM ×−=  
Where: 
M = bulk density of the aggregate, ( )3mkg , 
G = mass of the aggregate plus the measure, kg , 
T = mass of the measure, kg , 
V = volume of the measure,

 
3m  , and 

F = factor for measure,
 

3−m . 
 

 
Figure 4. Cylindrical metal measure with Tamping Rod and piece of plate glass 

 
Void Content-Calculate the void content in the aggregate using the bulk density 
determined by either the rodding, jigging, or shoveling procedure, as follows: 
 

[ ]
WS

MWSVoid
×

−××
=

)()(100%
 

Where: 
M = bulk density of the aggregate, ( )3mkg  , 
S = bulk specific gravity (dry basis) as determined in accordance with Test Method 
C 127 or Test Method C 128, and 
W = density of water, 998 ( )3mkg . 
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Relative Density (Specific Gravity) (OD)—Calculate the relative density (specific 
gravity) on the basis of oven-dry aggregate as follows:  
 
Relative density (specific gravity) (OD)

 
)/( CBA −=  

Where: 
A = mass of oven-dry test sample in air, g, 
B = mass of saturated-surface-dry test sample in air, g, and 
C = apparent mass of saturated test sample in water, g. 
Powder Volume-Calculate the powder volume as follows:  
 

VoidVVVV EXPCWP −−+=  
Where: 

=PV  Powder Volume ( )lit  
=WV  Water Volume ( )lit  
=CV  Cement Volume ( )lit  
=EXPV  Excess Paste Volume ( )lit  
=Void

 Void Volume ( )lit  
 
3. MIX DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL SCC USING VOID-BULK DENSITY 
METHOD 
Nine batches of concrete were designed using the same mixture proportions, as 
shown in Table 1. 
Concrete mixtures were mixed in a high-speed shear mixer. The properties of 
freshly mixed concretes were determined as described in the following. For each 
batch, two 100x200mm cylinders were cast for splitting strength testing and six 
100x100x100mm cube were cast for compressive and elastic moduli testing. The 
specimens were cast in one layer without any compaction or vibration. After 
casting, all the molded specimens were taken to a fog room at 23±2°C. The curing 
and testing of these specimens for measurement of different properties are 
described in the following. 
 

Table 1: Mixture proportions of SCC 

sp limestone silicafume Cement Water Sand Coarse 
ggregate 

Mixture 
No. 

6.8 149 46 458 191 884 684 SCC1 
7.15 149 48 459 190 886 686 SCC2 
7.01 165 36 429 169 907 699 SCC3 
10.10 83 71 443 165 918 709 SCC4 
9.8 107 63 444 180 924 711 SCC5 

10.40 0 134 455 188 925 712 SCC6 
9.47 61 87 451 186 917 705 SCC7 
9.38 110 92 397 190 917 683 SCC8 
10.10 33 116 439 205 900 692 SCC9 
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3.1. Slump Flow Test 
The slump flow test measures the horizontal free flow of SCC by using a regular 
slump cone. It was first developed in Japan for use in assessment of flowability of 
underwater concrete. This is a simple, rapid test procedure and is suitable for 
construction site use. The slump cone was filled with concrete mixtures without 
rodding, and then lifted up vertically. The diameters of spread mixtures in four 
directions after unconfined lateral spread were measured, and the average of the 
four measurements was used as the flowability of the concrete mixture. The slump 
flow of the mixtures was measured at 30, 60, and 90 min after the addition of 
mixing water to examine how the flowability of SCLC mixtures changed with 
time. Between measurements, the SCC mixtures were stored in a bucket covered 
with a damp cloth to avoid moisture loss. 
 
3.2. V-funnel test 
A V-funnel, as shown in Figure 5, was used to determine the flowability of the 
concrete. The funnel was filled with a concrete mixture without rodding or 
tamping, then the trap door at the bottom was opened to allow concrete to flow out 
under gravity. The time from opening the trap door until complete discharge of the 
concrete mixture was recorded as an indication of the flowability of the concrete. 
 

 
Figure 5. Schematic illustration of V-funnel 

 
3.3. L-box test 
L-box tests assess the filling and passing ability of SCC. Serious lack of stability 
(segregation) can also be observed easily during the testing. The testing apparatus 
is shown in Figure 6. The vertical section was filled with a concrete sample without 
rodding or tamping, and then the sliding door was lifted. The time for concrete 
mixture to flow to the end of the horizontal section was recorded, and the distance 
H1 and H2 were measured. The flow time can give an indication of flowability. 
The ratio H2/H1 is called the blocking ratio. Obvious blocking of coarse 
aggregates behind the reinforcing bars can be visually observed easily. 
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Figure 6. Schematic illustration of L-box 

 
Table 2: Properties of freshly mixed SCLC mixtures 

Mixture 
no 

Slump 
flow (mm) 

Slump 
flow (s) 

V-funnel 
(s) 

L-Box 
H2/H1,% 

L-Box 
flow t1 (s) 

Segration 
resistance 

Density 
kg/m3 

SCC1 615.0 2.75 7.10 0.900 0.73 GOOD 2416.67 

SCC2 625.0 2.65 6.70 0.910 0.54 GOOD 2425.00 

SCC3 610.0 3.31 12.42 0.785 1.01 GOOD 2412.50 

SCC4 655.0 4.05 9.25 0.875 0.68 GOOD 2400.00 

SCC5 710.0 1.18 6.12 0.895 0.51 GOOD 2439.38 

SCC6 585.0 2.25 6.45 0.805 0.74 GOOD 2424.38 

SCC7 690.0 1.29 6.02 0.835 0.46 GOOD 2416.67 

SCC8 670.0 1.28 5.88 0.885 0.43 GOOD 2397.78 

SCC9 600.0 1.19 5.94 0.825 0.45 GOOD 2400.00 

 
Table 3: Mixture proportions of CVC 

Mixture 
no. 

Coarse 
aggregate Sand Water Cement silicafume limestone sp 

CVC1 691 895 176 393 81 180 5.86 

CVC2 1062 806 159 413 36 0 6.88 

CVC3 1042 877 148 385 38 0 7.16 

CVC4 1041 914 138 352 39 0 7.45 

CVC5 1001 849 165 447 23 0 7.9 

CVC6 1038 886 146 426 22 0 8.80 

CVC7 1040 823 167 437 22 0 7.05 

CVC8 1071 884 156 372 20 0 7.16 
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ine different SCC mixtures, using the volume of paste and the relative amount of 
sand and gravel as variables, and four different mixtures of CVC were made 
(Tables 1 and 3). Natural sand and gravel with a high percentage of well rounded 
particles was used with a maximum grain diameter of 12.5 mm for SCC and 19.5 
mm for CVC. 
 
4. RESULT 
The compressive strengths of SCC and CVC showed similar values for an identical 
w/b ratio (Figure 7). 
 

 
Figure 7. Compressive Strength at 28 days versus w/b ratio 

 
The average E-modulus of SCC was about 8% lower than that of CVC for an 
identical compressive strength (Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 8. E-modulus versus Compressive Strength, both at 28 days 
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There was no significant difference in the relation between compressive and 
splitting tensile strength of SCC in comparison with CVC although the values for 
SCC showed a relatively high standard deviation (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 9. Splitting tensile strength versus Compressive Strength at 28 days 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. SCLC can be designed using a combination of the least void volume for a 

binary aggregate mixture, excessive paste theory, and ACI standard practice 
for selecting proportions for structural concrete. Both ground Limestone 
powder and Silicafume can be used satisfactorily as powder for making up the 
excessive paste for SCC.  

2. Differences in the properties of SCC and CVC used in this study were mainly 
caused by their relative volume of paste: 

3. The E-modulus of SCC was about 8% smaller than that of CVC for an 
identical compressive strength. 

4. At the age of 28 days SCC and CVC displayed the same compressive and 
splitting tensile strength with a constant w/b ratio. 
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ABSTRACT 
The development of alkali activated binders with superior engineering properties 
and longer durability have emerged as an alternative to OPC. It is possible to use 
alkali-activated natural pozzolans to synthesize environmental friendly sound 
geopolymeric cementitious construction materials. The main benefit of geo-
polymeric cement is the reduction in environmental impact in harmony with the 
concept of sustainable development. This paper presents a comprehensive 
summary of the extensive studies conducted on the results of experimental 
investigations on the engineering properties of geo-polymer concrete using 
activated Iranian natural pozzolan namely, Taftan. Experimental work was 
conducted to determine mechanical strength; modulus of elasticity; ultrasonic pulse 
velocity and shrinkage of different concrete mixtures. Test data are used to identify 
the effects of salient factors such as water to binder ratios and curing conditions 
that influence the properties of the geopolymer concrete.  The results show that 
mortar and concrete made with alkali activated natural pozzolan develop moderate 
to high mechanical strength and modulus of elasticity and shrink much less than 
ordinary Portland cement (OPC) concrete. 
 
Keywords: alkali-activated binder; geopolymeric cement; natural pozzolan 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Portland cement concrete is a major construction material worldwide use is said to 
be second only to water. Unfortunate, the production of Portland cement releases 
large amount of CO2 in to the atmosphere. This gas is a major contribution to the 
greenhouse effect and the global warming of the planet. To reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, efforts are needed to develop environmentally friendly construction 
materials. Unlike with regular concrete the chemical reactions that form 
geopolymer concrete alternative do not give off carbon dioxide or require high 
temperatures, which also lead to CO2 emissions. 
In geopolymer concrete, the geopolymer paste serves to bind the coarse and fine 
aggregates, and any un-reacted material. Geopolymer concrete can be utilized to 
manufacture pre-cast concrete, structural and non-structural elements, to make 
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concrete pavements, immobilize toxic waste, and produce concrete products that 
are resistant to heat and aggressive environments [5, 6]. 
This paper presents the technology of making geopolymer concrete using natural 
pozzolan as its source material and presents the results of laboratory tests 
conducted on this material. The research data presented in this paper are useful to 
understand the engineering properties of geopolymer concrete. 
 
2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON GEOPOLYMER MATERIAL 
The term “geopolymer” describing a family of mineral binders those have a 
polymeric silicon-oxygen-aluminum framework structure. The mechanism of 
geopolymerisation may consist of dissolution, transportation or orientation, and 
polycondensation [15], and takes place through   an exothermic process [3, 8]. 
Different pathways for preparation of a synthetic geopolymer, including the order 
of addition of the raw materials, show different evolutions of compressive strength 
of the materials. The best method is to prepare an alkaline solution (mixing MOH 
and water and stirring for 2 minutes), adding pozzolan to alkaline solution for 15 
minutes in a mixer, followed by sodium silicate, and mixing for 15 minutes [10].  
The geopolymer paste serves to bind the coarse and fine aggregates and any un-
reacted material to prepare geopolymer concrete [5, 6]. 
The nature of the fresh geopolymer concrete is stiff paste with high viscosity hence 
it tends to have low workability [5, 6].  
A geopolymer mix can be timed to set either fast or slow, by adjusting the mixture 
components. Depending on the synthesis conditions, structural integrity and 
reasonable strength were attained in a short time, sometimes in as little as sixty 
minutes [14]. With the use of granulated blast furnace slag as the source material 
with the addition of metakaolinite, Cheng and Chiu (2003) found that the setting 
time of geopolymer paste was affected by curing temperature, type of alkaline 
activator and the composition of source material. They stated that the setting time 
of above geopolymer paste was between 15 to 45 minutes at 60°C. The laboratory 
experience by Hardjito, Wallah, Sumajouw and Rangan (2004) showed that the 
fresh geopolymer concrete could be handled for at least 120 minutes after mixing, 
without any sign of setting and degradation in compressive strength. These have 
mostly depended on the compounds in the source material, for instance the higher 
the content of CaO, the faster the setting. The presence of compounds other than 
Al2O3 and SiO2 in the source material may also delay the setting. The pfa based 
geopolymers show faster initial setting time at higher temperatures and the final 
setting of these mortars occurr from 15 to 25 minutes after the initial setting [7]. 
There are many different views as to which main parameters affect the compressive 
strength and other mechanical properties of geopolymer concrete. Palomo et al. 
(1999) stated that the significant factors affecting the compressive strength are the 
type of alkaline activator, the curing temperature and the curing time [5, 6]. Other 
researchers have reported that the important parameters for satisfactory 
polymerization are the relative amounts of Si, Al, K, Na, molar ratio of Si to Al in 
solution, the ratio of alumina silicate mineral to kaolinite, type of alkaline activator, 
water content, and curing temperature [1, 12, and 15]. The presence of silicate ions 
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in the aqueous substantially improves the mechanical strength and modulus of 
elasticity values but has a slightly adverse effect on the otherwise very strong 
matrix/aggregate and matrix/steel bond [4]. Experimental results show that the 
H2O/M2O molar ratio in the mixture composition is a significant parameter 
affecting the compressive strength of fly ash based geopolymer concrete, whereas 
the influence of the Na2O/SiO2 molar ratio is less significant. An increase of the 
H2O/M2O molar ratio and water to geopolymer solids ratio decreases the 
compressive strength of geopolymer. In addition, Van Jaarsveld et al. (2002) found 
that curing at elevated temperatures for long periods of time may weaken the 
structure of hardened material. The research on fly ash-based geopolymer binder, 
Palomo, Grutzeck, and Blanco (1999) have confirmed that curing temperature and 
curing time significantly influenced the compressive strength but seems not to be 
same for different alumina silicate. Longer curing time and higher curing 
temperature increased the compressive strength in fly ash based geopolymer 
concrete, although the increase in strength may not be significant for curing at 
more than 60°C and for periods longer than 48 hours [5, 6]. In most cases 70% of 
the final compressive strength is developed in the first 4 hours of setting. Because 
the chemical reaction of the geopolymer paste is a fast polymerization process, the 
compressive strength does not vary with the age of concrete, after it has been cured 
for 24h. This observation is in contrast to the well-known behaviour of OPC 
concrete, where the hydration process extends over a long period and hence 
strength increases over time [5, 6]. Another Kinetic difference between the 
Portland and alkaline systems is the existence of a relatively low threshold 
temperature in the former, above which thermal curing can have an adverse effect 
on the mechanical development and even on material durability. In an activated 
ash, on the contrary, a suitable choice of reaction time and curing temperature can 
yield different reaction product without detracting from material durability, 
because according to Fernandez, Palomo, and Hombradoz (2006) increases in the 
curing temperature go hand-in-hand with decreases in the amount of Al 
incorporated into the final product and a concomitant improvement in mechanical 
properties. Such improvements parallel the formation of a homogeneous alumina-
silicate matrix [3].  
When alkali-activated slag cement concrete is cured in water, compressive strength 
of the concrete keeps increasing until 365 days. However, if the concrete is cured 
in sealed condition the strength stopped increasing at about 90 days. This may be 
attributed to the lack of moisture available for the hydration of slag inside the 
concrete. The concrete exposed to air exhibit the lowest strength all the time and 
strength retrogression at ages greater than 28 days. The strength reaches a 
maximum after 14 to 28 days of hydration, and then starts to decrease [13].  
Puertas et al. (2003) reported that the elastic modulus of OPC mortars was 5679 
MPa, also higher than the values for activated PFA mortars (4441 MPa). 
Fernandez-Jimenez et al. (2006) found that the addition of soluble silicates in the 
alkali solution improves the modulus of elasticity. However, this improvement was 
not sufficient and the alkali activated PFA concrete showed a much lower static 
modulus of elasticity than expected. The values presented for OPC concrete ranged 
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from 30.3 to 32.3GPa while for geopolymeric concrete ranged from 10.7 (without 
silicate) to 18.4 GPa (with silicate). Hardjito et al. (2004) observed better elastic 
modulus results for a concrete samples made in similar conditions:  22.95 to 30.84 
GPa.  
Geopolymers also attain shrink much less on setting (for 7days 0.2% & for 28days 
0.5% of OPC) [14]. The explanation for this behaviour is to be found in the micro 
structural characteristic of the new binder and the main reaction product of the 
alkali activation of fly ash which causes a zeolite-type phase. Zeolite properties and 
microstructure are widely known to be unaffected by the loss of the water 
incorporated during their synthesis because not only water loss is reversible in most 
zeolites but also they are able to absorb water from the humidity in atmosphere [4].  
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
3.1. Material and Mixing Procedure 
In this research, Taftan andesite was selected as the most reactive natural pozzolan 
in Iran, used to produce Portland pozzolan cement by Khash Cement Factory. The 
chemical composition was analysed by XRF and presented on Table 1. 
Potassium hydroxide was used as pellets to produce the alkaline solution for 
geopolymeric concrete production. It was a 98% pure KOH supplied by MERK 
International Ltd. 
Sodium silicate was also provided by Iran Silicate Industrial Company in the form 
of granules, powder and solution (water glass). The chemical composition of the 
solution provided by the manufacture was: 
8.5% of sodium oxide (Na2O), 26.5% of silicon oxide (SiO2) and 65% of water 
Aggregate used in this study was obtained from deposits of Karaj River in 
northwest of Iran comprising 14mm and 4.75mm coarse aggregates and fine sand. 
The fineness modulus of combined aggregates was 2.08. 
The proportioning of the concrete mixture was based on the BRE method targeting 
a 40 MPa (28 days) compressive strength and a slump of 70 mm. Then, the amount 
of cement was substituted with the same quantity of natural pozzolan and the 
amount of water was ignored since there was already water in the alkali solution. 
The BRE method was used only to decide what is a common ratio of binder, sand 
and coarse aggregates, it was not expected that the actual 28 days compressive 
strength or the slump would be in accordance with the values designed. The details 
of the different mixes are presented in Table 2 and the notation for the mixes is as 
follows: 
CM1: PC control mix with w/c=0.45 
CM2: PC control mix with w/c=0.55 
ATAF1: Activated Taftan pozzolan with w/c=0.45 
ATAF2: Activated Taftan pozzolan with w/c=0.55 
The mixing of the geopolymeric concrete was carried out in two different mixers 
sequent. The paste was prepared in a Hobart mixer (2 litre capacity) and added to a 
horizontal pan mixer (20 litre capacity) which contains the aggregates.  
Taftan specimens were de-moulded 24 hours after casting. Then they were cured in 
two curing regimes and at three different temperatures:  
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1. Sealed curing: Three series of specimens were sealed wrapped in a special 

plastic covering which was tested to be impermeable and stored in a controlled 
room kept at three different temperature equal to 20±2, 40±2 and 60±2°C. 

 
Table 1: Chemical composition (oxide percent) of the materials used in this 

investigation reported by Kansaran Binaloud X-ray laboratory in  
Tehran, Iran (2005-2006) 

Material LOI  SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO TiO2 K2O Na2O  

Taftan 

andesite 
1.85 61.67 15.90 4.32 7.99 2.04 0.438 2.12 3.21 

 
Table 2: Concrete Mix Proportion 

 
 
2. Steam curing: Three series of the specimens were put in the steam curing 

chamber set at three different temperatures equal to 20±2, 40±2 and 60±2°C for 
measuring compressive and splitting tensile strength and one series was put at 
40±2°C for other measurements. 

 
3.2. Testing Procedures 
In order to determine the compressive strength of geopolymeric concrete each of 
the subsequent mixtures were prepared in 100x100x100 mm cubes and the 
compressive strength for these samples were tested according to BS EN 12390-
3:2000. Details of casting and curing are described in section 3.1. Three samples of 
each condition were tested for 1, 7, 14, 28, 90, 180 and 365 days, and the average 
compressive strength values reported as the results. 
PUNDIT was used to measure the ultrasonic pulse velocity in accordance with BS 
1881: part 203: 1986. The measurement was conducted on the 100mmx100mm end 
face of prism with a length of 500mm. Duplicate sets of samples were tested at 28, 
90,180 days. For measuring ultrasonic pulse velocity, a pulse of longitudinal 
vibration is produced by means of 54 kHz an electro acoustical transducer of 50mm 
diameter and picked out by another transducer after travelling a known path length. 
The splitting tensile strength of all mixes was measured using 100mm Ф x 200mm 
length cylinders. The samples were prepared and splitting tensile tests performed as 
described in BS EN 12390-6:2000. The specimens were tested in duplicate sets at 
7, 14, 28, 90, 180 and the average results are reported. 
The static modulus of elasticity is determined according to BS1881-121:1983 
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standard by subjecting a 100mmФx200mm cylinder specimen to uni-axial 
compression and measuring the deformation by means of dial gauges fixed 
between certain gauge lengths. Dial gauge reading divided by gauge length will 
give the strain while load applied divided by area of cross section will give the 
stress. A series of readings are taken and the stress-strain relationship is 
established. The modulus of elasticity so found out from actual loading is called 
static modulus of elasticity.  
In the present work the changes in length of 75x75x280mm concrete prisms were 
measured by commonly used mechanical equipment. Predrilled metal studs were 
fixed to either end of the concrete specimen with the adhesive at a preset spacing 
with the aid of a standard calibration bar. The distance between each two pins 
located into the stud holes was measured by an accuracy of about 0.0025 mm at 
certain times. One end of the reference rod was designed as the top and it was kept 
uppermost during all measurements. The prisms were placed in the apparatus with 
the marked end uppermost and were rotated slowly around the contact surfaces to 
measure the changes in length. For each mix two specimens were cast and cured 
for 3 and 7 days. The  prisms were then left in a room controlled at 20°C and 70% 
humidity room and chemical shrinkage was measured using the length comparator 
in accordance with BS 812: Part 120: 1989. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Compressive Strength 
The results of the compressive strength tests on geopolymeric concrete using 
activated natural pozzolan and control Portland cement concrete mixes are 
presented in Figures 1. 
In all cases, the strength of the concretes increased with age. The rate of strength 
gain is high at early ages and gradually decreases at longer ages. Geopolymeric 
concrete mixes mostly showed lower strengths than OPC control mixes at early 
ages, but they reached the same and even higher strengths than OPC mixes after 
long-term aging. ATAF1 have the highest compressive strength equal to 43.5 MPa. 
While ATAF2 mix has resulted compressive strength equal to 39.1 MPa after 365 
days which is close to the amount resulted for OPC control mix.  
It is well known that the lack of curing greatly affect the strength development. 
Figure 1 clearly shows the effect of different curing temperatures in two conditions 
of curing: sealed and steam curing. It generally sealed condition gives the best 
results in long term the same as OPC control concrete although the difference 
between the two conditions is not significant. 
The results suggest that the optimum temperature for curing alkali-activated Taftan 
pozzolan is 60°C at early ages but curing at 40°C under sealed conditions gave the 
highest strength results in the long-term. 
An increase of the water to binder ratio decreases the compressive strength of 
geopolymer concrete significantly (Figure 2). 
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Long term compressive strength of 
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Long term compressive strength of 

activated Taftan Pozzolan(W/C=0.5)
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Long term compressive strength of alkali 
activated Taftan Pozzolan (w/c=0.55)
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Figure 1. Effect of different curing condition and curing temperature on compressive 

strength development for activated Taftan pozzolan with different water to binder 
ratio  
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Figure 2. Compressive strength at 28 days versus water to binder ratio (W/B) for 

alkali activated Taftan pozzolan at different curing temperature  
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4.2. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity 
Figure 3 shows the results for the ultrasonic pulse velocity test for all mixes. The 
Figure shows that ATAF1 achieved the highest values followed by ATAF2. 
Tabular form of the results is shown in Table 3. Comparing the results with Table 
4, which gives the pulse velocity rating as suggested by Central Water and Power 
research Station, Khadakwasla (India), presents lower velocity corresponding to 
the same compressive strength. It seems that in geo-polymeric concrete due to its 
lower density the velocity of pulses are lower than OPC concrete.  
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Figure 3. Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity for different mixes 

 
Table 3: The pulse velocity and the corresponding compressive strength  

of different mixes 

Mixes Age(days) Velocity(km/sec) Compressive 
strength(MPa) 

28 3.95 29.8 
90 5.0 39.23 CM1 

180 4.95 39 
28 3.5 24.78 
90 4.7 36.78 CM2 

180 4.6 36 
28 3.39 39.7 
90 4.0 35.6 ATAF1 

180 4.5 40.97 
28 3.03 21.36 
90 4.2 38.72 ATAF2 

180 4.2 38.06 
 

Table 4: Quality Criteria Suggested by Central Water and Power Research Station 
Khadakwasla (India) 

Velocity (km/sec) Classification 
(Quality) 

Compressive 
strength(Kg/cm2) 

4.0 and above Very good 300 to 350 
3.5 to 4.0 Good 250 to 300 
3.0 to 3.5 Medium 200 to 250 

3.0 and below Poor 150 to 200 
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4.3. Indirect Tensile Strength 
The results of the indirect tensile strength tests up to 180 days are shown in Figure 
4. The trend in tensile strength is similar to that obtained for compressive strength. 
Tensile strength increases as time proceeds. Figure 6 illustrates a difference 
development in tensile strength of different mixes. As far as the geopolymeric 
concrete mixes based on activated natural pozzolan are concerned, higher strength 
was observed at longer ages in comparison with control mixes. At early age, 
ATAF2 shows lower tensile strength results than OPC control mix. Although, the 
tensile strength of ATAF1 geopolymeric concrete mix is 3.57 MPa after 28 days 
and higher than the OPC control mix. The results of long term tensile strength 
show that Taftan geopolymeric concrete mixes have higher tensile strength than 
OPC control mix equal to 3.69 and 3.0 MPa after 365 days.  
The tensile strength of this type of concrete as compared to its compressive 
strength, is more sensitive to improper curing, the same as OPC concrete.  Figure 4 
illustrates the effect of curing conditions and temperatures on tensile strength of 
concrete based on activated natural pozzlans. The optimum temperature of curing 
is 40ºC, the same as that found for compressive strength. 
Figure 4 shows that the higher water to binder ratio results in lower tensile 
strength, same as OPC mixes. 
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Figure 4. Effect of different curing condition and curing temperature on Indirect 

Tensile strength development for ATAF1 and ATAF2 mixes 
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Figure 5. Effect of different curing condition and curing temperature on Static 

Modulus of Elasticity development for ATAF1 and ATAF2 mixes 
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4.4. Static Modulus of Elasticity 
Results of the static modulus of elasticity are shown in Figure 5. Similar to the 
compressive strength results of the mixes, static modulus of elasticity increases 
with age. This improvement is fast in the first 28 days as the most of the modulus 
value is generally achieved in this period. During the first 14 days the mixes made 
with activated natural pozzolans have mostly shown lower values of static modulus 
of elasticity than OPC concrete mixes, except ATAF1 mix. The static modulus of 
elasticity for ATAF1, ATAF2 mixes after 14 days is 33.96, 14.033GPa, 
respectively with that for the CM1 mix is 26.55GPa. Long term results show that 
the static elastic modulus of some of alkali activated natural pozzolans such as 
ATAF1 are around 5% to 20% more than OPC mixes. The long term static 
modulus of elasticity of ATAF1, ATAF2 mixes were resulted at 32.664, 
26.805GPa in compare with OPC concrete mixes which resulted 29GPa. 
The elastic modulus was affected by the curing temperatures and conditions. Early 
age static modulus of elasticity increases with increasing the curing temperature to a 
limit which seems to be related to the water to binder ratio. For ATAF1 with water to 
binder ratio equal to 0.45, the elastic modulus increases with increasing curing 
temperature up to 40˚C and then decreases when the curing temperature rises up to 
60˚C. This optimum temperature to achieve higher static modulus of elasticity raises 
to 60˚C for ATAF2 mixes with water to binder ratio equal to 0.55. However, the long 
term results drop to the same amount resulted for the mix cured at 40˚C. 
 
4.5. Drying Shrinkage 
The shrinkage time curves are shown in Figures 6. From this investigation the 
following observations are made: 
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ATAF1 Mix after 7 days curing
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ATAF2 mixes after 3days curing
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ATAF2 Mix after 7days curing
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Figure 6. Effect of length, temperature and condition of curing on drying shrinkage 

development with age for ATAF1 and ATAF2 mixes 
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1) The graphs show that the magnitude of shrinkage increases with time and the 

rate of shrinkage decreases rapidly with time. The rate of shrinkage in Taftan 
pozzolan mixture was similar but not as rapid as the rate of development of 
strength and, seems to be constant after 60 days. 

2) In OPC concrete one of the important factor which influences the magnitude of 
shrinkage is water to cement ratio of concrete and the values of shrinkage 
increases with the increasing of this ratio. The results indicate that the total 
water to binder ratio has a significant effect on the shrinkage properties of 
geopolymer concretes as well and seems to be contrary to the behaviour of 
OPC concrete, where the higher the water to binder ratio lowers the amount of 
drying shrinkage resulted. The maximum amount of final drying shrinkage for 
ATAF2 mix observed is 43% of that for ATAF1. The shrinkage of ATAF1 and 
ATAF2 mixes at 180 days at same curing conditions were 1185x10-6 and 
514x10-6, respectively. 

3) The results show that at a given water to binder ratio, the drying shrinkage at 
all ages varied with different curing regimes and temperatures. In concrete 
based on alkali activated natural pozzolan, the higher the curing temperature 
the lower the amount of drying shrinkage resulted. The lowest amount of 
drying shrinkage for different curing temperatures correspond to ATAF1 and 
ATAF2 mixes was 239×10-6 and 161×10-6, respectively and achieved for mixes 
cured at 60ºC. It can be observed that steam curing shows higher amount of 
drying shrinkage. This phenomenon may be related to the pozzolan nature 
minerals and because of swelling properties of its minerals during absorbing 
moisture. When the samples are subjected to wetting condition, they start 
swelling. Swelling is due to the adsorption of water by the natural minerals in 
pozzolan gel. The water molecules act against the cohesive force and tend to 
force the gel particles further apart as a result of which swelling takes place. In 
addition, the ingress of water decreases the surface tension of the gel. The 
property of swelling when placed in wet condition, and shrinking when placed 
in drying condition. While in OPC concrete the magnitude of shrinkage is less 
sensitive to moisture movement in concrete. 

4) The length of curing affects the amount of drying shrinkage as well. The 
specimens cured for a period of three days seem to absorb environmental 
humidity similar to zeolites but after 7days the property of water absorption 
reduces. Thus, the former show lower amount of shrinkage than the latter. In 
calcined Shahindej, this phenomenon is not observed. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 
The main conclusions drawn from the investigation of engineering properties of 
geopolymeric concrete based on activating natural pozzolans (i.e. alkali activated 
natural pozzolan or AANP) are summarized as follows: 
1) Geopolymeric concrete mixes based on activated natural pozzolans have 

mostly shown lower strength than OPC mixes at early ages, but they have 
reached the same and even higher strength than OPC mixes after long-term. 

2) It seems that the ultrasonic pulse velocity in the geopolymeric concrete due to 
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its inherent property caused lower density is lower than in OPC concrete 
having the same compressive strength. 

3) During the first 14 days the mixes made with activated natural pozzolans have 
mostly shown lower values of static modulus of elasticity than OPC concrete 
mixes. However, long term results show that the static elastic modulus of alkali 
activated natural pozzolans concrete is generally around 5 to 20% more than 
OPC mixes.  

4) The elastic modulus of AANP concrete was affected by the curing 
temperatures. Early age static modulus of elasticity increases with increasing 
the curing temperature to a limit which seems to be related to the water to 
binder ratio. That means if there be the lack of water due to its evaporation at 
higher temperature before the full strength is gained the static modulus of 
elasticity decreases at higher temperatures. 

5) The AANP concrete mixes may exhibit lower drying shrinkage in comparison 
with the OPC mixes at the same water to binder and cement to aggregate ratio. 

6) The results indicate that the total water to binder ratio have a significant effect 
on the shrinkage properties of geopolymer concretes and seems to behave 
differently to OPC concrete in this respect. Where, higher the water to binder 
ratio for geopolymer concrete the lower is the amount of drying shrinkage. 

7) In concrete made with alkali activated natural pozzolan, the higher the curing 
temperature, the lower the amount of drying shrinkage resulted. 

8) It can be observed that steam curing shows higher amount of drying shrinkage. 
This phenomenon may be related to the pozzolan natural minerals and because 
of swelling properties of its minerals during absorbing moisture. 
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ABSTRACT 
Self consolidating concrete (SCC) is usually proportioned with several mineral and 
chemical admixtures. A key factor for a successful formulation is a clear 
understanding of the role of the various constituents in the mix and their effects on 
the fresh and hardened concrete. In this research a three phase mix design 
procedure starting from designing the paste and then mortar leading to the design 
of a stable SCC was adopted. Selection of type and amount of paste ingredients 
was based on the result of a previous study presented elsewhere. A modified 
version of Marsh cone test, called FlowCyl, was utilized to quantify the viscosity 
related property of the paste. Also, using a miniature slump cone the spread 
diameter of the paste, which is related to its yield stress, was measured. Then, using 
a reduced size V-funnel and a mini slump cone, the influence of volume of selected 
paste on the flow behavior of mortar was studied and the mortar suitable for SCC 
was chosen. In this method if segregation or bleeding occurs in paste or mortar, the 
mix proportion would be adjusted at the corresponding design phase. Finally, by 
adding various quantities (volume) of the chosen mortar to the coarse aggregate, 
the effect of mortar volume on the flow behavior of SCC was studied and an 
optimized SCC with satisfactory workability was achieved.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last decade, SCC has been the most important subject in concrete research 
since it has unique properties and numerous advantages in practical applications. 
Self consolidating concrete is attractive for several reasons including the reduction 
of: manpower, construction time, noise disturbance on the job site, defects on the 
concrete surface, and the overall project cost [1-4]. 
The main factor in the mix design of SCC is the increase in the powder content, to 
increase the separation of the aggregate particles. As the use of cement for the 
entire powder fraction would be too expensive and detrimental for durability of the 
structure, as well as green environment, fine powdered mineral admixtures such as 
limestone powder, micronized quartzite, fly ash, silica fume etc. are usually 
substituted for cement. SCC also relies on the use of superplasticizers (SP) for 
achieving its fluidity and, often, viscosity modifying agents (VMA) to prevent 
segregation and to achieve robustness [1-4]. Due to the complexity of the mix 
design, with several chemical and mineral admixtures, the proportion design and 
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compatibility of these admixtures should be optimized via testing the paste and 
mortar [5- 7]. The properties of paste and mortar can be established by using only a 
few liters of the material, while providing the designer with useful information for 
understanding the effects of various constituents on their fresh and hardened 
properties as well as predicting the behavior of fresh and hardened concrete. 
Fresh SCC is a multiphase material but, from a practical viewpoint can be regarded 
as a two-phase material namely: a solute being suspended in a solution [8]. In the 
model the solute can be considered as either coarse aggregates, or fine and coarse 
aggregates in which case the solution would be either highly flowable mortar or 
paste, respectively. The flow properties and segregation resistance (stability) of SCC 
are consequently controlled via proper adjustment of the rheology of the mortar as 
well as that of paste and adequate selection of the content of aggregates [8-10].  
Numerous researchers have successfully used the two point test, introduced by 
Tattersall [11], to measure the rheological properties of concentrated suspensions. 
In this model, using Bingham equation, two parameters define the flow of paste, 
mortar and concrete: yield stress and plastic viscosity [12-14]. The measurement of 
yield stress and plastic viscosity requires a rheometer and where it is not available, 
alternative simpler one point tests can be used to assess the workability. The slump 
spread-flow and flow time or rate of discharge from a funnel is used by many 
researchers to identify the yield stress and viscosity of paste, mortar and concrete 
[15, 16]. Obviously the size and shape of the apparatus used for testing concrete is 
bigger than that of mortar; and for testing the paste, mini-sized apparatus is used. 
Infact extensive concrete testing requires a large amount of materials and labor, 
which is expensive and is not always practical.  While, testing paste and mortar is 
easier, cheaper, and needs much less material than concrete testing. There is, 
therefore, a need to engineer the mix design proportion of SCC starting from paste 
design and then mortar leading to a SCC with satisfactory desired properties. 
The objective of this study was to use a three phase mix design procedure starting 
from designing the paste and then mortar leading to the design of a stable SCC. A 
modified version of Marsh cone test called FlowCyl, introduced by Mortsell [17] 
and widely used in European countries [18], was utilized to quantify the viscosity, 
called flow resistant ratio λQ, of the paste. Also, using a miniature slump cone (see 
Figure 1-a), the spread diameter of the paste, which is related to its yield stress, was 
measured. Then, the influence of paste volume on the flow behavior of mortar was 
studied via a reduced size V-funnel and mini slump cone suggested by EFNARC 
[1]. The self compactability of the mortar was examined by a small U-box 
suggested by Saak et al [2]. And the mortar suitable for SCC design was chosen. In 
this method if segregation or bleeding occurs in paste or mortar, the mix proportion 
would be adjusted at the corresponding design phase. 
Finally, the flow behavior of SCC, using slump flow and V-funnel flow time, was 
studied by adding various quantities (volume) of the chosen mortar to the coarse 
aggregate and optimized SCC with satisfactory flow behavior was achieved. Passing 
ability of SCC was verified by L-box test. A mix design program based on volume 
proportioning and the objectives of this study was prepared using spread sheet software 
(EXCEL). The slump cones and funnels used in this study are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Slump cones and Funnels used for testing (A) paste, (B) mortar, and (C) 

concrete 
 
2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 
For many years concrete was composed of only three materials (aggregate, cement, 
and water) and the simple mix design methods such as ACI-211 was used to 
proportion the ingredients. But in the recent years, the concrete mixture-
proportioning problem has become more and more complicated. With the 
appearance of new components like organic admixtures and supplementary 
cementitious materials, SCC with several numbers of ingredients and high 
performance expectation has been emerged. Its design must be engineered starting 
first from the paste and then mortar, leading to an optimized SCC mixture with its 
required fresh and hardened properties fulfilled. It is shown that following this 
approach and using the results of very simple paste and mortar tests, not only 
simplifies the SCC mix design process, but also optimizes the mix proportion. The 
collection of test results utilizing this approach would make a valuable data base 
for the design engineer and ready concrete mix supplier. 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
3.1. Materials and Test Variables 
Type I-425 Portland cement with density=3.15 and silica fume with density=1.9 
was used. Micronized quartzite with density of 2.65 was used as filler. The 
chemical properties of cement are given in Table 1. The density and absorbtion 
capacity of fine and coarse aggregates are given in Table 2 and their grain size 
distribution are given in Figures 2 and 3. 
 

Table 1. Properties of Portland cement 
SiO2% 19.94 

Al2O3% 4.12 
Fe2O3% 4.08 
MgO% 4.25 
CaO% 60.15 

SO3 2.03 
LOI% 4.10 
C3S% 54.02 
C2S% 16.41 
C3A% 4.01 

(Na2O+0.658K2O)% 0.96 
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Table 2. Properties of the aggregates 
Aggregate 

Type 
SSD 

Density 
Dry 

Density 
Absorbtion 
Capacity % 

Fine 2.59 2.51 3.24 
coarse 2.58 2.53 1.97 
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The superplastisizer used was based on carboxylic ether polymer with long lateral 
chains (Gelenium 110) and 40% solid content. It has density of 1.07. Two water 
powder ratios (W/P) of 0.25 and 0.30 were considered and utilizing the result of 
previous study presented elsewhere type and amount of powder and admixture was 
selected. The paste was designed and tested. Then mortar with paste volume of 50, 
55 and 60 percent was made and its flow behavior was investigated; any necessary 
adjustments were made and the optimized mortar was selected. Finally SCC with 
mortar volume of 67.5, 70 and 72.5 percent was made from the selected mortar and 
the effect of mortar volume on the flow behavior of SCC was studied. At this 
phase, based on the design requirements, an optimized SCC would be selected. A 
data base of the collected mix design along with the result of performed tests could 
be used by design engineer and ready concrete mix supplier to obtain a reliable 
model for fast and smart mix design. 
   
3.2. Mix Proportions and Measurements 
A mix design program based on volume proportioning was prepared using spread 
sheet software (EXCEL). The experiments were carried out in three phases 
described as follows. 
 
3.2.1. Flow Measurement and Properties of Paste 
The mix proportion design of pastes is given in Table 3. The following mixing 
procedure was adopted, using a 3 speed Hobart 5 liter mixer equipped with a 
standard whisk: all dry constituents were mixed for 30 seconds at low speed. Then 
the mix water and HRWRA were added while the mixer was running at low speed. 
After wet mixing for 120 seconds, the mixer was stopped and undispersed cement 
paste was detached from the walls of the bowl during 30 seconds. In the next 2 
minutes, the mixing was done at medium speed. The mixer was then stopped for 5 
minutes, covered by a plastic sheet and finally it was allowed to run at medium 
speed for 60 more seconds. After mixing was completed, the paste was poured into 
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a 3 liter plastic flask equipped with a tight cap for intermediate storage. Before the 
FlowCyl test was performed, the slump flow spread, temperature and density of 
paste was determined.  
 

Table 3: Mix proportions of pastes 
Paste ID W/P A/P C/P Sf/P Fi/P 

P1 0.25 0.6% 80% 10% 10% 
P2 0.30 0.6% 80% 10% 10% 

 
3.3. The Flowcyl Test 
The FlowCyl apparatus is a modification of the Marsh Cone test apparatus originally 
developed to characterize oil well cements. The original cone of the Marsh Cone test 
has been replaced by a cylinder ending in a cone with a narrow outlet. This 
modification has been done in order to simplify the time - flow rate relation. The 
inner diameter of the cylinder is 80 mm and the outlet 8mm. The total length is 400 
mm of which the cylindrical part is 300 mm. The cylinder is placed vertically in a 
rack. The FlowCyl test started 10 minutes after contact of water and powder. The 
flask containing the paste was shaken rigorously, and the paste was filled into the 
FlowCyl apparatus. During filling, the bottom outlet of the FlowCyl was closed by 
finger tip. When the FlowCyl cylinder was filled to the top level mark, the outlet was 
opened and a steel bowl placed on an electronic balance connected to a computer 
collected the paste flowing out of the cylinder and the weight was recorded by 
computer in 2 second intervals. Using a spread sheet program, the viscosity related 
parameter called “flow resistance ratio λQ” is calculated. λQ value can vary between 0 
and 1. The larger value corresponds to more viscose paste. The corresponding λQ was 
0.90 and 0.72 for P1 and P2 respectively. 
                      
3.2.1. Flow Measurement and Properties of Mortar 
After selection of past with adequate viscosity, 6 mortar mixtures with paste volume of 
50, 55 and 60 percent were made. The mixture proportion is given in Table 4. 
 

Table 4: Mortar mix proportion design kg/m3 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

Vp % 50 55 60 50 55 60 

W/P 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 

C 656.6 722.4 788.2 605.8 666.5 727.2 

Sf 82.1 90.3 98.5 75.7 83.3 90.9 

Fi1 16.5 14.9 13.2 16.5 14.9 13.2 

Fi2 65.5 75.4 85.3 59.2 68.4 77.7 

W 194.7 214.2 233.7 217.5 239.3 261.1 

Sp 16.6 18.3 20.0 15.3 16.9 18.4 

FA 1280 1152 1024 1280 1152 1024 
C=Cement, Sf=Silica fume, Fi1=Sand particles < 0.15mm, Fi2 = Micronized quartzite, W=Water, Sp 
= Superplastisizer, FA = Fine Aggregate, Vp= paste Volume 
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Mortar mixtures were prepared in 5 litter batches using an open pan forced action 
mixer. The mixing sequence consisted of homogenizing the dry materials (sand and 
powder) for 30 s, and then the water and super plasticizer were gradually added 
while the mixture was mixed for 180 seconds. After 300 s of rest, the mortar 
received another 120 seconds of mixing. The temperature and density of each 
mixture were measured. 
The flow property of each mortar was evaluated using slump flow spread and V-
funnel flow time tests. Both tests are based on the same principle as those for 
concrete but with a reduced scale version of the equipments. In the slump flow 
spread test the mini cone, placed on a smooth leveled surface, was filled with 
mortar and lifted. The final diameter of the mortar after self-weight flow on the 
smooth plate was measured in two perpendicular directions and the average was 
noted. In the V-funnel test, after filling the funnel the trap door was opened and the 
flow time was measured until the first sighting of daylight when looking down 
through the funnel. The passing ability and self compactability of mortar was 
verified using a small U-box with three steel rods spaced approximately 25 mm 
apart to act as obstacles, hindering the cohesive flow of the material. After filling 
one side of the box with mortar, the door separating the two chambers was lifted 
and the equilibrium height was measured. With regards to the results of these tests 
a suitable mortar was selected. Figure 1-B shows the apparatus used. 
 
3.2.2. Flow Measurement and Properties of SCC 
After selection of mortar with adequate flowability, 6 concrete mixtures with 
mortar volume of 67.5, 70, and 72.5 percent were made. The mixture proportion is 
given in Table 5. 
 

Table 5: SCC mix proportion design kg/m3 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

Vm % 67.5 70 72.5 67.5 70 72.5 
W/P 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.30 0.30 0.30 

C 487.6 505.7 523.7 449.8 466.5 484.3 
Sf 60.9 63.2 65.5 56.2 58.3 60.5 
Fi1 26 27 27.9 26 27 27.9 
Fi2 34.9 36.2 37.5 30.2 31.3 32.6 
W 145.5 150.9 156.3 162.3 168.4 176.2 
Sp 11.4 11.8 12.3 10.5 10.9 9.1 
FA 786.7 815.8 845 786.7 815.8 845 
CA 838.4 774 709.4 838.4 774 709.5 

Vm=Volume of mortar, C=Cement, W=Water, P=Powder Sf=Silica fume, Fi1=Sand 
particles<0.15mm Fi2=Micronized quartzite, Sp=Superplastisizer, FA=Fine Aggregate, 
CA=Coarse Aggregate, Paste volume in mortar=55% 
  
Preparation of concrete and its mixing sequence was similar to that of mortar 
described in the previous section. The air content, temperature, and density of each 
mixture along with its flow properties including Slump flow spread, T500, V-funnel 
flow time, VFT@5min, and L-box blocking ratio were measured. These tests were 
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done according to “The European Guidelines for Self-Compacting Concrete” [18]. 
The slump flow and T500 time is a test to assess the flowability and the flow rate of 
self-compacting concrete in the absence of obstructions. It is based on the slump 
test described in ASTM C-143 or EN 12350-2. The result is an indication of the 
filling ability of self-compacting concrete. The T500 time is also a measure of the 
speed of flow and hence the viscosity of the self consolidating concrete. The fresh 
concrete was poured into a cone as used for the slump test. When the cone was 
withdrawn upwards, the time from commencing upward movement of the cone to 
when the concrete flowed to a diameter of 500 mm was measured and recorded as 
the T500 time. The largest diameter of the flow spread of the concrete and the 
diameter of the spread at right angles to it were then measured and the mean was 
recorded as the slump-flow. 
The V-funnel test was used to assess the viscosity, filling ability, and passing 
ability of self consolidating concrete. The funnel was filled with fresh concrete and 
the time taken for the concrete to flow out of the funnel is measured and recorded 
as the V-funnel flow time. To assess the static segregation tendency of the mix, this 
test was repeated but a 5 minute rest period was enforced after filling the funnel; 
and then the trap door was opened and the time of SCC discharge was noted as 
VFT@5min. 
The L-box test, with three bars, was used to assess the passing ability of self 
consolidating concrete while flowing through tight spaces between reinforcing bars 
without segregation and blocking. The L-box, made from transparent pelexcy 
glass, was supported on a level horizontal base and the gate between the vertical 
and horizontal sections was closed. The concrete was poured into the vertical 
section of the L-box and after a minute the gate was raised so that the concrete 
could flow through the obstacle into the horizontal section of the box. When 
movement was ceased, the heights of concrete at the end of the horizontal section 
of the L-box (h1) and just behind the steel bars (h2) were measured and the 
blocking ratio h1/h2 was recorded.  
  
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Appropriate Volume Percentage of Paste in Mortar 
Mortar mixtures with the selected pastes consisting of 50, 55, and 60 percent paste 
were made to study the effect of amount of paste on the flowability of mortar. The 
test results are shown in figures 4 and 5. As shown in the figures increasing paste 
volume has a greater effect on the flowability of lower W/P mixture (higher λQ ). 
Domone [19] has suggested that a mortar mini-slump spread range of 28 to 34 cm 
and mortar V-funnel flow time of 1 to 7.5 seconds would lead to SCC with 
satisfactory fresh properties recommended by European guidelines for SCC. With 
regards to this recommendation, as well as optimization purpose, it was decided to 
select the mortar with 55% paste volume for designing SCC. 
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Figure 4. Slump Flow of mortar vs. Paste 

volume 
Figure 5. V-funnel flow time of mortar 

vs. Paste volume 
 
4.3. Appropriate Volume Percentage of Mortar in SCC 
Designing SCC using the results of paste and mortar tests was the last phase of this 
study. Mortar with 55% paste volume was selected and SCC with mortar volume of 
67.5, 70, and 72.5 percent was made. W/P of 0.25 and 0.30 were considered and 
the fresh SCC was tested to study the effect of mortar volume on its flow 
properties. The test results are summarized in Table 6. 
 

Table 6. Fresh SCC test results  

 SF 
mm 

T500 
Sec 

VFt 
Sec 

VFt@5 
Sec 

L-Box 
h1/h2 

C1 690 6 23 32 0.5 
C2 700 4 16 28 0.6 
C3 750 2 9 12 0.9 
C4 710 3 14 21 0.6 
C5 720 4 10 12 0.7 
C6 760 3 5 7 1.0 

 
The values of slump flow and v-funnel flow time vs. mortar volume of SCC are 
plotted in Figures 6 and 7 respectively. As shown the flowability is increased with 
increasing amount of mortar. Even though the slump flow of mixes C1, C2, C4 and 
C5 satisfies the requirement of SCC but the corresponding values of L-Box 
blocking ratio and V-funnel flow time at 5 minutes was not satisfactory and had 
tendency to segregate. Based on these results mixes C3 and C6 with mortar volume 
of 72.5% had excellent flowability and passing ability with no sign of segregation 
or bleeding.    
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Figure 6 shows that the more viscose the paste is the more mortar volume is needed 
in order to obtain the same slump flow and the difference in mortar volume gets 
smaller as the volume percentage of mortar increases beyond 70%.  Also at this 
level the passing ability of SCC starts to improve significantly.   
 
5. CONCLUSION 
Investigation of new materials and evaluation of different combination of 
ingredients for selection of their most effective combination for making SCC can 
be done utilizing the single point tests mentioned in this paper. A three phase mix 
proportion design procedure starting from paste and then mortar leading to desired 
SCC was adopted and a spread sheet (EXCEL) program was prepared to fulfill this 
purpose. The effect of paste viscosity and its volume percentage on rheological 
properties of mortar was studied. Mortar with 55% paste volume was selected and 
the effect of mortar volume on fresh properties of SCC was investigated. As mortar 
volume increased beyond 70%, filling and passing ability of SCC was improved. A 
data base may be defined to collect the result of tests performed for each design 
phase which could be used by design engineer and ready concrete mix supplier to 
obtain a reliable model for fast and smart mix design. 
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ABSTRACT 
The use of lightweight concrete in many applications of modern construction is 
increasing, owing to the advantages that lower density results in decreasing the 
magnitude of dead load of the structure which lead to smaller cross sections for load 
bearing elements. Expanded polystyrene (EPS) beads are a type of artificial 
lightweight nonabsorbent aggregates which can be used to produce low density 
concretes by replacing with normal aggregates, either partially or fully, depending 
upon the requirements of density and strength. Also plastic shrinkage is the 
dimensional change that occurs in all fresh cement based materials within the first 
few hours after it has been placed which is not unacceptable in itself, but it is some 
times accompanied by development of cracks that are unsightly and objectionable. 
Polypropylene and other synthetic fibers are added to concrete as secondary 
reinforcement in order to control this plastic shrinkage. On the other hand, the 
addition of fibers affects on the properties of hardened concrete like compressive and 
tensile strength, elastic modulus and toughness. The present study covers the use of 
polypropylene fibers at contents equal to 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5% and 1% by volume of 
EPS concrete in order to study about the effects of its addition into the EPS concrete 
matrix on mechanical properties. Also the effects of using Silica fume and Rice husk 
as two supplementary cementitious materials were investigated.  
 
Keywords: EPS concrete, PP fibers, silica fume, rice husk, mechanical properties 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lightweight concretes can be produced by replacing the normal aggregates in 
concrete either partially or fully, depending upon the requirements of density and 
strength [1]. Historically, lightweight concrete is used for both structural and non-
structural applications. use of lightweight concretes in construction of high rise 
buildings, offshore structures and long span bridges due to the advantage of its low 
density, results in a significant benefit in terms of load bearing elements of smaller 
cross section and a corresponding reduction in the size of the foundation [2]. 
Lightweight aggregates are broadly classified in to two types, natural (pumice, 
diatomite, volcanic cinders, etc.) and artificial (perlite, expanded shale, clay, slate, 
sintered PFA, etc.). One of the main problems associated with the use of 
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conventional lightweight aggregates produced from clay, slate and shale in concrete 
is that these porous aggregates absorb a very large quantity of the mixing water. This 
is known to affect the performance of the concrete, apart from the fact that it is 
difficult to maintain specific water content during the casting. Also, this absorption 
of water by the aggregate will mean that additional water will be required to maintain 
the slump at acceptable levels. These increased water contents necessitate higher 
cement contents, even without the benefit of higher strength [3]. Expanded 
polystyrene is a kind of stable foam with low density, nonabsorbent, closed cell 
nature aggregates consisting of discrete air voids in a polymer matrix. As a type of 
artificial ultra-lightweight aggregate, the polystyrene beads can easily be 
incorporated in mortar or concrete to produce lightweight concrete, with a wide 
range of densities, required for building applications like cladding panels and load-
bearing concrete blocks. Also, they can be used as a construction material for 
floating marine structures, as an energy-absorbing material for the protection of 
buried military structures and as fenders in offshore oil platforms [4]. Also, it was 
reported that it can be used for other specialized applications like the sub-base 
material for pavement and railway track bed, as construction material for floating 
marine structures, sea beds, and sea fences, as an energy-absorbing material for the 
protection of buried military structures, and as fenders in offshore oil platforms [5,6]. 
Polypropylene fibers have been widely used for the reinforcement of cementitious 
materials to improve the toughness and energy absorption capability of matrix [7]. 
They were found to be extremely effective in reducing free plastic shrinkage, in 
retarding first crack appearance and in controlling crack development [8]. 
Although effectiveness of PP fibers in shrinkage cracking, impact resistance and 
ductility of cement matrices has been proved by many researchers, effect of PP 
fibers on compressive and flexural strength is not quit clear [9]. Presently, a 
comprehensive investigation on the mechanical behavior of the EPS concretes 
containing polypropylene fibers is not available. In this study, concretes with 
different EPS contents, were reinforced with polypropylene fibers and the effects 
of using fibers on mechanical properties were evaluated. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
2.1. Materials and Mix Proportions 
Cement: The cement used in all mortar mixes was ordinary Portland cement which 
corresponds to ASTM type 1. The chemical analysis of Portland cement is shown 
in Table 1. 
Silica fume: Silica fume has been used as supplementary cementing materials to 
partially replacement for many years. It has been also used for producing high 
performance concrete or achieving other desired properties. The silica fume used in 
this study contained 91.1% of SiO2 with average size of 7.38 µm.  
Rice husk ash: Rice husk ash has been used in many countries as a low cost 
concrete admixture because of its role as filler and a pozzolan [12]. It has been also 
used. For producing high performance concrete (HPC) or achieving other desire 
properties. RHA used in this experiment contained 91.62% of SiO2 with average 
size of 15.83 µm. 
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Table 1: Chemical composition of Cement and Silica fume and Rice husk ash 
Oxide Portland cement Silica fume Rice husk ash 
SiO2 21/00 91/10 91/62 

Al2O3 4/60 1/55 0/49 
Fe2O3 3/20 2/00 0/73 
CaO 64/50 2/42 2/51 
MgO 2/00 0/06 0/88 
SO3 2/90 0/45 - 

Na2O + K2O 1/00 - 2/39 
LOI 1/50 2/10 - 

 
Superplastisizer: Superplastisizers are now widely used as additives in concrete 
with high rheological requirements. The use of superplastisizers allows reducing 
the water to cement ratio (w/c) of mortar and concrete without significantly 
changing their flow properties. Sodium salts of formaldehyde condensates disperse 
the cement particles by electrostatic repulsion which results from the adsorption on 
cement surfaces [13, 14]. Due to high specific surface of silica fume and rice husk 
ash which need more water for complete hydration, workability of concrete will be 
affected. In order to achieve desire fluidity, polycarboxylate ether was incorporated 
in to all mixes. The content of super plastsizer was adjusted for each mixture to 
keep constant the workability of concrete. 
Aggregates: Natural river sand was used with specific gravity of 2.51 gr/cm3 and 
absorption capacity equal to 3.4%. Natural River gravel w used as coarse aggregate 
with specific gravity of 2.54 gr/cm3 and absorption capacity equal to 2.57%.  
 

                              
Figure 3 . Sieve Analysis of used Sand and Gravel based on ASTM standard 

 
EPS: The grading shows that used EPS has mostly (85%) 3.5 mm size beads. The 
density of used expanded polystyrene was evaluated to be 0.0257 gr/cm3. 
Polypropylene fiber: polypropylene fibers which is used is waste carpet fibers, 
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has been cut by length of 6mm. 
 

Table 2: Characteristics of the polypropylene fibers 
properties description 

Morphology Fibrillated or mono 
filament 

Specific weight [gr/cm3] 0.95 
Diameter [μm] 20 – 200 

Modulus of elasticity 
[GPa] 5 – 10 

Tensile strength [MPa] 500 - 750 
Ultimate strain [%] 5 - 15 

Elongation at fracture [%] Approx. 20 
Melting point [°C] 160 

Bonding with cement Good 
Stability in cement Good 

 
Mix proportions: Three percentages of using EPS of 15%, 25% and 40% by 
volume were listed. In order to investigate the effect of polypropylene fibers on 
mechanical properties of EPS concrete, it was used in mixes by four percentages of 
0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5% and 1% by volume, silica fume and rice husk ash replacement 
were 10% and 20% by weight in the cementitious material, respectively. The 
complete details of the concrete mixes are presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Mix proportion of the specimens 
mix 
No. 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

S.F
% 

R.H
% 

Water 
(kg/m3) w/(c+s) 0-3 

(kg/m3) 
3-6 

(kg/m3) 
6-12 

(kg/m3) 
EPS
% 

PP
% 

Fresh 
Density 
(kg/m3)  

1 400 - - 180 0.45 666 118 957 - 2400 
2 400 - - 170 0.43 540 95 777 15% 1900 
3 400 - - 165 0.41 431 76 620 25% 1700 
4 400 - - 160 0.4 294 52 423 40% 1350 
5 360 10% - 190 0.48 652 115 940 - 2300 
6 360 10% - 175 0.44 524 93 755 15% 1900 
7 360 10% - 175 0.44 422 75 607 25% 1650 
8 360 10% - 170 0.43 282 50 406 40% 1300 
9 320 - 20% 210 0.52 620 110 895 - 2250 
10 320 - 20% 205 0.51 470 80 670 15% 1850 
11 320 - 20% 205 0.51 385 68 555 25% 1600 
12 320 - 20% 200 0.5 245 43 352 40% 0%
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Production of EPS concrete: EPS beads were wetted initially with a part of the 
mixing water and superplasticizer before adding the remaining materials. Mixing 
was continued until a uniform and flowing mixture was obtained. The fresh 
concrete densities and slump values were measured immediately after the mixing 
which showed a variation between 50 and 70cm. The specimens were cured under 
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wet gunny bags initially and, after demolding, were stored in water [11]. 
Specimens: Cube specimens of 100 mm were tested for the uniaxial compressive 
strength. Cylinders with a diameter of 150 mm and a height of 300 mm were tested 
for the splitting tensile strength and modulus of elasticity. The 50×50×200 mm 
beam specimens were tested in three point bending with the span of 180 mm with a 
cross head movement of 1 mm/min. all the tests were done by using a testing 
machine with a maximum load of 3000kN. 
Test program: The main objective of the present investigation was to study the 
Effect of Using PP fibers and different Cementitious Materials on Mechanical 
Properties of EPS Concrete, over a wide range of concrete densities of 1250-2300 
kg/m3, with the corresponding compressive strengths varying between 6.7 and 47.6 
MPa. The flow values of the fresh concrete were measured according to ASTM C 
124-1973. Compressive strength tests were carried out on 100 mm cubes at the age 
of 3, 7, 14, 28 and 90 days on a testing machine of 3000 kN capacity at a loading 
rate of 0.25 N/mm2s. The splitting tensile strength test was conducted on cylinders 
of 150 mm in diameter and 300 mm in height, at 28 days as per ASTM C 496-89. 
Modulus of elasticity test was done at 28 days by using the mentioned machine 
based on ASTM C 469 [11]. the 50×50×200 mm beam specimens were tested in 
third-point loading over a span of 180 mm in accordance with ASTM C 1018 
w21x. Flexural test was done on these specimens with a cross head movement of 1 
mm/min at 28 days. 
 
2.2. Result and Discossion 
Fresh concrete: The main parameter, which is often used to determine the 
workability of fresh concrete, is the slump test. The slump value depends mainly 
on the water absorption and porosity of the aggregates, water content in the 
mixture, amount of the aggregate and fine material in the mixture, shape of the 
aggregates and surface characteristics of the constituents in the mixture. The slump 
values decreased significantly with the addition of polypropylene. With the use of 
sufficient compaction, the fresh concrete would flow satisfactorily again and the 
polypropylene fibers would be uniformly dispersed in the mixture. Furthermore, 
with the constant water-cement ratio, the slump values of the concrete mixtures 
containing polypropylene fibers were not significantly affected by the aggregate 
types. This was primarily caused by the good adhesion in the fresh concrete, which 
was created by the polypropylene fibers. The mixes having the higher percentage 
of silica fume and rice husk ash show higher flow values. All the concretes were 
flexible and easy to work with, and could be easily compacted using just hand 
compaction. 
Compressive strength: With or without using of EPS in mixes, the addition of 
polypropylene fibers in the concrete did not significantly affect the compressive 
strength of concretes. Test results showed increase in value of compressive strength 
in some specimens and on the other hand, some other showed decrease on 
mentioned parameter. Also from the results, it is clear that the rate of strength gain 
in early ages increased using silica fume as a replacement of ordinary cement. But 
rice husk ash, as a replacement of ordinary cement needs more time to show its 
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benefits as a pozzolanic material. In this case, an improvement in mechanical 
properties can be observed at the age of 90 days and upper. The desired density of 
EPS concrete can be determined by varying the EPS volume in the mix. The 
variations of compressive strength with the plastic density of concrete were 
observed to be linear. Moreover, the failure mode of the concrete specimens 
containing EPS aggregates under compressive loading observed to be gradual and 
the specimens were capable of retaining the load after failure without full 
disintegration. By adding polypropylene in EPS concrete matrix, the failure mode 
observed to be more gradual. This clearly shows the high energy absorption 
capacity of these concretes. 
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Figure 2. Compressive strength of concrete at different contents of EPS and PP fibers 
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Figure 3. variation of compressive strength with age and cementitious replacement 

 
Split tensile strength: The variation of tensile strength with the EPS and 
polypropylene content of admixture is given in Figure 4. From this, it can be seen 
that the tensile strength increased with decreasing EPS content of concrete. 
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Figure 4. variation of Tensile strength with PP and EPS content of concrete 

 
The splitting failure mode of the concrete specimens containing EPS aggregates 
also observed to be gradual. adding polypropylene fibers showed an increase in the 
value of tensile strength, as well by adding polypropylene in concrete matrix, the 
failure mode observed to be more gradual and specimens did not separate in two 
parts as shown in Figure 5. Effect of using silica fume and rice husk ash as a 
replacement of ordinary cement on split tensile is similar to the effects that 
observed during compressive strength tests. 
 

         
Figure 5. Effect of using polypropylene in concrete on failure mode 

 
Modulus of elasticity: Static modulus of elasticity tests were carried out on the 
150×300 mm EPS concrete cylinders. The results of these tests showed that this 
mechanical material property has a linear variation with the used volume of EPS in 
admixture, but vice versa. It means that an increase in the volume of EPS, used in 
concrete lead to decrease in the magnitude of the parameter modulus of elasticity 
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which is expected. From the results, the addition of polypropylene fibers in the 
concrete did not significantly affect the modulus of elasticity of mixes. It means 
that the use of polypropylene fibers by the mentioned percentages in EPS concrete 
resulted in the low influence on modulus of elasticity of concrete rather than the 
influences contributed by the other constituents of concrete.  
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Figure 6. variation of Modulus of Elasticity with PP and EPS content of concrete 

 
The results also indicated that adding silica fume to admixture caused an increase 
in modulus of elasticity in all mixes, however using rice husk ash as a 
supplementary cementitious material caused a decrease in value of the modulus of 
elasticity at 28 days.  
Flexural behavior: from the results, the flexural capacity decreased with an 
increase in the volume of EPS in mixes. Also no effect on the flexural behavior 
was observed. However, by increasing used polypropylene’s volume, flexural 
capacity was observed to be improved. 
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Figure 7. variation of Flexural strength with PP and EPS content of concrete 
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3. CONCLUSION 
The mechanical strength of EPS concrete showed a linear increase with an increase 
in concrete density. The failure was observed to be gradual (compressible), and the 
specimens were capable of retaining the load after failure, without full 
disintegration. The strength of EPS concretes appears to increase linearly with an 
increase in concrete density, or with a decrease in the EPS volume. With or without 
using of EPS in mixes, the addition of polypropylene fibers in the concrete did not 
significantly affect the compressive strength of concretes. The rate of strength gain 
was increasing with using silica fume as a replacement of ordinary cement. But rice 
husk ash, as a replacement of ordinary cement needs more time to show its benefits 
as a pozzolanic material. In this case, an improvement in mechanical properties can 
be observed at the age of 90 days and upper. Be seen that the tensile strength 
increased with an increase in compressive strength. Modulus of Elasticity of 
concretes decreased with the incorporation of EPS. High amounts of EPS contents, 
decreased the elastic module more. Effect of polypropylene fibers on module of 
elasticity was not clear. Adding silica fume to admixture increased the modulus of 
elasticity however using rice husk ash had not positive effect in early ages. Results 
of flexural behavior test showed that, the flexural strength decreased with an 
increase in the volume of EPS in mixes. Results showed that application of PP 
fibers improved the flexural strength of concrete. 
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ABSTRACT 
The use of lightweight concrete in many applications of modern construction is 
increasing, owing to the advantages that lower density results in decreasing the 
magnitude of dead load of the structure which lead to smaller cross sections for load 
bearing elements. Expanded polystyrene (EPS) beads are a type of artificial 
lightweight nonabsorbent aggregates which can be used to produce low density 
concretes by replacing with normal aggregates, either partially or fully, depending 
upon the requirements of density and strength. Also plastic shrinkage is the 
dimensional change that occurs in all fresh cement based materials within the first 
few hours after it has been placed which is not unacceptable in itself, but it is some 
times accompanied by development of cracks that are unsightly and objectionable. 
Polypropylene and other synthetic fibers are added to concrete as secondary 
reinforcement in order to control this plastic shrinkage. On the other hand, the 
addition of fibers affects on the properties of hardened concrete like compressive and 
tensile strength, elastic modulus and toughness. The present study covers the use of 
polypropylene fibers at contents equal to 0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5% and 1% by volume of 
EPS concrete in order to study about the effects of its addition into the EPS concrete 
matrix on mechanical properties. Also the effects of using Silica fume and Rice husk 
as two supplementary cementitious materials were investigated.  
 
Keywords: EPS concrete, PP fibers, silica fume, rice husk, mechanical properties 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lightweight concretes can be produced by replacing the normal aggregates in 
concrete either partially or fully, depending upon the requirements of density and 
strength [1]. Historically, lightweight concrete is used for both structural and non-
structural applications. use of lightweight concretes in construction of high rise 
buildings, offshore structures and long span bridges due to the advantage of its low 
density, results in a significant benefit in terms of load bearing elements of smaller 
cross section and a corresponding reduction in the size of the foundation [2]. 
Lightweight aggregates are broadly classified in to two types, natural (pumice, 
diatomite, volcanic cinders, etc.) and artificial (perlite, expanded shale, clay, slate, 
sintered PFA, etc.). One of the main problems associated with the use of 
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conventional lightweight aggregates produced from clay, slate and shale in concrete 
is that these porous aggregates absorb a very large quantity of the mixing water. This 
is known to affect the performance of the concrete, apart from the fact that it is 
difficult to maintain specific water content during the casting. Also, this absorption 
of water by the aggregate will mean that additional water will be required to maintain 
the slump at acceptable levels. These increased water contents necessitate higher 
cement contents, even without the benefit of higher strength [3]. Expanded 
polystyrene is a kind of stable foam with low density, nonabsorbent, closed cell 
nature aggregates consisting of discrete air voids in a polymer matrix. As a type of 
artificial ultra-lightweight aggregate, the polystyrene beads can easily be 
incorporated in mortar or concrete to produce lightweight concrete, with a wide 
range of densities, required for building applications like cladding panels and load-
bearing concrete blocks. Also, they can be used as a construction material for 
floating marine structures, as an energy-absorbing material for the protection of 
buried military structures and as fenders in offshore oil platforms [4]. Also, it was 
reported that it can be used for other specialized applications like the sub-base 
material for pavement and railway track bed, as construction material for floating 
marine structures, sea beds, and sea fences, as an energy-absorbing material for the 
protection of buried military structures, and as fenders in offshore oil platforms [5,6]. 
Polypropylene fibers have been widely used for the reinforcement of cementitious 
materials to improve the toughness and energy absorption capability of matrix [7]. 
They were found to be extremely effective in reducing free plastic shrinkage, in 
retarding first crack appearance and in controlling crack development [8]. 
Although effectiveness of PP fibers in shrinkage cracking, impact resistance and 
ductility of cement matrices has been proved by many researchers, effect of PP 
fibers on compressive and flexural strength is not quit clear [9]. Presently, a 
comprehensive investigation on the mechanical behavior of the EPS concretes 
containing polypropylene fibers is not available. In this study, concretes with 
different EPS contents, were reinforced with polypropylene fibers and the effects 
of using fibers on mechanical properties were evaluated. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
2.1. Materials and Mix Proportions 
Cement: The cement used in all mortar mixes was ordinary Portland cement which 
corresponds to ASTM type 1. The chemical analysis of Portland cement is shown 
in Table 1. 
Silica fume: Silica fume has been used as supplementary cementing materials to 
partially replacement for many years. It has been also used for producing high 
performance concrete or achieving other desired properties. The silica fume used in 
this study contained 91.1% of SiO2 with average size of 7.38 µm.  
Rice husk ash: Rice husk ash has been used in many countries as a low cost 
concrete admixture because of its role as filler and a pozzolan [12]. It has been also 
used. For producing high performance concrete (HPC) or achieving other desire 
properties. RHA used in this experiment contained 91.62% of SiO2 with average 
size of 15.83 µm. 
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Table 1: Chemical composition of Cement and Silica fume and Rice husk ash 
Oxide Portland cement Silica fume Rice husk ash 
SiO2 21/00 91/10 91/62 

Al2O3 4/60 1/55 0/49 
Fe2O3 3/20 2/00 0/73 
CaO 64/50 2/42 2/51 
MgO 2/00 0/06 0/88 
SO3 2/90 0/45 - 

Na2O + K2O 1/00 - 2/39 
LOI 1/50 2/10 - 

 
Superplastisizer: Superplastisizers are now widely used as additives in concrete 
with high rheological requirements. The use of superplastisizers allows reducing 
the water to cement ratio (w/c) of mortar and concrete without significantly 
changing their flow properties. Sodium salts of formaldehyde condensates disperse 
the cement particles by electrostatic repulsion which results from the adsorption on 
cement surfaces [13, 14]. Due to high specific surface of silica fume and rice husk 
ash which need more water for complete hydration, workability of concrete will be 
affected. In order to achieve desire fluidity, polycarboxylate ether was incorporated 
in to all mixes. The content of super plastsizer was adjusted for each mixture to 
keep constant the workability of concrete. 
Aggregates: Natural river sand was used with specific gravity of 2.51 gr/cm3 and 
absorption capacity equal to 3.4%. Natural River gravel w used as coarse aggregate 
with specific gravity of 2.54 gr/cm3 and absorption capacity equal to 2.57%.  
 

                              
Figure 3 . Sieve Analysis of used Sand and Gravel based on ASTM standard 

 
EPS: The grading shows that used EPS has mostly (85%) 3.5 mm size beads. The 
density of used expanded polystyrene was evaluated to be 0.0257 gr/cm3. 
Polypropylene fiber: polypropylene fibers which is used is waste carpet fibers, 
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has been cut by length of 6mm. 
 

Table 2: Characteristics of the polypropylene fibers 
properties description 

Morphology Fibrillated or mono 
filament 

Specific weight [gr/cm3] 0.95 
Diameter [μm] 20 – 200 

Modulus of elasticity 
[GPa] 5 – 10 

Tensile strength [MPa] 500 - 750 
Ultimate strain [%] 5 - 15 

Elongation at fracture [%] Approx. 20 
Melting point [°C] 160 

Bonding with cement Good 
Stability in cement Good 

 
Mix proportions: Three percentages of using EPS of 15%, 25% and 40% by 
volume were listed. In order to investigate the effect of polypropylene fibers on 
mechanical properties of EPS concrete, it was used in mixes by four percentages of 
0.1%, 0.3%, 0.5% and 1% by volume, silica fume and rice husk ash replacement 
were 10% and 20% by weight in the cementitious material, respectively. The 
complete details of the concrete mixes are presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Mix proportion of the specimens 
mix 
No. 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

S.F
% 

R.H
% 

Water 
(kg/m3) w/(c+s) 0-3 

(kg/m3) 
3-6 

(kg/m3) 
6-12 

(kg/m3) 
EPS
% 

PP
% 

Fresh 
Density 
(kg/m3)  

1 400 - - 180 0.45 666 118 957 - 2400 
2 400 - - 170 0.43 540 95 777 15% 1900 
3 400 - - 165 0.41 431 76 620 25% 1700 
4 400 - - 160 0.4 294 52 423 40% 1350 
5 360 10% - 190 0.48 652 115 940 - 2300 
6 360 10% - 175 0.44 524 93 755 15% 1900 
7 360 10% - 175 0.44 422 75 607 25% 1650 
8 360 10% - 170 0.43 282 50 406 40% 1300 
9 320 - 20% 210 0.52 620 110 895 - 2250 
10 320 - 20% 205 0.51 470 80 670 15% 1850 
11 320 - 20% 205 0.51 385 68 555 25% 1600 
12 320 - 20% 200 0.5 245 43 352 40% 0%
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Production of EPS concrete: EPS beads were wetted initially with a part of the 
mixing water and superplasticizer before adding the remaining materials. Mixing 
was continued until a uniform and flowing mixture was obtained. The fresh 
concrete densities and slump values were measured immediately after the mixing 
which showed a variation between 50 and 70cm. The specimens were cured under 
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wet gunny bags initially and, after demolding, were stored in water [11]. 
Specimens: Cube specimens of 100 mm were tested for the uniaxial compressive 
strength. Cylinders with a diameter of 150 mm and a height of 300 mm were tested 
for the splitting tensile strength and modulus of elasticity. The 50×50×200 mm 
beam specimens were tested in three point bending with the span of 180 mm with a 
cross head movement of 1 mm/min. all the tests were done by using a testing 
machine with a maximum load of 3000kN. 
Test program: The main objective of the present investigation was to study the 
Effect of Using PP fibers and different Cementitious Materials on Mechanical 
Properties of EPS Concrete, over a wide range of concrete densities of 1250-2300 
kg/m3, with the corresponding compressive strengths varying between 6.7 and 47.6 
MPa. The flow values of the fresh concrete were measured according to ASTM C 
124-1973. Compressive strength tests were carried out on 100 mm cubes at the age 
of 3, 7, 14, 28 and 90 days on a testing machine of 3000 kN capacity at a loading 
rate of 0.25 N/mm2s. The splitting tensile strength test was conducted on cylinders 
of 150 mm in diameter and 300 mm in height, at 28 days as per ASTM C 496-89. 
Modulus of elasticity test was done at 28 days by using the mentioned machine 
based on ASTM C 469 [11]. the 50×50×200 mm beam specimens were tested in 
third-point loading over a span of 180 mm in accordance with ASTM C 1018 
w21x. Flexural test was done on these specimens with a cross head movement of 1 
mm/min at 28 days. 
 
2.2. Result and Discossion 
Fresh concrete: The main parameter, which is often used to determine the 
workability of fresh concrete, is the slump test. The slump value depends mainly 
on the water absorption and porosity of the aggregates, water content in the 
mixture, amount of the aggregate and fine material in the mixture, shape of the 
aggregates and surface characteristics of the constituents in the mixture. The slump 
values decreased significantly with the addition of polypropylene. With the use of 
sufficient compaction, the fresh concrete would flow satisfactorily again and the 
polypropylene fibers would be uniformly dispersed in the mixture. Furthermore, 
with the constant water-cement ratio, the slump values of the concrete mixtures 
containing polypropylene fibers were not significantly affected by the aggregate 
types. This was primarily caused by the good adhesion in the fresh concrete, which 
was created by the polypropylene fibers. The mixes having the higher percentage 
of silica fume and rice husk ash show higher flow values. All the concretes were 
flexible and easy to work with, and could be easily compacted using just hand 
compaction. 
Compressive strength: With or without using of EPS in mixes, the addition of 
polypropylene fibers in the concrete did not significantly affect the compressive 
strength of concretes. Test results showed increase in value of compressive strength 
in some specimens and on the other hand, some other showed decrease on 
mentioned parameter. Also from the results, it is clear that the rate of strength gain 
in early ages increased using silica fume as a replacement of ordinary cement. But 
rice husk ash, as a replacement of ordinary cement needs more time to show its 
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benefits as a pozzolanic material. In this case, an improvement in mechanical 
properties can be observed at the age of 90 days and upper. The desired density of 
EPS concrete can be determined by varying the EPS volume in the mix. The 
variations of compressive strength with the plastic density of concrete were 
observed to be linear. Moreover, the failure mode of the concrete specimens 
containing EPS aggregates under compressive loading observed to be gradual and 
the specimens were capable of retaining the load after failure without full 
disintegration. By adding polypropylene in EPS concrete matrix, the failure mode 
observed to be more gradual. This clearly shows the high energy absorption 
capacity of these concretes. 
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Figure 2. Compressive strength of concrete at different contents of EPS and PP fibers 
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Figure 3. variation of compressive strength with age and cementitious replacement 

 
Split tensile strength: The variation of tensile strength with the EPS and 
polypropylene content of admixture is given in Figure 4. From this, it can be seen 
that the tensile strength increased with decreasing EPS content of concrete. 
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Figure 4. variation of Tensile strength with PP and EPS content of concrete 

 
The splitting failure mode of the concrete specimens containing EPS aggregates 
also observed to be gradual. adding polypropylene fibers showed an increase in the 
value of tensile strength, as well by adding polypropylene in concrete matrix, the 
failure mode observed to be more gradual and specimens did not separate in two 
parts as shown in Figure 5. Effect of using silica fume and rice husk ash as a 
replacement of ordinary cement on split tensile is similar to the effects that 
observed during compressive strength tests. 
 

         
Figure 5. Effect of using polypropylene in concrete on failure mode 

 
Modulus of elasticity: Static modulus of elasticity tests were carried out on the 
150×300 mm EPS concrete cylinders. The results of these tests showed that this 
mechanical material property has a linear variation with the used volume of EPS in 
admixture, but vice versa. It means that an increase in the volume of EPS, used in 
concrete lead to decrease in the magnitude of the parameter modulus of elasticity 
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which is expected. From the results, the addition of polypropylene fibers in the 
concrete did not significantly affect the modulus of elasticity of mixes. It means 
that the use of polypropylene fibers by the mentioned percentages in EPS concrete 
resulted in the low influence on modulus of elasticity of concrete rather than the 
influences contributed by the other constituents of concrete.  
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Figure 6. variation of Modulus of Elasticity with PP and EPS content of concrete 

 
The results also indicated that adding silica fume to admixture caused an increase 
in modulus of elasticity in all mixes, however using rice husk ash as a 
supplementary cementitious material caused a decrease in value of the modulus of 
elasticity at 28 days.  
Flexural behavior: from the results, the flexural capacity decreased with an 
increase in the volume of EPS in mixes. Also no effect on the flexural behavior 
was observed. However, by increasing used polypropylene’s volume, flexural 
capacity was observed to be improved. 
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Figure 7. variation of Flexural strength with PP and EPS content of concrete 
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3. CONCLUSION 
The mechanical strength of EPS concrete showed a linear increase with an increase 
in concrete density. The failure was observed to be gradual (compressible), and the 
specimens were capable of retaining the load after failure, without full 
disintegration. The strength of EPS concretes appears to increase linearly with an 
increase in concrete density, or with a decrease in the EPS volume. With or without 
using of EPS in mixes, the addition of polypropylene fibers in the concrete did not 
significantly affect the compressive strength of concretes. The rate of strength gain 
was increasing with using silica fume as a replacement of ordinary cement. But rice 
husk ash, as a replacement of ordinary cement needs more time to show its benefits 
as a pozzolanic material. In this case, an improvement in mechanical properties can 
be observed at the age of 90 days and upper. Be seen that the tensile strength 
increased with an increase in compressive strength. Modulus of Elasticity of 
concretes decreased with the incorporation of EPS. High amounts of EPS contents, 
decreased the elastic module more. Effect of polypropylene fibers on module of 
elasticity was not clear. Adding silica fume to admixture increased the modulus of 
elasticity however using rice husk ash had not positive effect in early ages. Results 
of flexural behavior test showed that, the flexural strength decreased with an 
increase in the volume of EPS in mixes. Results showed that application of PP 
fibers improved the flexural strength of concrete. 
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ABSTRACT  
When an earthquake happens, different kinds of compression and shear waves are 
produced. Structures in direction of compression waves P (sense's weight of 
structure) have good enforcement and main loss of structures is in sense of shear 
(sense of propagation S waves). By reducing amplitude of seismic waves, we can 
reduce damages to the building. Nowadays, one of the most important difficulties 
in front of engineering structure is finding ways for reducing side movement of 
structure and vibrations caused by the device measuring earthquakes in buildings 
especially high structures for adding to their factor of safety.  Seismic waves are 
among mechanic waves and for propagation need material environment and their 
reduction has opposite environment's density. So, reducing density of propagation 
environment is one of ways for reducing amplitude of waves. On the other side, 
liquids do not have a stiffness shear and cannot effect and propagation S waves. So, 
in this plan, we have tried using this specifications and installing sphere full of  
fluid in the sample environment of ordinary concrete, make new concrete and 
evaluate its behavior so that has considerable reduce against shear waves.  
For considering the made sample behavior and comparing it with ordinary concrete, 
cubic samples with sizes 10x20x20 and 10x20x60cm are made and were put under 
impulse loads. Comparing test results, it was observed that amplitude of registered 
wave on the concrete sample with fluid compare to sample of ordinary concrete has 
reduced on average %50. So, by using this damping concrete, we can reduce the 
seismic energy and acceleration effected to the structure and considering amount of 
this reduction, the structure weight is also reduced. Reduction of structure weight 
caused reduction of secondary seismic force.  
 
Keywords: damper, shear wave, fluid 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Buildings are always subject to great dynamic loads which are caused by different 
environment factors, and the seismic load caused by earthquake is one of them. So, 
today one of the most important problems in front of structure engineers is finding 
ways for reducing side movement of structure and produced vibrations in buildings 
especially high structures for increasing the structure's factor of safety, ease and 
tranquility of inhabitants. Nowadays, in some buildings of advanced countries such 
as Japan and USA, passive dampers are used and they have different kind so 
bracing rod damper and pillar damper. You can see some pictures of the most 
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useful ones in picture No. 1. Also, other kinds of dampers such as Viscous Damper 
(VEDs) and the one which can be adjusted for its weight (TMDs)… exist and by 
changing ductility of structure (R), it causes reduction of vibrations in the time unit 
or earthquake's rock. Using dampers is the base of reducing the seismic energy 
after entrance to structure. So, in this method, all changes are mechanic and do not 
have effect on nature of entrance waves. And, the seismic acceleration is exactly 
effected to the structure and is subject to dampers which constitute part of 
structure, are a mortised.  
Although reducing R has effect in ductility, but another effective parameter is the 
structure weight which is independent of R. using the present dampers, for every 
structure, considering its weight, damping should be calculated separately. But, in 
this plan, we tried considering the nature of seismic waves, as much as effective 
acceleration on the structure is reduced, we can say definitely that we will have as 
much as force reduction for structure that has made a lighter structure design and 
this again will lead to reducing final shear force. 
 

  
A B 

Figure 1. Kinds of mechanical damp ions a) pillar. b) Bracing Rod 
 

 
Figure 2. The style of production and diffusion of body waves 

 
2. SEISMIC WAVES 
When an earthquake happens, different types of body waves are produced which 
are mainly mechanic and are propagation only in material environments. These 
waves are produced in the center of earthquake and are distributed in all directions. 
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They are two main groups: compression waves (P) and shear waves (S). In picture 
No. 2, way of production and propagation of these waves is observed. The first 
group which is primary, compression and length waves cause compression and 
connection of materials which pass through them. Second group is secondary; 
shear or width waves cause vibration of environment particles in vertical line on 
distributing waves and perform shear waves on the distribution environment. 
Velocity of waves is subject to material and hardness of composed materials in the 
distributed environment and the steady fluid which does not have stiffness shear 
can not effected and distribute shear waves.  
 
3. DAMPER CONCRETE 
This concrete considering specifications of the propagation environment of shear 
waves and in order to amortize more these waves is made. Since sense of 
propagation compression waves is in line with the structure gravity and structures 
for effect this force in sense vertical are very rigidity designs, so that compression 
waves of the earthquake often are not serious damage. But, shear waves while 
happening of earthquake cause the most damages. But, if we can make shear waves 
before entrance to damped structure, we can reduce favorably the caused damages 
by earthquake. In this case, a lighter structure will have stability against 
earthquake. This in return causes reduction of the force to structure. If this cycle 
continues, we can achieve the below diagram is obtained. Some sentences of it are 
economical from engineering viewpoint. It means that we can do this several times 
and this cycle is effective depending on the structure weight.  
 

Fn=aqn-1 
Fn: Reduced earthquake force 
A: Primary seismic force 
Q: Amount of reduced seismic force in percent 
N: No. of sentences 
In making the sample concrete, sphere full of water have low shear resistance are 
available easily and are used as vertically sheets. Picture No. 3 shows a sample of 
these spheres. Shear waves of earthquake while passing these spheres because of 
their fluid are reduced. Amount of this reduction is subject to specifications and the 
amount of fluid inside the concrete and also the way of putting spheres in the 
concrete.  
 
4. PERFORMING TESTS 
Considering hypotheses and theories presented in the preface, we expect that waves 
and especially shear waves by passing this concrete are reduced. In this concrete, 
quite equal spheres by passage of time do not exit these spheres so that fluids are 
preserved for longer period in the environment. For primary considerations, 
effectiveness of the innovative concrete, at first a sample 20 x 20 x 10 cm is made 
and necessary considerations are made. 
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Figure 3. Arrangement of the beads full of fluid 

 
Since the primary sample was cubic, one side of the cubic is chosen and a 
pounding device for impact shown in picture No. 4 is used for making waves. 
 

 
Figure 4. The pounding is used in experiments. 

 
Since our aim is comparing reduction of wave's amplitude in the made concrete 
sample and also waves amplitude in addition to distribution environment is the size 
is impact, the pounding device system is so made that it has equal conditions in all 
impact. Besides, by repeating the test and taking average, we tried to reduce the 
fault of these tests. Also, another parameter which is determining is time's impact. 
Impact should be in a way which is equal in time. So, in every test, equal impact 
with equal time intervals are used and in processes of data equal time window are 
considered. In these considerations on cubic samples, we observed that these 
spheres as expected by theory can cause amortization of shear waves and amplitude 
of vibrations is reduced. These changes are observed in picture No. 5-A and 5-B.   
Since the primary sample was small, a second sample with sizes 60 x 20 x 10 were 
made, and results of the test were repeated.  
 

 
A) 
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B) 

Figure 5. Vibrations domain A) In sample of typical concrete B) In sample of damping 
concrete  

 
During tests, two samples were used so that a suitable comparison is made in 
produced waves. I mean one sample of ordinary concrete and a sample of damping 
concrete in which fluid sphere existed. Difference of these samples is the spheres. 
And from other viewpoints such as: mixing design, amount of cement, type, 
grading of gravel and sand est. are considered the same. Before performing tests, it 
was necessary to get insured of producing shear waves by the pounding system. So, 
the test was done according to the picture No. 6. In this test, two horizontal single 
element sensors in two vertical lines were installed. And, from the side, we impact 
the samples. We expected that considering direction of the impact, the produced 
waves are shear; also the arrived polarity is changed. Results of this test shown in 
picture No. 7 confirm this hypothesis 
  

  
A B 

Figure 6. Using form uni-vector geophone for assessment of Shear wave production 
 A) Sensors placement B) the way of doing impact  

 

 
Figure 7. Polarity changing of wave with changing of impact direction is confirmation 

of producing shear wave in experiment 
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Continuing the tests, as observed in picture No. 8, hits are produced from side and 
instead of using geophone, horizontal device of systems measuring acceleration are 
very sensitive. 20 impacts are equally impact on the sample. The reason for using 
20 impacts is getting average and reducing fault of impact size. 
 

  
Figure 8. Testing in different environment. 

 
In processing registered data, seismosignal is used and for omitting it, first it 
should pass though a filter in frequency limit of 1 to 25 Hertz. Considering 
acceleration response spectrum in damping %5, %10, and % 20 evaluation of data 
pseudo acceleration are received. Previous amount of them for both samples of 
concrete are measuring and reducing amplitude waves is got. And, by getting this 
ratio, we can say that the sample of produced concrete how much has role in 
reducing the amplitude and as result energy of seismic waves. Table No. 1 shows 
this ration in 10 samples tested for ordinary concrete and damping concrete. 
 
Table 1: Obtained acceleration of data in typical and damping concrete and their ratios 

Awc/Acc 
ratio 

Acc (g) 
Max acceleration  in 

typical concrete 

Awc (g) 
Max acceleration in 
damping concrete 

Test 
number 

0.35 2.6 0.9 1 
0.54 2.4 1.3 2 
0.24 2.3 0.55 3 
0.24 2.3 0.55 4 
0.45 2.8 1.25 5 
0.50 2.3 1.15 6 
0.37 2.6 0.95 7 
0.52 2.4 1.25 8 
0.67 1.8 1.2 9 
0.58 1.8 1.05 10 
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A) 

 
B) 

Figure 9. Acceleration domain, speed and changes of recorded movement resulting 
form impacts, respectively A) before and   B) after filter  

 
Figure 10 is the response spectrum of amplitude figure of shear wave acceleration in 
the ordinary and damper concrete in 1.5 second compared together. In one test, 
amount of acceleration in damped concrete is less than ordinary concrete. And, in the 
figure of picture No. 11 the reduction ration of acceleration for 10 tests is shown. 
 

 
Figure 10. The comparison of acceleration response spectrums for section wave in damper 

and normal concrete- blue for normal concrete and balk & white for damper concrete 
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Figure 11. Shows the proportions ratio of acceleration decrease for 10 tests 

 
As observed in pictures 10 and 11, using this damper concrete, we can seismic 
energy can be affected to structure. And, considering this amount of structure 
reduction is reduced. Also, reduction of structure weight causes secondary 
reduction of seismic force. This concrete reduces the wave acceleration directly 
and causes reduction of seismic force and reduces the structure weight indirectly. 
Later on, we intend to consider other parameters such as: dimensions, fluid 
volume, kind of fluid, arrangement of sphere and entrance of unit energy to the 
sample so that we achieve a reduction factor. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Since effect of spheres in small dimensions is considerable, we hope that by 
considering more, we can reduce seismic waves and consequently earthquake 
danger considerably. And, by reducing human losses, consumption of building 
materials, structure weight and seismic force are reduced. This is a useful method 
for reducing the seismic waves' intensity before entrance to structures. 
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ABSTRACT 
Self compacting concrete is termed as a concrete with high flow ability and 
cohesiveness which can fill its mold without the need of any extra vibration effort. 
Fiber inclusion to concrete enhances the mechanical properties, while making the 
concrete less workable. This article presents a study on the fresh and mechanical 
properties of a fiber reinforced self compacting concrete incorporating high-
volume fly ash that does not meet the fineness requirements of ASTM C 618. A 
poly carboxylic based superplasticizer was used in combination with a viscosity 
modifying admixture. In mixes containing fly ash, 50% of cement by weight was 
replaced with fly ash. Two different types of steel fibers were used in combination, 
keeping the total fiber content constant at 60 kg/m3. Slump flow time and 
diameter, V funnel, and air content were performed to assess the fresh properties of 
the concrete. Compressive strength, split tensile strength, and ultrasonic pulse 
velocity of the concrete were determined for the hardened properties. It can be 
concluded that high-volume coarse fly ash could successfully be used in producing 
fiber reinforced SCC. Even though there is some reduction in the concrete strength, 
because of the use of high-volume coarse fly ash, it is possible to achieve self 
compaction with considerable fiber inclusion. 
 
Keywords: self compacting concrete, fiber reinforcement, high volume coarse fly 
ash, fresh properties, ultrasonic test 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Use of self compacting concrete (SCC) in the construction industry has been 
increasing [1] because of its technical advantages such as flowing through the 
reinforcement and filling every corner of its mold without any need for vibration 
and compaction during its placement. Generally, SCC is achieved using new 
generation superplasticizers to reduce the water–binder ratio. In addition, 
supplementary cementitious or inert materials such as limestone powder, natural 
pozzolans, and fly ash is also used to increase the viscosity and reduce the cost of 
SCC. Among these materials, fly ash, a by-product of thermal power plants, has 
been reported to improve the mechanical properties and durability of concrete 
when used as a cement replacement material [2]. Concretes having large amounts 
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of fly ash are termed as high-volume fly ash (HVFA) concrete. HVFA concrete 
was initially developed for mass concrete applications to reduce the heat of 
hydration, but with its sufficient mechanical and excellent durability properties it 
has been used in structural and pavement applications [3]. Fly ash is usually 
separated at the power plants and high quality (fine) fly ash meeting the fineness 
requirement of ASTM C 618 can be used in producing blended cements or added 
as a separate ingredient at the ready mixed concrete batching plants. In addition to 
this fine fly ash, there are vast amounts of substandard (coarse) fly ash that can be 
utilized in the concrete industry. A successful application of the coarse fly ash in 
producing blended Portland cements was published by the researchers at CANMET 
[4]. Fly ash has also been increasingly used in the Turkish concrete industry. 
Recently, to increase the use of fly ash, investigations on HVFA in producing SCC 
are being performed [5]. In this article another application of this type of coarse fly 
ash will be presented on SCCs incorporating hybrid fiber reinforcement. 
The term fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) is defined by ACI 116R, Cement and 
Concrete Terminology, as a concrete containing dispersed randomly oriented 
fibers. Inherently, concrete is brittle under tensile loading and mechanical 
properties of concrete may be improved by randomly oriented short discrete fibers 
which prevent or control initiation, propagation, or coalescence of cracks [6]. The 
character and performance of FRC changes depend on the properties of concrete 
and the fibers. The properties of fibers that are usually of interest are fiber 
concentration, fiber geometry, fiber orientation, and fiber distribution. Using a 
single type of fiber may improve the properties of FRC to a limited level. However, 
the concept of hybridization, adding two or more types of fiber into concrete, can 
offer more attractive engineering properties as the presence of one fiber enables 
more efficient utilization of the potential properties of other fibers [7-8]. Previous 
investigations showed that the use of steel fibers in SCC is feasible [9-10]. In these 
mixes, steel fibers can decrease workability of SCC as the fiber amount and 
slenderness ratio (length/diameter) increase. 
However, in case of well-proportioned SCC the workability is not influenced by 
the steel fibers [10]. The incorporation of fibers in concrete improves mechanical 
properties of concrete such as ductility, toughness, tensile strength, impact 
resistance and fatigue. 
The objective of this study is to assess the effects of HVFA replacement on the 
fresh and hardened properties of SCCs incorporating different types of steel fibers. 
Moreover, the fly ash used in this study was a coarse fly ash that does not meet the 
fineness requirements of ASTM C 618. Even though, the suitability of using such a 
substandard fly ash needs much detailed investigations, this study covers the fresh 
and some hardened properties of such mixes. In addition to the fly ash, two 
different sizes of steel fibers were used at different proportions in making the 
concrete. Total mass of cementitious materials is 500 kg/m3, in which 50% of 
cement is replaced by the coarse grained fly ash. For comparison, a control SCC 
mix without any fly ash was also produced. The commercially available chemical 
admixtures used in this study included a viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) 
and a polycarboxylic based superplasticizer (SP). 
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2. MATERIALS 
2.1. Portland Cement 
The cement used in all mixes was a commercially available Portland cement (PC), 
which corresponds to ASTM Type I cement. It had a specific gravity of 3.09 and 
Blaine fineness of 3030 cm2/g. Chemical composition of the PC is given in Table 1. 
 
2.2. Limestone Powder 
Limestone powder (LP) was used as a mineral viscosity enhancing admixture. LP 
was a by product of marble extraction with a CaCO3 content of 98% and a specific 
gravity of 2.70. The chemical composition of the limestone powder is also 
presented in Table 1.  
 
2.3. Fly Ash 
A fly ash (FA) from Çayırhan, Turkey was used in this study. Its chemical 
composition is given in Table 1. The FA had a relatively low specific gravity and 
Blaine fineness of 2.01 and 2420 cm2/g respectively. The percentage of fly ash 
retained when wet sieved on a 45-μm sieve was 46. Therefore, this FA failed to 
meet the fineness requirements of ASTM C 618. To confirm the fineness of the 
FA, the particle size distribution of the FA was also determined. Figure 1 shows the 
particle size distribution of the FA, as well as the LP, and PC used in this study. As 
can be seen from that plot, FA was much coarser compared to both PC and LP. 
 

Table 1: Chemical composition of the Portland cement and mineral admixtures 
Limestone 

powder Fly ash Portland 
cement 

Chemical 
analyses (%) 

54.97 11.31 61.94 CaO 
0.01 49.55 18.08 SiO2 
0.17 13.34 5.58 Al2O3 
0.05 8.51 2.43 Fe2O3 
0.64 4.10 2.43 MgO 
0.00 1.70 2.54 SO3 
0.00 1.99 0.99 K2O 
0.00 3.08 0.18 Na2O 

43.66 2.74 4.40 LOI 
 
2.4. Fiber 
Two cylindrical steel fiber types, one with hooked ends (SF1) and one straight 
(SF2) were used. Their specific gravities were 7.85 and 7.17 respectively. The 
length and aspect ratio of the SF1 was 30 mm and 55, respectively, compared to 6 
mm and 37.5 of SF2. The SF2 fiber was made of high strength steel with a brass 
coating, which provides it a relatively smooth surface. The total fiber content was 
kept constant at 60 kg/m3 for all the mixes. 
 
2.5. Aggregates 
As for the aggregates, crushed limestone and crushed sand from the same local 
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source were used. As can be seen from the gradation of the aggregates presented in 
Table 2, the maximum aggregate size was 19 mm. Both the coarse and fine 
aggregate had a specific gravity of 2.70, and water absorptions of 0.5 % and 1.2 % 
respectively. 
 

 
Figure 1. Particle size distribution of PC, FA and LP 

 
Table 2: Aggregate grading 

% passing Sieve size 
(mm) Fine Coarse 

19 100 100 
12.7 100 58.6 
9.5 100 35.8 

4.75 96.9 0 
2.36 85.5 - 
1.18 68.3 - 
0.6 42.3 - 
0.3 17.4 - 

0.15 3.7 - 
 
3. CHEMICAL ADMIXTURES 
A polycarboxylic type superplasticizer (SP) was used in all concrete mixes. In 
addition to the SP a viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) was also used. The 
properties of both admixtures, as provided by their manufacturers, are shown in 
Table 3. 
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Table 3: Properties of chemical admixtures 
Chemical 

Admixture 
Specific 
gravity pH Solid 

content (%) Main component 

SP 1.08 5-7 40 polycarboxylic 

VMA 1.00 - 20 dispersed carbohydrate 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
4.1. Mix Proportions 
The mix proportions of the mixes are summarized in Table 4. As seen in that table, 
five concrete mixes are prepared. The two control mixes did not contain any steel 
fibers. As a binder, one of the control mixes included PC (Control_PC) and the 
other one had FA replacing 50 % by weight of PC (Control_FA). All of the 
remaining mixes had the same amount of FA as in Control_FA. These were named 
as FA_SF1, FA_SF1&SF2, and FA_SF2 indicating the type of steel fiber 
incorporated in the mix. For all the mixes, the total amount of binder (PC + FA), 
the amount of chemical admixtures, and the amount of LP were all kept constant. 
Water was added to the mix until the SCC characteristics were observed; therefore, 
the water/powder ratio was not kept constant and change was observed between 
0.35 and 0.44. 
 

Table 4: Mix proportions 
Aggregate Steel fiber Mix 

ID Water PC FA LP 
Fine Coarse SF1 SF2 

SP VMA 

Control_PC 250 500 0 70 905 539 0 0 5.5 6.25 
Control_FA 230 250 250 70 888 529 0 0 5.5 6.25 

FA_SF1 226 250 250 70 889 530 60 0 5.5 6.25 
FA_SF1&SF2 205 250 250 70 925 550 30 30 5.5 6.25 

FA_SF2 205 250 250 70 924 549 0 60 5.5 6.25 
 
4.2. Preparation and Casting of Test Specimens 
The mixes were prepared at about 5 min. with a 70-liter rotating planetary mixer. 
The sand, coarse aggregate and fibers were first dry-mixed followed by the 
addition of fine materials and 1/3 of water. Finally, water and chemical admixtures 
were pre-mixed and added to the mix. After the mixing procedure was completed, 
tests were conducted on the fresh concrete to determine slump flow time and 
diameter, V-funnel flow time, and air content. Segregation and bleeding were 
visually checked during the slump flow test and was not observed in any of the 
mixes. From each concrete mix, six 150-mm cubes and six _100*200-mm 
cylinders were cast. All specimens were cast in one layer without any compaction. 
The cubes were used for the compressive strength and ultrasonic pulse velocity 
tests and the cylinders were used for the splitting tensile strength tests. After 
demolding, all specimens were stored in a curing room at 21±2 0C, and 95±5% 
relative humidity until testing. 
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4.3. Tests on Fresh Concrete 
Deformability and viscosity of fresh concrete is evaluated through the 
measurement of slump flow time and diameter, and V-funnel flow time (Figure 2). 
The slump flow is used to assess the horizontal free flow (deformability) of SCC in 
the absence of obstructions. The procedure for the slump flow test and the 
commonly used slump test are almost identical. In the slump test, the change in 
height between the cone and the spread concrete is measured, whereas in the slump 
flow test the diameter of the spread concrete is determined as the slump flow 
diameter (D). According to Nagataki and Fujiwara, a slump flow diameter ranging 
from 500 to 700 mm is considered as the slump required for a concrete classified as 
SCC [11]. 
According to Specification and Guidelines for SCC prepared by EFNARC 
(European Federation of National Trade Associations), a slump flow diameter 
ranging from 650-800 mm can be accepted for SCC [12]. In the slump flow test 
concrete’s ability to flow and its segregation resistance can also be measured. To 
measure these properties, the time (t50) it takes for the concrete to reach a 500 mm 
spread circle and any segregation border between the aggregates and mortar around 
the edge of spread are recorded. EFNARC suggests t50 of 2 to 7 sec. for SCC. In 
addition to the slump flow test, V-funnel test is also performed to assess the 
flowability and stability of the SCC. The funnel is filled completely with concrete 
and the bottom outlet is opened, allowing the concrete to flow. The V-funnel flow 
time is the elapsed time (tV-f) in seconds between the opening of the bottom outlet 
and the time when the light becomes visible from the bottom, when observed from 
the top. Good flowable and stable concrete would consume short time to flow out. 
According to Khayat, a tV-f which is less than 6 sec. is recommended for a 
concrete to qualify as a SCC [13]. According to EFNARC, tV-f ranging from 6 to 
12 sec. is considered adequate for a SCC [12]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Workability tests on the HVFA-SCC 

 
4.4. Tests on Hardened Concrete 
Tests performed on cured concrete specimens consist of the specimen compressive 
strength, the splitting tensile strength, and the ultrasonic pulse velocity. For each 
mix, cubic specimens were loaded under compressive load to failure (ultimate 
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load) at 28, and 56 days. The compressive strength was computed from the average 
of three specimens. The ultrasonic pulse velocities (UPV) of all six cubic 
specimens were measured on the two smooth sides of the specimen at 7, 14, 28, 
and 56 days. The UPV test was conducted with direct transducer arrangement 
using a pair of narrowband 54 kHz transducers using a commercially available 
PUNDIT system. 

 
5. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
5.1. Fresh Concrete Properties 
Table 5 lists the test results performed on fresh concrete. Included in that table are 
the w/p ratio of the mix, slump flow diameter (D) and time (t50), V-funnel flow 
time and air content. As seen in that table, the slump flow diameters of all mixes 
were in the range of 560 to 700 mm, slump flow times are less than 2.9 sec., and 
the V-funnel flow times (tV-f) were in the range of 2.4 to 4.3 sec. Therefore, all 
concrete mixes could be considered as SCC. In all of the SCC mixes, there was no 
segregation of aggregate near the edges of the spread-out concrete as observed 
from the slump flow test. 
 

Table 5. Fresh properties 
Slump flow 

Mix ID w/p* Fiber 
factor D 

(mm) t50 (s) 

V-Funnel 
flow time 
tV-f (s) 

Air Content 
(%) 

Control_PC 0.44 0 560 2.9 4.3 2.5 
Control_FA 0.40 0 690 < 2.0 2.4 1.8 

FA_SF1 0.40 42 660 < 2.0 2.8 4.2 

FA_SF1&SF2 0.36 35 630 < 2.0 4.0 4.5 
FA_SF2 0.36 29 700 < 2.0 2.7 3.6 

 
Also observed in Table 5 is the change in w/p ratio for the same workability 
measure, i.e. the same D, t50, and tV-f. The Control_PC mix had the highest w/p 
ratio, but as part of the PC was replaced by FA the w/p ratio of all mixes decreased. 
This phenomenon is also observed by other researchers [4, 14]. In such studies, 
even though finer FAs were used, which is expected to increase the water 
requirement of a concrete mix, the smooth surface characteristics and spherical 
shape of the FA improved the workability characteristics of concrete mixes and the 
same workability was achieved by a smaller w/p ratio. Therefore, using a coarser 
FA with higher volumes is naturally going to decrease the water demand of a SCC 
mix for the same workability measure. The steel fibers also affected the fresh 
properties of the concrete mixes. The addition of SF1 type steel fibers did not 
affect the water requirement of the mix for the same workability. However, 
addition of SF2 type fibers which have smaller diameters and sizes reduced the 
amount of water. This could be explained by the geometry of the fibers as well as 
the surface characteristics of these fibers. SF2 fibers have smaller dimensions when 
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compared with SF1 fibers, thus have less potential to prevent the movement of 
aggregates. In addition, SF2 fibers are coated with brass and have very smooth 
surfaces, which reduce the energy loss during the movement of particles. 
 
5.2. Hardened Concrete Properties 
The results of hardened concrete tests are presented in Table 6. Included in that 
table are the 28 and 56 day compressive and splitting tensile strength tests and 7, 
14, 28, and 56 day ultrasonic pulse velocity tests. Even though the w/p ratio of the 
mix was reduced, substitution of PC with a coarse FA resulted in lower strengths 
both at 28 and 56 days. This reduction was 43% at 28 days and 31% at 56 days. 
The low pozzolanic activity can be attributed to the coarseness of the FA used. 
Fiber inclusion did not significantly affect the measured mechanical properties; 
however, as seen in Figure 3 as the volume of the SF2 type fibers increased the 
compressive strength slightly increased. This is due to the relatively small 
dimensions of SF2 type fibers, which give these fibers the ability to delay the 
micro crack formation and to arrest and prevent their propagation afterwards up to 
a certain extent. Another explanation to the increase in the compressive strength 
could be the decrease in w/p ratio which decreased as the amount of SF2 type 
fibers increased. However, when the split tensile strengths are examined (Figure 4) 
it can be seen that there is a reduction in the split tensile strengths as the volume of 
SF2 type fibers are increased or the w/p decreased. The reduction in the split 
tensile strength is explained by the loss of the presence of longer SF1 type fibers 
which are responsible for the increase in tensile strengths. 
 

Table 6: Hardened properties 
Compressive 

Strength(MPa) 
Split Tensile 

Strength (MPa) Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (m/s) Mix 
ID 

28 d* 56 d* 28 d* 56 d* 7 d† 14 d† 28 d† 56 d* 

Control_PC 40.7  70 
[0.5] ‡ 

41.7 
[0.4] 

3.58 
[0.3] 

3.68 
[0.1] 

4565 
[22] 

4570 
[45] 

4578 
[35] 

4609 
[7] 

Control_FA 23.3 
[1.0] 

28.6 
[1.2] 

2.8 
[0.4] 

3.34 
[0.5] 

4161 
[31] 

4260 
[51] 

4436 
[74] 

4564 
[29] 

FA_SF1 19.6 
[0.1] 

24.5 
[0.6] 

3.10 
[0.2] 

3.69 
[0.6] 

3963 
[10] 

4007 
[44] 

4157 
[45] 

4317 
[28] 

FA_SF1&S
F2 

22.8 
[0.5] 

26.1 
[2.0] 

3.40 
[0.0] 

3.82 
[0.3] 

3970 
[42] 

4100 
[41] 

4249 
[40] 

4383 
[88] 

FA_SF2 22.5 
[2.9] 

31.8 
[0.8] 

3.08 
[0.1] 

3.23 
[0.2] 

4142 
[109] 

4224 
[109] 

4359 
[82] 

4506 
[114] 

* Tests are performed on 3 specimens 
† Tests are performed on 6 specimens 
‡ Numbers in parenthesis are the standard deviations 
 
Ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) is used to assess the hardening of the SCC mixes. 
As seen in Figure 5, as hydration continues the UPVs increased for all the SCC 
mixes. However, the slope of that curve is quite different for the PC and FA mixes. 
For the Control-PC mix the slope was much smaller as most of the hydration was 
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complete by 7 days. However, for the mixes with FA the hydration reactions 
continue after 7 days indicating a higher slope. 
 

 
Figure 3. Effect of steel fibers on the compressive strength 

 

 
Figure 4. Effect of steel fibers on the split tensile strength 

 

 
Figure 5. Strength gain of SCC mixes 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper discusses the part of the results of an experimental program carried out to 
investigate the effects of incorporation of HVFA, and steel fibers on the flow 
characteristics of SCC and mechanical properties in the hardened state. 
It can be concluded that it is possible to achieve self compaction with considerable 
fiber inclusion. Incorporation of HVFA may reduce the water requirement of a SCC 
mix. In other words, using high volumes of coarse FA may increase the workability 
characteristics of SCC mixes. Therefore the amount of SP and VMA to achieve self 
compaction could be reduced with proper adjustments to the FA amount. However, it 
is also seen that using coarse FA may cause significant strength losses to the SCC 
mixes, since they are used in high volumes. However, the strength reduction due to 
low pozzolanic activity of the FA was partially off-set by the use of smaller SF2 type 
steel fibers. It can also be concluded that the SF2 type steel fibers affect the 
properties of SCC mixes not only in the hardened state but also in the fresh state 
reducing the water requirement for the same workability measure. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this present study, the effects of adding polypropylene fibers on physical and 
mechanical properties of concretes are investigated. To this end, three concrete 
mixtures consists of 6 mm, 12 mm and 19 mm polypropylene fibers are made and 
their physical/ mechanical aspects are studied and compared with control concrete. 
The results manifest that adding polypropylene fibers increases the flexural 
strength slightly and decreases the cracks width. Besides, the compressive strength 
decreases slightly. These properties are improved with increase of fibers length. 
 
Keywords: concrete, polypropylene fibers, crack bridge, flexural strength, impact 
resistance 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays concrete is one of the most applicable materials in construction of 
structures such as buildings, dams, bridges, tunnels, highway pavements, offshore 
structures, towers and so on. This material has received great attention because of 
its desirable performance in compression. 
Concrete is considered to be a relatively brittle material, so it is prone to cracking. 
Many investigations have been carried out in order to overcome this problem. The 
inclusion of adequate fibers improves tensile strength and provides ductility [1-3]. 
There are more investigations on the effects of different fibers on concrete 
properties [4-9].  
Some of the important effects of fibers in concrete are: increasing the tensile 
strength, preventing the crack development and increasing the toughness of 
concrete. The fundamental advantage of adding fibers to concrete is known as 
crack bridging [9-14].  
In recent years, concrete containing different fibers has been applied in large 
structures such as highway pavements and airports, huge foundations with large 
deformations and concrete cover of tunnels. Recently in order to prevent cracking 
in the covers of the pre-cast tunnels, un-reinforced concrete with the fibers has 
been used. On the other hand the investigations have shown the compressive 
strength reduction in fiber concretes. This reduction occurs because of the 
collection of Calcium-Hydroxide in the interface of hydrated cement and various 
types of fibers (such as Steel, Carbon, Dacron, Polypropylene fibers, and …) [15].  
In recent decades the polypropylene fibers have been widely used in industries. 
Polypropylene fibers are relatively inexpensive, easy to split into finer sizes, 
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durable in the environment of cement matrix and they don’t rust. They have a 
relatively low modulus of elasticity, relatively poor bond and it is difficult to obtain 
uniform dispersion with Polypropylene fibers when a sufficiently large volume of 
fibers is used. In the present study, the effects of adding polypropylene fibers on 
physical and mechanical properties of concretes are investigated. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1. Materials  
2.1.1. Aggregates  
Crushed coarse aggregates with maximum nominal size of 19mm and natural fine 
aggregates were selected. The Physical properties of coarse and fine aggregates are 
presented in Table 1. The aggregates grading curve is shown in Figures 1, 2.  

 
Table 1: Physical properties of aggregates 

Aggregates Type SSD Density* 
(gr/cm3) 

Water 
absorption (%) 

Passing from 
sieve #200 (%) 

Coarse 
Fine 

Crushed 
Natural 

2.53 
2.56 

1.61 
2.46 

0.5 
1.1 

    SSD: Saturated Surface Dry 
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Figure 1. Particle size distribution of fine aggregates 
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Figure 2. Particle size distribution of coarse aggregates 
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2.1.2. Cement 
Type II Portland cement (according to ASTM C595) produced by Tehran Cement 
manufactory, was used in this investigation. The chemical and physical properties 
of this cement are presented in Table 2. 
 
2.1.3. Polypropylene Fibers  
The polypropylene fibers in three sizes of 6, 12 and 19 mm were used. A sample of 
the fibers is shown in Figure 3. 
 

Table 2: Chemical and physical properties of cement 
Chemical analysis, % 

Calcium oxide (CaO) 61.9 
Silica (SiO2) 21.1 

Alumina (Al2O3) 4.2 
Iron oxide (Fe2O3) 4.6 
Magnesia (MgO) 3.4 

Sodium oxide (Na2O) 0.6 
Potassium oxide (K2O) 0.5 
Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 1.79 
Bogue potential compound composition, % 

Tri-calcium silicate (C3S) 52.74 
Di-calcium silicate (C2S) 20.31 

Tri-calcium aluminate (C3A) 3.35 
Other properties 

3 days compressive strength, kg/cm2 223 
7 days compressive strength, kg/cm2 306 
28 days compressive strength, kg/cm2 414 

Initial setting time, min 150 
Final setting time, min 190 

Specific surface, cm2/gr 3296 
 

 
Figure 3. Sample of polypropylene fibers (6, 12 and 19 mm) 

 
2.2. Mix Design  
The mixtures were made on the basis of a series of experimental mix parameters 
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such as suitable slump, lack of segregation and bleeding. The mixture proportions 
are shown in Table 3. 
To prevent breaking the fibers, first concrete materials were mixed, and then the 
fibers were poured in the mixture by hand rapidly in a 1-2 minute period [16]. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1. Fresh Concrete  
The fresh concrete specifications for each kind of the mixtures are shown in Table 
4. The concretes containing polypropylene fibers had lower slump than the control 
concrete. 

Table 3: Mixture proportions (per m3) 
Polypropylene 

fibers (kg) Mixture 
identification W/C Water 

(kg) 
Cement 

(kg) 
Coarse 

(kg) 
Fine 
(kg) 6 

mm 
12 

mm 
19 

mm 
Control mix 0.5 175 350 860 980 -- -- -- 

Mix 1 0.5 175 350 860 980 2 -- -- 
Mix 2 0.5 175 350 860 980 -- 2 -- 
Mix 3 0.5 175 350 860 980 -- -- 2 

 
Table 4: Fresh concrete specifications 

Mixture 
identification 

Density 
(Kg/m3) 

Slump 
(cm) 

Air 
percentage Observations 

Control mix 2400 7 4.5 
Mix 1 2385 3.5 4 
Mix 2 2380 3 4 
Mix 3 2380 3 4 

No bleeding- 
 No segregation 

 
3.2. Hardened Concrete  
In order to determine the physical/ mechanical properties of mixtures, tests of 
compressive strength, flexural strength, modulus of elasticity, abrasion resistance, 
impact resistance and shrinkage were performed. 
 
3.2.1. Compressive Strength  
The compressive strength of cube specimens was obtained according to the BS 
1881 at the ages of 7, 28 and 56 days. The results are presented in Figure 4. 
It can be observed that the compressive strength of fiber concretes is less than the 
control concrete. This strength reduction can be induced by collection of Calcium-
Hydroxide in the interface of fibers and hydrated cement. Besides, the compressive 
strength increased with increase of fibers length. The compressive strength of 19 
mm fibers concretes is almost equal to the control concrete.  
 
3.2.2 Flexural Strength 
The flexural strength of the specimens was measured according to ASTM C293 at 
the ages of 7, 28 and 56 days. The results are shown in Figure 5. 
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As can be seen, the use of fibers increases the flexural strength of the 
concrete. This increasing trend may have occurred due to crack bridging of 
the fibers. Besides, the flexural strength increased with an increase in the 
length of the fibers. It can be concluded that longer fibers (with higher 
aspect ratio) can bridge the cracks better than other fibers. 
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Figure 4. Compressive strength versus age 
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Figure 5. Flexural strength versus age 

 
3.2.3 Modulus Of Elasticity 
The modulus of elasticity of the specimens was determined at the ages of 7, 28 and 
56 days according to ASTM C469 and the results are shown in Figure 6. 
The use of fibers decreases the static modulus of elasticity of the concrete slightly. 
Besides, the increase in the length of the fibers causes a slight increase in the static 
modulus of elasticity. This increase may have occurred because of increase in the 
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aspect ratio. 
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Figure 6. Modulus of elasticity versus age 

 
3.2.4. Abrasion Resistance 
The abrasion resistance of the specimens was measured at age of 28 days according 
to standards ASTM C779 and EN 1338. The results are shown in Table 5. 
It can be observed that abrasion resistance of the fiber concretes is better than the 
control concrete. Besides, the abrasion resistance of the concrete slightly increases 
with increase in the length of the fibers. 

 
Table 5: Abrasion resistance 

Abrasion depth according to 
ASTM C779-89a 

Abrasion according 
to EN 1338 Mixture 

Identification After 30 min 
(mm) 

After 60 
min (mm) 

Variation 
(%)* 

Abrasion 
(cm) 

Variation 
(%) 

Control mix 0.94 1.68 -- 2.2 -- 
Mix 1 0.54 1.09 0.351 2.1 0.045 
Mix 2 0.56 1.05 0.375 2.05 0.068 
Mix 3 0.52 0.98 0.417 1.85 0.159 

    * Variation has been calculated with respect to after 60 min results 
 
3.2.5. Impact Resistance 
One of the important properties of the fiber concretes is the resistance against impact. 
The test of impact repeat with load drop is one of the valid tests for evaluation of 
impact resistance of concrete which has been suggested by ACI 544- part 2. 
In this test, the number of required impacts which causes to crack and rupture in 
concrete specimen, is determined and this number implies the qualitative 
estimation of the absorbed energy by the concrete specimen. In this test the 
standard hammer (with the weight of 4.5 kg and drop height of 457 mm) drops on 
the steel sphere of 63.5 mm diameter which has been fixed on the surface of the 
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concrete, and transfers the impact to the concrete specimen. The specimen shape is 
cylindrical with 152 mm diameter and 63.5 mm height. The results are shown in 
Table 6 at the age of 28 days. 
Adding fibers to concrete decreases the required number of impacts due to first 
crack, while it increases the required number of the impacts due to complete 
rupture. The number of impacts until complete rupture is also increased with the 
increase of the length of the fibers. 
 

Table 6: Impact resistance in 28 days 
Required number of impacts due to 

first crack 
Required number of the impacts 

due to complete rupture Mixture 
Identification Minimum 

impacts 
Maximum 

impacts Average Minimum 
impacts 

Maximum 
impacts Average 

Control mix 21 25 23 27 27 27 
Mix 1 19 21 20 27 28 28 
Mix 2 16 18 17 28 29 29 
Mix 3 16 18 17 29 31 30 

 
3.2.6. Restrained Shrinkage Test 
If the shrinkage of concrete occurs freely, the concrete section doesn’t crack, but if 
it is restrained, the tensile stresses will appear and the concrete becomes more 
prone to cracking. One of the effective methods of controlling restrained shrinkage 
cracking is the use of fibers in the concrete mixture. In this research, in order to 
evaluate the cracking potential caused by restrained shrinkage, the method of 
cracking in circular specimens which is suggested by  ACI 544- part 2 is used. In 
this test, concrete is molded into a ring formwork with the thickness of 
approximately 30mm and of 300mm outer diameter. The specimen is subjected to 
wind blowing and low relative humidity and the procedure of crack development is 
monitored. A sample of this test is shown in Figure 7. In this test, width of the 
cracks and the pattern of cracks from the time of cracking were studied up to 90 
days. The results of restrained shrinkage up to 90 days are shown in Table 7. 
As can be observed, fiber concrete mixtures have less crack width in comparison 
with control concrete. The time of the first cracking in the fiber concrete has also 
increased. These results confirm results of the flexural strength test about fiber's 
crack bridging. 
 

 
Figure 7. Crack in restrained ring specimen drying from the top and bottom [14] 
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Table 7: Observed results of restrained shrinkage cracks up to 90 days 

Mixture 
identification 

Time of the 
first cracking 
after 7 days 

curing (days) 

Maximum 
crack 

number 

Maximum 
crack width 

Average 
crack 
width 

Control mix 3 3 0.3 0.27 
Mix 1 4 3 0.26 0.21 
Mix 2 6 2 0.2 0.18 
Mix 3 6 2 0.2 0.17 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
From the results of this investigation, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
- Adding polypropylene fibers to the concrete has led to a slight decrease in the 

compressive strength and modulus of elasticity of the specimens. The strength 
was decreased slightly (up to 10 percent for specimens made of 6 mm length 
fibers). Besides, the compressive strength has been increased with the increase 
in the length of the polypropylene fibers. The compressive strength of 19 mm 
fibers concrete is almost equal to the control concrete. 

- According to obtained results of the flexural strength test, adding fibers to 
concrete has led to increase of flexural strength with respect to the control 
concrete. Flexural strength also increases with the increase in the length of the 
fibers. The concrete mixture with 19 mm fibers showed 10 percent higher 
flexural strength than the control concrete. 

- The specimens which contained polypropylene fibers had better abrasion 
resistance than control concrete. Generally the fibers with different lengths 
showed equal abrasion resistance. 

- Adding fibers to concrete decreased the required number of impacts for the first 
cracking, but increased it for complete rupture. The number of impacts for 
complete rupture increases with the increase of the length of the fibers. It can be 
concluded that adding fibers to concrete has an effective role in reduction of the 
crack width. 

- According to obtained results, polypropylene fibers concretes are useful in 
control of shrinkage and fine cracks. It is recommended to apply these materials 
in construction of the concrete floors such as airports and industrial floors. 
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ABSTRACT 
Compressive strength and water permeability of concretes containing ground palm 
oil fuel ash (GPOA) and ground rice husk–bark ash (GRBA) were investigated. 
From the tests, the replacement of Portland cement by both materials resulted in the 
higher water demand in concrete mixtures as compared to ordinary Portland 
cement (OPC) concrete with compatible workability. The compressive strengths of 
concretes containing 20% of GPOA and GRBA were as high as that of OPC 
concrete and were reduced as the increase in the replacement ratios. Although the 
compressive strengths of concrete with the replacement of GPOA or GRBA up to 
40% were lower than OPC concrete, their water permeabilities were still lower 
than that of OPC concrete. These results indicate that both of GPOA and GRBA 
can be applied as new pozzolanic materials to concrete with an acceptable strength 
as well as permeability. 
 
Keywords: oil palm shell, ground palm oil fuel ash, ground rice, lightweight 
concrete, permeability. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Because of environmental problems and considering the rapid depletion of 
conventional aggregates, the use of aggregates from by-products and solid waste 
materials from different industries are highly desirable. One such alternative is oil 
palm shell (OPS), which is a form of agricultural solid waste. 
The bond behaviour of OPS is one such necessary investigation that has to be 
clearly established. The bond strength between the concrete matrix and the steel 
reinforcement is one of the most important aspects in structural reinforced 
concrete. The investigation involved pullout test on both plain and deformed steel 
bars under two types of curing conditions. In addition, the durability performance 
is also another important aspect that determines the viability of OPS concrete to be 
used in practical applications. The permeability of concrete has a high bearing on 
the concrete durability as it controls the penetration rate of moisture that may 
contain harmful or chemicals. The absorption characteristics of a concrete is 
another means of indicating its durability. 
The addition of fillers and pozzolanic materials are introduced to improve the 
strength and other properties of concrete for necessary conditions.  
Palm oil fuel ash (POA) is produced from burning of fiber, shell, and empty fruit 
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bunch of palm oil tree as a fuel to heat the steam for electricity generation and palm 
oil extraction process. The palm oil fuel ash is so disposed in landfills that the 
amount of ashes increases every year and now becomes a burden. It is estimated that 
more than 100,000 tons of palm oil fuel ash has been produced every year and 
increases annually in Thailand. The study of palm oil fuel ash was started by Tay [1] 
who used it to replace Portland cement with 10-50%. He found that in the range of 
20-50% of cement replacement, the decrease in the compressive strength of concrete 
at various ages was almost proportional to amount of the ash in the concrete 
mixtures, except when only 10% ash was used. Later, Awal and Hussin [2] reported 
that palm oil fuel ash had a good potential in suppressing expansion due to sulfate 
attack. In 2004, it was found that palm oil fuel ash, which contained a substantial 
amount of silica and was ground to a suitable fineness, could be used as a pozzolanic 
material to produce high strength concrete as high as 100 MPa at 90 days [3]. 
Rice husk-bark ash (RBA) is also a waste from electricity generation power plant. 
In the fluidized bed power plant, two parts of rice husk are used in conjunction 
with one part of eucalyptus tree bark by weight as fuel. The burning temperature of 
the materials is between 800 and900-C. The disposal of rice husk–bark ash is also 
becoming a problem due to its quantity. It is estimated that more than 300,000 tons 
of rice husk–bark ash has been produced each year in Thailand [4]. Effort has, 
therefore, been made to utilize this ash. The study revealed that the ground rice 
husk–bark ash conforms to the Class N pozzolanic material [5] as prescribed by 
ASTM C 618 [6]. Moreover, the compressive strength of mortar containing very 
high fineness of rice husk–bark ash is equal or higher than the control mortar. 
Although some properties of concrete containing rice husk–bark ash have been 
reported [4], none of them deals with a relationship between the strength and the 
permeability. The aim of this research is to study the compressive strength and 
water permeability of concrete containing palm oil fuel ash and rice husk–bark ash. 
The results are compared to concrete containing fly ash, a well-known pozzolanic 
material, and also compared to the control concrete as well. The knowledge on the 
strength and permeability of concrete containing palm oil fuel ash and rice husk–
bark ash is and could be beneficial on the utilization of these waste materials in 
concrete work, especially on the topic of durability. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1. Materials 
The properties of the sand and OPS used are illustrated in Table 1. It can be 
observed that the aggregate impact value (AIV) and aggregate crushing value 
(ACV) of OPS aggregates were much lower compared to the conventional crushed 
stone aggregates. The chemical composition of OPS was determined and is 
presented in Table 2. Before the OPS are used as aggregates, they were sieved and 
only aggregates passing the 12.5mm sieve were used for mixing. The sieve analysis 
of the river sand and OPS aggregate is illustrated in Figure 1. Due to the high water 
absorption of OPS, the aggregates were pre-soaked for 24 h in potable water prior 
to mixing and were in saturated surface dry (SSD) condition during mixing to 
prevent absorption from occurring during mixing. The properties of OPS 
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aggregates are different compared to other lightweight aggregates, such as 
expanded clay, expanded shale and sintered pulverised fuel ash, which are 
artificially produced.  
 

 
Figure 1:  Sieve analysis for river sand and OPS aggregate 

 
Table 1: Properties of river sand and OPS aggregate 

Properties River sand Oil palm shell (OPS) 
Maximum grain size (mm 1.18 12.5 

Shell thickness (mm) - 0.5-3 
Specific gravity 2.45 1.17 

Bulk unit weight (kg/m3) 1500-1550 500-600 
Fineness modulus 1.40 6.08 

Los Angeles abrasion value (%) - 4.90 
Aggregate impact value (%) - 7.51 

Aggregate crushing value (%) - 8 
24-h water absorption (%) 3.89 33 

 
Table 2: Chemical composition of OPS aggregate 

Elements Results (%) 
Ash 1.53 

Nitrogen (as N) 0.41 
Sulphur (as S) 0.000783 

Calcium (as CaO 0.0765 
Magnesium (as MgO 0.0352 

Sodium (as Na2O 0.00156 
Potassium (as K2O 0.00042 

Aluminium (as Al2O3 0.130 
Iron (as Fe2O3) 0.0333 
Silica (as SiO2 0.0146 

Chloride (as Cl_ 0.00072 
Loss on Ignition 98.5 

 
The mix design for the OPS concrete in this investigation is based on conducting 
trial mixes and the proportion of these mixes are adjusted to arrive at an optimum 
mix proportion, which was used throughout the entire investigation. This mix 
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proportion consisted of 510 kg/ m3 cement, 848 kg/m3 sand, 308 kg/m3 OPS with a 
water/cement ratio of 0.38. The SP added was 1.4 l per 100 kg of cement. The 
obtained slump, which was between 50 and 70mm showed that OPS concrete has a 
medium degree of workability and is within the range of a workable concrete. The 
air content was in the range of 4.8-5.5% and this relatively high air content could 
be attributed by the highly irregular shapes of the OPS which prevented full 
compaction to be achieved. 
Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) was used for all concrete mixtures. Palm oil fuel 
ash and rice husk–bark ash were ground by ball mill until the 95% of the particles 
passed a sieve No. 325 (opening 45 lm) and were assigned as GPOA and GRBA, 
respectively. Physical properties and chemical compositions of the materials 
areshown in Tables 3 and 4. 
 
2.2. Aggregates 
River sand with fineness modulus of 2.44 and specific gravity of 2.65 was used as 
fine aggregate. Crushed limestone with the maximum size of 20 mm and having 
specific gravity of 2.67 was used as coarse aggregate. 2.2. Concrete mixtures OPC 
was partially replaced by ground palm oil ash (GPOA) and ground rice husk–bark 
ash (GRBA) at 20%, 40% and 55%, while the replacement of OFA was 20% and 
40% by weight of binder. The binder content of concrete was set as a constant of 
300 kg/m3 and mix proportions of concrete are presented in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Materials properties 

Materia Specific gravity Retained on 
a sieve #325 (%) 

Median particle 
size, d50 (lm) 

OPC 3.14 - 14.7 
OFA 2.19 32.1 27.1 

GPOA 2.43 1 8 
GRBA 2.15 1.9 10.2 

Note: OPC = Ordinary Portland cement Type I. OFA = Fly ash. 
GPOA = Ground palm oil fuel ash. GRBA = Ground rice husk–bark ash. 

 
3. TESTING 
3.1. Compressive Strength and Structural Bond 
Concretes cylinders of 100mm in diameter and 200 mm in height were used to 
determine the compressive strength. The samples were demolded 24 h after casting 
and cured in water until the testing ages. The compressive strengths of concretes 
were determined at the ages of 28 and 90 days. 
For each specimen, a single reinforcing bar was placed in the centre of the 
specimen and both ends of the specimen were provided with an unbonded length of 
25mm at each end. The unbonded lengths were provided by attaching a plastic 
sheathing to the bar for obtaining uniform pressure. The short embedment length of 
150mm was selected to avoid yielding of the steel bar under pullout load.For the 
bond strength determination, two types of curing regimes, namely laboratory air-
dry curing (CL) and fullwater curing (CC) were considered. Under both curing 
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conditions, the specimens were immediately covered with plastic sheets upon 
casting to prevent excessive evaporation from the fresh concrete and then 
demoulded after 24 h. In CL curing, specimens were kept in ambient laboratory 
conditions (RH of 74–88%; temp. of 2573 1C) until the age of test. For CC curing, 
the specimens were cured in a water tank (water temp. of 2372 1C) until the age of 
test. The pull-out test was carried out using the Universal Testing Machine 
(Shimadzu UH-300kN capacity) complete with a modified loading frame. The load 
was applied on the top of the concrete surface at a uniform rate as per ASTM 
standards until failure to obtain the ultimate load. Triplicate specimens were 
prepared for the pull-out test and the bond strength was reported as an average of 
three tests.  
 
3.2. Water Permeability 
The steady flow method was applied to test the permeability of concrete. The 
coefficient of water permeability was determined by measuring the amount of 
water passing through the sample and calculated using Darcy’s law and the 
equation of continuity [7]. 
Two days before testing the permeability, the samples were prepared by sawing of 
40 mm thick slice from the middle of the cylinder. After drying in the laboratory 
for 24 h, the slice was cast around with 25 mm thick of nonshrinkage epoxy resin 
to prevent the water leakage. The epoxy resin was allowed to harden and dry for 
another 24 h. The sample was then installed in the housing cell and then the water 
pressure of 0.5 MPa was applied. This pressure was recommended and used by 
Chan and Wu [8]. The time and the amount of water passed through the specimen 
were monitored until the constant flow rate was obtained. 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Properties and Particle Shape of Materials 
In Table 4, it revealed that the fly ash and the GRBA can be assigned as class F and 
class N pozzolan as prescribed by ASTM C 618 [6]. The GPOA cannot be 
classified as class N pozzolan because the contents of SiO2+Al2O3 + - Fe2O3 were 
less than 70%. It should be noted that the loss on ignition (LOI) contents of GPOA 
and GRBA were rather high as 10.1% and 11.2%, respectively and 74.8% of 
GRBA was SiO2. Particle size distribution curves of OPC and the other materials 
are shown in Figure 4. The median particle size of OFA was 27.1 lm, which was 
larger than that of the OPC (14.7 lm). Before grinding, palm oil fuel ash and rice 
husk–bark ash had median particle sizes more than 100 lm. After grinding, the 
median particle sizes of GPOA and GRBA were reduced to 8.0 and 10.2 lm, 
respectively. The particle shapes of OPC and the replacement materials are 
presented in Figure 3. The particle shape of OFA was spherical and smooth surface 
indicating a rather complete burning. On the other hand, both of GPOA and GRBA 
had an angular and irregular particle shape, which were similar to that of Portland 
cement Type I 
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Table 4: Chemical composition of cement and replacement materials 

Chemical 
Composition (%) 

Cement 
(OPC) 

Fly ash 
(OFA) 

Ground palm 
oil fuel ash 

(GPOA) 

Ground rice 
husk–bark 
ash (GRBA 

SiO2 20.9 41.1 57.8 74.8 
Al2O3 4.8 22.5 4.6 0.2 
Fe2O3 3.4 11.6 3.3 0.8 
CaO 65.4 15.3 6.6 5.9 
MgO 1.2 2.8 4.2 0.6 
Na2O 0.2 1.7 0.5 0.2 
K2O 0.3 2.9 8.3 2 
SO3 2.7 1.5 0.3 0.5 
LOI 0.9 0.2 10.1 11.2 

SiO2+Al2O3 + Fe2O3 - 75.2 65.7 76.8 
 
4.2. Water Requirement in Concrete Mixtures 
The water-to-binder (W/B) ratios are shown in Table 4. The W/B ratio of OPC 
concrete was 0.71. The use of OFA could reduce the W/B ratio in the concrete 
mixture and the W/B ratio was much lower than OPC concrete as the increase in 
replacement ratios. This result was affected by the spherical particles of OFA. The 
W/B ratios of GPOA and GRBA concretes were higher than that OPC concrete and 
tended to increase with the higher replacement ratios. Because the particles of 
GPOA and GRBA were angular and irregular with some porous particles, they 
needed more water to lubricate for maintaining the same workability than OPC 
concrete. It was noted that the W/B ratios of GRBA concrete were larger than that 
of GPOA concrete. 
 

 
Figure 2. Particle size distribution of materials 

 
4.3. Compressive Strength 
At the later age, their strengths slightly increased, therefore, 90-day compressive 
strengths of these concretes were 29.4, 23.7 and 22.3 MPa or 104%, 84% and 79% 
of OPC concrete, respectively. It was observed that the compressive strength of 
GPOA20 concrete at 90 days was slightly higher than that of OPC concrete, 
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although the W/B ratio of GPOA20 concrete was higher. This is due to the filler 
effects and the pozzolanic reaction of the high fineness of GPOA. Otherwise, the 
increase in replacement ratio of GPOA to 40% and 55% decreased the strength of 
concrete. However, the normalized compressive strength of all GPOA concretes 
increased with the ages. This suggests that the contribution of compressive strength 
was due to the pozzolanic reaction of GPOA with calcium hydroxide released from 
hydration of cement. 

 

 
Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of materials: (a) Portland cement type 

I (OPC); (b) original fly ash (OFA); (c) ground palm oil fuel ash (GPOA); and (d) 
ground rice husk–bark ash (GRBA) 

 
From the results, it revealed that the incorporation of 20% of these pozzolans did 
not adversely affect the strength of concrete. An increase in the replacement ratios 
to 40% and 55% of binder, however, decreased the strength of concrete. For the 
same replacement ratio, the strengths of GPOA and GRBA concretes were slightly 
higher than those of OFA concretes, although their W/B ratios were higher than the 
OFA concretes. This suggested that the strengths of GPOA and GRBA concretes 
were affected by the finer particles of GPOA and GRBA as compared to OFA 
particles. Thus the faster pozzolanic reaction of GPOA and GRBA occurred and 
the filler effect made the concrete denser. In addition, the strengths of GBRA 
concretes were slightly higher than the strengths of GPOA concretes, although they 
needed more water in the concrete mixtures. This indicated that GRBA was more 
reactive than GPOA. This is due to the rice husk–bark ash contains a large amount 
of SiO2 (74.8%). It is known that the proper burnt and ground rice husk ash (has 
the content of SiO2 more than 80%) develops the compressive strength of concrete 
at the early age [9, 10]. Although, the burning temperature of GRBA was quite 
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high (800–900 _C) and some part of the silica might become crystalline, it had 
been found that rice husk ash with this high temperature burning could still be 
successfully used as a good supplementary cementitious material [10, 11]. 
 

Table 5: Compressive strength and permeability of concrete 
Compressive strength 

(MPa)-Normalized 
Permeability · 10_12, k 

(m/s) – k/kcontrol Mixed W/B 
28 days 90 days 28 days 90 days 

OPC 0.71 26.1 – 100 28.2 – 100 2.89 – 1.00 2.05 – 1.00 
OFA20 0.7 26.3 – 101 28.7 – 102 2.22 – 0.77 0.60 – 0.29 
OFA40 0.65 20.9 – 80 24.4 – 87 4.67 – 1.62 2.01 – 0.98 

GPOA20 0.73 23.9 – 92 29.4 – 104 0.59 – 0.20 0.25 – 0.12 
GPOA40 0.74 20.7 – 79 23.7 – 84 0.41 – 0.14 0.26 – 0.13 
GPOA55 0.75 18.1 – 69 22.3 – 79 3.30 – 1.14 2.38 – 1.16 
GRBA20 0.71 27.5 – 105 29.3 – 104 0.90 – 0.31 0.42 – 0.21 
GRBA40 0.76 22.7 – 87 25.6 – 91 1.74 – 0.60 1.33 – 0.65 
GRBA55 0.8 20.0 – 77 24.1 – 85 5.48 – 1.90 4.02 – 1.96 

 
Table 6: Mix proportions of concrete 

Mixtures Cement 
(kg) 

OFA 
(kg 

GPOA 
(kg) 

GRBA 
(kg) 

Fine 
aggregate 

(kg 

Coarse 
aggregate 

(kg 

Water 
(kg) 

Slump 
(mm) 

OPC 300 - - - 915 1080 213 75 
OFA20 240 60 - - 904 1068 215 65 
OFA40 180 120 - - 893 1057 195 60 

GPOA20 240 - 60 - 907 1072 220 65 
GPOA40 180 - 120 - 900 1064 222 70 
GPOA55 135 - 155 - 894 1059 225 90 
GRBA20 240 - - 60 903 1068 214 80 
GRBA40 180 - - 120 891 1055 229 60 
GRBA55 135 - - 155 883 1046 240 70 

 
4.4. Water Permeability of Concretes 
The water permeability of concrete and the ratio of permeability are given in Table 
6. The ratio of permeability is defined as the permeability of concrete containing 
pozzolanic materials divided by the permeability of OPC concrete at the same age 
of testing. At 90 days, the permeability of GPOA concretes decreased as compared 
to that of 28- day. It is interesting to note that the result showed that GPOA20 and 
GPOA40 concretes gave the lower perme- ability than the OPC concrete, even 
though the W/B ratios of the two concretes were higher than the OPC concrete. 
The permeability of GPOA55 rapidly increased and was higher than the OPC 
concrete. This may result from the low cement content and the high W/B ratio of 
GPOA55 concrete [12].  
Figures 4 and 5 show the relationship between the permeability of all concretes and 
the cement replacement levels at 28 and 90 days, respectively. At 28 days, most of 
concretes had lower permeability than that of OPC concrete, except OFA40 and 
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GRBA55 concretes and the lowest permeability was observed in GPOA40 
concrete. Moreover, the permeabilities of GPOA concretes tended to decrease 
when the cement replacement ratio increased up to 40%. On the contrary, the 
permeabilities of OFA and GRBA concretes increased as the cement replacement 
was more than 20%. At 90 days, the permeabilities of all concretes reduced and 
were lower than the values at 28 days. The ratios of permeability also had the 
similar result, except GRBA55 concrete. This suggested that the development of 
permeation 
 

 
Figure 4. Relationship between the permeability of concretes and the cement 

replacement ratios at 28 days 
 

 
Figure 5. Relationship between the permeability of concretes and the cement 

replacement ratios at 90 days 
 

 
Figure 6. Relationship between water permeability and compressive strength of 

concretes at 28 days 
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Figure 7. Relationship between water permeability and compressive strength of 

concretes at 90 days 
 
4.5. Durability Performance 
The long-term durability of a structure is highly affected by the permeability of 
concrete and, therefore, the water permeability can be used as an indicator of the 
durability of OPS concrete. The water permeability obtained from this 
investigation is illustrated in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8. Water permeability of OPS concrete 

 
From the figure, it is observed that the OPS concrete becomes less permeable with 
time and also it is greatly affected by the curing regime. At the age of 28 days, 
when cured under CC condition, the water permeability was about 9 times lower 
compared to that cured under CL condition. This shows when sufficient amount of 
water is present, the hydration of cement can continue. Consequently, the total 
porosity of the concrete is reduced as the probability of pores being either blocked 
or narrowed down by continued formation of hydration products are increased 
 
4.6. Relationship Between Compressive Strength And Water Permeability of 
Concrete 
The relationships between the permeability and the compressive strength of 
concretes at 28 and 90 days are presented in Figures. 6 and 7, respectively. The 
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permeability of concrete tended to decrease with the increasing in the compressive 
strength. The figures are divided into four regions in Figures. 6 and 7. Region I 
represents concretes which have both compressive strength and permeability higher 
than OPC concrete. Region II indicates concretes which have lower compressive 
strength but higher permeability as compared to OPC concrete. Region III, which 
are lower in both of compressive strength and permeability than OPC concrete.  
Region IV are the preferable concretes, which are more  lower permeability and 
also have higher compressive strength than OPC concrete.  
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
It can be said the following conclusions are understood: 
The permeability of GPOA and GRBA concretes depends on the cement 
replacement ratios, and age of concretes. In general, the permeability of concrete 
reduces with the increasing in the compressive strength and age of concrete. 
The optimum cement replacement by GPOA, GRBA and OFA in this experiment 
is 20%. The higher replacement than this ratio results in the reduction of 
compressive strength and tends to give higher permeability of concrete. 
Although GPOA and GRBA increased the amount of water in concrete mixture, 
the compressive strength of concretes containing 20% of these materials as cement 
replacement were higher than OPC concrete. With 40% of cement replacement, the 
compressive strength of GPOA and GRBA concretes were more than 84% of OPC 
concrete at 90 days. 
Both GPOA and GRBA are suitable as pozzolanic materials in concrete. This 
shows a good promise to utilize these waste materials GRBA produces higher 
compressive strength than GPOA at all cement replacement levels, although lower 
of permeability of concrete was obtained with GPOA. 
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ABSTRACT 
High performance concrete often consists of ternary mixes of silica fume, fly ash or 
other pozzolans, and Portland cement. However, the specification of the 
proportions of these components remains uncertain [1-2].  High performance 
concrete have found their place in construction and compete with other materials 
for certain features like high strength, long term durability in severe conditions. In 
fact, high performance concrete has been designed in order to improve durability 
and provides easy handling, placement and compaction [3-4]. 
In this research, a high performance concrete with unique specifications has been 
studied. One of the most important properties of this type of concrete is its low 
permeability against different aggressive agents, and reduction of cement content 
in comparison with other high performance concretes. 
 
Keywords: high performance concrete, fly ash, silica fume, permeability 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fly ash and silica fume is a by-product. When used in concrete manufacturing, it is 
truly a "green" building material because it replaces a portion of the Portland 
cement, and the resulting emissions associated with its production. Fly ash and 
silica fume have the consistency of fine powder. Due to the shape, size and 
chemical composition, it imparts a number of benefits to concrete such as reduced 
water demand, improved durability and increased strength [1-3]. Use of fly ash and 
silica fume leads to improved workability- hence ease of handling, placing 
(pumping), and compacting concrete, reduction in bleeding and improvement in 
cohesiveness of concrete- hence smooth form finished concrete without honey-
combing or segregation, reduction in heat of hydration- hence no threat of thermal 
cracks which makes it ideal for foundations and large sections. It also comes in 
handy in designing higher grades of concrete, improved resistance to Chloride 
attack. Chloride attacks lead to corrosion of reinforcing steel and subsequent 
distress of concrete [5-6].  
Considering the optimized specifications of high performance concrete, it is 
suitable for repair of concrete, in for example, sewer network. 
Design of high performance concrete, involves different factors. The most 
important factors included water-cement ratio, increase in the amount of cement, 
using mineral and chemical additives and grading curve of particle size for 
improvement of mixture density [7-9]. 
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2. EXPERIMNTAL PROGRAM 
2.1. Materials 
Aggregate: Crushed gravel and sand were used as coarse and fine aggregates, 
respectively. The properties of aggregates are shown in Table 1. Curves of grading 
are given in Figures. 1 and 2. 
 

Table 1. Aggregate properties 
 Specific Gravity Absorption (%) Fineness Modulus 

Sand 2.53 2.6 2.7 
Gravel 2.56 1.46 6.5 
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Figure 1. Fine-aggregate grading curve for SN and FSN mixtures 
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Figure 2. Coarse-aggregate grading curve for SN and FSN mixtures 
 
Cement: ASTM type II Portland cement was used in this investigation. The 
composition of cement is shown in Table 2. 
Fly ash: Fly ash was prepared in Germany. The composition of Fly ash is shown in 
Table 2. 
Silica fume: A locally produced silica fume (in accordance with ASTM C1240) 
was used. The composition of Silica fume is shown in Table 2. 
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Grading of binding material is determined by Particle Size Analyzer method and 
the relative distribution curve is given in Figure 3. 
Superplasticizer-The superplasticizer was conventional carbocilate-based. 
Chemical properties of the superplasticizer are given in Table 3. 
 

Table 2: Chemical compositions of cement, fly ash and silica fume 
 Type II Fly ash Silica fume 

SiO2 20.96 48 91.10 
Al2O3 4.2 26 1.55 
Fe2O3 4.6 9 2.00 
MgO 3.4 1.5 0.6 
CaO 61.88 2.5 2.24 
SO3 1.79 1 0.45 

Na2O+0.658 K2O 1.47 2.8 0.80 
C3S 52.74 - - 
C2S 20.31 - - 
C3A 7.35 - - 

 
Table 3: Chemical and physical properties of superplasticizer 
Apparent condition 

PH 
Density 

Quantity of chlorine 
Quantity of alkaline 

Bright yellow liquid 
6.5 

1.06 Kg/lit in 20 °C 
Less than 0.1% 

Usually less than 1/5 gr equal to Na2O  per liter 
 
2.2. Grading of Binding Material 
As about 80% of cement particles have a diameter in the range of 10 to 100 
micrometer, 50% of the particles of Fly ash have the particle size between 5 to 20 
micrometer and 60% of silica fume has a size of less than 1 micrometer. This is with 
regard to the chemical properties of these materials while considering their mechanical 
and physical properties, as well as their required durability and the particle size 
distribution of cement. Fly ash and silica fume and also 70% cement, 20% fly ash and 
10% silica fume with the combination curve is given in Figures 3 and 4.  
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Figure 3. Grading curves for binding materials (cement, fly ash and silica fume)  
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Figure 4. Grading curve for total binding materials 
 
2.3. Concrete Mixtures 
Mixture proportions of concrete are summarized in Table 4. Water-cementitious 
materials ratios(W/Cm) were 0.45. After mixing the concrete, casting performed in 
the moulds was based on En 12390-2:2000. After one day, under  standard 
conditions, specimens were removed from the moulds and transferred to the 
standard curing condition until the time of testing. 
 

Table 4: Mixture proportions 

Mixture Water 
(kg/m3) 

Cement 
(kg/m3) 

Fly ash 
(kg/m3) 

Silica fume 
(kg/m3) 

Fine 
(0-0.25mm) 

(kg/m3) 

Coarse 
(0.25-16mm) 

(kg/m3) 
SN 170 372 - 30 56 1833 

FSN 124 220 63 30 60 1955 
 
2.4. Tests on Fresh Concrete and Results 
- Density 
Density of fresh concrete was obtained based upon En 12350-6:1999. Results are 
shown in Table 5. 
 
- Workability 
The slump of fresh concrete, was determined based on EN 12350-2:1999 method. 
Results are shown in Table 5. 
 
- Fluidity in Flow table test 
The fluidity of fresh concrete was measured based on EN 12350-5:1997 method. 
Results are shown in Table 5. 
 
- Air Content 
The test performed for measuring air content in concrete was based on per EN 
12350-5:1997 method. Results are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Results of fresh concrete test 

Mixture slump 
(cm) 

Flow consistency 
(cm) 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Air content 
(%) 

SN 4 37.5 2391 3.8 
FSN - - 2466 2.0 

 
2.5. Tests on Hardened Concrete and Results 
Tests for determination of mechanical properties and durability of concrete, 
performed on hardened concrete include: Determination of compressive strength, 
rapid chloride ion permeability, depth of water penetration under pressure, length 
change of concrete prisms in sulphate solution. To perform the aforesaid test, 
samples of cubic, cylindrical and prism shapes were prepared upon EN 12390-
1:2000. Dimensions and shapes of moulds for the purpose of each test is given in 
Table 6.  
 

Table 6. Dimensions and shapes of moulds to be used for hardened concrete tests 

Type of test Mould 
shape 

Mould dimensions 
(mm) 

Compressive strength 
Depth of water penetration 

Rapid chloride permeability test 
Length change in sulfate solution  

Cube 
Cube 

Cylindrical 
Prism 

100 
150 

100 x200 
285x75x75 

 
3. RESULTS 
3.1. Compressive strength 
Samples (three samples per age) were tested in the age of 7, 28 and 90 days. 
Compressive strength of samples was measured based on DIN EN 12390-3:2000 
and the results are given in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Results of compressive strength test 
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3.2. Rapid Chloride Permeability 
This test is performed on ASTM C 1202-97 method in the age of 28 and 90 days. 
Test results are given in Figure. 6. 
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Figure 6. Results of rapid chloride permeability test 

 
3.3. Depth of Water Penetration Test  
This test was performed based on EN 12390-9:2000 method at the age of 28 and 90 
days and the results are given in Figure. 7. 
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Figure 7. Results of depth of water penetration test 

 
3.5.  Length Change of Concrete Prism in Sulphate Solution 
To study performance of concrete mixtures in sulphate, the 5% sodium sulphate 
solution was used. For this purpose, concrete prisms measuring 75x75x285 mm 
after 28 days of standard curing were placed in sulphate solution. For adjustment of 
pH and keeping this parameter constant during the process of test, diluted sulphuric 
acid was used. Meantime and at the early ages, sulphate solution was changed 
regularly. 
Elongation and weight loss of samples at certain intervals and up to 6 months was 
determined. Results are given in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Length change in sulphate 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the experimental work: 
1. The experimental observation showed the effectiveness of Fly Ash on the 

development of concrete compressive strength and reduction of the chloride 
permeability.  

2. At the early age, the Fly Ash has fewer effects on the properties of concrete, but 
after 28 days, it could result in a better performance in contrast to the concrete 
without Fly Ash . 
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 روش ملي طرح مخلوط بتن ايران در رفتار بتن تازه هاي بررسي اثر منحني دانه بندي
 خودتراكم

 
  2، رامين دولتيار1پرويز قدوسي

  ايران صنعت و علم دانشگاه ميعل هيات عضو. 1
 لم و صنعت ايراندانشجوي كارشناسي ارشد دانشگاه ع. 2

 
  چكيده

پژوهشگران مختلف مدلهايي براي دستيابي به منحني دانه بندي با كمترين تخلخـل و در نتيجـه كـاهش حجـم                     
  روش ملي طـرح مخلـوط        هاي  در اين مقاله منحني دانه بندي     .خمير سيمان الزم، براي تهيه مخلوط ارائه داده اند        

همچنـين بـا اسـتفاده از هـر يـك از ايـن           .  ديگر مقايسه شده است    بتن ايران با مدلهاي ارائه شده توسط محققين       
 مخلوطهايي ساخته شده است و خصوصيات بتن تازه اين مخلوطها مورد بررسي قـرار گرفتـه                 ها  منحني دانه بندي  

در اين مخلوطها اين امكان ايجاد شده است كه  فقط از فيلر براي اصالح لزجـت مخلـوط اسـتفاده شـود و                        . است
 بـين  هـاي  در نهايت نتايج آزمايشها نشان داده است كه منحني دانه بندي. نبوده است VMA استفاده از نيازي به

بـراي سـاخت    )محـدوده ريزدانـه   (حد وسط و حد باالي منحني دانه بنديهاي روش ملي طرح مخلوط بـتن ايـران                 
) ريزدانگـي ( به سـمت حـدباال     مخلوطهاي بتني خود تراكم مناسب بوده اند و هرچه منحني دانه بندي مورداستفاده            

 هـاي  دراين تحقيق براي هر يـك از منحنـي دانـه بنـدي     . خصوصيات بتن تازه بهتر شده است     ،  متمايل بوده است  
بازه اي براي حجم خميرسـيمان جهـت تهيـه مخلـوط بـتن خـود تـراكم نيـز          روش ملي طرح مخلوط بتن ايران

تنها حجم خمير سيمان در اين      ،  ايي براي اصالح لزجت   مشخص گرديده است كه در صورت استفاده از فيلر به تنه          
   .شود ميبازه منجر به تهيه مخلوط بتن خود تراكم 

 
  .بتن خودتراكم،منحني دانه بندي،فيلر،ريزدانه،حجم خمير سيمان: ها كليدواژه

  
   مقدمه-1

 آيي به نوبه خود بر مقدار آب        كار.باشد مي عامل تعيين كننده اي در مقدار كارآيي مخلوط بتن           ها  بندي سنگدانه  دانه
كنـد و بـر نحـوه جايـدهي و           مـي گذارد وجدا شدگي و آب انداختگي بتن را كنترل           ميوسيمان الزم در مخلوط اثر      

 از طرفي بر خواص بـتن سـخت         .باشند مياين عوامل معرف خصوصيات مهم بتن تازه        .پرداخت سطح بتن اثر دارد    
 بنابر اين دانه بنـدي سـنگدانه در تعيـين نـسبت             .داري تاثير گذار است   جمع شدگي دوام و پاي    ،  شده شامل مقاومت  

  .مواد متشكله مخلوط بتن اهميت بسيار زيادي دارد
بـه عبـارت ديگـر    ،  به گونه اي بايد باشد تا ازبروز پديده انسداد در هنگام عبور جلوگيري كند ها  دانه بندي سنگدانه  

نگدانه را تا حد امكان كاهش داده و براي ايجاد يكپارچگي بـين             حجم سنگدانه درشت و همچنين حداكثر اندازه س       
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 كاهش پيـدا  ها در اين صورت احتمال انسداد توسط درشت دانه   . مناسب استفاده نمود   هاي   از ريز پركننده   ها  سنگدانه
  .د به راحتي تحت اثر وزن خود جاري شده و از بين موانع و آرماتورها عبور كندتوان ميكند و بتن  مي
كه اين تراكم بستگي به منحني دانـه        ،  باشد مي ها  ثيرات دانه بندي روي خواص بتن تازه ناشي از تراكم سنگدانه          تا

 بيشتر باشد و تخلخل ما بـين آنهـا كمتـر شـود و در نتيجـه خميـر                    ها  هر چه تراكم سنگدانه   . دارد ها  بندي سنگدانه 
تيـدن آنهـا روي يكـديگر، در دسـترس خواهـد             و آسـوده تـر غل      هـا   سيمان بيشتري براي پوشانيدن دور سـنگدانه      

با توجه به اين مطلب رابطه اي براي به دسـت آوردن درصـد عبـوري از هـر     ]Andreasen&Anderson  ]1.بود
  :  باشد ميبندي مناسب ارئه دادند كه به صورت زير  الك و در نهايت بدست آوردن منحني دانه

  
)1(  P(D)=(D⁄Dmax)q   

  :كه در آن
D =ي از الك با اندازه چشمهدرصد عبورP(D) 
 Dmax =حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه   

0<q<1  
در تعيـين شـكل منحنـي       مـي  كه اين پارامتر نقش بسيار مه      باشد  مي) 2(و) 1(پارامتر توان در معادله     ،  q عبارت 

آن منحنــــي  وبا افزايش ،  ريز دانه ترها  دارد كه با كاهش آن منحني دانه بندي سنگدانهها دانه بندي  سنگدانه
  .شود ميدانه بندي درشت دانه تر 

 Andreasen&Anderson  ]1[ يافتتند كه اگرq=0.37زمانيكـه  .آيـد  مـي  به دست ها  باشد تراكم بهينه سنگدانه
q=0.5  باشد منحني دانه بندي Fuller  آيد مي به دست.]Funk&Dinger2 [  اين مدل را اصالح نمودند و مـدل

  : ارائه دادندصورت زير اصالح شده را به
  
)2( P(D)=(Dq –Dminq) ⁄ (Dmaxq  - Dminq(       

  :                                                                        كه در آن
Dmin = حداقل اندازه سنگدانه  

]Browser& Redix3 [ نشان دادند كه اگرq=0.25    بـراي تهيـه    باشد، منحني دانه بندي متناظر با ايـن مقـدار
،  دانه بندي و مدلهاي مربوطـه      هاي  هدف از مطالعات منحني   ،  در اين تحقيق  .مخلوط خود تراكم مناسب خواهد بود     

 .باشـد  مـي به دست آوردن منحني دانه بندي با كمترين تخلخل و در نتيجـه كمتـرين حجـم خميـر سـيمان الزم         
دانه بندي مورد استفاده، نزديك به يـك منحنـي          درگذشته استراتژيهاي طراحي بر اين اساس بوده اند كه منحني           

 دستيابي بـه منحنـي دانـه بنـدي مـذكور از             . را منجر شود   ها  دانه بندي ايده آل باشد، كه بيشترين تراكم سنگدانه        
پارامترهايي را ارائه داده است كـه بـا اسـتفاده از ايـن پارامترهـا                ]Larrard ]4. گرديد ميطريق سعي و خطا انجام      

پتانـسيل  ،  يكـي از ايـن پارامترهـا      . منحني دانه بندي ايده آل براي تهيه مخلوط خود تراكم دست يافت             به توان  مي
  .باشد كه در اين تحقيق مورد استفاده قرار گرفته است ميجداشدگي 

ــدي  ــه بن ــي دان ــق منحن ــن تحقي ــدل اصــالح شــده    هــاي  در اي ــا م ــران ب ــتن اي ــوط ب ــي طــرح مخل  روش مل
Andreasen&Anderson  ]1[مورد مطالعـه قـرار   ها  همچنين پتانسيل جداشدگي اين منحني.يسه شده استمقا 

هـا،    گرفته و با استفاده از نتايج آزمايشهاي انجام شده روي مخلوطهاي سـاخته شـده بـا اسـتفاده از ايـن منحنـي                       
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ر يـك از    در نهايت براي هـ    .پتانسيل جدا شدگي مورد قبول براي تهيه مخلوط بتن خود تراكم ارائه داده شده است              
يك بازه حجم خمير سـيمان تعريـف شـده اسـت و             ،  جهت تهيه مخلوط خود تراكم    ،   مذكور هاي  منحني دانه بندي  

در مقايـسه بـا سـاير       ،  در اين بازه را كه منجر به بهترين خواص بتن تازه مخلـوط            ،  مقدار بهينه حجم خمير سيمان    
  .ص شده استنيز براي هر منحني دانه بندي مشخ، مقادير اين بازه شده است

  
   برنامه آزمايشگاهي-2
  مصالح مصرفي2-1

  سيمان 
  .باشد مي 3,15نوع يك با وزن مخصوص ASTM سيمان پرتلند معمولي مطابق با ، سيمان مصرفي

  شن
 شـن مـصرفي بـا       هـاي   ماكزيمم اندازه سنگدانه  . باشد مي  0,015 و جذب آب   2,53شن مصرفي با وزن مخصوص      

  .باشد مي ميليمتر 20 يا 10تخابي توجه به منحني دانه بندي ان
  ماسه

  .باشد مي 0,041 وجذب آب 2,5ماسه مصرفي ماسه طبيعي  با وزن مخصوص 
  

  منحني دانه بندي
بـا   A,B,C هـاي   متـشكل از منحنـي  1 به كار برده شده براي شن وماسه مطابق با شـكل  هاي منحني دانه بندي

  .باشد مي ميليمتر 19و9,5حداكثر اندازه 

    
منحني دانه بندي سنگدانه با حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه ) فال(

 ر ميليمت19
 9,5منحني دانه بندي سنگدانه با حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه ) ب(

 ميليمتر
  ميليمتر19و9,5 روش ملي طرح مخلوط ايران با حداكثر اندازههاي  منحني دانه بندي-1شكل 

  
 نـشان داده شـده      1ي طرح مخلوط بتن ايران كه در شكل          سنگدانه روش مل   هاي  درصد عبوري منحني دانه بندي    

 يكسان در نظر گرفته شود درصد       ها  سنگدانه مي زماني كه جرم حج    .باشد  مي  ميبه صورت درصد عبوري حج    ،  است
امـا در  .گـردد  مـي  مشخص 1 ب با شكل -1كه اين موضوع با مقايسه جدول     ،  با وزني تفاوتي ندارد    ميعبوري حج 

و متفـاوت بـودن جـرم       ،  استفاده از فيلر، مطابق با منحني دانه بندي سـنگدانه مـورد اسـتفاده             اين تحقيق به دليل     
بـراي بررسـي ايـن      .توان برابر با درصد عبوري وزني دانست       ميرا ن  ميدرصد عبوري حج  ها،    فيلر با سنگدانه   ميحج

 و فيلـر    هـا   ز اندازه سـنگدانه   عبوري هر يك ا    ميدرصد حج ،  مطلب ابتدا با توجه به منحني دانه بندي مورد استفاده         
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با توجه به جدول  .  الف نشان داده شده است     -1مشخص شده و به در صد وزني عبوري تبديل گرديده و در جدول              
، رفت مي دانه بندي همانطور كه انتظار هاي عبوري منحني مي بيشترين اختالف درصد وزني عبوري با درصد حج      1

  .درصد بوده است0,6ست و مقداراين اختالف برابر با بوده ا9,5Cمربوط به منحني دانه بندي 
  

   دانه بندي روش ملي طرح مخلوط بتن ايران با پودر سنگهاي  درصد وزني عبوري منحني- الف:1ل جدو
حداكثر  درصد وزني عبوري منحني دانه بندي

اندازه 
 19 12,5 9,5 4,75 2,36 1,18 0,6 0,3 0,15 )ميليمتر(اندازه الك  سنگدانه

C19 10,6 21,5 32,43 43,4 56,3 70,2 83,1 92,05 100 
B19 5,3 11,28 18,26 28,2 39,2 55,1 75,1 89,03 100 19ميليمتر  
A19 2,12 4,12 8,11 13,1 23,1 38,1 62,1 79,02 100 
C9,5 12,6 24,57 38,47 81,4 97,3 82,1 100   
B9,5 7,4 14,38 25,33 37,3 53,2 74,1 100   9,5ميليمتر  

A9,5 3,18 6,18 12,16 22,2 37,1 61,1 100   

  
   دانه بندي روش ملي طرح مخلوط بتن ايران بدون پودر سنگهاي  درصد وزني عبوري منحني- ب :1جدول 

حداكثر  درصد وزني عبوري منحني دانه بندي
اندازه 
 سنگدانه

اندازه الك 
 )ميليمتر(

0,15 0,3 0,6 1,18 2,36 4,75 9,5 12,5 19 

C19 10 21 32 43 56 70 83 92 100 
B19 5 11 18 28 39 55 75 89 100 

19 
 ميليمتر

A19 2 4 8 13 23 38 62 79 100 

C9,5 12 24 38 81 97 82 100   
B9,5 7 14 25 37 53 74 100   

9,5 
 ميليمتر

A9,5 3 6 12 22 37 61 100   

  
  فيلر

  . نوان فيلر استفاده شده است به ع2660پودر سنگ آهك با وزن مخصوص 
  

  فوق روان كننده
  .باشد ميفوق روان كننده مورد استفاده بر پايه پلي كربوكسيالتي و توليد كارخانجات داخل 

  
   نسبتهاي مخلوط2-2

 كه برگرفته از روش ملي طرح مخلـوط         19 و 9,5 با حداكثر اندازه     1 طبق شكل    B,C هاي  در اين تحقيق با منحني    
تحقيقات آزمايشگاهي مقدماتي نشان داد كه بـا        . مخلوطهاي بتن خود تراكم ساخته شده است      باشد،    ميبتن ايران   

مخلوطهاي ساخته شده نسبت آب به سيمان برابر  ميدر تما. امكان ساخت مخلوط خود تراكم وجود ندارد Aمنحني
 همچنـين الزم    . داده شده اسـت    ثابت نگهداشته شده و مقدار سيمان براي هر گروه منحني دانه بندي تغيير            0,45با

 ميليمتر يعنـي عبـوري از       0,15 ريز تر از     هاي  مخلوطهاي مذكور به منظور تهيه سنگدانه      ميبه ذكر است كه در تما     
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 . استفاده شده است0,15 از پودر سنگ عبور داده شده از الك 0,15الك 
 ميليمتـر در    19و9,5 انـدازه سـنگدانه       با حـداكثر   B,C هاي   ساخته شده با منحني دانه بندي      هاي  نسبتهاي مخلوط 

 بـا   C هـا   به مفهوم منحنـي دانـه بنـدي سـنگدانه    C  9,5-1در اين تحقيق معرف .نشان داده شده است2جدول 
بـراي سـاير معـرف      . باشـد   مـي  ميليمتر و خط تيره و عدد شماره مخلوط سـاخته شـده              9,5حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه    

  .باشد ميمخلوطها نيز به همين صورت 
  

   ميليمتر19 و9,5 با حداكثر اندازهB,C هاي  ساخته شده با منحنيهاي  نسبتهاي مخلوط:2جدول 

  حجم خمير
 m3/1m3)آب+سيمان(

فوق 
كننده  روان

)lit/m3( 

  آب
)kg/m3( 

سنگدانه 
)kg/m3( 

پودر 
  سنگ

)kg/m3(  

  سيمان
)kg/m3( 

منحني 
 دانه بندي

معرف 
 مخلوط

0,268  1,75 157,5 1544,24 223,88  350 C9,5 C9,5-1 

0,307  1,5 180 1460,64 211,63  400 C9,5 C9,5-2 

0,345  1 202,5 1372,96 199,39  450 C9,5 C9,5-3 

0,383  0,5 225 1289,8 187,13  500 C9,5 C9,5-4 

0,268  1,75 157,5 1630,73 130,6  350 B9,5 B9,5-5 

0,307  1,25 180 1542,78 123,45  400 B9,5 B9,5-6 

0,345  0,75 202,5 1452,3 116,31  450 B9,5 B9,5-7 

0,383  0,5 225 1363,08 109,16  500 B9,5 B9,5-8 

0,23  2,2 135 1664,46 196,77  300 C19 C19-9 

0,268  1,7 157,5 1578,13 186,57  350 C19 C19-10 

0,307  1 180 1491,79 176,36  400 C19 C19-11 

0,345  0,5 202,5 1405,47 166,15  450 C19 C19-12 

0,238  1,5 140 1736,77 97,25  311 B19 B19-13 

0,276  1 162 1647,57 92,26  360 B19 B19-14 

0,33  0,5 193,5 1519,98 85,12  430 B19 B19-15 

0,368  0,2 216 1428,85 80,02  480 B19 B19-16 

  
   ها  شرح آزمايش2-3

انجـام  ]PCI ]5مطابق با دستور العمـل  VSIمشاهده و آزمايش  Lجعبه ، Jحلقه ، Vقيف، آزمايش جريان اسالمپ
  .شده است
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   و تفسيرها  نتايج آزمايش-3
 . نشان داده شده است3 در جدول ها  انجام شده روي مخلوطهاي نتايج آزمايش

  خلوطهامانجام شده روي بتن تازه  نتايج آزمايشهاي :3 جدول

VSI*  جعبه
L 

 Jحلقه
(mm) 

 V(sec)قيف
جريان 
 )cm(اسالمپ

م خمير سيمان حج
)m3/1m3( 

منحني 
 دانه بندي

معرف 
 مخلوط

1,5 0,75 12  3,33 69 0,268  C9,5 C9,5-1  
0 1 4  3 73 0,307 C9,5 C9,5-2 

0,5 0,84 6 2,41 71 0,345 C9,5 C9,5-3 
1 0,8 9 2,25 67 0,383 C9,5 C9,5-4 
2 0,75 17 5 66 0,268 B9,5 B9,5-5 

1 0,85 9 4,1 70 0,307 B9,5 B9,5-6 
0 0,96 6 3,84 74 0,345 B9,5 B9,5-7 

0,5 0,89 8 3,2 69 0,383 B9,5 B9,5-8 

1 0,81 11 5,9 67 0,23 C19 C19-9 

0 0,89 3 3 75 0,268 C19 C19-10 
0,5 0,87 5 2,5 72 0,3 C19 C19-11 
1,25 0,8 9 1,8 60 0,345 C19 C19-12 

2 0,11 27 21,5 58 0,238 B19 B19-13 

1,5 0,6 15 11,88 64 0,276 B19 B19-14 

0 0,88 8 3 70 0,33 B19 B19-15 
0,5 0,83 10 2 68 0,368 B19 B19-16 

 *Visual StabilityIndex(VSI) : در اين تحقيق زماني كه(VSI)      بين صفر تا يك بوده است مخلوط به عنـوان مخلـوط بـتن خـود تـراكم 
  .پذيرفته شده است

  
 ميليمتر كه در اين تحقيق استفاده شـده اسـت كـه      19 و 9,5ا حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه      ب B,C هاي  منحني دانه بندي  

در صـــورتيكه در مـــدل اصـــالح شـــده .باشـــد مـــيبرگرفتـــه از روش ملـــي طـــرح مخلـــوط بـــتن ايـــران 
Andreasen&Anderson    ]1[  كه در مقدمه توضيح داده شد Dmax=19و Dmin=0.075 و q=0.1 باشـد  ،

اگر در ايـن مـدل      . ميليمتر خواهد بود   19 با حداكثر اندازه     Cصل منطبق بر منحني دانه بندي       منحني دانه بندي حا   
Dmax=19و Dmin=0.075و q=0.35       باشد منحني دانه بندي حاصل منطبـق بـر منحنـي دانـه بنـدي B  بـا 

يمتـر تغييـر پيـدا     ميل9,5 در هردو حالت مذكور به  Dmaxاگر مقدار . ميليمتر خواهد بود19حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه 
 بـا   BوC حاصل به ترتيب منطبق بـر منحنـي دانـه بنـدي              هاي  منحني دانه بندي  ،  كند و ساير مقادير همان بماند     

  . ميليمتر خواهد بود9,5حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه 
يـن    ميليمتـر ا 19و9,5بـا حـداكثر  انـدازه     B,C هاي با توجه به نتايج آزمايشها براي هر يك از منحني دانه بندي

  يك بازه حجم خمير سيمان ارائـه شـود كـه در صـورت قـرار                  ها  امكان ايجاد شد كه براي هر يك از اين منحني         
همچنين در هر بـازه يـك   .مخلوط خودتراكم باشد، مخلوط ساخته شده ،  گرفتن حجم خمير سيمان در اين محدوده      

خـصوصيات بـتن تـازه      ،  دار بهينـه  مقدار بهينه حجم خمير سيمان وجود داشت كه مخلوط ساخته شـده بـا آن مقـ                
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 مذكور به همـراه مقـادير     هاي  بازه.مطلوبتري نسبت به ساير مخلوطهاي ساخته شده با مقادير بازه از خود نشان داد             
  .   ارائه داده شده است4 مورد بررسي در جدول هاي بهينه براي منحني دانه بندي

  
   هاي بندي د تراكم براي منحني دانه بازه حجم خميرسيمان الزم براي تهيه مخلوط خو:4 جدول

  روش ملي طرح مخلوط بتن ايران

 منحني دانه بندي بازه حجم خمير سيمان حجم خمير سيمان بهينه

(m3/1m3) (m3/1m3)  
0307  0,383-0,28 C9,5 
0,345 0,39-0,307 B9,5 
0,268 0,34-0,23 C19 
0,33 0,37-0,3 B19 

  
 با حداكثر انـدازه  C,Bم شده روي مخلوطهاي ساخته شده با دو منحني دانه بندي           با مقايسه نتايج آزمايشهاي انجا    

با حداكثر  C ميليمتر مشخص گرديد كه حجم خمير سيمان بهينه الزم براي تهيه مخلوط خود تراكم با منحني                  19
 بـا حـداكثر   B ميليمتر كمتر از حجم خمير سيمان بهينه الزم براي تهيه مخلوط خود تـراكم بـا منحنـي                 19اندازه  
 مطلوبتر از مخلوط ساخته شـده  19Cضمنا خصوصيات بتن تازه ساخته شده با منحني     . ميليمتر بوده است   19اندازه  

  Andreasen&Anderson حاصـل از مـدل   هـاي  در نتيجه كليه منحنـي دانـه بنـدي   . بوده است19Bبا منحني 
 متنـاظر  هـاي  در حقيقت منخني دانه بندي.دباشن مي مناسب براي ساخت مخلوط خودتراكم     B,Cمابين منحني   ]1[

 Redix&Browserدر صـورتيكه  . باشـد  مـي  مناسب  براي تهيه مخلوط خود تـراكم  0,35 تا 0,1 بين  qبا مقادير
از طرف ديگـر هرچـه منحنـي دانـه بنـدي      . مناسب براي ساخت مخلوط خود تراكم دانسته اندq=0.25 مقدار]3[

 ميل كنـد مخلـوط   0,1 به سمت q متمايل باشد يعني Cبه سمت ]Andreasen&Anderson  ]1حاصل از مدل 
  .ساخته شده خصوصيات بتن تازه مطلوبتري خواهد داشت

Larrard ]5[  مناسب براي تهيه مخلوط ارائه داده است كـه يكـي   هاي پارامترهايي براي بررسي منحني دانه بندي 
  :آيد مي زير به دست باشد كه از رابطه ميپتانسيل جداشدگي ، از اين پارامترها

)3(   Si = 1 –Фi/Фi
*   

  

)4(  Si(max)  S =                                          
=Фiحجم واقعي ذرات جامد مرتبه  i 
 *Фi=  كه ذرات جامد مرتبه ميماكزيمم حج iند اشغال كنند توان مي
S =پتانسيل جداشدگي   

، iاستفاده شده است از تقسيم جرم ذرات مرتبـه          ) 4(و) 3( رابطه    كه در  Фiبراي محاسبه پتانسيل جداشدگي پارامتر    
پـارامتر  .ذرات حاصل شده است    ميكه در مرحله به دست آوردن نسبتهاي مخلوط به دست آمده است، به جرم حج              

Фi*نيز از جمع مقدار Фi     كـه بـا كمـك دسـتورالعمل     هـا   با تخلخـل موجـود در دانـه بنـدي سـنگدانه ASTM 

C28,ASTM C29  ]7بدست آمده است، محاسبه شده]6و.  
 به طور كامل متراكم شده اند و امكان جداشدگي وجود نـدارد             i باشدبه اين معناست كه ذرات مرتبه        Si=0زمانيكه  
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در نتيجه  هر چه پتانسيل جدا شدگي منحني دانـه بنـدي             .  كه در واقعيت غير ممكن است       باشد  ميوحالت ايده آل    
  .واهد بودبه سمت صفر ميل كند مطلوب خ

 بـا   B,Cبا استفاده ازاين پارامتر نموداري به نام نمودار پركنندگي ارائه شده است، كه ايـن نمـودار بـراي منحنـي     
  . ميليمتر در شكل زير نشان داده شده است19و9,5حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه 

  

      

   
   ميليمتر19 و9,5زه سنگدانه  با حداكثر اندا B,C نمودار پركنندگي براي منحني دانه بندي -2 شكل

  
 بـه ترتيـب برابـر بـا         3ميليمتر بـا توجـه بـه شـكل          19با حداكثر اندازه    B,C هاي  پتانسيل جداشدگي براي منحني   

 ميليمتـر بـه ترتيـب برابـر بـا      9,5 بـا حـداكثر انـدازه    B,C هـاي   همچنين بـراي منحنـي     .باشد مي 0,815و0,771
  .باشد مي0,779و0,675

 ميليمتـر   19و9,5 براي هـر دو حـداكثر انـدازه          B,C هاي   بين منحني  هاي   منحني دانه بندي   همانطور كه بيان شد   
نزديكتـر   Cمناسب براي ساخت مخلوط بتن خود تراكم بودند و هر چه منحني دانه بندي مورد استفاده به منحني 

ـ    3با توجه به اين موضوع و شكل        .شود خواص بتن تازه مخلوط مطلوبتر بوده است        ي كـه   هـاي   ه بنـدي   منحنـي دان
 براي حداكثر انـدازه     0,779 تا   0,675 ميليمتر و  19 براي حداكثر اندازه     0,815 تا 0,771پتانسيل جداشدگي آنها بين     

هـر چـه پتانـسيل جداشـدگي منحنـي مـورد            . ميليمتر باشد مناسب براي ساخت مخلوط خود تراكم خواهد بود          9,5
  .اشد خواص بتن تازه رو به بهبودي خواهد بود ذكر شده متمايل بهاي استفاده به حد پايين بازه

باشد، چرا كـه  منحنـي        ميالبته پارامتر پتانسيل جداشدگي به تنهايي كافي براي تعيين منحني دانه بندي مناسب ن             
 باشد ولـي مناسـب بـراي        771.د وجود داشته باشد كه پتانسيل جداشدگي آن       توان  ميدانه بندي بانمودار پركنندگي     

بايـست   مـي به اين منظور در نمودار پركنندگي فاكتور ديگري نيز عالوه بر پتانسيل جداشدگي             . اشدتهيه مخلوط نب  
باشد كه هـر چـه مقـدار     مي در يك نمودار پركنندگي Si(min )  و Si(max)اين فاكتور تفاضل .تحت كنترل باشد

مقدار اين تفاضل براي منحنـي      .باشد ميآن به صفر نزديكتر باشد نشان دهنده مطلوب تر بودن منحني دانه بندي              
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باشد وبراي منحنـي دانـه بنـدي     مي0,291 و 0,197 ميليمتر به ترتيب برابر با 19با حداكثر اندازه  B,Cدانه بندي 
B,C    در نتيجـه  منحنـي دانـه بنـدي مـورد            .باشد مي 0,292 و 0,116 ميليمتربه ترتيب  برابر با       9,5 باحداكثر اندازه

 ذكـر شـده     هـاي    بتن خود تـراكم عـالوه بـر دارا بـودن پتانـسيل جداشـگي در بـازه                  استفاده براي ساخت مخلوط   
 . ذكر شده قرارگيردهاي  در بازهSi(min )  و Si(max)بايست،مقدار تفاضل  مي

در صـورت نامناسـب   ، شـود كـه   مـي اين امكان ايجاد ، با استفاده از پارامتر پتانسيل جدا شدگي و نمودار پركنندگي    
  .با تهيه اين نمودار براي شن وماسه موجود، دانه بندي را اصالح نمود، شن و ماسهبودن دانه بندي 

  
   نتيجه گيري-4
 .اند  مناسب  براي تهيه مخلوط خود تراكم بوده0,35 تا 0,1 بين  q متناظر با مقاديرهاي بندي ني دانهحمن •
 به qتمايل بوده يعني  مCبه سمت ]Andreasen&Anderson   ]1هرچه منحني دانه بندي حاصل از مدل  •

 . ميل كرده، مخلوط ساخته شده خصوصيات بتن تازه مطلوبتري داشته است0,1سمت 
قـرار گرفتـه    ،  مخلوطها بر اساس حد اكثر اندازه سنگدانه  و منحني دانه بندي به كـار بـرده شـده                  ،  در هرگروه  •

مان كه الزامـات رفتـار بـتن تـازه را           يك بازه حجم خمير سي    ،  براي هر گروه  ها،    با توجه به نتايج آزمايش    .بودند
 هچنين مقدار بهينه حجم خمير سيمان كه بهترين خواص بتن تازه را در هـر                .مشخص گرديد ،  نمود ميتامين  

 بـه ترتيـب برابـر بـا         19Bو19Cو9,5Bو9,5Cبراي مخلوطهـاي گروههـاي      ،   ايجاد نموده است   ها  يك از بازه  
  .متر مكعب بوده است0,33و0,268و0,345و0,307

 دانـه بنـدي سـنگدانه    هـاي   از بين ساير منحنـي 19C، منحني دانه بندي سنگدانه ها با توجه به نتايج آزمايش     •
كمترين حجم خمير سيمان را براي ساخت مخلوط بـتن خـودتراكم نيـاز داشـته                ،  استفاده شده در اين تحقيق    

 .است
ـ 0,815 تـا 0,771ي كه پتانسيل جداشـدگي آنهـا بـين     هاي  منحني دانه بندي   •  ميليمتـر  19راي حـداكثر انـدازه    ب

 .انـد  بوده  ميليمتر بوده است، مناسب براي ساخت مخلوط خود تراكم9,5 براي حداكثر اندازه 0,779 تا 0,675و
خواص بتن تازه ، متمايل بوده،  ذكر شدههاي به حد پايين بازه   ،  هر چه پتانسيل جداشدگي منحني مورد استفاده      

 .رو به بهبودي گذاشته است
ي دانه بندي مورد استفاده براي ساخت مخلوط بتن خود تراكم عالوه بر دارا بودن پتانسيل جداشـگي در                   منحن •

بـراي  0,292 تا0,116 و 0,291 تا0,197در بازه Si(min ) و Si(max)داراي مقدار تفاضل ،  ذكر شدههاي بازه
 . ميليمتر بوده است9,5 و19حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه به ترتيب 
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  هاي خودتراكم ط و خواص بتنهاي اختال مرور طرح
  

   4قاسمي ، مازيار رييس3، طيبه پرهيزكار2، علي اله وردي1سعيد بختياري
   تهران، ايرانمركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكن، دانشجوي دكتراي مهندسي شيمي، دانشگاه علم و صنعت ايران و عضو هيأت علمي. 1

   تهران، ايرانعت ايران،دانشگاه علم و صن استاديار دانشكده مهندسي شيمي. 2
  استاديار مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكن. 3

  كارشناس ارشد مركز تحقيقات ساختمان و مسكن. 4
  

  چكيده
بتن خـودتراكم بـراي     . هاي خودتراكم ارائه شده است      در اين مقاله مرور نسبتاً جامعي بر روي تركيب و خواص مهم بتن            

خمير و مالت . اده شد و به علت خواص مناسب آن، به سرعت گسترش يافتغلبه بر مشكالت عمليات لرزاندن توسعه د
مورد استفاده در بتن خودتراكم بايد داراي لزجت و نيز قابليت تغيير شكل زياد باشد و با برقراري تعادل بين اين دو، ضمن 

ده از مـواد افزودنـي شـيميايي و         بنابراين اسـتفا  . تأمين قابليت تغيير شكل و رواني زياد، از جداشدگي اجزا جلوگيري شود           
هـاي   هـاي آزمايـشي و آزمـون    هاي مناسب مواد مستلزم انجـام اخـتالط   تعين مقادير و نسبت. پودري مختلف نياز است  

ها به همراه استفاده از مقـادير         محدود كردن درصد سنگدانه   . باشد  ، جريان اسالمپ و قيف مي     Uنظير جريان     خودتراكمي
حجم زياد پودرهاي . ها براي دستيابي به اين خواص ضروري است       كننده  روان  غلظت مناسب فوق  زياد پودرهاي معدني و     

پودر سنگ آهك . تواند اثرهاي متعددي روي خواص آن داشته باشد شود مي هاي خودتراكم استفاده مي معدني كه در بتن
 برابر سولفات شود كه به علت تـشكيل         تواند باعث باال رفتن حرارت هيدراسيون و كاهش قابل مالحظه دوام بتن در              مي

هـاي خـودتراكم    توانند باعث كاهش مقاومت بتن همچنين اين پودرها مي. تركيباتي نظير گچ، اترنجيت و تاماسيت است      
شود، لذا استفاده از نتايج آزمون و تجربيات موجود روي بتن معمولي را براي اين  هاي معمولي  در برابر آتش نسبت به بتن

  . سازد  ناممكن مينوع بتن
  

   بتن، خودتراكم، طرح اختالط، پودر:ها كليدواژه
  
   مقدمه-1

براي اين منظور اغلـب نيـاز       . يكي از پارامترهاي مهم براي رسيدن به بتن با دوام مناسب، متراكم كردن بتن است              
مقاومت الزم بـه دسـت      است تا از عمليات لرزاندن يا ويبره استفاده شود، تا با كاهش تخلخل و هواي درون بتن،                  

عمليات لرزاندن از مشكالت اساسـي در ايـن         . گيري بتن معيوب جلوگيري شود      آمده، دوام افزايش يافته و از شكل      
و   هـاي جـسمي     انگاري، مزاحمت   مشكالت مختلف مانند كمبود نسبي كارگران ماهر، سهل       . رود  صنعت به شمار مي   

ها و مواضعي كه داراي تـراكم زيـادي از ميلگردهـا              سب در قالب  روحي ناشي از لرزاندن و يا دشواري دسترسي منا        
شود تا عمل لرزاندن به طور كامل و صحيح انجام نگرفته و در نهايت مشخصات مطلوبي از بتن                    هستند، باعث مي  
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براي متخصصين بتن بوده است كه بتوانند با          بنابراين ساخت بتني بدون نياز به لرزاندن، هدف مهمي        . حاصل نشود 
هاي بـتن در اثـر عمليـات          ستفاده از مواد افزودني و تغيير در نسبت اختالط اجزا، به اين هدف دست يابند و نقص                ا

  .اجرايي تراكم را برطرف سازند
استفاده از اين بتن نه تنهـا بـه حـل مـشكالت عـدم               . ها بوده است     نتيجه اين تالش   SCCابداع بتن خودتراكم يا     

هاي چـشمگيري از نظـر مـدت زمـان      جويي نمايد، بلكه موجب صرفه ان كمك مي  كارايي و يا ضعف اجرائي كارگر     
تـوان بـا اسـتفاده از     بـراي سـاخت بـتن خـودتراكم، مـي       ]. 1  و   1 [توانـد بـشود       هـا مـي     اجرا و به تبع آن در هزينه      

پيش از آن   . هاي نسل جديد ضمن به دست آوردن رواني زياد، از بروز جداشدگي نيز جلوگيري نمود                كننده  روان  وقف
پـذير بـوده اسـت، ولـي      كننـده امكـان   روان كننده يا فوق نيز افزايش رواني بتن از طريق مصرف مواد افزودني روان      

، جداشدگي در بتن اتفاق افتـاده و بـه كيفيـت بـتن              چنانچه از اين طريق رواني بتن بيش از حد معين افزايش يابد           
ها، لزجت مخلوط را در حد مناسبي حفـظ           كننده  روان  بنابراين بايد ضمن استفاده از انواع مناسب فوق       . زند  صدمه مي 

هـاي    براي اين منظور از مقادير مناسـب پودرهـا و پركننـده           . كرد تا از جداشدگي مالت از سنگدانه جلوگيري شود        
  .شود استفاده مي) VMA(كننده لزجت  در صورت لزوم از مواد اصالحمعدني و 

هاي خودتراكم، بـا اسـتفاده از تعـداد           هاي اختالط و خواص مهم بتن       در اين مقاله مرور نسبتاً جامعي بر روي طرح        
 تعريف، تاريخچه و داليل گـسترش نـسبتاً       . زيادي مقاالت پژوهشي و ساير مدارك فني معتبر صورت گرفته است          

است، كـه در ايـن    در رسيدن به خواص خودتراكمي    چگالي تراكم، مفهوم مهمي   . سريع اين نوع بتن ارائه شده است      
هاي طرح اختالط و خواص بتن خودتراكم، از جمله           روش. هاي مؤثر بر روي آن بحث شده است         خصوص و سنجه  

. موضـوع مـورد بحـث قـرار گرفتـه اسـت             مقاوم فشاري، دوام و مقاومت در برابر آتش با استفاده از ادبيات علمـي             
دهند، بر روي برخي خواص بتن        خصوصاً اثر كليدي پودرها، كه حجم قابل توجهي از بتن خودتراكم را تشكيل مي             

  .خودتراكم بحث شده است
  
   تعريف بتن خودتراكم و داليل گسترش آن-2

، بتن خودتراكم بتني است كه تحت وزن خود جاري شده و بدون نيـاز بـه هـر           ]Bartos] ( 2(طبق تعريف بارتوس    
. ها را پركرده و همگنـي خـود را حفـظ نمايـد              ، قالب )حتي با وجود ميلگردهاي متراكم    (نوع لرزاندن، به طور كامل      

  : خود تراكم تازه بايد هر سه خاصيت زير را داشته باشدبتن] Ozawa] ( 3(طبق تعريف اوزاوا 
  .جاري شدن بتن خود تراكم درتمام فضاهاي قالب تحت وزن خود: الف ـ توانايي پركنندگي

  .امكان عبور از فواصل تنگ بين ميلگردها و قالب تحت وزن خود: ب ـ توانايي عبور
  .ريزي حفظ نمايد د را در جريان حمل و بتنشكل و تركيب يكنواخت خو: ـ مقاوم در مقابل جداشدگي ج

تـوان حـذف      از مزاياي مهـم آن مـي      . مزاياي چشمگير بتن خودتراكم موجب گسترش سريع آن در دنيا شده است           
ريزي، افزايش سرعت اجرا، اطمينان از تراكم مناسب، به خصوص در مقاطع تنـگ و                 عمليات لرزاندن، سهولت بتن   
قاومت خوب در برابر جداشدگي سنگدانه، امكان ايجاد سطوح تمام شده صاف و زيبا            يا داراي ميلگردهاي فشرده، م    

هاي شهري را     هاي متنوع معماري در نما و نيز كاهش آلودگي صوتي در محيط كار و محيط                و در نتيجه تهيه طرح    
  .نام برد

بنـابراين  ]. 4 [ان اسـت    هـاي سـيم     از دي اكسيدكربن توليدي توسط صنايع، مربوط به كارخانه        % 7به عالوه حدود    
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هاي مـؤثر بـراي     يكي از راه  ) به شرطي كه عيار سيمان در آن كاهش يابد        (هاي توانمند و خودتراكم       استفاده از بتن  
مان ها سـي    كاهش دي اكسيدكربن، كاهش مشكالت گرم شدن زمين و حفظ محيط زيست است، زيرا در اين بتن                

  .گيرد ها صورت مي به طور مؤثرتري استفاده شده و نيز جايگزيني درصدي از سيمان به وسيله پركننده
  
   بتن خودتراكم  تاريخچه-3

در پـي آن مطالعـات   ]. 6  و 5 [در ژاپن پيشنهاد شد ) Okamura( توسط اوكامورا  1986بتن خودتراكم نخست در سال      
-5 [براي توسعه اين بتن صورت گرفـت        ) Meakawa(هاي اساسي در دانشگاه توكيو توسط اوزاوا و ميكاوا            و آزمايش 

 با استفاده از مواد و مصالح موجود در بازار ساخته شد و نتايج مناسـبي                1988هاي اين نوع بتن در سال          نمونه اولين]. 7 
شدگي ناشي از خشك شدن و سخت شدن، گرماي هيدراسيون، سختي و ساير خواص به دست آمـد و در                      از نظر جمع  

و ) Aitcin(گـذاري شـد، امـا همزمـان، آيتـسين             نـام ) HPC(در ابتدا اين بتن، بـتن توانمنـد         ]. 3 [اي منتشر شد      مقاله
دوام بـاال در اثـر نـسبت آب بـه           ، بتن توانمند را به عنوان بتني معرفي كردند كه داراي مقاومت و              ]9  و   8 [همكارانش  

بـتن خـودتراكم   "بنابراين نام اين نوع بتن توسط اوكامورا و همكارانش تغيير يافت و تحت عنـوان  . سيمان پايين باشد  
هاي خـودتراكم و توانمنـد در ايـن           تفاوت بتن ]. 11  و   10 ،  5 [ خوانده شد    "بتن خودتراكم " يا به طور خالصه      "توانمند

توانـد تحـت وزن خـود، قالـب و يـا              پذيري تنها تا حدودي بهبود يافته است، اما نمـي           است كه در بتن توانمند، جريان     
  .بارت ديگر كماكان به عمليات لرزش نياز داردفواصل بين ميلگردها را پر كند، به ع

]. 13  و 12 ، 5 [المللي، توجه به بتن خود تراكم را افزايش داد         هاي مختلف بين    مقاالت اوزاوا و اوكامورا در كنفرانس     
از    توسـط كنـسرسيومي    "توليد و محيط كاري بهبود يافته با استفاده از بتن خودتراكم          "اي با عنوان       پروژه 1996در  

سـاخته    هاي ساختماني و عناصر بتني پيش        در پروژه  SCCتر كاربرد     كشورهاي اروپايي آغاز و باعث گسترش سريع      
ســاختمان و  فدراسـيون اروپـايي متخصـصين شـيمي    "وپـايي بـتن خـودتراكم توســط     راهنمـاي ار 2005در . شـد 

 بـتن   2000سـاخته در امريكـا نيـز از سـال             صنعت بـتن پـيش    . منتشر شد ] EFNARC] ( 14 ("هاي بتني   سيستم
كـاربرد بـتن    . هاي معماري مـورد اسـتفاده قـرار داد         اي و پانل    اي و غيرسازه    خودتراكم را براي ساخت عناصر سازه     

 درصـد در سـال      15 به تقريبـاً     2000 درصد در سال     1تنيده از حدود      ساخته پيش   خودتراكم در ساخت قطعات پيش      
  ].15 [استفاده از آن در صنايع بتن آمادة امريكا نيز با شتاب كمتري در حال افزايش است .  افزايش يافت2005
 -Akashi)كـايكو  ـ  اند كه از جمله پل معلق آكاشي هاي مختلفي با استفاده از بتن خودتراكم در دنيا اجرا شده سازه

Kaiko (  هاي مخازن عظيم      در ژاپن، ديوارهLNG      شركت گاز اوزاكـا )Ozaka (         در ژاپـن، بـازار بـزرگ ميدسـامر
)Midsummer Place (16  و 1 [توان نام برد  هاي متعدد ديگر در دنيا را مي ن و پروژهدر لند.[  

ثـال  براي م. در ايران نيز استفاده از بتن خودتراكم از چند سال قبل آغاز شده و از مزاياي آن بهره گرفته شده است    
هاي نما و كتيبـه نويـسي قـرآن در طـرح              توان از كاربرد آن در اليه سطحي تونل رسالت تهران، برخي قسمت             مي

هـاي حفـاري تونـل در پـروژه           توسعه حرم حضرت معصومه در قم و ساخت قطعات بتني خاص براي عبور ماشين             
  ].18  و 17 [متروي شيراز را نام برد 

  
  و مفهوم چگالي تراكم  خودتراكمي-4

نـسبت  «چگالي تراكم به معناي . هاي توانمند و خودتراكم است كليدي براي دستيابي به بتن     چگالي تراكم مفهومي  
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 دو قسمت تراكم سنگدانه و سيمان بحـث         توان در   است و آن را مي    » اي ذرات جامد    حجم مواد جامد به حجم توده     
دهـد    گيري است و نشان مـي       گيري چگالي انبوهي سنگدانه قابل اندازه       تراكم سنگدانه مستقيماً با اندازه    ]. 19 [نمود  

هـا كـه بايـد بـه          رات بـين سـنگدانه    به اين وسيله حجم حف    . اند  ها به چه ميزان به يكديگر فشرده شده         كه سنگدانه 
گيـري در   هـاي انـدازه    روش. آيـد   وسيله خمير سيمان پر شود، از كم كردن چگالي تراكم از عدد يك به دست مـي                

ب در مخلوط وجـود  هاي مختلف و با نسبت مناس هاي با اندازه چنانچه دانه. آمده است] BS 812-2]  20استاندارد 
هاي بزرگ را به خوبي پر كرده، فضاي خالي كمتري براي پر شـدن                هاي كوچك فواصل بين دانه      داشته باشد، دانه  

به عـالوه، بـا فـرض يـك مقـدار      . ماند، بنابراين به مقدار كمتري سيمان نياز خواهد بود       توسط مواد ريزتر باقي مي    
ها   شود تا دانه    ر الزم براي پر كردن فضاي خالي وجود دارد، باعث مي          ثابت مواد سيماني، خميري كه اضافه بر مقدا       

بنـدي سـنگدانه تـأثير بـه      بنـابراين دانـه  . به نحو بهتري با خمير پوشانده شده، توزيع و جريان بهتري به دست آيد       
يـداري  كاهش تقاضاي خمير، عـالوه بـر بهبـود كـارايي، باعـث پا     . سزايي در تقاضاي خمير و كارايي مخلوط دارد 

چنانچه تمام ابعاد سنگدانه از درشت تا خيلي ريز به طور پيوسته وجـود داشـته باشـد، در                   . شود  ابعادي بهتر بتن مي   
هـا،    هاي سنگدانه از درشت تا بسيار ريز در مخلوط، شـكل هندسـي دانـه                عمل داليلي نظير عدم وجود تمام اندازه      

. شود تا چگالي تـراكم كـاهش يابـد          ها باعث مي     اثر جداره  هاي فضايي ناشي از     ها، اصطكاك و مزاحمت     زبري دانه 
  .ها ارائه كرده است يك مدل كامپيوتري براي تعيين اثر تراكم تصادفي سنگدانه] Stroeven] ( 21(استروون 

هـا تقاضـاي سـيمان را         ونه كه تراكم سنگدانه   همانگ. توان به مواد سيماني نيز بسط داد        مفهوم چگالي تراكم را مي    
هـاي    مواد سيماني گونـاگون داراي انـدازه      . كند  سازد، تراكم مواد سيماني نيز تقاضاي آب را تعيين مي           مشخص مي 

تـر را پـر كـرده، تقاضـاي آب را      توانند فضاهاي خالي بين ذرات درشت مختلف هستند، بنابراين پودرهاي ريزتر مي  
پذيري خميـر     نشان دادند كه مخلوط كردن سرباره با سيمان، جريان        ] 22 [و همكاران   ) Feng(فنگ  . كاهش دهند 
ده نمودنـد كـه   گيـري و مـشاه   هاي مخلـوط را انـدازه     چگالي تراكم سيمان  ] 19 [وانگ و كوان    . بخشد  را بهبود مي  

آنها نشان دادنـد كـه در يـك         . دهد  افزودن ميكروسيليس به طور قابل توجهي چگالي تراكم سيستم را افزايش مي           
كـوان  . شـود   ، افزايش ميكروسيليس باعث بهبود چشمگير قابليت رواني خمير سيمان مي          2/0نسبت آب به سيمان     

)Kwan] ( 23 [         در حين توسعه بتن با مقاومت باالي خودتراكم)HS-SCC (         دريافت كه در نسبت آب بـه سـيمان
. يابـد    ميكرون، كارايي بتن به نحو قابل توجهي بهبـود مـي           1/0، با استفاده از ميكروسيليس با اندازه متوسط         28/0

هـاي   ا پر كردن فضاهاي خالي بـين دانـه  وي اين بهبود كارايي را به بسيار ريز بودن ميكروسيليس نسبت داد كه ب          
نشان داد كـه  ] Obla] ( 24(اوبال . شود تا آب اضافي بيشتري براي روان كردن خمير موجود باشد            سيمان باعث مي  

  . دهد آب را كاهش مي ميكرون، تقاضاي 3مخلوط كردن سيمان با خاكستر بادي بسيار ريز، با اندازه متوسط 
پذيري و آب انـداختگي       افزايش چگالي تراكم به دليل كاهش نسبت آب به سيمان و كمتر شدن تقاضاي آب، نفوذ               

هـا    همچنين در اثر كم شدن فضاهاي تخلخلي كه به علت اثر ديـواره، در  مجـاورت سـنگدانه                  . دهد  را كاهش مي  
بنـابراين كيفيـت منطقـه انتقـالي، كـه      ]. 25  و 19 [يابـد    شود، تخلخل منطقـه انتقـالي نيـز كـاهش مـي             ايجاد مي 
با مقاومت باال كه چگالي تـراكم بـه         هاي    در بتن ]. 26 [يابد    شود، بهبود مي    ترين اتصال در بتن محسوب مي       ضعيف

و (ها    وسيله ميكروسيليس در آنها افزايش يافته بود، به طور واضح مشاهده شده كه سطح شكست از ميان سنگدانه                 
اثـر تـراكم در     ] Leeman] ( 28(لـيمن   ]. 27 [نمايـد     عبور نموده است، كه نظريه باال را تائيد مي        ) نه از منطقه گذار   

گيـري از     هـاي اخـتالط معمـولي و خـودتراكم را بـا بهـره               كيفيت و نفوذپذيري منطقه انتقـالي بـتن، بـراي طـرح           
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 پهنـاي   مشاهده شد كه تراكم اثر قابل توجهي بر روي تخلخل و          . هاي نوري و الكتروني بررسي كرد       ميكروسكوپ
بنابراين تخلخل منطقه انتقالي در بتن معمولي لرزانده شده، عمومـاً بيـشتر از بـتن خـودتراكم                  . منطقه انتقالي دارد  

در عين حال، مقدار كمتر خميـر سـيمان و          . شود  است كه منجر به مقاومت فشاري كمتر و نفوذ بيشتر اكسيژن مي           
اثرات توأم پارامترهـاي مختلـف، نظيـر    . دهد   اثرات را كاهش مي    ها در بتن معمولي، اين      هاي بزرگتر سنگدانه    اندازه

نيروي ثقل، كارايي و ناهمگني منطقه انتقالي، بررسي ميكروسكوپي موضوع بـه صـورت يـك روش تكرارپـذير را             
  ].28 [سازد  دشوار و پيچيده مي

هاي توانمند  براي بتن]. 30 -27 ، 19 [م سيمان در مراجع مختلف بحث شده است        گيري چگالي تراك   در مورد اندازه  
  ].19 [كننده، اندازه گيري شود  فوق روانو خودتراكم توصيه شده است كه چگالي خمير با افزودن 

شود، زيـرا در يـك نـسبت ثابـت آب بـه               افزايش چگالي تراكم، عالوه بر مقاومت، باعث بهبود كارايي بتن نيز مي           
د يافته، در نتيجـه مقاومـت   همچنين چسبندگي خمير سيمان بهبو. شود سيمان، قابليت جريان يافتن خمير بهتر مي 

. نمايـد  كمك زيادي مي اين مشخصات، به دستيابي به خاصيت خودتراكمي  . يابد  بتن در برابر جداشدگي افزايش مي     
ا، بخـصوص در    بهبود اساسي قابليت جريان يافتن خمير سيمان با افزايش چگالي تراكم ر           ] 19 [هاي وانگ     آزمايش
هاي مختلـف مخلـوط و آب          مقدار جريان اسالمپ را براي نسبت      شكل. هاي پايين آب به سيمان، نشان داد        نسبت

قطر بااليي و پـاييني مخـروط       . هستند  ها در اين شكل حجمي      نسبت. دهد  هاي وي نشان مي     به سيمان در آزمايش   
وي براي بهينه كردن چگـالي تـراكم و   . متر بوده است  ميلي70متر و ارتفاع آن   ميلي100 و 60رتيب  اسالمپ به ت  

. كنـد   هاي خمير سيمان، مالت و بتن را پيشنهاد مـي           اي شامل مخلوط    اثر آن در بتن، يك طرح اختالط سه مرحله        
 اضـافي عامـل اثرگـذار بـر روي      كنـد و آب     در مرحله اول چگالي تراكم مواد سيماني، تقاضـاي آب را تعيـين مـي              

در مرحله دوم مالت در نظر گرفتـه        . است) كننده  روان  مواد سيماني، آب و فوق    (رئولوژي و چسبندگي خمير سيمان      
 mmهـاي كـوچكتر از    چگالي تراكم دانـه .  استmm 2/1هاي ريزتر از   شود كه شامل خمير سيمان و سنگدانه        مي

در مرحلـه سـوم   . پذيري مالت اسـت  كنندة جريان  ر اضافي عامل تعيين    تقاضاي خمير را مشخص كرده و خمي       2/1
شـود كـه در آن چگـالي          متر، در نظر گرفته مـي        ميلي 2/1تر از     هاي درشت   بتن، به معناي مالت به اضافه سنگدانه      

  كننـدة  كنـد و مـالت اضـافي عامـل تعيـين       تقاضاي مالت را مشخص مي    mm 2/1هاي بزرگتر از      تراكم سنگدانه 
هـاي   هاي بتن كه جداشدگي مـشاهده شـد، دانـه    كند كه حتي در آن نمونه وانگ گزارش مي. ايي مخلوط است  كار

  .متر، همراه با خمير باقي ماندند  ميلي2/1ريزتر از 
  

  
  ]19 [هاي مختلف مواد و آب به سيمان   مقدار جريان خمير سيمان در نسبت-1شكل 
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  هاي بتن خودتراكم  طرح اختالط-5
  هاي ارزيابي  اصول و روش5-1

ايـن خطـر    . هاي مختلف هستند، مستعد به جداشدگي است        اصوالً بتن با توجه به تعدد اجزاي آن كه داراي چگالي          
ده از  به همين علت، در تكنولوژي بـتن بـه طـور رايـج اسـتفا              . شود  همواره با افزايش قابليت تغيير شكل بيشتر مي       

در اين صورت قابليت تغييـر شـكل كـاهش يافتـه و بـه      . شود باالترين لزجتي كه قابل كار كردن باشد، توصيه مي       
الزم است تا خمير يا مالت داراي قابليت تغيير           اما براي دستيابي به خاصيت خودتراكمي     . عمليات لرزاندن نياز است   

 محفظه بسته يا بين ميلگردهاي تقويت، مقاومت مناسب در          شكل زياد بوده، به عالوه در هنگام جريان بتن از يك          
قابليت تغيير شكل به اين مفهوم است كه انـرژي          . هاي درشت و مالت وجود داشته باشد        برابر جدا شدگي سنگدانه   

در مقابل آن، لزجـت بيـشتر بـه معنـاي افـزايش             . در داخل بتن يا به علت اصطكاك در مرزها، كمتر مصرف شود           
بنابراين نكته كليدي براي دستيابي به بتن خودتراكم اين است كه يك تعـادل              . براي تغيير شكل است   انرژي الزم   

مناسب بين اين دو نياز برقرار شود تا ضمن تأمين قابليت تغيير شكل و رواني زياد، از جداشـدگي اجـزا جلـوگيري                       
  ].31 [شود 

كه طرح اختالط نهايي بستگي به پارامترهاي مختلف، نظير نوع و كيفيت مواد، مقاومـت مـورد نيـاز،                   بديهي است   
. توان بدون اختالط آزمايشي، ثابـت در نظـر گرفـت    مقادير مناسب مواد را نمي. دوام و شرايط محيطي و غيره دارد     

ماننـد آزمـون      هـاي خـودتراكمي     له آزمون را به وسي    بنابراين بالفاصله پس از تعيين نسبت اختالط، بايد خودتراكمي        
هايي براي قضاوت اين كه بـا توجـه بـه نتـايج               روش. ، جريان اسالمپ و آزمون قيف ارزيابي كرد       Uجعبه، جريان   

هـايي بـراي تخمـين     كننده كمتر يا بيشتر ازحد نيـاز اسـت، و نيـز روش    آزمون آيا نسبت آب به پودر يا مقدار روان        
روابط بين خواص مالت در بتن خودتراكم و نسبت اختالط مورد تحقيق قرار گرفته              . استمقادير مناسب مورد نياز     

بتن به وسيله اين آزمايش ناكافي تشخيص داده شـود، علـت آن بايـد بـه                   چنانچه خودتراكمي . و فرموله شده است   
ف بـه ترتيـب بـراي    هاي جريان اسـالمپ و قيـ   آزمايش. پيدا شود، تا بتوان نسبت اختالط را تنظيم نمود   طور كمي 

 براي آنها به شرح زيـر تعريـف شـده    RC و  cΓهاي    اند و شاخص    آزمون قابليت تغيير شكل و لزجت پيشنهاد شده       
  ]:6 [است 

2  :شاخص قابليت تغيير شكل   )  1معادله (
0

2
021 Sfl/)SflSfl.Sfl(C −=Γ  

  
2 شده جريان اسالمپ و گيري  قطرهاي اندازه2Sfl و 1Sflكه در آن 

0Sflقطر مخروط اسالمپ است .  
  :                                                                                                    شاخص لزجت) 2معادله (

  t
RC

10=
  

هاي جريـان و      آزمون. نمايد  گيري شده برحسب ثانيه براي بتني است كه از ميان قيف عبور مي               زمان اندازه  tكه در آن    
هاي خودتراكم، نظير مـواد پـودري،         قيف، عالوه بر بتن براي مالت يا خمير، براي تعيين اثر مواد مورد استفاده در بتن               

توانند براي تعيين يك روش منطقي براي تنظـيم نـسبت             ها مي   اين شاخص . اند  ها پيشنهاد شده    كننده  روان  ماسه و فوق  
اوكـامورا  . دست آوردن لزجت و قابليت تغييرشكل مناسب، استفاده شوند        كننده و براي به       روان  آب به پودر و مقدار فوق     

  .اند را بحث كرده هاي خودتراكمي و نتايج آزمون ارتباط بين فاكتورهاي خودتراكمي] 6 [و اوشي 
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  هاي طرح اختالط  روش5-2
براي افـزايش قابليـت تغييـر شـكل         . ح و طرح اختالط بستگي دارد     به طور وسيعي به مشخصات مصال       خودتراكمي

كننده   را باال برد و يا از فوق روان       ) هاي معدني   مجموع پودرهاي چسباننده و پركننده    (خمير، بايد نسبت آب به پودر       
هاي    افزودني اما در مقابل براي به دست آوردن لزجت زياد، بايد نسبت آب به پودر را كاهش داد يا از                  . استفاده كرد 

هاي بتني زير آب رايج است تـا          كننده لزجت در سازه     استفاده از مقادير زياد مواد اصالح     . اصالح لزجت استفاده كرد   
هـاي خـارج از آب مناسـب          اما استفاده از چنين مخلـوطي بـراي سـازه         . از حل شدن سيمان در آب جلوگيري شود       

. توان در قالـب جـاي داد        شود و آن را به راحتي نمي         خارج نمي  نيست، زيرا لزجت آن چنان باال است كه هوا از آن          
امـا در ايـن روش حفـظ    ] 32  و 31 [با چنين روشي به بتن خودتراكم دست يافـت   ) Takeshita(اولين بار تاكشيتا    

  .كننده و مواد اصالح لزجت بسيار مهم و دشوار است روان فوقتعادل بين 
اوكامورا و اوزاوا براي حل مشكل فوق فرضيات ديگري را براي طرح اختالط خود در نظر گرفتند، به ايـن ترتيـب                      

همچنـين بـا    . هاي درشت محدود شود تا از مسدود شدن بتن در پـشت موانـع جلـوگيري شـود                   كه حجم سنگدانه  
با توجـه بـه اينكـه مقـادير بـاالي      . مقادير باالي پودر و حفظ نسبت آب به پودر، لزجت بتن تنظيم شود   استفاده از   

شود، قسمتي از آن با پودرهاي خنثي مانند پودر سنگ آهك جـايگزين             سيمان، باعث مشكالت مختلف در بتن مي      
را بايد استفاده از مقادير زياد  تراكميهاي قبلي براي رسيدن به خود تفاوت اصلي روش اوكامورا و اوزاوا با روش  . شد

استفاده از پودر باعث حذف يـا كـاهش نيـاز بـه مـواد               . پودر ذكر كرد كه اساس طرح اختالط را تشكيل داده است          
  .اصالح كننده لزجت شد

است كه در چگـالي تـراكم       نكته مهم در طرح اختالط اوكامورا، درك اثر كليدي پودر براي دستيابي به خودتراكمي             
بـا  . ها نشان داد كه يك رابطه خطي بين مساحت نسبي جريان و نسبت آب به پودر وجـود دارد                    آزمايش. بحث شد 

يـابي    شود، برون   توان نسبت حدي آب به پودر كه در آن تغيير شكل خمير برابر با صفر مي                 استفاده از اين رابطه مي    
 برابـر بـا انـدازه قطـر مخـروط          F0 معادل جريان اسالمپ مخلوط پـودر و آب و           F،  شكل  در  ). شكل  (] 31 [نمود  

ـ   توان مقدار آب محبوس    اين حد را مي   . اسالمپ است  ودر، شـكل  شده توسط پودر در نظر گرفت كه بسته به نـوع پ
به عبارت ديگر، پودر تقريباً به انـدازه حجـم خـود، آب را              . گيرد   قرار مي  0/1 تا   7/0بندي ذرات، بين      هندسي و دانه  
آب بـه پـودر را بهينـه          حال براي رسيدن به لزجت مناسب براي خودتراكمي، بايد نسبت حجمـي           . كند  محبوس مي 

ضمن اين كه واكنش پـذير  . روي، اين نسبت كوچك استبراي پودرهاي ريز و با شكل هندسي نزديك به ك     . كرد
اين موضوع براي چند نوع سيمان و پودر مختلـف          . گذارد  بودن پودر و گيرش آن نيز بر روي نسبت بهينه تأثير مي           

رت هيدراسيون كم مقدار بيـشتري آب       سيمان پرتلند نوع معمولي نسبت به سيمان با حرا        ]. 31 [گزارش شده است    
همچنين اضافه كردن پودر خاكستر بادي و سرباره، به علت افزايش چگالي تراكم، مقدار آب               . دارد  در خود نگاه مي   

  .دهد به دام افتاده را به نحو قابل توجهي كاهش مي
سنگدانه درشـت   : نگدانه ريز   س:  براي سيمان  2: 1:1معموالً از نسبت    . جزء مهم ديگر طرح اختالط، سنگدانه است      

تواند باعـث     شود و بيشتر شدن مقادير سنگدانه مي        به عنوان نسبت مناسب براي رسيدن به مقاومت حداكثر ياد مي          
ان بـه  سـيم   نشان داد كـه اگـر نـسبت حجمـي    1940در ] Tokujiro] ( 33(توكوجيرو . كاهش شديد مقاومت شود  

هـاي     بـراي سـيمان بـه سـنگدانه        5/1 بـه    1بيشتر از      گرفته شود، آنگاه نسبت حجمي     5/1 به   1هاي ريز،     سنگدانه
وي اثر تراكم را بـه دقـت مطالعـه نمـود و نـسبت آب بـه           . شود  درشت، منجر به سقوط قابل مالحظه مقاومت مي       
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نسبت وزني بهينه آب بـه      .  درصد رساند  22، به   سيمان را در قالب به وسيله فشار و با خارج شدن آب در اين حالت              
 را 2 بـه  1توكوجيرو براي رسيدن به حـداكثر مقاومـت، نـسبت      .  درصد بود  31ريزي و فشار،      سيمان، پيش از قالب   
از سـنگدانه را بـراي      ) 1 به   1(هاي ريز به درشت توصيه كرد، اما اوكامورا نسبت كمتر             سنگدانه  براي نسبت حجمي  

مقايسه نتـايج   . داند  و قابليت عبور از موانع موجود در قالب، براي كاربردهاي واقعي الزم مي              راكميدستيابي به خودت  
گر ايـن اسـت كـه بـتن خـودتراكم           هاي درشت و ريز، بيان      در نسبت برابر سنگدانه   ] 33 [و توكوجيرو   ] 31 [اوكامورا  

اوكامورا همان بتن با حداكثر مقاومتي است كه توكوجيرو به دست آورده و براي دستيابي به خودتراكمي، به آن در                    
  .كننده اضافه شده است روان حد نياز فوق

مقدار آب نگهداشـته شـده      . دهد  هاي ريز به دست مي      ص سنگدانه در خصو   نتايج مهمي ] 31 [هاي اوكامورا     آزمايش
ايـن  .  درصد است  20هاي ريز، در يك محدوده مشخص، تقريباً متناسب با حجم آن و در حدود                 به وسيله سنگدانه  

 ميكرون را بايد به عنـوان پـودر         90هاي ريزتر از      بر اساس نتايج وي سنگدانه    . مقدار تقريباً يك پنجم پودرها است     
داشتن آب، يك تفاوت ديگر نيز بين پـودر و سـنگدانه         به غير از تفاوت در مقدار نگه      ). و نه سنگدانه  (در نظر گرفت    
نسبت آب نگه داشته شده توسط سنگدانه ريز، وقتي كه مقدار آن از يك حد مـشخص فراتـر رود،                    : ريز وجود دارد  

اوكامورا علت اين موضوع را توضيح نداده است، امـا دليـل اصـلي بايـد چگـالي                  ). شكل(يابد    به شدت افزايش مي   
ها با يكديگر افزايش يافته و با كم شـدن درصـد              ها در مالت، تماس اين دانه       با افزايش درصد ريزدانه   . تراكم باشد 

الزم بـه ذكـر     . ضاي خالي نياز اسـت    يابد، بنابراين به آب بيشتري براي پر كردن ف          خمير، چگالي تراكم كاهش مي    
  .شود داشته توسط آنها عمالً در نظر گرفته نمي هاي درشت، آب به دام افتاده يا نگه است كه براي سنگدانه

  

    
 رابطه بين مساحت جريان نسبي و نسبت -2شكل 

 آب به پودر حجمي
شده و نسبت  داشته  رابطه بين نسبت آب نگه-3شكل 

  مالتها در ريزدانه حجمي

  
نقش اصلي آب در بـتن تـازه، تـأمين قابليـت تغييـر              .  كننده هستند   روان  اجزاي ديگر مخلوط خودتراكم آب و فوق      

به معناي آب موجود در خمير منهاي آب گير افتاده به وسـيله             ( آب آزاد    5 و   1شكل  در  . شكل به مقدار كافي است    
بر حسب پارامترهاي مساحت جريان نسبي و سرعت نسبي قيـف بـراي خميـر و مـالت                  ) هاي ريز   نگدانهپودر و س  

در يك مقدار ثابت سنگدانه ريز، مساحت جريان و سرعت قيف براي خمير و مالت متناسب                ]. 31 [رسم شده است    
يابد، نسبت تناسب كاهش يافتـه، مقـدار          هاي ريز افزايش مي      چه مقدار سنگدانه   هر. با نسبت آب آزاد به پودر است      

  .آب آزاد بيشتري براي افزايش مساحت جريان و سرعت قيف الزم است
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 رابطه بين نسبت آب آزاد به پودر و مساحت -1شكل 
 جريان نسبي

و سرعت نسبي در  رابطه بين نسبت آب آزاد به پودر -5شكل 
 ]31 [قيف 

  
بـرخالف آب آزاد،    . كننده نيز مشابه با آب آزاد است، اما مقادير بسيار كمتري از آن ضـروري اسـت                  روان  نقش فوق 

عت قيـف بـه مراتـب       شود، اما تغييـرات در سـر        كننده باعث تغيير زياد در مساحت جريان مي         روان  تغيير كم در فوق   
شود، اما ايراد اصـلي آنهـا ايـن اسـت كـه               كننده، بر خالف آب آزاد، باعث آب انداختگي نمي          روان  فوق. كمتر است 

  .عملكردشان شديداً به نوع پودر، دما، گذشت زمان و روش اختالط بستگي دارد
  ]:31  و 6 ، 5 [دهند  ه شرح زير ارائه مياوكامورا و اوزاوا بر اساس مفاهيم و نتايج فوق، اصول طرح اختالط خود را ب

. يابـد   ع افزايش مـي    با باال رفتن درصد سنگدانه درشت، احتمال تماس بين آنها و مسدود شدن فضاي بين موان                -1
براي اين منظور، درصد سنگدانه درشت نـسبت بـه حجـم            . هاي درشت را بايد محدود كرد       بنابراين درصد سنگدانه  

  .كل جامد محدود ساخت% 50تر از مقدار سنگدانه است و آن را بايد به  كل جامدات مهم
 ميكرون موجود در    90ذرات ريزتر از    . دحجم مالت باش  % 40هاي ريز بايد محدود شده و معادل           مقدار سنگدانه  -2

اگر از خمير مناسبي استفاده شود و مقدار سنگدانه ريز به اين مقدار         . سنگدانه ريز، بايد جزو پودر در نظر گرفته شود        
  .هاي ريز رخ نخواهد داد محدود شود، برخورد چنداني بين سنگدانه

  .شود اص پودر، درنظر گرفته مي، بسته به خو0/1 تا 9/0آب به پودر بين   نسبت حجمي ـ3
  .به دست آيد اي تنظيم شود كه خودتراكمي كننده و نسبت نهايي آب به پودر به گونه روان ـ مقدار فوق4

اما . شود تا مقاومت كافي به دست آيد        هاي معمولي، ابتدا نسبت آب به سيمان ثابت گرفته مي           در طرح اختالط بتن   
به نسبت آب به پـودر، ايـن نـسبت بايـد       حساسيت و وابستگي شديد خودتراكمي    هاي خودتراكم، با توجه به      در بتن 

كننـدة نـسبت آب بـه         براي بتن خودتراكم، در اكثر اوقات، مقاومت تعيـين        . تنظيم شود   براي رسيدن به خودتراكمي   
في كـم اسـت،     ها، به اندازة كـا      پودر نيست، زيرا نسبت آب به پودر جهت دستيابي به مقاومت الزم براي اكثر سازه              

  .زا باشند كه بيشتر مواد پودري استفاده شده، از نوع غيرواكنش مگر اين 
نتايج نـشان داد كـه      . با مطالعات تجربي، صحت روش مذكور در فوق را بررسي كرد          ] Nagamoto] ( 34(ناگاموتو  

بـه    شود تا خواص خـودتراكمي       درصد نسبت به مواد جامد، باعث مي       50ز  افزايش مقادير سنگدانه درشت به بيش ا      
 درصد، بـا ثابـت   45 درصد حجم مالت به 40تغيير مقدار سنگدانه ريز از . شدت و به صورت غير خطي سقوط كند   

هاي درشـت، بـا       تغيير سنگدانه . نشد  نگاه داشتن درصد سنگدانه درشت، باعث تغيير چنداني در خواص خودتراكمي          
هاي ريز، تغييري در نسبت آب به پودر ايجـاد نكـرد، ولـي نيـاز بـه تغييـر مقـدار                    ثابت نگاه داشتن درصد سنگدانه    

  .باشد كننده مي روان فوق
آنـاليز ايـن    . تهاي مختلف را آنـاليز كـرده اسـ           طرح اختالط بتن خودتراكم استفاده شده در پروژه        68] 35 [دامون  
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هـا، شـامل درصـد        وي اجزاي كليدي مخلـوط    . نمايد  ها، اصول ارائه شده در طرح اختالط اوكامورا را تائيد مي            طرح
هـا بـه حجـم       خمير، درصد وزني پودر، نسبت وزني آب به پودر و حجم ريزدانـه              ها، درصد حجمي    دانه  درشت  حجمي

خميـر    ، درصد حجمي  2/31هاي درشت     سنگدانه  رصد حجمي بر اين اساس ميانگين د    . مالت را بحث و بررسي كرد     
به استثناي دو مـورد، محتـواي       .  بوده است  34/0 كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب، نسبت آب به پودر          500، مقدار پودر    8/34

 كيلـوگرم برمترمكعـب بـوده       445ــ 605 آن در محدودة     ٪80 كيلوگرم بر مترمكعب و      425ـ625پودر در محدودة    
بـا يـك    (هاي با درصد كمتـر پـودر           بودند كه منجر به پايداري مخلوط      VMAها داراي     وطحدود نصف مخل  . است

 بـوده  48/0 تـا  26/0هاي آب به پـودر در محـدودة    نسبت. شده است)  در مقدار ميانگينKg/m30 3تفاوت حدود 
  .گيرد  قرار مي28/0-42/0  آن در محدودة ٪80است كه 

هـاي تـازه و سـخت شـده اسـت، امـا در بـتن          جهي بر روي خواص بـتن     نسبت آب به پودر داراي اثرهاي قابل تو       
بـرخالف آن، تركيـب   . باشـد  خودتراكم، اغلب اين خواص بتن تازه است كه محدودكننده اين نسبت در مخلوط مي 

دارد و لـذا بـراي كنتـرل        ) و در نتيجه گرماي آزاد شده، مقاومت و غيره        (پودر اثر مهمتري روي فرآيند هيدراسيون       
 و بدون آن نـشان      VMAهاي داراي     از نظر درصد پودر، تفاوت روشني را براي مخلوط        . رود  خواص به كار مي   اين  
ها بـسته بـه روش بـه دسـت آوردن لزجـت خميـري مناسـب و                    در هنگام توسعه بتن خودتراكم، مخلوط     . دهد  مي

  ]:35  و 15 ، 14 [شدند   مي جلوگيري از جداشدگي، به سه دسته تقسيم
 .كننده هاي بسيار پايين آب به چسباننده، مقدار باالي پودر و مقادير باالي فوق روان برپايه پودر، با نسبت -1
 .VMAر آب به چسباننده و مقادير قابل مالحظه هاي باالت ، با نسبتVMAبرپايه  -2
 ).VMAيعني نسبت متوسط تا پايين آب به چسباننده با مقداري (نوع مخلوط داراي مقادير متوسط اين دو  -3

ع مخلـوط بودنـد و فقـط در مـوارد          هاي خودتراكم يا بر پايه پودر يا از نو          نشان داد كه عمدة بتن    ] 35 [مرور دامون   
هـا ايـن اسـت كـه حـساسيت          VMAدر عين حال يك امتياز استفاده از        .  استفاده شده است   VMAاندكي از پاية    

  .دهند بندي يا درصد رطوبت سنگدانه را كاهش مي نسبت به برخي تغييرات مخلوط، مانند دانه
 درصـد از آن در محـدودة        80 متغيـر بـود كـه        54/0 تـا    38/0ها بين     ريزدانه  تركيبت مالت برحسب درصد حجمي    

آناليز اطالعات نشان داد كه كنترل درصد سـنگدانه، خميـر و درصـد ريزدانـه مـالت،      . گيرد  درصد قرار مي   41ـ52
  .تر از كنترل درصد پودر و نسبت آب به پودر بوده است مهم

هـاي خـودتراكم پيـشنهاد داده اسـت كـه در آن ابتـدا مقـدار          روش براي طرح اختالط بـتن     نيز يك ] 10 [نان سو   
پـذيري،      شود تا از خواص جريـان       ها پر مي    سنگدانه مورد نياز تعيين و سپس خمير چسباننده داخل حفرات سنگدانه          

. روش اوكـامورا، بـود  هاي قبلي، از جملـه        تر از روش    اين روش ساده  . اطمينان حاصل شود    ساير خواص خودتراكمي  
هـا در آن بـه        نكته اساسي طرح اختالط سو، اين است كه خمير چسباننده به داخل قالبي ريخته شود كه سـنگدانه                 

رود كـه فـضاي خـالي ميـان       انتظار مي29ASTM Cكند كه طبق  سو ذكر مي. اند صورت غير فشرده ريخته شده
ها به وسيله خمير       به وسيله چسباندن سنگدانه    SCCفشاري  مقاومت  . باشد   درصد حجمي  48 تا   42ها بين     سنگدانه

 بايد به وسيله خمير چسباننده در حالت تازه به دسـت  SCCكه كارايي  شود، در حالي شده تأمين مي    در حالت سخت  
از راهنماي ارائه شده توسط انجمـن مهندسـين عمـران             سو براي به دست آوردن مناسب خاصيت خودتراكمي       . آيد

  )1جدول ( .استفاده كرد] 37 [ژاپن 
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 ]37 [هاي بتن خودتراكم، پيشنهادشده توسط انجمن مهندس عمران ژاپن  ويژگي: 1جدول 
  3  2  1  س قابليت پرشدن بتنكال
  ≤mm(  60-30  200-60  200(ها  كننده حداقل فاصله بين تقويت: شرايط ساخت

  ≥3kg/m(  350≥  350-100  100(ها  كننده مقدار تقويت
  ≤U) mm(  )1RankR(300≥  )2RankR(300≥  )3RankR(300ارتفاع پرشدن آزمون جعبه 

  SCC) 3m/3m(  3/0-28/0  33/0-30/0  36/0-30/0هاي درشت به ازاي حجم  حجم مطلق سنگدانه
  mm(  750-650  700-600  650-500(جريان اسالمپ : پذيري جريان

  :مقاومت به جداشدگي سنگدانه
  )V) sزمان الزم براي جريان از قيف 

  )mm 500) sزمان الزم براي رسيدن جريان اسالمپ به 

  
20-10  
25-5  

  
20-7  
15-3  

  
20-7  
15-3  

  
انجمـن  . شـود   هاي ريز و درشـت محاسـبه مـي           استفاده از مفهوم درجه تراكم، مقادير سنگدانه       در روش سو ابتدا با    

 20كند، كه اندازة      متر را براي حداكثر اندازه سنگدانه مشخص مي          ميلي 25 و   20،  15سه گروه   ] 38 [معماران ژاپن   
 درصـد وزن    50هـاي درشـت حـدود         همچنين پيشنهاد شده است كه مقدار سنگدانه      . تتر اس   متر از همه رايج     ميلي

بـه عنـوان مثـال در    . مقدار هواي الزم بستگي به دمـا دارد . باشد) 29ASTM Cطبق (واحد متراكم شدة خشك 
 به  درصد، بسته5/1شدن وجود ندارد، حدود  زدگي و آب   درصد و در جاهايي كه خطر يخ       5/4مناطق سردسير حدود    

بـراي تـضمين    . سـپس مقـدار سـيمان بايـد محاسـبه شـود           . باشد  كننده، مي   روان  روش ساخت و نوع و مقدار فوق      
براسـاس راهنمـاي انجمـن مهندسـين        . پذيري و مقاومت خوب به جداشدگي، مقدار پودرها نبايد كم باشـد             جريان

 و 270هاي معمولي و دوام باال بايد استفاده شود، بـه ترتيـب      قل مقدار سيمان كه براي بتن     ، حدا ]37 [عمران ژاپن   
هاي توليـدي در تـايوان، هـر كيلـوگرم سـيمان، در               براي سيمان ] 10 [طبق سو   .  كيلوگرم بر مترمكعب است    290
نمايـد و از ايـن عـدد بـراي تعيـين               تأمين مـي   MPa (14/0( فشاري معادل    هاي خودتراكم و توانمند مقاومت      بتن

براي محاسبه مقدار آب اختالط الزم بـراي سـيمان، مـشابه بـا بـتن معمـولي، از                   . سيمان الزم استفاده شده است    
318ACI ]  39 [مقادير زياد مصالح پودري بايد اضـافه  . شود ها محاسبه ميدر مرحله بعد، مقادير پودر. استفاده شد

شدگي ناشي    ها و جمع    افزايش يابد، اما مقدار اضافي سيمان باعث افزايش هزينه          پذيري و خودتراكمي    شود تا جريان  
به عالوه افت اسالمپ افزايش يافته و مقاومت فشاري نيز بيـشتر از مقـدار الزم طـرح               . از خشك شدن خواهد شد    

بنابراين در يك طرح اختالط مناسب بتن خودتراكم بايد مقدار مناسب سيمان و نسبت آب به سيمان را           . هد شد خوا
و مقاومـت بـه جداشـدگي از مـواد            براي رسيدن به مقاومت الزم تنظيم و در كنار آن براي رسيدن به خـودتراكمي              

هـاي    آب در مرحلـه بعـدي تعيـين و مخلـوط    كننـده و  روان مقادير فـوق . استفاده كرد) غير از سيمان  (پودري ديگر   
  .شود و مقاومت ساخته مي تجربي براي رسيدن به خواص مورد نظر خودتراكمي

هاي مختلف، روش ساده زير را براي طرح اختالط بتن خودتراكم ارائـه كـرده                 با آزمايش ] Vengala] ( 40(ونگاال  
  :است

 100 يا هر روش پذيرفته شده ديگـر بـا اسـالمپ    ACIدا يك اختالط معمولي با استفاده از طرح اختالط          ابت -1
 .شود كننده تهيه مي روان متر بدون استفاده از فوق ميلي

در . آيـد  متـر بـه دسـت مـي      ميلي180 تا 160كننده به طرح اختالط فوق، يك اسالمپ      با افزودن فوق روان    -2
هـاي درشـت بـه وسـيله          اشدگي يا آب انداختگي ظـاهري، قـسمتي از سـنگدانه          صورت مشاهده هرگونه جد   
 .شود  در نظر گرفته مي٪5درصد جايگزيني اندك و حدود . سنگدانه ريز جايگزين شود
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بـراي ايـن كـار از       . شـود   براي رسيدن به بتن خودتراكم، سنگدانه درشت با يـك پـودر ريـز جـايگزين مـي                  -3
براي ارزيابي  . متر به دست آيد      ميلي 700 تا   500 تا يك جريان اسالمپ       درصدي استفاده شود   5هاي    افزايش

هاي مورد نياز بـراي ايـن       ها و شاخص    آزمون.  استفاده شود  L و جعبه    Vهاي قيف     قابليت عبور بايد از آزمون    
 ].40 [ارزيابي بحث شده است 

  . نيز به مخلوط افزوده شودVMAدر صورت نياز، افزودني  -4
هـا بـراي بررسـي        برخي از ايـن طـرح     . هاي اختالط ديگري نيز توسط پژوهشگران بررسي و ارائه شده است            روش

] 45 ) [Ozbay(برخي ديگر نيز مانند طـرح اوزبـاي   ]. 44  - 41 [اند  امكان استفاده از مصالح ارزان محلي ارائه شده    
براي تعيين نسبت مخلـوط بـتن       ] 47  و   46 [خياط  . تر با بررسي چندين پارامتر مختلف است        حاوي مطالعات عميق  

 28و مقاومت فـشاري   وي خواص خودتراكمي. هاي آماري استفاده و روي آنها بحث نموده است خودتراكم، از مدل 
هاي مقدار سيمان، نسبت آب به سيمان،         هاي آماري با سنجه     هاي متعدد و روش     ها را بر اساس آزمون      روزه مخلوط 

ضرايب همبستگي خوبي   . ها همبسته كرده است     كننده و حجم سنگدانه     روان   لزجت و فوق   كننده  هاي اصالح   غلظت
  .ها نيز بررسي شده است اثرگذاري هر يك از سنجه]. 47 [براي روابط به دست آمده و گزارش شده است 

  
  جتهاي لز كننده كننده و اصالح روان  مواد فوق-6

. پـذير نبـود     دستيابي به بتن خودتراكم بدون اسـتفاده از مـواد افزودنـي شـيميايي جديـد بـه ايـن صـورت امكـان                       
هاي لزجـت در بـتن خـودتراكم صـورت            كننده  كننده و اصالح    روان  هاي فراواني روي اثر مواد افزودني فوق        پژوهش

 -2كننـدگي بـاال،        اثر پخش  -1: شمارد  كننده الزم مي    روان  سه خاصيت زير را براي فوق     ] 6 [اوكامورا  . گرفته است 
  .حساسيت كم نسبت به تغييرات دما-3كنندگي براي حداقل دو ساعت و  حفظ اثر پخش

هـاي تـازه و       را بـر روي خـواص بـتن        N-Vinylوپليمر  كننـده از نـوع كـ        روان  اثر يك فـوق   ] 36 [اوزكل و دوگان    
 500، قطر اسالمپ بـين  45/0 تا 3/0هاي آب به سيمان بين        هاي با نسبت    براي مخلوط . شده مطالعه كردند    سخت

كننـده   روان اثر فوق.  مگاپاسكال به دست آمد68 تا 53 روز، بين 28ها در  متر  و مقاومت فشاري نمونه  ميلي 740و  
. ارزيـابي شـد  ] 48 [يافتن و لزجت خمير در بتن خـودتراكم بـه وسـيله اوشـي                تعادل بين قابليت جريان    روي ايجاد 

 بـه مـساحت جريـان خميـر سـيمان بـا يـك مقـدار ثابـت                   Vها نشان داد كه نسبت بـين سـرعت قيـف              آزمايش
كننده منتج بـه نـسبت    روان مقدار باالتر فوق. ستقل از نسبت آب به سيمان است    تقريباً ثابت بوده، م     كننده  روان  فوق
كننـده    روان  اين نسبت به عنوان شاخصي براي تعيين اثر فـوق         .  به مساحت جريان شد    Vتري از سرعت قيف       پايين

ابطـه بـين   ر. پيـشنهاد شـد   روي قابليت جريان يافتن خمير سيمان و لزجت آن، از نظر دست يافتن به خـودتراكمي    
ثابـت شـده اسـت كـه نـسبت          . كننده و اثر آن بسته به نوع سيمان يا افزودني شيميايي متغير است              روان  مقدار فوق 

كننده به پودر، مسقل از نـسبت آب بـه            روان  شاخص تغيير شكل به شاخص لزجت براي مالت در نسبت ثابت فوق           
  ].6 [پودر است 

فرمالدئيد سولفونه را در يك بتن  كربوكسيالت اتر و نفتالين  كننده از نوع پلي روان عملكرد دو فوق  ] 49 [سوزا و فلچر    
رمالدئيـد  ف  كربوكسيالت اتر فقط به اندازة يك سوم نفتـالين          پلي.  مگاپاسكال با يكديگر مقايسه و گزارش كردند       40

  .متر نياز بود و تأثير بسيار بهتري نشان داد  ميلي150 به 45سولفونه براي رسيدن اسالمپ از 
از طرف ديگر، مواد اصالح كننده لزجت، پليمرهاي حالل در آب با وزن مولكولي باال هستند كه براي بـاال بـردن                      
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 تازه شده، زمينه جداشدگي و آب افتـادگي را  اين تركيبات باعث افزايش پيوستگي بتن. شوند  لزجت آب استفاده مي   
تواند نياز به مواد اصـالح        اگرچه استفاده از يك طرح اختالط مناسب با مقدار كافي پودر مي           ]. 51 [دهند    كاهش مي 

، ]Takada] ( 50(تاكادا  . وري يا مفيد است   كننده لزجت را برطرف سازد، اما در برخي اوقات نيز استفاده از آنها ضر             
داراي ) (Welan(اثر صمغ طبيعـي والن      ] 53 ) [Dehn(و دهن   ] 52 ) [Khayat(، خياط   ]51 [ )Ferraris(فراريس  
افزودني فوق باعث افزايش نسبت آب  . بر روي بتن خودتراكم را در شرايط مختلف تحقيق كردند         ) ساخاريد  پايه پلي 

 تـا   01/0  ثانيه بر اثر اسـتفاده از      11±2 برابر با    Vمتر و زمان قيف        ميلي 650±30به سيمان شد و جريان اسالمپ       
به ) نسبت به كل مواد سيماني    (كننده    روان   درصد فوق  035/0 تا   025/0كننده لزجت و       درصد افزودني اصالح   02/0

كننـده    پليمـر اصـالح   ] 53 [طبق نتـايج دهـن      ]. 50 [كافي بود     دست آمد كه براي دستيابي به خاصيت خودتراكمي       
كنند و اين پديده باعث به دست آمـدن           كننده، يكديگر را محدود مي      روان  لزجت صمغ والن و پليمر موجود در فوق       

كننده براي رسيدن به يك تغييـر شـكل مـشخص             روان  يك مقاومت باالتر در برابر جداشدگي و غلظت بيشتر فوق         
  ].53 [سبندگي در بتن خودتراكم بهتر از چسبندگي در بتن معمولي به دست آمد همچنين رفتار چ. شود مي

 در ايـن مـرور،    . كننده لزجت براي محصوالت پايه سـيماني را مـرور كـرده اسـت               هاي اصالح   افزودني] 54 [خياط  
ها بررسـي شـده و اثـرات آنهـا بـر بهبـود خـواص رئولـوژيكي و                       كننده  بندي، نوع و نحوة فعاليت اين اصالح        طبقه

از جملـه   . هاي پايه سيماني و نيز اثر روي خواص بتن تـازه و سـخت شـده، بحـث شـده اسـت                       چسبندگي سيستم 
  .مرور شده است] 56 [، و كاوايي ]Mailvaganam] ( 55(هاي ميل واگانام  بندي طبقه

  
   حرارت هيدراسيون-7

برخـي از پودرهـا خنثـي و برخـي          . هاي معمولي داراي مقادير زيادي پودر هستند        هاي خودتراكم نسبت به بتن      بتن
منابع مختلف، استفاده از پودرهاي خنثـي بـراي جلـوگيري از توسـعة     اگر چه در . داراي واكنش هيدراسيون هستند 

شود، اما نتايج تجربي نشان داده است كه حتي پودرهاي خنثي بر روي               گرماي زياد در حين هيدراسيون توصيه مي      
هاي خودتراكم كارهـاي انـدكي انجـام شـده و نيـاز بـه                 بخصوص در مورد بتن   . گذارد  فرآيند هيدراسيون تأثير مي   

  ].57 [طالعات و تحقيقات بيشتر در مراجع تأكيد شده است م
هاي ايزوترمال و آدياباتيك هيدراسيون را براي ارزيابي حرارت توليدي از دو نوع بتن                آزمايش] Poppe] ( 57(پوپ  

هاي ايزوترمال روي مخلـوط   آزمايش. انجام داده و نتايج آن را با دو نوع بتن معمولي مقايسه كرده است         خودتراكم  
توزيع اندازه ذرات   . هاي مختلف انجام شد     كلسيم و كوارتزيت، با سيمان      سيمان و دو نوع پركننده، پودرهاي كربنات      

هاي شدت توليـد حـرارت    منحني. كرون بود مي50 حجمي، زير ٪90شامل سيمان و پودرهاي معدني، براي باالي     
براي تمام انواع سيمان، شـدت      . هاي ايزوترمال ارائه شده است       به عنوان تابعي از زمان براي آزمون       J/g.hبرحسب  

هرچـه مقـدار    . هاي خودتراكم داراي پركننده پودرسنگ آهك بيش از نمونه معمولي بوده است             توليد حرارت نمونه  
در . شده، حداكثر شدت حرارت افزايش يافته و زمان رسيدن به آن نيز كوتاهتر شده اسـت                آهك بيشتر     پودر سنگ 
 بـا مقـدار آن در   C/P=33/0كه اوالً در  ها متفاوت است به طوري    هاي با پودر كوارتزيت، الگوي منحني       مورد نمونه 

 ابتـدا افـزايش در شـدت    يعني با افزايش پـودر كوارتزيـت،  . حالتي كه فقط سيمان موجود باشد، مساوي شده است       
 6هـاي     شكل(توليد حرارت ايجاد شده، و با ادامه افزايش كوارتزيت، مجدداً شدت توليد حرارت كاهش يافته است                 

هاي داراي كوارتزيت نسبتاً بيـشتر از نمونـه مرجـع           ثانياً زمان رسيدن به حداكثر شدت توليد حرارت در نمونه         ). 7و  
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آهك، با افزايش پركننده و نيـز بـا افـزايش دمـا، شـدت توليـد                    داراي پودرسنگ  هاي خودتراكم   در نمونه . باشد  مي
  ].57 [هاي ايزوترمال را تأييد كرد  هاي آدياباتيك نيز در كل نتايج آزمايش نتايج آزمايش. حرارت افزايش يافت

  

    
 CEM Iسيمان  شدت توليد گرما براي مخلوط -6 شكل

42.5 R و پركننده سنگ آهك در °c 20  
 CEM I شدت توليد گرما براي مخلوط سيمان -7 شكل

42.5 R و كوارتزيت در °c 20  
  

آهك در هيدراسيون سيمان، اغلب اوقات بـه اثـر آن             ها و بخصوص پودرسنگ     موضوع، اثر پركننده    در ادبيات علمي  
يابـد،     نويسندگان بر اين قائل هستند كه سينتيك گيرش بهبود مي          برخي. در شدت توليد حرارت محدود شده است      

] 58 [كـادري و دووال  . شـود  زمان كما يا عدم فعاليت كاهش يافته و فرآيند هيدراسيون در ساعات اوليه تسريع مي  
هـاي كـم و       سازي غيرهمگن براي رسوب هيدراته      هاي هسته   هاي پركننده به عنوان سايت      اند كه دانه    پيشنهاد داده 
  .كند  كرده و از اين طريق هيدارتاسيون را تسريع مي  عمل شده، بيش بلوري

يك فرض بـراي علـت ظهـور ايـن پيـك،      . يك پيك دوم نيز مشاهده شد   ] 57 [هاي اصلي پوپ      در برخي منحني  
 درصد در سيمان باشد، ضمن اينكه تبديل اترينجيت به منوسولفات نيز،            12 با مقادير بيش از      C3Aتواند حضور    مي

ايـن تبـديل اترينجيـت بـه منوسـولفات          . شـود   باعث آن مي  ) ٪5/7حدود  ( پايين   C3Aهاي داراي     حتي در سيمان  
كـه در   دارد، به طـوري  اينجا نقش مهمينوع سيمان در . آهك فعال شود تواند به علت وجود پركننده پودر سنگ        مي

 به علت بسيار ريز بودن سيمان، پيك دوم سـريعتر مـشاهده شـده و ايـن موضـوع بـر اثـر        CEM I 52.5سيمان 
مشاهده نشده است كه به علت مقدار   اصالً پيك دوميCEM I 52.5 HSR LAبراي سيمان . پركننده، غلبه دارد

بـه عبـارت    . آهـك اسـت     احتمال ديگر عدم خنثي بودن كامل پودر سنگ       . شود  تحليل مي ) C3A) 5/2٪بسيار كم   
در ايـن  . دهـد   آهك در واكنش هيدراسيون شركت كرده و واكنش را بهبود مـي             شود كه پودر سنگ     ديگر فرض مي  

افتد   فرضيه، ابتدا تشكيل اترينجيت به علت حضور پركننده تسريع شده و سپس تبديل آن به منوسولفات تأخير مي                 
 روز منوكربوآلومينات در خميـر هيدراتـه   3پس از . شود زياد كربنات، حذف مي  ي در صورت حضور مقدار خيلي     يا حت 

  .شده قابل كشف است
مطالعـات وي،   . اثر پودر سنگ آهك بر روي حرارت هيدراسيون در بتن خودتراكم را بررسـي كـرد               ] Ye] ( 59(يي  
وي دو نظريه در مورد علت باال رفتن حرارت هيدراسيون با افزايش پودر سنگ آهك را               . كند  ايج پوپ را تائيد مي    نت

 به وسيله ذرات پودر، و يا عدم خنثي بودن پودر سـنگ  C3S و  C2Sهاي هيدراسيون براي      ايجاد هسته : مطرح كرد 
  ].59 [كند  خنثي بودن پودر را تقويت ميمطالعات ميكروسكوپي فرضيه اول مبني بر . دهي آن آهك و واكنش
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   مقاومت فشاري-8
 كيلـوگرم بـر متـر مكعـب و        450اثر افزايش پودر سنگ آهك در بتن خودتراكم با عيار سـيمان             ] 60 [رمضانيانپور  

افزايش مقاومت فشاري، بـا افـزايش پركننـده خنثـي تنهـا تـا حـد           .  را بررسي كرد   4/0يمان ثابت   نسبت آب به س   
 و  7،  3 افزايش مقاومت فـشاري در سـنين         ٪5 افزايش پركننده، كمتر از      ٪66به طور متوسط با     . مشاهده شد   كمي

، خـواص مكـانيكي     SCC مـورد خـاص كاربردهـاي        68بـر روي    ] 35 [در مطالعات دامـون     .  روزه مشاهده شد   28
 20 روزه ارائه شده بـين  28در تمام مقاالت مرور شده توسط وي، مقدار مقاومت فشاري   . ها نيز بررسي شد     مخلوط

 MPa(40(هاي اختالط داراي مقاومت بـاالتر از           طرح ٪80اند كه از اين ميان حدود          مگاپاسكال متغير بوده   100تا  
هاي معمولي و مقاومت بـاال        هاي مشابه با انواع بتن      به عبارت ديگر، امكان توليد بتن خودتراكم با مقاومت        . اند  بوده

هاي معمولي، مقاومت اساساً به وسيله تركيب چسباننده، و نه بـا نـسبت آب بـه                   در اينجا بر خالف بتن    . وجود دارد 
 بسيار مـشابه بـا بـتن توانمنـد اسـت، امـا تفـاوت اصـلي آنهـا در          اجزاي بتن خودتراكم. شود  چسباننده، كنترل مي  

شـدة خـودتراكم    رود كه مشخـصات بـتن سـخت       بنابراين انتظار مي  . شود  هاي خاصي است كه استفاده مي       افزودني
  .نزديك و مشابه با بتن توانمند باشد

  
   دوام-9

ماننـد  (، جـايي كـه بايـد ورود مـواد مهـاجم      هاي بتني شديداً وابسته به نفوذپذيري اليه سطح بتن است   دوام سازه 
در عمـل دوام بـستگي بـه        . محدود شـود  ) ها، اسيدها و غيره     اكسيدكربن، اكسيژن، قليايي    كلريد، سولفات، آب، دي   

عـدم تـراكم    . آوري دارد   ريزي، تراكم، پرداخـت نهـايي و عمـل          انتخاب مصالح، تركيب بتن و نظارت دقيق در بتن        
ت مشكالت لرزاندن در فضاهاي تنگ بين قالب و ميلگردها و نظاير آن، عامـل اصـلي   مناسب اليه سطحي، به عل    

غلبه براين مشكل يكي از داليل اصلي       ]. 14 [شده، در معرض عوامل محيطي مهاجم است          دوام ضعيف بتن تقويت   
  . در ژاپن بوده استSCCتوسعه 
در حالـت   . گيرد، كه فرآينـدي ناپيوسـته اسـت          عمل تراكم به وسيله لرزاندن صورت مي        ،)يا رايج (ولي  هاي معم   در بتن 

اي كه تحت تأثير لرزاندن       لرزاندن داخلي، با فرض اين كه عمليات به خوبي صورت گيرد، حجم بتن در داخل محدوده               
رزاندن خارجي، تراكم به دسـت آمـده اساسـاً          به طور مشابه در عمليات ل     . كند  است، انرژي تراكم يكساني دريافت نمي     

در نتيجه بتني با تراكم غيريكنواخـت و بنـابراين   . غيرهمگن است و در هر نقطه بستگي به فاصله از منبع لرزاندن دارد    
شـود، بـه      در چنين حالتي يك نوع ورود انتخابي عوامل مهاجم ايجـاد مـي            . آيد  هاي متفاوت به دست مي      با نفوذپذيري 

. كننـد   دهد، به بتن نفـوذ مـي        گر عوامل مهاجم با توجه به اندازة خود، از منافذي كه اجازه ورود به آنها را مي                عبارت دي 
زنبوري، جداشـدگي، آب انـداختن و غيـره شـده، اثرهـاي       عمليات ناقص يا ناصحيح لرزاندن باعث نواقصي مانند النه     
رود كه بتن خودتراكم با خواص مناسب، عاري          انتظار مي . منفي بسيار بيشتري برروي نفوذپذيري و دوام خواهد داشت        

پذيري پايين و يكنواخت شـده، نقـاط ضـعف كمتـري ايجـاد شـده و مـواد                  از اين نواقص بوده و منجر به بتني با نفوذ         
  .باشد مهاجم كمتر بتوانند اثرات مخرب بر جاي بگذارند كه به معناي دوام بيشتر مي

، نـشان   )كه ابتـدا آن را بـتن توانمنـد معرفـي كـرده بودنـد              (روي بتن خودتراكم    ] 61 [مقاالت اوليه گروه اوكامورا     
دهد كه به احتمال زياد، هدف اوليه آنها دستيابي به بتني بـا دوام بـاال و از جملـه همـراه بـا مقـداري خـواص                              مي

بتن توانمند را معرفي كرد، آنهـا ادامـه         ] 9 [د پس از اينكه همزمان آيتسين       اما به احتمال زيا   . بوده است   خودتراكمي
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  .متمركز نمودند مطالعات خود را بيشتر روي خواص خودتراكمي
 در بـتن خـودتراكم،      هـا   دهد كه به علت باال بودن مقدار پركننده         ها نشان مي    با اين وجود، نتايج تعدادي از پژوهش      

پرشـون  . هايي شود كـه بـستگي بـه نـوع پركننـده دارد                تواند دچار ضعف    هاي دوام در اين نوع بتن مي        برخي جنبه 
)Persson] ( 4 [   ي هاي خودتراكم داراي پودر سنگ آهـك بـه مقـدار قابـل تـوجه      نشان داد كه ورود كلريد به بتن

بيشتر از بتن لرزانده شده است كه عمدتاً به دليل مقدار كمتر سيمان در بتن خودتراكم در مقايسه بـا بـتن لرزانـده                        
  . شده است

تواند خواص دوام بتن خـودتراكم را در       استفاده از مقادير باالي پودرسنگ آهك، كربناسيون را شدت بخشيده و مي           
 نظر گرفتن يك اليه محافظت كننده بتن معمولي لرزانـده شـده، روي              در. مقايسه با بتن لرزانده شده كاهش دهد      

توانـد بـه دوام ايـن نـوع بـتن       مي هاي خودتراكم در شرايط تهاجمي    ميلگردهاي تقويت كننده در سطح بيروني بتن      
چنانچه بـتن خـودتراكم بـا مقـدار پـودر سـنگ آهـك زيـاد در شـرايط تهـاجم سـولفات تاماسـيت                          . كمك نمايد 

)Thaumasite (                 قرار گيرد، خطر زيادي از نظر كاهش دوام وجود خواهد داشت، زيرا پودر سنگ آهك داراي سطح
در صورت تهاجم . اي، بخصوص در دماي پايين شود    در آب حفره   2COتواند منجر به حل       ويژه بااليي است كه مي    

ده، باعث تخريب كامـل      در خمير سيمان به يك تودة كم و بيش متخلخل تبديل ش            C-S-Hتاماسيت در بتن، ژل     
توان از تهاجم تاماسيت با اسـتفاده از سـيمان كـم قليـايي مقـاوم بـه سـولفات،                      در چنين حالتي نمي   . شود  بتن مي 

  .پيشگيري كرد
 روز در معرض محلـول سـولفات   900هاي مختلف بتن خودتراكم و بتن معمولي لرزانده شده را براي  پرشون نمونه 

اثـر  . رار داد و دوام آنها را از طريق اندازه گيري وزن و مدول االستيك، ارزيابي كرد     در آب مقطر، ق    g/l (18(سديم  
اول روش معمولي كه در آن تمام مصالح خشك        . روش اختالط نيز، با در نظر گرفتن دو روش مختلف، ارزيابي شد           

. قيقه ديگر ادامه يافت د5/2 دقيقه مخلوط شده و سپس فوق روان كننده اضافه شده و اختالط براي              5با آب براي    
 دقيقه و سپس اضافه كردن پودرسنگ آهك        5/0در روش دوم، اختالط تمام مصالح به جز پودر سنگ آهك براي             

  .روش دوم موفقيت آميز نبود.  دقيقه مورد استفاده قرار گرفت5/2و اختالط بعدي براي 
، در  )درمقايـسه بـا سـيمان     (م سـولفات    ها نشان داد كه به علت حساسيت بيشتر پودرسنگ آهك  به تهاج              آزمايش

صورت استفاده از بتن خودتراكم با مقادير زياد پودرسنگ آهك در مناطق داراي ظرفيت تهاجم سولفات، دوام بتن                  
هاي زيرزمينـي نـامعلوم اسـت، از          بنابراين بهتر است كه در مناطقي كه مقدار سولفات در آب          . تواند كاهش يابد    مي
  .قدار باالي پودرسنگ آهك استفاده نشودهاي خودتراكم با م بتن

اخيراً تهاجم سولفات بر روي مصالح سيماني حاوي پركننده سـنگ آهـك را مـرور نمـوده          ] Irassar] ( 62(ايراسار  
هـاي    برابر تهـاجم محلـول    هاي خمير، مالت و بتن با تركيبات مختلف در            مطالعات آزمايشگاهي روي نمونه   . است

توانـد دوام بـتن در       پودر سنگ آهـك مـي     . هاي مختلف مرور شده است      سولفات سديم و سولفات منيزيم با غلظت      
ه از اسـتفاد ] 63 [هاي گروه متخصصين تاماسـيت    در اين رابطه، توصيه   . برابر هجوم سولفات بيروني را كاهش دهد      

 گـرم بـر ليتـر يـون سـولفات      4/0هاي حاوي پودر سنگ آهك در جاهايي كه آب زيرزميني حاوي بيش از     سيمان
 بحث  66  تا   64 تشكيل تاماسيت و خوردگي ناشي از آن در بتن در مراجع              مكانيسم و شيمي  . باشد، منع نموده است   

اگرچه در بين كارهاي مرور شده توسط ايراسار، بتن خودتراكم نيز وجود داشته است، اما تمركـز بحـث                   . شده است 
وي روي اثر پودر سنگ آهك در دوام در برابر سولفات بوده و بحث دقيقي روي تركيبات خودتراكم به طور خاص                     
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روي دوام بـتن خـودتراكم بـا    ] 68  و Trägård and Kalinowski] ( 67(لينووسكي ترگارد و كا. ارائه نكرده است
نگ هاي داراي پركننده سـ      نمونه. هاي داراي سولفات و يون منيزيم تحقيق كردند         پودر سنگ آهك در برابر محيط     

 kg/m3هـاي بـا    تر از مخلوط  پودر سنگ آهك ضعيفkg/m3 50هاي با    آهك داراي دوام كمتري بودند و مخلوط      

هـاي سـطحي      هـا و پوسـتگي      ها دچار تخريب    نمونه)  ماه 48 و   22(هاي آزمون     پس از دوره  . و يا بدون آن بود    100
  .شده و تركيبات تاماسيت، گچ و اترنجيت در آنها يافت شد

 پـودر  kg/m3200هـاي خـودتراكم داراي    نيـز روي دوام نمونـه  ] Friebert and Stark] ( 69(اشتارك فريبرت و 
نتـايج  .  گرم بر ليتر قرار داده شد      8/33 ماه در معرض محلول سولفات       4ها براي     نمونه. سنگ آهك مطالعه نمودند   

 به دسـت آمـد كـه بـه          7/0هاي خودتراكم و شاهد مشابه با هم و معادل تقريباً             نهمقاومت كششي نسبي روي نمو    
  .نفوذناپذيري خوب نمونه نسبت داده شد
) Zhu(ژو  . هاي رايج، هـر دو بـراي بـتن خـودتراكم گـزارش شـده اسـت                  نفوذپذيري بيشتر و كمتر نسبت به بتن      

گيري نفوذپذيري اكـسيژن،      دوام بتن خودتراكم را در مقايسه با بتن رايج با مقاومت مشابه، از طريق اندازه              ] 70 69 [
 60 و   40هـاي مشخـصه        را با مقاومـت    C-60 و   C-40وي دو رده    . جذب مويينه و نفوذ كلريد ارزيابي كرده است       

 و دو سـري     SCCهاي    براي هر رده، سه سري متفاوت از مخلوط       . هاي مكعبي، تهيه كرد     ونهمگاپاسكال، براي آزم  
آهك، خاكستر بادي     هاي بتن خودتراكم، شامل پودر سنگ       طرح اختالط . هاي بتن رايج لرزانده شده، تهيه شد        نمونه

اي حـدس و خطـا يـا از         هـ   براي طرح اختالط از آزمـايش     . كننده لزجت بود    و يكي هم بدون پودر و فقط با اصالح        
نيز دو نوع نمونه، يكي با سيمان پرتلند و ديگـري بـا             ) بتن رايج (هاي مرجع     براي نمونه . روش اروپايي استفاده شد   

.  تهيه شد  ]DOE]  71با استفاده از روش     ) 50ـmm80= اسالمپ(سيمان پرتلند و خاكستر بادي با كارايي متوسط         
با تنظيم ميزان   ) كه داراي خاكستر بادي بود     (60C و مقدار اسالمپ نمونه مرجع       SCCهاي    جريان اسالمپ نمونه  

بـا خلـوص بـسيارباال    ) µ 2<20٪ و µ 30<98٪( آهك بسيار ريـز      پودرسنگ.  كننده تنظيم شد    روان  مصرف فوق 
)3CaCO 3/99٪ (       3892ـ1د  و خاكستر بادي آسيا شده مطابق با استاندارBS     از يك  .  به عنوان پودر استفاده شدند

گيـري    هاي خودتراكم بهره     براي بتن  600ـmm (650(كننده تجاري براي رسيدن به جريان اسالمپ          روان    نوع فوق 
هـاي مكعـب      نمونـه .  كه پودر نداشـت، اسـتفاده شـد        SCCكنندة لزجت از نوع صمغ والن در آن نوع            اصالح. شد

)mm(150  150×300 اي   و استوانهΦ  سـاعت از قالـب بيـرون آورده شـده و مطـابق              24ها پس از      نمونه.  تهيه شد 
گيـري شـده،    اي مغزه هاي استوانه  از نمونهmm(100 Φ(هاي   روز، آزمونه7پس از . آوري شدند  عملBSاستاندارد 

پـذيري، قابليـت انتـشار     مانـده بـراي آزمـايش نفـوذ        مغزه باقي . متر از دو سرآنها جدا شد        ميلي 20 تا   15هاي    مقطع
)diffusivity(           نتايج نفوذپذيري اكسيژن   . ، نفوذپذيري اكسيژن، جذب مويينه آب و قابليت انتشار كلريد استفاده شد

. هـاي رايـج دارنـد       ، هر سه نمونه خودتراكم نفوذپذيري كمتري از مخلوط        MPa(40(هاي    نشان داد كه براي نمونه    
 استفاده شد، ضرايب نفوذي در حـد        PFAآهك و     درآنها پودرهاي سنگ  هاي خودتراكم كه      بخصوص طرح اختالط  

كننـده لزجـت كـه داراي پـودر            با افزودني اصـالح    SCCهاي    نمونه. هاي مرجع داشتند     درصد طرح  40 تا   30فقط  
نتايج قابليت جذب آب نـشان داد كـه در          . اي داراي ضريب نفوذپذيري باالتري بودند        مالحظه  نبودند، به طور قابل   

. هـاي مرجـع بـود        كمتـر از نمونـه     SCCهـاي     اي در تمام نمونـه      ، جذب به طورقابل مالحظه    MPa (40(مقاومت  
  . داشتSCCهاي  ، نمونه مرجع داراي خاكستر بادي، ضريب جذبي تقريباً مشابه با نمونهMPa (60(درمقاومت 

 را روي چند نمونه بتن خودتراكم 1202ASTM C نفوذپذيري يون كلرايد طبق استاندارد آزمون] 60 [رمضانيانپور 
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بـه طـور    . پـذيري يـون كلرايـد بـود         نتايج حاكي از تأثير مثبت افزايش پركننده مصرفي در كاهش نفوذ          . انجام داد 
آهنـگ  .  كاهش يافـت   ها   درصد نفوذپذيري يون كلرايد در نمونه      36  درصد افزايش پركننده مصرفي،      66متوسط با   

هـايي را نـشان       نتايج رمضانيانپور و ژو تفاوت    . تغييرات نفوذ يون كلرايد نسبت به پركننده مصرفي تقريباً خطي بود          
هاي مرجع و خـودتراكم        روزه نمونه  28دهند، اما روش مقايسه آنها نيز متفاوت بوده است، زيرا مقاومت فشاري               مي

وي نـشان داد كـه بـا افـزايش مقاومـت            . ور قابل توجهي متفاوت بوده اسـت      ساخته شده توسط رمضانيانپور، به ط     
  .يابد، كه اين كاهش با تقريب نسبتاً خوبي خطي است ها نفوذپذيري آب و يون كلرايد كاهش مي فشاري نمونه

ـ         در كل بايد گفت با توجه به جديد بودن بتن خودتراكم، هنوز نياز به بررسي               ر روي  ها و تحقيقات بسيار بيـشتري ب
  .جوانب متعدد دوام آن وجود دارد

  
   مقاومت در برابر آتش-10

مقاومـت الزم در برابـر آتـش بـراي          . ها، مقاومت آن در برابر آتش اسـت         يكي از مشخصات مهم بتن در ساختمان      
هاي معمـولي     در مورد مقاومت بتن   ]. 72 [شود    هاي ساختماني تعيين مي     نامه  اجزاي ساختمان توسط مقررات و آيين     

هرمتـي  . شـماري انجـام شـده اسـت و نتـايج آن در دسـترس اسـت                  هاي بـي    ها و آزمايش    در برابر آتش پژوهش   
Harmathy]  73- 75 [ سـوزي و دمـاي بـاال را      هاي معمولي و سبك در شرايط آتـش         ص مختلف بتن  تغييرات خوا

هـاي    هـاي معمـولي بـا بـتن         هاي قابل توجهي را بين رفتـار بـتن           تفاوت  هاي آتش،   نتايج آزمون . بحث كرده است  
 نظيـر مقـادير     هاي مهمـي    تفاوت. و خودتراكم در دماي باال نشان داده است       ) HPC(، توانمند   )HSC(مقاومت باال   

هاي خودتراكم داراي خواص بسيار متفـاوتي         شود تا بتن    مختلف پودر، مقدار تراكم و وجود مواد افزودني، باعث مي         
  .ها در برابر آتش باشد از ساير بتن

شـدن بـتن در شـرايط         پوسـته . شـدن اسـت     يكي از داليل مهم شكست اجزاي بتني در برابر آتش، پديـده پوسـته             
هاي كوچك و بزرگ بتن از سطح آن در دماي باال است كه در ايـن صـورت                    كهسوزي، به معناي جدا شدن ت       آتش

اين موضوع منجر به گرمايش مستقيم ميلگردهـا        . رود  پوشش بتني روي ميلگردهاي فوالدي تقويت نيز از بين مي         
 شدن بسيار وسيع است و شكـست  گاهي اوقات ابعاد پوسته. شود شده و باعث كاهش سريع ظرفيت باربري بتن مي        

بـسيار  ) SCC و   HPC  ،HSCهاي    مانند بتن (هاي متراكم     شدن در بتن    زمينه پوسته . شود  فوري سازه را موجب مي    
شود تا انتقـال بخـار و رطوبـت در آن دشـوارتر               ساختار متراكم در بتن باعث مي     . هاي معمولي است    متفاوت از بتن  

شدن در مقايسه با بـتن        معناي خطر بيشتر پوسته    اين به . شده و فشار بخار بااليي در نزديكي سطح بتن ايجاد شود          
تواند به سطح بتن مهاجرت كنـد و از طـرف ديگـر،               در بتن معمولي بخار آب با سادگي بيشتري مي        . معمولي است 

شـدن    تواند بسيار باال رفته و يك پوسـته         اما در نهايت درصد رطوبت مي     . هاي داخلي منتقل شود     رطوبت به قسمت  
از سـه مكانيـسم اصـلي فـشار بخـار،           ] 76 76 [آنـدربرگ   . متري سـطح بـتن رخ دهـد          ميلي 40 تا   20انفجاري در   

هـرتس  . بـرد   شدن نـام مـي      ها به عنوان عوامل اصلي پديده پوسته        هاي حرارتي و تغييرات ساختاري سنگدانه       تنش
  .چندين عامل ديگر را نيز نام برده و بحث كرده است] 77 [

هاي داراي تراكم باال و معمولي از نظر رفتار در برابر آتش به ميزان زيادي وابسته بـه خـواص                      هاي بين بتن    تفاوت
هاي مقياس بزرگ متمركز شده، فقط تعداد          آتش روي آزمونه   هاي  با اين وجود اغلب پژوهش    . ريزساختار آنها است  

هاي تغيير ريزساختار، مانند تغييرات خلل و فرج، توزيع اندازة منفذها و اتصال منفـذها                 ها به پديده    اندكي از پژوهش  
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پـروپيلن و     تغييرات ريزساختار چند نوع خمير سيمان، بـا اليـاف پلـي           ] 79  و   Ye] ( 78(به اين دليل يي     . اند  پرداخته
هاي خمير سـيمان بـتن خـودتراكم، خميـر سـيمان بـتن            آزمونه. بدون آن، بر اثر افزايش دما را بررسي كرده است         

. هاي مربوطه، امـا بـدون سـنگدانه، سـاخته شـد            هاي اختالط يكسان با بتن      توانمند و خمير سيمان سنتي با نسبت      
 بـا پودرسـنگ   CEM I 5/52 استفاده شده در اين مطالعه با سـيمان پرتلنـد نـوع    SCCهاي خمير سيمان  مخلوط

 بـراي بهبـود رفتـار بـتن         PPنتايج اين پژوهش، مفيد بـودن اليـاف         . آهك اضافه شده به عنوان پركننده تهيه شد       
تخلخـل،  ( يعني خلل و فرج، توزيع اندازة منفذ و توزيع فاز             خواص ريزساختار، . شان داد خودتراكم در برابر آتش را ن     

CSH  ،2)OH(Ca     اي و ميكروسـكوپ الكترونـي        سـنج جيـوه     با اسـتفاده از تخلخـل     )  و مغزه هيدراته نشده سيمان
ـ           . بررسي شد ) SEM(روبشي   اليز حرارتـي   تخريب شيميايي خمير سيمان خودتراكم در دماهاي مختلف به وسيله آن

نتايج تجربـي خميـر     . پروپيلن روي تغيير ريزساختار بررسي گرديد       اثر مقدار الياف پلي   . تعيين شد ) TG(سنجي    وزن
ها در معرض دماي باال در يك كوره الكتريكـي بـا              همه نمونه . خودتراكم با خميرهاي توانمند و سنتي مقايسه شد       

.  بـود oC950 حداكثر دماي به دست آمده در كوره . داده شدند درجه سلسيوس بر دقيقه قرار 10سرعت گرم شدن 
عـدم  . هاي زيادي در آنها مشاهده شـد        شدن انفجاري نشان ندادند، اما ترك       اي از پوسته    ها نشانه   يك از آزمونه    هيچ

سـت  قابـل ذكـر ا  . ها و مهمتر از آن سرعت كم افزايش دما است ها به دليل اندازه كوچك آزمونه شدن نمونه  پوسته
 800 دقيقه بـه     20هاي استاندارد آتش، دما در دقايق اول با سرعت بسيار زياد افزايش و در كمتر از                   كه در آزمايش  

هاي خمير خـودتراكم الگـوي متفـاوتي در مقايـسه بـا خميرهـاي                 مشاهده شد كه نمونه   . رسد  درجه سلسيوس مي  
  .دهد توانمند و سنتي نشان مي

پروپيلن در  الياف پلي]. 85 -80 [آميز نشان داده بود  پروپيلن را موفقيت ده از الياف پليقبالً نيز تحقيقات زيادي استفا    
 oC170كه تركيدن بتن در دماي بين  شوند، درحالي  ذوب مي oC190 تا  oC250 ذوب شـدن  ]. 86 [دهـد    رخ مـي

بـا ايجـاد    . شود تا مسيرهايي بـراي عبـور گـاز ايجـاد شـود              الياف و جذب جزئي آن توسط خمير سيمان باعث مي         
توانـد بـه بيـرون راه يافتـه و از بـاال رفـتن فـشار                   اي از اين مسيرها، گازهاي ايجاد شده در داخل بتن، مـي             شبكه

  .وگيري نمايدجل
 1982هاي توانمند در دماهاي باال، اولين بـار در سـال              پروپيلن براي جلوگيري از تركيدن بتن       استفاده از الياف پلي   

در آن هنگام، آن را اساساً بـه  ] 77 77 [پيشنهاد شده بود، اما هرتس ) Herbert Krechner(توسط هربرت كرشنر 
پروپيلن از محل آن در         عنوان يك موضوع تحقيقاتي رد كرد، زيرا بنا به نظر وي اوالً چگونگي خروج فاز مذاب پلي                

ود كـه   شـ   هاي موجود، تركيدن انفجاري از ريزساختار بتن آغاز مـي            جاي ترديد داشته و ثانياً با توجه به تئوري          بتن
پـروپيلن در     معهذا تجربيـات مختلـف، سـودمندي اسـتفاده از اليـاف پلـي             . بسيار كوچكتر از فاصله بين الياف است      

جلوگيري از تركيدن بتن را نشان داده است و عقيده كلي بر اين است كه حفرات به جـاي مانـده از ذوب شـدن و                          
شود كـه فـضاهاي اضـافي بـراي فـاز بخـار               تن مي پروپيلن باعث ايجاد حفرات اضافي در ب        تجزيه شدن الياف پلي   

  .  كند مهاجرت كرده را ايجاد مي
ها نشان داده است كه در نسبت آب به پودر يكسان، خلـل و فـرج و توزيـع انـدازه منافـذ خميـر سـيمان                             پژوهش

 دماهاي باال   آيد كه اگر بتن خودتراكم در معرض        بنابراين به نظر مي   . خودتراكم شبيه به خمير سيمان توانمند است      
بـا ايـن وجـود مـشاهدات بـا        . شدن و شكست آن مشابه با بـتن توانمنـد باشـد             قرار گيرد، احتماالً بايد خطر پوسته     

 نشان داد كه تركيب فاز خميرهـاي خـودتراكم و           TGA / DTAهاي    گيري   و اندازه  SEMميكروسكوپ الكتروني   
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  ].79 [توانمند متفاوت است 
است كه باعث تفاوت رفتار بتن خودتراكم در برابـر            وجود پودرهاي پركننده، مانند پودر سنگ آهك، از موارد مهمي         

خـواص برخـي   ] .Error! Reference source not found[بوسـتروم  ]. 62 [گـردد   هـا مـي   آتش با ساير بـتن 
 نمونـه   12 نمونـه معمـولي و       4شانزده نمونه بتنـي شـامل       . هاي خودتراكم در برابر آتش را بررسي كرده است          بتن

 m 2 × 2/0 × 2/0ها به شكل مكعب مـستطيلي بـا ابعـاد             نمونه. خودتراكم تحت آزمون مقياس بزرگ مطالعه شد      
هـا   نمونـه .  طرف جانبي در معرض دمـاي بـاالي كـوره باشـند     4وره قرار داده شدند كه از       ساخته و به نحوي در ك     

، 4/0هاي آب به سـيمان معـادل          نسبت. تنيده شدند و بار مكانيكي ديگري در حين آزمون روي آنها وارد نشد              پيش
. آوري شـدند     هـوا، عمـل     ماه، تعدادي در زير آب و تعدادي ديگر در         6ها براي     كليه نمونه .  بررسي شد  7/0 و   55/0

بـه برخـي   . هاي خودتراكم از دو نوع پركننده، يكي پودر سنگ آهك و ديگري پودر شيشه، استفاده شد       براي نمونه 
ها در معرض دو رژيـم آتـش    ستون.  كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب افزوده شد4 و   2پروپيلن با مقادير      ها الياف پلي    از نمونه 

  .ه شدندهيدروكربني و استاندارد قرار داد
  :شدگي شدند كه موارد زير از اين نظر قابل ذكر است ها دچار پوسته تمام نمونه

 درصـد   34 تـا    3رخ داد و بـين      )  دقيقـه  7 تـا    2از  (ها در همان دقايق ابتدايي        شدگي براي تمام نمونه     پوسته -1
 .ها مشاهده شد كاهش وزن در نمونه

 .هاي معمولي بود  از نمونههاي خودتراكم بسيار بيشتر شدگي نمونه مقدار پوسته -2
 .ها كاهش نشان داد شدگي در نمونه با افزايش نسبت آب به سيمان، پوسته -3
 .ها كاهش نشان داد شدگي در نمونه با افزايش الياف، پوسته -4
 .هاي حاوي پودر سنگ آهك بود شدگي حاوي پركننده شيشه بهتر از نمونه هاي پوسته رفتار نمونه -5
 . بود4/0هاي حاوي پودر سنگ آهك با نسبت آب به سيمان  شدگي، مربوط به نمونه تهبدترين رفتار از نظر پوس -6

كالً به علت جديد بودن موضوع بتن خودتراكم، هنوز تعداد اندكي كارهاي پژوهشي بر روي خواص اين نـوع بـتن           
قاومـت ايـن بـتن در    در برابر آتش صورت گرفته است، كه اين كارها نيز نياز به تحقيقات بيشتر بر روي رفتـار و م                 

شدگي بسيار بيشتر بـتن خـودتراكم نـسبت بـه       هاي محدود وجود زمينه پوسته آزمايش. دهد  برابر آتش را نشان مي    
اثرات پركننده، سن بتن، وجود الياف، نوع الياف، مقدار رطوبت، شرايط بارهاي . هاي معمولي را نشان داده است    بتن

  .خت رفتار بتن خودتراكم در برابر آتش نياز به تحقيقات وسيع داردروي بتن و مسائل متعدد ديگر براي شنا
  

  گيري نتيجه
سـاخته و     هـاي پـيش     ها، شامل هر دو گروه بتن       بتن خودتراكم، به علت خواص عالي آن در بسياري از زمينه           -1

اده از  الزم است تا با اسـتف       براي دستيابي به خودتراكمي   . يابد  درجا، گسترش بيشتري در صنعت ساختمان مي      
 .پذيري و لزجت بتن برقرار نمود مواد افزودني و پودرهاي معدني، تعادل مناسب بين جريان

افزايش چگالي تراكم، مقاومت و كارايي بـتن را     . است  در دستيابي به خودتراكمي     چگالي تراكم، مفهوم مهمي    -2
 سيمان بهبـود يافتـه، در       همچنين چسبندگي خمير  . شود  دهد و قابليت جريان يافتن خمير بهتر مي         بهبود مي 

ايـن مشخـصات، بـه دسـتيابي بـه خاصـيت            . يابـد   نتيجه مقاومـت بـتن در برابـر جداشـدگي افـزايش مـي             
هـاي متفـاوت در طـرح         اسـتفاده از پودرهـاي بـسيار ريـز و بـا انـدازه             . نمايـد   كمك زيادي مـي     خودتراكمي
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هي بهبود يافته و در دسـتيابي بـه دو          شود تا چگالي تراكم به نحو قابل توج         هاي خودتراكم باعث مي     اختالط
هاي درشت و     سنگدانه  محدوديت درصد حجمي  . پذيري و عدم جداشدگي تأثير به سزايي دارد         خاصيت جريان 

هـر چـه مقـدار      . ريز نيز، عالوه بر تنظيم قابليت عبور از بين موانع، با مفهوم چگالي تراكم قابل تفسير است                
 .الزم است ر آب آزاد بيشتري براي رسيدن به خودتراكميهاي ريز افزايش يابد، مقدا سنگدانه

شود كـه اثرهـاي متعـددي روي خـواص            هاي خودتراكم استفاده مي     حجم زيادي از پودرهاي معدني در بتن       -3
مقايـسه  . شـوند  حتي پودرهاي خنثي مانند پودر سنگ آهك باعـث افـزايش حـرارت هيدراسـيون مـي            . دارد

هـاي واكـنش      هـاي تبـديل ذرات ايـن پودرهـا بـه هـسته              هد كه تئور  د  هاي افراد مختلف نشان مي      پژوهش
نيز بر روي دوام بـه        پودرها اثر بسيار مهمي   . پذير بودن آنها دارند     هيدراسيون قوت بيشتري از احتمال واكنش     

تواند باعث كـاهش قابـل مالحظـه      پودر سنگ آهك مي   . سولفات، كربناسيون و مقاومت در برابر آتش دارند       
. ودتراكم در برابر سولفات شود كه به علت تشكيل تركيباتي نظير گچ، اترنجيت و تاماسيت است               دوام بتن خ  

هاي معمولي و حتي توانمند اسـت كـه پودرهـا در ايـن      مقاومت بتن خودتراكم در برابر آتش، متفاوت از بتن      
شود تا مقاومـت      هاي خودتراكم نسبت به بتن معمولي باعث مي         حساسيت بيشتر بتن  . دارند  ميان نقش مهمي  

اين نوع بتن در برابر آتش سريعتر كاهش يافتـه و اسـتفاده از نتـايج آزمـون و تجربيـات موجـود روي بـتن                 
 . سازد معمولي براي اين نوع بتن را ناممكن مي

نياز به حجم باالي  . ها بر روي آن نياز است       هاي وسيعي از پژوهش     به علت جديد بودن بتن خودتراكم، حوزه       -4
نمايد كه از جمله اسـتفاده از انـواع پودرهـاي     هاي وسيعي از پژوهش را براي اين نوع بتن باز مي        هپودر، حوز 

هـاي    بسياري از خواص بتن خـودتراكم متفـاوت از بـتن          . توان نام برد    معدني محلي و ضايعات صنايع را مي      
 در برابر آتش، بسته بـه       و مقاومت   هايي نظير دوام به شرايط تهاجمي       معمولي و توانمند است و خصوصاً جنبه      

 . هاي دقيق دارد طرح اختالط و مواد افزودني پودري مورد استفاده نياز به پژوهش
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  خالصه 

توانند جهـت دسـتيابي       شوند، نمي   آوري مي    حمل و عمل    هاي سنتي، طراحي، مخلوط،     هاي معمولي كه با روش      بتن
به مشخصات مورد نظر براي كاربردهاي ويژه و يا براي دستيابي به الزامات خاص، كاربرد داشته باشند، لذا كـاربرد    

هـاي ويـژه      براي ساخت اين نوع بـتن     . باشند   گسترش مي  ، براي رفع اين مشكالت رو به      )HPC(هاي توانمند     بتن
  . كنند  استفاده مي معموالً از مصالح رايج ولي با نسبت آب به مواد سيماني كم و مقدار سيمان زياد،

كـه روش     اما از آنجايي  . تواند سبب كاهش عيار سيمان شود       مي) جايگزين سيمان (مواد افزودني شيميايي و معدني      
ها وجود ندارد و به دليل كم بودن نسبت آب به مواد سيماني، تعيـين نقطـه             براي اين نوع بتن    طرح مخلوط خاصي  

پذيري و ميزان رواني به سادگي امكان پذير نبوده و عموماً در ايـن   بهينه مقدار سيمان و آب و از طرف ديگر تراكم         
شـدگي و     وه بر گران شدن، سبب افزايش جمع      شود كه اين امرعال     ها از مواد سيماني نسبتاً زياد استفاده مي         نوع بتن 

  . شود احتمال كاهش دوام نيز مي
باشـد، بـر      روش پيشنهادي در اين مقاله، كه بخشي از نتايج تحقيق انجام شده روي نوعي طرح مخلوط بـتن مـي                   

شـود كـه    اي انتخـاب مـي   ها بگونه در اين روش، نحوه توزيع دانه. باشد اساس فلسفه دستيابي به حداكثر تراكم مي    
كـاربرد ايـن روش     . كـاهش يابـد   ) درصد 40تا  (بتن داراي نفوذپذيري بسيار كم بوده و در ضمن ميزان سيمان نيز             

شود، بلكـه    مشابه ميHPCهاي  تنها سبب افزايش مقاومت و دوام نسبت به بتن        هاي توانمند، نه    طرح مخلوط بتن  
  .   گردد سبب كاهش مصرف سيمان نيز مي

  
  ها  وانمند، مواد جايگزين سيمان، دوام، حداكثر تراكم، نفوذپذيري، منحني توزيع دانه بتن ت:كليدواژه

  
   مقدمه -1

، بر اساس مشخصات مواد و مصالح موجود و براي دسـتيابي  (High Performance Concrete)هاي توانمند  بتن
د و در نهايت قابل توجيه بودن       سري خواص مورد نظر، رويارويي با شرايط محيطي، افزايش دوام و عمر مفي              به يك 

هـاي توانمنـد كاربردهـاي متنـوعي از جملـه اسـتفاده در                امـروزه بـتن   . ]1[شـوند     از نظر اقتصادي، طراحـي مـي      
ها، قطعات پـيش سـاخته، پـل و غيـره،             ها، بنادر، تونل    باشند، اسكله   مهاجم مي   هايي كه در شرايط اقليمي      ساختمان

  .  ]3و2[باشد  فزايش ميداشته و كاربرد آنها نيز رو به ا
و ) جـايگزين سـيمان   (بطور معمول تفاوت بتن توانمند و بتن معمولي، در كاربرد مواد افزودني شـيميايي و معـدني                  
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استفاده از اين مواد، امكان كاهش نسبت آب به سـيمان و مقـدار سـيمان را                . باشد  كاهش نسبت آب به سيمان مي     
با توجه به اينكه عمومـاً مـواد جـايگزين سـيمان        . ]4[شوند    دوام نيز مي  بوجود آورده و در حين حال سبب افزايش         

، استفاده توام مواد )باشند و يا بصورت طبيعي وجود دارند     يا محصول جانبي كارخانه مي    (موادي ارزان قيمت هستند     
  .   ]5[گردد  جايگزين سيمان و مواد افزودني شيميايي سبب اقتصادي شدن نيز مي

اگر چه اين   . باشد  گيرد، خاكستر بادي مي     هاي توانمند مورد استفاده قرار مي       يگزين سيمان كه در اكثر بتن     يكي از مواد جا   
باشد، ولي به علت داشتن شكل        ماده داراي فعاليت پوزوالني زيادي نبوده و به لحاظ خواص و مشخصات گاهاً متغير مي              

هاي توانمند   در دسترس بودن آن در اكثر نقاط جهان، در بتنها و افزايش رواني بتن و همچنين ارزان بودن و كروي دانه
باشـد كـه بـرخالف خاكـستر بـادي داراي فعاليـت زيـاد         دوده سيليس نيز از مواد جايگزين سيمان مي      . ]6[رود    بكار مي 

روانـي  شود مقدار آب مورد نيـاز بـراي دسـتيابي بـه          هاي دوده سيليس، سبب مي      ريزي بسيار زياد و شكل دانه     . باشد  مي
هـاي    افزايش مقاومت و دوام از يك طرف و افزايش سرعت هيدراسيون و احتمال بروز تـرك               . ]1[مناسب، افزايش يابد    

  .در هنگام استفاده از دوده سيليس بايد مورد توجه قرار گيرد) پالستيك و  ناشي از خشك شدن(شدگي  ناشي از جمع
مان، تعيين درصد اختالط مواد سيماني و همچنين ديگر اجزاي  مهمترين نكته بعد از انتخاب نوع ماده جايگزين سي        

هـاي آزمايـشي متعـددي دارد و بـه علـت              هاي سنتي عموماً نياز به ساخت مخلـوط         استفاده از روش  . باشد  بتن مي 
هـا عـدم امكـان         عمده ترين مشكل ايـن روش      ].13[توانند پاسخگوي نيازها باشند         هايي كه دارد نمي     محدوديت
نقطه بهينه مقدار سيمان، مواد جايگزين، نسبت آب به مواد سيماني و در نهايـت دسـتيابي بـه روانـي و              رسيدن به   

 يكي از كارهاي انجام شـده، پيـشنهاد ضـريب تـأثير مـواد افزودنـي                 ].9 و 8،  4[باشد    تراكم پذيري مورد نظر، مي    
كـه   (kبـا ضـرب فـاكتور       . ا پيشنهاد داد   ر k، براي اصالح تأثير مواد جايگزين سيمان، فاكتور         ]7[اسميت  . باشد  مي

در حقيقت مقـدار معـادل مـواد جـايگزين     ) k.f(در مقدار ماده جايگزين    ) باشد  بسته به نوع ماده جايگزين متغير مي      
از . گردد ، مقدار سيمان معادل حاصل مي(C+kf)آيد كه با جمع كردن اين مقدار با مقدار سيمان      سيمان بدست مي  
اگرچه محققين و مراجع مختلف مقادير مختلفي       . شود  ين نسبت آب به مواد سيماني استفاده مي       اين مقدار براي تعي   

در اين تحقيـق    . باشد   مورد توافق همه مي    k  ولي امروزه استفاده از فاكتور تأثير         ]12 الي   10[اند       ارائه داده  kبراي  
  .  در نظر گرفته شدEN 206-1مقدار فاكتور تأثير بر اساس استاندارد 

باشـد،    در افزايش تـراكم پـذيري و دوام مـي           عامل ديگري كه كمتر مورد توجه قرار گرفته ولي عامل بسيار مهمي           
تواند   آل مي   هاي ايده   استفاده از منحني  . باشد  مي) اي  ها و ديگر مصالح جامد دانه       اعم از سنگدانه  (ها    نحوه توزيع دانه  

هـا و     در ادامه انتخاب نحوه توزيع دانـه      . تن بسيار مؤثر باشد   در افزايش تراكم، كاهش تخلخل و همچنين كارايي ب        
  .    فلسفه مورد استفاده به تفصيل ارائه شده است

   
   مباني و اصول طرح اختالط-2

هـا را بـه حـداقل ممكـن كـاهش داد،              ها، فضاي بين دانـه      چه اشاره شد، اگر بتوان با افزايش تراكم سنگدانه          چنان
در اين راستا با توجـه بـه تحقيقـات هيلـه        . ه و در نتيجه دوام بتن افزايش خواهد يافت        نفوذپذيري كاهش پيدا كرد   

بنـدي    با اسـتفاده از توزيـع دانـه   Fuller & Thompson، جهت كاهش نفوذپذيري كه بر اساس نظريه ]14[ماير 
ت و يا بـتن، دوام      اي اصالح گرديد كه ضمن حفظ كارآيي مال         ها به گونه    است، توزيع دانه    مصالح سنگي انجام شده   

  . آن در مقابل عوامل شيميايي مهاجم افزايش يابد
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هـا   توان نسبت ريزدانه شود مي هاي درشت ديده مي     هاي ناحيه انتقال كه بيشتر در اطراف سنگدانه         جهت كاهش ضعف  
 حفرات بـه    منظور كاهش نفوذپذيري در خمير سيمان، بايد ضمن كاهش تخلخل، توزيع            همزمان به . را نيز افزايش داد   

بنـدي سـيمان بـه        با توجه به اينكه دانه    . نحوي اصالح گردد كه دوام بتن يا خمير، در برابر عوامل مهاجم افزايش يابد             
هـاي    باشد، استفاده از فيلر با قطري كوچكتر از ميانگين قطـر دانـه              نمي) ميكروني(نحوي است حاوي ذرات بسيار ريز       
رسد، چرا كه اوالً ذرات ريز اثر پركندگي داشته و تخلخـل   زم به نظر ميخشك، ال  سيمان جهت باال بردن جرم حجمي     

توانـد   زا باشد مـي  كه فيلر، داراي سيليس واكنش تر شده و ثالثاً در صورتي دهند، ثانياً توزيع حفرات مناسب را كاهش مي  
  . اندسرعت هيدراسيون را افزايش داده و قسمتي از هيدروكسيد كلسيم آزاد را، به مصرف برس

از ايـن  . انـد  هاي تجربي و محاسبات تئوري، ارائـه گرديـده   بندي مطلوب، عموماً بر اساس آزمايش     هاي دانه   منحني
  Fuller اشاره كرد كه در ايـن بـين، منحنـي   Rissel و  Bolomey، Fuller ،Grafهاي  توان به منحني جمله مي

  ].15[نتايج بهتري را ارائه داده است 
 دستيابي به بتني با نفوذپذيري كم و دوام زياد، بايد با كاهش خلل و فـرج و افـزايش تـراكم،                      از طرف ديگر، براي   

اين موضوع اساس نظريه مورد بررسي در اين تحقيق براي دستيابي به بتني             . خشك بتن حداكثر گردد     جرم حجمي 
 كـه مقاومـت فـشاري و كـارآيي آن           اي  گونه  باشد، به   با حداكثر تراكم با استفاده از حداقل ميزان مواد چسباننده مي          

) اعـم از مـصالح سـنگي و مـصالح چـسباننده           (ها    در اين راستا با استفاده از روابط رياضي، توزيع دانه         . كاهش نيابد 
گردد، كه مصالح سنگي ريزدانه و مصالح چسبنده، با پر نمـودن فـضاي خـالي بـين مـصالح                      اي انتخاب مي    گونه  به

) استاندارد(شايان ذكر است در عمل منحني دانه بندي معمول          . يشتر مخلوط گردد  دانه باعث تراكم ب     سنگي درشت 
بندي   كه براي دستيابي به يك دانه       در صورتي . گيرد  را در بر نمي   ) mm 150/0هاي كوچكتر از      دانه(قسمت ريزدانه   

  . باشد بهينه و متراكم حائز اهميت مي
باشـد، ولـي     اگرچه داراي مزاياي اشاره شـده در فـوق مـي    Fuller & Thompsonاستفاده از منحني دانه بندي 

ها، كاهش كارائي و استفاده از يك منحنـي           ها، مانند، عدم گردگوشه بودن كامل تمام دانه         علت برخي محدوديت    به
 و  F&T منحنـي    2 و شـكل     1در شـكل      . مدنظر قرار گرفت  ]) 14[توسط هيله ماير    (تقريباً گسسته، با اصالحاتي     

گونـه كـه مـشاهده     همـان . اسـت   شـده   نـشان داده  ) مقياس خطي و لگاريتمي   (ح شده آن در دو حالت       منحني اصال 
منحني اصالح شده داراي مقادير بيشتري، نسبت به        )  ميليمتر 2بزرگتر از   (دانه    دانه و ميان    شود در بخش درشت     مي

دير ريزدانـه كمتـري نـسبت بـه          ميليمتر داراي مقـا    2هاي كوچكتر از      باشد و بالعكس براي دانه       مي F&Tمنحني  
  ]. 19[باشد   ميF&Tمنحني 
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   و اصالح شده، در مقياس لگاريتميF&Tبندي  هاي دانه  منحني-2شكل 

  
  ]:19 الي 16[باشد  شرح زير مي  و اصالح شده آن، بهF&Tبندي  مزاياي دانه

  .ه بندي با مقاومت فشاري برابر در مقايسه با دانه بندي پيوسته نياز به سيمان كمتري دارداين نوع دان .1
 .دهند در حقيقت با كاهش نسبي قطر سنگدانه مصالح ريزدانه نقش پركنندگي از خود نشان مي .2
ا زير. يابد طور محسوس افزايش مي ها، به قابليت تراكم پذيري مخلوط در اثر كاهش درصد ميان دانه .3

پذيري  بدين ترتيب با دستگاه لرزاننده، تراكم. شوند ها جابجا مي دانه بيشتر، در درشت ها با درصد حجمي ريزدانه
 .گردد ها تخليه مي شود و هواي داخل فضاي بين سنگدانه بيشتري حاصل مي

 .دهد ها در اين نوع مخلوط بتني قابليت نگهداري آب را افزايش مي قرارگيري سنگدانه .4
 .يابد گردند و درصد آب مورد نياز نيز متعاقباً كاهش مي ، باعث عمل آوري بهتر بتن مي3 و 2 موارد .5
ها، مناسب بوده زيرا مشكالت حمل،  هاي كارگاهي نيز كاهش حجم ميان دانه از نظر كاهش هزينه .6

 .يابد انبار، الك نمودن و عمل آوري بتن تقليل مي
هاي موجود در بتن، اعم از سـنگدانه          كليه دانه    تعيين نسبت حجمي    منحني، استفاده از اين      يكي از مهمترين ويژگي   

توان سهم هر يك از مواد جامد تشكيل دهنـده بـتن را تعيـين                 بر اساس اين منحني مي    . باشد  و مواد چسباننده مي   
 چـسباننده    ميليمتر، بيانگر مقـدار مـواد      063/0هاي كوچكتر از      عنوان مثال درصد مشخص شده براي دانه        نمود، به 

  ). ها ي موجود در سنگدانه عالوه مواد ريزدانه به(خواهد بود 
  
   آزمايشگاهيمطالعات -3
   مصالح مصرفي-3-1
   مصالح چسباننده -3-1-1

هـا در منحنـي       اول از ديدگاه توزيع دانـه     . دو مشخصه مد نظر قرار گرفت     ) مواد سيماني (در انتخاب مواد چسباننده     
بندي و يا انتخاب شوند  اي دانه مصالح اعم از سنگدانه يا مواد سيماني بگونه          بايد تمامي  ، كه در آن   F&Tدانه بندي   

اي انتخـاب و      گونه  از جهت ديگر بايد مواد سيماني به      . آل باشد   ها تا حد ممكن نزديك به منحني ايده         كه توزيع دانه  
و همچنـين دوام خميـر سـيمان را         با يكديگر مخلوط گردند كه تركيب شيميايي آنها خواص مكانيكي و فيزيكـي              

نيـز  ) كاهش نسبت آب به مواد سيماني     (در اين راستا كاهش مقدار آب الزم به حداقل مقدار ممكن            . برآورده نمايد 
  . يكي از پارامترهاي مؤثر باشد
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 1 و محصول كارخانه سيمان تهران بوده و مشخصات شيميايي آن در  جـدول                2 سيمان مصرفي از نوع      : سيمان
  . باشد  مي389 روش انجام آزمون، استاندارد ملي ايران به شماره .ه شده استارائ

شود، خاكـستر بـادي مـورد          با توجه به اينكه در حال حاضر در داخل كشور خاكستر بادي توليد نمي              :خاكستر بادي 
 بوده و دانـه بنـدي   (Ultra fine)اين خاكستر بادي از نوع بسيار ريز . استفاده در اين پروژه از كشور آلمان تهيه گرديد

بـه منظـور تعيـين خـواص     .  ارائه شده اسـت 3 انجام شده در نمودار شكل particle size analyserآن كه به روش 
  . استفاده گرديدASTM C 311 و EN 196-21مكانيكي، فيزيكي و شيميايي خاكستر بادي از روش استاندارد

هاي   آزمون. وليد داخل كشور و از كارخانه ازنا تهيه شده است          دوده سيليس مصرفي در اين پروژه ت       :دوده سيليس 
 انجـام گرفتـه   ASTM C  1240مربوط به تعيين خواص شيميايي دوده سيليس مورد استفاده كه طبق اسـتاندارد 

  . ارائه شده است1است در جدول 
است، با توجه بـه توزيـع         هسيليس، خاكستر بادي و فيلر استفاده شد        در طرح مخلوط پيشنهادي، كه از سيمان، دوده       

 درصـد ذرات سـيمان داراي       80حـدود   (ذرات سيمان، خاكستر بادي و دوده سيليس مورد مـصرف در ايـن پـروژه                
 درصـد ذرات دوده     60 ميكرومتـر و     20 تـا    5 درصد ذرات خاكستر بادي بين       50 ميكرومتر،   100 تا   10قطري بين   

دليل خواص شيميايي هر يك از        ، و همچنين به   )اند   بوده 3  ميكرومتر، مطابق شكل   1سيليس داراي قطري كمتر از      
  : اين مواد و همچنين خواص مكانيكي، فيزيكي و دوام بتن، درصد هر يك از اين مواد بشرح ذيل انتخاب گرديد

  درصد وزني70: سيمان   
  درصد وزني20:  خاكستر بادي بسيار ريز  
  درصد وزني10: دوده سيليس   

  
  يايي سيمان و ميكروسيليستجزيه شيم: 1 جدول

تركيب   سيمان  ميكروسيليس  (%)تركيب شيميايي   سيمان
  (%)شيميايي 

ميكروسيلي
  سيمان  س

تركيب 
 شيميايي

(%)  
74/52  C3S  6/0  4/3  MgO  1/95  96/20  SiO2  
31/20  C2S  02/1  88/61  CaO  6/0  2/4  AL2O3  
35/3  C3A  2/1  79/1  SO3  1/1  6/4  Fe2O3  
47/1 Na2o + O.658 K2O  

  
   مصالح سنگي-3-1-2

ها شكسته، و بـه       سنگدانه. د انتخاب ش  mm 16 با حداكثر اندازه اسمي   از نوع سيليسي،    مصالح سنگي مورد استفاده     
هاي مختلف، با دقـت كـافي         بندي براساس منحني    لذا امكان دانه  . هاي مجزا روي هر الك تهيه شد        صورت بخش 

  . ارائه شده است2جدول  ح فوق در مشخصات فيزيكي و شيميائي مصال.فراهم بود
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  سيليس و پودر كوارتز ميكرونيزه هاي توزيع ذرات سيمان، خاكستر بادي، دوده  منحني-3شكل 

  
   مشخصات فيزيكي و شيميايي مصالح سنگي:2جدول 

واكنش قليايي به روش 
درصد (تسريع شده 
  )روز14انبساط بعداز 

سولفات 
(%)  

كلريد 
(%)  

عبوري از الك 
  200 شماره

(%)  

جذب 
  (%)آب

وزن مخصوص 
 SSDدرحالت 

) g/cm3(  

مصالح 
  سنگي

087/0  
09/0  
-  

001/0  
002/0  
-  

001/0  
001/0  
002/0  

6/2  
46/2  
7/0  

64/2  
71/2  
0/4  

53/2  
56/2  
57/2  

  شن
  ماسه
  فيلر

  
   ماده افزودني شيميايي-3-1-3

 بـوده اسـت، ايـن نـوع فـوق      structuro 335ها و بـا نـام تجـاري     فوق روان كننده مصرفي بر پايه كر بوسيالت
ها، افزايش بـسيار      از مهمترين مزاياي اين نوع فوق روان كننده       . باشند  ها از نسل جديد مواد افرودني مي        كننده  روان

تر نيز از جملـه       باشند، همچنين قابليت حفظ رواني در مدت زمان طوالني          زياد رواني بدون جداشدگي اجزاء بتن مي      
  .است  ارائه شده3روان كننده د رجدول  مشخصات اين فوق. باشد اين موارد مي

 
  مشخصات فيزيكي و شيميايي فوق روان كننده: 3جدول 

  مايع با رنگ زرد روشن  وضعيت ظاهري

pH  
  وزن حجمي

  ميزان كلر موجود
  ميزان قليايي موجود

5/6  
Kg/lit 06/1 در دماي oC 20  

   درصد1/0كمتر از 
   در هر ليترNa2Oمعادل  گرم 5/1بطور معمول كمتر از 

  
  )ريز، درشت و فيلر(ها   تعيين نسبت اختالط سنگدانه-3-2

هاي اصلي اين نوع بتن توانمند با انواع رايج آن، استفاده از روش دسـتيابي                 گونه كه اشاره شد، يكي از تفاوت        همان
) ح سـنگي و مـصالح چـسباننده   اعـم از مـصال  (ها  ، با اصالح نحوه توزيع دانه)Dense Packing(به حداكثر تراكم 

همچنـين جهـت امكـان ارزيـابي     . باشد، كه به اين منظور از منحني اصالح شده فولر و تامسون استفاده گديـد                مي
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  .  سنتي ساخته شد هايي نيز بر اساس روش هاي توانمند رايج، طرح عملكرد اين نوع بتن با بتن
هـاي    هاي سنتي نيز دو طرح با شناسـه          و براي طرح   SPD و   FSPDهاي    براي طرح پيشنهادي، دو طرح با شناسه      

SN   و FSN  اي دو طرح اول مطابق با منحني اصالح شـده فـولر و تامـسون و     نسبت اختالط سنگدانه.  ساخته شد
 4هـا در شـكل    بندي طـرح  است، منحني دانه   استفاده شده  BSبراي دو طرح سنتي نيز از منحني تركيبي استاندارد          

  .است ارائه شده

  
  )ريز و درشت(ها  بندي مجموع سنگدانه  منحني دانه-4شكل 

  
   تعيين نسبت آب به سيمان-3-3

باشد، تا دوام بـتن در برابـر عوامـل     هاي توانمند نسبت آب به مواد سيماني بسيار پايين مي     با توجه به اينكه در بتن     
حـداكثر  ) آبـا (نامـه بـتن ايـران        آيـين  و همچنين طبق      مهاجم خصوصاً كلريد، سولفات و مواد اسيدي افزايش يابد،        

 4/0براي شرايطي كه احتمال تهاجم كلريدي و خوردگي ميلگرد وجود دارد، ) يا مواد سيماني (نسبت آب به سيمان     
باشـد، بـراي    مـي ) العـاده شـديد   فـوق ( و در شرايطي كه احتمـال تهـاجم سـولفاتي            kg/m3 350و حداقل سيمان    

 kg/m3 400 و حـداقل سـيمان    4/0يش ساخته، حداكثر نسبت آب به سـيمان         هاي بتني حجيم يا قطعات پ       شالوده
البتـه  .  محـدود شـود    4/0توصيه شده است، در اين تحقيق نيز سعي شده است نسبت آب به موا سيمان مـوثر بـه                    

  .   باشد نسبت آب به سيمان ارائه شده در آبا، نسبت آب به مواد سيماني موثر نمي
شود، براي اصالح تاثير اين      استفاده مي ) دوده سيليس يا خاكستر بادي    ( افزودني معدني    در مواردي است كه از مواد     

 EN 206-1:2000طبـق اسـتاندارد    ) k(در اين تحقيق مقدار فاكتور اصـالح  . شود مواد از فاكتور تاثير استفاده مي
در صورت تركيـب شـدن   ) EN 450با كيفيت استاندارد مطابق (بر اين اساس، براي خاكستر بادي . انتخاب گرديد

   و بيـشتر،   MPa 5/42 و براي سيماني بـا مقاومـت         2/0 برابر با    k، ضريب   MPa 5/32با سيماني با رده مقاومتي      
  . است  توصيه شده2 برابر با kهمچنين براي دوده سيليس مقدار . شود  در نظر گرفته مي4/0اين ضريب برابر با 

  : شود  به سيمان با كمك رابطه زير انجام ميروش اعمال اين ضريب در تصحيح نسبت آب
  

 نسبت آب به سيمان مؤثر
ash))fly or  fume (silica ( ×+

=
Kcement

water
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  :كه در آن 
Water :  ،وزن آب آزاد  

Cement : ،وزن سيمان مصرفي  
Fly ash : ،وزن خاكستر بادي  

Silica fume : باشد وزن دوده سيليس مي.  
  
   تعيين نسبت اختالط-3-4

سـيليس و     باشند كـه حـاوي دوده       هايي مي   ري اول، شامل مخلوط   س. اند  ها بر اساس دو نظريه طراحي شده        مخلوط
هـاي توانمنـد،      هاي طرح مخلوط رايج براي سـاخت بـتن          خاكستربادي و يا بدون خاكستربادي بوده، و طبق روش        

اسـتفاده از منحنـي اصـالح شـده فـولر و      (باشند كه طبق روش جديد       هايي مي   سري دوم، مخلوط  . اند  طراحي شده 
سـيليس، فيلـر و       هـا از دوده     در ايـن طـرح    . اند  ، طراحي شده  )ل فاكتور اصالح مواد جايگزين سيمان     تامسون و اعما  

كه دو طرح با خاكستربادي       علت اين . است  خاكستربادي و همچنين يك طرح هم بدون خاكستربادي، استفاده شده         
هـاي   طـرح مخلـوط بـتن   شد، اين است كـه، در روش پيـشنهادي بـراي     و دو طرح نيز بدون خاكستر بادي ساخته      

آل، كارائي مناسب و بتن مقاوم در برابر عوامل مهاجم، نياز             توانمند نسل جديد، براي دستيابي به منحني توزيع ايده        
هـايي نيـز      شـود، طـرح     كه خاكستربادي در ايران توليد نمي       باشد، ولي از آنجتيي     به استفاده از خاكستر بادي نيز مي      

هـاي توانمنـد      هـاي نيـز جـز بـتن         اگرچه ممكن است اين طرح    . شد  تر بادي ساخته  عنوان جايگزين، بدون خاكس     به
  .  باشند محسوب شوند، ولي طرح بهينه با دوام نمي

 و طرح   FSPDطرح مخلوط پيشنهادي با شناسه      . هاي ساخته شده ارائه شده است        مشخصات طرح مخلوط   4در جدول   
  .است  ارائه شده FSN و SNهاي  توانمند رايج نيز با شناسههاي بتن  ، طرحSPDبدون خاكستر بادي آن با شناسه 

 معرف اسـتفاده از دوده سـيليس،        "S"حرف     نشان دهنده استفاده از خاكستر بادي،        "F"ها حرف     در شناسه مخلوط  
هـا طبـق       نشان دهنده منحني دانه بنـدي سـنگدانه        "N" بيانگر مصرف پودر كوارتز بعنوان فيلر، حرف         "P"حرف  

  .باشد  نيز معرف استفاده از منحني دانه بندي اصالح شده فولر و تامسون مي"D"مول و حرف منحني مع
  

  هاي مختلف  اختالط اجزاي بتن در طرح  نسبت– 4جدول 

 آب
فوق 
روان 
  كننده

سيليس پودر فيلر
   م م) 0-25/0( 

 سنگدانه فيلر

 )0- 25/0 (
   م م

    سنگدانه

 )25/0- 
  م م )16

 دوده

 سيليس
 خاكستر

 بادي
 سيمان

Kg/m3 )٪ وزن 
 Kg/m3 Kg/m3 Kg/m3 )سيمان

نسبت 
آب به 
سيمان 

  وثرم
Kg/m3 Kg/m3 Kg/m3 

 شناسه

 مخلوط

170 6/0  0 5/56 1830 4/0 28 0 372  SN 
124 64/0  0 5/60 1955 4/0 5/31 63 220  FSN 
135 6/0  138 61 1808 4/0  35 70 245 FSPD 
135 6/0  138 61 1808 4/0 35 0 315 SPD 

  
   اختالط بتن -3-4-1

ها، هر يك از اجزاء بتن به تفكيك تـوزين شـده و سـپس                   پس از اعمال تصحيح مقدار رطوبت موجود در سنگدانه        
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ها و بعد مصالح سيماني، آب و در انتها ماده افزودني فوق روان كننده به داخل مخلـوط كـن ريختـه                        ابتدا سنگدانه 
 250كـن    مخلوط ظرفيت اسمي.  استفاده گرديد(Pan mixer)كن تغاري  شده جهت انجام اختالط از يك مخلوط

  . هاي آن بصورت عمودي و در جهت عكس حركت ديگ بوده است ليتر و چرخش تيغه
  
  ها  آوري آزمونه  ساخت و عمل-3-4-2

 ENاستاندارد بر اساس . آوري گرديدند هاي بتني ساخته، نگهداري و عمل پس از توزين و اختالط اجزاء بتن، آمونه

روز نگهـداري در      هـا پـس از يـك        هاي مورد نظر جايدهي و متراكم گرديد، آزمونه         ، بتن در قالب   12390-2:2000
 منتقـل و تـا زمـان    C 23°آوري با دماي     ، از قالب خارج و به داخل حوضچه عمل        )اطاق مرطوب (شرايط استاندارد   

  .آوري شدند انجام آزمايش در شرايط مذكور عمل
  
  هاي بتن تازه  آزمايش -3-5

هاي تعيين وزن مخصوص، درصد هواي موجود، رواني به روش            آزمون) سخت نشده (جهت تعيين خواص بتن تازه      
  .است  ارائه شده5اسالمپ، و تعيين دماي بتن انجام گرديد كه نتايج آن در جدول 

  
  هاي بتن تازه  نتايج آزمايش:  5جدول 

 بتن دماي اسالمپ مخصوص وزن محبوس هواي

(٪) (Kg/m3) (Cm) (درجه) 

 شناسه

 مخلوط

8/3 2391 4 21 SN  
0/2 2466 0 22 FSN 
0/1 2505 12 25 FSPD 
5/1 2533 10 21 SPD 

  
  هاي بتن سخت شده   نتايج آزمايش-3-6
   مقاومت فشاري -3-6-1

. متر تهيه گرديدند     ميلي 100 هاي مكعبي با ابعاد     به منظور تعيين مقاومت فشاري و بررسي روند افزايش آن، آزمونه          
گيري مقاومـت فـشاري       اندازه. گرفتند   روز مورد آزمون قرار      90 و 28،  7در سنين   ) در هر سن، سه آزمونه    (ها    آزمونه
  .   ارائه گرديده است5 انجام و نتايج آن در  شكل EN 12390-3:2000ها بر اساس استاندارد  آزمونه

  

  
  مت فشاري نتايج آزمايش تعيين مقاو-5شكل 
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   نفوذپذيري يون كلريد به روش تسريع شده -3-6-2
آزمـون نفوذپـذيري كلريـد، بـه     . باشـد  بهبود پارامترهاي نفوذپذيري بتن در افزايش دوام آن بسيار حائز اهميت مي   

ايـن آزمـون بـر      . باشد  بتن در مقابل نفوذ يون كلريد مناسب مي       ) دهي  سرويس(منظور طراحي و بررسي عمر مفيد       
 ميليمتـر  50 ميليمتـر و ضـخامت   100اي به قطر  هاي استوانه  روي آزمونه ASTM C 1202-97 استاندارداساس

 و برش آنها به ابعـاد اسـتاندارد، در          200× 100اي    هاي استوانه   شود، كه در اين پروژه با استفاده از آزمونه          انجام مي 
  .    ارائه گرديده است6كل نتايج آزمون در ش.  روز مورد آزمون قرار گرفتند90 و 28سنين 

  

  
   نتايج آزمايش نفوذپذيري يون كلريد به روش تسريع شده-6شكل 

  
   تعيين عمق نفوذ آب تحت فشار -3-6-3

، )نماينـد  كه از محـيط نفـوذ مـي      (يكي از مهمترين پارامترهاي مؤثر بر افزايش دوام بتن در برابر تهاجم مواد مضر               
اين راستا آزمون تعيين عمق نفوذ آب، جهت بررسـي نفوذپـذيري بـتن تحـت                در  . باشد  كاهش نفوذپذيري بتن مي   

 150هـاي مكعبـي بـه ضـلع       و روي آزمونـه EN 12390-8:2000اين آزمون طبق اسـتاندارد  . باشد فشار آب مي
  .  ارائه گرديده است6 روز انجام گرديد كه نتايج آن در جدول 90 و 28مترو در سنين  ميلي

  
  يش تعيين عمق نفوذ آب تحت فشارنتايج آزما: 6جدول 

  شناسه مخلوط  )mm(عمق نفوذ آب 
   روز90   روز28

SN 12  23  
FSN 10  24  

FSPD  0  2  
SPD 4  5  

  
   تغييرات طول منشورهاي بتني در معرض محلول سولفات -3-6-4

. تفاده گرديـد  درصد اس5هاي بتني در معرض سولفات، از محلول سولفات سديم    به منظور بررسي عملكرد مخلوط    
هاي مخـصوص كـار گذاشـته          ميليمتر كه در دو انتهاي آنها پين       75×75×285بدين منظور منشورهاي بتني بابعاد      

 و ثابـت نگـه   pHجهـت تنظـيم   . آوري، در محلول سولفات قرار داده شدند       روز عمل  28شده بود، ساخته و پس از       
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استفاده گرديد، ضـمن آنكـه در سـنين اوليـه محلـول             داشتن آن در طول زمان آزمايش، از اسيد سولفوريك رقيق           
  .سولفات نيز چندين مرتبه تعويض شد

 ماه بعد از زمان در معرض قرارگيري تعيين گرديد، كـه  6ها در فواصل زماني مشخص، تا       تغيير طول و وزن آزمونه    
  .   ارائه شده است7نتايج آن در شكل 

  

  
   سديمدر معرض سولفات  نتايج انبساط نمونه-7شكل 

  
   نتيجه گيري-4

 بنـدي    همانگونه كه اشاره گرديد، در اين تحقيق طرح مخلـوط بـتن توانمنـد نـسل جديـد كـه بـا تغييـر در دانـه                          
ايـن نـوع بـتن توانمنـد        . ها، استفاده از خاكستر بادي و همچنين يك نمونه پودر كوارتز، ارائه شـده اسـت                 سنگدانه

اسـيد سـولفوريك،    (يري بسيار كم و مقـاوم در برابـر شـرايط مهـاجم              علت تراكم زياد و حداقل تخلخل، نفوذپذ        به
  .  كه ميزان سيمان نيز در آن كاهش و كارائي مخلوط افزايش يافته است دارد، ضمن آن...) سولفات سديم، كلريد و

وش  تعيين عمق نفوذ آب تحت فشار، نفوذپذيري يون كلريد به ر            هاي تعيين مقاومت فشاري،     بدين منظور آزمايش  
  . تسريع شده، انبساط ناشي از تهاجم سولفات، بعنوان برنامه آزمايشگاهي مد نظر قرار گرفت

 بنـدي     كـه در آن از منحنـي دانـه         SPDهـاي مخلـوط       دهد، نمونه    مقاومت فشاري نشان مي     نتايج آزمايش  -1
ين مختلـف   باشد، داراي بيشترين مقاومت در سـن         استفاده شده و بدون خاكستر بادي مي       F&Tاصالح شده   

 درصد بعنوان جايگزين 20( بوده و فقط در آن خاكستر بادي نيز          SPD كه مشابه طرح     FSPDطرح  . اند  بوده
هاي به نسبت كمتري در مقايسه بـا           روز داراي مقاومت   28 و   7استفاده شده است، اگر چه در سنين        ) سيمان
SPD      داراي مقاومت     درصد، 24زي معادل    رو 28 به   90 روز با آهنگ افزايش مقاومت       90 بوده، ولي در سن 

N/mm2 5/90       بوده است، در صورتيكه مخلوط SPD   روزي معـادل  28 بـه  90 با آهنگ افـزايش مقاومـت 
اين كندي آهنـگ افـزايش مقاومـت در         .  بوده است  N/mm2 95 روز داراي مقاومت     90 درصد، در سن     2/9

در مقابـل   . باشد  باشند، مشهود مي     بادي مي   نيز كه داراي خاكستري    FSD و   FSNهاي      سنين اوليه، در طرح   
اند، اگرچه داراي مقاومـت       هاي توانمند رايج مورد بررسي قرار گرفته        عنوان بتن    كه به  FSN و   SNهاي    طرح
 توانمند پيشنهادي داراي افت مقـاومتي        اند ولي نسبت به مقاومت بتن        بوده N/mm2 50اي بيش از       روزه 90

 .باشند  درصد مي60حدود 
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 خصوص پارامترهاي دوام كه در اين تحقيق مورد بررسي قرار گرفت نيز طرح مخلـوط پيـشنهادي داراي                  در -2
تـوان جـز      هـا را مـي      اگرچه همه مخلوط  . باشد  هاي توانمند رايج مي     هاي بسيار بهتري نسبت به بتن       شاخص

 .هاي با دوام تلقي نمود بتن
 ولي د رآن از خاكستر بـادي اسـتفاده نـشده، از             ، كه بر اساس فلسفه حداكثر تراكم طراحي شده،        SPDطرح   -3

 داراي مقاومـت   SPDشايان ذكر اسـت طـرح       . باشد   مي FSPDتر از طرح      پايين  لحاظ پارامترهاي دوام كمي   
 .باشد فشاري بيشتر مي
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ABSTRACT 
Constructional industry as the largest consumer of natural materials produces the 
most portion of the wastes in the country. Concrete being the most commonly used 
building material in Iran that can have pronounced effect on the production of the 
waste. Concrete is composed of sand, gravel, crushed rock or other aggregates held 
together by a hardened paste of hydraulic cement and water. Therefore, evaluation 
of effects of concrete industry on environment is one of the important cases to be 
considered. In this paper environmental impact assessment (EIA) of concrete 
industry is performed, and appropriate recommendations to minimize the effect of 
environmental impact are given. 
 
Keywords: concrete, environmental impact assessment, sustainable development, 
IRAN 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sustainable development involves meeting present needs without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their needs [1]. 
The ecological criteria for sustainable development are the preservation of 
biodiversity and adoption of human activities to the natural resources and tolerance 
of nature [2]. For this purpose there is increasing concern now that the choice of 
construction materials must also be governed by ecological considerations. 
At the beginning of the 20th Century, the world population was 1.5 billion; by the 
end of that Century it had risen to 6 billion. Considering that it took 10,000 years 
after the last ice age for the population to rise to the 1.5 billion mark, the rate of 
growth from 1.5 to 6 billion people is remarkable [1]. Unfortunately, our choices 
for technology have turned out to be wasteful, because decisions are based on short 
term and narrow goals of enterprise rather than a holistic view of the full range of 
consequences from the use of a technology. Only 6% of the total global production 
of materials, some 500 billion tons a year, actually ends up in consumer products, 
whereas much of the virgin materials are being returned to the environment in the 
form of harmful solids, liquids, and gaseous wastes. The greatest environmental 
challenge today is that of the human-made climate change due to global warming 
caused by steadily rising concentration of green-house gases in the earth's 
atmosphere during the past 100 years [3]. 
An (EIA) is an assessment of the possible impact (positive or negative) that a 
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project may have on the natural environment. The environmental impact of 
building products consists of procurement of raw materials, the manufacturing 
process and also the use of energy resources during transportation – all of which to 
some extent burden the environment. Environmental burdens of the cement 
industry consist of limestone quarrying, burning and grinding of clinker. 
Extraction, excavation, manufacturing and transportation of aggregates and 
distribution of the final products are elements for EIA of concrete industry [2]. 
After water, concrete is the second most widely consumed substance on earth. 
Using concrete minimizes the depletion of our natural resources. Its ingredients 
come directly from readily available materials: water, aggregate (sand and gravel 
or crushed stone), and cement. Cement is composed of 75% limestone, the most 
common mineral on earth. Although extracting any raw material from the earth 
takes a toll on the environment, extracting the raw materials for concrete has a 
lower impact than that of other construction materials. Because the ingredients for 
concrete are so plentiful, supplies are virtually inexhaustible 
The goal of this paper is to identify the environmental impacts of concrete and its 
products which in-turn can lead to determining options for improving 
environmental effects. 
 
2. EIA OF CONCRETE INDUSTRY IN IRAN 
I.R. Iran is located in the center of the Middle East and bridges the Caspian Sea to 
the Persian Gulf and the east of Asia to the west of Asia. Because of its strategic 
location it is one of the important countries in the region. Iran has complex climate 
ranging from subtropical to sub polar and that it is possible at the same time to 
witness the climatic conditions of all four seasons in the different parts of its 
territory. The building industry is one of the most important industries in Iran, 
concrete being the most widely used material. Therefore the concrete industry is 
very important from the point of view of EIA.  
 
2.1. Concrete Components 
Ordinary, concrete typically contains about 12 percent cement, 8 percent mixing 
water, and 80 percent aggregate by mass. The 11.5 billion tones-a-year concrete 
industry is thus the largest user of natural resources in the world. The demand for 
concrete is expected to grow to approximately 18 billion tons (16 billion tones) a 
year by 2050 [4]. This means that, in addition to 50 million tones of cement 
(current annual production of cement in Iran), the concrete industry in Iran is 
consuming annually 137 million tones of fine and coarse aggregate together with 
15 billion liters of mixing water.  
 
2.1.1. Cement 
The examination of concrete manufacturing shows that the cement, which usually 
makes up 10–15% of concrete, is the main environmental polluter. Cement 
manufacturing covers material and energy flows during the extraction of materials, 
and the production processing such as raw meal, clinker burning, grinding and 
transportation of the product. Because of the high temperatures used during cement 
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production and the decomposition of calcium carbonate, the cement accounts for 
over 60% of energy used in concrete manufacturing. The amount of cement 
production and consumption per capita in Iran is shown in figure 1. Estimated 
world cement production and CO2 emission in cement manufactures are shown in 
figure 2 and 3 respectively [2]. 
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Figure 1. Cement production and consumption per capita in IRAN (1963-2007) [5] 

 

 
Figure 2. World Cement Production 
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Figure 3. Unit-based CO2 Emission in Cement Manufactures 
 
The most serious problem with cement industry is that it is a major CO2 emitter 
causing global warming. With every ton of cement produced, almost a ton of CO2 

is emitted [6]. About 0.5 tons comes from the decomposition of limestone and the 
balance is generated by power plant supplying electricity to turn the kiln and ball 
mills to grind the cement plus the fuel burned to fire the kiln. All other sources of 
CO2 emission such as operating ready mix trucks adds only a minor. In terms of 
conventional concrete mixtures (not containing fly ash, slag or silica fume), about 
480 kg of CO2 is emitted per cubic meter of concrete or 20 kg of CO2 per 100 kg of 
concrete produced. All of this amounts to about 7% of the total CO2 generated 
worldwide [7]. Enhanced efficiency is not likely to change this but the replacement 
of some of the cement by a supplementary cementing material not associated with 
CO2 emissions can substantially reduce these emissions.  
 
• Nitrous Oxide Emissions 
Nitrous oxide emissions come from burning gasoline, coal or other fossil fuels. 
Ozone is formed when nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds mix in 
sunlight. The volatile organic compounds come from sources ranging from 
industrial solvents to volatile resins in trees. Ozone near the ground can cause a 
number of health problems such as asthma attack, sore throat, coughing and other 
health difficulties. In addition, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide and methane are the 
most important greenhouse gases [8]. 
The Nox emissions from Canadian cement kilns range from 1.5 to 9.5 kg/tones of 
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clinker produced with a proposed limit of 2.3 kg of Nox per tone [6]. Using 2.3 kg 
of Nox per tone, the world release of Nox by the 2130 million tones of cement 
produced in the year 2020 would be 4.85 million tones of Nox. This is a fifth of the 
Nox released in all of continental Asia in a year [9]. Reduction in nitrous oxides is 
normally achieved by reducing the burning temperature or by injecting ammonia 
compounds into the high temperature exhaust stream [6]. This seems like a good 
idea but when these actions are taken to reduce the Nox in coal fired electric power 
generating stations, it adversely affects the quality of the fly ash produced. The fly 
ash then needs to be treated to remove the unburnt coal and ammonia gas before it 
can be used in concrete mixtures and several plants doing this are in operation.  
 
• Particulate Air Emissions 
Particulate emissions from the exhaust gases range from 0.3 to 1.0 kg/tone. It is 
normally very rich in sodium and potassium which have vaporization temperatures 
of only 883°C and 774°C respectively. In the past, before there was a concerted 
effort to capture the particulate emission, the sodium and potassium plume from 
cement plant chimneys settled over the countryside where it helped to combat acid 
rain. Now it is mainly carried out in the clinker stream where it creates problems 
with alkali aggregate reaction [10]. 
 
2.1.2. Aggregate 
The coarse and fine aggregate content in concrete products is approximately 80% 
and it covers < 3 % of emissions and energy used. The environmental burdens from 
procurement of aggregate consist of: 
- using raw-materials; 
- using land; and 
- using energy (in extraction, excavation and crushing of stone materials and in 

transportation) which causes emissions into air. 
Besides these, crushing causes dust emission and quarrying causes land and stone 
waste. The energy used in gravel excavation and crushing is much less than in 
production of building materials where heating or grinding is employed (i.e., 
cement production). Energy used in stone crushing depends on the desired size 
fraction. Table 1 shows an example of energy used for gravel excavation and Table 
2 in quarrying and crushing. 
 

Table 1: Energy used in gravel excavation [2] 
Gravel excavation 0.02 MJ/kg 70% 

Gravel transport (10 km) 0.01 MJ/kg 30% 
Total 0.03 MJ/kg 100 % 

 
Table 2: Energy used in gravel production [2] 

Quarrying + Crushing 0.05 MJ/kg 80% 
Removal and transportation 0.01 MJ/kg 20% 

Total 0.06 MJ/kg 100 % 
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2.1.3. Water 
The water shortage in Iran is a serious problem and this intensified by seasonal 
rainfalls. Only 10 percent of the country receives adequate rainfall for agriculture; 
most of this area is in western Iran.  
Concrete manufacturing uses normal tap water to make up about 0.06 – 0.10 kg/kg 
concrete. The total water supply system consumes very little energy for water 
purifying and delivery so the overall environmental impact remains small [2]. 
On average of each ready mix about half cubic meter of concrete remains in the 
truck per day. After concrete is discharged there is still about 300 kg of solids 
(cement, sand and stone) that it is necessary to washed out, with about 1000 liters 
of water. In the past the returned concrete and the solids were dumped in a pit at 
the job site or at the plant. Considering that this represents 2 to 4% of the total 
concrete produced, it is now considered too valuable to waste and can be recycled 
or reclaimed as sand and gravel. To reclaim the sand and gravel a “reclaimer” is 
used. It involves adding water to the returned concrete and then agitating it 
followed by wet screening to obtain the sand and gravel. Also, the cement-water 
slurry from the reclaimer, the wash out water, water to clean the outside of the 
truck, plus any stormwater in the past usually was directed into somewhat 
inefficient settling basins and then into a local water course [11-12].  
 
2.1.4. Chemical Admixtures 
The most common admixtures in concrete are plasticizers and air entrainers. The 
plasticizers used include lignosulphonate salts, hydroxyl-carboxylic acid, modified 
melamine, naphthalene and polymers. These are synthetic organic compounds 
which have a deflocculating and dispersing effect. They act on the forces between 
solid particles suspended in water by reducing the surface tension of water. 
Plasticizer content in concrete is typically very low 0.002 – 0.1% (by weight of 
cement) so their effect on energy use and emissions of concrete products is very 
low. Plasticizers are non-volatile compounds which mean that their effect on the 
indoor climate is also inconsequential. Air entraining admixtures are invariably 
organic substances which help to generate microscopic bubbles of air in the fresh 
concrete to improve concrete frost resistance. Air entraining agents are based on 
carboxyl acid salts, alkyl sulphonates, and phenolethoksylates. The most common 
air entraining agents are made from pine oil and they are alkali metal salts. Pine oil 
consists of fat and resin acid compounds, which are produced from sulphate pulp 
processing. Air entraining admixture content in concrete is also typically very low 
0.002 – 0.02% (by weight of cement) so their effect on energy use and emissions of 
concrete products is very low [2]. 
 
2.1.5. Mineral Admixtures 
• Fly Ash 
Substitution of cement or natural aggregates with industrial by-products can be 
done in concrete production. From an environmental point-of-view this result is 
saving our natural resources and land. It is possible to substitute concrete aggregate 
with wastes from metal productions, mining industry or mineral stone industry by-
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products such as ferrochrome slag or blast-furnace slag. In some cases when using 
by-products the crushing and transportation can consume more energy than in 
procurement of the natural resources. 
Fly ash from power plants can be used as a substitute for cement or filler. Ash 
which contains desulphurization products rich in sulphate or sulphite is not suited 
for making concrete. By using fly ash the environmental profile of concrete or 
concrete products can be affected only by the ash transport burden. Approximately 
10–30% of cement content can be substituted by fly ash without much effect on 
concrete properties [2]. Currently in Iran fly ash is not produced but natural 
pozzolanic materials and silica fume are available and can be used. 
 
• Blast-furnace slag 
Cement can also be substituted by ground granulated blast-furnace slag. Blast-
furnace slag is a by-product of crude iron production and its economical value is 
negligible compared to the crude iron. As such blast-furnace slag is not suited for 
use as concrete binder because to achieve hydraulic properties it needs to be cooled 
fast, dried and ground to typical cement fineness. Blast-furnace slag processing 
uses less energy and causes considerably less emissions than cement 
manufacturing, so already a small amount of cement substitution with blast-furnace 
slag lowered environmental burdens. Blast-furnace cement has 10% blast-furnace 
slag addition but it could be increased to approximately 70% of the total binder 
content. Compared to concrete composed of 100% cement, the appropriate use of 
blast-furnace slag in concrete products as a cement substitute decreases 
environmental effects [2]. The bad quality of blast-furnace slag in Iran limited its 
content in concrete to 10-15%. 
 
2.2. Durability of Concrete for Eia 
One of the most important considerations in the concrete industry is the durability 
of concrete. When a concrete structure has inadequate durability it causes solid 
waste generation sooner than it is expected. From an environmental point of view it 
is essential that every concrete structure should continue to perform its intended 
functions, which are maintaining its required strength and serviceability during the 
specified or traditionally expected service life. Improving concrete durability can 
cause a decrease in solid waste generation in building industry. Therefore quality 
control of concrete in the Persian Gulf environment has a long record of stigma 
attached for its harsh climate, desert features and saline waters that do not render 
the longevity of concrete is very important [13]. Use of supplementary 
cementitious materials such as silica fume and blast furnace slag with Portland 
cement has increased durability of concrete in the Persian Gulf region and therefore 
decreased solid waste form short-lived concrete. 
 
2.3. Recycle of Industrial and Building Wastes for Use in Concrete 
Recycled aggregate concrete has become the focus in the past decades due to its 
great environmental effect. In the USA, about 30 million tons of concrete has to be 
discarded each year. This number increased from 55 million tons in 1980 to 162 
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million tons in 2005, approximately tripled in less than 30 years. China faces a 
more serious problem to cope with discarded concrete with the increasingly rapid 
urbanization process. For example, Shanghai City alone, wastes concrete 20 
million tons annually. Other reasons may also lead to waste concrete. An 8.0 
magnitude earthquake in Sichuan province, China on 12th May, 2008 caused 
collapse of at least four millions houses, which produced tremendous discarded 
concrete. Similar problems are presented in Iran. Recycling of concrete is, 
therefore, becoming increasingly important to ensure sustainable development both 
in world [14]. 
Waste management and disposal is a major environmental concern in many 
countries and increasingly becoming a significant environmental, health, and 
aesthetic problem that is not easily solved [15]. Therefore due to the increasingly 
serious environmental problems presented by hazardous industrial wastes, the 
feasibility of burying these materials as aggregate in concrete would be of great 
interests.  
 
3. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION 
• Constructional industry as the largest consumer of natural materials produces 

the most portion of the wastes in the country. The concrete industry has 
potential for environmental pollution.  

• With the exception of CO2 and NOx emissions, by using our current 
technology all the perceived environmental problems with concrete can be 
effectively resolved. The concrete industry needs to focus on these two 
greenhouse gases.  

• In the concrete industry the easiest and most effective way to reduce green 
house gases is to increase the use of such silica rich by-products as slag and 
silica fume and natural pozzolanes, thereby reducing the amount of cement 
used per cubic meter of concrete. 

• Concrete industry generates about 7% of the total CO2 generated globally and 
if we assume that only 18.5% of the cement can be replaced with slag or fly 
ash, then the CO2 reduction would be 300 million tons per year world wide. 

• Over the past decade the average annual increase in CO2 emissions has been 
1.3 percent or nearly 300 million tons a year. Therefore our industry could 
greatly help in easily reducing global warming and at the same time enhance 
the properties of the concrete.  

• Improvement in the durability of concrete in corrosive environments such as 
the Persian Gulf that has a long record of stigma attached for its harsh climate, 
desert features and saline waters, can help to reduce solid waste generated 
from short-lived concrete in these regions.  

• The recycling of industrial and building wastes for use in concrete can have 
significant effect for the environment. 
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ABSTRACT 
The use of recycled aggregates in concrete opens a whole new range of 
possibilities in the reuse of materials in the building industry. The utilization of 
recycled aggregates is a good solution to the problem of an excess of waste 
material, provided that the desired final product quality is reached. The studies on 
the use of recycled aggregates have been going on for 50 years. In fact, none of the 
results showed that recycled aggregates are unsuitable for structural use. Using the 
recycled aggregate is a cost-affective and environmental friendly solution which is 
required general waste concrete management knowledge. This paper is focusing on 
waste cement and concrete management for optimizing the construction costs. The 
ways for reducing the green house gases (GHG) at cement and batch plants are 
suggested. A comparison among Iran industrial utilized cement volume and other 
countries was performed. Finally, it can be concluded that application of recycling 
concrete could reduce the costs by reducing truck traffic, providing the Non-
Renewable Resource, Better Trucking Utilization (Reduced Costs), Allow down to 
10% Deleterious Materials in Iran.  
 
Keywords: waste concrete management, utilized cement volume, cement plants, 
concrete recycling, GHG reduction.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The amount of construction and demolition waste (CDW) has increased 
considerably over the last few years. The recycling and the reuse of this material is 
necessary, considering the impact that the use of natural resources and non use of 
CDW is causing. This would not happen if the use of recycled material were 
possible. 
The largest CDW obtained is concrete [1, 2], and it is the most used construction 
material nowadays. The studies with respect to the applicability of recycled 
concrete aggregates (RCA) are extended around the world.  
Furthermore, Industrial waste is causing more and more environmental pollution. 
Dirty water and poisonous gases are released from factories and workplaces in ever 
increasing quantities. This has led to a new appraisal of a company’s obligation to 
society. A company is now seen as having as much responsibility for avoiding 
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environmental pollution outside the factory as for maintaining cleanliness inside. 
Companies must establish standards for disposing of their waste in a way that will 
not pollute the environment.  
The application of waste materials in cement and concrete industry can improve the 
ecology cycle and prevent environmental pollution. So, waste cement and aggregate 
for generating new types of waste concrete is needed to total management.  
   
2. COMPARING IRAN UTILIZED CEMENT AND CONCRETE STATUS 
WITH OTHER COUNTRIES 
Unfortunately, new concrete technology is applied rarely except special or national 
construction projects in Iran. Existing structures are almost heavy and low strength 
and advanced concrete knowledge haven’t utilized in design and construction of 
structures that causes in vulnerable structures subjected to ground shaking.  
Relation between research centers of universities and construction industry could 
be optimum alternative for implementation of new concrete technology in real 
scales.  
Used cement is just 10.8 %   in Iran Industry. Used cement in ready mixed concrete 
part is 8.64% of total used cement in Iran. 2.16 % of used cement is subjected to 
construction of concrete segments while Japan used cement is 86.4% which for 
ready mix concrete and concrete segments is 73.2 and 13.2% respectively.  
United states used cement volume is 66.7% too and according this, 55.7% and 11% 
of cement is related to ready mix concrete and concrete segments part respectively.  
Turkey and Russia used cement volume in industry is 74.4 and 71.3% respectively. 
62 and 52 % of used cement in mentioned countries is assigned to ready mix 
concrete and 12.4 and 19.3% is assigned to concrete segment respectively [3]. 
Comparison of industrial used cement volumes among countries is shown in figure 
1.  
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Figure 1. Comparison of industrial used cement volumes among countries 
 
On the other hand, utilized cement infrastructure is still incorrect in Iran. 
Significant part of utilized cement generate by hand.  Failed structures in past 
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strong earthquakes have proved that existing structures is vulnerable especially in 
Tehran metropolitan. Past Tehran earthquakes have occurred each 150 years. 
Forcing the ready mixed concrete plants for issuing quality justification is effective 
solution as more than 75% of ready mixed concrete plants have received standard 
certificate. In addition, light weight structures construction for improving the 
seismic performance of structures is important while 20% of light weight building 
materials utilized in country and remained materials is exported to out of country. 
Application of light weight concrete in buildings is required the three 
administration of managers, investors and illuminates cooperation.  
 
3. MANAGEMENT PRNCIPLES IMPORTANCE 
3.1. Improves Understanding about Cement and Concrete Industry 
From the knowledge of principles managers get indication on how to manage the 
waste concrete industry. The principles enable managers to decide what should be 
done to accomplish given tasks and to handle situations which may arise in waste 
concrete management. These principles make managers more efficient. 
 
3.2. Direction for Training of Managers  
Principles of management provide understanding of management process what 
managers would do to accomplish what. Thus, these are helpful in identifying the 
areas of management in which existing & future managers should be trained.  
 
3.3. Role of Management  
Management principles makes the role of managers sensitive. Therefore these 
principles act as ready reference to the managers to check whether their decisions 
are appropriate. Besides these principles define managerial activities in practical 
terms. They tell what a manager is expected to do in specific situation.  
 
3.4. Guide to Research in Management  
The body of management principles indicate lines along which research should be 
undertaken to make management practical and more effective. The principles guide 
managers in decision making and action. The researchers can examine whether the 
guidelines are useful or not. Anything which makes management research more 
exact & pointed will help improve management practice. 
 
4. CEMENT PRODUCTION RELEASE GHG PROCESS 
Cement production generates GHG from two main sources: calcination and fuel 
combustion. Calcination is the chemical process in which calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3) is heated to high temperatures, converting it to lime or calcium oxide 
(CaO), and releasing carbon dioxide (CO2). So it is not surprising that the main 
type of GHG from cement production is carbon dioxide (CO2). The amount of 
CO2 released due to the calcination process alone usually varies from 50 to 60 
percent the total amount of CO2 released during cement production. The remaining 
40 to 50 percent is mainly due to fuel combustion. The contribution of each of 
these sources (calcination and fuel combustion) depends on energy efficiency. The 
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percent of CO2 released from fuel combustion in efficient cement plants tends to 
be lower since less fuel will be needed to produce the same amount of cement. 
Figure 2 shows the cement plant. 
 

 
Figure 2. Cement plant 

 
4.1. Ways to Reduce Cement Ghg at Cement and Batch Plants 
4.1.1. Blending SCM at cement plants 
Blending cement with Supplementary Cementitious Materials (SCMs) reduces 
GHG emissions. Common SCMs in use include slag, fly ash, silica fume, and 
calcined clay. Using two or more SCMs together with portland cement is referred 
to as a ternary cement mix. Proper use of ternary mixes comprised of fly ash and 
slag produce not only less but also better quality concrete. The addition of SCM at 
cement plants has the potential to significantly impact GHG savings. 
 
4.1.2. Environmentally friendly fuel for cement kilns 
Use of environmentally friendly fuels would reduce GHG emission by using less 
carbon intense fuels. Although coal is one of the most efficient and cost effective 
fuels for heating a kiln, it is also one of the most intense in terms of the CO2 
emissions.  Therefore, it is important to use alternative fuels instead, such as 
recycled materials. 
For example, In 2005, fuel combustion from coal constituted about 73 percent of 
all emissions from fuel combustion by cement plants in California. This number 
has decreased since 1990 when coal was responsible for about 85 percent of all fuel 
combustion emissions. 
 
4.1.3. Using of interground limestone  
The limestone addition strategy consists of replacing cement with interground 
limestone. Since interground limestone is added at the end of the cement 
production line, the cement-related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions will be 
reduced proportionally to the amount of limestone added. The GHG savings arise 
from avoiding GHG emissions associated with cement production during fuel 
combustion and calcination in the kiln. 
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The maximum GHG savings generated by this strategy is 5 percent, which is the 
maximum limestone allowance per American Society of Testing Material (ASTM 
C 150), a major nationwide cement specification. Since the effect of limestone 
addition to cement had not been studied in detail, Caltrans sponsored a 
comprehensive study, use of raw limestone in portland cement, designed to 
evaluate the three primary indicators of concrete performance: strength, drying 
shrinkage, and permeability[4]. It was found that limestone improved strength and 
permeability (at early ages).  
Since 2007 Caltrans has been accepting 2.5 percent limestone addition. 
After concluding the limestone study, Caltrans will accept the full 5 percent 
but implement a performance-based specification to control shrinkage. 
Although 5 percent of limestone is allowed per ASTM C 150, it is estimated 
that the statewide limestone addition may not exceed 3.5 percent based on 
manufacturing limitations. According to reports from the portland cement 
association (PCA), the estimated average nationwide is only 2.5 percent [5]. 
 
4.1.4. Production efficiency improvements 
Significant GHG emission reduction for California is not expected of this particular 
strategy. One of the reasons being that the cement industry in California is already 
among the most energy efficient in the world. It has been reported that one of the 
most recent cement plants built in California has a GHG intensity of only 0.02 
below that of the 2005 California average GHG intensity factor of 0.86 ton of CO2 
per ton of cementitious material.  
All cement plants in California except one have precalcinators. These pre-heaters 
significantly improve energy efficiency by heating limestone prior to its placement 
in the cement kiln. Another process-related piece of equipment that significantly 
improves energy efficiency is the dry kiln compared to wet kiln usage: All cement 
plants in California have dry kilns. Using one kiln instead of multiple is also 
recommended to further improve energy efficiency. Only one cement plant in 
California uses multiple kilns. According to the California Cement Industry (2008), 
the energy efficiency of California cement plants is 15 percent better than the 
average U.S. value since 1995. 
Another reason for a small GHG emission reduction is the fact that production 
efficiency improvement only affects 40 percent of the GHG emission from cement 
production. The other 60 percent of GHG emissions comes from calcination, which 
is a natural chemical process inherited from the cement production process in 
which limestone (CaCO3) is converted to calcium oxide (CaO) by releasing carbon 
dioxide (CO2) in the presence of heat, as follows: 
 

23 COCaOheatCaCO +⎯→⎯+  
 
Since fuel combustion is responsible for only 40 percent of the GHG emissions, a 
reduction in energy consumption of 4.5 percent accomplished by California 
Portland, only reduced GHG emissions by 1.8 percent. California Portland was 
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named the 2007 Energy Star Partner of the Year for such energy reduction. This 
saved the company about $850,000 in operating costs. 
 
4.1.5. Optimizing cement content at batch plants 
Optimizing cement content can be prescribed as a strategy to reduce GHG. In some 
cases, a higher amount of cement is used because of the desired early concrete 
strength. For instance, a homeowner or general contractor may need concrete with 
a compressive strength of only 14 MPa. This 14 MPa concrete only needs about 
135 Kg of cement to gain this strength at 28 days. That strength requirement can be 
met if the homeowner or contractor allows more time for concrete to gain strength. 
Another option for homeowners and general contractors would be the use of 
admixtures to accelerate the strength gain of the concrete mix. While there is a cost 
to these admixtures, they can be used to reduce GHG through the reduction of 
cement. To optimize the amount of cement, concrete mixes can also reduce the 
amount of water used since this results in a stronger concrete. Reducing the amount 
of water would also involve some additional cost for plasticizer or water-reducing 
admixtures. This cost may be compensated for by cost savings of optimized cement 
content. 
Example: when a mix for a concrete driveway replaces 25 percent of the cement 
with fly ash, and uses half the normal amount of cement, as much as 5.7 tones of 
CO2 can be saved per driveway, assuming each ton of cement emits 0.9 tons of 
CO2. This is equivalent to the CO2 emissions from about one passenger car for the 
entire year, as the average passenger car emits about 5.2 tones of CO2, based on 
data from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  
To calculate this emission, it was assumed that each car travels 19,300 Kilometer 
per year, gets about 8,631 Km per cubic meter and each cubic meter of fuel emits 
2,235 tones of CO2 per cubic meter. To achieve this savings, it may be necessary 
to keep cars off of the driveway longer. If it is necessary to get strength faster so 
vehicles can access the driveway, these GHG savings can still be obtained by 
adding an accelerator to the mix at a concrete cost increase of about 10 percent.  
 
4.1.6. Reducing concrete waste 
This strategy seeks to significantly reduce the concrete waste occurring at batch 
plants. It is estimated that approximately 5-8 percent of the concrete that is made in 
California every year is returned to the batch plants as waste. Concrete waste (or 
concrete returned to batch plants) is generated for the following two main reasons: 
1) a load of concrete is not completely used, or 2) a load of concrete is rejected by 
an inspector due to the mix not meeting some specified characteristic. The worst 
case for a return in terms of GHG is when the plastic concrete is separated back to 
sand, gravel, and water, and the cement was then truly a waste product. 
Concrete is almost always left over at the end of a job. The main reason is because 
it is more cost-effective to overestimate rather than be short of the material needed. 
Here are a few ways to reduce waste, and consequently GHG: 
1. Better estimating of total concrete requirements.  
2. Use of volumetric trucks to handle the exact needs of the last quantities of the day.  
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3. Design locations to receive the returned or left over concrete. One of the ways to 
re-use the concrete would be to make concrete blocks for later sale. Another is to 
use that last truck to make sidewalks that may have been planned for a later 
placement.  
 
5. APPLICATION OF RECYCLING CONCRETE AS WASTE AGGREGATE 
IN CONCRETE 
5.1. Aggregates are Required for Construction Projects 
Aggregates are composed of rock fragments that may be used in their natural state 
or after mechanical processing such as crushing, washing, and sizing. Natural 
aggregates consist of both sand and gravel, and crushed stone. Recycled aggregates 
consist mainly of crushed concrete and crushed asphalt pavement. Construction 
aggregates make up more than 80 percent of the total aggregates market, and are 
used mainly for road base, riprap, cement concrete, and asphalt. Aggregates 
provide bulk, strength, and wear resistance in these applications. Construction 
aggregates increased from 36 percent of all raw materials used in the United States 
in 1900 to 70 percent in 1958, a compound annual growth rate of 1.15 percent. 
From 1958 to 1998, Americans have maintained their use of construction 
aggregates at 70–73 percent of their total raw material demand [6]. 
 
5.2. Concrete Recycling 
Aging U.S. infrastructure, decreasing availability of landfill space, and 
environmental concerns work together to increase concrete recycling. There are 
two approaches to recycling concrete. One alternative is to haul the concrete debris 
to a permanent recycling facility, usually close by to minimize transportation costs, 
for crushing and screening. The other approach is to do the crushing and screening 
at the demolition site where the aggregate is reused as soon as it is processed. 
Recycling at the demolition site reduces heavy materials hauling, thereby reducing 
transportation costs, energy use, and wear and tear on roads and equipment. Figure 
3 shows the schematic flow of concrete recycling. Figure 4 shows the stages of 
concrete recycling [7]. 
 

 
Figure 3. Schematic flow of concrete recycling 
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Figure 4. Concrete to be Recycled, Concrete Crushing, Processed Concrete 

 
5.3. Recycling-Small Market Share, But Large Tonnage 
Construction Materials Recycling Association, Lisle, Illinois, states that about 100 
million t of concrete is recycled annually into usable aggregates. Aggregates 
produced from recycled concrete supply roughly 5 percent of the total aggregates 
market (more than 2 billion t per year), the rest being supplied by aggregates from 
natural sources such as crushed stone, sand, and gravel. Preliminary data indicate 
that in 1998, 3,400 U.S. quarries produced about 1.5 billion tones of crushed stone, 
of which about 1.2 billion tones was used in construction applications. About 5,300 
sand and gravel operations produced more than 1.0 billion t of construction 
aggregates in 1998. application of recycling concrete could reduce the costs by 
reducing truck traffic, providing the Non-Renewable Resource, Better Trucking 
Utilization (Reduced Costs), Allow down to 10% Deleterious Materials in Iran. 
 
5.4. Concrete Recycling Product 
The bulk of the aggregates recycled from concrete—an estimated 68 percent—is 
used as road base. The remainder is used for new concrete mixes (6 percent), 
asphalt hot mixes (9 percent), high-value riprap (3 percent), low-value products 
like general fill (7 percent), and other (7 percent) [8]. The low usage rate of 
recycled aggregates from concrete (15 percent) in high-value new concrete and 
asphalt hot mixes, compared to the higher usage rates in lower valued products, is 
related to quality issues, both real and perceived. State agencies have been slow to 
accept recycled aggregates from concrete for high-quality uses such as road 
surfacing. Specifications, based on considerable research and favorable in-service 
experience, have allowed its use mostly as road base material. Some States are 
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experimenting with the conversion of existing worn-out concrete roads to rubble-
in-place. The old concrete surface is broken up and compacted, and asphalt 
pavement is placed over the enhanced base, composed of the original base and the 
new layer of compacted rubble. 
 
6. LIFE CYCLE ENERGY AND CO2 OF HIGH QUALITY RECYCLED 
AGGREGATE BY HRM  
There is a developed technology for producing high quality aggregate from 
demolished concrete using a "heating and rubbing method" (HRM) [9]. Using this 
technology, aggregate can be recycled as raw, material for ready mixed concrete, 
while fine powder (HRM powder) from cement paste can be recycled as raw 
material for cement, cement admixture, or soil stabilizer. The HRM uses a 
considerable amount of energy to heat and rub concrete. Life cycle CO2 and 
energy of the recycled aggregate are calculated to evaluate this technology. The 
recycled aggregate is produced from demolished concrete and the HRM powder is 
used for a soil stabilizer in case 1-1. The HRM powder is used as part of cement 
raw materials in case 1-2. The production of crashed stone, which is the most 
popular aggregate, is calculated in case 2. The result of life cycle CO2 is shown in 
figure 5. In case 1-1 and 1-2, the life cycle CO2 is a negative value because the 
deduction of CO2 emission during cement manufacturing by the powder is much 
larger than the emission during recycled aggregate production. In case 2, the CO2 
emission from crashed stone production is very small but still positive. This 
method is proved to be very effective to reduce CO2. As for the life cycle energy, 
its use of recycled aggregate is greater than that of crashed stone as ordinary 
aggregate because the deduction of energy consumption during cement 
manufacturing by the powder is relatively small [9].     
 

 
Figure 5. Life cycle CO2 of high-quality recycled aggregate by HRM 
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7. CONCLUSION 
Concrete recycling has proven to be profitable, but its use has limitations. 
Transportation costs need to be kept low, which forces the market to be urban-
oriented. The market for recycled aggregates may be restricted by user 
specifications and prejudices. Finally, the availability of feedstock into recycling 
plants is fixed by the amount of demolition taking place, which generally places the 
activity within older, larger cities. Depending on the size of the recycling facility, 
entry into the aggregates recycling business requires a capital investment. 
Processing costs for the aggregates recycler again depending on the size of the 
operation. The larger operations distribute costs over more units of output. The 
average production capacity for a fixed site recycling operation  should be 
determined. Prices for the various aggregate products made from recycled concrete 
should be evaluated from region to region.  
Recyclers often have the opportunity to charge a fee for accepting concrete debris, 
especially where landfill space is running short and charges for depositing 
materials into landfills are high. In such cases, the added revenue can compensate 
for a lower market price for the recycled aggregate product. As natural aggregate 
producers dominate the market, they tend to set the terms that recyclers can obtain. 
The future for recycled aggregates will be driven by reduced landfill 
availability, greater product acceptance, continuing government recycling 
mandates, and the continuing decay of a large stock of existing 
infrastructure, as well as by the demands of a healthy economy.  
On the other hand, the industrial utilized cement infrastructure could be improved 
by observing the ways to reduce cement GHG at cement and batch plants, 
optimizing cement content at batch plants, reducing concrete waste, application of 
recycling concrete as waste aggregate in concrete in Iran. 
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ABSTRACT  
Concrete has been used since the 1970s in construction of rural houses in Iran. 
Despite extensive use of concrete in rural housing in Iran and the huge allocated 
budget, the quality of construction is not acceptable. The aim of this paper is to 
evaluate the influence of using concrete in construction of rural houses in Iran. For 
this purpose, the effective factors on the development process of rural housing have 
been identified first. They could be counted as: 

1. Efficiency and Effectiveness 
2. Compatibility with climate, economy and social aspects 
3. Dynamism and Flexibility  
4. Stability and Durability 
5. Cultural continuity and visual desirability 

 Then, sample cases -25 villages- have been surveyed through these factors by 
authors. Minimum of 3 houses have been surveyed in each village. The result of 
this research recognizes some problems of using concrete in rural housing in Iran. 
The most common difficulties are providing materials with good quality, lack of 
technical knowledge in villagers as the main workforces and lack of required 
equipments.  
 
Keywords: rural housing, feasibility, concrete 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
According to development of rural settlements in Iran, current use of concrete in 
building construction of rural areas has been begun since the seventieth decade 
(c.c.). Concrete has been used in the following methods of construction in Iran: 
- Bearing wall system with tie beams and columns  
- Structural reinforced concrete with beam and column or moment- resisting frame 
- Reinforced concrete slab 
In the above classification, the first one has the maximum usage in rural 
settlements of Iran. Despite extensive use of concrete in rural housing in recent 
years in Iran, the quality of construction has not been acceptable, according to the 
experts' views.  This lack of desirability is related to structural and architectural 
aspects. However, efforts undertaken in the development of rural housing by 
making use of new material and methods of construction- such as concrete- have 
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not considered all related aspects of housing development in rural areas.  
This paper is going to evaluate use of concrete in building construction by a 
general and multi-aspect overview considering physical aspects of rural concrete 
constructions which is related to social, economical and cultural properties of rural 
housing. The result of this research is to declare the difficulties of making use of 
concrete in renovation of rural housing in Iran. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 
Effective factors on renovation process of rural housing are identified first. 
Identification of these factors is a process in itself and is not covered in this paper. 
However, a summarized explanation of steps of exploiting the factors is mentioned 
in continuation of the report. Final factors and evaluation of the influence of using 
concrete in Rural Construction by them has been introduced. The factors are based 
on derivation of a conceptual framework effective on selection of proper rural 
housing development method, using the existing resources. In this condition, the 
framework is chosen out of the following domains: 
1. Theories including identification of the concept of village and rural housing, 

theories connected with the way of interfering in man-built environment, 
especially rural regions (with emphasis on theories relying on dwellers' 
participation) and theories related to proper technology 

2. Internal experiences including macro-policies and programs and experiences 
on construction and reconstruction of rural housing  

3. Experiences of other countries (with emphasis on countries that have similar 
condition as  Iran) 

The research is based on surveys in rural samples. The research method is 
Qualitative and based on observation (profound observation) and interview (focus 
group). The factors and sub factors have given a checklist for surveying. Each 
factor has been supported by a question in questionnaire that the surveyor answers 
by observation.       
 
3. SAMPLING 
Sample cases have been selected through a categorized random sampling method. 
Statistical community consists of villages that have minimum of 15 implemented projects 
of rural house renovation. Also minimum of three years might have passed from 
implementation of the projects. In accordance with the sampling method, statistical 
community has been categorized in a few clusters through the following criteria: 

1. Climate categorization of Iran 
2. Cooperation of villagers 
3. Population 

Then, a portion of each cluster has been calculated on the scale of each cluster to 
the whole amount of final samples. Due to validation of sampling, amount of final 
samples has been set to 25 villages. Finally, in accordance with the portion of each 
cluster in statistical community, sample cases have been selected randomly from 
each cluster. Sample cases have been surveyed by authors with prepared checklists 
trying not to intervene in the prevailing situation of the villages and houses. A 
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minimum of 3 houses have been surveyed in each village.  
Checklist focuses on five major aspects of renovated rural houses: 

1. Efficiency and Effectiveness 
2. Compatibility with climate, economy and social aspects 
3. Dynamism and Flexibility  
4. Stability and Durability 
5. Cultural continuity and Visual desirability 

Each aspect has been surveyed by a number of correlated indicators mentioned 
below (refer to 4). Achieved data has been categorized and analyzed. Finally, 
guidelines are provided in accordance with the results.   
 
4. FINAL FACTORS, MEASUREMENT COMPONENTS AND THEIR 
EFFECT ON DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING  
Final factors analyzed in the rural settlements of Iran and measuring components of 
each factor are as the following; In continue, Summarized results of analysis of 
data are mentioned in accordance with the above mentioned factors:   
 
4.1. Executive Efficiency With Respect To Workforce and Cost 
The objective is the complete fulfilment of related necessities by developing the 
building and providing smooth trend of its implementation in a way that interfering 
factors do not stop or delay the work trend. In addition, the budget spent to develop 
the housing and the special procedures taken to reduce spending are the criteria for 
logicality of the cost with respect to priority needs of the household. 
Components for measuring the factor are: speed of implementation [3, 610, 15, 16, 
24, 26, 30, 31, 32], independency of  expert forces in making [1, 3, 6, 16, 26, 29, 
31, 32], repairing and maintaining [1, 5, 6, 19, 23, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32], lack of 
need for sophisticated and unavailable equipments [1, 3, 4, 5, 11, 15, 16, 19, 23, 
32], achieving gradual durability [1, 3, 11, 15, 24, 26, 29, 32], possibility to avoid 
flaws and mistakes [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 16, 19, 23, 24], ease of 
implementation [11, 15, 16, 19, 26, 29, 32], smoothly accessed resources [11, 15, 
16, 19, 23, 31, 32], low cost construction and maintenance [1, 10, 16, 19, 23, 24, 
26, 32], fair balance between housing budget and credits allocated to it [23, 24, 30, 
31, 32], compatibility with current economic conditions and lifestyle, increased self 
confidence, avoiding luxury [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 24, 31, 32], desirability to 
work and to construct a house, convertibility to a capital commodity. [ 4, 5, 6, 7, 
10, 11, 15, 16, 29, 30, 31, 32] 
Field studies clearly show a decrease in the quality of concrete constructions. It 
might be a result of the following reasons: 
1. Lack of required equipments and machineries  
2. Difficulties in providing high quality material such as mixing water, fine 

aggregate, coarse aggregate and additives 
3. Lack of expert labor in production process. 
Also, increasing the cost and time of the construction process has been observed. 
This is the result of non- industrial process of construction. (Figure 1,2,3,5,6,7)   
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4.2. Climate adaptation with natural environment 
The concern is physical accordance of the building and its construction scheme using 
climatic elements and employing proper mechanisms to provide comfort relative to the 
elements used for exploitation of potentials to counteract its negative effects. 
• Components for measuring the factors: wind, rain, humidity, sunshine, and 

temperature. [3,11,15,16,18,20,26,29,30,31,32] 
In humid zone, because of high heat capacity of concrete elements, undesirable 
effect in thermal adjustment, has been seen. 
 
4.3. Physical Effectiveness 
• The concern is physical accordance of building with requirements, needs and 

demands of the residents such that fulfilment of the said needs is predicted in 
the development method and that physic and spaces created in this method 
have adequate capability to provide for engineering issues, human factors and 
are in compliance with human behaviours. 

Components for measuring the factor: observance of proportions and dimensional 
and space criteria from operational efficiency and visional desirability 
[3,4,6,30,31,32], hygiene [10,11,19,29,30,31,32], caring for tastes and demands of 
the residents[15,16,19,29,30], compliance with needs [10,11,15,16,19,29,30], avoid 
shortages [19,29,30,31,32], provide safety [3,4,6,10,11,15,16,19], establish proper 
relationship between open and closed spaces[3,4,6,10,16,19,29,32], capability to 
construct infrastructures and facility services.[11,15,16,19,29,30,31,32] 
Using concrete increases length of span up to 7 m which improves architectural 
characteristics of renovated houses. Diversity in interior design and space planning 
is the result of such structural potentials. Physical effectiveness of renovated 
concrete structures improves the ability of architectural design in shouldering 
responsibility to the new style of life, hygienic needs and infrastructures. 
 
4.4. Social Capabilities and Compatibilities 
The intention is to create coordination with social under-layer and its expected 
social functions, such that in proportion with configurations, values, beliefs and 
traditions, the building would be able to offer a desirable function to the residents 
relative to other sects of the society. 
• Components for measuring the factor: care for social values [1, 3, 4, 5, , 20, 

23, 25, 26, 29, 32, 33], coordination with social functions  [1, 3, 11, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 29], enhancing sense of cooperation and 
contribution, control and management of the work [6, 10, 11, 13, 14, 30, 31, 
32, 33], self-sufficiency, improved quality of the dwellers' life style and 
culture. [16,19,20,23,25,30,31,32,33] 

Vast use of concrete structures decreases capabilities and social compatibilities, 
because of its need to expert labours. It also results in low proficiency of houses 
and also, low innovations in the design process by habitants. 
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4.5. Stability 
The intention is the resistance of building against usual, common, unconventional 
and temporary natural forces and erosion due to withstanding and enduring the 
environment and its effects and making use of the building all along its life cycle.  
• Components for measuring the factor: resistance against earthquake, [6, 10, 

24, 29, 30, 31, 32] natural and atmospheric conditions [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 24, 29, 
30, 31, 32] construction quality[1,3,4,5, 32], and durability. [1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 24] 

Reinforced concrete structure has a good lateral and vertical stability and also 
desirable durability, if it has been implemented perfectly. But in rural construction, 
because of low quality of the process of producing reinforced concrete 
constructions -such as inappropriate designs, bad curing, missing components 
portion etc, stability of rural concrete structures could not be guaranteed. 
 
4.6. Dynamism 
Dynamism means growth, movement and possibility for optimization of the 
building based on dwellers' ideas and desires. A dynamic building is the one that is 
capable of forming a process and a continuous life. 
• Components for measuring the factor: partial diversity [1, 3, 10, 11, 29, 30, 

31, 32], changeability [4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 26], development possibility. [1, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 24, 29, 30, 31, 32] 

Lack of expert labours, materials and equipments of concrete construction is a 
serious limitation for future development and growth of houses. Also, low diversity 
in design process of building and detailing has been seen. (Figure 8) 
 
4.7. Economic Development 
The concern is to measure effects of the chosen approach on economic growth of 
the region and improvement of economical development factors in the region. 
• Components for measuring the factor: expand the native industries and 

increase production capacity [,7,8,10,11,18,20,24] , improve regional 
commerce of the area [1,6,7,8,10] , reduce unemployment and train expert 
men[15,16] 

Because of low economic ability of villagers, concrete constructions are not affordable 
in many rural areas of the country. On the other hand, industrialization of concrete 
production has had visible effects on growth of economic indicators such as. 
 
4.8. Coordination and Protection of Natural Environment 
The intention is to find out how loyal a building development style and the 
capabilities embedded in a long constructed building during its different utilization 
steps have been in keeping up with the rules and basics of conserving the 
environment and how much have they protected the natural resources from getting 
damaged. In addition, coordination with natural bed, meaning the proportionality 
of the development procedure, hidden capacities of the structure in its different 
utilization stages with current environmental conditions, optimum usage of 
environmental conditions and natural forces must be considered. 
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• Components for measuring the factor: usage of less basic resources [1, 6, 10 , 
15, 16, 17, 18, 24] ,use of renewable resources [6, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
purification of environmental forces [1, 4, 6, 10, 26], ground slope[1], 
conservation of environmental view [10, 20, 24, 26] 

The most important problem of concrete buildings, according to this factor is 
recycling. The elements of buildings which have been constructed with concrete 
could not be recycled or reused in the other way in buildings. It has some visible 
effects on increasing pollution of closed environment of rural areas. 
 
4.9. Cultural Continuity 
The intention is the extent of notice given to the historical bed on which the 
building is constructed, in a way that the developed building is in logical 
accordance with construction traditions and that the resulting product does not 
contradict with the existing physical background. 
• Components for measuring the factor: conserving the native identity and 

laying this building construction tradition [1, 10, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 24], 
conserving appearance of the built environment. [10, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 
24, 26, 29, 30, 34] 

New buildings which have been constructed by new materials and methods –such 
as concrete- often cannot provide acceptable architectural correlations to their 
existing context. Because of lack of skill in villagers to use these new methods of 
building and materials appropriately, the result is not in continuity with vernacular 
architecture. (Figure 4) 
 

  
Figure 1. Kushalshad Village- Gilan 

Province 
Figure 2. Shirinsoo Village- Qazvin 

Province 

  
Figure 3. Jashnabad Village- Fars 

Province 
Figure 4. Ghaesoo Village- Gilan 

Province 
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Figure 5. Kolangestan Village- Gilan 

Province 
Figure 6. Abparan Village- Golestan 

Province 

  
Figure 7. Eivazloo Village- Ardebil 

Province 
Figure 8. AsbMarz Village- Ardebil 

Province 
  
5. CONCLUSION 
Concrete is one of the most important based materials for building construction. In 
spite of that, difficulties of its implementation in rural areas cause low efficiency. 
Most of the difficulties encountered can be outlined as the following:  
- Difficulties in providing good quality materials, such as water, aggregates and 

appropriate type of cement. 
- Low quality of particle size distribution. 
- Lack of technical knowledge of implementation of reinforced concrete. 
- Inappropriate curing of concrete. 
- Inappropriate structural design. 
- Missing standards in time of haulage. 
Considering the above achievements, the solutions for increasing the efficiency of 
concrete usage are: 
- Developing vernacular knowledge in concrete construction technology and 

methods. 
- Providing and developing industrialization in concrete construction process 

and productions. 
- Providing appropriate standards for implementation of concrete constructions 

in rural areas.    
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ABSTRACT  
Roller Compacted Concrete construction technique has been recently remarkably 
considered in Iranian academic centers and dam engineering industry. However, 
research studies can hardly be found in which physico - mechanical properties of 
RCC have been studied as in a real ongoing project. In this study, permeability of 
the mass of RCC mixture used in Zirdan RCC dam located in south of Iran, the 
second large RCC dam in Iran has been investigated. Influences of cementitious 
material content, water - cement ratio, pozzolan replacement ratio in cementitious 
material, delay in working time and age of concrete specimens on permeability 
coefficient have been studied. Moreover, effects of different types of pozzolan on 
permeability have been examined.results showed that RCC has an equal or even 
lower permeability coefficient in comparison to an equivalent ordinary concrete. 
Effect of water content on permeability was considerable and in comparison to 
cementitious material content, showed a higher degree of importance. The rate of 
developing permeability coefficient (decreasing) was found faster than the rate of 
mechanical strength development (increasing). Delay in working time decreased 
the permeability of RCC. However, decreasing the water content below its 
optimum limit would result in an excessively high permeability coefficient.  
Finally, it was observed that silica fume had a significant effect on permeability 
coefficient.  
 
Keywords: RCC, permeability coefficient, pozzolan, silica fume, working time 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Permeability of RCC mass is one of the most important parameters in RCC dams, 
and also in Roller Compacted Concrete Pavements (RCCP). This is due to direct 
relationship between this parameter and problems such as water leakage through 
dam body, pore water pressure, stability in freezing and thawing cycles, and 
durability requirements. Water leakage may have deteriorating effect on hardened 
RCC strength by washing away cementitious materials. 
Also, freezing and thawing cycles would, have undesirable effects on highly 
permeable concrete. On the other hand, design of mixtures with sufficient 
impermeability may lead to omission of several extensive works such as upstream 
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impermeable faces, resulting in positive effects on. technical and economical 
aspects ofproject. 
Two different aspects of RCC, concrete and soil aspects, have leaded in two 
different theories about RCC permeability. Considering concrete approach, 
permeability is related to the content of cementitious material in RCC mixture 
[1,2]. According to soil approach, on the other hand, increasing the amount of 
cementitious material will not result in significant change in permeability 
coefficient in the case designing a suitable RCC mixture proportioning. In fact, it is 
possible to achieve RCC permeability coefficient as low as a conventional concrete 
mixture's and using low content of cementitious material [3]. 
Although a few studies have been formerly conducted on RCC permeability [4,5], 
our understanding of this vital property of RCC IEemains far from adequate. In 
addition, pure theoretical researches cannot provide useful, adequate and practical 
ways to address RCC issues which are currently just the fruit of innovations of 
contractors and designing engineers. 
Having these facts in mind, we were encouraged to investigate the influence of 
several factors on RCC mixture permeability of Zirdan RCC dam, the second large 
RCC dam in Iran considering technical, economical and constructional aspects. 
The dam's study phase test fills of this dam is going on and the placement works is 
about to start. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 
2.1. Materials 
As previously mentioned, materials used in this study were those ones currently 
used in Zirdan RCC dam. The details are as follows: 
Zirdan riverbed materials have been used as aggregates. As it is currently 
employed in site, two classes of aggregates have been considered: 1- sand (0-4.75 
mm) 2- gravel (4.75-37.5 mm), these two classes are mixed in a 40:60 proportion, 
respectively.  
Cement Type II has been used in study. Results of its chemical analysis and 
physical properties are presented in Table [1]. The main applied pozzolan is Khash 
pozzolan. A type of silica fume, slag  and another natural pozzolan type (Trass)  
have been  employed for comparison. Pozzolan chemical analyses are presented in 
Table [2]. 
In order to respond to research questions, several mixture proportions have been 
applied. 
Results obtained from all tested mixtures with their physical and mechanical 
properties are presented in Table [3]. 
 

Table 1: Cement chemical composition 

C25 C4AF C3A LOI Cl Na2O K2O SO3 MgO CaO Fe2O3 Al2O3 Sio2 

0.67 11.7 7.44 0.58 0.017 0.52 0.31 2.06 2.49 63.04 3.24 5.24 21.31 
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Table 2: Pozzolan composition. 
SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 Ca0 MgO SO3 K2O Na2O Pozzolan 
61.14 14.54 4.96 7.8 1.7 0.1 2.66 2.72 Khash 

90 1.4 1.5 2.1 1 0 0 0 Silica Fume 
67 12.3 0.8 2.4 1 0 0 0 Trass 

35.7 10.5 0.71 38 9.06 1.6 0 0 Slag 
 
2.2. Test Procedure 
Cylindrical specimens have been made according to ASTM C II 76-98 [6], using a 
modified Ve Be table; the only difference to the mentioned code is that the 
specimens are made in two 10 cm high layers. Therefore, their height is 20 cm. It 
means 10 cm shorter than the standard specimens. The specimens have been stored 
in 20 ± 2°C water. 
The measurement of the permeability coefficient was performed by the method 
shown in Figure [1].During 48 hours before the permeability test the cylindrical 
specimens were conditioned at 50 % HR and 20°C. Then, the 6 atm water pressure 
was applied for 24 hours on a circular concrete surface area of 7.5 cm in diameter. 
Surrounding this circular surface was wate highte by bituminous material. After 24 
hours of sustained pressure, the specimen was split and the depth of penetration {d) 
was obtained. In this case, the permeability coefficient (K v ) was derived from the 
(Eq. [1]) developed by Valenta [7]. 

 
ht
VdKv 2

2

=  (1) 

 
V is the volume voids filled by water in the penetrated zone, (determined by 
measuring gain), h is the head of water and t is the time to penetrate to depth (d). 
 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of permeability test 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The permeability coefficients obtained are presented in Table [3]. Table [3] also 
includes compressive strength of specimens. Effects of different parameters on 
permeability are described below [8]. 
 

Table 3: Mixture properties and test results 
fc 

(MPa) 
K 

(cm/s) 
Age 

(day) 
Consistency 

(sec) 
Pozzolan 

Type W/(C+P) W 
(kg/m3) 

P 
(kg/m3) 

C+P 
(kg/m3) ID 

14.3 2.65E-10 28 35 Khash 0.55 110 60 200 A1 
13.2 6.17E-10 28 35 Khash 0.61 110 54 180 A2 
13.8 1.21E-09 28 35 Khash 0.69 110 48 160 A3 
9.4 1.55E-09 28 35 Khash 0.79 110 42 140 A4 
7.9 6.14E-09 28 40 --- --- 1 110 0 110 R1 
8.5 4.38E-09 28 38 Khash 1 110 22 110 R2 
9.4 2.89E-10 28 36 Khash 1 110 33 110 R3 
8.3 5.04E-09 28 34 Khash 1 110 44 110 R4 
7.5 1.95E-08 28 30 Khash 1 110 55 110 R5 
6.8 2.37E-08 28 26 Khash 1 110 66 110 R6 
6.5 1.00E-03 28 120 Khash 0.3 39 52 130 W1 

12.0 4.24E-10 28 65 Khash 0.5 65 52 130 W2 
11.2 3.13E-09 28 30 Khash 0.7 91 52 130 W3 
9.8 7.13E-09 28 12 Khash 0.9 117 52 130 W4 
6.4 1.93E-08 28 6 Khash 1.10 143 52 130 W5 
4.8 1.78E-08 3 30 Khash 0.58 115 80 200 G1 
6.7 3.97E-09 7 30 Khash 0.58 115 80 200 G2 
9.8 8.13E-10 14 30 Khash 0.58 115 80 200 G3 

11.8 9.25E-10 21 30 Khash 0.58 115 80 200 G4 
12.1 3.56E-10 28 30 Khash 0.58 115 80 200 G5 
15.0 7.33E-11 28 40 --- --- 0.58 115 0 200 K1 
12.9 9.63E-10 28 33 Khash 0.58 115 100 200 K2 
10.3 2.38E-08 28 32 Trass 0.58 115 100 200 K3 
13.4 2.70E-10 28 27 Slag 0.58 115 100 200 K4 
20.9 1.16E-11 28 29 SF 0.58 115 20 200 K5 

 
C: Cement 
P: Pozzolan 
W: Water 
K: Permeability coefficient 
fc: Compressive strength 
 
3.1. Influence of Cementitious Material Content 
As can be seen in Figure [2], an increase in cementitious material from 140 to 200 
kg/m3 has not shown a significant decrease in permeability coefficient though 
having a remarkable positive effect on mechanical strength. According to this 
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Figure, mixtures having acceptable permeability coefficient would be obtained 
using low cementitious material content. 
Although increase of cementitious material would result in a better mechanical 
strength, no such significant effect is observed for permeability coefficient. 
 

Permeability coefficient Diferent cementitious material contents
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200 180 160 140

 
Figure 2. Effect of cementitious material content. 

 
3.2. Influence of Water to Cement Ratio                                                       
According to Figure [3], optimum water to cement ratio is estimated 0.55. The 
diversity of results shows an implication of importance of water content in RCC 
mixture, instead of water to cement ratio as in ordinary concrete. Another 
conclusion obtained from Figure 5 is that while water content is increased from its 
optimum level, insignificant increase in permeability coefficient would be 
obtained, whereas decreasing water content from the optimum level, even very low 
content, leads to decrease the compaction factor, and shows an excessive increase 
in permeability coefficient. 
 

Permeability coefficient Different water to cement ratioes
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Figure 3. Effect of water to cement ratio. 

 
3.3. Influence of Pozzolan Content  
According to Figure [4], the lowest permeability coefficient would be obtained 
using optimum replacement ratio of pozzolan (in this study, 30% for the main 
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applied pozzolan). Using higher replacement ratio (e.g. 50%), especially in short 
ages (up to 28 days) would increase permeability coefficient. 
 

Permeability coefficient Different pozzolan replacement ratios
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Figure 4. Effect of pozzolan content 

 
3.4. Influences of Age in Working Time 
As can be seen in Figure [5], rate of permeability coefficient development shows a 
different 1· trend to that of for mechanical strength development.  Mechanical  
strength of cemented mixtures as well as RCC increase significantly during the first 
28 days, while RCC permeability coefficient do not shows remarkable decrease after 
14 days in this study. This is in case that 40% of cementitious material is pozzolan. 
 

Permeability coefficient Different ages
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Figure 5. Effect of age 

 
3.5. Influences of Delay in Working Time 
Effect of delay in working time (compaction time) is shown in Figure [6]. Dasmeh 
et al. [9,10] reported that employing pozzolan in cementitious material would  
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extend allowable compaction time. In that study they showed that specimens 
containing pozzolan in their cementitious material and made after 120 min. delay 
in compaction time had shown an improve in mechanical strengths. The results 
obtained from present study on compaction time indicate that it is possible to 
achieve a lower permeability coefficient for specimens compacted after a delay of 
up to 110 min. However, the results obtained from specimens compacted with a 
delay longer than 110 min. illustrate a notable increase of permeability coefficient. 
It may be due to evaporation of water of mixture. Therefore, decreasing the water 
content below its optimum limit which would result in an excessively high 
permeability coefficient.  
 

Permeability coefficient Diffrent delay in working time
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Figure 6. Effect of delay on working time 

 
3.6. Influences of Type Ofpozzolan 
 The effect of use of silica fume in reduction of the permeability coefficient of 
Conventional Vibrated Concrete (CVC) has been shown by several authors [11,12]. 
For Roller Compacted Concrete (RCC), excellent effect of employing silica fume 
in cementitious material is presented in Figure [7]. In comparison to mixtures 
containing other types of pozzolan in their cementitious material, and also to 
mixture without any additive in its cementitious material, a remarkably lower 
permeability coefficient has been obtained when applying silica fume. The result is 
due to the fact that using silica fume in the mixtures would improve the "Transition 
Zone", change capillary pores to gel poreS3 and seal their inter connections. It can 
also be seen that replacement of slag up to 50% of cement could lead to 
considerably good results. The main pozzolan applied in this study (obtained from 
Khash area) has also shown acceptable results regarding permeability coefficient as 
well as mechanical strength. 
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Permeability coefficient Different pozzolan types
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Figure 7. Effect of type of pozzolan 

 
3.7. An Observation: Tortuousity Effect 
Some of specimens in this study showed greater values for horizontal permeability 
coefficient than vertical permeability coefficient. This is an implication of fast 
evacuation of streamlines through side-walls. The difference between permeability 
coefficient of two horizontal and vertical directions can be justified as follow: 
Aggregates including high percentage of flat and elongated particles are allowed to 
be used in RCC mixtures (coarse aggregate used in this study contains 30% of flat 
or elongated particles). RCC compaction methods on the other hand, would arrange 
these particles in horizontal direction. This arrangement of particles is the reason 
for a phenomenon called "Tortuousity" which increases the length of streamlines in 
vertical direction. Consequently this increase would result in a lower vertical 
permeability coefficient and higher value in horizontal direction. This problem 
should be paid attention when evaluating RCC dam required permeability 
coefficient. The phenomenon "Tortuousity" is illustrated in Figure [8]. 
 

 
Figure 8. Tortuousity effect 

 
4. CONCLUSION REMARKS 
Brief summery of the findings is described below: 
1) Influence of water content of RCC mixture on permeability was found vital and 
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in comparison to cementitious material content has a greater degree of importance. 
2) Employing pozzolan up to its optimum replacement ratio in cementitious 
material decreased the permeability coefficient. 
3) Inpite of mechanical strengths, the rate of permeability coefficient improvement 
was considerable up to first 7 to 14 days. 
4)  Delay in compaction time would improve permeability coefficient of specimens 
containing pozzolan in their cementitious material unless it results in a decrease of 
water content below its optimum limit. 
5) Effect of using silica fume in RCC mixture was excellent. Also employing slag 
in cementitious material had considerable positive effects on the reduction of 
permeability coefficient. Considering the low price of slag, it is recommended to 
replace it in great percentages in cementitious material.  
6) The RCC permeability coefficient could be much less than 3x10-9 cm/s, a 
typical value for conventional concrete permeability when using low cement 
content. In case of using flat and elongated aggregates, different values would be 
obtained for horizontal and vertical permeability coefficient. 
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  ارائه طرح اختالط مناسب بتن غلتكي سد زيردان از طريق روش آزمايشگاهي
  

  3 خرّم، وحيد خليلي2، حميد رضا وثوقي فر1عباس منصوري
  واحد تهران جنوب استاديار دانشكده مهندسي عمران، دانشگاه آزاد اسالمي. 1
  واحد تهران جنوب استاديار دانشكده مهندسي عمران، دانشگاه آزاد اسالمي. 2

  هاي هيدروليكي، دانشگاه آزاد واحد تهران جنوب دانشجوي كارشناسي ارشد سازه. 3
  

  چكيده
باشد كه با توجه       مطرح است، تعيين طرح اختالط بتن غلتكي مي        RCCه سدهاي   كه در زمين    يكي از مسايل مهمي   

در ايـن  . طلبـد   و عدم تجربه كافي در ايران، معموال وقت و هزينـه زيـادي را مـي           RCCبه جديد بودن نسبي بتن      
غلتكـي بـا   مقاله، هدف بررسي عوامل موثر بر خواص بتن غلتكي و ارائه نحوه دستيابي به طرح اختالط بهينه بتن         

  .باشد ها مي توجه به سه معيار مقاومت فشاري، كارايي مناسب و عدم جداشدگي دانه
هاي شكسته و طبيعي سـاخته شـد و           در اين راستا به اين روش عمل شد كه تعداد زيادي طرح اختالط با سنگدانه              

قدار مواد افزودني و مقدار آب بر اثرات نوع و مقدار سيمان وپوزوالن، نوع و دانه بندي مصالح سنگدانه اي، نوع و م         
هـاي مـصرفي      سنگدانه. روي خواص بتن غلتكي خصوصا مقاومت فشاري و كارآيي مورد بررسي قرار گرفته است             

  .باشند  ميليمتر مي50در چهار گروه طبقه بندي گرديدند و داراي حداكثر اندازه 
. كـل مـصالح مناسـب اسـت      درصد حجمـي 11لي  ا9ها حاكي از آن است كه ميزان مصالح ريزدانه در حدود         يافته

 درصـد   30ضـمنا افـزودن پـوزوالن تـا         . همچنين جداشدگي سنگدانه حساسيت زيادي به تغييرات ميزان آب دارد         
 12در ضمن طرحهـاي حـاوي افزودنـي منتخـب حـدود             . شود  سبب بهبود خصوصيات بتن سخت شده مي        حجمي

 از Chrysoplastهمچنين با افزايش دوزاج    . گر كسب كردند  درصد مقاومت فشاري باالتري نسبت به طرحهاي دي       
 درصد نيز كاهنـدگي آب بيـشتر حاصـل          3 درصد افزايش مقاومت و      9 درصد در شرايط يكسان، حدود       0,8 به   0,6

  . برعكس شاهد كاهش در مقاومت هستيمConplastولي با افزايش دوزاج . شده است
يي كه داراي مقدار زيادي ريزدانه هستند، مقاومـت فـشاري مطلـوبي             ها  دهد كه سنگدانه    نتايج آزمايشات نشان مي   

هايي كه فاقد مقدار كافي ريزدانه هستند از مقاومـت فـشاري خـوبي برخوردارنـد ولـي                    دهند و سنگدانه    نتيجه نمي 
از اسـتفاده  . شـود  هـا مـي   همچنين مقدار كم آب يا زياد باعث جداشدگي دانـه  . دهد  ها رخ مي    درآنها جداشدگي دانه  

  .شود ها را كاهش داده و موجب باال رفتن ميزان خميرمي پوزوالنها امكان جداشدگي دانه
  

  ، سد وزني، طرح اختالطRCC بتن، :ها كليدواژه
  
   مقدمه-1

باشد و باعث اجراي سريعتر و كم   سال گذشته مي30بتن غلتكي، بزرگترين پيشرفت در ساخت سدهاي بتني، طي         
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 كيلوگرم  290 تا   60هاي بتني غلتكي در صنعت سد سازي معموال داراي            مخلوط.  است تر سدهاي بتني شده     هزينه
ميزان متوسط مواد سيماني در سدهاي بتن غلتكي به علت حجـيم بـودن              . [3]باشند  برمتر مكعب مواد سيماني مي    

ن مـواد جامـد      درصد وز  15 تا   7آن و مشكالت ناشي از گرماي هيدراتاسيون و مالحظات اقتصادي در آن، در بازه               
، مقدار متوسط سـيمان مـصرفي در كـشورهاي چـين،     1998خشك، محدود شده است به طوري كه تا پايان سال    

 كيلوگرم بر متـر مكعـب و متوسـط    80در جهان هستند، RCC ژاپن، آمريكا و اسپانيا كه از پيشگامان ساخت سد 
در سالهاي نخستين اسـتفاده از ايـن بـتن در           . باشد   كيلوگرم بر مترمكعب مي    85پوزوالن مصرفي در آن در حدود       

 كيلـوگرم بـر   60سدها، متوسط ميزان سيمان مصرفي رو به افزايش بوده كـه دامنـه مـصرف مـصالح سـيماني از                    
 كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب در سد آپراستيل واتر مشاهده ميشود، وليكن در             248مترمكعب در سد اوراگان درآرژانتين تا       

باشد كه   كيلوگرم برمتر مكعب مي160هاي بتني غلتكي در حدود  ط مواد سيماني مخلوط سالهاي اخير ميزان متوس   
  .باشد آن پوزوالن مي) درصد وزني( كيلوگرم بر مترمكعب 55در حدود 

هاي بتن غلتكي بر اساس مقدار مواد سيماني كه منظـور مجمـوع    براين اساس طبقه بندي كلي براي انواع مخلوط     
  .باشد و به نحوه زير در مراجع آورده شده است ي ميسيمان و مواد پوزوالن
انـد كـه ايـن        هاي كم عيار استفاده نموده      تعداد قابل توجهي از سدهاي بتن غلتكي از مخلوط        : بتن غلتكي كم عيار   

باشند بـه همـين علـت، اينگونـه بتنهـا              كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب مي     100ها حاوي مواد سيماني كمتر از         نوع مخلوط 
باشد بنابراين براي رفـع ايـن نـواقص از پوشـشهاي              ها ضعيف مي    ذپذيري زيادي بوده و اتصال بين اليه      داراي نفو 

  .گردد آببند در باالدست استفاده مي
  .باشد  كيلوگرم بر مترمكعب مي150 تا 100متوسط مواد سيماني در آن بين : بتن غلتكي با عيار متوسط

هـاي بـتن      درازمدت بتن غلتكي و كنترل چسبندگي و نفوذپذيري اليه        به منظور بهبود مقاومت     : بتن غلتكي پرعيار  
غلتكي و نيز امكان طراحي سد با مقاطع كوچكتر، مهندسين انگليسي براي نخستين بار پيشنهاد كردندكه از مـواد                   

در بتن غلتكي استفاده شود و نيـز بـراي كنتـرل تنـشهاي              )  كيلوگرم بر مترمكعب   150بيشتر از   (سيماني بيشتري   
  .حرارتي به دليل افزايش مواد سيماني، كاربرد زياد موادپوزوالني مورد نظر قرار گرفت

مقدارمتعارف . اين نوع بتن اولين بار توسط مهندسين ژاپني در كشور ژاپن توسعه يافت            ): ژاپني (RCDبتن غلتكي   
 در شرايطي كه مقاومـت  ليكن. شود  كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب در نظر گرفته مي RCD  ،120مواد سيماني در سدهاي     

  .[5]شود  كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب مواد سيماني استفاده مي130بيشتري الزم باشد، نظير سدها با ارتفاع زياد، از 
هـاي قالـب بنـدي، مـصرف           نسبت به انواع ديگر سدها به دليل كاهش در هزينه          RCCمزاياي اقتصادي سدهاي    

دنه سد، حذف درزهاي طولي، كاهش ابعاد سيستم انحراف آب به           هاي سردكننده بتن در ب      كمتر سيمان، حذف لوله   
هـاي مـشخص بـه        به منظور كسب حداكثر دانسيته با سنگدانه      . [6]باشد  مي... علت كوتاه بودن زمان ساخت سد و      

ها   يك حداقل خمير در بخش مالت هر بتن غلتكي نياز است كه اين ميزان خمير باعث بهبود چسبندگي بين اليه                   
  .[12]ود ش نيز مي

  
   روش تحقيق -2

جهت نيل به چهارچوب طرح اختالط بهينه، يك برنامه آزمايشگاهي گسترده در آزمايشگاه شركت جهان كوثر بـه                  
هـاي مختلـف      تعداد زيادي طرح اختالط با به كارگيري پارامترهايي شامل مصالح كارگـاهي در انـدازه              . اجرا درآمد 
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چنين مقدار سيمان و پوزوالن و درصد سـنگدانه ريـز بـه كـل مـصالح                 و مقدار درصد آب بتن و هم      ) شن و ماسه  (
و بــر اســاس Vebe ســنگدانه اي ســاخته شــد و آزمايــشهاي روانــي و وزن مخــصوص بــا اســتفاده از دســتگاه 

 و مطـابق    Vebeهاي بتن غلتكي با استفاده از دستگاه          ساخت نمونه . [8] انجام پذيرفت  ASTM-C1170استاندارد
  .[9] صورت پذيرفتASTM-C1176استاندارد 

  
  سد زيردان 2-1

 جـاده دسترسـي مـسير      از ي چابهـار  ركيلومت150( شمال غرب روستاي پير سهراب     كيلومتري 40 در اين سد  ساختگاه
در نزديكـي روسـتاي      كيلومتري شمال چابهار   60 حدود ازطريق مسير ميان بر    كه )انشعابي به طرف پالن    و ايرانشهر

  .[2] . قرار گرفته استدهارتفاعات طرفين به نزديكترين وضعيت رسي كه نه كاجورودخا محلي از ب و درارگ
  
 مشخصات فني سد 2-2

  (RCC)وزني             نوع سد
   متر350            طول تاج
   متر5,6            عرض تاج

   متر64,5        حداكثر ارتفاع سازه اي سد
  بدون دريچه آزاد،          نوع سر ريز
   متر146          طول سرريز
   متر55        تفاع سازه مقطع سرريزحداكثر ار

  m3/s 85      حداكثر ظرفيت تخليه كننده عمقي
  بتني وزني           نوع فرازبند

   متر11          ارتفاع فرازبند
  m3/s 600        ظرفيت سيستم انحراف آب

   متر4*6كالورت باسه دهانه در بدنه سد به ابعاد        نحوه انحراف آب
  
   مصالح بتن غلتكي2-3

  .باشد و موادافزودني مي) شن و ماسه(، سنگدانه )سيمان پرتلند و پوزوالن( بتن غلتكي شامل سيمان مصالح مصرفي در
  
   مصالح سيماني 2-3-1

نوع و مقدار سـيمان مـصرفي       . باشد   شامل سيمان پرتلند و پوزوالن مي      RCCمصالح سيماني مورد استفاده در بتن       
 جهت كم كردن اثرات ناشـي       RCCدر سدهاي   . از آن دارد  بستگي به اندازه سد، شرايط محيطي و خواص مورد ني         

) 1سـيمانهاي تيـپ   (از حرارت هيداتاسيون سيمان، معموال از سيمانهاي با حرارت زايي كمتر از سيمانهاي معمولي               
. [10]شـود   ، سيمان پرتلند پوزوالني و سيمان پرتلند با سرباره كوره آهنگدازي اسـتفاده مـي              2مانند سيمانهاي تيپ  

مورد استفاده در ساخت طرحهاي اختالط از كارخانه خاش تأمين شده و در مرحله مقدماتي و اول، سـيمان                   سيمان  
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 درصـد پـوزوالن     30 شـامل    II درصد پوزوالن و در مرحلـه دوم سـيمان آميختـه تيـپ               22 شامل   IIآميخته تيپ   
  .ASTM 595([11]استانداردIP منطبق با سيمان نوع . (ميباشد

  
   پوزوالن2-3-2
باشـد كـه در    مـي ) ASTM C618استاندارد N منطبق با پوزوالن نوع (ر پوزوالن مورد استفاده از نوع طبيعي پود

  .[9]كارخانه خاش توليد گرديده است
  
  آب2-3-3

  .پس از تأييد نتايج آزمايشات، از آب رودخانه كاجو كه در محل احداث سد جاري است در بتن استفاده شد
  
  افزودني2-3-4

 ASTM مطـابق اسـتاندارد  B و يـك نـوع افزودنـي تيـپ     Dرحهاي اختالط از دو نوع افزودني تيپ در ساخت ط

C494  همچنين طرحهايي نيز بدون افزودني جهت مقايسه ساخته شد كه در پايـان افزودنـي               . [12] استفاده گرديد
  . در طرح منتخب مورد استفاده قرار گرفتDتيپ 

  
  مصالح درشت دانه2-3-4

هاي بزرگتر از     به كار بردن دانه   . باشد  مي) M.S.A(ها    هاي اساسي در بتن غلتكي، حداكثر اندازه دانه       يكي از پارامتر  
به همـين  . ها به وجود آيد و هم كارايي بتن كاهش يابد   گردد كه هم مشكل جداشدگي دانه        ميلي متر باعث مي    76

 مخلوطهايي كه با ديدگاه مهندسـين       در.  ميلي متر در نظر گرفته شده است       50 طرحهاي اختالط    M.N.S.Aدليل  
اين چهار بخـش مـصالح شـامل    . ها مرسوم است شوند معموال چهار گروه تقسيم بندي براي سنگدانه        بتن تهيه مي  

  .باشد  مي25 ~ 50 و شن 5 ~ 25، شن 0 ~ 5 و 0 ~ 3ماسه 
  
   مصالح ريزدانه2-3-5

. شـود   گفته مي )  ميلي متر  4,75هاي كوچكتر از    نگدانهس (4مصالح ريزدانه يا ماسه به مصالح گذرنده از الك شماره           
شـود كـه پتانـسيل تـرك          هاي بتن غلتكي كه مقدار خاك رس زيادي استفاده شده است، مشاهده مـي               در مخلوط 

هاي مـصرفي     شود كه ريزدانه    توصيه مي . كند  خوردگي بتن غلتكي افزايش يافته، در نتيجه مقاومت كاهش پيدا مي          
الستيك بوده و مقدار آن در حدي باشد كه منافذ خالي را پر نموده، مصرف آب را كاهش دهد           در بتن غلتكي غير پ    

  .[13]و باعث تراكم بهتر مصالح گردد
به جهت به دست آوردن بهترين نسبت اختالط، اقـدام          .  دو حالت شسته و نشسته بررسي شد       0 ~ 5در توليد ماسه    

هـاي حـداكثر وزن       بـا در نظـر گـرفتن پـارامتر        . صالح گرديـد  به انجام آزمايش وزن مخصوص آزاد ميله خورده مـ         
 25 ~ 50 و 5 ~ 25بـه ترتيـب در شـن    1 بـه  2مخصوص ميله خورده و كنترل پديده جداشدگي نـسبت اخـتالط         

 در  1 به   1هاي مذكور بعالوه پوش دانه بندي ماسه مخلوط، منجر به نسبت اختالط               در ماسه نيز پارامتر   . نهايي شد 
هـاي اخـتالط كلـي     نـسبت .  گرديـد 0 ~ 5 و  0 ~ 3 در حالت شسته به ترتيب براي ماسـه          2 به   3حالت نشسته و    
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مصالح نيز با در نظر گرفتن كنترل پديده جداشدگي، وزن مخصوص ميله خورده حداكثر، حداقل ميزان خميـر الزم      
  . انتخاب گرديد

  
  بندي كلي مصالح سنگي  دانه2-3-6

 درصـد ماسـه،   40 كيلوگرم بر متر مكعـب مـواد سـيماني          150 تا   120ي حاوي   با توجه به ميزان خمير، در طرحها      
 42 كيلوگرم بر متـر مكعـب مـواد سـيماني نيـز              120 درصد و پايين تر از       38 كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب      150باالتر از   

  . منحني دانه بندي كلي مصالح سنگي طرح آمده است1در شكل . درصد ماسه مناسب بود
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منحني دانه بندي مصالح 

  
 ي كلي مصالح سنگي بتن غلتكي دانه بند-1شكل 

  
   معيارهاي طرح بهينه2-4

  .جهت دستيابي به طرح اختالط بهينه سه معيار زير در نظر گرفته شده است
 كيلـوگرم   125 براي مقاومت فشاري معيار اصلي رسيدن به مقاومـت فـشاري             : معيار مقاومت فشاري   -الف  

  .  روز قرار داده شده است180برسانتي متر مربع در 
هاي متـوالي ايجـاد        براي اينكه مخلوط كارآيي مناسبي داشته و پيوستگي مطلوب بين اليه           : معيار كارآيي  - ب

  . ثانيه در نظر گرفته شده است24 الي 14گردد، معيار زمان ويبي ما بين 
ها عمدتا به علت درصد آب خيلي كم و يا خيلـي زيـاد، كـم                   جدايي دانه  :ها   معيار عدم جداشدگي دانه    -پ  

در طرح بهينه نبايد جداشدگي     . آيد  هاي مختلف به وجود مي      هاي با اندازه    بودن مقدار ريزدانه و عدم تعادل بين دانه       
  .هارخ دهد تا ضمن حفظ يكنواخي، مقاومت و دوام مطلوب نتيجه شود دانه

  
 ها  يافته-3
   مرحله اول3-1

  . آورده شده است1ها در جدول  ي از اين طرح اختالطهاي هاي تكميلي شد كه نمونه در اين مرحله اقدام به ساخت طرح
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  :باشند هاي ساخته شده به شرح زير مي همچنين نتايج آزمايشات بر روي نمونه
 
   مقاومت فشاري3-1-1

 روزه كليه طرحهـاي ايـن مرحلـه       180 و   90،  28،  7 رابطه بين نسبت آب به سيمان و مقاومت فشاري           2در شكل   
   .نشان داده شده است

  
  هاي ساخته شده اي از طرح اختالط نمونه: 1ل جدو

 شماره  mai-25 0-5 0-3 50-25 آب پوزوالن ميزان نوع زمان مقاومت فشاري

kg/cm2 آزاد خاش سيمان افزودني ويبي (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) 
نام 
 طرح

 طرح

 ثانيه 7 28 90 180

نسبت 
آب به 
مصالح 
 سيماني

درصد به 
مجموع مصالح 

 مانيسي
(kg/m3) (kg/m3) (kg/m3) % % % %   

Chrysoplast 
CER 411 822 519 517 52 43 33 29 36 1,630 
0,6 

63 7 114 
18 36 23 23 

R70-
30-01 1 

Chrysoplast 
CER 409 863 493 492 64 54 39 33 31 1,450 
0,6 

72 8 116 
18 38 22 22 

R80-
30-01 2 

Chrysoplast 
CER 407 813 513 511 71 57 47 36 20 1,300 
0,6 

81 9 117 
18 36 23 23 

R90-
30-01 3 

Chrysoplast 
CER 407 858 491 489 91 81 63 50 23 1,140 
0,6 

90 10 114 
18 38 22 22 

R100-
30-01 4 

Chrysoplast 
CER 403 806 407 608 98 83 81 54 30 1,068 
0,6 

99 11 118 
18 36 18,4 27,6 

R110-
30-01 5 

Chrysoplast 
CER 468 914 335 500 99 93 85 63 19 0,991 
0,6 

108 12 119 
21 41 15,2 22,8 

R120-
30-04 6 

Chrysoplast 
CER 395 843 381 570 101 91 90 65 20 1,033 
0,6 

126 0 130 
18 38 17,6 26,4 

R126-
22-01 7 

Chrysoplast 
CER 417 857 364 545 114 98 93 60 23 0,983 
0,6 

117 13 128 
19 39 16,8 25,2 

R130-
30-02 8 

  

R2 = 0,9458

R2 = 0,9618

R2 = 0,9618

R2 = 0,9618
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   رابطه نسبت آب به سيمان و مقاومت فشاري-2شكل 

  
. طلـوب نيـست   هاي نشـسته طبيعـي م       آزمايشات نشان دادند كه مقاومت فشاري طرحهاي ساخته شده با سنگدانه          

علت اين امر زياد بودن مواد ريزدانه خصوصا ذرات         . ها زياد است    همچنين مقدار آب مناسب براي اين نوع سنگدانه       
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  .باشد كه مانع عملكرد مطلوب سيمان ميگردند  مي200 و 100، 50گذرنده از الك نمره 
  
  طرحهاي اختالط شسته و نشسته3-1-2

ه و نشسته و انجام آزمايـشات بـر روي آنهـا نتـايج نـشان دادنـد كـه                    پس از ساخت طرحهاي حاوي مصالح شست      
طرحهاي اختالط شسته و نشسته تفاوت عمده اي بين آنهـا نيـست بـه طـوري كـه مقاومـت طرحهـاي نشـسته                         

 در ماسه مخلوط متأثر از نرمتـر   0-5كه دليل اين امر، افزايش نسبت ماسه        . باشد  باالتر از طرحهاي شسته مي      كمي
  .  به روشني قابل مشاهده است3اين موضوع در شكل . باشد شدن آن مي
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   مقايسه طرحهاي اختالط شسته و نشسته-3شكل 

 
  موادافزودني 3-1-3

 و Conplast RP264M و ChrysoPlast CERدر طــرح اخــتالط ســد بــتن غلتكــي زيــردان از مــوادافزودني 
ChrysoTard CHRنوع  ( استفاده شد كه طرحهاي حاوي افزودني منتخبD مطابق اسـتاندارد ASTM C494) 

 رابطـه بـين ميـزان       4در شـكل    .  درصد مقاومت فشاري باالتري نسبت به طرحهاي ديگر كسب كردنـد           12حدود  
همچنين در مورد   .  روزه طرحها با افزودنيهاي مختلف نشان داده شده است         180مصالح سيماني و مقاومت فشاري      

شـوند    مي)  ثابت Vebeبا زمان   (ودني روان ساز باعث كاهش در مقدار آب         هاي كم سيمان، كاربرد مواد افز       مخلوط
لذا در اين حالت    . يابد  ولي با وجود كاهش در نسبت آب به سيمان، مقاومت فشاري به طور محسوسي افزايش نمي               

كنواختي مناسب و بهبود يVebe تواند افزايش رواني جهت نيل به زمان  دليل عمده براي استفاده از روان ساز، مي
  .بتن باشد
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  هاي متفاوت  مقاومت فشاري طرحهاي با افزودني-4 شكل 

  
   مقدار مختلف مواد افزودني3-1-4

باشـد،    درصد وزني مواد سيماني مي0,8با توجه به اينكه حداكثر ميزان توصيه شده از سوي سازنده اين مواد حدود      
 طرح كه زمانهاي ويبـي     4كه براي مقايسه آنها با يكديگر،        نيز كار شد     0,8، سه طرح با دوزاج      0,6عالوه بر دوزاج    

  . آورده شده است2آنها نزديك به يكديگر است به همراه يك طرح كه زمان ويبي بااليي دارد، در جدول 
  

  طرحهاي اختالط با دوزاج مختلف موادافزودني: 2جدول 

 نام طرح
 آب
 آزاد

(kg/m3) 

 افزودني
 نوع

  درصدبه مجموع
 مصالح سيماني

 زمان
 ويبي
به  ثانيه

ب 
ت آ

سب
ن

ان
سيم

  V
P 

/ V
M

 
%  

مقاومت 
 فشاري
kg/cm2 

7 

 ميانگين
 دانسيته
(kg/m3) 

  زمان
 تراكم
 ثانيه

Conplast 
RP264M R160-30-11 118.7 

0.6 
16 0.742 46.0 84.5 2508 15 

Chrysoplast 
CER R160-30-12 120.0 
0.6 

20 0.750 46.2 97.6 2501 10~15 

Chrysoplast 
CER R160-30-13 116.5 
0.8 

18 0.728 45.8 106.0 2507 10~12 

Conplast 
RP264M R160-30-14 114.3 

0.8 
45 0.714 45.5 108.9 2517 27~30 

Conplast 
RP264M R160-30-15 119.2 

0.8 
18 0.745 46.2 79.7 2474 10~12 

  
در ) 13 و   12مقايـسه طرحهـاي     ( درصـد    0,8 بـه    0,6 از Chrysoplastد با افـزايش دوزاج      شو  چنانچه مشاهده مي  

ولـي بـا    .  درصد نيز كاهندگي آب بيـشتر حاصـل شـده اسـت            3 درصد افزايش مقاومت و      9شرايط يكسان، حدود    
ح نكته قابل توجه مقاومت يكسان در دو طـر        .  برعكس شاهد كاهش در مقاومت هستيم      Conplastافزايش دوزاج   

 در شرايط يكـسان     Chrysoplast با زمانهاي ويبي متفاوت است كه مبين مقاومت باالتر افزودني            14 و   13شماره  
  . درصد مواد مذكور نيز به وضوح ديده شد0,6باشد كه اين مسئله در طرحهاي حاوي  مي
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   مقادير مختلف پوزوالن3-1-5
بدين منظـور عـالوه بـر طرحهـاي         . ي را باال خواهد برد    با ثابت بودن مجموع مواد سيماني، افزايش پوزوالن كارآي        

  . درصد پوزوالن ساخته شد40 و 35 درصد پوزوالن، طرحهايي نيز با 30حاوي 
) 6شـكل (و نسبت آب به سيمان و مواد سيماني بـا مقاومـت             ) 5شكل  (رابطه بين مواد سيماني با مقاومت فشاري        

  .رصد پوزوالن است د30بيانگر مناسبتر بودنِ عملكرد طرحهاي حاوي 
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   رابطه بين مواد سيماني با مقاومت فشاري-5شكل 
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   نسبت آب به سيمان و مواد سيماني با مقاومت فشاري-6شكل 

 
  مقاومت كششي غيرمستقيم 3-1-6

هـايي نيـز بـه منظـور بررسـي            اي جهت انجام آزمايشات مقاومت فشاري نمونه        هاي استوانه   در زمان ساخت نمونه   
هـاي بـا ميـزان مـصالح      هاي اختالط نيزگرفته شد كه مقادير مقاومت كششي برخـي نمونـه          ششي طرح مقاومت ك 

 نـشان داده شـده      7 روزه آنهـا در شـكل        180 و   90،  28،  7 كيلوگرم بر متر مكعب در سنين        150سيماني بيشتر از    
 درصـد   11 الـي    10دهنده اين است كه مقاومت كششي غيرمستقيم در طرحهاي مختلف حـدود               نتايج نشان . است
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    مقاومت كششي غير مستقيم طرحهاي اختالط-7شكل 

  مرحله دوم3-2
.  ثانيـه آغـاز شـد      24 تـا    14پس از اخذ نتايج طرحهاي مرحله اول، ساخت طرحهاي نهايي با زمان ويبـي واقعـي                 

هـا و درصـدهاي مختلـف         ، افزودني شسته ونشسته (همچنين از طرحهاي مرحله اول براي مقايسه حاالت مختلف          
  .هاي مختلف ارائه شده است  ضريب بازده نمونه8در شكل . استفاده شده است) پوزوالن
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   ضريب بازده طرحهاي مرحله دوم-8  شكل 

 
  . روزه طرحها آورده شده است90 و 28، 7 رابطه بين مقدار مصالح سيماني با توجه به مقاومت 9همچنين در شكل 
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  رابطه نسبت آب به سيمان و مقاومت فشاري-9  شكل 
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  نتيجه گيري و انتخاب طرح اختالط بهينه-4
  . كيلو گرم بر متر مكعب قرار داشتند2480 تا 2280ها در محدوده   وزن مخلوط طرح-1
 هـاي  ازطرفي امكـان اسـتفاده از سـنگدانه   .  ميلي مترعملكرد دوگانه اي دارند0-5 هاي  بخش ريزدانه سنگدانه-2

سازد و از اين طريق مقاومت بتن را افزايش           ها در مخلوط رخ دهد را ميسر مي         درشت تر بدون آنكه جداشدگي دانه     
هاي درشت تر توسط سـيمان شـده و از ايـن طريـق مقاومـت را                   دهند و از طرف ديگر مانع پوشش كامل دانه          مي

  .دهند كاهش مي
)  ثابـت vebeبـا زمـان    (وان ساز باعث كاهش در مقـدار آب         هاي كم سيمان، كاربرد مواد افزودني ر         در مخلوط  -3

لـذا در   . يابد  شوند ولي با وجود كاهش در نسبت آب به سيمان، مقاومت فشاري به طور محسوسي افزايش نمي                  مي
 مناسب و بهبـود     vebeتواند افزايش رواني جهت نيل به زمان          اين حالت دليل عمده براي استفاده از روان ساز، مي         

  .ي بتن باشديكنواخت
 كـه   [15]باشـد   هاي بـتن معمـولي و يـا حتـي پـايين تـر مـي                  به اندازه مخلوط   RCCهاي     نفوذپذيري مخلوط  -4

  .آزمايشات صورت گرفته نيز داللت بر اين موضوع دارد
 استفاده از پوزوالنها در بتن هـم اقتـصادي و هـم منجـر بـه اصـالح خـصوصيات بـتن تـازه و سـخت شـده                              -5

 آزمايشات انجام گرفته نيز بهبود و رشد خصوصيات بتن غلتكي ازجمله در كارپذيري، مقاومـت       كه در  [16]شود  مي
  .فشاري، مقاومت سايشي و مسايل حرارتي و جمع شدگي مشاهده شد

 درصد پوزوالن زمانيكه اين مقدار به حالت بهينه در مخلـوط باشـد منجربـه بـاالترين                  30 جايگزيني سيمان با     -6
 درتحقيقـي ازآتـيس و      [17].شـود   مـي )  كيلـوگرم برمترمكعـب    139( روزه   90غلتكي در سن    مقاومت فشاري بتن    

هاي بتني دسـت       درصد وزني سيمان در مخلوط     35 الي   25همكارانش به جايگزيني بهينه خاكستر بادي در حدود         
 133(وزه  ر90كه در مطالعه صورت گرفته نيز با كسب مقاومت فشاري طرح اخـتالط بهينـه در سـن                  . [18]يافتند

  .داللت برعملكرد مناسب پوزوالن خاش دارد) كيلوگرم برمترمكعب
  هاي پرتلند پوزوالني به مراتب  مقاومت سايشي و فرسايشي بتنهاي ساخته شده با خاكستر بادي و سيمان-7

نيز مشاهده شـده     كه اين اثرات در تحقيق صورت گرفته         [19]باشند  بهتر از بتنهاي ساخته شده با سيمان پرتلتد معمولي مي         
  .است

 كيلوگرم بر سـانتيمتر مربـع در        125( با توجه به نتايج به دست آمده و براي رسيدن به مقاومت مشخصه طرح                -8
  .، طرح اختالط با مشخصات زير انتخاب گرديد) روز180سن 

 مقاومت فشاري
kg/cm2  

  زمان  دانسيته
  ويبي

نسبت 
حجم خمير 
  به مالت

  حجم
  مالت

  حجم
  خمير

ميزان 
الح مص

  سيماني
  Kg/m3  )درصد(نسبت حجمي   %  ثانيه  Kg/m3  روزه 7  روزه 28  روزه 90  روزه 180

133  133  95  65  2475  15  43  49  21  120  
  

  تشكر و قدرداني
كه ) پيمانكار سد زيردان  (بدينوسيله از مهندس محسن جعفربيگلو و تكنسينهاي آزمايشگاه بتن شركت جهان كوثر             

طهـاي بـتن و انجـام آزمايـشها، صـميمانه همكـاري فراوانـي را مبـذول داشـته انـد                      در كليه مراحل ساخت مخلو    
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ABSTRACT 
It has been found that physical properties of concrete, particularly strength and 
permeability significantly depend on its pore structure. Ultra fine particles of nano-
SiO2 fill the voids of CSH structure and provide more homogenous distribution of 
hydrated products. This effect of nano-SiO2 enhances the durability of cement 
composites as well as the strength. In this paper, influence of nano-SiO2 on 
different properties of cement mortar was investigated in comparison with silica 
fume (SF) as a well-known active pozzolan. Different amounts of nano-SiO2 (0, 
1%, 3%, 5%, 7%and 9%) were incorporated into the ordinary cement mortar. 
Mechanical properties, shrinkage, water absorption of the specimens were 
determined. Results showed that the optimal content of Nano-SiO2 in plain cement 
mortar was around 7%. Nano-SiO2 particles were more effective in developing 
higher mechanical strength and lower water absorption than that of SF. Yet the 
mortar containing nano-SiO2 experienced higher shrinkage than that of SF mortar. 
 
Keywords: cement mortar, mechanical properties, nano-SiO2, silica fume, 
shrinkage 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
High strength concrete and mortar with high strength and durability properties 
offer many advantages. They have been gradually replacing normal strength 
concrete due to their improved mechanical characteristics and low permeability. 
With such outstanding characteristics they can be utilized in structure, exposed to 
severe loading or influenced by environmental conditions, for instance large 
bridges and offshore constructions [1,2].  
Silica fume has been widely used as a supplementary cementing material for 
producing high performance concrete. It is used to enhance the strength and 
durability of concrete. It has been reported that use of SF as a cement replacement 
increased sulfate and acid resistance and decreased chloride permeability of 
concrete. When SF is added to cement/concrete, it acts as a filler to fill the gaps 
between cement particles resulting in finer pore structure. Also more CSH gel can 
be formed in SF concrete due to the reaction that occurs between the silica in SF 
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and the Ca(OH)2 in hydrating cement (pozzolanic reaction)[3,4]. 
Recently with the help of advanced nanotechnology developments, nano-SiO2 with 
finer particles size and higher pozzolanic activity has been introduced. Studies have 
shown that incorporating nano-SiO2 into cement based materials improved 
mechanical properties of the products. Qing Ye [5] reported that nano-SiO2 
improved the bond strength of paste-aggregate interface. Additional studies have 
also concluded that pozzolanic activity of nano-SiO2 was much greater than that of 
silica fume [6]. The abrasion resistance of concrete containing nano-SiO2 was 
studied by Hui Li [7]. He suggested that nano-SiO2 was valuable for enhancing 
abrasion resistance of pavement. Gengig Li [8] showed that nano-SiO2 added to 
high-volume fly ash high-strength concrete could improve short and long term 
strengths. K. Lin [9] reported that nano-SiO2 particles could potentially improve 
the negative influences caused by sewage sludge ash (SSA) replacement mortar. It 
has been found that when nano-SiO2 particles are uniformly dispersed in cement 
paste they will accelerate cement hydration due to their high activity [10].  
Owing to the unique properties of nano-SiO2 it seems that it has a potential to be 
utilized in production of high strength concrete. Hence more assessments are 
necessary to ensure usage possibility of nano-SiO2 in cement based materials. 
Accordingly, in the present experimental study, Nano-SiO2 particles were 
incorporated into ordinary cement mortar and compressive strength, flexural 
behavior, water absorption and shrinkage of these composites were investigated. 
Results were compared with mortar containing 10% silica fume. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
Materials: In this study, ordinary Portland cement type I, silica fume, nano-SiO2 
particles and tap water were used. SF used in this experiment contained 91.1% 
SiO2 with average particles size of 7.38 µm. The chemical compositions of SF and 
cement were analyzed using an X-ray microprobe analyzer and listed in Table 1. In 
order to achieve the desire fluidity and better dispersion of nano particles, a 
polycarboxylate ether based superplastisizer was incorporated into all mixes. 
Natural river sand was used with the fraction of sand passing through 1.18 mm 
sieve and retaining on 0.2mm. The specific gravity of sand was 2.51 gr/cm3. Basic 
material properties of nano-SiO2 are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 3: Chemical composition of cement and silica fume 
Chemical compositions (%) 

L.O.I SO3 MgO CaO Fe2O3 AL2O3 SiO2 
 

Items 
1.35 - 4.8 61.5 2.76 3.68 21.5 O.P.C. 
2.1 0.45 .6 2.24 2 1.55 91.1 S.F. 

 
Table 2: Basic material properties of nano-SiO2 

Item Diameter (nm) PH value Composition (mass%) 

Target 50 10 SiO2(30%) + H2O(70%) 
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Table 4: Mix proportion of the specimens 
% Content ( by weight ) No Sand/Binder Water/Binder O.P.C. N.S. S.F. 

NS0 2.75 0.5 100 0 - 
NS1 2.75 0.5 99 1 - 
NS3 2.75 0.5 97 3 - 
NS5 2.75 0.5 95 5 - 
NS7 2.75 0.5 93 7 - 
NS9 2.75 0.5 91 9 - 
SF10 2. 75 0.5 90 0 10 

 
Methods: Cement mortars containing SF or nano-SiO2 were prepared with the 
same flowing capacity through the adjustment of superplastisizer (Table 3). The 
water/binder and sand/binder ratios of all mixtures were 0.5 and 2.75 respectively, 
where the binder weight is the total weight of cement, SF or nano-SiO2. The 
amount of SF replacement in mortar (SF mortar) was fixed at 10% which is an 
acceptable range and is used most often. In order to achieve the desired properties, 
it is essential to disperse nano particles uniformly. Accordingly, mixing was carried 
out in a rotary mixer as follows: 
1. The nano-SiO2 particles were stirred with 90% of mixing water at high speed 

and for about 1 min. 
2. The Cement and SF were premixed for 30 s. Then dry mixed cement and SF 

were added to the mixture. After adding, the mixer was allowed to run for 1 
min at medium speed. 

3. The sand was gradually added at 30s while the mixer was running at medium 
speed. 

4. The superplastisizer and remaining water were added and stirred at high speed 
for 30s. 

5. The mixture was allowed to rest for 90s. Then mixing was continued for 2 min 
at high speed. 

After mixing, the samples were cast into the 50×50×50 mm cubes for compressive 
and water absorption tests and 50×50×200 beams for flexural and shrinkage tests. 
The compressive samples were placed in two layers. Each layer was temped 32 
times in about 10s using a hard rubber mallet following the procedure of ASTM C-
109 [11]. The flexural samples also were placed in two layers and each layer was 
tamped 12 times in 4 rounds as per ASTM C-348 [12]. After 24 hours the 
specimens were removed from the molds and cured in water at 23±2 °C for 7, 28, 60 
and 90 days. The specimens were tested using a hydraulic testing machine under 
load control at 1350 N/s for compressive test and 44N/s for flexural test. The 
absorption test was carried out on two 50 mm cubes. Saturated surface dry 
specimens were kept in an oven at 110°C for 72 h. After measuring the initial 
weight, specimens were immersed in water for 72h. Then the final weight was 
measured and the absorption was reported to assess the mortar permeability of 
mortar in this study. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Compressive strength: Figure 1 shows the variation in the compressive strength 
of mortars. It can be seen that the compressive strength of cement mortar with 
nano-SiO2 is higher than that of plain cement mortar and gradually increases with 
an increase in the amount of nano-SiO2. It is obvious that increase in the nano-SiO2 
content beyond 7% did not change the compressive strength significantly. It is 
found that large amounts of nano-SiO2 decrease the compressive strength of the 
composites instead of improving it. Because when the content of nano-SiO2 is 
large, nano particles are difficult to disperse uniformly. Therefore, they create a 
weak zone in the form of voids, consequently the homogeneous hydrated 
microstructure can not be formed and a lower strength will be probable [13]. Also 
it can be observed that the compressive strength of the specimens containing 5%, 
7% and 9% nano-SiO2 (Mixtures NS5, NS7, NS9) are higher than that of the SF 
mortar. This indicates that nano-SiO2 has a higher pozzolanic activity and is more 
valuable in reinforcement of mortar than that of SF.  
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Figure 1. Compressive strength of different cement mortars  

  
Flexural strength: Flexural strength test results are shown in Figure 2. Results 
show that nano-SiO2 is more effective in developing flexural strength than that of 
SF. From the results it can be concluded that the optimum nano-SiO2 content in 
ordinary cement mortar ranges between 5% and 7%. 
Two fundamental mechanisms can be deduced for strength enhancement by nano-SiO2: 
1) Strength enhancement by matrix densification and paste-aggregate interfacial 

zone refinement  
2) Strength enhancement by reduction in the content of Ca (OH) 2. 
The first strengthening mechanism is called the filler effect. The micro filling 
effect of nano-SiO2 is one of the important factors for the development of dense 
concrete/mortar with very high strength, because small amount of air content 
significantly decreases the strength of the mortar. Nano-SiO2 particles, due to their 
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small size act as a filler to fill into the interstitial spaces inside the skeleton of 
hardened microstructure of cement paste to increase its density as well as the 
strength [14]. The filling effect of nano-SiO2 is also valuable for generating strong 
transition zone. It has been reported that the microstructure of the transition zone 
between cement paste and aggregates strongly influences the strength and 
durability of concrete [15]. Nano-SiO2 particles reduce the wall effect in the 
transition zone between the paste and the aggregate and strengthen this weaker 
zone due to the higher bond between those two phases. It should be mentioned that 
the silica fume causes reduction in the volume of large pores and increases the 
mortar strength too, but as the size ratio between filler and the aggregates is one of 
the main parameters that strongly affects the strengthening caused by filling effect, 
and thanks to the high size ratio between nano-SiO2 and cement grains, the filling 
effect of nano-SiO2 particles is more obvious. The second strengthening 
mechanism is the pozzolanic activity. Pozzolans are defined as siliceous or 
siliceous and aluminous materials that in themselves possess little or no cementing 
property but in finely dispersed form in the presence of moisture chemically react 
with calcium hydroxide at ordinary temperature to form compound possessing 
cementitious properties. Two major products of cement hydration are calcium 
silicate hydrate (CSH) and calcium hydroxide (CH) respectively. Calcium silicate 
hydrate which is produced by hydration of C3S and C2S plays a vital role in 
mechanical characteristics of cement paste. Whereas calcium hydrate which is also 
formed by hydration of cement does not have any cementing property. It contains 
about 20-25% of the volume of the hydration products. Calcium hydrates due to 
their morphology are relatively weak and brittle. Cracks can easily propagate 
through regions populated by them, especially at the aggregate cement paste matrix 
interface [16]. Nano-SiO2 reacts with Calcium hydrates formed during hydration of 
cement rapidly and produces calcium silicate hydrate with cementitious properties 
which is beneficial for enhancement of strength in concrete/mortar. 
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Figure 2. Flexural strength of different cement mortars 
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Both nano-SiO2 and SF belong to pozzolanic materials, however results showed 
that the pozzolanic activity of nano-SiO2 was much greater than that of SF. A 
possible reason for this observation could be nucleation effect. Nano-SiO2 due to 
its high specific surface serves additional nucleation sites for precipitation of the 
hydration products whereby chemical reactions are accelerated [17]. Moreover it 
has been suggested that the surface of pozzolan can adsorb many Ca+2 ions and that 
lowering of the concentration of the calcium ions accelerates the rate of dissolution 
of C3 S that increases the rate of hydration [18]. Owing to the higher specific 
surface of nano particles they adsorb more Ca+2 ions and accelerate the rate of 
hydration more effectively. 
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Figure 4. Shrinkage behavior of different cement mortars 

 
Shrinkage: Shrinkage is a common phenomenon generally encountered in almost 
every cementitious product due to contraction of total mass upon loss of moisture. 
It is sometimes accompanied by development of cracks specially in such members 
whose surface area to volume ratio is large [19,20]. These cracks serve as conduits 
for salt and water. The saline solution comes in contact with reinforcing steel and 
promotes corrosion. Corrosion causes expansion of steel and inevitably pop-outs 
occur in the concrete cover, Thereby reducing the strength and service life of the 
concrete [21]. In view of the importance of the volume changes due to shrinkage 
this section is devoted to the study of the influence of nano-SiO2 on the drying 
shrinkage of ordinary mortars. Prismatic specimens with 50×50×200 mm 
dimensions were prepared. The first measurement was taken using a length 
comparator with a precision of 2µm after 24 h of mixing, while the rest of 
measurements were taken at different ages of 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42 days. The 
specimens were cured in the laboratory environment. The average temperature in 
the laboratory was 27±3 °C. The shrinkage behavior of mortars containing different 
amounts of nano-SiO2 in comparison with SF mortar is presented in Figure 3. 
Results showed that both SF mortar and mortar containing nano-SiO2 experienced 
higher shrinkage than that of ordinary cement mortar. Moreover it can be seen that 
the drying shrinkage of mortars with nano-SiO2 is higher than that of SF mortar 
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and increases with increasing nano-SiO2 content. The increase in the drying 
shrinkage of mortar containing nano-SiO2 might be due mainly to refinement of 
pore size and increase of mesopores volume which is directly related with the 
shrinkage due to self desiccation. Moreover nano-SiO2 particles act as an Activator 
to accelerate cement hydration, therefore the degree of hydration increases as the 
amount of nano-SiO2 increases and the autogenous shrinkage related to chemical 
shrinkage also increases [22]. 
Water absorption: The absorption characteristics indirectly represent the porosity 
through an understanding of the permeable pore volume and its connectivity [23]. 
In order to investigate the effect of nano-SiO2 particles on cement mortar 
permeability, water absorption test was carried out at the curing age of 28 days. 
The absorption values of mortars are listed in Table 4. It is clear that presence of 
pozzolanic material in cement mortar decreased the water absorption value. Nano-
SiO2 was more effective in reduction of permeability than that of SF. The increase 
of impermeability caused by nano-SiO2 can be attributed to two concomitant 
phenomena: 

i. Nano-SiO2 particles generate a large number of nucleation sites for the 
hydration products and induce a more homogenous distribution of CSH and 
hence less pore structure [24]. 

ii. Nano-SiO2 particles block the passages connecting capillary pores and 
water channels in cement paste [25]. 

 
Table 5: Water absorption of mortars 

Mixture Water absorption (%) 
NS0 6.12 
NS3 5.11 
NS5 4.35 
NS7 4.23 
SF10 5.18 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental study was carried out to investigate the effect of nano-SiO2 on the 
physical and mechanical properties of mortar. Based on the experimental results, 
following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Noticeable increase was observed in compressive and flexural strength of 

ordinary cement mortar upon adding nano-SiO2, however high amounts of 
nano-SiO2 had a negative effect on mechanical properties especially flexural 
strength. From the results it can be concluded that the optimum nano-SiO2 
content in ordinary cement mortar ranges between 5% and 7%. 

2. The effect of nano-SiO2 on drying shrinkage of mortar was significant. The 
mortar samples containing nano-SiO2 experienced higher values of drying 
shrinkage compared to reference mortars. This effect was more prominent for 
larger amounts of nano-SiO2. 

3. The absorption characteristics which indirectly reflect the porosity showed that 
nano-SiO2 particles decreased the water absorption of cement composites by 
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pore filling and pozzolanic effects. Also it was observed that nano-SiO2 
particles were more effective in the reduction of permeability than that of SF. 
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ABSTRACT 
It has been demonstrated that the fiber-matrix bond strongly affects the ability of 
fibers to stabilize crack propagation in the matrix. As the bond between fiber and 
matrix is mainly mechanical, it seems that incorporating nano-SiO2 (NS) into fiber 
reinforced cement composites provides better bond with matrix through pore 
refinement and better distribution of the hydrated products. Hence in this paper an 
effort was made to study the effect of polypropylene (PP) fibers on mechanical 
properties and shrinkage of mortar incorporating NS. Three fiber volume fractions, 
0.1%, 0.3% and 0.5% were considered. Compressive and flexural strength, water 
absorption and shrinkage of mortars were reported. Results showed that NS 
improved mechanical and water absorption characteristics of mortars significantly. 
It has been observed that the addition of NS fairly enhanced the fibers effectiveness 
in improving the mechanical strength of mortars. 
 
Keywords: mortar, nano-SiO2, compressive strength, flexural strength, shrinkage 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nano-particles possess unique physical and chemical properties that can improve 
the function and properties of many types of materials. Among the nano-particles, 
nano silica have been used to improve the properties of cement based materials and 
some efforts on excellent mechanical properties and microstructure of cement 
composite with NS have been also reported. Studies have shown that application of 
NS into the production of mortar and concrete can lead to improvement in 
compressive strength, flexural behavior and abrasion resistance [1-4]. Therefore 
NS can be applied in production of high performance concrete (HPC) which has 
been gradually replacing normal strength concrete. As the rate of pozzolanic 
reaction is proportional to the amount of surface available for reaction and owing 
to the high specific surface of nano particles, they possess high pozzolanic activity 
that consume calcium hydroxide (CH) which arrays in the interfacial transition 
zone between hardened cement paste and aggregates and produce hydrated calcium 
silicate (CSH) which enhances the strength of cement paste [5]. In addition, due to 
nano scale size of particles, NS can fill the ultra fine pores in cement matrix. This 
physical effect of the finer grains leads to reduction in porosity of transition zone in 
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the fresh concrete. This mechanism strengthens the bond between the matrix and 
the aggregates and improves the cement microstructure and properties. 
Furthermore, it has been found that when the small particles of NS uniformly 
disperse in the paste due to their high activity, they generate a large number of 
nucleation sites for the precipitation of the hydration products which accelerates 
cement hydration [6].  
Polypropylene fibers have been widely used for the reinforcement of cementitious 
materials to improve the toughness and energy absorption capability of matrix [7]. 
They were found to be extremely effective in reducing free plastic shrinkage, in 
retarding first crack appearance and in controlling crack development [8]. 
Although effectiveness of PP fibers in shrinkage cracking, impact resistance and 
ductility of cement matrices has been proved by many researchers, effect of PP 
fibers on compressive and flexural strength is not quit clear [9]. Studies have 
shown that there can be little or no chemical adhesion between the fiber and matrix 
as a result of their chemical inertness [10]. It seems that smooth surface of PP 
fibers intensifies this effect.  Moreover, it has been suggested that the presence of 
PP fibers in cement paste results in the formation of a water film at the interface of 
fiber and matrix called wall effect. Due to greater mobility of calcium ions in a 
water environment, portlandite (calcium hydroxide) macro crystals can easily grow 
and make the transition zone more pores [11]. This phenomenon has a negative 
impact on the bond between fiber and matrix. It is clear that in order to utilize the 
maximum strength of the fiber and improve the composite properties, it is essential 
to enhance the interfacial bond of pp fibers. It seems that the physical and chemical 
effects of nano particles can be useful in reduction of wall effect between fiber and 
matrix. Accordingly, present study focuses on the effect of NS on mechanical and 
physical properties of fiber reinforced cement composite mortar.  
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Materials and mix proportions: The cement used in all mortar mixes was 
ordinary Portland cement which corresponds to ASTM type 1. The chemical 
analysis of Portland cement is shown in Table 1. NS in liquid form with the 
average particles size of 50 nm was used in this study. In order to achieve desire 
fluidity and better dispersion of nano particles, a polycarboxylate ether based 
superplastisizer was utilized. The content of superplastisizer was adjusted for each 
mixture to keep constant the fluidity of mortars. Ottawa sand conforming to 
ASTM-C778 [12] was used for mortar preparation. Table 2 reveals the physical 
properties of PP fibers. All specimens were fabricated with the water/binder and 
sand/binder ratios of 0.5 and 2.75 respectively. The weight of binder was 
considered equal to the sum of the weight of cement and NS. 
In the initial stage of the present study a total of 6 batches of mortars were prepared 
to find the optimum amount of NS in ordinary cement mortar (Table 3). According 
to the initial stage results, in the second stage 0.1%, 0.3%, and 0.5% PP fiber 
(Compared with the total mortar volume) were added to the ordinary and the 
optimum mixtures selected in the initial stage with the purpose of evaluating the 
influence of the PP fibers on the strength and shrinkage properties (Table 4). In all 
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the tests, specimens without fiber were considered reference materials. 
 

Table 6: Chemical compositions of cement           
Items Chemical compositions (%) 
SiO2 21.5 

AL2O3 3.68 
Fe2O3 2.76 
CaO 61.5 
MgO 4.8 
SO3 - 

L.O.I 1.35 
 

Table 2: Properties of polypropylene fiber 
Property Polypropylene 

Unit weight (gr/cm3) 0.9-0.91 
Reaction with water Hydrophobic 

Tensile strength (MPa) 300-400 
Elongation at break (%) 100-600 

Melting point 175 
Thermal conductivity 

(W/m/K) 0.12 

Length (mm) 6 
 
Test method: In order to achieve desire properties, it is essential to disperse NS 
and PP fibers uniformly. Accordingly, mixing was carried out in a rotary mixer as 
follows: 
1. The NS particles were stirred with 90% of mixing water at high speed and for 

about 1 min. 
2. The specified amount of fiber was added and mixed for 2 min at medium 

speed. 
3. The cement was added and the mixer was allowed to run for 1 min at medium 

speed. 
4. The sand was gradually added at 30s while the mixer was running at medium 

speed. 
5. The superplastisizer and remaining water were added and stirred at high speed 

for 30s. 
6. The mixture was allowed to rest for 90s. Then mixing was continued for 2 min 

at high speed. 
Fresh mortar was cast into 50×50×50 mm cubes for compressive and water 
absorption tests and 50×50×200 steel molds for flexural and shrinkage tests. The 
specimens were tamped using a hard mallet to decrease the amount of the air bulbs. 
After the feeding operation, each of the specimens was allowed to stand for 24 h. 
Then the specimens were demolded and kept in water at 23±3 °C until they were 
tested. 
Compressive strength test was conducted in accordance with ASTM-C109 [13] 
using a hydraulic testing machine under load control at 1350N/s. The three-point 
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(i.e. center-point) loading flexural test was carried out with the span of 180mm and 
at a loading rate of 44N/s. The flexural and compressive strength were determined 
at 7, 28, 60 and 90 days of curing. Shrinkage test samples were cured in the 
laboratory environment at 27±3 °C. Changes in the length of the mortar samples 
were measured using a length comparator with the precision of 0.002mm. The first 
measurement was taken after 24h of mixing, while the rest of the measurements 
were taken at the ages of 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 days. The water absorption test 
was carried out at 28 days as follows: Saturated surface dry specimens were kept in 
an oven at 110°C for 72 h. After measuring the initial weight, specimens were 
immersed in water for 72h. Then the final weight was measured and the final 
absorption was reported to assess the mortar permeability.   
 

Table 3: Mix proportion of the specimens (initial stage) 
% Content ( by weight ) Batch 

No Sand/Binder Water/Binder 
O.P.C. N.S. 

NS0 2.75 0.5 100 0 
NS1 2.75 0.5 99 1 
NS3 2.75 0.5 97 3 
NS5 2.75 0.5 95 5 
NS7 2.75 0.5 93 7 
NS9 2.75 0.5 91 9 

 
Table 4: Mix proportion of the specimens (second stage) 

%Content(by 
weight) 

% Content 
(by weight) No Sa/Bb Wc/Bb 

O.P.C N.S 

%PP 
(Vol) No Sa/Bb Wc/Bb 

O.P.C N.S 

%PP 
(Vol) 

1 2.75 0.5 100 - 0 5 2.75 0.5 100 - 0.3 

2 2.75 0.5 93 7 0 6 2.75 0.5 93 7 0.3 

3 2.75 0.5 100 - 0.1 7 2.75 0.5 100 - 0.5 

4 2.75 0.5 93 7 0.1 8 2.75 0.5 93 7 0.5 

        a:  Sand       b: Binder (Cement +Nano-SiO2)       c: Water 
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AND RESULTS 
Compressive strength: The compressive strength of cement mortars with different 
dosages of NS at four ages are given in figure 1. It is clear that the compressive 
strength of ordinary cement mortar increases with an increase in the amount of NS. 
It can be seen that increasing the NS content from 7% to 9% didn’t improve the 
compressive strength significantly. It seems that a large amount of NS even 
decreases the strength. According to Hui Li [14] homogeneous hydrated 
microstructure which is essential for the strength of cement matrix can not be 
formed because nano particles can not be well dispersed. Strength enhancement of 
NS can be attributed to reduction in the content of Ca(OH)2  which does not have 
any cementing property and production of hydrated calcium silicate (CSH) that 
plays a vital role in mechanical characteristics of cement paste [15,16]. NS 
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particles also generate a large number of nucleation sites for the cement hydration 
products making the paste microstructure more homogenous and improve its 
strength and permeability [17]. In the view of the results above, cement mortar 
with substitution of cement by 7% NS was selected as the optimum mixture. Figure 
2 shows the compressive strength of fiber reinforced mortars. Results appearing in 
this Figure indicate that PP fibers induce a slight modification in the compressive 
strength. The compressive strength of mortar increased gradually at first with the 
increase of fiber content but then decreased with the further increasing of fiber 
content. Almost all the specimens containing 0.1% pp fiber by volume exhibited an 
increase in compressive strength compared to the target specimens. A possible 
reason for this may be that PP fibers act as crack arresters. 
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Figure 1. Compressive strength of ordinary mortars at different contents of nano-SiO2 

 

 
Figure 2. Compressive strength of different mortar mixtures according to the PP 

content 
 
The uniformly distributed PP fibers reinforce the mortar against disintegration by 
resisting further opening of initial cracks and disallowing the microcracks from 
growing into macro cracks [18].  
The strength development at 0.1% pp fiber addition varied depending upon the 
nature of mixtures. The mortar containing 7% NS showed greater average 
enhancement by 6.49% compared to plain cement mortar by 3.1%. At 0.3% fiber 
addition, the compressive strength of plain cement mortar decreased contrary to 
mortar containing 7% NS that still increased. It is obvious that increase in pp 
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dosage beyond 0.3% decreases the compressive strength. This is understandable 
because large contents of pp fibers are more difficult to disperse uniformly. 
Therefore fibers form clusters and create more micro-defects in cement matrix 
which inevitably reduces the compressive strength of mortar. 
 

 
Figure 3. Flexural strength of different mortar mixtures according to the PP content 

 
Flexural strength: The flexural strength of mortar specimens are presented in 
Figure 3. Comparing the flexural strength of nonfibrous specimens revealed that 
NS effectively increased the flexural strength of mortar. Results of fiber reinforced 
specimens showed that the flexural strength in fiber reinforced mortars was slightly 
higher than that of mortars without fibers. The values of flexural strength of cement 
composites increased with increasing the fiber content until it reached an optimal 
amount of 0.3% and then dropped to some lower value at 0.5%, however for 
mortar containing NS a slight increase of flexural strength was observed beyond 
0.3%. It should be noticed that presence of NS in cement matrix improved the 
effectiveness of fibers in reinforcement of cement mortar. The microstructure of 
cement paste at the interfacial between fiber and matrix is the most important 
region influences of the fibers effectiveness. The addition of NS strengthens this 
weak region through reduction of the internal porosity especially in the transition 
layer by consumption of porous portlandite crystals which array in the interfacial 
between fiber and matrix. Therefore, fiber/matrix contact area increases and higher 
friction can be formed between the two. Typical flexural load deflection response 
of different mixtures containing 0%, 0.1%, 0.3% and 0.5% PP fibers at 90 days are 
represented in Figure 4. The test was controlled automatically by computer with a 
constant cross head movement of 1mm/min. It was found from the figures that for 
the unreinforced mortar, the materials demonstrated brittle behavior. The samples 
fully fractured with increase of mid span deflection after peak load while fiber 
reinforced mortar exhibited some what ductile behavior. A study of the load-
deflection graphs showed that mortar containing NS was obviously more brittle 
than that of plain mortar, however integrating PP fibers somewhat compensated for 
this shortage. A small effect was noted upon fiber volume fraction of 0.1% and a 
relatively bigger increase was observed while increasing fiber content to 0.5%. 
When cracks occur and propagate, fibers are able to bridge across the surface of the 
cracks and prevent the crack face separation in the tension half of the reinforced 
beam. The fibers sustain the load until they pullout from the matrix. This 
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mechanism provides an additional energy-absorbing which leads to a stable 
fracture process and higher fracture energy. The presence of NS enhanced the 
efficiency of transforming load from matrix to fiber by increasing the friction 
coefficient between fiber and composite matrix. Hence effect of pp fibers on post-
peak resistance was more obvious for mortars containing NS. 
Water absorption: The water absorption of specimens is shown in Table 5. A 
study of the water absorption values of the unreinforced specimens revealed that 
incorporating NS into cement mortar improved the water absorption properties of 
the products. The reason for this observation is that the fine particles of pozzolan 
block the channels connecting capillary pores in cement paste and generate more 
homogenous distribution of CSH gel resulting in less pore structure and permeable 
voids [19].  
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Cement mortar containing 7% nano-SiO2
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Figure 4. Flexural behavior (load-deflection) of different mixtures 

 
Adding PP fibers changed the water absorption properties. The water absorption 
values of the mixtures decreased at 0.1% fiber content. It was observed that 
increasing the fiber percentage increased the water absorption of cement mortars. 
The reason behind this observation could be the poor dispersion of PP fibers in 
mortar that consequently increases the pore volume of cement matrix, for plain 
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cement mortar water absorption started to rise up at 0.3% fiber content, while in 
mortars containing NS at 0.5%. This means that presence of NS in cement matrix 
provided better fiber dispersion. The reason may be due to an increase in the 
cohesiveness of the cementitious matrix by NS which is beneficial for better 
dispersion of PP fibers [20]. 
 

Table5: Water absorption of different mixes.  
Batch  

No 
Absorption 

(%) 
Batch   

No 
Absorption 

(%) 
1 6.120 5 6.45 
2 4.230 6 4.187 
3 6.040 7 7.091 
4 4.204 8 4.211 

 
Shrinkage behavior: The shrinkage behavior of mortars is presented in figures 
5and 6. From the results it can be concluded that presence of NS in mortar 
increased the drying shrinkage apparently. It may be due to self desiccation caused 
by pore size refinement of NS [21]. Moreover, from the data presented by the 
previous researchers it is seen that NS particles act as an activator to accelerate 
cement hydration [22]. Therefore, the autogenous shrinkage related to chemical 
shrinkage can be increased.  
Results of fiber reinforced specimens demonstrated that small amounts of fiber 
could contribute positively to moderate the length change caused by drying 
shrinkage. All the mortars reinforced with 0.1% pp fiber, provided better 
improvement for shrinkage. Obviously, using higher content of PP fibers (beyond 
0.3%) did not work for moderating shrinkage strain. At 0.5% PP content, drying 
shrinkage of all specimens increased even more than reference mortars. More 
investigations are needed to explain this effect. 
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Figure 5. Effect of PP fibers on  

shrinkage of plain cement mortar 
Figure 6. Effect of PP fibers on shrinkage 

of cement mortar containing 7% nano-SiO2 
                                                                                                              
4. CONCLUSIONS 
A comprehensive experimental investigation was carried out to evaluate the 
influence of nano-SiO2 on properties of fiber reinforced cement composite mortars. 
Based on the test and analysis results the following preliminary conclusions are 
obtained. 
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• Utilizing polypropylene fibers in cement matrix caused a slight enhancement in 
compressive and flexural strength. The contribution of further increase of the 
fiber content to mechanical strength was not positive. A possible reason for 
this observation could be the poor dispersion of PP fibers in mortar that 
increases pore volume and creates more micro defects in cement matrix. 

• The fiber reinforced mortar demonstrated higher post-peak flexural strength 
compared with reference mortars. This effect was more obvious at larger 
contents of fibers. The effectiveness of the fiber reinforcement on mechanical 
strength somewhat improved with the incorporation of nano-SiO2 particles. 
This can be due to reduction of the internal porosity especially in fiber/matrix 
transition zone that provides higher contact surface and hence friction between 
the two. 

• Water absorption of ordinary mortar decreased by incorporating nano-SiO2. 
Adding small amount of pp fibers resulted in an improvement in water 
absorption characteristics, however higher amounts of fiber especially in 
ordinary cement mortar did not have any positive effect. 

• Presence of nano-SiO2 in cement matrix increased the dying shrinkage of 
mortars. The inclusion of fiber reinforcement within composite cement mortar 
could moderate this effect. However, utilizing high contents of fiber (beyond 
0.3%) didn’t have any positive impact on shrinkage strain.  
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